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PREFACE 
ro 
<•4 

TO THE 

EOITRTH AMERICAN EDITION. 

The cordial appreciation by the English speaking profession of the 

translation of Professor Stellwag’s -work, has encouraged the under¬ 

signed to undertake and complete the task of preparing a new Edition 

from the last German one. It will be found that about one hundred 

and fifty pages are entirely new, while changes have been made in 

nearly every page of the work. The index of subjects has also been 

made more complete, while one of authors, which is not found in the 

German Edition, has been added. 

Although the industry and erudition of the distinguished author 

have allowed the translators a very small field for the introduction of 

new material, the views of American and English writers have been 

amplified on some few points. The article on cataract has been 

enlarged by the description of two new methods of removing the 

crystalline lens. The subject of the use of the direct method of 

examining the fundus of the eye, has been fully discussed in the 

Appendix, and a description, with illustrations, of Dr. Loring’s adap¬ 

tation of the ophthalmoscope to this method has been added. 

In presenting this volume, which is almost a new one, to the pro¬ 

fession, the Translators venture to repeat the conviction expressed in 

U 4 
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IV PREFACE. 

the Preface to the First Edition, that those who give it a careful study 

will thereby lay the foundations for a thorough and exact knowl¬ 

edge of the diseases of the eye, and they hope that its intrinsic 

merits of completeness and thoroughness, will atone for the difference 

which must exist between a translation and a work originally written 

in the English language. 

D. B. St. John Boosa. 

Chakles S. Bull, of St. Louis, Mo. 
New York, March, 1873. 
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TRANSLATORS’ PREFACE. 

The time has certainly come when a complete and acceptable 

treatise on the diseases of the eye, including its minute anatomy, will 

be cordially received by the American medical profession. We hope 

that the translation of Professor Stellwag’s book, herewith presented, 

may prove to be such a work. 

Doubtless a compilation adapted more especially to the professional 

habit of thought in England and the United States, would have some 

i advantages over a work originally prepared for medical men speaking 

another tongue. But we have believed that the present work pre- 

i seated sufficient advantages to outweigh any such objections to it. 

Moreover, without disregarding the great assistance rendered by 

■ English and French surgeons, we must consider the present advanced 

|| position of ophthalmology as due, in a great measure, to the labors of 

H the Germans. Under these circumstances, it seems just to recognize 

m this fact by presenting a text-book which is regarded as one of the 
f best in the German language. 

We had nearly finished a translation of the second edition, when 

j||the author informed us that a third was in preparation. The 

’ changes and additions were so many, that we found it necessary to 

■begin our work anew, and we accordingly translated this third edition 

; from advance sheets sent by the author. Thus our labors as transla¬ 

tors were greatly increased, but on the other hand we found very 
little to do as editors. 

Our work has been conscientiously performed, and yet, undoubtedly, 

many imperfections will be found, for which we ask the indulgence 

of the profession. We offer this book to our professional brethren 
with the firm conviction that those who give it a careful study will 
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vi translators’ preface. 

thereby lay the foundation for a thorough and practical knowledge of 

the diseases of the eye. 
In revising the translation and preparing it for the press, we have 

received the encouragement and assistance of our friends, Drs. George 

H. Humphreys and George M. Beard, to each of whom we desire to 

present our cordial acknowledgments. 
The publishers also deserve our thanks for the hearty manner in 

which they have endeavored to render the mechanical execution of the 

work such as should be creditable to its subject. 

The additions made by the Translators will be found inclosed in 

brackets, and in the Appendix. Je 
Chas. E. Hacexey. th 

D. B. St. John Boosa. CU] 
New York, December, 1867. sta 
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AUTHOR’S PREFACE 

TO THE AMERICAN EDITION. 

Ophthalmology lias undergone many changes in the last fifteen1 

[ years. We are no longer content with a methodical arrangement of 

[ the symptoms of disease, and with set empirical formulas for their 

cnre; but we strive with all our might toward the proper under¬ 

standing of pathological conditions and processes. The genius of 

the present age urges us on in this latter course, with great power, and 

| the conviction is constantly becoming more firmly rooted, that it is 

only a clearer insight into the nature of morbid deviations, which can 

furnish a firm basis for treatment. Mere observations on patients are 

never sufficient for our present aims in the practice of ophthalmology. 

Every kind of scientific assistances must be brought in and made use of. 

Thanks to the united efforts of many able men, and to the division of 

labor among them, this requirement has been amply fulfilled, and we 

have fully realized the influence which an exact knowledge of the 

minute structure of the eye, its pathological anatomy, physiology, and 

optics, exert upon ophthalmology. In all the various departments of 

our knowledge of the diseases of the eye, this influence has been 

demonstrated by the most important advances. The greater portion: 

of this subject has been newly worked up from the very foundations, 

while a number of portions, already fruitful, have been made to 

produce more abundantly. There has also been extraordinary pro- 
ess in the resources of treatment. 

Under such circumstances, the older text-books, excellent as they 

were in other respects, could no longer answer for the purpose of edu¬ 

cation in the science and art of ophthalmology. There was an 

imperative necessity for a treatise which should blend the acquisi¬ 

tions of an earlier period, with those of modern time, into an harmo- 
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Till author’s preface. 

nious whole. This is the task which I have undertaken, in offering 

the present work. 
I have labored particularly to give a faithful and comprehensive 

representation of the present position of the science. I have, there¬ 

fore, gone over the great mass of material on this subject, so far as it 

was accessible to me, with all possible care, and have taken from it 

what appeared to me to be valuable, or even that which, in spite of 

its inexactness, seemed to have acquired a certain importance, and, 

therefore, demanded elucidation. 
The pathological descriptions depend, for the greater part, on my 

own labors. So far as microscopic conditions come into consideration, 

they rest on Professor Wedl’s “Atlas der Pathologischen Histologie.” 

This latter is a rich mine of unadorned facts, which has been often 

used by others, but which is apt to he seldom cited. In the prepara¬ 

tion of the section on tumors, the excellent work of Virchow has been 

used as the basis. 
The part which treats of the anomalies of refraction and accom¬ 

modation, rests in general on the principles which I first announced 

more than twelve years ago, in the Vienna Imperial Academy of 

Sciences, and which, since that time, have everywhere served as 

the basis of investigation. The nucleus of this subject lies in the 

strict separation of refraction and accommodation, and in the refer¬ 

ence of the individual errors to deviations in the absolute visual 

distance; that is, to the difference between the distance of the far and 

near point of vision. 
The section on impairments of the functions of the ocular muscles, 

appears as the first attempt to make a practical use of Listing’s laws 
governing the movements of the eyes, and those educed by Hering as 

regulating binocular vision. 

In order to remove any subjective coloring, as far as possible, I 

have avoided any allusion to my own writings in the text. On the 

contrary, where the labors of others of a recent date have been woven 

into the literature of the subject, and where it became necessary 

either to support the views advanced by an accumulation of authori¬ 

ties, or to leave the presentation of them to their originators, I have 

never neglected to give the names of the authors. 
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author’s preface. IX 

Those who are familiar with the literature of ophthalmology, will 

find many deviations when the citations of this work are compared with 

those of some other modern writings. The reason of this is, that I 

have kept myself strictly within the bounds of historical truth, and 

that I have disdained to injure or advance the interests of any persons 

or schools, by any misplacement of authorities. 

When not otherwise indicated, the anatomical preparations from 

which the wood-engravings are made, were all taken from my collection. 

The chromo-lithographic plates were made from originals and 

painted entirely from life, and the appearances of one eye were 

combined with those of another to a very small extent only, on account 

of want of room. 

In the authorities, I have not given the titles of works in full, hut 

this omission scarcely requires explanation. 
Stellwag. 

Vienna, September, 1867. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
TO THK 

SECOND AMERICAN EDITION Keb, 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Owing to the favorable reception and very rapid sale of the first 5. 
edition of this work, there has been but little time for any advances to 
occur in our knowledge of ophthalmology, nor has there been much 
opportunity for a thorough revision of this book. The changes in the t PaB 
present issue consist chiefly in the correction of some typographical & oPa 

errors. ' a. c. 
I b- Gi I Ct Ci< 

•Inflajt: 

I^FLAMjV 
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INTRODUCTORY SECTION. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTRA-OCULAR CIRCULATION AND 
THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF THE EYE. 

Tub object of all treatment is to give as favorable a direction as is possible to tlie 
nutrition. By thus doing, resolution of any impairment of its functions is induced. 

In order to properly fulfill this indication, it is necessary in the first place to 
thoroughly understand the circulation and innervation of the eyeball. The circu¬ 
lation in the interior of the eye is subject to different conditions from those which 
obtain in the scleral and orbital vessels and their branches. 

In the interior of the eye, besides the common hindrances to the circulation, the 
fact must be taken into consideration, that the parts supplying the eye with blood— 
that is, the choroid and retina—are interleaved, as it were, between the dioptric media 
and the sclerotica, or capsule of the globe. The dioptric media are to be considered 
as substantially incompressible, on account of the very slight amount of dense 
material of which they are composed. The sclerotica, or capsule of the globe, how¬ 
ever, is to a certain extent elastic and compressible. This property, according to 
the experiments of Mayrhofer, is chiefly to be ascribed to the lamina cribrosa. 

In accordance with these anatomical conditions, the pressure of the blood in the 
interior of the eye, upon the walls of the vessels, so far as it is not neutralized by 
the contractile walls themselves, is transferred to the sclerotica, and distends this 
until its elastic counter-pressure is able to maintain an equilibrium with the powerful 
pressure of the blood. 

The actual lateral pressure, or pressure of the blood upon the vessels, or its dis¬ 
tending power, is called the intra-ocular or internal pressure. 

This may be objectively appreciated by a hardness of the globe; but the exter¬ 
nal pressure and internal tension do not always exactly counterbalance each other, 
nor do they stand in a constant proportion to each other. The perceptible hardness 
of the globe is an expression of the resistance which the sclerotica in a state of ten- 

ision offers to further distention. This resistance evidently depends not alone on the 
degree of the already existing tension—that is, not alone on the distending power, 
baton the amount of the elastic distensibility; in other words, on two entirely 
[different factors, either of which may deviate from the normal. 

Thus it sometimes occurs, for example, that the elastic tension of the sclerotica 
ismks very low, becoming almost nothing, while the resistance increases very much, 
the eyeball feels as hard as wood or bone, although the actual pressure of the 
blood in the walls of the internal vessels must be absolutely less. 

We see from this, that the so-called tonometers or ophthalmotonometers are en- 
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2 INTRODUCTORY SECTION. 

t.ii’ely useless as measurers of the intra-ocular pressure. They can only measure tlie | py, 
resistance which the surface of the globe offers to a substance pressing upon it I (i„j 
(Dor, Monnik), that is to say, they measure a power which depends upon the intra¬ 
ocular pressure and the elastic distensibility of the sclerotic, or capsule of the globe, I cal i 
but which may be modified very much by the contraction of the external muscles of I vejj 
the eye, the circulation in the orbit, and so on. Besides all this, on account of the difti ■ I unC| 
culty of applying the instruments twice in exactly the same manner, a proper com- I the 
parison of the condition of the two eyes in the same individual is not always to be I equ 
obtained. I soui 

If the equilibrium between the intra-ocular pressure and the elastic counter-pres- I ' 
sure of the capsule of the globe be destroyed by an increase of the pressure of the j the 
arterial blood, the tension of the sclerotic, and with it its elastic counter-pressure, I men 
must evidently be increased. Since this elastic counter-pressure affects equally the I by 1: 
whole intravascular region, which rests upon an incompressible basis, the arterial I ve^e 
current will also meet with increased resistance upon its entrance into the interior I or p; 
of the eye, and will be weakened, while the venous blood is forced out from the I marl 
interior of the globe at a somewhat accelerated rate. If, on the contrary, a dis- I the 
turbance of the" equilibrium results from a lessening of the arterial blood-pressure, 1 over] 
the tension, and with it the elastic counter-pressure of the capsule, must be lowered. I ^en 
The arterial current will then meet with less resistance upon its entrance into the I T 
intra-ocular space, and there press upon the walls of the vessels with a greater I plain 
amount of force from the heart, while on the other hand the venous current is E conm 
rendered somewhat slower on account of the weakening of a factor with consider- I shoul 
able impelling force, that is, the pressure of the heart transmitted from the arteries I piay , 
through the capillaries. I of th 

The intra-ocular pressure, according to what has been said, may not increase or I i;Sm ( 
decrease proportionately with the pressure of the arterial blood, but to a much less I vessel 
proportionate degree. The effective power of the heart is, on the whole, a limited I times 
one, and the general pressure of the blood throughout the system appears to be I the re 
capable of increase only within narrow limits. This is especially true of the per-1 the re 
iphery of the vascular system, when the blood has overcome so many resistances. I vessel 
We must therefore believe that the intra-ocular pressure can only be increased I vessel! 
slightly, if at all, by a mere increase of the general pressure of the blood. Expert-1 sels, si 
ence sustains this view, and at the same time justifies the correlative supposition, I to be ’ 
that mere diminution of the arterial blood-pressure will produce scarcely a notice-1 uveal 
able diminution of the intra-ocular pressure. I for th 

Indeed, no difference can be detected in the average tension of the globe, when I quanti 
we compare the eyes of persons with decided plethora, who have a strong and full I Tin 
radial pulse with violent action of the heart, with those of very anaemic persons, or I venous 
with persons suffering from Asiatic cholera (Grciefe), or even when we compare them I kinden 
with the eyes of patients with a very weakened heart-action, and who are near theirl the eys 
last moment, where the radial pulse is scarcely perceptible, thread-like, and very! larger i 
compressible. The tension of the eyeball is not decreased to any marked extentl experts 
until the moment of death, when the visible internal vessels empty themselves, and tliel cause n 
fundus of the eye becomes pale (Bnuchut, Hippel, Oriinhagen). I upon ti 

The slight variation of the intra-ocular pulse, and a certain constancy of thei 
amount of blood-circulation in the interior of the eye, are intimately connected! ^ Tlle : 
with the steadiness of the intra-ocular pressure, and regulate its effects. Tliil 
constancy in amount does not prevent irregular distribution, however, but onljl that of 
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INTRA-OCULAR PRESSURE. 3 
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hypothecates the actually existing ability to equalize local overloading by equal 
depletions of other parts of the intra-ocular space (Memorslci). 

The variations in the pulse are indeed much less than would correspond to the 
caliber of the intra-ocular trunks. They are only perceived on the larger retinal 
veins, and by enlarging the ophthalmoscopic image (Bonders). In the arteries, 
under normal circumstances, they cannot be objectively perceived, and subjectively, 
the arterial current in the entoptic, projected, choroidal image has either been found 
equable (Vierordt, Laiblin), or a slight isynchronous acceleration of the systolic 
sound has been with some difficulty recognized (Bertliold, Pope, Hippel, Qrunhagen). 

The results of a number of physiological experiments on animals indicate that 
the amount of blood within the eye is unchangeable in quantity. In these experi¬ 
ments the current of blood to and from the head was partially or entirely interrupted 
by ligations of the principal blood-vessels of the neck (Kussmaul, Memorski, Traut- 
vetter, Weber). To this may be added the fact, that even a very considerable active 
or passive hypersemia of the adjacent orbital tissues does not necessarily produce a 
marked influence upon the amount in the intra-ocular vessels, and upon the color of 
the fundus. The official surgeons at executions by hanging, have observed an 
overloading of the scleral and orbital, but never of the intra-ocular vessels 
(Memorslci). 

The power of maintaining the equilibrium in the intra-ocular vessels is most 
plainly seen in the retina, because here abnormal dilatations of the veins are usually 
connected with marked contraction of the arteries. It exists in the uvea also, as we 
should suppose from the change in size of the ciliary processes necessary to the 
play of the pupil (0. Becker). If we remember, also, that in ischaemic conditions 
of the retina there is never any paleness of the fundus, and that in so-called embo¬ 
lism of the central artery of the retina, the nearly complete emptiness of the retinal 
vessels is accompanied by a dark redness in the region of the yellow spot, and some¬ 
times with choroidal hemorrhage (Mauthner), the supposition is justified, that under 
the regulatory influence of the capsule of the globe, anomalies in the filling-up of 
the retinal vessels may be compensated for by an opposite condition of the uveal 
vessels. If we consider the fact, also, that the iris and choroid consist chiefly of 
vessels, and that the sum of their caliber is far greater than that of the retinal ves¬ 
sels, such a maintenance of the equilibrium in the quantity of the blood will appear 
to be very easy, and to be possible without any marked change in the caliber of the 
uveal vessels, and perhaps we may believe that the peculiar structure of the choroid is 
for the very purpose of rendering this maintenance of the equilibrium in the 
quantity of blood an easy task. 

The regulatory influence of the elastic capsule of the globe is inefficacious if the 
venous flow from the interior of the eye be rendered difficult, or even if it be 
hindered. The intra-ocular pressure as well as the amount of blood circulating in 
the eye then increases, while greater variations appear in the pulsation of the 
larger vessels. Yet, according to physiological experiments (Memorslci) and practical 
experience, congestions in the orbital veins and their branches are not sufficient to 
cause marked changes in the intra-ocular vessels. The causes of congestion must act 
upon the vessels as they emerge from the sclerotic in order to produce this effect. 

The fact comes into consideration at this point, that the extra-ocular venous trunks have 
very thin walls, and that they run in a very loose yielding tissue—that is to say, they are ex¬ 
posed to a very slight external pressure, and besides this, the sum of their caliber far exceeds 
that of the intra-ocular veins. They can, then, offer very little resistance to the proportion- 
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4 REGULATIVE INFLUENCE OF SCLERA. 

ately very small current of the ocular and venous blood, as the current is forced outwards under 
the powerful elastic counter-pressure of the capsule of the globe. But if the causes of con¬ 
gestion act directly upon the emergent vessels of the sclerotica, the former equilibrium between 
the pressure of the blood upon the walls of the vessels and the elastic counter-pressure of the 
capsule can only be maintained if a corresponding acceleration of the blood-current takes place 
in the venous trunks still remaining free. 

If this do not occur, there must be a disproportion between the flowing in and 
out of the blood: the amount of blood and the intra-ocular pressure must increase. 
This disproportion will become prominent the greater the arterial blood-pressure, 
and the greater the resistance of the veins. The equilibrium is thus disturbed, the 
tension of the capsule and its counter-pressure increased, and, in consequence, the 
venous trunks still remaining free, especially those near the emergent vessels, empty 
themselves at every pressure of the arterial blood-current more quickly and com¬ 
pletely than otherwise, and then show variations in their pulsations. But when the 
partial retardation of the return of venous blood is insufficient to equalize the rhyth¬ 
mical increase in the arterial lateral pressure which causes it, that is to say, when 
the resistance of the arterial flow increases, the pulse must appear more and more 
distinct in the trunks of the arteries. 

The regulative influence of the capsule of the globe is also diminished by the les¬ 
sening of the elastic distensibility that is often connected with advanced senile 
changes in the eye, but which may also be observed as an habitual condition in 
some persons and even in whole families. On the one hand a rigid capsule offers 
great resistance to the dilatation of the venous emergent vessels, and thus renders 
the restoration of the equilibrium difficult, if an increase of the arterial flow of blood, 
however caused, demands an accelerated and increased exit of venous blood. On 
the other hand, we must consider that the regulative influence of the capsule of the 
globe can only be felt so far as a certain amount of elastic distensibility remains at 
our disposal as a reserve force. But this amount, with an equal amount of tension 
and elastic distensibility, will rise and fall in an inverse proportion with the rigidity 
of the capsule and tile degree of the existing tension. If the elastic distensibility of 
the capsule be nothing from the very start, or if it be completely exhausted by ten¬ 
sion, the regulative influence will, of course, be completely removed and the capsule 
be like a rigid wall. 

It is all the same under these circumstances, whether the existing degree of tension 
be produced by the intra-ocular pressure or by a pressure acting from without on 
the globe, since this latter will be carried through the incompressible media upon the 
inner wall of the capsule. In consonance with this, pressure upon the eyeball with 
the finger will actually excite very great variations in the pulsation of the retinal 
vessels (Graefe, Bonders). This will occur so much the more easily and certainly 
the more rigid is the capsule, and the greater the degree of tension already existing. 

The regulative influence of the capsule of the globe is, besides, to a great degree 
dependent upon endosmosis and exosmosis as well as on the filtration of the eye. 

This regulative influence must be considerably increased if the abnormal increase 
of the pressure in the globe, as in other parts of the body, lead to an increased carry¬ 
ing off of the nutrient material. An abnormal diminution of the pressure, on the con¬ 
trary, leads to an increased deposition of material. In such a case, the intra-ocular 
pressure can never rise and fall to a degree correspondent to the increase or decrease 
of the lateral pressure in the intra-ocular vessels, and correspondent to the sum of 
tire resistance of the venous current. The variations in the intra-ocular pressure must 
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REGULATIVE INFLUENCE OF SCLERA. 5 
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always remain below this, and under favorable circumstances be completely neutral¬ 

ized. We may estimate the control of such compensatory currents as well as their 

power on the normal eye by a simple experiment. If a somewhat powerful pressure 

be exercised upon the globe, even for a short time, the dioptric media quickly les¬ 

sen to a certain extent, but the loss is restored as soon as the pressure is removed 

(Donders). Now, whatever may be effected by an external pressure, may certainly 

also be accomplished by the counter-pressure of a capsule rendered very tense from 

within out, although the resultant of the changed conditions must show variation 

in certain respects. In fact, when an abnormal increase of the intra-ocular pressure 

induced by venous congestion exists, there is, as a rule, a marked decrease of the 

aqueous humor at a very early period, together with an equivalent increase of the 

vitreous humor. In this case the increased pressure of the capsule of the globe upon 

the dioptric media, and the increased pressure of the blood upon the wall of the 

vessels caused by the venous congestion, are to some extent opposed to each other. 

If we may draw conclusion's from analogous conditions, wTe may say that the in¬ 

creased pressure of the capsule of the globe leads to an increase of resorption, and 

especially to an increase of the transfusion through the cornea, that is, to a lessening 

of the aqueous humor. The increased pressure of the blood upon the walls of the ves¬ 

sels must assist the filtration, especially in the choroid, and thus cause an increase in 

the vitreous humor. 

In view of this, we need not, in order to explain these symptoms, accept the view 

that there is a peculiar anomaly of secretion or a peculiar disease, influencing the 

nerves of secretion (Donders, Wegner, Hippel, Griinhagen). Such an hypothesis is 

the less justifiable, from the fact that it must presuppose an opposite condition of 

innervation in the anterior and posterior half of the globe, respectively, and thus be 

inconsistent with the anatomical conditions of the ciliary nerves. So long, there¬ 

fore, as the results of physiological experiments are so confused, and to some extent 

contradictory (Wegner, Bernard, Donders, Adamiih, Horper, Grunhagen), it is better 

to hold to the simpler explanation that the increase of the vitreous as well as the 

lessening of the anterior chamber depend upon entirely analogous processes—that is, 

upon increased-filtration from the vessels and greater transfusion through the cornea, 

and that these are both to be referred to the prevailing pressure. 

Finally, the regulative influence of the capsule of the globe may be limited or 

completely removed by abnormal conditions of filtration and osmosis. Practically, 

only those deviations are to be considered which cause a diminution in the dioptric 

media, and which may thus completely destroy the resistance of the globe, so that 

it feels very soft and atrophied, and the cornea even becomes flaccid and wrinkled. 

This condition of things, with apparent complete integrity of the individual parts 

of the eye, has been sometimes observed as a periodical affection, appearing in par¬ 

oxysms and united with neuralgia of the fifth pair (Graefe). It has also been 

observed as an exacerbating and remitting affection (Nagel), and considered to be a 

kind of neurosis of secretion. As a rule, however, it accompanies manifest disease 

involving the nutrition (Raleigli), and is one of the most prominent evidences of 

beginning and advancing atrophy of the globe. 

It is believed by many that an increase of the intra-ocular pressure, and consequently abnor¬ 
mal tension and limitation of the regulative influence of the capsule of the eye, may be caused 
solely by an increase of the dioptric media. Apart from the results of physiological 
experiments (Grunhagen, Memorski, Adarniik, Hippel), we may urge against this view the fact 
that in a normal condition of the circulation the source of the secretion must soon become 
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6 MANOMETRIC EXPERIMENTS. 

obstructed of itself, to such an extent that the resistance of the arterial and venous flow 
increases with the increase of the media. Of course, however, we do not deny the possibility 
of considerable increase in the dioptric media. This occurs whenever the cavity of the globe 
is enlarged by staphylomata or ecstasise of any kind. It is then, however, not so much the 
cause as the result of the distention of the capsule, and the means by which the lateral pres¬ 
sure of the blood, flowing in the vessels which are but little capable of dilatation, is equalized 
with the elastic counter-pressure of the capsule. 

If any part of the dioptric media have been evacuated through rupture of the walls 
of the globe, the intra-ocular vessels are under the same physical conditions as when 
a portion of the media have become softened on account of a wound of the sclerot¬ 
ica or cornea. The intra-ocular pressure and, with this, the elastic tension of the 
capsule fall to zero, while at the same time the substructure against which the cap¬ 
sule compresses the intra-ocular vessels is destroyed. The resistance which the cap¬ 
sule offers to the entrance of the arterial blood is thus removed, while at the same 
time one of the important factors in impelling the venous current is also removed. 
The intra-ocular vessels become distended as far as the local blood-pressure requires 
it, and as is allowed by the elastic contractility of its walls. Pulsations of the same 
kind as in other arteries of the same diameter are observed in the arteries, while the 
venous blood flows off in a more even current. In short, the intra-ocular circula¬ 
tion has lost its independent action, and it takes part in all the disturbances of circu¬ 
lation of the efferent and afferent vessels, and is therefore influenced by the condi¬ 
tion of the tissue on the orbit, and the tension of the muscles surrounding the globe. 

Proofs of this are furnished by a number of direct (MemcrsM) and especially 
manometric experiments {Grunhagen, Wegner, Ailamuh, Hippel, 'Weber'). The latter 
are to a certain extent convincing, since the circulation of the eye is affected about 
in the same manner when a portion of the dioptric media is evacuated externally, 
as when it escapes into a well-fitting tube. 

The fluid inclosed in the manometer must, of course, increase the resistance to the 
exit of the blood; but with the greatest care and improvement in the instruments 
{Hippel, Grunhagen, Adamulc), they can never replace the elastic counter-pressure 
which constantly changes with the internal pressure. Hence the regulative influence 
which a completely closed, normal capsule of the globe exercises upon the intra¬ 
ocular current, and by means of which it strives to equalize each increase of the 
arterial flow by a corresponding increase in the venous current, is not completely 
compensated for in these experiments. Proofs of this are found in the rhythmical 
variations in the manometer column of fluid, isynchronous with the heart, and in 
the varying respiration, as well as in the great contraction of the pupil {IlippeX, 
Grunhagen, Adamulc) which occurs even in eyes fully under the influence of atro¬ 
pine, at the instant the canula is forced through the capsule. The contraction of the 
pupil continues as long as the tube allows any distention of the media. This myosis, 
as we may suppose from analogy; indicates with great probability that the tension 
is greatly reduced, or that it is at zero. 

The very great differences which are shown by modification of the experiment 
in a medium elevation of the manometer column do not contradict this view by any 
means; for these are the expression of the control of a sum of very different forces, 
which allow the distention of the media, but which cannot be transferred to the 
opened capsule in such a way as to bring out its elastic counter-pressure. In this 
case the lateral pressure in the intra-ocular and orbital vessels, the state of tension 
of the inorganic and organic muscles which surround the globe, the resistance of 
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DISTURBANCES OF INNERVATION, 7 

the orbital tissue, and so on, all act together, and it is not possible to measure the 
individual action of these factors. "We are, therefore, not justified in using the 
results of manomstric experiments as premises for conclusions as to the intra¬ 
ocular pressure in the unopened eye. They are, however, of inestimable value, but 
only so far as they relate to the general laws of circulation. 

We must not, however, consider the regulative influence of the intact capsule, 
and the constancy of the intra-ocular pressure, and the quantity of intra-ocular blood 
as absolute; in other words, we should not consider the autonomy of the intra-ocular 
circulation as being the same with entire independence. On the contrary, each 
change in the general blood-pressure must momentarily affect the intra-ocular circu¬ 
lation. The regulative effect of the capsule of the globe is nothing but the elastic 
reaction of the cornea and sclerotica to real disturbances of equilibrium, and 
requires a very small space of time. This is shown by the very slight variations 
which are observed on the central portions of the retinal veins, and in the entopic 
choroidal image in a normal condition synchronously with the heart’s pulsation, and 
even with the varying respiratory pressure (Bonders). 

It is also a fact of importance that an elongation of the vascular current on the 
entoptic choroidal image may be observed on a slight pressure upon the eyeball 
(.Berthold). We may also regard in the same light the retinal hemorrhages which are 
sometimes observed as a result of morbid muscular contraction ; for example, after 
a severe fit of sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, and which are evidently to be re¬ 
ferred to blood congestion. 

Furthermore, we should not overlook the fact that the regulative effect of the 
elastic capsule of the globe does not exclude an uneven distribution of the amount 
of intra-ocular blood, and that strictly localized disturbances of circulation, as well 
as general ones, are destructive to the nutrition of the affected parts. They favor 
the development of circumscribed inflammatory masses, and may considerably 
modify their course. Finally, we should remember that the oculistic field extends 
beyond the interior of the eyeball into a vascular region, which is under the com¬ 
plete sway of the law’s of the general circulation. 

We must, therefore, in sketching out a plan of local treatment, be most careful 
of the influences which may impair the general circulation or nutrition. In this 
respect, besides some deviations in the quantity and quality of the blood, which 
will be better considered in the chapters on special diseases, there are certain dis¬ 
turbances of innervation to be considered. The sympathetic, nerve alone can exert 
a direct influence, this being the nerve that supplies the muscles, and which prob¬ 
ably directly influences the nutrition. 

This influence is very markedly seen in paralysis or irritation of the sympathetic 
centers, apart from the consequences which result from the disturbance of the 
nutritive innervation itself. Marked hypersemia or ischaemia may occur, which 
will unfavorably influence the nutritive processes, and which may be directly or 
indirectly caused. The latter may result from the fact that the narrowing or widen¬ 
ing of large numbers of vessels must necessarily place the blood-pressure and the 
distention in the other portions of the current in opposition to each other. 

Such central affections of the sympathetic are induced, according to physiological experi¬ 
ments on animals, by the action of blood poisoned with carbonic acid, through an interruption 
of the respiration (Bezolcl, Ludwig, Thery). Another source of these affections may be 
found in certain poisons, for example, curare, atropine, and calabar bean, when injected into 
the vessels (Bezold) Gotz, Bloebaum), and thus brought in contact with the brain. 
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INTERMITTENT OPHTHALMIA.—SYMPATHETIC NERVE. 

More recent observations render it probable that in the so-called intermittent ophthalmia 
the effect of blood infected with malarial poison may exhibit symptoms in the sympathetic 
centers, and that thus this affection of the eye is a kind of a disguised intermittent fever. In¬ 
termittent ophthalmia is quite often described by the older authors (Hlmly, T. Benedikt, 
Ructe, Mackenzie), and very recently it has again attracted attention (Eulenberg, Landois). 
The affection is characterized by symptoms of vascular paralysis, which appear in distinct 
quotidian or tertiary forms, and, in the beginning at least, there is a complete intermission. 
These symptoms are usually confined to the conjunctiva and lids. These parts are more 
or less reddened, oedematous, while the mucous secretion is increased, and at times there is 
considerable ciliary irritation (Slaub, Mannhardt) [Roosa]. In rarer cases the ciliary system 
is affected to a greater extent, and at times the affection presents the form of an intermittent 
iritis, with or without hypopyon (Staub). When the affection continues for a long time it is 
said to result in a permanent chronic ophthalmia, opacity of .the cornea, atrophy of the eye 
(Griesinger). Some authors speak of intermittent amaurosis (Teslelin), but the proximate 
cause of such affections, and whether they could be directly referred to malarial infection, has 
not been made clear. 

In the same way disturbances of circulation and nutrition may occur if the 
ganglia, the trunks, or branches of the sympathetic nerve are in any way affected. 
The type of the affection varies according to the location of the injurious impres¬ 
sion, the anatomical conditions, and the physiological significance of the affected 
portion of the sympathetic nerve. We must therefore consider these facts a little 
more closely. 

The center of the sympathetic system is generally considered to be in the medulla 
oblongata (Schiff.\ SaUcowsM), or still higher up, in the crura cerebri {Budge). A 
part of the fibers arising here originated from both the brain and the medulla, and 
lie on the trunks of some of the cerebral nerves, from there passing on to vessels, 
or, having united with the former, pass on to the periphery. Such fibers accompany 
the seventh nerve (Schiff, Samuel), and the fifth to their outermost limits. 

Sympathetic twigs are united to the trunks of the latter, even in the brain, which 
are then pressed into a bundle on the united first and second branch of the fifth. 
They then extend to the G-asserian ganglion, where they are lost. 

The greater portion, however, of the fibers arising in the brain pass downwards 
into the spinal cord and arc here probably strengthened by fibers which spring from 
the spinal cord itself. The sympathetic fibers going to the eye and its appendages 
extend downwards into the anterior fibers of the medulla without crossing, and are 
here united to other fibrillae, which probably proceed from the anterior and middle 
fibers {Budge). They appear to be nearly united with the anterior roots of the 
spinal nerves in question {Budge, SallcowsM), beneath the sixth cervical ganglion and 
above the second {Bernard) or third (Budge, SaUcowsM) thoracic plexus. Only a small 
bundle, designed for the conjunctiva, the lids, and the lachrymal glands, passes up 
as high as the third cervical ganglion (Landois, Eulenberg). The bundles extend¬ 
ing into the first and second cervical nerves appear in the two corresponding supe¬ 
rior thoracic ganglia, and pass through the united portion of the marginal fibers into 
the cervical portion of the latter. This unites in itself all the sympathetic fibers pro¬ 
ceeding from the eight cervical nerves, ancl has three large ganglia, The direction of 
the fibers in this portion is ascending, and is continued by the fibers from the upper 
cervical ganglion. These inclose the carotid, and extend with their branches, form¬ 
ing twigs over all the organs of the neck and head. A number of the fibers thus 
pass with the carotid into the cavity of the skull, and follow in part the ramifica¬ 
tions of the vessels, but in part pass over from the cavernous sinus into the Gasserian 
ganglion; here they unite with the sympathetic fibers coming directly from the 
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SYMPATHETIC AND FIFTH NEBVES. 9 

brain, and radiate in the fifth pair, in its peripheral course. With the first branch of 
the fifth, which, however, takes some twigs direct from the carotid plexus, the 
sympathetic fibers pass to the eye and its appendages, where they meet with other 
fibers, which belong to the vessels and the facial nerve. 

The first branch of the fifth, whose roots, in common with those of the second 
branch, lie in the medulla oblongata, and are connected to the corpus restiforme 
(Betters), passes, with the sympathetic fibers that are mingled with .it, through the 
superior orbital foramen, and here, or somewhat earlier, divides into three branches. 
The lachrymal nerve passes to the lachrymal glands and to the outer portion of the 
upper lid. The frontal nerve supplies the integument of the forehead, and with a 
neighboring branch, the supra-trochlear nerve, the inner part of the upper lid and 
the root of the nose. The third branch, the naso-ciliaris, first gives off the ciliary 
nerves. It then divides into the infra-trochlear nerve, which radiates into the upper 
lid and the integument of the root of the nose, and into the ethmoidal nerve. This 
latter nerve runs through the ethmoid foramen into the cranial cavity, and from 
here through the cribriform plate into the nasal cavities, where it supplies the ante¬ 
rior portion of the Schneiderian membrane, and, being continued, perforates the nose 
between the lower border of the nasal bone and the cartilage, thus reaching the in¬ 
tegument of the end of the nose, and is lost in terminal branches. 

The nerve-fibers, intended to supply the globe of the eye itself, run in part directly 
from the naso-ciliary nerve, as long ciliary n°rves, to the globe; but some of them run 
first into the ciliary ganglion as long roots, w-here they meet with fibers which, as 
short roots, have branched off from the third pair of cerebral nerves, and with, others 
which the ganglion takes as nutrient branches from the surrounding sympathetic 
vascular tissue. 

All these different kinds of fibers are thoroughly mingled in the short ciliary 
nerves passing out from here. They run through a number of small ganglion-like 
nodules (C. Krause, II. Muller, BchwMgger, and Sdmisch) embedded in the choroid, 
and finally, after very many plexus-like turnings (Bonders), branch out in the differ¬ 
ent parts of the eyeball. A small portion of the sympathetic fibers in the cer¬ 
vical limiting cord act as motory nerves. They supply the dilator of the pupil as 
well as the organic muscles of the lid and the orbit. By regulating the tension of 
these muscles they have a reflex influence upon the circulation of the eye and its 
surroundings. The principal part of these fibers, however, are of the vaso-motory 
kind; with the systolic movements of the vessels they also gently influence certain 
other contractions and expansions, that are independent of the pulse, and which 
determine the blood-contents of every vessel, as well as the resistance to the current 
(Sekiff, G. Bernard). 

Interferences with the conducting power of the cervical or of its roots, according 
to practical experience (Euleiiberg, Guthman, Ogle), exactly as division of the 
above-named parts in animals, result in a marked contraction of the pupil (Petit, Biffx, 
Tmutvetter, Arlt, Jr.) as well as of the palpebral fissure (Cl. Bernard, It. Wagner, 
Itemalc), a recession of the globe within the orbit (Petit, Schiff, Prevost, Jolyet, 
Budge), enlargement of the vessels of the iris, and a marked congestion of the 
affected side of the head, with increase of temperature. Irritation of the cervical 
and experimental excitations produce the opposite symptoms (Cl. Bernard, Budge, 
Wegner, SaUcowsM, Bonders), provided the irritation does not extend beyond a cer¬ 
tain degree, in which case the symptoms of paralysis rapidly appear. 

The other bundle of sympathetic fibers, which springs directly from the brain, 
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10 SYMPATHETIC AND FIFTH NERVES. 

and which runs along the border of the trunk of the fifth pair to the Gasserian 
ganglion, does not give off any motor filaments to the dilator of the pupil, for 
galvanic irritation of this ganglion or of the first branch of the fifth pair, after 
extirpation of the first cervical ganglion, does not produce dilatation of the pupil 
{Budge). On the other hand, in connection with the vaso-motory tubes, it contains 
a great number of peculiar fibers which are wanting in the cervical, and which are 
closely connected with the nutrition of the eye, and are therefore called nutritive 
fibers. 

In accordance with this anatomical fact, division of this bundle behind the 
ganglion or inside of thepons varolii (Biittner, G. Meissner, Schiff) often leads to very 
marked disturbances, which, in conjunction with the paralysis of nutrition of the 
vessels, gives the idea of a neuro-paralytic ophthalmia. This never occurs in divi¬ 
sion of the cervical limiting cord {Schiff). 

Paralysis of the vessels is marked by a more or less decided hypersemia and 
oedematous swelling of the conjunctiva, attended by the secretion of a muco-puru- 
lent material, and sometimes by hemorrhage into the subconjunctival tissue 
{Hippel). The disturbances of nutrition are seen in infiltration and ulceration of 
the cornea, diminution in the lachrymal secretion, and decrease in the intra-ocular 
media, that is to say, in a general softening of the globe. 

Irido-choroiditis {Graefe, Heymann), or hypopyon, which may finally produce 
atrophy of the globe, is sometimes secondarily developed. In some cases affections 
in the nerve and retina, have also been observed,-which are apt to vary in duration 
and degree, and which may increase to complete but temporary amaurosis {Gruefe, 
Ilippel). 

In accordance with the conditions which have just been described, morbid pro¬ 
cesses which are located in the pons varolii, or in the trunk of the fifth pair {Stan¬ 
ley, Alison, Power), just as division of the latter in animals {Schiff) produce neuro¬ 
paralytic ophthalmia, which are then usually accompanied by extensive disturbances 
of sensation in the region supplied by the trifacial. Similar results not unfrequent- 
ly occur, however, if the Gasserian ganglion, or the first branch of the fifth pair up to 
the point where the ciliary nerves are given off, is involved in a morbid process 
{Schiff, Graefe, Junge, Badge, Rothmund, Geissler, Steffan). Even if the ciliary 
branches are themselves incapable of conducting {Graefe), if there be an affection 
of the semilunar ganglion, or the first branch of the fifth pair, or if it has been di¬ 
vided {Magendie, Schiff, Graefe, Winthsr), the paralysis of the vessels occurs more 
frequently as well as sooner, and is more extensive. This is probably explained by 
the fact of the great number of sympathetic fibers which pass from the cervical 
limiting fibers (Grenzstrange) and unite with the trifacial in the Gasserian ganglion. 
At least, in the observations just quoted, great stress is laid upon a contraction of 
the pupil which appears gradually, is permanent, and independent of any impair¬ 
ment of the third pair {Badge, Cl. Bernard, Graefe), as well as upon the appearance 
of numerous greatly distended vessels, in the iris {Badge, Wegner, Graefe). 

It is very strange that we do not always find, under such circumstances, paralysis 
of the vessels and disturbances of nutrition. We cannot yet say, whether a sufficient 
explanation is found in the fact that a great number of sympathetic fibers reach the 
eye and the adjacent parts with the vessels. We can scarcely, therefore, reject the 
idea that there are some accessory processes at work. Anaesthesia is to be undoubt¬ 
edly considered as one, since it prevents the warding off of numerous external in¬ 
jurious influences, which by their irritation produce and increase paralysis of the 
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SYMPATHETIC AND FIFTH NERVES. 11 

vessels, and -which may even induce inflammatory processes. Besides, when the 
sensibility of the eye and its covering disappears, the real motive power of the 
rhythmical and involuntary closure of the lid is also gone; the eye remains open 
and allows the exposed conjunctival surface to become dry. Tins is more apt to 
occur, because in any interruption of the conducting power in the first branch of 
the fifth pair, the lachrymal glands must be deprived of the nervous power which 
regulates the secretion, and thus the secretion of tears be diminished, even reduced 
to the slightest quantity (Graefe, HippsT). Acute xerosis is very apt to occur, the 
epithelium of the cornea and conjunctiva, especially in the parts exposed by the 
palpebral fissure, flakes off, becomes rough, and covered with delicate mucus, which 
hardens into crusts. And thus another factor is produced which acts upon the nu¬ 
trition of the part, and greatly favors inflammation and ulceration. Indeed, numer¬ 
ous experiments leave no doubt that closure of the palpebral fissure, that is to say, 
protection from injurious external influences and from drying of the secretions, may, 
in the majority of cases, prevent the appearance of neuro-paralytic ophthalmia,, and 
in case it has occurred, cause it to recede. Some even consider that neuro-paralytic 
ophthalmia is caused by injuries unavoidably produced in the absence of protection 
to the eyes (Snellen, Rosow, Knapp), or by the anaesthesia of the parts and the ac¬ 
companying stoppage of the lachrymal secretion (Graefe). Others again believe, 
that on account of the impairment of the conducting power of the sympathetic 
nerve, there is a lessening of the resisting power of the tissue (Biittner, Samuel). 
Against this view it may be said, however, that covering the eye does not furnish an 
absolute immunity from the disease (Scldff.j llippel), and that neuro-paralytic oph¬ 
thalmia is not at all connected with anaesthesia, but that it has been observed when 
the parts were perfectly sensitive (Scliiff.\ Geissler, Steffan, Mooren). 

The influence of the portion of the sympathetic connected with the trifacial, 
upon the circulation and nutrition, is seen not only in the complex symptoms of the 
neuro-paralytic ophthalmia, but also in the so-called secretion neroses connected 
with neuralgia of the fifth pair, and in the atrophy of the connective tissue, of the 
muscles, and even of the bones, which is sometimes found as a consequence of 
long existing neuralgia and anaesthesia of branches of the fifth pair (Benedict, 
Graefe). 

But this influence is most clearly seen in herpetic or the so-called phlyctenular 
disease of the parts supplied by the trifacial. There is scarcely any doubt, accord¬ 
ing to the few anatomical investigations that have been made, that herpes has a 
close causal connection with inflammatory processes which have localized them¬ 
selves in the track of bundles of sympathetic fibers (Danielssen, Esmarck, Baren- 
sprung, Gliar cot, Cotar A). 

It is also certain that the seat of the morbid collection will determine the location 
and extent of the characteristic eruption. 

Morbid processes, which have become developed in the region supplied by the 
frontal or lachrymal branches, or in the course of the naso-ciliaris, beyond the 
branching off of the ciliary nerves, in accordance with the anatomical conditions, 
can only directly affect the circulation and nutrition in the accessory portions of 
the eye. But the influence which they may exert upon the circulation and nutrition 
of the globe is, therefore, greater. The reflex relations between the sympathetic and 
the sensory fibers, not only of the fifth pair, but also of all the sensory nerves, here 
come into consideration. These relations are very important in pathology and 
therapeutics. 
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12 REFLEX RELATIONS OF SYMPATHETIC NERVE. 

We may sum up tlie results of tlie experiments as yet made upon these points in 
a few words, as follows:— 

Irritations of the skin cause, primarily, contraction of the smaller vessels of the 
body, with a decrease in the temperature as well as increase of the number and 
force of the heart-beats. 

This contraction of the vessels remains for a time after a removal of the cause, 
and finally yields to a slight dilatation, if the irritation of the skin be relatively 
feeble. (Haumann, Loveri). On the contrary, in the parts supplied by the branches of 
the sensory nerves (Cl. Bernard) and their vicinity, the contraction of the vessels passes 
very quickly, almost at once, into great dilatation, while in distant organs it con¬ 
tinues (Zillzer), if the irritation of the skin be moderate. The degree of the irrita¬ 
tion does not depend solely on the absolute severity of the attack, but on the irrita¬ 
bility of the body at the time, so that the same irritation in different persons, and 
in the same persons under different circumstances, will cause entirely opposite 
reactions (Naumann)—that is to say, at one time contraction of the vessels, with 
decrease in temperature; at another time, enlargement of the vessels, with increase 
in temperature, but subsequently retardation of the blood-current, passive hyper- 
remia with the lessening in temperature dependent upon it, and thus may excite 
oedema, inflammatory exudations, with all their consequences. 

These reflex effects, as is -well known, are very markedly seen in hypersemia and 
oedematous swelling of the conjunctiva and lid3, which are apt to accompany neu¬ 
ralgic attacks in the trifacial, and also in the great sensitiveness developed in the 
cervical. There are also certain cases belonging to this category in which injuries 
or disease of certain branches of the fifth pair—for example, diseases of the teeth— 
have caused severe inflammation of the eye (Sehiff), or impairment of vision 
(amaurosis tri’facialis). From all that has been said, we see that it is not necessary 
to believe that there are any fibers peculiar to the fifth pair, which have the power 
of enlarging the vessels of the eye, and also of influencing the seci’etion in its in¬ 
terior (Hippel, Grilnhagen). We may the more readily take this view, since the ex¬ 
periments made on this point lose much of their value, from the fact that it is 
impossible to limit the direct impression upon the sensory fibers (Adamiik, Wegner). 

On the other hand, it may be believed that variations in the amount of blood, 
dependent upon disturbances in the innervation of the sympathetic nerves of the 
affected portion, may become a source of irritation to the parts supplied. The 
symptoms in hemicrania point to this view (Eulenberg, Gutman). Certain it is, that 
inflammation for which the way is broken by paralysis of the vessels may irritate 
the sensory nerves at the point of disease, and thus be reflected upon the sympathe¬ 
tic fibers. 

The irritation continued from the sensory nerves upon the sympathetic fibers usu¬ 
ally shows itself in the interior of the eye by a more or less decided movement of the 
pupil (Budge, Trautvetter, Bonders, Cl. Bernard). The brain, the ciliary ganglion, 
or even the intra-ocular ganglion, may be the means of transmitting this reflex irri¬ 
tation. The movements themselves are the effect of different actions. Some of 
them are very slow, and probably cause a change of tension in the muscles of the 
vessels, or rather a change in the filling up of the vessels of the iris. The other 
movements are rapid, and are undoubtedly chiefly caused by the action of the real 
motory muscles of the his. In either case a change occurs in the blood distribu¬ 
tion in the uveal vascular tract. It is proven that at every enlargement of the pupil 
the size of the his decreases, a part of the blood in the vessel of the iris flowing into 
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INFLUENCE OF CILIAKY MUSCLE. 13 

the rasa vorticosce of the choroid, while on the contraction of the pupil the blood 
returns in part to the iris (0. Becker), and thus increases its size. It is clear, that 
when there is a morbid process going on in the interior of the eye these variations 
must have some effect upon the circulation and nutrition which are already affected; 
since each muscular contraction brings with it an increase in the assimilation (Stoff- 
wechsel), and, when there are pathological conditions existing, may produce severe 
irritations in the sensory nerves. Muscular rest is universally recognized as an im¬ 
portant aid in treating inflammation. 

To the extent that has been indicated, the reflex action which acts from the retina 
upon the pupillary branches of the third pair of cerebral nerves, by means of the 
center in the inner half of the anterior pair of the corpora quadrigemina, should 
also be considered (Flourens, Budge). 

The reflex actions from the retina and the sensory nerves of the region of the eye 
upon the motory nerves of the seventh pair, which supply the orbicularis palpebra¬ 
rum., also deserve mention. Finally, the voluntary action of the external muscles of 
the eye, the muscles of the lid, and especially of the muscle of accommodation, 
require careful consideration. 

By many (Graefe, Weber) it is asserted that increased tension of the ciliary mus¬ 
cle will increase the intra-ocular pressure, or, at least, that pressure under which all 
the posterior parts of the interior of the eye are placed, and thus alter the circula¬ 
tion and nutrition. These views rest upon the results of various experiments 
(Volclcers, Hensen, Coccius, Forster, Cramer) and of the results of iridectomy 
(Graefe, Wegner). 

These views are, however, contradicted by other experiments equally important, 
so that many doubts arise on the subject (Volclcers, Hensen, Hippel, Grunhagen, 
Adamulc). 

We may especially take into consideration the fact that the dioptric media are 
incompressible, and that the arterial blood-pressure in the intra-ocular currents is 
so great that a proportionately great external pressure must act upon the globe in 
order to markedly diminish the caliber of the vessels seen with the ophthalmo¬ 
scope. The filling up of the cavity of the eye is, therefore, without doubt, quite 
enough to enable the relatively weak traction of the ciliary muscle to balance the 
outer form of the globe. Besides, if this were not so, the contraction of the ciliary 
muscle would necessarily make itself known by an increase in the convexity of the 
cornea, while there is incontestable proof that the different conditions of accommo¬ 
dation in the eye have no effect whatever upon the curvature of the cornea. We 
can only, then, believe in an increase of pressure in the posterior part of the eye; but 
if the contraction of the muscles of the iris and of the ciliary muscle will lessen the 
space inclosed by the uveal tract, the pressing forwards of the aqueous humor in 
the posterior chamber would be sufficient to render it impossible that there should 
be any effect from an increase in pressure. Besides, the space between the choroid 
and sclera would immediately be filled up by an increase of blood in the verm vorti- 
cosce. 

Moreover, such a pressure would be seen in the entoptic appearances of the cho¬ 
roid, while experiments to ascertain this point show just the opposite, and have 
proven that paresis and spasm of the muscle of accommodation caused by atropine 
or calabar bean produce no change in the quickness of the movement of the blood 
and in the strength of the pulsation, which is, however, the case on external pressure 
{Hippel, Grunhagen). 
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14 INDICATIONS FOE TREATMENT; 

After this detailed description of the conditions of innervation and circulation, 
we may pass on to the treatment of inflammations of the eye. 

There are two general indications in treatment. They are the indications spring¬ 
ing from the cause, and from the disease itself. 

1. The indication from the cause of the disease.—This aims to remove all internal 
or external injurious influences, and not only those which have excited the inflam¬ 
matory process, but also those which may act on the inflamed part in the progress 
of the disease, thus keeping up the inflammation. 

2. The indication from the disease.—This aims to limit the process itself, to break 
its force, and increase the chances of resolution. 

The indications springing from the cause are divided into innumerable special 
requirements. These are the removal of any physical, mechanical, chemical, or 
organic injurious influences, as well as of any predisposition to diseased action; the 
circulation and aeration of the blood should be regulated as well as the nutrition. 
Some of the causes of inflammation only act in individual cases, and under peculiar 
circumstances. Many of them show an affinity to certain parts of the eye, and to 
certain forms of disease. We shall, therefore, defer any reference to them until we 
reach the sections devoted to these parts and their affections. 

A smaller portion of these injurious influences, however, have a more general 
importance, since all people, amid very different circumstances of life, are more or 
less liable to their effects. 

Tire indications of, and the appropriate remedies for, these injurious influences, 
are the subject of the present part of this work. 

A. The following may be especially named as among the mechanical inju¬ 
rious influences which most frequently aggravate irritations and inflammations of 
the eye:— 

1. Rubbing, pressing, or even touching the eyelids to alleviate unpleasant feel¬ 
ings of itching, biting, burning, or actual pain ; pressing the eyes with the hands or 
arms in order to relieve annoying photophobia. Although this is particularly to be 
seen in children, we not unfrequently meet with similar improper management in 
adults. In the case of the latter, simple instruction is sufficient; but with children 
we may be compelled to use compulsory measures. Formerly a handkerchief folded 
like a bandage was applied as a protective covering. This is not only too warm, 
but it is oppressive, on account of its weight, and it may exert very uneven pressure. 
All the requirements are better answered by the method of bandaging now in gen¬ 
eral use. Tliis consists in filling the orbital region with fine charpie [picked lint] 
or soft cotton, and in the use of a soft and light elastic bandage. The charpie is placed 
either in a single cushion, properly formed, or in numerous small layers over the 
closed lids, and so distributed that all the depressions between the convexity of 
the globe and the bony orbital borders are filled. The bandage placed on this 
exerts a perfectly uniform pressure upon the parts lying beneath. We use as a ban¬ 
dage a seamless strip of the finest flannel, which, for the sake of greater elasticity, 
is cut obliquely with the course of the fibers. This should be six inches long and one 
to two inches wide, and to each end, which is pointed, a small strip of tape is attached, 
in order to have a small knot in fastening, and to limit, as far as possible the annoy¬ 
ing wrapping of the part. 

One of the chief requirements is, that the bandage, while not very tightly applied, shall not 
slip off. The binocular bandage, which is placed obliquely over the eyes, usually maintains its 
position, but not so with the monocular. It is necessary, in order to secure the latter in its 
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THE USE OF A BANDAGE. 15 

oblique position, that one end of the bandage should be placed close under the lobe of the ear, 
the other over the forehead and exactly over the boss of the parietal bone, and then the ends 
cross over the center of the optical region, and are brought forward and tied in front. 
We should here take care that the knot does not lie on the eye, and thus cause a very un¬ 
pleasant pressure. 

This bandage has an important therapeutic advantage if properly applied, in 
entirely preventing the opening and shutting of the lids. It allows, also, the free 
escape of a certain amount of secretion from the palpebral fissure. If both eyes are 
closed, and vision rendered impossible, the movements of the globe as well as the 
accommodation are reduced to a minimum. This muscular rest is an advantage 
in the treatment of irritated parts, which cannot be too much esteemed. Besides, 
immobility of the parts is often imperatively required, when we wish for a proper 
apposition, and the speediest possible adhesion of the edges of wounds; as, for 
instance, after accidental or operative injuries to the eye and its surroundings. 

Plaster is never sufficient for this purpose. When it covers only a small portion of the closed 
lids, it does not prevent their movement, and if the surface of the lid, particularly the edges, 
are entirely covered with plaster, the exit of the redundant secretion into the conjunctival sac is 
retarded. This becomes a source of unpleasant irritation, amounting sometimes to unbearable 
pain. If the plaster is of a material which is irritating in its nature, erythema of the extremely 
delicate integument may occur, and lead to a great irritation of the conjunctiva and of the globe. 
Added to this, plaster presses very unequally, according to the degree of its tension. This un¬ 
pleasant peculiarity is especially true of the isinglass plaster, which shrinks soon after its ap¬ 
plication, and thus the edges are turned in some places directly upon the surface of the lid. 
Then, too, the adhesive material readily dissolves in the tears, diffuses itself, and, again becom¬ 
ing dry, completely closes a great part of the palpebral fissure. 

Whether it is possible to prevent the movements of the eyes by purely mechanical means 
may be fairly doubted. The nearly spherical form of the globe, and the position of its axis, do 
not allow us to suppose that all motion can be prevented, even by the most accurate application 
of large masses of padding, without inflicting a degree of pressure which could not be endured. 
Still some believe that they can accomplish this without excessive annoyance to the patient. 
For this purpose the use of a roller bandage about four feet long, with a knit middle portion and 
flannel ends, is recommended. This is first carried circularly around the forehead, then above the 
ear of the unaffected side, to the back of the head, under the other ear over the affected eye. If 
both eyes are to be closed, then two bandages should be used. In order to exert a still more power¬ 
ful pressure upon the well-padded orbital region, a so-called laced bandage is highly spoken of. 
This renders necessary a bandage ten feet long, of the kind just described, and requires three as¬ 
cending monocular turns, in the manner indicated in the use of the pressure bandage (Graefe). 

It will require further experience to decide whether such a severe pressure, as is necessary in 
the use of this bandage, furnishes real therapeutic advantages, and whether the result, which 
in individual cases may be thereby attained, balances the disadvantages, which in very many 
instances are absolutely intolerable. It seems as if the ordinary protective bandage, with a 
somewhat greater tension of the elastic part of it, were able to accomplish all that is to be 
generally expected from a pressure bandage, without excessive annoyance and without danger 
of unpleasant consequences. 

[It is more than probable that the true function of the bandage would be better 
expressed by using the name retentive bandage, thus indicating the most important 
agency which the dressing fulfills, namely, to keep the eyelids closed, the air ex¬ 
cluded ; and, in the case of a wound of the front of the eyeball, to give a splint¬ 
like support.] 

2. The effects of dust upon the conjunctiva and cornea.—Working with dusty 
substances, or frequenting dusty localities during the existence of conjunctival or 
comeal disease, should be strictly forbidden, since the mechanical contrivances used 
for excluding dust fail to accomplish that purpose. 
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16 DUST SPECTACLES. 

[This rule must not be construed into a prohibition of out-door life as a means of 
keeping active the nutritive forces, especially in obstinate forms of sub-acute con¬ 
junctival and corneal disease.] 

a. Dust-Spectacles, Goggles.—Wire-work, in spectacle frames, was at one time 
used as such, and called by this name. 

These dust-spectacles have the disadvantage of keeping the eye behind them continually en¬ 
veloped in tne vapor of its own moisture, which cannot fully escape. Thus the irritated condi¬ 
tion is rather increased than diminished. The principal reason for their disuse lies, however, 
in the impairment of distinct vision, which compels the patient to strain his eyes severely in 
order to see surrounding objects distinctly. 

By the wire-work considerable objective light is kept away from the eye, and the frame of 
the dust-spectacles places the translucent gauze in an unfavorable angle to the outer world, thus 
limiting tne visual field. Moreover, the manifold diffraction which the transmitted light under¬ 
goes on the wire gauze comes into consideration. Besides, when these spectacles are worn in an 
atmosphere loaded with dust, the meshes of the gauze become filled, and then their defects are 
increased. 

Ordinary glass spectacles, of circular shape, about an inch in diameter, are to be 
preferred to the dust-spectacles above described. Of course they protect the eye 
less; but where the dust is so abundant that sufficient protection is not afforded by 
the ordinary glass spectacles, or where a small amount of dust upon the eye proves 
injurious, the surgeon does well to prohibit the patient from being thus exposed. 

8. A very common source of inj ury, among certain kinds of laborers, is the chip¬ 
ping off of bits of metal, stone, and the like (.Stavenhagen), which come with great force 
upon the eye, and sometimes even enter it. These must often be removed by the aid 
of instruments, which usually cause considerable irritation and loss of substance. 
According to the detailed statistics of H. Cohn, almost half of the workers in metal 
suffer from such injuries. Wearing ordinary glass spectacles would diminish the 
danger somewhat, but they are too easily broken and too expensive to be com¬ 
monly used. Mica spectacles have therefore been introduced, but as yet they are 
unfortunately not generally employed. They are thin, almost perfectly transparent 
disks of mica in metallic frames, fitting well on the orbital ridge, and which are 
fastened on the head by a bandage, or, better still, by means of an ordinary specta¬ 
cle-framefJI. Cohn). They do not break, and are cheap. Besides, mica is a poor 
conductor of heat, and in working over fire it does excellent service, especially if 
colored blue or gray, in neutralizing the bright reflection. 

B. Among chemical causes of injury, our attention is especially called to 
1. Uncleanliness of the edges of the lids or of the conjunctival sac. 
Among children we cannot give the matter too much attention, particularly 

where the case does not permit the use of the protective bandage. Children in play¬ 
ing are apt to soil their face and hands every moment, and rub the dirt into their 
eyes in order to alleviate itching. The rules for avoiding this are evident. It is 
only necessary to remark in passing, that those who have the care of children with 
eye-disease should be impressed with the necessity of keeping them away from all 
dirty places or dirty substances. 

2. The action of remedial agents.—Bye-washes, ointments, etc., which are employed at an 
improper time, or in too strong a solution, or too often, immediately upon the conjunctival sac 
or the globe, may be harmful by increasing the irritation or inflammation. Besides this we may 
mention salves, tinctures, and the like, which are used only for their irritative, absorbent, or 
narcotic effect, and which are applied to the lids or their, vicinity; meal poultices, vegetable 
decoctions, baths which have been made more active by the addition of salts, etc. Among 
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IRRITATING VAPORS'—TOBACCO SMOKE. 17 
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careless persons, especially children, the occasional getting the preparations used into the eyes 
is scarcely to be avoided. Such a soiling is the more dangerous the severer the irritation. 
Vesicants also, although generally applied some distance from the eye, not unfrequently make 
the irritated condition much worse. The patients are inclined to scratch, rub, and feel about 
the excortiated portion in order to alleviate the unpleasant sensation which the blister causes, 
or in order to remove the sensation of the part which is robbed of its epidermis, and thus they 
soil the hands, and with them the sensitive surface of the eye. 

3. Snuff-talcing.—This irritates the eyes, especially when the person is unac¬ 
customed to its use. In the case of amateurs, therefore, a slight injection of the 
conjunctiva with severe sneezing generally follows taking a pinch. In view of 
this, snuff-taking can only be allowed in those cases where the patient is in the 
habit of it, and a slight increase of the irritation involves no danger. In inflamma¬ 
tions which may readily have bad consequences, even the ordinary snuff-taker may 
be only exceptionally allowed the moderate use of snuff, and then with the greatest 
care. 

4. The abode in a damp room, or one filled with excrementitious exhalations, or 
with irritating vapors of any hind whatever.—Pure air is, indeed, one of the most 
important requisites for the successful treatment of eye-diseases. We cannot too 
strenuously recommend that the patients be placed in rooms which can be easily and 
thoroughly aired, and we should keep away from them all the above-named sources 
of injury. 

Our special attention should be directed to the habit of cooking, washing, carrying on of many 
odorous employments in the ordinary living-rooms of the poor; also keeping in the room the 

. remains of food, of half-filled chamber utensils, or the stowing away of soiled linen in the 
| apartment. 

The condition of the patient, however, does not always permit that he should 
[ remain indoors. In many cases it may even be desirable that he take exercise in the 

open air. Where walking is recommended, the surgeon should never forget the 
[tendency of patients to exceed what is recommended. A proper precaution 

I demands that the patient should be entirely forbidden to visit taverns, restaurants, 
theaters, balls, concerts, and, in general, places where many people aie gathered 

I together. 

In such localities many sources of injury concentrate, and operate in conjunction with other 
■injurious influences; for example, dazzling and irregular illumination, which is so powerful a 

norbid agent, that by it even a very slight irritation can be increased to one of the severest and 
nost destructive inflammatory processes. In hospitals and similar institutions it is of im¬ 

portance to look well to the condition of the water-closets. Very often these have become 
[infernal pits, whose pestilential vapors even force tears from healthy eyes, and are very 
paturally more destructive to diseased ones. 

5. Tobacco-Smoke.—This is a bitter enemy to diseased eyes, and it must be laid 
Blown as a fixed rule, that eye-patients should always, and under all circumstances, 
avoid closed places where there is any smoking. The patient with a diseased eye 
aust not smoke in his own room, nor allow others to do so, even if the ventilation 

be very good. 

In very mild irritations, however, which allow the patient to go out in the open air, but 
only in these, an absolute denial of tobacco-smoking is not always justified. Patients who 
pioke daily, and are passionately fond of it, bear such a denial with difficulty, and a persis- 
2nce in its enforcement will probably lead to its secret use. In cases where a slight increase 

of the irritation can produce no especial harm it seems better, therefore, to allow the patient 
f smoke moderately, taking certain precautions. The first rule is, to smoke only in the open 
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18 WIND-HEAT AND COLD. 

air, and where there is a gentle breeze ; since here there is less danger of a great quantity of 
smoke reaching the eye. For greater protection, the patient can wear spectacles, or shut his 
eyes. Long pipes are generally advised, and with good reason. 

G. Among the physical causes of injury are the following: 
1. Wind.—In the existence of an irritated condition of the eye the access of 

wind is to be avoided, even when it is not very severe, and is free from dust. Even 
very slight irritations are made very much worse by the effects of the wind. The 
patient should, then, be kept in his room in windy weather, and this rule is the 
more imperative, since spectacles are such an insufficient protection, and the use of 
a veil is not always practicable. 

2. Excessive Heat.—Those who work before a fire—cooks, bakers, etc.—are espe¬ 
cially liable to this influence, and should therefore be warned as to its injurious 
effect. Sitting too near the stove, an evil habit of many, should also be guarded 
against; since experience has shown that thereby irritations are caused and in¬ 
creased, especially in hospitals, and in the dwellings of the poor. It may be re¬ 
membered, in general, that an equable cool temperature of the room in which eye- 
patients are kept should be maintained; about 62° to 66° Fahrenheit is the best for 
therapeutic purposes. 

3. Severe Gold.—This is generally, at least for a while, better borne than great 
heat. Patients suffering from conjunctivitis feel very well in the quiet air of a cool 
winter’s day; but when there is iritis, choroiditis, etc., the patient cannot ‘'remain in 
the open air in cold weather without danger, on account of the impossibility of 
bearing the cold without active exercise, which again produces injurious changes in 
the temperature of the body. 

4. Severe and sudden Changes of Temperature.—Rapid cooling of a warm portion 
of the body, or sudden and irregular heating of a part deprived of its natural 
warmth, has been always, and with good reason, regarded as one of the more fre¬ 
quent causes of inflammations or irritations. The sudden change in the local con¬ 
ditions of the circulation certainly plays an important part. The most frequent 
source of such a sudden change in temperature lies in a draught of air. The 
avoidance of this furnishes, therefore, a very important therapeutic requirement. 

For this purpose it is, however, by no means necessary to envelop the patient with wrappings, 
or to place him in bed surrounded with screens or curtains, or to cover the head of the bed. 
By such means the patient is confined, annoyed, and disquieted, and generally a heavy perspi¬ 
ration is induced. Even congestions of the head are excited, and not rarely the hindrance of 
the necessary circulation of air leads to constitutional disease. The patient should be able to 
breathe freely. Therefore it seems advisable not to lessen the small space of his room, but I 
only to see to it that the patient, whether he is in bed or goes freely about, is never in a I 
draught. The injuriousness of sudden changes in temperature makes it also advisable, ini 
cases in which an equable temperature is particularly desirable, to avoid washing with cold water I 
or putting on cold linen. 

D. It is of great importance, in the treatment of irritated and inflamed eyes, tol 
properly regulate the intensity of the light thrown upon the organ; for improper! 
illumination is one of the most effective causes of injury. In certain cases it is ne-l 
cessary to keep the light entirely away from the eyes, and this can be done, either! 
by darkening the windows as much as possible, or by the use of a protective band-1 
age. But in the great majority of cases such an entire exclusion of light is not! 
only unnecessary, but even injurious, since, during convalescence, it is with great! 
difficulty that the patient becomes so accustomed again to the increase of light as! 
to avoid the relapses which may be readily induced by a greater intensity of illu-| 
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urination. Convalescence is retarded by too great darkness, on account of the evil 
influences which a long seclusion in a darkened room exercises on the general con¬ 
dition. A moderate degree of illumination, about such as we have at twilight, is 
the best adapted for the treatment of eye-disease. Gradations in the degree of 
light will, of course, be made for different patients, according to their individual 
sensitiveness. 

It is, however, not to be forgotten that some patients are excessively sensitive, beyond all 
proper limits. In order not to induce photophobia, it is advisable to look more to the objective 
condition than the subjective sensations, in determining the amount of light to be borne. It is 
especially important to carefully avoid all contrasts of light, since even a diseased eye may ac¬ 
custom itself to a considerable degree of intensit3r of light. But even a healthy eye bears con¬ 
trasts with difficulty, and an irritated eye will always be markedly affected thereby. 

According to recent investigations, prolonged rest in a dark room increases the sensitiveness 
of the retina (Aiibert) thirty-five times, and a stay of two minutes increases it ten to fifteen 
fold. The irritation of light in the beginning of its impression excites the maximum of sen¬ 
sation ; but this, with the continuance of the irritation, decreases so much that, after a time, 
a somewhat weaker impression will not be noticed. 

The color of the light reaching the eye is also of importance. In general we 
may say that orange, yellow, and green excite the sense of color more powerfully, 
and with the same intensity, irritate more severely than the other colors. 

This is shown not only by means of the subjective sensation which becomes manifest by 
looking through different colored glasses, but also by a measurement of the reaction of the 
pupil. 

This contracts most when exclusively yellow or orange rays are conducted into the eye, by 
means of a solar spectrum and a prism. It becomes wider and wider when the outermost red 
or only calorific rays (warme Strahlen) enter the eye. Just so, the diameter of the pupil in¬ 
creases when the eye is directed out of the yellow of the spectrum into the green or blue. Yet 
the ultra chemical violet, and even the outermost violet rays seem again to irritate the eyes 
more. Electric light, which contains many chemical rays, is very unpleasant to the eye, and 
demands a diminution of its intensity by means of glasses which are cclored with oxide of ura¬ 
nium (Jansen and Foilin'). The means to meet these requirements are : 

1. Window-curtains.—These can seldom be dispensed with in the treatment of 
irritated conditions of the eye, and are to be preferred to shutters, where we do not 

, wish a complete darkening of the room. 

All the windows in the room should be covered ; and when the door leads into a very light 
room, it is of great advantage to weaken the illumination there also. The curtains should 
fully cover the window, so that no chink remains at the side, through which the light can come 
to produce strong contrasts. For the same reason the materials of which the curtain consists 
should be sufficiently thick, especially when the window is illuminated by the sun. On win¬ 
dows which never receive the direct rays of the sun, thin crape-like material will be thick 
enough. The color of the curtain should always be rather of a dusty brown. The best are 
gray, blue, or violet. The much-recommended green curtains are not so good, since in trans¬ 
mitted light they show a very light coloring, and cause pain in the eye. 

Light-green is by no means a mild color. It is next to the yellow of the sun, and this, as is 
well known, is the most irritating color. Only reflected dark-green, such as that of the fields 
and foliage, is pleasant to the eye. It is very evident, then, that the modern curtains, painted 
in the brightest colors, will not do at all. 

2. Lamp-shades.—Thsse cannot be dispensed with where it is necessary that the 
patient should stay in a room artificially lighted, since inclosing the bed with a 
curtain renders the circulation of air in the room difficult, and will annoy the 
patient. ' ^ 

When he remains in bed the formerly fashionable flat night-shades, which are placed before 
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20 SHADES—PROTECTIVE SPECTACLES. 

the flame, may be used, or even a sheet of rough paper fastened in front of the flame, as occasion 
may require. In case a lamp is used, it will be best to make a round opening in a sheet of 
paper, cut oval at one end so that it hangs over the shade, and then place it over the glass 
chimney. Gray paper, especially blotting-paper, is the best material for such shades. Light- 
colored shades, especially the favorite light green or blue, do not answer the purpose, on ac¬ 
count of the intensity of their color in transmitted light. It will be understood that brightly 
painted or perforated shades are still less desirable. Opaque shades, as, for example, tin ones, 
are even less useful on account of the contrast which they produce between shaded and illu¬ 
minated places. 

3. Eye-sliades.—These can only be of use when we wish to keep the direct rays of 
the sun, or of any other intense light from the eye. They avail little or nothing 
against diffused light. 

In order to ward this off they must be placed at a very acute angle with the face. Even 
then the patient looks out of a very dark space, and the contrast produces the same effect as 
if he looked out of a dark cellar upon the bright sky. The material of which eye-shades are 
made is not of very great importance. It may be said, however, that shades of coarse gray 
paper, such as the wrappings of loaf-sugar, fastened on the head by means of a little band, 
are most to be recommended on account of their flexibility, simplicity, and cheapness. Green 
taffeta shades, fastened by wire, do not answer as well, since in direct sunlight they let in a 
great deal of green light; and the wire presses on the temple, and thus becomes unbearable. 
The thick pasteboard shades are very unpleasant on account of their stiffness. 

Eye-shades are evidently unnecessary in artificial illumination, lamp-shades being 
sufficient. In direct sunlight, broad-brimmed hats or caps, with large front-pieces, 
are more easily worn. 

4. Veils,—These may be especially used by females and children, whose cases 
demand that they should be allowed to go out in the fresh air, even when they have 
irritated eyes. The best are the plain gray or black. Those of a yellow color are 
not advisable. 

5. Protective Spectacles.—These are best made of smoke-gray glasses. 

Green glasses are not advisable, since in a bright light they transmit a very intense and 
very dark green approaching a yellow, which increases rather than diminishes the irritated 
condition. Blue glasses are to be preferred to green, as the blue color exerts a less severe im¬ 
pression upon the retina. Even these do not fully answer the purpose. Deep-blue glasses, as 
experience teaches us, pain the eye in bright light. Pale-blue glasses, on the other hand, 
furnish no effective protection. They weaken the light too little. They are only sufficient 
when we are dealing with a very evanescent condition of irritation, and here protective spec¬ 
tacles are nearly superfluous. 

Smoke-gray glasses, London smoke, weaken the transmitted light very col- 

siderably, and this naturally in proportion to the depth of their shading. They 
envelop all the objects in the visual field, as it were, in the twilight of evening, or 
of a very dark day ; they allow the objects looked upon to be seen in their natural 
color, but with very much subdued intensity, and on the whole answer fully the pur¬ 
pose which may be reasonably expected from wearing them. Such smoke-gray glasses 
may be obtained in all possible shades. Those of a light color only are useful. 

Those glasses whose color in reflected light approaches a black, daiken the visual field too 
much. They disaccustom the eyes to the light, and thus render difficult the return to a nor¬ 
mal illumination. They also hinder the distinct view even of near objects, and thus often 
cause the patient to strain his eyes and increase the irritated condition. Every one may con¬ 
vince himself by his own experience of the annoyance of very deep shades of gray glasses, ft 
is evident, also, that eyes which require a considerable darkening of the visual field are better 
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kept in a dark room, because protective spectacles certainly do not sufficiently alleviate the 
contrasts of illumination, which are so common in the open air ; and on the other hand, such 
darkly-shaded glasses themselves excite these strong contrasts of light, for they scarcely ever 
fit exactly on the orbital borders, thus allowing light from all sides to strike the periphery of 
the retina. This latter objection may be also urged against light-gray smoke-glasses, but to 
a much less degree. To lessen some of the objections, it is advisable that round glasses be 
used, somewhat more than an inch in diameter. In case of necessity, side glasses may also 
be employed, but in general these are not to be recommended, since four glasses with the 
necessary fastenings make the spectacles heavy and troublesome, and also accustom the eye 
to too little light, and prevent the free circulation of air about it. Small oval glasses are 
entirely useless, since they only cover the center of the visual field. It is very important to 
see to it that the bridge of the spectacles is not too long, and that the inner part of the eye 
is perfectly covered; and in choosing these spectacles we should be careful to see that the 
glass is good, and furthermore that its color be a clear gray, and not, as is often the case, a 
yellowish or brownish gray. For this purpose, the spectacles, after careful testing of their 
surfaces, may be laid on a sheet of white paper, or any such substance, where the faults de¬ 
scribed may be easily detected. 

These protective spectacles should be always ground plane, since the depths of 
their coloring depend to a great extent on their thickness. Concave glasses, there¬ 
fore, shade the periphery more, convex the center, and this in the greater dispro¬ 
portion the darker the glass and the greater the curvature of its two surfaces. 

Protective spectacles are not intended for exact vision, and this defect appears the more 
disturbing the more the refraction of the eye deviates from the normal—that is, the greater 
the curvature that is necessary. In very myopic or hypermetropic patients, who go about 
with difficulty unless aided by concave or convex lenses, a remedy may be obtained, since we 
can cause plano-concave or plano-convex spectacles to be ground of the necessary focal distance, 
and on its plane surface, by means of the Canada balsam, affix a plane smoke-gray glass. 
Lately the so-called muscle spectacles, that is, spectacles formed like watch-glasses, are much 
in fashion. Their convexity allows of a very considerable approach of the edges to the orbital 
border, and hence furnishes a more efficient diminution of the lateral illumination than plane 
spectacles do. Since, however, the radius of the posterior concave surface is always smaller 

j than the anterior convex one, these spectacles become weak concave lenses, and are, as a rule, 
therefore, very annoying to far-sighted and hypermetropic eyes. 

In the use of protective spectacles it is very necessary to see that we do not harm 
the eyes instead of benefiting them; we should inform the patient they are to be 
used only to protect the eyes from high degrees of light. When they are used to 
guard against light of a low grade of intensity, they darken the visual field too 
much, accustom the eye to this darkness, and are therefore not sufficient to alleviate 
the irritating effect of bright light, and besides this they prolong the convalescence. 
They are only to be worn when we wish to soften the light of a sunshiny day, or the 
reflection from snow, sand, or from the surface of a sheet of water, it being all the 
same whether the brilliant light illuminates the whole or a part of the visual field. 
They should be immediately taken off when the patient is under the shadow of a 
house, when he enters a wood, etc., as well as in the evening, and on dark days. 
It is especially important that he should put on the protective spectacles when he 
passes out of the regular illumination of his room into a room too brilliantly lighted 
for the irritated condition of his eyes. Should the patient use the protective spec¬ 
tacles for a considerable time in his room, and pass with them into the bright sun¬ 
light, the contrast in the intensity of the light in the two rooms is scarcely at all 
alleviated. Besides, it is well to notice that protective spectacles are only of use in 
diffused light, hut they avail nothing against the direct rays of the sun, of a lamp, 
etc., since contrasts in the illumination of the visual field are not removed by them. 
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22 STRAINING—CIRCULATION IN EEAD AND NECK. 

In tlie open air they do not render broad-brimmed hats, or in a room lamp or 
eye-shades, superfluous.. If smoke-gray glasses have been used for some time by the 
patient, they should not be suddenly laid off, since the eye, unaccustomed to bright 
light, is more sensiti ve than normal. Where dark shades have been used, we may 
prevent the transition from being dangerous by passing gradually to lighter shades, 
in order that the eye may very gradually accustom itself to a bright light, 

F. Among the organic causes of injury to the eye should be mentioned every 
kind of straining for the purpose of obtaining clear and exact vision. 

When there is much irritation of the eyes, accompanied by photophobia and pain, straining 
efforts are prevented by the increase which they occasion in the subjective and objective symp¬ 
toms. Where, however, the irritated condition is a slighter one, the patient is not troubled in 
his work, and does not find himself compelled to give it up, because the unpleasant conse¬ 
quences do not show themselves for some time, and even then may be very slight, because the 
disease advances very slowly. 

Here it becomes the duty of the surgeon to look carefully into the causes of in¬ 
jury, and to oppose their further action. In general, it appears most advisable to 
forbid patients to read, write, or to occupy themselves in any way by which the 
retina or accommodative apparatus are called into action during the disease, and 
only to allow a very gradual return to the ordinary avocations. Greater liberties 
generally lead to misuse, and the effects of remedies are thus weakened or made 
nugatory. 

F. Further indications for treatment result from the dependence of the extra¬ 
ocular trunks, and with certain limitations of the intra-ocular vessels to the general 
blood-pressure, and the circulatory requirements in the vessels of the head and 
neck. These indications are chiefly those springing from the disease. 

It is, perhaps, superfluous to go into details at this point; still, a special condition 
deserves notice on account of its importance: this is the absence of valves in the 
veins, carrying the blood to the superior venous sinuses. Congestion in the veins of 
the neck and head is on this account very apt to occur, and hence diseases of the 
heart, impediments in the portal circulation, etc., are very apt to be reflected in 
disturbances in the circulation of the visual organ. Irregularities in respiration also 
may become a source of extremely pernicious congestions in the region of the eye. 
Hence, in congestive conditions of the eye and its vicinity, we should look care¬ 
fully to the respiration. Patients should especially avoid all loud speaking, crying, 
singing, sneezing, and, as far as possible, coughing, on account of the increased I 
difficulty in the entrance of blood into tire heart, caused by expiration. This I 
is the more imperative the greater the degree to which the existing morbid pro-1 
cess has been developed in the visual organ, and the more important the part ini 
which it is located. During such occasions as above indicated, the increased I 
turgidity and marked redness of the face plainly indicate how much a severe and! 
prolonged expiration may influence the course of circulation. Besides, the expire-1 
tion does not here act alone, but in the visual organ another circumstance assists I 
considerably. Many of the facial veins are supplied in part from the orbital veins,! 
and run between the muscles and bones of the face. In loud speaking, and the like, I 
these muscles take an active part, and in their contraction they press the veins I 
against the bones, and thus diminish their caliber. Furthermore, everything whicll 
may in the least interfere with the respiration by narrowing the trachea and con-1 
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INDICATIONS OF THE DISEASE. 23 

tracting tlie thoracic cavity, or by compressing the lungs, should be removed and 
avoided. In this is comprehended, among other things, tight cravats, tight cloth¬ 
ing pressing upon the chest, collections of fecal masses in the intestines, overload¬ 
ing the stomach with food and drink. Finally it is an important rule that patients 
with congested or inflamed eyes should eat nothing which renders necessary a great 
expenditure of power by the muscles of mastication, on account of the above-de¬ 
scribed blood-congesting effect of the facial muscles. The increase of a congestion 
of the eyes after a full meal is a matter of daily experience. 

II. The indications furnished hy the disease itself. These may be divided into 
the following: a. The limitation of the local depositions ; b. The lessening of the 
blood-supply ; c. The removal or lessening of febrile action. 

The means of fulfilling these indications will now be enumerated: 
1. Direct removal of heat. This limits the local change or nutrition by lessening 

the temperature of the inflamed tissue, and rendering chemical combinations diffi¬ 
cult. Moreover, cold applied for this purpose acts as a powerful irritant upon the 
contracted portion of the tissue and especially upon the muscles of the vessels, for¬ 
cing them to contraction, and therewith causing a narrowing of their caliber, and in 
this way decreasing the amount of blood carried to the inflamed part. It also 
diminishes the sensibility of the parts, and with it their functional power. Sensitive 
organs lose their sensation, muscles become rigid, secretions are lessened, etc. The 
application of cold affects not only the surface, but also the tissues, to a greater or 
less depth, according to the degree of cold employed, and the duration of the appli¬ 
cation. The means by which we obtain the effect of cold in the region of the eye 
are naturally exceedingly various, but cold compresses are the best. 

Douches were formerly the fashion, but their preparation is generally too expensive for the 
private patient, and their use has generally been given up in hospitals, a certain evidence that 
they have only partially, or not at all, answered their intended purpose. This is not at all sur¬ 
prising when the effect of douches is more exactly understood. Besides the abstraction of 
heat, there occurs on the use of the douche, whether it be used in a full stream or in the form 
of spray by means of a nebulizer, a mechanical power or force with which the water strikes 
upon the parts. By means of this mechanical force, the douche acts, first, as an irritant upon 
the sensory nerves, and increases the afflux of the blood, and the part which is acted on becomes 
painful and red. The next effect of this gradual abstraction of heat is that the part becomes 
pale, without sensation and cool. Any longer action of the douche, however, will not be easily 
borne. If cold exerts only a momentary effect upon a part, the reaction appears more evident: 
the inflammation is rather increased than diminished. 

Cold applications act primarily as irritants upon the sensory nerves, and may 
therefore induce a dilatation of the vessels. This effect, however, is evanescent 
and scarcely comes into consideration, it being understood that by means of the cold 
compresses the warmth is continuously removed, and not merely a high grade of 
temperature interchanged with a lower one, as is the case when the compresses are 
so seldom changed that they have time to become warm again before they are 
replaced by fresh ones. If such contrasts of temperature have an effect upon a part, 
the result, as a rule, will not be favorable. An important rule therefore is, to quickly 
change the applications, and the quicker the warmer the part is. If this require¬ 
ment is fulfilled, the principal danger in the use of cold is avoided. A second 
danger springs from an immoderate use of the application. Water of a low tem¬ 
perature readily leads to freezing, and this the more easily, the less the warmth is 
developed in the affected part. The consequences of such a freezing, in the wider 
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24 COLD APPLICATIONS. 

sense of the word, are characterized by all the symptoms of inflammation in re¬ 
laxed parts, and this inflammation is the severer the quicker the parts are again 
warmed. By improper use of cold applications, inflammations may be produced as 
an after-effect, and this not only at the point of application, but also at some dis¬ 
tance. In ophthalmia the seat of inflammation is circumscribed, and it is rarely 
possible to limit the effect of the cold in the inflamed parts, since the compresses 
used for the application, if they really remove much heat, must always have a rel¬ 
atively large circumference. Even if ischaemia is not to be much feared in the in¬ 
flamed part, the neighboring parts may suffer, and it not unfrequently occurs that, 
after a long-continued effect of the cold, collateral hypersemia and sometimes true 
inflammations are developed, especially in the periosteum of the orbit and of the 
bones beneath, rheumatic toothache, etc. These inflammations are, as a rule, very 
obstinate, and trouble the patient more than the original disease. Sometimes the 
cold affects even more remote parts. A chill occurs, and affections of inner or¬ 
gans arise, such as we may see after “ catching cold,” bringing with it new dan¬ 
gers. We may easily overcome these evil results, if we do not allow the effect of 
the application of cold to go so far that the temperature of the parts sinks much 
below the physiological standard, that is, making use of the cold application only 
so long as the warmth of the inflamed part is greater than that of the surrounding 
healthy parts. On the whole, the abstraction of heat is indicated to a very limited 
extent in the treatment of inflammations of the eye. Where it can be used with 
benefit, we must generally employ it carefully at intervals. Only in very special 
cases, in certain severe inflammations of the external portions of the visual organs, 
are continuous applications essential. 

Linen compresses are the most appropriate means for the application of cold to the eye. Com¬ 
presses dipped in cold water and wrung out, or still better, made cold by placing them on a 
block of ice, are to be recommended. These compresses should not be of much larger size than 
is sufficient to cover the borders of the orbit, in order not to abstract heat from the parts which 
are in a normal condition. They should not be heavy, except in cases where pressure upon the 
eye is desired. A piece of fine linen of three to four thicknesses will be sufficient. The com¬ 
presses should always be well wrung out. If the water drips from the cloths, it becomes a 
source of unpleasant chilliness. Besides this, very wet cloths are apt to loosen the epidermis ; 
this is thrown off, the corium exposed, and thus not rarely a severe erythema or an erysipelas 
excited. Excoriations and their evil consequences occur much more readily when the water or 
ice. employed is salty. Mineral spring waters for this reason have of old been decided to be un¬ 
fit for applications to inflamed parts. When soft water, or ice formed from it, cannot be ob¬ 
tained, we may use distilled water. These precautions are especially necessary in the case of 
persons with a very soft and sensitive, or relaxed and wrinkled skin. Such patients do not 
bear cold applications well, and they should therefore not be used, except in case of urgent ne¬ 
cessity, and then as sparingly as possible, even running the risk of somewhat delaying the 
healing process. We may somewhat alleviate this evil effect of the cold compresses by smear¬ 
ing the parts with a little clean fresh fat, before applying them, or by placing upon them a 
piece of linen, which has been smeared with the fat. If excoriations have already occurred, 
an erythema, etc., it will be best to stop the application where it is possible, and to favor the 
healing of the inflammation of the skin by smearing the part with fat or glycerine. 

2. Direct abstraction of Blood.—Until recently, venesection was very much es¬ 
teemed. 

Tlie efiicacy of venesection is doubtful, and the benefit is very little compared 
with the destructive influence which it may have upon the nutrition of the whole 
body ; therefore nowadays in ophthalmic practice we are nearly restricted to local 
abstraction of blood. The purpose of this is to favor the exit of blood from con- 
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ABSTRACTION OF BLOOD. 25 

gested or inflamed parts through the vessels, to remove the hindrances to circulation, 
and in a revulsatory way to regulate the development and increase of a stasis, to 
diminish the rapidity of the circulation and of the increased molecular attraction. 
The means of local blood-letting are the natural and artificial leeches, wet cups, in¬ 
cisions and scarifications of the conjunctiva. 

Natural leeches as well as the artificial ones are, as a rule, most properly applied 
on the temporal region. In order to attain any effect in the case of very small chil¬ 
dren, one to two leeches should be applied; in those who are older, three to four; in 
adults, six to eight of medium size. Care should be taken that the leeches bite as 
nearly as possible at the same time, and that after they drop off the flow of blood 
is not interrupted. 

[In this country, as a rule, the use of leeches in the treatment of eye-disease in 
children is not justifiable. Wet cups should never be applied to young children.] 
Since the effect of natural leeches is evanescent, and the changes in the current of 
blood are quickly over, it seems advisable, for the sake of an expansion as far as 
possible of the temporary effect, to apply the leeches in the beginning of an ex¬ 
acerbation of the inflammation. It is at this time that the process receives an im¬ 
petus, its products are more abundant, and the pain also increases. 

The fossa angularis, as well as the integument of the lid, are improper positions for the appli¬ 
cation of leeches, because the marks of the bites remain for a long time, and disfigure the patient. 
But this position is chiefly to be avoided because the leeches very often bite through the skin, 
which is exceedingly thin in this place, even to the veins, and thus considerable bleeding is 
caused, as well as extravasations in the loose subcutaneous connective tissue. These extravasa¬ 
tions may exist for weeks and months before they completely disappear. Sometimes even worse 
results are seen. Inflammations and abscesses are occasionally caused. 

The mastoid process may be a point for the application of leeches when any con¬ 
gestion or inflammation of the eye is connected with hypersemia of the base of the brain. 

On the whole, the therapeutic results of the application of natural leeches are of 
importance only in the external ophthalmia, that is, in inflammation of the lids and 
of the conjunctiva. In inflammation and hypersemia of the globe, especially of the 
interioR of it, the results are scarcely satisfactory, and may be with good reason con¬ 
sidered doubtful. This is chiefly explained by the fact that the anatomical connec¬ 
tion between the vessels of the temporal region and of the ciliary vascular system 
is not very intimate, but is relatively distant. The therapeutic effect of natural 
leeches may be increased by the so-called bdellatomy, which has been recently rec¬ 
ommended. By this not only the quantity of the evacuated blood, but also the 
rapidity with -which it is taken from the vessels, is considerably increased. 

Bdellatomy is best performed by means of a spring lancet. It may, however, in ease of neces¬ 
sity, be done with an ordinary lancet. The best moment is when the leech has filled himself 
quite well. The end of the animal is then carefully lifted up and the blade is thrust vigorously 
in the side of the leech, better the left. The incision is not so well done in the back, badly in the 
belly. After the incision the wound should be kept free from coagulations, by means of a 
moist sponge, or by the injection of lukewarm water, in order that the blood may flow freely 
from the abdominal cavity of the leech. A leech thus treated sucks much longer than one 
which is uninjured, and draws a much greater quantity of blood, sometimes taking one and even 
two ounces. If, in consequence of the restlessness of the patient, or of rough handling of the 
leech, it falls off too quickly, if reapplied it again acts freely. If carefully kept in clean water 
the same leech may be repeatedly applied, and incised at intervals of days or weeks (Fischer). 

The speedy local removal of greater quantities of blood is attained most cer¬ 
tainly by the artificial leech. 
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26 LEECHES, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL. 

lleuteloupe's is to be preferred to Harder's, tlie former making a circular 
wound, the latter cutting with three little spring-knives. The severe and extensive 
change in the blood-current, caused by the application of this instrument, arises 
chiefly from the powerful impression which the sudden evacuation of a vascular 
region exerts on the vaso-motory nerves of the vicinity and even on distant parts. 
The revulsive effect declares itself after the operation in a very striking nervous 
and vascular excitement. This reaction cannot, unfortunately, always be esti¬ 
mated beforehand, and under some circumstances may become very dangerous. 
Thus we observe, as an immediate effect of the operation, almost always a consider¬ 
able increase in the hypersemia of the neighboring parts, which, however, soon de¬ 
clines, and, in favorable cases, gives place to the intended vascular contraction. In 
very excitable patients even actual hypersemia may occur, and not unfrequently the 
reaction shows itself by all kinds of disturbances of sensation in photopsia; and in 
the existence of amblyopia, a decrease in acuteness of vision has been observed 
which often does not disappear for several days. This is true, although to a less 
extent, according to past experience of bdellatomy. This is also said to excite the 
patient very considerably. It seems, therefore, advisable to undertake local blood¬ 
letting of this kind before retiring, in order that the night’s rest may moderate the 
reaction. When the patient is very excitable it may even be advisable to keep him 
as quiet as possible in a darkened room during the whole of the following day 
(Qraefe). 

These are only palliative means, which may, perhaps, diminish the danger of the 
reaction, but which cannot entirely remove it. On the whole, we conclude that in 
inflammations having a sthenic character, local blood-letting by means of bdellatomy 
and the artificial leech is better avoided, and their use is limited exclusively to 
conditions of passive hypersemia and chronic inflammation. Even here the recent 
immoderate praise of the artificial leech is not wholly deserved. 

There is no good place for the application of wet cups in the vicinity of the eye ; and when 
applied at some distance they scarcely have influence enough upon the circulation of the visual 
organ and appendages. Dry cups applied on the temples have no effect. Incisions and scarifica¬ 
tion are only useful in severe conjunctivitis. The great pain caused by these latter procedures 
prevents their being carried out in the greater number of cases. 

The practical oculist should be the more guarded in their employment, since the result does 
not always answer the expectation, or it is not appreciated by the patient. 

It not unfrequently occurs, that they increase the inflammation in the loose conjunctival 
tissue. Besides all this, the desired effect may be generally attained by the application of a 
sufficient number of natural leeches. 

3. Antiphlogistic regimen.—We understand by this the lessening of the supply of 
the peculiar nutritive material of the blood, as well as the keeping away of all 
which may act as an excitant upon the nervous system or circulation. This should 
be strictly carried out when the inflammation is dangerous either from its severity 
or extent, whether the whole organism, as manifested by febrile action, is taking 
part in it or not. If this be not the case, it is generally sufficient to observe modera¬ 
tion in every respect, and besides to avoid the use of hard and tough food, which 
demands the vigorous action of the muscles of mastication. A severe antiphlogistic 
regimen is not indicated in mild cases, since the lowering of the nutrition, especially 
in chronic inflammation, by continued dieting, may easily lay the foundations for 
dangers which far exceed those of the local condition. Where the nutrition is 
already somewhat impaired, or perhaps atonic conditions, having their origin in this 
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ANTIPHLOGISTIC REGIMEN. 27 

impairment, have been increased by the occurrence of the inflammation, it will be often 
found necessary to favor resolution by means of generous, slightly stimulating diet. 

Bodily and mental rest belong to severe antiphlogistic regimen, as well as the 
maintenance of an equable afid pure temperature; the avoidance of all aromatic 
and stimulating drinks; coffee, tea, wine, beer; lessening of the amount of food, and 
the’choice of easily-digested substances. Food easily oxidized, such as Liebig’s res¬ 
piration material, the vegetable acids, farinaceous and saccharine substances, soups, 
vegetables, salads, steamed and stewed fruits, should be the main portion of the diet. 

Highly seasoned food should be forbidden, as well as fat, the latter not being 
easily digested in the inactive condition required of the patient. It is also advisa¬ 
ble to have the food cool when eaten, and only a little should be taken at a time, 
but often during the day. 

4. Antiphlogistic medicines.—Their number is large, but we cannot rely much 
upon them in the struggle with the inflammatory process. We should therefore 
restrain ourselves as much as possible from their use in cases of pure ophthalmia, 
where we desire solely an antiphlogistic effect. Where circumstances permit, we 
should use the milder antiphlogisties, e. g., nitrate of potash, the carbonates, phos¬ 
phates, vegetable acids, avoiding the heroic remedies, or only using them when the 
functions of the eye are in real danger from the inflammatory process, and it reaches 
the point where, in case the result should be bad, we wish to be able to say to our¬ 
selves that all has been done that could be done to prevent it. 

The use of the Inf us. rad. Senegee, oil of turpentine, and similar specifics, has been long 
since abandoned. It is therefore superfluous to speak of them further. Tartarized antimony, 
formerly a very much esteemed remedy, is in ophthalmic practice entirely useless, even harm¬ 
ful, and is strictly to be avoided. Iodide of potassium, on the other hand, used in moderate 
doses, is scarcely dangerous, but as a pure antiphlogistic is of no particular value. The great¬ 
est misuse has certainly been made of mercury ; for every irritation, however moderate, in the 
region of the eye, was formerly treated by this agent. In mercury a remedy was seen which 
had a decidedly specific effect on the eye, and which was able to bring its inflammatory action 
to resolution. The origin of this erroneous idea lies in a want of observation. The view was 
inculcated that syphilitic iritis was characterized by certain decidedly peculiar symptoms, and 
that when these symptoms were wanting there could be no idea of a syphilitic origin in a 
given case of iritis. 

Now then, practically, an iritis was often found which concealed every positive evidence of 
syphilis, which was, however, of syphilitic origin, and which only yielded to anti-syphilitic 
treatment by means of mercury; the opinion was necessarily reached that mercury acted more 
efficaciously on an inflamed organ of vision than any other agent, and thus it happened that it 
acquired the fame of a real panacea. Strange to say, calomel is the preparation most fre¬ 
quently used—a preparation which, as is well known, easily excites fluid, greenish stools, and 
also easily induces injurious and obstinate salivation, and by no means rarely becomes destruc¬ 
tive. A few doses of a grain each are often sufficient to excite this unpleasant symptom, 
and compel the surgeon to give up the use of the remedy before the wished-for effect can 
be developed. Where we wish really to mercurialize the patient, calomel is not well adapted 
to the purpose. 

The same may be said of Hahnemann’s soluble mercury and the proto-iodide. The sub¬ 
limate of mercury or corrosive chloride is to be preferred. This is generally well borne, and 
may be taken for a long time without especial harm. Sometimes, however, it excites severe 
pain in the stomach, which forbids the further use of it. It is best given in the form of a 
pill. Her. sub. corrosi.. gr. ij. ; solve in q. s. Aq. dist. Adde, mica panis alb. q. s. utf pil. gr. 
i. n. 32; consp. pulv. Liquiritice. One pill is to be taken night and morning on an empty 
stomach; and every two to three days increase the dose, until half a grain a day has been 
reached, and again the dose is to be diminished at intervals of two days. Again, the exter¬ 
nal use of Ung. Hgdrarg. Cmereum, in the frontal region, is very much esteemed. It is 
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28 MERCURY— INUNCTION TREATMENT. 

believed that by this the effect of the internally administered antiphlcgistics is increased, end 
at the same time absorption in the orbital cavity is frequently excited. The value of this 
remedy is, however, more than doubtful. In the case of children and dirty, careless patients, 
the inunction of this ointment, as in fact of all salves, in the vicinity of the eye is even dan¬ 
gerous, since this class of persons often smear the salve everywhere, bringing it into the con¬ 
junctival sac, and thus favor unpleasant irritations in the eye. 

When we wish a speedy and sufficient effect of mercury, in order as quickly as 
possible to make a powerful impression, especially where the ophthalmia is founded 
on a syphilitic affection, the inunction treatment is without doubt the most certain. 
In recent times it is employed in connection with the internal use of the iodide of 
potassium, or the cheaper chlorate of potash, a combination which much experience 
has shown to be very advantageous. The number of the inunctions, and the num¬ 
ber of days of treatment with it, depends upon the result of the use of the remedy. 
In general the treatment should be continued up to the disappearance of the 
ophthalmia, and of the accompanying syphilitic manifestations. In order to remove 
recent local affection ten to sixteen inunctions are often sufficient. Sometimes for 
this purpose twenty to thirty are necessary. To exceed this latter number is not 
advisable, for when twenty to thirty inunctions have no result, the further use of 
mercury does no good, but may rather be harmful. 

The imperativeness of the circumstances does not allow, in diseases of the 
eye, the otherwise customary but time-consuming preparations for the inunction 
treatment. Warm baths, even in the existence of severer inflammations of the eye, 
are contra-indicated, and, in such cases, should be replaced by washing the parts of 
the body which are to be anointed, with lukewarm soap and water. For an inunc¬ 
tion, about one to two scruples of the gray ointment—best a mixture of three parts 
Ting. Hydrarg. Gin. comm., with one part Ung. Hydrarg. Gin. fort., is used. This, 
in small quantity, is gradually rubbed into the parts with a rotary motion of the 
hand, and best by the patient himself. On the first day, it should be rubbed in the 
calf and the popliteal space ; on the second day, on the inner surface of the thigh; 
the third, on the surface of the chest and abdomen ; on the fourth, on the inner side 
of the forearm and arm, including the elbow, and then the same course is gone over 
again. The nipples, navel, very hairy parts, or those covered with moist eruptions 
or ulcers, are to be avoided in the application. After the inunction, the parts should 
be wrapped in a linen or woolen cloth. The best time for the inunction is an hour 
before going to bed, because during the night perspiration is the least interfered 
with. In the morning the perspiration should be increased'by an additional cover¬ 
ing, but care should be taken at that time, as well as during the night, that the 
mouth is not covered, and the patient thus breathe the mercurial vapor developed 
in the bed. 

After this perspiration, the body should he washed in lukewarm water and dried. 
Then the patient should get up and remain in his room completely dressed. Ths 
bed should always be placed in a part of the room free from draughts and changes 
in light, but it should not be surrounded by shades or curtains, because interference 
with the free circulation of air favors ptyalism, and the seclusion of the patient in 
a narrow space annoys him unnecessarily, and may be positively harmful. Daily 
and careful ventilation of the room is not to be neglected. It is better, where prac¬ 
ticable, that the patient should have two rooms, and the temperature should bo 
uniform, and should never fall below 63 degrees F. 

The imperative necessity of securing good ventilation (while administering mercury) has 
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MERCURIAL INUNCTIOU. 29 

been very clearly shown, by recent experiments on men and animals, and from observations on 
workers in quicksilver, miners, manufacturers, etc. These observations prove that mercury 
does most harm in the form of vapor, and that the stomatitis appearing during the inunction 
treatment, together with its consequence, salivation, is generally if not exclusively caused by 
inhaled mercurial vapor. The tendency of the mucous membrane of the mouth to inflamma¬ 
tory affections from this vapor is explained by the severe rubbing and pressure to which the 
membrane is subject from the teeth. In old persons without teeth, and children, this tendency 
is said to be absent. 

The fact also comes into consideration in the pathogenesis of mercurial stomatitis, that 
the mercury taken into the body is chiefly removed through the saliva. It thus comes in 
immediate contact with the mucous membrane of the mouth, and may cause inflammations by 
the mechanical irritation, just as occur on the sensitive skin of delicate persons. It is of the 
highest importance to take the greatest care of the mouth and teeth. The mouth should be 
cleansed every hour by gargling and rinsing, and the teeth with a soft brush. In the existence 
of abrasions or ulcerations in the mouth or pharnyx, solutions of the bichloride of mercury 
one to two grains to the ounce, of the chlorinated soda, one to four drachms, or chlorate of 
potash, one drachm to the pint of water, may be used as gargles. If there be no ulceration, a 
solution of alum, one to two drachms to the pint of water, tincture of galls, two to four drachms, 
or borax, from one to two drachms in the same quantity of water, may be used. If the gums 
are already affected, loosened, spongy, or bleeding, they should be painted several times daily 
with the tincture of galls or opium. 

During the whole time of treatment, the patient should take five grains of iodide of potas¬ 
sium or chlorate of potash three times a day. The diet should be restricted, but not so much 
so as to exhaust the patient by hunger. Where the patient’s condition is already very much 
deteriorated, it may appear even advisable to aid the system by rich, easily-digested, and 
nourishing food. We should see that the bowels are evacuated daily or oftener. Baths are 
not advisable during the treatment of eye-diseases, however useful they may be in other cases; 
but as a substitute, the linen may be frequently changed, having it first thoroughly warmed. 
On the day after the last inunction, the patient should take a warm bath, and change his 
linen. He should return very gradually to his former way of living. It is advisable to con¬ 
tinue the iodide of potassium for several days after the inunctions have been stopped. 

The inunction treatment is still deemed by many an extremely destructive 
attack upon the system. Its employment should be well considered in persons with 
weak lungs and tuberculosis. In such cases, where it is possible it should be avoid¬ 
ed, since experience shows that such persons are affected very seriously by the 
vapor of mercury. But in other cases we scarcely find any injurious effect upon the 
whole system, in a carefully and properly conducted inunction treatment. The 
great fear of it does not seem to be justified, when we remember that only a short 
time ago, and even to some extent at the present time, mercury was used in large 
doses in the most trifling affections, and for a long time, without producing any de¬ 
cided or permanent injury. But mercury always requires the greatest care in its 
use, and it is only to be justified in really urgent cases, when other means are not 
sufficient. In syphilitic affections of the interior of the globe it is indispensable, 
and should be employed, even if there be danger that the constitutional disease be 
not cured, and that it may become worse by relapses in consequence of the mercurial 
treatment (Boeclc). It is even admitted by the severest opponents of mercury, 
that recent local affections are easily removed by this remedy, and often with sur¬ 
prising rapidity. Here is just the point in syphilitic ophthalmia, since a short delay 
in the case often does permanent harm, anel may even destroy the functions of the 
organ, while relapses exist only in anticipation, anel do not always return in this 
very important part of the body. 

5. Drastic Purgatives.—The sulphates of soda, of magnesia and potash, as well 
as the other purgatives, jalap, senna, castor-oil, etc., are only indicated in a few 
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30 COUNTER-IRRITATION-NARCOTICS. 

cases, in the treatment of eye-disease. They accomplish nothing as revulsants, but 
rather do harm, since the rest of the patient, which is so imperatively demanded, 
is distm-bed by the frequent stools and the intestinal pains. As simple evacuants, 
however, they should not be wholly rejected. It is not unfrequently necessary to 
excite speedy and abundant evacuations from the bowels, in order to remove fecal 
collections, and thus to attack the congestion in the upper part of the body depend¬ 
ing upon them. 

Indeed obstinate constipation is decidedly inimical to the favorable course of a 
disease of the eye, and is therefore to be carefully treated. The drastic purgatives, 
however, may often be dispensed with. Where we simply wish to prevent the col¬ 
lection of feces, the remedies known as eccoprotics may be used, since they excite 
the somewhat inert intestinal canal very little. We only wish one or more gentle 
evacuations daily, and not a real purgation. Laxative mineral waters are very 
useful. 

6. Counter-Irritation.—In setting up a severe irritation in the vicinity of the eye, 
we aim to withdraw the blood from the original seat of inflammation, and to 
lessen the lateral pressure. It is clear, however, that this collateral deviation of 
the stream of blood can only last a short, time, and scarcely long enough for the 
vessels to dilate. The effect then is evanescent. 

The advocates of this method of treatment may perhaps have observed this, and 
support their views on the possibility of a resolution in an antagonistic way. Un¬ 
prejudiced observers have not been able to discover any such effect in eye-diseases, 
but the profession has been compelled to call these remedies instruments of martyr¬ 
dom, which do no good in any case, but often do more harm than the original 
disease. 

All this is true of moxas, setons, and issues. Exhaustive suppuration and even erysipelas, 
terminating fatally, are the possible consequences of the use of these agents. The pustules from 
the use of tartar-emetic ointment cannot be much better spoken of. Even euphorbia plaster is 
dangerous, especially in persons with a soft skin, and in children. Extensive impetigo and eczema 
not unfrequently arise, in consequence of counter-irritants applied behind the ear, or in the tem¬ 
poral region. We also very often see the cervical glands swollen and even suppurating, as a re¬ 
sult of the same treatment. The ulcerated part may also be scratched by the patient, and the 
matter brought in contact with the eye. 

7. Narcotics.—These are often of undoubted benefit; they are not only indicated 
for the purpose of lessening or removing pain, but also to exert a favorable effect on 
the course of the inflammation, by removing the bodily and mental disquiet produced 
by the pain. They also quiet the sensory nerves, and thus remove one of the causes 
of impairment of circulation and nutrition. We should never forget, however, that 
narcotics, administered in effective doses, are dangerous remedies, and that they 
often develop unpleasant effects as well as those which are desired. We should not, 
then, use narcotics without due consideration, and only when really required, always 
being on our guard to avoid their injurious effects. 

Morphine stands at the head of the list of narcotics, on account of the certainty 
and great regularity of its medicinal effect. It should have the preference before 
all other agents, where we desire a quick, powerful, and decided result. These are 
peculiarities which are often of great value, yet morphine readily causes vomiting, 
which, under some circumstances, may be dangerous in eye-disease, or after an 
operation on the eye, and therefore limits its employment. The sulphate or the mu¬ 
riate being very soluble, are the preparations usually employed. 
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HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS. 31 

Morphine is particularly to be recommended as an excellent anaesthetic, adapted for internal 
and external use, mixing chloroform with it. Ji. Morphii pur., gr. iij.; solve ope Acicli acet. 
concentrat. gutt. vi. ; leniter ebulliendo in spirit, vini rectijlcatissimi, 3 i.; solutioni refringeratse 
admisce Ckloroformi, 3 ss. D in vitro bene clauso. The solution is best made in an eprouvette 
over a spirit-lamp, the alcohol being added gradually. For internal use in adults, doses of from 
twenty to forty drops ; in children, ten to fifteen, given on sugar, may be ordered. It may 
subdue the severe local pain when rubbed into the frontal region, as well as when applied on a 
bit of cotton in the external auditory meatus (JBernatzilc). 

The endermic use of opium and morphine in the form of ointments or powders, the latter being 
placedonapartofthe forehead deprived of its epidermis by vesicants, is entirely untrustworthy. 
It is not applicable when a local toning down of the morbidly excited sensory nerves is really and 
imperatively required. Dilute hydrocyanic acid, cherry and bitter almond water, digitalis, aco¬ 
nite, lupuline,hyoscyamus, belladonna, and stramonium are entirely useless as pure anodynes, 
since in efficacious doses the unpleasant concomitant effects are too prominent. Yet aconite and 
digitalis, on account of their brilliant effect on the action of the heart and kidneys,under certain 
circumstances favor the resolution of local inflammation. They are thus appropriate as anti- 
phlogistics. Aconite is also esteemed by some as a remedy for rheumatic and gouty affections. 

Hypodermic injections are very much used, and indeed this method has 
much to recommend it above the others. We are more certain that the remedy 
has been taken up, and its effects appear quicker and are more permanent and 
complete than when it is used internally. The effects are often seen with'n 
half a minute. This method is particularly to be recommended in accidents which 
threaten loss of life, poisoning, etc., the constitutional effect appearing in the 
shortest time. But undoubtedly local effects are also secured by the hypodermic 
injection of narcotics, and with this an especial curative action, as observations in 
reflex spasms prove, where we can most accurately determine as to the seat of pres¬ 
sure. These injections are best made by means of Luer’s improved syringe, or 
Prava’s. The most appropriate point for the injection, when we wish a consti¬ 
tutional effect, or when we desire to subdue pain in the orbital region, is the center 
of the temple. In other forms of neuralgia, and in reflex spasm, the seat of pain or 
the predominant seat of pressure should be chosen for the injection. We should 
pinch up a fold of integument, lifting it up well, but releasing it after the entrance 
of the point of the needle. If this be not done, the fluid will run out. For an 
ansesthetic effect, a solution of one of the salts of morphia is used, four grains to the 
drachm. The syringe is filled with this, and the fluid injected until the mark 7—9 
on the handle is reached, when about 1-6 or 1-5 of the alkaloid lias been injected. 
The solution should be perfectly clear and neutral. The primary excitement after 
the hypodermic injection of morphia is apt to be much more severe than on the in¬ 
ternal use. Nausea and vomiting also occur more readily, which is a point to be 
considered; still this reaction quickly passes away. This treatment is particularly 
to be recommended after injuries and operations, when we wish to alleviate severe 
pain in neuralgia also, without eye-disease and in reflex convulsions (Graefe). 

The local reaction caused by the wound itself is almost always extremely slight, if the point 
of the instrument be sharp enough, and it be used with care. In no case is there any danger to 
be apprehended from the wound, and from the entrance of the fluid into the sub-cutaneous cel¬ 
lular tissue. Sometimes, however, fortunately in very rare cases, the point of the instrument 
enters a sub-cutaneous vein, and thus the solution is injected directly into the blood. The symp¬ 
toms are then very alarming, and they appear with the rapidity of lightning. They are severe 
burning and cutting sensation over the entire skin, a strong acid taste on the tongue, a dark 
reddening of the face, tinnitus aurium, flashes of light, and a very severe pain in the scalp. 
Added to these symptoms, there is an extremely powerful and rapid movement of the heart, and 
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32 MYDRIATICS. 

in some patients loss of consciousness and convulsions. These symptoms last for seme minutes ; 
but in all cases which have as yet been observed, they pass away without harm. 

This accident indicates an important rule, which is, to inject very slowly, and on the appear¬ 
ance of the symptoms in question to stop immediately, and draw the fluid back into the syringe. 
The reaction appearing with such lightening-like rapidity, this may be easily done. When 
there is any danger of apoplexy, from a morbid condition of the vessels, venesection should be 
performed as quickly as possible (Nussbaum). 

8. Mydriaties.—Agents which enlarge the pupil. These are of inestimable value 
in the treatment of diseases of the eye. They take their name from the most striking 
of their effects, that is, the dilatation of the pupil. In the strict sense of the word, 
belladonna, hyoscyamus, and stramonium, with their alkaloids, are to be considered 
as the mydriaties. 

Besides these may be mentioned solanine (Fraas), delphinine (L. V Praag), aconite 
{Lombe Athitt), which all act in large internal doses; and strychnine {II. Braun), which pro¬ 
duce the same result on external use. These substances should not be employed for their 
mydriatic effect, since it can only be, obtained at the expense of disturbances in the entire 
organism, so very serious and dangerous as to be considered symptoms of true poisoning. 

The enlargement of the pupil, which is caused by the true mydriaties, reaches 
its maximum, that is, the iris is retracted to a narrower border, only when the agents 
are applied in sufficient quantity. The iris is completely immovable when this effect 
is attained; it does not react to alternations of light, or to changes in the converg¬ 
ence of the optic axes. The power of accommodation is also greatly limited. With 
a more powerful effect, the latter is even completely removed, and the refraction 
becomes a little less than corresponds to a normal relaxation of the accommodation. 
These effects last one or two days, according to circumstances, when the size of the 
pupil gradually becomes less, and its action is restored. The paralysis of accommo¬ 
dation yields last of all. It remains for clays, decreasing steadily, after the pupil is 
restored to its normal size, and has regained its mobility. 

This impairment of the accommodation is evidence that the ciliary muscle as 
well as the muscles of the iris are influenced by mydriaties. As an insurmountable 
proof of this the fact may be adduced, that in isolated cases, after complete loss of 
the iris, very similar changes in the accommodation and refraction may be induced 
by the mydriaties (Qraefe). 

These effects are, generally speaking, either the expression of a weakening 
or paralysis of the intra-ocular muscles, supplied by the third pair of nerves, 
or, very probably, the evidence of a direct excitement of those inner muscles of the 
eye which receive their nerve-supplies from the cervical portion of the sympathetic. 
Indeed, the mydriaties enlarge the pupil to the maximum, where conduction 
is completely interrupted in the third and fourth nerves, in fact, in all the cerebral 
nerves passing to the orbit (Graefe). These contractions are also more powerful 
than those which can be excited, in the normal state, by external irritation, which 
state of things may be with some certainty referred to the radiate fibers of the iris. 

Mydriaties are useful, then, when we wish to secure a dilated pupil only, or a 
vigorous contraction of the muscles which accomplish this. Under some circum¬ 
stances, the reduction of the refraction of the dioptric apparatus is also useful. 

Besides, their paralyzing effect on spasm of the internal muscles supplied by the 
third pair is of value. Such spasms have been certainly observed, especially as a 
consequence of traumatic inflammations, and they have been relieved by mydriaties. 
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APPLICATION OF MYDRIATICS. 33 

The remarkable observation was at the same time made, that the function of accom¬ 
modation, which was impaired during the spasm, became free again, even before 
the pupil was dilated (Qraefe). 

It seems, besides, as if these spasms appeared much more frequently than has been 
believed, or than could be proven. It is not improbable that they frequently accom¬ 
pany the severe forms of irritation of the sensitive ciliary nerves, which are very often 
observed in the various forms of keratitis, iritis, etc. The favorable effects of the my- 
driatics in those diseases is to be probably sought for in their antispasmodic effect. 

Mydriatics should be applied directly to the eye, if we wish their peculiar 
action to be certainly and thoroughly developed. They can then be absorbed by 
the conjunctiva and cornea. If this is not done, mydriasis either does not occur at 
all, or slowly and insufficiently, and very quickly disappears. 

In accordance with this, the direct application of a mydriatic on one eye does not cause the 
pupil to enlarge in both. Where mydriasis appears in the other, experience shows that it is to 
he attributed to an accidental application of the agent to that eye; a contraction of the pupil 
of the eye in which the mydriatic was not used has even been observed. This is probably to be 
ascribed to the increased impression of the light upon the eye acted on by the mydriatic. In 
using mydriatics internally, grave symptoms of poisoning often occur before the pupil becomes 
dilated. Hypodermic injections, and the use of a powder upon the surface of the skin, deprived 
of the epidermis, have also proved insufficient for the purpose of producing mydriasis. They are 
only proper when a constitutional effect is desired. 

If a mydriatic be placed in the conjunctival sac, a small portion immediately 
reaches the intra-ocular space by absorption (Suiter, [Grraefe), and thus may act 
upon the intra-ocular ganglionic system. The enlargement of the pupil and 
paralysis of accommodation are only evidences of a loss of conducting power of 
these ganglia, produced by the poison. The ganglia become incapable of con¬ 
ducting an impulse of the will or the nerve-currents from the brain, which are car¬ 
ried there from the ciliary twigs of the third pair, or oculo-motorius. They remain 
sensitive, however, to irritations acting directly upon them, or those which are 
transmitted by the sensory branches of the fifth pair-, and they reflect these with 
undiminished power upon the motory terminal twigs of the third nerve, which pass 
from them toward the periphery. 

Indeed we cannot produce any contraction of a pupil which has been dilated by 
a mydriatic, even by irritation of the intra-cranial part of the third nerve (Grun'ka- 
gen, Bernstein). But the pupil contracts rapidly and vigorously if the aqueous 
humor or a part of the vitreous humor be evacuated, if a current of electricity be 
conducted upon the sphincter of the pupil (Bernstein), or if strong chemical agents— 
nicotine, creasote, and the like—act upon the surface of the globe (Bogoic). Besides, 
daily experience teaches us that even the greatest amount of dilatation of the pupil 
quickly recedes if morbid processes with severe irritation of the ciliary branches of 
the fifth paii- are developed, and that the mydriatics do not act well, when used 
locally in such diseases of the eye. In fact, the magnitude and rapidity of the 
effect of mydriatics practically become a very valuable measure of the severity of 
any given ciliary irritation. 

Wd can scarcely seek for the origin of the reaction in the sphincter pupillce 
and in the ciliary muscle, from mydriatics and myotics placed in the conjune- 

I tival sac, in any other situation than in the ciliary ganglionic system; because 
these reactions are strictly confined to this system, and also' occur when the third 

: pair has become incapable of conduction by disease or from an operation (Ruete, 
3 
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34 ACTION OF MYDRIATICS. 

Donders), ii the cervical sympathetic alone (Biffi, Cramer, Bonders) or with the 
trunk of the trifacial has been divided, even if the optic nerve and all the 
ciliary nerves have been cut through {Budge, Bonders), or if the brain and spinal 
cord have been removed from animals recently killed, or the eye completely iso¬ 
lated {Buiter, Bogow, Qrunhagen). But it cannot be the intra-ocular muscles them¬ 
selves {Budge, Qrunhagen), or the ends of the fibers of the third pair (.Bernstein, 
Bogiel, Bogow), that are directly and alone affected by the poison; because the 
paralysis of the sphincter produced by the mydriatic is only relative; its muscular 
fibers and the ends of the nerves preserve their full sensitiveness to irritation. 

This relative paralysis of the sphincter of the pupil is, however, not sufficient to 
completely explain the mydriasis. The marked lessening in size which the iris un¬ 
dergoes, shows that there must be some power in action which causes the blood to 
pass from the vessels of the iris into the posterior part of the vessels of the uveal 
tract. Besides, the stretching and frequent breaking up of posterior synechiee, as 
well as the distention of portions of the iris between the points of adhesion, so often 
seen, are evidences that great traction is exerted upon the pupillary border. "We 
must,' therefore, believe that in connection with the relative paralysis of the motory 
nerves of the sphincter and the ciliary muscle there is an irritation of the motory 
nerves, belonging to the sympathetic, which supply the dilator of the pupil and the 
muscles of the vessels. 

This view is in accordance with the accepted fact, that complete interruption of 
the conducting power of the trunk of the third pair only causes a partial dilatation 
of the pupil, and only slightly affects its shape if posterior synechioe exist. The 
second factor, the spasmodic innervation of the dilator of the pupil and of the 
muscles of the vessels of the his, is wanting in such cases. But if this be excited 
by mydriatics, or by irritation of the cervical portion of the sympathetic, the my¬ 
driasis becomes as complete as when the third pair is intact, and the stretching of 
the posterior synechiae becomes marked. 

There is a difference of opinion as to whether in artificial mydriasis the exeita-1 
tion of the oculo-pupillary sympathetic twigs has its origin in the intra-ocular gam I 
glia, or if the sympathetic nerve is itself directly influenced by the poison. Some I 
experiments on animals favor the latter view {Meuriot, Fraser). But if the formal 
view be correct, it would show a considerable difference, as far as the ciliary twigs I 
of the third pair are concerned; because the functional connection of the sympa-l 
thetic filaments with their cerebral origin does not appear to be a loose one; sol 
that division of the cervical cord weakens the mydriasis {Biffi, Cramer, Bonders)J 

while its irritation increases the dilatation {Bonders). It must be, then, that these I 
conditions are to be referred to numerous sympathetic tubes which run with thel 
vessels into the interior of the eye, and which probably do not pass beyond thesel 
ganglia. At any rate, these nerve-nodules cause a reflex action from the sensitivtl 
fibers of the fifth pair upon the motory nerves of the dilator of the pupil and thel 
muscles of the vessels of the iris. Weak irritations of this kind may somewhatl 
increase the reaction of these muscles, severe irritations remove it. They completely! 
paralyze the twigs of the sympathetic, so that neither galvanization of the cervical 
sympathetic, nor irritation of the cerebral origin by carbonic acid gas will cause *1 
dilatation of the pupil {Bogow). 

From all this, we judge that mydriatics are especially indicated, where we wisll 
a dilatation of the pupil, or a vigorous contraction of the dilator of the pupil 
Under some circumstances the diminution of the refraction is also useful. Besides! 
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the production of paralysis of the accommodative apparatus is also of value in 
spasm of the internal muscles supplied by the third pair. These spasms are un¬ 
doubtedly a very common accompaniment of severe irritations of the sensory ciliary 
nerves, such as are often observed in various forms of keratitis, iritis, and so on. 
It is probable that we may ascribe at least a part of the good effect attained by the 
use of mydriatics in such cases to the relief of these spasms, for the spasms certainly 
act upon the sensory ciliary nerves, and thus upon the vaso-motory nerves, by in¬ 
creasing the irritation. Whether there is a direct anodyne effect (Meuriot, Bezold, 
Bloebaum) is uncertain. Certain it is, that the power of producing paralysis is only 
one factor ; the other, and perhaps the chief factor, is the vigorous contraction of 
the vessels, in the anterior portion of the ciliary region, which is undoubtedly ac¬ 
complished by the mydriatics. Thus these remedies, with some restrictions, become 
entitled to a place among the true antiphlogistics. 

These restrictions are first in regard to locality. The invariability in the amount 
of intra-ocular blood necessarily unites with a contraction of the anterior portion of 
the ciliary vessels an equal dilatation of the choroidal vascular net-work, as proven 
by actual observations (Sehneller). But it is clear that it is impossible, that an in¬ 
creased flow of blood should favor the resolution of congestive or inflammatory 
conditions. Indeed, within a short time some authorities (Mooren) protest against 
the use of mydriatics in cases in which the posterior uveal tract is the site of 
the diseases in question, or when its development is feared in this situation. 

The indications, also, that the use of atropine favors the outbreak of acute 
glaucoma in an eye already affected (Graefe, HasTcet Derby), have increased of 
late. Retinal detachment, and other affections connected with disturbances in the 
choroid, may possibly be induced by the same cause. 

Under such circumstances we can the more readily dispense with the remedies in 
question, since we know that the view so readily adopted, that we could influence 
the hight of* the intra-ocular pressure by mydriatics, is scarcely justified, but is rather 
opposed to the facts that the vigor of the pulsations increase with the quickness 
of the blood-current, shown in the entoptic choroidal apipearances of an eye un¬ 
der the influence of atropine (Hippel, Grurihagen). 

Secondly, the limitations in the action of mydriatics of which we have spoken, 
are in regard to the dose of the agent employed. The sympathetic libers maintain 
their usual character under the action of mydriatics, and by a weak irritation are 
placed in a state of continuous excitement, while they become paralyzed under a 
greater irritation. In consonance with the fact, it has been known for a long 
time, that very strong applications of atropine, or very frequent ones within a short 

, time, finally lead to a marked increase of the morbid vascular symptoms. As 
often as the agent is used, does the conjunctiva and episcleral tissue become red¬ 
dened. Severe pain occurs and the inflammatory process takes a step forward. 

In some cases, even the independent development of severe irritations of the 
lids and conjuntiva, attended by lachrymation, oedema, and eczematous eruptions, 
which lasted for -months, have been observed {Graefe). In other cases the globe is 
said to have finally lost much of its normal resisting power {Gocdus). This has 
been ascribed to great interferences with the circulation and the nutrition in the 
posterior cavity of the globe. 

Under such circumstances we are apt to speak of an overdosing of the eye, but 
we cannot overlook the fact that such attacks sometimes occur very early and after 
a few and weak applications {Lawson). The individual variety in the sensitiveness 
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36 ATROPINE—DATTTRINE-IIYOSCYAMINE. 

of tlie sympathetic nerve-fibers, which varies very much according to circumstances, 
and the time, are also to be taken into account. If we are not deceived by all that 
has been observed in such cases, passive dilatations of the intra-ocular vessels, such 
as accompany degenerative inflammatory processes of the,whole uveal tract, but 
which are especially found in accidental or operative evacuations of the intra¬ 
ocular media, will occur and continue until the cicatrix is firm. They thus prevent 
the reaction, and it is certainly well under such circumstances, especially after cata¬ 
ract extraction, to be careful in the use of mydriatics. The earnest warnings 
which we have lately received (Bichel) against the misuse of atropine are to this 
extent justifiable. 

Atropine, and by this we mean the neutral sulphate, answers all the require¬ 
ments that can be made of a mydriatic. It is very soluble in water and does not 
require the addition of alcohol as does the pure alkaloid. It is also cheap and re¬ 
tains its virtues well. 

Daturine is almost as effectual. Hyoscyamine is a much more powerful mydriatic 
(Schroff ), and may be used where we desire a rapid and vigorous contraction of the 
iris; for example, where there are posterior synechias, or where the atropine is not 
well borne. It is not fitted, however, for use in inflammation on account of its 
powerful effect upon the oculo-pupillary branches of the sympathetic, since it is 
apt to increase the paralysis of the vessels, and thus make the condition worse. It 
is besides very dear, and does not keep well as a neutral sulphate, since it has been 
used, up to this time, in the form of an extract, and in this form is very hygroscopic, 
and readily becomes moldy. 

The extracts of belladonna, hyoseyamus, and stramonium are not now used in ophthalmic 
practice, on account of their insufficient effect as mydriatics, besides other objections. 

We may use a solution of sulphate of atropia, one grain to two drachms of 
distilled water, of which a few drops are dropped into, or pencilled upon, the con¬ 
junctival sac. 

One such application, where there is no severe ciliary irritation, is usually suffi¬ 
cient to attain a full effect. In old persons a somewhat longer time is required 
for this effect than in young; where we desire the atropine to act as an anti¬ 
phlogistic, once or twice, at the highest three times a day, are sufficient for the 
applications. 

A stronger solution and more frequent application do not accomplish any more, 
and place the eye in some danger of sympathetic over-irritation, while they may I 
act as constitutional poisons. 

Solutions of atropine sometimes suffer from the formation of fungi or mold; be-1 
come flocculent, and thus in some cases cannot be used without danger; sometimes I 
the flocculi appear in two or three days. The solution should then be filtered, in I 
order to avoid unpleasant irritation. Solutions are therefore by no means foil 
preservation for any length of time. Atropine paper is ^sold for this purpose in I 
most of the apothecaries’ shops (Streatfield). This is cut in quadrants, and if I 
one be placed in the conjunctival sac for a few minutes it is sufficient to cause 11 
great dilatation of the pupil. Atropine gelatine, which for some time was to be I 
had in similar quadrants, and which was so soluble that it did not require removal I 
after its employment, does not appear to have found Mends enough to keep it in I 
market. 
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POISONING EEOM ATEOPINE. 37 

It is not advisable to use atropine in substance, in order to secure tlie most 
powerful effect possible (Homberger, Ddbrowolsky), on account of the difficulty in 
telling what amount is being used, and on account of the irritating effect which the 
salt produces on the sensory nerves, in severe inflammations (Rogow). But an 
ointment of one grain of the agent to two drachms of pure lard, a piece about the 
size of a pea, being placed in the conjunctival sac may be used. But this ointment 
when rubbed into the forehead is entirely untrustworthy as a mydriatic, since, unless 
some be accidentally transferred to the conjunctiva, it can only act by absorption, 
that is, from the blood. It often happens, therefore, that when such an ointment has 
been-used for a long time, suddenly and contrary to all expectation, symptoms of 
poisoning occur which last for several days. 

Mydriatics are very active poisons, which may be carried into the blood, even 
when employed in very small doses of one-hundredth of a grain or even less, and 
excite exceedingly unpleasant, and under some circumstances dangerous, symptoms. 
The symptoms of such a poisoning are, a scratching sensation in the throat, a heavy 
pain in the head, the greatest excitement, sleeplessness, excited dreams, frequency of 
pulse, ischuria, and so on. 

Some few patients are exceedingly sensitive, and react to even the most careful 
instillation of mydriatic solutions with exceedingly unpleasant symptoms. 

Of course these unpleasant effects occur more readily if strong solutions are 
frequently used and continued for a long time. Very slight amounts of the agent 
are always absorbed through the mucous membrane of the lachrymal apparatus, 
and may thus get into the blood. When the lachrymal passages are very permeable 
it may happen that the greater ptart of the solution dropped into the conjunctival 
sac will pass in a few minutes into the nasal cavities and from there into the ali¬ 
mentary canal, where it is completely taken up by the blood, and acts exactly as if 
taken up by the mouth. 

In order to guard against this carrying of atropine into the alimentary canal, it is 
well to evert the lower lid somewhat during the instillation, in order to bring the 
lower punctum out of the way. Besides this we may close the two canaliculi by press¬ 
ing the finger upon them (Bonders). Of course this procedure only prevents the 
direct overflow into the puncta and canaliculi, and does not guard against the sub¬ 
sequent overflow of that lying on the surface of the conjunctival sac. In order to 
be perfectly safe, the conjunctival sac may be washed out with pure water after the 
atropine has had sufficient effect. 

If poisoning by atropine does occur, we should immediately make an hypodermic 
injection of sulphate of morphine, from one-sixth to one-third of a grain, into the 
temporal region. Morphine is a very efficacious and trustworthy antidote to atro¬ 
pine (Benjamin Bell, Graefe, Buttles), at least as far as its mydriatic and narcotic 
effect is concerned. 

Myotics.—Agents which contract the pupil are of very inferior importance in 
the treatment of diseases of the eye. They are the antagonists of mydriatics as 
far as regards their local, and in some respects as to their constitutional effects. The 
only useful myotic, when we desire a great contraction of the pupil without any un¬ 
pleasant concomitants, is calabar bean. This agent has but lately been brought into 
notice (Christison, G. Harley, Th. Fraser, A. Robertson, Bowman). Its active 
principle is physostigmine. 

Opium and morphine also act as myotics when taken internally or when used 
in hypodermic injections. Opium, morphine, coniine, and digitaline are exceed- 
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38 CALABAE BEAN. 

ingly powerful myotics when applied to the eye (Rogow, Orunhagen). This 
myotic effect is probably not due to their specific properties, but to the severe irri¬ 
tation which they produce upon the sensory nerves of the conjunctiva and surface of 
the globe, and which acts from here through the ciliary ganglionic system upon the 
motory nerves of the sphincter of the pupil, and upon the muscles of the iris. 

Myosis, which is produced by the local use of large quantities of the prepara¬ 
tions of calabar bean, lasts about eight days, although a slight retrogression is ob¬ 
served within six to twelve hours after the application. If a small dose be used 
the effect is apt to pass away in from one and a half to two days. The changes in 
accommodation remain a much shorter time, disappearing generally within a few 
hours. The far point begins to recede in the first twenty minutes, and in three- 
quarters of an hour to two hours reaches its former position, and the near point 
also assumes its normal distance (Graefe). 

The calabar bean acts primarily and preferably upon the muscles of the iris, 
exciting contraction of the sphincter, and relaxation in the radiate fibers. If used 
to a large amount it causes a spastic contraction of the ciliary muscle. This is 
shown by the increase in the refractive power, even in eyes without an iris. These 
effects are confined to the eye to which the application was made. The pupil of 
the other is even apt to enlarge on account of the diminution of the total impres¬ 
sion of the light acting on the two retinas. 

According to what has been said there is a complete contrast between the true mydriatics 
and the calabar bean. This is also more clearly shown by parallel experiments with atropine 
and the myotic in question. Indeed, on carefully mixing the two in exact proportions, their 
effect is completely neutralized. Calabar bean preparations are, however, much weaker than 
atropine, for mydriasis recently produced by a full application of the latter, cannot be per¬ 
manently removed by a strong preparation of the calabar bean. Mydriasis which has been pro¬ 
duced by a weak solution of atropine, or which has become lessened by the lapse of several 
dayB, is only removed for a short time by strong preparations of calabar bean, but on the re¬ 
peated application of the latter, its disappearance is somewhat accelerated (Graefe). 

The alcoholic extract of the calabar bean is the most useful and durable pre¬ 
paration. It is diluted with glycerine, in the proportion of one to thirty or fifty 
parts, and applied to the lower portion of the conjunctival sac with a camel’s-hair 
brush. 

Very recently filtering-paper saturated with the alcoholic tincture—calabar paper—lias been 
used. One or more quadrants are placed between the lower lid and the globe, in order to get a 
myotic effect. This paper does not act as certainly as the glycerine solution. 

Physostigmine and its salts are exceedingly changeable and less useful in practice. This is 
to be regretted, since they do not irritate the conjunctiva. Physostigmine is described by Jobst 
and Hesse as an amorphous, yellowish-brown substance, not easily dissolving in cold water, hut 
readily soluble in alcohol, benzine, etc. It readily forms salts with acids. These are of a 
dark-red color, rarely of a dark blue. Its effect passes off very quickly, although it is three 
times as great as that of the extract ( Vee). 

The extract is apt to cause a very marked, although very transitory irritation of 
the conjunctiva. Besides this the myosis and changes in accommodation are always 
accompanied by a painful sense of tension, partly along the equator of the globe, 
partly in the ciliary region; or there is a nervous pain in the whole globe, radiating 
along the supra-orbital nerves, like a kind of ciliary neurosis. The pain also ex¬ 
tends itself, like hemicrania, over half the head, and is increased by any exercise of 
the accommodation (Graefe). 

These irritating effects render the use of the calabar bean extract a very grave 
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IKRITANTS. 39 

matter, when there is any irritation on or in the eye. Calabar bean extract may 
also be recommended as a myotic, when there are peripheral corneal ulcers, which 
threaten to become perforating; in case of eccentric opacities of the cornea and of 
the capsule, as well as when the lens is luxated, for the purpose of improving the 
vision, by creating a stenopaic apparatus for the eye; in the operation of iridectomy, 
for the purpose of enlarging the surface of the iris, especially in glaucoma, when 
the iris is not yet degenerated; and also to favor the disappearance of mydriasis 
induced by atropine. 

Calabar bean has not proved of use in insufficiency and paresis of the muscles 
of accommodation from internal causes, and in similar conditions of the external 
muscles it accomplishes nothing. 

In order to fulfill the above-mentioned indications, the local application of weak solutions 
of the extract should be repeated daily. Caution should be observed, for the agent is a power¬ 
ful poison. Indeed, when instillations have been made, very frequently symptoms of consti¬ 
tutional poisoning may occur, among which an extraordinary reflex excitability and paralysis 
of motion of the extremities are prominent (Schelske). 

Large internal doses generally produce vomiting, a small weak pulse, cool skin, cold perspi¬ 
ration, extreme prostration, and death by paralysis of the expiratory muscles. The proper 
antidote is the speedy employment of hypodermic injections of a solution of atropine about 
1-40 to 1-30 of a grain. 

10. Irritants.—These have a very extended use in the treatment of external in¬ 
flammation of the eye and its results. In order to accomplish their object, they 
must act directly upon the affected organ. The irritation which they set up in the 
sensory nerves being carried over to the vaso-motory nerves, may cause a contrac¬ 
tion of the caliber of the vessels when they are in a condition of relaxation. This 
is done by the excitation and invigoration of the atonic muscular fiber. 

Thus, resolution of the inflammation is favored by the lessening or removal of 
the congestion, which is one of the causes of an unfavorable course. Added to 
this the agent acts upon the proliferating tissue itself. This effect may change the 
character and lessen the degree of the inflammation, when the conditions are ap¬ 
propriate. It may serve also to alter morbid secretions, and to excite the prostrate 
curative action, and to hasten the tardy reparation of losses of substance. Fre¬ 
quently such an artificial irritation becomes useful by bringing with it an active 
flow of blood and favoring assimilation. It thus has a favorable influence on the 
retrocession and absorption of old inflammatory products. The speedier change in 
the epithelial layers which is connected with the irritation is not unimportant. 
This consists in the more abundant throwing off of the morbid layers, and their re¬ 
placement by new ones, which are formed under more favorable conditions, and 
possibly in a manner more corresponding to the normal process. In certain cases 
of exceedingly luxuriant production [o'f these layers], it is not only an advantage 
to increase the separation of the superficial strata in this way, but also to act some¬ 
what on them by a chemical destruction—that is by the caustic effect. 

Finally, some of the irritants do service by chemically acting on certain morbid 
secretions, and depriving them of the harmful influence which they may exercise 
upon the nutrition of the inflamed parts in contact with them. The use of irrita¬ 
ting agents, of course, has no good object, but is rather harmful and contra-indicated, 
when there is an inflammation existing, having a sthenic character. Such an inflam¬ 
mation is indicated by a lively red injection, tense swelling and heat of the part, to¬ 
gether with symptoms of nervous irritation. The same is true where there is severe 
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40 IRRITANTS-ASTRINGENTS-CAUSTICS. 

ciliary irritation, the increase of which causes us to fear an affection of the inner 
parts of the eyeball. 

Inasmuch as the irritative conditions in inflammations frequently vary in degree, 
and may be temporarily excited or increased, by many fortuitous internal and external 
irritations, it is necessary to take the precaution of testing exactly the condition of 
the part before each application of an irritant. It should be ventured upon only 
when the condition shows that an increase of irritation will be salutary. In prop¬ 
erly estimating the amount of irritation, it is necessary to exclude everything 
which may influence the effect of the agent used. The reaction caused by irritants 
applied to the eye is apt to be far greater after the night’s rest, after meals, and 
after exciting bodily and mental exertion, than at other times. Generally speaking, 
the morning, from one to three horns after rising, is the best time for the applica¬ 
tion, when it is made once a day. The number of irritants which may be used is 
very large. We may divide them, according to the method of application and the 
kind of effect which they produce, into 

Irritating powders, 
Irritating ointments, 
Astringent eye-washes, and 
Astringent caustics. 

Calomel stands first among the powders; it is a very mild irritant when properly 
used. It appears to act mechanically, as well as chemically, when in contact with 
the chloride of sodium of the tears. It is dusted into the conjunctival sac by snap¬ 
ping it from a camel’s-hair brush. 

In using calomel with young children that struggle very much, it is advisable to be in a sit¬ 
ting position. The head of the child is held between the knees of the surgeon, and while the 
eye is held open with the fingers of one hand, the calomel is dusted in with the other. We 
should take special care that none but the finest powder, and no lumps, enter the conjunctival 
sac. The latter act exactly as foreign bodies, and in case they remain, are changed by the 
chloride of sodium of the tears into the corrosive chloride of mercury ; they are then extremely 
irritating, and occasionally actually cauterize the conjunctiva. As a further precaution, it is 
well not to evert the lower lid, and thus expose the palpebral fold during the dusting in of the 
calomel. Quite a large quantity may lie in the palpebral fold and cause no unpleasant sensa¬ 
tion at first, but remain unnoticed until a severe irritation or actual cauterization has occurred. 
Where considerable irritation is seen some time after the application, the conjunctival sac 
should be carefully examined, and be cleaned of any remains of the powder by wiping it out. 
The introduction of large quantities cannot be sufficiently guarded against; it is sufficient 
when a frosty-looking coating appears on the conjunctiva and cornea. The brush should there¬ 
fore be freed from the rough particles before it is used. There are some other powders much 
less reliable but more irritating, which have been blown into the conjunctival sac through a 
quill. Their use has been given up to some extent, and is not advisable. They are, dehy¬ 
drated clay, silicious earth, besides sugar, alum, borax, common salt, flowers of zinc, cream of 
tartar, crab’s eye, cuttlefish bone, glass, pumice stone, tin-filings, aloes, etc. These were used 
in the finest powder, either pure or in mixtures of various kinds. 

Irritating ointments also act very powerfully and are very useful; tliey are in¬ 
troduced into the lower palpebral fold with a camel’s-hair brush, and then, the lids 
being closed, the ointment is distributed over the conjunctiva, by gently rubbing them 
with the finger. A great variety of agents are used as the efficacious part of these 
ointments. The amorphous yellow oxide of mercury stands high in respect to the 
certainty and regularity of its effect. One to three grains are mixed with a drachm 
of lard, simple cerate, fresh butter, or cocoa butter. The commercial hydrarg. 
prascipitatus ruber, one to two grains, hydrarg. prascipitatus albus, one to four 
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OINTMENTS-EYE-LOTIONS. 41 

grains, oxide of zinc, three grains, iodide of potassium, two to four grains, and pure 
iodine, one-eiglith of a grain to the drachm of the vehicle, respectively, are also used, 
hut do not answer as well. 

The amorphous yellow oxide of mercury, called tioxyde de mercur hydrate by the French, 
is obtained by precipitation from a solution of the bichloride made by means of caustic potash. 
It is essentially nothing more than the officinal red precipitate, but it has the advantage over 
this, that it is much more finely divided, it mixes more intimately, thoroughly, and evenly with 
the vehicle, and thus allows a more exact measurement of its effect. If the ordinary red pre¬ 
cipitate be carefully triturated as the pharmacopoeia directs, it is not inferior to the amorphous 
yellow oxide, and does not have a red color, but is a bright orange-yellow. The extremely 
irregular effects which the formerly so much esteemed red precipitate produced in ophthalmic 
practice, are to be entirely ascribed to the careless preparation of the agent. 

Ointments of one part of the yellow amorphous oxide of mercury to eight parts of fat, as 
they have recently been recommended (Pagenstecher), act too severely, and require subsequent 
cleansing of the conjunctival sac. The amorphous yellow oxide has one unpleasant property, 
and that is, it readily decomposes when exposed to the light; therefore it should be carefully 
protected and frequently renewed. The ointment should be thoroughly rubbed up, so that one 
part does not act more powerfully than the other. Recently, instead of the fat, a mixture of 
one part of starch with five parts of glycerine has been used. By soaking the former in gly¬ 
cerine heated up to 70° R. [about 190° F. ], the mixture attains the consistency of fat. It does 
not become rancid like fat, however, which then does harm and decomposes the preparation. 
Most of the Lagents used in eye-salves are readily soluble in glycerine. Besides, the gly¬ 
cerine itself deliquesces in the tears, and the medicaments enveloped in it are more easily dis¬ 
tributed throughout the whole conjunctival sac, and thus are more certainly taken up, than 
when applied in the ointments made with fat, which the moist conjunctiva, as it were, throws 
off. Therefore, glycerine ointments containing the same amount of the active substance have 
almost double the effect of the others. The glycerine used should be chemically pure, per¬ 
fectly colorless, and as clear as water (Graefe). 

Closely allied to the ointments are the fats, popularly known as eye-salves—eel’s oil, ser¬ 
pent’s fat, bear’s fat, etc. These cannot be had fresh every day, are therefore generally rancid, 
and act as irritants through the free fat acids. 

A great number of substances are used as astringent eye-lotions. The most use¬ 
ful are: sulphate of zinc, sulphate of copper, sulphate of cadmium, alum, nitrate of 
silver, corrosive chloride of mercury, acetate of lead, tincture of opium, and tannin. 
To this list may be added the lapis dimnus, which, as is well knowrn, consists of 
sulph. cup., nitri puri, alum crud., da § j.; camphorce, 3 ss. Besides, common salt 
(Rau), and sesquichloride of iron (Follin), are used. It is usual to write for a 
grain of sulphate of zinc, sulphate of copper, sulphate of cadmium, crude alum, lap. 
divin., to the ounce of water, and half a grain of nitrate of silver, a quarter of a 
grain of the corrosive chloride of mercury, four grains of acetate of lead, two to 
four grains of salt, or the sesquichloride of iron, ten grains of tamiin to the same 
quantity, and of tincture opium, half a drachm to the ounce. 

The solutions in this list are equally efficacious, and it is all the same, in this respect, 
whether we use one or the other. Recent experiments on rabbits (Prosoroff) confirm this 
opinion. These show that the agents used in the form of collyria, all act irritatingly on the 
conjunctiva, and cause, according to the strength of the solution, either a hyperemia, or an 
abundant nuclear formation, or, finally, the development of pus-corpuscles; furthermore, that 
the time during which the formation of pus lasts before giving place to the nuclear formation, 
and passing over through a simple hyperaemia to a normal condition, also depends on the 
strength of the solution ; and that, when the most different of these agents are used, in the 
same strength, the same effect is produced. 

The acetate of lead and corrosive chloride of mercury are least to be recommended, on 
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account of their great liability to decomposition. Sugar of lead is, besides, dangerous, when 
there are ulcers on the cornea or conjunctiva, since it readily forms a deposit on their floor. 
This becomes encapsulated, and causes various evil results. Nitrate of silver and sesqui- 
chloride of iron cause stains in clothing which are not easily removed. Tincture of opium 
readily forms a sediment, and, therefore, acts unequally. The sulphates, especially the sul¬ 
phate of zinc, should therefore have the preference in catarrhal inflammation, especially if 
the results of some recent experiments should be confirmed, according to which, sulphate of 
zinc contracts the vessels more powerfully than any other agent except cold. 

Pure distilled water is generally used as a menstruum. We may also use slightly aromatic 
vehicles, such as Aq. Hosarura, Tilice, jSambuci, THuphrasice, etc. Very odorous, ethereal fluids 
should always be avoided, since their irritative effect is too prominent. They will not be gen¬ 
erally borne. If we wish to give a strong odor to our eye-wash, a mixture of aqua laurocerasi 
(cherry-laurel water) f. 3 ss. to f. 1 ij. of the collyrium is most to be recommended. We 
should never prescribe more than two ounces of a collyrium, and with proper use one ounce 
is generally enough. 

Chlorine water, Aq. chlori, which is produced by the conduction of chlorine gas through 
distilled water to saturation, is used. It is said of it, though having an equally powerful effect 
as an alterative and astringent, that it is far behind the metallic astringents in its irritative 
power, and is therefore a substitute for the others, to be recommended in very irritable eyes. 
Besides, it may be used with good effect as a disinfectant against the harmful influence of 
certain secretions upon the conjunctiva and cornea (Graefe). Its results in these cases, how¬ 
ever, hardly answer the expectations excited. 

If a powerful effect of the collyria is wished for, they should act upon the 
affected part for a quarter or half a minute. 

It is, also, not sufficient that the agent come in contact with one half of the conjunctival 
sac, or with the portion about the palpebral fissure ; therefore the patient, for the purpose of 
allowing the instillation, should lie down and turn the face a little toward the opposite side 
from the one in which the eye-wash is to be dropped. In this position a sufficient quantity 
of the eye-wash can lie in the fossa angularis without running off. If the lids are then drawn 
a little away from the globe, while the' patient looks up and then down, the collyrium enters 
not only the upper, but also in the lower palpebral fold, and the complete effect is secured. At 
the same time it depends upon the inclination of the surgeon whether the collyrium act for a 
longer or shorter time, and thus he may regulate the effect according to the requirements. Ap¬ 
plications of little pledgets of linen, which have been dipped in the eye-lotion, are very un¬ 
reliable in their effects, and are only practicable in insignificant affections, and in children, 
who react excessively to the instillations, which are always painful, and thus completely 
neutralize any benefit there may be in their use. 

Still, under some circumstances, a method of application formerly much esteem¬ 
ed, but again abandoned, has proved itself useful in the case of small children. In 
this method, a bunch of charpie saturated with an astringent solution is placed im¬ 
mediately upon the closed lids; this is covered by a little cushion of fine cotton, 
and the whole fastened by an elastic bandage of the finest flannel. 

Covering the saturated bunch of charpie with a small cushion of cotton has the effect of 
giving more elasticity to the bandage, and of making a more even pressure upon the part be¬ 
neath. For the same reason, the bandage should be made of a very elastic material. 

If we wish the bandage to accomplish its purpose, it should adhere firmly and immovably, 
without causing annoyance. 

This requires great care in the application, and frequent examination, in order, if it has 
moved at all, to make the necessary change. Besides, the bandage should be changed often, 
in order to remove the pus collected under it, and to clean the eye, otherwise the secretion may 
become partially dry and change the bunch of charpie to a hard lump with an irregular sur¬ 
face, and thus cause an uneven pressure. The secretion may also become decomposed, and 
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affect the lids and neighboring parts chemically, increasing the inflammation. In abundant 
secretion, the renewal of the charpie four to five times a day will be sufficient; with less se¬ 
cretion a change of the bandage two or three times a day is quite enough. If, on taking off the 
bandage, the bunch of charpie is found dry, it should be softened by dropping on warm water. 
In order to delay the drying as much as possible, the charpie should be applied wringing wet; 
we should see to it that none of the medicament runs in the mouth, which may readily occur 
during the application of the bandage. For if poisoning is not to be feared as the result of 
this, it is still to be remembered that nitrate of silver has a very disagreeable taste, which is 
exceedingly hard to remove, and readily causes children to cry for a long time. We may most 
easily avoid this unpleasant accident by applying the bandage when the patient is in a recum¬ 
bent position. With children, to this end, it is earnestly to be recommended that the surgeon 
manipulate in a sitting position, holding the head and back of the child between his knees. 

Astringent Caustics.—Nitrate of silver and the sulphate of copper are almost 
exclusively used for this purpose. The lapis infernalis is sometimes employed in 
solutions of five to thirty grains to the ounce of water, sometimes in substance 
melted with nitrate of potash, as nitras argenti mitigatus. The blue vitriol is used 
in the form of crystals as large as possible, and with broad surfaces, which are 
smoothed off with a knife and file, and then rubbed with a damp cloth. Solutions 
of these agents in water and glycerine are less useful; one part of the agent to six 
to eight parts of the vehicle, as well as ointments of one scruple of the vitriol to an 
ounce of fat, are used (Boser, Warlomont). 

The lapis infernalis mitigatus is prepared by melting together crystallized nitrate of silver 
and nitrate of potash, in equal quantities by weight, or in the proportion of one to two, and 
running it into sticks. Some oculists use mixtures of equal parts of nitrate of silver and gum 
arabic, as the mitigated lapis. In order to prevent deliquescence by the light, and the decom¬ 
position of the mixture, as well as to give more firmness to the sticks, it is well to give them 
a thin coating of some substance, for example of flour, and then to cover this with collodion. 

Where the chief requirement is to cause an astringent effect, and to chemically 
act upon any existing morbid conjunctival secretion, but a severe cauterant effect is 
not desired, or a great increase in irritation appears to be a serious matter, solutions 
of nitrate of silver, five grains to an ounce of water, are indicated. The sulphate of 
copper has also slight caustic power, but it is a powerful astringent and irritant. It 
is therefore especially appropriate in a torpid character of the affection, unaccom¬ 
panied by irritation, with great relaxation of the parts. Where, however, there is a 
prominent indication for the destruction of superficial exuberant proliferating 
layers, solutions of nitrate of silver, from ten to thirty grains to the ounce of water, 
according to the effect desired, are to be advised, or the mitigated nitrate of silver, 
which far exceeds the former as a caustic. Where, however, the regular application 
of the nitrate of silver by the surgeon is impossible, from some reason or other, and 
it must be left to the patient or the nurse, the ointment of the sulphate of copper, 
or the glycerine solution is a convenient substitute. Pure nitrate of silver can only 
be used without danger in certain diseases of the integument of the lids, and of the 
lachrymal passages. In conjunctival affections and those of the globe, its use is to 
be strictly avoided under all circumstances. It dissolves too readily in the tears, and 
is thus easily diffused. It is difficult, therefore, to estimate the depth and extent 
of its effect. Very bad cicatrices may occur from its use, even when no great 
amount of carelessness attended it. 

Besides this, the mitigated nitrate of silver renders the pure unnecessary. It is equally as 
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44 EVERTING THE LIDS. 

powerful a caustic, and as great an effect as is desired may be attained. It has still an advan¬ 
tage, that its effect may be very accurately estimated, it being less soluble in the lachrymal 
solution. It is somewhat similar with crystallized sulphate of copper. It is its slighter solubility 
which gives it the preference over the crystalline masses or uncrystallized powder. If these 
latter preparations of sulphate of copper come in contact with the conjunctiva, they dissolve 
almost immediately in the tears, and the concentrated solution thus made is distributed every¬ 
where. The result is generally a severe irritation over a large space, with all its consequences. 
Crystalline masses also become rough, even during the cauterization, on account of their great 
solubility, and thus cause parenchymatous hemorrhage. Therefore, crystals of sulphate of 
copper in which crumbling spots are to be found should not be used. 

The very powerful action of the means in question renders the greatest care 
necessary in their employment, in order that the effect be not too severe, and es¬ 
pecially that the caustic be not applied to parts which do not need cauterization. 
Especially in affections of the conjunctiva, we frequently wish to preserve the cor¬ 
neal and scleral portion of the conjunctiva from contact. For this'purpose, the pal¬ 
pebral conjunctiva and the palpebral fold should be exposed by an eversion of both 
lids. It is then to be painted pither with a camel’s-hair brush dipped in the solution, 
or touched with the caustic in substance, more or less, according to the indications. 

There is no difficulty in everting the lower lid. When this has been done, the lower palpebral 
fold may be easily brought into view by causing the patient to look upward. In order to be able 
to easily evert the upper lid, we tell the patient to open his eyes, and we seize the lashes, draw 
down the lid in an oblique direction away from the globe, and then we press down the convex 
tarsal border, which lies 4/" over the edge of the lid, with a thin stick, a delicate key, or the 
little finger, while at the same time the edge of the lid is lifted up. One who is practiced in this 
will readily hold both lids everted,' when the patient is told to press them together by contraction 
of the orbicularis muscle. The palpebral fissure is closed by pressing forward the two puffed- 
out folds, so that the anterior half of the conjunctival sac is, as it were, cut off from the posterior. 

Fla-. 1. 

Those less practiced in this manipulation must be satisfied with everting one lid after the other, 
causing the patient to look in the opposite direction, and to close the eye. 

In order, after replacement of the lids, to prevent undissolved portions from 
touching and cauterizing the scleral conjunctiva and the cornea, it is necessary to 
first wash away the excess of it with a camel’s-hair brush dipped in water. This is 
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especially necessary when stronger solutions of argent, nit., or the mitigated stick, 
are used; still, even in weaker solutions the neglect of this precaution is not entirely 
without danger. 

A neutralization of the excess by penciling the cauterized portion with a solution of common 
salt is superfluous, but was formerly generally recommended. Cauterizations with crystals of 
sulphate of copper only require a wiping off of the excess, when there is some disposition to 
severe irritation. The fluid running off in making an application to the eyes injures the cloth¬ 
ing and furniture very much. In order to prevent this, a piece of oiled muslin bound about the 
neck of the patient, and reaching to the knees, becomes very useful. The surgeon protects 
himself best by an apron. 

Dusting irritating powders in the eye should only be done once or twice during 
the day: the irritative ointments should never be used but once a day. On 'the 
contrary, the weak astringent collyria may be used twice or three times a day, and 
even oftener, according to the desired effect, and the sensitiveness of the part. The 
astringent caustics are never to be applied but once a day, and even in those cases 
where a very powerful cauterization is not desired, or when the reaction following is 
very considerable, they should only be repeated after the lapse of two or more days. 
A slight irritation always follows the use, even of the weaker of these agents. This 
is even necessary in order that their effects may be developed. If it remains within 
the bounds of moderation, and if it passes rapidly over, it is not to be resisted. If, 
on the contrary, it becomes annoying by severe nervous symptoms, or the reaction 
is serious from the degree and duration of the vascular symptoms, the use of cold 
applications until they are overcome is indicated. 

After cauterization, it is, under all circumstances, advisable to use cold applica¬ 
tions, since we then wish to favor the throwing off of the slough. If the part has 
been severely cauterized, or if the patient is very sensitive and subject to inflamma¬ 
tions, the throwing off of the slough, which generally follows within one to two 
hours, should be carefully observed. It not unfrequently occurs that portions of the 
slough only partly detach themselves, roll up in the act of winking, and then, as 
foreign bodies, irritate excessively. We may readily guard against this, by separating 
the loosely hanging eschar by a camel’s-hair brush, or a piece of fine linen. 

Special attention should also be paid, after a cauterization, to the adhesion of some 
parts of the palpebral fold, which not unfrequently occurs. If the parts be severely 
cauterized, excoriated surfaces come in contact after the throwing off of the slough, 
and finally completely adhere, so that the conjunctiva is considerably shortened. If 
such an adhesion is discovered, it should be immediately separated by the finger¬ 
nail, or by something similar. We should afterwards frequently examine it, to see 
that the adhesion has not again occurred. In this way it is easy to prevent the ad¬ 
hesion. If the reaction after appropriate and careful use of the irritant be excessive, 
and if, in the course of some hours after the use of antiphlogistic means, it does not 
yield, the agent is too severe. We should then not repeat the application, but after 
the reaction has been subdued, we should begin with a weaker preparation, and in 
case of necessity, pass on gradually to the stronger. 

In America a mixture of tannin with glycerine is very much thought of by some, as an ap¬ 
plication to the lids in trachoma. [The tannic acid is mixed with glycerine in the proportions 
of from ten to sixty grains to the drachm of glycerine.] 

Very recently astringent pastes are also used (Seymann). From one-half to one drachm 
of the salts that have been named is rubbed up with the cooked white of an egg and mixed 
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with two scruples of glycerine. The paste thus made is spread on linen and laid upon the 
closed lids. Solutions, especially tannin, are used on the conjunctiva by means of a nebulizer 
(Heymann, Cyr). 
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The corneal fibiTllse, by lying closely together, become very transparent, smooth, 
and broad fibers, and these again are formed into lamellae, which may be traced 
through the greater parts of the cornea, and which, on a vertical section, give it 
a laminated appearance. These layers, or laminae, usually lie parallel to the sur¬ 
face and to each other, but here and there they unite at an acute angle. The fibers 
of two layers usually cross at a right angle. The union of the fibrillar into fibers 
and lamellae, as well as of the latter to form the whole structure, is effected by 
means of a cement-like material, which penetrates the whole structure. This mate- 

FIRST SECTION. 
INFLAMMATION OF THE CORNEA—KERATITIS. 

Anatomy.—The cornea is essentially composed of modified connective tissue. 
Like this, it consists of a fibrous fundamental material, with numerous cells lying 
in it. On boiling no gelatine is produced, but a gelatinous substance resembling 
chondrin (Burns). 

The fundamental substance (Fig. 2, a) is composed of the finest fibrillas, which 
are distinguished from the ordinary connective-tissue fibers by then- more tortuous 
course and great refractive power; at the edge of the cornea these connective-tis¬ 
sue fibrillse run immediately into the fibrous elements of the conjunctiva and scle¬ 
rotica, becoming transformed, as it were, into these tissues. 

Fig. 2. 
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ANATOMY OF CORNEA. 49 

rial is not very consistent, however, is almost fluid, and refracts the light as strongly 
as the fibrillse (Henle, Engelmann, G. F. Muller, Classen). 

The corneal corpuscles lie regularly distributed at an even distance from each 
other, between the lamellse. These corpuscles are cells lying vertically to the cor¬ 
neal surface. Sometimes they are flat, again fusiform, and again of the shape of a 
pea, with sharp angles, having a vesicular nucleus and a homogeneous protoplasm, 
granularless in structure. 

A number of processes pass off from these cells, especially from the angles. 
These processes branch off like those of a tree. They penetrate the fundamental 
substance in ail directions. Some of them remain in the same inter-lamellar space, 
others perforate the layer above or beneath them, and end in a free extremity, or 
they are united with similar processes of the adjacent cells, or of the space between 
the layers, and thus become a net-work extending through the whole cornea. The 
stellate cells may be separated from the base substance by certain chemical processes; 
but it is denied by almost all authorities that they have any peculiar membrane. 

Besides these fixed corneal corpuscles, a varying number of small cells, identi¬ 
cal with lymph-corpuscles, are found scattered through the tissue (Recklinghausen, 
Engelmann). These constantly change their shape, and move with the greatest 
rapidity in various directions, and push the lamellae and fibrilke apart. 

This movement in the cells led to the belief that they were peculiar canals for the trans¬ 
mission of nutrient fluid (Recklinghausen, Cohnheim). But such canals do not exist. The 
cells are enabled to change their position by means of the cement-like material, which perme¬ 
ates the whole corneal structure, which fills up the spaces left by the pushing forward of the 
cells, while the fibrillae, which have been pressed apart, again close behind the cells (Engelmann). 
This capability of dividing up in this way, explains the peculiar lattice-work appearance seen 
on injecting the corneal substance (Harpeck, Hartmann). 

In tlie most anterior layers of the cornea, which have the greater number of stel¬ 
late corpuscles, the lamellae become wider and intertwine more with each other. 
Therefore a vertical section through the striation thus caused takes a course more 
inclined to the surface; at the same time the density of the tissue increases an¬ 
teriorly, the fibrillse, which ascend in abrupt loops, become twisted and more and 
more tufted, and finally, with the aid of the cement-like material, change to a firm 
membranous structure, b (Iwanoff.] Engelmann). This is more or less distinctly sepa- 
ted from the less, dense tissue lying beneath, and is called Bowman’s membrane, 
anterior boundary layer, sub-epithelial layer, and external basement membrane. 

It varies very much in thickness, and is not unfrequently almost wanting; while 
in other cases it forms quite a thick layer of great transparency, and with consid¬ 
erable power of resisting chemical and pathological processes. It was therefore 
formerly considered by many to be a hyaline membrane. It is permeable to the 
wandering cells of the cornea (Iwanoff) and is perforated by numerous nerve trunks. 

In front of Bowman’s membrane lies the delicate, exceedingly transparent epi¬ 
thelium, c. Its deepest layer consists of cylinder-shaped, somewhat irregular cells, 
which are placed vertically to the surface. The most anterior layer bears the char¬ 
acter of pavement epithelium. In the intermediate layers the elements show transi¬ 
tion forms and become smoother the more anteriorly they lie (Schalygen). Between 
the peculiar superficial epithelial cells we find, especially in the cylindric layers, 
more rarely in the middle layers, and extremely seldom in the most anterior layers, 
small wandering cells which are in constant motion and change of shape (Engel- 
irnnn, Iwanoff). 

4 
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50 BLOOD-VESSELS AND NEEVES OF COENEA. 

The posterior surface of the cornea is covered by the membrane of Descemet, d. 
It is also called Demour’s membrane, inner basement membrane, or capsule of the 
aqueous humor. It has a layer of beautiful polygonal cells on the side adjacent to 
the anterior chamber. It is a hyaloid membrane, appearing perfectly structureless, 
transparent, quite Arm, and so elastic that as soon as it is partially separated from the 
cornea it curls up anteriorly. On transverse section it exhibits a parallel striation, 
which indicates a lamellar formation. 

Recently this lamellar formation is claimed to be proven, and the individual layers, like 
those of the corneal substance, are said to be composed of the finest fibriUse. The fibrillae are 
united by a cement (Kitt) which comes from the corneal substance. The fibrillre diverge from 
each other at the edge of the membrane, pass in part into the sclerotica and partly into the 
suspensory ligament of the iijs (Tamanschef). 

Blood-vessels.—They are found, in great numbers, in the fcetal cornea. In 
Bowman’s membrane they form quite a thick net-work, which, however, does not 
seem to extend to the center of the cornea; toward the end of foetal life and after 
birth, these vessels contract and disappear. Only on the margin some remain, which 
lie under Bowman’s membrane, and form one or more arches; besides these there 
are some capillaries from the sclera; they usually accompany nerves and form loops, 
but they are not constant. Lymphatics (Teichmann) are only found at the margin 
of the outer surface of the cornea, and probably belong to the conjunctiva (Teich¬ 
mann, Henle, Engelmann, C. F. Muller). 

Nerves.—The nerves of the cornea (Gohnheim, Kolliker, Engelmann, Hoyer) come 
in part from the conjunctival nerves (Petermoller), but they are chiefly terminal 
branches of the ciliary nerves. The conjunctival nerves pass directly from the lim¬ 
bus conjunetivalis into the cornea. The ciliary nerves pass, however, through the 
anterior portion of the sclerotica. The nerves, as soon as they have entered the 
corneal tissue, are without medulla, perfectly clear and transparent, and ramify ex¬ 
tensively, especially in the most anterior layers, when they form a thick net-work 
immediately under Bowman’s membrane. A part of the twigs pass backward, how¬ 
ever, and are lost near the membrane of Descemet in a net-work formed of right- 
angled meshes {Kolliker). A portion of the twigs pass abruptly out from the an¬ 
terior net-work, perforate JBowman’s layer, and divide into fibers which radiate in all 
directions, interlacing with each other, and thus form a kind of structure in the epi¬ 
thelial layer. From this plexus numerous very fine filaments pass off anteriorly into 
the most anterior epithelial layers, where they disappear between the cells without 
any especial ending {Kolliker, Engelmann). 

We can scarcely accept the view that they appear on the free surface of the cor¬ 
neal epithelium, or that their very fine extremities wave about in the fluid layer cov¬ 
ering the cornea {Colmheim). 

Each of the fibers having a dark border is surrounded by a delicate nuclear 
sheath, closely attached to it. This becoming thinner and thinner, is continued 
upon the colorless fibers. The nuclei, which at first are very numerous, become less 
numerous as they pass from the corneal border. Finally we only find them in the 
angles of the mesh-work {Engelmann). 

Senile changes.—As one of the symptoms of old age, analogous to the whiten¬ 
ing of the hair, falling of the teeth, etc., may be noticed the arcus senilis, or gerontoxon 
of the cornea; which usually accompanies fatty degeneration of the muscles' and 
blood-vessels of the eye, far-sightedness, and other signs of change in people over 
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ARCUS SENILIS. 51 

fifty years old, but does occur even sooner in persons who have suffered from dis¬ 
eases deeply affecting the nutrition. In low grades it presents a superficial grayish 
or even tendinous opacity, which borders the upper and lower edges of the cornea, 
like two crescents. The process continuing, this opacity increases in density, ex¬ 
tends deeper, even to Descemet’s membrane; the crescents become broader and the 
horns extend till they meet. The senile arch forms a cloudy ring more distinct 
above and below; and the transparent part of the cornea is transversely oval. The 
inner border of the arcus senilis is always indistinct, but the peripheral is usually 
opaque and sharply defined. It does not touch the conjunctiva at its outer margin, 
but leaves outside of it a ring of clear cornea about half a line broad. The limbus 
conjunctivalis also appears cloudy, and as it is broader above and below than later¬ 
ally, increases the impression that the cornea has a transversely elliptical form. 
The opacity is the outward expression of a previous fatty degeneration of the 
corneal vessels, and of a marked breaking up of the filamentary intercellular sub¬ 
stance dependent on it. 

In low degrees of development, i. e., at the commencement, the corneal corpuscles particu¬ 
larly suffer. Subsequently the lamellae, as well as the corneal bodies and their branches, seem 
to be strewn with numerous dusty-looking, fat-molecules, and the corneal substance itself ap¬ 
pears remarkably dry and easily split into layers, so that a sort of filamentary formation be¬ 
comes evident. These metamorphoses are most advanced in the superficial layers. The deeper 
we go, the less is seen of them. The epithelium and Bowman’s membrane generally change 
but little. Ill great senescence, however, a very similar layer-like disposition of molecular fat 
has been seen in the bordering zone of the conjunctiva and sclera, and even in the ciliary muscle 
and processes, with atheromatous degeneration of the corresponding vessels. 

In very marasmatic persons, tlie involution shows itself in other wTays. The 
cornea often becomes decidedly smaller and thinner, and loses much of its tonicity, 
so that if, as a result of ulcerative perforation or operation, the aqueous escapes, the 
cornea sinks in, and numerous wrinkles appear on its surface, unless the lens and 
vitreous are driven forward by contraction of the muscles, and thus render it tense. 
This condition has a very serious influence on the healing process. 

Dull, translucent, yellowish, or brownish groups of molecules, very indifferent to chemical 
action, exceptionally appear in senile corneas. They lie both in the deep and superficial strata, 
and resemble the choloid deposits in the hyaloid membranes ( Wedl). 

Descemet’s membrane, like the other hyaloid membranes of the eye, also changes in advanced 
age. It becomes somewhat thickened, and at the same time more friable, hence it forms folds 
with greater difficulty, and tears easily occur, sometimes superficially, sometimes running 
deeply, which would indicate a layer-like deposition of the hyaloid substance. Besides this, at 
the margin, we find warty deposits much increased, some of them even being pushed out to 
near the center of the free surface. 

Nosology.—The inflammatory products of keratitis are chiefly produced by the 
great exudation of white blood-corpuscles (Oohnheim), but subsequently by their 
endogenetic multiplication (Recklinghausen, Hofmann), and by the proliferation of 
fixed cells (Hofmann, Stricken). 

The exudation comes in part from the vessels of the swelled limbus conjunctivalis, 
in part from the dilated terminal loops of the scleral vessels. The formative cells 
which have passed in by the first-named way chiefly remain in the epithelial layer, 
■while the others are collected in the true corneal tissue, but they occasionally per¬ 
meate Bowman’s layer, and run into that. 
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INFLAMMATORY CHANGES IN CORNEA. 5‘2 

The cells proceeding from the limbus conjunctivalis at first collect chiefly in the most pos¬ 
terior epithelial layer. The cylindrical elements of this layer are pushed apart from each other, 
and finally are almost destroyed by proliferation (Schalygen) and fatty degeneration, so that 
for some distance between Bowman’s layer and the epithelium, which is as yet little changed 
on the surface, we find a layer of formative cells. This layer varies very much in thickness, 
in some spots it is quite dense, subsequently a part of these cells gradually press for¬ 
ward into the superficial epithelial layers, involve this in the inflammatory process, and de¬ 
prive it of its epithelial character by proliferation or fatty degeneration. We can then only 
distinguish a single layer of formative cells, whose uneven surface is covered by a thin layer of 
smooth cells which has many gaps in consequence of the loss of those cells which have been 
thrown off. A small portion of the formative cells may then, under certain circumstances, pass 
over into Bowman’s layer and destroy its peculiar structure (Iwanoff). 

The cells which pass off from the peripheral loops of the scleral vessels find a convenient 
way for their wandering in the soft cement which perforates all portions of the corneal sub¬ 
stance. We meet them advancing from the corneal border to the inflammatory foci, collected 
in a constantly increasing quantity in and between the individual layers. At times they lie 
in fissures which have been made by the separation of the fibrilla3 from each other. They ap¬ 
pear arranged in parallel rows in this layer, but in the one above and below they unite almost 
at a right angle, and thus the whole appearance is .that of lattice-work. In other places they 
are collected in more or less dense filaments, which having branches and anastomosing freely 
with each other, form a very irregular mesh which permeates the fundamental substance in 
every direction, and reminds one of the processes of the fixed corneal cells. There are, besides 
these, individual and irregularly grouped formative cells, which from their arrangement and 
stellar shape can only result from the proliferation of the fixed corneal corpuscles {Ills, Classen, 
Wecll). The closer we approach the center of the inflammatory mass, however, the more in¬ 
distinct become the forms which have just been described. The greater number of the form¬ 
ative cells have no distinguishing marks. There is only a conglomeration of neo-plastic cells, 
in which we can no longer distinguish the fundamental substance, if it has not already been 
destroyed by fatty degeneration. If this inflammatory center lie near the surface, the forma¬ 
tive cells collect in great numbers in front of as well as behind Bowman’s membrane, and thus 
for some time form a sharp boundary-line between the two layers. But this membrane is soon 
destroyed also ; the formative 'cells perforate it, destroy it in some parts, and thus the two 
neoplastic layers are brought in contact. 

In exceptional cases tlie whole of the cornea may be changed by inflammation 
into a mass of proliferating cells, in which we can scarcely distinguish the normal 
elements. Generally, however, we have to deal with a more or less extensive mass 
with very indistinct borders, which is sometimes superficial and again deeply situa¬ 
ted, while the remainder of the cornea either appears normal or is only slightly 
involved in the inflammation. The herpetic form of corneal disease is the only one 
that furnishes distinctly bounded inflammatory masses of a typical form. 

The efflorescences of herpes are primarily spherical collections of formative 
cells, whose nuclei lie chiefly in the epithelial layers. The roundish base is pre¬ 
sented anteriorly, while the apex perforates Bowman’s membrane, and is continued 
into a swollen nerve-trunk, thickly surrounded by formative cells (Iwanoff). 

Gradually a quantity of fluid intercellular substance is collected, which causes 
the scarcely altered epithelial layer to be pushed forward into a vesicle, or, 
what is more common, tears through it, and thus forms an almost circular excoria¬ 
tion with an infiltrated base. Later on, a number of cells wander into the surround¬ 
ing tissue, involve this in the inflammatory process, the inflammatory mass becomes 
larger, loses its typical shape, at the same time numerous formative cells collect 
along the course of the affected nerves, above as well as beneath Bowman’s mem¬ 
brane, and thus the herpetic efflorescences are combined with a true keratitis. 

The further changes of the inflammatory process are exceedingly various. 
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INFLAMMATORY CHANGES IN CORNEA. Oo 

1. The greater number or all of the wandering cells, or those newly formed by 
proliferation, often undergo fatty degeneration, together with the inter-cellular sub¬ 
stance separated from them, which contains more or less fibrin ; pus is formed in the 
true tissue of the cornea, which being soon involved, becomes opaque, soft, and is 
finally also destroyed, becoming a mass of fatty detritus. From the surface of the 
cornea such products soon fall, as the sub-epithelial layer is rapidly destroyed. 
The result is a more or less extensive ulcer. But within the cornea pus is retained 
for some time, where, so long as it is inclosed by corneal substance, it is called an 
ab'scess. The laminated structure of the cornea, then, not unfrequently allows a por¬ 
tion of the fluid-pus to pass between the lamellae and collect in quite large quantities 
in the inter-lamellar spaces, near the corneal border, and thus an onyx is formed. 

2. Just as often the inflammatory products go on to a higher degree of develop¬ 
ment. 

The collection of formative cells which lie superficially are especially inclined 
to this. These are quickly divided into two layers, which are connected to each 
other by variously shaped processes, and are usually sharply defined from each 
other. The elements of the anterior layer become epithelial cells, while those of the 
posterior layer grow, and by a change into the fusiform shape as well as by a grad¬ 
ual formation of an intercellular substance which soon becomes striated, reminds 
us of connective tissue or true corneal substance. In this granulation layer vessels 
soon become evident, which proceed from those in the limbus conjunctivalis, 
and permeate the layer of neoplastic cells, always running towards the center, and 
finally form a net-work of large trunks. These are then continued in greatly dila¬ 
ted conjunctival veins. 

It seems as if the blood at first ran in sharply bounded fissures between the elements 
of the granulation layer, for actual walls are not seen at an early period (Iwanoff). They then 
appear as branched tubes, which are closely covered by fusiform cells {His, Niemctschek) 
which under some circumstances may become a very dense adventitious membrane. The 
greater number and often even all of the neoplastic vessels run above Bowman’s membrane, 
where this still exists. This membrane is frequently destroyed at an early period, however, at 
least some parts of it. Thus there ceases to be any boundary membrane for the vessels that 
run through the whole granular layer. The blood, which runs in vessels visible to the naked 
eye, must be considered as venous, in consonance with the nature of the emergent conjunctival 
trunks, although its color is a light red. This color is explained by the superficial situation of 
the vessels, which allows the oxidizing influence of the atmospheric air. 

This appearance of blood-vessels is so marked, that for a long time it has been 
considered the indication of a peculiar form of corneal inflammation, vascular Tcer- 
atitis. The changes in the granulation layer which have been described are apt to 
increase with the duration of the disease. They are found most advanced, and are 
therefore most distinctly seen when a chronic inflammation has existed for a long¬ 
time ; especially when tjie irritation has been slight, and the condition has thus the 
character of pannus. Then the granulation layer is developed into true connective 
tissue, in which are found quite large vessels with dense adventitious tissue. Newly 
formed elements shut up in the true corneal tissue show, generally speaking, a much 
less tendency to higher development and the formation of blood-vessels, except 
when the layers affected have approached the surface by ulceration or traumatic loss 
of substance of the layers over them. Then true corneal substance usually develops 
from these newly-formed elements, which more or less completely fills the existing 
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54 INFLAMMATORY CHANGES IN CORNEA. 

void, and causes the ulcer to heal. The well-known and, in fact, wonderful power 
of regeneration of the cornea depends chiefly on this process. Under such circum¬ 
stances, the above-described process repeats itself. The healing ulcer is covered, 
beginning from the periphery, with a mass of formative cells, which immediately 
changes into a stratum of epithelium, and a granulation layer (Iwanoff\ Scliiess- 
Gemuseus.) 

Frequently the newly-formed epithelium as well as this replacing membrane are 
and remain transparent. Its similarity to the surrounding normal corneal layers 
is so great, that a distinction between the new and old is absolutely impossible, 
and the boundaries of the replacing tissue cannot be absolutely determined. More 
frequently, however, only the deeper layers attain the dignity of normal tissue ; ap¬ 
proaching the surface, the new formation becomes more and more opaque, and even 
resembles fibrous tissue. 

The cause of this lies partly in the molecular turbidity of the neoplastic intercellular sub¬ 
stance, but still more in the superficial accumulation of spindle-shaped cells, which appear 
thrown together in the most irregular forms, and in the outer layers so closely, that the inter¬ 
cellular substance almost disappears. 

Very frequently in such a replacing tissue, permanent vessels are developed, and perhaps 
also nerves (Gouvea). The former are the few remains of the net-work previously existing in 
the granulation layer, and are almost always covered with an adventitious membrane. 

In case the healing ulcer comes in immediate contact with true connective tissue, whether 
bordering on the limbus conjunctivalis or surrounding a prolapse of the iris, it not unfrequently 
occurs, that the superficial layers of the new formation take on the character of spongy granu¬ 
lations in a wound, and finally degenerate into true connective tissue, which is loose and quite 
vascular, and covered by a more or less thick layer of epithelial cells. 

In some cases, inserted between the epithelium and the anterior membrana limitans, or 
lying wholly in the epithelium and dividing it into two layers (Althof), we find an extensive 
stratum of striated tissue which contains elongated nuclei, a large number of vessels, and 
choloid bodies grouped together. This neoplastic layer is not everywhere equally thick, but 
at some places swells out, at others shows depressions, into which the epithelium enters, or 
where it may be interrupted. These neoplasia have been particularly observed as a result of 
very tedious inflammation which has greatly affected the nutrition of the entire eye, as in very 
chronic irido-choroiditis progressing to atrophy, or where atrophy has already occurred, in 
chronic glaucoma of old persons, etc. But it is also said to occur in old pannus (Donders), 
and sometimes to cover corneal cicatrices (Klebs). Opinions vary as to the mode of occur¬ 
rence of this deposit. Some believe that it proceeds from the limbus conjunctivalis, and de¬ 
pends on its superficial proliferation (II. Muller); others regard it as a product of Bowman’s 
layer (Klebs), but its occurrence on the surface of cicatrices is against this view, for the for¬ 
mation of cicatrices presupposes ulceration, in the course of which the anterior membrana 
limitans is always destroyed. 

3. The advance of the new elements to higher or even permanent formations is 
not absolute, even when the course of the keratitis is very slow ; in many cases, after 
advancing even to a high point of organization, they retrograde when there is ail 
arrest of the disturbance of nutrition. When the process has not advanced far and 
the production remains moderate, the new formations simply retrograde; but in 
other cases they become wholly or partially a soluble substance, such as fat, which 
is then removed by resorption. Frequently they wear away or shrivel up. In this 
state they may be found, after years, with fatty detritus collected in nests between 
the filaments. It appears as if they had not by shrivelling lost the power of bloom¬ 
ing up and advancing again under favoring circumstances and a new impulse, or of 
unfolding any properties that recent cells and nuclei possess. These nests of retro- 
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INFLAMMATORY CHANGES IN CORNEA. 00 

graded cells and nuclei are the anatomical characteristics of certain corneal opaci¬ 
ties (Wedl). 

4. As regards the membrane of Descemet, there is no longer any doubt that it, 
like other hyaloid membranes, is capable of inflammation, in a certain sense. In the 
cell layer belonging to it, at least the inflammatory process has certainly been 
shown to exist. This sometimes appears extended over the whole epithelial layer 
of the membrane of Descemet, and then causes a general opacity of the posterior 
surface of the cornea. Sometimes it is developed in small scattered masses in great 
luxuriance, and leads to the formation of groups of punctate or nodulated roundish 
deposits. 

Sufficient investigations have not as yet been made as to the character of these neoplasia. 
Yet we may believe that they assume this or that elementary form in accordance with the 
character of the inflammation. Under some circumstances they may even deliquesce into pus, 
and become the same with the proliferation products of other cell layers. It is also probable 
that the products collected on the membrane of JDescemet are not all of them, but that more or 
less of the exudation is thrown off by progressive proliferation, which clouds the aqueous humor 
and may contribute considerably to the formation of hypopyon. At any rate these nodules 
are not very adherent, for when the anterior chamber is opened they often pass out with the 
aqueous humor (Hasner). 

Inflammation of the membrane of the aqueous humor, hydromeningitis, keratitis 
postica (Hasner), never occurs pure and independently, but is always combined with 
keratitis, which may appear in any form, but usually shows itself either by diffuse 
opacity of the cornea or deposits of its products in small, scattered points (keratitis 
punctata), and this again only occurs in company with chronic inflammation of the 
inner parts of the eye, which are very dangerous to the existence of the eye itself. 

It has not yet been determined how far the substance of Descemet's membrane and the 
other hyaloid membranes actively participate in the inflammation. But it is certain that under 
the influence of neighboring foci of inflammation, they are gradually thinned, and the more 
delicate of them may be totally disintegrated. Still this process can hardly be referred to an 
inflammatory change of tissue. But, on the other hand, we not unfrequently find the thicken¬ 
ings and hyaline deposits, which occur particularly in the eyes of aged persons, along with the 
results or during the course of severe inflammations of neighboring parts (.Donders, Coccius). 
Then by their decided softness they often prove that they are quite recent, and hence it is 
probable they originate from the inflammation. They have also been observed along with 
similar changes in the choroidal vessels in the course of Morbus Brightii ( Ji. Muller). It 
however remains uncertain if the alterations do not depend on different processes in different- 
cases, and whether they constantly possess the same morphological character. 

5. The hemorrhages which occur in the degenerative processes in the eye, 
especially in severe irido-choroiditis, still deserve a special mention. They ap¬ 
pear as red tufted masses, always, however, pressed from before backwards like a 
leaf. They seem attached to the border of the sclerotica by a short and usually thick 
peduncle, and lie in the true corneal substance. They usually last for a very short 
time, their sharply defined borders soon run together, and the blood is diffused and 
absorbed in the surrounding parts. A portion, however, is apt to sink downwards 
and then remain on the lower comeal border as an onyx-like ridge. It is sharply 
bounded above, and of a crescent shape. There are cases in which hemorrhagic-, 
onyx reaches the horizontal meridian of the cornea, or even passes beyond it and re¬ 
peatedly increases and decreases in size. It seems that this condition has been 
usually confounded with hemorrhage into the anterior chamber. 
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56 authorities: corneal anatomy and inflammation. 

Authorities: Kolliker, mikr. Anat. II. Leipzig, 1856, S. 608.—Briicke, Besehreibung 
des mensehl. Augapfels, Berlin, 1847, S. 8.—Henle, Handbuch der Anat. Braunschweig, II. 
1866, S. 590.—His, Beitriige zur Histol. d. Cornea, Basel, 1856; kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 173.— 
Classen, Untersuchungen liber die Histologie der Hornhaut, Rostock, 1858.—-/. Arnold, die 
Bindehaut der Tlornhaut, Heidelberg, 1860.—Teichmann, das Saugadersystem, Leipzig, 1861, 
S. 65.—Recklinghausen, Virchow’s Archives, 37 Bd. S. 419.—Reeken, Ontleedkundig Onder- 
zoek, v. d. Toestel v. acc. Utrecht, 1855, S. 29.—Harpek, Arch, fur Anat. u. Phys., 1864, S. 
233.—Hartman, ibid. S. 235.—Leber, Denkschriften der Wiener k. Akad. der Wiss. 24 Bd. 
S. 322 ; kl. Monatbl. 1866, S. 17.—Kiiluie, Canstatt’s Jahresbericht, 1864, I. S. 74.—Hoyer, 
Arch, fiir Anat. n. Phys. 1866, S. 180. — C. Ritter, A. f. O. X. 1. S. 63.—Sdmisch, Beitriige 
zur norm, und path. Anat. des Auges, Leipzig, 186.3, S. l. — Winlher, Experimentalstudien, 
etc., Erlangen, 1866, S. 5, 8-13.—Naturwiss. Zeitschr. Wurzburg VI. 30. Juni, 1866.— 
Classen, A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 453.—Recklinghausen, Virchow’s Arch. 38. Bd. S. 157, 173, 
180; according to Engelmann, liber die Hornhaut des Auges, S. 2,10.—Burns, Centralbl. 1867, 
S. 717.—Engelmann, Ueber die Hornhaut des Auges, Leipzig, 1867, S. 1-28 et seq. — C. F. 
Muller, Virchow’s Archiv, 41. Bd. S. 110, 145.- -Cohnheim, Virchow’s Archiv, 38. Bd. S. 343; 
39. Bd. S. 24; Centralbl. 1869, S. 353.—Petermoller, Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. 34. Bd. S. 88 et seq. 

Senile Changes, JVosology: J. Arnold, 1. c. S. 40, 43.—Wedl, Atlas Cornea, Sclera.— His, 
I. c. S. 73, 137.—Jf. Muller, A. f. O. II. 2 S. 48, 51, 64; Wiirzburger Verhandl. der phys.-med. 
Ges. 1S56, 27 Dec.—C. O. Weber, Virchow’s Archiv, XV. S. 475. — Coccius, Ueber die Neu- 
bildung von Glashauten im m. Auge, Pestrede, Leipzig, 1858; Ueber Glancom. Entziindung, 
etc., Leipzig, 1859, S. 36.—Schiess-Oemuseus, Virchow’s Arch. 27. Bd. S. 137.—Altliof., A. f. 
O. VIII. 1 S. 126.— Klebs, ibid. XL 2 S. 238.—C. Ritter, ibid. IV. 1 S. 355, VIII. 1 S. 85. 
—Hasner, kl. Vortrage, etc., Prag, 1860, S. 168.—Stellwag, Zeitsch. der Wiener Aerzte, 1852, 
II. S. 385; Ophth. I. S. 374.—Danders, A. f. O. III. 1 S. 150, 161.—Graefe, ibid. III. 2 S. 
387.—Lunge, Med. Centralzeitg. 27. Jahrg. S. 301. — Cohnheim, Virchow’s Archiv, 39. Bd. S. 
let seq.—Recklinghausen, Hofmann, Centralblatt, 1867, S. 481; 1868, S. 343.—Schalygen, 
1. c. S. S8.—Iwanoff, 1. c.- S. 127, 131; unveroffentlichte Zeichnungen.—Classen, A. f. O. XIII. 
2 S. 467, Tafel II., III.—Niemetschek, Prag. Vierteljahrschr. 94. Bd., S. 28.—Gouvea, 
Archiv fiir Aug. und Olirenheilk. I. S. 118.—Strieker, Studien aus dem Institute f. exp. 
Path. Wien, 1870, S. 1-17. 
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1. Vascular Keratitis. 

Symptoms.—This disease is marked by more or less irritation in the ciliary por¬ 
tion of the globe, a gray opacity of, and development of vessels on the roughened sur¬ 
face of the cornea. 

1. The corneal surface becomes grayish in one or more points, loses its polish, 
appears dull, like ground glass, and not unfrequently strippled, as if it had been 
punctured by needles. This cloudiness generally proceeds from the margin towards 
the center, more rarely the reverse. 

2. Vessels soon appear advancing towards the centre, following the opacity as it 
were. These unite with each other to form a more or less fine net-work, and at last 
disappear in small ultimate branches; when the opacity begins at the center, the 
vessels are not generally seen till it approaches the margin. 

Occasionally the vessels rupture and extravasations of blood occur, which are seen as 
irregular red spots, between the meshes of the individual vessels. 

In the deeper layers the changes of tissue are more rarely marked, and vessels are 
only exceptionally seen by the naked eye. 

3. Symptoms of ciliary irritation almost always precede and accompany the 
alteration of tissue of the cornea. The ocular conjunctiva appears streaked with a 
net-work of vessels, which increases in fineness towards the cornea, and presents a 
nearly scarlet border, which covers a greater or less arc of the corneal periphery. 
Under this superficial net-work appears a deeper one, belonging to the episcleral 
tissue, which towards the corneal border is thickened to a bright-red ring, and not 
unfrequently (from serous expansion of the vessels) extended as a ring-like swelling 
over the surrounding parts. The parts about the eye then feel warmer than natural, 
even when the lids are not red or swollen, which, moreover, is not rare in the intense 
grades of keratitis. The tears show an increase of temperature. 

The amount of pain varies greatly; it may be wholly absent or very severe. It 
occurs particularly where removal of epithelium or traumatic loss of substance has 
left the nerves exposed. It often extends along the frontal nerve, less frequently 
along the infra-orbital. It is usually accompanied by marked spasmodic contraction 
of the pupil, which is with difficulty overcome by mydriatics. Photophobia and con¬ 
sequent lachrymation and spasm of the lids usually attend it, and sometimes from 
their intensity and obstinacy these are the chief symptoms. In vascular keratitis, 
moreover, photophobia may occur without much pain, and the latter without the 
former. 

4. If the cloudiness of the cornea is in front of the pupil, it of course causes 
dimness of vision, which is greater in proportion to the amount of the alteration 
ancl the extent of the pupil covered. 

Causes.—Vascular keratitis is frequently merely an accompaniment of heipes 
comese. It often occurs also with trachoma, and is then a trachomatous develop¬ 
ment of the tissue of the cornea, more rarely it is a sequence of different forms of 
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58 VASCULAR KERATITIS. 

conjunctivitis. It is primarily developed as a result of the most varied external 
injuries, especially those affecting the surface of the cornea, such as mechanical 
irritation caused by the presence of foreign bodies, specks of dust, inverted cilia, etc. 
Chemical irritants, smoke, hot steam, caustic fluids, high temperature, etc., frequently 
induce it. We must particularly notice among the causes the untimely use of strong- 
eye-waters, irritating salves, etc., used in the treatment of other eye-diseases. Also 
the continued action of air on an eyeball which has been exposed by shortening of 
the lids, ectropion, exophthalmia, etc. Besides these, we may mention as possible 
causes of vascular keratitis, sudden change of temperature, draughts, and various 
other physical and functional causes of injury. 

Course.—This is very variable. Where the cause acted but a short time, the 
disease may terminate in a week, or it may, even with careful treatment, run on for 
months. Where the cause is not removable, the termination of the disease is of 
course delayed. Keratitis usually begins with some ciliary irritation, which pre¬ 
cedes for some days the cloudiness of the cornea; then the latter gradually spreads, 
vessels appear, and in a few days or weeks the disease reaches its maximum. Here 
it sometimes remains for weeks, while the symptoms of irritation vary. Finally the 
latter recedes, and the keratitis goes on to recovery or becomes chronic, and some¬ 
times lasts for months. 

Results.—The most usual termination is in recovery. A vascular keratitis, 
produced by a temporary cause which does not recur, gives hope of a speedy cure 
under proper treatment. Long existence of the inflammation, great extent and a 
commencing grayish-white cloudiness of the part, and finally difficulty or impos¬ 
sibility of removing the cause, render the prognosis grave, for then the epithelial 
cloudiness, opacities, or pannus often remain. The arrest of the process is generally 
first shown by the decrease of pain and photophobia, the exacerbations become 
milder or do not occur, the tears are less warm and abundant, the vessels around the 
cornea more isolated, the cloudiness clears up from the edges towards the center of 
the portion affected, and the vessels correspondingly recede. The eye always re¬ 
mains quite sensitive for some time, and the greatest care of surgeon and patient is 
required to prevent relapses. 

Sometimes at one part or other of the inflamed portions, the epithelium, perhaps 
also Bowman’s membrane and the subjacent layer, are destroyed, and an excoriation 
of varied form and depth remains. The irritation of the tears, air, etc., appears 
very great at such points, then the injection of the deeper vessels, the pain and 
especially the photophobia reach and maintain a high grade, till a layer of epithelium 
has covered the excoriation. Not unfrequently the inflammation increases and 
spreads to the substance of the cornea (parenchymatous keratitis). Such a combi¬ 
nation of the only artificially separable forms of keratitis is not rare, for where un¬ 
favorable circumstances of the patient, or improper remedies, unite to act disadvan- 
tageously, the decease of the cornea increases, and frequently advances to abscess 
or ulceration. The development of herpetic eruption also is not rare, and occa¬ 
sionally the disease extends to the uvea, causing iritis. 

Treatment.—The first indication is to look carefully for foreign bodies, inverted 
cilia, and so on, and by removing the cause to arrest the progress of the disease. 
The remaining indications are directed especially to checking the intensity of the 
inflammation and accompanying symptoms in the vascular and nervous systems. 

1. When in the acute course of vascular keratitis the inflammatory symptoms 
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VASCULAR KERATITIS. 59 

are moderate, as well as in cases where the nervous character of the process is 
evident from the disproportionate severity of photophobia or pain, and relatively 
slight vascular symptoms, careful and antiphlogistic regimen and instillations of 
solution of atropine, repeated two or three times daily, together with a protective 
bandage, are most serviceable. Where the inflammation is more intense, particularly 
when the vascular symptoms are prominent, leeches may be used; and if the local 
temperature is much increased, cold compresses may be carefully applied for short 
periods. If unbearable pain or excessive photophobia, with great spasm of the lids, 
render a treatment of symptoms absolutely necessary to counteract general or local 
danger, hypodermic injections of morphia are better than the internal use of opium. 
In cases where the nervous symptoms have a particular type, the use of quinine and 
morphia in suitable doses is recommended. 

In such cases the nervous symptoms are often intense, and readily tempt the inexperienced 
practitioner to use antiphlogistics, especially leeches. This should be carefully avoided. This 
treatment is particularly injurious in debilitated persons, women, and delicate children. On 
account of its effect on the constitution, it not unfrequently increases the nervous symptoms. 
Sometimes the result of treatment does not appear at once. The disease often resists all reme¬ 
dies. Then nothing is so injurious as the popular “feeling around in the medicine chest ” for 
specifics. It increases the sufferings of the patient and lessens his confidence in the surgeon. 
We should make a careful prognosis, then carefully and patiently carry out the treatment 
once recognized as indicated. 

2. If, in spite of the cessation of the symptoms of irritation, the clearing up of 
the cornea is delayed, or if the keratitis becomes chronic, finely-powdered calomel 
should be dusted on the eye with a camel’s-hair brush. If this be followed by 
great irritation, its use must be delayed for a time ; but if well borne it may be 
used once or twice daily, and after a time changed for the more active yellow oxide 
of mercury salve. 

3. In trachomatous keratitis special treatment is not required. After subduing 
the more prominent symptoms of irritation, direct treatment of the trachoma by 
caustics is the most serviceable. If nothing else interferes, the corneal cloudiness 
disappears under their use much sooner than the trachoma itself. 

[In the treatment of the various forms of keratitis, more especially, however, of 
trachomatous inflammation of the cornea and herpes, or phlyctenular keratitis, as 
well as of pannus, there is often great value in the operation of dividing the exter¬ 
nal canthus, the so-called ccmihoplasty. Its effects in pannus and phlyctenular 
keratitis and conjunctivitis, where there is great photophobia, are usually very 
marked. The operation consists in the free division of the conjunctiva and integu¬ 
ment of the external canthus with a pair of strong scissors or a scalpel, and the 
union of the divided membrane to the skin by two or three fine sutures. A free 
dissection of the conjunctiva from the integument, or of the orbital connective tis¬ 
sue, is unnecessary and not without danger, while the simple division of the exter¬ 
nal commissure may be considered a perfectly safe procedure. It is an operation 
which, when performed in the above-named class of cases, has been found to be a 
powerful adjuvant in their treatment, by at once lessening the prominent symptoms 
of irritation.] 
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2. Herpes of the Cornea [Phlyctenular 
Keratitis]. 

Symptoms.—The chief characteristics of corneal herpes are the development of cir¬ 
cumscribed, rounded points of inflammation about the size of a poppy-seed, in the super¬ 
ficial layers of the cornea, and vascular injection of the ciliary region of the 
eyeball. 

1. The herpetic eruption appears first as a rounded cloudy nodule, which is im¬ 
bedded more or less in the substance of the cornea, and generally protrudes some¬ 
what above the surface. Sometimes a vesicle containing a watery fluid comes on 
the summit of this nodule. Occasionally this vesicle bursts before being perceived, 
and then in its place is found an excoriation or a loss of substance, which appears 
as an ulcer, with sharp edges and a fatty or purulent covering. Sometimes no 
vesicles are formed. The nodule quickly becomes cloudy-white, or it throws off the 
epithelial covering and is replaced by an ulcer, covered with fat or pus, of the size 
and shape of the original nodule. Sometimes the inflammation proceeds, and the 
nodule or ulcer is surrounded by a cloudy border. The cloudy mass forming this 
border is often destroyed and the ulcer extends, changing its original form. Not 
unfrequently the cloudiness departs, and the efflorescence appears as a round loss of 
substance of variable depth, with perfectly smooth transparent walls, which give no 
other evidence of inflammatory alteration than a so-called “ resorption ulcer.” 

The vesicles may develop on any part of the cornea. Often only one is found, 
in other cases numbers. Occasionally they form groups. At the limbus conjuncti- 
valis they often collect, and so cover a greater or less arc of the corneal periphery. 
They often occur with herpes conjunctiva:, and form connected groups with its 
eruptions. As the vesicles do not all develop at once, but one after the other, they 
may be found on the cornea and conjunctiva at various stages of development. 

2. Congestion of the conjunctiva and episclera precedes and accompanies the 
eruption; this is generally universal when the number of vesicles is large, or if they 
are scattered. A coarse net-work of vessels runs through the conjunctiva, while 
under it, around the margin of the cornea, may be seen the fine rosy net-work of the 
episclera. Where the eruption is slight , or limited, the hypersemia is confined to the 
immediate neighborhood supplied by the ciliary nerves that are irritated; so that a 
greater or less section of the ocular conjunctiva and episclera is injected. Then we 
find in the ocular conjunctiva a more or less broad bundle of intensely injected, 
variously-branched vessels, which, proceeding from the reflection of conjunctiva, 
advance towards the edge of the cornea, forming an irregular triangle, one of whose 
sides is in a meridional direction, and whose base is toward the reflection of the 
conjunctiva. If the efflorescence is on the margin of the cornea, it forms the apex 
of the triangle; if it is removed from it, the apex appears to be cut off at the limbus 
conjunctivalis; if the sides of the triangle are imagined as prolonged they meet in 
the efflorescence. 

This vascular injection is the objective expression for the state of irritation 
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produced in the parts surrounding the herpetically affected nerve-twig. In the 
non-vascular cornea, this irritation cannot be visibly expressed; hence in efflores¬ 
cences which' are seated on the cornea at a distance from the limbus conjunctivalis, 
the bundle of vessels appears broken off. The irritation increases occasionally, 
however, to inflammation and to change of tissue in the conjunctiva, episclera, and 
cornea. Then the symptoms of vascular keratitis appear. That part of the cornea 
which separates the efflorescence from the cut-off end of the bundle of vessels 
becomes cloudy, and vessels soon develop on it. These unite with those of the 
hyperajmic conjunctiva, The vessels of the latter thus reach the efflorescence, 
which now forms the apex of the completed triangle. The corneal part of the latter 
is called the “ herpetic bridge ” (die herpetische Briiche). 

Where several efflorescences are developed close together, the bundles of vessels intermingle 
as well in the conjunctiva as in the cornea, and so destroy the typical form. Still it does occur 
that several efflorescences are scattered around, and yet each is connected with an independent 
bundle of vessels. 

Not unfrequently vascular keratitis is developed first, it extends more or less, and subse¬ 
quently the efflorescences appear within or outside of the inflamed part. Then, naturally, the 
bundle of vessels is completely lost in the universal hyperaemia. The same thing, of course, 
happens when herpes of the conjunctiva occurs during a conjunctivitis, and the diagnosis is made 
entirely from the existence of the peculiar efflorescence. 

3. As a rule, the disease begins with burning pain in the eye, and photophobia 
with its accompaniments, lachrymation and spasm of the lids. During the course of 
the disease the degree of pain and photophobia varies greatly, being sometimes 
insignificant, and again almost unbearable, and predominating over the other 
symptoms. 

4. Vision is impaired by the lachrymation, and subsequently by catarrhal 
secretion, but it is especially affected when part of the pupil is covered by the 
efflorescence. 

Causes.—Herpes of the cornea is not unfrequently seen as one of the symptoms 
of an eruption occurring in the region of the distribution of the trifacial (fifth) 
nerve. Such a zoster may extend over the integument supplied by all three chief 
branches {Singer), or over that supplied by two {DeHaen). It maybe even confined 
to one branch. According to experience and the course of the oculo-papillary 
branches of the sympathetic fibers, the eye is only involved when the belt of erup¬ 
tion occurs in the region supplied by the naso-ciliary nerves, and thus extends to the 
tip of the nose {Hutchinson). But even in the latter case the eye may not be affected 
(Hutchinson, Steffan), and on the other hand it may be involved in herpes zoster, 
affecting the frontal and lachrymal nerves {Bowman, Hebra, Horner). Cases even 
occur where the ciliary region is severely attacked, and where there are only isolated 
groups of the characteristic efflorescences on the lids and the adjacent parts of the 
facial integument. 

Some refer trifacial zoster to certain diseases of the Gasserian ganglion, founding this view 
on certain cases in which the eruption is connected with inflammatory swelling of the sympa¬ 
thetic spinal ganglion (Bcirensprung, Charcot, Cotarcl), while others consider the starting- 
point of the disease to be in the sympathetic nerve-centers (Steffan). Pathological investiga¬ 
tions show that the proximate cause may be affections of individual nerve-twigs (Danielsen, 
Esmarch), and even of peripheral terminal twigs (Iwanoff), provided they have sympathetic 
tabes; then it is possible, of course, that the inflammatory changes may be secondary. At 
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62 HERPES OPHTHALMICUS. 

any rate it is a very important fact that individual herpetic groups have been observed at the 
same time in nerve tracts widely separated from each other (Niemetschek). These can only 
with difficulty be explained, unless we suppose that they were scattered collections of the fun¬ 
damental disease. 

The affection of the eye is usually seen some days after the beginning of the 
eruption. In some of the cases it manifests itself by laclirymation, great chemosis 
of the lids and conjunctiva, photophobia, and severe pain. Subsequently a slight 
opacity of the cornea and iritis not unfrequently occur. The latter may go on to 
irido-choroiditis and lead to loss of the eye (Hutchinson). In such cases the eye 
behaves in a manner quite analogous to the inflamed and infiltrated integuments 
which connect the efflorescences of a zoster on the back and chest. Isolated phlyc¬ 
tenulae (Johnen) have been seen on the cornea, but rarely in their primary 
form, they having usually cast off their epithelium and resemble minute ulcera¬ 
tions, or they even run together and form large ulcers. Some authors compare 
these “ small deliquescing spots or ulcers ” to those which occur after measles (Bow¬ 
man). In one case a small nodule of exudation formed on the pupillary margin of 
the inflamed iris (Hutchinson). 

Although the nosological connection between herpes of the cornea and of the various forms 
of zoster has been known for a long time, the observation of several cases of trifacial zoster 
has contributed to the proper appreciation of that common disease, and yet so variously named, 
—herpes of the cornea and conjunctiva. 

More attention has been given trifacial zoster, and the ophthalmia connected 
with it, since the publication of Hutchinson’s cases. This author gives the name of 
“ herpes ophthalmicus ” to the disease. 

Since then there have been a number of cases published (.Hutchinson, Bowman, Steffan, 
Jeffries, Johnen). It is seen from these cases that severe pain in the region of the affected twig 
of the trifacial usually precedes the attack of herpes ophthalmicus. These last, with slight inter¬ 
missions, during the whole course of the disease. For weeks after the eruption on the skin 
has healed, this pain may remain with a loss of sensibility of the parts. This pain is so severe 
that surgeons have felt obliged to divide the affected nerve, but thus far with only a temporary 
benefit (Bowman). Sometimes there is no pain, and merely itching sensations and loss of sen¬ 
sation. The eruption occurs some days after the outbreak of the affection. The skin and the 
connective tissue beneath are infiltrated, with great hyperaemia and elevation of temperature. 
The condition thus resembles erysipelas, and could be mistaken for this, if it were not for 
the slightness or absence of the constitutional symptoms, the sharp boundary-line of the erup¬ 
tion on the middle of the face and the usual limitation of the swelling to the part supplied by 
one of the trunks of the fifth pair, as well as the peculiar appearance of the efflorescence. 

These cases are not as numerous, however, as those in which herpes of the cornea 
appears independently. The latter disease is one of the most common of affections 
of the eye. 

Injurious influences from without, whether mechanical, chemical, or physical, 
which irritate the ciliary nerves, may cause herpetic disease. It frequently 
occurs secondarily. Occasionally irritation of other branches of the fifth pair 
affects the ciliary nerves, and causes herpes of the conjunctiva and cornea. In 
this way may be explained its frequent occurrence in eczema, impetigo, etc., of the 
cheeks and nasal mucous membrane, a combination called by old authors ophthal¬ 
mia psoriaca, impetiginosa, serpiginosa. Thus also may be partly explained the 
frequent appearance of herpes in the course of different forms of conjunctivitis, such 
as catarrhal and trachomatous inflammations of the conjunctiva. 
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As it is not easy to escape the varied causes of herpes, it is not strange that 
every age and all stations of life in every climate are liable to it. Still, it is more 
frequent in certain classes where the exciting causes are more numerous. 

A predisposition to herpes cannot be denied. Generally persons of very irrita¬ 
ble, nervous temperaments suffer most from it. It ajjpears most frequently among 
children of so-called scrofulous constitution. During youth and adult age it is found 
among weak and ill-nourished persons, or those reduced by disease. It is found so 
often in the desquamative stage of measles,'small pox, and scarlet fever, that it has 
been named ophthalmia morbillosa, variolosa, scarlatinosa. 

Course.—The herpetic process is typical. It begins with burning, piercing pain 
and photophobia; soon the characteristic vascular injection of the conjunctiva 
appears, and after a day or two the herpetic nodules may be seen, and during the 
succeeding few days they increase in size. Meantime the symptoms of vascular and 
nervous irritation recede; but the changes that the cornea has undergone during the 
inflammation do not generally disappear for weeks or months. But this course is 
rarely seen; it happens only in those cases where the disease was produced by some 
external cause, and when the patient is living under circumstances favorable to the 
cure. 

The inclination to renewed attacks which is peculiar to herpes manifests itself 
here also. As one efflorescence finishes the typical course, another comes on, and 
one crop of vesicles following another, the pain and photophobia continue, and the 
disease runs, on for weeks. Of course the long continuance of the disease influences 
the general health, especially when the surgeon helps to undermine the constitution 
by antiplilogistics, low diet, narcotics, etc. Remarkable paleness, flabbiness, softness 
of the muscles, increased irritability of the nervous system—in fine, a state corre¬ 
sponding to the so-called “ scrofulous ” is the result. Swelling of the cervical glands 
also often occurs to complete the picture of scrofula. 

Such appearances have led the ophthalmic surgeon to impute to herpes a scrofulous basis, and 
where it occurred in apparently healthy persons, to assert that there was a latent scrofula. In 
accordance with the above, scrofula is not unfrequently the result of a precedent herpes, in¬ 
stead of the latter being the localization of a blood-disease. As regards the swelling of the glands, 
it may be stated that they are most frequently caused by herpes, but not by a scrofulous affec¬ 
tion of the blood ; for they appear in the strongest and most robust individuals during the 
course of the herpes, especially when it is accompanied by marked nervous or vascular irrita¬ 
tion. They have the same relation to disease of the eye that swelling of the axillary glands has 
to paronychia. 

In children of so-called scrofulous habit, herpes comese takes on a peculiar 
course; commencing with excessive photophobia, which, with slight intermissions, 
continues days, weeks, or months, and the accompanying spasm renders examination 
of the eye very difficult. If the lids are forcibly opened, a very disproportionately 
slight injection of the vessels is found. Only a delicate rosy ring shows itself around 
the cornea in the episcleral tissue. Frequently the efflorescences cannot be discov¬ 
ered on account of the opposition made by the patient. Then photophobia is the 
only perceptible disease, and this was described by older writers as “scrofulous 
photophobia.” On more careful examination, however, efflorescences will almost 
always be found. 

Sometimes cases occur in which the photophobia exists a long time without the efflorescen¬ 
ces appearing, and in which they only reappear at long intervals, so that even at repeated 
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64 HERPES OF THE CORNEA. 

examinations the characteristic alterations of the cornea are absent. They are, however, rarely 
permanently absent. They appear sooner or later, and then the hyperiemia and swelling of the 
conjunctiva and episclera usually reach a high grade temporarily, even the lids and surround¬ 
ing parts often participating. In extreme cases the symptoms are similar to those of blennor- 
rhcea. 

The secretions flowing from the eyes and nose often excoriate the parts with 
which they come in contact, and cause pustular eruptions. The ophthalmia 
tarsi, impetigo and eczema of the lids and cheeks, and of the nares and lips, are 
often developed during a herpes of the cornea, especially when this is accompanied 
by severe photophobia and lachrymation. 

In eczema of the nares, the intimate connection between the ciliary nerves and those of the 
Schneiderian mucous membrane is of etiological importance, and shows itself by the itching 
in the nose, and consequent sneezing, which accompanies irritation of the ciliary nerves. In¬ 
deed, in dirty patients, who constantly rub their eyes with soiled hands or rags, such a change 
of symptoms is often observed. 

Finally we must mention the so-called ‘‘scrofulous vascular band” as a rather peculiar 
variety, which greatly reminds us of the serpiginous course of some of the exanthemata. A 
nodule comes on some point of the corneal border, and before it has run its course, another 
comes at its edge; then while the preceding one goes on in its changes, a third, fourth, etc., 
occur, and this process continues for months, and results in a grayish or yellowish-white cica¬ 
trix, stretching out on the surface of the cornea, and showing a fresh efflorescence at its ex¬ 
tremity. The hypersemia and swelling of the conjunctiva and episclera, as well as the pain 
and photophobia, meanwhile continue unchanged. 

Results,—1. The disease often terminates in perfect recovery. This generally 
occurs in very superficial efflorescences of slight extent. They often simply recede 
either quickly, before all the symptoms of irritation are gone, or slowly—that is, in 
the course of weeks or months. In other cases the superficial nodule softens and 
disintegrates. The excoriations or ulcerations then formed fill up with transparent 
cornea, are covered by pellucid epithelium, and all traces of the efflorescences are ob¬ 
literated ; but sometimes the newly-formed tissue is cloudy, and only subsequently 
becomes transparent. 

2. Deeper and more extensive nodules have a less favorable course; they rarely 
disappear entirely. They usually result in ulcers, which fill up with transparent 
corneal tissue, but ai'e covered by cloudy epithelium, which remains opaque for a 
long time, perhaps always, forming an epithelial opacity. In other cases the re¬ 
generation is slow, the filling up of the cavity requires weeks or even months, dur¬ 
ing which the eye remains very sensitive and inclined to irritation; the exfoliation 
becomes a simple facette, a plane surface, and finally either a herpetic epithelial 
opacity, which subsequently does not always completely disappear, or else on the 
site of the facette a thick cloudiness occurs, presenting a tendinous appearance. 
But not unfrequently such opacities form quickly by the ulcer filling up with a 
cloudy mass, which becomes permanent. These spots correspond in form and size to 
the previously existing nodules, but are thinner, as some transparent corneal tissue 
always forms on the floor of the ulcer. They are usually surrounded by a dim, 
cloudy border. 

3. The breaking down of herpetic nodules is occasionally the cause of perfora¬ 
tion of the cornea. Sometimes this occurs, very quickly, a few hours sufficing for 
the formation and destruction of the nodules. But usually the course is slower, the 
nodule existing for several days before perforation occurs. 

4. More frequently the perforation is only a secondary effect of herpes. The 
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cornea becomes inflamed around the disintegrating nodule, and an ulcer forms on 
the base of the herpetic eruption; this runs exactly the same course as a primary 
ulcer, and has the same results, among them perforation, which will be a subject 
of future remark. 

5. The elements forming the herpetic nodule can have progressive as well as 
retrogressive action; they sometimes form cartilaginous or chalky masses, that last 
through life. 

C. In the same way the products of the accompanying vascular keratitis are 
sometimes permanent. After disappearance of the symptoms of irritation, the her¬ 
petic bridge leaves after it an epithelial or panniform opacity, or even a tendinous 
neoplasia corresponding to it in form and extent. If the congested part of the 
conjunctiva becomes hypertrophied, pterygium is started, and consequently this is 
one of the results of herpes cornea;. 

7. After frequent relapses, herpetic panniis occasionally appears. This will be 
spoken of under conjunctival herpes. 

8. Finally, it must be observed that the herpetic process does not always exist 
pure and unmixed. It sometimes occurs secondarily in the course of a vascular 
keratitis, but on the other hand it often spreads and becomes complicated with the 
latter, which modifies its course. The combination of corneal herpes and iritis is 
particularly important; it occurs particularly as a result of inappropriate treatment 
or bad circumstances of the patient. In obstinate herpes, however, a catarrh or 
true trachoma of the conjunctiva is more generally developed. The hypersemic and 
cedematous conjunctiva become relaxed and spongy, and that covering the tarsal 
cartilages becomes rough and velvety. Great lachrymation and secretion of catarrhal 
mucus occurs, and subsequently characteristic granulations appear. Once so far 
advanced, the disease recedes with difficulty. Its disappearance is gradual, and is 
marked by more or less decided exacerbations, in which at one time the vascular, 
at another the nervous symptoms predominate, according as the conjunctivitis or 
herpes has the upper hand in the relapise. Thus we see that the trachomatous com¬ 
plication causes the continuance of herpies, and hence in prolonged herpes eornese 
we should always carefully examine the conjunctiva by everting the lids. 

9. Amblyopra from non-use of the eye, and strabismus, are to be feared as 
secondary results of herpoes comese, especially in children. 

Treatment,—The treatment of corneal herpies is almost exactly the same as that 
applicable to vascular keratitis. The application of a protective bandage and the 
ones or twice daily dusting in of calomel, or the penciling on the conjunctiva of 
the ointment of the yellow oxide of mercury, is recommended as a kind of spoecific 
in herpes of the cornea. The good effects of this treatment can not be denied, yet 
the use of these irritants is only applicable when the vascular and nervous irritation 
have subsided, and the inflammation has reached its maximum, and when atropiine 

I is able to fully dilate the pupil. These irritants are particularly useful in removing 
superficial opacities of the cornea, left behind after the herpes has run its course; 
on the other hand they are injurious as long as the process is acute, and has a 
sthenic character., They certainly then often increase the irritation. These remedies 
are injurious as long as the piresence of inflammatory irritation is evinced by arterial 
hyperhemia and local elevation of temperature. 

3. In the treatment of the herpes of the cornea, it is of great importance to 
I guard against eczematous and impetiginous erupitions of the eyelids, cheeks, nos- 
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66 IIEBPES OF THE CORNEA—TREATMENT. 

tills and lips (they usually occur on children and thin-skinned persons), for they 
favor relapses, thus rendering the disease very tedious. 

Perfect cleanliness is necessary for this purpose, and the best way of insuring this 
is the “ protective bandage,” which keeps off injurious influences, and prevents 
rubbing, etc., wliile the charpie absorbs the tears, etc. It should be changed twice 
daily, and before reapplication the parts should be bathed with water. If any ex¬ 
coriations exist, lard, simple cerate, cod-liver oil, or glycerine-cream may be applied 
to them. When the interior nares and lips are affected, they are to be smeared with 
the salve, as. they cannot always be protected by the bandage. If the irritation of 
the Schneiderian membrane extends far into the nose, it may be advisable to pass 
in wads of charpie smeared with fat, and to change them frequently during the day. 

Quite recently Labarraque’s or Javalle’s solution, or a solution of soda saturated 
with chlorine, have been strongly recommended for this purpose (Hebreidi). 

If the eruption has already occurred, these means do not suffice to remove it 
quickly. In such cases, after proper cleansing, the affected part must be carefully 
examined; if there are any crusts present, they must be removed by fomentations 
with warm water or milk; if the surface under them is much inflamed, it is well to 
make cold applications, provided they can be easily used. When the symptoms of 
irritation have somewhat receded, direct remedies may be used. These are solutions 
of nitrate of silver gr. v. to x., sulphate of zinc, gr. v., corrosive sublimate, gr. j., 
to the ounce of distilled water; salve of flowers of zinc, half a drachm, or iodine 
of sulphur, one drachm to the ounce of simple cerate, cod-liver oil, etc. After pre¬ 
viously cleansing the eye, the solutions may be applied either on a camel’s-hair brush, 
or on charpie moistened with them and placed over the eye, a flannel bandage being 
applied over it. The salves may be simply smeared in, starch or lycopodium dusted 
on, and the bandage then applied. The cod-liver oil is best applied on a piece of 
flannel soaked in it, laid over the affected part, and there retained by an ordinary 
bandage. In any case, these remedies must be applied frequently during the day, 
and the parts must be cleansed well before each application. Internal remedies are 
of no service against these eruptions. 

8. The frequent complications of herpes with catarrh and trachoma of the con¬ 
junctiva are just as important in regard to treatment; for great catarrhal secretion, 
and particularly trachoma, very decidedly contraindicate the use of the pro¬ 
tective bandage, and its application may even cause an increase of the disease. Hence 
it must be confined to those cases and stages where the nervous symptoms require it. 
Otherwise it is better in the more sthenic cases to content ourselves with antiphlo¬ 
gistic regimen and dropping in of atropine solutions, until the subsidence of the 
severe vascular irritation permits the use of the yellow mercurial salve. When the 
herpetic process is arrested, or there is reason to suppose that catarrh or trachoma 
cause relapses, we should pencil the conjunctiva with a solution of nitrate of silver. 

4. Further therapeutic indications arise from the changes which occur in the 
course of the disease. These indications aim at aborting the unfortunate results of 
the changes, or at least reducing their amount as much as possible. 

As above mentioned, the alterations in question do not depend directly on the herpes proper, 
but on the quantity and quality of the new elements, their more or less rapid development, etc., 
and are analogous to the varied metamorphoses of the products of other forms of keratitis, 
Hence there is no necessity of particularly mentioning the practice to be followed, as it is the 
same as in the other forms. 

5. After the inflammatory process has terminated, it is most important, especially 
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in children, to find liow far each eye has preserved its functional power, and how it 
acts with the other eye in binocular vision. If the eyes are not perfect, means should 
be immediately used to ward off amblyopia and strabismus; as will be explained 
under these diseases. 

6. In cases showing the action of a predisposition, especially in children of the 
so-called scrofulous habit, besides the local treatment, we are generally obliged to 
use constitutional remedies to prevent relapses. 

The object of the constitutional treatment is to increase the nutrition of the whole 
body. At the same time particular attention must be paid to the nervous symptoms, 
and attempts made to diminish them by invigorating the patient. For this purpose 
cold baths, or still better, sea-baths, may be recommended; when these cannot be 
used, on account of the condition of the patient, or the time of year, they may be 
replaced by shower-baths, or by rubbing the body with a sponge wet with cold 
water. In bathing great attention must be paid to the weather. If the patient 
cannot stand cold baths, it will be well to begin with warm water, and use cold by 
degrees. Morning is the best time for bathing, and sometimes it is well for the 
patient to lie down for a few minutes after the bath. 

Those wishing to use therapeutic remedies may add decoctions of oak or willow- 
bark, or walnut leaves to the baths; where there is great paleness, tartrate of iron 
may also be used in them. 

Authorities.—Stellwag, Ammons Zeitschrift f. Ophth. IX. S. 510; Ophth. I. S. 94.—Hil- 
termann, Zeitschrift f. wissenschaft. Therapie IV. 1. S. 50.—-Blcdig, Zeitschrift der Wiener 
Aertzte, 1860, S. 728.—Iiasner, Entwurf einanat. Begriindg., Prag, 1847, S. 88; klin. Vortriige, 
Prag, 1860, S. 147.—Liebreich, klin. Monatbl. 1864, S. 393.—Graefe, A. f. O. VI. 2. S. 130; X. 2, 
202.—Singer, according to Jeffries, Transact, of the Amer. Ophth. Soc. 1869, S. 86, 75, 90.—Be 
Haen u. A. according to Steffan, klin. Erfahrungen, S. 25.—Hutchinson, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. 
V. S. 191; VI. S. 181, 182, 263; Steffan, klin. Monatbl. 1868, S. 30, 369.—Steffan, kl. Monatbl. 
1868, S. 366 ; klin. Erfahrungen, S. 26, 29, 43.—Bowman, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. S. 1. Fall. 
8; V. P. 1; from Jeffries, 1. c. S. 85, 87.—Hebra, according to Steffan, kl. Erfahrungen, S. 38, 
40.—Charcot, Cotard, Centralbl. 1866, S. 360.—Danielsen, Esmarch, according to Steffan, kl. 
Erfahrungen, S. 37, 38.—Iwanoff, unpublished drawings.—JViemtschek, Prag. Vierteljahrschr. 
101. Bd. S. 78. Johnen, Deutsche Klinik, 1868, S. 288.—Pagenstecher, kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 371. 
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3. Keratitis Punctata — Hydromeningitis. 
Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by the occurrence of groups of small 

round gray spots in the different layers of the regularly-clouded gelatinous-loolcing cor¬ 
neal substance and on the free surface of Descemet's membrane. 

The cornea appears partly or totally dull-grayish, with a tendency to a yellowish 
or greenish hue. The surface loses its natural polish; when the light falls on it in 
certain directions, it has an opalescent hue, like the play of color in an old window- 
pane. When closely examined, the epithelium looks rough, full of small holes, as 
if it had been stuck with needles; small, round dull-gray spots, bordering on yellow, 
or even brown, about the size of a hemp-seed, also appear, which seem sometimes 
to be near each other in the same layer, sometimes at different depths; in the latter 
case they appear to overlap each other, and hence, to the naked eye, they seem to 
run together. They are more commonly found in the posterior laminae of the cor¬ 
nea, and on the free wall of the aqueous capsule, where they readily change to 
extensive cloudy opacities; though sometimes they appear just under Bowman’s 
membrane. They are usually in the lower half of the cornea. 

It is doubtful whether the points observed on the posterior wall of Descemefs membrane, and 
occasionally projecting into the anterior chamber, and which belong to the picture of hydro¬ 
meningitis or keratitis postica, are the same as those groups of nodules which develop in the 
various layers of the cornea itself, and are characteristic of keratitis punctata, and if they are to be 
considered as different localizations of the same process. Both forms are separately observed ; 
still the frequency of their occurrence together, as well as the great similarity of the two in all 
points, renders a distinction between them difficult and practically useless, before we have a 
more perfect insight into the processes causing them. 

The symptoms of congestion are usually slight, and are generally limited to a 
small circle of injected vessels in the anterior zone of the episcleral tissue. Pain and 
photophobia are often absent; but there is almost always marked disturbance of 
vision. This depends partly on the cloudiness of the cornea, but partly also on the 
accompanying intra-ocular trouble. 

Keratitis punctata is rarely an independent disease; it usually appears as one 
symptom of an inflammatory process affecting the deeper parts of the eyeball. 
Iriclo-choroiditis is its chief companion, especially the form that is chronic, and often 
leads to atrophy. Hence, cloudiness in the aqueous and vitreous, deposits on the 
anterior capsule, and posterior synechia are such frequent occurrences that they are 
often considered as symptomatic of keratitis punctata and hydromeningitis. 

Causes.—Inasmuch as the disease in question is usually only a secondary or 
accompanying affection, its etiology corresponds for the most part with that of the 
original complaint. Still, disposing causes for the punctate exudation have been 
sought in certain dyscrasia, especially in constitutional, developed, or hereditary 
syphilis (Hutchinson), in chlorosis, and anaemia as well as in scrofula. It is also said 
that women are more disposed to keratitis punctata and hydromeningitis than men 
are, and that children are the least liable to the disease (Hastier). 

Course and Results.—Tile course is almost always very chronic; occasionally 
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KERATITIS PUNCTATA. 69 

weeks and months pass without decided changes being observed in the cornea. 
Sometimes at irregular intervals an increase or a partial resorption of the exuda¬ 
tion occurs. The disease has also been known to disappear entirely. The deposits 
on the posterior surface of Descemet’s membrane are said to absorb with particular 
rapidity, when the original disease has been overcome. On the contrary, the spot¬ 
like deposits in the deeper layers of the cornea propria are apt to be permanent. 
Lastly, the prognosis is greatly affected by the amount of disease of the deeper 
structures of the eye, and this usually renders it very grave. 

The Treatment is to be mostly directed to the general disease of the eye, and 
any existing dyscrasia. Special treatment is hardly suited for keratitis punctata 
and hydromeningitis. But atropine is said to be useful, and, where there is at the 
same time turbidity of the aqueous, paracentesis cornere is highly spoken of, as it 
favors the throwing off of the exudation from the posterior wall of Descemet’s 
membrane (Hasner.) 

Authorities.—Hutchinson, Clin. Memoir, p. 154.—Hasner, klin. Vortrage, 5, 170,171. \ ' 
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4. Parenchymatous or Diffuse Keratitis. 

Symptoms.—The chief characteristic of this disease is a moderate infiltration of 
the cornea with an opaque grayish or yellowish-white product, occurring with in- 
flammatory symptoms. This infiltration shows little inclination to disintegrate, and 
usually collects in extensive, cloudy, distinctly-hounded points. 

The inflammatory proliferation of tissue evinces itself first by a slight gelatinous 
or misty cloudiness, which usually begins at the periphery, but day by day extends 
more toward the center, and finally spreads over the entire cornea. Subsequently 
a delicate gray cloudiness, of variable extent, commences in the inflamed cornea, 
which lias hitherto remained transparent; this opacity is evidently in different 
layers; it soon thickens in some places, while it clears up more or less in others. 
Thus nearly or quite opaque, milk-white or yellowish spots of various shapes and sizes, 
with indistinct borders, are formed. In this way there is often formed a disc-shaped 
point of inflammation as much as three lines in diameter, or even a complete or inter¬ 
rupted ring, which surrounds the center of the cornea at a variable distance, and 
has quite a sharp border externally, but is indistinct internally. If the whole cornea 
be inflamed it may become entirely opaque, grayish-white, and even decidedly 
swelled. 

The disease rarely runs its course without the formation of vessels in the deeper 
layers of the cornea. Usually, soon after the development of the peculiar points, 
delicate branches are developed, which run to the point of exudation from the part 
of the scleral border lying nearest to it. These often cross each other, thus showing 
that they are located in different layers of the cornea, and occasionally they are so 
close together as to appear to the naked eye like a red band or an extravasation of 
blood. At the margin of the exudation they resolve into a more or less fine net¬ 
work, which partly or entirely borders its periphery. 

At the same time the surface of the cornea not unfrequently retains its reflecting 
brilliancy, but more often it appears dull, stippled, and even as if spun over with a 
newly-formed vascular net-work; the diffuse keratitis is combined with vascular 
keratitis. The subjective symptoms, such as pain and photophobia, as well as 
hypersemia of the conjunctiva, are variable, and are often out of proportion to the 
disease, or they may be entirely absent. 

If the cloudiness is in front of the pupil, of course there will be disturbance of 
vision. If the ciliary irritation is slight or nearly absent, this is usually the symptom 
that excites the patient’s attention, and causes him to visit the surgeon. 

Causes.—The most varied external injuries may serve as the immediate cause. 
More frequently, however, diffuse keratitis occurs without any discoverable reason; 
this even appears to be the rule. Many think that the disease in question must be 
regarded as the localization of a dyscrasia, or they consider scrofula and tubercu¬ 
losis (Mackenzie, Arlt), hereditary (Hutchinson, Secondi), or constitutional syphilis, 
as greatly favoring the development of diffuse keratitis. This is still a disputed 
point. It is certain that the disease is met with at all ages, in both sexes, and the 
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most varied constitutions; that, however, it occurs more rarely in small children 
and in adults beyond forty years, while those between twelve and fifteen years are 
most frequently affected. Girls are said to be more disposed to it than boys, and 
that delicate, weakly, anaemic, backward, dysmenorrhceic individuals are particu¬ 
larly apt to be affected. 

Course.—Usually the symptoms of ciliary irritation, vascular injection, pain and 
photophobia, with their attributes, precede for several days the visible formation of 
exudation. These symptoms are usually very decided at first. With the progress 
of the product formation they gradually moderate, and may even totally disappear; 
although cases occur where they continue throughout the disease, with exacerba¬ 
tions and remissions, maintaining a decided intensity, and appearing irremovable. 
Independent of these variations, the proliferation is sometimes excessive; again, 
there is only a slight amount of product, and the process reaches its height in the 
course of days or weeks. Having attained this point, the disease usually continues 
for weeks or months, with varying intensity of the ciliary irritation, before com¬ 
mencing to retrograde. The removal of the infiltration is, as a rule, very slow, and 
may even require months. Cases with strongly marked vascular symptoms usually 
run their course more rapidly than those where these are less prominent. The 
duration of the disease is usually shorter in children than in persons at or beyond 
puberty (Uasner). 

The affection is rarely limited to one eye; the two eyes are usually attacked 
soon after one another. Relapses readily occur. Sometimes it is combined with 
iritis, irido-choroiditis, or with other forms of keratitis. In cases thus complicated 
a very marked softening of the globe has been repeatedly observed (Tetzer). This 
was the case when the symptoms did not justify the assumption that there was a 
degeneration of the deeper parts of the organ, and when the eye within a short 
time was completely restored to a normal condition. The affection has therefore 
been referred to a disease of the nutrient nerves, and the softening of the globe 
has been explained to be a kind of neurosis of secretion (Oraefe). 

Results.—Under favorable circumstances and with proper treatment, diffuse 
keratitis is often cured, for the symptoms of ciliary irritation diminish and disap¬ 
pear, then the points of exudation clear, disintegrate in small spots, and are finally 
all absorbed without leaving a trace. Of course, slight gray cloudinesses clear up 
more certainly and quickly than perfectly opaque spots, and fresh productions 
more readily than those that have existed for months. Still, with proper treatment, 
even the apparently unfavorable cases not unfrequently result in perfect cure, 
especially when they are accompanied by great ciliary irritation. The prognosis is 
most favorable in children. In them opacities often disappear, which, from their 
intensity and long duration, would in adults leave little hope of a cure. Perfect 
health of the other parts of the eyeball has an important influence on recovery. 
Where these have been greatly affected by the inflammation, the prognosis in regard 
to the cornea is less favorable. 

The Treatment aims at limiting the inflammatory process, removing excessive 
nervous irritation, and opening a way for the retrogressive changes of the newly- 
formed elements. If there is any constitutional disease that can possibly influence 
the local affection, of course it must be appropriately treated. The means for ac¬ 
complishing the first two indications are the same as those that succeed in vascular 
keratitis, but they are less efficacious in diffuse keratitis. 
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72 DIFFUSE KERATITIS. 

Quits lately, especially in recent cases, the favorable effect of paracentesis corneas has been 
seen; for the process, which usually runs such a tedious course, has been arrested in eight to 
fourteen days. But in vascular diffuse keratitis with marked ciliary irritation, and when com¬ 
plicated with iritis, this treatment appears of little value (Hamer). In some eases of keratitis 
diffusa running a very chronic course, and without much vascular injection, warm applications 
have proved serviceable. If the entire conjunctival sac participated moderately in the inflam¬ 
mation, perfect cure sometimes followed very soon (Graefe, Secondi). 

When the inflammation approaches or has reached its termination the indication 
often exists to assist the tardy clearing up of the cornea. Dusting in calomel or 
introducing salve of yellow oxide of mercury are then very advisable. More irri¬ 
tating remedies, such as laudanum, solutions of sulphate of copper in glycerine 
(BoosbroecJc), etc., should not be applied until the symptoms of irritation and the 
diseased sensitiveness of the eye have entirely disappeared. Even then they should 
be used with great care and had better be let alone. 

Authorities.—Mackenzie, Prakt. Abhandlung fiber die Iirankheiten des Auges, Weimar 
1833, S. 407.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges, Prag, 1851, I. S. 183. Ilasner, Klin. Vorles. Prag' 
1800, S. 160, and Prag. Med. Woclienschrift, 1864, Kro. 1.—Hutchinson, A Clinical Memoir 
etc., London, 1863, P. 26. Secondi, Clinica ocul. di Genova, Torino, 1865, P. 13._Graefe, A. 
f. 0. YI. 3, S. 133.—Sdmisch and Pagensteclier, Id. Beobacht. Wiesbaden, 1862, II. S. 109.— 
lioosbroec/c, kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 493.—Tetzer, Wien. Med. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 6. 
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5. Suppurative Keratitis. 
Symptoms.—Purulent collections in the cornea are recognized by their great cloudi¬ 

ness, and by the disintegration and breaking up of the cornea into fatty granular 
detritus. 

The symptoms of ciliary irritation which precede and accompany the formation 
of pus in the cornea, vary exceedingly. Sometimes the vascular, at others the 
nervous symptoms are the more prominent; sometimes they are equal, and both are 
very intense; again they are almost absent. These differences to some extent 
depend on the causes, and will be more fully mentioned when speaking of the 
course. 

Sometimes the collection of pus is an abscess, at others an ulcer; as it occurs at 
one time in the parenchyma, at another on the outer surface of the cornea. Besides 
these, we have the pus sinking in the form of onyx and hypopyon. In regard to the 
latter, it is constantly becoming more evident that the purulent collections in the 
anterior chamber, apart from the rupture posteriorly of corneal abscesses, may come 
not only from proliferation of iris tissue, but are extensively derived from inflam¬ 
matory proliferations of the epithelium of Descemet’s membrane. This suppura¬ 
tive hydromeningitis certainly often accompanies suppurative keratitis; still, iritis is 
not a necessary antecedent of hypopyon. Such inflammations of the membrane of 
Descemet are usually found along with broad, extensive ulcers, with white-yellow 
infiltrated borders, and especially in all extensive and deep purulent collections in 
the cornea, accompanied by great ciliary irritation. Tlypopyum-Keratitis (Poser). 

The contents of the purulent collection are not always homogeneous, which indicates that 
the process is capable of various modifications. Often the contents look like pure pus, they 
are creamy, contain firm lumps, and appeal’ to exercise but little influence on the surround¬ 
ing tissue, as the collection of pus often exists for a long while without destroying the lamellae 
of the cornea in contact with it. In such cases the inclination to higher formation of the new 
elements, that is to regeneration of the cornea, shows itself in the vicinity of, or even in, the 
purulent collection. In other cases the pus appears very fluid, and the fatty detritus excessive, 
the inclination to higher development is absent; on the contrary, the lamellar substance of the 
cornea rapidly melts away as far as the outer border of the collection, so that we might 
imagine there was a corrosive action of the pus. Another series of cases seems to act in the 
same way. In these the contents appear at first stiff and yellow; they quickly become a 
thickish pus, which seems to melt away everything with which it comes in contact. This 
product is much like disintegrating tubercle. Finally cases occur in which the affected por¬ 
tions of cornea break up into a light gray or gelatinous translucent, almost colorless mass. 
These cases have been referred at least partially to softening, a process differing from inflam¬ 
mation. But the disintegration certainly depends on a process of development in the corneal 
corpuscles, similar to that forming the basis of suppuration. 

A. The abscess appears as a layer of yellowish substance (sometimes red, from a 
mixture of blood), in the cornea. Partial abscesses, if near the center of the cornea, 
are generally roundish; if near the periphery, kidney-shaped. The edge of such 
an abscess is often sharply defined, but often, also, has a white-grayish border, which 
gradually shades off into a gelatinous opacity. If this cloudiness extends to the 
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74 SUPPURATIVE KERATITIS. 

periphery of the cornea, newly-formed vessels are found in it. The layers of cornea 
covering the abscess anteriorly are often but little changed, and their surface appears 
very polished. In other cases, however, they are clouded to a variable extent. Oc¬ 
casionally, also, they are vascular, and covered with rough epithelium. 

The purulent collection is thickest at its center, and at that point sometimes 
extends almost through the cornea. But toward the border it flattens out, and if 
sharply defined has a chisel-like edge. It is frequently in the middle layers of the 
cornea, so that anteriorly and posteriorly it appears covered by a thick layer of clear 
cornea. Sometimes it is in the posterior layers or even between the cornea and 
Descemet’s membrane. Finally cases not unfrequently occur, in which the anterior 
layers contain the pus. 

In total abscess of the cornea, the so-called vortex purulentus, the cornea .appears 
changed to a yellowish-white plug, whose edge approaches the sclera, and whose 
surface evidently projects above the normal level, showing a thickening of the 
cornea. 

At first the contents of an abscess are not generally fluid; if it be punctured, 
nothing flows out. The transformation of its contents to pus usually begins after 
a few days, generally in the center of the mass—often, however, in several points 
at the same time. In other cases the first stage is short; very soon the entire 
mass becomes a more or less fluid pus, which is easily evacuated by a puncture, and 
occasionally even ruptures spontaneously. There is no certain sign by which we 
may always recognize the firmness or fluidity of the contents before the opening of 
the abscess. 

By a perpendicular section it is at once seen that the purulent matter of the 
abscess does not form a compact mass, as in abscesses in the subcutaneous tissue, 
muscles, etc., but appears to lie in more or less thick discs between the laminae of 
the cornea ; the purulent collection consists of alternate layers of inflammatory pro¬ 
duct and fibrous lamellae. 

The layers of pus are not all of equal extent, and their centers do not all lie in the same 
radius of the cornea; hence the abscess often has an irregular, lamellar appearance. This is 
especially true of the center of the purulent collection, for here a great number of layers lie 
over each other. Toward the border this number decreases, and frequently only one layer is 
found, which has opened an interlamellar space far out. 

The corneal lamellae traversing the abscess appear at first, especially in certain cases, to 
take little part in the process, as they show scarcely any change. But sooner or later they be¬ 
gin to cloud up, and are finally destroyed, by progressive decomposition of the inflammatory 
product, into fatty granular masses, then permitting communication between the different 
compartments of the purulent collection. The lamellae, however, are not destroyed at points 
immediately behind each other, but at any part that is in contact with the pus. The abscess 
proper consists, then, in layers of pus placed over each other, which are connected together by 
irregularly situated openings of .variable size in the separating corneal lamellae. It is only 
after some time that these projecting lamellae deliquesce and the cavity of the abscess becomes 
single. 

The pus in abscesses is under a certain pressure, and naturally presses against its 
boundaries. The bulging forward of the anterior or posterior wall is only a result of 
these mechanical conditions. It can, moreover, scarcely be' doubted, that in large 
and quickly-forming abscesses, gangrenous destruction of some portions of the in¬ 
flamed part is not unfrequently intimately connected with this state. 

The lateral extension of the abscess is partially dependent on the progressing disease, hut 
is also partly mechanical. The pus collecting in the interlamellar spaces separates the layers 
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SUPPURATIVE KERATITIS. 75 

more and more to give itself room, and, on account of the equality of the pressure exercised by 
the fluid, the individual layers of pus acquire • a nearly circular shape. Particularly in the 
loose middle layers of the cornea does it find a favorable chance to spread out laterally. Hence 
the periphery of the abscess is usually in the middle layers, and as it extends beyond the actu¬ 
ally inflamed part it often appears sharply bounded. 

Pig. 3. 

S. Besides the pressure, the weight of the pus also acts; lienee it sometimes sinks 
down between the lamellae of the cornea, pressing them apart. This condition, from 
its resemblance to the lunula of the nail, is called onyx, or 
unguis. Onyx (Fig. 3, a) generally lies in the middle inter- 
lamellar space, at its lowest part, moving inward or outward, 
according to the motion of the head. Its lower edge, &, does 
not reach quite to the corneal margin; the upper, c, is straight 
or concave, rarely convex—often, however, not sharply de¬ 
fined, but always forming an acute angle. Corresponding to 
the anatomical condition, onyx is almost always a flat layer, 
which is pushed in between the layers of the cornea, and 
which, when examined from the side, is seen to be separated 
from the iris by the entire anterior chamber. 

This evident distance of the anteriorly convex layer of pus 
from the iris, and its sharp upper border, above which may 
he seen parts of the iris lying below its level, form the diag¬ 
nostic points between onyx and hypopion, d; for the latter 
lies in contact with the iris, and when viewed from above, 
presents a thickness equal to the depth of the anterior cham¬ 
ber. A further diagnostic symptom is the universally greater 
mobility of hypopyon on lateral motion of the head. This, 
however, is less significant, as onyces also occur which readily ^ 
change their position, while liypopya sometimes do not move, 
on account of their firmness. The diagnosis is most difficult when they occur to¬ 
gether and attain a high grade. Then the presence of the onyx can sometimes only 
be determined by the thinness of the cornea lying in front of it, and from the exist¬ 
ence of an abscess or ulcer. 

In some rare eases the discovery of the canal uniting the ulcer or abscess, e, and the onyx 
aid the diagnosis. This appears as a small pus-colored line, which runs from the under border 
of the abscess to the upper one of the onyx; it always exists, whether discoverable or not; 
sometimes, by pressure on the lower part of the cornea, this otherwise invisible canal may be 
filled with pus and thus brought to view. 

The size of the onyx is very variable. Sometimes it is a small yellow streak 
around the margin of the cornea, and it requires a practiced eye to detect it; some¬ 
times the vertical diameter is half a line; again, the upper border of the onyx unites 
"1111 the lower border of the abscess; cases even occur where the abscess, being 
situated at the upper part, the entire cornea appears divided into an anterior and a 
posterior half by the onyx. 

0. Corneal ulcers are very frequent. They usually occur primarily, that is, with¬ 
out precedent abscess or onyx. A circumscribed part of the anterior layer of the 
oomea clouds over, its surface becomes dull, assumes a peculiar rough appearance, 
and falls off, leaving a loss of substance, which spreads with the progress of the 
disease. 
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76 SUPPURATIVE KERATITIS. 

Any part of the cornea may become the seat of an ulcer, whose size varies greatly. 
Sometimes it is no longer than a hemp-seed; again it extends over nearly the whole 
cornea. Often the ulceration does not extend beyond the anterior layer, while in 
other cases, even with slight extent of the ulceration, its base seems to rest on Des- 
cemet’s membrane, or it even perforates the cornea, so that the anterior chamber 
communicates externally. 

The shape of the ulcer also varies. When central, it is generally round or 
oval; when peripheral, kidney-shaped or semilunar. The edges are usually smooth; 
the ulcer resembles a trough whose floor joins the surface of the cornea at an obtuse 
angle, so that the borders of the ulcer are almost imperceptible. But in other cases 
the edges are quite steep, or even perpendicular to the surface of the cornea and the 
floor of the ulcer. The surface of the side and floor are often smooth without per¬ 
ceptible prominences. But just as often in trough-shaped ulcers they appear stair¬ 
like (treppenartig) or in layers. In ulcers with perpendicular walls they often appear 
ragged, as if eaten away, or even overhanging. The floor of the ulcer as a whole is 
mostly concave and smooth, or uneven, with small elevations. Where the ulcer is 
extensive and deep, its floor is not unfrequently bulged forward by the intra-ocular 
pressure and projects above its edges as a vesicle. It is often covered by a fatty, 
purulent, or gelatinous product of varied amount. The ulcer and parts around it 
appear pus or brown-colored, since the prolifications in the neighborhood of the 
ulcer continue or even increase. 

Vessels are often seen on the cloudy floor of the ulcer, especially when a vascular 
keratitis has been developed in its neighborhood. In fact the development of ves¬ 
sels about the periphery of the ulcer is not unfrequently very extensive ; one fine 
net-work of vessels mingling with another surrounds the suppurating spot, but only 
a small number of the twigs go over the edge of the ideer, to be lost on its floor. If 
the ulcer is on the edge of the cornea, so that part of it is in contact with the lim¬ 
bus conjunctivalis, or if perforation has occurred and a part of the iris prolapsed, 
granulations not unfrequently form on the floor. With continued development 
these project, and by their flesh-color and inclination to bleed, exhibit great vas¬ 
cularity. Cases, however, appear, where from the rapid casting off of the pus, all 
cloudiness in the ulcer is absent, and this then appears as a loss of substance witli 
transparent walls. 

When the ulcer is not in the lower edge of the cornea, onyx very often accom¬ 
panies it; the pus from the ulcer having sunk clown between the layers of the cor¬ 
nea and collected at the lowest point. 

Causes.—1. These are in part the same irritating circumstances that excite other 
forms of keratitis. Doubtless great intensity, long duration, or frequent repetition 
of an injury may very much favor the proliferation, and thus cause a transformation 
of the process to suppuration. But this explanation does not answer for all cases. 
Sometimes very extensive ulcerations result from limited injuries of slight intensity 
and short duration, without sufficient cause for them being found in the constitu¬ 
tion of the individual. In this regard chemical and mechanical injuries of all kinds, 
but especially wounds of the cornea, must be considered as very important. Sup¬ 
purative keratitis is one of the worst enemies to all eye-operations in which the 
cornea is wounded. Concussions of the cornea often, torn, bruised, and unclean 
wounds usually, cause suppuration; and it is by this means that foreign particles in 
it are often removed. 

2. A peculiar kind of corneal inflammation is the neuro-paralytic. It is devel- 
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oped with, more or less hyperaemia and oedematous swelling of the conjunctiva, as a 
result of disturbance of conduction of the fifth pair of nerves. In incomplete pa¬ 
ralysis of this nerve it is rare, usually remains partial, and does not generally go 
on to purulent destruction, but remains as simple infiltration, and frequently recedes. 
But in total paralysis of the branches of the fifth pair going to the eye, purulent 
destruction of the cornea often occurs. The entire cornea is then generally affected; 
it first becomes brawny, then gray, milk-white, and finally pus-colored; swells, and 
is destroyed to a greater or less extent, forming ulcers. 

Anything that can limit or prevent conduction in the fifth pair of nerves may be considered 
as secondary causes of the disease, diseases of its central parts, wounds, tumors at the base of 
the brain, etc. But especially to be mentioned is meningitis basilaris in its various forms, in¬ 
cluding the epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis (Canstatt. Schirmer). 

A peculiar form of infantile encephalitis deserves especial mention at this point. It is 
marked by extensive fatty degeneration and hyperaemia of the white cerebral substance, espe¬ 
cially of the hemispheres, and readily leads to shrinkage and induration ( Virchow, Klebs). 
It is a rare disease and usually appears in an epidemic form. It then has a chronic course 
without fever or marked cerebral symptoms, but soon leads to progressive marasmus, with 
more or less impairment of the digestion and nutrition, and finally the patient usually dies from 
exhaustion with the symptoms of broncho-pneumonia. It is very rarely that children a few 
weeks old are attacked, but usually those from two to six months old. Such patients, who have 
been previously healthy begin to be ailing, and fail gradually, without the detection of any de¬ 
cided constitutional disease or affection of any organ. In the course of a few weeks a little 
photophobia appears in one or the other eye, slight lachrymation, and injection of the episcleral 
vessels, while a circumscribed portion of the cornea has a yellowish-gray opacity and suppurates. 
The ulcer then constantly extends in depth and extent, with little or any cessation, while the 
conjunctiva, as far as exposed by the palpebral fissure, becomes dry and flaky. In a short time 
the iris and all the internal parts are involved, the eye is destroyed by panophthalmitis, if 
death has not before this put an end to the process {Frank, Fischer, Graefe, Ilirscliberg). 

During the course of severe constitutional diseases—typhus fever, scarlatina—corneal ulcera¬ 
tions occasionally occur, to which a neuro-paralytic basis may be ascribed {Arlt, Graefe), yet such 
ulcerations are very different from those just described, as regards their acute course and the 
accompanying symptoms, and perhaps it is better to classify them with the metastatic forms 
of disease. 

The corneal ulcerations, on the contrary, which often appear in the later stages of epide¬ 
mic cholera, are very decidedly of the neuro-paralytic character. They are always united with 
acute erosis of the conjunctiva. 

This dryness is to be ascribed to the loss of lachrymal sensation and the want of power in 
the lid, but more remotely to the loss of sensation in the trifacial and the weakness of the re- 
hex action thus caused (Graefe). 

In the anaesthetic form of lupus (Spedalsked) the paralysis of the trifacial is also seen 
in neuro-paralytic ophthalmia (Riegler, B ck, Danielson, Chisholm). 

In diabetes also, in very rare cases, such a local affection may appear {Simrock). At least 
iu the later stages of the disease, paralysis of the different nerves are by no means unfre- 
quently observed {Seegen) which are explained as diseases of the kind now under discussion. 

Local anaesthesia of the ciliary nerves is also to be mentioned as a possible cause. 
Indeed, the ulcerations of the cornea found in glaucoma, extensive sclero-choroidal 
staphylomata, in exophthalmos occurring suddenly in Basedow’s (Grave’s) disease 
especially, are by many numbered among the neuro-paralytic ophthalmia, and referred 
to interferences in the conduction of the stretched or entirely interrupted ciliary 
twigs {Graefe). 

8. Keratitis is often developed with, or as a result of, purulent panophthalmitis 
(see section on this) as well as whenever there is a deposit of pus or blood in the an¬ 
terior chamber; then it causes perforation and the evacuation of the morbid pro- 
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duct; such a panophthalmitis may be either primary or secondary, and in the latter 
case are dependent on certain blood diseases, such as pyaemia, tuberculosis, typhus, 
puerperal fever, glanders, anomalous exanthemata, etc. They either begin in the 
meninges of the brain, and the inflammation thence extends along the sheath of the 
optic nerve into the eye, or the general disease affects the interior of the eye originally. 

4. Not unfrequently suppurative keratitis proceeds from other forms of corneal 
inflammation, by increase of the process of proliferation. This occurs rarely in 
diffuse keratitis, more frequently in the vascular form, and most frequently in herpes, 
whose efflorescences, by extension of the inflammatory foci, readily change to ulcers, 
which no longer bear the herpetic character but perfectly correspond with those oc¬ 
curring primarily. Moreover, gangrenous or mortified parts of the cornea are de¬ 
marcated by purulent foci, just as foreign bodies are, and so the parts which have 
become incapable of living are more rapidly cast off and the cure is hastened. 

5. Finally, suppuration of the cornea often occurs in the course of blenorrlicea, 
diphtheritic conjunctivitis, etc., in fact in any conjunctivitis commencing with great 
intensity and proceeding with marked hyperaemia, swelling, and increase of temper¬ 
ature. For under such circumstances the inflammation is readily propagated from 
the conjunctiva to the cornea, and leads to extensive ulceration in the latter. 

The Course of keratitis suppurativa is very variable and much influenced by 
the causes. 

1. Where it arises from constitutional causes the whole cornea may become a 
mass of pus in a few hours or a couple of days; this quickly deliquesces or becomes 
gangrenous. Strangely enough, in these cases the symptoms of irritation are not 
always very decided; they vary in all degrees, and are often scarcely noticeable. 

Under such circumstances, however, the suppurative keratitis is not always total, some¬ 
times with or without symptoms of irritation, an abscess or ulcer of limited extent is devel¬ 
oped in it. It is true this may extend and soon lead to phthisis cornea, but it not unfrequently 
remains limited, and after a while is absorbed or cicatrizes like suppurative keratitis from 
other causes. It is, then, difficult to believe that the constitutional disease is limited to a part 
of the cornea. Probably external injuries, propagation of inflammation from the conjunctiva, 
etc., may be blamed as the immediate causes of these states. 

2. The abscesses caused by gonorrhoeal, purulent, or diphtheritic disease are not 
less rapid in their course. 

3. The neuroparalytic is generally more chronic; cases, however, do occur which 
run their course in one or two weeks. But more frequently the paralysis exists a 
long time without the cornea showing any change; the corneal disease is not a neces¬ 
sary result. If it finally does occur, the points of inflammation sometimes remain 
unchanged for weeks or months, temporarily improve, again grow worse, and so on, 
or in their places come ulcers of very chronic course and slight inclination to extend; 
they even show a tendency to heal and again break out, and so it goes on till tlie 
process on the cornea ends. 

4. The course of spontaneous or traumatic suppurative keratitis varies most. 
a. Its development is often so rapid that the stage of gray cloudiness is so short 

as to be overlooked; within a few hours, or a day or two, a more or less extensive 
abscess is formed, or even the whole cornea changed to pus. 

At the same time the symptoms of irritation in the ciliary vessels and nerves are 
sometimes very slight. Cases occur in which, in spite of the extensive formation of 
pus in the cornea, the conjunctiva and episcleral tissue are scarcely injected, the local 
temperature is normal, and pain absent; other cases begin with symptoms of irritation. 
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which may bo excessive, but these soon subside and the process becomes torpid. 
These are usually cases where the immediate cause is obscure. Like cold abscesses 
in other parts of the body, these painless collections of pus are usually sharply 
bounded and quickly extend in depth and breadth, and even destroy the whole 
cornea. They are often complicated with iritis, and then extensive hypopyon fre¬ 
quently occurs. The occurrence of symptoms of irritation is generally a go,od sign ; 
it shows the commencement of a limiting reaction, and this is usually first evinced 
by a gray cloudiness around the collection of pus. 

These, however, are rare exceptions; where the keratitis is acute, the accompany¬ 
ing vascular and nervous irritation is generally decided. Especially where it has 
been produced by an external cause, hyperaemia of the episcleral and conjunctival 
vessels, heat, pain, and photophobia are apt to be excessive, although cases occur 
where the cornea suppurates with slight symptoms of irritation, as after cataract 
operations. This occurs not unfrequently in old, decrepit individuals. 

t. In opposition to these cases with acute development of purulent collections, 
inflammatory corneal infiltrations occur, which, with more or less decided symptoms 
of irritation, exist for weeks, increasing and diminishing till suppuration finally 
shows itself. 

5. When the abscess is once formed it generally runs its course quickly, in rare 
cases it remains closed for weeks. The same is true of onyx; small onyces often 
come and go within a few days, and vary greatly in regard to their depth. Large 
collections of pus, on the contrary, often exist for weeks before they disappear or 
change their conditions. The ulcer frequently advances and destroys large portions 
of the cornea, before limiting itself; in other cases it clears up almost immediately. 
Again it becomes chronic, the formation of pus continues for weeks, with less symp¬ 
toms of irritation, the floor and sides of the ulcer remain cloudy, and constantly 
secrete pus, without the size of the ulcer varying much. When the ulcer cleans 
off, it frequently heals rapidly, but sometimes it remains without symptoms of irri¬ 
tation for weeks or months before completely filling up. 

Results.— A. Abscess of the cornea is capable of resorption. The entire disap¬ 
pearance of small abscesses, especially in children, is not uncommon. But the 
larger the amount of pus and the older the individual the more rarely does this 
favorable result occur. If the pus does not break through and resorption gradually 
cease, extensive and thick leucomata are left; these depend partly on metamor¬ 
phosed remains of pus, partly on new tissue, which has replaced that destroyed. 
If the abscess was extensive the whole cornea usually shrinks and changes to an 
opaque, tendinous plug, which closes the contracted and irregular sclerotic opening 
of the atrophying globe. Sometimes, in such cases, part of the pus changes to a 
fatty, chalky mass, which subsequently appears pressed into the cloudy part of the 
cornea, as a sort of concrement. On the whole, these are rare results in cases 
arising from blennorrhoea, etc., and are scarcely ever seen where the disease of the 
cornea occurs as a symptom of constitutional affection. Frequently, especially 
in the latter class of cases, the cornea is rapidly destroyed to the whole depth and 
extent of the purulent collection, and an open (and often perforating) ulcer is 
caused, which again cleans up and cicatrizes or spreads in all directions, and finally 
destroys a large part or the whole of the cornea. 

Then the process sometimes seems to correspond more with necrosis, the cornea breaks up 
into a gray pultaeeous mass, which lies on the iris for a time before falling, and but slightly 
resembles pus. In other cases the cornea mortifies completely and changes to a discolored, 
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bally-swelling pulp, or dry-wrinkled scurf, which subsequently falls off. Phthisis of the 
cornea results. 

In by far th3 greater number of cases the deliquescence into pus occurs more 
slowly; collections of pus form in one or more points of the abscess, which gradu¬ 
ally augment, unite, and break through. Sometimes the abscess perforates poste¬ 
riorly, the pus is partly evacuated into the anterior chamber, and the anterior wall is 
not destroyed till later in the disease. As a rule, however, the anterior wall of the 
abscess is destroyed first, the collection of pus changes to an excavated ulcer, which, 
from progressive destruction of its walls, becomes an open ulcer, frequently perfo¬ 
rates, and not rarely causes phthisis of the cornea or atrophy. 

According to recent observation, which, however, requires confirmation, deep abscesses, 
with marked symptoms of iritation, accompanied by iritis, frequently perforate posteriorly 
and cause hypopyon. Then by oblique light it is said that we may see a second layer of pus 
behind the abscess, in contact with the membrane of Descemet, which connects with the 
abscess by an inverted, funnel-shaped plug of pus, and either directly perforates to the ante¬ 
rior chamber, or breaks through indirectly by the formation of an onyx on the floor of the 
chamber. Then the pus passes from the abscess to the anterior chamber. Sometimes, when 
the opening is directly into the anterior chamber, the aqueous enters the cavity of the abscess 
and bulges out the anterior wall. If the perforation occurs through an onyx this does not 
happen, for then the communicating canal is closed by intra-ocular pressure. In such cases the 
abscess often fills and empties itself posteriorly. (Gangrenous corneal abscesses. A. Weber.) 

JB. The onyx itself is of slight importance. When the collection of pus is not 
large, the onyx often disappears very quickly, and the cornea is generally left trans¬ 
parent. 

This disappearance is not altogether dependent on resorption, the pus often escapes out¬ 
wardly. For the onyx is connected with the abscess by a canal in the corneal tissue, and if 
the latter opens outwardly, or is from the first an ulcer, there is nothing to prevent the escape 
outward of the pus from the onyx. 

In large onyces the prognosis is less favorable, leucomata usually remaining after 
them, for the layers inclosing the dependent pus are generally also much affected; 
besides, a part of the pus is transformed into an insoluble chalky mass and encysted 
in the cloudy layers. As a result of this participation of the lamellae, a large onyx 
is apt to burst open and form an ulcer, which joins with the original collection of 
pus. In large onyces the extensive separation of the comeal layers has a bad influ¬ 
ence on the nutrition, and may produce atrophy, necrosis, etc., the way for which 
was already paved by keratitis. 

0. 1. The open ulcer may heal without opacity. In children especially, under 
favorable circumstances, even extensive and deep excavated ulcers fill up with 
transparent corneal tissue, and disappear without leaving a trace; or they leave a 
slight cloud, which, with time and the growth of the cornea, is lost sight of. In 
adults this result can only be hoped for when the ulcer is very superficial, and even 
then a superficial opacity is often left, which after partially clearing up, remains 
stationary. The cloudiness is generally more extended and thicker the more rapid 
the filling up of the ulcer. 

2. In ulcers with abrupt edges, as in extended or deep excavated ulcers in adults, 
as a rule, only a portion of the loss of substance is replaced by transparent comeal 
tissue; the rest is filled up by a gray-white tissue, which, except as regards the 
opacity, corresponds with normal cornea in its histological character. Thus there 
occurs a more or less thick opacity or tendinous cicatrix, corresponding in form to 
the loss of substance. 
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3. The vascular, spongy new formations on granulating ulcers subsequently 
change to so-called epithelial or connective-tissue cicatrices, which latter, in peri¬ 
pheral ulcers, form a continuation of the conjunctiva, and by atrophying greatly, 
may cause false pterygium. 

4. In ulcers which are of slight extent but deep, extending almost to the mem¬ 
brane of Descemet, the thin floor of the 
ulcer is often pushed forward (Fig. 4, a) j ■Flg' 4' 
into a vesicle, which from its thinness 
is generally transparent, at least at the 
summit. 

It was thought that this vesicle consisted 
entirely of membrane of Descemet, but on more f ■ - j) \ 
careful examination it has been found that some / // \ ' 
of the posterior layers of the cornea proper are 
also engaged, and that even if at the summit of the vesicle, Descemet’s membrane is exposed, 
the lateral walls at least have a covering of corneal layers, which layers increase in thickness at 
the border, for the floor of the ulcer descends stair-like toward the center. 

This state has been called keratocele and hernia of the cornea. It leads almost 
always to perforation wTith its results. The aqueous escapes, the perforation closes, 
the vesicle forms again, etc. Sometimes, however, by the growth of corneal tissue, 
the walls are strengthened, and a cicatrix is formed which contracts, then the vesicle 
is flattened out, and the rupture of the cornea heals, leaving a flat cicatrix. 

5. Large ulcers do not acquire so great a depth before bulging out; under favor¬ 
ing circumstances the protrusion reaches a high grade without the ulcer being deep. 
Frequently the base appears only slightly pressed forward (Fig. 4, V); in other 
cases the projection is vesicular, and the closure of the lids becomes difficult or im¬ 
possible. This condition is called ulcerative corneal staphyloma. 

The shape of the vesicle is spherical or conical, according as the coverings are 
of the same thickness throughout, or are thinner at one part. The zenith of the: 
vesicle is not always at the center, but corresponds to the thinnest part of the floor 
of the ulcer. 

In very rare cases the superficial layers of the cornea ulcerate throughout their extent, and 
the posterior lamina: forming the floor of the ulcer are pressed forward en masse, forming a 
total ulcerative protrusion. 

The walls of the vesicle are at first mostly grayish or yellowish, and the surface 
is covered with a purulent deposit. The ulceration extends, the walls of the staphy¬ 
loma become thinner, and finally a rupture occurs. Under favorable circumstances, 
however, the ectatic ulcer clears up, the development of tissue goes on more slowly, 
and the new elements assume a higher development. Hence the anterior wall of 
the vesicle is covered with a thick layer of neoplastic corneal substance, and a layer 
of cloudy epithelium; the result is a cicatricial corneal staphyloma. Sometimes, 
however, by atrophy and thickening of the new tissue, the staphyloma flattens or 
wen disappears. 

This condition is called keratectasia. Under such circumstances perforation 
soon occurs. Under more favorable circumstances, however, the base of the ulcer 
clears up, the proliferation of tissue becomes less intense, and the newly formed 
elements begin to pass into a stage of higher formation. The anterior wall of the 
vesicle is in consequence covered by a layer of neoplastic opaque comeal substance 
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82 RUPTURE OF TIIE CORNEA. 

and an opaque layer of epithelium, and the ectasia itself becomes permanent as a 
cicatricial staphyloma. Occasionally, however, a flattening if not an obliteration of 
the staphyloma is rendered possible by the shrinkage and thickening of the newly- 
formed superficial layer. 

6. Large, and especially deep, ulcers often cause unevenness of the entire cornea, 
and, consequently, disturbance of vision. If there is a protrusion of the layers under 
the ulcer, surrounding parts of the cornea that are not ulcerated are also protruded. 
In other cases, however, the whole cornea flattens out, as the cicatrix shrinks and 
retracts with it the surrounding parts. 

7. A frequent result of comeal ulcers is perforation. This occurs the more 
readily the larger and deeper the ulcer; being almost universal in those reaching to 
the membrane of Descemet. In this case the perforation may result from normal 
intra-ocular pressure; where the ulcer is shallow, the pressure must be abnormally 
increased. This is particularly necessary, where the floor of the ulcer has not be¬ 
come extensible by inflammatory change. 

The abnormal increase of intra-ocular pressure may result from local increase of 
blood-pressure, or an increase of the contents of the globe. But it is much more 
frequently caused by a simultaneous contraction of the muscles of the eyeball. For 
these surround the globe in greater or less arcs, and, as it is fixed, compress it by 
their simultaneous action; since a curved muscle, when its ends can not be approxi¬ 
mated by contraction, seeks to shorten itself from an arc to the chord of the arc. 

These strong simultaneous contractions of the recti muscles are often, or even as a rule, 
associated. Intense or spasmodic contraction of the muscles of the body, lifting heavy weights, 
sneezing, coughing, vomiting, straining at stool, etc., may thus cause perforation of the cornea. 

At the moment of perforation, if the opening is small, the aqueous humor alone 
escapes; as the vitreous is pressed on by the muscles, it drives the iris and lens for¬ 
ward against the posterior wall of the cornea. When the perforation is small, a 
prolapse of the iris is only possible at this time, if the opening is at the periphery 
of the cornea, or when the lens is absent, or a rupture of the zonula occurs, 
as occasionally happens at the moment of rupture in peripheral corneal per¬ 
forations. 

For where the perforation is peripheral, the direction in which the aqueous escapes is nearly 
parallel to the surface of the iris ; and, while escaping, it readily removes the margin of the 
pupil, corresponding to the perforation, from the lens, and pushes the iris into the opening. 
If the perforation be somewhat further from the margin of the cornea, the aqueous can not 
cause a prolapse at the moment of perforation, as there is only a minimum of aqueous behind 
the iris, while that in front of it escapes perpendicularly, or at least at a great angle to it; so 
that it is rather pushed away from the opening. If, however, the lens be absent, or the zonula 
ruptured, the case is different. For then the vitreous has a chance to press into the perfora¬ 
tion, and also push in the portion of iris in front of it. 

The intra-ocular pressure is diminished or removed by the escape of the aqueous, 
and in the intra-ocular vessels the mechanical resistance and muscular contractility 
of their walls alone oppose lateral pressure; if these have suffered, ruptures easily 
occur, a choroidal or retinal hemorrhage takes place, and may prove serious. In a 
normal state of the vessels, this is not to be feared ; here, at most, a dilatation of the 
vessels and subsequent passive hypersemia of the choroid and retina occur. 

a. If the floor of the ulcer simply breaks through, while still thick, and the deeper 
layers have not been affected by the ulceration, the edges will sometimes come 
together and heal by the first intention. Then the aqueous collects again, the iris 
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and lens resume their former positions. This may be repeated several times, and 
healing take place as if there had been no perforation. 

b. If the perforation be small and ulcerated, or a rupture be only partly healed by 
first intention, it often happens that the part of the anterior capsule or iris in contact 
with the opening adheres to it, and thus stops up the wound without entering it; 
whereupon the aqueous again collects, and the anterior chamber is re-established. 

If the perforation is central, a part of the anterior capsule is generally glued to 
the edges of the opening, while the iris remains free; when the aqueous collects, the 
lens is pressed back. Often the capsule breaks loose from the plug that has formed 
in the perforation, or draws a small portion back with it, and the perforation remains 
closed, although the crystalline resumes its natural position. In other cases the en¬ 
tire plug accompanies the lens, the opening is renewed, the aqueous again escapes, 
and this may be repeated several times, until finally the plug has greatly increased in 
size, and remains attached to the edges of the wound, so that it can only partially 
follow the retreating lens. The corneal ulcer may heal with, or more rarely without, 
a cicatrix or superficial opacity; while the remains of the plug on the anterior cap¬ 
sule are absorbed, or cause a chalky deposit, forming a so-called central capsular 
cataract. If the corneal perforation is at 
some distance from the center, with a small 
posterior opening, a portion of the pupillary 
margin, or of the breadth of the iris, becomes 
glued to it (Fig. 5); but this often becomes 
free again, with the reformation of the ante¬ 
rior chamber, the muscles and elasticity of the 
iris commence to act, and they draw back the 
paid glued to the cornea. In adhesions of 
slight extent, detachment follows as a rule the more readily, when the displaced long- 
fibers and sphincter pupillse so act on the point of adhesion c of the iris, that their 
forces, a and b, nearly combine, and the resultant cl is almost a radius of the curva¬ 
ture of the perforated cornea. Frequently no trace of the attachment remains on 
the cornea, occasionally only a speck of iris pigment. Sometimes, under the traction 
of the iris, the attaching plug is drawn out to a few filaments, which subsequently 
rupture and disappear, or are left attached to the corneal cicatrix, and extend thence 
to the iris. In some cases the attachment of the iris remains; this is called partial, 
anterior synechia. 

c. In perforations, w'hose posterior opening exceeds a millet-seed in size, the 
results are generally different. 

If the cornea be perforated in the center, the results may, it is true, be the same 
as, or similar to, those above mentioned. But generally as the pupil is contracted 
by the decrease of intra-ocular pressure, consequent on escape of the aqueous, its 

and adhere to the neoplastic formation plugging the 
perforation (Fig. 6). The capsule, whose middle part 
a is glued to the edges of the perforation, may be 
broken loose by the renewal of the aqueous, and, by 
resorption of the part of the plug remaining attached 
to it, may again become transparent. But the visual 
power remains limited, even when the pupillary 
margin is freed, by the traction of the dilator muscles, 
or partly behind the opacity left by the corneal ulcer 

edges come in contact with 

Fig. 6. 

a 

for the pupil remains -wholly 

Fig. 5. 
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84 PERFORATING ULCER OF CORNEA. 

when healing. But the adhesions are often strong enough to maintain the connec¬ 
tion between the lens and cornea, notwithstanding the pressure of the collecting 
aqueous, so that the anterior chamber is not re-formed. 

If the cornea rupture at a greater distance from the center, as the pupil contracts 
after the escape of the aqueous, its border falls beyond the point of perforation, and 
part of the breadth of the iris enters the opening, and is kept there by the pressure 
of the lens and vitreous. Hence the iris covers the opening without fully closing 
it, the aqueous has free exit; so long as this is possible the condition remains the 
same unless the ulceration progresses. Inflammatory proliferation begins sooner or 
later in the exposed portion of iris which thus becomes glued to the edges of the 
perforation. The aqueous again collects, the lens resumes its position, the iris 
muscles may again act, and if the adhesions are not too firm, the iris may partially 
break loose and the aqueous again escape, and this may be repeated for weeks. 
Finally the adhesions become so firm that the muscular power of the iris cannot 
break them up. The aqueous collecting, now presses against the posterior wall of 
the cornea, and the ills is stretched through the opening as through a frame, and 
extruded in the shape of a vesicle, forming a prolapse of the iris (Fig. 7). This varies 

from the size of a millet-seed to that of a 
pea. The walls of the vesicle are thin, 
hence the slightly illuminated fundus of the 
eye appears black. 

The gradual increase of the vesicle depends 
chiefly on the stretching of the originally ex¬ 
posed portion of iris, which is adherent around 

the edges. An addition to the portion of iris involved only occurs if the neoplastic tissue is torn 
(by the pressure on the vesicle from behind) and gives way somewhat. But this giving way 
is, as a rule, very slight, the resistance of the adhesions being increased by the action of the mus¬ 
cles of the iris, which keep this membrane tense, and strive to draw it away from the opening. 

Not unfrequeutly the vesicle ruptures, especially when it is large, since with the 
extent of the prolapse the amount of the intra-ocular pressure acting on it increases. 
After this second rupture the edges unite, the vesicle forms again, etc. Finally 
after a perforation, the walls of the vesicle folded together are united by inflam¬ 
matory product to a plug which thickens more and more, and after closure of the 
opening offers sufficient opposition to the pressure of the aqueous, and becomes a 
flat corneal cicatrix, into which the prolapsed portion of iris is transformed, leaving 
only a little mass of black pigment. The iris is then adherent around the posterior 
border of the cicatrix. Under such circumstances the pupil is free, at most a little 
elongated, but quite movable, and as the opacity is to one side, vision is good or 
only limited. This limitation is mostly dependent on the loss of function caused 
by the attachment of the iris, and not on the covering of the pupil. 

But the case is less favorable when a portion of the pupillary margin of the iris 
is attached to the perforation. This may occur at the time of the perforation; or 
when a part of the breadth of the iris was originally exposed, it may happen from 
an extension of the ulceration. At other times its immediate cause is the partial de¬ 
liquescence of the product that glues the exposed portion of iris to the edges of the 
ulcer; for, in the latter case, the parts of the iris attached to the borders of the 
opening are easily torn loose by the pressure of the aqueous, and the pupillary 
margin of the part engaged is driven into the perforation by the escaping aqueous. 

If the ulceration does not proceed further, the prolapsed pupillary portion re- 
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Fig. 8. 

mains glued to the edges of the perforation, and the opening is closed by the for¬ 
mation of a plug (Fig. 8) which posteriorly is in 
contact with the lens and vitreous. Subsequently, 
while the lens, under the pressure of the collecting 
aqueous humor, again becomes free, the newly- 
formed mass gradually thickens to a cicatrix, to 
which, naturally, the engaged part of the pupillary 
zone of iris remains attached. Thus, in proportion 
to the amount of the border engaged, the pupil is lessened, and falls partly or en¬ 
tirely behind the corneal opacity, so that vision is more or less impaired. 

This state is made still worse by the fact that when the aqueous escapes the pupil 
contracts, so that even with a small perforation a relatively large proportion of the 
pupillary margin is brought in contact with its edge and there retained. Besides, 
after the closure of the perforation, the iris muscles begin to act, but the circular 
muscle has gained a fixed point at the plug, toward which it contracts. Thus it suc¬ 
cessively brings new portions of pupil near the plug and renders their attachment 
possible, especially when the iris tissue is extensively inflamed. In fact where the 
pupillary margin is thus exposed and subsequently attached to the cornea, we often 
see (especially in peripheral perforations) the opposite half of the iris distorted to¬ 
ward the corneal perforation, and the center of the pupil is displaced in the same 
direction. The pupil then becomes elongated, even slit-shaped, and the margin 
furthest from the perforation gradually approaches it; in some cases it even reaches 
the perforation and becomes adherent to it, so that the pupil is entirely closed. 

If the exposed portion of the pupillary zone is somewhat extensive, that is, if the diameter 
of the perforation is considerable and the pupillary margin falls near the central border qf the 
opening, after it has become adherent, the exposed portion of iris may be expanded to a vesicle, 
while its margin remains attached to the central border of the perforation. Sometimes it also 
happens that not only the part of the iris in question, but a part of the plug to which the 
pupillary margin is attached is protruded, and hence arises a prolapse whose central portion 
consists of newly-formed substance. 

d. In perforations where the posterior opening exceeds the size of a pea, even 
where it is peripheral, a portion of the pupillary margin almost always becomes 
engaged. The lens pushing it forward, the exposed portion of iris is retained in 
contact with the posterior wall of the cornea, where it inflames, begins to proliferate 
and becomes attached to the edges of the perforation. The contracted pupil is at 
the same time closed by a plug of exudation substance, which is attached on the one 
side to the anterior capsule, on the other to the opening in the cornea. If the pro¬ 
cess continues, granulations soon form on the exposed portion of iris, which gra¬ 
dually thicken and close the opening with a cicatrix. Frequently after its attach¬ 
ment to the margin of the perforation, the aqueous, pressing from behind, bulges 
the iris out into the form of a vesicle, as large as a pea or bean, causing a prolapse 

of the iris, which is usually called a partial iris 
staphyloma (Fig. 9). This vesicle may burst, 
and the collapsed wall form the foundation for 
a flat cicatrix. But the vesicle often continues, 
the walls develop and change to a thick cicatri¬ 
cial tissue, and a partial cicatricial staphyloma 
is the result. 

In these large perforations, the lens and part 

Fig. 9. 
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of the vitreous not nnfrequently escape at the moment of rupture or subsequently.. 
The globe collapses, and, as a consequence of the entire removal of intra-ocular pressure, 
marked hyperemia of the uvea and retina result. The perforation generally closes 
in a few days, since, by collapse of the globe, the edges of the corneal opening ap¬ 
proach each other, and the perforation is also partly covered by the prolapsed 
portion of iris, and the pupil is obliterated. Subsequently the prolapsed iris be¬ 
comes adherent to the edges of the perforation, and forms the foundation for a more 
or less extensive and thick corneal cicatrix, which may remain as such or become a 
partial cicatricial staphyloma. But usually the cicatrix remains flat and even, the 
non-ulcerated portion of cornea shrinks up, the anterior half of the eye flattens and 
atrophies. In many cases, after partial evacuation of the globe, intense inflammation 
of its remaining contents occurs. On account of the hyperEemia resulting from 
absence of intra-ocular pressure, there may be hemorrhage, and the cornea, iris, and 
even a great part of the choroid and retina may suffer from purulent inflammation; 
the pus is evacuated and the collapsed globe finally shrinks to the size of a pea or 
hazel-nut. 

In rare cases, at the moment of perforation, the vitreous advances so suddenly, that part of 
the retina adherent to its outer wall is torn loose from the ora serrata, prolapses and becomes 
attached to the cicatrix. Where there was previous disease of the choroid, vessels also burst 
and a mass of blood is poured out between choroid and sclera, sometimes to such an extent as 
to loosen the former from the latter entirely ; or even the ciliary muscle is ruptured, and the 
blood flows outward. What remains coagulates and organizes, while the eye gradually atrophies. 

e. If the cornea is destroyed by purulent inflammation or necrosis, of course the 
lens and vitreous escape more easily, and in such cases phthisis of the globe fre¬ 
quently results. Cases, however, occur where the lens retains its normal relation to 
the ciliary body and preserves its integrity, or where only the anterior capsule is tom 
and the nucleus of the lens evacuated. Then the iris appears stretched behind the ab¬ 
normal opening, the pupil is contracted and is soon closed by a neoplastic plug, which 
posteriorly unites intimately until the anterior capsule. The iris proliferates, swells, 
becomes more vascular, and fleshy warts arise on its surface. By these its exterior 
zone is united with the ulcerated edges of the perforation. Subsequently this new 
formation thickens to a cicatrix, which gradually contracts to a round or oval plate as 
large as a pea. The anterior zone of the sclera is thus deviated toward the optic axis, 
and is not uufrequently much flattened; while the globe, as a whole, atrophies. 

Moreover, it not unfrequently happens that, after closure of the pupil and attach¬ 
ment of its margin to the anterior capsule, the exposed iris is partly or entirely 
bulged out by the collecting aqueous into a vesicular protrusion, beyond the scleral 
opening. This is called total iris-staphyloma. 

If the entire iris is prolapsed, the zenith of 
the vesicle usually appears unbilicated (Fig. 
10), as the plug closing the pupil does not 
stretch so much as the iris itself. This re¬ 
sult supposes, of course, that the plug has 
loosened from the anterior capsule, or that 
the zonula has ruptured and the lens has 
followed the plug into the concavity of the 
staphyloma. Where the anterior capsule 

maintains its normal position, and the pupillary margin of the iris has not broken 
loose from it, the bulging can only occur at one or more parts, while the remainder 

Fig. 10. 
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of tlis iris and its pupillary zone maintain their normal position, and gradually 
change to a flat cicatrix. The staphyloma then usually appears puffed up in places. 

The protrusion is not always equal at all points. Not unfrequently adhesions 
form between the posterior surface of the iris and the anterior capsule, which 
present obstacles to the protruding action of the aqueous; they are often stretched 
out to threads before they rupture, and they retract certain points on the surface of 
the iris. In other cases the tissue of the iris itself thickens, and at certain points of 
the vesicle, tendinous opacities form which are less extensible. In both cases the sur¬ 
face of the staphyloma appears uneven (Fig. 11), with furrows running in different di¬ 
rections. It acquires a distant resemblance 
to a bunch of grapes, hence the name sta¬ 
phyloma iriclis racemosum. 

Staphyloma of the ills may burst and 
again fill up, or after repeated ruptures may 
remain folded up, and give rise to a flat cic¬ 
atrix, or the walls may thicken and form 
a complete corneal staphyloma. Then the 
eyeball is generally enlarged, though its 
deeper structures may atrophy. 

Treatment.—The indications are to limit and suppress the suppuration, to 
present the best circumstances for a cure, to shun the secondary accidents, and 
lessen, as far as possible, bad results. 

1. The same means may be used to hinder suppuration, and thus arrest the pro¬ 
gressing destruction of the cornea, as in other forms of keratitis. Of course the 
cause must first be removed. Occasionally this suffices to induce the process to re¬ 
cede. In the neuroparalytic form especially the application of a protective band¬ 
age, which keeps off injurious influences and may prevent abnormal dryness, usu¬ 
ally suffices to cause resorption of existing infiltration or cicatrization of ulcers. 
The indications for treatment depend greatly on the intensity of the existing 
symptoms of irritation. 

a. When the process begins with decided symptoms of vascular and nervous ir¬ 
ritation, and so long as it progresses with great hypersemia, chemotic swelling of the 
neighboring vascular parts, as well as with great local elevation of temperature; strict 
antiphlogistic regimen, cold applications, and, if required, local blood-letting, are 
indicated. Besides these, instillations of atropine repeated several times daily, and, 
when the affection is very painful, hypodermic injections of morphia are required. 

b. Where the vascular as well as the nervous symptoms are only moderate ; be¬ 
sides suitable regimen, we will only need to use the protective bandage, and one or 
two instillations of atropine daily. The mydriatic is dangerous, however, if the 
abscess is so situated that a prolapse of the pupillary portion of the iris is to be 
feared should perforation of the cornea occur while the pupil is dilated; under 
such circumstances it had better be avoided if possible. 

e. If the abscess is developed with relatively slight vascular irritation but in¬ 
tense ciliary neurosis, hypodermic injections of morphia should be combined with 
the energetic use of atropiine and the protective bandage. If this does not lessen 
the severe nervous symptoms, we may have a trusty nurse apply temporarily (and 
alternately with the protective bandage) compresses wet with warm water or chamo¬ 
mile tea of about 100° F. 

At the same, time the atropine is to be continued; occasionally the sufferings of the patient 
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are very much eased by this procedure, without our having to fear much extension of the 
abscess. Perhaps this result is due to a diminution of tension in the cornea. 

But so soon as the ciliary neurosis recedes, that is, when the pain is lessened or 
removed, the warm applications should be given up. Their too long continuance 
usually causes severe conjunctival hypefsemia, or even inflammation, and may lead 
to annoying increase of suppuration of the cornea (Graefe, Classen, Stavenhagen). 

In the greater number of cases this method of treatment will be found sufficient. 
But it may occur that the remedies named have no effect, or that the irritation, 
especially the exceedingly painful ciliary neurosis lessens, while the suppuration 
continues; the inflammatory product extends further in the adjacent cornea and thus 
causes it to be destroyed, that is, the inflammatory point extends ancl is finally 
connected with iritis, and often with hypopyon, and thus the eye is completely 
lost by phthisis of the cornea or suppurative panophthalmitis. 

This resistance of the disease to remedies which are at other times effectual, may 
be thus explained. Resorption is difficult when there is a great amount of puru¬ 
lent infiltration, and is not quite enough to prevent a perforation. But this perfora¬ 
tion does not always occur by the shortest way, but very frequently not until the 
pus has become widely distributed and a large portion of the cornea is destroyed. 
Besides, the advancing destruction of the cornea is not always to be ascribed to the 
inflammation and the deliquescing properties of the infiltration, but in part to the 
decided pressure under which the infiltrated and the tissue adjacent to it are placed. 
It has been sufficiently shown how destructive is pressure to the nutrition of in¬ 
filtrated tissue. 

From what has been said, we see that the direct indication is to evacuate masses 
of pus in which these evils are threatened, or at least by relaxation of the tension of 
the cornea to place it in less danger. Indeed it is a recognized fact shown by ex¬ 
perience, that suppuration in the cornea heals rapidly after perforation and prolapse 
of the iris have occurred. It does not then advance, but the material that can not 
be healed is thrown off, the floor of the ulcer clears up, and it soon heals. We were 
thus led to imitate this natural process, but at the same time to avoid any further 
loss of substance and prolapse of his. Paracentesis of the cornea thus became a 
means of treatment. 

This operation appears to be especially indicated— 
1. In large abscesses and onyces. 
2. In abscesses which have opened posteriorly, but which fill up rapidly and 

show a great disposition to extension. 
3. In suppurations of any kind accompanied by intense vascular and nervous ir¬ 

ritation, ancl when the tissue is exposed to great pressure on account of the amount 
of the infiltration. 

4. The evacuation of pus into the anterior chamber, or even into the deeper parts 
of the eye, renders the indication more decided, even renders it absolutely necessary. 

According to the above, the object of the operation is not by any means simply the evacua¬ 
tion of the infiltration. If it were so, it would be fruitless in most cases. For pus that is fluid 
and capable of being evacuated, is rarely found at a time when paracentesis could serve as a 
preventive against progressing destruction of the cornea. In spite of this, even in these cases 
the result of paracentesis is often beneficial. The pain is usually lessened or altogether 
removed, and frequently the progress of the abscess, as well as the destruction of the corneal 
elements, in it are arrested. It is, moreover, certain that the same results are attained when the 
puncture is made outside of the abscess in the sound cornea. 
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TRANSVERSE SECTION OE CORNEAL ULCER. S9 

This rather disproves the recently urged necessity of evacuating the abscess at all hazards; 
for this purpose it was recommended to enter the abscess at its lower extremity, and pass from 
it to the anterior chamber at its upper border. Thus the aqueous humor would flow through 
and thoroughly wash it out; any pus remaining is to be picked away with toothed forceps. It 
is said that in this manner a cure will be assisted, since the aqueous will not evert the edges of 
the inner wound by pushing them into the track of the wound, and thus prevent union (A. 
Weber). 

If an abscess lias been partly or entirely emptied by paracentesis or spontaneous 
rupture, and its anterior wall then appears thin, and there is little prospect of its 
continuing intact, it is best to remove it with the sharp edge of a Daviel’s spoon, so 
as to change the cavity of the abscess to an open ulcer. When undertaking the 
operation we must always remember that the diseases demanding paracentesis arc 
in themselves serious, and that the operation does not by any means offer a certainly 
favorable result, but rather that in spite of it the process continues, and may result 
badly. 

Undoubtedly much of this want of success is due to the fact that the opening 
readily closes again, the unfavorable conditions return before the resolution of the 
disease is assured. We should therefore make the opening as broad as possible, 
and in urgent cases often reopen it by means of Daviel’s spoon, or a delicate spatula. 

The frequent insufficiency of one paracentesis led to the trial of iridectomy at a time when 
the iris was considered to be drawn into the process (Graefe, Mooren, Classen). The results 
on the whole were satisfactory. This may be explained by the large opening, and the more 
difficult consolidation of the line of union, without supposing that the cutting off of the iris 
had anything to do with it. The peripheric linear section with the small knife is now pre¬ 
ferred to the lance-shaped' knife (Graefe). Yet even iridectomy has not answered all the ex¬ 
pectations (Saemisch). 

Yery recently it is believed that the proper treatment has been found in a free 
transverse section of the purulent collection. This operation is performed on ulcers 
which are very much inclined to extend superficially, especially toward one side, 
and which are apt to be complicated with iritis. The eyeball is fixed, the lids held 
apart, while a Graefe’s cataract knife is entered on the outer border of the cornea 
within the still healthy corneal substance, carried rapidly through the anterior 
chamber, and brought out on sound tissue, so that the floor of the ulcer shall, as 
it were, be halved, doing this last by a sort of sawing motion. The eye is then 
covered by a simple compress, and treated with atropine. But since the wound 
will close within an hour, or even earlier, in order to be certain of an effect it 
should be opened with a delicate spatula, at first twice a day, hut subsequently at 
longer intervals {Saemisch). The results of this treatment are very highly spoken 
of. Yet we should not decide as to the relative value of this operation over a 
simple paracentesis until further comparisons have been made. It is certainly a 
much more severe procedure. 

After paracentesis of the cornea the protective bandage should be applied, the 
patient should be kept in bed, while a general antiphlogistic regimen is maintained. 
In all cases an atropine solution should be repeatedly dropped in the eye. But if 
the extension of the purulent infiltration and the severity of the inflammation forbid 
the hope that enough of the cornea will be preserved for an artificial pupil, it is 
advisable to favor suppuration by means of compresses dipped in warm water, or 
hy the application of poultices, and thus prevent the suppuration from lasting for 
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90 PARACENTESIS OF CORNEA. 

weeks, and finally even endangering the general condition of the patient. In total 
abscesses of the cornea, especially when it is an accompaniment of suppurative pan¬ 
ophthalmitis, such a treatment after paracentesis and partial evacuation of the pus 
from the globe is especially to be recommended. 

d. In the case of ulcerations which are not irritable, but which steadily advance, 
especially superficially, very carefully applied warm compresses, alternating with 
the bandage, and the instillation of an atropine solution, are apt to do good. A 
little reaction is usually seen after this treatment: the conjunctiva and episcleral 
tissue become injected and swell somewhat, the eye becomes more sensitive, and an 
opaque line of demarcation forms around the ulcer, over which the pus with diffi¬ 
culty advances. 

Generally speaking, the rule is to make the applications the warmer, the less the 
irritation. Yet the temperature should never exceed 106° F. As fast as the reaction 
sets in, the heat of the applications should be lessened, and finally only the bandage 
and atropine employed. In case the reaction is very great, we may perhaps be 
obliged to employ cold applications, leeches, and so on. The existence of iritis and 
hypopyon where there is no irritation, does not contraindicate the hot applications. 

The cause has also no influence on the indications for this treatment (Graefe). 
With careless patients and attendants warm compresses are apt to be harmful, and 
the bandage may as well be substituted for them. 

e. & f. Irritating agents are to be used in chronic ulcers which exist for weeks 
continually secreting a small amount of pus, and which resist all treatment, but 
steadily advance in depth and surface; also in ulcerative losses of substance, which, 
after having cleared up, do not show the slightest tendency to fill up, and which re¬ 
main for weeks with an entire absence of all symptoms of firritation. They are to 
be used with care. Their object is the excitation of the nutritive process in the 
cornea, and thus favor the formation of new comeal tissue. The applications most 
to be recommended are the ointment of the yellow oxydof mercury, and penciling! 
with pure or dilute tincture of opium. Warm compresses do very little good in 
such cases. 

The use of solutions containing lead as well as the instillation of collyria of 
acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, sulphate of zinc and copper, in which there is lau¬ 
danum, should be avoided. These solutions readily form precipitates on the floor 
of the ulcer, which adhere very firmly, and when used for a long time become in- 
crusted, and since they become covered over by granulations, become actually in- 
capsulated and leave dense opacities. 

More dangerous still the use of the real caustics, especially the much-vaunted ni¬ 
trate of silver. Even the most careful and delicate touching of the base of the ulcer 
with nitrate of silver in substance, is apt, on account of the ready solubility of the 
pure agent, to cause great destruction of tissue, and thus considerably enlarge the 
ulcer. Besides, the reaction after such a procedure is usually very severe, and in 
consequence the suppuration is increased instead of lessened, and the loss of sub¬ 
stance grows larger. 

2. When the inflammation has passed its higlit, and the diminution of the accom¬ 
panying irritation shows that it is on a decline, when the ulcer has ceased to en¬ 
large, we will find any very active treatment to be useless, and it may even prevent 
healing. The treatment should then be confined to the removal of all harmful in¬ 
fluences, to which end the eyes should be carefully protected, especially by the 
wearing of a bandage. When the sensitiveness of the eye is completely removed, and 
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IRRITANTS IN CHRONIC ULCERS. 91 

the loss of substance of the cornea is completely filled up, the patient may gradu¬ 
ally, and with the greatest care, return to his ordinary employment. 

If, after the ulcer has filled up, an opacity remains, we may try the insufflation 
of calomel, and subsequently the ointment of the yellow oxyd of mercury for the 
purpose of clearing it up. But these agents should be used with the greatest care 
and at first only experimentally. 

3. Besides these general indications the peculiar circumstances of each case of 
suppuration will furnish a number of special ones, whose exact carrying out is not 
less necessary, if we desire that the treatment shall in some degree answer the above 
detailed requirements. 

In open ulcers we should pay especial attention to any projection forward or 
bulging of the base of the ulcer. 

Since we have no means of increasing the resisting power of the thinned cornea, 
we should avoid with the greatest care the momentary increase of the intra-ocular 
pressure. The use of the protective bandage is the best means of accomplishing 
this. Of course it increases the intra-ocular pressure, but, since it acts directly upon 
the anterior wall of the globe, it neutralizes the intra-ocular pressure in part, exactly 
in the position in which this can do harm. It is also of the greatest importance 
to avoid powerful contraction of the recti muscles. For this purpose we may 
advise rest, best in the recumbent posture, and especially should the patient avoid 
sneezing, coughing, vomiting, straining at stool, crying, stooping the head quickly, 
and so on. 

When the extent of the purulent collection and the intensity of the inflammatory 
symptoms forbid all hope of saving a sufficient portion of the cornea for an artificial 
pupil, it is advisable to hasten the formation of pus by warm applications, and thus pre¬ 
vent the suppuration from going on for weeks, and injuring the general health of the 
patient. In total abscess of the cornea, where it is one of the symptoms of purulent 
panophthalmitis, the above proceeding is especially to be recommended after paracen¬ 
tesis. In desperate cases the enucleation of the globe is then sometimes justifiable. 

In open ulcers, besides assisting the formation of pus, we must attend to any 
bulging out of the floor of the ulcer. The cornea should be supported by a “ pro¬ 
tective bandage,” in spite of the fact that the total intra-ocular pressure is thus 
increased. If cold be indicated at the same time, ice compresses may be used to act 
by their weight and temperature. They diminish intra-ocular pressure by lessening 
the amount of blood in the eye. Spasm of the recti muscles should be prevented 
as much as possible, by having the patient remain in bed, and avoid sneezing, cough¬ 
ing, straining, &c. 

In extensive deep ulcers, this does not always suffice to prevent perforation. 
Hence, if this is imminent, it is advisable to perform paracentesis at the thinnest part 
of the floor of the ulcer, after a previous dilatation of the pupil. Or, in case there 
is a large central ulcer which renders it probable that there will be a thick cicatrix, 
which will require an artificial pupil, we may try an iridectomy. This often pre¬ 
vents an extensive rupture and an enlargement of the opening by progressive de¬ 
struction of the floor of the ulcer. 

In restive and struggling patients, it is advisable to undertake the operation under anaes¬ 
thetics, in order to prevent strong contractions of the muscles. The eye should be covered by 
a protective bandage while the anaesthetic is being given. There will always be some diffi¬ 
culty in performing the operation, and the ulcer often ruptures in consequence of the great 
muscular contraction before the incision is made, or, at least, before it is completed. 
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92 ULCERS OF CORNEA-TREATMENT. 

After artificial or spontaneous perforation, antiphlogistic regimen, but especially 
rest and tlie application of a pressure bandage, are strongly indicated. In this case 
the pressure bandage also has the object of increasing to some extent the much 
diminished intra-ocular pressure, and lessening the tendency to passive congestion, 
hemorrhage, and inflammations of the deeper parts of the eye. 

A second very important and never-to-be-neglected rule is the removal of the 
pupillary margin from the vicinity of the thin part of the ulcer. Where the perfo¬ 
ration appears probable, or even possible, as well as when it is to be artificially pro¬ 
duced, it must be remembered that the attachment of the pupillary margin to the 
edges of the perforation injures the eye as an optical instrument more than the 
attachment of a part from the breadth of the iris or the anterior capsule. 

In small ulcers, and particularly in cases where the floor of the ulcer is deeply 
excavated at a very circumscribed spot, and perforation threatens, these requirements 
are easily fulfilled. If such an ulcer or the thinnest part of an extensive ulcer be 
near the center of the cornea, the pupil must be dilated as much as possible. In 
peripheral ulcers it must be contracted. If the perforation is to be expected at about 
the middle point of one of the meridians of the cornea, the pupil may be either 
much contracted or much dilated. But inasmuch as the means for continued dila¬ 
tation of the pupil are more trustworthy than those for its contraction, the former 
is preferable. It is well known that the mydriatics serve to dilate the pupil, and 
keep it dilated; for the opposite purpose we use the preparations of calabar-bean. 
If the perforation has already occurred, and a part of the iris distant from the 
pupil lies over or in the opening, the activity of the sphincter must not be weak¬ 
ened by the use of mydriatics; but, on the contrary, if a slight irritant would not 
be dangerous, calabar preparations should be used. But in all other cases atropine 
should be used to keep the pupillary margin away from the opening, and prevent 
the adhesion of large portions of it with the exudation plug. 

In peripheral and very small perforations, the perfect action of the contractor of the pupil 
is of great use, because, after restoration of the anterior chamber, it facilitates the separation 
of the portion of iris attached to the edges of the wound. But in more extensive perforations, 
where the formation of an anterior synechia is not to be avoided, it seconds the opposition of 
the adhesions to the traction of the part of the iris which is exposed and bulged forward by 
the aqueous, and may thus impede the repeated opening of the anterior chamber, and especially 
may prevent any of the pupillary margin from being subsequently pressed into the opening. 

If the prolapse bulges forward, and the vesicle increases more and more, on account 
of the relative increase of the pressure on its posterior wall, it is possible that, in 
spite of the contraction of the sphincter, the adherent new formations may give way, 
and the pupillary margin may be pressed into the opening. To prevent this, the 
projecting piece of iris should be snipped off with a pair of scissors curved on the 
flat, and a protective bandage worn till the perforation has completely healed. 

Cauterization of the prolapsed portion of iris is very dangerous. The subsequent reaction 
is very severe, and injurious iritis not unfrequently occurs. Instillation of laudanum is also 
harmful, as, on account of the severe pain that this remedy causes, strong contractions of the 
muscles of the eye are usually produced, and these may cause enlargement of the prolapse, 
new perforations, and even prolapse of the pupillary margin. Attempts to reduce prolapse of 
the iris by means of sounds or other instruments are fruitless, and, on account of the mechani¬ 
cal irritation they cause, are dangerous. 
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If the ulceration be extensive, and a large perforation is to be feared, mydriatics 
are always to be used. Of course we can rarely remove the pupillary margin from 
the vicinity of the future perforation. Mydriatics are useful from the fact that if 
the pupil is widely dilated when a prolapse occurs, a relatively smaller part of its 
extent becomes engaged in the opening than when the pupil is contracted; and the 
resulting corneal cicatrix is less apt to impair vision. 

We should here remark that, under such circumstances, instillation of atropine may readily 
prove dangerous in anxious and restive patients; for they usually contract the muscles of the 
eye with all their power, at the moment the lids are opened and the solution dropped in. Thus, 
not only perforation of the cornea, but evacuation of the lens and vitreous, may he caused. 
In such cases it is advisable simply to depress the lower lid with the finger, and paint its inner 
surface with a strong (three to four grains to 5 j.) solution of sulphate of atropia. 

If the cornea is already largely perforated, and a considerable portion of the iris 
with its pupillary margin exposed, the indications are to oppose the protrusion or 
staphyloma of the iris and malcurvature of the now ulcerated portions of cornea. A 
pressure bandage is here absolutely necessary, and it must be carefully worn till 
complete cicatrization of the cornea has occurred. 

If staphyloma of the iris be already developed, it is best to split it from end to 
end with a cataract knife, or to remove part of it by passing a cataract knife 
through its base and cutting off the flap thus formed with scissors curved on the flat. 
After either operation a pressure bandage must be worn till complete cicatrization. 
(See treatment of cicatricial staphyloma.) Simple paracentesis of the staphyloma is 
less certain in its results and must often be repeated. 

If the lens and part of the vitreous be already gone, we must try to prevent 
further injuries, and limit as much as possible the formation of pus by the applica¬ 
tion of the pressure bandage, and regulating the diet, &c., of the patient. If, how¬ 
ever, phthisis of the globe fairly begins, it is best to hasten suppuration by warm 
applications, and thus terminates the process. 

Opening the Anterior Chamber—Paracentesis of the Cornea. 

Indications.—The operation appears to be indicated—• 
a. In extensive abscesses in the cornea, when it is desired to evacuate fluid pro¬ 

ducts or to remove a pressure injurious to the tissue, or to prevent the protrusion and 
rupture of the floor of an ulcer. 

t. For the purpose of removing large quantities of pus, blood, swelled portions 
of cataract, &c. 

c. Perhaps in diffuse keratitis, for the sake of relaxation. 

Quite recently it is said that a kind of magic remedy has been found in systematic and un¬ 
limited repetitions of paracentesis, that its influence on the nutrition benefits almost all possible 
diseases, removes commencing congestion and atrophy, cures cataract, glaucoma, <fcc. (Sperino). 
Unprejudiced observations, however, have destroyed these unbounded hopes and shown the 
operation to be ineffective. 

Operation.—The patient should lie down. The lids should be opened as 
Fide as possible, and held so, while a lance-shaped knife is passed obliquely 
through the abscess into the anterior chamber (Fig. 13), making a wound one and a 
half to two lines long. The incision should always be made at some distance 
from the margin of the cornea, and obliquely to its surfaces, because prolapse of 
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the iris is thus best avoided. It is hardly necessary to remark that, after 
traversing Descemet’s membrane, the point of the knife should be turned, 
to avoid wounding the anterior capsule. 

Immediately after the operation, 
a secure and well-fitting pressure 
bandage should be applied, the pa¬ 
tient kept quietly in bed, and other¬ 
wise treated as after the formation 
of an artificial pupil. After two 
days the wound is usually healed 
and the danger caused by the opera¬ 
tion is over. 

[A stop knife is safer for the 
performance of paracentesis than 
the ordinary lance-sliaped knife.] 

Authorities.—Roser, A. f. O. II. 2. 
S. 151.—A. Weber, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 322. 
—Graefe, ibid. II. 2. S. 241, VI. 2. S. 
133, IX. 2. S. 147, X. 2. S. 204.—Sdm- 
isch u. Payenstecher, kl. Beobacht. Wies¬ 
baden, 1862. II. S. 99.—Hasner, Entwurf einer anat. Begriind. der Augenkr. Prag, 
1847, S. 109; kl. Vortrage, Prag, 1860, S. 165 and 171 .—Junge, A. f. O. V. 2. S. 200.— 
Sperino, Etudes clin. sur l’evacuation de rhumeur aq. Turin, 1862 and kl. Monatbl. 
1863, S. 87.—Stellwag, Ammon’s Zeitschr. f. ophth. IX. S. 490, Zeitschr. der Wiener 
Aerzte. 1856. S. 181. 

Graefe, A. f. O. III. 2. S. 437; XII. 2. S. 118, 203, 250; XIV. 3. S. 140.—Stellwag, 
Ophthal. I. S. 314, Nota 50 u. f.—Gouvea, Arehiv. f. Aug. u. Ohrenheilkd. I. S. 106, 
120.— Virchow, Klebs, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 254, 255.—Frank., Casper’s Wochenschr. 
1846. Nr. 45.—Fischer, Lehrbuch, S. 275.—Hirschberg, kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 282.— 
Arlt, Lehrbuoh. I. S. 211. — Crisholm, Virchow’s Jahresberieht, 1868, II. S. 401.—Sim- 
rock, Canstatt’s Jahresber. 1863, III. S. 107.—Stavenhagen, kl. Beobachtgn. S. 59.— 
Classen, A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 506, 508.—Mooren, Ophth. Beitrttge. S. 99, 100, 181.— 
Sdmisch, das Ulcus Corneae, Bonn, 1870.—Canstatt, Anal, d’ocul. 14. S. 157.—Schir- 
mer, klin. Monatbl. 1868, S. 282.—Ricgler, die Turkei und ihre Bewohner, Wien II. 
S. 110.—B clc, Danielsen, Traite de la spedalsked, Paris, 1848, S. 271.—Seegen, Wien. 
Med. Wochenschrift, 1866, Nos. 23-25.—Stavenhagen, kl. Beobachtimgen, S. 59. 

Fig. 13. 
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Results of Keratitis. 

1. PANNUS. 

Pathology.—By pannus, a vascular, superficial cloudiness of the cornea is gen¬ 
erally understood. Chronic keratitis, therefore, often comes under the head of 
pannus. But in the strict sense, pannus is the product of a precedent inflammation, 
in which the change of tissue, as shown by the formation of new elements, has 
ceased, and the nutritive process is confined to the maintenance or advance of the 
neoplasia already formed by the inflammation. Where the inflammatory prolifera¬ 
tion is very prominent, we should speak not simply of pannus, but of inflamed pan¬ 
nus or keratitis pannosa. 

In the lower grades of pannus, pannus tenuis, we find the same pathological changes as in 
vascular keratitis. The elements are only further advanced in development. 

In the higher grades, pannus crassus, under the thickened epithelium is found a layer of 
the character of connective tissue, which is filled with vessels. 

The stratum, of closely-grouped neoplastic cells lying under Bowman’s membrane has also 
changed to connective tissue, or at least shows the inclination so to do, by prolongation of the 
growing cells and development of striated intercellular substance. It produces also newly- 
formed vessels, some of which pass obliquely into the cornea and disappear. Moreover Bow¬ 
man’s membrane appears thus to be destroyed, so that the subjacent connective-tissue layer 
apparently unites with that developed under the epithelium ( Wedl, Iwanoff). 

Symptoms.—Pannus tenuis is, as a rule, confined to limited portions of the 
cornea, and in relatively recent cases has the symptoms of vascular keratitis. In the 
former as in the latter we find a cloudy, rough appearance, and anastomotic vessels 
running toward the edges. But in old cases the surface of the cornea appears less 
rough, although dull, and has a more grayish and vascular cloudiness. 

Pannus crassus, carnosus or sarcomatosus, generally spreads over the whole 
cornea. In recent cases, it appears as a superficial, dull, and rough translucent 
gray-yellowish or reddish layer, with a net-work of coarse vessels, which spreads 
over the cornea, and is immediately connected with the limbus conjuuctivalis. In 
highly developed cases, warty-looking bodies project from the cornea, which then 
sometimes resembles a granulating wound. In more advanced cases these dry up, 
and the pannus layer changes gradually to a thick, hard, tendinous layer. This 
again is in many cases covered by a layer of loose connective tissue, which is imme¬ 
diately connected with the limbus conjunctivalis, and is, as it were, a continuation 
of the conjunctiva. 

The pannous vessels of the cornea, which in all their properties most resemble 
veins (Coccius), unite at its margin into thick trunks, which lie mostly in the con¬ 
junctiva proper, and run toward its reflection, where they enter the orbital vessels. 
They may be moved with the ocular conjunctiva. In the episcleral tissue, such 
coarse, enlarged vessels are more rarely found near the corneal margin. 
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96 CAUSES OF PAOTUS. 

In pure pannus the episcleral tissue is, as a rule, but slightly injected, and great 
pain and photophobia are also absent. The patient is mostly troubled by disturb¬ 
ance of vision. In this and in the stability of the symptoms lie the diagnostic signs 
between pannus and superficial vascular keratitis. 

Where the episcleral tissue appears strongly injected with a net-work of vessels 
around the cornea, and local elevation of temperature, excessive flow of hot tears, 
pain, and photophobia are present, there is either a keratitis, or a new inflammation 
is developed in a case of pannus. A variety of symptoms occur, also, from the dif¬ 
ference of the pathogenetic causes of the disease. 

Causes.—1. In most cases the pannus is a corneal trachoma, and occurs with gran¬ 
ular lids ; the trachomatous development has passed from the granular conjunctiva 
to the superficial layer of the cornea, and there caused those changes that are desig¬ 
nated as pannus. Pannus, as above described, comes especially under this form. 
The typical pannus crassus occurs almost solely in high degrees of trachoma. 

The keratitis, from which the pannus is developed, often comes on simultaneously with the 
conjunctival trachoma, or at least in the early stages, but just as often the pannus comes on 
late, or even first occurs in old cases of trachoma. 

Besides the anatomical connection between the conjunctiva and the surface of the cornea, 
other clearly external causes take part in the production of pannus; such as the use of too 
irritating remedies in the treatment of keratitis ; or extensive conjunctival cicatrices, which may 
act as foreign bodies, from the roughness of their surfaces. 

In the same way, tough, hard, conjunctival granulations may cause pannus. Such cases form 
a link between pannus trachomatosus and pannus traumaticus. 

2. Pure traumatic pannus is caused by the continued action of mechanical or 
chemical injuries to the cornea. The most common causes are cilia brought against 
the cornea, foreign bodies in the conjunctival sac, the untimely use of irritating 
ointments, collyria, &c., and the action of the atmosphere in ectropion, lagoph¬ 
thalmos or exophthalmos. 

Mechanical injuries acting only on one part of the cornea are often followed by partial pan¬ 
nus ; at least the change occurs most markedly at the point of irritation. As a peculiarity of 
this form of pannus it is to be mentioned that near the superficial vascular pannous layer, leu- 
comata of the deeper layers may very frequently be observed. 

3. A third species is herpetic pannus, the result of continued herpetic eruption. 
It usually appears under the form of pannus tenuis, and is confined to the cornea. 
If it attains the grade of pannus crassus it1 is generally combined with herpetic con¬ 
junctival pannus. The characteristics of this special form are peculiar herpetic 
nodules, cicatrices, exfoliations, and fresh efflorescences scattered in the pannous layer. 
It is often combined with trachomatous pannus. 

Course.—If left to itself, pannus runs on for months or years without much 
change. The renewals of inflammation are important in a prognostic and thera¬ 
peutic point of view, for they sometimes recur in spite of all treatment, are painful 
to the patient, and lead to incurable difficulties. 

Results.—Pannus, up to a certain grade, may possibly be cured without leafing 
an opacity, provided it has not become chronic. Pannus tenuis alone is cured spon¬ 
taneously, and this occurs only while it is recent, when the causes are entirely re¬ 
moved and under very favorable circumstances. Where the circumstances are 
less favorable, the pannus is changed to a non-vascular, superficial, or to a more 
or less thick tendinous opacity, or even to a fibrous membrane, which covers 
the corneal surface, and is, as it were, a continuation of the conjunctiva. Sometimes 
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RESULTS OF PANNUS. 97 

in the above cases the conjunctiva is thickened and tjie tendinous covering of the 
cornea becomes peculiarly dry, with a silky gloss—a condition which is called pannus 
siccus, and shows a complication with xerophthalmos. Sometimes, after frequent 
relapses of inflammation, the pannous cornea is finally bulged forward, forming a 
vesicular protrusion, called staphyloma from pannus. 

As a general rule, the prognosis is the more favorable, the thinner and more 
recent the pannus. Even a thin pannus that has existed a long while is apt to leave 
an opacity. In the same way, pannus crassus does not readily clear up entirely; a 
superficial, epithelial, or tendinous opacity often remains, even when the pannous 
layer has existed but a short time, when the treatment has been perfectly proper, 
and when the patient has been under the most favorable circumstances. 

Of the different forms of pannus, other things being equal, the trachomatous 
presents the best prospect of a cure under suitable treatment, the pannus disappears 
more rapidly than the trachoma, and if it be not too thick or too chronic, the cor¬ 
nea is left clear or with only a slight cloudiness. But this only happens where the 
conjunctiva is not already cicatrized or extensively shrunken. In these latter cases 
even pannus tenuis can only be brought to a non-vascular corneal opacity, and it re¬ 
turns sooner or later. 

In the prognosis of traumatic pannus, the leucomata of the deeper corneal tis¬ 
sues must be considered. These generally withstand treatment, or are at most only 
diminished and not entirely removed, and henceforth disturb vision very much. The 
cure of pannus depends on the ease with which the causes may be removed, and nor¬ 
mal conditions be resumed by the neighboring parts. Not until this is attained do 
the above-mentioned circumstances acquire an independent prognostic signification. 

The same is true of pannus hcrpeticus. Besides the possibility of preventing fu¬ 
ture eruptions, we must consider the number, position, and form of the existing 
efflorescences and their results. The pannus may disappear without much gain to 
the patient, on account of the opacities of the cornea caused by the efflorescences, 
which remain. 

Treatment.—1. The chief point is to remove the cause. In traumatic pannus 
operative interference of some kind will often be the first thing required. In her¬ 
petic pannus we have to oppose the predisposition to fresh eruptions. In tracho¬ 
matous pannus the disease of the conjunctiva must be treated as hereafter described. 

2. For the pannus itself, after removing the cause, local irritants have served 
best, and a number of these have been used from time immemorial. It appears as 
if their irritation of the pannous layer favored the resolution of the material into 
that which is easily absorbed, and also partly caused its removal. Among these 
remedies are particularly to be mentioned, dusting in of calomel, the use of an oint¬ 
ment of yellow oxide of mercury, or of white precipitate, painting in of pure or dilute 
laudanum, etc. In a word, all remedies that can excite a suitable degree of irrita¬ 
tion in the eye are useful. 

3. These irritants are useful in pannus tenuis in its various grades and transfor¬ 
mations to opacities of the cornea. But in pannus crassus of high grade, even when 
°f recent date, they may with advantage be replaced by actual caustics, which be- 
S1cles the irritant have a destructive effect, and when carefully used attain their 
object much sooner. These may be used with the less fear the thicker the pannus, 
for then there is less danger of injuring the deeper and perhaps normal tissues. 

Of the means hitherto proposed, nitrate of silver is the best, as it irritates less in 
proportion to its chemical power, and its action is most readily limited. According 
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98 TREATMENT OE PANNUS. 

to the grade of the pannus, it may be used in solutions of ten grains to thirty grains to 
the ounce of distilled ■water. For fleshy granulations on the surface of the cornea, the 
“mitigated stick” of nitrate of silver is the best form to use. The former should 
be painted on with a brush; the stick may be applied directly, and any excess 
washed off with tepid water. If conjunctival trachoma exists simultaneously, of 
course the cauterization of the conjunctiva is combined with that of the cornea. 
Where there is excessive torpor, especially with a decided sensibility of the part, as 
often happens after a severe trachoma has run its course, direct cauterization of the 
pannous cornea and conjunctiva with crystal of sulphate of copper is preferable to 
the use of nitrate of silver. 

Painting the cornea with acetate of lead, which has been frequently lauded, deserves as little 
recommendation here as in conjunctival trachoma. The use of acid nitrate of mercury with an 
equal quantity of water may be dangerous. It is recommended to apply this remedy to the 
cornea by means of a glass rod. The reaction after its use is said not to be greater than after 
the application of nitrate of silver (Warlornont). Aqua chlori, which is recommended in old 
cases of trachomatous pannus, where the washes made from metallic salts are not borne (Graefe), 
is less dangerous, but is not very serviceable. 

Not long since, cauterization of the limbus conjunctivalis with nitrate of silver was in high 
repute (Sanson). Apparently, simply the irritating action of this proceeding is the medium of 
the favorable results. The excision or scarification of the conjunctival vessels leading to the 
pannus has been frequently recommended, and as often given up. Lately the excision of the 
entire anterior zone of the ocular conjunctiva has been recommended, particularly on account 
of its speedy results and safety (Scarpa, Kuchler). But it is generally used in cases where the 
above-mentioned bloodless means would suffice; simple excision has been geperally abandoned 
in old and obstinate cases. It is recommended by some to cauterize the episcleral tissue ex¬ 
posed by the excision of the conjunctiva, but this must be regarded as dangerous, in spite of all 
claims for its safety made by its proposer (Bertrandi, Fernari). 

4. While using irritant and caustic remedies, it must be remembered that by 
their untimely employment existing irritation may be aggravated, and the pannus 
may be thickened and extended by new formations. Hence, when injection of the 
conjunctival vessels, local elevation of temperature, sensitiveness of the eye, pain, 
photophobia, and lachrymation follow their use, they are dangerous applications, 
and antiphlogistic?; should be used instead, as in vascular keratitis. It is immaterial 
if the keratitis preceding the pannus lias run its course, or if one of the inflammatory 
attacks, which so often appear in the course of pannus, be present, or if an external 
cause (as too active treatment, etc.), has temporarily increased irritation. 

But even if such symptoms are absent, in view of the varied excitability of 
different individuals, it is best to begin with weak remedies in small quantities', and 
little by little go to the stronger ones; and in the commencement to apply them at 
long intervals, subsequently repeating them more frequently, but to stop them and 
commence antiphlogistic treatment so soon as a continued reaction follows their use. 

5. Not unfrequently we meet cases, especially of old trachomatous pannus, in 
which the degeneration of the neoplastic elements ceases at a certain point. The 
cornea does not clear up in spite of continued and proper treatment, as the parts 
have become accustomed to a certain amount of therapeutic irritation, and the 
recourse to stronger means endangers the integrity of the cornea and conjunctiva 
directly or by exciting greater and more destructive inflammation. In such cases, 
by long discontinuance of treatment we may increase the susceptibility for remedies 
formerly well borne, and make these again useful. Sometimes the end is attained 
more quickly and safely by the use of warm applications (of 95° to 105° F.) applied 
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INOCULATION IN PANNUS. 99 

over the closed lids until the conjunctiva is brought to a condition of inflammatory 
swelling. The pannus inclines to resorption, and often clears up greatly under this 
treatment. At any rate, after it we may expect a more decided action of other 
remedies (Graefe, Stavenhageri). 

G. If the latter remedy is ineffectual, there remains but one other for increasing 
the power of resorption, viz., the inoculation of the conjunctiva with blennorrhceah 
matter. The observation that even long-existing pannus which resisted other 
remedies, could be removed by a judiciously caused purulent conjunctivitis, led to 
this proceeding as much as fifty years ago (Fried. Jaeger, Piringer, H. Walker, 
Mooren). A long series of successful and sometimes surprising results have since 
then assured it a position in the treatment of pannus. 

In regard to the indications for inoculation, we must bear in mind that it does 
not lie in the power of the surgeon, by the choice of matter, or certain manipulations, 
to measure beforehand the amount of inflammation to be excited. It must be further 
stated that inoculation sometimes results in a pernicious diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 
and that even simple blennorrhcea, although, as we know from experience, it endan¬ 
gers highly pannous cornem less than it does normal ones, still leads in no small 
percentage of cases to partial ulceration, and even phthisis cornese, let the treatment 
be what it may. It is also worth while noting the fact that pannous corneas, under 
the influence of great inflammation, easily becomes stapliylomatous, and that an in¬ 
flammation of the conjunctiva can easily lapse into trachoma. Hence, inoculation 
of blennorrhceal matter is and will remain a heroic treatment, whose use is only 
justified by the previously proved inefficiency of other methods. 

Judged in this manner, inoculation is almost solely indicated in the highest 
grades of pannus crassus; that is, where the whole surface of the cornea appears 
covered with a thick, vascular, neoplastic layer, which at no point permits the 
deeper layers of the cornea or the iris to be seen. In fact, the effects of this pro¬ 
ceeding are the more brilliant the thicker the pannus. 

The presence of corneal ulcers is a contra-indication, for the process of ulceration 
advances readily during blennorrhcea, and may end in phthisis of the cornea. The 
remedy is without result in tendinous induration of the conjunctiva, because here 
the contagion does not take. 

If only one eye is pannons and the other sound, or at least serviceable, there is danger that 
in clumsy or careless patients the inoculated blennorrhcea may be transferred from the diseased 
to the healthy eye, and thus cause irreparable injury. In such cases it is wiser to avoid inocu¬ 
lation. In patients known to be trustworthy, however, a protective bandage carefully kept in 
place, will almost certainly prevent the matter from reaching the other eye, and partially remove 
the above objection to inoculation. 

In cases where both corneas were pannous, it was proposed to inoculate one eye first, and 
later, to carry the contagion to the second eye from this, because in the eye last affected 
the blennorrhaea would take on a milder character and less endanger the cornea. But this 
statement is not to be trusted. Besides, against this proceeding stands the fact that the 
patient has much longer to suffer, and cases occur in which the first affected eye, after blennor¬ 
rhcea has run its course, becomes again affected. 

It is wise, when possible, to use matter from blennorrhcea of a relatively mild character, 
best that from ophthalmia neonatorum. Excessive anxiety in the choice of matter is not, 
however, necessary. The best results have repeatedly been obtained from inoculating with 
the matter from purulent conjunctivitis, or even gonorrhoea, without regard to the age or 
degree of the disease furnishing it. It is even proposed to excite an intense blennorrhcea 
or purulent conjunctivitis. If the secretion from too mild a blennorrhoea be used, there is 
danger that the contagion will not take, or at least that it will not be of sufficient intensity, 
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100 INOCULATION IN PANNUS. 

so that the process must he repeated, and finally we are not safe against inflammation of the 
worst kind; for the intensity and whole character of the affection caused by inoculation is not 
entirely dependent on the quality of the matter. 

Inoculation is best clone -with a small brush or piece of sponge, by means of 
which the matter is placed on the conjunctiva of the lower lid, while the latter is 

•everted. A very minute quantity of matter suffices. This takes more certainly 
when it is brought immediately from the secreting surface to the conjunctiva of the 
pannous eye (Piringer). 

Where this is impossible, the matter may be preserved between two pieces of glass, and 
used before it dries. The pus will stand considerable dilution with water, but its power of 
contagion is thereby evidently lessened. In the same way it loses in power by being kept and 
drying. If the contagion does not take, it must be repeated. Sometimes it is necessary to 
insert the matter with a lancet {Piringer). 

In case the inoculation takes, blennorrhoea is usually developed in a few hours, 
and at most in one to three days. It must be allowed to advance to a high grade, 
but then all the remedies customary to such cases must be used. 

Frequently only part of the pannous layer disappears during the course of the inoculated 
blennorrhoea, while the rest clears off during the after-treatment above described. Where 
this does not happen, some recommend the repetition of the inoculation, as cases are known in 
which the second, third, or even the fifth inoculation produced the effect, where the first had 
failed. 

7. Constitutional treatment is of no benefit in pannus; remedies acting through 
the blood have no marked influence on it. For successful treatment a proper regi¬ 
men is necessary to improve the nutritive process if it is weakened, or to retain it in 
a normal state if it is healthy. If the acute disease which generally precedes the 
pannus, or still more the mental influences which accompany the disturbance of 
vision, or a lengthy treatment, by its privations and frequently painful applica¬ 
tions, are sufficient to undermine the constitution, it is no wonder if injurious ca¬ 
chexia are developed. In such cases residence in healthy fresh air, out of doors 
in the shade, nourishing and easily digested diet, sometimes water-cures, etc., are 
the best adjuvants to the local treatment. 

Authorities.—Pis, Beitriige zur Histologie del- Hornhaut, Basel, 1856, S. 107 and 109.— 
Wedl, Atlas cornea sclera.—6. Hitter, A. f. O. IV. 1 S. 855.—Hastier, kl. Vortriige, Prag, 

1S60, S. 157.—Coccius, fiber glaucom. Entziind. u. s. w., Leipzig, 1859, S. SO.—Arlt, kl. 
Monatbl.. 1864, S. 426.— Warlomont et Testelin, Mackenzie Traite prat, des mals d. yeux, 
Paris, 1857, II. P. 164.—Graefe, A. f. O. VI. 2 S. 146; X 2 S. 199.— Hoosbroeck, kl. Monatbl., 
1863, S. 492.—Pritchett, ibid. 1864, S. 393.—Bader, Lawson, Ophth. Hosp. Reports IV. 1, VI. 
I, and Canstatt’s Jahresbericht, 1863, III. S. 122 and 123.—Secondi, clinica ocul. di Genova, 
Torino, 1865, P. 12.— Williams, Compte rendu du congress d’ophth., Paris, 1863, P. 137.— 
Hairion, ibid. P. 179.—Fournari, ibid. P. 193.—Sanson, Scarpa, JKucliler, Pcrtrandi, ibid 
P. 181, and Desmarres Traite d. mals d. yeux, Paris, 1847, P. 231.—3. Walker, according to 
Hairion, 1. c. S. 187.—Piringer, Vienna med. Jahrb. neueste Edge, XV. S. 183. Die Blen- 
norrhce am Menschenauge, Graz, 1841, S. 42 et seq.—Iwanoff, Pagenstecher’s klin. Beobaeli- 
tgn. III. S. 130 u. t—Stavenhagen, kl. Erfahrungen S. 54.—Mooren, Ophth. Beitriige, S. 87. 
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3. Opacities of tiie Cornea. 

Pathology.—Opacities of the cornea are new formations, the result of an in¬ 
flammatory change of tissue. They may be divided into : 

1. Parenchymatous opacities. These are very varied in appearance. 
a. In some cases the cloudiness of the cornea is universal; throughout its breadth 

and thickness it appears more or less regularly bluish or whitish, and is translucent, 
like milk-glass, while the surface has retained its normal luster, ‘‘ complete leucoma. ’ ’ 
I’ i. In other cases, in the corneal layers are seen flaky, smoky, or bluish translucent 
opacities; or thick, figured white clouds; or cloudy, yellowish-white, or even chalky- 
white spots, lines, crescents, etc. These “partial leucomata,” like the complete, re¬ 
sult from diffused keratitis. 

These opacities, especially the thicker, are caused by meniscoid nets of opaque grumous 
substance, which is pressed into the layers of the cornea. This grumous substance is found to 
be formed from shriveled nuclei, lying in a mass of fat-cells, frequently of a dirty yellow color. 
Besides these nests in such cases, the corneal cells are also much swelled from a like grumous 
substance. There is also a fatty degeneration of the intercellular substance in streaks; the 
lamella appear as if dusted over and sowed with a mass of fatty granules. 

c. Round, sharp-bordered, or badly defined cartilaginous or chalky nodules of 
the size of a poppy or millet-seed, which lie with their long diameter in the super¬ 
ficial layer, but sink into the deeper ones. These are old, and sometimes calcified, 
herpetic points. They exist singly, sometimes strewn around or brought into groups 
on the cornea. Sometimes they are connected together by tendinous bands, or a 
new formation of connective tissue. 

d. Circular, flat, sharply-bordered, grayish-white or yellowish opacities, from the 
size of a poppy to a millet seed, which seem pressed into the various layers of the 
cornea, but are apt to be in the posterior layer or on the free surface of the mem¬ 
brane of the aqueous humor. These are the products resulting from keratitis 
punctata. 

2. Epithelial opacities. These are quite superficial, smoky, misty, or cloudy, half- 
transparent bluish or grayish opacities, within distinct borders. They are often so fine 
that even skilled oculists frequently have difficulty in detecting them. They gene¬ 
rally appear by oblique light thrown through a convex lens. But in most cases 
this means is not necessary; the opacity may be seen even at a distance. In the 
denser part of the opacity there is generally a decrease of brilliancy in the cornea, 
the reflection appears dull, with indistinct or irregular outlines. Sometimes at 
these points, where the light comes from a certain direction, a silky luster, or even 
a sparkling appearance of various colors, is seen. By examination with a lens, in 
such cases, an apparent roughness of the surface is always seen. 

3. Tendinous-looking opacities. These appear to the naked eye as tendon-like 
membranes, of greater or less thickness, covering to various extents the anterior 
surface of the cornea, and sometimes projecting- beyond its level. Varying degrees 
°f opacity, milk to chalky white color, tendinous, silky, and sometimes pearly 
opalescent hue, and hardness of the layers, are the remaining physical peculiarities. 
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102 OPACITIES OF CORNEA—-PATHOLOGY. 

The edges are usually indistinct, as a cloudy epithelium generally surrounds the 
new tendinous formation. In case the opacity itself or its cloudy border touches on 
the conjunctiva, one or more vessels usually come out over its anterior surface and 
divide up. Hence the possibility of hemorrhage occurring from the opacity in case 
of injury. 

Epithelial as well as tendon-like opacities are in many cases the results of super¬ 
ficial vascular keratitis or pannus. But at other times they come from an ulcerative 
loss of tissue, where the cavity has been filled by substance which is transparent, or 
only externally cloudy. 

Epithelial and tendon-like opacities do not differ in quality, but only in the thickness of the 
neoplastic layer. To the extent of this, and even beyond, the epithelium appears thickened, 
unequally, and in irregular layers; its elements are clouded with fatty, molecular masses, often 
so pressed together that their contours are with difficulty recognized. If the opacity has formed 
on the floor of a healing ulcer, Bowman’s membrane is absent, and the epithelium lies imme¬ 
diately on the new formation. This fills, as it were, a cavity in the superficial strata of the 
cornea, and is the result of a development of corneal cells. For it consists mostly of much 
elongated, even partially filiform nuclei, which, pressed together, hide each other and appear 
wavy. These nuclei lie in a cloudy intercellular substance of fat molecules. Sometimes in the 
new formation we may recognize neoplastic vessels, or their remains, in the form of thick bands. 
The borders of the new formation are often sharp ; sometimes cloudy streaks proceed from it 
into the surrounding clear cornea. Usually with epithelial and tendinous, we find parenchy¬ 
matous opacities, marked with the above-described characters ( Wecll). 

4. Simple corneal cicatrices. Their distinction from opacities is in reality arti¬ 
ficial ; the difference lies simply in the thickness, that is, in the solidity of the neo¬ 
plastic tissue. The size and form of the cicatrix depends, for the most part, on the 
shape and extent of the cavity on whose floor the replacing tissue is developed. 
The cicatrix, however, rarely forms a cast of the cavity; for, under favorable cir¬ 
cumstances, pellucid corneal tissue is formed at the bottom, and only the superficial 
portion of the opening is filled with the cloudy neoplastic tissue. 

G-enerally the cicatrices in the substance of the cornea are surrounded by paren¬ 
chymatous opacity, which is to be traced partially to the regenerated, but not 
entirely transparent, corneal tissue, partially to the disposition in nests of the cells, 
and to fatty molecular disturbance of the intercellular substance. But on the sur¬ 
face, the cicatrix spreads out generally as a tendinous opacity, which again is 
inclosed by an epithelial cloudiness, and thus shades off to the normal surroundings. 
According to the differenc; 

a. 

greater or less depth into the proper corneal tissue, even sometimes to the mem¬ 
brane of Descemet, their appearance approaches nearly that of the tendinous opa¬ 
city. The exterior appearance of the cicatrix varies with the form of the loss of 
substance; it is different in punctured, incised, or flap wounds, or those with loss of 
substance, or after partial ulceration of the corneal layers. 

The microscope shows the epithelium unequally thickened and cloudy, as in tendinous opa¬ 
cities. Bowman’s layer is absent. In its place is a slightly transparent substance, composed 
of elongated nuclei closely packed, and less often a cloudy intercellular substance, lying more 
or less deep in the cornea. Posteriorly and laterally, the new formation becomes lighter, the 
intercellular substance acquires the preponderance, but appears in irregular layers. The layers 
appear confused, and interspersed in all directions with corneal cells, swollen with nuclei and 
fatty, grumous masses. Here and there are seen vessels, or their remains, in the shape of thick 
threads, with numerous nuclei and masses of pigment. Further off, the swollen corneal bodies 
resume their normal, parallel direction; the still cloudy, neoplastic corneal substance approaches 

of texture are distinguished: O / 

Tendon-like cicatrices. Apart from their thickness, by which they reach to a 
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CONNECTIVE-TISSUE CICATRICES. 103 

nearer to the normal. Sometimes, in very old cicatrices, choloid grannies have been collected 
in groups (Wedl). 

1). Connective-tissue cicatrices consist of layers which may be lifted in folds, and 
which are traversed by more or less thick net-works of vessels, and which, conse¬ 
quently, bleed on injury. These new formations agree in external appearance with 
loose connective-tissue, especially with the conjunctiva; often, however, these cica¬ 
trices seem traversed by thick, hard, tendinous strings and laminae. 

The loose connective-tissue neoplasia thickens towards its deeper part to a tendinous, hard 
layer, which covers the floor of the corneal loss of substance. Deeper in, this thicker portion 
of the cicatrix becomes cloudy, then transparent corneal substance, and by this latter the neo¬ 
plasia is immediately connected with the normal elements of the cornea. Hence, in the thick¬ 
ness of the cornea, the cicatrix appears surrounded by a more or less extensive cloudiness. On 
the surface, its borders run into a tendinous opacity, bordered by epithelial opacity. 

The simple connective-tissue cicatrix is always marginal, and immediately con¬ 
nected with the conjunctiva; it presents, as it were, a continuation of the latter over 
the periphery of the cornea, to fill up the loss of substance. The connective-tissue 
cicatrix is always preceded by a granulating ulcer of the cornea ; but fleshy waits 
only form on the floor of a non-perforating corneal ulcer, when this is on the edge 
of the limbus conjunctivalis. 

Not unfrequently simple connective-tissue cicatrices present themselves as the 
corneal part of a false pterygium. 

e. The epithelial cicatrix presents a completely opaque formation of whitish gray, 
white, and yellow, mixed or wholly rusty-yellow or brown hue, which may easily be 
peeled off in the form of a fatty, greasy-feeling, granular, scaly or leafy, mottled, 
easily-broken mass from the floor of the cavity filled by it. 

This mass consists mostly of epithelial plates, in different stages of disintegration, and a 
basis of molecular, organic substance, in which free fat, cholesterine crystals, chalky masses, 
and blood-corpuscles undergoing pigment degeneration are mingled in various proportions. 
This mass reposes on a loose connective tissue, or hard, tendinous stratum, which covers the 
floor of the loss of substance, and is connected with the surrounding corneal tissue by a layer 
of neoplastic comeal substance. Hence the epithelial cicatrix also appears to be bordered by a 
parenchymatous cloudiness, and superficially by a tendinous opacity, the latter being again 
lost in an epithelial opacity. 

Like the connective-tissue cicatrix, the epithelial, also, proceeds from small, 
fleshy warts, implying also a granulating ulcer, and, hence, is situated on the margin 
of the cornea, when the ulcer was not a perforating one, complicated with pro¬ 
lapsus of the iris. 

5. Cicatrices complicated with anterior synechia. These, like simple cicatrices, 
we, in a great "majority of cases, of tendinous appearance; they are more rarely 
seen as loose connective-tissue, or epithelial cicatrices. 

The chief characteristic is, that the cicatrix involves the whole thickness of the 
cornea, and has attached to it a greater or less jiortion of iris. This may he known 
from the change of position of the iris, by its approach to the posterior wall of the 
cornea, and the accompanying contraction or closure of the pupil, and finally, by the 
flflrk color of the cicatrix from the pigment contained in it. The extent and shape 
of the cicatricial mass depend naturally on the size and form of the original loss of 
substance, and vary greatly, as in simple corneal cicatrices. 

The anatomical condition of the cicatrix varies, moreover, with the size and form of the pos¬ 
terior opening of the perforation. If this is narrow, the prolapsed portion of iris has the form 
of a pedunculated vesicle or strawberry, since its posterior part is brought together by the edges 
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104 OSSIFICATION-CALCIFICATION OF CORNEA. 

Fig. 14. 

of the opening. But under increased shrinking of the cicatrix, the anterior portion of the pro¬ 
lapse is compressed and soon atrophies. Henceforth it appears as if the iris were glued to the 
posterior end of the perforation. On more careful examination, however, the remains of the 
prolapsed portion of iris are found in the form of a greater or less amount of brown or black 
pigment inclosed in cells. According as the form of the perforating canal is round or linear, 
the pigment forms a leafy or stringy figure, which the cicatricial mass traverses, reaching often 
to the epithelial layer, where it shows itself as a brown spot at the middle of the anterior sur¬ 
face. In deep extensive ulcers, the iris prolapses sometimes in many places, and a corresponding 
number of colored spots are found. 

This state was formerly called clavus or myocephalon. If the posterior opening of the per¬ 
foration was wider, and a piece of the iris covered it, 
the cicatrix is subsequently often found hollowed 
out (fig. 13), while the anterior edge extends on a 
level with the rest of the cornea. Hence the new 
formation developed on the prolapsed iris shows 
the vesicular form of the prolapse. At the edge of 
the posterior concave surface of the cicatrix, the iris 
is attached and connected with a delicate structure¬ 
less, highly-pigmented membrane, a, which covers 

the concavity, and is to be regarded as a remainder of the coloring matter of the prolapsed iris. 
At the edges of the cicatrix we even find parts of the membrane of Descemet folded up ; for 
the parts of this membrane exposed by the ulcer are torn at the moment of perforation, subse¬ 
quently are surrounded in the portion of iris pressed forward, and are then enveloped in the 
cicatrix. If the iris vesicle has burst before arriving at cicatrization, or if the cicatrix occurs 
at the pupillary border, the concavity at the posterior surface of the cicatrix is not seen; on 
the contrary, the new tissue usually projects into the anterior chamber, and is continued on 
the iris in the shape of tendinous bands. Then the anterior capsule is often connected with 
the cicatrix; the latter covers part of the former, and by the disturbance of nutrition often 
causes cataract. 

In extensive perforations, where a large portion of iris with its pupillary margin has been 
exposed, the pupil appears nearly always closed, and the center of the capsule glued to the 
cicatrix, while the rest of the posterior surface of the cicatrix is covered with pigment mem¬ 
brane, and hence distinguishable from the lens. In cicatrices developed from extensive prolapse 
of the iris, the cicatricial tissue is almost always throughout its extent richly permeated by 
dark pigment, which lies partly free in masses, partly inclosed in cells, showing signs of 
former prolification. The posterior layers of the cicatrix especially assume the form of connec¬ 
tive tissue; the intercellular substance is more or less wavy, and traversed by elongated cells, 
which are bound together by anastomosis, and, along with prolific nuclei, contain pigment of 
various amounts and hues. Dentate (Stachel) cells have been found, in the often very much 
thickened epithelial layer (Czerny). 

6. Bony degeneration. Osteoid masses are rarely seen in the cornea. When they do occur, 
they are always in the shape of thin, delicate plates or scales, in thick tendinous cicatrices, 
with whose layers their rough surfaces are closely united. Hence they are only found in the 
cadaver. During life they are hidden by the cicatricial mass. They are characterized by a homo¬ 
geneous or parallel striated organic base, and more or less bony corpuscles and chalky granules. 

7. Chalky deposits appear under two forms: one, a stony, hard, rough solid, consisting of 
earthy and alkaline salts with an organic base, which is distinguished from the osteoid growth 
only by the absence of bone-corpuscles; the other as a fatty, sandy pulp, in which are mingled 
free salts, fat cells, cholesterine crystals, and broken down grumous organic substance, in differ¬ 
ent proportions. 

Both forms appear like the osteoid in tendinous cicatrices. Sometimes they occur as round 
nodules surrounded by parenchymatous cloudiness, lying in the anterior layers of the cornea. 
In the latter case they represent degenerated herpetic vesicles. Again they occur as results 
of corneal abscesses, which, without perforating and evacuating, have become calcified. The 
new formation appears then as an opaque, chalky-white, or brown spotted, lens-shaped body, 
in the walls of the cornea, covered anteriorly and posteriorly by cloudy corneal layers. 

8. Metallic incrustations. When sugar of lead and other metallic salts in solution with prepa- 
tations of opium are used as collyria, during the presence of corneal ulcers, the floor of the 
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LOSS OF VISION IN CORNEAL OPACITY. 105 

ulcer is incrusted, and finally granulations arise from the edges and cover over the deposit. 
Then on the site of the former ulcer, an elevated, thick, opaque, chalky-white or yellowish 
spot appears, often superficially opalescent, with edges sharp or indistinct, and traversed by 
vessels, which is generally taken for a cicatrix or tendinous opacity, till the anatomical exami¬ 
nation shows the incorrectness of this opinion. (Cunier). This examination shows, just under 
the epithelial covering, a layer of yellowish or dark-brown brittle substance, without a trace of 
organization. This mass rests on a cloudy layer, which covers a bowl-shaped depression in the 
layers of the cornea, and is often traversed by vessels. 

Accompanying Symptoms.—Impairment of vision is a constant accompaniment 
of all opacities which fall in the slightest degree over the pupil. 

This visual disturbance is caused by the dispersion, reflection,' and absorption 
undergone by the light falling on the opacity. 

Hence, on the one hand the intensity of the direct light proceeding from the object and fall¬ 
ing on the retina is weakened, and with it the retinal images. On the other hand, a part of the 
light dispersed by the corneal cloudiness falling on the retina is perceived by it and projected 
outward as a white or gray mist, cloud, etc. But as the elements sensitive to light are not in 
condition to separate different simultaneous impressions, and still more always to unite a con- 
fusedj.mpression, it appears to the patient as if the cloud were placed between his eye and the 
object, or as if the object were enveloped in it. 

The amount of disturbance of vision depends chiefly on the proportion in which the two si¬ 
multaneous impressions stand to each other. It is the more decided, the less the impression of 
the object exceeds that produced on the retina by the light dispersed by the corneal disturbance. 

If only direct light fell on the cornea, the proportion between the two would be almost 
always constant. But besides the direct light from the object, diffuse light also always strikes 
the cornea, and in proportion to its intensity, strengthens the brightness of the spectrum pro¬ 
ceeding from the opacity, and hence lessens proportionately the impressions of the real image. 

In thin opacities this spectrum is usually the chief cause of visual disturbance. In dense 
ones, however, which let through little or no light, the spectrum only comes in question when 
marginal portions of it fall through the pupil. For thick opacities are seldom sharply defined, 
their borders fade off gradually and form a more or less wide zone, which disperses light falling 
on it, and then lets it through. Apart from this, the visual disturbance, under such circum¬ 
stances, is mostly caused by the lessening of the brightness of the retinal images, and hence is 
in proportion to the density and size of the part of the opacity lying in front of the pupil. So 
it reaches the maximum when such a thick opacity covers the whole pupil, and from the middle 
of the visual field no image is thrown on the retina. 

Visual disturbances also arise from roughness of the epithelial layer, abnormal 
curvatures of the cornea, and extensive* anterior synechia, and not rarely from 
obliquity of the lens. Moreover, in synechia anterior, the lessening of the accom¬ 
modation comes in question. So in many cases the visual disturbance is greater than 
is accounted for by the opacity alone. With unevenness of the epithelial layer, and 
especially in abnormal curvature of the cornea, vision is often so affected that with¬ 
out proper examination we might suppose there was amblyopia. 

Unevenness and roughness of the superficial stratum are found in all kinds of opacities, even 
m the most delicate epithelial cloudiness, and often extend beyond the bounds of the macula, 
as seen with the naked eye. They are easily recognized by oblique illumination, but also by 
irregularity and distortion of the images, and in high grades, by their multiplication. This 
irregularity of the reflection allows us to judge in the best and most direct way of the highly 
disturbing effect that is exercised on the refraction of rays and the quality of the retinal images. 
J or the anterior surface of the cornea is the surface of the dioptric apparatus, where the in¬ 
cident rays are most deviated. 
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106 LOSS OF VISION IN COIiNEAL OPACITY. 

On this latter account, deviations in convexity of the cornea are very injurious to vision. 
Such abnormal curvatures, however, appear not only as a result of extensive ulceration, where 
they are sometimes caused by pressure on the floor of the ulcer, sometimes by contraction of 
the resulting cicatrix; but they are often found with very delicate cloudiness, and then date 
from the inflammation, and are the results of the diminished resistance of certain portions of 
cornea to the intra-ocular pressure. By more careful examination, i. e., with the ophthalmo¬ 
meter, it is found that the individual meridians of the cornea have different and generally 
irregular curvatures ; even parts of the same meridian have different curves, and hence different 
focal lines and surfaces. The influence that this has on the retinal images, and hence on the 
clearness of perceptions, depends on the fact that, where even slight malcurvatures exist, in¬ 
stead of exact retinal images we have a blur of circles of dispersion, of which scarcely the 
chief outlines reach the retina, and these arrive there with deviated shady borders. The optical 
effect manifests itself markedly in cases not recognizable by the naked eye. By examination 
of the eye in the reversed image, it is at once seen that the pupil, etc., are distorted in the 
most varied directions. 

But the rays proceeding from external objects to the retina undergo the same deviation as 
those from the retina outward (see astigmatism). 

Changes of position of the lens are, as a rule, not so marked as to be of much importance, 
and moreover, they may be partially corrected by corresponding deviation of the visual axes. 

To do away, at least partially, with these disturbances of vision, individuals with 
maculae are accustomed, when they wish to see clearly with the affected eye, £o in¬ 
crease as much as possible the impression of the image or the object, and to lessen 
the intensity of the diffused light. 

They hold the object as near the eye as their accommodation permits, for thus, without 
annoyance, they increase the apparent brightness of the retinal images, and the number of 
excited nerve elements; they turn their back to the light, while they place the object itself in 
the best light; they half close the lids, hold the hands before the eyes, or look through the 
partially closed fist, to cut off the diffuse light as much as possible from the eye. But this 
means is best attained by holding up a diaphragm with a small hole in it. 

In binocular vision, the impressions made on corresponding portions of the two 
retinae are united in the brain to one of increased intensity. Hence, if one eye is 
undisturbed in its function, while the other is affected by an opacity before its pupil, 
in binocular vision, the light diffused over the retina of the affected eye will be 
evinced in the combined impression of the two eyes, and the object will appear 
enveloped in a mist. 

Just as in monocular vision, the disturbance is especially evident when fixing 
objects of which it is desired to gain sharp and clear perceptions. The patients say 
the diseased eye dazzle^ the sound one, and they are often obliged in writing, 
reading, etc., to close the affected eye. But in ordinary vision the affected eye 
materially assists the other, since it strengthens the intensity of the latter, and, 
moreover, increases the visual field; provided, of course, that the corneal opacity 
does not render impossible the passage of a sufficient number of direct rays or cover 
the outer half of the pupil. 

Where the pupil is entirely covered by a thick opacity, the positive disturbance of vision, 
on account of the less intensity of the light let through, is absent, and it seems as if the sound 
eye alone acted. But where the outer half of the pupil is covered by such an opacity, objects 
on that side of the visual field are slightly or not at all perceived, and vision is limited as in a 
monocular individual; so that persons thus affected run against objects. 

In case both eyes are affected with opacities, which, however, are not thick 
enough to annul the perceptions of objects, of course the disturbance of vision is 
greater. The patient then uses the better eye, that is, the one which gives sharper 
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CHANGES IN CORNEAL OPACITIES. 107 

ancl clearer images, and in fixing objects seeks to exclude the weaker one from the 
act of vision. 

Results.—Corneal opacities are capable of certain changes, and in so far we 
may speak of results: 

1. The most changeable are the epithelial and the various forms of parenchy¬ 
matous opacities. Both of these kinds of opacities may be removed spontaneously 
or by the use of remedies. 

In epithelial opacities such a proceeding implies either the absorption of the neoplastic cells 
under the elastic lamina, or the casting off of the existing opaque epithelium, ancl its replace¬ 
ment by clear cells. But in parenchymatous opacities, the cure is, according to the anatomical 
conditions, sometimes caused by the absorption of the interlamellar cells, sometimes by a 
higher formation of the regenerated corneal layers. 

As a rule, it may be said, the prospect of cure in these cases is the greater the 
more recent the case. Shortly after the termination of the inflammation causing 
them is the best time for treatment; at this stage even extensive and thick opacities 
sometimes disappear spontaneously. Old opacities, that have existed for months or 
years, on the contrary, are 'obstinate; it is immaterial whether they are thick or thin, 
large' or small—even those that are scarcely perceptible almost always resist treat¬ 
ment. 

There is reason to believe that opacities resulting from ulcers are less inclined to 
clear up than those from parenchymatous or vascular keratitis. 

In children the prognosis is much more favorable than in adults ; in them exten¬ 
sive opacities from deep and even perforating ulcers often clear up. And much 
more will epithelial clouds, and those parenchymatous maculae clepeudent on inter¬ 
lamellar nests of cells do so. 

It is not improbable that the growth of the cornea has some influence on them. On the one 
hand the opacity will hence be portioned over a greater surface and become thinner, and so less 
perceptible; on the other, with the spreading of the neoplasia, the number of its points of con¬ 
nection with healthy corneal tissue is increased, and hence the effect of any commencing 
process of resorption is greater. 

2. Opacities and cicatrices in the strict sense, vyhatever their histological 
character, have not the power of changing to transparent corneal tissue, although 
they sometimes become diaphanous. They are, however, generally surrounded by 
parenchymatous and epithelial opacities, which often clear up spontaneously or by 
treatment. In this way such opacities are often apparently diminished and their 
influence on vision lessened. 

Tendinous opacities, and especially tendinous cicatrices, increase occasionally, by continued 
change of tissue, to button-shaped masses, which look much like staphylomata, but differ from 
these by their solidity. These are tendinous or long outgrowths, which occasionally very per¬ 
ceptibly rise above the level of the cornea. 

Opacities and tendon-like cicatrices may also suppurate. This cicatricial keratitis 
[Earner) is developed and usually runs its course with the symptoms of severe 
ciliary, vascular, and nervous irritation; the cicatrix and the parts surrounding it 
usually swell somewhat, while the proliferating epithelium becomes rough and 
cloudy. Then, sometimes, the color of the cicatrix is gray or yellowish, and super¬ 
ficial layers begin to fall off, leaving a more or less deep and extensive nicer with 
irregular borders and base, which in favorable cases always fills up again with 
cloudy cicatricial tissue. 
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108 CHANGES IN CORNEAL OPACITIES. 

Recent and peripheral cicatrices are more inclined to suppurate than old central ones. The 
most varied external injurious influences may cause the ulceration. Wounds of the cicatrix, 
either accidental or operative, may be mentioned as very frequent causes. It is said (Hastier) 
there is an especial predisposition to ulceration in sickly, weak, or irritable persons. 

Herpetic eruptions, also, are sometimes developed in the tendinous neoplasia on the cornea. 
They also ulcerate readily, and occasionally cause extensive loss of substance, by extending the 
original point of inflammation. 

3. Chalky and osteoid neoplasia, as well as metallic incrustations, are permanent in the 
strict sense of the term. Still the latter, like the tendinous opacities and non-perforating 
cicatrices, offer a possibility of a cure or improvement. For experience has shown that, in some 
few cases, after this tissue has been cut out, the opening left fills with neoplastic corneal sub¬ 
stance, and this clears up. 

4. A series of very injurious results depends on the disturbance of vision caused 
by these opacities. Thus, very decided myopia not unfrequently occurs, if the pa¬ 
tient is obliged to use one or both eyes affected with corneal opacities for acute 
vision, especially of small objects. For he is then obliged to approach them much 
nearer to the eye than is necessary with a normal cornea; but if there is only a 
slight predisposition to it, continued strain of accommodation will readily produce 
the change in the formation of the eye or lens that causes myopia. 

The great strain of accommodation, and the increased action of the internal 
recti associated with it, not unfrequently cause strabismus of the weaker eye, and in 
children with thick opacities on both eyes, even nystagmus often occurs. The 
necessity of excluding from binocular vision the eye which is clouded, or weaker in 
its functional activity, in order to maintain the most distinct impressions, when fix¬ 
ing an object, assists in causing strabismus, and where the opacities are on one side 
only, are often the sole cause of the deviation. But where this' does not occur, it is 
often the immediate cause of amblyopia from non-use, for the patient gradually 
learns to see with the healthy or better eye, and to neglect the other, when fixing 
sharply; hence the power of accommodation is gradually lost, and the energy of the 
retina diminished. 

Strabismus or amblyopia ex-anopsia may be caused by corneal opacities that are not per¬ 
manent ; these may disappear without the disease that they have produced receding. Indeed 
plenty of cases occur, where the strabismus or amblyopia from disuse may be directly traced 
to a keratitis that has run its course during youth without leaving a trace. 

Treatment.—The indications are: 
a. By assisting the powers of absorption and the throwing off of the epithelium, 

to excite or hasten the clearing up of the opacities ; and where a complete removal 
of these is impossible, at least to diminish the extent of the disturbance. 

b. In permanent, unimprovable opacities, to limit as much as possible the visual 
disturbance, that is, to diminish the intensity of the diffused light admitted, but to 
increase the apparent brightness of the retinal images, and when necessary, to open 
new ways for the entrance of direct rays. 

c. Finally, to prevent the immediate results of visual disturbance. 
1. To answer the first indications, there are a number of time-honored empirical 

remedies. They have in common the property of directly causing a greater or less 
irritation of the eye. That the removal'of the epithelium may thus be effected is a 
known fact. But how resorption is effected is not clear. It is possible, that by the 
hypersemia of the part, and the consequent increase of change of tissue, a sort of 
softening of the neoplastic elements is caused, and the removal and absorption favored. 

It is true that the production, of such a condition of irritation is indispensable 
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irritants in corneal opacities. 109 

to a true therapeutic result, and that the most powerful known absorbents, quick¬ 
silver, iodine, etc., refuse to act when not applied directly to the cornea and con¬ 
junctiva. The remedies most frequently used are, dusting in calomel, applications 
of salve of yellow and red oxide of mercury, iodine salve and laudanum, instillations 
of astringent collyria, slight cauterization of the conjunctiva with sulphate of cop¬ 
per or solution of nitrate of silver. 

Formerly, for the same purpose, steam was conducted to the eye by means of a funnel; 
warm mucilage of quince-seeds or mallows dropped into the conjunctival sac, or applied with a 
brush, fine oil or fat, ox or fish-gall, eel’s-liver oil, viper-fat, bear-fat, etc., and solutions of va¬ 
rious extracts. The above-mentioned substances were especially popular as preparatory reme¬ 
dies, as it was claimed that the parts were softened, and the efficacy of the resorbents increased 
thereby {Beer). Empyreumatic and ethereal oils, such as juniper-berry, paper-oil, sal-vola¬ 
tile, etc., were formerly much used. 

Electricity was once quite fashionable for these affections. A current was passed through the 
upper lid or the cornea itself, and some other part of the body, the copper pole being placed 
over the eye, the zinc-pole to the tongue or hand (Crusell). But the remedy acts no better 
than the above-mentioned, and may be dispensed with. Acupuncture, where the needle is placed 
directly in the cornea, is dangerous. In deep opacities, that are not vascular, subconjunctival 
injections of solutions of common salt are also recommended {Rothmund). 

All these, and many other remedies, when properly used, are very serviceable in 
certain cases. If some of them are more in use than others, it is perhaps not be¬ 
cause of any peculiarity of their action, but on account of their more easy applica¬ 
tion, and especially the possibility of measuring and controlling their action. Hence, 
dusting in of calomel, on account of its slight irritation, is especially suitable in 
fresh maculae, and where the eye is sensitive and inflammations are to be feared. 
The salve of yellow oxide of mercury is preferable where we require a powerful 
effect, and the irritability of the eye is moderate. Astringent collyria are best where 
there is catarrhal relaxation of the conjunctiva. Cauterization with crystals of sul¬ 
phate of copper, or solutions of nitrate of silver, are indicated in complication of 
the corneal opacities with hypertrophy of the conjunctiva. 

It is generally well to begin the treatment with weak remedies, and in case of 
need, to increase the strength or pass to more active applications, 

If the eye reacts not at all, or only slightly, after the use of the remedy, the 
strength must be increased, or a more active application resorted to. Frequently, 
after the continued use of a sufficiently strong remedy, it ceases to irritate the eye. 
It is then well to discontinue it for a time, so as to let the susceptibility return, 
when it will again act well. In some cases, also, we may increase the susceptibility 
by warm applications and cataplasms. 

In deep, non-vascular corneal opacities, remaining after diffuse keratitis, it has been recom¬ 
mended to inject a solution of chloride of sodium (one-third of one drachm to one oz. water), un¬ 
der the conjunctiva every three or four weeks. This may be done with a hypodermic syringe, 
an,l is said to act well and without danger {Rothmund). 

[In a recent memoir to the French Academy, M. de Luca recommends the application of 
finely-powdered sulphate of soda directly to the cornea. He claims that it has the power of 
removing corneal spots in an almost incredibly short space of time. Croton oil, one part to six 
or eight of olive oil, is also advised as a local treatment for corneal opacities {Thomas Windsor).] 

It is very important to restrain the irritation excited by the remedy within cer¬ 
tain bounds. If the irritation is not great, it is sufficient to keep the patient, during 
ffs continuance, in a moderately illuminated chamber, and carefully to keep off all 
possible cause for its increase, as straining of the eyes, smoking, etc. In intense 
irritation, also, use cold compresses. When these symptoms have disappeared, 
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110 EXCISION OF CORNEAL OPACITIES. 

there is no necessity of confining the patient too closely. Fresh air and exercise 
out of doors, in shady, quiet places, free from dust, aid the cure. The diet should 
be regulated, spirituous liquors in moderation, as well as snuffing and smoking in 
the open air, need scarcely be forbidden. Internal remedies are useless in opacities 
of the cornea. 

In opacities where the clearing up will evidently take a long time, it is advisable to fore¬ 
warn the patient that the visual disturbance will not always be lessened in proportion to the 
lessening and thinning of the opacity. It is also well at the commencement of the treatment 
to determine the amount of monocular vision, by noting the size of and distance at which cer¬ 
tain objects can be seen by the eye in question; and in the progress of the cure, by the choice 
of smaller objects at greater distance, to satisfy the patient of the improvement, and encourage 
him to persevere in the treatment (Arlt). 

Where complete cure does not result, the above-mentioned remedies, even in increased dose 
and varied changes, finally refuse to act. Some oculists then expect favorable results from 
other and sometimes heroic remedies. 

Direct attempts to cure corneal opacities by the inoculation of blennorrhoea have not been 
successful (Piringer); still it cannot be denied that, as a result of accidentally excited suppu¬ 
ration, very obstinate superficial maculae have sometimes been cured. 

Scarification and excision of the conjunctival vessels going to the corneal neoplasia is gener¬ 
ally fruitless. On the contrary, scarification of the opaque part alone ( Weller, Desmours), or 
combined with the above pharmaceutical proceedings, often acts energetically. It is, however, 
a question if, in cases where irritating salves, powders, washes, etc., were insufficient, scarifi¬ 
cations can accomplish enough to outweigh the dangers of the inflammation accompanying 
them. 

Much more important is the abrasion of the cornea, which is done in two ways,—by shav¬ 
ing off the superficial opaque part and by removing it in large pieces. Both plans originate 
from the observation that loss of substance occurring in this way, is in some cases replaced by 
new layers, which, from their transparency, resemble corneal tissue. 

a. The shaving or scraping is done with the edge of a cataract or lance-shaped knife, or a 
cataract needle, used as is customary in erasing from paper. This operation is often painful, 
and hence is best done under anesthetics. It is rarely possible to remove completely, or even 
mostly, in a short time the opaque part, while long-continued scratching is dangerous, as it 
may easily excite severe and injurious inflammation. Hence it is more prudent to repeat the 
operation at numerous short sittings, separated by long intervals, and the rather so because 
after each abrasion a part of opaque tissue always again results, while the floor of the loss of 
substance little by little rises up. This method is most serviceable in metallic incrustations, 
epithelial cicatrices, and superficial chalky deposits. 

b. The removal requires a thin cataract or lance-shaped knife, which is placed under the 
opaque superficial stratum of the cornea, so that it may be separated in the shape of a thin 
flap, which latter is held with the forceps and further loosened by successive strokes of the 
knife. This method must also be repeated in many cases, on account of the formation of 
opaque layers. This operation is most serviceable in thick superficial tendinous opacities, 
particularly where these project beyond the surface without entering the substance (Mead, 
Larrey, War dr op, Weller, Gulz). 

Neither method is free from danger. With delicate and skillful manipulation, indeed, 
decided reaction may not occur. Still, on the other hand, as a result of the operation, we 
often have keratitis suppurativa, iritis, and even panophthalmitis. Hence we may say that 
abrasion is only to be used in cases of the above-mentioned opacities, where vision is limited 
to perception of light, and where it can only be improved by a clearing up of the cornea. 

2. If the means for lessening or removing the opacity are exhausted, or if & 
hopeless case of opacity of the cornea exists, we must lessen its disturbing influence 
on vision, or open a new way for the light from the object to enter the eye. 

In delicate cloudy opacities, such a curative measure will be especially useful, 
when the eye in question is the only useful one, or is the best, and the conditions 
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STENOPAIC SPECTACLES-—DISPLACEMENT OF THE PHPIL. Ill 

of the patient require sharp vision. The object aimed at is, that the spectrum 
traversing the opacity undisturbed may unite with sufficient brightness into a 
retinal image. 

In thick opacities, whose nucleus permits the passage of little, if any light, and 
which therefore influence greatly the brightness of retinal images, therapeutic 
aid is much desired and even absolutely demanded. The chief aim is the extension 
of the existing, or the opening of a new way for the entrance of light; and at the 
same time covering up the dispersing borders of the opacity. . 

Further and not less important indications exist in cases of one or other variety 
of superficial roughness and curvature of the cornea, and sometimes in oblique posi¬ 
tion of the lens. It is generally desirable to turn off, as much as possible, irregularly 
refracted rays, and to form a way for direct light which comes as near as possible 
to the normal in regard to refractive conditions. 

a. When a sufficiently large part of the pupil lies behind a transparent or only 
hazy portion of the cornea, also when this is abnormally curved, a plane diaphragm 
with a small central opening held close before the eye is very serviceable {Travers). 

These shades do not answer well, because, while cutting off the laterally diffused light, 
which markedly increases the intensity of illumination, they also cut off a great part of the 
direct and regularly refracted light, and thus injure materially the brightness of the retinal 
images. Moreover, they limit the visual field most injuriously; they only render possible a 
more perfect perception of objects lying in the middle of the field, but cannot be used while 
the patient is going about, and much less when the objects move and change position rapidly. 
Hence they only temporarily increase the clearness of vision, and of course can only be used 
for monocular vision. When using stenopaic spectacles, i. e., cups with openings in the 
center (Ritterich, Bonders), which are fastened before the eye, the greater distance of the hole 
from the center of the cornea causes the limitation of the visual field to be more marked; 
hence they are less serviceable than flat monocular perforated shades. 

1. But the above indications are better fulfilled by an operative displacement of 
the pupil. For thus the pupil will be drawn out to act as a stenopaic fissure and 
distorted toward the prolapse. If the opacity and superficial roughness of the cornea 
is not too extensive, it will not be difficult in the choice of a point for operation to 
place the entire pupil, or its greater part, behind transparent and regular cornea, 
and thus turn the rays from the disturbing opacity and irregularly refracting rough 
cornea, and so increase directly the clearness and sharpness of the retinal images. 
In certain cases there will he a question of giving the slit-shaped pupil a position 
and direction, by which the optical effects of irregular curvature of the cornea may 
he diminished if not destroyed, since only the more direct rays pass, arid these have 
gone through a meridian but little deviating from the normal curvature, and with or 
without glasses unite on the retina to sharp images (see Astigmatism). The circum¬ 
stance that the play of the pupil and the power of accommodation are retained to a 
certain extent, has considerable influence in regard to the gain to be obtained. Un¬ 
fortunately, the conditions necessary to the success of this operation are not always 
present. 

In extensive thick opacities it is rarely possible to place most of the pupil behind 
transparent and superficially smooth parts of the cornea, or entirely to do away with 
the spectrum from the indistinct edges of the opacity, without excessively stretch¬ 
ing the iris and narrowing too much the passage for direct raj's, and detracting 
greatly from the brightness of the images. In anomalies of curvature of the cornea, 
moreover, it is not always possible to place the long axis of the pupil opposite the 
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112 DISPLACEMENT OF TIIE PUP®. 

least curved portion of the cornea, as this is not always in a transparent and regular 
part. Anterior synechia of the iris, especially of the pupillary zone, does not permit 
a true displacement of the pupil, and a sufficient covering of the edges of the opacity; 
the pupil can only be drawn out to a slit, and in favorable cases, by a suitable posi¬ 
tion and direction, somewhat diminish the optical effect of a given abnormal curva¬ 
ture of the cornea. 

e. From these considerations the indications for displacement of the pupil for 
opacities of the cornea are limited. 

In most cases it is well to renounce its uncertain results, and, by effecting a wider 
opening for direct lights at the most favorable part, to increase as much as possible 
the brightness of the retinal images ; that is, to choose iridectomy. Where the cir¬ 
cumstances are not too unfavorable, this is generally a very satisfactory operation. 
It is not uncommon by it to give rather good vision, so that the eye, at least with the 
aid of suitable glasses or stenopaic spectacles, is fitted for near and distant vision 
reading, writing, etc., and even for the recognition of small objects. Slight abnormal 
curvatures of the cornea do not at all prevent such a result, but, on the contrary, 
experience has proved that such deviations in the convexity frequently so diminish 
after iridectomy that their optical effects are easily neutralized or brought to a small 
amount by cylindrical glasses. Where, on the contrary, the circumstances are very 
unfavorable, the cornea very irregular, or only a small peripheral portion passable 
for direct rays, brilliant results can not be expected, and this must be considered in 
the prognosis before the operation. However, such unfavorable conditions do not 
render the operation entirely superfluous or worthless. 

The fact of the other eye being normal does not contraindicate an operation, be 
it displacement of the pupil or iridectomy, even if the result desired is only improved 
vision. 

Strengthening the impressions of light and extending the visual field are indications enough 
to recommend the operation. If a decided improvement of the amount of vision may be hoped 
for, there is a direct indication not to delay operation, as the affected eye may meanwhile de¬ 
teriorate and lose its functional power from want of use. Careful observation has proved that 
the operated eye does not necessarily act injuriously on the sound one, and so cause its impres¬ 
sions to be repressed (Graefe). 

Where the other eye is entirely useless for vision, the operation seems indicated 
even under most unfavorable circumstances, as even a slight improvement of sight, 
rendering possible the recognition of shadows of objects, or even strengthening the 
perception of light, is a gain for the patient. 

It may be considered a rule, to make the pupil as near as possible to the center 
of the cornea. In peripheral synechia, where the pupillary margin of the iris is 
drawn toward the cicatrix, there is often an opportunity to carry out this rule. In 
central opacities of the cornea, the artificial pupil should be peripheral. Then, where 
there is a choice, the inner lower quadrant of the cornea is the point of election for 
the new pupil. 

It is important to remember here, first, that the visual axis meets the corneal axis at an 
angle, and passes through the cornea at a point a little inside of and below its center; and, 
secondly, that in fixing, the visual axis must be turned to the object regarded, in order that its 
image may fall on the yellow spot. Hence, if the artificial pupil be formed elsewhere than at 
the inner and lower quadrant of the cornea, all the rays of light entering the eye through it 
must be regarded as marginal rays, which fall the more obliquely on the refractive surfaces, 
the more removed the artificial pupil is from the inner lower quadrant of the cornea. Under 
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ARTIFICIAL PUPIL IN OPACITY OF CORNEA. 113 

such circumstances, even in normal curvature of the cornea, the spherical and chromatic aber¬ 
rations are very perceptible; but when there is abnormal curvature, the deviation of the light 
is very annoying. To this is to be added the fact, that of the rays of light falling on the por¬ 
tion of cornea in front of the pupil, on account of the size of the angle of incidence, a large 
portion are reflected, some are absorbed, some scattered; hence the retinal images are less 
bright, and even a slight opacity will impair their distinctr e jf. 

We must attend to the above, not only in cases where we wish simply to give 
as good monocular vision as possible, but where functional activity of the other eye 
induces us to attempt to restore binocular vision. In old, extensive, central opaci¬ 
ties, especially those originating in youth, this hope is, however, slight; hence it 
seems better to attempt increasing the field of vision, and to make the artificial 
pupil externally. 

Generally, we may have greater expectations of restoring binocular vision by operation, the 
more favorable are the conditions for attaining sharp, retinal images, and the more certainly 
we may count on the muscles of the eye being in a condition to correct slight differences in the 
position of the images on the two retinae. Eccentric pupils at the outer or upper part of the 
cornea, and particularly when very peripheral, rarely or never permit binocular vision. 

Those made upward are often covered by the upper fid, and hence their beneficial effect is 
limited. And it is necessary to combat this by laying back the superior rectus; for by the 
tenotomy the action of the muscle is limited, and the visual line directed below the horizon. 
Hence, when fixing an object, a stronger exertion of the will on the superior rectus is necessary 
than usual, to bring the optic axis in the right direction. But this impulse always affects 
simultaneously the levator muscle of the upper lid from the community of function; hence, 
this is always elevated in fixing an object, which is the point desired. 

d. In cases where the entire cornea is cloudy, it has been proposed to make a way through 
the sclerotic (AutenreUh). In the exterior zone of the sclerotic a round opening is to be made, 
and the part of the choroid and retina thus exposed, to be cut out. Then the vitreous body fills 
the opening, and for a time it certainly permits a shadowy perception of large and near objects. 
But this opening always contracts, and finally is closed with cloudy, cicatricial tissue. Hence 
this method is of no practical benefit. 

The attempts to transplant the cornese of beasts, by uniting them by stitches to the edges 
of an opening in the cornea (Himly, Wutzer), have failed. The transplantations clouded over 
or contracted, if they did not die outright. Not less unsuccessful have been the attempts to 
form an artificial window, by introducing a stud-shaped piece of glass into an opening in the 
cornea, and healing this up around it (Nussbaum). However, one case is recorded, where the 
glass remained and permitted vision, for three months after its introduction fWeusser). 

e. To break up an anterior synechia, a proceeding analogous to iridectomy is serviceable. 
Thus, after dilating the pupil as much as possible by atropine, a lance-shaped knife is so intro¬ 
duced through the cornea, in the meridian of the adhesion, that by advancing it the adherent 
layer of the iris comes under the blade just at the cicatrix. If any part remains, it may be re¬ 
moved by the hook used in iridectomy. Repeated instillations of strong solutions of atropine 
must keep the pupil and edges of the wounded iris as widely dilated as possible. This proceed¬ 
ing is, however, never certain in its effect, and is rarely worth the trouble and danger. In cen¬ 
tral cicatrices, with synechias of the pupillary borders, it will rarely remove the necessity for 
iridectomy. While in eccentric or peripheral synechias, which influence but little the diameter 
of the pupil, and where only a small portion of the pupil seems covered with the cicatrix, the 
detachment seems to have little effect. 

3. The third indication aims at preventing the consequences of keratitis, that is, 
tlie development of short-sightedness, amblyopia, strabismus, etc. (The proper 
fteans for this will be discussed in the chapters on these subjects.) 

Authorities.— Wedl, Atlas cornea sclera.—Klebs, A. f. O. XL 2. S. 287.—Stellwag, ophth. 
f S. 42, 218, 226, 293, 303 and 322.—Cunier, Ann. d’ocul. X. P. 264, XIII. P. 255.—Knapy, 
H Monatbl. 1864, S. 304.—Piringer, die Blenn. am Menschenauge, Graz, 1841, S. 261.—Beer, 
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Lehre von den Augenkhten. Wien, 1817, II. S. 95.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges, Prag, I. 8. 
269.—Rothmund, kl. Monatsbl. 1866, S. 161. — Crusell, Ueber den Galvanismus, etc., Peters¬ 
burg, 1841. ■—Mackenzie, Traite' d. mal. des yeux, Traduit par Warlomont et Testelin, Paris, 
1857, II. P. 156. — Weller, Desmours, according to Desmarres, Traite' des mal. d. yeux, Paris, 
1847, P. 332.'—Ruete, Lehrbuch der Ophth. Braunschweig, 1853, II. S. 262.—Mead, according 
to Ruete ibid.—Quiz, Oesterr. Wochensohrift, 1842, Nr. 24.—Malgaigne, Ann. d’ocul. XIII. 
P. 212.—Desmarres, ibid. IX. P. 96, X. P. 1.—Hasner, Entwurf eineranat. Begrund. etc., Prag, 
1847, S. 123, and kl. Vortriige, S. 152, 205.'—Travers, Mackenzie, Abhandlung ilber die Kkhtn. 
des Auges, Weimar, 1832, S. 513.—Ritlerich, according to Th. Ruete, Lehrbuch, II. S. 265. 
—Schauenburg, Die kiinstliche Pupille vor und in deni Auge, Berlin, 1854, u. deutsche Klinik, 
1854.—Bonders und Wijngaarden, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 257.—Braefe, ibid. II. 2. S. 177.—B. Ruete, 
kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 239.'—Autenrieth, Tiibinger Blatter fur Naturwissenschaft, 1. S. 88.— 
0. Dimly, Kkhtn. und Missbildgn. des. m. Auges, Berlin, 1843, II. S. 58, 60. Wutzer, Zeit- 
schrift f. Ophth. I. S. 486, and V. S. 323.—Russbaum, Ueber die Behdlg. der Hornhaut-TrU- 
bungen, etc., Miinchen, 1856, und deutsche Klinik, 1853, Nr. 34.—Heusser, arztl. Intelligenz- 
blatt, etc., 1860, Nr. 24—tichalygen, A. f. O. XII. 1. S. 93.—Czerny, Wien. Augen-Klinik Ber. 
S. 190.—Gouvea, Archiv fill- Aug. - und Ohrenheilkunde, I. 1. S. 120.—De Luca, Gaz. Me'd. de 
Paris, 1867, S. 360. 
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3. Staphyloma. 

Nosology.—In order that a staphyloma may be developed within the anterior 
opening of the sclerotic, there must first be a decrease of the normal resistance of 
the comeal tissue, or it must be replaced by an extensible tissue. A second condi¬ 
tion is a certain pressure from the contents of the globe, by which the part of the 
walls in question is subjected to a power too great for its resistance. The last con¬ 
dition requires the absence of even the slightest opening in any part of the tunics 
of the eye, and that the parts which secrete the humors have their function unim¬ 
paired. The pressure of the recti muscles also favors, but is not necessary to, 
the production of staphyloma. The diminished resistance of the cornea is occasion¬ 
ally the result of a simple relaxation of its layers. If this reaches so high a grade 
that the intra-ocular pressure acquires even a temporary ascendency, a protrusion of 
the cornea results; more frequently the decrease of the resistance is grounded in local 
or total destruction of the anterior corneal lamell®. The exposed posterior layers, 
under the influence of the intra-ocular pressure, are then stretched and pressed for¬ 
ward, and an ulcerative keratectasia results, which, by successive additions of a 
neoplastic, more or less cloudy, even cicatricial tissue deposit, may become a cicatri¬ 
cial corneal staphyloma. Finally, in most cases an extensive perforation or destruc¬ 
tion of the cornea is the origin of the staphyloma. The uncovered iris advances to 
the opening, glues itself to the edges of the perforation, forming a staphyloma of the 
iris, which, by development of cicatricial tissue in and around its walls, is trans¬ 
formed to a true cicatricial staphyloma. 

A perfect division into these three forms of staphyloma is only theoretically pos¬ 
sible. In point of fact the boundaries are lost in various intermediate forms. 

cl Corneal Staphyloma. 

Pathology.—The state of staphyloma of the cornea is best described by the 
synonym ectasia or protrusion of the cornea, since it represents the proper corneal 
tissue as the part which has suffered extension and increase of surface. 

There are distentions of the eyeball, in which the inflammatory basis is evident 
as well in the history as in the accompanying symptoms. When of a low degree 
they are described as corneal staphylomata in the strict sense of the word; when 

I highly developed they are always united with protrusions of the anterior scleral 
I zone or of the whole sclerotica, and are therefore a symptom of the so-called hydroph- 
I thlnrns anterior, or total staphyloma of the globe (see sclero-choroidal staphyloma). 

There are also ectasise or protrusions of the eyeball, whose proximate cause lies 
I ffl certain want of development, or in certain inflammatory processes, but for which 
I lo remote cause can be found in a previously existing inflammation. Such cases 
I Me the so-called keratoconus, conical cornea, or conical corneal staphyloma and kera- 
I ioglobus, cornea globosa or spherical corneal staphyloma, also called buphthalmus. 
I The protrusion always occurs at the expense of the thickness of the cornea. In 
I keratoglobus the cornea is evenly thinned, it is scarcely as thick as letter-paper, and 
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11G STAPHYLOMA OF THE COENEA. 

posteriorly is lined by the membrane of Descemet, which is also distended and 
thinned. 

In conical cornea the periphery was found sometimes thickened, sometimes normal. In the 
middle, however, corresponding to the most prominent part of the staphyloma, the cornea ap¬ 
peared much thinned, about as thick as, letter-paper. At the anterior surface the transition of 
the two different great zones of the cornea was unmarked, but on the posterior it was sudden, 
so that the central thinned part seemed surrounded by a pad, as it were (M Jaeger, Walker, 
Middlemore, Cappelletti). 

Symptoms.—These vary with the degree of protrusion, and are also frequently 
modified by various affections which are closely connected with stapliylomatous 
formations. 

1. Low grades of protrusion escape even the practiced eye, unless the finer means 
of diagnosis are resorted to, since they do not cause any marked deviations in the 
size or shape of the cornea. 

But the irregular astigmatism connected with the protrusion is exceedingly 
evident to the patient, especially when the eye was formerly normal. Distant vision 
is always indistinct, and we are not able to improve it by spherical or cylindrical 
glasses. Distant objects of a smaller size which are distinctly marked, appear redu¬ 
plicated, subsequently even near vision becomes more and more difficult, the patient 
is obliged to hold the objects near the eye, without then getting a distinct view. 
This polyopia is often very disturbing—we may then easily mistake the difficulty in 
vision for amblyopia, yet the ability of distinguishing color tints even, of objects 
very near at hand, and especially the marked improvement in vision, when the 
patient looks through a round opening in a shade, as well as when he nearly closes 
his eyelids, will prevent an error in diagnosis. 

The irregularity of the corneal curvature is also seen in the ophthalmoscopic 
image. We only see a small portion of the fundus. The vessels and the border of 
the optic papilla appear distorted in various directions, dilated and contracted, 
while then' contour is seen with varying distinctness. We not unfrequently see a 
vessel very much attenuated running into one side of the visual field out of the in¬ 
distinct border, and gradually becoming more distinct and at the same time 
thicker, and finally leaving the visual field on the other side when it has become 
considerably enlarged. The slightest displacement of the axis of the mirror or of 
the affected eye causes great distortions of the image, so that the vessels and the 
border of the optic disc seem actually to twist into each other. 

There are also changes in the reflex from the anterior surface of the cornea. These 
are not marked, however, in consequence of the smallness of the image. But if the 
curvature be conical, as is the case in keratoconus, the appearance of the reflex is a 
very good means of diagnosis. 

If such a reflex be thrown upon the vertex of the cone, it appears very small 
without any marked distortion. But it is lengthened in an instant, if we change the 
position of the eye to the source of illumination. 

These dioptric and catoptric symptoms only appear distinctly, when the protru¬ 
ding cornea has preserved at least the greater part of its transparency. Such cases 
are, however, the lesser number. In keratectasia, in the strict sense of the word, the 
cornea is, as a rule, opaque and cicatricial. In keratoconus a transparent apex is also 
exceptional, and in keratoglobus the cornea very often appears permeated by slight 
cloudy opacities, and in some cases evenly and densely opaque. Besides, the conse¬ 
quences of intra-ocular inflammatory processes and other causes for the impairment 
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of vision come into consideration, so that the diagnosis of slight degrees of this 
affection becomes quite difficult. 

2. In the higher degrees of development all these symptoms are more prominent. 
The cornea, especially when the eye is viewed laterally, appears distinctly curved 
forward, and the anterior chamber seems considerably enlarged. 

a. In true keratectasia the distention of the cornea is sometimes quite even and 
regular, when the curvature is like a miniature dome; again it is irregular, often 
limited to one part of the cornea, in which case the cornea approaches the shape of 
a blunt cone, and slopes off regularly or irregularly on all sides, according as the 
vertex of the curvature corresponds to a central or lateral portion of the cornea. 

b. In keratoconus the curvature is conical, or, strictly speaking, that of a Tiyper- 
loloid, since the lateral walls are not straight in the direction of the meridian, but 
more or less convex. But the curves are not regular, for in the different meridians, and 
in the individual parts of the same meridian, the curvatures vary exceedingly (Brewster). 

The characteristic conical protrusion of the cornea in keratoconus, and the 
extensive widening of the anterior chamber united with it, are such marked symp¬ 
toms that they can scarcely be mistaken. In fact, the staphyloma occasionally 
protrudes so as to be seen when the lids are closed, or it even renders the closure of 
the lids irregular. The blunt point of the cone often corresponds with the center 
of the cornea, which then arises with an equal angle from all points of the peri¬ 
phery to the zenith, and appears bell-shaped. But just as often the position of the 
zenith is eccentric, when at some points the walls of the staphyloma are unequally 
abrupt. The apex of the cone is often transparent, but more frequently cloudy, 
hazy, or opaque, like an epithelial or tendinous sp>ot, or it is even cicatricial. The 
lateral walls of the staphyloma are, as a rule, completely transparent, smooth, and 
reflecting. The contrary is to be ascribed to accidental complications, which do 
not stand in immediate relation to keratoconus. 

The reflex and ophthalmoscopic images show the above-described changes in the size, form, 
and position in more marked manner when the position of the axis of the cone to the source 
of illumination is varied. If the axis of the cone be turned exactly to the source of illu¬ 
mination, all the light will be reflected. The result is the appearance of a bright ring (Ammon, 
Knapp). Sometimes the reflection is so great that the conical cornea glitters like a crystal. 

Vision is always very much impaired in greatly developed keratoconus, and can 
only be a little improved by the use of minute openings in a shade, blinking of the 
Ms, and a lateral position of the object (Mackenzie). 

In highly-developed cases the sight is not sufficient for the patient to walk 
alone. For objects in the axis of the cone escape observation, and those to the side 
are only recognized in their rough outlines; hence, in attempting to fix an object, 
the patient turns the side of the eye to it. Frequently, however, vision is limited 
to distinguishing light from darkness or different colors, and often all sensibility 
to light is gone, and the keratoconus is combined with amaurosis. 

c. In keratoglobus the cornea curves forward like a cupola. At first the line of 
demarcation between the cornea and sclerotica is still very distinct; but gradually 
the anterior zone of the sclera becomes distended; it appears bluish and translu- 
eent, while the line between the two tissues becomes less and less distinct. The 
oornea becomes very much larger. In pure cases not unfrequently the brilliant 
“flection of its surface and the transparency of its tissues are preserved. Occa¬ 
sionally there is a greenish or smoky opacity of the cornea, especially on the peri¬ 
phery, so that it can scarcely be distinguished from the sclerotica. Often these 
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118 STAPHYLOMA OF THE CORNEA—CAUSES. 

extensive leucomata, or the whole corneal tissue, may become completely opaque. 
The anterior chamber is enormously enlarged, the iris is widened generally, some¬ 
what discolored, the pupil is of medium size, very sluggish, or even immovable. The 
lens and the aqueous humor are usually transparent, more rarely cataractous. At 
times the lens is dislocated and floating, from the distention or partial rupture of 
the zonula. The fundus is slightly changed; at the greatest it shows slight atrophy 
of the tapetum. In the optic nerve entrance, far advanced complete excavation has 
been repeatedly demonstrated. This has been referred to an increase in the intra¬ 
ocular pressure, which, in the greater number of cases, is said to be manifest by a 
marked hardness of the globe. 

The vision of such a globe is always much reduced, but by no means annihilated. 
In some cases limitations of the visual field have been observed. The refraction of 
the eye is not always myopic to a high degree, as we should expect from the elonga¬ 
tion of the corneal radius, and not always even myopic to any degree (Muralt). 

In consequence of the fact that the posterior part of the globe is not affected, the 
mobility of the eye is not impaired. Yet without doubt, when there is a large 
staphyloma, and the palpebral fissure is thus put on the stretch and the lids 
rendered very tense, the free motion of the eyeball is somewhat limited. 

Causes.—Keratectasia, in the strict sense, is actually in most cases the result of 
an extensive vascular keratitis. It is developed, especially, often during the course 
of a high grade of trachomatous pannus, and thus bears the name keratectasia 
resulting from pannus. 

Frequent and severe inflammations dispose particularly to these protrusions: 
more rarely a diffuse keratitis or a partial ulceration is the immediate cause. 

Inflammation also plays an important part in keratoconus (Ruete, Graefe, 
Mackenzie, Sichel). Independent of direct observations, the frequent occurrence of 
opacity, especially at the apex of the cone, is proof that it originates in inflam¬ 
matory relaxation of tissue, particularly as such observations often exist at the 
commencement of staphyloma. Still, inflammation cannot be the sole source, as 
conical staphyloma is often developed without inflammatory symptoms appearing 
at any stage of the disease. 

In such cases we may perhaps look for the cause in the thinning of the center of 
the cornea which has been demonstrated to exist, and this may be referred to an 
original malformation. 

In support of the view that an error of development is the disposing cause, we find that 
conical cornea is often congenital and even hereditary, and not unfrequently appears combined 
with other anomalies of development of the eye and head (Ammon). We also find that the 
disease rarely remains monocular, but usually affects one eye after the other, or both together, 
which is not the case in keratoglobus. 

In keratoglobus the changes within the eye indicate a precedent deep inflam¬ 
mation, and if this be congenital or hereditary (Ammon, Junglcen) the disease may 
have run its course during fcetal life. 

Yet there are cases when all the indications of such inflammation are wanting. 
The frequent occurrence of a glaucomatous excavation in connection with increased 
resistance of the globe have led to the view that an increase of the intra¬ 
ocular pressure may be one of the proximate causes (Muralt). But, since in glau¬ 
coma itself the most marked increase of the intra-ocular pressure is not able to 
cause a distention of the cornea and of the outer scleral layers, it must be evident 
that in keratoglobus another factor—that is, lessening of the resisting power 
of the sclerotica — must also act, and this we must explain by an inflam- 
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mation which relaxes the tissue, or an original predisposition, that is, a kind of mal¬ 
formation (Muralt). 

Course and Results.—Corneal staphyloma, as a rule, developes very slowly. 
On account of its slightness, its commencement is often overlooked, and the distur¬ 
bances of vision caused by it are ascribed to some other disease. Hence a slight 
protrusion often continues months or years undiscovered and gradually increases; 
or it advances rapidly after an intercurrent keratitis, heavy coughing, vomiting, 
crying, etc., giving rise to the supposition that it is developed as a result of this 
circumstance. Even in those cases in which a marked inflammation, by a change of 
tissue, has prepared the way for the protrusion, it often happens that when develop¬ 
ed it escapes observation, and is only discovered after long-continued growth. 

Still, cases are seen where, even during the course of the inflammation, the protru¬ 
sion has reached a high grade. This especially happens in keratectasia ex panno and 
keratoglobus. The development of the latter is sometimes very rapid, terminating 
in a few weeks. It is then generally preceded by attacks of intense pain, on account 
of the pressure on the ciliary nerves. 

Not unfrequently the development of a corneal staphyloma is much interrupted; 
the ectasia reaches a certain point, then rests for months or years, and again proceeds 
with or without an apparent cause. 

The development to the highest grade is, however, not absolutely necessary. 
The protrusion may halt at any stage and become stationary. Thus cases occur which 
have remained unaltered for years, and give no reason to expect a further formation 
of keratoconus or keratoglobus. 

In high grades of keratoconus, if the apex be not cloudy at first, it generally 
becomes so very soon. The cause of this may be that when the lids close, 
the tears are not conducted over the apex, which, being less covered than a 
normal cornea, must suffer more from dryness, on account of its exposure to the 
atmosphere. A keratoconus or conical cornea never bursts except from application 
of force (Wardrop). The existence of a corneal staphyloma of this kind does not 
prevent the development of an intense, even ulcerative inflammation, and under such 
circumstances a perforation is possible. In keratoglobus of the highest develop¬ 
ment rupture is not uncommon (Muralt) (see Sclero-choroidal Staphyloma). 

No certain observation of a spontaneous cure of the various forms of corneal 
staphyloma is recorded. 

Treatment.—We should first attempt to prevent the protrusion. In case the 
development is progressing, the indication is to restore the normal conditions, or at 
least prevent further advance. If this is impossible, nothing remains but to re¬ 
duce the accompanying disturbance of vision to a minimum. 

1. The first indication requires, on the one hand, the correct treatment of the 
faulty action causing the diminished resistance, and hence in the majority of cases is 
to be antiphlogistic, but on the other hand demands the reduction or neutralization 
of the pressure acting on the posterior wall of the cornea. In this view, the greatest 
possible relaxation of the muscles of the eye, and especially the avoidance of any¬ 
thing that can excite the latter to simultaneous contraction, is advisable. Hence a 
suitably applied pressure bandage may be serviceable. If there is reason to fear 
danger from expansion on account of the rapid change of tissue, or if abnormal 
hardness of the eyeball shows increased tension, wo should perform iridectomy 
immediately (Graefe). 
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120 CORNEAL STAPHYLOMA-IKIDECTOMY-KERATECTOMY. 

Very recently it is said that good results have been thus obtained in keratoglo- 
bus. Yet the operation is very dangerous in these cases, because the wound does not 
readily close ; vitreous humor is apt to flow through the interstices of the zonula, 
hemorrhages into the vitreous often occur, and thus hyalitis is sometimes developed. 
Several eyes have been destroyed by suppuration after iridectomy (Murcdt). 

2. The second and chief indication is to restore the normal curvature, and it has 
been attempted to fulfill this by producing a shrinking cicatrix on the apex of the 
cone. Tire vertex of the cone, at an interval of several days, is cauterized with a fine 
point of nitrate of silver, and where this does not suffice, the cornea is occasionally 
punctured (Siehel). Lately this method has been combined with keratectomy. An 
incision is made with a small and thin knife through the thickness of the membrane 
without perforating it; the flap thus formed is cut out with the scissors, and the cut 
surface cauterized at several points with the mitigated nitrate of silver (nitrate of 
silver and nitrate of potash). If four to five cauterizations do not produce 
sufficient irritation and exudation, a paracentesis should be made several times at 
the apex of the cone, afterwards atropine and the protective bandage are used; in 
case, however, the inflammation becomes very great and threatens to end ip ulcera¬ 
tion, lukewarm aromatic compresses are used (Oraefe). The results of this method 
of treatment are very much praised by many {Horner, Carter, Ed. Meyer, Secondi), 
since by the shrinkage of the cicatrix a better and more regular curvature of the 
cornea is obtained, and the vision is said to be markedly increased. Yet these 
results have sometimes been attained by very dangerous inflammations of the 
deeper parts of the eye—iritis with hypopyon, irido-clioroiditis, and so on. This 
mode of treatment is therefore by no means without danger, and besides is some¬ 
what difficult to perform, since it is not easy to cut off the outermost layers of the 
apex of the cornea without perforating it. It is evident, moreover, that a simple 
shaving off of the epithelium would accomplish the same. 

Others have obtained the same result by repeated paracenteses of the cornea ( Wardrop), 
and by the intra-ocular myotomy division of the ciliary muscle (Hancock, Coursserant). The 
dangerous operation of removing the transparent lens has also been performed as a method of 
treatment (Adams). The proposition to cut out a piece of the base of the staphyloma, and to 
favor the formation of a flat cicatrix, deserves further observation (Fari). A spontaneous re¬ 
cession of the keratoconus, in consequence of an extensive perforating ulcer of the cornea, with 
prolapse of the iris, has been observed. It would be a better plan, however, to excise a lance¬ 
shaped flap, having its long axis meridionally, out of the apex, than from the base of the staphy¬ 
loma. A wound of this shape offers the best chances of healing, as its edges can more easily 
come together when the cornea collapses. A prolapse of the iris, with accompanying contrac¬ 
tion or closure of the pupil, can hardly be prevented. It is, however, of little consequence. 
A subsequent iridectomy easily makes a way for the rays of light. To prevent a return of 
the protrusion after excision, a pressure bandage is necessary till the consolidation of the neo¬ 
plastic tissue is completed. 

3. The second indication is to make the retinal images as clear and distinct 
as possible—that is, to neutralize the optical effects of the existing and incu¬ 
rable curvature of the cornea. It presupposes the power in the functional part of 
the apparatus to bring objective light to perception, and hence is of no value, 
where the staphyloma is accompanied by amblyopia or amaurosis. 

All these requirements are best fulfilled by a displacement of the pupil in the 
direction of a corneal meridian, which in curvature* etc., is nearest normal 
(Tyrrel, Donders). Iridectomy is far less serviceable for this purpose {Graefe). If, 
however, an artificial pupil has been already made to limit the progress of the dis- 
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ease, or because tlie attempt at displacement has failed, we may at least diminish 
the existing errors of refraction by cylindrical glasses or stenopaic spectacles. 

A displacement of the pupil to both sides, so that a stenopaic slit reaches over the whole 
diameter of the cornea (Bowman), is less advisable, as an entire meridian of the cornea offers 
too great a difference of curvature in its various parts, and its middle is always too convex to 
permit moderately sharp vision. Besides, the great traction on the pupillary part of the iris 
is dangerous. 

Authorities.—M. Jaeger, Zeitschrift f. Ophth. I. S. 544.—Walker, Principles of Ophth. 
Surgery, London, 1834, P. 80.—Middlemore, Treatise on the Diseases of the Human Eye, Lon¬ 
don, 1835, I. P. 532.—Cappelletti, Wiener med. Wochenschrift, 1842, Nro. 14.—Btellwag, 
Ophth. I. S. 260, II. S. 984.—Bickford, Dublin Journ. 1844, Jan. — C. Hirnly, Krakh. u. Miss- 
bild. d. m. Auges, Berlin, 1843, II. S. 74 u. S. 192.—Jilngken, nach Himly, ibid.—Adams, 
Journ. of Science and Arts, 1817, II. P. 403.—Ammon, Zeitschrift f. Ophth. I. S. 122, u. klin. 
Darstellungen etc. I.*Taf. 3.—Mackenzie, Abhandl. iiber die Krankh. des Auges, Weimar, 
1832, S. 511. — Wardrop, Essays on theMorb. Anat. etc., London, 1819, P. 131.—Brewster after 
Wardrop, ibid. P. 132.—Tyrrell, Pract. Works on the Diseases of the Eye, London, 1840, I. P. 
277.—Fari according to Buete, Lehrbuch, II. S. 270.—Chelius, Handbuch der Augenheilk. Stutt¬ 
gart, 1839, II. S. 378.— Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 1864, S. 313.—Bowman, ibid. 1863, S. 85.—Graefe, 
A. f. O. I. 1. S. 297, IV. 2 S. 271.—Bonders, ibid. VII. 1. S. 194.—Hasner, kl. Vortrage, Prag, 
1860, S. 135.—Hancock, Lancet, 1860. — Opli. Hospital Begyorts, 1859, IX. S. 154.—Mauthner, 
Lehrb. d. ophthalmosoop. S. 158.—Mur alt, iiber Hydrophthalmus congenitus, Zurich, 1869, S. 
30-59.—Sichel, Mackenzie’s Treatise, II. S. 237.—Horner, kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 139.—Carter, 
Lancet, 1869, I. S. 189.—Ed. Meyer, Virchow’s Jahresbericht, 1868, II. S. 490.—Secondi della, 
cura del cheratocono, Genova, 1869, S. 20.—Hancock, Courssera7it, Annal. d’ocul. XLIV. S. 
243.—Heyrnan, Ophthalmologisches, Leipzig, 1868. S. 20. 
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1). Cicatricial Corneal Staphyloma. 

Pathology.—This may be defined as the protrusion of a portion of cornea that 
is covered with cicatricial tissue; for it is nothing but the bulging out of a cicatrized 
ulcer, an ulcerative keratectasia that has become permanent. It presupposes an exten¬ 
sive trough-shaped ulcer, whose floor, either originally or in the course of cicatriza¬ 
tion, has become protruded. The thinnest part of the floor is most pressed out, and 

subsequently forms the zenith of the staphylo¬ 
ma (Fig. 15). This zenith has often scarcely the 
thickness of writing-paper. But from it out¬ 
wards the thickness increases, till at the foot 
of the vesicle it becomes normal. 

The zenith is, as a rule, formed almost entirely 
of cicatricial tissue; at least the substratum of 
proper corneal substance is so thin as to escape 
notice. On the sides of the staphyloma, however, 

a more or less thick layer of transparent cornea may be recognized, lying under the cloudy 
cicatrix. The posterior wall of the sound cornea and of the staphyloma is covered with the 
capsule of the aqueous humor. Towards the zenith this membrane becomes thin. Sometimes 
it even seems to be absent, so that the cicatrized part appears uncovered. But, under such 
circumstances, the covering of atrophied iris is wanting, and hence this form of staphyloma 
may be distinguished from true cicatricial staphyloma. Anterior synechia may'indeed exist; 
still the attached portion of iris does not form the base on which the cicatricial tissue rests, as 
it were. The part of the cornea around the protrusion is frequently remarkably curved in 
various directions, and not rarely affected with superficial and parenchymatous opacities. 

Course and Results.—The development is sometimes rapid, and may even occur 
during the inflammatory process; sometimes it is slow, beginning after the inflam¬ 
mation has ceased, and being frequently interrupted during its progress. 

We cannot expect a spontaneous cure; on the contrary, when the apex of the 
staphyloma is thin, it not unfrequently ruptures. The repeated attacks of inflamma¬ 
tion and ciliary trouble, occurring at variable intervals, are important practically. 
They are most frequent when there is anterior synechia, and probably depend on 
tension of the iris. 

These inflammations, which sometimes appear as keratitis, kerato-iritis, or irido-cy- 
clitis, often cause an increase of the staphyloma, occasionally further ulceration of the 
cornea or cicatrix, adhesions of the pupil, etc., and finally even attack the deeper 
parts of the eyeball, or even the other eye, causing a sympathetic ophthalmia. 

Treatment.—Ill small circumscribed staphyloma, if the rest of the cornea is 
not too much distorted, displacement of the pupil, or an iridectomy, suffices to give 
a satisfactory amount of vision. 

In some cases the partial staphyloma and malcurvature of surrounding portions of cornea 
are much diminished by an iridectomy combined with the methodical use of a pressure 
bandage. 

In very prominent or extensive staphyloma of this variety, iridectomy must he 
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CICATRICIAL STAPHYLOMA. 123 

combined with splitting or removal of the ectatic portion (see treatment of cica¬ 
tricial staphyloma). 

Frequent attacks of inflammation or ciliary neurosis call for the immediate per¬ 
formance of the operation, so that the cornea may not be clouded to a great extent 
and rendered unfit for an artificial pupil, and that the iris may not suffer, etc. If 
the attacks recur in spite of the operation, and the deeper parts of the eye are much 
affected sympathetically, or the other eye threatened, enucleation of the eyeball 
may be required. But if under such circumstances a sympathetic affection of the 
other eye is not to be feared, and it is desirable to insert an artificial eye for the im¬ 
provement of the looks, instead of enucleating, we may cause suppuration of the 
eyeball (see Sclero-choroidal Staphyloma). 

c. Cicatricial Staphyloma. 

Pathology,—The cicatricial staphyloma is a vesicular cicatrix protruding be¬ 
yond the level of the cornea—in other words, a staphyloma whose walls are com¬ 
posed, for the most part and throughout their whole thickness, of cicatricial tissue. 
In a genetic point of view it may be considered as a cicatrization of a vesicular pro¬ 
lapsus iridis or a cicatrized iris staphyloma. It presupposes an extensive penetrat¬ 
ing loss of substance of the cornea, and its closure by prolapsed iris and neoplastic 
tissue. According as this cicatrix replaces a part or the whole of the cornea, the 
condition is called partial or total staphyloma. 

Ectasia proceeds in cicatricial staphyloma, as in others, at the expense of the 
thickness. Hence the walls of the staphy¬ 
loma frequently appear very thin (Fig. 16), 
especially at the summit, which often has 
scarcely the thickness of paper. However, 
the protrusion does not prevent further 
development of tissue, so it not unfre- 
quently happens that the staphyloma has a 
thickness equal to that of the normal cornea, 
but sometimes greater and even double 
or more (Fig. 17). For such a state 
is not uncommon in very large cicatricial staphyloma, which can only with diffi¬ 
culty be covered by the lids. Some parts of the wall, most frequently the sum¬ 
mit, occasionally reach a remarkable thickness, even so as to much impede an opera¬ 
tion. Doubtless the steady action of various external irritants, and the excitement 
produced by them, is a decided cause of this increase of substance. 

The surface of the cicatricial staphyloma is covered with cloudy epithelial cells, which, 
from their physical peculiarities, may be divided into a corneal layer and a mucous substratum. 
In very large staphylomata which project beyond the lids, the corneal tissue bears more the 
character of epidermis, as it appears formed of dry epidermis plates without nuclei. These 
cellular elements are sometimes piled up to a considerable thickness (Fig. 17, a). Cases occur 
in which the epidermis may be peeled off as a membrane 1-4 to 1 line in thickness. In these 
layers chalky deposits are not unfrequently found; but generally the superficial layers are 
mingled with numerous granular masses of fat from the Meibomian glands. Lately, the oc¬ 
currence of stacftel and riff' cells in the mucous layer has been observed, which in a thick layer 
cover the surface of the staphyloma (Czerny, Schiess-Gemuseus). [Stachel cells are cells with 
linear projections from their circumference; riff cells have dentated borders.] 

Beneath the epithelial layer is found exceptionally a thin layer of loose vascular connective 

Fig. 16. 
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124 CICATRICIAL STAPHYLOMA. 

tissue, which appears to be a continuation 
of the conjunctiva. As a rule, however, the 
epithelium lies immediately on the cicatrix, 
whose tissue in the anterior layers, especially 
in the peripheral zone, mostly corresponds 
with neoplastic corneal substance, and in so 
far, doubtless, results from outgrowth of the 
external corneal border, which usually resists 
ulceration. 

Further back, however, the new formation 
acquires more and more the character of con¬ 
nective tissue, and is distinctly striated, and 
the developing connective-tissue cells show 
an increasing amount of dark pigment the 

further back we go. This connective tissue is formed by the proliferation of the iris exposed 
by the ulceration. It also contains vessels which form loops and bleed freely in case of injury. 
Bony scales are also found. 

At the base of the staphyloma, the prolapsed neoplasia is united with the remaining non- 
indurated part of the cornea, and rarely with the edge of the sclerotic itself. The kind of 
union between the cicatrix and healthy cornea varies, as in simple penetrating corneal cica¬ 
trices, according as the ulcer had steep or sloping edges. In the former case, the change from 
the neoplastic mass to the more or less cloudy cornea is sudden, but in the latter the cicatricial 
tissue, gradually thinning, advances over the former seat of the ulcer. The foot of the staphy¬ 
loma shows anteriorly a cicatricial, posteriorly a layer, originally of corneal substance, and 
from this point gradually becomes a tendinous, then an epithelial opacity, if there is room on 
the cornea for these changes. 

The posterior wall of the staphyloma is sometimes smooth, sometimes full of depressions. 
It generally appears covered with a delicate, structureless brown membrane, cZ, which is so 
intimately connected with the cicatrix that it can only be loosened in patches. This is the 
remains of the iris which was exposed by the corneal loss of substance, and on which the 
staphyloma has developed. In total and in partial central cicatricial staphyloma, the pupil is 
indicated by an increased amount of pigment on this membrane. 

On the posterior surface of the base of the staphyloma remains of Descemet’s membrane 
are always found. These are sometimes massed together in a ball, and simply hang to the cica¬ 
trix, or are glued to it. But ordinarily the base of the staphyloma is regularly covered by this 
membrane, as it falls forward from the portion of cornea surrounding the protruded cicatrix, 
and so reaches the sides of the staphyloma, where its ragged edges immediately sink into the 
cicatricial layers. Only in cicatricial staphylomata which have developed on a trough-shaped 
perforation does this hyaloid coating extend further—that is, so far as the posterior layers of 
the cornea have done. 

So far as the membrane of Descemet extends, the iris lies on the staphyloma wall without 
growing fast to it; adhesion begins where the Descemet ends or disappears in the cicatrix. The 
free portions of iris, changed by previous inflammation, often appear covered with a tendinous 
extension from the cicatrix, traversed by a tendinous framework and atrophied. But just as 
frequently these remains of iris retain their integrity. The cicatricial staphyloma is generally 
filled with aqueous, and presents an enormously enlarged posterior chamber as it were. Rare 
cases, however, are met with in which a more or less thick tendinous net-work is contained, which 
is intimately connected with the cicatrix, and whose meshes appear filled with a yellowish or 
brown cheesy mass. Careful examination has discovered in this mass a formless organic mole¬ 
cular base, nuclei, and cells in different stages of development; also blood-corpuscles, fat-glo¬ 
bules, cholesterine and chalky masses. This mass shines through the cornea and gives it from 
without a peculiar yellowish-red and brown-spotted look. It is always the result of an exces¬ 
sive proliferation of the iris. 

Frequently, especially inpartial staphyloma, the crystalline preserves its integrity. It often, 
however, appears as a primary or secondary cataracta siliquata, which, when the zonula remains, 
sometimes appears bulged out by the vitreous (Figs. 18 and 19). The wrinkling of the crystal¬ 
line is at one time the result of cataractous metamorphosis, but at another depends on the 

Pig. 17. 
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evacuation of the lens (on the perforation of the cornea), while the ruptured capsule retains 
its connections, and its edges finally close by exudation, or chalky degeneration of the cataract- 
ous remains. Still the entire lens is sometimes absent, as in extensive perforations it easily 
escapes with a portion of vitreous. Cases also occur in which the cataractous lens, frequently 
shrunken to a solid mass, is found in the concavity at the summit of the staphyloma, for the 
lens is often firmly united to the plug closing the pupil; later, when the cicatrix protrudes, it 
bursts the zonula and drags the lens forward with it. In the two latter cases, the inside of the 
staphyloma and the back part of the eye form one cavity, which is filled with a fluid resem¬ 
bling aqueous humor. Wounds of the globe cause this fluid to be evacuated and the eyeball 

to sink together. 

Symptoms. 1. As regards partial cicatricial staphyloma, its appearance varies 
according as it lias developed on a perpendicularly-edged rupture of the cornea or 
on a trough-shaped perforating ulcer. In the first case it usually presents itself as 
a roundish cloudy vesicle, about as large as a pea, which is raised perpendicularly 
above the surrounding, more or less mal- 
!curved, parts of the cornea, and is often 
pedunculated. (Fig. 18). In the second 
class this pedicle is absent, the protrusion 
slopes down into the remainder of the 
cornea, which is also abnormally curved. 
According as the staphyloma is central or 
peripheral, the cornea about its base is 
regularly (Fig. 22) or irregularly (Fig. 22) 
curved. 

Fig. 19. 

A small staphyloma of this kind is easily covered by the lids, and hence with 
each motion of winking it is moistened, and its surface appears smooth and reflect¬ 
ing ; the walls are of tendinous whiteness and opaque, but when thin are sometimes 
translucent. Staphylomata of great size, which project beyond the lids and prevent 
their closure, and so can not be regularly moistened, have always a dull, often rough, 
surface covered with yellow or brownish crusts of dry mucus. The cornea sur¬ 
rounding the staphyloma is more or less cloudy. Frequently the cicatrix sends off 
a shoot like a tendinous opacity, which ends in a cloudy epithelial ridge. At the 
base of the staphyloma the iris always lies close to the posterior wall of the cornea. 

In peripheral staphylomata, which have developed over exposed parts of the 
breadth of the iris, the pupil may be free; so that only the malcurvature of the 
cornea in front of it causes disturbance of vision. In a central staphyloma of this 
class, and especially where part of the pupillary margin of the iris is united with it, 
the pupil appears closed, and vision is limited to the perception of light. 

A peculiar form of partial cicatricial staphyloma results sometimes from perforating cres¬ 
centic ulcers or flap-wounds, such as are formed in the operation for extraction of cataract. A 

Fig. 18. 
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pad-shaped prolapsus iridis is developed, which by degrees cicatrizes and loses its convexity 
and changes to a wall perpendicular to the sclerotic (Fig. 21; a), and unites at a sharp angle 
with the flattened and protruded flap of the cornea. Such a staphyloma has no apex but an 
edge. 

2. Total cicatricial staphyloma often 
reaches a very large size, even to that of a 
hazel-nut or a chestnut. In shape it is 
sometimes a cone, sometimes half oval; 
sometimes it is quite irregular, as one part 
of the wall is more protruded than another, 
and advances beyond the rest. Very 
frequently it is contracted at the base, 
as the sclerotic generally takes no part 

in the protrusion. The base of the staphyloma is not always elevated in its whole 
extent, directly from the anterior opening of the sclerotic, but only at a small part 
of its periphery. The remainder of the latter is bordered with a more or less wide 
crescentic cicatrix, which lies on the level of the anterior scleral opening. Since the 
summit of the staphyloma is always placed in the opening of the lids, it is clear 
that the intra-orbital portion of the globe must undergo a strain, that the optic axis, 
which does not correspond with the staphyloma axis, is prolonged outwardly, will 
cut one or the other lid. 

Causes.—The development of a cicatricial staphyloma presupposes a loss of sub¬ 
stance of the cornea, from a distention of the layers. As a rule, it is the result of an 
ulceration ; rarely of a necrosis. It is. often developed over the opening made by 
taking away a like or different form of staphyloma, and then constitutes a relapse. 
Flap-wounds, also, such as are formed in cataract extractions, sometimes lead to 
staphylomata. 

Course and Results.—Cicatricial staphyloma is, as a rule, only an advanced 
stage of staphyloma iridis. The change from the latter to the former is often rapid, 
occurring even in a few weeks; but it is also frequently slow. That is, the pro¬ 
liferation of tissue in the exposed iris is sometimes very rapid, so that in a few days 
this appears changed to a spongy, fleshy formation of decided thickness; but some¬ 
times it is so slow that after weeks and months the walls of the his staphyloma pre¬ 
serve their former delicacy and transparency, and show only here and there some 
spots or net-work of tendinous tissue. 

However, there are cases in which the prolapsed iris, for a time, undergoes a 
luxuriant proliferation, sometimes granulates, and in places assumes the character of 
tendinous tissue before it bulges out, either because up to this time an opening per¬ 
mitted the escape of the aqueous, or because the latter was secreted in less quantities 
and transuded through the prolapsus. 

The cicatricial staphyloma, once developed, generally grows slowly and with many 
interruptions. The walls, however, increase in thickness, especially when the staphy¬ 
loma protrudes beyond the lids, and there is consequent irritation of the globe. 
When the walls have reached a certain thickness, a further protrusion is improbable; 
but an increase of extent outward by growth of the cicatricial tissues, or, as is more 
common, by addition of epithelial layers, may occur. Apart from this, such thick- 
walled staphylomata are strictly stationary, since they can neither heal spontaneously 
nor rupture. Only exceptionally does it happen that the walls ulcerate, collapse 
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after partial or total evacuation of the contents of the globe, and change to a flat 
cicatrix, or that the eye is destroyed by suppuration. 

Thin-walled, and especially recent staphylomata, on the contrary, frequently 
hurst. An external, mechanical injury, a powerful contraction of the recti muscles, 
often suffices to cause this. After the rupture, follows simply a loss of aqueous, or 
of a great part of the contents of the globe. In the former case the staphyloma, in 
the latter the eyeball, collapses. The edges of the rupture may unite, and the 
former condition recur. Sometimes, especially if after the rupture a pressure band¬ 
age is used, it happens that the walls of the staphyloma, which are folded together, 
inflame, and adhere, forming a ball, and consolidate to a flat cicatrix. This is the 
only way to a relatively spontaneous cure. Not rarely, however, extensive hemor¬ 
rhages occur, generally after evacuation of the contents of the globe, which, without 
inflammation, cause atrophy or phthisis of the eyeball. 

We must not omit to say that, in cicatricial staphyloma, the internal parts of the 
eye easily become sympathetically inflamed, either originally or during the subsequent 
development. The long removal of intra-ocular pressure, caused by ulceration of the 
cornea, tension of the iris united to the cicatrix, the swelling of a eataractous lens, 
external injuries that affect the eye while uncovered by the lids, are frequent 
sources of these affections. These are, then, the causes of frequently relapsing 
inflammation, unbearable ciliary neurosis, and where there is great excitability of 
the ciliary region, and decided increase of intra-ocular pressure, not unfrequently lead 
to glaucomatous conditions or staphylomatous protrusion of the sclerotic and 
choroid, and may even sympathetically affect and endanger the other eye. 

Treatment,—We should aim, first, at converting the protruded into a flat cica¬ 
trix, and, if possible, restoring a certain amount of vision; secondly, at meeting 
attacks of inflammation, and ciliary neurosis, and guarding against the dangers 
attending them. 

The flattening of the staphyloma is to be accomplished, according to the case, by 
splitting, cutting off the protruding portion, or by cutting out an elliptical piece 
of the cicatrix, and uniting the edges left by sutures. 

In somewhat extensive cicatricial staphylomata, the first two inodes of operating 
should be combined with the evacuation of the lens; that is, immediately after 
splitting or cutting off the protrusion, the capsule should be divided in various 
directions, and any part of the lens which is not then evacuated spontaneously should 
be scooped out with Daviel’s spoon (Kuchler). This is necessary in order to diminish 
as much as possible the intra-ocular pressure, and to prevent the occurrence of another 
protrusion of the neoplastic tissue, after the edges of the wound have united, or the 
loss of substance caused has been covered. On the other hand, we must remember 
that, in large cicatricial staphylomata, splitting or excision can hardly be performed 
without wounding the crystalline, or causing rupture of the zonula, which are 
already stretched by the tension of the muscles of the eyeball; that hence the 
operation almost always leads to the formation of cataract, and that the swelling of 
a eataractous lens, especially after wounding the capsule, is a very fruitful source of 
severe irritation and inflammation, which often causes suppuration of the eyeball, 
thus aborting the aim of tire operation, or even proving dangerous. Moreover, in 
such cases, the restoration of even a moderately satisfactory amount of vision can 
scarcely be hoped for in any event; hence the removal of the lens does no harm. 

In small, circumscribed cicatricial staphylomata, when the integrity of a large 
portion of the cornea permits the restoration of a certain amount of functional 
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activity to the eye, the lens is to be preserved, if possible, and instead of removing 
it, a large iridectomy should be made. This should be done just before the splitting 
or excision of the protruded cicatrix, and, of course, the point chosen must be that 
■which will be followed by the best optical results. The object of the operation 
is not, however, solely the making of a direct passage for the light, but also the 
diminution of pressure, and the removal of the irritation caused by the tension of 
the iris, dependent on a protruded or again protruding cicatrix, which has already 
been operated on. 

If the lens has been wounded during the operation, or has been found to be cataractous, its 
evacuation is necessary. 

I'ig- r When attacks of inflammation 
or ciliary neurosis often occur, the 
indications for the operation are in¬ 
creased, and some circumstances 
even justify the causing of suppura¬ 
tion or enucleation of the eyeball. 

1. Splitting, also called incision, 
is a division of the cicatrix in the di¬ 
rection of its meridian. This serves, 
first to make the walls fall together 
by the evacuation of the aqueous, or 
a part of the entire contents of the 
eyeball, and gives the two halves an 
opportunity to unite while lying 
together; secondly, it presents a 
foundation upon which a continued 
growth of tissue may form a flat 
cicatrix. The operation is best done 

with the patient lying down, while an assistant steadies the head and widely sepa¬ 
rates the lids of the eye to be operated on. According to the extent of the staphy¬ 
loma, a cataract or staphyloma knife should be used. With the edge toward the 
apex (Fig. 22), the knife should be made to pierce the cornea at the edge of the 
staphyloma, and transfix it in the direction of its greatest diameter, dividing it in 
one or two cuts through the zenith, so that the swelling shall be divided into two 
halves. 

Immediately after the operation the lids should be brought together by two 
strips of adhesive plaster, and a pressure bandage applied, while care is taken, that it 
is not displaced. The patient must stay in bed, on antiphlogistic diet, for two or 
three days, during which time the bandage may be renewed, if necessary. After 
this the patient may be allowed more liberty, he can go about the chamber; but 
the bandage should be worn till the cicatrix acquires the desired strength. 

Besides preventing the subsequent evacuation of the g.obe, the pressure-bandage has other 
objects. First, it lessens the dangers which the complete removal of intra-ocular pressure 
causes. Secondly, it retains the two halves of the staphyloma in apposition, and thus favors 
their undisturbed and rapid cicatrization. 

The simultaneous closure of the lids by adhesive plaster is advisable, especially in unreliable 
patients, as a monocular pressure-bandage is easily displaced, and is ineffectual, while a bino¬ 
cular one would be unbearable, if worn for a length of time. 
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STAPHYLOMA. 129 

Incision is indicated only in thin-walled staphylomata. It answers best in par¬ 
tial, especially staphyloma of the iris. Here it equals, if it does not surpass, excision 
in efficiency, as it does not require a complete new formation of a tendinous cicatrix, 
but a simple adhesion of the half folded over the other, and a relatively slight 
strengthening of this by neoplastic tissue is sufficient. 

Thick-walled staphylomata do not completely sink together after division, and the two 
halves are not easily retained in apposition by a pressure bandage. Hence the production of 
a flat cicatrix is difficult, especially as the thick epidermis layer of this staphyloma is un¬ 
favorable to the adhesion of the two halves. The evacuation of the lens and vitreous, with 
consequent collapse of the globe, and, if 
necessary, keeping open the wound by 
frequently breaking up adhesions, may, 
it is true, remove this difficulty, by 
causing the staphyloma walls to shrink 
and unite to a flat cicatrix. But the re¬ 
sults of this method seem not to come 
up to expectations, and such cases are 
almost always treated by excision. 

2. The ablation or excision of a 
staphyloma aims at the partial or 
entire removal of the protruded por¬ 
tion of the eye, and secondly at the 
closure of the opening thus formed 
by a flat cicatrix. The patient ly¬ 
ing down, the operation is to be 
clone in two stages: in the first, the 
staphyloma is to be divided from 
the base, in about two-thirds of its 
extent; in the second, the remain¬ 
der is to be divided, or, still better, a flap formed to cover the opening at the 
base of the staphyloma, or to serve as the foundation of a flat cicatrix. 

With this aim (Fig. 28), the lids being held widely apart by an assistant, a cata¬ 
ract knife (or, if the staphyloma is very extensive, a staphyloma knife), with the 
blade in the plane of the base of the staphyloma, is made to transfix, and in one or 
two strokes cut out along the edge a little above its great diameter; then the wall, 
which sinks in, is held by forceps and divided by scissors curved on the flat, in the 
plane of the base of the staphyloma; or else a flap is cut from this to correspond in 
form and size to the opening. Then the lids are to be closed with adhesive plaster, 
and a pressure bandage applied. The after-treatment is the same as after incision. 

In ablation of small staphylomata, the lens advances to the opening and covers it without 
being torn loose from the zonula; but when extensive, the lens is generally evacuated if it is 
still present, and it is generally broken up, as it is apt to fall on the knife when the section is 
made. Then a portion of vitreous, resembling a transparent vesicle, fills the opening; but 
more frequently this or the fluid in its place is evacuated with the lens. Where the lens has 
been evacuated by the ulcerative rupture of the cornea, this latter is an almost constant event. 

Where only the aqueous, with or without the lens, escapes, the globe does not collapse, but 
by the action of the recti muscles preserves a certain degree of extension. If a flap is formed 
it finds a support in the lens or exposed portion of vitreous, lying on which and in apposition 
with the edges of the wound, it may readily adhere and form a hard cicatrix. But in case the 
staphyloma is entirely removed, under favorable circumstances, as a result of the proliferation 
°f the elements, the edges of the wound are glued to the lens or vitreous, and the opening 

Fig. 28. 
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between them fills up with a white formation, which projects as a more or less broad border 
from the edges of the wound, like the frame of a watch-glass. 

Then, for a time, the zenith of this vesicle remains transparent, and permits the perception 
of large objects, exciting hopes in the patient which are soon to be blasted. For, on the one 
hand, the opening diminishes by the approximation of the edges; on the other, the neoplastic 
border extends, and the lens or vitreous is finally covered by the new formation. Only a 
continued proliferation is necessary to finally replace the opening by a hard, sufficiently thick, 
and resisting flat cicatrix, which is generally smaller than the former opening. The consoli¬ 
dation of such a cicatrix requires, as may be imagined, several weeks or months. 

Frequently a small, scarcely perceptible depression remains in the midst of the already 
flattened and much shrunken replacing tissue, which is covered only by a very thin membrane. 
In careless patients, particularly when the bandage is displaced or mechanical force acts on 
the eye-ball, this easily bursts, and so in the later periods of convalescence causes escape of 
the vitreous, with all its attendant dangers. 

The tediousness of the cure and the necessity of wearing a bandage for so long a time are 
good reasons for preferring the formation of a flap to excision of the entire staphyloma. 

If the greater part of the vitreous, or the fluid replacing it, is evacuated, the globe collapses, 
and after the closure of the opening, it not unfrequently shrinks to the half of its normal size, 
as a result of the extended inflammation and the consequent atrophy of the organ. Thus the 
disease is confirmed, and all possibility of saving any sight is lost. Suppuration then often 
occurs, which, sooner or later, sometimes after weeks of suffering for the patient, terminates 
when the globe is reduced to a small body, and, moreover, the other eye is disposed to dan¬ 
gerous and even fatal disease by pyaemia. 

The cause of this severe inflammation lies mostly in extensive intra-ocular hemorrhage, 
which is produced by the sudden removal of intra-ocular pressure. It is most often witnessed 
where the inflammatory process is continued to the choroid, or the staphyloma is accompanied 
by sclero-choroidal staphyloma. 

3. The object of cutting out an elliptical portion of the cicatrix, and uniting the 
edges of the wound by stitches, is to avoid the danger of evacuating the lens and vit¬ 
reous that accompanies excision of the staphyloma, to render possible the union of the 
wound in the shortest time, and to form a firm, elastic movable stump, which will 
permit the insertion of an artificial eye, for the improvement of the personal appear¬ 
ance (Gritchett). 

Fig. 24. The operation should 
always be done during 
anaesthesia. When the 
patient has been properly 
placed, and the lids fixed i 
by an assistant, or a spring- 
speculum, four or five | 
small curved needles 
should be passed through 
the cicatrix in a row along 
the upper and lower bor¬ 
der of the staphyloma and 
left there. When this has I 
been done, a meridional | 
wound, about two 11 
long, is to be made with a | 
knife, just in front of 1 
line of insertion of the I 
internal rectus muscle. I 
Starting from the inner | 
angle of this wound, 
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cut out with the scissors a small elliptical portion of the staphyloma wall. It is 
simpler to make the lower flap at once with the knife, by introducing it at the ante¬ 
rior scleral border, obliquely to the horizontal meridian, and passing it directly 
through the staphyloma, so that it may come out in the sclera at the base of the op¬ 
posite side; then complete the section by long cuts. The flap is then to be seized 
with the forceps and cut off with the scissors; its size must vary with the extent of 
the staphyloma. It is not at all necessary to cut out the whole of the ectatic cica¬ 
trix, so as to have the edges of the wound in the sclera; for the freshened edges of 
the cicatrix unite without suppuration. For perfect union to occur, the long axis 
of the flap must be perpendicular to the direction of the needles, and the sides 
be within their points of entrance and exit. When the flap has been removed and 
the lens evacuated, the needles (which have been previously armed with surgeons’ 
silk) are to be passed entirely through and the silk tied, taking care to adjust the 
edges of the wound correctly. The stitches should remain for some weeks, and, 
if they do not fall out spontaneously, are to be removed after adhesion of the 
wound. 

It is claimed as a great advantage of this operation that the size of the stump can he regu¬ 
lated, a point that is very important when an artificial eye is to he used. It is also said that 
suppuration more rarely results from it than from excision of the entire staphyloma. The 
greatest advantage, however, is, that the patient is spared from wearing the pressure bandage 
so long. Attempting to save the lens is dangerous (Critchett), even if it is possible. 

Added to this the insertion of the needles through the ciliary body, and the long continuance 
of the threads in the ball, are not without danger. In consequence of this, severe inflamma¬ 
tion of the deeper parts, and even sympathetic of the other eye, have been observed. It has been 
recently recommended to place the stitches through the conjunctiva. 

For this purpose a fine needle is entered two to three lines 
beyond the base of the staphyloma and a little to the inside 
of the vertical meridian, and carried somewhat obliquely 
under the conjunctiva towards the nose, and brought out ver¬ 
tically above the inner border of the base of the staphyloma; 
then the same needle and thread are so carried under the 
staphyloma through the conjunctiva that the entrance of the 
ueedle is directly under the inner border of the staphyloma 
and its point of emergence is nearly in the vertical meridian. 
A second needle is then carried in a similar manner outward 
from the vertical meridian through the conjunctiva above 
and below the staphyloma. The effort is made to include 
as much as is possible of the conjunctiva and the episcleral 
tissue, at the same time to push the conjunctiva as little as 
possible over the sclera, and to draw this well toward the 
center of the palpebral fissure. The threads are then laid 
back, the staphyloma cut off, and the ends of the threads 
are tied. Fig. 25 {Knapp). 

Of course these methods are only suitable in nearly total cicatricial staphylomata, 
especially those with thick walls or even button-like thickened vertex where a 
restitution of vision is impossible, and it is only a question of forming a stump for 
an artificial eye. It also answers the purpose in a combination of cicatricial with 
sclero-choroidal staphyloma. If in such cases suppuration occurs there is not much 
lost. 

Authorities—Beer, Lehre von der Augenkrankheiten, Wien, 1817. II. S. 216—Scarpa, 
Trattato delle pr. malattie d. occhi, Pavia, 1816. II. P. 156—Kuchler, Eine neue operat. Heilme- 

Fig. 25. 
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thode der sitmmtl. wahren Hornhautstaph. Braunschweig. 1846.—Chelius, Zur Lehre von der 
Staphylomen des Auges, Heidelberg, 1858.—Critchett, ophth. Hosp. Reports IV. 1. P. 1. u. kl. 
Monatbl. 1864. S. 32.—Secondi, Clinica oo. di Genova. Torino, 1865, P. 22.—Tetzer, Wien. 
Med. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 15.—0. Becker, ibid. S. 16. 20.—Czerny, Wien. Augenklinik Benchi, 
S. 190..—Schiess Oemuseus, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 98.—Arcoleo, Nnovo Processo di Staphilo- 
tomia, Palermo, 1869.—Knapp, A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 273.—M. Schultze, Centralblatt f. d. med. 
Wissensch. 1864. Xro. 12. 17.— Virchow, ibid. Xro, 15. 19. 
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SECOND SECTION. 
INFLAMMATION OF THE VITREOUS: HYALITES. 

Anatomy.—The vitreous humor, corpus mtreum, is enumerated among the 
mucous tissues (Virchow), or the gelatinous connective tissues (Kolliker). It is 
perfectly structureless, without vessels or nerves. It has, however, a number of 
nuclei and cells, which are intimately connected with its nutrition. They lie mostly 
in the peripheral layers, while some are situated on the inner surface of the sur¬ 
rounding hyaline, and hence are sometimes regarded as epithelium (C. Ritter). 
Occasionally we meet single filaments, or whole bundles of them, of the character 
of connective tissue: they are regarded as the remains of foetal vessels (Henle). 
Nutrition is carried on through the vessels of the retina and uvea. 

There appears to be some trace of organization in the vitreous. In preparations 
properly made there is found quite a firm cortex and a nucleus. In the former, 
concentric layers of varying thickness are found, which, beginning at the ora ser- 
rata, surround the nucleus like a kind of open cup. In the latter, there runs from 
before backwards a fissure having branches, which represents the rudiment of the canal 
of Cloquet (Stilling). Where the vitreous has been hardened by certain reagents, 
the onion-like layers of the cortex are very distinct (Hannover), and instead of the 
fissure we find a radiate striation similar to that of an orange (Brucke). This 
only shows that the vitreous may be split, for there are certainly no actual mem¬ 
branes as separating walls (H. Muller, Doneau, Kolliker, Iwanoff). 

In foetal life the cells are very richly strewn through the vitreous. They then appear at 
quite regular distances through the entire corpus vitreum (Virchow). After birth they 
diminish greatly, and with advancing age become very rare in the interior of the body. They 
are sometimes oval, flat nuclei, sometimes round or oval, finely-granular, nucleated cells of the 
character of mucous globules (cytoid), sometimes of larger multinucleated cells with more 
distinct envelopes (Henle). They are mostly found near the ora serrata, behind the lens, and 
in front of the optic nerve entrance (Rlebs). The existence of spindle-shaped and stellated 
cells, with offshoots, and occasionally arranged in groups (Virchow, C. 0. Weber), is still 
doubted by many. The same is true of the physaliphores, i. e., round cells with or without 
offshoots, which have in their interior, or on their outer walls, small, round, translucent vesicles, 
and which are said to participate in the formation of mucus (Iwanoff). 

About the existence of a filamentary framework in the foetal vitreous (Bowman, Iwanoff), 
also, there is no certainty. But the existence of numerous branches of the hyaloid artery 
renders its existence, at least in the earlier periods of foetal life, very probable. Cases of in¬ 
complete development in the eye also favor this supposition. Thus, in coloboma of the sclera 
there was found a tendinous process starting from the vicinity of the ciliary processes, and 
attached to the dislocated lens (Arnold). In another case of the kind, the fissure of the vitre¬ 
ous was filled with an extensive tendinous, vascular comb, which started with a broad base 
from the lower border of the optic papilla, gradually dwindled away, was attached to the an¬ 
terior border of the scleral staphyloma, but from here spread out like a fan and surrounded the 
posterior surface of the crystalline like a cup. In a third, in the living subject, and afterwards 
on the cadaver, was observed a round string, one line long, which, from the entrance of the 
vessels of the optic disc, projected into the vitreous, and in it divided up brush-like into a thick 
oloudy opacity. 

The central trunk of the vessels of the vitreous does not disappear till the end of the foetal 
file. In the calf and horse, however, its string-like tendinous remains continue visible long 
after birth (H. Muller). In the human being, also, the rudiments have been seen ophthalmo- 
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134 ANATOMY ON VITREOUS. 

scopically, and on the cadaver, either simply as a short tendinous offshoot (Meissner), or as a 
tendinous band stretching from the papilla to the posterior wall of the lens, and here expanding 
to a flat opacity (Toussaint, Liebreich, Samisch, Mooren, Star). 

Occasionally near such remains of the hyaloid artery we find very peculiar, half-transparent, 
dark-green shaded, grayish prominences in the fundus, the nature of which is not as yet suffi¬ 
ciently explained. Perhaps they are the remains of the foetal connective tissue structure. 
They lie chiefly around the optic nerve (0. Becker), or in the direction of the embryonal palpe¬ 
bral fissure. They seem to be covered by the retina, at least some retinal vessels run over these 
bodies, which seem bent and distorted in the folds of the surface. The hyaloid artery has 

once been observed on the living subject 
filled with blood (Zehender). This case 
recalls another, in which there was a thin, 
vessel-like, sharply-demarcated column 
of blood, which ran from the optic pa¬ 
pilla toward the center of the posterior 
capsule, and here expanded into a small 
disk-like extravasation. There were no 
walls to be found, however, in this blood 
column, and hence it was explained as an 
injection of Cloquet’s canal, such as 
often really occurs in post-mortem in¬ 
jections made for anatomical purposes. 
Very recently actual grounds for a be¬ 
lief in the patency of the canal have been 
adduced (Stilling), and in one case it was 
recognized ophthalmoscopically on both 
sides, with the light entering in in a cer¬ 
tain way as a transparent cord, but with 
other illuminations, as a dark one. 
(Wecker.) 

The gelatinous substance, the so- 
called vitrina, is surrounded posteriorly by the limiting membrane of the retina, an¬ 
teriorly by the posterior layer of the zonula and capsule of the lens. There is no real 
hyaloid membrane. Where such a membrane has been supposed to be found it was 
actually the separated internal boundary membrane of the retina (.Henle, Iwanoff). 

The vitreous humor is closely connected to this latter. Therefore when the eye 
examined is not very fresh, the limiting membrane is very apt to be removed with 
the vitreous. The scales which have been observed on the outer surface of the sup¬ 
posed hyaloid membrane, which by many have been thought to be epithelium 
{Hannover, Finkbeiner), are probably nothing more than remains of the torn-off ends 
of the radiate fibers {Henle, Iwanoff.) 

The zonula begins just beyond the ora serrata, somewhat in front of the equator, 
as a layer of very fine filaments running in a meridional direction, some of which may 
be followed into the vitreous {Ilenle), and throughout their course are united into 
a plate by a homogeneous cement. This plate is intimately united to the ciliary 
region of the retina and the tapetum, as well as to the hyaloid of the ciliary pro¬ 
cesses. At the ciliary body it divides into two folds, of which the posteiior goes 
to the posteiior, and the anterior chiefly to the anterior half of the capsule and unites 
with it. Thus, between the two folds of the zonula and the margin of the capsule 
is formed the canal of Petit, which, however, like the serous cavities, is closed dur¬ 
ing life, inasmuch as the two folds of zonula appear to rest on each other {Henle)- 

The zonula filaments are at first wavy or looped, and have the characteristics of connective 
or elastic tissue. In the anterior fold, however, they soon change their appearance. For here 

Fig. 26. 
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ANATOMY OF ZONULA. 135 

stiff, smooth, transparent, sharp-edged, very elastic filaments appear, replacing them to a great 
extent; this gives to the zonula a very peculiar histological character. These filaments are 
arranged in tufts which, as the filaments separate brush-like, spread out toward the wall of the 
capsule and adhere to it by their flat surfaces. The greater part of these filaments meet on 
the margin of the anterior capsule, a smaller part on the periphery of the posterior. Hence a 
section made vertically and in a meridional direction through the zonula always gives a fan¬ 
shaped figure, whose concave central border is formed of the anterior and posterior capsule. 
Hence the zigzag line, which is described as a boundary of the ciliary processes, and which 
winds about from the anterior to the posterior capsule, is only the anterior border of the fan¬ 
like zonula attachment (Henle, Heiberg, Ed. Jaeger). The existence of obliquely-striated mus¬ 
cular filaments (Finkbeiner, Heiberg) in the zonula is at least doubtful. 

Senile Changes.—Senile involution shows itself in the vitreous by a slight milky cloudi¬ 
ness which is particularly seen in the anterior external parts, and is caused, by a delicate pre¬ 
cipitate of an albuminous, finely molecular, dirty-yellowish mass containing fat globules. The 
occurrence of the latter is accounted for by the fatty degeneration of the cells of the vitreous 
(Wedl). 

This senile process of fatty degeneration not unfrequently leads to complete lique¬ 
faction of the vitreous humor (synchysis). This always begins from the posterior 
portion, but gradually spreads out on all sides, without leaving any distinct bound¬ 
ary between the vitreous that has become fluid and that which, although normal in 
consistence, still contains cells undergoing fatty degeneration (Iwanoff). 

It is said that senile involution occasionally manifests itself in the zonula by loss of the fila¬ 
mentary appearance, and the elasticity is so much diminished that spontaneous rupture and 
consecutive loosening of the lens from its attachments is favored (H. Muller). Deposits 
of coloid, and sometimes chalky, masses also occur, but appear to be rather changes of the 
tissues on which they are situated. 

Nosology.—The fundamental or anatomical character of hyalitis may be said to 
be the profuse exit of white blood corpuscles from the vessels of the surrounding 
parts (C. Bitter, Iwanoff, Blix), their proliferation, and probably also of the cells of 
the vitreous humor itself. 

Altogether, proliferation of the vitreous cells seems to be a frequent occurrence; at least 
there is every reason to refer the very frequent movable and many fixed scotomata (see this) to 
development and increase of the elements in question. Usually, however, the processes caus¬ 
ing scotomata are not included under hyalitis, as they do not result in any decided objective 
changes of the vitreous, and also escape positive observation; for diagnosis of inflammation of 
the vitreous, as well as of keratitis, there must be some perceptible product, such as a new 
formation. 

Hyalitis is frequently partial, and then, if not caused by injury, is confined to a 
peripheral part of the vitreous. Just as often, however, the whole vitreous is in¬ 
flamed. The parts bordering on the ciliary processes and retina, as wTell as those 
organically united with the optic nerve entrance, usually show their predisposition 
by rich products of inflammation. Where the anterior part of the vitreous is 
affected, the zonula usually sympathizes most; it appears covered and infiltrated 
with the same neoplastic elements, from the vascular parts covering the ciliary pro¬ 
cesses. These proliferate into the vitreous. 

The character of the hyalitis varies much, according to circumstances. Fre¬ 
quently the inflammation is suppurative; exceptionally it appears to be excretion 
of tubercle. Most frequently, however, the tendency is to hypertrophy; the new 
elements are not only proliferations, but higher formations, or have, under the in¬ 
fluence of neighboring parts, changed to connective tissue. 

In the purulent and rare tuberculous forms of hyalitis the entire vitreous is engaged, and 
the new formation is very extensive. But circumscribed abscesses, especially around foreign 
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bodies, do occur. (Graefe, Donders, Ruete.) The products are pus cells mixed with fatty de¬ 
tritus and a variable quantity of fatty or necrosed cells. At the same time appear groups of 
cells of higher formation, and bundles of neoplastic connective tissue. These products press 
so close together in some places that the vitreous between them totally disappears, and the 
whole assumes a caseous appearance. Frequently, at the periphery of the vitreous, they form 
large plates, which partially or entirely cover the posterior surface of the ciliary processes and 
the lens, as well as the inner wall of the retina, but toward the center lose themselves in a 
mixture of knobs and furrows, which project into the pus-infiltrated cells of the vitreous, or 
rather are surrounded by the fluid remains of the latter and loose flakes of pus. 

The hypertrophic form of hyalitis is often partial, and as a rule less productive. As an im¬ 
mediate product of this, are often found at the commencement only sparsely-scattered groups 
of round or polygonal cells, enveloped in a fine molecular detritus and fatty granular masses, 
which give the vitreous a fine granular or indistinctly striated appearance, and cause it to seem 
opaque to the naked eye. But more frequently in the vitreous, which is clouded by inflamma¬ 
tion, besides incubation foci of new cells, we meet products in which may be observed the most 
varied transformation of small nucleolar bodies of simple or multinucleated, round, polygonal, 
granular cells into other cells, which have already gone on to higher development. Thus, groups 
of cells appear in which individual elements have grown to stellated figures by addition of nu¬ 
merous processes. But these cells then generally have the character of true connective-tissue 
corpuscles, and surround with their net-like offshoots bundles of wavy fibers. 

The connective tissue thus formed sometimes serves only as a scaffolding or envelope for 
cells of the most varied shape, and forms, in conjunction with the latter, papillary outgrowths 
of oval or elongated nodulated forms, which branch with one another, and when magnified ap¬ 
pear as projecting points or network in the cloudy vitreous. (C0. Weber, Wedl.) At other 
points the neoplastic connective tissue presents itself as irregular rays of wavy bundles of 
fibers. Most frequently, however, the elements approach more nearly, and so form knotty or 
membranous laminae, which occasionally project into the vitreous, sometimes mingle and form 
network, again sharply bound the vitreous on one side or the other, and finally sometimes en¬ 
velop foreign bodies as in a capsule. 

In most cases the newly-formed connective tissue is traversed by more or less numerous 
vessels, whose branches anastomose with those of the surrounding vascular parts, as the ciliary 
processes, retina, or optic papilla. Sometimes the starting-point of these may be recognized as 
a knotty or bud-like outgrowth, which, proceeding from the vessels of the organ in question, 
grows into the vitreous, and here projects further and further by the addition of neoplastic 
cells. {C. 0. Weber, Wedl, Czerny.) 

The entire development of the connective tissue is intimately related to that of the sur¬ 
rounding organs. One part of it has usually the appearance of being connected with the 
stroma of the neighboring tissue, just as if the connective tissue was growing from without 
into the vitreous. The neoplasia in the anterior part of the vitreous often show this origin 
by the pigmentation of their cells. 

The products of the inflammation do not always, however, attain a higher grade 
of development. Frequently, after advancing to a certain point, they retrograde, 
decompose into soluble substances and are absorbed, or by regressive metamorphosis 
become stationary. 

Thus not unfrequently we find cells, or groups of cells, which evince the commencement of 
their decay by containing fat granules. Often these groups have decomposed and present only 
irregular masses, in which fatty detritus with more or less pigment forms the chief constitu¬ 
ent. Elsewhere we meet single cells or groups, which by the addition of a thick mass, not 
liable to chemical action, have been transformed to a fatty-looking, clearly-layered and radia¬ 
ted solid body, which in polarized light shows a bright cross in a dark field. At the same time 
nests of cholesterine crystals, groups of pigment granules, and formations of carbonate of 
lime often appear ; the latter are arranged like a wreath, and form loops which intertwine to 
make network figures. The products of regressive metamorphosis lie mostly in a finely-mole- 
cular cloudy vitreous, which often contains fat granules. 

In some cases lines of cells crossing each other at acute angles point to the loss of afilament- 
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ary structure. As a rule, however, perfect connective-tissue elements long retain their original 
shape, even to the last stages of the retrogression of cells. They then usually beoome denser 
by shrinking. Sometimes they even become chalky or bony. 

A mixture of variable amounts of extravasated blood, either fresh or affected by pigment 
metamorphosis, often occurs. To this is frequently due a great part of the accumulations of 
pigment found among the results of hyalitis. 

Causes.—Hyalitis almost always depends on inflammation of the vascular parts 
surrounding the vitreous. This is true, with certain limitations, even of the devel¬ 
opments causing scotomata, but still more so of hyalitis in the strict sense. But the 
vitreous participates more especially in the suddenly commencing and actively 
progressing affections, that is, in the suppurative forms of choroiditis, irido-cyclitis, 
retinitis, where it produces more or less pus, according to the character of the 
affection. Still, less intense and even slow chronic inflammations of the above- 
named organs often cause sympathetic affection of the vitreous; certain forms of 
these, as glaucoma, chronic irido-choroiditis, and neuro-retinitis rarely run their 
course without affections of the vitreous; hence cloudiness of the latter is mentioned 
among their symptoms. The results of hyalitis in cases of the latter kind are gen¬ 
erally connective-tissue, fatty, or calcareous new formations. 

Traumatic causes have little effect on the vitreous, and when hyalitis develops as 
a result of injury, it is not generally as a direct effect, the immediate cause being 
inflammation of the surrounding vascular organs; the vitreous participates only 
after there is inflammation in the latter, and the hyalitis is influenced by them in 
the most decided manner. 

However, the dependence of hyalitis on inflammation of the neighboring organs 
is not absolute. Prolapse of the vitreous, as it occurs after some operations, e. g., 

extraction of cataract, readily causes diffuse and membranous opacities without 
symptoms of inflammation necessarily occurring in the retina and uvea. But the 
possibility of an independent primary occurrence of hyalitis is most clearly shown 
when foreign bodies, entozoa, pieces of lens, extravasations of blood, etc., are driven 
deep into the vitreous. For not unfrequently these are rapidly enveloped in pus or 
in membranous new formations, which are not united to the surrounding organs in 

| any perceptible manner; in some cases these foreign bodies are even incapsulated, 
without perceptible injury to the functional power of the vascular envelopes of 
the vitreous (Kittle, Soelberg Wells). In depression of cataractous lenses, it is just 
this incapsulation, without participation of the retina and choroid, that secures the 
success of the operation. 

Foreign bodies, especially bits of steel, and pieces of gun-caps, which enter the cavity of 
the globe, exceptionally pass through the posterior wall of the globe, and then adhere to the 
orbital tissue, become buried in a muscle, and so on (Berlin, Stavenhagen). Sometimes they 
remain for some time in the posterior wall, and are then recognized by the ophthalmoscope 
{■Jacobi). In by far the greater number of cases, however, they do not go beyond the choroid 
and retina, and are thrown back, leaving a fissure about as broad as a hair, and then fall down 
to the bottom of the eye. Foreign bodies are therefore usually found at the lowest part of the 
fundus oculi, and generally a little in front of the equator of the globe, since the plane of vision 
'8 usually directed a little downward, and when the eye is in this position the deepest portion 
■s most apt to he entered by the foreign body. Under such circumstances extravasations 
°f blood soon occur, running from the wound of the retina and choroid into the vitreous in all 
directions, but especially along the wound. 

Suppurative choroiditis with dense opacity of the vitreous usually follows in a short time. 
In other oases the reaction is less severe, the retina and choroid undergo comparatively little 
change, except in the vicinity of the wound, and cloudy opacities are quickly formed around 
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138 FOREIGN BODIES IN VITREOUS. 

the foreign body, which soon become dense, and which assume a laminated fibrous appearance 
at their edges. Sometimes even the course of the body may be recognized by an opaque line. 
A foreign body thus enveloped can, of course, be no longer seen; but its presence may fre¬ 
quently be detected by an interruption in the upper portion of the visual field, which, sub¬ 
sequently, when the choroiditis has made considerable advance, passes more and more into a 
general cloudiness of vision {Berlin). 

Extravasations of blood in the vitreous are comparatively rarely seen. They sometimes 
originate from neoplastic vessels in the vitreous, and are then usually associated with extensive 
degeneration of the interior of the eye. In other cases they originate from the retinal, or even 
the choroidal, vessels. The cause is then usually traumatic, as a direct blow on the eye or a 
concussion propagated through the skull. Still spontaneous ruptures occasionally occur, and 
in some cases even a periodical recurrence of them has been observed. There is no doubt that 
disease of the vessels has something to do with this ; occasionally simultaneous apoplectic at¬ 
tacks {Rothmund), or the precedence of frequent epistaxis (Oraefe), seem directly to indicate 
this fact. 

The hemorrhages announce themselves by total or partial darkening of the visual field, which 
either occurs suddenly or develops gradually, extends and even changes its locality, according 
as the blood from the first runs into the pupillary region of the vitreous, or only gradually 
presses into it, and, with progressive resorption of the vitreous, occupies more space. The 
splitting or breaking up of the vitreous caused by the hemorrhage, or perhaps even by the pre¬ 
cedent injury, favors the movement of its parts. Hence it happens that the red glimmering 
shadows depending on the extravasation are often caused to vibrate irregularly by rapid move¬ 
ments of the eye, and, as it were, to roll around in the visual field. If the blood has sunk down, 
the shadows only appear on such motions, and disappear again when the eye becomes quiet, or 
they are only seen when the eye is in certain positions. With the ophthalmoscope, or by 
oblique light, the extravasations are easily seen. 

They often disappear entirely in the course of a few weeks, after first breaking up into small 
heaps and points. More frequently, however, they leave behind more or less strongly pig¬ 
mented, variously-shaped connective-tissue opacities in the vitreous; not unfrequently the in¬ 
flammation produced by the injury, or the hemorrhagic breaking up of the vitreous, leads to its 
tendinous degeneration and to retinal detachment, or it becomes suppurative and destroys the 
eyeball, as a purulent panophthalmitis. Independent of severe and extensive injuries of the 
eye, such results are particularly to be feared in repeated effusions {Forster), as well as where 
choroidal vessels are the source, and the retina was originally torn by the injury, or by the 
blood collecting behind it. Still, even in such cases, at least a relative cure is not impossible 
{Oraefe, Becker). 

Symptoms.—In order to see the changes caused by hyalitis, the dioptric media 
must be transparent. But their transparency is frequently lost early in the disease. 
For where hyalitis begins with extensive products, the view of the interior of tlie 
eye is usually hindered, as in suppurative forms, by purulent infiltration of the 
cornea, hypopion, posterior synechias, and the results of capsulitis; but in the 
chronic form, by deposits on the capsule, closure of the pupil, or by cloudiness of 
the lens. As a whole, the type of hyalitis is rarely perfect; symptoms almost al¬ 
ways co-exist which belong to the accompanying or developing choroiditis, cyclitis, 
or neuro-retinitis. 

Apart from this, hyalitis shows itself objectively, by diffuse opacities within the 
vitreous, which, for their extent and thickness, depend much on the character of 
the process. 

1. The commencement and lowest grade of hyalitis are mostly only to be recog¬ 
nized by aid of the ophthalmoscope, especially where the pupil is contracted, and the 
new formations reflect too little light to change the normal blackness of the pupil 
Viewed through the ophthalmoscope, the inflamed parts of the vitreous appear as a 
diffuse, slight mist, which spreads out behind the pupil. Then the vessels of the 
retina, optic nerve entrance, etc., seem to be quite blurred. When the light reflected 
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from the mirror falls at certain angles, the mist appears distinctly, and here and 
there concentrates to thick points, blurred spots, striae, etc. 

2. If the process is further advanced, the opacity is, of course, more marked, and 
even with the naked eye, figured connective-tissue formations, with their mixture 
of pigment and cholesterine, may often be seen. These frequently only glisten in¬ 
distinctly out of the diffused opacity; in other cases, their detail is especially with 
the ophthalmoscope, easily to be recognized, as they project beyond the cloudy parts 
of the vitreous. Thus we find, especially in the peripheral part of the vitreous, at 
its anterior zone, yellowish or whitish points, irregular spots, variously intertwined 
filaments and networks, in a delicate, cloudy opacity. In other cases, with or with¬ 
out these appearances, lines crossing each other are often seen through the ophthal¬ 
moscope to traverse the vitreous in all directions and form trelliswork. In some 
cases even vessels are seen, which divide up in the most varied directions (Coccius, 
0. Becker). All of these entoptic bodies are usually very movable, swinging freely 
on rapid motion of the eye, or even entwined through each other, and this occurs 
without fluidity of the vitreous. 

These opacities are best seen, if, while examining by the reversed image, the lens is held so 
far from the eye that the cornea and iris are distinctly seen (Schweigger), or if the binocular 
ophthalmoscope be used (Knapp). 

If a foreign body, as a fragment of the lens, etc., is driven into the vitreous, the 
whole track of the wound is often seen enveloped in a thick capsular envelope, 
from which numerous cloudy or striated crossing lines proceed, hiding the foreign 
body. 

3. Where the anterior dioptric media have maintained their transparency, and 
nothing prevents the perception of objective light, the hyalitis becomes subjectively 
apparent through a more or less thick mist, which covers the visual field, and also 
through the shadows, which correspond to the new formations in size, form, and 
position, and are only distinguished from scotoma proper (see scotoma) by the 
absence of the characteristic details. 

Results.—The products of hyalitis are, in general, the less changeable the more 
highly organized they are. 

Polar cataract is not always of inflammatory origin; it does not always depend on hyalitis. 
Although it chiefly occurs in company with other changes in the eye, that indicate extensive 
proliferation, still it occurs quite often in eyes in which neither the state of the parts nor the 
history indicates an inflammatory origin. It may then be congenital. This is the more prob¬ 
able, as it is apt to occur with various anomalies of development in the eyeball: with great 
elongation or spherical shape of the globe, pigmentation of the retina, coloboma oculi, mikroph- 
thalmos, etc., and is usually binocular. Moreover, in favor of this view is the fact that it is 
often accompanied by nystagmus, which almost exclusively proceeds from disturbance of 
vision in very early life. It is possible that its immediate cause may be an incomplete dis¬ 
appearance of the arteria hyaloidea and its branches to the posterior wall of the crystalline 
(Ammon). Sometimes there is marked pigmentation in its tissue; exceptionally, vessels still 
filled with blood are found in it (JETasner). In one case in a goat, the arteria hyaloidea could 
even be traced from the papilla to the polar cataract (K. Muller). 

Late in life polar cataract easily causes total cataract. Its removal by operation is difficult, 
Md is dangerous so long as the lens is transparent. 

1. Diffuse opacities of the vitreous are, at the commencement at least, 
very changeable. They develop rapidly, and in a short time extend over the 
entire vitreous; disappear just as quickly, again to reappear, and so on. If the 
inflammation of the vascular envelope (which serves as the developing membrane 
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of the vitreous) ceases, and the nutritive condition of the internal parts of the eye 
takes a permanently favorable turn, the corpus vitreum frequently returns to its 
normal state. But if these attacks of inflammation occur frequently, and particu¬ 
larly if the developing membrane (Mutterorgane) is decidedly changed, the vitreous 
also suffers. 

a. In some cases the corpus vitreum becomes partly or entirely fluid; syrushym 
of the vitreous occurs. Relatively this occurs most frequently in the ectatic forms 
of sclero-choroiditis, in highly-developed posterior staphyloma, in the disseminated 
variety of retino-choroiditis, and after extensive loss of vitreous, and it also results 
from breaking up of the vitreous in discision or depression of cataract. 

Then the synchysis is sometimes simple, the vitreous dissolves into a pellucid 
fluid without any firm constituents; sometimes it is flaky, the fluid contains more or 
less degenerated remains of inflammatory neoplasia, groups of cells, clumps of pig¬ 
ment, cholesterine crystals, single or in groups, fat globules, etc. Simple synchysis, 
which usually occurs independently without precedent inflammation, does not show 
itself by any outward sign, or at most only by waviness of the iris and lens, hi 
the flaky form of synchysis, on the contrary, the symptoms are very prominent. 
For wdth perfect quiet of the eye, the above-mentioned opaque bodies sink to the 
deepest part of the fundus, and hence disappear from the visual field of patient 
and observer. But on rapid motion they start up, shoot off in various directions, 
then sink slowly back. 

Where there is much cholesterine in the fluid, the brightly-glittering bodies present a beau¬ 
tiful appearance, which, in some cases, may be compared to the twinkling of sparks or shoot¬ 
ing stars. If the retina is healthy the phenomena appear to the patient also like stars 
suddenly lighting up, or a shower of sparks. At the same time cholesterine groups are often 
found in the anterior chamber. This state is called synchysis scintillam (Desmarres). 

Synchysis greatly endangers the eye, as it usually leads to cataract and often causes partial 
or total detachment of the lens. It renders cataract operation very dangerous, especially ex¬ 
traction and depression. 

b: In other cases the vitreous humor thickens and shrivels up. Since it then is 
drawn away from the posterior wall of the eyeball, it is detached from the limiting 
membrane of the retina, where it is not too closely united with the membranes lying 
beneath. The vacant space thus occurring is filled up by a serous product contain¬ 
ing fibrin, but only rarely mixed with young cells. Thus detachments of the vitreous 
most frequently occur and are of the greatest extent where large quantities of in¬ 
flammatory exudation, going on to a higher development, have been deposited in the 
vitreous humor, as a result of primary or secondary irido-choroiditis, however caused, 
but especially where foreign bodies or a depressed cataractous lens are seeking to be¬ 
come encapsulated (Ivyi.noff). 

When the shrinkage continues in such cases, the vitreous recedes more and more 
from the membrana limitans, the space filled with serum becomes larger and larger, 
until finally the thickened fibrinous tissue of the vitreous is connected to the optic 
papilla by means of the cicatrix of the retina and choroid, or the fibrous envelope of 
a foreign body. In some cases the connection with the optic nerve entrance is broken 
up under the powerful traction of the shrinking neoplasia. The degenerated vitreous 
humor then becomes a brawny mass of tissue lying upon the zonula and lens and 
traversed by a tendon-like framework. 

If, however, the vitreous humor, in consequence of the precedent inflammation, is 
partially or entirely adherent to the retina, and if the vitreous increases in size, the 
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retina must at last yield to its traction, and a detachment of both vitreous and retina 
result, or a detachment of the entire retina alone, which constantly increases, so that 
finally the retina is only connected to the walls of the globe at the ora serrata and 
at the entrance of the optic nerve. 

Fig. 27. 

We then find the vitreous more or less enveloped by the retina thickened by inflammation 
and changed into a truly tendon-like mass. (Mg. 27 a.) Besides containing variously-shaped 
cells and nuclei, there is frequently much pigment, while the vitreous is adherent to the ciliary 
body by means of flocculent connective tissue. This tendinous mass acquires a*cup shape, and 
thus forms as it were a basis upon which the ciliary processes and lens lie. From the center 
of the cup there runs backward a pedunculated solid or striated process, b, which adheres to the 

. center of the optic papilla. The cup and process are always surrounded by the retina, which is 
drawn together in such a way as to resemble a fun¬ 
nel, c. Occasionally this cup-like portion ossifies, and 
its edges come in immediate contact with a bony cap¬ 
sule, d, whose outer surface lies directly upon the 
choroid, and whose cavity is filled with a fluid, which 
washes around the funnel-shaped retina. This fluid is 
apt to be rich in protein materials and their derivatives. 

Ulcerations of the cornea and loss of the lens not 
imfrequently cause such processes in the interior of the 
eye. We then find (see Fig. 28) the vitreous humor 
surrounded by the funnel-shaped retina degenerated 
into connective tissue, a, and anteriorly lying upon a 
tendon like membrane, b, which covers the remains of 
the iris, c, and the ciliary processes, and at its center is 
united to a smooth cicatrix which takes the place of 
the true corneal tissue, d. 

In one case, the optic papilla was dragged forward 
like a plug into the posterior chamber, while the inner layers of the retina were detached from 
the outer about the entrance of the optic nerve (Iwanoff). 

Fig. 28. Such detachments of the vitreous, caused by the 
shrinkage of the vitreous which has undergone ten¬ 
dinous degeneration, and wliich may be classed as 
secondary, are to be distinguished from the prirmwy. 
In the latter form the vitreous humor is simply pushed 
away and separated from the limiting membrane of 
the retina by an inflammatory product or serous trans¬ 
udation from the membranes beneath. Such detach¬ 
ments, at lehst in the beginning, are usually confined 
to very narrow limits, and the tissue of the vitreous 
undergoes very little change. At the most it contains 
a somewhat greater quantity of young cells. 

This condition, at times connected with small de¬ 
tachments of the retinal limiting membrane, is found 

as a result of suppurative panophthalmitis and nephritic retinitis {Knapp, Berlin, 
Iwanoff). 

The exudation which causes the detachment is then apt to contain a great quan- 
'% of elements undergoing disintegration. As a rule, however, primary detachments 
f this kind are caused by increased filtration, in consequence of abnormally dimin- 
riiecl intra-ocular pressure. This decrease in tension may occur from distention of 

sclera, or from lessening of its contents. Thus a space is created which must be 
filled, by fluid, in order that the equilibrium of pressure may be restored or approx- 
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imated. Indeed these primary detachments of the vitreous are usually found 
where there are large posterior staphylomata, and in all the varieties of sclero- 
choroidal staphylomata. They occur very readily from great and sudden lessening 
of the contents of the globe—for example, at the extraction of cataract (Gouvea), 
and in ulcerative or traumatic perforations of the cornea (Iwanoff). 

Such detachments of the vitreous, when no inflammation occurs, especially in 
posterior staphyloma, may exist for a long time without in any way making them¬ 
selves known. But when inflammation arises, whether caused by the fundamental 
disease or from some subsequent influence, adhesions of the vitreous to the surround¬ 
ing membranes not unfrequently occur, as well as connective-tissue degeneration. 

These changes by means of the shrinkage not only greatly increase the detach¬ 
ment of the vitreous, but are also combined with impairment of the functions of 
the retina, and thus produce a condition which can not be distinguished from the 
above-described secondary detachments (Iwanoff). 

2. But every connective tissue or new formation in the vitreous humor does 
not necessarily lead to synchysis or detachment. On the contrary, the most differ¬ 
ent kinds of opacities of the vitreous may exist for years without producing any 
marked changes. 

Moderately-sized new formations of connective tissue are most frequently found 
as regularly or irregularly limited tendinous-looking spots lying superficially in 
the center of the posterior capsule. They have been improperly called polar 
cataract, or posterior polar cataract, and in case they inclose the whole posterior sur¬ 
face of the lens, vitreous or hyaloid cataract. Cases occur where the anterior por¬ 
tion of the vitreous has completely degenerated into a connective-tissue neoplasia, 
and the lens seems to lie in the concavity of a membranous partition which com¬ 
pletely shuts off the posterior portion of the eye from the anterior. 

Polar cataract seems to have been confounded by many with posterior capsular 
cataract. This has occurred in consequence of the fact that at times the two forms 
are combined; yet the conditions are quite different. Posterior capsular cataract 
is situated within the cavity of the capsule itself, and arises from proliferation or 
disintegration of elements which are in the lens. Consequently, on oblique illu¬ 
mination a rough, often granular surface seems to protrude into the lens, while 
polar cataract has a brilliant smooth surface, which exactly fits on the posterior 
part of the lens. 

Treatment.—This is about the same as that of the original disease, the retinitis 
or choroiditis. We need only say that in recent inflammatory diffuse opacities of the 
vitreous, which' are not accompaniments of glaucoma (which has its peculiar indi¬ 
cations), the inunction treatment appears particularly efficacious. 

Organized membranous or band-like new formations of connective tissue, such as 
often occur after intense vitreous inflammation, hemorrhage, &c., and which may prove 
injurious as well by their effect on vision as by their reflex action on the retina, 
induce the attempt to cut or tear them with a sickle-shaped needle introduced 
through the sclera, and thus to permit the retraction of the individual portions, 

Experience thus far (Graefe) seems to prove the practicability and good results of 
such a proceeding in appropriate cases. 

Authorities.—Anatomy: Briicke, Anat. Beschreib. des m. Auges. Berlin. 1847, S. 31, 33.— 
Hannover, das Auge. Leipzig, 1852, S. 28, 94.—Virchow, dessen Archiv XV. S. 468, V. S. 278.— 
C. 0. Weber, ibid. 16. Bd. S. 410, 19. Bd. S. 367.—Klebs, ibid. 19. Bd. S. 334, 21. Bd. S. 185.- 
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THIRD SECTIOH. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE OPTIC NERVE: NEURITIS OPTICA. 

Anatomy.—The optic nerve originates by an anterior root from the thalamus 
opticus, and a posterior from the corpora quadrigemina, and also receives filaments 
from the corpora gmiculata, substantia perforata antica, tuber cinereum, and the la¬ 
mina terminalis. A few bundles of filaments connect it directly with the posterior 
columns of the spinal cord and the gray cortical substance of the brain. Its trunk 
advances from the brain, as tractus opticus or stria optica, along the posterior inferior 
surface of the optic thalamus; and, crossing the crura cerebri (without neurilemma, 
covered only by the delicate meninges), it runs forward at the side of the tuber 
cinereum, and in front of the infundibulum unites with the optic tract of the oppo¬ 
site side to form a chiasma. 

This, with the two anterior parts of the striae, bounds the floor of the third cere¬ 
bral ventricle anteriorly and exteriorly. The optic nerves themselves proceed from 
its lateral portions; these, covered with neurilemma, run over the two segments of 
the arteria corporis callosi, somewhat divergently, to the two optic foramina ; after 
passing these they become enveloped in a fibrous sheath, whose exterior is a continua¬ 
tion of the periorbita. They then run somewhat tortuously, and enter the eyeball 
within and below the center of the posterior half of the sclera. 

In the chiasma a pai-tial crossing of nerve filaments occurs; for, from the inner 
side of each tract, a bundle of filaments passes to the optic nerve of the opposite 
side, and goes with this to the inner half of the retina. But the greater part of the 
filaments of each tract remain on the same side, and run through the outer part of 
the chiasma to the optic nerve, to spread out in the outer half of the retina. 

Nerve filaments of very different course are also found in the chiasma. A number of these, 
springing from the lamina terminalis cinerea, wind over the anterior border of the chiasma to 
its under surface, and, passing the posterior edge, return upward, to be lost in the gray hippo¬ 
campus and infundibulum (commissures ansata). Another portion of the nerve filaments goes 
from the inner edge of the tract to the posterior edge of the chiasma, and runs back again on 
the inner edge of the other tract. In the same way a bundle of nerve filaments goes from the 
one optic nerve on the anterior side of the chiasma to the other (commissura arcuataposterior 
et anterior). (Hannover, Bowman.) 

The fibrous sheath of the orbital portion of the optic nerve may be divided into 
two firm connective-tissue layers slightly mixed with elastic elements, an external 
thick, a (Fig. 29, after a preparation by Czerny), and an inner thin one, b. Between 
the two is formed a thin layer, c, of loose connective tissue, containing a few fat 
cells, which continues anteriorly into the substance of the sclera, d. 

The outer stratum of the fibrous sheath, however, goes uninterruptedly, and at 
an oblique angle, into the posterior and middle layers of the posterior half of the 
sclera. The inner layer of the sheath, however, which represents the neurilemma, 
presses forward to the intra-ocular surface of the sclera, and there inclines under a 
more acute angle to the anterior layer of the sclera. So, at the optic foramen of the 
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LAMINA CKIBROSA. 145 

sclera, a more or less projecting border, the connective-tissue ring (Ed. Jaeger), is 
formed, to ■which the edge of the posterior opening of the choroid, e, is attached 
by filamentary tissue. Posteriorly the scleral opening widens somewhat. It is en¬ 
tirely filled by the anterior part of the optic nerve. 

Prom the inner surface of the 

k i 
Pig. 29. 

9 A / 

m 

neurilemma, in the whole course of 
the optic nerye, proceed a large num¬ 
ber of firm tendon-like processes, which I 
envelop the individual bundles of the 
medulla, and in which the nutrient 
vessels and the nerves of the medulla ( 
branch out. Anteriorly and near the 
sclera these processes or internal nerve- 
sheaths become more abundant, and in 
the plane of the anterior scleral layer 
are strengthened by a thick network 
of elastic elements, which come from 
the thick tendinous sheath of the cen¬ 
tral artery of the retina, and unite 
with analogous fibers from the sclera, 
and form the so-called lamina cribrosa, f. This incloses the optic foramen of the 
sclera with a convexity directed somewhat backward, but affords the optic nerve- 
fibers and their sheath a passage. It often contains pigment cells. 

Beyond the lamina cribrosa the bundles of optic nerve filaments separate more from 
each other ( Cauda-eguina-nervi optiei, g), but remain enveloped in connective-tissue 
sheaths, which here are transparent even into the retina, i, whose bacillar layer is here 
indicated by k. In the interspaces are found large numbers of free nuclei or small 
cells, which in their entire bearing present some similarity to the cell formations found 
in the vitreous, and may be nearly related to the vitreous itself. For at the point in 
question the hyaloid, as well as the limitans, is entirely wanting; the vitreous lies 
immediately on the nests of cells traversed by soft connective tissue. The hyaloid 
is first developed at some distance from the center, apparently by the union of 
connective-tissue filaments (Klebs). The nervous tubes lose their medulla, become, 
like the sheaths, transparent, yellowish or grayish, and take on altogether the cha¬ 
racter of the finest tubes in the brain. The head of the optic nerve then becomes 
to a certain extent transparent, so that in ophthalmoscopic examination the lamina 
cribrosa is seen. 

This boundary between pellucid and cloudy tissue is not always, however, very distinct. 
Sometimes the optic nerve tubes are accompanied even into the retina by their sheaths, espe¬ 
cially those on the periphery of the nerve-trunk. Sometimes, also, the inner nervous sheaths 
partially preserve their opacity, especially at the peripheral zone of the papilla. On the other 

id, we find cases where the central parts of the papilla are absolutely more transparent than 
normally, or where the tubes even before their passage through the lamina cribrosa have 
lost their sheath. Ophthalmoscopically these anatomical variations present themselves as ex¬ 
cavations of the optic papilla. They are, therefore, described as “apparent congenital exca- 

I rations ” (Ed. Jaeger). 

The optic-uerve fibers with their envelopes are elevated perceptibly above the 
level of the inner scleral surface before they enter the retina, and so form a slight 
prominence, the optic papilla. On the cadaver this often appears dish-shaped; 
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146 CONGENITAL EXCAVATION OF OPTIC NERVE. 

sometimes it is umbilicated, or even has a funnel or pot shaped excavation, a “ true 
congenital excavation ” {Ed. Jaeger, II. Midler). This is not always at the center 
of the disk, but often to the nasal side. 

Such true congenital excavations are not generally deep. They rarely reach back beyond 
the plane of the choroid; therein they differ decidedly from the apparent excavations. Still 
"both forms appear combined, for sometimes a true congenital extensive excavation is observed, 
partly filled with pellucid tissue, a (Fig. 27, after Ed. Jaeger). 

Blood-vessels.—The central artery 
sometimes originates directly from the 
ophthalmic artery, sometimes is a twig 
of the ciliary or muscular branch. A 
few lines behind the sclera it pierces 
the sheath and medulla of the optic 
nerves obliquely, and then, enveloped 
in a thick adventitious membrane, 
from which filaments everywhere 
project into the neurilemma, it usually 
runs anteriorly into the papilla with¬ 
out branching. In the latter it divides 

into two chief branches, of which one runs up, the other downward; these again 
usually divide either on the papilla or near its border, so that four large branches 
enter the retina divergently. 

The retinal veins, like the arteries, unite to two superior and two inferior chief 
branches, which run in a convergent direction to the middle of the optic nerve 
entrance. These four branches usually form two near or on the papilla; these 
again unite at a point near the artery, or run apart as far as the lamina cribrosa, 
there to unite. 

Occasionally, also, it happens that four chief veins enter the papilla at a distance from the 
arterial trunk, to unite farther back in the head of the optic nerve, or possibly to escape from 
the sheath of the nerve without uniting, and to empty into the orbital trunks. 

The central vein and artery are never inclosed in the same sheath, and, as a mile, 
the former leaves the optic nerve quite near the posterior wall of the sclera. 

It usually passes directly into the cavernous sinus, but is connected by numerous 
branches to the two ophthalmic veins, and thus communicates with the anterior 
facial vein (Seseman). 

Besides the chief branches of the central vessels, a variable number of small 
arterial and venous twigs are always found on the papilla. These branch, and 
anastomose variously with the vessels of the retina and choroid, and thus form a 
vascular connection between the ciliary and retinal blood-vessels {Leber). 

They lie sometimes superficially, sometimes deep in the substance of the papilla. Tie'1' 
twigs pass the lamina cribrosa sometimes at a distance from, again quite near to, the chief 
trunks; finally, they occasionally leave the central and posterior scleral vessels just at the 
papilla (Leber). With the exception of the latter branches they are usually offshoots from the 
arteries and veins supplying nutriment to the optic nerve. Most of the latter originate from 
the ciliary and muscular arteries, penetrate the sheath with the nerve-twigs, and finally, with 
the filamentary processes from the interior of the sheath, they enter the medulla of the optic 
nerve. 

Lymphatics. —Lymphatics are said to be very numerous in the trunk, and parti® 

Pig. 30. 
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OPHTHALMOSCOPIC IMAGE OF OPTIC NERVE. 147 

larly in the inner sheath of the optic nerve. They run somewhat independently 
of the blood-vessels. They are considered as canals for the carrying off of the retinal 
lymphatics (Sis). In the lamina cribrosa the lymphatics are said to form a thick 
network, which is connected to the space between the sheaths (H. Schmidt). This 
latter, however, has been considered as a lymph cavity lined by endothelium, 
which is connected with the arachnoid space in the cranium (Schwalbe). 

Ophthalmoscopic Appearances.—1. On examination with the ophthalmoscope, 
the optic nerve entrance is seen as a clear round disk projecting from the sur¬ 
rounding surface, on which we see the central parts of the retinal vessels running up 
and down. 

The disk is rarely perfectly circular, often slightly oval, with the long axis per¬ 
pendicular, occasionally somewhat flattened or bulged out on one side or the other. 
Its angle to the visual line has an evident influence on the form in which it presents 
itself to the examining eye, and may easily give rise to deceptions. 

The disk is usually sharply bounded, since its borders (the edge of the posterior 
choroidal opening) are only covered by the pellucid expansion of the optic nerve. 
This choroidal edge is often partly or entirely bounded by a dark pigment; hence, 
especially in dark-haired individuals, we often find at the border of the optic nerve 
entrance a black or brown granular stripe, which surrounds an arc or even the 
entire periphery of the disk. Besides this, we often find the optic nerve disk sur¬ 
rounded by a clear whitish-yellow ring, the connective tissue or sheath ring (chrom. 
lith., A, N), which in different persons is of different width; moreover in the same 
case it varies in width in different places, and is often even reduced to a small 
crescentic figure which incloses the outer border of the disk. 

This ring or crescent is evidently elevated above the surrounding parts, so that we may dis¬ 
tinguish a choroidal boundary and a scleral or inner border. The latter under normal circum¬ 
stances is not usually very sharp, but in material changes of the papilla appears more distinct. 
The choroidal border, on the contrary, is always strongly marked, and often strewn with pig¬ 
ment. 

Under normal circumstances the disk is always of the same size on both sides. 
But the size of the image perceived always varies much, according to the position 
of the examining and examined eye, and the refraction of the rays in the dioptric 
apparatus of the ophthalmoscope used. The prominent color is usually yellowish- 
white, often, however, grayish-yellow, clear brownish-gray, or slightly bluish. In 
dark-haired individuals, with strongly pigmented choroid, the color is mostly much 
brighter than in blondes, on account of the contrast. 

Moreover, the color of the artificial light used, the more or less oblique illumination, etc., 
have a decided influence on the color of the papilla. The reddish color appears especially often 
on the peripheral parts, particularly between the larger vessels. It is here occasionally so intense, 
that in absence of the connective-tissue ring the optic nerve projects but slightly from the sur¬ 
rounding parts of the fundus. 

We often, also, find the optic papilla unevenly colored, covered with more or less distinct 
gray or grayish-blue, but oftener dirty-brownish clouds, between which lies a net-work of clear 
strife, which is united to the connective-tissue ring. These bright striae are caused by the 
lamina cribrosa and the inner nerve sheath, the cloudy gray appearance by nerve tubes (Ed. 
Jaeger). In very rare cases a quantity of pigment appears in the tissue of the papilla. This is 
generally pathological, and may usually be traced to extravasations of blood. Still, it does 
sometimes occur as an original product, and depends on great pigmentation of the uvea 
(Liebreich, Knapp, Iiirschberg, Pagenstecher). 
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148 VESSELS IN OPTIC NEKYE. 

2. The vascular tranks advance in a radiated direction from the center of the 
disk or somewhat inward from it, proceed in an arc convex anteriorly to the peri¬ 
phery of the optic nerve entrance, and then sink into the retinal tissue. On account 
of the great pellucidity of the nerve tubes, in the whole territory of the papilla, 
they may usually be distinctly perceived; but when the disk is more cloudy, its 
central part, from the lamina cribrosa to the surface, appears veiled, dull, and less 
sharply bounded; it is distinctly seen that the vascular trunk only gradually presses 
its way from the cloudy mass to the surface, and becomes more sharply defined the 
farther it is from the lamina cribrosa. 

The arteries are brighter-colored and smaller, run straighter, and, on account of 
their cylinder-shaped border, often show on one side a bright line, a sort of cata- 
caustic. The veins are darker, broader, more tortuous, and from their flat shape do 
not have this light border. 

The trunk of the artery often advances undivided near to the limitans, then splits into two 
chief branches, which form a T with the first. In other cases the division occurs even in the 
porus opticus, in the lamina cribrosa. From this point the two chief branches advance up and 
downward; and in case the substance covering the papilla is very cloudy, it may even appear 
as if they came from different openings in the lamina cribrosa. Occasionally one chief branch 
appears to be a twig of the other with which the trunk is continuous. Usually these primary 
branches divide up, even within the optic nerve entrance, into two smaller branches. 

The trunk of the vein lies near that of the artery. Often, however, the four veins first 
unite near the porus opticus to two trunks, or all four enter the opening separately, and at some 
distance from each other. 

Small offshoots often spring from the chief branches of the veins and arteries, even within 
the papilla, which go in the most varied directions to the retina. But besides this, at various 
points are seen small vessels which come from deeper layers, and occasionally form a thick 
net or sort of convolution, which partially covers the optic-nerve entrance and envelops the 
chief branches. 

3. Congenital excavations of the optic-nerve entrance are of great practical im¬ 
portance. They occur very often, are met as well in the eyes of infants as of adults, 
and as a rule exist for life without material change. In most cases they are shallow 
and small, and hence are difficult to recognize. Yery often, however, then- apparent 
or true dimensions are considerable; they then appear very marked when seen by- 
aid of the ophthalmoscope. 

This excavation is seen as a whitish, or whitish-yellow, spot in the poms opticus, 
more translucent and brighter than the surrounding part, and which stands out 
prominently from the peripheral zone of the optic disk. The other parts of the 
papilla, being much darker, are usually decidedly red, and of the same color with 
the remainder of the fundus. (Fig. A, N.) 

The excavation appears as a more transparent and clear whitish or whitish-yellow 
spot, situated in the territory of the porus opticus, which is strongly distinguished 
from the decidedly darker, usually more reddened bordering zone of the nerve disk, 
which is often of the same color as the rest of the fundus. (Ghrorn. Uth., A, N.) 
This spot is sometimes round, sometimes oval or elongated, with its long axis 
directed horizontally or obliquely outward and down-ward, rarely slit-shaped, and 
exceptionally scalloped. The diameter of the true or apparent entrance is often 
only a small part of the diameter of the papilla; but in other cases it is so great 
that the darker border of the optic disk presents only a small ring. The boundary 
of the excavation in the oplitha]moscopic image is not always very shaip. In 
superficial excavations, with sloping edges, the darker line of the border of the 
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VENOUS AND ARTERIAL PULSATION. 149 

margin shades off gradually into the brighter hue of the center of the disk. In 
funnel-shaped excavations, with steep walls, however, the transition is rapid,, the 
boundary-line very sharp. Sometimes, behind the boundary-line, we notice a dark 
shadowy border, the excavation acquires an ampullar appearance, with a neclc-like 
contracted opening and widened excavation. The fundus of the excavation itself 
appears smooth, sometimes like the normal papilla, uneven from depressions and 
elevations. 

The position of the central vessels is also very characteristic, since the excava¬ 
tion has great influence on their course. In trough-shaped or small funnel-shaped 
excavations the middle portions of the vessels appear arched; with a more or less 
pronounced curve they sink backward into the porus opticus, and there, on account 
of their oblique position, appear much darker. In large excavations with abrupt 
sides, however, the vessels bend suddenly at the entrance; they there show quite a 
marked inclination and much darker color (chrom. lith., 1ST), since the portion of 
vessels running backward presents the inclosed column of blood in the long axis. 
In ampullar-shaped excavations, with contracted openings, we find the vessels behind 
the bend frequently displaced or even interrupted by the dark shadowy ring, so that 
it is difficult to find out the parts belonging to each other, especially as the parts of 
vessels running on the walls of the excavation are usually joined together, plexus¬ 
like, by oblique and short lateral branches. 

Moreover, in the territory of the excavation the vessels can not always be clearly 
followed. Often they are apparently altogether wanting; the retinal vessels curve 
beak-like on the edge of the excavation, and disappear suddenly, as they sink into 
the cloudy tissue of the optic papilla bordering the excavation. In other cases, the 
vessels in the excavation appear covered with a cloudy veil; they present them¬ 
selves as delicate, rose-colored, indistinctly-bounded, band-like stri®, which run 
from the porus opticus to the entrance of the excavation. 

4. One peculiar ophthalmoscopic phenomenon is the pulsation of the chief branch 
of the central vessels. It is only perceptible in the papilla, and only very excep¬ 
tionally extends behind its border. 

The venous pulsation (Trigt, Coccius) is a constant physiological appearance 
{Bonders); but in the normal state it is not easily recognized. Where it is appa¬ 
rently absent, it-may often be rendered visible by a continued moderate pressure on 
the side of the eyeball. It shows itself by a stronger or weaker filling of all the 
parts affected. The contraction begins -at the porus opticus, somewhat before the 
diastole of the central arteries, and advances toward the periphery of the optic-nerve 
entrance. The diastole of the veins, on the contrary, begins at the periphery, imme¬ 
diately after the radial pulse, and progresses centripetally. If the pressure with the 
Anger be increased, the distinctness of the venous pulse also increases, and shows itself 
in an alternate complete emptying an’d refilling of the vessels affected. 

With the venous systole a part of the contained blood recoils outward through the porus 
opticus, but the other part, under centrifugal, progressive flattening of the veins, is drawn back 
toward the capillaries. But with the venous diastole their filling and consequent expansion 
follows from the periphery, and advances toward the porus opticus. Where the venous pulse 
is very strong in the papillary part of the chief branches, we distinctly see the stream of blood 
move to and fro; its central end is sharply bounded, cut off perpendicularly or conically, ac¬ 
cording to circumstances, and hence elevates itself clearly from the contours of the compressed 
bloodless parts of the vessels. 

Under normal circumstances, the arterial pulsation {Ed. Jaeger) is not percep- 
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150 VENOUS AND ARTERIAL PULSATION. 

tible, although it certainly exists. But the wave of blood advancing with each 
systole of the heart moves too rapidly, and with too little lateral motion through the 
entire length of the part of the vessel in sight, for the variation in caliber of the 
latter to be perceived. To excite the arterial pulsation artificially, we must make 
strong pressure from without, except where the arteries are very rigid; then a 
slight pressure suffices (Graefe). Its perceptible occurrence is always accompanied 
by a darkening of the visual field (Donders). It sometimes appears in one, some¬ 
times in all the branches of the central retinal artery, and manifests itself by a 
ryhthmical filling and emptying of the parts of the arterial branches lying on the 
optic papilla. The arterial diastole begins with the radial pulse, and somewhat after 
the carotid pulse. It appears as an impulsive, rapid entrance of a column of blood 
into the previously contracted or empty portion of the artery. The subsequent 
systole requires more time, and shows itself as a slow centrifugal, partial or entire 
emptying of the visible portion of the vessel. 

If, with the advancing arterial wave, a greater portion of blood entered the eye, the intra¬ 
ocular pressure would be correspondingly increased. But this is not the case. For the pressure 
of each advancing arterial wave is propagated more rapidly through the vitreous than through 
the capillaries to the veins; indeed the transfer of pressure through the vitreous is almost in¬ 
stantaneous. Hence, before the positive wave enters the veins, it has caused the evacuation of 
a proportionate amount of venous blood, a venous systole begins simultaneously with the arterial 
diastole, both reach their maximum at the same moment, and again sink to a minimum. 
Hence, the intra-ocular amount of blood and the intra-ocular pressure are not changed by the 
arterial diastole. The possibility of a pulsation of the entire eyeball, that has been asserted 
by some (Graefe, Ooccius), if the observations are correct, presupposes very peculiar pathologi¬ 
cal conditions. It is only supposable in excessive arterial diastole, where the ocular capsule is 
excessively distensible, and the escape of venous blood obstructed. 

The pressure transferred from the arterial wave to the contents and capsule of the eye, acts 
on the veins in proportion to their surface. Hence it is evident that the effect must be seen 
first and most strongly on the flat ends of the chief venous branches, and this is the more cer¬ 
tain to occur as the blood flows more easily, and can follow external impulses the more readily, 
the larger the caliber of the vessel. Hence the perceptible mechanical effect of the wave, di¬ 
vided up through the whole intra-ocular arterial system, is concentrated, as it were, on the 
central venous branches ; these are compressed, and the parts lying near the porus opticus are 
rapidly emptied, while the distant parts are congested. Meanwhile, the impulse of the arterial 
wave continues through the capillaries into the veins, and drives the stagnated blood forward, 
the central part of the veins are again filled, and are dilated during the diastole, while the central 
artery simultaneously passes through its systole, thus furnishing room for the venous diastole. 

Hence the venous pulse depends on the arterial; it is the apparent effect of the 
usually invisible arterial pulsation, and brings to light objectively the action regu¬ 
lating the stability of intra-ocular circulation, and the conditions of pressure govern¬ 
ing the interior of the eye (Memorshi). 

But if the venous pulse is the mechanical effect of the arterial pulse, it is evident 
that it must become more perceptible, and that the column of blood in the central 
venous trunks must vary more, the greater the difference in the lateral pressure, 
caused by the arterial wave on the contents and capsule of the globe during the 
diastole and systole of the intra-ocular arteries. Hence the more irregularly the blood 
flows into the arteries, the more limited is the regulating influence of the elastic ar¬ 
terial walls within and without the globe. 

In fact an extensive spontaneous venous pulsation is never absent when there is 
any perceptible arterial pulsation, or where this can be produced by slight pressure, 
and conversely a decided spontaneous venous pulsation is usually associated with 
spontaneous or easily-produced arterial pulsation. 
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VENOUS AND AKTEEIAL PULSATION* 151 

Clinical observation also shows that rigidity of the trunk and branches of the 
ophthalmic artery and of the capsule of the globe are active factors among the- 
pathogenetic causes of the symptoms in question. 

There is scarcely a doubt that the elasticity of the ocular capsule, even if slight, seconds 
the contractility of the walls of the vessels in regulating the arterial current; for the intravas¬ 
cular lateral pressure transferred through the contents of the globe to the ocular capsule must 
react through the same medium on the outer walls of the vessels. But this implies that the 
loss or diminution of elasticity of the ocular capsule increases the rhythmical vibrations of the 
column of arterial blood, and consequently the perceptibility of the intra-ocular pulsation. 

The same circumstance also explains the great effect that experimental increase 
of intra-ocular pressure has on the occurrence and extent of the pulsation. The 
elasticity of the ocular capsule is very light; it diminishes in proportion to the 
pressure, and the eye-ball acquires rigid walls in proportion as the elasticity is 
affected, and the tension approaches its maximum. 

This state of the ocular capsule, then, is one cause why strong external pressure on the eye 
increases the appearance of pulsation. Another cause is, that external pressure on the capsule 
and contents of the globe is transferred to the outer walls of the vessels, and thus the resistance 
to the entrance of blood into the intra-ocular circulation is increased. If the external pressure 
attains a certain grade, it easily happens that the systole of the extra-ocular arteries no longer 
suffices to throw the blood in a continuous stream through the porus opticus in the lamina 
cribrosa, but that the filling of the central artery must be accomplished by the immediate pres¬ 
sure of the systole of the heart, and hence is impulsive. But if the pressure is further increased 
the arterial blood can not flow in during the entire period of the arterial diastole, the intra-ocu¬ 
lar arteries fill themselves incompletely only for a moment during the maximum of the positive 
wave. Their diastole becomes constantly shorter and more incomplete, the systole longer, and 
these phases also correspond with similar phases of the venous pulse. Diastole and systole be¬ 
come isochronic in the arteries and veins, since at the maximum of the positive wave the walls 
of the vessels are pressed from within and without, and being held, as it were, between incom¬ 
pressible fluids, play the part of rigid tubes, so that the impulse of the arterial blood passes 
directly through the capillaries to the blood in the veins, driving the latter before it. On the 
strongest external pressure, the arterial blood-wave will not be able to enter at all. The en¬ 
trance and exit of the blood ceases, the central parts of the arteries and veins appear empty, 
contracted, and only in the latter do we still occasionally see a slight, excursive to-and-fro 
motion of the column of blood. 

Nosology.—The inflammatory change of tissue probably always commences in 
the neurilemmatous envelope of the nervous bundle. At least it is always found 
first and most remarkably changed, traversed by more or less thicker vascular nets, 
or regularly reddened, often also spotted with blood extravasations, and pervaded 
with inflammatory products, spongy and relaxed. When the process does not ad¬ 
vance too rapidly and cause an actual breaking up of the tissue, the primitive ner¬ 
vous tubes for a long time do not show any decided participation, by either losing 
their medulla or by becoming transparent and varicose or fatty. 

The inner sheath, and especially the stratum of loose connective tissue, which 
lies between the two sheaths of the orbital portion of the optic nerve, also usually 
appears more or less involved in the change of tissue. This occurs, also, in the 
'meningeal envelope of the cerebral portion, but less often, however, in the entire 
sheath of the optic nerve. 

The quality and quantity of the product vary in some degree, according to the 
intensity of the inflammation. In many cases it develops itself only in a slight 
quantity, with a few nuclei and cells, and remains rather transparent. 
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152 INFLAMMATION OF OPTIC NERYE. 

The neurilemmatous envelope participates in this peculiarity, and thereby acquires a pecu¬ 
liar gelatinous appearance. Consequently, to the naked eye, the tissue is but slightly changed; 
it only appears somewhat swelled and more succulent. In the papilla especially the change is 
so slight, on account of the natural transparency of the elements, that it may easily be over¬ 
looked, if the accompanying hyperaamia or any existing extravasation does not call' attention 
to the disease. Later, however, the nervous tubes evidently participate; their medulla becomes 
transparent, they elevate themselves but slightly from the semi-opaque envelope, and finally 
are actually destroyed ; the affected portion of the nervous trunk is apparently or actually 
gelatinously degenerated, and becomes diaphanous. 

More frequently, however, the cell and nuclear development is more extensive, 
a part of the newly-formed elements undergoes fatty degeneration, and in variable 
proportion becomes changed to granular cells and groups of granules; while simul¬ 
taneously colloid masses develop in variable degree. Then the product appears 
from the first more cloudy, wheyey, or even pus-like. 

The nervous bundles, inclosed by the infiltrated neurilemma, under such circumstances 
usually very soon betray their participation by fatty degeneration, by breaking up into fat 
granules, laid on each other in series, and finally by complete destruction. It is, of course, 
understood that by such a product the normally transparent papilla is decidedly clouded. In 
the medullary portions of the optic nerve, however, very evident changes are not necessarily 
caused; to the naked eye the affected portion appears at most somewhat hyperasmic, sprinkled 
with blood, relaxed, and to some extent destroyed. 

In some cases the alteration of tissue is active and very great; the nervous tubes 
and their connective tissue envelopes are entirely destroyed; at the affected part 
the optic nerve is found changed to a more or less consistent mass of pus, in which 
only shreds of nerve tubes and of the necrosed neurilemma can be found. 

In rare cases the interstitial tissue swells greatly, as a result of extensive infiltration by a 
product which is transparent or clouded with molecules and fat globules, turbid, or very fluid 
and serous. In the cranial portion this serous product occasionally collects to such an extent 
as to cause it to swell to the size of the little finger (Hydrops nervi optici). Then proliferations 
of the nuclei and their consequences, especially granular cells, subsequently varicose expansion 
and fatty degeneration of the nerve tubes, hypertrophy, and partial fatty disintegration of the 
connective tissue occur. So far this condition has always been found with extensive and usu¬ 
ally inflammatory oedema of the basal meninges, which again is usually, but not always (Mam), 
associated with Bright’s disease of the kidneys or tuberculosis, and occurs along with collec¬ 
tions of serum in other parts. The hydrops nervi optici in question should not be confounded 
with the frequently-occurring inflammatory oedema of the papilla (Heymanri), and with serous 
infiltrations of the orbital interlamellar layer (Ammon). 

Only very exceptionally does the process appear limited at a certain part of the 
nerve to a few bundles; almost always the nerve shows itself affected throughout its 
entire thickness; still it frequently happens that in the same section the grade of the 
alteration at different points is varied, so that some bundles are already destroyed, 
while others are slightly affected, and may be functionally active up to a certain 
point. 

Often we find both optic nerves affected throughout their length by inflamma¬ 
tory change of tissue, and, following the peculiar product, can trace the course of the 
two tracts into the brain as far as the corpora geniculata, where the characteristic 
alterations usually cease with a sharp border. The grade of the diseased alteration 
of tissue is then usually different in the two nerves and at different parts of the same 
nerve. Exceptionally the process is confined to one stria, or to the chiasma and the 
two tracts. Most frequently, however, only the one or the other individual optic nerve 
is affected, and often remains so through life, since the process limits itself in the ante- 
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INFLAMMATION OF OPTIC NEEVE. 153 

rior half of the corresponding lateral portion of the chiasma, in a sharp arc directed 
backward or in an ill-defined line. When the orbital portion of the optic nerve is 
inflamed, whether the process commenced there or was propagated from the cranium 
(neuritis deseendens), the optic papilla almost always shows its participation. It 
swells around the entrance of the vessels to a circular pad, over which the central 
portion of the retinal vessels run in an arc usually very distinctly convex anteriorly, 
the papilla, at the same time, usually appearing very cloudy from the infiltration, 
reddened by the injected fine vessels, and often spotted by hemorrhagic extravasa¬ 
tions. In by far the greater number of cases the inflammation does not remain lim¬ 
ited to the papilla, but attacks the retina; the process appears as neuro-retinitis (see 
Neuro-retinitis). But if the cranial portion be affected, and, as often happens, the 
proliferation of tissue does not extend down along the optic nerve to the eye-ball, 
the orbital portion and papilla and the filamentary and ganglion layer of the retina 
usually atrophy, and the process appears objectively as a pure atrophy of the optic 
nerve and retina, but subjectively as cerebral amaurosis (see Amaurosis). 

In very rare cases large extravasations of blood have been observed in the orbital 
portion of the optic nerve. In some cases the blood was exuded into the space 
between the sheath, and distended the outer sheaths, in a fusiform shape (Ig. Meyer, 
Knapp). 

Again it was found in the nerve trunk itself, and had actually disintegrated its 
tissue to a certain extent (His, Leber, Hirschberg). It is believed that such hemor¬ 
rhages, by means of the diffusion of the coloring matter of the blood and its further 
disintegration, may cause the rich pigmentation of the optic papilla that has been 
sometimes observed (Knapp). The fact that considerable extravasations in the 
optic nerve entrance are very commonly entirely absorbed without leaving a trace 
behind, is an argument against this view ( Wecker). 

Authorities.—Kblliker, Mikr. Anatomie, Leipzig, 1853. II. 1. S. 480; II. 3. S. 670.—Bow¬ 
man, Lectures on the parts, etc. London, 1849, und Kolliker, 1. c.—J. Wagner, Ueber den 
Ursprung der Sehnervenfasern. Dorpat. 1863. S. 31.—Hannover, Das Auge. Leipzig, 1S53, S. 
1 .—Henle, Handbuch der Anat. Braunschweig, 1866. II. 3. S. 583.—Sappey, Centralbl. 1868. 
S. 431.—Ammon, Prager Yierteljahrschrift, 1860. I. S. 133; A. f. O. VI. 1. S. 15, 17, 33.— 
Klebs, Virchow’s Archiv. 19 Bd. S. 331, 335..—Bonders, A. f. O. I. 3. S. 75, 83, 90.—Graefe, 
ibid. I. 1. S. 375, 383; I. 3. S. 399, 303.—Forster, ibid. III. 3. S. 86.—II. Muller, ibid. IV. 3. 
S. 3,10.—Liebreich, ibid. IV. 3. S. 395; Atlas. Tafel 13. Fig. 3 ; kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 339; 
1868. S. 436.—Leber, Denkschrift. d. k. Akad. 34. Bd. S. 318; A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 169, 333, 
343, 357; kl. Monatbl. 186S. S. 303, 309.—His, Beitrage z. norm. u. path. Histolog. der Cornea. 
Basel. 1856. S. 133; kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 133, 135.—Ed. Jaeger, Wiener med. Wochenschrift, 
1854. Nro. 3-5; Staar und Staaroperationen. Wien. 1854. S. 105; Beitrage zur Pathol, des 
Auges. Wien. 1855, Taf. I; Einstellungen des dioptr. Apparates. Wien. 1861. S. 30, 48, 53.— 
Knapp, Canstatt’s Jahresbericht 1864. III. S. 158; A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 253.—Mauthner, 
Lehrb. d. Ophthalmoscopie, S. 253.—Sesemann, Arch. f. Anat. u. Phys. 1869. S. 170.—Pagen- 
stecher, A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 343.—Trigt, Nederl. Lancet 3 Ser. 2. Jahrg. S. 456; Der Augen- 
Bpiegel, ubersetzt von Schauenburg. Lahr. 1854. S. 49.—Coccius, Ueber die Anwendung des 
Augenspiegels. Leipzig, 1853. S. 3; Ueber Glaucom. Entziindung etc. Leipzig, 1859, S. 13.— 
Schweigger, Vorlesungen iiber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin. 1864. S. 70, 142.'— 
Zander, Der Augenspiegel. Leipzig, 1863. S. 86.—Mayrhofer, Zeitschrift der Wiener Aerzte. 
I860. Nro. 47.—Memorski, A. f. O. XI. 2. S. 84, 104, 112.—-Turek, Sitzungsberichte der Wie¬ 
ner kais. Akad. IX. S. 231; Zeitschrift der Wiener Aerzte. 1853. II. S. 301.—Stellwag, Ophth. 
H S. 567, 617, 619.—Wedl, Atlas, Retina-Opticus.—Heymann, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 273.— 
Nanz, ibid. 1865. S. 280.—Hirschberg, ibid. 1868. S. 426; 1869. S. 74.— Wecker, ibid. 1868. S. 

.~Ig. Meyr. Beitrage z. Augenheilkunde. Wien. 1850. S. 34.— Schwalbe, Arch, fur mik. 
Anat. VI. S. 47. —H. Schmidt, A. f. O. XV. 2. S. 192. 
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FOURTH SEOTIOH 

INFLAMMATION OF THE RETINA; DICTYITIS; RETINITIS. 

Anatomy.—The retina lies smoothly between the pigment layer of the choroid 
and the vitreous, to whose hyaline membrane it is closely adherent during life. 
Posteriorly it is bounded by the optic nerve entrance, anteriorly by the ora serrata, 
where it becomes adherent to the choroid. 

A pars ciliaris retina is also described. This is really a process of the retina, 
although it no longer bears a nervous character, but consists of a layer of elongated 
cells which lie on the zonula, and have been recently recognized as shortened radial 
or supporting filaments (HMuller, Klebs). 

The retina is not perfectly transparent. At the posterior end of the optic axis, 
in the horizontal meridian, about one and a half lines from the outer edge of the 
optic-nerve entrance, is the yellow spot, the macula lutea, the most sensitive part of 
the retina. This spot is horizontally oval and somewhat variable in size. Its center 
is excavated in the form of a fossa, fovea centralis, and the retina around it appears 
pressed forward like a wall. 

The retina consists partly of nervous elements, partly of modified connective 
tissue, which envelops and holds together the former, retaining them in their 
relative positions. At the center the nervous tissue predominates, but at the 
periphery the connective-tissue framework is in excess. 

Strictly speaking, and especially in a genetic point of view, the choroidal tapetum also be¬ 
longs to the retina. For it either originates alone (Babuchin, M. Schultze, Barkan, Haase), or 
in connection with the layer of rods (KoUiker) from the outer stratum of the secondary ocular 
vesicle, while all the other layers proceed from the inner lamellae of this foetal formation. 

1. The nervous elements appear quite different in the different layers of the 
retina. They are divided into mosaic layers (which are intimately connected with 
the specific irritation of the sense of vision), and proper nervous layers, whose 
elements correspond with those occurring in all parts of the brain (Henle). Hence 
the strata in question may be compared to a flat expansion of a cerebral ganglion 
(KoUiker), and the rather so, as they originally represent a portion of the cerebral 
substance, and are only subsequently separated from it by parts being pushed in 
between, and later exist independently. 

Passing from without inward, we usually distinguish eight layers in the retina, 
as follows: The layer of rods and cones (Fig. BO a), the external limiting mem¬ 
brane or limitans externa b, the external granule layer c, the intergranule layer d, 
which is also called the external fibrous layer or membrana fenestrata; the internal 
granule layer e, also called the granule-cell layer or external ganglion layer; farther 
the granulated layer/ or internal fibrous layer, the ganglion cell layer g or internal 
ganglion layer; the layer of nerve-fibers A, and finally the internal limiting mem¬ 
brane i, or limitans interna. 

The layer of rods and cones, the two granule layers, the layer of ganglion cells and the 
layer of nerve-fibers are regarded as the actual nerve elements. The rods and cones may 
be divided into an external and an internal segment, which are structures of a totally 
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different nature, and of a different chemical composition {Braun, M. Schultze, Hasse), and 
are connected with each other by a thin layer of cement of a very low refractive power. The 
same slightly refracting basement substance is found in both, with a denser external mem¬ 
brane, and containing molecules of a more highly refractive power. The molecular substance 
is massed together in the outer segments in a number of layers, lying parallel to one another 
and of a measurable thickness, which are separated from each other by exceedingly thin 
layers of the less highly refracting basement substance (M. Schultze). The so-called Ritter’s 
fibre, which is said to lie in the axis of the outer segment (C. Bitter, Hensen), does not exist 
(Jf. Schultze). In the inner segments of the cones (W. Krause) and rods (M. Schultze), the 
more highly refracting molecular substance is arranged in the form of plano-convex bodies, 
either semi-globular or like truncated cones, and of a homogeneous nature. They are situated 
at the external end of the inner segments, with their flat surface turned towards the external 
segments. A fine delicate fiber runs in the axis from the convex surface inwards (C. Bitter, 
Hasse, Manz), and is connected either directly or indirectly with the external granules. 
Extremely delicate longitudinal lines may be observed upon the surface of the inner segments, 
and are prolonged for some distance upon the external segments. This appearance depends 

■ upon the presence of very fine fibers, which proceed from the rod and cone fibers, and, per¬ 
forating the external limiting membrane, surround the inner segments like a cup, and, running 
in a very loose spiral, pass over upon the outer segments and inclose their inner part like a 
tube. These may possibly be of the same nervous nature, and may arise from the division 
of the fibers of the rods and cones (M. Schultze). The external granules are ellipsoid in 
shape, arranged with the long axis perpendicular to the plane of the retina, and lying several 
in a row behind one another. When fresh they appear transversely striated (Henle) and lead 
us to suspect the stratified arrangement of disk-shaped masses of substance of a different 
chemical constitution. A number of these granules lie in the dilatations of the inner seg¬ 
ments of the rods and cones, which then perforate the external limiting membrane. These 
rod-and-cone granules are somewhat larger than the other granules, and sometimes form a 
distinct layer upon the external limiting membrane (Henle). Most of the rods however 
terminate at the inner end in a delicate, pale fiber, similar to an axis-cylinder and often 
varicose, which perforates the limitans externa and enters the external granule layer. Here 
it spreads out repeatedly in order to inclose a granule, and runs as far as the inter-granule 
layer. At the margin of the latter the end of the rod-fiber swells up and then again passes 
on as a delicate fiber, which perforates the inter-granule layer (Hasse) and is probably con¬ 
nected with the internal granule (Steinlin). The same is the case with the cone-fibers, which 
at the margin of the inter-granule layer swell up into conoid molecular bodies with a broad 
base, out of which three or more fibers pass into the inter-granule layer, and afterward 

i reach the inner granules. The latter are small, round cells with large nuclei, and resemble 
I bipolar ganglion-cells. Their internal processes pass through the granulated layer, where 

they form networks (M. Schultze) and then probably unite with the multipolar elements of 
the ganglion-cell layer (Halite, Manz). The ganglion cells have a cloudy contents and a 
beautifully developed nucleus. A large process runs from every ganglion cell inward and 
is continued into the nerve-fiber. The nerve-fibers of the retina are entirely analogous to 
the pale fibers of the brain, transparent and homogeneous. They are regarded by many as 
mere axis-cylinders (M Schultze), which have lost their medullary sheath in their passage 
through the cribriform fascia. Among other circumstances, the fact that the fibers excep¬ 
tionally retain their medullary sheath even in the retina, or, having passed through the 
lamina cribrosa, regain it for a distance (II. Muller, Virchow, v. Becklinghausen), and occa¬ 
sion dense, superficial opacities of the retina with corresponding functional disturbances, 
tends to corroborate this view. These nerve-fibers, in the neighborhood of the papilla, lie 
in bundles1 close upon one another, but soon separate more and more as they radiate into 
the retina, and near the periphery considerable interspaces may be distinguished. 

The connective-tissue portion, the connecting substance of the retina, permeates 
all the layers as far as the layer of rods and cones, whose elements are held together 
by a very clear, firm, flexible, delicate and elastic mass (Henle). 

The internal limitans i has generally the character of a hyaline membrane (Kolliker). It is 
formed by the firm cementing of the nucleated fiber-cells peculiar to the retinal connective 
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tissue (C. Ritter). Each of these fiber-cells is said to lie only partly in the limiting membrane, 
generally only the smaller half, but the other part bends at an angle toward the interior of the 
retina, and by the union with other fiber-cells concur in the formation of Muller’s supporting 
fibers. The inner ends of these supporting fibers appear conoid, the individual fiber-cells here 
come together, unite into thinner cords which anastomose abundantly with each other, and so 
form a frame-work in which the nerve-fibers and ganglion-cells lie embedded. The supporting 
fibers are continued into the granulated layer, and may here be distinctly recognized as fibers, 
which are everywhere provided with large and small irregular spines, in which molecular 
granules may be seen. The interspaces are filled by a homogeneous granular basement sub¬ 
stance, which is connected with the radial fibers. In the inner granule layer the radial fibers 
appear as narrow or broad fibers which inclose granules and nerve-fibers with their jagged pro¬ 
cesses like capsules, and fill all the intervening spaces. They appear slightly granular, and con¬ 
tain round or fusiform nucleated cells without processes (Hasse). In the intergranule layer 
the intervening spaces of the radial fibers are filled by large, flat, multipolar cells of a con¬ 
nective-tissue character, which, especially in young animals, contain nuclei. They are intimately 
connected with each other as well as with the radial fibers, and show many spaces between 
them in which the nervous elements lie. The presence of these spaces in this tissue has gained 
for it the name of membrana fenestrata (W. Krause). In the external granule layer the struc¬ 
ture is the same as in the inner granule layer. The radial fibers run through the layer with 
ramifying branches, but contain no nucleated cells. They surround all the granules and nerve- 
fibers with a sheath, fill all the spaces, and finally end at the outer margin of the granule layer 
in a plane, by blending here again into a denser membrane, the limitans externa (M. Sehultze). 
This however only forms a closed layer at the periphery of the retina, but is elsewhere per¬ 
forated like a sieve, and by means of the perforations admits of the connection of the elements 
of the layer of rods and cones with the granules. 

About the macula lutea, where the retina is more intimately connected with the 
choroid, or, more properly, with the tapetum, its formation appears different. 

The nerve-fiber layer is here very much reduced in thickness. Its bundles surround the 
yellow spot in curves, and appear to send merely a single layer of fibers over its surface (Henle). 
In compensation for this reduction in thickness, the layer of ganglion-cells is here thicker than 
elsewhere: its elements are smaller, and are arranged in several layers, sometimes as many as 
eight (II Muller). The granulated layer is wanting, and the internal granule layer is very 
much thinned. The intergranule layer is, on the contrary, highly developed, and consists in 
great part of connecting nerve-fibers, which all appear to radiate from a point in the center of 
the yellow spot, and form its external layers, and by a slight curve to pass in the horizontal 
direction (Henle). The external granule layer is thick. The rods are replaced by lengthened 
cones, closely crowded together, and they only appear again outside the fovea, increasing in 
number toward the periphery. 

The blood-vessels of the retina are twigs of the central artery and vein, whose 
trunks lie in the optic nerve. There are two superior and two inferior, arterial and 
venous, that is, eight main branches altogether, besides several smaller twigs, which 
radiate toward the periphery of the retina, branch out in various directions, and 
finally curve into loops, forming a close network, with round openings. These 

vessels never pass the ora serrata. They are connected with the nutrient vessels of 
the optic nerve by many fine twigs, and by these indirectly with the posterior scleral 
and choroidal vessels. The latter connection, however, is mostly in the arterial cir¬ 
culation {Leber). 

The main branches pass together over the nerve filament layer proper, and at most enter it 
without going behind it. Their finer subdivisions traverse the connective-tissue framework 
to the inner filament layer, at most to the internal granular layer, e. The mosaic layers are 
absolutely without vessels. In the yellow spot, also, some capillaries occur. It is only the 
fovea centralis which contains no vessels. The large venous trunks of the retina are said to be 
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everywhere surrounded like a net with lymphatic vessels, but the arteries only partially so. 
These lymphatics pass through the cribriform fascia, and are connected with the lymphatics of 
the optic nerve {Sis). 

Ophthalmoscopic Appearances.—The retina is not perfectly pellucid, it is true, 
but still it is sufficiently transparent to escape the observation of inexperienced ob¬ 
servers. They recognize only the branched vessels traversing the retina and rising 
sharply above the yellowish-red fundus of the eye, and some showing themselves to 
be arteries by their brighter color, small size, and direct course, some veins by their 
darker color, greater size, and tortuous course; with strong illumination of the 
fundus, however, and particularly with oblique light, it is not difficult to recognize 
the retina itself as a very delicate bluish-white mist, covering the fundus. 

Eyes rich in pigment are especially suited for this; those of blondes are less so. This cloud¬ 
iness is most marked in the immediate vicinity of the optic nerve, and there it is often so de¬ 
cided that the papilla appears blurred and enlarged in its diameter on account of its indistinct 
boundaries, and the vessels appear veiled. Then it is often possible to perceive even the indi¬ 
vidual bundles of the optic nerve as fine, radiating strias {Liebreich). 

Exceptionally, around the papilla the retina appears cloudy and entirely opaque, even large 
elevated spots with cloudy or flamelike borders appearing and hiding the choroid as far as they 
extend, but leaving the papilla free or only partially covering it. As a very uncommon occur¬ 
rence, such a spot entirely surrounds the entrance of the optic nerve; it is generally limited to 
a portion of the circumference, but is then sometimes double or multiple (Fig. 31). It never 
takes the direction toward the macula lutea. The vessels sometimes run freely over its sur¬ 
face, and sometimes they dip down more or less into it, and hence appear partially veiled or 
entirely interrupted. The cause of this anomaly is that the nerve filaments, which usually lose 
their medullary sheath on entering themembrana cribrosa, sometimes reacquire it after passing 
from the papilla to the retina, or at least do not become transparent till they enter the latter. 
Unless very extensive, these conditions do not cause amaurotic weakness of vision; they usu¬ 
ally produce an enlargement of the blind spot {0. Becker, Donitz), and they do this because the 
cloudy nerve filaments cover the sensitive elements of the bacillar layer, and hence, as far as 
they reach, render impossible the reception of images of objects on this stratum. Beyond the 
cloudy spots the retina functions normally. The condition is always congenital. It has been 
repeatedly observed in children, in one case in two sisters, but never as yet in new-born chil¬ 
dren {Mauthner). 

In rare cases a peculiar reflex is seen in the retina, which can not as yet be satisfactorily ex¬ 
plained. It is sometimes serpentine streaks of light which run along the side of the vessels, 
and by a movement of the mirror spring from one side to the other, and even entirely conceal 
a vessel for some distance (Schirmer); sometimes it is silvery glistening spots with dark sha¬ 
dows, which change in extent and form according to the position of the mirror (they have 
been compared to ice-flowers ?) {Schirmer), and have exactly the appearance of having come 
from an irregularly folded reflecting surface. They are found solely in the region of the ma¬ 
cula lutea, and especially in deeply-pigmented eyes. 

As a rule, the macula lutea is seen only with great difficulty or even not at all. 
Still the slight vascularity of its immediate surroundings, as well as its known posi¬ 
tion, somewhat under the horizontal diameter of the fundus oculi, and about two 
diameters of the papilla outwards from the latter, are sufficient data to enable us to 
bring it within the visual field. Frequently, however, especially in myopes, it ap¬ 
pears very distinctly as a small, bright-colored depression, which reflects the light 
lu a peculiar manner (Coccius), and is usually surrounded by a brownish spot (Fig. 

P), which appears dark-red in a very light-colored fundus. This spot is some¬ 
times round, sometimes irregularly formed, large or small in diameter, and, when 
its color is blood-red, may easily be mistaken for an extravasation. Its outline is 
usually indistinct. In some cases, however, as a transversely or obliquely directed 
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158 MACULA LUTEA. 

ellipse, whose border is surrounded by a bright glistening line, either partially upon 
one side or the other, according to the position of the mirror (Figs. 31, 32), or en¬ 
tirely (Schelslce, Schweigger, Goccius, Ed. Jaeger). 

The explanations of the glittering ring seen round the region of the yellow 
spot with the ophthalmoscope, as given by Liebreich, Schweigger, Schirmer, and 
others, have never been accepted by physiologists as conclusive; and Mauth- 
ner, in his recent work on the ojfhthahnoscope, brings an exhaustive review of the 
many attempts to solve the problem to a close, with the assertion that the phenome¬ 
non can not be accounted for on anatomical grounds with the knowledge of the part 
now in our possession. 

, Fig. 31. 

P 

On looking at some drawings of the region of the macula, by Max Schultze, 
one of which I now reproduce in a diagrammatic form* (Taf. vi., Pig. 1), it oc¬ 
curred to me that the effect in question might be produced by the same causes 
within the eye that often produce it in other places in nature, or, in other words, 
that it might be the products of reflexion and refraction, from the combination of 
curved surfaces which enter into the construction of this portion of the retina. 

As you will see, this region, as figured in the diagram (Pig. 1), bears in its 
formation a strong resemblance to a shallow cup, of which the rim is represented by 
a convex and the bowl by a concave surface. If we look upon these curved sur¬ 
faces as mirrors, they would each have their foci, one lying behind the other in 
front, according to their respective degrees of curvature. And if light should be 
thrown perpendicularly against such a combination of curves, the apex of the out¬ 
side rim or convex surface would, from well-known optical laws, appear illumina¬ 
ted, while the inside or concave surface would appear more or less in shadow. 
Thus we should have the effect of a darker center, surrounded by an illuminated 
edge. 

In order to demonstrate this in its application to the retina, two eye-phantoms 

or cameras were made, precisely alike in every respect. At the bottom of one a 
concave metal mirror, belonging to. an ophthalmoscope, was placed, to represent 

the retinal surface. Another mirror, precisely like the first, was then taken, and a 

* The outlines and curvature of the different layers are fac-similes of Schultze’s original 
drawing. The scale is here, however, reduced one-half; p represents the pigment epithelium 
and i the nerve-fiber layer. 
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RETINITIS. 159 

very slight depression made in it by carefully pounding down the region immedi¬ 
ately about the hole in the center with a rounded chisel-handle. As the implement 
was made of wood, a shallow indentation was made without cutting into the 
substance of the mirror. This was placed at the bottom of the second camera, 
and represented, in a rough but sufficiently exact way, the cup-like cavity shown 
in the drawing, as belonging to the yellow spot. The two cameras were then ex¬ 
amined with the ophthalmoscope. 

The first gave a perfectly distinct image of the mirror at its bottom, exactly as 
we should expect to see it, with the hole in the center, with clearly-defined edges ; 
but in the second camera the hole was surrounded by a brilliant circle, correspond¬ 
ing exactly to the limits of the depression, while the central portion seemed to be 
somewhat in shadow. An idea, although a very rough one, of the effect can be 
formed from the following diagram, in which A represents the camera in which 
the mirror had been left in its natural condition, and B the one in which the slight 
central depression had been made. 

[Kg. 32. 

In showing this experiment to a confrere, I was told that, striking as it was, it 
could not embody the right explanation of the affair, inasmuch as there was, in 
fact, no such depression of the entire region of the macula as I had been led to sup¬ 
pose from Scliultze’s diagram; that the only depression in the whole surface of the 
retina was confined to the fovea itself; and that this, as was self-evident, was en¬ 
tirely too small to give so extensive a reflex ; and finally, that Schultze’s figure was 
merely a diagrammatic representation of the fovea, very much enlarged. 

If this is true, then of course the experiment, and with it the explanation, falls 
to the ground; and it cannot be denied but that Henle distinctly states that the 
only depression in the whole surface of the retina is just at the fovea centralis 
itself. But it is by no means so certain that the excavation pictured by Scliultze is 
meant to represent only that of the fovea, or that it is an exaggerated and diagram¬ 
matic representation for the mere purposes of explanation. On the contrary, he 
states distinctly that “ all the layers, excepting the rods and cones, are copied ex¬ 
actly from a section through a normal human retina; the drawing, as here repre¬ 
sented, shows the macula lutea without. plica, consequently as it actually is in life'' 
,(loc. cit., p. 109). 

Schultze has given, too, the scale on which the drawing was made, namely, an 
enlargement of one hundred and ten times. If we now measure,in his diagram the ex¬ 
tent of surface on the retina which is stained yellow, and which it is to be supposed 
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160 RETINITIS. 

was meant to represent the extent of the region of the macula lutea, we find it is 158 
millimetres. This, reduced to the normal size, would give for the measurement of 
this region 1.4 millimetre, which corresponds to the average dimension, as deter¬ 
mined by the majority of observers. Again, if we suppose that Scliultze meant 
the depression to be confined solely to the fovea, and under this supposition we 
measure the distance across the actual mouth of the cavity as figured in the dia¬ 
gram, we find it is equal to 110 millimetres, which, reduced, gives an actual size of 
1.0 millimetre, which is five or six times as large as it is in the normal eye, so that 
it is not possible that the cup-shaped depression is meant to represent nothing but 
the fovea. There can, indeed, be no doubt but that Schultze meant to give in his 
picture an exact counterpart of this region of the retina as it really is in nature, 
and if so, there is no reason why the conditions represented in the experiment should 
not be a sufficiently exact imitation of those in the actual eye. 

It must be conceded, however, that Schultze’s views and Henle’s are diametrically 
opposed. Can it be that .this cup-like depression varies in different eyes, both as to 
extent and depth, so that in some it shall be limited to the fovea alone, and in oth¬ 
ers extend, getting shallower as it goes, even up to or near the boundary-line of the 
entire macula ?, This would account for the presence of the ring in some eyes, and 
its absence in others, and its frequent and not inconsiderable variation when pres¬ 
ent in size and shape. 

Bearing hi mind that at the macula lutea the nerve-fiber layer ceases to exist as 
such, and that the nerve-fibers make a peculiar bend here, it occurred to me that a 
difference in level might be occasioned, which, varying in different cases, might 
still be sufficiently marked in many eyes to give the effect in question. 

In order to show how slight an inequality in surface would produce the phe¬ 
nomenon, and to determine whether it could be possibly produced by the above con¬ 
dition, the following experiment was made:—• 

A piece of thin and perfectly pure tin-foil, such as dentists use, was selected, 
and its thickness carefully measured under the microscope ; this was found to be 
only jin of an English line. A flat circular disk of plain glass was then prepared. 
A small circular hole was next cut in the center of a piece of the foil, which was 
left somewhat larger than the disk of glass. This latter was then covered with the 
foil by carefully folding the surplus quantity over the edges of the glass till the 
surface of the foil was gradually worked perfectly tight and smooth, so as to give 
finally much the appearance of a flat, thin button, covered with silver, and having 
in its center a circular hole, through which the glass was visible. As the thickness 
of the foil was vo<r of a line, the depth of the hole in the center must be the same. 

A second piece of foil, having, however, no hole in its center, was now stretched 
as above over the first covering, and the surface was then gently rubbed till the 
upper covering had molded itself under the pressure into the hole in the covering 
beneath. 

The effect of this was to give a perfectly smooth surface, with a very slight de¬ 
pression in the center. The depth of this depression, even if it -was equal to that 
of the hole itself before the second covering was put on, could not be more than 
yio of a line, but it must be in fact much less, as it is evident that the depth must 
decrease with each covering. The disk was then fitted to a camera and observed 
with the ophthalmoscope, just as in the former experiment, and with precisely the 
same result. The glittering ring, marking the boundary of the depressed region, 
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was present in a marked degree, and showed a very striking resemblance, both in 
size and appearance, to that seen in the actual eye.-' 

We have taken, it must be borne in mind, the depth of the depression as rotr of 
a line, a difference in level which seems almost inappreciable, and which is, in fact, 
three times less than the thickness of the single layer of epithelial cells between the 
retina and choroid. Xow, as the nerve-fiber layer is, at the distance from the optic 
disk corresponding to that of the macula, -5\y of a line thick,* we should, even if we 
took the lowest estimate, have tissue enough in the thickness of the nerve-layer 
alone to make a depression fourteen times as deep as that which produced the 
effect in the phantom. 

And if for any reason whatever, such as the bending or overlapping of some 
of the fibers as they inclosed the macula, and the ending of others concentrically 
around it, a difference of level of even the slightest degree was formed, then the 
effect might be produced through the nerve-fiber layer alone, without taking into 
consideration the thinning of the other layers of the retina at this place. 

But it may be said that if this difference of level did exist, it ought, however 
slight it might be, to be seen with the microscope. This we readily admit ought 
to be the case if we could get sections of the part as it really exists in nature, but 
it must be borne in mind that it is almost hopeless to do this, on account of the 
distortion of the part by the formation of the so-called plica at almost the very 
moment the eye is opened, and this too, letting alone the disturbance of the tissue 
which would necessarily follow by even the most delicate manipulation, and letting 
alone, too, the minor difficulty of even getting a section directly through this 
region. 

It must, too, be admitted that, with all the labor and talent which have been 
expended on the anatomy of the retina, we still know little about that of the nerve- 
fiber layer in the region of the macula. Under .these circumstances may not the 
ophthalmoscope have a voice in explaining a phenomenon which is in strict accord¬ 
ance with physical laws, and which, outside of the eye, can only be so explained ? 

How far the peculiar arrangement of the anatomical elements of the different 
layers which enter into the construction of the part, and which go to make this 
inequality of level, contributes to the effect, we will not attempt to determine; it 
is the difference of level itself which we would insist upon as the essential factor 
in the production of the phenomenon. 

There are one or two additional points which go to prove that the effect is due to 
difference of level, one of which is the fact that we often get a reflex of precisely 
the same character along the vessels; and we know from the microscope that these 
often project, though still covered with the nerve-fibers, above the level of the 

| retina. 

A second argument in its favor is the peculiar reflex seen at the fovea centralis, 
with the upright image, first pointed out by Coccius, and the usual shape of which, 
ns you are aware, is that of a horse-shoe, which changes from side to side according 
to the movements of the eye. 

Now, we know that the fovea is described by most anatomists as a narrow fossa 
with pretty sharply-descending walls, and the shape of the reflex is just such as 
would come from a narrow-mouthed pit; for, while one side was turned so as to 
oatch the light and reflect it, the other edge -would be turned so that no reflex 

11 
Ritter. Weeker’s Etudes, t. ii., premier fascicule, p. 51. 
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162 RETINITIS. 

would come back from it, consequently we should have a crescent or lialf-moon- 
shaped reflex, changing its position as it really does with every movement of the 
eye. 

The reflex of the fovea, even when present, is not, however, always of a cres¬ 
centic shape, for it sometimes has the appearance as if it were only the segment 
of a small circle which was illuminated, or as if the fossa were a triangular one, 
and light were reflected from only one side of it, in which case the reflection streams 
out something like the tail of a very minute comet; again, it has the appearance 
of a delicate phantom-like veil stretched, in part or entirely, across the fovea; and 
then again there is no reflex at all, and the fovea looks like a small yellow dot, 
varying in size and shape, and has the appearance as if it had been flecked directly 
on to the surface of the retina with a brush. 

May not these differences in effect of the reflection, when present, be due to 
variations in anatomical construction of the part, and principally to differences in 
shape and depth of the excavation; and, when the reflex is absent, may not its 
absence be due to the want of any difference in level ? 

These are questions which the anatomists must answer, but one thing is certain: 
where there are such marked variations in effect, there must be also marked varia¬ 
tions in cause. 

In regard to the fact which Mauthner emphasizes as so curious and unaccount¬ 
able, that we only get the halo round the macula with the inverted image, and 
never, under any circumstances, with the upright, I have only to offer in explana¬ 
tion that we should bear in mind that the apparent diameter of the region of the 
yellow spot, under the enlargement of the upright image, would be, on the average, 
about one inch, which is much too large for the entire circuit to be in view at once; 
and furthermore that, do what we will, the illumination with the upright image is 
never so strong, or so concentrated on a small surface, as with the inverted. 

But I would add, while admitting Mauthner’s statement as almost a law, that 
occasionally I have got a distinct but very faint segment of reflection which I 
could make play about in that portion of the retina where I imagined the bound¬ 
ary circle of the yellow spot should be (Loving).] 

Senile Changes.—These affect, principally, the connective-tissue envelope and 
framework. The radial fibers become cloudy from molecular detritus, and then give 
to the retina, when viewed from without, a marbled appearance, which is especially 
evident in the eyes of the cadaver. 

In old persons we almost always find transparent, highly refractive eoloid and amyloid 
spherical masses, and sometimes these are laid on in such numbers and size that, to the naked 
eye, as well as with the ophthalmoscope, the retina appears stippled white. They are situat¬ 
ed principally in the nervous-filament layer, but appear also in the connective-tissue framework 
of the optic nerve, and are sclerosed connective tissue, and partly, perhaps, sclerosed nerve 
elements. The limitans retinae also usually becomes cloudy by a deposition of organic matter, 
which frequently aggregates into the most various figures. We also meet atheromatous vessels 
(Wedl). 

Small vessels and capillaries which have undergone fatty degeneration, and thickly strewn 
in part with chalk-granules, are by no means an uncommon occurrence, particularly in 
neighborhood and at the periphery of the retina, and appear to be connected pathogenetieally 
with oedema retin®, very commonly occurring in old people and with senile cataract (Jwanoff)- 

It is probable that these changes are connected with the decrease of /sharpness of 
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vision which is occasionally noticed in old persons. But here undoubtedly the atro¬ 
phy of the pigment layer, the coloid degeneration of the uveal-bounding membrane, 
and the thus-caused stronger reflection of light of the fundus, also assist. 

[Nosology—The inflammatory process always starts from the connective-tissue 
framework of the retina. It furnishes variable amounts of a product which usually 
appears as an infiltration between and in the layers of the membrane, but often also 
collects as an exudation on one or both surfaces of the retina. This is composed of 
a gelatinous, coagulable basis, and of cell developments, which vary greatly in qual¬ 
ify and quantity with the character of the inflammation. The elements of the 
retina itself are thus changed in various ways. The connective-tissue framework and 
walls of the vessels are often partly hypertrophied, but more frequently, especially 
with great intensity of the process, the connective tissue is affected with fatty de¬ 
generation, and may even be entirely dissolved. Those of the connective-tissue 
nuclei that are not destroyed in the inflammatory proliferation are changed partly to 
fat granules and partly sclerose, and are transformed into coloid and amyloid 
bodies. The nervous elements long retain their integrity, and usually show their 
participation in the inflammation less by marked proliferation than by sclerosis, and 
especially by fatty degeneration (H. Muller, Schweigger, Wedl). 

The brawny basement substance of the inflammatory product is at first almost homogeneous, 
or at most merely finely molecular, but becomes gradually opaque by the secretion of small 
fat globules. Sometimes it may coagulate during life ; at any rate it can be made to coagulate 
by using hardening fluids, and then appears in the form of an Opaque whitish-gray fibrous 
mass, which insinuates itself between the elements of the retina, separating them from one 
another. It is usually found in all the layers of the retina, though most of it. is collected 
together in the granular layers. The serpentine course of the vessels in an ascending and de¬ 
scending meridional direction, so frequently observed in inflammation of the retina, certainly 
indicates that these infiltrations of the tissue are not always uniform, but lift up the surface 
of the retina like a hump. 

The fatty disintegration of the filamentary framework is particularly observed in the con¬ 
nective tissue of the granular layer, while the framework of the inner retinal layer often, and 
especially in long-existing chronic inflammation, is found hypertrophied. The hypertrophic 
supporting fibers evidently increase in size, each individual filament becomes thicker and more 
refractive, and hence the whole framework becomes cloudy, so that the vascular trunks, 
coursing in the inner retinal layers, are enveloped as by a veil. The cloudiness is, moreover, 
decidedly increased by the simultaneous changes of connective-tissue nuclei. These swell, 
their contents become cloudy by precipitation of molecular fatty masses, and they commence 
to proliferate. Subsequently a large part of these elements change to fatty granules, while 
another part harden and metamorphose into resisting, strongly opalescent, nucleated, and often 
slightly granular coloid and amyloid bodies. The fat granules, as well as the coloid bodies, 
are sometimes isolated, sometimes grouped in masses between the framework ; when they are 
pressed together in nests they often cause the above-mentioned stippled appearance on the 
retina. The fatty granules and the coloid bodies usually appear most plentifully in the 
granular layer, and then in the nerve-filament layer. Here they often occur to such an extent 
that they cannot have resulted from preexisting elements, but render necessary the supposi¬ 
tion of a precedent cell increase, and a subsequent metamorphosis of the newly-formed cells. 
Finally, the anatomical evidences often point to luxurious cell development in an unmistak¬ 
able manner—often large neoplastic cells, sometimes undergoing proliferation, appear in the 
framework, while the fatty granules and coloid bodies decidedly diminish in number. In 
some cases, heaps of already developed spindle-shaped or nodulated nucleated cells, and the 
commencement of neoplastic connective-tissue intercellular substance, have been found in the 
framework of the retina. Sometimes the new formation has gone further; whole bundles of 
completely developed nucleated tissue grow, especially from the intergranular layer, into the 
choroidal tapetum (Pope), or, as more frequently happens, into the vitreous. Such collections 
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164 RETINITIS. 

of neoplastic nuclei or cells appear mostly to be the cause of the above-mentioned marbled 
appearance of inflamed retina. 

The nervous elements, as was said before, often resist for a long time, or become cloudy, 
simply by fatty deposition, without losing the possibility of again returning to normal func¬ 
tional activity. Finally, however, by fatty degeneration or sclerosis, they lose their nervous 
character. Nervous tubes undergoing fatty degeneration often swell decidedly, and when 
numerous, not unfrequently cause a very distinct striated appearance in the parts of the retina 
affected. In ganglion cells undergoing fatty atrophy, instead of nuclei we find one or two dull, 
shining fat globules, or even the entire cell contents are changed to a fine granular mass, and 
the processes from it also appear expanded by a similar friable mass. The granules and the 
elements of the bacillar layer usually hold out the longest, but they also may finally become 
fatty. Sclerosis is more especially seen in the nervous tubes ; of the other nervous parts 
nothing is yet certainly known, only it is very probable that they sclerose and may change into 
coloid bodies (Iwanoff\ Klebs). Sclerosing nervous tubes appear elongated, varicose, finely 
molecular, and more strongly refractive. Some of the varicose swellings develop quickly to a 
considerable size, and gradually acquire the appearance of coloid bodies, especially when the 
nervous-tube framework uniting them degenerates, or is even entirely destroyed, and the 
sclerosed nodules appear isolated. 

In one case the development of these coloid masses had progressed very far, 
though only seventeen hours had elapsed since the occurrence of the wound which 
was the exciting cause of the inflammation {Berlin). There is, therefore, good 
reason for distinguishing the coloid degeneration under such conditions from that 
which is observed in progressive atrophy, and for regarding the former rather as a 
kind of hypertrophy. 

The vessels undergo changes in their walls similar to those in the fibrous framework of the 
retina. Especially do the finer twigs become fatty here and there. They also partially 
sclerose, their walls appear thickened by a hard, strongly-refracting substance, which also 
spreads into the caliber and narrows it, and also here and there collects into nodules or plates, 
which correspond in all their peculiarities to the coloid bodies of the connective tissue 
( Virchow). The adventitious layer of the vessels usually hypertrophies, and in the larger 
trunks often does so very extensively, so that they not only appear remarkably thickened, 
but also provided with neoplastic connective-tissue appendices, which sometimes resemble 
papillary outgrowths, at others the wing-shaped border of some plant pedicles ( Wedl). 
Their nuclei often appear greatly developed, and not unfrequently contain whole chains of 
neoplastic cells. The epithelium on the lining of the vessels participates in the proliferation 
{Iwanoff). 

In some cases the proliferation of the walls of the vessels exceeds that of the connective- 
tissue framework to a remarkable extent, so that the larger branches of the trunks of the cen¬ 
tral veins are distinctly seen to project as white cords from the inflammatory cloudiness of the 
retinal tissue {Perivasculitis retince'Iwanoff, Nagel). 

The participation of the walls of the vessels in the process is a chief cause of the 
very frequent occurrence of hemorrhagic extravasations in inflamed retinae. These 
extravasations are usually of slight extent, as the conditions of the intra-ocular 
circulation are unfavorable to the escape of blood from individual ruptures of 
vessels. But, on the other hand, they are often very numerous. They are usually 
situated in the inner layers of the retina, but under the pressure of the blood not 
unfrequently press into the meshes of the connective-tissue framework, and their 
shape is modeled by it. Among the supporting filaments they appear columnar, 
about the papilla striated, etc. (.Heymann, Schneller). Rarely they break up the 
tissue and extend to the outer filamentary layer, or between the retina and choroid, 
or on the other side enter the vitreous. When not very extensive they are 
usually absorbed. But occasionally they become permanent, change to a purple 
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or rusty-brown color, and are transformed to a granular mass, in which necrosed 
blood corpuscles, and sometimes hematin crystals, may be recognized for a long 
time. 

But the frequent occurrence of extravasations in retinal inflammations has another . 
cause, namely, the swelling of the optic papilla, and the venous congestion depend¬ 
ent on it. A process of proliferation going on in the retina is rarely confined to it; 
it usually extends to the trunk, or at least to the head of the optic nerve. On the 
other hand, a neuritis is rarely confined to the papilla, but extends to the retina. 
Hence there is usually not a retinitis in the strict sense, but a neuro-retinitis. 

The anatomical picture of the process is not by any means always the same, but 
changes its characteristics very decidedly. From these differences many varieties of 
neuro-retinitis are described, which, however, are connected by many intermediate 
forms. 

In the great majority of cases the retina and papilla in the dead subject appear 
quite regularly swelled throughout, with a gelatinous translucency or veil-like 
cloudiness, in parts perhaps stippled, striated, or marbled. Careful examination 
shows the inflammatory process in all layers of the retina. But the infiltration, the 
increase in the connective-tissue framework, fatty degeneration and sclerosis of the 
nerve elements, are not spread equally through the entire thickness of the retina. 
But we are apt to find the characteristic changes more prominent sometimes in the 
nervous, sometimes in the pavement strata. 

If the inner layers are chiefly affected, a decided hyalitis usually occurs; on the 
contrary the choroid and tapetum usually retain their integrity in pure cases, or only 
participate late in the disease. These cases are described as neuro-retinitis diffusa. 

But where the inflammatory process most affects the outer strata of the retina, 
the tapetum always sympathizes very decidedly. It is often found undeveloped, 
yellow, irregularly distributed, and is even absent in some places. Some groups of 
cells, however, are usually in a state of proliferation, increase by new formation, 
collect in clumps, in some places grow into the retina relaxed by inflammation, and 
here excite other neoplastic cells to the formation of pigment. The causes of this 
intimate connection between retina and tapetum are partly connective-tissue out¬ 
growths from the pavement strata, which grow in between the pigment cells 
(Jrnge, Pope, Iwanoff, Pudnevi), but chiefly an exudation layer of gelatinous coagu- 
lable product on the outer surface of the retina, which unites the retina and choroid, 
and represents an exuded portion of inflammatory infiltration. 

This layer appears sometimes homogeneous, or at most finely granular, sometimes striated 
or indistinctly filamentary. It usually contains but a slight amount of cellular elements. 
Occasionally some newly-formed vessels occur in it (Samisch), which appear to be connected 
with those of the retina, and probably are pressed inward with the connective-tissue out¬ 
growths. 

The exudation layer is often spread quite regularly over the whole surface of the 
retina, and its attachment to the choroid and the changes in the tapetum extend to 
all parts of these bodies. Although these cases represent an exudative form of 
neuro-retinitis, they are almost always classed among the diffuse retinal inflamma¬ 
tions, as their characteristic changes are almost always obscured during life by the 
cloudiness of the retina and vitreous, caused by the inflammation. The appearance 
of the two diseases is, therefore, very similar during life, and the difference does not 
become apparent till later in the course, when the cloudy portions begin to clear up, 
and progressive atrophy takes the place of proliferation. 
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In other cases the exudation collects particularly at certain parts of the posterior 
surface of the retina, or it only takes place in streaks, while elsewhere the diffusely 
inflamed retina does not unite with the choroid. Indeed not unfrequently the 
whole process occurs only in spots, and the remainder of the retina and tapetum 
continue nearly normal, or only sympathize to a slight extent. These exuded pro¬ 
ducts usually form rather thick, and often even extensive, patches with more or less 
sharp borders. Their opacity and brighter color cause them to show distinctly in 
the surrounding cloudiness, and when they are more extensive they give the retina 
about them the appearance of being pressed forward. Later, when part of the exu¬ 
dation has been absorbed and the rest is shrinking away, they present very charac¬ 
teristic, frequently figured spots, whose intensely bright basis, and often moderate 
deposit of very dark pigment masses, render most perceptible the above-mentioned 
tapetal changes. They are most generally in the vicinity of the macula lutea, 
where normally the union between retina and choroid is very intimate. The name 
neuro-retinitis exudativa is especially suited to this form. 

When the inner layers of the retina very decidedly participate in the affection, 
the vitreous is usually clouded by the inflammation. The choroid may participate 
in the proliferation, but does not necessarily do so (SamiscK), and when it does it is 
generally in a manner less marked. But later atrophy of the choriocapillaris and 
vasculosa occur in the vicinity of the point of exudation. Still, here and there we 
meet cases where, according to recent observations, the product is originally 
deposited in the choroidal parenchyma proper, in nodular masses, or in flat, exten¬ 
sive round patches with sharp elevated edges. It is said that these points subse¬ 
quently break through the limitans of the choroid, come in contact with the outer 
surface of the retina, and, while they cause the latter to participate in the process, 
press into its tissue (Forster, Iwanoff). These conditions of the choroid justify 
to some extent the names formerly given to the whole disease, retino-choroiditis, or 
choroiditis exudativa. 

The nodular deposits in the choroidal tissue manifested themselves as groups of prolif¬ 
erating spindle-shaped cells, or as branching, anastomosing and strongly pigmented cords, 
which were partly degenerated blood-vessels of the vasculosa, partly newly-formed nucleated 
masses. These formations were deposited in a slightly striated tissue, which was strewn with 
numerous coloid bodies and non-pigmented nuclei. Here and there, however, the pigmented 
masses collected so that the basis altogether disappeared, and extensive, almost solid masses 
of pigment appeared, projecting somewhat above the surface of the choroid. In one case this 
deposit was found to consist of a transparent, finely-filamented, wide-meshed, colorless tissue, 
which was sharply bounded from the surrounding slightly-changed choroidal tissue. This 
tissue had cavities in it which were filled with a formless mass of scanty nucleolar tissue 
and true nucleated cells. The elements of the choroid about these points were entirely 
destroyed. On the surface of the non-pigmented nodules could be clearly seen a stratum of 
proliferating, darkly pigmented, nucleated cells. The retina appeared connected with the new 
formation by filamentary processes, and as the cases examined were old, it appeared greatly 
atrophied (Forster). 

The number of recorded observations is too small for us to be able to say with certainty 
whether the above-mentioned differences are only varieties of the same disease, or characterize 
essentially different processes. Latterly the inclination has been to favor the latter view; 
some even distinguish oases of the first kind as “retinitis circumscripta,” those of the second 
as “ choroiditis areolaris,” saying that in the former the retinal, in the latter the choroidal 
affection predominates (Samisch). But it is only a question of proportion, and the occurrence 
of numerous transition forms permits the consideration of the two varieties together. 

3. In another form of retinal inflammation, which is associated with Bright’s (or 
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NEPHRITIC RETINO-CHOROIDITIS. 167 

similar) disease of the kidney, and is lienee described as nephritic retinitis, large 
quantities of an inflammatory product, which quickly becomes fatty, collect in the 
posterior half of the retina and in the papilla, and often cause them to swell 
decidedly. At the same time there is great congestion, at least in the veins. 
Striated or spotted extravasations in the region of exudation constantly occur. 

The microscopical appearance is not very different from that of the preceding form of 
retinitis. It is only characterized by the enormous ganglion-cell-like hypertrophy of the 
nerve-fibres (sclerosis) in the coloid degeneration of the walls of the retinal vessels, by the 
moderate collections of exudation which usually appear as infiltrations, but not unfrequently 
as exudations between retina and choroid, gluing together these two membranes at intervals, 
and causing changes of tapetum characteristic of the exudative form of retinitis. At the 
same time fibrinous coagula and proliferating cells are often seen in the vitreous. The choroid 
appears infiltrated with serum, and its tissue spongy; the connective-tissue cells of its stroma 
appear swelled, clouded, and some of them changed to coloid bodies. The delicate vessels, 
especially the network of the choriocapillaris, had their walls thickened by a highly refracting 
substance, but their caliber contracted or quite obliterated (sclerosed), that is, they partici¬ 
pated in a degeneration which, according to recent investigations, is said to extend to all the 
smaller vessels of the body, and is regarded by many as the actual starting-point of Bright’s 
disease (Kussmaul, R. Meyer). The limitans of the choroid appeared normal or strewn with 
coloid masses (Virchow, II. Muller, Zenker, Schweigger). 

4. In a fourth form of retinitis, which may be called purulent, suppurative, occa¬ 
sionally also tuberculous, the greater part or the whole of the retina and papilla 
appears remarkably clouded and hypersemic at first, but later becomes opaque, 
pus-colored, containing similar extravasations to those in the former class, swells, 
increases in thickness, becomes looser, and in places breaks up into a purulent mass, 
while simultaneously purulent products collect on one or both surfaces; or the pro¬ 
duct collects to a tubercular swelling, which subsequently liquefies. The vessels are 
mostly covered by the inflammatory product, and partially also even compressed. 
In many cases some trunks or branches appear filled, sausage-like, with purulent 
product, and much bulged out ( Well, G. Ritter, Nagel). 

In the purulent form of retinal inflammation also, this coagulable substance is found as the 
basis of the product. It is always very cloudy from fatty detritus. The characteristic essen¬ 
tial parts of the product are pus corpuscles. In some cases they have been found only in the 
nervous-filament layer, where they pressed close on each other, while the remaining strata 
presented the signs of a diffuse non-purulent inflammation, and then also appeared saturated 
with coagulated fatty product. As a rule, however, the pus corpuscles show themselves 
everywhere within the swelled gelatinous tissue and in the exudation on the free surface, and 
preponderate usually even to such an extent that they cover up everything else. With them 
often appear fat granules, rarely large masses of coloid bodies. The nervous elements and 
fibrous framework suffer always very early from fatty degeneration, and are usually quickly 
destroyed. Of the nervous elements, the nervous tubes and ganglion cells are especially 
easily destroyed, while the granules and elements of the rod and cone layer continue for some 
time, or at most become cloudy and swell. 

In very intense suppurative retinitis, particularly in the tubercular form, true pus corpuscles 
are not developed; but the retina rather appears entirely changed at intervals to a more or 
less purulent or cheesy-looking mass, whose chief constituents are fatty detritus and a num¬ 
ber of irregularly-formed nuclei, which divide up and quickly undergo fatty degeneration. 

Suppurative retinitis occurs almost always with extensive depositions of pus in 
file choroid and vitreous, and as a rule it is only a partial symptom of choroiditis, or 
still more of panophthalmitis suppurativa. Suppurative retinitis only very excep- 
P% appears primarily and pure, and then is usually a result of purulent embolia 
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168 SUPPURATIVE AND LEUCA2MIC RETINITIS. 

of individual retinal vessels (Virchow, Nagel), It is always characterized by very 
acute course and rich products. Even in a few days the already mostly or entirely 
blinded retina appears to a great degree or throughout its extent much pressed for¬ 
ward and covered by purulent products. Then the other organs of the globe soon 
participate, and the eyeball is destroyed by atrophy or phthisis, with the symptoms 
of panophthalmitis (see Choroiditis Suppurativa). 

5. The retina suffers very peculiar changes in many cases of leucaemia from the enormous 
amount of white and red blood-corpuscles exuded from the congested vessels (Liebreich, 0. 
Becker, Simon, Sdmisch, Leber). These blood-corpuscles are usually collected in some few 
spots, particularly in the periphery of the retina and in the region of the macula lutea, in the 
form of small or large, round, elevated masses of a whitish-yellow color, which are as a rule, 
though not always, surrounded by a ring of pale violet hemorrhagic dots. The smaller masses 
are found especially in the inner layers of the retina, particularly in the nerve-fiber layer; 
the larger ones, on the contrary, are strewn all through the thickness of the retina. The 
blood-corpuscles thus crowded together push aside the normal elements more or less com¬ 
pletely. The retina moreover appears cedematous, slightly cloudy, its connective tissue some¬ 
what hypertrophied, and in the inner granule layers and in the papilla slightly bulged out 
sometimes by masses of nuclei, and strewn in places with pale violet hemorrhagic extravasations. 
The vessels are very much dilated, particularly in the region of the papilla, and are filled with 
bright, brick-red blood, and their adventitia is very much thickened by the large number of 
exuded white blood-corpuscles. An hypertrophy of the nerve elements has hitherto been ob¬ 
served but once (.Recklinghausen); in the other cases it was wanting, as well as every trace of 
fatty degeneration, while the latter usually appears very early in inflammatory conditions of 
the retina; hence then the doubt, whether the condition is to be defined as inflammation in 
the narrow sense of the word, and whether, when the latter occurs, it is not to be regarded as 
secondary and additional, is justified {Leber). In addition, flaky opacities of the vitreous are 
met with, and in one case, partial fatty degeneration of the trunk of the optic nerve has been 
observed. The development of leucaBmic tumors has, moreover, been observed in the choroid. 
The symptoms were those of an apoplectic iridochoroiditis with colossal dilatation of the ves¬ 
sels and enormous exudation of red and white blood-corpuscles into the tissue of choroid, retina, 
and vitreous humor. This finally led to luxuriant growth and partial atrophy of the tapetum 
and retina, as well as to closure of the pupil {Sdmisch). The course of the affection, accord¬ 
ing to observations that have been made, has been chronic and variable, inasmuch as the 
leucaBmic masses repeatedly disappeared and reappeared. Retinitis leucaemica may be distin¬ 
guished ophthalmoscopically by a very marked orange-yellow color, and a slight veil-like 
opacity of the fundus oculi, by indistinctness of the border of the papilla, and by diminution 
in the size of the arteries, which appear of a pale-yellow color, without any mixture of red. 
There is a very marked bluish-red color, running into pink, of the widely dilated and tortuous 
veins, which are indistinctly defined and surrounded on both sides by a narrow, band-like 
white line. The leucaBmic masses appear as bright whitish-yellow spots, generally round and 
somewhat elevated, which are usually surrounded by a ring of pale violet, round dots {0. 
Becker). As long as the affection is limited to the retina, its subjective manifestation is 
a relatively trifling diminution in the acuity of vision, which is easily overlooked. In one case 
a central mass of exudation had given rise to metamorphopsia without much diminution in the 
perceptive power of the yellow spot; hence it is believed that the leucaBmic mass was situated 
in the choroid {0. Becker). The view, that these masses in the interior of the eye are a con¬ 
stant occurrence in leucaemia, has been refuted by more recent investigations {Knapp, 0. 
Becker, Simon). 

6. The nature of certain processes which are met with in the region of the macula lutea and 
here cause very marked objective changes, generally accompanied by grave disturbance of the 
central acuity of vision, and even complete defect of the visual field, is as yet very obscure. 

To this category belongs the so-called central recurrent retinitis {Graefe). It is character¬ 
ized by dark pigmentation of the excavated macula l^tea, and by the development of a large 
number of white, punctate round dots which surround the fovea centralis in concentric circles, 
and are on the whole very variable, sometimes increasing in number, sometimes diminishing, 
and occasionally even entirely disappearing {Ed. Jaeger, Mauthner). The process is manifested 
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subjectively by a sudden central defect of the visual field, which may disappear in a few days, 
but may repeatedly recur at intervals of from two to three months. At first during the inter¬ 
missions the vision is unimpaired, but later a diminution of the central acuity of vision occurs, 
and in many cases even a very marked metamorphopsia, and particularly a micropsia, is met 
with. The process is considered to depend upon syphilis. The best results have been obtained 
by the repeated use of mercurial inunction. Iodide of potassium andZittman’s decoction have 
proved of less value (Graefe). 

In some cases there have been seen at the yellow spot “plaques ” of a varying size, irregu¬ 
larly defined, of a rather deep green color, and without any elevation above the surrounding 
tissue, which were surrounded by a bright white border (Ed. Jaeger, Mauthner). 

7. The diffuse opacities in the region of the macula and papilla, which occur in the so-called 
embolus of the central vessels and in ischemia retinas, are of considerable importance. It is as 
yet an undecided question whether these opacities are the sign of a real inflammation, or of the 
fatty degeneration preluding atrophy (See Atrophy of the Retina). 

8. Particular mention should be made of the circumscribed oedema of the retina, i. e., the 
collection of a serous product, more or less rich in albumen, in numerous cavities of a varying 
size. This oedema is observed extremely rarely, if ever, in children, but, on the contrary, very 
frequently in old persons, and in an extremely high percentage in hypermetropic eyes and in those 
affected with senile cataract. The most usual situation of the oedema is in the periphery of 
the retina, where it sometimes appears in isolated spots, sometimes extends like a belt of vary¬ 
ing breadth, and even encroaches upon the ciliary portion of the retina. It may also occur in 
isolated spots in any portion of the retina. It involves only the granule layers and the inter¬ 
vening inter-granule layer or the external fibrous layer. It begins with small cavities without 
any inflammatory symptoms, generally in the external granule layer, or, more correctly, in the 
external fibrous layer, which thrust aside the perpendicular fibers of this layer and cause them 
to hypertrophy. When the cedema is situated in the equatorial region of the retina, these 
cavities are formed in the inner granule layer, in most of the cases simultaneously or somewhat 
later. The cavities are then arranged in two rows, one above the other, which are separated 
from one another by a dividing wall formed from the inter-granule layer and the remains of 
the internal granule layer. The dividing wall upon which the fibrous bundles on both sides 
are supported becomes constantly thinner according to the growth of the cavities, and finally 
disappears entirely, so that the fibrous bundles of the outer and inner layer extend from the 
hypertrophied granulated layer to the limitans externa. The atrophy of the granules in both 
layers then begins gradually to take place, and soon advances to complete destruction of the 
nervous elements and the bacillar layer, while the remaining layers of the retina are usually 
unimpaired, even when the development of the process is far advanced. The cavities are not 
however always formed so regularly in both layers. They often occur only in the external 
fibrous layer or exclusively in the inner granule layer. 

The cavities occurring in the external granule layer often attain colossal dimensions, and then 
appear in-the form of cysts, formerly described as coloid cysts, and certainly frequently con¬ 
founded with detachments of the retina. The slighter opacity of the elevated part, the sharply 
defined limitation, the often very unusual situation, the long stationary condition, and the slight 
inclination to sinking, may all serve to distinguish between the two processes, which sometimes 
also complicate one another. The circumscribed cedema of the retina, in spite of its frequent 
occurrence, has hitherto excited but little attention, and has been only very exceptionally 
demonstrated with the ophthalmoscope (Mautlmer). This is in part explained by the fact of 
its much more frequent occurrence in the most extreme periphery of the retina, and by the cir¬ 
cumstance that, when highly developed, it is usually complicated with cataract. 

It is believed that atheromatous degeneration and the consequent disturbances in the cir¬ 
culation of the smaller retinal vessels are the pathogenic causes of the cedema, and thus an 
explanation is given of the frequent combination with senile cataract. It is certain that 
such a degeneration of the vessels is a very common occurrence in circumscribed oedema of 
tbe retina. There have also been frequent opportunities of demonstrating similar cavities in 
the nerve-fiber layer along the veins, in cases of atheroma of the retinal vessels (Iwanoff). 

9. An oedema occurs in the region of the papilla, which however is more diffuse, readily 
extends to the neighboring zone of the retina, and is, doubtless, of inflammatory origin. It 
occasions a considerable bulging forward of the optic-nerve entrance, generally unsymmet- 
ncal, and is usually combined with hypertrophy of the connective-tissue framework and of 
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170 (EDEMA PAPILLA—BLOOD EXTRAVASATIONS. 

the nerve-fibers, and sometimes with great swelling of the vessels and abundant hemorrhages 
(Twanoff): In one case a portion of the papilla was bulged forward by inflammatory oedema 
in the form of a knobbed tumor, which projected into the vitreous humor (Manz). 

10. Extravasations of blood into the retina and papilla are very common compli¬ 
cations of neuro-retinitis, and natural consequences of injuries as well as of lacer¬ 
ations of the vessels, which are occasioned by a stretching of the retina in the region 
of the macula lutea in cases of rapidly growing posterior scleral staphylomata 
(Tig. R). They may also occur spontaneously in atheromatous degeneration of 
the vessels. In fact, they occur not very uncommonly in old people, particularly 
in those who have a tendency to capillary hemorrhages of the brain. Here they are 
sometimes premonitory of a pernicious glaucoma. They are also very numerous in 
the morbus maculosus, and after extensive burns of the integument (Mooren). 
Hypertrophy of the left ventricle (Schweigger), powerful contractions of large 
muscles, e. g., in coughing, lifting of heavy burdens, etc. (Secondi), or sudden dim¬ 
inution of the intra-ocular pressure by the emptying of the dioptric media, increase 
the tendency to these hemorrhages. These extravasations are usually characterized 
by the sudden appearance of a more or less extensive dark cloud in the field of 
vision, which follows all the movements of the eye, and at first has sometimes a very 
distinct red color. The less the neighboring portions of the retina have suffered, 
so much the more sharply is it defined. On the whole, retinal hemorrhages, particu¬ 
larly those occurring in retinitis, frequently disappear entirely without causing any 
lasting injury. Sometimes, however, they leave behind them marked disturbances 
of vision, which must be explained by the destruction of the tissue and in part by 
the inflammatory reaction set up around them. Extravasations of blood in the 
macula lutea are particularly destructive ; and these often occur in rapidly advanc¬ 
ing staphyloma posticum. They almost always lead to a central defect of the 
visual field. Brownish and black masses of pigment sometimes remain after such 
extravasations. 
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XI. S. 175, Anat. ITntersuchungen, Hannover, 1861, S. 61. Gottinger Nachriehten, 1867, Nr, 
37; Arch. f. Anat. und Phys. 1S68. S. 256, 258; die Membrana fenestrata. Leipzig, 1868; 
Centralbl. 1867, S. 767.—Barkan, Sitzungsber. d. Wien. k. Akad. LVI. I.—Haase, A. f. 0. 
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XV. 2. S. 51 -Hensen, Arch. f. path. Anat. XXXIX. S. 475 ; Arch. f. mikrose. Anat. IV. S. 
347.—SteinUn, ibid. S. 10.—Basse, Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. XXIX. S. 238, 242, 254, 265.—Butte, 
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1. Diffuse Neuro-retinitis. 

Symptoms.— The characteristics are a regular or ill-defined cloudy opacity of 
the retina and papilla, with consequent veiling or complete enveloping of the posterior 
choroidal boundary ; congestion of the larger vessels, with inclination to hemorrhage, 
mistiness or darkening of the visual field. 

1. The ophthalmoscopic appearances, and among these the chief symptom, the 
cloudiness of the retina and papilla, are not always very decided. Tor the ophthal¬ 
moscope throws only direct light, and it falls almost perpendicularly on the retina, 
that is, at an angle that is not favorable for a sufficient diffusion. Hence the 
homogeneousness of the retina and papilla must be considerably impaired if the 
cloudiness is very evident. In fact, in some cases it is very difficult to determine 
with certainty on a pathological cloudiness. (Ghro. lith., B.) The diagnosis must depend 
principally on disturbance of circulation, extravasations of blood, and particularly 
on the rather characteristic subjective symptoms. This is the more necessary as 
delicate veil-like opacities of the posterior portion of the retina not unfrequently 
occur, and then the posterior choroidal boundary appears less distinctly. 

In some cases this inflammatory cloudiness occupies only parts of the fundus; 
the retinitis appears, temporarily at least, partial. This is proportionately observed 
most frequently about the macula lutea. 

Where the process is more intense and the product formation and excretion of 
fat more extensive, the optical irregularity of the retina and papilla, as well as the 
distinctness of the pathological cloudiness, increases in very rapid progression. 

Then the retina is often found as a more or less thick, not always quite regularly 
clouded, whitish-yellow or gray layer, which is spread out over the choroid as a veil 
(Mduthner), and only permits this to glimmer through as a faint red color; hence, also, 
the optic nerve entrance is very faintly defined, and is only distinguished from the 
surroundings by its brighter color. In other cases the choroid is entirely hidden, 
the fundus appears dull, dirty yellowish-gray, with dark and light cloudy lines; the 
posterior choroidal boundary is completely enveloped, and the position of the papilla 
is often recognized only by the common exit of the central vascular trunks, and 
perhaps by a pit-shaped excavation at that point. {Ghro. lith., 0.) 

In the cloudiness which comes over the fundus we occasionally observe fine stippling, radiated 
striae, and delicate marbled appearances, which, as before mentioned, depend on certain anatom¬ 
ical conditions. 

The accompanying disturbance of circulation often shows itself by coarse radi¬ 
ated strife, or striated reddening of the papilla and its vicinity; but more frequently, 
especially in chronic forms of inflammation of long standing, only by decided 
enlargement and tortuosity of the venous trunks and chief branches. The arteries 
at the same time appear of normal diameter or even contracted. Hot unfrequently 
we then see darker and brighter spots in the veins {Ghro. lith., B, C), which are thus 
explained. Where the inflammatory product is extensive the veins do not run in one 
layer, but sometimes are pressed forward by the swelled part of the retina, sometimes 
sink backward, and hence are seen at intervals in a direction approaching their axis. 

At the same time the vessels appear quite distinctly or are much veiled, a phe¬ 
nomenon which points to a far advanced inflammatory alteration of the inner layef 
of the retina, or still more of the vitreous. 
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DIFFUSE NEURO-RETINITIS. 173 

In some cases, particularly in the very chronic form, we find the vascular trunks and their 
larger branches bordered by bright, glistening, white lines. These indicate hypertrophy of the 
walls, and are seen most clearly if, while examining with the upright image, we turn the mirror 
slightly so as to throw the light from different directions. (Schweigger.) The reflex is then 
usually very decided, particularly in the arteries. Exceptionally the vessels appear as white 
branching cords, which only permit a very indistinct view of, or altogether hide, the blood, thus 
giving the vessels the appearance of being obliterated. {Nagel.) We may then often bring the 
blood to view, and prove the permeability of the tube by throwing a very small reflection directly 
on the part of the vessel in question. If the column of blood does not then become visible, we 
may decide on impermeability of the vessel. {Liebreich.) 

A very marked hyperaemia, extending to the finer twigs, is not by any means an ordinary 
symptom, but is quite rare, and then usually occurs at the very commencement of a retinitis, 
beginning with great intensity. It is characterized by a fine red stippling of the retina and by 
the appearance of a delicate, close, trellis-like or looped network of vessels. As a rule, this is 
absent, and at most the papilla, especially its peripheral zone, is found very hypersemic; so that 
the optic disc is elevated but little if at all above the rest of the fundus. 

Hemorrhagic extravasations (Ghro. Mth,} B, 0) are, it is true, not constant symp¬ 
toms, but still they occur very frequently. They appear as dark or bright blood-red 
points, striae, or spots, whose boundaries are sometimes sharp, sometimes blurred. 
They frequently lie quite superficially on the veins, and are then very distinct, 
especially in the region of bright exudation patches. But more frequently they 
lie deeper, and are then hidden by the cloudiness as by a veil. Where they are 
very numerous dr extensive we call it neuro-retinitis apoplectica. 

This form occurs especially in old people, between the ages of 50 and 80, and 
is then probably connected with disease of the vessels (.Pagenstecher). It should 
be regarded as a peculiar kind of retinal inflammation only so far as the extravasa¬ 
tion sometimes represents the primary affection, and the inflammatory process the 
reaction. 

The ophthalmoscopic appearance of diffuse neuro-retinitis is much influenced by 

And this is rarely absent in the cases 
that commence acutely, while it often 
occurs in the chronic cases, at least dur¬ 
ing exacerbations. It is sometimes so 
dense that the retina can not be seen at 
all through the ophthalmoscope. More 
frequently, however, it is only a deli¬ 
cate diffuse mist or slight cloudiness 
over the fundus, occasionally confined 
to parts of the latter, and showing in¬ 
distinct borders when the light from 
the ophthalmoscopic mirror falls on it 
in certain favorable directions. 

2. The eye affected with pure 
retinitis offers objectively little oi 
nothing else that is characteristic. 
In spite of far advanced diffuse 
retinitis, it may appear quite nor 
mal. 

3. The functional disturbances of the retina, caused by the inflammation, are of 
the greatest importance. It is these that call the patient’s attention to the disorder, 
a'1(l lead him to ask for treatment. 
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174 DIFFUSE NEUEO-EETINIXIS. 

Very frequently, especially in an equal distribution of the inflammatory product 
in the retina, the functional disturbance shows itself by an equable, more or less 
thick, rapidly or gradually increasing cloudiness of the entire visual field. In low 
grades of the affection the patient complains mostly of a whitish or whitish-grav, 
frequently, also, a yellowish or brownish-yellow fog, which envelops all objects in 
the visual field. Examination shows a marked decrease of central sharpness of 
vision with proportionate indistinctness of eccentric vision. In higher grades of the 
disease, the fog is thicker, its color is grayer, even to ash-gray, objects appear as if 
enveloped in smoke; central vision is diminished to a small amount, but peripheral 
vision disappears to simple perception of light. When the illumination is slight, 
vision is entirely lost; so-called amaurotic mist exists. In the highest grade, finally, 
the qualitative perception of light ceases, the affected eye can only distinguish 
between strong and weak illumination of the visual field. 

With regard to the pathological conditions, it may be considered as probable that the bright 
veil, which in slight degrees of the affection lies over the visual field, is not only the expression of 
diminished perception and conduction of the nervous elements, but must be attributed mostly to 
the optical irregularity of the connective tissue; that is, it is like the disturbances of vision from 
opacities of the dioptric media, a result of the dispersion of the light in the inflamed layers of the 
retina. 

In fact the quality of the disturbances of vision in these forms of retinitis offers striking 
analogies to those caused by corneal opacities covering the pupil. Bright illumination of the 
visual field, especially the action of intense diffuse light, increases the disturbance of vision by 
thickening the mist and giving it a brighter color. Darkness of the visual field, however, acts by 
not permitting the passage of sufficient direct rays through the anterior retiual layers to finally 
cause distinct images on the bacillar layer. With sufficient illumination of the visual field, and 
exclusion, as far as possible, of diffuse light, slight cloudiness of the inflamed retina does not 
prevent the patient from perceiving clearly, with the center of the retina, even small objects which 
contrast with the background, from reading ordinary print, &c. But the patient must bring the 
objects nearer the eye than be should normally do; so he strains himself and can not use his eyes 
long at a time. Of course with the increase of the inflammatory product, its optical effect and 
the disturbance of function of the nervous elements must increase. In decided cloudiness or 
complete opacity of the retina, central sharpness of vision and distinctness of eccentric perceptions, 
are, as a rule, but not always, much diminished. A complete exclusion of diffuse light is necessary 
to permit the perception of even large objects which are near, and contrast with the background. 
In many cases vision is even limited to quantitative perception of light. 

There does not seem to be any steady proportion between the amount of disturb¬ 
ance of vision and the extent of the product. This is influenced by the extent to 
which the nervous elements are affected, and this is not by any means in proportion 
to the collection of product in the connective-tissue framework of the retina and 
optic nerve. On the contrary the nervous elements are not unfrequently well 
preserved in far advanced proliferation of tire framework, and vice versa. Honce it 
not unfrequently happens that, with relatively slight cloudiness of the retina, great 
disturbance of vision (even only sensitiveness to light), may be observed, without any 
central disease or proportionate affection of the nerve-trunk being the cause. 

In some cases of pure diffuse neuro-retinitis, limitations of the visual field occur, 
the functional activity of a smaller or larger section of the retina is entirely lost 
while the rest of the retina functions with the above-described restrictions. Much 
more frequently there are interruptions in the visual field, i. e., blindness of certain 
spots lying near the center. They appear as vacant, thickly-veiled, or dark spots m 
the field of vision. Frequently it is a single spot,- lying centric-ally or eccentrically, 
a ring surrounding the center of the visual field, &c. In other cases there are several 
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spots, varying in form and .size. Tiie boundaries of these limitations and interrup¬ 
tions are usually less distinct than in those amblyopic states caused by cerebral or 
optic-nerve disease. (See Amaurosis.) 

There is no doubt that extravasation of blood, and sometimes thick opacities in the vitre- 
ous, may cause partial darkening of the visual field (Oraefe). 

Besides these subjective symptoms, others often appear, which, however, on account of 
their inconstancy, are of but little value in diagnosis. Patients often complain of a peculiar 
glimmering, glittering, trembling obscurity in the visual field, which is now more, now less 
prominent. Sometimes the visual field appears colored, yellowish, reddish, greenish, &c. 
True chromopsia and photopsia, also, not unfrequently occur, at least periodically, after severe 
mental or bodily excitement. They are most frequently observed in the more acutely com¬ 
mencing processes, especially after the action of a decided irritation, and then by their inten¬ 
sity and duration are sometimes very painful. These subjective symptoms point to a con¬ 
tinuance of the progressive period, and hence are important to consider in making a prognosis. 
In certain rare cases, the patients see objects elongated, irregular, or confused (Metamorphop- 
sia), lessened (Alikropsia), enlarged (Afegalopsia). More frequently disturbances of the color 
sense are observed (Leber). 

Actual photophobia and pain are not, however, constant symptoms, but are frequently 
absent, especially in the more chronic forms, and in the later stages of the acute cases. 

Causes.—1. Diffuse neuro-retinitis is often developed primarily without any 
assignable cause. More frequently, however, it is excited by discoverable internal 
or external injurious influences. Most commonly functional irritation and wounds 
are the direct causes—among the former, excessive intensity of illumination of the 
visual field by sunlight, whether direct or reflected from bright and glittering ob¬ 
jects. Not less, however, may slight intensity of illumination, if it changes rapidly 
and often, lead, by long continuance, to retinal inflammation. But most frequently 
excessive straining of the eye, for the perception of small objects, is the source of 
this affection. 

Among the first may be reckoned excessive illumination of the visual field, 
■whether from direct light or from sun-liglit reflected from bright and glistening 
objects. A slighter degree of illumination, by rapid and frequent variation, may 
also after a length of time lead to inflammation of the retina. The most frequent 
cause of this affection is found in excessive straining of the organ of vision for the 
purpose of seeing small objects distinctly. 

Thus, hypermetropia may form a strongly-disposing cause (Secondi). Dazzling 
colors and bright objects, as well as, on the contrary, slight contrasts with the back¬ 
ground, flickering or weak artificial illuminations, and cloudiness- of the dioptric 
media, as well as all else that influences the distinctness of the retinal images, have 
a great effect. However, the duration of the straining is more important than the 
intensity. Employments causing the latter, produce mostly only irritation, but 
continuance of the straining while the irritation is present produces the alteration of 
tissue. 

Wounds cannot affect the retina and optic nerve {His) without greatly injuring the sur¬ 
rounding parts. Hence a neuro-retinitis developed as a result of concussion, blows, accidental 
or operative solution of continuity, etc., is rarely pure, but is usually accompanied by irido- 
choroiditis, and is often only a symptom of panophthalmitis. 

■The same thing holds good for inflammation of the retina occurring after injuries of the 
optic nerve, when the foreign body has passed through the globe and lodged in the nerve (His, 
htavenhagen, Graefe). Division of the optic nerve in the orbit in animals (Rosow, Kugel, 
Leba'), 0r as a consequence of accidental injury (Pagenstcclier), without injury to the globe,( 
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176 SYPHILITIC NEUBO-KETINITIS. 

leads to intense white opacities of the retina and papilla. The margin of the optic disk is 
completely concealed by them; the central vessels appear partly empty of blood and partially 
covered by the opacity. When the ciliary vessels are partially divided,' the fundus also be¬ 
comes pale in spots at the periphery, but the collateral circulation being soon established, the 
opacity of the retina recedes and symptoms of atrophy appear. In one case (Pagenstecher) the 
retina and papilla remained deeply pigmented. 

Among the traumatic forms belong also those cases of diffused inflammation which occa¬ 
sionally result from rupture of the vessels and escape of blood into the tissue of the retina and 
optic nerve (Pagenstecher). In this way congestions, or ultimately heart and lung disease, may 
prove causes of neuro-retinitis. 

Heart disease, and especially endocarditis, causes retinitis sometimes also by throwing off 
masses of exudation, and causing embolism of the central artery of the retina (Virchow). 
Diffuse inflammatory cloudinesses of the retina are, in fact, constant symptoms of embolism 
of the retinal artery (see Amaurosis). Such a cloudiness of the central portions of the retina 
was observed once, also, in thrombosis of the cerebral sinus {Knapp). 

2. It is also said that diseases of the liver may under certain circumstances cause inflamma¬ 
tion of the retina {M. Miiller, Althof, Pagenstecher). It is also supposed that a connection 
exists between retinitis and tuberculosis {Galezowski) and diabetes (Heymann, Galezowski, 
Noyes, Ed. Jaeger). 

3. Diffuse retinitis most usually depends on constitutional syphilis, and is a local¬ 
ization of this disease. It is then occasionally accompanied by iriclo-choroiditis and 
keratitis punctata, or with iritis alone. Frequently iritis precedes it, and the retinitis 
occurs after one or several attacks of the iritis, without the latter necessarily relaps¬ 
ing. Retinitis is peculiarly apt to occur, if, during convalescence from specific iritis, 
or before entire removal of the disease, the eye is exposed to functional sources of 
injury. As a rule, however, syphilitic neuro-retinitis exists alone in the eye. It 
sometimes affects one eye, sometimes both. It has no peculiar symptoms; its syphi¬ 
litic nature is indicated solely by the presence or previous existence of the symptoms 
of constitutional syphilis. 

4. Diffuse neuro-retinitis is also frequently secondary to some disease excited in 
the vicinity of the optic nerve or retina. 

a. The inflammatory proliferation not unfrequently begins in the cranium, and 
thence proceeds along the optic nerve to the retina. This is called neuro-retinitis 
descendens. 

It very rarely happens that the inflammatory action is propagated directly to the 
fibers of the optic nerve from the central organs of the sense of sight, or from other 
parts of the brain through which the optic nerve bundles pass, and passes in the 
connective-tissue sheath of the first to the roots and trunk, in order to reach the 
retina. Generally the manifest growth in central foci of inflammation is confined 
to the interior of the brain or to one of the two optic tracts; in the orbital portion 
of the optic nerve and in the retina it only reaches the degree of gray atrophy (see 
Atrophy of the retina). Still cases of the first kind do undoubtedly occur (Slessig, 
Leber, Galezowski). 

In agreement with the anatomical relations, it is most frequently foci of disease, especially 
tumors, in the region of the middle fossa of the skull, and in the vicinity of the corpora quadn- 
gemina, which lead to a descending neuro-retinitis (Galezowski). Hence, the usual symptoms 
of vomiting, headache, epileptiform attacks and convulsions are accompanied very generally M 
paralysis of all the cranial nerves from the 3rd to the 8th, and in case a root of the optic nerve 
has lost its functional activity by the primary inflammation, by symptoms of hemiopia. 

A meningitis, coincident with the central affection, is much more frequently the 
cause of the transfer. The most various affections of portions of the brain lying ^ 
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a distance from the optic centers may moreover by such an inflammation of the 
membranes of the brain be combined with optic neuritis. Basilar meningitis must 
be regarded as one of the most important pathogenetic factors of neuro-retinitis, and 
we shall not go too far in saying that basilar meningitis makes its appearance in the 
majority of cases in the fundus, and that the ophthalmoscope is therefore an im¬ 
portant aid in the diagnosis of meningitis. In fact great dilatation of the retinal 
vessels and oedema of the papilla are frequently met with in the latter affection; 
hemorrhages and even diffuse opacities and sometimes even large inflammatory 
extravasations in the form of white spots may be demonstrated, and these at a time 
when the symptoms of meningitis are not yet pronounced and while the diagnosis of 
the main affection is still difficult (Bouchut, Clifford!, CalezowsTci). 

It may be affirmed, that whatever may give rise to a meningitis may also prove a cause for 
the inflammatory affection of the nerve, e. </., wounds with fracture of the base of the skull 
(Manx, Jacobi), tuberculosis (Bouchut, GalezowsTci), etc. Epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis 
also plays a role in the causation of neuro-retinitis (Schirmer). Still, under such circumstances 
this is of a suppurative character, and will therefore be described under suppurative panoph¬ 
thalmitis. The agreement between the products of basilar meningitis and a neuro-retinitis de¬ 
pendent upon it by no means necessarily follows, however; on the contrary, diffuse varieties of 
the latter may easily appear as consequences of tuberculous or suppurative meningitis. 

Moreover, the descending retinitis is not uncommonly observed in meningitis of 
the convexity of the hemispheres (Bouchut, Blessig), in tumors, etc. in the most 
different parts of the cerebrum and cerebellum (Blessig, Leber, CalezowsTci, BenediTct), 
and generally under conditions which do not admit of the hypothesis of a direct 
connection between the primary affection and that of the eye. Moreover, the orbital 
portion of the optic nerve appears entirely uninvolved in manifest descending neuro- 
retinitis, or can be only recognized as affected in slight degree and partially by 
smaE collections of nuclei in the neurilemma, or by partial fatty degeneration of in¬ 
dividual bundles of nerve-fibers (Iwanoff, Leber'). The manifest focus of inflam¬ 
mation then appears limited to the most anterior part of the nerve, the papilla and 
retina at any rate are separated from the primary intracranial inflammation by unin- 
Samed portions. It is evident, that under such circumstances there can be no 
question of a jiropagation of the inflammation by contiguity of tissue; and that 
hre nervous influences, particularly of a vaso-motor nature, must rather come into 
Play (BenediTct), just as in the atrophy of the retina which frequently appears under 
®»ilar relations. 

The affection of the vessels manifests itself hi not a few of such cases by very 
great dilatation of the central venous trunks and of the vascular network of the 

l Papilla by extravasations, etc. In addition to these, oedema soon occurs, in con- 
I Whence of which the papilla swells up, with steep walls, which are only open 
I towards the macula lutea. The entrance of the optic nerve may remain even for a 
I )®g time in this condition without the neighboring retinal zone participating in the 
I process, while the connective-tissue framework slightly hypertrophies. Sooner or 
I later, however, a true inflammation appears, the nerve-fibers hypertrophy and in part 
■ undergo fatty degeneration, w'hile varying quantities of neoplastic cells are collected 
■ together in its tissue, the reddened wall becomes more and more opaque, and later 
|°u the retina takes part in the changes (Iwanoff, Leber). 

I fire above-mentioned prominence of the papilla has been described as a peculiar condition 
l®ler the name of obstructive neuritis or choked disk (Graefe), assuming that the colossal di- 
I t,'tl°'1 of the vessels can only be caused by mechanical hindrance to the circulation. This 
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view was supported by the fact, that in the majority of the cases at first observed the affection 
was developed with tumors, which were situated in the middle fossa of the skull, and possibly 
or actually pressed upon the cavernous sinus (Oraefe, LCnlke). Still the absence of all signs of 
obstruction in the ciliary and orbital circulation, as well as the anastomosis of the central reti¬ 
nal vein with both ophthalmic veins, and indirectly with the anterior and posterior facial veins 
(Sesemann), have long since been regarded as valid objections to this view (0. Becker). Besides 
all this, in cases of obstruction of the cavernous sinus which have been anatomically demon¬ 
strated, in thrombosis (Knapp) or compression of the sinus by neighboring tumors (see pulsating 
orbital tumors), the cushion of the orbit as well as the conjunctiva and the lids presented all 
the symptoms of an extreme degree of congestion and oedematous swelling, but the visual 
power had not as a rule suffered, and the ophthalmoscopic examination was either negative or 
proved the existence of symptoms in regard to the thrombosis which have been found in con¬ 
nection with embolus and ischsemia (Knapp). In hydrocephalus (Galezowski) and tumors of 
the brain which are complicated by increase of the intra-cranial tension, the choked disk is an 
exceptional appearance ; while on the contrary it has been found in secondary formations which 
ran their course without any increase of the intra-cranial tension, and from their situation 
could not possibly exert any influence upon the cavernous sinus or upon any portion of the 
optic nerve tract. Still it has been observed in softening and in tumors of the cerebellum 
(.Blessig, Leber), and even in basilar meningitis (Mans). Moreover, certain observations point 
to the supposition that the disease of the vessels connected with it, like that lying at the bot¬ 
tom of the pulsating orbital tumors, may appear primarily without any obstructive cause 
(Wecker). Recently it has been believed that the key to the explanation of the choked disk 
has been found in the distribution of the lymphatic vessels (H. Schmidt). If the close lym¬ 
phatic network ramifying in the lamina cribrosa is actually connected with the arachnoidal 
space by means of the space between the two sheaths of the optic nerve, then the cedema of the 
papilla and also the obstruction of the retinal veins in the region of the papilla may in the 
simplest way be connected pathogenetically with an abnormally increased intra-cranial pres¬ 
sure. In fact, experiments upon animals corroborate the correctness of this theory, which 
possibly enters deeply into the pathology of the eye (Manz). The circumstance that the so- 
called choked disk appears relatively but rarely in marked increase of the intra-cranial pres¬ 
sure, and, on the other hand, is met with in a perfectly normal state of the latter, is, however, 
unfavorable for the above view. Hence obstructive neuritis may for the present be regarded 
as a variety of neuro-retinitis, distinguished by the colossal dilatation of the vessels and 
cedematous infiltration. Mixed forms also are really by no means uncommon occurrences, and 
one form often passes over into the other (Graefe, Leber). 

b. More rarely tlie process starts from the soft parts of the orbit. The neuro-re-1 
tinitis is excited by neoplastic growths (0. Becker, Mauthner, HirscKberg), by simple 
abscesses, or those caused by caries of the bone, periostitis, etc. {Hulke), by erysipela¬ 
tous swelling of the connective tissue in the orbit (Arlt, Wecker, Oraefe), whether j 
it be caused by the process of proliferation passing immediately to the si 
and inner neurilemma of the optic nerve, or by the mechanical effect, pressure,! 
tension, etc., of the nerve. In the latter case symptoms of congestion in the retinalI 
vessels are usually very perceptible {Oraefe, Pagenstecher). I 

c. Finally, neuro-retinitis frequently starts from the uvea. Indeed, choroids I 
inflammations rarely terminate without participation of the retina and optic nervej 
As a rule, this occurs quite early in the disease. When the symptoms of neuro-retiuitef 
occur prematurely, the latter takes part in sympathetic ophthalmia {Oraefe, Mooren). I 

In irido-ehoroiditis and irido-cyclitis we may often see the anterior zones of the retina :-<’ 
advanced in the inflammation, or even already atrophied, while the posterior parts are he 
enough (Iwanoff). 

The Course is in most cases decidedly chronic; even the commencements 
often quite unmarked, as prominent symptoms are absent, and the process only ls8j 

trays itself by a gradual decrease of sharpness of vision. 
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Hence in monocular chronic retinitis the affection is at first easily overlooked; in fact, this not 
(infrequently happens even where it is binocular, if the persons affected are not observant, and 
their occupation does not oblige them to employ themselves with small or distant objects. Then 
the disease sometimes exists for weeks or months before the increasing weakness of vision, the 
difficulty of going about at night, the appearance of dark spots in the field of vision, or its decided 
contraction, render impossible all doubt as to the existence of the disease. Ignorant persons often 
can not give the date at which vision began to fail. 

Mistakes may the more readily be imagined as the decrease of function is not at all steady, but 
in many cases, improvements and relapses occur, as the conditions under which the patient 
happens to be are more or less favorable. Among the causes increasing the degree of visual 
disturbance, may be especially mentioned bodily and mental excitement, excesses in eating, 
drinking, and venery, and above all passive congestion of the superior vena cava. 

In other cases the process develops more rapidly to a certain point, then becomes 
chronic and proceeds slowly to its termination, with gradual increase of the retinal 
alterations and consequent disturbances of vision, with or without temporary remis¬ 
sions. 

Thus, without other marked symptoms, a decided diminution of central sharpness and clear¬ 
ness of excentric vision shows itself; the functional power of the retina fails from day to day, and 
in a short time has sunk very low—or the disease begins with more or less severe headache, ciliary 
neurosis, photophobia, chromopsia, or photopsia. These symptoms continue for some time with 
rapid decrease of vision, but then recede, while the disturbance of vision continually but slowly 
increases. The former is observed in syphilitic retinitis, the latter in those retinal inflammations 
which are excited by intense functional irritations. 

Of course, the descending forms are, as a rule, preceded by symptoms of the ori¬ 
ginal disease; but, exceptionally, the latter remains concealed for a time, and the 
disturbance of vision, with the characteristic changes in the optic papilla, appears 
first, and it is only subsequently that its dependence on an intracranial affection is 
discovered. Then the neuro-retinitis and accompanying disturbance of vision often 
develop very rapidly, one or several days sufficing for the complete development of 
the characteristic symptoms, and for reducing vision to the quantitative perception 
of light or entire blindness. Arrived at this point, the process becomes more chronic 
and goes on to its termination. 

Results.—Diffuse retinal inflammation, with some exceptions, is to be classed 
among the cnrable diseases. This is particularly true of those forms that at their 
commencement and during their course are chronic, in which the inflammatory pro¬ 
duct is less extensive and is evenly distributed, provided that the process has not 
Misted for months. Where the morbid material is extensive, whether it be evenly 
distributed or collected in spots, the hope of a complete return to the normal state 
is very slight: a diminution of the thick mist lying over the field of vision is the most 
that can he hoped for; for under such circumstances the nervous elements are 
usually affected very early in the disease. 

Under otherwise similar circumstances the prognosis is more governed by the 
duration of the process than by the amount of diminution of central sharpness and 
Kcentric vision. Indeed, the reduction of vision to quantitative perception of light 
does not preclude all hopes of a cure. Interruptions, and especially limitations of 
the visual field, have, however, a worse significance, for they show a strong partici¬ 
pation of the nervous elements. Limitations rarely, if ever, depart; a clearing up of 
fte other misty parts of the visual field is all that can he expected. Interruptions of 

field also are removed with difficulty; still this is attained sooner in recent cases 
°f this kind than in contractions, provided that the case is one of pure diffuse 
ueuro-retinitis, and has no connection with any intermediate exudative form. 
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180 DIFFUSE NEUEO-EETINITIS. 

Then the interruptions decrease in extent, the affected portion of the field of vision becomes 
clearer, more transparent, and is finally lost in the clear parts surrounding it. This clearing up 
is not unfrequently irregular. The blind spot divides into several smaller ones, between which 
objects appear more and more distinctly, till finally the blind spots are lost in the increasing 
bright intervals; or the spot clears from the center, forms a ring, which gradually loses in width 
and darkness, divides into arcs, and disappears. 

Henceforth, even in the most favorable cases, a tendency to relapse remains, 
which the slightest external or internal injury can make the source of a new disease, 
and which consequently requires the strictest attention. 

On the whole, even in the absence of contractions and interruptions of the visual 
field, a restoration of normal function is only attainable in the minority of cases. 
Frequently, with some cloudiness of the retina, a more or less decided mistiness of 
the visual field remains, which can not be neutralized by optical means, and not only 
decidedly interferes with distant vision, but also renders the patient unfit for con¬ 
tinuous occupation with small objects, reading, writing, sewing, &c. 

Not unfrequently, also, the clearing up of the visual field is only temporary, 
since sooner or later, under successive changes and partial absorption of the inflam¬ 
matory product, atrophy occurs, which, in the commencement at least, may be 
confined to the connective tissue, but with time draws the nervous elements into 
the affection, and leads to new incurable cloudiness, to interruptions and contrac¬ 
tions of the visual field. Of course, this result is the more to be feared the greater 
the intensity of the process and the greater the amount of the product, the longer 
the infiltration of the retina has existed; and the less suitable the condition of the 
patient during and after treatment. 

The atrophy thus caused does not, however, present itself in the cloudy form. Exceptionally 
it has, in the later stages, more the stamp of pure or gray atrophy, and this is most frequently 
observed in the descending forms of neuro-retinitis. The inflammatory products iu the papilla 
and the surrounding zone of the retina are then fully absorbed, but the atrophy goes on under 
the influence of the primary affection. 

Treatment,—The leading indications for treatment in retinitis, as in a.1 other 
inflammations, are, to avoid and remove all injurious influences which are calculated 
to excite, maintain, or increase the process; to restrain and suppress the develop¬ 
ment of tissue; to cause the removal and absorption of the diseased product, with¬ 
out endangering the still existing normal elements. 

First of all, it must he decided whether the retinitis is a secondary affection, and, 
if it is, actively to combat the primary disease, if still existing. “We must especially 
bear in mind the frequency of a syphilitic origin. Where this is found, or is prob¬ 
able, an energetic antisyphilitic treatment should he commenced. 

In every case, by ordering a suitable regimen, we should attempt to restrain and 
remove all causes for increase of the existing disturbances of circulation and of the 
inflammatory state of irritation. For the latter purpose, it is most important to 
secure functional inactivity of the eye. Rest is recognized as an excellent anti¬ 
phlogistic; indeed, it is the one least to be dispensed with. For securing perfect 
rest, we may best employ a well-fitting protective bandage, which perfectly closes 
Doth eyes. For this to fulfill its object, it should not be removed unless in a dark 
room, and while the lids are kept closed. Frequently lifting it, especially in bright 
places, or even trials of vision, are dangerous, as, on account of the long closure of 
the eyes, the contrast of bright light is much hightened, and its irritating influence 
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DIFFUSE NEUEO-EETTNITIS. 181 

increased. Foolish and stupid patients thus often ruin, in a few minutes, all that 
constant guarding from the light had attained in a week : hence, in such individuals, 
the prognosis is much more unfavorable than in careful, sensible patients. Usually it 
is advisable to recommend remaining in a dark chamber, and, besides this, to apply 
the protective bandage. 

Simply placing the patient in a darkened room does not answer the purpose so well as a pro¬ 
tective bandage; for, with open eyes, the patient feels constantly tempted to try his vision, and 
thus strains his eyes not a little. Moreover, it is scarcely possible to darken a dwelling-room 
quite regularly, and shut out all contrasts of illumination, without necessarily impairing the ven¬ 
tilation, and thus injuring patients otherwise, in the course of a long treatment. 

Many permit the patient to go about freely with open eyes, and simply warn him to shun 
dazzling light, contrasts of illumination, and employments requiring constant use of the eyes. 
Still, if these rules are most intelligently followed, the cure usually progresses slowly, and this 
is very disheartening, in a process in which long continuance is reeognizediy of the worst influ¬ 
ence on the prognosis. 

As direct means, mercury is almost universally considered necessary, even with¬ 
out regard to a syphilitic origin of the affection. It is now, it is true, discovered 
that in won-syphilitic, and especially in recent, cases of diffuse retinal inflammation, 
wonderful results may be attained by the above-mentioned dietetic rules. However, 
in so destructive and (especially when long existing) dangerous a disease, the anti¬ 
phlogistic powers of mercurials and their proved resorbent qualities, must always 
he regarded as a desirable assistance; and it appears at least advisable to proceed 
With the inunction treatment, or with the internal use of the bichloride in increas¬ 
ing and diminishing doses. 

Local blood-letting and other antiphlogistic remedies render scarcely any ser¬ 
vice, and are best avoided. 

Usually this proceeding is to be continued strictly and without interruption for 
ten to fourteen days. After this time the eyes are to be exposed in the dark, and 
the increase of the power of vision carefully tested, but at the same time all strain¬ 
ing of the eyes is to he avoided. Then, in favorable cases, a decided increase in the 
clearness of perceptions shows itself, and often, also, some clearing up of any exist¬ 
ing interruptions. If this is not the case, we dare not hope for much. A preserva¬ 
tion of the still existing grade of functional power is then usually the most that can 
to attained. 
, How the inconvenience of the treatment may be lessened, but the patient should 
continue the bichloride for some time, or, if inunction has been used, iodide of potash. 
The diet is to be improved, and the patient permitted to wander about the darkened 
worn with his eyes open for an hour or so daily; or, in favorable weather, after 
sundown in the open air. Gradually the time for this freedom is lengthened, and 
finally, walks by daylight in shady places are permitted. The patient will, at the 
same time, with advantage, wear smoke-colored glasses. Direct and also dazzling 
diffused sunlight, lamplight, &o., are still most carefully to be shunned, and where 
'to patient can only keep himself from them with dififlculty, it is best to apply a 
Protective bandage. When the patient has gradually accustomed himself to a bright 

I light, he may go about under the protection of a broad-brimmed hat and smoke- 
I colored spectacles, hut had better always avoid dazzling light. 

The patient often remains unfit for work which is at all straining, for continued 
I Writing, reading, sewing, &c., and perhaps it would be best to tell him so at first. 
I Moreover, long after the commencement of entire convalescence, rigorous care of 
I eye and avoidance of all excesses of diet and regimen can not be too carefully 
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182 DIFFUSE NEUBO-KETINITIS. 

attended to, if we would avoid relapses. When any errors of refraction are present, 
suitable spectacles, must of course be worn when work is resumed. 

Authorities.—Coccius, Ueber die Anwendung des Augenspiegels. Leipzig, 1853. S. 115,124. 
—Liebreich, A. f. 0. I. 2. S. 346, klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 397, 401, Atlas der Ophth. Berlin, 1863, 
Taf. 8,10.—Ed. Jaeger, Beitrage zur path. Anat. des Auges. 1855, Taf. 10,11,12.—Schweigger, kl. 
Monatbl. 1864. S. 399, Vorlesungen liber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin, 1864. S. 94, 
et aeq.—Schneller, A. f. 0. VII. 1. S. 70, 81, 83.—Pagenstecher, klin. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden, 
1861. I. S. 51, 54, II. S. 24.--Nagel, klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 394.—Graefe, .A. f. O. I, 1. S. 367, II. 
2. S. 277, 290, 293, VII. 2. S. 58, 66, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 58, 59, 1864. S. 367.—Tetzer, Wiener 
med. Jahrbiieher. 1864. S. 164.—Seconds, Olinica oo. di Genova. Riassunto. Torino, 1865. S. 57.— 
Ms, Beitrage zur norm. u. path. Anat. der Cornea. Basel, 1866, S. 132.—Bosow, Sitzungsbericlite 
der Wiener k. Akad. 49. Bd. 1. S. 431, 50. Bd. 2. S. 369.— Virchow, desen Archiv. X. S. 181.— 
Knapp, klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 402.—H. Mailer und Althof, Wurzburg, med. Zeitschrift II. 1861. 
S. 349.— Galezowslei, Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris, 1863. S. 110..—Hutchinson, A clin. memoir 
on certain diseases of the eye, etc. London, 1863. S. 223.—Ileymann, klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 270 
273, 1865. S. 281, A. f. O. VIII. 1. S. 173.—Manz, klin. Monatbl. 1865. S. 281.—Horner, ibid 
1863. S. 71.—M. Fischer, ibid. 1866. S. 164.—Blessig, ibid. S. 273.—Leyden, Virchow’s Archiv 
29. Bd. S. 202.—Sdmisch, Beitrage zur norm. u. path. Anat. des Auges. Leipzig, 1862. S. 18, 24. 
27.—Iwanojf, A. f. O. XI. 2. S. 138.—Koster, Zesde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht, .1865. S. 1, 8,18. 

Ed. Jaeger, Hand-Atlas, Figs. 62-65.—Pagenstecher, klin. Beobachtungen. Weisbaden, 
TTT. S. 70, 83; A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 233.—Nagel, klin. Monatbl. 1868. S. 315.—Graefc, A. f. 0. 
XII. 2. S. 114, 116, 120, 148, 212, 215; Berlin, kl. Wochenschrift. 1868. Nr. 20.—Knapp, A. 
f. O. XIV. 1. S. 220.—Galezowslei, Arch. gen. de med. 1867. II. S. 258; 1868. II. S. 662, 680; 
1869. I. S. 47, et seq.—Manz, Centralbl. 1870. S. 113; A. f. O. XII. 1. S. 1.—Iwanoff, kl. 
Monatbl. 1868. S. 421, 424.—Blessig, Centralbl. 1866. S. 341; kl. Monatsblatt, 1866. S. 273.- 
Czerny, Sitzungsber. d. Wien. k. Akad. LVX—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscopic. S. 357, 361, 
368, 374.—Bencdikt, Electrotherap. 1868. S. 250, 256, u. f.—Arlt. Wiener Augenkl. Ber. S. 123, 
126; kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 92.—Bouchut, Gaz. med. de Paris, 1868, Nr. 45, 46.—Noyes, 
Transact. Amer. Ophth. Soc. 1868. S. 71.—Hullee, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. 2. S. 89; Lancet, 
1867, II. S. 395.—Moorcn, Ophth. Beob. S. 287; Ueber symp. Ophth. Berlin, 1869. S. 96.— 
Alexander, kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 223.—Schirmer, ibid. 1865. S. 275.— WecTcer, ibid. 1868. S. 
409.—Clifford, ibid. 1868. S. 252.—Hirschberg, ibid. 1869. S. 74.—O Becker, ibid. 1868. S. 313; 
Wiener Augenkl. Ber. S. 162, 168,—Kv.gel, A. f. O. IX. 3. S. 129.— Jacobi, ibid. XIV. 1. S. 
147,154.—Leber, ibid. XIV. 2. S. 333, 352, 363; XV. 3. S. 105; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 302, 307. 
—Stacenhagen, kl. Beobach. Riga, 1868, S. 79.—H. Schmidt, A. f. O. XV. 2. S. 193. 
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2. Exudative Retinitis. 

Symptoms.— The characteristic objective symptoms are light-colored spots, bordered 
by da/rTc pigment, that appear in the fundus of the eye during or after a diffused or 
circumscribed inflammatory retinal cloudiness; these depend on the destruction of the 
tapetum, but ultimately also on the atrophy of the choroidal tissue. 

The ophthalmoscopic appearances vary greatly; they differ in almost every case 
and in the different stages of the process. Still the differences may readily be referred 
to certain types, which represent so many varieties of the inflammatory process. 

a. The ophthalmoscopic appearance originally often exactly resembles that of a 
diffuse retinitis; only later, after the regular cloudiness of the retina and papilla 
has become less, do we see the changes in the tapetum and choroidal stroma. The 
yellowish-red tint of the fundus appears pale at intervals, or is in some places 
yellowish-gray, or even dirty white. Frequently the structure of the vasculosa may 
still be recognized in it. This is either indistinct, of a delicate dirty grayish-brown 
color, or deep shades of brown are very prominent; still the outlines of the indi¬ 
vidual parts are in places at least less regular or wholly distorted. Between them 
we usually see some tortuous vessels. Over the spotted, or more regularly pale 
fundus are scattered heaps of pigment of various sizes, with granular borders, varying 
from bright brown to coal-black, sometimes scanty, sometimes very numerous. 
(■Ghrom. lith., F.) 

b. In other cases the disease begins with the symptoms of a diffuse or nephritic 
neuro-retinitis; still from the first the collections of exudation are seen as figured 
spots of variable size, which are grayish-white, grayish-red, or yellowish-white, 
similar to the surrounding cloudiness, but deeper colored. {Ghrom. lith., 0.) They 
are regularly or irregularly formed, sharply or indistinctly bounded, and not unfre- 
quently surrounded by, or interspersed with, collections of pigment, which at first 
appear only indistinctly through the cloudiness. When the infiltrated retina subse¬ 
quently clears up, and the exudation gradually disappears by absorption and 
atrophy, the individual foci (points of inflammation) retain the appearance which 
has just beon or will soon be described. 

Sometimes, and, as it would seem, particularly in the nephritic form, these spots are composed 
of small, very bright (when full formed, whitish-yellow or pure white, and then very brilliant), 
angular figures, which sometimes have rounded, sometimes acute angles. (Chrom. lith., J.) 
These figures, arranging themselves in series, form a sort of star, whose rays all converge to the 
fovea centralis, or some point near it, and extend further upward and downward than laterally, 
thus giving the spot the appearance of being elongated vertically. It is believed that this con¬ 
dition is dependent upon fatty degeneration of the supporting fibres of the retina (Mavthner). 

c. Less frequently the inflammatory process is originally developed in circum¬ 
scribed spots, and forms a large amount of product, which partly infiltrates, partly 
fe on the posterior surface of the retina, and, under certain circumstances, is in the 
tissue of the choroid. Hence those spots, at first, not unfrequently appear raised, 
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184 EXUDATIVE KETIOTTIS. 

and in certain recent cases it was tfiought that the retinal vessels running over them 
appeared elevated at their edges. They appear as reddish-gray or reddish- 
white, sometimes also pure white or yellowish white dull spots, which, surrounded 
by a slight blurred border, are distinctly defined from the normally colored fundus. 
(Chrom. lith., D.) The tapetum is still hidden by the extent and opacity of the 
product in the foci, but occasionally, even very early, single groups of proliferating 
pigment-cells approach the surface and appear as blue-black or brown islands. 
Subsequently, after partial resorption, the foci become more translucent. Then we 
may often see the structure of the vasculosa through them, and between them some 
of the vasa vorticosa. (Chrom. lith., D.) More frequently, however, the pigment is 
all lost, the choroid atrophies more and more, and the color of the spot becomes a 
regular grayish-red, whitish-red, whitish-yellow ( Chrom. lith., E), or dirty yellowish- 
gray, occasionally with a decided inclination to green. (Chrom. lith., F.) The 
vessels of the vasculosa are then usually atrophied as far as the affected part reaches. 
On the border of the spot, and outside of it, are almost always to be seen clumps of 
dark pigment, which are scattered around irregularly—exceptionally have the con¬ 
tours of bone-corpuscles (Chrom. lith., E), or are branched. In one case bright 
yellow, glistening crystals have been seen in the spots (Nagel). 

Usually the individual foci have no typical form. Their figure is quite irregu¬ 
lar (Chrom. lith., D, E). They are usually few in number; often there is only one. 
But they frequently attain a considerable size, and may even cover the entire fundus 
(disseminated forms). 

Not very uncommonly the process is limited solely to the macula lutea, and then 
assumes very peculiar forms. Sometimes there appears here a coal-black, round, or 
even angular spot, generally very sharply defined and of small size, which is occa¬ 
sionally surrounded by a clear white space of varying width, whose external border 
often appears marked by granular pigment. In other cases a round bluish or red 
spot appears in the region of the macula lutea, surrounded by a sharply-defined 
bright ring. More or less extensive circular masses have exceptionally been found 
in the region of the macula lutea, in which the tapetum has entirely disappeared, 
and consequently the vasa vorticosa of the choroid seem to lie open to the view 
(Ed. Jaeger). 

There is scarcely a doubt that these forms (Retinitis circumscripta, Forster) are to be re¬ 
garded as exudative. In fact, in one case growth of the layers of granules, destruction of the 
bacillar layer, and the formation of a vascularized tissue, deeply pigmented in its external 
layers between the choroid and retina, have been demonstrated as the origin of a circumscribed 
black spot in the macula lutea (Sdmisch). 

Another series of cases is characterized by the occurrence of numerous rather 
sharply-bounded foci, which all have a roundish or oval form, and are at least partly 
bounded by a line of dark pigment. These foci are occasionally pressed so close 
together that they unite to form large spots, and can only be distinguished from 
each other at their outer border (Chrom. lith., H); or we find only in the vicinity of 
the macula lutea a few large round foci collected together: at some distance from 
this they become fewer, are more scattered, and are much smaller (Chrom. lith., 6)i 
many appear only as pin-points surrounded by a broad band of pigment; or they 
appear as solid heaps of pigment. In some cases a closer connection between the 
foci and the retinal vessels is said to have been observed (Nagel, areolar form). 
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EXUDATIVE RETINITIS. 185 

Where the exudative neuro-retinitis is pure, the objective symptoms are confined 
to the above-described ophthalmoscopic appearances. Regarded from without, the 
eye appears perfectly normal; even hypersemia is usually absent. Still during the 
inflammatory stage, and the not unfrequent relapses, we frequently meet diffuse 
cloudiness in the vitreous, which renders ophthalmoscopic examinations difficult. 
Occasionally the uvea is sympathetically affected—the symptoms of irido-choroiditis 
are joined to those of retinitis. 

The chief subjective symptoms are mistiness or darkening of the visual field; 
these are perfectly characteristic. They correspond to the points of exudation in 
position, more rarely in extent and form. The patients describe them as more or 
less thick, whitish or grayish, rarely greenish, bluish, &e., mists, or as dark, smoke- 
colored, brownish, or black spots, as irregular or even interrupted rings, &c., which 
lie over a certain part of the field of vision and bide the objects in that part. The 
sense of color is often markedly disturbed inside these spots {Leber). 

The objects lying behind the darker parts entirely escape the vision of the patient, while those 
behind the clearer are seen as through a misty veil or smoke. With favorable illumination and 
suitable position of the object to the light, these brighter spots may often be considerably 
diminished, and so much cleared up, that the parts behind them appear much more distinctly. 
If the spots are in the center of the field of vision, as is frequently the case, on account of the 
preference of exudative neuro-retinitis for the vicinity of the macula lutea, reading and the 
recognition of small objects become very difficult. The patient must then frequently aid himself 
by false adjustment of the optic axes, so as to make the images fall on excentric, still sound parts 
ofthe retina. But if the center is free, the patient can often read the finest print. Yet general 
vision is impaired, the visual field appears interrupted in one or more directions, and hence the 
recognition of large objects is particularly difficult. These obstructions diminish in proportion 
as the boundaries of the darkened spots are removed from the center. Indeed, spots at some 
distance from the center are only perceived on careful examination, otherwise they are quite 
overlooked by the patient. The functional activity of the periphery of the retina usually remains 
unimpaired, as exudation does not readily occur there, and the nerve-filaments in any existing 
foci are affected late, if at all. If complete atrophy of the retina and choroid occur, there is also 
peripheral limitation of the visual field. 

A very peculiar appearance is given by the curvature of lines which fall in arcs of the visual 
field corresponding to the different foci. This is, seen rather often in exudative neuro-retinitis, 
uod is particularly noticed at the edges of the interruptions. It is ascribed to differences in the 
level of the retina at the exudation spot, and to the thereon dependent change of position of 
the elements of the retina and optic nerve (.Forster), which are again referred to the collection 
of morbid products (Classen), or to the contraction accompanying the subsequent atrophy of 
the retina and choroid. (Knapp.) 

Of course tbe above-mentioned characteristic disturbances of vision are only 
witnessed in circumscribed exudation processes, and belong particularly to the latex 
stages of tbe disease, where the inflammation proper is already over. When tbe 
satire retina is affected, and the vitreous also cloudy, tbe interruptions disappear in 
the generally thickly-clouded field; frequently vision is even reduced to quantita- 
tive perception of light. 

Causes,—The etiology almost corresponds with that of diffuse neuro-retinitis. 
The exudative form is frequently developed along with tbe first. Where the latter 
appears alone, constitutional syphilis, either acquired or hereditary {Hutchinson), 
■Ppears to be the cause. The development of posterior scleral staphyloma also 
P^ys an important part. In high grades of this, particularly when the patient is 
shvanced in years, exudative retinitis, and the peculiar changes in the fundus caused 
hf it, are often observed. {Donders.) Frequently, however, we can not discover a 
efficient cause, or in fact any cause. Often not only the origin, but the time of the 
commencement, of the disease escapes observation. 
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186 EXUDATIVE RETINITIS. 

Some cases of retinitis circumscripta are without doubt caused by hemorrhages 
into the macula lutea. It is also believed that sympathetic influences (Gb*<ze/b), and 
even tuberculosis (Coccius) may lead to exudative neuro-retinitis. 

Course.—In most cases the disease develops with very insignificant, and also 
very evanescent, symptoms of irritation, and progresses slowly and imperceptibly. 
If the points of exudation are not near or at the center of the retina, the patient 
often overlooks the existing disturbance of vision, and sometimes years pass before 
accident or the gradual advance of the spots of mist over the central part of the 
field of vision call attention to the defect, and the ophthalmoscopic examination 
shows old collections of inflammatory material. In other cases, particularly where 
injuries are the cause, exudative neuro-retinitis suddenly occurs pure or in the above 
combination, with marked and even alarming symptoms of inflammation. The pro¬ 
cess rapidly increases to a certain bight, but then again loses its intensity, the symp¬ 
toms of irritation gradually disappear, the inflammation itself is extinguished ; only its 
results, particularly the characteristic exudation and the partial clouding or darken¬ 
ing of the visual field dependent on it, remain. If the accompanying irido- choroiditis, 
hyalitis, &c., have not caused permanent injury, vision improves considerably, the 
darkened parts of the visual field separate, as it were, become smaller, clear up in 
some places, and spots which were only misty again become clear. 

Arrived at this point, the process is arrested. Then months and years often 
pass without any decided change occurring in the symptoms. Frequently the arrest 
of the process is complete, no new points of exudation form, and the old atrophy 
more and more. In other cases the disease relapses, the process starts up again, 
with or without perceptible cause; besides the old foci, new ones are developed, 
then the inflammation recedes, to flicker up again after a longer or shorter remis¬ 

sion, &c. 
These relapses are particularly frequent when the disease has been caused by 

posterior staphyloma or syphilis, or when it has come on in circumscribed patches, 
unnoticed and without apparent cause, during youth. In such cases, also, the other 
eye is usually affected. On the other hand, when injuries were the cause, the 
inflammation is usually limited to the affected eye. 

Kesults.—When the characteristic exudation is present, we can rarely hope tc 
restore normal vision. In recent cases, proper treatment will, it is true, not unfre- 
quently cause partial or entire resorption. But the affected portions of retina 
rarely become perfectly normal. The choroid, also, is frequently atrophied, and, by 
abnormal reflection of light, increases the disturbance of vision caused by the retinal 
changes. As a result of this, the images of objects in the region of the affected 
part are at least veiled or blurred. Occasionally, also, they are distorted. 

Usually, the resorption is only partial, the remainder of the exudation becomes 
permanent, and gradually causes atrophy of the affected portions of the choroid and 
retina. Then the anterior layers of the retina often remain intact, while the poste¬ 
rior, as far as the collections reach, degenerate more and more. In other cases, the 
atrophy finally affects the whole thickness of the retiua. Indeed, within the bounds 
of the point of exudation, the retina is not unfrequently transformed to a connective- 
tissue membrane, which, covered by the perforated membrana limitans, is ihml' 
attached to the subjacent atrophied choroid, and, besides heaps of newly-form® 
pigment, usually contains only a few vessels, which, moreover, are partly atheroma 
tous, or are changed to connective-tissue strings. Fortunately, this process o 
degeneration is usually very slow. Indeed, these collections often exist for ye«> 
before the affected portion of the retina entirely loses the sensation of light, fher® 
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is good reason to suppose that atrophy of the nervous elements is not a neces¬ 
sary consequence; the changes in the retina may be permanently arrested at any 
point. 

The portions of retina and choroid lying outside of the exudation patches, in simple 
cases, usually remain quite normal, and preserve their functional activity unimpaired. 
If the retina is not too much altered at the points of exudation, or if these are 
excentric, and not very large, the eye may remain moderately serviceable through 
life, anil, under favorable circumstances, it not unfrequently does so. Sometimes, 
when the affection has run its course, the disturbance of vision is not at all propor- 
tiqnate to the changes in the fundus observable on ophthalmoscopic examination. 

If the neuro-retinitis begins in youth, however, and the disturbance of vision is 
much felt on account of the central position of the affected parts, functional obtuse¬ 
ness occurs in the healthy portions of the retina of the eye that is solely or chiefly 
affected; because the patient soon learns to suppress the perceptions of the affected 
eye, so as to see better with the other, and the former is, consequently, thrown out 
of use. Strabismus not unfrequently occurs under such circumstances. Thus, the 
portions of retina remaining unaffected, often have their function impaired in the 
further course of the disease ; if the points of exudation are extensive, this impair¬ 
ment may affect the whole fundus. The cause for this seems to be disturbance of 
nutrition of the entire retina: for, under such circumstances, we often find the 
chief branches of the retinal vessels much contracted, and less in number, or 
partially replaced by collateral branches. 

Of course, the patient fares worst when the exudative retinitis is, at any stage of 
its course, accompanied by irido-choroiditis, which can not be quickly suppressed. 
Then the bad results of this disease concur with those of the neuro-retinitis, and the 
final result is not unfrequently entire blindness, or even atrophy of the eye-ball; 
that is, terminations that we rarely have to complain of in pure retinitis. 

The treatment must always he suited to existing conditions, and corresponds 
almost exactly with that of diffuse neuro-retinitis. (See chapter on this.) For this 
disease, also, the inunction treatment during the proper inflammatory stage is the 
lest, in fact the only reliable, remedy. When properly carried out in recent cases, 
the absorption of masses of exudation, and the clearing up of spots in the visual 
field, is often indeed very satisfactory. Where the condition has lasted some time, 
we can rarely expect more than an improvement. If the collections are already 
much atrophied, and there is, in fact, no product there to be removed by increased 
Asorption, of course this treatment is as ineffectual as any other, and is only suit- 
sble when we suspect syphilis as the cause, and wish to prevent relapses. Then it is 
usually best to confine ourselves to proper care of the eye, and avoidance of the 
Muses for a renewal of inflammation, and to the preservation of the existing vision. 
If a relapse occurs, it is to he treated just like a commencing disease. 

focal blood-letting is of little or no use. The revulsives, especially the application of an issue 
10 the back of the neck, which has recently been brought up again (Fagensteeher), are, at all 
"cuts, superfluous, and had best be avoided. 

AuthoritiesCoccius, TTeber die Anwendung des Augenspiegels. Leipzig, 1853. S. 110,182, 
136—Oraefe, A. f. 0. II. 2. S. 258, 282, 291, 294.—Ed. Jaeger, Bertrage zur path. Anat. des Auges. 
"ien, 1855, Taf. 5 et seq.—liebreich, Atlas der Ophth. Berlin, 1863, Taf. 4, 5, 6.—Pagenstecker 

Siimisch, kl. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden, 1861, I. S. 23, II. S. 9.—Samisch, Beitrage zur 
"or»i. u. path. Anat. des Auges. Leipzig, 1862. S. 29.—Forster, Ophth. Beitrage. Berlin, 1862, S. 
b -3,31, 99.—Schweigger, Vorlesungen iiber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin, 1864, S. 86 
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88, 95,110.—Classen, Ueber das Schlussverfahren des Sehactes. Rostock, 1863. S. 32. A. f. 0. X. 
2. S. 155.—Knapp, kl. Montabl. 1864. S. 307,-eSecondi, Clinica oc. di Genova. Riassunto. Torino 
1865. S. 42.—Bonders, Anomalien der Refraction u. Accomm. Wien, 1866. S. 322.—Hutchinson. 
A clinical memoir on certain diseases of the eye, etc., London,1863,P.129.— Virchow, DieKrankh. 
Geschwiilste II. Rerlin, 1867. S. 462. — Oalezowski, Gaz. des hopit. 1862. Nro. 5. — Coccius, de 
apparat. opt. Leipzig, 1868. S. 15.—Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 171.—Leber, ibid. XV. 3. S. 
104.—Ed. Jaeger, Hand-atlas, Pigs. 64, 66-69, 92, 94, 96-102, 122-128.— Knapp, Arch. f. Aug. 
u. Ohrenheilkd. I. S. 22. u. f.—O. Seeker, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 352.—Nagel, ibid. S. 417, 420. 
—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthalmoskopie. S. 431. n. f. 451.—j’leymann, Ophthalmogisches, 
1868. S. 28.—Landesberg, A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 220,—Niemctscheck, Prager Vierteljahrschrift, 96 
BA S. 41. nerv 
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Nephritic Retinitis. 

Symptoms,—This disease is characterized by the formation of opaque, punctate, 
isolated spots in the diffusely cloudy retina, especially round the entrance of the optic 
nerve, accompanied by numerous hemorrhagic extravasations, great local congestion, 
and marlced diminution of the vision. 

1. The ophthalmoscopic appearance varies according to the time of the examin¬ 
ation. At the very commencement of the affection, great congestion is noticed; the 
optic-nerve entrance and surrounding zone appear reddened by numerous injected 
small vessels; the veins enlarged and very tortuous, and occasionally lighter and 
darker spots indicating inequalities of the retinal surface. The arteries, on the con¬ 
trary, are rarely dilated, but are rather apt to be smaller than normal. Blood 
extravasations soon occur, which sometimes, appear as delicate injections, sometimes 
as spots, and often collect so as to cover the vessels. To this is soon added an 

I extended diffuse veil-like cloudiness of the retina, which in the vicinity of the optic 
papilla rapidly thickens at different places, and presents smaller or larger white- 
gray or milk-white spots, with irregular boundaries, which, as far as they extend, 
more or less completely envelop the vessels and the fundus of the eye ( Ohro. lith. J, K). 
Elsewhere, especially in the region of the macula lutea, small gray-white or milky 

I points form, which rapidly increase, form clumps, and often unite by increasing 
I turbidity of their interspaces. 

If the process of proliferation still continues, the dusky and reddened papilla 
I and neighboring zone of the retina continue to swell, the grayish or milky spots 
I increase in size and number, spread over the papilla, enveloping it more and more, 
I change their color, become bright wliitisli-yellow, entirely opaque, glistening like 
I fat, but at the same time apparently retract into the posterior layers of the retina, so 
I that the enveloped vessels and extravasations either partially or wholly advance 
I again and become more or less distinctly visible. Finally, these spots, and after them 
I also the groups of points lying in the vicinity of the macula lutea, coalesce to a ring- 
■ shaped, more or less extensive, fatty-looking, yellowish or grayish wall (Iwanoff), 
I which is only indistinctly bounded from the swollen and grayish-brown or infil- 
I 'rated and discolored papilla, but towards the equator usually ends in a zigzag line, 
I whose salient points generally correspond with the larger vessels. This boundary is 
■ sometimes quite sharp, sometimes striated in radii, so that the zigzag has a flame- 
|l&e appearance; sometimes it is indistinct, in places stippled, or has a marbled 
■ appearance (Ghro. lith., K). The peripheral portions of retina are often entirely 
■ »nnal or but slightly clouded; frequently, however, they have a marked veil- 
lake cloudiness, and are in some places strewed with gray-white points (Liebreich, 
■»««/). 

I The ophthalmoscopic appearances, during the proper inflammatory stage, are 
■»ot rarely indistinct on account of haziness of the vitreous. The globe also presents, 

a rule, no prominent objective symptoms. 

I Subjectively the affection shows itself by a gradual diminution of vision, occa- 
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190 NEPHRITIC RETINITIS. 

sionally interrupted by temporary arrests or improvements, by a generally irregular 
cloudiness or darkening of the field of vision, with or without peripheral limitations 
of it. Complete amaurotic darkening, however, rarely occurs from this form of 

retinitis alone. 

Causes.—The form of inflammation of the retina here described may possibly 
bo developed under the most varying pathogenetic relations. Similar ophthalmos¬ 
copic appearances have been observed in diabetes {Ed. Jaeger, Noyes, Bouchut), and 
even in neuro-retinitis descendens consequent upon cerebral affections (Oraefe, II. 
Schmidt). As a rule however the form of retinitis in question is dependent upon 
Bright’s disease of the kidneys. It often appears in the early stages of albuminuric 
nephritis, but it usually makes its appearance in the later stages of the chronic eases, 
and is frequently recognized only after fatty or coloid (amyloid) degeneration has 
appeared, or when the kidneys are far advanced in the shrinking process. 

Hence we see that nephritic retinitis does not directly depend on the albuminuria. Clinical 
observation confirms this idea, for numerous cases occur in which there is no albumen in the urine, 
or if present, its percentage varies without any corresponding influence on the course of the 
retinitis. Just as little can the anomalous aeration of the blood (Graefe) be considered the final 
cause, for the changes of the blood recognized at the present time are common to all cases of 
Bright’s disease, while neuro-retinitis is not a constant, or even among the most frequent, results. 
For a time organic disease of the heart and consequent congestion, edema, hemorrhages, Ac., were 
thought to be the immediate cause {Imam, Traube), and this the rather, as hypertrophy of the left 
ventricle, valvular disease, Ac., were constant accompaniments of nephritic neuro-retinitis. 
(Schweigg&r.) But the heart-disease may certainly be absent {Nagel, Secondi, Horner, Pagen- 
stecher), and its frequent connection with the form of retinitis in question may be explained by 
the fact that Bright’s disease very commonly leads to heart-disease, and on the other hand, 
the latter is an important pathogenetic cause of the former. (Bokitansky.) 

Among the remote causes of nephritic neuro-retinitis belong, of course, every thing that can 
excite Bright’s disease. Occasionally we find them both with marasmus and cachexia as a result 
of typhus, miasmatic fevers, protracted suppuration, tuberculosis, Ac. ; but especially as secondary 
affections after exanthematous diseases, particularly scarlatina, after cholera, pyaemia, after 
excessive use of spirituous liquors or active diuretics, Ac. (Rohitanslcy.) Retinitis and alburni- 
nurea are also observed in the later months of pregnancy (Pagenstecher, Secondi, GalmwsH), 
and then, as in heart-disease, the nephritis is referable to mechanical obstructions of the circula¬ 
tion in the kidneys. (Virchow.) 

Course and Results.—Occasionally the development of the retinal trouble is 
very acute; even in a few days after the commencement of the affection of vision, 
while this increases, large quantities of inflammatory products have collected in the 
posterior half of the retina 

As a rule, however, the course is slow from the commencement, and frequently 

interrupted by arrests of progress or even by removal of collections of productl 
already formed. In such cases a long time intervenes before the characteristic I 
fatty-looking prominence has fully formed. 

The parts often maintain this state for weeks without much change; at most, I 
further hemorrhages occur. Finally there is regressive metamorphosis, the products 
are gradually re-absorbed, the vessels that have been enveloped again appear her61 
and there, the prominence becomes partly transparent, loses its bright fatty hue, 
divides up—in fine, the process approaches its termination. 

It is not absolutely necessary that this prominence should form entirely; on tl>8 
contrary, the process may recede at any stage, and the retina again attain its entu'8 
functional activity. Occasionally the process does not go beyond simple congestion 
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NEPHRITIC RETINITIS. 191 

and hemorrhagic extravasations; in other cases an already-formed diffuse cloudiness 
dissolves without precedent thickening, and if this occurs, the plaqne-like exuda¬ 
tions disappear without uniting. But even completely-formed and extensive prom¬ 
inences may, under favorable circumstances, recede so that no trace, or only a delicate 
cloudiness, remains behind, which but slightly interferes with the functional activity 

of the retina. 

The prognosis appears to be proportionately better when the albuminous nephritis is developed 
as a result of acute exanthemata (Horner, JHoring), or in the course of pregnancy, and is not far 
advanced, so that the restitution of the normal functional activity of the kidneys is not difficult. 
Then the retinal trouble occasionally recedes, while the albuminurea continues for a time. 

(Seeondi.) 

On the whole, cures are uncommon; usually, extensive haziness with various 
functional disturbances, and subsequently atrophy of the retina, remain. Occasionally 
also, detachment of the retina occurs, and this may even come on quite early. 

After clearing up of the clouded portions of the retina, or when the characteristic prominence 
recedes, the spots on the choroid, peculiar to exudative neuro-retinitis, are not unfrequently seen. 
(.Uebreich.) They indicate a local exudation of inflammatory product on the outer surface of the 
retina. Sometimes they have exactly the peculiarities of the circumscribed form, sometimes they 
are characterized by remarkable brilliancy and bright white color, as well as by want of pigment 
collections, and by very irregular, ragged borders. Striated figures formed of small angular 
plaques are relatively quite often found near the macula lutea. (Ghro. Uth., J.) 

Frequently the retinal disease does not reach any termination, as the patient 
dies of the constitutional affection before the fatty prominence in the retina is fully 
formed or can retrograde. 

Uraemic amaurosis frequently occurs in the course of Bright’s disease. This, as 
the name indicates, is connected with the development of uraemia, and is explained 
by the influence of a blood pregnant with urea on the parts of the brain concerned. 
Hence it appears in company with other symptoms of uraemia, especially during 
attacks of severe headache, dizziness, lo-'s of consciousness, paralysis, convulsions, 
maniacal excitement, &c. It is further distinguished from disturbance of vision 
caused by nephritic retinitis and neuritis by its rapid development; it not unfre- 
qnently causes complete blindness in a few hours or even minutes, and may, on the 
other hand, recede just as quickly. 

It is, at the same time, to be remarked that uraemia does not always lead to amaurosis; that 
nephritic retinitis very often completely runs its course without uraemic amaurosis having 
occurred, and that this is especially apt to appear in the later stages of retinal inflammation ; 
while, on the other hand, uraemic amaurosis without inflammatory affection of the retina is rarely 
witnessed. It is however worthy of remark, that a greater part of those affected with nephritic 
inflammation of the retina die of uraemia soon after the development of this local affection, and 
that occasionally, shortly after uraemic attacks, retinal inflammation occurs. 

The Treatment must, of course, be first directed to the original disease. 
The works on special therapeutics treat of this. 

Oculists generally recommend the internal use of acids, and for the eye-disease a derivative 
treatment, particularly the repeated application of natural or Heurteloup’s artificial leeches. 
Abstraction of blood must be considered as dangerous on account of the already debilitated state 
°f the patient, and is the more so as it is of little benefit. On the other hand, iron may he of 
tlvantage under certain circumstances. (Horner.) Secale cornutum (Willebrand) is inactive. 
n many cases where the kidney-disease was evidently receding, and the nutrition of the patient 
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had not suffered much, inunction treatment with the protective bandage was tried with favor¬ 
able results, the clearing up and removal of the exudation patches going on very rapidly. 

Authorities.—Heymann, A. f. O. IL 2. S. 187, 146.— Liebreich, ibid. V. 2. S. 265, YI. 2. S. 
318, Atlas der Ophth. Berlin, 1863. Taf. 10.— Nagel, A. f. O. VI. 1. S. 191, et seq.—Graefe 
and Schweigger, ibid. VI. 2. S. 277, 282, 285.— Schweigger, ibid. S. 294, 311, Vorlesungen fiber 
den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin, 1864. S. 101.— Iman, NederL Lancet, 1852. S. 356.— 
Rokitansky, Lehrb. der path. Anat. Wien, 1861. III. S. 325.— Virchow, Monatschrift f. 
Geburtskunde and his Archiv. X. S. 170.—Traube, Deutsche Klinik 1859. Nro. 1.—Beckman, 
Virchow’s Archiv. XIII. S. 97.—A. Wagner, ibid. XII. S. 218.—Secondi, Clinicaoc. di Genova. 
Riassunto Torino, 1865. S.58.—Horner, kl.Monatbl. 1868. S. 11.—Boring, ibid. S. 215.— Zehender, 
ibid. 1866. S. 136.—Galezowski, ibid. S. 150.—Willebrand, A. f. O. IV. 1. S. 341.— V. d. Laan, 
Zesde Jaarlijksch Verslag. Utrecht, 1865, S. 161, et seq.—Graefe und Schweigger, A. f. 0. 
XII. 2. S. 120.—Pagemtecher und Sdmisch, kl. Beobachtungen, Weisbaden, 1S61. S. 52; III. 
S. 80.—Noyes, Transact. Amer. Ophth. Soc. 1869. S. 71.—Bouchut, ibid. S. 72.—Alexander, 
kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 223.—Iwanoff\ ibid. 1868. S. 423.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 285.— 
Hauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. S. 362, 366.—Ed. Jaeger, Hand-Atlas, Fig. 64.—H. Schmidt, 
A. f. O. XV. 3. S. 252, 263, 266. 
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Detachment of the Retina, Subretinal Effusion. 

Pathology.—By detachment of the retina we understand its separation from the 
choroid, "by the interposition of a watery fluid full of protein matter. The detach¬ 
ment is at first always partial, confined to a small portion of the retina, and it often 
remains so ; but it may progress in all directions. It may begin at any part of the 
retina, but when partial it is generally at the lower half, probably on account of 
the immediate sinking of the fluid. The border of the detachment sometimes de¬ 
scribes a roundish or elongated oval, but is usually entirely irregular, and in the 
latter case its posterior section extends in a straight or slightly-crooked line, hori¬ 
zontally or obliquely, below the optic papilla. 

The interspace between the detachment and the choroid is often small, but fre¬ 
quently projects like a pouch far into the posterior part of the eye. The base of the 
detachment is therefore sometimes perpendicular, sometimes it only projects gradually. 
With the progress of the detachment, its posterior border approaches the optic-nerve 
entrance, which it surrounds gradually from both sides, and finally only the upper 
inner quadrant of the retina remains in contact with the choroid; even this is some¬ 
times separated, and the retina folds up like an irregular funnel, whose wavy walls 
are attached on the one hand to the ora sevrata, on the other to the borders of the 
optic-nerve entrance. 

In recent detachments of small portions of the retina, the tissue may remain quite 
transparent; when the detachment has existed longer, and is more extensive, the 
opacity is generally complete, sometimes regular, again cloudy, spotted, or striated. 
The detached portion of the retina always appears relaxed and in folds, and moves on 
rapid motion of the eye-ball—its motion being greater the more extensive the detach¬ 
ment and the further it projects into the eye; for the dislocation of the retina 
progresses at the expense of the vitreous, of which at least the posterior half, if 
not more, liquefies and is absorbed in proportion as fluid collects between the 
retina and choroid, so that the detached portion of the retina has fluid on both sides 
of it. (Iwanoff.) 

In very small detachments, although the oscillations occur, they are too slight and of too short 
duration to be perceived with the naked eye. When large detachments do not move, as occasion- 
% happens, it is probably because their borders are attached to the choroid ; hence the fluid is 
mcapsulated, and the part of the retina in question is kept tense. (ScJiweigger.) Then, however, it 
is usually not a case of hydrops subretinalis, but the retina is displaced by a choroidal tumor, a 
systicercus, etc., or by some firm pathological product, which is usually indistinctly seen through 
the cloudy tissue of the retina stretched over it. But if under such circumstances effusion of 
watery fluid occurs, separating the retina from the surface of the tumor, the wavy motion may 
he seen. 

In recent cases the subretinal fluid is serous, watery, colorless, slightly yellow 
or reddish, and, as analysis immediately after tapping showed {Bowman), contains 
much albumen, which occasionally coagulates even during life {Liebreicli), and clings 
to the walls of the cavity, as thick floculi or striated masses. In old, imd particularly 
111 total, detachments, it often changes its chemico-pbysiological character, as the pro- 
tein materials are mixed with various elements from the surrounding membranes. 
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194 DETACHMENT OF THE RETINA. 

Then, beside water, the fluid forming the subretinal effusion contains a variable but usually 
large amount of fibrinous material, which separates in clots on exposure to the air, or boiling 
coloid masses (Rudnew), hematin in solution, which gives the fluid a yellowish, reddish, or, if 
chemical transformation has occurred, a brown color; new and old blood corpuscles, single or 
in groups, in various stages of transformation, sometimes in such amount as to give the fluid 
the appearance of diluted blood ; salts in solution, which are frequently precipitated and form 
actual deposits on the surface of the choroid; pigment granules of various colors, free or in 
groups, sometimes in cells of considerable size, which are probably newly formed, but possibly 
may be the metamorphosed remains of the tapetum ; newly-formed pigment-cells, and nuclei 
with granular cells ; fat in globules, large drops or crystals, occasionally so abundant that it 
may be seen by the naked eye as large balls, or as if the entire subretinal mass were changed 
to a pulpy clump of glittering cholesterine crystals. 

The cloudiness of the detached portion of the retina certainly depends on changes 
of the retinal tissue, although coloring of the subjacent fluid may exercise a modify¬ 
ing influence. This latter can not be the chief cause, for, if we except the frequent 
distinctness of the protrusion, the darkest portions correspond, not to the summits 
of the folds, but to the depths of the waves. But if the cloudiness is in the retina 
itself, it is easy to ascribe it to an inflammation ; and this is the more probable, as 
the anatomical examinations so far made (only in old cases, it is true) have very 
decidedly shown the characteristic symptoms of proliferation, or of the atrophy 
dependent on it. (See chapter on this.) 

If we bear in mind that the cloudiness is almost always perceptible at the very 
beginning of the detachment, that is, commences with, if it does not precede, this, 
we necessarily arrive at the conclusion that subretinal effusion is, to a certain extent, 
dependent on retinitis, if it is not entirely a product of the inflammation. 

From recent investigations we find that detachment of the retina is sometimes combined 
with circumscribed oedema of the retina, and is occasionally confounded with it. This oedema 
sometimes appears in the form of large cysts, which, proceeding from the external layers of the 
retina, cause this membrane to bulge forward into the posterior chamber like a vesicle, and 
ophthalmoscopically as well as in anatomical preparations may produce the impression of a 
subretinal effusion (Ivianoff). 

For a long time extravasations of blood between retina and choroid were regarded as the 
real cause of detachment of the retina, and this view has been obstinately maintained in the 
face of a more reasonable hypothesis (Graefe). But it has now been entirely abandoned, since 
the symptoms as well as the actual appearance in operative division of the bulging portion of 
the retina and in the drawing off of the effusion have shown very forcibly the error of this sup¬ 
position. Still it should not be denied that sometimes enormous subretinal extravasations of 
blood occur, which detach the retina like a sack or even separate it all round from the choroid 
(Stavenhagen). Such hemorrhagic detachments are found especially after injuries of the eye 
and partial evacuation of the intra-ocular media, and exceptionally in progressive staphyloma 
posticum. 

Symptoms.—a. Often, especially when the pupil is dilated, the detached portion 
of retina may be distinctly seen with the naked eye, without the aid of the ophthal¬ 
moscope. This is particularly the case when the retina is clouded by inflammation 
and displaced forward within the focus of the dioptric apparatus. If, however, it 
is but slightly separated from the choroid and remains quite transparent, even when 
the pupil is dilated, the fundus appears but slightly clouded. Retinal detachments 
increase the brilliancy of the eye. 

i. If the fundus be illuminated with the mirror, it is seen that at one spot, 
usually below, the yellowish-red appearance is suddenly changed into a grayish or 
greenish color with dark shadowing (Fig. N), and upon this are frequently seen one 
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DETACHMENT OF THE KETINA. 195 

or more vessels. The change is either direct or marked by a dark line of shadow. 
By more careful examination the detached portion of the retina then sometimes ap¬ 
pears as a tense, smooth vesicle. As a rule it appears as a loose, folded surface, 
elevated above the surrounding surface, which trembles at every movement of the 
eye or sinks and rises, in more extensive detachments generally forms one or more 
elevations, which are joined at their bases, and between their summits appear portions 
of normal fundus (Fig. O). If the detached portion of the retina is still very trans¬ 
parent and only slightly elevated above the choroid, it easily escapes notice, only 
the bending and oscillation of the vessels in its vicinity are very marked. The fun¬ 
dus appears otherwise but little changed, or at most somewhat duller or slightly 
cloudy. Here and there however fine folds are often observed as delicate, bright, or 
whitish, movable lines, which are indistinct towards one side, sharply defined towards 
the other, and sometimes surrounded by a dark border. 

If such a diaphanous vesicle projects more into the vitreous, the even red of the 
choroid and the msa vorticosas are only seen when the light from the mirror falls 
perpendicularly, and the subretina] fluid is more strongly illuminated; elsewhere 
the cavity remains dark, and the detached portion of retina appears between the 
brighter folds as a blue-gray or dirty-green. Often, however, the opacity is much 
thicker; on ophthalmoscopic examination the sac is distinctly seen, appears dirty 
yellowish-white, with deeper shadows in some places, or quite opaque, pale gray¬ 
ish-yellow, with brighter and darker parts. 

Frequently the cloudiness extends beyond the bounds of the detachment and dis¬ 
appears gradually in the otherwise normal fundus, or totally envelops this in varying 
thickness. Where the detachment is below, we often find a portion of the retina to 
the side or above clouded, and it is then probable that the detachment was origin¬ 
ally developed there, and that the fluid has subsequently sunk down. Not infre¬ 
quently, also, the optic-nerve entrance lies in the opacity, and then shows the signs 
of diffuse inflammation, while otherwise, except by slight redness, it evinces no 
changes, or in old cases it may have the signs of atrophy. Often, also, the character 
of diffuse neuro-retinitis appears in the entire retina, the papilla included. 

In partial detachments, even at the first glance, the posterior border is seen as a 
dark, almost black line, blurred on one side, which renders still more evident the 
contrast between the detached portion and the surrounding parts of the fundus. 
This line is particularly sharp and dark when the base of the detachment is perpen¬ 
dicular or overhanging, and where the sac is very movable it may change in length, 
direction, and color, or even disappear temporarily, according to the position of the 
part of the wall in question, at any given time. It is the shade cast by the part of 
the bass of the detachment not illuminated by the mirror. Where the base slopes 
gradually, this dark boundary-line is absent, and its place is only indicated by the 
curvature of the vessels, and perhaps by some signs in the cloudy retinal tissue. 

Moreover, the papilla and yellow spot are not unfrequently permanently or tem¬ 
porarily hidden by the overhanging, as well as by the movements, of the sac. If this 
obscuration of the papilla is only partial, its shape varies continually with every 
motion of the detached retina; sometimes it appears in its natural circular shape, 
sometimes is indented on one side, and this change occasionally gives the deceptive 
impression that the papilla itself moves, as if it sometimes elongated, sometimes con¬ 
tracted. 

In total detachments all these peculiarities are wanting, the entire discolored 
fundus waves hither and thither. If the papilla is recognized at all, it is only occa¬ 
sionally for a moment by the peculiar arrangement of the central vessels. 
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196 DETACHMENT OP THE RETINA. 

The retinal vessels are distinctly designated on the wavy surface. They usually 
appear much darker than normal, in some places even black, and this is particularly 
true when portions running over dark parts of the detachment are observed. Over 
thick, cloudy, opaque spots, or when the detached retina is more transparent, and 
the reflected light falls perpendicularly, thus brightly illuminating the space behind 
the detachment, they appear of a clear blood-red, showing a certain amount of 
integrity. (Liebreieh.) Where the dioptric media are clear, the vessels are distinc'.ly 
seen ; rarely they appear powdered over or interrupted by cloudiness of the inner 
layer of retina. In advanced atrophy of the detached portion they are invisible in 
some places, or appear only as dense white or black granular-branched strings. Of 
course they follow the sections of retina containing them. Hence in the detachment 
they appear much curved, for, ascending an eminence, they seem arched anteriorly; 
then sinking back into a furrow, they disappear to appear at another spot, again to 
curve outward, etc. When the eye moves, they actually dance around the fundus. 

If pigment collections, extravasations, cholesterine crystals, &c., cover the detached retina, it 
gives a very peculiar appearance. There is a motion over and through each other of the most 
varied objects, just as in a rotated kaleidoscope. But if the globe becomes motionless the excur¬ 
sions lessen, and the individual objects return to their former relative positions. These diseased 
products attached to the retina are thus distinguished from similar masses suspended in a fluid 
vitreous. These latter may also oscillate, but finally always sink to the floor without preserving 
a certain relative position. 

Of course all these appearances presuppose the transparency of the dioptric media, 
But this requirement is not often fulfilled ; on the contrary, opacities of the vitreous 
usually accompany subretinal effusion, and even precede it in most cases. They are 
occasionally partial, and appear like delicate clouds over the detachment. More 
frequently, however, they extend over a large part of the fundus. Usually, also, 
they tremble or even wave about on motion of the eye; they are moreover not per¬ 
manent, for they sometimes increase in size and become more dense, at others con¬ 
tract and become clearer, or even totally disappear for a time. Before, as well as 
during, relapses of the inflammatory process, they usually increase in extent and 
density, and hence they should not be neglected in forming a prognosis. 

Frequently, also, a view of the interior of the eye is hindered by cataract, especially by polar 
and capsular, more rarely by simple lenticular, cataract. The polar form depends mostly on the 
same causes as the detachment; the capsular cataract usually results from the irido-choroiditis 
which comes on subsequently. The lenticular cataract is probably usually the result of the dis¬ 
turbances of nutrition showing themselves by atrophy of the eye-ball. 

c. The subjective symptoms are not less marked, provided that the function^ 
power of the retina has not yet been affected by inflammation or atrophy; then the 
detachment is indicated in the field of vision as a bright but vacant spot. This is, 
however, often reddish or brownish when there are extravasations of blood. When 
the patient looks at the sky or a distant bright wall, this spot asrnmes the appear¬ 
ance of a cloud with irregular contours. The detached retina rarely retains its 
functions so far as to permit the recognition of large objects. (Pagensteeher.) The 
interruption caused in the visual field corresponds in position to the detachment. 
Hence in recent cases .it is usually, and in old cases almost constantly, in the upper 
half of the field of vision, so that simply from this localization of the blind spot we 
may with some probability infer the existence of retinal detachment. (Graefi.) 
The extent of the interruption, on the contrary, is often greater than corresponds 
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with the base of the space filled with fluid, which is explained by the fact that the 
material changes of the retinal tissue extend beyond the limits of the detachment. 

The clearness of perception in the rest of the retina may still be normal, and if 
the parts about the macula lutea are not involved in the detachment, a certain 
amount of sharpness of vision may still remain. More frequently, however, and in 
old cases, almost always the sharpness of vision is considerably diminished, and, as 
the detachment usually extends up to the horizontal meridian, or beyond it, the 
fixation is usually excentric. In many cases the function is even reduced to quan¬ 
titative perception of light, or even this is wanting. This does not, however, depend 
entirely on the grade and extent of the detachment. A certain amount of sensitive¬ 
ness to light has been observed in total detachments. It is remarkable that the 
impressions are then projected outwardly in the direction of the axis of vision. 
((Graefe.) 

Where the retina has preserved a high grade of functional activity in some 
places, the patients often complain of distorted or colored vision. All over the field 
of vision, or only on the borders of the interruption, objects seem to have colored 
outlines, to be curved, bent, distorted, or partly hidden. They often partially 
disappear, rise again, and wind about in tortuous or zigzag lines, when the eye 
moves. 

This shows a change of position of a part of the retinal elements which receive and localize 
the impressions of light. Hence, when the eye is at rest, a close correspondence of the apparent 
distortions of objects with the place and direction of the detachment may often be observed. 
vClassen.) 

The colored border and wavy motion of objects are characteristic of the metamorphopsia 
dependent on retinal detachments. {Knapp.) 

At the snme time a certain state of excitability of the visual organ appears in 
the very commencement of the disease. The patient is much annoyed by the sub¬ 
jective appearance of colored or white halls, drops, twinkling stars, fiery wheels, 
shooting rockets, &c., which often surround the field of vision, and appear particu¬ 
larly after active movement or excitement of the circulation, &c. 

Causes.—The detachment of the retina, like that of the vitreous humor, with 
which it is pathogenetically very closely connected, is either secondary and to be 
then referred to the shrinking of the vitreous, which has become adherent to the 
retina and has undergone tendinous degeneration; or it results from the pressure of 
a fluid inflammatory product which has been poured out between the retina and 
choroid, and it may then be described to a certain extent as primary. We have here 
to do solely with the latter, since the former is no subject for clinical treatment and 
has already been mentioned. 

Tire primary detachment of the retina is doubtless favored in a high degree by 
ectasise of the sclera and by diminution of the intra-ocular media. It occurs in the 
majority of cases in eyes affected with staphyloma posticum, particularly of a 
rapidly progressive character, and here the way to it seems to have been opened by 
the detachment of the vitreous, usually existing with it. It is also frequently ob¬ 
served after perforations of the sclera, accidental and operative as well as ulcerative, 
if they are accompanied by extensive loss of vitreous. We must not however here 
regard merely an increased serous transudation as the cause of the detachment, as in 
detachments of the vitreous, since in such cases the separation of the retina is always 
preceded by a very marked opacity of the vitreous and even of the retinal tissue, 
which is without doubt of inflammatory origin. 
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198 DETACHMENT OF THE EETINA. 

This circumstance seems to have led to the belief that every detachment of the retina with¬ 
out distinction is owing to the traction of the inflammatory thickened and contracting vitreous. 
This view is however certainly gainsayed by the change of position of the primary subretinal 
effusion by sinking and by its curability. 

Moreover, detachment of the retina has been observed not very uncommonly in 
eyes of perfectly normal structure and previously of apparently perfectly healthy 
ap2iearance. It is also a not very unusual consequence of the most various forms of 
neuro-retinitis, especially of the exudative variety. 

Abscesses (Graefe, Berlin) or tumors (HirscKberg) of the orbit have exceptionally 
given rise to the inflammatory process leading to detachment of the retina. The 
subretinal effusion however is often developed in consequence of secondary choroidal 
formations. 

If under these conditions a large quantity of fluid has been poured out between the tumor 
and the retina, the detachment appears to depend simply upon pure inflammation, and the 
correct diagnosis is rendered very difficult. Still we often find a foothold in the very marked 
increase of the intra-ocular tension, with narrowing of the anterior chamber, which has lasted 
in spite of the long continuance of internal inflammation and very extensive detachment; in 
the extinction of the other etiological conditions of detachment of the retina (Graefe); in the 
often extremely rapid extension of the disease over the whole retina (AIf. Graefe); in the un¬ 
usual position of the sac, and in the somewhat marked dilatation of the episcleral vessels in 
the vicinity. 

Course and Results.—Subretinal effusion, is often developed very gradually 
under very obscure synqjtoms, so that in patients of slight intelligence it remains 
for a long time entirely unobserved. Usually the delicate veiling and indistinct¬ 
ness dependent upon opacities of the vitreous, or the distorted and colored appear¬ 
ance of eccentrically situated objects first attracts attention; but the defect of the 
visual field only appears after careful examination, while the detachment is as yet 
scarcely indicated, and is only recognizable by careful manipulation of the oph¬ 
thalmoscope. Weeks then often pass before the affection appears sharply defined 
objectively and subjectively. On the other hand, we sometimes meet with very 
rapidly developed, enormous subretinal exudations, especially after wounds with 
loss of vitreous, or the sudden growth of a staphyloma posticum. 

If the detachment was not originally in the lower half of the retina, the effusion 
changes its place in the course of weeks or months; part of the fluid sinks down¬ 
ward, causing a secondary detachment, while the rest is absorbed. The formerly 
detached portion then becomes adherent to the choroid. It may re-acquire its 
normal appearance, and possibly, also, its full functional activity. But it usually re¬ 
mains more or less cloudy, and gives indistinct images; indeed, the interruption 
often continues, but it is usually less extensive. If the primary detachment was 
very near the yellow spot, or this was only hidden by the overhanging sac, without 
participating in the disease, vision may be very decidedly improved by the diminu¬ 
tion of the fluid, and the restoration of functional activity to the retina, which 
becomes again attached. For as the effusion seeks the deepest part of the globe 
which corresponds to the equator, that is, to a very eccentric section of the retina, 
the secondary interruption falls in a part distant from the center of the visual field 
and in its upper half, and is easily overlooked, or, like the “blind spot” (Mwriotte's), 
filled out by the judgment; and this happens the more readily as it is smaller than 
the primary interruption was. 

But retinal detachments at any place, whether occurring there primarily or by 
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sinking, may disappear by resorption of the fluid. Thus, possibly, a permanent and 
true cure may result. Unfortunately, subretinal effusion does not often take this 
course, or does not follow it to the end. The above-indicated conditions are re¬ 
peated. Frequently the detached portion is re-adjusted, but its tissue does not 
clear up, or the functional activity does not return, as the nervous elements have 
been seriously affected by the original disease. 

Sometimes, also, the fluid leaves coagula, which attach the retina to the choroid, and are 
seen as indistinct cloudy striae and laminae, with some rupture of the tapetum. Exception¬ 
ally the adjustment of the sac is imperfect, but still it re-acquires a certain amount of 
qualitative sensitiveness to light (Pagenstecher). 

Such an incomplete cure, and still more rarely a true one, can only be looked 
for in recent cases, or at least in those not yet very old, and where the detachment 
is not extensive. If such results have been observed in extensive or even total 
detachments, or after they have existed for months, they are rare exceptions, 
and can not influence the prognosis. Great cloudiness and excessive limitation of 
vision are unfavorable symptoms, for they lead us to suspect deep material change 
of tissue. The prognosis is most influenced, and is even governed by the cause. 
Indeed, experience teaches that, under otherwise favorable circumstances, those 
detachments recede most readily which have been developed in normal eyes as a 
result of injuries, with slight solution of continuity of the sclera, or none at all, as 
a result of disturbance of circulation, but above all, as a result of injuries which 
act temporarily, that is, in cases where the original cause quickly disappeared, and 
the state of the affected part allowed a complete removal of the disturbance of 
nutrition. Where the subretinal effusion forms on an already diseased base, per¬ 
haps it is only one symptom of a commencing or already progressing atrophy of the 
eye; or where the cause continues to act, as is usually the case in staphylomatous 
disease of the sclera and choroid, there is no hope, although even here temporary 
improvements and arrests of progress are among the possibilities. 

Sometimes it comes to a permanent stand-still, or incomplete cure, in consequence 
of the spontaneous rupture of the detached portion of retina. The unhindered en¬ 
trance of the subretinal fluid into the vitreous humor diminishes or does away with 
the tearing and tension to which the lower portions of the detached retina are ex 
posed from the side of the watery exudation which is confined in tense vesicles, or 
shakes about in loose sacs. By these means, however, not only a source of irrita¬ 
tion, but also a direct mechanical factor for the increase of the detached portion is 
done away with. 

When the effusion is very extensive the favorable effect of the rupture is but slight, for 
there still exists in these cases the danger of a tearing of the lower part, since the detached 
portions of retina, by reason of their own weight, are subject to excursive movements when¬ 
ever the eyeball changes its position rapidly. On the contrary, when the detachment is small 
°r of moderate size, their range of motion is slight or inconsiderable, and the effect is often 
very marked. The sac collapses, its walls meet the choroid and become gradually adherent to 
h, and not uncommonly the new union becomes complete. Then only a small opening with 
^regular borders remains at the point of perforation, the edges of the wound having some¬ 
what retracted by folding and partially rolling in upon themselves. They thus form a sort of 
wall, which appears bright white or yellow, by reason of the opacity of the retina and exuded 
adhesive matter, and contrasts strongly with the normal choroid, or with the choroid spotted 
% reason of destruction of the tapetum, which appears plainly in the opening (Liebreicli). 

When the treatment has been defective or entirely neglected, the affection steadily 
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200 DETACHMENT OF THE RETINA. 

increases in the majority of cases, and the detachment extends, constantly accom¬ 
panied by repeated returns of the inflammatory process, or the opacity of the retina 
and papilla increases without any increase in the extension of the effusion, and the 
functional power of the eye grows less and less until it is finally entirely destroyed. 
Usually, however, symptoms sooner or later appear, which point to choroiditis or 
irido-choroiditis. The result is then decided—the eyeball becomes softer, and 
phthisis bulbi is unavoidable. 

Frequently the loss of one eye does not end the evil; the second is sooner or 
later affected. Eetinal detachment and finally atrophy occur in it also. In nor¬ 
mally-formed eyes, and where the effusion is developed as a direct result of external 
injury, this most unfortunate of all terminations is, it is true, not to be dreaded. 
But where myopia and especially progressive posterior scleroidal staphyloma cause 
the process, as is generally the case, the second eye is, as a rule, affected, the cause 
acting almost always in both eyes. 

Later in the progress of the disease, after atrophy has set in, intense photopsia sometimes 
appears, which becomes so annoying to the patient, that in some cases it has been thought 
advisable to divide the optic nerve (Graefe). Unfortunately this procedure has not proved of 
much value, for the phosphenes have again appeared shortly after the operation, and even 
iridochoroiditis has been observed to follow (Landesberg). 

The Treatment is to be directed to the prevention of irritation that can main¬ 
tain and increase the inflammatory process to the greatest possible limitation of the 
excursive movements of the eyeball, which foster, in a mechanical manner, the de¬ 
tachment, and to powerful incitation of absorption. Extensive experience teaches 
us that in simple detachments of the retina, and in those combined with staphyloma 
posticum, the procedure recommended for diffuse neuro-retinitis seems to offer the 
oest results—i. e., the mercurial inunction in connection with the strictest care of 
the eyes and the systematic use of the binocular protective bandage. In recent 
cases it has rendered exceedingly satisfactory results, and even in old cases and of 
great extent faVorable results have sometimes been very unexpectedly obtained. 

Becently it has been recommended to pierce the sclera, at the point where the retina is de¬ 
tached, with a fine knife, and draw off the subretinal fluid (Sichel), then to apply a protective 
bandage and treat antiphlogistically, as after other eye-operations. If necessary, the opera¬ 
tion should be repeated once or twice. Its success has not been proved (Graefe, Secondi), al¬ 
though in some cases temporary improvement was obtained. Hence this operation, which is 
called “ ophthalmocenthese," had better be avoided. 

The favorable influence exercised by spontaneous rupture of the detached por¬ 
tion of retina in some cases upon the further course of the affection, has suggested 
the idea of an operative division of the sac {Graefe), and some successes obtained 
by this method have made it rather popular. Still we gain much less by it (Pages,■ 
steelier, Hasner, Landesberg) than by pharmaceutic treatment with an appropriate re¬ 
gimen ; it is often entirely unsuccessful, and has not unfrequently induced or at 
least hastened the atrophy of the eye by inciting a degenerative iridochoroiditis. 

That we may obtain a better view into the eye, the operation should always be 
performed with the pupil widely dilated, and the patient sitting up. The instru¬ 
ment to be used is a fine sickle-shaped needle, or, still better, a delicate double-edged 
Dalrymple “stop-needle,” such as is used for discision of cataract .by keratonyxis. 

The head, eyelids, and globe being securely held, the needle is to be passed perpen¬ 
dicularly through the sclera about four or five lines behind the edge of the cornea, 
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advanced about eight lines into the vitreous, and then turned to the detachment, to 
divide the latter by slight strokes (Oraefe). At the same time we should avoid 
wounding the larger retinal vessels or the choroid, which, from the continual giving 
way of the sac, will require all the care of the operator. 

As experience teaches that such sharp linear solutions of continuity readily 
adhere again, it has been recently recommended to tear the detached portion instead 
of simply puncturing. For this purpose, two needles are passed through the sclera 
at suitable distances from each other; then approaching their points through the 
vitreous at the surface of the sac, they are made to tear the latter sufficiently by 
making lever-like movements with them (Bowman). 

It has also been attempted to combine tapping the subretinal fluid with division of the de¬ 
tachment. For this purpose a trocar needle is used, which is usually introduced through the 
sclera between the superior and external recti muscles, about four or five lines behind the 
border of the cornea, and then passed through the vitreous into the sac. The fluid is allowed 
to escape, and the opening in the retina is enlarged ( Wecker). 

The after-treatment corresponds with that of other operations on the globe. 
Keeping in bed, antiphlogistic regimen, and particularly the continuous use of a 
protective bandage over both eyes for several days, are the chief points. Yitreous 
opacities of an inflammatory character readily occur; these, however, soon disappear. 
The operation is not usually followed by great reaction. 
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Optic Nerve and Retina. Atrophy of the 

Pathology.—A distinction is usually made between pure, nervous, or pellucid 
and cloudy atrophy. 

Pure, or better, gray or gelatinous, atrophy is always characterized originally by 
increase of the connective tissue. This swells from proliferation and the deposit of 
a gray, glutinous mass, which contains a large number of delicate, clear, nucleated 
cells in variable, often great, numbers, and becomes gelatinously translucent. The 
nervous elements appear separated, often broken up, and finally separate into 
various forms, but usually into spherical smooth masses, which partly undergo fatty 
disintegration, change to non-nucleated fat granular masses, but partly sclerose, and 
become coloid or amyloid bodies. Sometimes the proliferation of the neurilemma, 
sometimes the fatty degeneration and sclerosis of the medulla, preponderate. 
Finally the connective-tissue framework atrophies to a thick gray, vitreous, stiff 
mass, which falls into uneven laminae on pressure, or to a hard, opaque, filamentary 
callosity, which contains in it the remains of inflammatory cell-proliferation, and 
fatty or sclerosed medullary substance. (Rokitansky.) 

In cloudy atrophy the nervous elements conduct themselves in the same way, if 
they have not already become fatty during the inflammation; the difference lies 
chiefly in the prominence of the connective-tissue new formation; the process 
represents a degenerative hypertrophy of the connective tissue, and retains this 
character subsequently, even after atrophy has occurred. 

1. In either form the nerve-trunk is finally reduced to a hard tendinous cord, in 
which the nerve-filaments, and often also most of the vessels, are destroyed. As the 
outer sheath of the orbital portion does not contract proportionately, it no longer fits 
the trunk, but lies loose and in folds around it, like a half-filled tube. The connection 
between the two is kept up by a delicate, relaxed, wide-meshed network of connect¬ 
ive tissue, which is probably surrounded by a variable amount of serous fluid. 

In excessive atrophy as a result of progressive shrinkage, even the base of the interval between 
the two nerve-sheaths is removed toward the level of the choroid, and on account of the diminu¬ 
tion o£the anterior end of the nerve, the interval widens, so that the anterior end of the interspace 
between the sheaths forms a broad ring-shaped sinus, which lies within the posterior scleral 
opening behind the lamina cribrosa. 

In sections of the atrophied nerve-trunk, parallel to the nerve-axis and lying near each other, 
we may still recognize striae of the formerly existing nerve-bundles and their neurilemma; but 
from the increase of the latter, the former are pressed more apart than normally. Instead of 
nerve-filaments we find a brownish-yellow translucent substance, formed into strings by the 
sheath, which consists chiefly of a molecular organic base, coloid, amyloid masses, and shrunken 
nucleated formations. At the same time we often meet groups of pigment free or inclosed m 
cells, which are caused by hemorrahagic extravasations or new formations, obliterated, often 
chalky vessels, cholesterine, and chalky masses. Sometimes the chalk is in excess in some places 
and collects into larger masses, which appear encased in the atrophied medulla of the nerve or 
papilla. (Graefe.) Exceptionally, also, partial ossification of the atrophied connective tissue may 
occur in some places. 
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2. In the optic papilla and in the retina, the two forms of atrophy are more dis- 
tnct anatomically than symptomatically. 

Pure or gray atrophy usually limits itself to the head and actual expansion of 
the nerve, hence to the filament and ganglion layers of the retina {H. Muller), and 
on the contrary, leaves undisturbed the mosaic layers of the latter as well as the 
tapetum and choroid. The destruction of the nervous elements and the atrophy of 
the connective-tissue framework necessarily cause a decrease in volume, which is 
especially perceptible in the optic papilla. For as the cauda equina of the optic 
nerve is reduced to a thin layer of obsolete connective tissue, which contains only a 
few coloicl bodies and remains of nuclei, the papilla flattens, sinks in, and appears 
excavated. The deepest part of the excavation, which usually corresponds to the 
porta vasorum, does not often extend behind the posterior choroidal boundary. 
[H. Miiller.) But such cases do occur; for the membrana cribrosa readily partici¬ 
pates in the proliferation of the neurilemma. It is then relaxed like the latter, aDd 
naturally loses its power of resistance. If the diminution of resisting power reaches 
acertain point, even the normal intraocular pressure suffices to make the membrane 
give way; it, with the obsolete stratum lying on it, recedes; the result is a deep, 
sloping excavation, or exceptionally one with steep edges, such as constantly occurs 
in glaucoma. 

The assertion that such excavations are exclusively found in glaucomatous affections, and are 
pathognomonic of this disease (Graefe), is disproved by actual observation. (Mauthner.) 

A large portion of the numerous small vessels of the papilla and retina is entirely 
destroyed, and this is one cause of the peculiar paleness presented by the papilla 
affected with gray atrophy. The adventitious tissue on the trunks and larger 
handies of the central vessels often thickens decidedly, from participation of the 
framework in the original proliferation. As a result of the shrinking, the caliber 
often diminishes, and occasionally even complete obliteration of some of the chief 
handies occurs in advanced atrophy. 

Cloudy atrophy usually, but not always, extends through all the layers of the 
I retina, and the tapetum and uvea also generally sympathize to a marked extent; the 

retinal atrophy is only one symptom of atrophy affecting the entire globe. The 
excavation of the papilla is less distinct, even when, as often happens, the membrana 
fflbrosa is pressed backward, for the cavity seems filled up by the increase of the 
connective tissue. 

Tile anatomical characteristics of cloudy atrophy are most marked in complete 
retinal detachments. 

I for after the termination of the inflammatory process of tissue-development, the retina, folded 
I * a funnel or spindle shape, appears discolored from extensive fatty contents of a dirty yellow- 
I !?ay color, spotted with numerous small extravasations of blood. The framework filaments 
I usually then exist, but only at intervals, in a distinct hypertrophied condition ; they have mostly 
I been destroyed in the proliferation, and together with the gray connective tissue are replaced by 
I “ indistinctly filamentary or perfect connective-tissue stroma, in which lie numerous oval or 
I spindle-shaped nuclei, partly fatty or sclerosed, or even actual connective tissue corpuscles. 

I "hen fully developed, the stroma usually shows an areolar stamp; in the intergranular layers, 
I Wever, a radiated formation of bundle-shaped filaments running perpendicular to the surface 
I»seen. In the neighborhood of the optic-nerve entrance the connective tissue often collects in 
I and thick twigged bundles, which spread out from the membrana cribrosa and lose them- 
I *jv6s in the areolar tissue. This neoplastic connective tissue presses in every where between the 
I er elements and winds around them; but, on the other hand, it continues through the Iimitans. 
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204 ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE AND RETINA, 

which has become perforate, into the degenerated vitreous, and unites the retina with this. What 

remains of the internal limiting membrane often appears thickened and cloudy, as a result of 

deposition of molecular detritus on its posterior surface. Not unfrequently these depositions are 

figured in various ways, and interwoven with remains of atrophied vessels. In the beginning, 

especiall}r in the anterior zone, a large part of the nervous elements of the retina are still 

observable; nevertheless, they almost always show every where the character of advanced fatty 

degeneration and sclerosis. This is particularly true of nerve-fibres and ganglion-cells. The 

bacillar layer usually suffers quite early, its elements appear partly discolored, swelled, and 

clouded with fat. The granules, on the contrary, hold out longer, and then usually betray their 

participation in the disease by decided fatty brilliancy. Near to and between the nervous 

elements, strewed in the connective-tissue stroma, we find quantities of coloid bodies, free fat 

granules and fat globules, which latter are beginning to be destroyed, or have even already 

changed to cholesterine, whose crystals lie around in groups. Besides this, old and recent extrava¬ 

sations of blood are every where seen, but rarely large amounts of neoplastic pigment. The smaller 

vessels are usually destroyed or degenerated, and even of the trunks, only part are pervious. 

Their walls are mostly thickened, changed to loose connective tissue, which is united with the 

areolar stroma and contains numerous cells, partly fatty or sclerosed. Besides this, it is usually 

strewed with fat granules, pigment, and chalky salts, and with coloid disc-like pendants. In 

many cases the degenerated vessels traverse leaf-like connective-tissue new formations, whence 

they acquire the appearance of winged leaf-stems, or are beset with papillary outgrowths. Hot 

unfrequently the vessels are entirely obliterated in spots, changed to solid connective-tissue 

strings, or filled with necrotic blood-cells or with coloid masses. Occasionally some are athero- 

matously degenerated, and then present themselves to the naked eye as twigged, chalky, white, 

hard, brittle strings. ( Wedl, H. Muller.') 
In the subsequent course the nervous elements are gradually destroyed by progressive fatty 

degeneration and sclerosis, so that finally only atrophied granules in variable amount'are found; 

the fat granules are destroyed, in the same way the extravasations of blood, and even the coloid 

bodies, after precedent granulation, become scarcer. Fatty degeneration and resorption also 

occur in the connective-tissue stroma and its cellular elements; it diminishes decidedly in mass, 

and finally atrophies partially or entirely to an indistinct fibrous or indifferent hard, tough tissue, 

which is traversed by a few thick tendinous cords and degenerated vessels, and contains only a ( 

slight amount of free fat, granular pigment, atrophied cells and remains of granules, and here and 

there coloid bodies, and is also attached to the degenerated vitreous. Exceptionally small bony 

plates appear in it; indeed, as far as the degenerated retina is in contact with the bony plate cover¬ 

ing the choroid, it also becomes bony. 

1 Accoi 

( outer. 

Where the retina has remained attached to the choroid the signs of degeneration J 
are usually less. As a result of inflammations with large morbid product, especially ff 
of the nephritic form, the posterior portions of the retina and the tissue of 1 
papilla sometimes become denser, opaque, and dull, colored grayish-yellow or white. I 
In some cases we may, even with the naked eye, see filamentary striae in this I 
thickened portion, radiating from the papilla into the retina, and with their ragged I 
fringed ends extending beyond the opaque spot. Occasionally, also, we meet hard, 
white, variously-figured cicatritial masses of tendinous lustre, which extend clear I 
through the retina; but these are exceptions. In much the greater number off 
cases, especially after simple diffuse retinal inflammations, degenerative atrophy I 
shows itself only by some increase of the thickness, by a very delicate and scarcely | 
noticeable gelatinous or whitish veil-like cloudiness, which is somewhat thicker,! 
sometimes also slightly striated about the optic-nerve entrance and its immediate| 
vicinity, and by partial degeneration of the vessels. 

lions 

remai 

In low grades of the atrophy we may often still distinguish all the layers of the retina w# I 

their peculiar nervous and connective-tissue arraugements, although the individual parts 

already variously changed in the manner above described, and are partly replaced by go*01 I 

masses and fatty granules. But as the atrophy progresses the IpSyer arrangement is 1®"I 
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ATROPHY or THE OPTIC NERYE AND RETINA. 205 

According to the variety of the preceding inflammation, sometimes the inner, at other times the 
outer, layers of the retina are deteriorated into an indistinctly-striated tissue clouded by molecular 
masses; or else the entire retina has changed to a homogeneous or slightly-striated thin but 
tough and hard membrane, in which, of the former constituents, only atrophied cell-like forma¬ 
tions and (about the optic-nerve entrance) atrophied vessels and bundles of connective tissue 
remain. 

'Very often collections of pigment-cells and granules appear in the degenerated 
tissue of the atrophied retina which lies on the choroid. Usually there are only 
a few scattered shoots, heaps, or clump-like masses which lie along the vessels or on 
the border of the optic papilla. In other cases the pigment is confined principally 
to the anterior and middle zones of the retina, and then appears in very small irreg¬ 
ularly notched, elongated heaps, not unlike bone-corpuscles, whose long axis is 
generally directed toward the posterior part of the retina. And lastly, large amounts 
of neoplastic pigment occur, especially in the posterior half of the retina, and form 
large and small clumps that are irregularly situated and unite to form various figures 
and cover large portions of the fundus. 

There is no doubt that, as a result of degenerative atrophy, pigment may form 
independently, by a transformation of the contents of the neoplastic cells (Donders, 
Hweigger); for not unfrequently pigment collections are found in the anterior 
layers of the retina, out of all connection with the cells of the tapetum, and when 
there is no pigment in the posterior strata. Extensive or even moderate develop¬ 
ments of pigment in the retina are, however, only found after exudative inflammation, 
and then result from the transformation of the neoplastic cells in the retina, which 

|lias taken p'ace under the influence of the proliferation of the tapetum cells; for 
j various observations prove a direct connection between the pigment collections in 

the retina and the groups of proliferating tapetum cells, and the gradual pressing 
I forward of the pigment formation from the latter through the different layers of the 

retina has been observed. (£T. Muller, Pope.) (Pudnew, Iwanoff.) 

This relation is usually very marked in large confluent groups of pigment. The peculiar deli- 
tale figures resembling bone-corpuscles, on the contrary, are generally only partly connected 
with choroidal collections of pigment. So far as has been hitherto observed, they appear to be 

I Mnected with the finer blood-vessels, which greatly degenerate during the atrophy. This also 
I explains their peculiar arrangement and radiated direction. 

After exudative inflammations, we may often see the exudation layers, which attach the cho- 
I roid to the atrophied retina. In old cases, however, this neoplastic stratum can rarely be any 
I huger distinguished as a separate layer. The degenerated retina, often reduced to a delicate cloudy 
I ■mbrane, appears to lie immediately on the greatly atrophied choroid, and the union is often so 
I mtimate that the two membranes can with difficulty be separated. 
I In cases where the atrophy of the retina has not progressed far, the vitreous is usually pen 
I Mly preserved; at its peripheral parts alone may often be found delicate, gauze-like cloudinesses 
I which are caused by cellular proliferations and their consequences. On the contrary, when the 
I retina entirely degenerates, and is reduced to a delicate, indistinctly-striated membrane, which is 
I ™iy attached to the highly-atrophied choroid, the vitreous liquefies, and we find only some 
I tlnnective-tissue remains of it, which lie on the inner limiting membrane. 

I The Symptoms, in accordance with the anatomical conditions, vary consider- 
1%, even if we only take into consideration those cases where the atrophying 
I let>na lias remained attached to the choroid, and where the clearness of the dioptric 
I media permits ns to see the fundus. The decided whiteness of the optic papilla is 
I 'to only certain characteristic, as the other symptoms vary. 

Pure or gray atrophy usually shows itself by decided paleness of the outer half 
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206 ATROPHY OP THE OPTIC NERVE AND RETINA. 

of the papilla. At the very commencement, we often see an oblique oval on the 
optic papilla ; this is distinguishable from the surrounding parts by its bright color. 
Its inner pole usually surrounds the porus opticus, while the outer approaches the 
temporal edge of the papilla. Its indistinct border, and the passage of the vessels 
over it without curvature, prevent its being mistaken for physiological excavation. 
This paleness extends rapidly, mostly toward the yellow spot, and sometimes reaches 
the outer part of the connective-tissue ring; beyond this, however, it never ad¬ 
vances. Thus the oval becomes a circle; then, as its branches separate more and 
more, while its zenith approaches the inner border of the papilla, the part remaining 
of normal color is reduced to a crescentic border on the nasal side of the optic-nerve 
entrance. This border, also, finally disappears, so that the entire papilla becomes 
bright gray or white, often with an inclination to blue, opaque, satiny, or mother-of- 
pearl brilliancy, and frequently appears slightly excavated. Hence it contrasts 
strongly with the rest of the fundus, which usually shows no change, and conse¬ 
quently appears more sharply bounded than usual. (Ghro. lith., M.) In gray atrophy 
its diameter is not perceptibly diminished. Previously existing physiological exca¬ 
vations are completely annulled by advanced atrophy. {Ed. Jaeger.) 

The bright reflex sometimes shows itself by the brilliancy of the eye, hence may look like 
amaurotic cat’s-eye. 

The small vascular twigs, normally quite numerous on the papilla, are wholly or 
mostly absent. On the other hand, the chief trunks and large branches of the arteria ] 
and vena centralis are usually present. They no longer advance in curves from 
the porus opticus, but bend just in the level of the membrana cribrosa, and, close in | 
contact with this, run to the retina. The thickening of their adventitious membrane 1 
shows itself ophthalmoscopically by a delicate bright, often shining, border, on both! 
sides of the vessels. (Liebreich.) Even in far-advanced atrophy, their caliber is 1 
frequently unchanged. In other cases, however, the arteries appear contracted, but I 
the veins normal, or even dilated; or veins and arteries are both much affected, thin, 1 
with few branches {Ghro. lith., M.), and often also much shortened. Sometimes, too, I 
some of the branches are wanting; they are less numerous, or we find in their place. 1 
others that differ from the normal state in position, direction, and in relation to thefl 
porus, and appear to he collateral. In very rare cases, the vessels are entirely 
absent. (Graefe.) 

In cloudy atrophy, also, the ophthalmoscopic appearance of the optic-nerve en 
trance is much paler than normally ; the color of the papilla inclines, at least all 
intervals, to white or gray. But, except in some old cases, the tendinous brilliancy I 
and sharp contours of the above variety are wanting; for a more or less decided, I 
veil-like cloudiness comes over the whole fundus, including the papilla, by which I 
the border of the latter is more or less enveloped, and a whitish, grayish, or pale-■ 
yellow tone given to the fundus. {Ghro. lith., L. | 

Occasionally, however, in the papilla, we see the atrophied membrana cribrosa (which11® 
often pushed forward, that is, excavated), with its tendinous or mother-of-pearl brilliancy, shtiiPM 
through the superficial hypertrophied connective-tissue layer. In the latter class of cases, thici* 
and hence strongly-refracting, striae or spots are sometimes seen, partly covering the disc, »■ 
even projecting beyond it into the retina itself. Then it appears as if the border of the 
papilla were displaced, or as if cicatricial processes stretched out from the excavation over ■ 
retina. 
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ATBOPHY OP THE OPTIC NEBVE AND EETINA. 207 

In cloudy atrophy, the papilla not unfrequently appears smaller, or even irregu¬ 
larly angular. 

This change is often only apparent, and is caused by the protrusion of pigment-cells from 
tie border of the choroid. But where the atrophy of the optic nerve is accompanied by that 
of the whole eyeball, and the intra-ocular pressure is much diminished, the diminution of 
lurface sometimes actually exists and depends on atrophy of the superjacent connective- 
tissue layer. 

In cloudy atrophy the vessels usually suffer more than in pure atrophy, as well 
on account of the preceding proliferation as from the subsequent atrophy of the 
connective tissue. The chief branches of the arteria and vena centralis are more 
frequently contracted, deficient in offshoots, shortened (Chro. lith., L), or even invisi¬ 
ble oplithalmoscopically. But the vessels that are present appear, through the cloudy 
connective-tissue framework of the retina and papilla, as if enveloped in a mist. 
They are totally obscured, where there are thick tendinous masses 

Iu some cases, instead of the branches, we see striae of pigment, or dull, white strings 
[ which either represent vessels actually obliterated, or still pervious, but which from the thick¬ 

ness and opacity of their walls do not let the blood show' through. 

These atrophied vessels must be clearly distinguished from delicate, whitish- 
yellow, ramifying and anastomosing cords, which in a more rectilinear or winding 
course pass through the atrophied retina in the most varying directions. These 
are probably situated in the external layers, and their anatomical character has not 
yet been explained {Eel. Jaeger). 

Moreover, in cloudy atrophy, the collections of poigment usually lie in the retina 
[Chro. lith., L), and occasionally even in the papilla (Liebreich). They are some¬ 
times irregular clumps, sometimes delicate outshoots, jagged lines and bodies 
resembling bone-corpuscles, again extensive patches, uniting- at some points. The 
first two forms usually appear very distinctly ophthalmoscopically, as they ordinarily 
lie in the anterior layers of the retina. But the latter form appears flowered over 
by the hypertrophied framework of the retina, and accompanied by the changes of 
tie fundus peculiar to exudative neuro-retinitis. 

Exceptionally we find cicatricial laminated deposits and nests of cholesterine crystals in 
; He retina (Coccius). The former are recognized by their bluish-white color, the latter by 
fcir mother-of-pearl brilliancy. 

Atrophy always manifests itself subjectively by diminution of sharpness of 
iision, and usually also by increasing lateral limitation of the visual field. But in 
'ivanced stages there is usually complete amaurosis. The grade and extent of this 
disturbance of function are not, however, at all proportionate to the changes appa- 
■ttt on ophthalmoscopic examination. This is especially true of pure atrophy. In 
•Ms, even when the papilla is clear-white or bluish, tendinous-looking and excavated, 
Here is not unfrequently a very decided central sharpness of vision. When the 
Humiliation is good, the patient reads without hesitation the finer numbers of 
Jaeger’s type, and limitation of the field of vision cannot always be made out. But, 
#1 the other hand, many cases occur where, when the papilla appears normal, or 
He signs of atrophy are just beginning, vision is reduced to quantitative perception 
°f light, or is absolutely gone. That is, the destruction of the nerve-elements in 
He papilla and retina is not always in proportion to the changes apparent ophthal- 
■Mscopically; they often remain, at least partially, capable of conducting in spite 
"the connective tissue being greatly atrophied; but, on the other hand, it often 
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208 ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE AND RETINA. 

happens that the nerve-elements are destroyed before decided atrophy of the frame¬ 
work has occurred. Moreover, the disturbance of function of the eye is not solely 
dependent on the nutritive state of the retina and papilla. The atrophy occurring 
here is often only a symptom of the result of an identical or even of a different 
process running its course in the brain or spine, which may destroy the conducting 
power of the nerve, or the specific activity of its central organ, before the orbital 
portion of the optic nerve and its expansion have begun to suffer. These differences 
are intimately connected with the causes, and very much influence the entire type 
of the disease. This will be treated of in the chapter dedicated to Amaurosis. 

1. By amaurosis however we understand nothing more than the inability to per¬ 
ceive objects lying in certain portions of the field of vision, with a degree of dis¬ 
tinctness corresponding to the intensity of illumination and the size of the visual 
angle (amblyopia), or even to distinguish light from darkness (amaurosis). This 
inability is dependent upon certain material changes in the retina and optic nerve. 

The impairment of vision not only varies in degree within the largest limits, 
but is often irregularly distributed upon the various parts of the visual field. This 
must, therefore, be carefully examined in all directions, in order to gain a clear idea 
as to the amount of impairment to the functions of the eye, and with this, perhaps, 
to form a conclusion as to the situation and extent of the principal disease. 

The most careful estimation of the central acuteness of vision is very important, 
and the maimer in which the distinctness of the perception diminishes in each indi¬ 
vidual sector of the field toward its periphery, as well as the size and form of the 
whole field of vision. 

The measurement of the central sharpness of vision, after what has been said in a previous 
part of this work, needs no further description. Still, one method more may be mentioned, 
by which we are enabled to measure the sensitiveness of the center of the retina to light. 
The apparatus consists of a black disk, upon which a line of uniform thickness is drawn, from 
the center toward the periphery. This line is interrupted at several points. If the disk be 
turned quickly on its axis, the parts of the line appear as circles. Their distinctness decreases 

with their diameter, and may be expressed by the fraction ; cZ is the thickness of the line, 
2r?r . „ 

l the radius of the circle, i. e., the distance of the part of the line from the center or axis or 
the disk, and ™ indicates Ludolf’s numbers. The sensitiveness of the diseased center of the 
retina to light is decided, then, by the proportion of the clearness of the largest circle recog¬ 
nized by the patient, to the clearness of one recognized by a healthy eye, in the same amount 
of illumination, and at the same distance from the circle (Masson, Schelske). 

It is much more difficult to get an exact result as to the shape and extent of the visual 
field. For the purpose of a preliminary examination, it is sufficient if the surgeon place him¬ 
self before the patient, with a lateral illumination, and, while the other eye is closed, causes 
him to fix his view on the eye of the examiner, and rotates one or two fingers of the hand, m 
a gentle manner, about the periphery of the visual field. We can easily find out, in this way, 
if the perception of the eye observed be inferior to that of the observer, especially if we avoid 
any self-deception on the part of the patient by constantly altering the number of the fingers, 
and causing the patient to name them, at the same time taking care that the line of vision 
is not directed upon the fingers instead of the eye of the surgeon. 

For the same purpose we may bring a sheet of paper before the affected eye, at a distance 
of from one to one and a half feet, upon which a number of black points are made, which j 
radiate from a common center. The picture of the field of vision may be made from the 
number and situation of the points, which the affected eye is able to recognize in fixing 
view upon the center. The best method, however, is to place the patient before a blackboar, 

about one foot from it, then to cause him to fix his eye upon one point in it, while 
examiner moves a piece of chalk around the periphery of the field of vision, and thus indicates 

exactly the spot where the chalk enters the visual field. Yet this does not make an exac j 
boundary. Small interruptions, slight impairments in conductive power, are not ma 
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distinct enough by this method. For the estimation of these, very weak and different degrees 
of illumination are required, which may be had with the aid of a photometric apparatus 
(Graefe, Forster). 

For the purpose of recording the defect of the visual field, several very ingenious instru¬ 
ments have recently been invented (Heymann, lLoudin). The perimeter gives the most 
exact results (Forster, Moeser), in so far as it regards the cup-like form of the visual field, 
without respect to other advantages, and consequently avoids a series of errors which neces¬ 
sarily arise from the varying distances of the test-object and from false projections of its 
retinal image. 

In cases of cataract, closure of the pupil, etc., when the light, on its way to the retina, 
must pass through media which are optically irregular, greater interruptions may be discovered 
by the following method. The room is darkened, and the flame of a candle is swept around 
the visual field, and the various points noted from which the light is dimly seen or not noticed 
at all. Under such circumstances the reaction of the individual parts of the retina to externa 
pressure (Serres cV TJzes), or to galvanic irritations, may be diagnosticated {Remak). Yet 
the results are not as trustworthy as those obtained by the lamp. Where we desire to dis¬ 
tinguish between partial anaesthesia and actual hindrances in conduction, they render very 
valuable assistance. 

In the former, phosphoenes, sparks of light, are seen in the parts incapable of perceiving 
light, while they are wanting in amaurotic defects {Graefe). The examination as to the 
ability of distinguishing colors is also of some importance in completing the diagnosis. This 
becomes very much reduced in portions of the retina which are amblyopic. 

A definite proportion however does not necessarily exist between its diminution and that 
of the acuity of vision, since the ability to distinguish colors has often suffered very markedly 
before a defect in the acuity of vision is noticed, and sometimes there is complete achro¬ 
matopsia with an acuity of vision which is relatively but slightly injured {Chisholm, Quag- 
lino). These cases of chromatodesopsia have already attracted attention and have prompted 
a number of experiments, which have demonstrated that the sensibility to colors lying at the 
extreme limits of the spectrum is the first to suffer, next that of the colors nearer the center, 
and finally the yellow disappears. Later experiments have corroborated these results in so 
far as they have proved that the color-amblyopia is first manifested by the characteristic 
defect of red blindness (Schelske, Benedikt), or even by the disappearance of the violet 
(Galezowski). More recently investigations with the spectroscope and Rose’s cyanometer 
have rectified these results by proving that in the spectrum the red first disappears, then 
foe yellow and green, and finally the blue. Thus we see that the colors cease to excite the 
mtina qualitatively in the same order as they are arranged in the spectrum, with the single 
exception that violet disappears before blue. The same relation is therefore repeated, which 
may be demonstrated as regards the ability to distinguish colors in the normal eye, by the 
Smdual diminution of the intensity of illumination. It has also been shown, that the chroma- 
todesopsia in amblyopia increases from the centre towards the periphery; that in hemiopia 

is usually confined to the amblyopic portion of the visual field, and often precedes consider- 
% the diminution of the acuity of vision in central defects. Moreover it is often limited 
s°lely to the region of the central defect or else extends beyond this to a varying degree. 
If may also here begin with red blindness, and increasing by green and blue blindness, finally 
®ds in complete achromatopsia {Leber). 

Sometimes we also meet with subjective symptoms, as photopsia, chromopsia, etc. These 
offer less information of the extent of the interruption, than of the nature of the real aftec- 
fom and the morbid processes accompanying it. 

[It is very useful to be able to record the state of the field of vision at different 
tones in the course of a case of amblyopia or amaurosis. The following method will 
commend itself. 

The examination is made in the usual way, letting the patient sit down in a chair 
^ lean against the back, so as to keep the head more steady. The blackboard, 
aWt4feet x 3 feet, is placed exactly one foot in front of the eye, covering the eye 
M to be tested, and directing the patient to continue to look steadily at a small 
ttoss. The piece of chalk is approached in various directions, and when seen, the spot 
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210 REGISTER OR FIELD OF VISION. 

marked on the board. Connecting these dots together, we have the periphery of the 
field of vision, and can, in like manner, examine the central portion. 

In order to have a permanent record of the case, a light frame is placed over the 
blackboard, across which in both directions fine white thread is stretched at every 
three inches. The threads lie against the board, and it is thus divided up into squares. 
Care is taken, of course, that the central cross at which the patient looks shall cor¬ 
respond to the meeting of two threads. 

Fig. 34. 
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FIELD OF VISION". 211 

Then on the “ register of the field of vision,” which is reduced to -pj, and th« 
squares of which are therefore J inch, the outline of the field of vision is drawn, 
copying the line in each square from the blackboard. This gives a field correspond¬ 
ing to the eye, at one inch from the paper, being -fe of the distance of the 
patient’s eye from the blackboard. There are two registers printed, one for each 
eye. On the other side of the sheet the necessary data of the case can be written. 
The plates of the field of vision hitherto used in reports of cases published, give ns, in 
reality, only the shape of the outline, and perhaps, by shading, some idea of the rela¬ 
tive amount of vision of different parts. In this method we have the true size of the 
field, and should it be desired to have the case illustrated, the artist has a positive 
size to go by. The register has been adapted for an octavo volume. The examina¬ 
tion and record in an ordinary case will not take more than fifteen minutes. The 
registers are 2| + 3| inches, corresponding to a 2| and 3| feet blackboard (B. Joy 
Jeffries).'] 

In general, we may distinguish between interruptions and contractions or limita¬ 
tions. By the first, we understand a defect fully inclosed in the monocular visual 
field; but by the latter, a deficiency extending from the periphery more or less into 
the visual field. Both kinds are very often evident in ordinary vision. 

The interruptions seem to the patient like circumscribed spots, of varying shape, 
which lie immovably in, or near, the center of the visual field. Patients are apt to 
speak of them as vacant points on the visual field, or as a whitish-gray mist, more 
rarely as having colored boundaries, or as dark-gray or black clouds, which either 
completely cover the objects or allow them to glimmer through, and which, unlike 
scotomata, are not lost in the other portions. In some cases they surround a normal 
or clearer part like a ring, and this is usually the center of the visual field. 

One case, however, was observed, where there was a central interruption, which 
"’as separated from the blinded periphery by a girdle, where the acuteness of vision 
was slightly impaired. 

Interruptions appear most plainly in monocular vision. If they lie centrally, they 
disturb vision very much, particularly that of near objects, since they cover the words 
in reading, making them very indistinct, or causing them not to be seen at all. 

The patient is thus compelled to allow the axis of vision to sweep by the objects, in order to 
use healthy parts of the retina. By continued exercise, eccentric portions of the retina gain a per¬ 
ceptive power far exceeding the normal. But if the interruptions are very eccentric, they are 
often overlooked, and only seen when the patient turns his attention to them. Small, eccentric 
interruptions may be even entirely unnoticed, perhaps because., as in Mariotte's spot [the blind 
spot] (Wittich), the excitations of the adjoining elements help to "fill up the blanks, and give 
on idea as to the peculiarities of the object. For evident reasons, such eccentric spots are covered 
in binocular vision much more easily, by the perception of the normal eye. In central interrup¬ 
tions this is more difficult. This is apt to trouble binocular vision very much, particularly in the 
beginning of the appearances of the spots, since they diminish the distinctness of the percep¬ 
tions of the corresponding parts of the healthy retiua, dazzling, as it were, the healthy eye. 

The contractions of the field of vision, as long as they are limited to the 
Periphery, are much less marked than the interruptions. The patient frequently does 
lot notice them at all. It requires some experiments to determine that they certainly 
east. But as they extend toward the center of the retina, the impairment of vision 
begins to be of importance, particularly in monocular vision, and in binocular vision, 

situation can not be covered by a corresponding part of the other retina. These 
•bo are seen by the patient in empty spots, or surrounded by a cloud, or as very dark 
Places in which objects are not seen at all, or in dim outline. Their boundaries are 
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212 FIELD OF VISION. 

sometimes distinct, again ill-defined; that is, the distinctness of the retinal images 
suddenly increases on a certain line, or very gradually, within a certain zone. This 
is an important distinction, indicating with some probability, at least, the tempor¬ 
ary limitation of the process, or the advance of the disease causing these contrac¬ 

tions. 
True amblyopic contractions of the field of vision most frequently begin on the' 

temporal portion, but often, also, on the nasal side, rarely above or below. The 
border generally extends in a tortuous course, deviating more or less from the prin¬ 
cipal direction. If the defect extends, it does so more rapidly on the periphery of 
the field of vision than in the parts lying near the center, so that the ends of the 
boundary have often approached each other, or even run together before the con¬ 
traction has reached the center or passed beyond it. The field of vision thus 

becomes slit-shaped. 

The form assumed by the field 
of vision in the different stages 
of the above processes is, more¬ 
over, extremely variable. For 
example, in progressive atrophy 
of the optic nerve dependent 
upon tabes, it inclines to the 
form of a sector, the point of 
which is turned towards Mari- 
otte’s spot (Fig. 35 M after 
Forster), and this almost al¬ 
ways includes a quadrant, lying 

rather often upward or upward and outward, rarely inwards or downwards. This sector begins 
as a peripherical limitation which presses more and more towards the center F, while the lateral 
borders rapidly extend in the periphery, and, finally bending at an obtuse angle, surround a part 
of the visual field, in order to become limited to the slit-form (Forster). 

In isolated cases we meet with concentric limitations, which extend from the 
outermost portion of the 
visual field more or less 
regularly to the center, and 
thus, in the beginning, di¬ 
minish very much the func¬ 
tion of the whole periphery 
of the retina, or render it 
blind. Hemopic contrac¬ 
tions also occur, here and 
there; one half of each retina 
becomes amblyopic or amau¬ 

rotic at the same time, or these affections occur within a short time of each other. 
The hemiopia is then generally iu corresponding sides of the two retinas. It is to e 

ascribed to a disease of one root of the optic nerve. , . 
In case, therefore, the morbid process is here strictly limited, the hemopia is 

sharply cut off by the vertical line of separation of the two monocular visual fields. 
It descends perpendicularly through the point of fixation F, but has an irregular blun 
hooked appearance above and -below the latter; it then bends at an acute angle, an 
at the periphery surrounds the still .normal part in the form of a narrow margin 

(Fig. 36, after Forster). 
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FIELD OF VISION. 213 

This form of the hemiopic field of vision corresponds to the division of the nerve fibers. 
The uncrossed bundles of optic nerve fibers which pass through the chiasm, only supply a small 
portion of the external half of the retina; the rest receives its fibers from the crossed bundles, 
which generally enter at the inner side of the papilla, and, partially curving over upon the ex¬ 
ternal side of the retina, likewise inclose the district of the uncrossed bundles. 

Homonymous or lateral hemiopia has also been exceptionally observed. It is 
generally temporal, in which the temporal sides of both monocular visual fields have 
been obscured, that is, the inner halves of the retina are incapable of performing 
their functions. They are to be referred to defects of conducting power of the optic 
nerve bundles crossed in the chiasm (Samisch, I). E. Mailer, Loewegren). 

Nasal hemiopia occurs very rarely, in which the nasal sides of both monocular 
visual fields are obscured, that is, the external sides of the retina and the uncrossed 
bundles of optic nerve fibers have lost their functional power (Graefe, Pagenstecher). 
Amblyopia of the superior or inferior halves of both retinse has also exceptionally 
been observed. 

Interruptions and limitations of the visual field seldom occurring alone, we are 
unable to speak of a partial amaurosis. This is most frequently the case in inter¬ 
ruptions, not so often in hemiopia, or even in lateral and concentric limitation. Such 
a condition, where it really exists, is very often only temporary. As a rule, an exact 
examination of the visual field shows us that the defect is much more extensive, and 
that it is combined with an impairment of vision extending over the whole of it. 
Although the symptoms exhibit only a partial increase in the loss of conducting 
power of the nerves, we generally recognize a very considerable loss in the central 
acuteness of vision, and with it, an abnormally rapid reduction of the relative power 
of perception in the adjacent parts of the monocular fields of vision. In the inter- 
tuptions which lie in or near the center, on the contrary, we often find a regular 
lessening in all directions of the relative acuteness of vision. More rarely, however, 
do we see an irregular loss. 

According to the above, such conditions differ chiefly from the so-called amauro- 
I sis in degree, and not in extent. In the latter affection the perceptive power in the 

Monocular visual field is reduced to quantitative perceptions of light, and is finally 
completely destroyed. 

As long as there is a quantitative perception of light, the iris may possess its reactive power 
I unimpaired. Immobility of the pupil exists only in complete amaurosis, or where paralysis of 
I be ciliary system or mechanical hindrances render the movements of the iris impossible. A 
I good objective evidence of the reduction of vision to quantitative perception of light, and still 
I more of absolute amaurosis, is found in the unsteady, and particularly in the excessive, move- 
I Ments of the affected eyeball. This evidence is only rarely wanting, if the other eye is covered, 
I ®Mle a partial and indistinct qualitative perception of light is sufficient to keep the globe in a 
I certain direction for a time. 
I In order to detect a simulated amaurosis we scarcely need deceptive manoeuvers with prisms 
I ® the stereoscope, as many think. They endeavor to confuse the patient by placing prisms 
I "bh the base upwards or downwards before the supposed amblyopic eye, and thus try to pro- 
I bco binocular diplopia (Oraefe); or by covering the pupil of the normal eye, sometimes partly, 
I sometimes entirely, with the angle of a horizontal prism unbeknown to the patient, and thus 
I “using the conditions for monocular and binocular diplopia to change in a manner which is 
I bffbult for the patient to determine [Alf Graefe). Another method is to place a prism hori- 
■ totally before the eye, and to choose as object lines, of which two run parallel to the axis, 
1a third perpendicular to them. These must necessarily be seen double in the binocular 
1 ®5Ual act (Berthold). Others judge of the functional capacity by the corrective adduction 
1 taught about in the interest of binocular single vision by a prism held before the eye with 
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214 ATBOPHY OF THE OPTIC JYEEVE. 

the base outwards (Welz). Finally, the same end can be reached by bringing a ruler between 
the eyes and a specimen of type, and then changing its position unbeknown to the patient, so 
that sometimes one eye is covered, sometimes the other (Javal). 

It is npt to be denied, however, that some patients betray themselves by such a procedure, 
and the result shows that binocular double images exist. But these experiments indicate nothing 
more than that qualitative perception of light exists, but by no means exclude a severe amblyopic 
impairment of vision. Moreover, it is well to remember that all these experiments must fail 
where the common visual act fails, and that monocular vision is something very usual in cases 
in which one eye has been injured from whatever cause. These experiments may, therefore, 
lead so much the more easily to false conclusions, as by experience we know that simulated 
affections are but very rarely purely imaginary, but rather represent, as a rule, exaggerations 
of existing weakness. 

[Graefe’s method of detecting simulated amaurosis, by means of prisms placed before the 
sound eye, seems to us to be of more importance than is here ascribed to it by Professor Stell- 
wag. We add another method. Since, in simultaneous vision with both eyes, the separated 
fields of the stereoscope are united in one, simulation becomes evident if we find this union in a 
case of alleged monocular amaurosis. We have, for instance, in the one field, horizontal 
parallel lines about one-quarter of an inch apart, in the other, vertical parallel lines the same 
distance from each other; then in the united field of vision both systems of lines are united in 
regular squares. As soon as these signs are seen, therefore, we know that there can be no mo¬ 
nocular amaurosis. 

We may even go a step further, and use the stereoscope quite independently of the existence 
of simultaneous vision with both eyes. In thj^ respect it is superior to the prisms. If we draw 
in each separate field of vision a vertical line, whose image passes through the center of the 
retina, then in the united stereoscopical field, not only are both lines seen as one, but every ob¬ 
ject situated to the right of one of those lines is projected to the right side of the field of vision, 
and appears as if it were seen with the right eye. The same, of course, is the case with the left 
eye. This gives us the means of determining, in cases of simulated monocular amblyopia, the 
acuteness of vision, and, if necessary, even the range of accommodation. 

For this purpose we arrange matters as follows: We have at the bottom of the stereoscope 
a sheet of paper marked only with the two lines above-mentioned. Now, if we have a case of 
alleged amblyopia of the left eye, we place in the left field of the stereoscope, but to the right 
side of the vertical line, any object, say a piece of printed paper. With this exception the 
whole of the bottom of the stereoscope is left blank. In the united stereoscopic field the paper 
will then appear as if on the right side. It will make so strong an impression of being seen 
with the right eye that it is doubtful if any one is able to resist it. With a stereoscope which 
allows the convex lenses to be approached to or withdrawn from the bottom of the stereoscope, 
we may, at the same time, ascertain the range of accommodation (Schweigger). ] 

Pathogenesis.—The opaque atrophy of the retina and optic nerve is always 
developed from a manifest neuritis or neuro-retinitis. The transition from one con¬ 
dition to the other is, as a rule, very gradual and not always entirely symmetrical 
in all parts of the previous inflammatory focus. It is usually connected with a 
marked clearing up of the inflammatory opacity, which is explained in part by the 
absorption of the fatty products alone; but is also due in part to a successive trans¬ 
formation of the connective-tissue stroma, and the increase of the optical homogene¬ 
ousness connected with it. In fact the characteristic opacity of the fundus is not 
uncommonly seen to diminish considerably in course of time, with continual dimi¬ 
nution of the power of vision, and it sometimes even happens that the periphery of 
the -tendinous white papilla becomes again perfectly distinct and the retina almost 
invisible. In such a case the ophthalmoscopic appearances resemble entirely those 
of pure atrophy. 

The transformation of the opaque into the gray atrophy naturally follows so 
much the more easily and completely, the less productive has been the preceding 
inflammation. Moreover, since the exudation is often extremely slight and difficult 
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DISCOLORATION OB' THE PAPILLA. 215 

to demonstrate ophthalmoscopically, it not uncommonly appears as. if the neuritis 
or neuro-retinitis had passed directly into pure atrophy. 

There is, therefore, a species of connecting link between the inflammatory 
atrophy and gray atrophy, in the latter of which the stage of irritation is only mani- 

I fested by slight liypersemia and swelling, and is, therefore, often overlooked. There 
is at first but little disturbance of vision, and the patients frequently only seek medi¬ 
cal advice when the shrinking has already begun. 

From all this it appears that there exists between the inflammatory and the 
primary atrophy not so much an essential difference, but rather one of degree; for 
we often meet simultaneously with both forms in different parts of the retina and 
optic nerve, and even near one another in the same region. 

Cases moreover frequently occur, in which it is extremely difficult to make the 
ophthalmoscopic appearances and the subjective symptoms agree with the resulting 
atrophy. Very often the characteristic sign of atrophy, the paleness of the optic 
papilla, appears so rapidly after the development of the original disease or after the 
effect of some injury, that there cannot properly be any question of an intervening 
destruction or shrinking, even when the natural translucency of the papilla and the 

I extinction of other objective signs do not militate directly against the idea of such 
a degeneration. The paleness, at first limited to a small portion of the papilla, 
rapidly extends, without any signs of a previous hypersemia and swelling having 
been noticed in the affected parts, until finally the whole papilla appears clear white, 

I and in the upright image has a bluish or greenish color, particularly with a mirror 
I of low reflecting power, which is said to depend upon a peculiar change in the 

nerve-fibers (Ed. Jaeger, Mauthner). The disturbance of vision is also extremely 
variable in degree and time, and may in fact improve permanently or at least for a 

I long time with or without a return of the natural reddish tint of the papilla, so that 
I the acuity of vision approximates the normal standard, particularly at the center. 

As a rule, however, the power of vision diminishes more and more, with intervening 
I improvements, while the objective appearances remain the same for months and 

even years. Finally the larger vessels begin to shrink, and we have the image of a 
I true atrophy in all its well-marked characters. 

Looking at all these signs together, we can scarcely divest ourselves of the sup- 
I position that it depends at first chiefly upon a lack of blood in the small vessels, 
I snd that the peculiar discoloration of the nerve-fibers as well as the indubitable 

atrophy, which is usually developed, are secondary conditions, which are caused by 
the defective blood supply. In so far now as there are grounds for believing merely 
m the rarest cases, which admit of the lack of blood in the small vessels- being re¬ 
ferred to a mechanical hindrance to the circulation, and because, even when this 
were actually supposable, the numerous anastomoses between the vessels of the optic 

I papilla and choroid must very soon open a way around it by collateral circulation; 
therefore, there is evidently nothing left but to consider spasms of the vessels as the 

! cause of the lack of blood, although the long continuance of the ischremic condi¬ 
tion can with difficulty be made to agree with this. 

This hypothesis, being presupposed correct, would regard the relation of the simple dis- 
| coloration of the optic papilla to true atrophy as that of cause and effect, and would require a 
| strict separation of the two conditions. In practice, however, they are too little distinguished 

hem one another, to admit of the separation being correctly carried out. It is true that the 
Perceptible shrinking of the large vessels is designated as the indispensable condition for the 
recognition of a real atrophy, and where this is absent, we speak merely of a discoloration 
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216 ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NEKVE. 

(Ed. Jaeger, Mduthner); still it is evident, that when the symptom in question is unequivo¬ 
cally present, the atrophy must already be far advanced, and it is not an easy matter to arrange 
the lower degrees of development of the process in the nosological system as entirely different 
conditions, which cannot be distinguished from the discoloration. 

If we recollect that one and the same cause leads primarily, under apparently 
exactly similar conditions, sometimes to discoloration, sometimes to rapidly progres¬ 
sive atrophy, sometimes to manifest inflammation; if we recollect further, that these 
conditions also pass directly into one another and are connected with one another 
by numerous intermediate forms: then we can scarcely doubt their close relation¬ 
ship, and we shall not perhaps err if we suppose them to be merely different forms 
of reaction of the sympathetic nerve. It may be inferred, moreover, from the fre¬ 
quently demonstrable sensibility of the cervical cord, and from the still small num¬ 
ber of cases in which galvanization of the cervical sympathetic produced marked 
improvement of the above conditions (Benedikt), that the latter plays no unimpor¬ 
tant rcile. 

Causes and Course.—A. The affection of the optic nerve which culminates in 
pronounced atrophy of the nerve and retina, very frequently develops itself prima¬ 
rily. The process is then often limited to the anterior part of the optic nerve and 
does not extend beyond the chiasm. In other cases, however, it does extend over to 
the other optic nerve and corpus striatum of the same side. It may usually be fol¬ 
lowed in the latter as far as the geniculate bodies, exceptionally as far as the nuclei 
of origin in the optic thalami and corpora quadrigemina, or even along the con¬ 
necting fibers into the posterior columns of the spinal cord or into the cortex of the 
brain. 

1. The proliferative process, in the intracranial paid of the nerve, often begins 
primarily, and passes through all its phases without affecting any other part of the 
cranial cavity. In such cases the impairment of vision, with any abnormal ophthal¬ 
moscopic appearances of atrophy of the nerve or of neuritis that may exist, are the 
only symptoms. At the greatest they may be united with paroxysms of headache. 

The diagnosis of primary and pure affection of the optic nerve is chiefly based on the ab¬ 
sence of any important concomitant symptoms. Still, it should be remembered, that not un- 
frequently destructive processes run their course in the cerebrum, morbid tumors grow to a 
considerable size, etc., without betraying any marked symptom. On the other hand, it should 
not be overlooked that exceptionally several cerebral nerves begin to proliferate at once, 
although there is no connection between the inflammatory foci, either in the substance or the 
membranes of the brain. 

A greater diagnostic importance is ascribed by many to the pain in the head than it actually 
deserves. It may be wanting, or it may be present, in every pathogenetic variety of amaurosis. 
There is a source of irritation for amblyopic eyes in the increased straining to which they are 
subject. This, as in asthenopia, may be transferred to the vaso-motory nerves, as indicated 
by the overloading of the vessels of the conjunctiva, retina, and optic papilla. Such paia 
generally disappears after giving up all use of the eye. In isolated cases, however, the irri¬ 
tation from the seat of local inflammation may radiate, and thus the headache may play a 
similar part in primary affection of the nerve, as pain in the spinal cord in gray degeneration 
of the posterior portion (Oraefe). Here, as there, the pain has a congestive character, in¬ 
creases at every disturbance of circulation, in stooping, or any sudden motion, etc. It thus is 
not very different from that which accompanies intracranial hypersemia otherwise caused, and 
which often appears in company with true encephalitis or meningitis. 

Primary affection of the optic nerve often occurs without any decided or suffi¬ 
cient cause. Occasionally there seems to be a hereditary disposition to the disease. 
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FUNCTIONAL AND MECHANICAL CAUSES. 217 

Thus cases by no means uncommonly occur, where several members of one family (Himly, 
I Mitoren, Graefe), even in several succeeding generations (Beer), become amblyopic during 
I certain periods of life. Still it is here not always a question of primary disease of the nerve, 
I bat often of intracranial troubles of another kind, states of congestion, etc., which only lead 
I indirectly to proliferation in the optic nerve. 

In other cases there may be similar exciting causes, with those of diffuse and 
I nephritic neuro-retinitis. 

We can not see why such injurious influences chiefly affect the optic papilla. On 
I the other hand, under such circumstances, the characteristic ophthalmoscopic symp- 
I, toms occasionally precede the impairment of vision, and allow us to believe that the 
I morbid process gradually proceeded from the deeper parts of the nerve to the eye. 

The affection of the optic nerve may moreover be caused in a purely mechanical 
I way by division of the connection or by sudden limitation of a part of the sensory 
I apparatus by hemorrhagic extravasations, serous exudations, inflammatory foci or 
I secondary formations in the orbit or within the skull (see Diseases of the Encephalon). 

It is then, however, usually not so much the compression as such, as the encroach¬ 
ment of the morbid process, which occasions the affection of the nerve. 

In one case the affection of the optic nerve could be referred to an extravasation, which 
surrounded the chiasm and compressed it (Stevenson). One or both roots of the optic nerve 
have twice been found lacerated by splinters of bone which had been loosened from the base 

I of the skull (Steffan, Chassaignac). The source of binocular amaurosis more often lay in apo¬ 
plectic destruction of tissue or in compression of one optic thalamus (Beck, Andrea and 
otters) or of other parts of the brain (see Diseases of the Encephalon). 

2. In some cases local hyperemia has been regarded as the cause. Conditions 
of congestion may doubtless be very important, where the nuclei of origin of the 

i nerve fibers, or these latter have themselves already suffered limitation at any point 
in their course, whether by neighboring tumors, serous exudations, serous 

; products, etc. Cases of actual amaurosis are then observed, which merely appear 
i or become markedly worse, if a disposition to congestion is occasioned in conse¬ 

quence of increased activity of the heart; but they again recede, either entirely or 
to the former degree, when the disturbance of the circulation has been lessened 
or removed. It should moreover not be overlooked, that intracranial over-clistention 

j °f blood may become indirectly mechanical impediments to function by the rnde- 
I natous infiltrations accompanying them. Besides, they very easily excite and ac- 
I i company inflammatory processes, which do not always betray themselves by the 

characteristic signs of inflammation, but remain concealed often for a long time, 
I ■ even when very rich in products, until finally the signs of gray atrophy or even of 
I 1 manifest neuro-retinitis descenclens are seen with the ojrhthalmoscope. Still, it is 
I extremely doubtful whether these explanations apply to all cases. 

The presence and precedence of certain symptoms of cerebral hypersemia or per- 
I baps of partial intra-ocular over-distention of the vessels, the often sudden appear- 
I ®ce or still more rapid increase of the visual disturbance, the not uncommonly 
I talked variation of the latter according as circumstances favor an increase or de- 
I ®ease of the obstruction; further, the occasional rapid recession of the amaurosis 
I the results attributed here and there to local blood-letting; finally, the absence 
I “f all symptoms pointing to changes of tissue, are sufficient grounds for insisting 
I “Pou the congestive character of a part of the cases. 

With such reservations we may call those cases of amaurosis congestive, which appear 
I !!)ffletimea after amenorrhoea (Mackenzie, Himly, Lawson, Graefe), at certain periods of preg- 
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nancy (Mackenzie, Ringland u. Lawson, Kraus), after violent mental emotions {Beer), 
after attacks of conghing, sneezing, vomiting, daring confinement ( Vilersp erger) or excessive 
muscular exertion of any kind, in consequence of constriction of the neck by tight clothing or 
by choking {Himly, Mackenzie), after over-exertion of the eyes, etc. With a like reservation 
we may class in this category also those cases of amaurosis which are said to have been ob¬ 
served after and on account of the suppression of certain habitual secretions and hemorrhages 
(Mackenzie, Himly, Arlt, Graefe), particularly of the foot-perspiration {Deval, Spengler, 
Mooren, Erismann, Benedikt) and the secretion of milk {Beer). Many of those cases of 
amaurosis may also be classed in this group, which have been observed during {Seidel) but 
more frequently after pneumonia, chronic pulmonary catarrh, anginas, etc., and sometimes in 
blisters {Sichel). Whether the .occasional intermittent disturbances of vision accompanying 
intermittent fever {Himly, Zehender), as well as the amblyopia occurring in the cachexia of 
intermittent fever {Schreder), should here find their proper place, it is hard to determine. 

3. In other cases the affection of the optic nerve has been connected with an 
anaemic state. In this category are those cases of amaurosis which are met with, 
sometimes with great anaemia, in the later stages of diabetes, and after severe dis¬ 
eases in consequence of exhausting drain of the fluids of the body (Mackenzie, Ilimly), 
in extreme chlorosis (Gunier), but particularly after metrorrhagia (Arlt, Mooren), 
haemoptysis (Rittmann), gastric hemorrhage (Ed. Jaeger, Graefe, Fikentscher, Sellheim, 
Mooren, Jacobs, Colsmann, Hutchinson). The amaurosis is generally bilateral, and 
was frequently preceded by disturbances in other nerves, so that they could only 
be regarded as one of the signs of extensive intracranial affections. The amaurosis 
was often announced by a gradual sinking of the relative acuity of vision through¬ 
out the whole extent of the visual field, generally with lateral deviation at first, 
sometimes varied in degree, or even receded completely. In other cases the dis¬ 
turbance of vision advanced very rapidly to complete loss of the perception of 
light, or appeared suddenly, remained several days or weeks at the same point, and 
gradually disappeared entirely, or left behind it considerable defects. As a rule, 
however, whatever the course taken, the signs of beginning atrophy of the optic 
nerve showed themselves within a short time, more frequently after certain signs of 
inflammatory proliferation had first appeared in the optic papilla and retina. Some¬ 
times, it is true, there is a transient improvement of the visual power, but never a 
true cure; the atrophy rather appeared to be always progressive, even when subse¬ 
quently the original affection had been permanently removed, and the function of 
the other affected nerves had been brought up to the normal standard. 

As regards the connection between amaurosis and loss of blood, we should particularly con¬ 
sider that the former often did not make its appearance until after the hemorrhage, even after 
the equilibrium in the vessels had been restored; further, that the hemorrhage did not by any 
means appear so considerable as to admit of deducing from it alone an anaemic condition 
(Graefe). It is therefore very probable that the affection of the optic nerve must be referred 
to vasomotor disturbances. The extreme attenuation of the..retinal vessels, which has been 
observed in same cases {Graefe), agrees with this view; and the marked opacity of the retina 
and papilla, seen by others {Ed. Jaeger), may be referred first as well to inflammation as to 
fatty degeneration of its elements, in consequence of defective blood supply. 

Diabetic amaurosis has been discovered to be in great part merely a paresis of the accom¬ 
modation {Graefe, Kagel). In some cases there was a manifest neuro-retinitis. The more 
frequent accompaniment and isolated occurrence of functional impediments in various other 
nerves {Seegen), as well as the observation of hemiopic limitations of the visual field (Graefe), 
indicate that the intracranial affection which lies at the bottom of the rest of the cases of 
amaurosis, and has also been demonstrated several times {Buys, Tardieu), may form foci, 
which vary very much in situation and size. 
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I 

4. In another series of cases the cause is sought in the action of certain morbid 
or foreign substances, mixed with the blood, upon the central organs, nerve, and 
retina. At the head stands the saturnine amaurosis (Beer). It is true the suspicion 
has been justified that many of the older observations might be referred to mere 
paralysis in the ciliary system. In some cases albuminuria may also have been at 
work (Danjoy), or the cause may even have been a nephritic neuro-retinitis {Des- 
marres, Lancereaux, Lecorche, Eollin, Danjoy, Ed. Meyer). Still it is a fact that 
lead-poisoning can really cause amaurosis. It has been exceptionally observed after 
a preceding violent headache, other nervous symptoms being absent (Desbois, Tan- 
pierel), and has again disappeared (Hirschler), though it also may become perma¬ 
nent (Ran). As a rule, however, it is not developed until after repeated attacks 
of colic or .other forms of lead-poisoning. It is then sometimes developed very 
gradually, and is soon associated with a demonstrable atrophy of the optic nerve. 
More frequently it appears suddenly accompanied by other alarming nervous symp¬ 
toms during an acute attack of lead-poisoning, and then usually increases rapidly, 
to complete transient or permanent blindness. If all signs do not deceive, antemia 
of the brain, with or without oedematous swelling, is the greatest cause, not only 
of the various nervous symptoms, among which we rank the disturbance of vision, 
but also the constipation and the diminished secretion of urine. The anaemia itself 
is again to be referred to the action of the lead, demonstrated chemically in the 
brain (Bouillaud), upon the small vessels (Bosenstein). Connected with this is the 
urmic amaurosis, as this form seems also to depend upon anaemia of the train, and 
is to be derived from the action of the urea retained in the blood upon the vasomo¬ 
tor nerves (Traube). 

Recently the abuse of alcoholic drinks has again been regarded as a cause of 
amaurosis, and as a proof of this the circumstance that by complete giving-up of 
alcoholics the disease may often be brought to a standstill or may even be cured 
{Skhel, Erismann). Of this we are certain, that amblyopia is observed in an 
extremely large percentage of cases in habitual drinkers. Symptoms of irritation 
of the brain as a rule precede its appearance, and marked hyperaemia of the 
optic papilla may in the beginning be demonstrated in the majority of the cases. 
Later the symptoms point to torpor of the brain, while the optic papilla becomes 
gradually pale and finally shows all the characteristic signs of atrophy. The 
disturbance of vision often manifests itself at the beginning of the affection under 
tie form of nyctalopia, but the amblyopia soon becomes entirely manifest. The 
latter generally increases slowly, often with interruptions up to very considerable 
degrees, without there being any limitation or defect of the visual field. The 
power of distinguishing colors as a rule remains perfectly normal. Sometimes, 

: lowever, chromatodesopsia, sometimes red-blindness, may be demonstrated in the 
central portions of the retina {Leber). Amblyopia potatorum is always binocular, 
*d is developed in both eyes to about the same extent. It seems that with the 
development of this condition, together with the action of alcoholized blood upon 
die brain, the most various disturbances of nutrition, caused by the drinking and 
die coincident irregular life, may be of pathogenetic significance {Erismann). 
Many believe that chronic meningitis should be regarded as a frequent exciting 
cause. 

The abuse of tobacco is also said to play a part among the causes of amaurosis (Mackenzie, 
fochel, Loureiro, Hutchinson, Thielesen, Jackson), and this hypothesis is corroborated by the 
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220 ISCII.CMIC AMAUEOSIS. 

frequent recession of the affection after complete abstinence from this article of luxury. 
The tobacco amaurosis is said to appear independently but very rarely, and is much oftener 
connected with the alcoholic amaurosis, and moreover only occurs in persons who smoke the 
commonest sorts of tobacco in very dirty pipes. It is believed that the affection of the 
optic nerve is to be explained by the action of large quantities of nicotine upon the brain 
(Erismann). 

As regards those cases of amaurosis which are said to have been occasioned by large or 
frequently repeated doses of opium, mydriatics, Ignatius bean, nux vomica, etc. Ulcer, 
Iiimly), by ergot (J. Meyer), the same thing holds good. Still these forms have been much 
less sufficiently investigated, and we can only so far satisfy ourselves that the majority of 
the cases may have been confounded by mydriasis. Amaurosis has been twice met with after 
large doses of quinine, and it is believed that congestion is occasioned by the administration 
of quinine, from the fact that cures are brought about by local bleeding (Graefe). 

5. Tliere is no doubt that a pathogenetic connection exists between the amau¬ 
rotic affection of the optic nerve and certain severe febrile diseases, acute exan¬ 
themata, typhus and puerperal fevers, etc., even pneumonia, anginoe, acute intestinal 
catarrh, etc. In the course of these diseases we sometimes meet with a bilateral 
amaurosis, which develops in a symmetrical manner very rapidly, and is then 
accompanied by a high degree of mydriasis. More rarely the amaurosis is uni¬ 
lateral, without there being any other symptoms which point to any portion of the 
brain or meninges being involved. This form of amaurosis often progresses with¬ 
out any demonstrable changes in the interior of the eye; sometimes, however, 
changes do exist, but are limited to slight, transient, and very variable swelling 
and opacity of the papilla, as well as to symptoms of slight congestion. The 
usual result is a cure, frequently with no trace of the preceding trouble {Graefe). 

In some cases it has been believed that such cases of transitory amaurosis, appearing 
after typhus or scarlet fever, might be explained by oedema of the membranes of the brain 
or of the optic nerve (Betke, Ebert). On the whole, however, the exciting cause is obscure. 
The circumstance that the iris in this form of amaurosis reacts perfectly as well to reflex 
irritation as to direct innervation, proves that the hindrance to the conducting power of the 
optic nerve is situated beyond the corpora quadrigemina, nearer to the cortex of the brain 
(Graefe). 

B. In another series of cases the affection depends without doubt upon a 
sudden interruption in the arterial current in the most anterior part of the retina 
and optic nerve, since the disturbance of vision always appears with lightning- 
like rapidity, or at least develops within the shortest time, to complete amaurosis, 
and is accompanied by a very marked diminution in caliber of some or all of the 
main branches of the central retinal artery. These branches seem under such 
conditions either completely empty, attenuated to fine, round, white threads, or 
else an extremely delicate, continuous column of blood, exceptionally interrupted 
( Quaglino), may be recognized in their axis as a red line. The attenuation generally 
affects the whole length of the arteries and is so considerable, that the secondary 
branches cannot be perceived, and even the main trunks can only be distinctly 
recognized at the entrance of the optic nerve and in its vicinity. In other cases 
the attenuation is limited to parts of the arteries, the portion nearest the porus 
ojsticus appears tolerably full, while the peripherical ends disappear entirely 
{Knapp), or the central are almost empty, and the vessels increase in size again 
towards the equator {Blessig). Again a vessel is contracted like a thread in the 
middle of its course, but contains blood both at the porus opticus and in the 
periphery {S3,much, Hirschmann); or finally exactly the opposite takes place. 
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ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE. 221 

an artery appears well-filled for a certain distance, and then becomes attenuated 
in both directions (Weaker, Just). A particularly characteristic sign of the affec¬ 
tion is that the attenuated arteries cannot as a rule be made to pulsate by a pres¬ 
sure exerted upon the globe, and that no change whatever can be remarked in 
the caliber of the arteries and veins in this maneuver {Knapp). In one case, however, 
the pulsations were very marked (Secondi). 

The retinal veins are at the same time generally somewhat smaller than 
normal, and more rarely are attenuated to thin threads (Steffan, Landesberg). 
Sometimes they appear perceptibly contracted merely for a certain distance, par¬ 
ticularly in the region of the papilla, but in other places somewhat dilated. Some¬ 
times the central portion, sometimes the peripherical portion, sometimes a piece 
from the middle is contracted or dilated. In some cases they are very unsym- 
metrically filled, parts widely distended alternate with portions almost empty, and 
exceptionally the column of blood has been found several times interrupted, and 
its several sections seen in irregular, undulatory movements {Ed. Jaeger, Graefe 
Steffan, Liebreich). In one case a vein contained coagulated blood for a distance, 
which was just undergoing disintegration {Liebreich). Shortly after the appear¬ 
ance of the disturbance of vision the optic papilla appears sometimes pale, some¬ 
times of the same color as that of the sound eye, sometimes distinctly reddened, 
and usually its blood-contents vary during the cause of the affection. Its margin 
is at first entirely distinct, but sometimes, usually after the lapse of a few hours 
or days, rarely later {Graefe), the retinal tissue begins to become cloudy near the 
papilla as well as in the region of the macula lutea. The opacity is very dense, 
grayish or bluish-white, tolerably homogeneous, or slightly cloudy with diffuse 
edges, exceptionally finely dotted {Graefe), and later in the disease sometimes 
interlaced with vessels. It usually extends from both the above-named starting- 
points in all directions, but may also be limited to the region of ramification of 
a single main branch, in case the latter alone was empty of blood, and may be 
developed at any portion whatever of the fundus {Just, Blessig). 

The fundus itself appears in its normal coloring where it is not covered like a 
wil by the opaque retina. In the region of the macula lutea, however, it becomes 
darker, as a rule, though not always {Schneller, Quaglino), and appears like a deep 
Uood-red'spot of varying size and form, in which extravasations of blood may often 
de demonstrated with certainty. Hemorrhagic extravasations are by no means un¬ 
common, and are occasionally found in the most various spots, particularly in the 

I region of the papilla. They sometimes do not apipear until very long after the 
I commencement of the affection. 

The power of vision is almost always entirely destroyed from the first. In some 
I cases, however, the amaurosis remains partial, and appears as a limitation, which in 
I situation corresponds to the region of ramification of an empty main branch. 
I Sometimes the attenuated arteries again fill in course of time, but attain only 
I toy rarely a normal caliber {Kano, Landesberg). The veins, on the contrary, 
I frequently regain their former degree of fullness. The opacity of the retina usually 
I disappears completely within a short time or becomes somewhat loosened, and then 
I aPpears under the form of a finely punctate cloud. The red spot in the region of 
I *fre macula lutea also becomes gradually pale, and finally entirely unrecognizable. 
I dfre power of vision, however, is only reestablished in the most rare exceptional 
I ®ses {Schneller); a temporary improvement is the most which is observed, which 
I s»n recedes if the first signs of the ever-succeeding gray atrophy appear. 
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222 ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE. 

The explanation of these symptoms has been sought sometimes in an embolus, 

sometimes in an over-balance of the contractility of the vessels over the intra-vascular 

blood-pressure, and sometimes in a compression of the central artery in consequence 

of a retrobulbar neuritis. 

If we consider all the cases of so-called embolus of the central retinal artery which have 
been published, we find that the hypothesis of an obliteration of the central artery by an embolus 
can really be maintained only in a single case, in which an embolus is said to have been actually 
found (Schweigget). If, however, we study the drawings of the case, we cannot for a moment 
doubt the insufficiency of the observation, for it is perfectly impossible that an embolus, after 
existing for a year and a half, should appear like a clay pellet in a pea-shooter. After such a 
lapse of time, an embolus must have been completely destroyed in the shrinking masses of ex¬ 
udation, and thus it would be impossible to distinguish it from inflammatory thrombosis. In 
the remaining cases all direct signs of an embolus were absent; this was diagnosticated solely 
from the combination of circumstances, and its seat laid in the retrobulbar portion of the central 
artery. If, however, we recollect the intimate connection between the arterial branches of the 
retina and the nutrient vessels of the optic papilla, it becomes perfectly incomprehensible how 
an obstruction of the main trunk alone should lower the arterial supply to the retina per¬ 
manently to the smallest amount, particularly as under other conditions, e. g., in glaucoma, 
after division of the optic nerve close to the globe, etc., the development of a collateral circu¬ 
lation succeeds without difficulty. By the displacement of an embolus in the ophthalmic 
artery (Stefan), however, the difficulty of a correct explanation is increased, and it is entirely 
overlooked that during the whole course of these cases not a single symptom points to a 
transient deficiency of blood in the choroid and adjuvant tissues of the globe. Besides all this, 
the arteria ophthalmica is given off from the carotid at almost a right angle, and this is ex¬ 
tremely unfavorable for the conduction of an embolus into the very narrow central artery 
{Knapp). Finally, the chief objection is, that in a very pronounced case of so-called embolism, 
the embolus has been searched for by trustworthy hands and has not been found, a sure proof 
that all the above symptoms may also be developed without obstruction of the central artery 
{Twanoff). 

In favor of the dependence of retinal ischaemia upon diminution of the lateral pressure in the 
arteries, it has been asserted that the condition appeared with an extremely weak scarcely per¬ 
ceptible action of the heart and pulse; that in one case an extreme depression of the general nutri¬ 
tion and extreme anaemia after typhus fever seemed to furnish the cause (Heddus); finally, that a 
greater filling of the retinal arteries, and consequently a considerable increase in the power of 
vision, has been obtained by iridectomy {Alf. Graefe), or repeated paracentesis of the cornea 
(>Secondi), relatively by improvement of the nutrition, which, in one case, ended in permanent 
cure. It has been assumed that the central artery has been compressed by the intra-ocular 
pressure, when its contents flow on under slight cardiac pressure, and that the supply of the 
blood might sink below the amount necessary for the functional activity of the retina {Alf. 
Graefe). In so far, however, as the intra-ocular pressure is determined in amount by the 
pressure of the blood, this hypothesis contradicts itself. 

As regards finally the compression of the central artery by retrobulbar neuritic exudations 

{Graefe), not only are all objective proofs of this wanting, but several symptoms are moreover 
markedly opposed to this view. These are: the sudden blindness with previously normal 
power of vision, the absence of symptoms of congestion, and particularly the non-development 
of the collateral circulation in spite of the presence of anatomical conditions for an injection 
of the retinal vessels from the choroidal circulation. How else could the empty condition of a 
single main branch be explained ? 

Looking at all this testimony, we necessarily arrive at the conviction that we j 

have here to clo with spasms of the vessels (Zeliender), which sometimes extend to I 

all the trunks of the central retinal artery, even including their corresponding jj 
veins, sometimes are confined to several arterial trunks, or even to portions of them, 

and render the collateral injection impossible by reason of the active contraction ofl 

the walls of the vessels. The sudden blindness, moreover, and the frequent precen j 
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CEREBRAL AMAUROSIS FROM MENINGITIS, 223 

dence of temporary attacks, agree well with the spastic character of the affection 
(Mneller, Knapp, Mauthner), as well as the observation of a case in which the 
isehcemic amaurosis repeatedly recurred during a long time under the form of tran¬ 
sitory attacks, and could even be produced at will by the action of cold (Secondi). 
Moreover, the circular, unflattened form of the narrowed vessels, the thread like form 
of the column of blood contained in them, the generally almost imperceptible pas¬ 
sage of the full parts of the vessels into the empty, and the attenuation sometimes of 
rented, sometimes of peripherical, sometimes of intervening portions of the arteries 
and veins can be made to correspond solely to spasmodic conditions of the muscu¬ 
lar walls. In like manner the unchangeableness of the caliber under an external 
pressure exerted upon the globe, and the impossibility of exciting pulsations by 
these means {Knapp), can not be satisfactorily connected with any other conceivable 
disturbance of circulation. The defective filling of the veins, so far as it does not 
depend upon spasmodic conditions, results naturally from the insufficient blood 
supply, and the interruption as well as the oscillatory motion of the column of blood 
tontained in the veins can be very easily explained by the weakness of the cardiac 
pressure acting from the arteries through the capillaries. The dark-red spot in the 
region of the macula lutea, and the not unfrequent subretinal hemorrhagic extrava¬ 
sations, as well as the detachment of the choroid observed in one case (Liebreicli), 
may be laid to the account of a great distention of the choroidal vessels, which is 
evidently of a compensatory character. The veil-like opacity in the region of the 
papilla and retina, which always yields sooner or later to the symptoms of gray 
atrophy, may, moreover, be referred as well to fatty degeneration and sclerosis of 
the elements, as to inflammatory exudations, until exact observations upon the 
cadaver have decided the question. 

We must not object to these explanations, that the arterial current must be discontinuous 
ins pressure acting upon the globe from without inward, in order to cause darkening of the 
visual field, and that in the stage of asphyxia of cholera, with a diminished blood supply, the 
'lion of the patient does not essentially suffer; for it is evident that the spasm, which fre- 
IMltly appears simultaneously in the arteries and veins, prevails to no less degree in the 
capillaries, and must naturally limit the function of the retina much more than is the case in 
be above-mentioned conditions, where the capillary net-work suffers little in distention, as 
be normal coloring of the fundus in respect of the choroid irrefutably represents. Besides 
all this, spastic contractions have also in fact been observed under other circumstances, during 
epileptic attacks, where they have with reason been connected with the accompanying dis- 

I Mances of vision (Jackson), and once in glaucoma, where the veins presented the appearance 
I 'lapearl-necklace (Liebreich), and thus repeated a condition which is found in the intestinal 
I vessels in cases of poisoning by calabar bean (Bauer). 

I 0- The affection of the optic nerve causing amaurosis is very often the result of 
I Wain localized processes in the cerebrum. 
I 1. Basilar meningitis is very prominent in this respect; it may be either primary 
111 secondary. When appearing in an acute form the disease can not be mistaken. 
I In the chronic insidious cases, however, there are sometimes no decided symp- 
I !°ms. Febrile attacks may occur; permanent, often excruciating headache, which 
I % be increased by tapping the side of the head; fullness in the head, tottering, 
l^luent vomiting, etc., which will be diagnostic aids. 
I Occasionally these symptoms are very obscure, or are ouly seen at inter- 
I j*®> so that the affection may be easily overlooked; but there is generally 
1111 indication, from the fact that, corresponding to the great tendency to exten- 
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224 AMAUROSIS FROM BASILAR PERIOSTITIS. 

sion of surface which characterizes this form of meningitis, a number of cerebral 

nerves are generally affected, and symptoms of paralysis, as well as those of 

irritation, are apt to occur. This is not so much the case in other intracranial mor¬ 

bid conditions. 

Paresis of some muscles, with morbid contractions of others, are very often 

observed. (Oraefe,) The amaurosis itself is apt to be accompanied by evidences of 

hypersesthesia of the optic nerve, photopsia, chromopsia, &e. A more important 

circumstance is, that the proliferation of tissue always passes from the arachnoid 

and pia mater into the cortical substance of the brain, and goes to a considerable 

depth, e. g. in the optic thalamus. (L. Meyer.) The affection of the optic nerve, 

under such circumstances, appears during the course of the meningitis. In acute 

forms of the latter, the impairment of vision often shows itself shortly after the 

appearance of the principal disease, and goes on rapidly to blindness. In chronic 

meningitis, on the contrary, the optic nerve frequently remains unaffected for a long 

time, or the impairment varies in the beginning, becoming worse and then better, 

or disappearing entirely for a time, until it is at last completely seated, and goes on 

slowly or rapidly. In the first ease, the affection of the optic nerve ha3 almost 

always the character of an inflammation, and the ophthalmoscope shows it to be a 

descending neuro-retinitis. In other cases there is gray atrophy of the nerve; at 

least, it appears like this, as seen with the ophthalmoscope. 

Exceptionally, amaurosis and decided marks of atrophy of the optic nerve do 

not occur until a long time after the complete disappearance of the meningitis. It 

seems, then, as if the cause were not so much an immediate continuation of the in¬ 

flammation from the membranes of the brain to the envelopes of the nerve-fibers, 

but rather a contraction of the intracranial portions of the nerve, and of the accom¬ 

panying nutrient vessels, through shrinkage and obliteration of the portions of the 

membranes which have been inflamed. The post-mortem examination has often 

shown actual tying together of the affected nervous cords, by cicatritial tissues. 

It is evident that all the causes of meningitis, whatever they may be, must be reckoned among 
the remote causes of amaurosis. Thus, tuberculosis, scrofula, rheumatism, pyaemia, typhus fever, 
puerperal ftver, the exanthemata, injuries (Pagenstecher), on account of their frequency, deserve 
mention as such causes. We have already spoken of the great swelling of the optic nerve in 
inflammatory oedematous conditions of the membranes of the brain, such as exceptionally occur ir 
Bright’s disease. Finally, facial erysipelas may be mentioned as a cause of amaurosis, it frequently 
being accompanied by meningitis. More frequently, however, erysipelas seems to act on the 
optic nerve from the orbital tissue, and thus leads to amaurosis, whose origin is either a true 
neuritis, or simple atrophy (Arif), and may be often a temporary affection, of not very decided 
character (Fronmuller). 

2. In some ca°es periostitis of the base of the skull, with its coincident con¬ 

ditions and results, is the cause of intracranial affections of the optic nerve. H it 

appears acutely, there is generally pain in the head, in the beginning. This is usually 

described as violent in character; it continues for some time, but then recedes and 

only appears again at intervals. A slight tap on the temporal region, especially if 

one side be touched immediately after the other, causes pain, and this seems to 

radiate from a certain part of the base of the brain. The impairment of virion 

begins very early, and generally advances rapidly lo a certain hight. Not unfre- 

quently, in the beginning, diffuse cerebral symptoms are also observed, and, beside^, 

paralysis or spasmodic contraction of some of the muscles supplied by cerefc™ 
nerves. Especially in acute periostitis, the inflammatory irritation extends to 

beyond the borders of the chief sent of inflammation, r.nd involves parts lying some 
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distance off. But if the severity of the first attack he over-subdued, the seat of the 

disease narrows, and in the remaining morbid conditions a circumscribed affection 

of the base of the brain is observed. 

The amaurosis is, then, in accordance with the situation of the latter-named 

affection, a hemiopia of the same side in both eyes (Graefe), or it may be a total 

blindness of one or both eyes. 

But where, on the contrary, the periostitis is chronic in its course, from the 

beginning, even the characteristic pain may be absent, or only appear at intervals 

with slight severity, and not remain for a long time. Tapping on the head may also 

cause no pain. The diagnosis is then generally very difficult. The very vague and 

diffused cerebral symptoms, as well as the limitation of the affection to nerves which 

pass over a certain part of the base of the cranium, may also occur in tumors of the 

base of the brain. 

Moreover, these symptoms are often obliterated by the existence of a secondary 

meningitis, extending over a large space. The affection of the optic nerve is doubt¬ 

less, in the majority of cases, to be explained by immediate transplantation of the 

proliferation of tissue upon the neurilemma. In acute periostitis it is generally a 

true neuritis. In chronic periostitis it is frequently gray atrophy; yet it is some¬ 

times to be referred to pressure upon the nerves and their nutrient vessels. The 

most favorable opportunity is afforded for this, if the morbid collection extends to 

the optic foramen, narrowing its caliber by the development of a tumor; yet even 

compression is not always the immediate cause, but often there is a transition of the 

proliferative process upon the interstitial tissue of the optic nerve. (Horner, Koster). 
These conditions, and the immediate connection of the bones of the face with those of the 

base of the skull, furnish the key for the fact, that amaurosis sometimes results from traumatic 
periostitis of the orbit {Horner), from ozoena (Jilngken), from abscesses of the antrum, with sub- 
aequent caries of the orbit, as is often caused by diseased teeth. {Salter, Buzer.) In other 
respects, the etiology of basilar periostitis is the same as that of periorbitis. 
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3. Tumors of the base of the brain play a very prominent and exceedingly varia¬ 

ble part, in the origin of intracranial affection of the optic nerve. It occasionally 

happens that the nerve itself is involved in the morbid growth, being perforated, as 

it were, by the tumor, and loses its conducting power through the destruction of the 

nervous elements, which takes place for some distance. The peripheral portion 

then generally becomes atrophied; exceptionally, however, the symptoms of a 

Manifest inflammation are seen with the ophthalmoscope. Much more frequently 

the tumor affects the nerve in a purely mechanical way, surrounding a portion of it, 

and pressing it together; or it crowds it to one side, and thus causes a considerable 

distension; or presses it against the bones beneath, or finally compresses it within 

ibe optic foramen. The reaction of the nerve to these influences is almost always 

u the form of gray atrophy, which is continued with more or less rapidity upon 

globe. But it is not necessary that there should be immediate contact between 

bbe tumor and the intracranial portion of the optic nerve. The brain itself is often 

|be agent in transferring the morbid process; since, in consequence of the increase 

the contents of the cerebrum, and of the intravascular pressure, it presses with 

Mcreased power on the bony substratum, and thus cuts off or flattens out the optic 

nerve in some portions. 

Exceptionally, the tumor presses the cavernous sinus together, or grows into it. 
I venous congestions are caused in the veins belonging to the ophthalmic artery. 

’"‘cate themselves by preference in the optic papilla, and the anatomical 

Picture at that part increases the resistance to the vascular current. 

15 
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226 AMAUROSIS FROM TUMORS. 

Yet basilar tumors are most frequently injurious to the optic nerve and retina, 
by the irritation which they set up in their vicinity. Of course these are, in many 
cases, confined to the adjacent parts; but they often first attack the arachnoid and 
pia-mater, and thus reach more remote nervous tracts as meningitis, or the com¬ 
pressed cerebral portions are affected with inflammation, softening, gray atrophy, 
with or without cerebral hemorrhage. (K. Fischer, H. JacTcson.) If, then, the optic 
nerve falls within any of these parts, where this reaction occurs, it is soon involved ; 
in the process in the form of gray atrophy or manifest neuritis. If the morbid pro¬ 
cess be once excited, it soon continues in a centrifugal direction, so that it may be \ 
observed with the ophthalmoscope. Yet the ophthalmoscopic symptoms do not i 
always correspond to the intracranial morbid processes. An actual inflammation of ; 
the deep portions of the nerve is not unfrequently seen on the optic papilla as gray j 
atrophy. Occasionally the character of the objective symptoms varies, the evidences I 
of a descending neuro-retinitis give place to those of atrophy, or the latter begins j 
the process, and in the course of the disease, its symptoms are concealed by those of j 
a decided inflammation. It is certainly entirely incorrect to believe that the appear- j 
ance of gray atrophy in the optic papilla renders the subsequent occurrence of a true 
neuro-retinitis impossible, but it is a somewhat rare occurrence. j 

From all this, it is seen, that an exact consonance between the anatomical situation of the dis- I 
turbances of function and of a basilar tumor does not necessarily exist, or does not even frequently j 
occur. Sometimes, however, we have an opportunity, from a temporal hemiopia and the coexistent 1 
symptoms, to conclude that the tumor is in the median line of the base of the brain, close in I 
front of, or behind, the chiasma (D. E. Muller, Sdmisch), or we may refer a hemiopia of the same side I 
on each eye, to a laterally situated inflammation, or a total blindness of both eyes, to compression fl 
of the whole chiasma. As a rule, however, the symptoms become very much involved by the I 
results of the disease. The diagnosis is more difficult, because the surface of the tumor often I 
enlarges, and grows irregularly in various directions, or other inflammatory centers may spring I 
from the original ones. In young persons, they may make room by pressure on the bones, and even | 
when they reach a large size, do not necessarily cause correspondingly great impairment offline- I 
tion ; for pressure, distension, and tearing of a nerve or its ganglion, if done gradually, is often I 
borne wonderfully well. (Lebert, Dvchek.) 

Very recently a case has been recorded, where a large glio-sarcoma grew through the optic ■ 
commissure and the adjacent parts of both trunks and roots of the nerve, so that the bundles of 1 
nerve-fibers could not be recognized, and there had not been a symptom during life of the exist- ■ 
ence of an intracranial affection. (Graefe.) A tumor, when it really appears, furnishes do I 

characteristic symptoms which allow us to distinguish it from other intracranial affections. The I 
chief symptom is pain, which extends generally over the whole head, often increasing paroxys- ■ 
mally. The pain is seldom localized, nor does it radiate from any definite spot on tapping the ■ 
side of the head. There is, besides, weakness of certain muscles that readily increases to actual I 
paralysis. These are symptoms which are observed in the most diverse intracranial affections in ■ 
the most varied combination. {Lebert, Duchek.) I 

We need not say here that tumors of every variety may come into consideration in cases o 1 
amaurosis. Sarcomata, and cancerous tumors of the base of the brain, have been shown to beflie ■ 
proximate or remote causes of the affection. (Lebert, Ladame, Tiirck, D. E. Muller, Sdmiic ■ I 
Oruveilhier, K. Fischer, H, Jackson, Graefe, Blessig, Foster.) In rare eases, the cause was exostosis o I 
the sella turcica, and in one case, a pointed excrescence, which perforated the optic commissure- ■ 
{Beer.) In another case, there were tuberculous masses, which surrounded and pressed upon • ■ 
commissure (TiircTc, Sjort) ; in another, aneurism of the carotid {Stilling, Giraudet), or of one I 
of the principal intracranial branches (Spurgin), which pressed upon one root or the other o I 
the commissure. In two cases gummy tumors were found, one in the sella turcica, from I 
it extended into the optic foramen. In the other case, there was a layer, several lines t os, I 
which filled up the greater part of the middle cerebral fossa, and affected the conducting P°wa I 

of all the cerebral nerves there (Graefe, Arcoleo). | 
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ENCEPHA-LOPATHIC AMAtTBOSIS. 227 

4. Finally, actual disease of the brain, in different forms, should he named as 
a cause of amaurosis, encephalitis, especially abscesses, softening, tubercles, gummy 
tumors, and tumors of any kind, hydatids, cerebral hemorrhage, &c. Their relation 
to amaurosis is much more complicated than that of the basilar tumors. Very often 
the key is wanting with which to explain the symptoms observed during life, from 
the post-mortem appearance, since morbid changes, which are seemingly identical, 
cause similar symptoms in different cases, and the same, or different symptoms, 
Beem to originate from diverse conditions. 

One of the chief reasons for the uncertainty in diagnosis still prevailing, doubtless, lies in the 
want of a sufficient amount of pathological investigation. With few exceptions, observers have 
confined themselves to an investigation of the site and extent of the disease, with the morbid 
changes to be observed with the naked eye or magnifying glass, without regarding the finer topog¬ 
raphy of the central nerve-tracts, and without testing the condition in which the original nucleus 
of the disease was, as well as the nerves traversing it. But it is certain that such morbid centers 
often inclose nervous elements, which are uninjured. Yet we see similar occurrences every day 
in the retina and optic papilla, because here all the morbid changes seen with the naked eye are 
notin an exact proportion to the impairments of function. Again, minute anatomical changes 
in the cerebral portions of the nerve easily escape notice, since they do not change its appearance 
very much. It may, therefore, very easily occur that affections of certain parts of the brain, 
which involve original nuclei, or connecting cords of one or more nerve-trunks, are at one time 
accompanied by impairments of function in one or another portion. On the other hand, impair¬ 
ments of function may arise during life, which can not afterwards be explained from the whole 
appearance and extent of the morbid collection. Besides this, the anatomical distribution of the 
extremities of the cerebral ends of the nerves is still very imperfectly known. We may easily 
imagine that, in quite a number of cases, nerves are affected, whose originating nuclei and con¬ 
necting filaments, according to the present knowledge of their anatomy, are situated at points far 
removed from the morbid center. 

The time has not yet come when we may reduce the situation and extent of a cerebral affection 
with any certainty from certain symptoms; an anatomical basis is yet to be made, and until this is 
done, the diagnostic evidences must remain very deceptive (Lancereaux), as is sufficiently shown 
by the long list of striking cases recently presented. (Lebert, Lancereaux, Ladame, Duchele.) 

It is plain that morbid processes in any part of the brain from which it is known 
that the optic nerve derives a certain number of elements, or which is traversed by 
any cerebral or spinal bundles, may be much more frequently a direct cause of 
amaurosis, than others which are some distance from the portions supplying the optic 
nerve. The elements of the nerve may be primarily involved in the process, or 
become so in the reaction. They may also he excited to a proliferative process 
mechanically, by pressure, tension, or tearing, or their nutrition may be affected under 
the reflex action, exercised by the diseased center, upon the nerves of the adjacent 
vascular branches. But if gray atrophy or actual inflammation appears in one of the 
original nuclei or cerebral nerve-bundles of the optic nerve, the affection, as expe¬ 
rience teaches us, is very readily extended along the fibers, in a centrifugal diree- 
t>on. It also attacks the adjacent parts, and appears extended over the whole thick¬ 
ness of the nerve. Since it generally presses toward the periphery, it is usually 
observed with the ophthalmoscope, and the optic papilla shows simple atrophy or 
leuro-retinitis. But if the cerebral point of disease is on one side, the changes of 
tissue proceeding from it undoubtedly affect only one root in the beginning, and 
therefore the impairment of vision must be confined to the same half of one or both 
retinas'. As a rule, however, the morbid process extends in a shorter or longer time 
°vcr the region of the other optic-nerve stria, because, in addition to the oppor¬ 
tunities subsequently to be spoken of, the optic commissure affords an exceedingly 
favorable point for the transferrence of the disease. 
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In accordance with, the distribution of the cerebral portions of the optic nerve, 
and experience (Lebert, Ducheic, Ladame, Lancer eaux), affections of the corpora 
quadrigemina, and those of the optic thalamus, are almost always combined with 
amaurosis. The same is true of tumors of the pituitary gland. Yet in the latter 
case there is scarcely any direct advance of the proliferative process upon the cere¬ 
bral portion of the optic nerve, but almost always a compression of the optic com¬ 
missure and of the adjacent parts of the trunk of the nerve. Pathological processes 
in the lobes of the cerebrum and cerebellum lead to changes in the optic nerve and 
retina, in a relatively slight percentage of cases; and where they occur, mechanical 
conditions, such as increased cerebral pressure, or displacement of the optic thalamus 
and corpora quadrigemina, are the cause. Finally, affections of the spinal cord are 
not unfrequently combined with amaurosis. The centers of the optic nerve lying in 
the posterior cord are involved, when progressive atrophy is met with in that 
situation. 

It is clear that imperfect development of large portions of the brain, where points of origin of 
the optic nerve are found, or degeneration as a result of fetal diseases, may cause congenital 
amaurosis. Cases have been recorded where vision, hearing, and the sense of smell, were absent 
from birth. (Sichel.) 

In one case of amaurosis the corpora quadrigemina were found completely destroyed by pro¬ 
liferation of connective tissue, which extended into the pons rarolii and contained numerous 
masses of tubercle. (W. Wagner.) In another case there was neuro-retinitis descendens, with a 
large apoplectic clot of the left middle lobe, with small blood extravasations in the corpora qua¬ 
drigemina (H. Jackson). In a third case a tubercle pressed from the left large cerebral lobe into 
the substance of the corpora quadrigemina. (Mohr.) The latter have been several times found 
pressed upon by tumors of the hemispheres, and at the same time atrophied (Jobert de Lamballe, 
Herrison), or softened (.Bainbridge), or partially destroyed, the optic thalamus being at the same 
time displaced and flattened. (A. Weber.) Amaurosis is very rarely absent in partial tuberculous 
degeneration of the region in question. (Henoch, Steffen,.) 

In so far as a center lies in the corpora quadrigemina, which conducts the reflex action of the 
optic nerve upon the papillary branches of the oculomotorius (Flour ens, Budge), it is probable 
that in this variety of amblyopia the reaction of the pupil to light is more or less completely 
annulled. 

The optic thalamus was entirely degenerated into a vascular substance, in the case of one 
amaurotic person (J. Hunter). In another case, descending neuro-retinitis, had been excited 
by a sarcoma, which involved the whole of the left part of the thalamus, and which had very much 
flattened the cerebral convolutions, the pons, and the intracranial portions of the optic nerve 
(Leyden). In one case amaurosis was found to be caused by an apoplectic cicatricial mass, 
which almost completely replaced the right thalamus, while on the left side there was a recent 
extravasation of blood (Quaglino). Softening of both thalami, with hemorrhage, has also been 
observed as a cause of amaurosis (Bufour). On the other hand, cases are known where, in 
spite of quite extensive destruction of a thalamus, amaurosis did not occur (Ladame). It is espe¬ 
cially worthy of mention, that in a case of great flattening of the right optic thalamus, and 
where several apoplectic points existed in the left thalamus, and in the corpora quadrigemina, 
there was no amaurosis (H. Fischer). In connection with this case, the remark may be ventured, 
that disease of the corpora striata generally exists without amaurosis, when it does not involve 
the adjacent thalamus (Duchek). On the contrary, they are generally connected with a devia¬ 
tion of the line of vision of both eyes in the direction opposite to the seat of the deposit, and 
when this deviation is very marked, are sometimes also accompanied by a distinct rotation of 
the head towards the non-paralyzed side, a symptom which is distinguished as the beginning 
of the frequent rotatory movements occurring in diseases of the corpora striata (Manz, Prevost). 

Tumors of the pituitary gland and their immediate vicinity, as a rule, cause amaurosis, by 
pushing the optic commissure upward and impairing its nutrition (Lebert, Duchck, Ladame, 
Michel). Of course the impairment of vision in this case is always binocular, or soon becomes 
so, if the tumor has arisen exclusively on one side (Michel, Jjadame, Hjort), when heraiopia on 
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the same side of the two retinas, or even monolateral partial amblyopia, may occur. Sometimes 
Buch growths press upon the superjacent parts of the brain, push the optic thalamus and cor¬ 
pora quadrigemina to one side, and thus lead to morbid changes in the principal optic centers 
(Habershon, Hoffmann). 

It may also occur, that both trunks of the optic nerve, shortly after their emergence from 
the chiasm, are actually ligated by the arteries of the corpus callosum, since the tumor presses 
upward against the arteries (Tiirck). 

The amaurosis caused by tumors of the region in question is only temporary [Beck] ; in some 
rare instances it disappeared suddenly, probably because there was a change in the position of the 
tumor. (Michel.) It may have broken through below, and thus relieved the chiasm ; at any rate, 
such perforations are not very rare. In small tumors of the pituitary gland, there may be no 
amaurosis. (Dahl, Ladame.) 

Very large morbid centers often exist in the lobes of the cerebrum while the vision is perfect. 
(Lebert, Lancereaux, Duchek, Ladame.) Yet amaurosis often occurs, which can not be subsequently 
referred to any coincident conditions or results, but must be considered as in immediate connec¬ 
tion with the primary diseased part. The amaurosis must be referred to organic changes in the 
points of origin or connecting cords. The upper and outer vicinity of the optic thalamus seem 
especially important in this respect, because many cerebral fibers of the optic nerve pass through 
it. (Tiirck.) 

Yet amaurosis is not uncommon, whether the seat of disease be in the anterior, middle, or 
posterior lobe of the cerebrum, in its cortical (Ladame) or medullary layer. Where the morbid 
center is on one side, it generally affects only the parts supplied from one root. Where it appears 
on both sides in the beginning, or even in opposite halves (Lancereaux), there is scarcely any 
immediate connection, but a number of diseased centers. Meningitis, pressure on the brain, &c., 
may be also considered the proximate causes. Such a course is particularly observed in the case 
of large cerebral clots. The amaurosis appears bilateral in the beginning, but, with the absorp¬ 
tion and shrinkage of the coagulum, is finally lost in symmetrical hemiopia, or interruptions and 
partial limitations of both visual fields. (Graefe.) When the hemorrhage recurs, or the reaction 
increases, the impairment of vision varies in degree and extent. In softenings of the brain 
(TurcJc, Graefe), tubercles (Ladame), tumors (Graefe, Duchek, Ladame, Weickert), this occurs 
more rarely. We may almost believe that small, circumscribed morbid centers, are the sources of 
the central interruptions of the visual field so often observed; particularly the disturbances of 
circulation confined to very narrow limits, inflammation and gray atrophy. (Graefe.) Yet nothing 
positive is known on this subject. 

Diseases of the cerebellum (Duchek, Ladame, Benedikt) are very often accompanied by am¬ 
aurosis. It is generally binocular. In one case of monocular amaurosis, the opposite root 
was affected, and it was accompanied by neuro-retinitis (Demme). There is generally enlarge¬ 
ment of the pupil, less often deviation of one or both eyes (Shearer, Leven, Ollivier, Duchek). 
In some cases the disease was caused by morbid growths which were in one lobe (Demme, A. 
Weber, Blcssig, Leber), or pressed upon it (Beronius). In another the disease originated in a 
cyst pressed into both lobes (H. Jackson). Cysts in one lobe (Marce), large deposits of tuber¬ 
cle (Collin), cysts in both hemispheres (A. Weber), have also been formed. It is believed that 
the loss of vision under such circumstances is occasioned by the participation of the corpora 
Wadrigemina, and by the influence which the irritation of certain parts of the cerebellum 
exerts upon the nutrition of the optic-nerve centers (Duchek.) Pressure is certainly not the 
cause. We may just as little suspect nuclei of the optic nerve originating in the cerebellum, 
for in disease of this part there is often no loss of vision (Duchek, Ladame, Moster). Cases are 
known where one or both lobes were completely atrophied (Lallement, Fiedler), or were absent 
from birth (Combette, Solly), without any loss of vision. Cases of tumors of the cerebellum are 
usually characterized by headache, particularly in the back of the head, and disturbances of 
co-ordinated movements, expressed usually in the form of convulsions and by difficulty in walk- 
mg and standing. Convergent squint also is often a common symptom. On the contrary 
mental aberration and disturbances of the sensibility are usually absent (Ladame). 

In some cases, amaurosis has been observed in disease of the pons varolii (Coindet, Boyer, 
bright, Rosenthal), and of the medulla oblongata (Ladame, Biermer, Bright). The amaurosis 
was then almost always in both eyes, either in the beginning or soon after. The center of the 
disease may be either in the substance of the parts, or press upon it from without. In affections 
°f the pons, contraction of the pupil is frequently seen. In an affection of one side, this con- 
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traction is generally monolateral, and on the opposite side of the body. (Ducheh.) It appears as 
if the cause of this loss of vision must be sought for in the passage through of those nerve-fila¬ 
ments which connect the optical centers of the brain and spinal cord to each other. 

Diseases of the spinal cord, particularly tabes dorsalis, have been long recognized as sources 
of amaurosis—the so-called amaurosis spinalis. The symptoms of spinal disease usually precede 
such a loss of vision, especially paralysis of sensation, to which muscular paralysis of the extrem¬ 
ities is generally soon added. There is then often great sensitiveness to any kind of external 
irritation, especially pressure in the region of the upper cervical vertebrae. Occasionally the loss 
of vision could be increased by pressing or pinching the adjacent soft parts; but by local blood¬ 
letting from the same part, a marked improvement of the amblyopia has been observed. ( Turck.) 

On post-mortem examination, progressive atrophy of the posterior layer of the spinal cord has 
been found. This could be traced upward into the optic thalamus, and generally advances very 
soon to the roots, the optic commissure, and to the two trunks of the optic nerve. {Romberg.) 
In regard to the pathogenesis of amaurosis, it is very important that the anatomical changes 
in the region of the optic nerve should agree entirely with those that are found in the portions 
of the spinal cord affected by Tabes [Leber). It is then seen by the ophthalmoscope as gray 
atrophy of the nerve. In the later stages of the disease the pupil is frequently very small 
(Arlt), yet this symptom is not always present. 

Cerebral disease, like tumors of the base of the brain, often does not directly 
cause amaurosis, but does so by first exciting meningitis. This spreads rapidly, and 
extends to the intracranial portions of the optic nerve, or even carries the inflam¬ 
matory irritation over to the optic centers. 

Very recently cases have again been reported, where cc&nurus-lihe hydatids occurring in the 
brain have led to descending neuro-retinitis, and others, where there was softening of the brain, 
or tumors, which have had the same result. (Graefe, Kostcr.) 

Much more frequently, however, diseases of the encephalon lead to amaurosis 
through increasing cerebral pressure, and through the disturbances of nutrition thus 
occasioned. The increase in the cerebral pressure, in many cases, results directly 
from the increase in quantity of the cranial contents, and the increase in the intra¬ 
vascular pressure. The effect of this mechanical cause may remain a local one, so 
that only the adjacent parts suffer; chiefly those which can not yield sufficiently on 
account of the contiguity of the bony wall. (Turck.) More frequently, however, 
it is more general. All the cerebral convolutions appear obliterated; a great number 
of nerves extending over the base of the brain are flattened and atrophied, particu¬ 
larly the optic nerves. (Turck, Koster.) 

In other cases, increase of the cerebral pressure is caused by hydrocephalus. 
This disease accompanies the most different cerebral diseases, in whatever part of 
the brain they may have occurred. It may also appear primarily, and be the real 
cause of amaurosis, or, to speak more exactly, produce atrophy of the intracranial 
portions of the optic nerve, by mechanical contraction. It is to be considered that 
the inner surfaces of the two thalami are pressed away from each other by collections 
of fluid of any great amount in the ventricles. The larger crus cerebri is thus made 
more divergent, and the optic nerve, lying on its lower surface, may be stretched. 
At another time, the optic commissure is flattened by pressure from the floor of the 
third ventricle, and by a vesicular protrusion of the tuber cinereum. At the same 
time, the upper wall of the sphenoid cavity and the sella turcia are enlarged. Finally> 
a further cause lies in the constriction of the two optic nerves by the posterior com¬ 
municating arteries which run under them. This constriction sometimes causes 
deep transverse fissures, or even complete divisions of the nervous tissue (Turck) 
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Results,—These naturally depend on the nature, situation, and extent of the 
original disease. If this be incurable, or if it be progressive, and intracranial por¬ 
tions of the opio nerve and retina are completely destroyed by the disease, we can 
not expect that vision will he restored, hut there will he a further loss. But the 
matter is quite different when the amaurosis is only in an intermediate relation to 
the original seat of the disease—when it is caused by an increased cerebral pressure, 
by proliferations of tissue, or disturbances in circulation. These latter may originate 
in the reflex action from the original seat of disease upon the vasomotor nerves of 
the adjacent parts. In other words, the prospect of relief to the loss of vision is 
better when the lesion of the optic nerve and retina are secondary conditions, that is, 
are capable of recession, or which are only temporary. It is not uncommon to see 
a partial or entire clearing-up of the dai’kened portions of the visual field. It is even 
observed, although rarely, in tumors of the base of the brain, and of the cerebral 
structure. It is quite frequent in cerebral hemorrhage. Such an amaurosis, in the 
beginning, generally extends over the whole tract of one or both of the roots of the 
optic nerve. 'With the absorption and shrinkage of the clot, it generally diminishes, 
and is gradually limited to the half of one or both retinas or less, or may even 
wholly disappear. Such a favorable result is, of course, better prognosticated when 
there is a probability that the primary disease will be recovered from, e. g. when it 
is a pure inflammation, which was either directly excited by injury, or by morbid 
conditions of a more general character, disturbances of circulation, &c. 

If such a result be attained, the optic nerve and retina must not have suffered 
very much. It is presupposed that they have not been involved in a morbid pro¬ 
cess, which, when once excited, readily progresses of itself, without any further 
impulse from the primary disease. 

If the whole pathological process, in all its parts, could be estimated with cer¬ 
tainty from the symptoms, we should be able to give a prognosis in each case with 
the same degree of probability as in other diseases. But the hidden nature of intra¬ 
cranial diseases, and the doubtfulness of their symptoms, place great difficulties in 
the way of even an approximate diagnosis. It is generally almost impossible to do 
any thing more than surmise the connection existing between the amaurosis and the 
original seat of disease. We must then confine ourselves to an opinion as to the 
condition of the optic nerve and retina, from the presence or absence of certain 
symptoms, in order to give a rational judgment as to the future of the patient’s 
vision, the loss of which is the most painful symptom. 

The appearance of the optic papilla is, therefore, of the greatest importance. If 
gray atrophy is seen here, our hopes are very slight. This disease has a great pro¬ 
gressive tendency. In case it proceeds from deeply-lying parts, it very frequently 
attacks the roots of the other nerve, so that we have to fear that both eyes may 
become blind, when only one is as yet affected. Yet we should not forget that a 
pure atrophy is not necessarily propagated; it may, under favorable circumstances, 
cease to progress at any moment, and be permanently limited. Therefore, we 
can only make a correct prognosis in these cases, by repeated examinations of the 
eye with the ophthalmoscope. 

Besides, the loss of vision is not always in proportion to the objective marks of 
atrophy. Exceptionally, in spite of very great discoloration of the optic papilla, the 
eye has quite satisfactory vision. In case it was very amblyopic, a portion of the 
8>ght may be restored, or even preserved, without change in the appearance as seen 
with the ophthalmoscope. (Ed. Jaeger.) 
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We should also guard ourselves against the misinterpretation of ophthalmoscopic symptoms. 
Every marked partial bleaching of the optic papilla does not indicate atrophy. In a normal 
condition the periphery may appear of a bright, white, tendinous color. The distinction between 
such a physiological whiteness and actual atrophy is not unfrequently very difficult. It is only 
possible in long observation of the case, that is, by the final proof of the enlargement of the 
discolored portion. Yet there is frequently an indication in the fact that the atrophic degene¬ 
ration begins at the porus opticus, clasps this, as it were, and then extends to the temporal border 
of the papilla in the form of a pointed arch or gusset (zwicleel), and gradually increases ill 
breadth. 

Neuro-retinitis is on the whole very serious, yet there is a far larger space for a 
favorable prognosis than in the gray atrophy, which insidiously advances with no 
very marked symptoms, unless it is a very productive inflammation, or has existed 
for a long time, and the characteristic tendinous brilliancy and bright color of the 
degenerated tissue is seen beneath the turbid optic papilla. 

We may have the most hope, other conditions being favorable, as long as there 
are no organic changes in the papilla. 

Some valuable prognostic aids result from the manner in which the functions of 
the eye have been performed, and the way in which the loss of vision has occurred. 
(Gvcicfe.) AYe can not say that complete blindness occurring suddenly or very 
quickly in one or both eyes, by any means involves the worst prognosis, for such a 
loss of sight is not unfrequently completely or partly restored. It is a very bad 
symptom, however, when the appearance of gray atrophy is seen at the same time 
with the neuro-retinitis in both eyes, although even this does not cut off all hope 
of a partial clearing-up of the visual field. AYe have the least reason to hope for 
such a temporary or permanent improvement of the condition in a case of complete 
amaurosis, which has been very gradually developed with the symptoms of pro¬ 
gressive pure atrophy of the optic nerve. 

Amblyopia also, with a proportionate loss of the relative acuteness of vision, in 
any of the zones of the visual field, allows us to give, on the whole, a favorable prog¬ 
nosis. Even when there are also concentric limitations in the field, it does not 
necessarily involve immediate danger. Yet the concentric limitations make the 
affection more serious, although they sometimes depend on curable conditions, e. g. 
simple anaesthesia, and are often a premonition of progressive atrophy, particularly 
when the cause is still acting; for example, habitual intemperance. (Graefi.) 
Atrophy is always to be expected when there is an irregular lateral limitation of 
the visual field. 

Interruptions and lateral limitations of the visual field are very unfavorable, not 
because they always cause us to look for a further loss of vision, but because they 
have a slight tendency to retrocession. Here, as a rule, but of coarse not without 
exceptions, sharply-bounded defects in the field cause us to fear a further enlarge¬ 
ment much less than limitations with illy-defined borders; but on the contrary they 
clear up wholly or in part in a much less proportion of cases. 

The former seem to depend more frequently on small, circumscribed, and perma¬ 
nent morbid collections, e. g. apoplectic destruction of tissue, while the latter more 
frequently have their origin in diffusive processes, which are then temporary anti 
curable; for instance, local pressure, inflammatory proliferation of tissue, and disturb¬ 
ances in circulation. The nervous elements may actively participate from the begin¬ 
ning, and thus exclude all hope of a return to the normal condition. Cerebral 
softening and gray atrophy of the optic nerve are examples of the latter-named 
processes. 
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Central and eccentric interruptions, when they occur in a visual field which is in other respects 
normal, are not apt to depend on progressive atrophy. We may exclude the idea of the latter, 
when the interruptions have been of the same extent for a long time. It is all the same, then, 
whether they exist in one eye or both; even a partial paleness of the optic papilla does not alter the 
case. But we generally have a progressive atrophy when they are combined with marked lessen¬ 
ing of the relative acuteness of vision in the remaining portions of the visual field, especially 
when the loss of vision decreases very irregularly in different directions toward the periphery. 

There are other clangers to the patient affected with amaurosis. The discussion 
of these dangers belongs to another field of investigation. Here we can only say that 
atrophy of the optic nerve, no matter how it originated, generally takes a centrifugal 
direction. Occasionally it goes backward toward nerve-centres that are not near each 
other, and thus the functions of nerves are impaired, which do not stand in any 
close relation to the primary seat of disease. The occasional appearance of mental 
diseases, in the later stages of progressive amaurosis, is thus explained, particularly 
paralytic weakness of intellect, or tabes dorsalis. Such conditions, however, gener¬ 
ally occur first, and amaurosis results from a common cause with them. 

Treatment.—We must, of course, attempt to reach the cause, and the treatment 
will vary in accordance with this. It is not appropriate for ns to speak more mi¬ 
nutely on this point. This belongs to the therapeutics of the various diseases which 
may cause amaurosis. Ophthalmology only has to participate so far as neuritis or 
atrophy of the optic nerve come into consideration. The treatment for neuritis had 
already been given in the appropriate section. The surgeon finds himself in an ex¬ 
tremely unpleasant position in treating pure atrophy. The disease obstinately resists 
all direct treatment. It is often increased rather than diminished by vigorous attacks 
upon the nutrition, by mercurials, local blood-letting, &c. We therefore do well, in 
those cases where the atrophy seems to appear independently of any local fundamen¬ 
tal disease, or if this has been subdued or deprived of its injurious influence upon the 
eie, to confine ourselves to taking good care to keep all injurious influences away 
from the eyes, and to rendering the state of the nutrition as favorable as possible. 
The patient should avoid all straining of the visual apparatus by reading, writing, sew- 
lnf>> &o. He should be kept from all strong light or contrasts of light. By way of 
wper.ment, he may remain, when the disease first begins, for several days in a dark 
room, or subsequently, having his eyes bandaged, in shady places for some time. The 
mode of life should be strictly regulated; all excessive use of alcoholic stimulants should 
^ given up, and the amount of tobacco-smoking should be very little. The diet 
il'ould be simple. The patient should take much, but not tiresome, exercise in the 
°Pon air, cool baths, &c. All mental excitement is to be avoided. If there is any 
congestion, or if its existence is probable, the diet will be carefully considered, and, 
moose of necessity, methodical local blood-let'ing, by means of natural or artificial 
leeches, should be practised. A systematic course of mildly-laxative mineral waters 
msydo good, certainly no barm. Setons, which have unfortunately again been recently 
odvised (6'raefe), can be entirely dispensed with, and unnecessary trouble may thus 

6 avoided. Where we have any reason to suspect imperfect action of the skin as 
I aT1ng any thing to do with the affection of the optic nerve, Turkish baths may be 
I tstan. Where these can not be had, warm Zittman’s decoction may be used every 
I ®'n'ning, or perspiration induced by wrapping the patient in blankets. (Q-raefe.) 
I ten the patient’s condition is depressed, an invigorating treatment is imperatively 
I mdicated. On the whole, we can not be too careful not to do too much. The surgeon 
16la-' knar it, but the patient will certainly not. 
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In that form of optic nerve trouble which is caused or at least furthered by excessive use of 
alcohol and tobacco, an indispensable requisite for a possible cure is the total abstinence from 
these substances, together with most rigid care of the eyes, and when this is impossible, at any 
rate the greatest restrictions in their use. The greatest stress is to be laid upon the regulation 
of the mode of life, and hence it is often considered advantageous to withdraw the patient 
from his home surroundings, and treat him for a time in the hospital. When the patients are 
excitable, absolute rest in bed is to be recommended, as well as digitalis when the pulse is 
frequent, and morphine for sleeplessness, which is frequently present in patients accustomed to 
spirits after abstinence has been advised. When sleep returns it is to be regarded as a favor¬ 
able prognostic sign, even when there appears no change in the disturbance of vision. More¬ 
over, in order to induce perspiration the patient should be enveloped every morning in wet 
cloths and warm coverings, and plenty of hot drinks should be administered, particularly in ataxic 
drinkers with weak pulse and great disturbance of nutrition. When the feet do not perspire, they 
should be enveloped in wet cloths or stockings and thus forced to perspire. It is also believed 
that the administration of senna and sarsaparilla induce a favorable action. In plethoric 
patients a local blood-letting with Heurteloup’s leech should be performed at intervals of from 
four to six days, particularly when the optic papilla shows signs of hyperaemia, etc. The 
results of this mode of treatment are represented as being on the whole very satisfactory 

(Erismann). 
The internal use of nitrate of silver should be mentioned as an empirical remedy, in spinal 

paralysis, and amaurosis depending upon it. Good is said to have been done with it in certain 
cases ( Wunderlich, Herschel). The same is said of hypodermic injections of a solution of 
strychnine in the supra-orbital region {Seamanvi, Spdth, Talko, Lacerda). Yet the cause 
of the cases in question is not at all clear. It is well to expect very little from the use of 
these remedies. The galvanic current might be tried in suitable cases. With respect to the 
as yet very few successes (.Benedikt), and where vasomotor influences seem to come into play, 
it should be applied particularly to the cervical sympathetic. 

• 
Authorities : Rokitansky, Lehrbuch der path. Anatomie. Wien. 1856. II. S. 482, 435, 463, 

488,499.—Tiirck, Sifczungsberichte der Wiener k. Akad. IX. S. 229; Zeitschrift der Wiener 
Aerzte. 1852. II. S. 301; 1855. II. S. 521.— Wedl, Atlas, Opticus-Retina; Sitzungsberichteder 
Wiener kais. Akad. 48. Bd. S. 384, 386, 388.— Virchow, dessen Archiv. VI. S. 268.—Klebs, 
ibid. 19. Bd. S. 336; 21. Bd. S. 171; A. f. O. XI. 2, S. 244.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 583, 591, 
632, 686. Nota 73; Wiener med. Wochenschrift 1864. Nro. 11. S. 163.—H. Muller, Wurzbur- 
ger med. Zeitschrift III. S. 252; kl. Monatsbl. 1863. S. 318; Verhandlungen der Wurzb. phys. 
med. Gesellschaft 1856. S. 46; 1858. S. 52; 1859. S. 449; A. f. O. III. 1. S. 96; IV. 1. S. 363, 
370, 375, 379, 383; IV. 2. S. 1, 12,13, 15.—Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 367, 381, 403; II. 1. S. 266, 
271; II. 2. S. 258. u. f. 288, 319; III 2. S. 444; IV. 2. S. 153; VIII. 2. S. 285; 1865, S. 131- 
154.—Ammon, A. f. O. VI. 1. S. 15, 17, 33; kl. Darstellungen. Berlin, 1847. S, 59. Taf. 19 — 
Ed. Jaeger, Einstellungen des dioptr. Apparates. Wien. 1861. S. 39, 42.—Quaglino, Congres. 
int. d’ophth. Compte rendu. Paris, 1863. S. 229.—Pagenstecher, Wiirzburger med. Zeitschrift. 
III. S. 399; kl. Beobachtungen. II. Wiesbaden, 1862. S. 76, 82; A. f. O. VII. 1. S. 94, 96.— 
Bolling Pope, Wurzb. med. Zeitschrift III. S. 244; klin. Monatsbl. 1863. S. 317.—Samisch, 
Beitrage zur norm. u. path. Anat. d. Auges. Leipzig, 1862. S. 18, 24.—Bonders, A. f. 0. HI 
1. S. 139; Verhandlungen der Augenarzte in Heidelberg. Berlin. 1860. S. 10.—Junge, A. f- 0* 
V. 1. S. 49, 58.-Schiess-Gemuseus, ibid. IX. 3. S. 175; XI. 2. S. 62, 76.—Schweigger, ibid. V. 
1. S. 96; V. 2. S. 221; IX. 1. S. 203, 206; Vorlesungen iiber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. 
Berlin, 1864. S. 113, 146; klin. Monatsbl. 1864. S. 400. —Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 1^2, 
kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 617.—Ed. Jaeger, Handatlas, Figs. 45-51, 73, 74.—Quaglino, Schmid’s 

Jahrb. 142. Bd. S. 322.—Pagenstecher, kl. Beobachtungen, III. Wiesbaden, 1862, S. '3.- 
Sdmisch, kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 51.—Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage, S. 260, 290; Ueber Sym 
path. Ophthalmic, S. 94.—Masson, n. Helmholtz, Karsten’s Encyklop. IX. 8. 314.— 
Schleske, A. f. O. XI. 1. S. 171; Deutsche Klinik, 1865, S. 115.—Foerster, Die Hemer- 
alopic, Breslau, 1857, S. 3; Congres Ophth. 1868, S. 125, 127, 130.— Joy Jeffries, Boston 
Med. a. Surg. Journ. 1868, I. S. 195.— Wecker, Congres Ophth. 1868. S. 64.—/** 
ibid. S. 70.— Welz, Javal, ibid. S. 123, 124.—Glezowslci, ibid. S. 164.—Berthold, ■ 
Monatsbl. 1869, S. 300.—Moeser, Das Perimeter, etc., Diss. Breslau, 1869.—Berlin, A. f- I 
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XIV. 2. S. 280.—Nagel, kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 151.—Chisholm, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. 1869, VI. S 
124.—Sevres d1 Uzes, Remak, nach Graefe, kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 140.—Hirschmann, kl. 
Monatbl. 1866, S. 39, 40.—Heyma.nn, ibid. 1864, S. 127; 1868, S. 415.—Alf. Graefe, ibid. 1867, 
S. 53, 57.—TYittich, A. f. O. IX. 3. S. 1, 6,12, 22, 24, 33, 35, 37. —Zehender, ibid. X. 1. S. 152.— 
Tetzer, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1864, 5. S. 155 u. t—Leber, A. f. O. XIV. 2. S. 210, 333, 356, 367; 
XV. 3. S. 26, 30, 37, 39, 46, 51, 55, 60, 65, 71; kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 302, 312.—Mauthner, 
Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. S. 282, 283, 294, 397.—Rudnew, Virchow’s Archiv. 48. Bd. S. 494, 498.— 
Benedikt, A. f. O. X. 2. S. 185; Electrotherapic, S. 249, 251, 254.—D. E. Muller, A. f. O, 
VIII. 1. S. 160.—Loewegren, Virchow’s Jahresber. 1868, II. S. 499.—Remak, Deutsche Klinik, 
1865, S. 115. —Zagorski, kl. Monatbl. 1867, S. 322.—Alexander, ibid. S. 88.—Hjort, ibid. S. 
166.—Testelin, ibid. S. 331. — Oglesby, Lancet, 1868, II. S. 8; Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. 3. S. 190. 

Amaurosis Idiopathica : Ilimly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen, II. S. 411.—Beer, Lehre 
y. d. Aug.-Krankheiten, II. S. 443.—Graefe, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 266; kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 260. 
—Mooren, Ophth. Beobacht. S. 309.—Mackenzie, Traits des mal. d. yeux. Trad. p. Warlomont 
et Testelin, II. Paris, 1857, S. 811, 814.—Law, Stevenson, ibid. S. 813.—Andreae, Zeitschr. 
f. Ophth. I. S. 409.—Beck, ibid. V. S. 447.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 696, Kota 133.—Stefan, 
Rvbsch, Chassaignac, kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 167-170. 

A. Congestiva: Beer, 1. c. II. S. 444, 563, 572.—Mackenzie, 1. c. H. S. 807, 824, 826, 827, 
834.-Eimly, 1. c. II. S. 412, 422.— Arlt, 1. c. in. S. 152,159, 173.—Graefe, kl. Monatbl. 1865, 
S. 193.—Spengler, Deval, A. f. O. I. 2. S. 330, 332.—Zehender, Seitz Handb. S. 632, 634.— 
Nagel, A. f. O. VI. 1. S. 231.—L. Kraus, AUg. Wien. Med. Zeitg. 1861, S. 387.—Schreder, 
ibid. S. 76.—Lawson, nach Seitz 1. c. S. 632; kl. Monatbl. 1864, S. 38.—Ringland, u. A. Ann. 
d’oc. XIX. S. 123.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 694, Kota 129, 130, 131.—Seidel, nach Seitz 1. c. S. 
WA.—Sichel, Gaz. d. Hopit. 1861, Kro. 64. Ullersperger, kl. Monatbl. 1867, S. 183.—Zehender, 
ibid. S. 233.—Testelin, ibid. S. 331.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 310.—Erismann, uber Amauro¬ 
sis intoxicativa, Diss. Zurich, 1867, S. 12, 47. 

A. Ancemica: Mackenzie, 1. c. n. S. 840.—Eimly, Krankheiten u. Missbildungen, etc., II. 
Berlin, 1843, S. 426.—Cunier, Ann. d’oc. II. S. 178.—Arlt, Krankheiten d. Auges, in. Prag. 
1856, S. 175.—Rittmann, Aerztl. Bericht. Briinn, 1865, S. 18.—Fikentscher, A. f. O. VIII. 1. 
S. 209,—Sellheim, kl. Monatbl. 1866, S. 52.—Seegen, Wien. med. Wochenschr. 1866, Kro. 23.— 
Oalezowski, Congres intern, d’Ophth. Paris, 1863, S. 110.—Nagel, A. f. O. VI. 1. S. 231.—Buys, 
Tardieu, nach Duchek, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1862, 4. Jahresber. S. 10.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 
310.—Jacobs, kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 90.—Colsmann, ibid. 1869, S. 11.—Graefe, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 
230; Vn. 2. S. 143; XII. 2. S. 149.— Hutchinson, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. S. 218.—Ed. Jaeger, 
Staar und Staar-Operationen, Wien, 1854, S. 104.—Benedikt, Electrotherapic, S. 475. 

A. Intoxicativa: Beer, Lehre v. d. Augenkrankheiten, II. Wien. 1817, S. 445, 499.—Rau, 
N t 0. I. 2. S. 205, 208.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 674.—Danjoy, Arch. Gen. de Med. 1864, 3. 
S- 402, 407, 409, 415-419, 422.—Desmarres, Lancereaux, Lecorchi, Follin, ibid. S. 417, 418.— 
Rirschler, Wien. med. Wochenschr. 1866, S. 7, 8.—Himly, 1. c. II. S. 428.—Mackenzie, 1. c. 
n. S. 828, 830, 844.— Arlt, 1. c. III. S. 17A—Graefe, A. f. O. HI. 2. S. 396, 399; kl. Monatbl. 
1865. S. 145, 151.—Sichel, Melanges Ophth. Bruxelles, 1865, S. 1, 10,12,16; kl. Monatbl. 1866, 
8- 46.—Loureiro, kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 394.—Hutchinson, Ophth. Hosp. Report, 1864,1. S. 33 ; 
Schmidt’s Jahrb. 133. Bd. S. 114.—Richardson, Tgonin, Ann. d’hygibne, publ. 1867, Janv. S. 
217,219.—Wordsworth, kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 364.—Zehender, Lehrb. S. 635, 636.—Pagenstecher, 
^4 Beobachtgn. 1. S. 57.—Rosenstein, Virchow’s Archiv. 39, Bd. S. 1, 12, 13, 174.—Desbois, 
Tanquerel, Bouillaud, Traube, ibid.—Jackson, kl. Monatbl. 1867, S. 92.—Haase, ibid. S. 225. 
—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 276.—Thielesen, Loureiro, Congrbs Ophth. 1868, S. 168,170.—Ed. 
Meyer, Virchow’s Jahresber, 1868, n S. 496.—Erismann, uber Amaurosis intox.—Leber, A. f. 
°- XV. 3. S. 60, 85. 

A nach Typhus u. s. w.: Ebert, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 91.—Betke, ibid. 1869, S. 201.—Graefe, 
ibid-1868, S. 93; A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 135. 

A. Embolica ischcemica: Steffan, A. f. O. XII. 1. S. 34, 39, 41, 43, 47, 53, 55, 58, 59.—Fano, 
^ S. 34,43; Anna! d’oc. LII. S. 239.—Sdmisch, Hirschmann, kl. Monatbl. 1866, S. 32, 
'A■—Just, ibid. 1863, S. 265.—Schweigger, Vorlesungen, etc. S. 138, 140.—Ed. Jaeger, Staar 
UQd Staaroperat. Wien. 1854, S. 104-109; Wien. med. Presse. 1868, Kro. 44; Handatlas. Fig. 
^■—Liebreich, A. f. O. V. 2. S. 261, 263; Deutsche Klinik. 1861, Kro. 50; Atlas der Ophth. 
BerK 1863, Taf. 8. 11 .—Graefe, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 230-234; V 1. S. 136, 141, 142, 144, 146, 
14U50,154, 156; VII. 2. S. 143, 144, 146, 148; XII. 2. S. 143, 144, 149, 207.—Blessig, A. f. 
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O. VIII. 1. S. 216, 223, 225. —Schneller, ibid. VII. 1. S. 90; VIII. 1. S. 271, 278.—Zehender, 
Seitz, Handbuch der ges. Augenheilkunde. 1866, S. 568, 617, 619, 631.—Leber, A. f. O. XI. 1. 
S. 7, 11, 12.—Alf. Graefe, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 143,144, 149, 153, 156.—Heddus, kl. Monatbl. 1865, 
S. 285.—Rothmund, ibid. 1866, S. 106, 108.—Secondi, Clinica, etc. S. 40, 72, 74, 75, 77, 84, 
138; Caso di amaurosi per ischemia, etc. Torino, 1864.—II. Jackson, nach Seitz, Handb. S. 
619; kl. Monatbl. 1864, S. 42, 156-158; Ophth. Hosp. Rep. IV. 1. S. 14; VL 2. S. 131.— 
Geissler, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 139, Bd. S. 76.—Wecker, ibid. Virchow’s Jahresbericht, 1868, II. 
497.—Schirmer, kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 38.—Ivanoff, ibid. S. 349.—Knapp, A. f. O. XIV. 1. 
S. 207, 209, 237; Arch. f. Aug. u. Ohrenheilk. I. S. 29, 33.—Landesberg, A. £. O. XV. 1. S. 
214.—Pagenstecher, ibid. S. 223, 236.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. S. 336, 342, 337, 350. 
—Quaglino, An. d’ocul. LIV. S. 159.—Berthold, Wien. med. Presse. 1867, S. 467.—Bauer, 
Centralbl. 1866, S. 577. 

A. Cerebralis: Tiirck, Zeitschr. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1852, II. S. 299; 1853. I. S. 214,216, 
1855. 517-522, 531; Sitzungsber d. Wien. k. Akad. d. Wissensch. IX. S. 229-234; 36 Bd. S. 191, 
194, 196, 197; Oesterr. Wochenschr. 1843, Nro. 44.—Beer, 1. c. II. S. 443, 539, 576, 580, 582. 
—Graefe, A. f. O. VII. 2. S. 24, 33, 58-71; XII. 2. S. 100, 114,116—120, 123,124,126,127,129, 
130, 133, 135; Kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 3, 4, 6; 1865, S. 201.—L. Meyer, Centralbl. f. m. Wiss. 
1867, Nro. 8, 9, 10.—Quaglino, Congres. intern, d’ophth. Paris, 1863, S. 229.—Stellwag, Ophth. 
II. S. 660, 661, 697-702, Nota 135.—A. Weber, kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 406-412.—//. Jackson, 
ibid. 1864, S. 44,143, 146,149,150-158, 254 ; 1866, S. 48; nach Duchek Wien. med. Jahrb. 1864, 
4 Jahresber. S. 47, 54.—Alexander, kl. Monatbl. 1867, S. 88.—Lanquem, ibid. 1864, S. 275, 
279.—Pagenstecher, kl. Beobachtungen I. Wiesbaden 1861, S. 57.—Froumuller, kl. Monatbl. 
1863, S. 229.—Horner, ibid. 1863, S. 71, 74, 77.—.Mackenzie, 1. c. II. S. 803, 807.— Salter, 
Bruck, Pollock, kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 180, 182.—Jungken, Lehre v. d. Augenkrankheiten, 
Berlin, 1832, S. 841.—Hutchinson, A. Clin. Memoir, etc. London, 1863, S. 161-174.—Griesin- 
ger, nach Duchek Wien. med. Jahrb. 1862, 4. Jahresbericht, S. 15. D. F. Muller, A. f. 0. 
VIII. 1. S. 160, 163, 164.—Sdmisch. kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 51, 53, 54.—Landame, Symptoma¬ 
tology u. Diagn. d. Hirngeschwiilste, Wurzburg, 1825, S. 17, 43, et seq.—Lebert, Virchow’s 
Arc hi v. III. S. 463, 473, 477, et seq.—Lancereaux, Arch. gen. de med. 1864, III. S. 47, 64, et 
seq.—Duchek, Wien. med. Jahrb. Jahresbericht, 1862, 1. S. 19, 21-31; 1862, 4. S. 6, 11-15; 
1864, 4. S. 17, 21, 24-56; 1865, 1. Text S. 99, 114.—Cruveilhier, nach Mackenzie, 1. c. II. S. 
807.—Spur gin, ibid. S. 815.—Stilling, Zeitschrift f. Ophth. III. S. 465.—Blessig, nach Graefe 
A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 123, 127; Centralbl. 1866, S. 341.— Weickert, Arch. f. Heilkunde. VIII. S. 
97, 100, 101.—Koster, Zesde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht, 1865, S. 1, 2, 8, 18, 22.—K. Fischer, kl. 
Monatbl. 1866, S. 164, 167.—Sichel, Melanges Ophth. Bruxelles, 1865, S. 16—24. — W. Wagner, 
kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 159, 160,163.—Henoch, Steffen, nach Ladame 1. c. S. 57.—Mohr, ibid. S. 
108, 137.—Baimbridge, Jobert de Lamballe, Herrison, nach Lancereaux, 1. c. S. 199.—Hunter, 
Quaglino, Dufour, u. A. ibid. S. 199, 201, 202.—Leyden, Virchow’s Archiv. 29. Bd. S. 202; 
Kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 121 .—H Fischer nach Duchek 1. c. 1864, 4. S. 24.—Michel, ibid. 1862, 
1. S. 27.—Habershon, kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 57.—Hoffmann, Dahl u. A., nach Duchek 1. c. 
1864, 4. S. 27.—Beck, nach Ladame 1. c. S. 145.—Shearer, Leven, Ollivier, nach Duchek 1. c. 
1864, 4. S. 49-56.—Demme, ibid. S. 45 u. 1862, 4. S. 14.—Colin, ibid. 1862, 4. S. 14.—Beronius, 
Marcd, ibid. 1864, 4. S. 45.—Lallement, Duguet, ibid. S. 46.—Fiedler, ibid. 1862, 1 S. 34.— 
Combette, ibid. 1864, 4. S. 54.—Solly, Canstatt’s Jahresber. 1864, III. S. 146.—Rosenthal, 
nach Duchek, 1. c. 1864, 4. S. 32, 44.—Ooindet, Bright, Boyer, nach Ladame 1. c. S. 106, 
10.—Biermer, Bright, u. A. ibid. S. 143, 147.—Romberg, nach Arlt 1. c. III. S. 168.—Arlt, 
kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 92.—Hjort, ibid. 1867, S. 1 m.—Girandet, ibid. 1868, S. 101.—Arcoleo, 
Congres Aphth. 1868; S. 183.—Zagorski, kl. Monatbl. 1867, S. 322, 325.—Testelin, ibid. 8. 
331.—Mag nan, Gaz. Med. de Paris, 1868. S. 510.—Leber, A. f. O. XIV. 2. S. 165, 333, 339, 
363; Kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 302.—Benedikt, Electrotherapy, S. 250, 252, 25§.—Buzer, Cen- 
tralbl. 1868, S. 399.—Prevost, ibid. 1866, S. 125; A. f. O. XII. 1. S. Q.—Manz, A. f. O. XII- 
1. S. 1, 5.—Moster, Virchow’s Archiv. 43. Bd. S. 220. Flourens after Budge, Ueber die Be- 
wegung der Iris. S. 130. 

Results, TreatmentGraefe, A. f. O. II. 2. S. 296; VII. 2. S. 96; Klin. MonatbL 
1863, S. 9; 1865, S. 131, 132, 133, 136, 141, 144,148, 150, 152,155, 194^201, 203, 205, 208, 311, 
220, 224, 260, 273. — Wunderlich, nach Duchek 1. c. 1862, 1. S. ZZ.—Herschel, Bulletin general 
de The'rapie, 30 Oct. 1862.—Samann, kl. Monatbl. 1865, S. 118.—Spath, ibid. S. 248.—Talko, 
klin. Monatbl. 1868, S. 79.—Lacerda, ibid. 1867, S. 239.—firismann, fiber Intox. Amaurosen. 
S. 32.—Benedikt, Electrotherapie, S. 254. 
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Typical Pigment - Degeneration. 

Symptoms.—This very peculiar retinal affection, which is usually described as 

retinitis pigmentosa, or “ spotted retina,” and is by many classed with cloudy atrophy, 

is objectively characterized by the appearance of numerous groups of black pigment, 

which sometimes form irregularly curved lines, sometimes oval or elongated spots 

with jagged edges or delicate branched processes which, by their shape, remind 

us of bone-corpuscles. These are chiefly in the middle zones of the retina, and in 

the anterior layers, i. e. those which are toward the vitreous. As they proba¬ 

bly originate from disease of the walls of the vessels, they mostly turn their long axes 

to a point at the back of the fundus. (Ghro. Uth., M.) The retina itself and the optic 

papilla usually offer the appearance of pure atrophy. The trunks and large branches 

of the central vessels usually have bright borders, from thickening of their walls; 

they are often remarkably contracted, even quite early, and are occasionally invisible, 

or reduced to white strings. In places they often appear covered or surrounded by 

pigment, with pigment striae proceeding from them. In pure cases the choroid 
appeal's quite normal, or has the wainscoted appearance peculiar to senescence; more 

rarely we find larger streaks where the tapetum is entirely destroyed or thrown 

together in heaps. We sometimes meet with places where, besides the pigment 

epithelium, the choroid is also atrophied, so that spots appear which resemble those 

of retinitis disseminata, and like these, are partially surrounded by masses of pig¬ 

ment. A very marked, bright punctate appearance of the choroidal surface also 

sometimes appears (Schweigger). In exceptional cases cloudy opacities have been 

found in the vitreous, but polar cataraet is often seen (Mooren). 

From its very commencement, the disease is subjectively characterized by the 

occurrence of night-blindness, by a circular limitation of the visual field, passing 

very gradually but very regularly from the periphery toward the center, and by a 

I relatively slight decrease of central sharpness of vision. 

In some cases a zonular interruption of the field of vision, progressing regularly toward the 
I ®ter, with proportionately good central and peripheral vision, was observed. (Graefe.) 

The concentrive diminution of the field of vision and the generally slight affection of central 
I sharpness clearly distinguishes the disturbance of vision dependent on typical pigment degener- 
I “Bon from those amblyopias originating in gray or cloudy atrophy of the retina and optic nerve; 
I f°r in these the limitation is usually lateral and very irregular, and the field of vision is finally 
I reduced to a horizontal slit. 

The concentric limitation of the field of vision renders the frequent complication of this disease 
I 1th polar cataraet and myopia very unfortunate; for in polar cataract the darkening of the 
■ Witer of the retina is prejudical, and in myopia, the circumstance that the absolute enlarge- 
■ "at of the field of vision in the fixation of distant objects, is rendered useless by the error of 
I "fraction. 

I k one case, instead of hemeralopia, nyctalopia was observed with enlargement of the 
| V",J^ field in the dark (Sasner). 

| Causes.—In a series of cases, typioal pigment degeneration has proved to be 

Wditary (Alf.Graefe, Mooren, Graefe, Picard). Statistics show that it occurs 

“frich more frequently in children whose parents were blood relations, than other- 
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238 TYPICAL PIGMENT DEGENERATION. 

wise (Liebreich). As it moreover very frequently occurs with impairment of 
hearing, deficiency of intellect, microphthalmus, stunted growth or superabundance 
of fingers, etc., the existence of a congenital predisposition is scarcely doubtful 
in the majority of cases. 

Syphilis has also been considered by many as one cause of the disease (Galezowski, Mann- 
hardt). Still it seems, that the typical pigment degeneration has here been confounded 
with the opaque atrophy of the retina, which is developed after exudative neuro-retinitis 
and sometimes accompanied by extensive formation of very similar masses of pigment. It 
is perhaps also the fact in cases in which the typical pigment degeneration is said to have 
developed itself at a later period of life. In fact we sometimes have the opportunity of 
observing inflammations of the retina which run a chronic course. These at first are exactly 
like the diffuse form, but gradually lead to atrophy of the retina, and then in the course of 
time masses of the characteristic pigment, constantly increasing in number, are developed 
in the periphery of the retina, while the opacity of the tissue diminishes more and more, so 
that the ophthalmoscopic appearances are finally very like those of the typical pigment 
degeneration. 

Course and Results.—As a rare coincidence the typical pigment degeneration 
occurs in connection with complete amaurosis. As a rule, however, the peculiar 
condition is only developed later. The beginning of the disease always dates 
from the earliest childhood, and is evinced during this period by marked impair¬ 
ment of vision as the illumination diminishes. The characteristic disturbance 
of vision generally appears to precede considerably the formation of pigment, 
at least the latter is often absent in children already suffering from the fust, and 
only appears towards puberty. On the whole the mass of newly-formed pigment 
is by no means always proportioned to the development of the subjective appear¬ 
ances or to the age of the individual and the duration of the disease. The pigmenta¬ 
tion generally begins at the nasal side of the retina near the equator and advances 
in the same zone, hut also at the same time backwards and forwards in a meri¬ 
dional direction. The belt is thus completed more and more, without, however, 
necessarily closing at the temporal side, and gains in breadth. As an exceptional 
occurrence, the characteristic masses have even been seen upon the papilla (tieco/di 
Mooren). As the pigmentation advances the disturbance of vision also increases, 
and the concentric narrowing generally reaches complete amaurosis, before the 
visible changes have advanced as far as the yellow spot. 

The course is usually very slow; as a rule, the disease does not cause blindness 
before mature age. There is a recorded case of an old man of eighty-one years, 
in whom the disease began in childhood, and who still had some vision in one eye 
(,Secondi). 

As a rule, the disease is binocular, and progresses quite evenly in the two eyes, 
but still, so that in one eye the limitation of the field of vision and the decrease of 
central sharpness is always somewhat further advanced than in the other (Mooren)- 
The typical pigment degeneration has, however, been found limited to one eye 
(Pedraglia). 

Pathogenesis.—The anatomical examination of a case showed adhesion of the retina : 
the vitreous; atrophy of the nerve elements of the retina, more complete in the extern 
layers, less in the fiber layer, increasing gradually from the center towards the periphei) ■ . 
hyperplasia of the connective tissue framework with the appearance of a newly formed nu! 
of connective tissue upon the inner surface of the fiber layer, thickening and sclerosis of ‘ 
walls of the vessels, reticular pigmentation in all the layers of the retina, following 
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vessels especially; partial destruction of the choroidal tapetum, partial loss of its pigment, 
and its occasional replacing by neoplastic cells, which, lying in several layers one upon the 
other, projected into the tissue of the retina and were distinctly connected with the reticu- 
larly arranged masses of pigment found there. Besides this, the elastic lamina of the choroid 
appeared much thickened and thickly strewn upon its surface with coloid glands, which 

I involved the posterior layers of the retina, moreover masses of exudation, undergoing fatty 
degeneration, were also found between choroid and retina, corresponding to the bright spots 
demonstrated in the fundus by the ophthalmoscope, while the subjacent portion of the 
choroid was filled with small cells of an inflammatory origin {Leber). 

Based upon this result, we should scarcely doubt, that the affection is of inflammatory 
origin and nearly allied to the exudative forms of retinitis, which is also corroborated by 
the actual similarity of the objective symptoms with those of the opaque retinal atrophy 
accompanied by extensive development of pigment. In the case in question the condition 
was, however, congenital, and was accompanied from the beginning by complete amaurosis. 

I It is a question, whether it should be classed in the same category with the majority of the 
I other cases, in which the affection was developed very gradually, was marked by extremely 
I characteristic signs, and during its entire course never showed a trace of inflammatory 
I complications. 

Authorities.—Graefe, A. f. O. II. 2. S. 282; IV. 2. S. 250; XV. 3. S. 5.—Alf. Graefe, 
ibid. IV. 2. S. 252.—Liebreich, ibid. V. 1. S. 110; Deutsche Klimik. 1861. Nro. 6; Atlas der 
Ophth. Berlin, 1863. Taf. 6.—Mooren, klin. Monatbl. 1863. S. 93, 97, 104; Ophth. Beobachtg. 
S. 261.— Hbring, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 233; 1865. S. 2S6.—Pedraglia, ibid. 1865. S. 144.— Stor, 
kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 23.—Pagenstecher und Samish, klin. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden, 1861. 

I I. S. 53; IL S. 26.—Schweigger, Vorles. liber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin, 1864. 
I S. 112, 116.—Secondly Clinica oc. di Genova. Torino. 1865. S. 60.—Haase, kl. Monatbl. 1867. 
I S. 228.—Picard, Gaz. med. de Paris. 1868. S. 332.—Joy Jeffries, Boston Med. and Surg. Jour. 
I 1868.1. S. 183.—GalezowsJci, Congres ophth. 1868. S. 162.—Mannhardt, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 
I 18.— Ed. Jaeger, Handatlas, Fig. 76-78.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. S. 383.—Liber, A. 

t 0. XV. 3. S. 1, 7. 17. 
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II 

FIFTH SECTION. 
IRITIS. 

Anatomy.—The iris is a diaphragm, having an opening, the pupil, which 
deviates a little from the center, and is contracted and enlarged by muscular action. 
The peripheral or ciliary border is suspended by the ligamentum pectinatum to the 
peripheral fibrous network of the membrane of Descemet. It is continuous with the 
stroma of the ciliary muscle and the ciliary processes, the heads of which the iris 
covers anteriorly. The pupillary margin, when the pupil is at its maximum dilatation, 
floats in the aqueous chamber. When the pupil is moderately dilated, it rests upon 
the anterior capsule, which extends beyond the plane of the iris at its origin, and 
shuts off the posterior from the anterior chamber. When the pupil is still more 
contracted, it rests upon the convexity of the capsule. A broad zone of the iris 
comes in contact with the anterior surface of the crystalline lens, and the iris itself 
seems bulged forward like a miniature dome. The posterior chamber exists, then, as 
a separate space, in certain conditions only, and then forms a narrow canal, winch 
is triangular, on a vertical section, and runs around the equator of the orb like a 
circle. The fluid which fills the aqueous chamber—-the aqueous humor—is pellucid, 
only exhibiting a trace of albumen, and is to be regarded as dilute serum. 

The anterior surface of the iris is uneven on account of little bands, having a 
reticulated branching arrangement, which project from the surface, and have little 
shallow fossae separating them. Its surface is covered by a layer of small, granular, 
irregular cells, which is prolonged over the ligamentum pectinatum into the epithe¬ 
lium of the membrane of Descemet (Rollet, Iwanoff). 

The posterior surface of the iris, on the contrary, is covered by a thick stratum 
of small, roundish cells, which are filled with dark pigment molecules. The aggre¬ 
gate of these cells is generally described as the pigment layer or tapetum of the iris. 
It is a continuation of the pigment stratum of the choroid and ciliary processes. 
The tapetum is somewhat prominent on the pupillary margin, and forms, as it were, 

a border about it. 
The stroma is a beautiful, loose, wavy, striated connective tissue, the bundles of 

which intertwine with each other, partly in a radiated, partly in a circular course, 
and stand in direct connection with the stroma of the choroid and of the ciliary 
muscle. This fibrous layer is interspersed with numerous, generally fusiform or stel¬ 
late, more rarely roundish, molecular cells, whose branches unite with each other m 

a reticulate manner. 
In the most anterior layer of the iris, the ends of the fibres of the ligamentum 

pectinatum iridis mingle with the connective tissue, but do not extend over the 
middle of the iris. On the whole, the tissue is here much more thickly woven, so 
that it may be described as a peculiar layer, as the anterior boundary layer of the 

iris (Henle). 
The radiating fibers of the latter incline more towards one another at the edge o 

the layer and unite into denser trabeculse, which bend forward like a hook at the 
periphery, and spread out like a fan at the edge of the membrane of Descemet. 
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These trabeculae, whose structure differs markedly from the fibrillary connective 

tissue, represent the suspensory ligament of the iris. When the iris is tense, this 

appears under the form of projecting teeth, the intervening spaces of which are filled 

■with a less dense trabecular tissue, and like the denser fiber bundles are covered by 

a continuous epithelial layer, so that the anterior chamber appears completely closed 

at the edge. Backwards and outwards the ligamentum pectinatum is lost in a coarse 

meshwork of ramifying and anastomosing trabeculae without nuclei, which fills up 

the intervening space between the periphery of the iris and sclera. It is con¬ 

nected with the connective-tissue stroma of the ciliary body, and represents a rudi¬ 

ment of Fontana’s canal, often so well developed in animals {Iwanoff, Rollet). 
The middle and strongest layer is very loose, spongy, and has wide meshes. In 

it lie the vessels which make up the principal part of the structure of the iris. These 

stretch out in rows of two or three, in a radiate course, and when the pupil is wide, 

in a zigzag or spiral course; they branch at sharp angles, and are distinguished by 

the extraordinary firmness of their adventitious tissue, as well as of their structural 

portion. This is thickened iris stroma, and contains, instead of long oval nuclear 

cells, those which resemble them, i. e., nuclear cells, with many projections, lying 

between the bundles of connective tissue, parallel to the axis of the vessels. 

The vessels of the iris are visible through the cornea, and produce the beautiful 

radiate appearance which is especially marked in light-colored eyes. 

Blue hides often appear entirely without pigment in their structure. Their color 

is an “ interference phenomenon,” an effect of the parallel arrangement of very fine 

colorless fibers in the anterior boundary layer (Henle). Frequently, however, there 

are found, especially in the pupillary zone, irregularly interspersed, yellowish-brown 

spots and striae, which have their origin in a collection of golden-yellow, dark-red, or 

brownish granular pigment, in the ramifying cells, and in the interstices of the 

tissue. In brown and black irides these cells are thickly filled with dark pigment, 

and quite a quantity of it lies free in the stroma. 

Enveloped in the stroma are bundles of smooth muscular fibers, having a circular 

course. These are mostly collected on the border of the pupil, and form there a 

very marked sphincter muscle. The radiating fibers which represent the dilator of 

the pupil are united in bundles, which extend in a radiating manner from the ciliary 

border of the iris towards the pupillary margin. They are connected with one 

another in their course by fibers ramifying at an acute angle, and end towards the 

pupillary margin in a kind of network, and finally pass into the sphincter of the 

I pupil (Kolliker, MerJcel, Dogiel). These radiating fibers, in connection with others 

I running concentrically, which cut the first at almost a right angle and are intimately 

I connected with them, form a peculiar thin layer, the posterior limiting layer {Henle), 
I which lies between the loose middle layer and the pigmentary layer, and has been 

I °ften regarded as a tissue allied to the limiting membrane of the choroid. 

The arteries come entirely from the great vascular circle of the iris, which lies 

I within the ciliary muscle, close to the borders of the iris, and which is formed from 

I fte two long posterior and from branches of the anterior ciliary arteries. They ex- 

I bind with much division and reunion to the pupillary border, where they pass into 

I 4e veins. In this way they give off little branches, which are lost in a fine network 

u* the tissue of the iris and of the sphincter muscle. In the neighborhood of the 

Pupillary border, some of their branches, which pass out at nearly right angles from 

main trunk, form by anastomosis a second very superficial vascular circle, the 

I Fredas arteriosus iridis minor {Leber). 
16 
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The veins of the iris have a very similar course, but lie nearer to the posterior 
surface than the anterior. They are connected by the blood-vessels of the ciliary 
muscle with the anterior ciliary veins. The principal part of their blood, however, 
passes to the inner surface of the ciliary processes, through fasciculated branches, 
which communicate with each other very frequently. The thick venous network of 
the ciliary processes extends itself directly into the msa vorticosce of the choroid and 
collects again in the posterior ciliary veins (Leber). 

The nerves of the iris and of the ciliary muscle are, chiefly, branches of the 
trifacial (5th) and oculo-motorius (3d) ; and the sympathetic. 

They appear chiefly as short ciliary nerves, passing out from the ciliary ganglion to the 
posterior surface of the sclerotica, and passing through this, continuing themselves forward into 
the so-called lamina fusca of the choroid. 

Only one branch, or more frequently two small branches pass directly off from the naso- 
ophthalmic nerve, of which one generally takes a branch from the ciliary ganglion, and passes 
through the sclerotica on the inner side of the optic nerve, after having divided into several 
branches. 

These are called the long ciliary nerves. The corneal nerves pass off from the long and short 
ciliary nerves in the ciliary muscle. 

The remainder are lost in an abundant and thick tissue, from which the muscle itself and the 
iris are provided to some extent with nerves. The nerves proper of the iris generally have a 
radiate course; they are, however, much divided, and anastomose with each other, so that 
numerous arcs are formed with their convexity toward the pupillary margin and a network 
which is continued even to the outermost border of the iris. 

Nosology.—The point of origin and the principal seat of the tissue prolifera¬ 
tion are the stroma-cells; still, the connective-tissue intercellular substance and mus¬ 
cular fiber-cells, as well as the tapetum, take an active part in the process. 

So far as our observations hitherto extend, only those processes repeat themselves in an iritis, 
which characterize inflammation in other parts having a basis of connective tissue. The cellular 
elements first swell somewhat, their contents become turbid, and they excrete a molecular mass, 
which, under some circumstances, may be a fatty granular substance. This is chiefly collected 
about the nucleus, which becomes somewhat increased in size, roughly granular, and even 
changes its form. 

These changes are the most striking from the beginning, in the stroma-cells, especially in those 
which belong to the connective tissue accompanying the blood-vessels. Their nuclei are often 
found in a state of germination and separation. Less striking, if at all evident, are the alterations 
in the tapetum and in the muscular filamentary cells. In the pigmented stroma-cells the process ■ 
is often not very marked. The fact that these cells often retain their normal appearance fora 
long time, may support the assumption that they take little or no part in the changes. Still, 
there often have been observed very striking alterations in the color and amount of pigment in i 
these cells, fatty degeneration of the cellular contents, even outgrowths and true proliferation; 
and on the other hand also their partial destruction has been observed. The intercellular substance 
is also occasionally relaxed, and swells somewhat on account of the dilatation of the vessels, and 
the infiltration with a serous or gelatinous, finely-molecular substance interspersed with fat cor¬ 
puscles, and occasionally of a reddish color, from dissolved hematine. 

Subsequently a variable quantity of neoplastic elements calls our attention to the tissue of the i 
iris. They are often arranged in rows, which generally follow the course of the vessels. 1° 
other cases they are collected together, or appear scattered without order in the intercellular 
substance. Their shape and subsequent condition change according to the character and stage 
of the inflammation. It is generally the recent nuclear cells which proliferate and undergo 
the most different stages of higher formation. The newly-formed elements often never reach a 
higher form of development. They change rather into pus-corpuscles. In very many cases I 
even, only a small portion of the contents becomes true nuclear cells. The proliferation resu 
in nuclei, which are in great excess, and either go on to further proliferation, or immediately again | 
undergo fatty degeneration and are destroyed. 
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Sometimes the morbid product is very scanty. It contains no new formations 
which can be distinctly separated from the tissue proper of the iris, but is indicated 
only by a more or less marked discoloration and swelling of the membrane. The 
name serous has been given this form of iritis. In by far the greater number of 
cases the inflammatory tissue proliferation leads to the development of neoplastic 
growths, which may be distinguished with the naked eye. 

1. These latter are chiefly of the nature of connective tissue. Their shape varies 
exceedingly. They most frequently occur as 

a. Papillary excrescences, which are scattered near the pupillary margin, in the 
stroma proper of the iris, perforating the anterior or the posterior boundary layer, 
and coming in contact with the anterior capsule, which they quickly adhere to, 
causing a so-called posterior synechia. 

They are originally of a warty or nodular shape, but, after their union with the 
capsule, often are spun out to threads. If they are close to each other, they readily 
run together, and thus form a more or less broad ridge, which reaches from the 
pupillary margin to the capsule. When there is a considerable development of such 
products in the whole circumference of the pupillary border, the pupil becomes 
completely closed, the papillary excrescences unite to form a more or less thick 
pseudo-membrane, which covers the center of the capsule, and either unites itself to 
it, or, what is more rare, it may he separate, and freely raises up from it. In excep¬ 
tional cases this new formation, on account of its great thickness, deserves rather 
the name of a plug (prop/) than a membrane. 

These papillary outgrowths generally consist of a structureless, finely granular or radiated 
stroma or base, in which not unfrequently isolated neoplastic vessels, but always a varying 
Dumber of cellular formations, lie imbedded. These latter generally contain much pigment, are 
sometimes irregularly shaped, and subdivided into larger and smaller divisions. Sometimes they 
are exactly like the normal stroma-cells, elongated, and furnished with numerous processes. 
Besides this, there are often found in the various stages of development, in not so large number, 
nucleated cells devoid of pigment, free nuclei, masses of free pigment, &e. Where such out¬ 
growths have united and become broad zones, or a membrane closing the pupil, we may not 
unfrequently see in their structure a number of bundles of fibers, which extend in a radiate direction 
toward the center of the pupil, and then form a very irregular network. On the pupillary 
margin of the iris, however, they pass out of the pseudo-membrane, and extend to the anterior 
or posterior surface of the pupillary zone of the iris, in the form of isolated fibers, and these are 
lost in the stroma. ( Wedl.) 

1. Granulations.—These are most frequently and beautifully developed in 
prolapsed portions of the iris, which thus not unfrequently acquires the appearance 
of a beautifully granulating ulcer. Where, however, the cornea has preserved its 
continuity, the peculiar granulations are only rarely elevated above the surface. 
Generally the tissue of the iris becomes loosened in consequence of a luxuriant 
development of connective tissue, and becomes somewhat spongy. True granula¬ 
tions are most frequently seen on the anterior surface of the iris. In some cases 
they cover the whole iris, and even the pupil. On the posterior surface they are 
tire; they have, however, been known to occur even there, in isolated cases, as a 
continuous layer, which covered the whole iris posteriorly, and thus closed the 
pupil. They are found in the stroma proper of the iris, and are not seen on the 
surface. 

The granulating iris appears interspersed, throughout its whole thickness, with neoplastic 
"Dclei and cells. These are partially arranged in rows, and press upon the stroma, and seem to 
^arrange its nuclear cells, which have been very much altered by diseased action. They them- 
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244 IRITIS. GUMMY TUMORS. 

selves, however, exhibit the most different degrees of development, here growing in a fusiform 
shape, and lying on each other in cords or. strings, in order to form vessels; in another place 
they have processes, and become similar to connective-tissue corpuscles; again, by an abundant 
production of pigment, they often change to dark stroma-cells, and excrete a greater or less 
quantity of intercellular substance, which frequently completes the picture of neoplastic, vascular, 
and pigmented connective tissue by distinct fibrous striae. The posterior boundary layer and 
the tapetum take an active part in the process, and also pass completely into the process of proli¬ 
feration, if granulations arise on the posterior surface. 

1 

c. Gummy Tumors.—These are nodular collections of inflammatory products 
varying greatly in size, which have their origin deep in the stroma of the iris, and 
extend out from its anterior surface, uniting themselves to larger tumors, then cover¬ 
ing considerable portions of the iris, and to some extent the anterior chamber. They 
contain a varying amount of pigment and vessels. 

The gummy nature of the nodules appearing in iritis was conjectured some time since. 
( Virchow). Recently, exact examinations have shown the formations of such tumors to be the 
same with that of the true syphilitic gummy tumors. A tumor of this kind, as large as a pea, 
was found to be composed of recent connective-tissue cells, thickly crowded together with strongly- 
refracting nuclei, which were in the process of proliferation; also, composed of fusiform cells 
with a distinct cell-wall. These were generally arranged in a certain course, and indicated 
incipient neoplastic vessels. The tumor in question contained stroma-cells in the process of 
increase, and scattered masses of pigment. The organic muscular fibers, involved in the tumor, 
were destroyed. The vessels of the iris were very much distended and increased by new forma¬ 
tion ; that is, the tumor was very vascular. ( Colberg). 

Again, cases were also observed where the elements indicated the incipient degeneration by 
the haziness and fatty contents of the cells, or which were even in part dissolved in fatty detritus. 
The condition of these tumors is at least variable according to time and circumstances, as their 
different terminations teach us (Bfoppel, Neumann). 

Their appearance is also not necessarily connected with the existence of secondary syphilis; 
and on the other hand, with an undoubted syphilitic basis, they show nothing by which they may 
be distinguished from simple inflammatory products. ( Virchow). 

2. In another class of cases the products of the proliferation of tissue have, from 
the beginning, the character of pus. In individual cases pus-cells have been found 
in the tissue of the iris, arranged according to the course of the vessels. Excep¬ 
tionally, small collections of pus, true abscesses occur. They occasionally break 
through anteriorly and leave behind an ulcerative loss of substance, or a true per¬ 
foration with shreddy edges infiltrated with pus. Under certain circumstances the 
iris, as a whole, may be changed into a mass of pus, and be entirely destroyed by 
purulent infiltration. 

As a rule, however, the pus appears more in the form of a secretion on the 
surface of the iris. The stroma is interspersed with recent cells. Still, these do not 
bear the character of pus-corpuscles. Only a coating of luxuriant nuclei and cells 
is found on the surface, which are shown to be the proximate source of the pushy 
their fatty contents and their whole structure. It gradually collects on the floor of 
the aqueous humor, and forms a hypopyon. 

Hypopyon often consists entirely of fluid pus, which changes its position with 
every movement of the eye. The pus of hypopyon, however, often contains thick, 
flaky coagulations, which are not movable; first, on account of their weight; 
secondly, because of their disposition to adhere to the walls of the aqueous 
chamber. 

Sometimes these coagulations project forward in mass, and form a kind of fram®' 
work, in which the fluid pus is, as it were, divided into compartments, so that on a 
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IRITIS. SYMPTOMS. 245 

change of position of the eye, it does not alter its situation. The pus appears some¬ 
times streaked with red, from extravasated blood, or it may even be of a uniform 
red color. 

It is now certain that its origin is not to be exclusively sought for in the iris, but a portion of it, 
at least, arises from the epithelial layer of the membrane of Descemet, and from the ciliary muscle, 
which is affected with it. (Hastier, Boser, Graefe.) 

Complications.—Besides the ciliary muscle, whose participation is probably a 
rule, the ciliary body often takes part in an inflammation of the iris, in which case 
the process takes the name of irido-cyklitis. If, however, the ciliary body be drawn 
into the process, it not unfrequently happens that the corresponding portion of the 
sclerotica falls into a state of inflammatory proliferation, in which even the anterior 
portion of the vitreous humor participates, and brings to light connective tissue, or 
purulent products in its structure. 

Irido-choroiditis, also, frequently occurs. It generally appears connected with 
retinitis and hyalitis. Not unfrequently the iritis is only a symptom of panoph¬ 
thalmitis. Most frequently,'however, the iritis is complicated with inflammation of 
the cornea, the so-called kerato-iritis, and with capsulitis, irido-capsulitis. An 
inflammation of the whole lenticular covering is rarely observed in connection with 
an iritis. 

Symptoms.—These are, a peculiar discoloration of the iris, loss of its normal 

appearance, and sluggishness or immobility of the pupil, which is generally very much 

contracted, together with the symptoms of a more or less severe ciliary irritation. To 

these characteristics, in the greater number of cases, may be added symptoms which are 

caused by morbid products, varying in amount and nature, and which are not recog¬ 

nizable with the naked eye. 

1. The change of structure of the iris, depending upon the proliferation of tissue, 
makes the arched, vascular ramifications less distinct, so that the surface of the iris, 
which in a normal state is so beautifully marked, has more of a regular, velvet-like, 
a dull, glistening appearance; with this the color itself changes. Bine and gray 
mides become discolored to a dirty slate-color or yellowish green. Black or brown 
■rides change to an ochre, a cinnamon-color, a ferruginous red or brownish red. 

In order to find these symptoms in every case, a comparison of both irides is indispensably 
necessary. "Without this precaution, considerable changes in color will be often overlooked. 

oreover, it should be remarked, that an iritis is not present in every case where the iris is dis- 
| ®lored, and its normal appearance seems to he gone. 

These appearances are also a part of the symptomatology of many of the permanent results 
of iritis. 

the i: 
even very striking discoloration of, and indistinctness in the normal appearance of, 

ms, are frequently only apparent, and occur with perfect integrity of the iris, and belong 
entirely and alone to the account of inflammatory opacity of the cornea, or turbidness of the aque- 

^umor. Only the most exact observation of all the other symptoms, but especially testing 
mobility of the pupil, can here protect us from an error in diagnosis. 

2’ A further necessary result of the proliferation of tissue is the inability of the 

t!sto r®8.ct to variations in the illumination, i. e., sluggishness or complete immobility 

f be pupil. Indeed, there can be no idea of an inflammation of the iris, where 

s Mobility has suffered but little. Even if the muscular elements have pre- 

1 Beived their integrity, they must be very much limited in their action in the stroma, 

I'-ollca by the proliferation of the elements, as well as in the overloaded vessels of 
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246 SYMPTOMS OF IRITIS. 

the iris. Great sluggishness, or complete immobility of the pupil, is therefore an 
indispensable requirement in order to enable us to make a diagnosis of iritis. Still, 
at the same time, the fact is to be considered, that an iritis is occasionally, and espe¬ 
cially in the beginning of the process, confined to a part of the iris, and therefore 
the disturbance of function may be also partial. 

In the investigation of these symptoms, the greatest care is necessary to guard against decep¬ 
tion. In order to test the reaction of the iris, the patient should be so placed that a moderately 
strong light (ordinary daylight is best) falls obliquely, from one side only, upon the eye. The 
unaffected eye should be closed, not only with the hand, but also with a folded cloth, so thatervery 
trace of light be absolutely excluded from it. The examiner now places himself in such a posi¬ 
tion before the patient, that, while he throws a very dark shadow ou the uncovered eye with his 
hand, he keeps the pupil in plain sight. Now, fixing his eye upon the edge of the pupil, by 
removal of the hand a bright light is thrown upon the eye, and then the eye is again shaded, and 
so on. One or two changes of light and shade will, as a rule, enable us to conclude as to the 
reaction of the iris, and by attentively following all the precautionary rules, the slightest pucker¬ 
ing of the pupillary margin may be detected. Covering the unaffected eye with a folded cloth is 
necessary, because simple closure of the lids, or covering the eye with the hand, is not sufficient 
to keep away all the light. A light acting upon the unaffected eye narrows also the pupil of the 
one that is diseased, and thus considerably weakens the contrast between the light and shadow 
acting upon the latter, so that with a slight amount of reactionary power, the iris in the affected 
eye.may appear firmly fixed, although it is still movable. A strong light, and a deep shadow, 
are necessary in order to excite a sufficient contrast, and thereby produce the strongest possible 
reaction. The edge of the pupil should be kept in view, as well in the shadow as in the light. 
If this is not done when the hand is removed, the contraction of the pupil is already over before 
the examiner has distinctly seen it, so that even considerable contractions may escape observation. 

Where, in spite of all this careful examination in repeated changes of light and shade, no 
motion of the pupil is seen, we conclude that there is probably loss of reactionary power on the 
part of the iris. In doubtful cases, a solution of atropine furnishes a means of making one’s self 
certain. Where, after the use of this, the pupil is greatly and regularly enlarged, a severe, com¬ 
plete iritis is certainly not present. 

When partial inflammation of thg iris exists, a partial dilatation of the pupil by the use of 
atropine, or by shading the eye, is naturally not prevented. It should not, however, be forgotten 
that a want of effect of atropine does not always indicate an iritis, since the immobility of the iris 
may also have its origin in very many other conditions; in posterior synechia, in paralysis, atro¬ 
phy, &c. Besides, it is well to consider that very severe conditions of irritation of the ciliary 
nervous system, such as those which not unfrequently accompany keratitis, may very much lessen 
the effect of atropine, or even cause it to have no effect at all. 

3. Furthermore, an intumescence results from the inflammatory proliferation of 
tissue, and from the accompanying hyperemia and serous infiltration of the tissue. 
This becomes evident as well by increase in thickness, as by enlargement of the 
width of the iris; that is, contraction of the pupil. The thickening is generally not 
very marked. Of course, the inflamed iris often appe.-irs relaxed and pushed forward 
somewhat, so that the aqueous chamber appears smaller; but this latter symptom is 
generally rather the result of a diminution of the aqueous humor. The contraction 
of the motionless pupil is generally very evident, although it is not a constant symp¬ 
tom, for the iris may be inflamed, with every possible diameter of the pupil 

Contraction of the pupil has been by many described as resulting alone from an increased 
contraction of the sphincter-muscle. But it is often first seen in stages of iritis in which we have 
every reason to suppose that the functions of the sphincter have been completely destroyed 

Besides, the proof of the dependence of the phenomenon on the swelling lies in the fact that, even 
in old paralysis, or entire degeneration of the iris, such as occurs in inveterate glaucoma, a 
quickly-appearing iritis causes an angular projection of isolated parts of the pupillary margin' j 
and in general after adhesion of two parts of the pupillary margin, the arch of the latter lying 
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SYMPTOMS OF IBITIS. 247 

between is not necessarily limited to a projection forward in a straight line, but presses out over 
this with a distinct convexity back upon the capsule. This process is exactly opposite to any 
muscular action. 

It is shown by this, that muscular action does not come into consideration in inflammatory 
contraction of the pupil, but that it can be only considered as an adjuvant. 

4. Hypermmia, on account of the density of the walls of the vessels of the iris, is not 
readily perceived even when it exists. It has already been said, that the heemo- 
dynamic conditions of the intraocular space are not favorable to the development 
of severe hypersemia. 

Very exceptionably, we find that one or more greatly enlarged branches, evidently venous, 
appear on the surface of the iris, and have a very irregular course. This is occasionally the case 
in the later stages of chronic iritis, when the tissue of the iris has already suffered very much and 
is far advanced in atrophy. 

Blood-extravasations, as a result of the disturbance of circulation, however, are not often 
observed here. They appear as blood-colored, macerated spots in the parenchyma of the iris. 
Occasionally they show themselves by the bloody color of iritic products, or as free effusions into 
the aqueous chamber, as the so-called hamophthalmia or a hypohama. 

If, however, the hypersemia in the iris itself be not very distinct, it is marked on 
the anterior ciliary vessels, and its collateral branches, by the development of an 
extremely fine vascular network in the anterior episcleral zone. This is one of the 
most constant symptoms of iritis. It is even found in the simple irritations of the 
iris, and belongs in general to the first premonitions of the inflammation in question. 
The injected episcleral tissue is at the same time generally infiltrated with serum. 
Often the conjunctival tissue lying over it participates in the hyperaemia and 
edematous swelling, and elevates itself in the form of a broad, flattish ring—a so- 
called vascular ring around the cornea. 

The hyperacmic redness of- the episcleral vascular network is generally very bright, evidently 
arterial, and, on account of the deep situation of the network, plays more or less into a rose or lilac 
color. Occasionally the sides exhibit a very distinct shade of brown. The conjunctival vascular 
ring varies in its color from a bright blood-red to a bluish red, indicating the more arterial or 
venous character of the disturbance in circulation. 

Formerly an unjustifiable diagnostic value was ascribed to the various shades of the episcleral 
redness. It was believed that a syphilitic basis for the iritis could be found when the color was 
brown; when blue, that it was due to gout; when of a bright-red color, to rheumatism, &c. This 
is decidedly incorrect. The origin of the brown shade is by no means explained. The predomi¬ 
nance of a bright or a bluish color depends upon the excess in the disturbance of the arterial or 
venous circulation. 

It is still important to remark, that exceptionally a very severe iritis may run its 
course without any exhibition of marked hypei-semia of the episcleral tissue. In the 
course of puerperal fever, of typhus, of pyaemia, &c., we often have an opportunity 
of observing such a variety of inflammations of the iris. 

The hypersemia is frequently not limited to the vascular ring. The whole 
conjunctiva, and even the lids, appear very much reddened and swollen. Especially 
the border of the upper lid is often decidedly swollen and markedly red, its integu¬ 
ment tense, shining, and sensitive. 

5. The most inconstant symptom of iritis is the pain. This is n®t unfrequently 
entirely absent, or so slight that it scarcely excites the attention of the patient. In 
ether cases it appears among the prodomata, and gradually increases, becoming very 
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248 IRITIS. 

It is described by different patients as biting, boring, sticking, pressing, and so on. Ever; 
external or internal irritation increases it. Very often it is united with photophobia, appearing 
sometimes uninterruptedly, sometimes with remissions and exerbations, again in an intermittent 
form, and with paroxysms occurring at regular or irregular times of day, it shadows the picture 
of the disease in the most varied way. To this may be added that it very often does not remain 
confined to the globe, but radiates in various directions in the course of the frontal nerves, more 
rarely in the course of the infra-orbital or infra-maxillary. 

The cerebrum also very often shows its participation by more or less severe cephalalgia. 
Through it the intestinal canal often participates in the morbid process. Loss of appetite, coating 
of the tongue, perverted taste, an inclination to vomit or actual vomiting, betray this participation. 
There is often febrile action. 

6. There is always considerable impairment of vision in iritis. This is occa¬ 
sionally the only symptom which calls the patient’s attention to the existence of 
the affection. It results, on the one hand, from the paralysis of the muscles 
produced by the proliferation of tissue, aud from the loss of the power of accom¬ 
modation, and the ability to contract the pupil as is required. On the other hand, 
it may he a result of inflammatory products deposited in the pupil. (See Capsular 
Cataract.) 

7. The papillary growths on the pupillary margin are frequently so exceedingly 
small and scattered so sparingly, that they are only with difficulty recognized with 
the naked eye : so long as the iritis exists and the pupil remains immovable, and the 
more so, since, on account of the great amount of pigment which they contain, they 
are scarcely to he distinguished from the black pupil, we must look very closely, 
and often seek the assistance of oblique illumination, in order to recognize them as 
very small brown or black elevations. Of course, they become more marked in 
proportion to the increase in size. Ridges formed by the deliquescence of the 
outgrowths thickly pressed together can scarcely be overlooked. 

These are from a light-brown to a dark-brown and even dull-black color, often a 
quarter of a line broad, surrounding a larger or smaller arc of the pupillary margin, 
following all its deviations, or surrounding the entire pupil, and have a jagged or 
indistinct margin on the anterior capsule. By no means unfrequentiy there may be 
distinguished on them a small central zone, devoid of pigment and therefore of a 
grayish-white color, with a cloudy, blurred inner border, in which collections of 
pigment can he discovered only by oblique illumination. 

The pupil often appears nearly or completely opaque, when extensive posterior 
synechia exists. This only shows that there is a capsulitis coincident with the iritis. 

The neoplastic border of the pupillary margin, colored by pigment, is lost, 
toward the center of the capsule, in a pure or yellowish white, which, being 
irregularly divided, causes maculated, striated appearances, between which the fundus 
of the eye appears of a bluish color. Often, however, this opacity is actually caused 
by iritic products, and is only made more striking by a coincidental capsulitis. 
DeDOsits on the anterior capsule made under such conditions always exhibit brown 
or black pigment-contents, at least with oblique illumination and the magnifying 
glass. Generally the coloring matter is evident to the naked eye. 

By means of the irregular distribution of this coloring matter, brown or black spots are 
formed in the opaque pupil, which, like fruit, are placed on branched stria} of the same color, or 
there is seen in the pupil a network interwoven with pigmented threads, which are connected 
with the pigmented exudation-border through whose meshes we may indistinctly see the fundus 
of the eye. 

But occasionally the pigment is more evenly distributed, and so thickly interspersed in the 
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membranous-like new formation that the pupil, on hasty examination, appears to retain its natural 
black color, and it is only on more exact observation that the dark brown or even deep black 
ink-color of the neoplastic growth is recognized. 

8. Gummy tumors and granulations are, on account of their size, very striking, 
and scarcely to be mistaken. The real gummy tumors are generally nodules of the 
size of a poppy-seed or a grain of millet, with conical apices. Occasionally they are 
more like knobs or warts, with roundish heads. They are distinctly elevated 
above the anterior surface of the iris. They are often found alone. Occasionally 
we find them connected to a warty ring, which completely covers the pupillary zone 
of the iris. Their color, in light irides, is generally a yellowish gray or red, from a 
great quantity of vessels, sometimes even of a cinnamon-color. In dark eyes they 
are from a tan-color to a dark brown. 

The larger tumors, whether gummy or simple fleshy condylomata, are apt to 
have more of a cauliflower appearance. Their surface is, as a rule, very rough, gland- 
ularly condylomatous. It is then that they extend to the membrane of Descemet, 
where the surface becomes smooth from mechanical reasons. They are often of a 
dirty flesh color. Not unfrequently the red is changed to a brown color by the 
pigment contained in the tissue, and even to a decided brown, especially in dark 
irides, and after long existence of the excrescences. Occasionally they cause repeated 
hemorrhages (Seeondi). Growths, which, on account of their structure, incline more 
to suppuration, have generally a dirty-yellow color, which is occasionally sprinkled 
with dark pigment. 

9. In iritis with purulent products, the iris appears covered over only with a thin 
gauze-like coating. The pus is quickly thrown off, mixes with the aqueous humor, 
renders this turbid, and gives it the appearance of whey. Thick flocculi not unfre- 
ipcntly are seen in it, which are deposited every where on the walls of the aqueous 
chamber, on the posterior surface of the membrane of Descemet, and collect on the 
door of the cavity in the form of a hypopyon. 

In other cases the iris is covered over at intervals, or in its entire extent, with 
yellowish, smeary, cream-like masses, which often appear spotted or streaked from 
the pigment and extravasated blood which they contain. They form a hypopyon 
secondarily by their deliquescence. They frequently lie in the form of an even 
stratum, of greater or less consistency, on the iris and middle of the capsule. Not 
infrequently the deposit is also very irregular ; often here and there are even seen 
isolated threads with cloudy or striated edges. Such masses appear most frequently 
confined to the pupillary portion. They often form there dense plugs, which fully 
cover the pupil and extend over the central portion of the iris with radiating 
branches. 

10. The purulent deposition, hypopyon, often scarcely elevates itself above the 
bight of the limbus conjunctivalis, and is only found on careful examination in the 
form of a small pus-colored line. In other cases the hypopyon extends to the lower 
border of the pupil, more rarely over the pupil, or exceptionally it completely fills 
fbe aqueous chamber. It is generally flattened out above, especially when the fluid 

is predominant, where the upper edge, changing its position with every motion 
of the globe, is a plane surface. But in case the placenta-like formations predominate, 
fbe upper margin of the hypopyon may be very uneven. 

i 1» primary hypopyon the fluid pus is often mostly absorbed within a short time, while the 
°8er portions resist this process, and are gradually raised above the plane of the hypopyon. 
118 f® another mode of formation from that which frequently obtains, where the hypopyon pro- 
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250 IRITIS. CAUSES. 

ceeds from the disintegration of dense morbid products, which are closely adherent to the iris. 
We usually find these denser portions as little lumps, lying on the anterior surface of the iris, or 
closing the pupil like a plug. 

It is difficult to decide, under such circumstances, whether the hypopyon was primary or 
whether it has resulted from the partial deliquescence of these solid portions. It is not usually 
difficult to distinguish hypopyon from onyx. 

Causes.—The causes of iritis are very numerous. 
1. Almost every imaginable injury which affects the eye may lead directly or 

indirectly to an inflammation of the iris. 
a. The mechanical injuries which most frequently cause an iritis are: foreign bodies 

which have remained for some time in the conjunctival sac or cornea; stretchings, 
tearing, and actual separation of continuity of the iris, whether done accidentally 
or as the result of operations; the mechanical influence of a foreign body in the 
anterior chamber (Horner); or detached portions of cataract, or of a luxated lens; 
exposure of the iris in consequence of perforations, with loss of substance, and of 
extensive destruction of the cornea. 

5. Chemical injuries are: the effect of severely cauterizing substances acting upon 
the eye, such as the improper use of irritating ointments, eye-lotions, caustics, etc. 

c. Among the physical injuries, probably, sudden changes of various degrees of 
heat, and their results, elevation and decrease in the heat of the body, play a part. 
Besides this, the effect of very intense light, especially brilliant contrasts of light, upon 
the eye, may be numbered among the possible causes of iritis. 

d. Among the functional oauses, excessive straining of the eye, for the purpose 
of distinct vision, stands in the first rank. 

2. Iritis is frequently secondary; the result of the continuation of the process 
upon the iris from parts which are either in anatomical or functional union 
with it. 

Choroiditis is in this way often connected with iritis, but it is most frequently 
combined with keratitis. 

The power of transmitting irritative conditions, and of thus exciting the inflam¬ 
mation, is, besides, not confined to single parts of one and the same globe. Many 
recent observations indicate that inflammations of one globe, particularly iritis and 
irido-choroiditis, under certain exceptional circumstances, through the aid of the 
nervous system, may, through sympathy, draw the other globe into participation, 
and bo in a condition again to excite an iritis. (See Irido-choroiditis.) 

3. Finally, certain constitutional affections are to be named as possible causes of 
inflammatory processes, which sometimes are confined to the iris, but which 
sometimes appear in the form of a suppurative panophthalmitis. (See PaMfh' 
thalmitis.) 

Thus iritis with hypopyum is said to occur in the intermittent form as a symp¬ 
tom of a vaso-motor neurosis occasioned by malaria, and to be curable by quinine 
like other latent intermittent fevers (Staub, Eulenburg). 

Among all the so-called dyscrasia, syphilis leads more frequently to iritis; we 
may say that quite a large percentage of all inflammations of the iris rests on £ 
syphilitic basis. 

As a rule, under such circumstances, the iritis appears without any evident 
external injury. Occasionally, however, one of the causes which have been named 
is the exciting cause of the inflammation. 

Generally iritis first occurs after syphilis has existed for some time, and has 
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Deen variously localized. Still, the contrary may take place; the iris may be 
one of the first parts attacked, or be among the first of the local secondary 
syphilitic affections. 

The combination of syphilitic iritis with a papular syphilitic skin-affection is very common. 
By many, there has been supposed to be an essential causal connection between the two, and the 
more so, since iritis not unfrequently occurs during such a papular eruption. The coincidental 
appearance of iritis and the papular syphilitic eruption, is rather to be explained by the fact that 
this is one of the most frequent evidences of the existence of the constitutional disease. 

Besides, we often find an inflammation of the iris which cannot be denied to be syphilitic, in 
a case where not a trace of a syphilitic papular eruption can be found, or can be shown in the his¬ 
tory. The syphilitic character of the eye-affection betrays itself, however, by the presence of 
syphilitic ulcers in the pharynx; or, in the absence of all other peculiar local affections, by the 
swelling of the lymphatic glands of the neck, axilla, elbow, or at least in the inguinal region, which 
always occur in constitutional syphilis, or by the cicatrix of a chancre. Where there is no evidence 
of the presence of a secondary syphilis from any of the peculiar local manifestations, not even from 
the swelling of the lymphatics, every reason for diagnosticating an iritis dependent on syphilis is 
wanting, even if there be a primary syphilitic ulcer, or one has existed; and yet the iritis may 
undoubtedly have a syphilitic character; and we will be justified in considering this in the 
therapeutics, if it appears during the existence of a primary ulcer, without any sufficient external 
cause, or within a short time after one has healed. The iritis may be a genuine one in the strict 
sense of the word. 

The diagnosis can then only be made from the results of treatment. The syphilitic nature is 
decided by the insufficiency of simple antiphlogistics, and by the necessity and efficacy of anti¬ 
syphilitic remedies. 

It has been asserted by many that syphilis shows in iritis some very peculiar evidences, which 
are not seen in an iritis arising from any other cause, and that we may thus decide from the 
symptoms as to the syphilitic or non-syphilitic character of the disease. This, however, is cer¬ 
tainly an error, as is partly evinced by the fact that different oculists ascribe totally different 
symptoms to syphilitic iritis. There are no local symptoms and no combination of these which 
allow us to designate a given iritis as syphilitic; and, on the other hand, any iritis, whatever may 
have been its peculiar character, may depend upon syphilis, and be subdued by anti-syphilitic 
treatment. 

The syphilitic character of an iritis can only be determined from the positive 
proof of the existence of constitutional syphilis. For this purpose we must see cer¬ 
tain changes on the other parts of the body, the existence of syphilitic eruptions, 
ulcers of the pharynx, or at least the peculiar swelling of the lymphatic glands. 
We may say, in general terms, that where the existence of constitutional syphilitic 
disease is demonstrated by its peculiar localizations, there the syphilitic character of 
an iritis occurring at the same time is more than probable; but in an opposite class 
of cases we may say that, at times, grounds for suspicion are furnished by the history, 
but never premises for a decided opinion. 

Time of Appearance.—Iritis occurs at every time of life. It often destroys the 
good result of an operation for cataract in the most advanced old age, and it is also 
observed in the newly-born. There are even recorded experiences which render 
possible the belief in an iritis occurring during foetal life. (Himly, PagenstecTier.) The 
middle period of life, from the twenty-first to the fortieth or fiftieth year, certainly 
furnishes the greatest percentage. This may be in part due to the greater frequency 
°f traumatic influences and constitutional syphilis at this time of life. Sex seems to 
Zeroise no peculiar influence upon the mild or severe course of an iritis. Whether 
the left iris and irides of a dark color arc more disposed to the affection, as some 
believe, is not yet sufficiently decided. 

The occurrence of syphilitic iritis in children, during the first month of life, deserves especial 
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notice. It is easily overlooked, since it is apt to run a very insidious course, with no very striking 
symptoms. The ordinary accompaniments of such attacks of iritis, syphilitic eruptions, aphthae, 
condylomata about the anus, &c., enable us to recognize the existence of syphilis without diffi¬ 
culty. Such children generally have mothers who had acquired syphilis at a time not far removed 
from the period of parturition. Well-nourished children are said to be more disposed to it than 
the opposite class. (Hutchinson.) 

Course.—Iritis is almost always divided into the acute and chronic forms. Indeed, 
an iritis often occurs which reaches its highest point within a few days, and quickly 
exhibits the products of inflammation, which disappear quite as quickly. In other 
cases the process furnishes products only very gradually, and, sometimes remitting, 
sometimes exacerbating, lasts for weeks and months before its decline is reached. 
These are, however, only the extremes, which are connected to each other by a great 
number of intermediate varieties, and in practice they frequently lose their significa¬ 
tion, since an acute iritis not unfrequently passes into a chronic course, and a typical 
chronic process occasionally exacerbates and shows all the characteristics of the 
most acute inflammation. 

The cause has certainly an influence upon the rapidity or slowness of the process. 
Inflammations of the iris which are caused by external irritants are always more 
inclined to an acute course than others. The rapidity of this is apt to be propor¬ 
tionate to the amount of injury done by the irritating cause. 

Syphilitic iritis is sometimes acute, and sometimes chronic, in the widest sense of 
the term. Secondary iritis is apt to have a course in accordance with that of the 
primary affection. Where passive hyperminia or sympathy has been the chief occa¬ 
sion, the disease is generally chronic. 

Staphylomatous corneal cicatrices, as well as complete or nearly complete pos¬ 
terior synechia of the pupillary border, may maintain an iritis caused by them for 
weeks and months, and produce such a great inclination to relapses, that the slight¬ 
est provocation is sufficient to set up the process anew. Indeed, cases not unfre¬ 
quently occur in which the patient, with shorter or longer intervals, is troubled with 
chronic iritis for years. Generally, choroiditis and retinitis are added sooner or later, 
if they do not accompany the iritis from the beginning or precede it. Atrophy of the 
entire globe is then generally the final result. (See Irido-choroiditis.) 

Results.—The percentage of cures in iritis is, on the whole, large. Very often, 
however, the inflammation leaves sequelae, which render the preservation of the 
functions of the eye more or less doubtful, or which entirely destroy them. 

In consideration of this latter fact we should distinguish between changes which 
the constituent elements of the iris themselves undergo, and those which have their 
origin in further transmutations of the plainly-marked inflammatory new-formations 
before described. Frequently morbid conditions of both kinds, in the greatest 
variety of combination, are the final results of the process. Often, however, the 
true iris tissue returns to the normal condition, while the neoplastic growths assume 
a permanent form, and impair the functions of the eye. It very rarely occurs that 
the iris loses its normal character, when the proliferation of tissue was not sufficient 

to cause neoplastic formations. 
1. As is easily understood, the inflamed tissue of the iris regains its normal 

condition the more easily, the less it is already changed by proliferation. A 9hort 
duration and slight degree of intensity of the process, in conjunction with an easj 
removal of the cause, are especially favorable to a return to the normal condition. 
On the contrary, a longer existence of the iritis, even with less intensity, as well as 
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great intensity of the process, and great development of new elements even with a 
shorter duration of the disease, do not give us so good a prospect for perfect cure, 
especially when there are difficulties in the way of removing the causes of the affec¬ 
tion. Under such circumstances atrophy is a very common result. The prognosis 
is most unfavorable when the iritis is accompanied by choroiditis, for then the 
nutrition of the whole globe is in danger. (See Irido-choroiditis.) 

True atrophy may be sometimes defined as a deliquescence of the elements into 
material capable of resorption, with a subsequent carrying off of these through the 
vessels. Sometimes it is a change of the proliferating tissue into dense cicatritial 
masses, being a kind of shrinkage, obsolescence. Frequently both forms of atrophy 
are found together. Sometimes they are confined to a portion of the iris. As a 
rule, however, the whole becomes atrophied. 

Atrophy is known to have occurred in light irides by their discoloration, they 
being changed to a very dirty-slate color, while brown irides acquire a dirty-red or 
tail-color, occasionally even a fawn-color. 

The normal appearances of the iris have disappeared, the variously ramifying, 
arch-shaped inosculating vessels have been mostly destroyed. In their place we 
frequently find very irregularly distributed tendinous striae; some of them straight, 
some of them branching out like a tree or forming a network ; sometimes mixed 
with spots of the same kind, whose edges appear blurred or fringed. 

These tendon-like, neoplastic formations are very plainly distinguished from the 
tlense dark-colored groundwork, by their white or bluish gray, sometimes even 
bright yellow, color, and satin-like brilliancy, and, according as the number of them 
is great or small, modify very considerably the whole appearance of the iris. They 
are very firm and tenacious. Where they are developed in abundance, the consist¬ 
ency of the iris appears increased, often to such a degree that it is torn with 
difficulty, and then causes a crackling sound. Where, however, they are only 
sparingly formed, or are entirely wanting, the iris is generally friable, easily 
torn, even rotten, so that at the slightest touch it is torn in shreds. With this the 
iris is generally thinned, rarely spongy. The rarefaction sometimes goes so far, that 
the iris has more the appearance of a gauze-like, extremely delicate transparent 
membrane. 

This degeneration is, as a rule, connected with the formation of false membranes upon the 
posterior wall of the iris, and is not easily found in a simple iritis, but is almost a constant 
result of irido-oyclitis or irido-choroiditis. 

The dirty-gray, plumbago-like coloring of the thinnest portions is in reality only the appear- 
®ce of the black fundus of the eye, through the rarefied tissue of the iris. 

This has au entirely structureless, molecular basis, in which only here and there strings, or 
i s real network of connective tissue, is found, and which contain in varying quantity free pigment, 

wtnously-formed pigment-cells undergoing fatty degeneration, fat corpuscles, free nuclei, choloid 
bodies, etc. The tendon-like striae and spots, which occasionally stretch over the surface of this 
108 as delicate pseudo membranes, but generally are deeply situated in its substance, or permeate 
the iris in its entire thickness, bear the character of disintegrated connective tissue, containing 
P'gment (Scbiess-Gemuseus). On the surface of extensive neoplastic plaques the tissue appears 

times translucent, exceedingly tough, striated with fibers or completely structureless, and re- 
sembles the hyaline very much. Some recognize in it real newly-formed hyaline membranes, which 
are occurred on the surface of these plaques, by the secretion in layers of a peculiar rigid product 

[Bonders, Coccius). It appears, however, as if this explanation were only sufficient for those cases 
8 which the tendon-like neoplastic growths come in immediate contact with the membrane of 

I '•■cernet, or are even adherent to this on account of the complete removal of the anterior cliam- 
I er, where we consequently may believe that there is a Becretion from this membrane (Gracfe). 

Inhere, however, the aqueous chamber still exists to any extent, that is, where the membrane 
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of Descemet does not participate, tills idea of tlie origin is somewhat forced, and can scarcely be 
maintained as against the direct proof of the origin of this structureless layer from the degene¬ 
rating superficial layer of the neoplastic plaques. (Junge.) We find that the muscular fiber-cells 
of the sphincter are either undergoing fatty degeneration, or that they have already completely 
disappeared. Instead of them appears a smooth bundle of delicate connective-tissue fibers, 
with interspersed fatty detritus and pigment. The nerves also become atrophied very quickly as 
a general rule, and are entirely destroyed. We often find numerous remains of the vessels in an 
atheromatous condition or completely obliterated, and a few advanced in retrogressive metamor¬ 
phosis. Occasionally such remains of vessels form the chief part of individual parts of the iris. 
Between them not unfrequently are other vessels, still permeable, which are then often enor¬ 
mously distended, so that they may be appreciated by the naked eye on the living subject as very 
irregular branches of a venous appearance, curving on the surface of the iris. 

These alterations in the vessels explain the very profuse hemorrhages which occur on injury 
to the atrophied iris. The posterior boundary layer is occasionally thickened, very friable, 
and delicate; more often, however, it appears to be wanting, having deteriorated into a 
shrunken mass. The posterior limiting layer is almost always involved in the shrinking false 
membranes. 

It is evident that under such conditions the functions of the iris are always 
completely destroyed. This is indicated, on the one hand, by the complete immo¬ 
bility of the pupil and loss of the power of accommodation, and on the other hand 
by striking changes in position and by loss of the normal tension of the iris. 

2. a. Papillary excrescences on the pupillary margin frequently recede again, so 
that they cease to maintain the posterior synechia which they have caused. Under 
the action of the returning muscular power of the iris they are torn even after they 
are drawn out to thin threads. The remains are easily removed by absorption and 
shrinkage, so that they are no longer visible to the naked eye. Still, not unfrequently 
spots, which are richly pigmented, remain on the anterior capsule as an evidence of 
previously existing synechia of this variety, which appear very plainly on exami¬ 
nation with the ophthalmoscope, or by oblique illumination. 

Suoh papillary excrescences are often permanent, however, either in their original 
form or spun out in longer or shorter threads. They are indicated by a perma¬ 
nent distortion of the pupil, and, when it is dilated, by a very acute prominent angle 
which the pupillary border forms at the point of attachment. When the sphincter is 
strongly contracted, and especially when the eye is brightly illuminated, and under 
great straining of the accommodation, these small growths readily escape observa¬ 
tion. Since they are chiefly situated on the peripheral surface, it not unfrequently 
occurs that, after the inflammation has run its course, the sphincter-muscle, which 
has again become fully capable of doing its work if properly excited, approaches 
the center of the pupil, passing over the adhesions. Thus the posterior synechia are 
completely covered by the pupillary zone of the iris, and the pupil appears round, 
although its border is adherent to the capsule at several points, and at different 
distances from the center. The sphincter must then he paralyzed by mydriatics, in 
order that we may perceive the irregularity of the pupil. 

If under such circumstances the iritis recurs, it may easily happen that portions 
of the iris become adherent to the capsule, and the points o"f adhesion being 
stretched to cords, pass beyond the pupillary margin like bridges. It appears that 

it is such formations which have of late years been described as remains of the 
pupillary membrane (H. Cohn, Keyser, Korn, 0. Becker). At any rate they cannot 

be easily made to agree with the anatomy of the pupillary membrane (Ammon, 
Schoeler). 

In exceptional cases even a complete posterior synechia is detached by muscular 

action. If the pupil were at the same time small, and the capsule in its bounds I 
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covered by iritic new-formation, this remains behind, after the freeing of the pupil¬ 
lary border, occasionally, as a small, strongly demarcated spot on tbe center of the 
capsule, representing a so-called central capsular cataract, which increases greatly in 
thickness by a cataractous transformation of the parts of the lens lying behind, and 
may become a pyramidal cataract. 

b. Dense iritic products in the bounds of the pupil always become permanent. 
They shrink somewhat, but in spite of this maintain a very considerable thickness. 
These neoplastic plugs are generally called false cataracts, a name which appears to 
some extent justified by the almost constant association of the condition in question 
with lenticular cataract. According to this, false cataracts are only distinguished 
from capsular cataract caused by iritic deposits, by the density of the neoplastic 
formation. 

Various special Dames are given to the false cataracts, which are derived from the anatomi¬ 
cal character of the nevv-formation. Thus a lymph-cataract is spoken of when the new-formation 
which has become permanent resembles tendinous tissue in its external appearance, or when the 
greater part appears composed of it. The name is not changed, if from the symptoms a calca¬ 
reous or osseous degeneration has occurred. But if the plug has become hardened by hemor¬ 
rhagic extravasation, or even if the principal part be the remains of a blood-coagulum, and the 
blood then changes into pigment, the nevv-formation takes the name of blood-cataract, ca.tara.cta 
spuria cruenta or grumosa. 

A permanent but not very dense new-formation, closing the pupil, is generally described as a 
pigment-cataract, cataracta choroidalis. It is very richly supplied with neoplastic elements, and 
therefore very dark. These may be perceived as branch-like or reticulate strive, or may even be 
of a color varying between a uniform brown and black. 

c. In order to be able to speak of a capsular-cataract united with posterior syne¬ 
chia, or a false cataract in the just-described signification of the word, it is assumed 
that the pupil is quite large. 

But it not unfrequently occurs that the pupil is contracted to tbe size of a head 
of a pin, or to a narrow, usually irregular, fissure, and retains form from the neo¬ 
plastic tissue, since an adhesion of tbe pupillary margin lias occurred. This condi¬ 
tion, which is incapable of spontaneous relief, is called atresia pupillce, closure of 
the pupil. 

The atresia occurs even during the proper inflammatory condition, but is just as 
often completed after tbe iritis has run its course, since the product poured into and 
infiltrated through the pupillary zone of the iris shrinks, and thus narrows the pupil 
more and more. 

Where the lens with the capsule remains, tbe pupillary border is always adherent to the crys¬ 
talline body by the new-formation closing the pupil, and therefore the name capsular-cataract is 
generally given it. But often, after complete loss of the lens, atresia of the pupil occurs. Then 
tie iris either falls into the aqueous chamber, or is drawn backward in a fuunel-sbape, since the 
Pkg which closes the pupil is in organic connection with the vitreous humor, which is generally 
•heady advanced in connective-tissue degeneration and shrinkage. 

3. Gummy tumors aro quickly absorbed. They may, however, become perma¬ 
nent degenerations. 

The smaller then shrink into hard, more or less pigmented, nodules, which often 
eontain much fat and lime. The larger outgrowths, and tbe granulations which are 

to them, on the contrary, when they are destroyed, change to a tough tendon- 
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like cicatritial mass, which either only lies upon the surface of the iris, or appears 
disseminated, in the depth of it. 

Suppuration is also no very uncommon termination. Suppuration does not often 
occur in small nodules, or ulcerative losses of substance, which are apt to leave a 
small radiated cicatrix. Larger gummy tumors, and condylomatous outgrowths, on 
the contrary, are often removed by suppuration. 

Those excrescences especially incline to suppuration which, from the beginning, 
have more of a caseous color. The result is then generally a formidable hypopyon. 

4. Hypopyon, whether it be primary or secondary, that is, when it has resulted 
from the deliquescence of inflammatory tumors, is generally absorbed without espe¬ 
cial difficulty. The difficulties are the less, the smaller the collection of pus in 
the aqueous chamber, and the slighter the amount of dense material which they 
contain. Sometimes a few hours only are sufficient to cause quite a large hypopyon 
to disappear, while in other cases days and even weeks are necessary for the same 
result. Besides, the absorption is by no means always a steadily-advancing process; 
often there is an increase and decrease of the hypopyon observed. It even not unfre- 
quently disappears several times in the course of an iritis, again appearing, until 

finally the process comes to an end. 
Frequently, however, an iritis accompanied by hypopyon leads to morbid 

conditions, which very much impair the functions of the eye. On the one hand, 
in such cases, the abundant development of papillary excrescences on the pupillary 
margin is the rule; and besides, degenerative atrophy of the iris, after so severe 
a process, occurs very frequently. But, on the other hand, the absorption of the 
hypopyon is not always complete ; portions of it remain behind in the eye. Espe¬ 
cially in the case of large accumulations of pus in the chamber, a complete disap¬ 
pearance is one of the rarer occurrences, although it is not to be denied that, 
occasionally a hypopyon which fills up the entire aqueous chamber is quickly and 
completely absorbed. It is especially the flocculent coagulations in hypopyon 
which readily become permanent. A portion of it changes to a rigid tendinous 
mass, while the remainder undergoes calcareous and fatty degeneration. 

Most frequently such new-formations, after hypopyon, are found in the deepest 
portions of the aqueous chamber. It fills up the crescentic periphery of the cham¬ 
ber to a varying height, and is continued upon the membrane of Deseemet, and the 
anterior surface of the iris, in the form of cloudy, striated spots, covering over these 
parts to a greater or less extent. After a very large hypopyon, the entire posterior 
and anterior walls of the chamber remain covered by such depositions. They are 
apt to be especially abundant in the pupil, and to form a firm plug, which completely 
covers it, and thus makes a false cataract. These conditions assume that the cornea 
was able to preserve its normal state, which is frequently not the case. A suppura¬ 
tive iritis often begins in company with a suppurative keratitis, or the inflammatory 
process in the course of an iritis is continued upon the cornea. This is partially 
destroyed by ulceration, perforated, and thus a way opened for the exit of the hypo- 

pyon. 
Not unfrequently the process is here arrested, the iritis recedes, and a perforat¬ 

ing corneal ulcer is added to its consequences. On the other hand, the process 
often proceeds still further, the globe is destroyed by atrophy or phthisis, the deeper- 
lying parts of the eye being involved in the process. "With a very large collection 
of pus in the aqueous chamber, such a transition of the iritis to suppurative 
panophthalmitis is quite frequent, and results either before the suppurative perfora¬ 

tion of the cornea, or certainly after it. 
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Treatment,—The therapeutic indications are : 
1. Removal of the causes that are still somewhat active. 
2. Keeping away all sources of injury which may maintain or even increase the 

inflammatory process. 
3. Diminution and limitation of the proliferation of tissue, and a reduction to the 

normal mean of the increased nutrition. 
4. Prevention of the possible dangers from iritic neoplastic formations. 
5. In case this latter does not succeed, the direct removal or lessening of tho 

disturbance of function caused by them. 
1. In order to fulfill the indications arising from the cause of the disease, 
a. Operative means are, by no means unfrequently, necessary. Where foreign 

todies which are in the conjunctiva, in the cornea, or in the interior of the globe, are 
the proximate cause of the iritis, their operative removal is the imperative duty of the 
surgeon. If this be not done, the globe, as a rule, is completely destroyed, or becomes 
incapable of performing its functions. This rule is also applicable in cases in which 
the lens has fallen into the anterior chamber, or pieces of cataract have become 
detached, and, lying in the anterior chamber, irritate the iris, or where a lens which 
has been incised swells greatly, and thus presses or stretches the iris mechanically. 
Extraction of the lens can then scarcely be avoided without great danger, and 
is best performed as quickly as possible, when, for reasons to be subsequently given, 
iridectomy does not appear more appropriate. Where there is reason to believe 
that an existing iritis has been excited from sympathy with an inflammatory process 
in the other eye, accompanied by severe irritation, the latter may require the form¬ 
ation of an artificial pupil, and, under some circumstances, even the enucleation of the 
globe. In the case of chronic iritis, in which relapses constantly occur which are 
maintained or favored by existing synechia of the pupillary margin, we should not 
delay the performance of an iridectomy, since by its postponement the treatment of 
the inflammation is apt to have only a transient effect. Besides, at each relapse, 
the danger of atrophy increases, and the prospect of the restoration of a certain 
amount of vision is lessened. As the best time for the performance of the opera¬ 
tion, we choose the first decided remission. As long as the inflammatory symptoms 
are still somewhat prominent, the operation is apt to be very painful; hemorrhage 
often occurs, and, as a further result, the newly-formed pupil is again closed. In 
general, when thus performed, the danger of a severe reaction is great, and the 
hope of a successful result is therefore slight. 

i. As to the rest, iritis demands a severe dietetic regimen. In the great danger 
rtioh is attached to every iritis, even when it runs its course with no very marked 
symptoms, the watchfulness of the physician, and his care in keeping away all 
Possible sources of injury from the eye, can not be too assiduous. The greatest bodily 
®d mental rest of the patient, his abode in a darkened room, the recumbent 
Posture, the avoidance of every thing which may cause the slightest straining of the 
eJ08, the removal of opportunities for hyperaemia and congestion, are indispensable 
re<iuireinents. 

o. Very especial causal indications arise from the dyscrasial origin of many 
'tiammations of the iris. In syphilitic iritis, especially, the rapidity with which 
Reprocess, when once established, may excite conditions which, having occurred, 
Me only removed with difficulty, or which oppose every therapeutic procedure, 

permanently impair or destroy the functions of the eye, should be considered, 
should therefore treat the constitutional disease with remedies which act the 

•lost powerfully and certainly in the shortest time, but which do not easily do 
17 
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harm to the general system, causing results which lead us to interrupt the treat¬ 
ment at a time in which the iritis still exists, as well as the constitutional disease. 
According to experience, these requirements are best secured by a well-conducted 
inunction treatment. In marked cases the treatment should be commenced at 
once, except where we know that it will not be borne. Trifling with the other 
mercurials and other unreliable remedies is often bitterly punished. 

2. The indication from the disease, and the treatment of the iritis proper, in 
accordance with this, are in the main directed according to the severity of the 
process, and the vascular and nervous disturbances accompanying it. On the whole, 
the rules here hold good which are to be observed in the direct treatment of 
keratitis, and any other inflammation. The process is every where the same, only 
the substratum is different. 

3. From the beginning of an attack of iritis, there are a number of urgent indica¬ 
tions to be fulfilled, resulting from the frequent appearance of certain neoplastic 
formations. These indications aim at the prevention of permanent results of 
inflammation, which impair the functions of the eye. 

a. The papillary outgrowths of the pupillary margin play the most important 
part in this respect, with the adhesions of the iris to the anterior capsule caused by 
them. There is scarcely an iritis in which one or the other form of pupillary 
excrescences does not occur, or at least the danger of a partial adhesion of the 
pupillary margin to the capsule. From this, the necessity is seen of uniting the 
therapeutic means, intended to secure the limitation and suppression of morbid 
proliferation of tissue, with instillation of a strong solution of neutral sulphate of 
atropia once or twice a day, in order to oppose recent synechia as rapidly as 
possible. 

Of course, iu a true and complete iritis the effect of the mydriatics is not observed at once to a 
marked degree. A dilatation of the pupil only occurs when the inflammation proper has passed 
over its point of culmination, and the muscular fibers under the retrocession of the newly-formed 
elements have again become capable of performing their functions. But it is not possible to 
exactly fix the time of the appearance of these conditions, and every delay is punished by 
increasing firmness of the adhesions and difficulty in removing them. The timely use of the 
mydriatic has for its object, aside from its effect in lessening irritation, the preparation of a way 
for the enlargemeut of the pupil, in order to accomplish this at the moment when the muscular 
fibers have attained the necessary freedom. 

b. Collections of pus in the anterior chamber occur much more rarely, and require 
special treatment. The old belief in the absorbent power of mercurials and the 
preparations of iodine has been very much lessened in modern times; but the direct 
evacuation of the aqueous chamber by means of a paracentesis of the cornea is 
constantly gaining more friends. There is, indeed, no doubt that this procedure far 
exceeds all others in efficacy in the case of hypopyon, and that it often produces 
astonishing results. Where, therefore, the hypopyon is quite large, the evacuation 

should not be long postponed, and in case of necessity it may be repeated. The 
greater the amount of pus collected, the severer the condition of irritation, the more 
intense the disturbances in circulation and the nervous excitement, the more 
imperative become the indications, and far more dangerous the postponement of 
the operation. Where the deeper parts of the eye are also affected, and a marked 

increase of the intraocular pressure is evident, or the cornea is already attacked, 
and a spontaneous perforation is to be feared, the danger has risen to the highest 
point, and the immediate paracentesis of the cornea is the vital indication for the 
affected eye. 
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The favorable results and the relative want of danger of the paracentesis have led, as will be 
understood, to a greater frequency in its indication. In later times, the operation in question is 
said to be one absolutely indicated in depositions of pus in the smallest hypopyon, and even when 
the aqueous humor is only turbid. There is nothing really to be urged against this, especially in 
those cases in which the inflammation is still progressive, and we may expect an increase of the 
pus in the chamber. But no objection can be made to some delay, since it is well known that a 
small hypopyon often disappears spontaneously in the shortest time, without leaving behind any 
evil results. 

Paracentesis has, on the one hand, a favorable effect, by evacuating the pus directly from the 
aqueous chamber, and thus preventing the flocculent coagulations which resist absorption from 
being developed on the walls of the chamber, and there consolidating. On the other side, the 
diminution of the intraocular pressure is not to be lightly estimated. 

4. The after-treatment requires scarcely less care than the treatment of the iritis 
itself. It is first directed toward protecting the eye from every source of injury. 
The patient may only gradually return to his ordinary avocations. 

An extremely important part of the after-treatment is the removal of certain 
permanent results of iritis; and among others, the so frequently occurring adhesions 
of the pupillary margin to the anterior capsule, or the removal of their distinctive 
influence upon vision, and the subsequent nutrition of the eye. 

The means for fulfilling these indications are especially the use of powerful 
mydriatics, and the performance of certain operations. In the cases in which the 
condition of the tissue of the iris allows us to suppose that muscular fibers capable 
of performing their functions still exist, the treatment of posterior synechia should 
always be begun by the application of strong mydriatics, and be continued until the 
pupillary margin is free, or the remedy has shown itself insufficient. It generally 
requires some time to secure the end. If, therefore, the first application is not success¬ 
ful, we should not hesitate to repeat it. In peripheral adhesions, the preparations of 
calabar-bean may be of use. ( 0. Becker.) 

Very recently it has been recommended to separate posterior synechia, which are troublesome, 
and which can not be detached in the manner described, and to then keep the pupil dilated by 
powerful mydriatics for as long a time as possible, thus keeping the divided parts away from 
each other, and preventing their reunion. (Streatfield.) The brilliant result, and the entire 
want of danger in the operation, which has been called corelysisy are estimated highly. (A. Weber, 
Hamer, Passavant). 

The necessity of a mydriasis which is powerful, and which continues for some time, is shown 
^ the fact that corelysis can only be properly performed where the muscular system of the iris 
has preserved its functions, and where the pupillary margin, at least in its greatest portion, is 
®asily distended. A good result may be especially expected from a corelysis in a partial posterior 
synechia, whether this is produced by numerous scattered papillary outgrowths, or by delicate, 
8®all, border-like neoplasia. So long as irritation still exists in the iris, or the neighboring parts, 
'torelysis does not appear advisable, since the muscular power of the iris is very much impaired, 

therefore, the effect of the atropine is insufficient, not to speak of the possibility of a severe 
faction. 

In the same way, corelysis is not indicated where the pupillary margin is adherent entirely, or 
leny, to the capsule by means of formidable inflammatory products, or where its structure is 
ei'ea to any great extent, or where the whole iris appears atrophied. 
Vrhere the whole pupil is covered by iritic depositions or by the products of a capsulitis, the 

8eParation of the pupillary margin is evidently not sufficient to re-establish even a moderately 
i Sat'sfactory amount of vision. Corelysis can then, at the most, only serve to make an iridectomy 

Possible and useful. 

An artificial pupil is indicated where, in the existence of a complete or nearly 
tl*plete posterior synechia, the mydriatics can not accomplish their object, or where, 
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on account of the condition of the tissue of the iris, it is seen beforehand that a power¬ 
ful muscular contraction is impossible, and then the operation should not be long post¬ 
poned. It is here, as has been said, not only a question of the reestablishment of a 
passage for the rays of light to enter, and of an improvement of vision, hut also the 
prevention of the very unpleasant and not rare consequences which may result from 
this condition. The tissue of the iris is more and more changed at each relapse, 
and approximated to the final atrophy. The deposition on the anterior capsule is 
increased, and thus the prospect of the success of a subsequent operation lessened. 
The principal danger of the postponement of the performance of an iridectomy lies, 
according to experience, in the inclination of the choroid to participate in such 
relapses. Besides, the fact is to be taken into consideration that, in long con¬ 
tinuance of the condition in question, the nucleus of the lens often becomes affected, 
and thus a complete cataract is formed. The removal of this involves many diffi¬ 
culties, while, by a timely iridectomy, we might have reasonably hoped to somewhat 
clear up the opacities of the capsule. It is sufficiently shown from all this, that the 
extent and thickness of the capsular opacities can only secondarily influence the 
indication for an iridectomy, and that the operation appears advisable in cases in 
which attacks of inflammation and ciliary neurosis are often recurring, or even 
cause us to fear a transition of the process to the deeper parts of the eye, even when 
the vision is relatively little impaired. The damage which may be done to the expres¬ 
sion of the face by the artificial pupil, is easily made very small by making it upward. 

Authorities.—Kolliker, Mikr. Anatomie, Leipzig, II. 2.1854, S. 637.—Henle, Handbuch der 
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THE OPERATION FOR THE FORMATION OF AN ARTIFICIAL PUPIL, 

IRIDECTOMY. 

Indications,—Iridectomy is undoubtedly the most frequently performed of any 
of the operations on the eye. It serves not only to open a new way for the rays 
of light to enter the eye, to enlarge the morbidly contracted or displaced pupil, but 
also to diminish the increased intraocular pressure, as well as to restore to the 
capsule of the globe a certain degree of distensibility, and therewith to permanently 
relieve any disturbances in the circulation and nutrition of the inner parts of the 
eye. 

The formation of an artificial pupil appears to be indicated, or at least is recom¬ 
mended, by many, under the following circumstances, viz.: 

1. In the existence of dense opacities of the cornea which can not be cleared up, 
and which cover the greater part or the whole of the pupil, whether they are con¬ 
nected with anterior synechia of the iris or not. 

2. In atresia pupillce, closure of the pupil, false cataract, especially in complete 
or nearly complete posterior synechia of the pupillary margin, with or without 
coincident opacity of the capsule and chronic iritis depending upon it, irido-choroid- 
itis, panophthalmitis, as well as where there is sympathetic affection of the other 
eye. 

3. In ulcerative processes in the cornea which require a relaxation of tension by 
a paracentesis, but which, on account of their position and extent, cause us to expect 
a corneal opacity, which will require an artificial pupil. 

4. In the various forms of corneal and scleral staphylomata. 
5. In glaucoma. 
6. In lateral displacements of the lens, when a portion of the transparent 

crystalline displaces the pupil, and thus becomes the cause of impairment of 
vision. 

7. In partial opacities of the lens and capsule, which greatly injure the sight, 
and which are stationary or advance very slowly, and therefore do not allow us to 
expect the maturity of the cataract for a long time, and which, besides, can not be 
directly removed without considerable danger, so long as the cataract is not further 
advanced. 

8. In swelling of a cataractous lens, if the capsule has been opened by an acci¬ 
dent or by an operation, but in which the evacuation of the larger part by a para¬ 
centesis of the cornea does not succeed, and if the cataractous-lens substance presses 
the iris forward, or lies in the pupil or aqueous chamber, and thus mechanically 
irritates the iris and threatens a closure of the pupil by inflammation. 

9- As an auxiliary in the various cataract operations. 
10. To assist the removal of foreign bodies which lie in the aqueous chamber, 

9r are in the iris, and which can not be removed without tearing or injuring it. 
11. In obstinate myosis. 
Method of Performance.—Up to this time an incredible number of methods, 

niore or less different, have been recognized. (Eimly.) The so-called iridectomy, 
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262 IRIDECTOMY. 

cutting out a piece of the iris {Beer), stands highest as to success and safety. All 
the other methods have been almost entirely abandoned, and properly so, since 
iridectomy, under almost all circumstances, is more easily performed, and, with only 
very slight modifications, successfully. 

The instmments required are a straight, or, in case the artificial pupil is to be 
made inward or upward, an angular, lance-shaped knife, a delicate straight hook 
or slightly curved Fischer's forceps, and a small Louis's scissors. 

Instead of the forceps, the little iris-hook is much used. It is harder to manage than the 
forceps. It easily injures the capsule, and does not so readily allow a measurement of the size 
of the pupil. Whoever wishes to use it, should choose one with a neck which may be bent 
(Hirrily). It is often necessary to bend the hook in order to reach over the nose. 

Recently it has been thought that the linear incision could be better made with Graefe’s 
narrow cataract knife (Weaker, Le Gad). Special advantages have been promised from it in 
cases of extensive corneal cicatrices, where only a very small peripherical portion of the cornea 
has remained transparent; in ulcers of the cornea with suppurative iritis or iridocyclitis, in 
iritis with hypopyum and disease of the vitreous, in formation of false membranes upon the 
posterior wall of the iris, for removing a cysticercus or foreign body from the vitreous, etc. 
In glaucoma this procedure seems more dangerous, on account of the easy rupture of the zonula, 
adhesion of the iris in the wound, and cystoid cicatrization (Graefe). 

The so-called ophthalmostat, an instrument for keeping the ball fixed in a certain position, is 
especially to be recommended when the artificial pupil is to be made upward. Even with very 
quiet patients the eye readily rolls upward and is covered by the upper lid. When the eye thus 
turns upward, in spite of every precaution, injury to the capsule is easily caused. We are not 
always able, after the entrance of the knife into the aqueous chamber, to turn it quickly 
enough when the eyeball rolls upward, and thus the point of the knife enters the capsule. On 
withdrawing the knife from the chamber, when the eye is forcibly turned upward, we are 
obliged to turn the point very far back, and thus the capsule is easily tom. 

A toothed forceps, by which the ocular conjunctiva is seized near the cornea, answers the best 
as an ophthalmostat. Forceps whose grasp is insured by a slide, are not so well fitted for use, 
because they can not always be opened quickly enough and the instrument removed, when the 
patient unexpectedly moves his head. Seizing the conjunctiva at a greater distance from the 
cornea, and fastening with it a portion of one of the recti muscles, we avoid tearing the conjunc¬ 
tiva, but are apt to cause rotary movements of the eye, which render the operation very difficult. 
In very restless patients, especially in children, fixation does not answer at all, since it is pain¬ 
ful, and makes the patient resist more, or renders the muscles very tense. In such cases anaesthesia 
is imperatively necessary. 

Any especial preparation for the operation is superfluous. Still the operation 
should not be performed in an entirely empty state of the stomach, or after a full 
meal. Tire patient may sit during the operation, or lie down; the latter position is 
preferable. An assistant holds the lid open; the other eye is closed by a protective 
bandage. 

Contracting the pupil with the calabar-bean {Graefe), when it has been previously very much 
dilated by mydriatics, or in consequence of morbid processes, does no harm, but is of no especial 
advantage. Where the reactive power of the muscles of the iris still exists, the flowing off of 
aqueous humor after the section of the cornea is sufficient to excite a powerful contraction of 
the pupil. 

The operation is divided into two quite different steps. The first consists 
in opening the cornea by an incision from two to two and a half lines long; the 
second consists in drawing forward and cutting off of the piece of iris to be 
removed. 

The incision in the cornea should always be made perpendicular to the meridian 
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of the piece of iris to be cut out. Where the iridectomy aims at making a way for 
the rays of light, and where a somewhat central pupil may be made, the incision 
should fall a little outside of the middle of the corneal curvature. But where we are 
obliged to content ourselves with more of an eccentric pupil, it is best to make our 
incision a quarter of a line from the border of the cornea, in order that the remaining 
peripheral portion of the iris may intercept the outermost peripheral rays. Where 
there is only a small space for the pupil on the corneal border, we should cut into the 
sclerotica about half a line from the margin of the cornea, and carry the knife in 
such a way that it enters the chamber exactly at the ciliary margin of the iris. 
The firm adherence to this rule is of the greatest importance in those cases in which 
the iridectomy is intended to influence in a remedial way the circulation and nutri¬ 
tion in the interior of the eye. If under such circumstances the incision is made 
within the corneal border, the operation is always fruitless. The knife should then 
be held obliquely when it is entered into the sclerotica. If, however, the incision is 
made in the cornea, the instrument should penetrate almost vertically through it, 
and as soon as it has entered the aqueous chamber it should be immediately turned, 
and its point pushed as far between the iris and the membrane of Descpmet as the 
required length of the incision may demand. 

The knife should be withdrawn very slowly, in order that the aqueous humor may not escape 
too quickly; otherwise the very sudden relaxation of the globe may easily cause intraocular 
hemorrhage with all its evil results, especially when morbid processes in the uvea and retina have 
considerably altered their vessels. Under such circumstances it is also well to exert a little 
pressure with the finger on the globe, and keep it tense until the bandage is applied. (Graefe.) 

The second step in the operation always requires both hands of the operator. 
One hand uses the forceps, the other the 

Kg' 37. scissors. The forceps should be held very 
lightly, and carefully placed in the corneal 
wound, with the convexity toward the 
globe, and carefully pushed forward to 
very near the pupillary margin of the 
piece of iris to be cut out. Then they 
are to be opened, just wide enough 
for the breadth intended of the artificial 
pupil. As soon as this portion of the iris 
near the pupillary margin is fairly and 
certainly seized, it is separated by deli¬ 
cate and gradual traction from any exist¬ 
ing adhesions, and (Fig. 37) slowly drawn 
out with the forceps. During this, the 
scissors are placed with the convexity of 
their blades flat upon the globe, and as 

!oon as a sufficiently large portion of the iris appears to be drawn forward, it is 
quickly cut off close to the edge of the corneal wound. 

The greatest care must be observed that no part of the iris remains in the wound, 
"hidi easily occurs at the angles, so as to avoid the consequent irritation and sub¬ 
sequent unfortunate lacerations of the ills. If, therefore, the adherdnt portion of 

his does not recede after a slight rubbing of the closed eyelids, then we must 
Iesort to Daviel’s spoon. 
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Where the artificial pupil is intended to furnish a new way for the rays of light 
through the dioptric media of the eye, or to enlarge the natural one laterally, a sec¬ 
tion, one line in breadth, is sufficient; a larger pupil is apt to considerably impair 
the vision ; because, when the visual field is powerfully illuminated, it readily causes 
very disturbing, dazzling sensations, and, besides, the circles of dispersion, arising 
from the want of accommodation, give too large a diameter to the retinal images. 
This circumstance renders it advisable to make the artificial pupil upward, when 
the operation is performed in a clear cornea, on account of extensive or complete 
posterior synechia, and the central portion of the capsule is still transparent enough 
to render quite distinct perceptions possible. 

In the case of central corneal opacities, the interior and lower quadrant of the 
iris should be cut out wherever it is possible. In every case very opaque or cica¬ 
trized portions of the cornea are to be avoided, in order that a cicatricial keratitis 
may not be excited. 

If we suspect the presence of thick false membranes upon the posterior surface of the iris, 
which do not lie in folds and are difficult to grasp, we must introduce the forceps in a very 
vertical manner. A peculiarly constructed pair of forceps (Liebreich) is not needed. As the 
false membranes are often very deeply pigmented, and after removal of the superjacent layers 
of iris are frequently with difficulty perceived, it is necessary, in operating on these cases, to 
employ oblique illumination [Knapp). 

When we desire to oppose the evil influences which a firm, unyielding globe, or 
an increase of the intraocular pressure, exerts upon the circulation and nutrition of 
the eye, it is imperatively necessary to give the incision in the sclerotica a length of 
more than two lines, and to cut out a large segment of the iris. 

Often even this is not sufficient; the sclerotica becomes tense again in a short 
time, and the unpleasant consequences reappear. If we then wish to attain to the 
end in view, the operation must be repeated, a second incision being made near the 
first one, and another portion of iris removed. In order to limit the dazzling sensa¬ 
tions as much as possible, under such circumstances, the pupil should always be 
made upward. 

If a foreign body is to be removed from the aqueous chamber, or from the iris, 
the meridian of the scleral border corresponding to the body should be chosen 
for the incision. In this case it is well not to incline the point of the lance-shaped 
knife straight toward the center of the pupil, but to push it obliquely to one side 
of the foreign body, and to keep as close as possible to the posterior layers of the 
cornea, in order not to disturb the foreign body in its position, or to strike at the 
place which would be with difficulty reached with instruments through the wound. 
If granulations or any kind of vascular exudations have formed around it, such a 
separation of these exfoliations is often attended by severe hemorrhage, which com¬ 
pletely fills up the aqueous humor, and renders the extraction extremely difficult, or 
entirely impossible. This circumstance causes the attempt to seize the foreign body 
alone, and extract it, to seem improper. This attempt rarely succeeds, without 
twisting the foreign body a great deal; and if it has sharp angles or corners, it gen¬ 
erally causes severe injury to the iris, or even to the capsule of the lens ; and this is 
the more apt to occur, since after the escape of the aqueous humor the parts m 
question are pressed forward by the vitreous humor, and the foreign body is, as it 
were, hemmed in. It is, therefore, well to introduce the forceps into the aqueous 
chamber with opened blades, so that the foreign body may lie quietly between them, 
then to push the forceps as far forward as the pupillary margin, then to open the 
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forceps somewhat wider, and finally to close them. This fastens the portions of 
iris lying on each side of the foreign body, these being forced between the branches 
by the pressure of the crystalline lens, and the foreign body is brought out, as it were, 
in a protecting envelope. (Horner.) 

Sometimes the extraction of a foreign body may he assisted, by withdrawing the 
knife quickly after the incision is completed, and thus securing a speedy evacuation 
of the aqueous humor. 

Not unfrequently, then, the iris, with the foreign particle adherent to it, is pushed 
out of the wound, and the prolapsed iris has only to be cut off, after the foreign 
body has been secured with the forceps. Besides all this, however, peculiar circum¬ 
stances require peculiar rules and manipulations. 

It is not unimportant to remark, that the artificial pupil seldom shows its true size and form 
immediately after the operation, since the adjacent portions of the iris are pushed against the 
opening in the cornea by the forceps, and are held there by the lens, which presses against the 
membrane of Descemet. It assumes its natural position when the wound has united, and the aque¬ 
ous humor has again appeared. 

A binocular protective bandage should be applied after the operation is finished. 
It is also advisable to close, with isinglass-plaster, the lids of unreliable patients who 
are apt to try their vision too soon, or who from carelessness and want of intelli¬ 
gence may push the bandage to one side. Where there is danger of intraocular 
hemorrhage, the pressure-bandage should be drawn tighter, and be loosened only 
some hours after. The bandage should remain on several days, but the charpie or 
cotton may be changed frequently. In the mean time, the patient should be kept in 
a state of perfect bodily and mental rest. The recumbent posture, in bed, is the best. 
There this is, however, very difficult, it is of advantage to cause the patient to lie 
on the side that has not been operated upon, or even to recline on a sofa. The diet 
should be, the first few days after the operation, confined to soup, vegetables, steamed 
fruit, &c. Loud talking, as well as every vigorous exercise of the masticatory and 
respiratory muscles of the face, is to be strictly forbidden. 

If symptoms of irritation or of inflammation appear in tiie globe, these rules are 
to be enforced with double strictness, and antiphlogistic treatment should be begun. 
In favorable cases the bandage may be removed in from six to eight days, and the 
patient gradually return to his ordinary occupation. 

Accidents.—1. An incision which is too oblique. —If the lance-shaped knife passes very obliquely 
through the thickness of the cornea, so that the points of entrance and of exit are far removed 
from each other, the forceps may easily seize the posterior lip of the corneal wound instead of the 
m*. This is thus bruised, pressed open, and occasion given for severe inflammation—opacity of 
fre part of the cornea in question. It may even suppurate, and atrophy of the entire globe result, 
ike same danger is incurred with such an incision, even if the iris is seized, since it can not follow 
he forceps without rolling up and passing the posterior lip of the corneal wound. If the iris 
lets not tear out, as generally happens, but is removed by the traction, its connection with the 
border of the membrane of Descemet and with the ciliary body may be separated, or it may suffer 
“extensive tension, and in spite of it the pupil may be very small, since the greater part of the 
Piece of iris seized with the forceps lies within the corneal wound, and consequently., can not be 
leeched by the scissors. This unpleasant accident is particularly to be feared when the opera- 
fico is performed with the angular iridectomy-knife, without any consideration of the fact that, in 
°fder to penetrate the cornea vertically with this instrument, its point should be directed some- 
'd'at toward the opposite side of the eye from the incision. 

^ Tearing the piece of iris seized by the forceps.—This accident is less to be 
feared in the use of the forceps than in the employment of the little hook. It is 
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particularly to be feared when the iris is greatly atrophied, when its tissue, as is not 
unfrequently the case, is very weak and rotten. The repeated bringing forward of 
small bits for the purpose of enlarging the pupil, is generally very difficult, particu¬ 
larly when hemorrhage occurs and the blood covers every thing. This generally 
leads to severe irritation. Where the iris is very much changed in its external 
appearance, the forceps should be widely opened and a broad piece seized, in order 
to obtain a sufficiently large pupil in case the iris should tear. 

3. Remaining behind of the pupillary margin of the iris.—Where the pupillary 
border is firmly adherent to the capsule, it often remains there in spite of slow 
traction with the forceps. This is, however, of not much importance where the 
operation is done on account of complete posterior synechia. A forcible separation 
by means of the little hook would lead to injury of the capsule and much worse 
consequences. It is therefore well not to make any further attempts at detachment. 
But where the portion of iris in question is free, in order to break up the bridge the 
little hook should be introduced, and the double pupil changed to a single one. 

4. Remaining behind of the altered pigment-layer, or rather of memlranoui 
new-formations in the field of the artificial pupil.—It sometimes happens that the 
fibrous tissue of the iris is removed to a sufficient extent, and that immediately after 
the operation the pupil appears black. But after the bandage is removed, and 
absorption of any blood which may be in the anterior chamber has taken place, it is 
seen that the newly*made pupil is covered over by a membranous new-formation 
richly supplied with pigment. The necessity of not seizing the iris with the forceps 
too superficially is seen from this. But if this has already occurred, the mistake can 
only be remedied by a repetition of the operation. 

5. Tearing the iris from the ciliary ligament.—A quick withdrawal of the forceps, but more 
particularly restlessness of the patient while the forceps are drawn out, may cause the iris to be 
separated partially or entirely from the ciliary ligament. In order to avoid this accident, it is 
imperatively necessary to hold the forceps very lightly, so as to be able to let go at any moment, 
to quickly follow the motions of the eye, and to firmly hold the head of the patient. If then the 
accident occurs, the separated bit of iris should be brought forward and removed. 

6. Severe hemorrhage.—When the tissue of the iris has not been very much 
changed by previous inflammation, the hemorrhage is scarcely of any account, and 
is of less importance since the extravasation is usually very quickly absorbed. If the 
iris is far advanced in atrophy, perhaps is even spongy, or traversed by enlarged 
vessels, the hemorrhages are very much of an impediment during the operation, and 
besides are with great difficulty absorbed. They easily produce irritative conditions, 
and not unfrequently destroy the result of the operation; their coagula, in connection 
with iritic products, closing the artificial pupil like a plug. Occasionally the whole 
globe is destroyed by atrophy. Where the globe has not suffered very much, we 
may often permanently remove the extravasation by introducing a Daviel’s spoon 
into the opening, after the completion of the operation, and, by gentle pressure of 
the posterior lip, allow an exit for the blood. Immediately after this a pressure- 
bandage sjiould be applied. But where the iris is rotten, friable, spongy, or the 
globe is already atrophied, and therefore softer to the touch, the exit of the blood 
does no good, since that which is evacuated is always replaced. Therefore, a well- 
applied pressure-bandage is the only means by which to overcome excessive extra¬ 
vasations, and to prevent their not unfrequent repetition. In such cases it is 
sometimes well not to cut off the prolapsed iris, but to simply leave it in the wound 

in order that it may heal up in it. This procedure is particularly to be recommended, 
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if after an iridectomy, the cutting off of the iris has been followed by a severe 
hemorrhage which has destroyed the effect of the operation, and rendered its 
repetition necessary. Several cases have justified this procedure by exceedingly 
favorable results. 

7. Escape of a fluid vitreous.—This accident is chiefly to be feared when the uvea aDd retina 
hare been involved in previously-existing inflammation, or when the lens is wanting, or its nor¬ 
mal attachments have been removed. If a large quantity of vitreous escapes, which especially 
happens in restless patients, who contract the ocular muscles very much, the globe wrinkles, the 
toraea sinks in, the iris recedes, and it is often scarcely possible to seize it with the forceps. 

8. Closure or excessive contraction of the pupil.—This condition is particularly 
threatening, where the iris has become atrophied by previously-existing inflamma- 

I tion, but especiallyif spongy in texture, and where a chronic iritis or irido-choroiditis 
exists at the time of the operation, or when severe hemorrhage has occurred. In 
such cases sometimes quite large pupils become completely obliterated by adhesion. 
Ve should here attempt in the beginning to make a large pupil. If, however, closure 
follows, the operation should be repeated, as in those cases where the pupil does not 

[answer the purpose on account of its smallness. The second iridectomy should be 
made close to the first. 

9. Choroidal hemorrhage, apoplexy of the retina, and detachment of the retina from the 
tkmd hy sub-retinal effusion.—These accidents show that there have been very considerable pre- 
tions alterations in these structures. Prevention of a sudden escape of the aqueous humor and 
• pressure-bandage are the best means of avoiding them. 

10. Severe inflammatory reaction.—This is extremely rare after an iridectomy; still 
Woes occur, and it may possibly lead to suppuration of the globe in spite of a seem¬ 
ingly good condition of the eye. (Rothmund.) A severe antiphlogistic regimen is 
fa best means of counteracting it. 

11. Corneal opacity near the point of incision.—This occurs quite frequently after 
w iridectomy, particularly in cases in which the cornea has suffered very much by 
preceding morbid processes, and where the iridectomy was performed on account of 
Partial obscurations. They are so extensive at times that the success of the opera- 
j“on's considerably endangered by them, because they again cover a part of the 
artificial pupil. They naturally occur most frequently when quite a severe inflam- 
natory reaction follows the operation. Still, sometimes the cornea becoms opaque 
"lien the reaction was very inconsiderable, or seemed to be absent. 

Substitutes for Iridectomy.—The object of these is partly to diminish or 
evil conditions which are connected with the artificial pupil proper; they are 

llso employed to avoid certain impediments which occasionally prevent the perform- 
lace of an iridectomy, and thus to insure and increase the success. 

1 forelysis, or the operative separation of the pupillary margin which has become adherent 
“•capsule (Streatfield, A. Weber), may accomplish something when numerous scattered and 

extensive partial posterior synechise exist, if the muscles of the iris are able to act freely after the 
“Peration, and if a considerable portion of the center of the capsule has remained transparent, 

e operation should be preceded by the repeated application of strong solutions of atropine, 
tnuscles of the iris are thus prepared for the most extensive mydriasis, and all the fine 

Wions of the pupillary margin are as far as possible retracted. The operation is divided into 
“steps. The first is the opening of the anterior chamber by a linear corneal incision; the 

Secon<* “ the instrumental breaking-up or separation of the adhesions. It is performed with the 
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same precautions as an iridectomy. It always requires, however, the fixation of the globe, and 
with very restless patients the use of an anaesthetic. The incision of the cornea should always 
be made with a lance-shaped knife on its outer periphery, at about the center of the horizontal 
meridian. After this, a peculiar hook is Introduced into the chamber, which is not unlike a strong 
iris-hook, but differs from it in that its surface is flattened, but not cutting ; moreover, the hook 
portion, which is about three mm. long, is attached to the shaft at an angle of less than 45°, and 
is rounded off at the point of curvature, both anteriorly and posteriorly. 

By means of this hook, beginning at a free point, the adhesions are separated by detaching the 
new formations from the capsule, with the convexity of the hook, or they are torn with its free 
end. It is here of the greatest importance that the neoplastic formation be not simply torn, but 
as it were shelled out from the capsule by careful manipulation, because the remains of it 
frequently continue attached to the capsule, and render vision indistinct. It is also very important 
that the axis of the instrument be always in the level of the pupil, and that the broad surface of 
the hook always lie flat on the capsule, never meeting it at an angle. Therefore, in case it ii 
necessary to turn the free end of the hook, it should be pulled back into the corneal wound, and 
after the turning, again introduced. 

Immediately after the separation of the synechia, a strong solution of atropine is allowed to 
remain in the eye for some minutes, and then the eye covered by a folded cloth, the room dark¬ 
ened, and the patient placed in a quiet, recumbent position. In about two hours the instillation 
of atropine is repeated and the eye examined. If the pupil is not enlarged, atropine is applied 
at frequent intervals, and then a light binocular protective bandage employed. Iu other respects 
the after-treatment is the same as after iridectomy. Complete darkness, the greatest bodily rest, 
and the avoidance of cold applications to the eye, are still imperatively indicated, and from the 
third or fourth day on, for some time, a mydriatic should be applied once or twice a day, 
according to necessity. 

Recently it has been recommended to do away with the hook entirely, and replace it by a 
pair of blunt-hooked forceps, by means of which the adherent portion of the iris is simply 
seized and torn off. It is claimed that this method may be employed without any danger in 
simple anterior and posterior synechiae, and that it gives very excellent results (Passavant). 
Great care should always be recommended on account of the great sensitiveness displayed by 
the iris to bruising, which is shown by violent and often destructive inflammation. 

2. Displacement of the whole pupil by causing an artificial prolapse of the iris. 

This procedure is intended to remove the pupil without impairing its movability 
from the field of greatly-curved or opaque portions of the cornea or lens, and thus 
to remove the cause of impairment of vision, or at least to reduce it to a very slight 
amount. The particular indications for it occur in pyramidal cataract, in displace¬ 
ment of the lens (ectopia lentis), but principally in kerataconus, ectasia of the cornea 
in partial malcurvatures and opacities of the cornea, when the pupillary margin is 
free. It is also sometimes with advantage substituted for iridectomy, if we have 
reason to fear severe bleeding from the cutting out of the iris. 

Displacement of the pupil is not conceivable unless there is a tearing of the 
pupillary margin, and mainly of the portion of iris opposite the artificial prolapse. 
If the operation accomplishes its purpose, we can not limit ourselves to approaching 
a portion of the pupillary margin to the internal lip of the incision in the cornea, 
(Critchett), but it must be drawn out through this (Pagensteaher, Berlin). Th® 
tension is then so great that the iris, with quick and careless traction, is sometimes 
partly separated from its ciliary attachments (AIf. Oraefe). On the whole, the 
operation is quite well borne. At the most the portion of iris which undergoes the 
greatest tension becomes atrophied. In the later stages single tendon like 
striae or snots devoid of pigment are seen enveloped in the structure. Inflammation 
is exceptionally excited. In isolated cases destructive irido-choroiditis and the 
formation of a false membrane (schwarten), on the posterior wall of the iris and of 
the ciliary body, has been observed, with entire loss of sight of thee ye. {Alf. Grutfii 
Steffan, Soring, Worlitscheh, Secondi). 
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la view of this, the necessity of cutting off the portion of iris, put on the stretch 
some time after the displacement, was spoken of quite a long time ago. (Himly). 
It has been recently recommended to follow the operation in threatening cases by 
an iridectomy. (Alf. Oraefe). 

It is, however, plain that the peculiar purpose of the displacement, i. e., the exclu¬ 
sion of opaque or astigmatic surfaces of the cornea, is not attained when this subse¬ 
quent operation is performed. It seems wiser, therefore, to perform the iridectomy 
instead of the displacement, in cases where the stretching may lead to unpleasant 
results. 

The danger is especially incurred when an anterior synechia exists, or when a 
portion of the margin of the pupil is adherent to the capsule, and when we may cer¬ 
tainly expect that it will tear loose under the traction of the forceps. The tension 
then can not be distributed over the whole iris, but principally affects the part between 
the morbid adhesion and the artificial prolapse. But the pupillary margin is apt to 
suffer, since the parts of the iris opposite the incision can exert no counter-pressure. 
But this bears the excessive tension worse, because it often becomes degenerated like 
a cicatrix to some extent, or is interspersed with shriveled products of proliferation, 
and is therefore less distensible. For this reason anterior synechia, and those which 
cannot be broken up, are almost always recognized as contra-indications to displace¬ 
ment. 

Some recommend, in the existence of posterior synechia, to precede the displacement of the 
pupil by a corelysis. (Ad. Weber.) But by this the stretching of the pupillary margin is not 
sufficiently regulated, because the cicatricial rigidity of the pupillary zone, which is combined 
with the posterior synechia, can not be easily removed. The displacement of the pupil toward 
opposite sides, by producing an artificial prolapsus at each end of a corneal diameter (Bowman) 
is, in consideration of the dangers already mentioned, not to be recommended. 

The operation is performed in very different ways by oculists. In general, two 
principal methods are distin¬ 
guished: Iridodesis (Critchett,, 
PagenstecTier), in which the 
artificial prolapse is fastened 
hy a ligature, and Iridenkleisis 
[Bimly, Wecker), in which the 
strangulation of the prolapsus 
h the wound in the cornea is 
slso expected. For the pur¬ 
pose of doing an iridodesis, a 
fine silk or linen thread is in¬ 
troduced through the limbus 
My/unctivalis of the proper 
portion of the corneal margin, 
V means of a delicate curved 
fieedle. Its ends are for the 
tone laid upon the forehead 
abd cheek. 

Then an incision exactly as 
111 iridectomy is made in the 
c°mea, close to the conjunctival ridge. The thread is then made into a loop, and 
ftcier’s forceps are introduced through this into the chamber. The iris is seized 
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270 IRIDENKLEISIS. 

near to the pupillary margin, and a portion of it is drawn out of the wound (vide 
Fig. 38). The loop is then tied, and the prolapsed portion is thus fixed. Of 
course, the ends of the thread are then cut off {Snellen). The operation is best 
performed with the patient under the influence of an anaesthetic. The globe should 
always be fixed. One assistant holds one of the lids open, and with the other hand 
draws one end of the thread, when it is required to be tied. The operator, while 
holding the forceps with one hand, holds the other lid with the ring and middle 
finger of the other hand, at the same time drawing the thread with the index-finger 
and thumb of this same hand engaged in holding the second lid. A second assist¬ 
ant fixes the globe. 

Tbe after-treatment is like that of iridectomy. The loop generally falls off in 
about 24 hours. Sometimes it remains, and should then be removed. The reaction 
is generally very slight, and causes no danger. 

Carrying the thread through the limbus conjunctivalis assists considerably the proper applica¬ 
tion of the ligature, and renders the various loop-holders {Schuft [Waldau], Forster), which have 
been devised to avoid the difficulty of tying the knot, unnecessary. 

Unfortunately, the knot gives no guarantee against a partial retraction of the 
artificially-induced prolapsus, and the success of the operation is by no means rarely 
endangered by such an occurrence. The loop, especially when it is tied somewhat 
tightly, falls off before the portion of iris can be fixed in tbe relatively short canal 
of the wound sufficiently to resist the traction of the other parts of the iris. There 
are two circumstances very favorable to such a partial retraction of the prolapsus. 
One is, the fact that the prolapsed portion of iris is pressed close to the external 
opening in a small bunch, which only fills a part of the canal formed by the wound, 
and thus only a small surface is furnished for adhesion. Secondly, the fact that the 
proportionately wide opening is scarcely adherent enough at the time of the falling 
off of the loop. 

From this it is seen to be necessary to make the opening as long and narrow as 
possible. But, if this is done, according to a number of experiments, tying up the 

prolapsus with a thread is entirely unne¬ 
cessary. The prolapse heals quickly and 
more certainly than after an iridodesis. 
The result is also as good and permanent 

as that of a successful iridodesis. 
Iriderikleisis.—Strangulating an arti¬ 

ficially-excited prolapsus in a long and 
narrow opening, is then an advantageous 
substitute for the complicated iridodesis. 
For the purpose of performing this we pro¬ 
ceed exactly as in iridectomy; but the in¬ 
cision is made three-quarters of a line from 
the corneal border on the sclerotica, and 
the lance-shaped knife is entered very 
obliquely, and only so far that the inner 
opening of the wound has a length of not 
more than a line. Then the iris is pulled 

out of the opening, as may be required, with the forceps {vide Fig. 39), hut the 
prolapse is simply left. The after-treatment is the same as in iridectomy. The 
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DIVISION OF THE CILIARY MUSCLE. 271 

prolapsed portion falls off after some days. In case it remains longer, and becomes 
finally troublesome, it may be simply removed. No reaction follows, as a rule. 

3. Intra-ocular myotomy, or division of the ciliary muscle (Hancock, Solomon).—This is 
Saji to just as certainly and permanently secure a relaxation of the walls of the globe 
as iridectomy. It is said that it may be substituted in all cases where it is desirable to 
secure a diminution of the intra-ocular pressure. It has also this advantage, that the 
eye is less deformed than by the artificial pupil. By some it is especially recommended 
in glaucoma, in sclero-choroidal staphyloma, in staphyloma posticum of the sclerotica, and 
even as a remedy for asthenopia and progressive myopia. It is done by introducing a 
cataract-knife in the lower and outer margin of the cornea, with the point directed backward 
and downward, and entering into the vitreous along the edge of the lens. According to some, 
the surface of the knife, in making the incision, should be in the plane of the meridian, so that 
a wound in the anterior scleral zone, about one and a half times long, results (Hancock). 

Others place the cutting surfaces vertical to the meridian, so that one looks toward the scle¬ 
rotica, the other toward the margin of the lens. An iridectomy-knife may be used in this method. 

In the latter case the knife should be inserted so deep that an opening from two to two and a 
half lines long is made (Solomon). It should be introduced and removed slowly. The opera¬ 
tion is said to be painless, and to be followed by no severe reaction. 

4. Iridectomy through a peripherical linear incision with extraction of the lens 

(Qraefe).—This is appropriate in cases in which firm tendinous new-formations cover 
over the posterior surface of the iris, completely obliterating the pupil and extensively 
uniting it with the capsule. When we suspect the presence of such pseudo-membranes 
on the posterior wall, or have learned of their existence by a preceding unsuccessful 
iridectomy, a linear section should be made on the lower border of the cornea, as in 
cataract extraction. If this be done, the iris is cut through with the cataract-knife 
or with a lance-shaped knife on its ciliary margin for about three lines and more, 
and from this wound, by means of delicate scissors, a large piece is cut out. In the 
mean time the lens is often evacuated, and unfortunately generally also a great part 
of the vitreous, which is usually fluid. If the lens is not evacuated spontaneously, 
it should be brought out by a hook or by a deep cataract spoon. Then a protective 
bandage is applied, and the after-treatment carried on exactly as after a simple 
cataract extraction. 

On the whole, this operation is a dangerous one, because it is almost always united with a 
large evacuation of the fluid vitreous. Thus collapse of the globe, with all its dangers, rupture 
of vessels, detachments of the retina, are its immediate consequences. But it is a last resort 
h doubtful cases in which there is not much to lose. 

5. The iridotomy, or simple cutting off of the iris, has recently received a repu¬ 
tation in desperate cases of iridocyclitis with fattening of the anterior section of the 
eJe and retroiritis false membranes after cataract operations, and in aphakia 
[Horner). It may be done as well with a falciform as with a lance-headed knife, 
by introducing the instrument perpendicularly through the cornea and iris into the 
vitreous humor and immediately withdrawing. The tissues are generally sufficiently 
retractile to form, by the aid of the protruding vitreous, a permanent opening, 
"’hich admits of the entrance of light. The slighter injury, the inconsiderable 

I hemorrhage, etc., also cause less reaction and less tendency to reclosure of the 
'found than is usually the case in forcible excisions of a piece of iris. 

Authorities.—Beer, Lehre von den Augenkrankheiten. II. Wien. 1817. S. 200.—Himly, 
I Krankheiten und Missbildungen d. m. Auges II. Berlin, 1843. S. 127, 156,160.—Oraefe, A. f. O. 

2. S. 177, et seq. HI. 2. S. 548. IV. 2. S. 271. VI. 2. S. 150. VIII. 2. S. 261, 262. IS. 3. S. 126.— 
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SIXTH SECTION 

INFLAMMATION OF THE CHOROID AND OF THE CILIARY BODY. 
CHOROIDITIS AND CYKLITIS. 

Anatomy.—The choroid lies immediately on the inner side of the sclerotica, 
and is loosely adherent to it. The optic nerve passes through its posterior portion 
by the round foramen opticum choroidea, and is supported there by an elastic con¬ 
nective-tissue structure. This passes around the edge of the opening in concentric 
fibers, and forms an actual ring, the so-called fibrous ring, which is intimately 
connected with the neurilemma of the optic nerve. Anteriorly the choroid has an 
imaginary boundary line at the ora serrata, where it is also firmly united to the 
retina. The uveal tissue is continued over this boundary, and forms the projections 
known as ciliary processes, whose aggregate is described as the ciliary body. 

We distinguish a number of layers in the choroid, which in order, from within 
out, are: 

1. External pigment layer, or Lamina Fusca. 
2. True vascular layer, or Tunica Yasculosa. 
3. Membrana chorio-capillaris, or Ruischiana. 
4. Lamina Elastica, or Membrana Limitans. 
5. Stratum pigmenti, or Tapetum. 

The lamina fusca is a loose filamentous tissue, from brown to black in color, which envelops 
tbe long ciliary vessels and nerves passing between the choroid and sclerotica. Since it proceeds 
from the external surface of the choroid, and enters partially into the innermost stratum of the 
sclerotica, it connects these two membranes with each other. It consists of an elastic network 
[Henk), and of a structureless hyaline intercellular substance filling out the meshes of it. Em¬ 
bedded in this tissue are found a great number of free nuclei and very differently-formed nucleated 
cells, partly stellate, entirely colorless, or more or less pigmented. These have longer and shorter, 
generally very delicate, occasionally anastomosing, processes. 

According to later investigations, a lymph-space, lined with the characteristic endothelium, 
ls equated between the choroid and sclera. This communicates by lymph-canals, which pass 
outwards into the venae vorticosae, with the lymph-spaces of the cavity of Tenon’s capsule, 
but is otherwise completely closed, and is in nowise connected with the anterior and posterior 

I chambers, which are likewise regarded as lymph-spaces (Schioalbe). 
The proper vascular layer, which is always less highly colored, and the colorless delicate 

chorio-capillaris, represent the real structure of the choroid. The stroma of this is similar to 
j lbatof the lamina fusca. Yet the cells in the tunica vasculosa are more pressed together. They 
I are also to a great extent colorless, have only short branches, aud pass gradually inward into an 

entirely homogeneous or slightly striated tissue, but which is partially nucleated, and can not be 
distinguished from certain elastic lamellae of the innermost vascular membrane. Upon the inner 
surface of this stratum, somewhat sunken in it, is the very thick capillary network which has 

: ^lrea layer in question its name. Its vessels have a very even caliber, and are partly 
Ranged in a stellate manner around isolated nodules, but in general they form a fine web 
Whout any middle point. 

j The lamina elastica, or membrana limitans of the choroid, is a delicate, perfectly hyaline, 
uctureless membrane, covered by isolated, very bright nuclei, which appears analogous in its 

S |uctureto the hyaline membrane. It extends over the whole of the inner surface of the chorio- 
1 aris> and is closely connected to it. It may, however, be separated from it in large pieces, 

specially in the macerated choroid. 

18 
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274 ANATOMY OF CHOEOID. 

The pigment-stratum is on its inner surface. This consists of regular hexagonal cells, lying 
close together, and having extremely thin walls, pressed together compactly. These cells contain 
brownish-black pigment corpuscles in great number, which are partly suspended in fluid celltiiai 
contents, and lie partly on the surface, looking toward the retina. The nucleus, therefore, 
generally appears only as a yellow spot. The pigment-cells are held together by a firm, delicate, 
homogeneous connective substance. They are closer together, change their shape, become longet 
than broad in the region of the macula lutea, and partly envelop the elements of the layer of 
rods of the retina. The pigment granules of these cells are larger and longer than in the other 
parts of the choroid and iris. (Henle, Bosow.) They may be bleached by chlorine. (Wittich, 
Iiosow.) Considered from the stand-point of its development, the choroidal tapetum appears to 
be a portion of the retina. (61 Hitter, Babuchin.) 

The ciliary body is an immediate continuation of the choroid, and it may be 
considered as its ciliary portion. Regarded posteriorly, it appears made up of some 
cribriform, closely united, club-shaped projections, which are intimately connected 
with each other, lying in a meridional direction. These are embedded in the 
depressions of the folds formed by the zonula, and fill them up to within a short 
distance of the border of the lens. Their heads do not rest on the latter under 
any circumstances. (Arlt, 0. Beaker.) These projections—the ciliary processes—are 
really only folds, in whose anterior concavity the ciliary muscle rests. Its free 
surface has a covering analogous to the membrana limitans of the choroid, upon 
which rests a stratum of pigmented epithelium, which is quite closely connected to 
the ciliary portion of the retina, and, on removing the ring, remains attached to the 
zonula. 

The structure of the ciliary processes is very analogous to that of the choroid. It may be 
divided into the same layers, with the exception of the chorio-eapillaris, which ends at the ora 
serrata, and is traversed by vessels which have a meridional direction, and which are somewhat 
sparsely ramifying. The basis-structure of the ciliary processes forms a very vascular, loose, 
wavy connective tissue, which is arranged in fine bundles lying parallel to each other, and in a 
meridional direction. In the region of the ora serrata little bands are seen which cross each 
other constantly, and present a lattice-work constantly becoming finer and thinner—the 
reticulum of the ring. The structureless membrana limitans extends over this meshwork, 
adherent to all its elevations and depressions, which again, on its side, is covered by the pigment- 
layer. The cells of the latter fill up the spaces of the reticulum, and cause the surfaces of the 
processes to appear smooth and even. The pigment bodies are here round. (Bosom.) 

The ciliary muscle lies embedded (Todd and Bowman) in the anterior concavity of 
the ciliary process, or, as it is also called, the tensor choroiclece. (Bruclee, see Fig. 2.) 
It was formerly described as the ciliary ligament. This is seen as a quite thick 
and broad ring, which, on a vertical section, is three-sided, prismatic, of a whitish- 
gray color. It consists of smooth, muscular fibers, which have, in part, a meridio¬ 
nal direction, partly a circular course. 

All the fibers arise in the form of a muscular ring from the border of the cornea. 
The insertion is formed by connective tissue, which is arranged in firm, compad 
layers. Only a very small portion of these layers is connected with the membrane of 
Descemet, the main portion is continued directly into the substance of the cornea, and 
another subjacent portion passes over into the anterior scleral border. In the muscu¬ 
lar ring all the fibrous bundles run longitudinally, the most anterior or external 

bundles preserve this direction and hug each other closely, forming a dense layer of 
longitudinal fibers, l, more or less extensive, which is firmly attached to the choroid, 
and is separated from the sclera only by a thin layer of loose connective tissue often 
pigmented, a prolongation of the lamina fusca. Internally the individual bundles 
detacli themselves constantly from the layer of longitudinal fibers, run more diiectly 
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CILIAKY MUSCLE. CILIAKY VESSELS. 275 

backward or backward and inward so as to turn toward the free surface of the 
ciliary pro cesses, separate from each other in a fan-shape manner, interlace and form 
a coarse network, the interspaces of which are filled with connective tissue, thus 
interweaving. The direction of the fibers also gradually changes by this interweav¬ 
ing, passing from the longitudinal into the circular. It becomes in the most ante¬ 
rior fibers of the muscle, and in those which separate the surface of the muscle 
from the groundwork of the ciliary processes, a perfectly circular one; the 
fibers here spread out and unite again into a thicker layer of muscular fibers, 
which bounds the body of the entire muscle like the (caiheten) of a rectangular 
triangle, forward and inward, and backward and inward. Then come the cir¬ 
cular fibers of Muller, o, which lie more isolated, outside the body of the muscle, in 
front of the anterior and internal narrow fibrous layer, and are united like a net as 
well with each other, as with the main body of the muscle. The longitudinal,fibers 
of the external anterior layer draw the anterior choroidal border forward, and there¬ 
fore relax the zonula; the circular fibers act like a sphincter and draw the parts 
directly inward, increasing the relaxation of the zonula [F. E. Schultze, Iwanoff, 
Ballet). 

The choroid proper is principally nourished by the short posterior ciliary arteries, 
but the ciliary muscle, the ciliary body, and the iris, by the long posterior and the 
anterior ciliary arteries. The principal portion of the venous blood passes through 
tbe'vasa vortices®, and reaches the orbital tissue through the posterior ciliary veins. 
A; smaller portion of them, and especially those returning from the ciliary muscle, 
have their outlet through the anterior ciliary veins. 

The posterior ciliary arteries appear in the form of small ramifying branches on the globe, 
coming immediately from the ophthalmic artery. The shorter perforate the sclerotica on its pos¬ 
terior portion in quite a vertical direction. The most numerous and the largest enter in the 
neighborhood of the yellow spot. Having reached the inner surface, they extend for some distance 
ou the choroid, become more and more divided, sink gradually between the vasa. vorticosse of the 
tunica vaseulosa, and are finally lost in the chorio-capillaris in a fine net-work. The most pos¬ 
terior of these anastomose freely with the posterior vascular ring of the sclera, and the nutrient 
vessels of the optic papilla, and are thus connected with the retinal vessels. The rings, which 
lie more anteriorly, extend with their ramifications to the ora serrata; some of them even extend 
beyond this, and unite with the anterior branches of the ciliary muscle, and of the ciliary 
branches. 

The two long posterior ciliary arteries enter the sclera a little farther forward, pass through 
Ibis in a very oblique direction, without giving off a branch, and run directly forward, one on 
wch side, in a horizontal direction, to the choroidal surface. They divide in the ciliary muscle, 
aildpass, deviating in a lateral direction, to the anterior border of the muscle, forming here the 
bflge vascular ring of the iris. 

The anterior ciliary arteries emerge from the bellies of the four straight muscles, perforate their 
tendons, and ramify in the most anterior zone of the episcleral tissue. A number of branches 
then pass through the sclerotica in quite a straight course. They divide in the ciliary muscle into 
halier and larger twigs, and are finally lost in a capillary net-work, which is interwoven with the 
teflswchoroidea* A portion of the little branches unite with such of the long posterior ciliary 
Series and complete the circulus arteriosus major iridis—great arterial circle of the iris. Another 
portion forms more posteriorly, about in the center of the breadth of the muscle, a second but 
joore incomplete vascular ring, to which the twigs of the posterior long ciliary arteries contribute. 

a third portion passes backward to the choroid, anastomoses here with the terminal 
ancaes of the posterior short ciliary arteries, and supplies the anterior zone of the chorio- 

i CaP’^aris with arterial blood. (Leber.) 
The veins extend in a radiate direction into the tunica vasculosa of the choroid, with a pre- 

j (ornjnately meridional course, however, toward certain points, and thus form the well-known 
| 'Jocose vessels, of which there may be counted five to six large ones, and one to six smaller. 

e little branches in which the vortices collect perforate the sclera in a very oblique direction, 
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276 OPHTHALMOSCOPIC APPEARANCES. 

and unite within the emergent branches with other neighboring twigs, and finally appear, about 

six in number, on the equator of the eye, passing into the orbit, and emptying into the ophthalmic 

vein. The delicate veins which pass out from the posterior surface of the sclerotica belong 

entirely to it, and have no supply from the choroid. They do not, then, correspond to the pos¬ 

terior short ciliary arteries. In the same manner, long posterior ciliary veins are wanting. All 

the blood passing through the vorticose vessels has passed through capillaries. An immediate 

passage of arteries into veins (JBrucke) does not take place in the uvea. 

The principal origin for the venous twigs in question is evidently the chorio-capillaris. Still 

the iris, the ciliary processes, and the ciliary muscle, furnish very important tributaries. No 

venous blood goes directly from the iris through the anterior ciliary veins, but their emergent 

vessels rather unite as a whole with those of the ciliary processes in a coarse net-work, which 

passes to the choroid beneath the muscles, and here unites with the anterior radiation of the vasa 

vorticosae. This net-work, however, takes venous branches from the ciliary muscle, whose vascular 

tissue sends out the greater part of its contents directly through the anterior zone of the sclerotica. 

Numerous twigs emerge from the muscle and pass into the sclerotica, and unite in part, within 

this, to the venous ciliary plexus (improperly called the canal of Schlemm), but in part pass 

through the sclerotica in a straight course through independent branches. All the little veins 

appearing on the anterior zone of the globe are described as anterior ciliary veins. They are in 

connection with the anterior scleral vessels, as well as with the tissue of the conjunctiva and 

cornea. 

In a normal condition of things, the anterior ciliary veins evacuate only venous blood from the 

tensor of the choroid (ciliary muscle); that is, the venous blood is in great preponderance. There 

is then no considerable flow of blood from the other parts, except when the current is impeded in 

the trunks of the vasa vorticosae. {Leber.) 
The connection between the vena vorticosce and the veins of the cornea, which has lately been 

much spoken of ( Winther), is certainly very distant. The arterial vessels of the choroid have a 

proportionately large circular muscular layer. Besides, their adventitious structure is surrounded 

by bundles of fiber-cells. These bundles are directly connected with the tensor of the choroid. 

On the posterior part of the choroid they anastomose in a reticulate manner. {Ii. Muller.) 

The ciliary nerves ramify very much in their course through the lamina fusca, and 

even give off branches which pass backward, which contain partly dark-bordered, partly pale, 

primitive fibers. They are connected with a network of pale fibers, which lies principally in 

the posterior half of the outermost pigment layer, and its finest branches seem to be lost in the 

arteries. Ganglion cells, singly or in groups, have been found in these networks, as well as in 

the stems of the ciliary nerves (AZ Muller, Schweigger). 

Ophthalmoscopic Appearances.—The choroid, by means of its supply of blood 
and dark pigment, gives the color to the fundus of the eye in the ophthalmoscopic 
image. This is generally a light-yellowish red {chrom. lith., A), with a more or 
less marked mingling of brown. The yellowish-red color is the reflex of the blood 
circulating in the tunica vascnlosa and chorio-capillaris. The mixture of brown 
depends on the pigment-stratum and partly on the coloring material of the choroid 
proper. It is the more distinct, the more abundant are the pigment contents. While 
the fundus of the eye appears of a very light-yellowish red-color in light blondes, in 
dark-haired persons with brown or black irides it has generally a light-brownish red' 
color. The kind of illumination and the light used have the greatest influence in this 
respect. In the indirect image the color appears darker than in the upright, and it 
is the lightest when daylight is used. 

The pigment-layer is thus proveu to be diaphanous, which may be explained by the fact tha 

the pigment molecules are not thickly collected within the cells, and that the pigment-cells are 

separated from each other by a pellucid intercellular substance, although very slight in quantity- 

interstices also exist, through which the light may pass in any direction. This irregular distri¬ 

bution of coloring matter in the tapetum is the cause of the finely-stippled appearance of the 

fundus of the eye which is often seen. The closer the pigment granules are pressed upon each 

other in the cell-cavities, the more in disproportion are they to the fluid cell-contents. Of course, 
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SENILE CHANGES OE CHOBOID. 277 

tie transparency of the tapeturn must be lost in the same proportion, and its color have an influ¬ 
ence on the ophthalmoscopic image. Indeed, the fundus occasionally appears almost black, with 
a bluish, wavy cloud over it. This latter appearance is caused by the retina, and is especially 
marked in negroes. (Liehreich.) 

Very frequently, in dark-haired persons with a dark skin, we find the ocular 

famlus having an inlaid appearance (ehrom lith., G, R, S). This depends on excessive 

pigmentation of the stroma of the choroid, and on the quantity of the coloring 

material in the tapetum. (Mauthner). 
Inasmuch as the vasa vorticom make up the principal part of the choroidal struc¬ 

ture, and the basis of this, which contains pigment, only appears in abundant quan¬ 

tity in the meshes of the choroidal net-work, the difference in color when the stroma- 

cells are greatly pigmented is very prominent. The fundus of the eye is then seen 

as a trellis-work of broad, tortuous, red bands, whose interspaces are filled with 

angular spots with granular border. These spots vary in color from light-brown to 

the deepest black. They are smeller in the region of the macula lutea, roundish in 

contour, hut toward the anterior boundary of the choroid their circumference 

increases, and they become elongated, having their long axis in a meridional direc¬ 

tion. The regular arrangement of these spots, and their exact insertion in the meshes 

of the venous twigs, do not readily allow us to mistake them for morbid disintegra¬ 

tion of pigment. 

Moreover, it is not at all unfrequent, in entirely normal conditions on the most different parts of 
the fundus oculi, for the stroma-cells to be collected, particularly around the optic-nerve entrance, 
sod to form isolated, irregular, dark spots, with granular borders. The region of the macula 
idea is generally somewhat more deeply colored, and occasionally has a marked shade of brown. 

Senile Changes.—These appear in the choroid as in other parts of the body, at 

different ages in different persons. They attain at the same time of life a higher or 

lowr degree of development in different individuals. They are almost identical in 

appearance with simple atrophy, often produced by morbid processes. 

The structure of the choroid and of the ciliary processes becomes at the same 

time more rigid, brittle, dry. Some of the larger vascular twigs are often ather¬ 

omatous, apd also completely obliterated. The capillary net-work is frequently 

destroyed, especially in the chorio-capillaris, and in places is entirely gone. The 

Oembrana limitans appears in some places, or over the whole choroid, thickened, 

roilgh, and opaque from coloid deposits, and decidedly unyielding in texture. The 

P'gment, however, suffers most strikingly. This is gradually changed in color, 

becomes bleached, and is partly destroyed. The tapetum thus becomes more trans- 

Parent, and the previously-described inlaid appearance of the choroidal stroma in 

■Mile and atrophying eyes, is apt to appear much more marked. It is often seen as 

*%ht shading of brown, by means of the changed and partial solution pf granules 

°f coloring matter. When the change has gone on farther, the cells of the stroma 

8D(loi the tapetum disappear to a great extent. The choroid is then-found more or 

fes evenly discolored, having a grayish-white hue, and so diaphanous that the 

-elerotica under it seems to he exposed. (Wedl, H. Muller). 
These changes are of course recognizable with the ophthalmoscope, and modify 

more or 

‘ta image very much. 

j le ^roma-cells generally remain a long time. Still their contents often appear turbid and 
persed with fat molecules. The coloring matter is then either very pale or entirely wanting. 
Slve layers of free fat corpuscles are often seen between the cells, and exceptionately scattered 
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278 CHOROIDITIS. NOSOLOGY. 

coloid bodies. The atheromatous vessels are often recognized, with the naked eye, as thick, 
ramifying, firm white lines. They sometimes end in an atheromatous net-work, and not unfre- 
quently are entirely wanting. Their walls appear very much thickened, fibrous, and interspersed 
with fat, calcareous matter, and sometimes with pigment. 

The chorio-capillaris is often entirely free from blood, to a quite large extent. The capillaries 
in it often appear to be destroyed, and reduced to an illy-defined, irregular net-work, which is 
scarcely distinguished from the fine granular, structureless molecular mass, often containing fat 
which lies between. In other cases the impermeable remains of the vessels still appear very 
plainly as a delicate and elegant trellis-work. This sometimes looks as if it were made of 
connective tissue, but sometimes exhibits no structure whatever, and appears to be woven of 
fibers of a homogeneous substance, which has great refractive power. This net-work, with the 
molecular intervening substance, is always closely adherent to the lamina elastica. 

The thickening of the membrana limitans is proven to be the result of an abnormal deposit of 
hyaline matter, which was originally soft but became gradually hardened, and then entirely 
identical with the membrana limitans itself, of which it is a continuation. These deposits are at 
times diffuse, with an undulating surface; at other times they are seen as glands, resembling 
segments of a sphere in shape, more or less close together, or even outgrowths resembling stalac¬ 
tites, which give to the eye the same impression as grains of sand. They are generally translucent, 
but often contain calcareous bodies and pigment granules, which render them very turbid. They 
push the superjacent pigment-cells forward and to one side, so that their base seems ridged about 
with pigment, and the pigment-layer attains a reticulate appearance. This alteration is very 
often seen in the entire extent of the membrana limitans. In other cases it is confined to indi¬ 
vidual parts of this. 

In many instances it seems united to the course of the vessels, appearing particularly prominent 
in the interstices of the twigs in the tunica vasculosa. Thus, in connection' with* the pigment 
metamorphosis it produces the prominent reticulated appearance on the inner choroidal surface. 
It is apt to be very decided on the elastic ring of the foramen opticum cJioroidece, and also on the 
reticulum of the ciliary body, and gives the latter a very glandular and condylomatous appear¬ 
ance. ( Wedlj Danders, II. Muller.') 

We may also sometimes/recognize, with the ophthalmoscope, the round openings which the 
spherical deposits on the membrana limitans have caused by the displacement of the pigment. 
With a very abundant development a fine reticulated appearance, with a roundish mesh work, 
is seen. (IAebreich.) 

The cells of the tapetum are more or less advanced in fatty degeneration. Its pigment is 
already strikingly lessened in the brighter spots, and is besides discolored to a light-brown yel¬ 
lowish red, <&c. Between the pigment molecules the fat granules of the cellular contents then 
appear very distinct. Here and there the pigment is entirely wanting, and is replaced by fat. 
In isolated cell-groups the polygonal borders of the cells have been destroyed, perhaps by rupture. 
In other groups the cell-bodies and the nucleus were wanting; the contour of the cells has been 
retained as a delicate polygonal net-work, which was closely adherent to the membrana limitans. 
For considerable spaces the last trace of the cell-walls was removed, the membrana limitans ex¬ 
posed, or only interspersed with free pigment granules or fat-corpuscles. 

Very analogous changes are observed in the ciliary processes and the ciliary 
muscle. 

Here also the fatty degeneration of the stroma and muscular fiber-cells, the rarefaction and 
paleness of the pigment, the atheromatous degeneration of the vessels, the deposition of the choloid 
masses in the tissue, are very plain. To this is added a marked thickening and increase in quantity 
of the reticulum, whose interstices have increased considerably in depth and width, and which 
often give a glandular condylomatous appearance to the inner side of the ciliary body. Th0 
deposition of calcareous formations often takes place, sometimes to such an extent that the mesbes 

of the net-work are entirely filled by them. (H. Muller, Wedl.) 

Nosology.—Choroiditis and cyclitis are almost always only parts of an inflantfW* 
tory process, which is extended over a great portion, or the whole, of the eye. Uie 
coincidental affection of the vitreous humor and retina is apt to be most markedly j 
seen, but that of the iris and lens is frequently very plain, but less often that of th0 
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CHOROIDITIS. NOSOLOGY. 279 

sclerotica. The inflammatory changes of the neighboring parts are usually so promi¬ 
nent that they give the disease the character of an affection of the whole eye. The 
older ophthalmologists were therefore accustomed to speak, not so much of choroiditis 
and eyelids, as of internal ophthalmia, and to distinguish this according to the prin¬ 
cipal situation, and according to its extent, by the names anterior, posterior, and 
general. The modern names irido-cyclitis, irido-choroiditis, choroiditis, and panoph¬ 
thalmitis, with their present signification, are about equal to those formerly used. 

The constant passage of the inflammatory process beyond the boundaries of the 
choroid and of the ciliary body, is partly to be accounted for by the intimate ana¬ 
tomical connection which exists between the tissue and vessels of the cornea with 
those of the neighboring parts. But it is also to some extent a natural result of the 
disturbances of the regulative influence which the choroid and the ciliary body 
exercise upon the entire current of blood, and through this upon the nutrition of the 
interior of the eye. 

A. The proliferation of tissue in the interior of the inflamed choroid and ciliary 
body is generally not very great, so that the evidence of its existence can only be 
shown by the microscope. A predominantly secretory character has been ascribed 
to such inflammations, and they have been called serous, it being assumed that a 
serous or gelatinous product passes out through the retina into the vitreous humor. 

The cells of the stroma do not, as a rule, show much change. At the most, they are found 
somewhat puffed out in some places ; their fluid contents appear turbid, or interspersed with fat 
globules, while the coloring matter is diminished in quantity, and is bleached. A number of 
fructiferous and separating nuclei have been seen only in exceptional instances. In isolated 
cases, however, they grow in groups, and acquire a darker color by an increase in their pigment 
coutents, or they are utterly destroyed. Occasionally, groups of free nuclei have been observed, 
which are heaped up in the parenchyma, arranged in a straight course following the dilated and 
often atheromatous vessels. They are sometimes greatly pigmented. 

In the chorio-capillaris the capillaries are generally greatly enlarged, and some of them dilated 
like a sac. The intervening substance appears interspersed with collections of nuclei and fat 
molecules. The membrana limitans is generally thickened, opaque, and covered by choloid masses. 
The cells of the tapetum often undergo fatty degeneration, their coloring material lost, or is 
bleached, and acquires a light-brown or yellow color. In consequence of the destruction of its walls 
m the later stages, groups of free nuclei, as well as free coloring granules, are often seen on 
the surface of the lamina elastica. Besides, the cells of the tapetum not unfrequently, at least at 
some points, take a direct part in the process of proliferation. They grow with more or less 
luxuriant nuclear separation, and at times are very much increased. 

The recent cells are apt, then, to accumulate in some places, while the old ones all around are 
found in the most different phases of proliferation. They appear smaller, are generally oval, rarely 
round or angular. The amount of pigment varies greatly; sometimes it is very abundant, some¬ 
times very sparing, in quantity, and at times it is entirely wanting. The granules of coloring 
matter differ very much in form and size. (Bosow.) In the ciliary processes the increase in the 
basis of connective tissue causes a very marked development of the reticulum. The process is 
see?, in the ciliary muscle by the nuclear separation and deposition of fat in the fiber-cells, as well 
wby the growth and increase in number of the connective-tissue bodies, and by serous or gelati¬ 
ns infiltration of the reticulated structure. ( Wedl, Schweigger.) 

The ciliary nerves herein contained usually show in their neuroglia young cells, more or 
less crowded together. Their medullary sheath is often destroyed, and can be seen in the 
form of drops or as a molecular mass near the naked axis-oylinders (Wedl, Schweigger, 
Iwanoff). 

The further formation of the process chiefly depends upon the relations of 
the circulation in the interior of the organ. If the venous reflux is in any way 
diminished, or even if its acceleration be hindered by any cause whatever, the 
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280 GLAUCOMATOUS EXCAVATION OF PAPILLA. 

quantity of blood circulating in the interior of the globe must increase a little 
with every arterial pulsation, and the internal pressure approach a certain maxi¬ 
mum, at which it corresponds to the effective lateral pressure of the arterial blood 
during the arterial diastole. The process then assumes a peculiar character, since 
all the tissues of the eyeball are finally drawn into sympathy with it, and the pro¬ 
cess is like that which obtains in glaucoma. 

The pressure acting more directly upon the ciliary nerves, and perhaps also 
their abnormal tension, determines interferences in the conductive power of the 
nerves which manifest themselves in the diminished functional power of the 
parts involved, particularly in anaesthesia of the cornea, and sometimes even in 
neuro-paralytic ulcerations. With the increase of the scleral tension the amount 
of the elasticity and the regulating influence, which the cornea and sclera exert 
upon the internal circulation, sink, the course of the blood becomes irregular, 
and this is manifested by the appearance of, or at least an inclination to, pulsation. 
The increased resistance which the arterial current meets with produces a retar¬ 
dation of the circulation in the smallest capillaries, and with it a further diminu¬ 
tion of the functional power, and finally an inclination to atrophy. The stoppage 
of the venous circulation favors an increase of the exosmosis and the increased 
exudation of white blood-corpuscles; the dioptric media become cloudy and in 
the vascular tissues inflammatory products collect in spots. Added to this the 
vitreous humor increases perceptibly in quantity, corresponding to the prepondera¬ 
ting vascular contents of the choroid, whilst the aqueous humor, in consequence 
of increased transfusion through the cornea, is diminished, and the anterior cham¬ 
ber consequently narrowed. If the intra-ocular pressure passes beyond a certain 
height, that part of the capsule of the globe, the least capable of resistance, the 
lamina cribrosa, is also pressed backward, distended, and the adjacent posterior 
zone of the internal layers of the sclera tom apart. The characteristic glauco¬ 
matous excavation develops itself, as well as the so-called connective-tissue ling 
belonging to it, explained by the stretching and final atrophy of the posterior 
zone of the choroid. 

The excavation of the papilla of the optic nerve, according to all this, is a second¬ 
ary condition, which is first developed in the course of a glaucomatous process. 
In the beginning it is often partial, and consists in the yielding of a smaller or larger 
section of the periphery of the optic-nerve entrance. On more complete develop¬ 
ment it is always total, and by this feature it may be distinguished from the congen¬ 
ial variety. The optic-nerve entrance is pressed back in its entire surface, and is 

seen as a pit of more or less 
depth, (Fig. 40, after Ed. 
Jaeger,) with a trough-shaped 
excavated base, and steep, oc¬ 
casionally even overhanging, 
borders, a, which pass into 
the concave surface of the 
fundus of the eye at an angle 
very decidedly and obtusely 
rounded off. 

The walls of this pit are 
formed by the lamina cri¬ 

brosa, which is considerably distended and pressed backward. Above this are 
occasionally found, as a thin coating, b, nervous filaments, which pass over into 
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the retina. But as a rule the optic-nerve fibers are entirely destroyed, and are 
replaced by a delicate layer of connective tissue, which adheres closely to the floor 
and sides of the excavation, and is connected to the atrophied anterior layer of the 
retina. The branches of the central vessels, c, are adherent to the sides of the exca¬ 
vation, and therefore undergo a double bending in their course. Isolated twigs of 
these branches are apt to be altered, or disappear in the manner before described. 
It even happens that all the vessels of the optic-nerve entrance are destroyed. As 
substitutes, then, a varying number of vessels is generally found, which by their 
abnormal position and course are seen to be collateral, and which have become 
greatly enlarged in consequence of the impermeability of the normal principal 
branches. 

The kettle-shape of the excavation depends upon the fact that the anterior lid of the nerve 
runs in a coniform way, that is, becomes broader posteriorly. The lamina cribrosa of the porus 
opticus is also often excavated, so that the floor of the excavation appears funnel-shaped, and 
the vessels pressed to the nasal side (Schweigger). 

B. Some forms of uveitis are different from the serous choroidal inflammation. 
In these the inflammatory products are not only distinctly perceptible, but exactly 
indicative of the whole external appearance of the process. 

1. We have already spoken of one of these forms: exudative retino-choroiditis. 
2. Another form is characterized by a larger or smaller organizable product, 

which is brought to light in the anterior uveal portion, while the true choroid either 
appears entirely changed (irido-cyclitis), or takes part in the inflammatory process 
with the symptoms of serous choroiditis (irido-choroiditis). 

Thus we sometimes find, as well in the lamina fusca as in the vascular layer, 
tolerably large masses of unpigmented, roundish young cells, particularly in the 
neighborhood of the vessels, the adventitia of which often seems completely lost in 
the cell-mass. From the venoe vorticosae the growth advances often upon the sclera, 
and even upon the fascia of the globe. No. less does the choriocapillaris sometimes 
conceal large masses of young cells, and the capillary network, otherwise distended, 
often becomes in the new formation almost unrecognizable. The tunica elastica is 
then often perforated over such nuclei, so that the mass of cells, soon to be vascu¬ 
larized, extends into the retina, whilst the surrounding tapetum is partly destroyed, 
partly increases by proliferation {Czerny). 

The proliferation in the iris is seen chiefly by the papillary excrescences which 
®ite a great part of the pupillary margin, or all of it, to the anterior capsule (closure 
°f the pupil) [pupillar abschluss], hut which frequently completely fills the pupil in 
ll'e form of a capsular or false cataract. With this, occasionally, gummy tumors, 
Emulations, or a hypopyon, are found. But generally the iris is seen only re¬ 
laxed by inflammation, and soon atrophies, undergoes partial tendinous degenera¬ 
te®, and is, to some extent, brittle and friable, like tinder. Not unfrequently it 
becomes spongy and is entirely destroyed, while its vessels are completely degen- 
erated, distended, and appear on the surface of the membrane like the thyroidal 
?eins. Very frequently the development of tough, tenacious, tendinous mem- 
^r»ues occurs on the posterior aspect of the iris. These result from the luxuriant 
cwelopment of the posterior boundary layer and of the tapetum, aud are very 

sPl to shrink. Their thickness differs very much. The thinner membranes are 
'f® 80 full of pigment that they appear almost of a uniform black color. The 

I lc«i' are like tendinous tissue, and generally are a spotted and darkish gray. 
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282 CHANGES IN THE OILIABT MUSCLE. 

They often hang loosely to the iris, or rather the tinder-like brittle remains of 
anterior iris-layers. Exfoliations maybe easily separated from the posterior stratum 
in great shreds. In other cases the tendinous masses involve the whole thickness 
of the iris. The pseudo-membrane is only in spots coated with short-flbered brittle 
rudiments of loose atrophied stroma. These membranes are always in direct con¬ 
nection with the new growths closing the pupil, and are, as it were, a continuation 
of them. They adhere to the anterior capsule occasionally up to near the edge; 
but more frequently their peripheral portion is separated from the capsule by fluid. 
The adhesion is confined to the pupillary region. 

The same state of things is repeated in the ciliary body. The process of pro¬ 
liferation is here particularly seen by a loosening of the reticulum, or rather of that 
thick layer of connective tissue which forms the posterior wall of the ciliary body. 
Numerous half-spherical or elliptical, often pedunculated, nodular papillomata grow 
from this, which give the part a very rough condylomatous appearance. But 
generally the prolification is far more luxuriant, and the neoplastic formations 
become, by a gradual thickening and shrinkage, extensive membranes, which are 
connected to those of the iris, and are lost posteriorly in a villous-like open work, 
which extends into the turbid anterior portion of the vitreous, and is undergoing 
the same process of proliferation. 

The contraction of these masses occasions not uncommonly linear detachments 
of the ciliary body from the sclerotic, and a filling of the intervening space with a 
plastic exudation, which becomes partially organized into a meshwork of connec¬ 
tive tissue (Iwanoff.\ Knapp, Ilirscliberg). 

This false membrane (schwarte) consists of a ground-work of connective tissue, more or less 
distinctly fibered, opaque in a varying degree from molecular deposits and fat-granules, and 
interspersed with free pigment. This contains a greater or less quantity of recent oval nuclear 
cells and free nuclei, which are fructifying, and in a state of nuclear separation. These are gen¬ 
erally without pigment, have here and there considerable quantities of coloring material, and 
then exhibit a very peculiar shreddy structure. The pigmented typical elements are collected in 
some places and form true layers ; in others, they are arranged in fibers, which are often hollow, 
and have generally a blind, nodular, swollen extremity. These are the beginnings of the newly- 
formed vessels, which are gradually filled with blood, again branch out and extend into the 
vitreous humor (Wedl, Schiess- Gemuseus, Juianoff). 

In the connective-tissue stroma of the ciliary muscle, and upon the walls of its 
vessels, the increase of the nuclei and the infiltration of a serous or gelatinous sub¬ 
stance, often cloudy and containing fat, points to the inflammatory participation. 
Sometimes it also leads to enormous collections of neoplastic cells and to an abun¬ 
dant vascular development. The fiber-cells of the muscle often resist for a long 
time, but finally they become involved in the process, turn opaque and undergo 
fatty degeneration. In the ciliary nerves at times no changes have been seen 
(ScJdess-Gemuseus, Hirschberg), sometimes very marked thickening of Schwann s 
membrane, with more or less distinct increase in size of the nuclei, crumbling of 
the medullary sheaths {Iwanoff), and finally atrophy of the fibers. 

The degeneration of the ciliary body and of the iris drains off (dries up) tbe 
aqueous humor, so that the anterior chamber becomes smaller and smaller. Instead 
of it, quite an adhesive, yellowish, coagulable fluid, rich in albumen, is often exuded 

into the closed posterior chamber, and the iris pressed forward by it, in the shape 
of a circular pad, or, when there is an unequal resistance of its tissue, distended into 
irregular humps. 
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3. A rarer occurrence is the detachment of the choroid. Post-mortem examinations have long 
since proved that they do occur (Ammon), but attention was first directed to the subject after 
they had been observed with the ophthalmoscope. (Graefe, LiebreicJi.) It has many analogies 
with detachment of the retina. A serous or gelatinous albuminous exudation is secreted by the 
choroidal tissue, collects especially in the outermost pigment layer, separates its elements from 
each other, finally tears through and separates the choroid more and more from the sclerotica. 
It has generally a yellow color, and leaves small coagulations on the walls of the cavity formed 
by itself. Cellular structures of various kinds are seen in the firmer parts, mingled with pig¬ 
mented remains of the lamina fusca and of free coloring material. The tissue of the choroid 
has then, according to anatomical investigations, the characteristics of a more or less luxuriant 
proliferation process—is even at times hypertrophied and spongy, from similar products. Such 
detachments have been seen amoug the results of irido-choroiditis, with advancing atrophy of the 
globe, and sclero-choroidal staphyloma, as well as in company with choroidal tumors. They 
sometimes attain to considerable size. It may happen that the whole surface of the choroid 
is loosened from the sclerotica and pressed inward, so that the connection is only kept up by a 
few isolated vessels. (Iwanoff.) 

Occasionally they are primarily and quickly developed. Their size is then limited, and they 
are seen as spherical elevations of varying hight and extent, whose sides are tense and incapable 
of any wavy motion. The retina either runs smoothly over the vesicle or appears somewhat 
elevated at its base. By holding the ophthalmoscope properly we may see the vessels of the retina 
climbing over the tumor, and again descending on the opposite wall. Immediately behind, in the 
reddish fundus, we see the branches of the vasa vorticosae dimly shining through. Then the diag¬ 
nosis of a watery or gelatinous exudation under the choroid is verified, and any confusion with 
blood-extravasations or with new-formations avoided. (Liebreich.) Extravasations of blood in 
the retina and choroid are common. The morbid process declares itself by a great loss of the 
vision—up to complete blindness. Sometimes a true detachment of the retina is added to it. 
(Graefe.) The ordinary final result is atrophy of the globe, with the symptoms of irido- 
choroiditis. 

4. A fourth form of choroidal inflammation—suppurative choroiditis—is char¬ 
acterized by purulent products. This is partly formed from the choroidal tissue itself, 
and is in part separated from the free surface of the choroid. The pus is generally 
first seen on the vessels of the tunica vasculosa and lamina fusca. Its elements are 
pressed together in the connective tissue accompanying the vessel, and not unfre- 
quently fill their caliber, so that isolated twigs may be followed for some distance as 
ramifying, pus-colored fibers. When the process advances, the stroma is impregnated 
with pus, and this is either regularly diffused through the tissue, or at intervals is 
collected in a great quantity, so that the mass projects forward into the posterior 
chamber. The pus from the beginning is at times fluid, or of a creamy consistency. 
Iq isolated cases it has the signification of true tubercle. Very often it is evenly 
discolored or speckled with exuded blood. 

If the pus be fluid, the stroma of the choroid in the large collections is generally destroyed, 
except a few pigmented, shreddy remains, and the vessels themselves do not long resist the deli¬ 
quescing process. If the pus be more consistent, however, the elements of the stroma may still 
he often recognized. The pigmented stroma-cells are strewn together very irregularly, and 
pressed apart by masses of neoplastic elements, which have the characteristics of pus-corpuscles, 
aud lie in a turbid, fatty, more or less consistent, fibrinous, intermediate substance, which often 
permeates the tissue in great quantity and causes it to swell. The pigment-cells often appear at 
the same time entirely unchanged, or only a little paler, partially deprived of their coloring mate- 
fla'* but they are often filled with fat even up to their offshoots, yet seldom in a state of nuclear 
increase. 

The cells without pigment, on the contrary, are involved in the proliferation process. In 
places, particularly in the inner strata of the tunica vasculosa, they are often entirely wanting, 
aving been completely destroyed in the proliferation process, even to their prolongations, which 

are woven about the neoplastic elements in a delicate, fine net-work. When they are still present, 
ihey appear very much pressed forward. They grow in a fusiform shape, and contain two or 
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284 SUPPURATIVE CHOROIDITIS. 

more opaque nuclei. Tliese become free afterwards by a destruction of the cell-envelope, and 
change to true pus-corpuscles. The vessels of the tunica vasculosa are generally at the same time 
impaired to a great extent, are compressed, and finally entirely destroyed. The chorio-capillaris 
occasionally preserves its integrity for quite a long time, as well as the tunica elastica and the 
tapetum. But sooner or later, in the larger collections of pns, these strata also are completely 
destroyed. The chorio-capillaris is then entirely unrecognizable in the purulent product; the 
tunica elastica is partly perforated and broken up. Since the pus pushes inwards, the tapetum 
is partly displaced, its elements confused, and to some extent driven inward. A portion of the 
cells is lost by fatty degeneration, while another part perhaps increases, and causes the formation 
of greater masses of pigment, or assists somewhat in the development of the purulent deposits 
occurring on the free choroidal surface. (Wedl, Schweigger, 0. Bitter, Sc/dess, Knapp, Berlin.) 

The formation of pus is often confined to one or the other portion of the choroid; 
the rest of this membrane, as well as the ciliary body, has the appearance of a simple 
serous inflammation. It is very hypersamic, ecchymosed, infiltrated with serum, very 
moist, spongy, being saturated with a turbid fluid. In other cases, the greater part 
of the choroid has already been changed into large collections of pus. Only isolated 
spots are found in which the choroid still exists, but has been in part deprived of 
its pigment. It is very hyperaemic, ecchymosed, infiltrated with serum, and, be¬ 
sides, interspersed with little pus-globules, and at times appears traversed by vessels 
filled with pus. Finally, we not unfrequently meet with cases in which the entire 
choroid is destroyed, and is, as it were, replaced by a more or less thick stratum of 
purulent, tuberculous pus, interspersed with a pigmented, shreddy material. This 
stratum is sometimes swollen out to a large nodule. Suppurative choroidal 
inflammation is never uncomplicated. The other parts of the globe are al¬ 
ways affected at the same time, and often to such an extent that the pro¬ 
cess is rather a suppurative panophthalmitis. The retina appears, as a conse¬ 
quence of its inflammatory participation, very opaque, and often thickened by 
decided purulent infiltration, or even changed into a caseous mass. It is gen¬ 
erally entirely detached from the choroid by the great amount of exudation of 
a fatty, turbid, thin, purulent fluid, and is folded together. In spots it deli¬ 
quesces, so that its remains float in the vitreous like shreddy tatters, and, in 
case the deliquescence affects the posterior portion especially, rolls together over 
the posterior wall of the crystalline in a thick mass (Schweigger'). In the later 
stages, the retina is completely destroyed by suppuration. The vitreous is in the 
beginning very opaque, its cellular elements being involved in an exceedingly 
luxuriant proliferation process. Perhaps, also, a partial washing over of pus- 
elements from the membranous surroundings occurs (Bitter, Schiess-Gemuseus). 

Now and then we find it interspersed with compact masses of pus, or deliquesced 
to a turbid fluid, filled with purulent flocculi. In isolated cases the entire anterior 
portion of the vitreous is changed to a mass of pus or tubercle, being completely 
compressed by a caseous product. This latter then generally, also, fills the canal of 
Petit. Usually considerable quantities of pus lie in the ciliary body. These 
occasionally form small abscesses, and give rise to loss of substance on their deli¬ 
quescence, or evenly permeate the tissue, and may destroy the parts in question by 
suppuration. A large hypopyon always accompanies this state of things; it may 
even fill up the aqueous chamber. The cornea is also generally very early infiltrated 
with a purulent product, and becomes an abscess. Its entire surface is often 
changed into a mass of pus, and deliquesces, or is destroyed by gangrene. The 
sclerotica, even, is infiltrated with a fatty, opaque product, becomes softened, is <bs- 
tended, and swells to an astonishing thickness. Sometimes it ulcerates, and thus 
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gives an exit to the intra-ocular pus. Sometimes the surrounding orbital tissue is 
changed to a mass of pus. 

6. The tubercular deposit is localized in the choroid, partly in the form of a 
more diffuse, rigid, and finally liquefying infiltration, partly in the form of discrete 
nodules, or else heaped together in masses like tubercles. 

The first form has been very seldom observed, and up to this time only in the 
last stages of general tubercular phthisis. It usually appears as panophthalmitis, 
confined to one eye, with slight signs of irritation, develops itself in a tolerably rapid 
manner, but is interrupted in its further course by the patient’s death. All the tissues 
of the globe appear infiltrated, the whole globe soon becomes changed into a caseous 
tuberculous mass, in which the individual constituents of the globe are often very 
difficult to be separated from one another. After a short duration the mass begins 
ia several scattered spots to undergo fatty degeneration, and to coalesce into a 
greasy purulent pulp. In this way circular cavities result, inside which the indi¬ 
vidual tissues, where they can still be recognized, appear completely disintegrated 
and limited by sharp eroded edges. In the cornea and choroid, especially, losses of 
substance often show themselves, as if beaten out with a punch, and with densely 
infiltrated precipitous edges. The individual excavations in some places soon 
coalesce with each other and exude a portion of their contents, if an exit has already 
been formed through the sclera; still, even then the globe does not collapse on ac¬ 
count of the enormous quantity and stiffness of the products still present, but retains 
for a time about its original form, whilst the opening in the sclera gapes wide and 
opens to view a deep irregular cavity, from which exude proportionally small 
quantities of greasy pus, which becomes rancid under the influence of atmospheric 
air, and smells very strongly of butyric acid. Finally, if the patient does not die, 
ah that remains of the globe is a much thickened sclera. In one case even the sclera 
was destroyed as far as its most posterior zone, and this presented in connection 
with the optic nerve a kind of plate with very irregularly jagged borders, in the 
opening of which lay a mass of tuberculous matter about the size of a hazel-nut. The 
surface of this rigid tubercular mass, firmly connected with the sclerotic, was glan¬ 
dular, warty, partially eroded, and abundantly strewn with pigment from the com¬ 
pletely unrecognizable choroid. The doubts, which are raised on many sides 
against the really tuberculous nature of these products (Graefe, Leber), are unwar¬ 
ranted, and soon disappear by a careful examination as well as by the consideration 
of the history of the patients. 

Discrete tubercle has been observed but rarely in the region of the choroid in 
ohronic general tuberculosis (Ed. Jaeger, Cohriheim, Arcoleo, Vernon), but on the con¬ 
trary, frequently, though by no means constantly, in acute miliary tuberculosis 
(Vanz, Colmheim, etc.). It is developed under such conditions sometimes very early, 
sometimes not until a few days before the death of the patient, and where it appears 
may be regarded as a very valuable, even pathognomonic, sign of the general disease, 
sometimes so extremely difficult to be diagnosticated, while, on the contrary, its 
absence by no means excludes, according to authorities, the existence of the latter 
[Steffen). Ophthalmoscopically the discrete tubercle appears in the form of tolerably 
regular circular spots of very variable size. The smaller of these appear as yellowish 
°f reddish-yellow discolorations of the fundus; the larger ones, on the contrary, as 
distinctly prominent bright nodules, which are surrounded by a more or less deep 

r°wnish zone. Only the largest extremely prominent nodules have exceptionally 
a ®ore deeply pigmented border. Moreover, the ophthalmoscopic image changes to 
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286 DISCRETE TUBERCLE OE CHOROID. 

some extent witli the subsequent exacerbations (Graefe, Leber, Ootxius). There 
appears to be no marked disturbance of vision caused by the process, according 
to previous experience, even when the individual nodules are developed to a pro¬ 
portionally considerable extent (Frankel). 

According to anatomical investigations, both eyes are generally involved. We 
find sometimes one, sometimes several nodules, and these in the latter case some¬ 
times scattered, sometimes grouped together. Their favorite situation is the neigh¬ 
borhood of the papilla and the yellow spot, yet they occur also in the periphery 
{Steffen). They are generally very small, and then are transparent; if they attain 
a larger size they become caseous. They always proceed from the chorio-capilla/ris 
{Busch, Cohriheim), and, as they enlarge, invade the remaining layers of the choroid. 
In the beginning they occasion no bulging forward of the tunica elastica, but later 
this occurs, and then the pigment of the tapetum cells covering them becomes 
atrophied, whilst the latter suffer no change. Only in the large nodules does the 
pigment ajrpear heaped up at the periphery. The tubercles are developed by lux¬ 
uriant growth, and probably by enormous proliferation of small circular cells, 
which exist also in the normal condition; the fixed stroma cells are primarily but 
slightly or not at all affected {Colmheim). 

7. Rupture of the choroid, which not unfrequentiy occurs, deserves special men¬ 
tion. Such ruptures, with uninjured sclera and retina, have been only once proved 
anatomically to exist {Ammon). Still a number of ophthalmoscopic observations 
already exist. The cause is always a blow, a kick, a fall, etc., which strikes the 
eye with great force, causing a sudden change of form, with stretching of the 
sclera. Shortly afterwards extravasations of blood are found in the posterior por¬ 
tion of the eye, which are usually soon associated with opacity of the vitreous, and 
conceal the fundus from view. Later on the extravasations are absorbed, and often 
leave behind scattered streaks of dark-colored coagula, which lie upon the choroid, 
and become gradually changed, at least partially, into heaps of blackish-brown 
granular pigment. They finally appear plain, as the dioptric media clear up more 
and more, and near by are seen in the ophthalmoscopic image the rents in the cho¬ 
roid, in their extremely peculiar form, which is scarcely to be confounded with 
anything. They appear, namely, as narrow, long, bright streaks, which contrast 
very strongly with the surrounding background, winch is generally but little 
changed. They lie, with few exceptions {Sdmisch), in the posterior half of the 
choroid, and almost always on the outer side of the papilla, at varying distances 
from it. Their axis stands usually almost always perpendicular, or at least at a 
great angle to the direction of the meridian, and is often remarkably bent, forming 
an arch concentric with the border of the optic-nerve entrance. Only very seldom 
do they run obliquely or even horizontally {Ed. Jaeger, Mduthne?1). In one case, 
in consequence of the springing of a piece of iron against the inner portion of the 
right eye, a bifurcated rupture of the choroid was produced in the equatorial re¬ 
gion, inwards from the entrance of the optic nerve, the longer leg of which was the 
length of two or three diameters of the optic papilla, and ran vertically; whilst the 
short leg, the length of one diameter of the papilla, ran horizontally, and formed 
with the upper end of the first almost a right angle. The edges of the choroidal 
wound were rough and deeply pigmented. At some distance from them were seen 
the wavy, glistening, fatty edges of the very irregularly ruptured retina, concealing 
from view, for a little distance, the red background. On the other side of the ex¬ 
ternal edge of the rupture, as far forward as the ora serrata, the retina was detached 
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in the form of a bladder in folds. The vitreous appeared slightly cloudy. The 
affection manifested itself subjectively by a very considerable diminution of the 
acuteness of vision, and by an extensive limitation of the external periphery of the 
field of vision. 

The main color of the rupture is caused by the exposed sclera. Upon this are 
seen dirty yellow or brownish marks, with cloudy, diffused borders, irregular heaps 
of dark pigment, here and there a choroidal vessel, which proceeds from the sclera, 
and immediately passes over into the ruptured edge of the choroicl, or runs diago¬ 
nally across the entire breadth of the streak. The borders of the rupture are some¬ 
times sharp, sometimes somewhat everted, frequently deeply pigmented. Some¬ 
times, however, they appear raggedly rough or washed-away red. The ruptures 
divide often into two or three legs or hooks, which, however, maintain in general 
the direction of the main part. The separate ends run acutely towards each other, 
and preserve their sharp borders; sometimes they lose themselves very gradually in 
the normal fundus, proceeding for a certain distance as bright red, cloudy-drawn 
borders. Sometimes the choroid ruptures in a single spot {Ammon, Graefe, Sa¬ 
misch, Schweigger, Knapp, Mauthner, Fig. 41); sometimes there are two ruptures 
{Hirschler, Frank, Streatfield, Knapp, Samisch, Wilson). Cases also occur where 
the choroid is torn in three {Haase, Samisch, Ed. Jaeger, Stavenhageri), and more 
places (Fig. 42). The retinal vessels run, with rare exceptions {Graefe), without 
interruption or deviation, diagonally across the bright rupture, provided that the 
retina is not likewise ruptured {Samisch). The retina, moreover, easily takes an 
active part in the process under the form of neuro-retinitis. This, however, fre¬ 
quently soon passes away, and often leaves behind no perceptible morbid changes. 
Even the functional disturbance is in such cases sometimes proportionally trifling; 
the central acuity of vision can even rise again almost to the normal standard 
(Simisch, Knapp). As a rule, however, the functional power of the retina remains 
injured in a high degree. The acuteness of vision, which immediately after the acci¬ 
dent is reduced by the extravasations of blood and the succeeding inflammatory 
reaction to the quantitative perception of light, improves but slightly with the pro¬ 
gress of absorption, the field of vision remains enveloped in mist or smoke, and not 
uncommonly extensive peripherical limitations {Hirschler) or interruptions {Talko) 
can be demonstrated in it. As later consequences of the affection, without referring 
to the results of irido-choroiditis, there have frequently been observed detachments 
of the retina {Samisch), once progressive atrophy of the optic nerve {Frank), and 
once glaucoma {Streatfield). The frequently coexistent sluggishness, dilatation 
and irregular form of the pupil, can possibly be dependent upon a stretching or 
rupture of the ciliary nerves running in the lamina fusca {Ammon, Hirschler). 

The reason why the posterior part of the choroid is inclined to rupture under 
the action of violent blows is not sufficiently explained. The closer connection 
with the sclera here seems to have something to do with it. At any rate this 
hinders a rapid division of the traction, which, in a forcible stretching of the 
sclera, must necessarily be exercised upon the membranes covering them on the 
made. In the loosely-attached anterior zone of the choroid and in the very 
slightly attached retina, a rapid division of the tension is much more easily possi¬ 
ble. At first the edges of the rupture do not seem to gape {Ammon), but only 
later to separate from each other, possibly in consequence of contraction. 

The bright red streaks and the diffused reddish ends of the tendinous-white 
ruptures should be referred not so much to real losses of substance in the con- 
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tinuity of tissue, but rather to atrophy of the structure, caused by great stretching. 
In one case a number of white, striped cicatricial bands were observed, which 
extended over the sickle-shaped surface of the rupture, enveloped several of the 
retinal vessels very distinctly, and projected unmistakably somewhat above the 
cicatricial tissue {Knapp). 

8. Of no less interest are simple ruptures of the vessels in the choroidal struc¬ 
ture, and the resulting hemorrhagic extravasations. These occur sometimes spon¬ 
taneously, or in consequence of sudden disturbances in the circulation by sneez- 

Fig. 41. Fig. 42 

ing, coughing, vomiting, dependent positions of the head, etc., presupposing, 
however, always disease of the walls of the vessels by atheromatous processes or 
inflammatory loosening, etc. More often, however, are they of traumatic origin, 
or to be inferred as caused by a diminution of the intra-ocular pressure in conse¬ 
quence of pathological changes, or on account of partial evacuation of the 
dioptric media through an opening in the cornea or sclera. Where the contents 
of the globe are diminished by means of commencing atrophy of the parts or on 
account of simple exuding through a loss of substance in the sclera, the extrava¬ 
sations may become enormous, break through the limiting membrane of the 
choroid, push the retina before them or rupture it, and force an entrance into 
the vitreous, tear off even the ciliary muscle by perforating corneal wounds, and 
give rise to serious losses of blood. Where, however, the sclera is uninjured and 
the intra-ocular pressure is not much under the normal degree, profuse extravasa¬ 
tions and the consequent ruptures of the limiting membrane and retina are excep¬ 
tions ; the haemostatic relations of the interior of the eye with difficulty admit of 
them, the conditions for a rapid absorption of the vitreous may then be favorable, 
where, it must be admitted, blood can recede according as the normal contents 
of the globe diminish. The extravasations as a rule are situated between the 
choroid and sclera, or partially in the true vascular layer, very rarely between the 
limiting membrane and tunica vasculosa, are sometimes very numerous, and are 
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usually absorbed in a short time, leaving small masses of pigment behind. Oph- 
thalmoseopically they appear when fresh or not very old as dark blood-red spots, 
with irregular, sometimes indistinct borders. They are distinguished from retinal 
hemorrhages by the fact that the retinal vessels in their region are very distinctly 
distinguished with their sharp borders, and do not disappear as the latter do in 
extravasations. Where, however, no such vessel runs across the extravasation, the 
deeper situation and the fact that the retinal hemorrhages are often streaked on 
their edges, enables us to make a diagnosis, since they are usually spread out 
in the spaces between the nerve-fibers. Occasionally larger choroidal extravasa¬ 
tions shine through the sclera, and can be thus directly recognized. Visual 
disturbances are not easily occasioned directly by simple choroidal hemorrhages. 
Where such exist the accompanying injuries and the subsequent inflammatory 
sction are probably the reason. Even in the case, as where the retina was bulged 
forward in consequence of the enormous quantity of exudation, the functional 
disturbance thus occasioned cannot manifest itself, because such an occurrence 
presupposes deeply diseased changes, and the hindrances to the power of percep¬ 
tion connected with them completely conceal them. 
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1. I r i d o-cy cli ti s, I r i d o-ch o r o i d i t i s. 

Symptoms,—These affections, besides having the symptoms of exudative iritis, are 
sharacterked by a very great impairment of vision, and inflammatory opacity of the 
vitreous humor. 

1. The appearance of the inflammation of theiris varies exceedingly, accordingto 
the intensity and course of the process. The only constant symptom is the generally 
complete adhesion of the pupillary margin to the anterior capsule. In the first 
stages, hypopyon occasionally is seen, gummy nodules, &c., but in the later stages 
such products are almost always wanting, the uveal portion being usually quickly 
atrophied, and thus the productive power is destroyed. Where the disease exists 
for some time, we therefore generally find the symptoms of inflammation with those 
of atrophy. As a rule, there is added to this, evidences of deeper vascular degen¬ 
eration. Isolated and large vascular twigs appear on the surface of the iris, run 
there some distance, branch off, and again disappear. The extravasations of blood 
that not unfrequently appear and are occasionally repeated, and which have been 
observed in the aqueous humor, are to be referred to them. A considerable decrease 
in the aqueous humor is connected with the atrophy, the chamber becomes smaller 
and smaller, until finally the iris rests on the membrane of the aqueous humor. The 
iris, which is very much discolored, and in spots tendinously degenerated, then often 
appears very tense. In other cases it is in some places projected forward like a 
hump, by the collection of a yellowish, albuminous, tenacious fluid, in the posterior 
chamber, or the whole of it lies on the cornea, in the form of a circular cushion, 
whose middle wall falls away abruptly from the mass, closing the generally irregular 
and narrow pupil, while the outer wall slopes superficially toward the periphery. 
Occasionally the iris, which is discolored to a lead-gray or pale-brown color, is 
evidently relaxed, or has a spongy, puffed-up appearance. Its surface is full of 
glandular elevations and ridges, velvety, or occasionally covered by a discolored, 
moldy deposit. 

2. Around the cornea, a more or less severe episcleral vascular injection is always 
seen. The anterior zone of the ocular conjunctiva often takes part in the conges- 
hon, and causes the formation of a large vascular ring, and occasionally this is 
ttompanied by inflammatory oedema of the conjunctiva, and even of the lids. The 
hypermmia is hut rarely arterial, and then in the beginning it generally has a decided 
r®ous character. We may often observe, especially in the later stages of the affec- 
"oni a great number of greatly-distended twigs, swollen with dark blood issuing 
from the anterior zone of the sclerotica, becoming a rough net-work, and then joined 
to larger twigs, and stretching out posteriorly in a tortuous course. This overload- 
®Sof the anterior ciliary veins indicates hindrances to the circulation in the vasa 
rorticosm. It thus gives evidence of a decided collateral circulation, and is depend¬ 
ent upon the changes in the choroid itself. 

3' The tension of the capsule of the globe is frequently somewhat increased in 
toe first stages of the affection. It varies in degree in given cases within short 
Periods of time, and also causes changes in the intraocular pressure to be observed. 
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292 SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMS. 

In the later stages the globe is, as a rule, very soft, and indicates a decrease in its 
contents, and advancing atrophy of the inner structures. 

4. In case the pupil is still permeable for direct light, the ophthalmoscope only 
shows great haziness of the vitreous, which hides the whole fundus from view. The 
turbidness is generally diffuse ; it is only here and there thickened to some indis¬ 
tinctly bounded string or leaf-like filaments. More rarely it appears figured. In 
the thick cloud behind the pupil, branching tufts or a rough open-work are seen in¬ 
terspersed with flocculent masses. This cloudiness is generally extended over the 
entire vitreous, but is occasionally concentrated in some places, especially in the 
region of the ciliary body. 

If it so far clears up in its further course that the light from the ophthalmoscopic 
mirror can pass through, no further change in the fundus is, as a rule, apparent, ex¬ 
cept a remarkably deep reddening of the optic papilla, which is to be explained by 
the connection between the choroidal vessels and the nutrient vessels of the optic 
nerve. 

5. The acuteness of vision is always very much impaired, much more so than 
may be entirely explained by the exudation in the pupil or even by the opacity of 
the dioptric media. The eye has become amblyopic in the true sense of the word, 
and shows the participation of the retina and optic nerve. The patients complain 
of a thick cloud or smoke which hangs over the visual field. This is apt to be 
lighter in the beginning, but varies very much in degree, becomes darker with time, 
and renders the recognition of objects more and more difficult, if not entirely im¬ 
possible. On more exact examination, we often plainly recognize limitations in the 
field of vision, which begin from a peripheral portion, gradually extend, finally 
pass over the center, and destroy the vision entirely, or leave only a quantitative 
perception of light. Generally, then, there is not only a simple inflammatory sym¬ 
pathy of the retina and of the optic nerve, but also much greater changes in the nu¬ 
trition of the eye. These are apt to accompany the later stages of the course of the 
disease. There is usually progressive atrophy of the optic nerve, also detachment 
of the retina, excavation of the optic papilla. The position and boundaries of the 
limitation in the field of vision enable us generally to diagnosticate with some 
probability one or the other condition. 

6. With impairment of vision subjective photopsic symptoms are often observed, 
e. g., colored or white points, stars, wheels, flames, sparks, etc., etc. They appear 
principally in the dark, and increase when there is any excitement of the nerves or 
circulation. 

7. Pain is often present and varies exceedingly in degree and kind. It is 
situated sometimes in the eye itself, sometimes extends along the course of the 
separate twigs of the fifth pair of nerves. It is very apt to occur in paroxysms, 
which return regularly or irregularly, and have more or less complete remissions be¬ 

tween them. They occur usually only so long as the tension of the globe is increas¬ 
ed. Coincident with these there often appears a slight sensitiveness to pressure in 
the ciliary region, which may be explained by the greater tension of the nerves and 
the consequent limitation in the conducting power of peripherical impressions. In 
the later stages, where the globe has already become softer, the pain is wont to be 
slighter or to be entirely absent; on the contrary, the ciliary region is very frequent¬ 

ly extremely sensitive to every external pressure, at least in individual places, 
which, we believe, should be referred to the better conducting power of the relaxed 

nerves (Oraefe). 
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IKIDO- CYCUTIS. CAUSES. 293 

Occasionally some affection of the gastric nerves is observed, indicated by loss of appetite, 
nausea, and vomiting. Febrile action is somewhat common in acute cases. 

8. Irido-choroiditis appears frequently combined with keratitis punctata, with 
symptoms of hydromeningitis, capsulitis, and sometimes also with pliakitis (inflamma¬ 
tion of the lens). In the later stages polar and vitreous cataract are not very rare. 
In inflammations of the uvea almost all the parts of the eye are involved, and the 
complications are more or less distinctly perceived objectively 

Causes.—The etiology of irido-choroiditis is to a great extent the same as that 
of simple iritis. Indeed, the same injuries which have been described as the ordinary 
causes of iritis may, under some circumstances, lead to inflammatory proliferation 
in the ciliary body and choroid. 

Occasionally the severity and extent of the irritation, is the reason that the 
process is not limited to the iris, and that we have in the beginning an irido-cho¬ 
roiditis. This happens most frequently in consequence of severe concussions of the 
eye, of penetrating wounds, especially when united with tearing or bruising of the 
parts, or with loss of a large amount of vitreous. It may also occur if a foreign 
body enters the anterior part of the eye, and remains there for some time, or if 
considerable blood has been exuded into the interior of the eye ; if the crystalline 
body has been dislocated, and presses upon parts abundantly supplied with vessels 
and nerves; if the capsule has been injured, the lens swells, and the inner parts of the 
eye have been mechanically injured, &c. Cataract operations, therefore, play an 
important part in the etiology of irido-choroiditis, especially those in which large 
pieces or the entire lens remain behind, or where, for the purpose of bringing out a 
large nucleus, an extensive wound is made, or where the operation was a very 
difficult one, and some force was used. 

The location of the irritation is also not without influence. Injuries of the 
ciliary region, even insignificant ones, are, according to experience, much more 
dangerous, and lead much oftener to irido-choroiditis than analogous injuries to the 
iris or choroid. It appears as if the great nervous supply of the ciliary body were 

great importance in this respect. 
More frequently, however, the duration of the irritation is the cause, rather 

(ban the severity, extent, and location of the injury, of the gradual extension of the 
process from the iris to the ciliary body. "Where, after the outbreak of the iritis, the 
cause, or any other source of irritation, becomes confirmed in its destructive influence, 
the process soon becomes an irido-choroiditis. This often has a syphilitic character, 
and is a result of the neglected or improper treatment of a specific iritis. 

Besides, an exceedingly efficacious factor for the continuance of conditions of 
irritation is found in the adhesions of the pupillary margin with the anterior capsule, 
which are often established by inflammations of the iris. These irritations may be 
continued by a gradual extension of the inflammatory process over the entire uveal 
tract, and therewith over the entire globe. (Graefe.) Partial and scattered 
Posterior synechia is, in accordance with daily experience, less dangerous than 
that which is nearly or quite complete. Where such a shutting-otf or closure of 
the pupil exists, attacks of iritis, as a rule, are repeated again and again, and soon 
the deeper parts of the eye are involved. To the symptoms of iritis are added those 

cyclitis and choroiditis, and very often the other eye is involved in sympathetic 
Mammation. At any rate, such a posterior synechia is an exceedingly powerful 
^posing influence in causing transitory external or internal irritations, which 
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.294 OPHTHALMIA P0ST-FEBK1LIS. 

otherwise would be borne without any harm, or bringing the existing morbid con¬ 
ditions to a process of proliferation. 

It does not always, then, require an external injury for the excitement of a 
recurrent inflammation. The bruising and tension to which the adherent iris is 
exposed are enough, possibly, of themselves to cause severe irritations and inflam¬ 
mations. The fact that removal of the tension by a partial excision of the iris 
lessens or subdues the tendency in the iris to relapses, speaks for this view. On the 
other hand, as has been proven, anterior synechia may he also a cause of recurrent 
iritis, if a high degree of tension is imposed upon the iris by a bulging forward of 
the cicatritial part of the cornea. Such an iritis has a very similar course to one 
caused by posterior synechia. (Graefe.) 

Irido-choroiditis is often, also, secondary, inasmuch as the uveal portion is only 
secondarily attacked, or was originally affected in another form. Its appearance 
often forms the closing scene of other processes, which have been exceedingly various 
—detachment of the retina, exudative retino-choroiditis, glaucoma, staphyloma of the 

sclerotica, &c. 
A direct connection with scrofula (Arlt), rheumatism, gout, etc., does not exist, 

though it does with the so-called recurrent typhoid fever, the chief cause of which 
can be found in starvation and mal-nutrition (Mackenzie, Blessig, Estlander). 

The ophthalmia does not seem to occur with the same frequency in all epidemics 
of this disease. It generally asserts itself several weeks or even months after the 
last febrile attack, that is, after the patient seems to be convalescing, seldom earlier, 
attacks most frequently individuals between ten and thirty years of age, is usually 
confined to one eye, and is characterized by great opacities of the vitreous, and 
a more or less violent iritis. The opacities of the vitreous are at first diffuse, soon, 
however, become flocculent and form denser masses, in individual cases they even 
contract to purulent or white masses, reflecting light strongly, which lie at the bot¬ 
tom of the fundus. They are accompanied by very considerable disturbances of 
vision, which manifest themselves at first in the form of cloudy or flocculent bodies, 
increase, however, by further progress of the disease to complete blindness, and de¬ 
monstrate indubitably the sympathy of the retina, choroid and optic nerve. The 
iritis is not developed in many cases until after the appearance of the opacities of 
the vitreous, or does not occur at all (Estlander) ; in other cases it appears distinctly 
at the commencement of the ophthalmia (Mackenzie, Blessig). It bears, in general, 
no malignant character, but limits itself to partial adhesions of the pupillary margin, 
seldom leads to complete closure of the pupil, but often to hypopyum. In the latter 
case it may lead exceptionally to atrophy of the globe; but the disease, as a 
rule, recedes completely, without leaving behind any evil consequences, since the 
posterior synechias can be broken up by the use of atropine, and the opacities of the 
vitreous soon begin to lessen and gradually to be absorbed. Only the dense puru¬ 
lent masses remain usually for an uncertain length of time in the vitreous, and 
manifest their presence by the disturbances of vision. As a whole the disease runs 
a sub-acute course, with variations of the intra-ocular pressure, the latter being often 
decidedly lessened, but scarcely ever increased. The duration of the disease vanes 
between two and three months. It is usually shorter in children, but where the 
posterior synechise cannot be broken up by atropine, it will last even beyond this 
period. A special local treatment is usually considered superfluous, because it 
exerts no influence upon the course of the disease {Estlander). Still the energetic 
employment of atropine is urged for the sake of breaking up the synechise. 
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IRIDO-CHOROIDITIS. COURSE. 295 

The connecting link between the ophthalmia post-febrilis (Mackenzie, Blessig) 
and the recurrent fever is unknown. The assumption, that changes in the blood, 
especially a great number of white cells, are the most probable cause, is rendered very 
doubtful by the fact that the ophthalmia usually makes its appearance long after 
the last febrile attack, and, therefore, after the quality of the blood has become es¬ 
sentially improved. 

If, however, this hypothesis could be proved (.Estlander), the ophthalmia post- 
febrilis might be arranged in the same category with the maladies of the deeper 
tissues of the globe occurring in leucocythemia (p.189). As a matter of fact, a sym¬ 
pathetic affection of the uveal tract has been observed in the latter (Samisch). 

Course.—If an irido-choroiditis be developed in consequence of a severe irrita¬ 
tion acting upon the eye, its appearance is generally in an acute form. It has then 
a sthenic character, and within a short time reaches its highest point, with very 
severe pain and the symptoms of an intense local afflux of blood, and leads just as 
quickly to permanent results, or declines gradually into a chronic course, and creeps 
along, with occasional exacerbations and remissions, for weeks and months, and even 
years; till, finally, a pause occurs, or the complete atrophy of the different parts of 
the globe gives no more room for inflammatory action. 

If the remaining cases are chiefly in the secondary forms, the irido-choroiditis 
often appears in a subacute manner, but inclines to a chronic course, into which it 
soon passes, only at times flaming up spontaneously, or in consequence of injuries. 
Ofcen, however, the symptoms of irido-choroiditis only appear very gradually, being 
united to those of the primary disease. 

Thus the patient often complains of a marked sudden loss of visual power in one eye. He 
speaks of a thick cioud or smoke over the entire visual field, which increases from day to day. 
Pain is not apt to be present, or is not very great. Sometimes there is some photophobia. 
Objectively, we notice a generally very slight episcleral, vascular injection, which, passing beyond 
this region, is often limited to isolated segments of the anterior scleral zone. On the other band, 
the aqueous humor generally appears turbid, and occasionally with flakes. The corneal epi¬ 
thelium is often also loosened, or even spotted, dotted, or maculated, while the corneal substance 
proper has lost some of its transparency, and has a gelatinous appearauce. In isolated cases, the 
characteristic exudative collections of keratitis punctata—a frequent accompaniment of the latter 
stages—appears. The iris is, in some places corresponding to the episcleral injection, quite 
relaxed, greatly discolored, and not unfrequently covered by a fawn-colored, moldy substance. 
It is also sluggish, only little capable of dilatation by atropine, and its border is almost always 
united to the anterior capsule by iso’ated papillary excrescences. At the same time a few distended 
vessels filled with dark blood are developed on the discolored iris, which ramify on the surface, 
and readily cause hemorrhage in the aqueous chamber. 

The vitreous humor, so far as it can be seen with the ophthalmoscope, is diffusely turbid. 
Having once reached this point, the process either advances regularly, or occasionally becomes 
decidedly worse, during which time the ciliary injection increases. The intraocular pressure is 
also somewhat increased, especially when the impairment of vision, on account of decided 
increase of the turbidness of the vitreous, is progressive. Then the original inflammatory collec¬ 
tions on the iris extend more and more; the blood-vessels on its surface advance further and 
further, or new collections are formed, which gradually run together. The relaxation of 
tbe iris-tissue becomes more distinct, so that finally the iris projects into the aqueous chamber 
^regularly, attaining a spongy appearance. In the mean time, the adhesions of the. pupillary 
margin to the anterior capsule increase, the pupil becomes smaller and more irregular, until 
finally nothing more than a small, serrated, tendinous plug is seen in the center of the puffed- 
nut and bulging iris. From this point on, the iris-tissue begins to undergo tendinous degen- 
eration. It shrinks in spots to hard, gray striae and flakes, whereupon the distended vessels 
again disappear. The vision decreases more and more down to a quantitative perception 
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296 DEGENERATIVE FORM ; CYCLITIS. 

of light. Large, tortuous, venous twigs are seen in the anterior episcleral zone, and the dimi¬ 
nution of the resistance of the globe leaves no more doubt that the whole eye is undergoing 
atrophy. 

In other cases, the disease begins with a severe vascular injection of the anterior episcleral 
zone, and with a more or less severe ciliary neurosis. The iris appears then somewhat dis¬ 
colored, especially when the aqueous humor is at the same time turbid, but moves quite readily, 
and only a few, if any, scattered papillary growths are seen on the pupillary margin, or a 
hypopyon is formed from time to time, with the well-known symptoms, which quickly disap¬ 
pear, or it varies very much in size. The marked redness and sensitiveness of the ciliary region, 
in connection with the subsequent flocculent opacity of the anterior peripheral portion of the 
vitreous, and the diminution of the peripheral acuteness of vision, depending on this turbid¬ 
ness, are evidences of a special affection of the ciliary body. Therefore, recently these cases 
have been described as pure and suppurative cyclitis (Graefe). The process often recedes, 
although the latter variety often shows itself very obstinate. But it often goes further, 
especially in the second form. The participation of the iris becomes plainer and plainer, until 
finally the symptoms of choroiditis are added, and the disease runs its course as an irido-cho- 
roiditis, in the manner already described. 

The affection is in the beginning, as a rule, confined to one eye, and often re¬ 
mains so. More frequently, however, the second eye sympathizes sooner or later 
with its fellow. Undoubtedly the prevalence of similar pathogenetic conditions 
and of similar causes lie at the bottom of many of these cases of disease of the fel¬ 
low-eye. More often, however, the sympathetic origin—that is, the transplanta¬ 
tion of the inflammation by means of the ciliary nerves, especially by reflex action, 
which is transmitted from the sensitive branches of the ciliary region upon the vaso¬ 
motor branches of the second eye—can scarcely be denied. 

Usually material changes of the ciliary nerves, manifest inflammations of the neurilemma 
(Iwanoff), calcifications, etc., explain the conditions of nervous irritation. Sometimes, how¬ 
ever, the ciliary nerves are found in the cases under consideration completely unchanged 
(Schiess- Gemuseus, Czerny); and we must regard irritations acting from without upon the 
ends of the nerves as the causes of the affection. 

The transition to the second eye not uncommonly occurs very early, before the 
process has passed beyond the iris in the eye first attacked. Usually, however, this 
only happens when the diseased action in the first eye has become an irido-choroi- 
ditis. The ophthalmia of the second eye then generally bears a benign character, 
and exhausts itself frequently in the development of more or less numerous poste¬ 
rior synechias, which of course bring with them the tendency to further relapses. 

The second eye is in much greater danger if the affection of the first leads us to 
suspect a marked condition of disease in the ciliary muscle, especially if it appears 
with a moderate collection of inflammatory products upon the posterior wall of the 
iris and ciliary processes; since, then, the sympathetic ophthalmia is very often, even if 
not always, hyperplastic cyclitis, and opens the way usually to the destruction of the 
other eye by the subsequent shrinking of the false membrane, the sympathetic 
ophthalmia may even then break out during the first attack, especially if the in¬ 
jurious influence which has attacked the first eye exerts and maintains a violent 
irritation upon the sensitive ciliary nerves, as is frequently the case—for example, 
in foreign bodies penetrating the ciliary body, in lacerated wounds of the ciliary 
region, in dislocated cataracts, etc. As a whole, however, the acute forms of hyper¬ 
plastic irido-choroiditis seem to exert less influence in producing sympathetic par¬ 
ticipation of the fellow-eye. The fact is, the latter much more rarely manifests 
itself, so long as the inflammatory process in the eye first attacked is of a sthenic 
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character, with terrible pain, and perhaps perceptible increase of tension of the 
globe. But, on the contrary, it very frequently presents itself in the latter stages, 
especially when the globe begins to shrink under the advance of the degenerative 
process, and shows this by constant decrease of its tension; whilst the continual and 
remarkable sensibility of the ciliary region to the touch points to the existence of a 
chronic insidious cyclitis (Grraefe). This cyclitis is without doubt maintained in 
many cases by the mechanical stretching to which the ciliary body, and perhaps 
also the nerves, are exposed from the shrinking of the plastic deposits, and which 
often leads to complete detachment of the ciliary body from the sclerotic. In 
other cases, however, the globe has ceased to be irritable, and the cyclitis is again 
set up by a new injurious influence—for example, by the wearing of an artificial 
eye (Mooren, Lawson), by intra-ocular hemorrhages (Critehett), etc., or by calcifica¬ 
tion of the products exuded into the structure of the ciliary body, or even in the 
neurilemma of the ciliary nerves (Schiess-Oemuseus). The second eye is most im¬ 
periled by the peculiar degenerative forms of irido-choroiditis (p. 295). The con¬ 
traction of the extensive fibrous deposit is probably also here the usual exciting 
cause of the sympathetic affection. Still the disease of the fellow-eye not rarely 
appears at a time in which there can be no possibility of the existence of a degene¬ 
ration of the plastic products, and a laceration of the ciliary processes produced 
thereby. Very often the pain is wanting, and the peculiar pain on touching the 
ciliary region, which is significant of degenerative cyclitis; hence there is no rea¬ 
son for assuming in these cases manifest irritations of the ciliary nerves as exclusive 
causes of the sympathetic inflammation. 

In the subject of sympathetic ophthalmia there is, moreover, still very much that is 
obscure and remarkable. For instance, acute as well as mere insidious purulent processes in 
the interior of the organ very seldom imperil the second eye in a sympathetic manner, even if 
they ever do, although they are often connected with very marked irritation of the ciliary 
nerves. 

Prodromal appearances very frequently precede the actual outbreak of sympa¬ 
thetic irido-choroiditis. The second eye shows its participation, first of all, by great 
sensibility and inability to bear bright light, or any straining of the accommodative 
apparatus. There is also temporary clouding of the field of vision, annoying sen¬ 
sations of pressure and tension; subsequently more frequent attacks of pain 
spreading all over the head, and episcleral congestions; or there may be transient 
Narked discolorations of the iris, with complete dilatability of the pupil by atro- 

| Pine {Mooren) ; finally, after more frequent recurrence of these attacks, true iritis is 
developed with formation of synechise. 

The sympathetic irritation of the nerves does not always, however, lead to exudative iritis, 
or finally to iridochoroiditis, with its further consequences. In some cases the participation 

the second eye is manifested a long time merely by the most violent photophobia and com¬ 
plete incapacity for use (Bonders, Maats), or by photophobia, with periodical darkening of 
the field of vision during from thirty seconds to a minute (Liebreich), or by amblyopia with 

j Concentric limitation of the field of vision {Mooren). Cases also occur in which a rapidly in- 
leasing amblyopia is matured by development of a glaucomatous excavation of the optic 
nerve (Graef 3, Horner). The last-named condition is found relatively most frequently in 

er individuals, and is always connected with a marked increase in hardness of the globe. 
I ® ^ght almost believe that it is the rigidity of the sclera which has forced the process into 

simple glaucoma (p. 279). In individual cases sympathetic inflammation of the retina is said 
| aye been caused in the second eye (Graefe). Finally, even epileptiform attacks have been 

gained by the reflex actions, which can be communicated from the diseased globe to the 
lo-motor nerves of the brain {Mooren). 
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Results.—Irido-choroiditis may be cured by proper treatment, and may possibly 
get well spontaneously. A complete restoration of the normal condition, however, 
presupposes that the constituent elements of the uveal tract, and especially those of 
the retina, have not as yet suffered very much, and is therefore only to be reasonably 
expected in recent cases. Where the irido-choroiditis has already existed for some 
time, and besides has perhaps appeared secondarily, and is prepared for by material 
changes in important parts of the eye, the prospect of complete cure, and even of 
improvement of its functions, is only very slight. The process is more apt to lead 
to permanent injury of the organ. 

Sclero-choroidal staphyloma is a frequent result. It occurs very readily in young 
persons, although it is not very uncommon in older persons. It maybe developed in 
any stage of the process, as long as the intraocular pressure is not sunk below the 
normal. It often appears in the first beginning of irido-choroiditis, but more fre¬ 
quently in the later stages, and then generally during the inflammatory exacerbations. 

The most common result is the atrophy of the entire globe. First the aqueous 
humor and the vitreous are lessened, the globe becomes softer, relaxed, 
wrinkles under the traction and pressure of 
the ocular muscles, while its size is decreased; 
in the vitreous, connective-tissue striae and 
membranes are developed as a consequence 
of progressive proliferation of tissue. These a - 
gradually shrink, and therefore the vitreous 
contracts into a smaller space, and finally 
has the appearance of a pedunculated shell 
(Tig. 43, a), upon which the crystalline lens 
and ciliary processes rest. 

The retina, b, which is quite closely ad¬ 
herent to the metamorphosed vitreous, follows 
the latter, is detached from the choroid, be¬ 
comes wrinkled, and assumes a funnel-shape. 
In the space which is thus made by the detachment of the retina, between it and 

Pig. 43. 

the choroid, a watery or more consistent yellowish-red or brown fluid is collected, 

a so-called hydrops subretinalis. At the same time, or at a later stage of the disease, 
fibrinous-like products are separated from the choroid. This occurs chiefly in 
vicinity of the optic-nerve entrance, and thus more or less extensive membranes, 

with beveled, often indistinct, edges are formed. By no means unfrequently, they 
cover the greater part, or the whole, of the inner choroidal surface, in the form of 
a continuous layer of varying thickness. Its structure has then always the charac¬ 
ter of more or less developed connective tissue, and contains a varying number of 
vessels, which are, for the most part, connected with the vessels of the proliferating 

or already atrophied choroid, and are apt to ossify very early. 

The choroid itself, so long as the process is still in progress, appears hyperacmic, and shows 

all the characteristics of luxuriant proliferation of tissue. In the later stages it is genets J 

found hypertrophied, exhibiting a vascular, relaxed, and in spots also thickened, strain® 

of connective tissue, in which lie a very large quantity of proliferating nuclear cells, 0 

besides free nuclei, free pigment, fat, choloid bodies, calcareous bodies, rarely newly-ton 

osseous particles. (Pagenstecher.) The vascular walls are in places very much thickened, 

often contain a great quantity of choloid bodies, or are calcified. ( Wedl.) The surface o ^ 

choroid, so far as it is not covered by the membranes upon it, is coated by the very 1 

thickened lamina elastica, upon whose surface very often numerous choloid bodies rest, toge 
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with scanty remains of the tapetum. These sometimes reach an astonishing degree of develop¬ 
ment, so that it seems as if the choroid were thickly sown with small opaque hyaline granules. 
These vitreous-like bodies are sometimes so hard, that a sound is caused on drawing a hard body 
over them. In isolated cases they have been found pedunculated, arranged in layers internally, 
and partially interspersed with pigment granules, calcareous material, and angular crystals, 
probably of a fatty nature. (Klebs.) 

The ciliary body and the iris, under such circumstances, are generally very much atrophied. 
Their posterior surface is covered, in the greater number of cases, by thick, tendinous membranes, 
which contain in part calcareous matter, or even osseous scales. These are by no means rarely 
connected with those of the choroid, and continued anteriorly up to the plug, closing the pupil. 
From the inner surface of this membrane numerous connective-tissue flakes and striae run into 
the degenerated vitreous, or the membranes pass immediately over into a thick tendinous layer, 
which lays on the crystalline body posteriorly, and is a result of the thickening of the teudi- 
nously degenerated vitreous body. 

The ciliary muscle is generally atrophied down to a few fiber-cells, seized with fatty degenera- 
I tion, or is only a layer of absolute connective tissue, which is interspersed with nuclear forma- 

is, fat, and calcareous matter. The vessels are in the same condition with those of 
I the choroid. The nerves are deprived of their medullary substance, or entirely destroyed, and 

5 become unrecognizable. In case the shrunken globe is already wrinkled, the membranes 
w all the irregularities of the inner scleral surface, and look as if formed by a deposition 

| of fibrinous material, after the wrinkling of the sclerotica, out of the fluid which fills up the space 
between the choroid and retina. They are always perforated at the situation of the optic-nerve 
entrance, in order to allow the retina to pass through. In the beginning they seem quite soft, 
but soon become rigid, and then resemble boiled albumen or cartilage. They continue 
to grow after they have once begun to be developed, not only on the surface, but also in thick¬ 
ness, and not unfrequently reach to a very considerable thickness of from one to two lines. On 
a vertical section a layering is generally evident, which seems to indicate that one stratum is 
formed after the other. This is, besides, probable, because the layers toward the sub-retinal 
H being the most recent, are much softer than the deeper ones, and are often still found having 
the consistency of a briny fluid. 

The ossification of these new-formations begins from the external layers, while new connective- 
lisaue layers are placed on the inner surface. (Fig. 44, a.) They proceed sometimes from one 
point and sometimes from many. Soon the outer strata are simultaneously and evenly ossified in 
tbeir entire circumference. 
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Fig. 44. In cases in which the bony shell extends 
f forward to the ciliary process, the excavation of 

the vitreous humor adjacent to the posterior sur¬ 
face, b, which has been transformed into connec- 

j|§!jj^ tive tissue, also ossifies, aud its peripher}7- unites 
with the borders of the bony choroidal shell. The 
result is a closed capsule, which is externally 
covered by the choroid, c, striking with its 
anterior wall the ciliary processes and the 
posterior capsule, but having a small hole 
posteriorly, through which the retina enters into 
the cavity of the capsule. This cavity varies 
much in size, according to the size of the globe, 
and according to the thickness of the new- 
formation, which is sometimes very great. It is 
filled with the fluid described above. We find 
the funnel or cord-shaped retina washed about 

■ me latter in the axis of the space within the capsule (d), while anteriorly it is spread out, 
lDd thus covers over the posterior surface of the anterior bony capsular wall. Occasionally 
“ft-like, opaque, whitish-gray outgrowths are seen on the tendinous covering of the inner surface 

“e °sseous capsular walls, which float freely in the cavity. Occasionally also we find a real 
^n-work, e, of threads and membranes of the appearance of connective tissue, which extend 

*nner wa^ the osseous capsule to the external surface of the retina, and cross the 
I rs9ace iu the most different directions. These are generally structureless, but often a 
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distinct striation and nuclear formation may be recognized in them. The gelatinous-like, inner¬ 
most layer of the bony shell is sometimes in a very similar condition. The subjacent tendi¬ 
nous or cartilaginous strata separate sometimes from each other and form meniscoid spaces, 
which are filled with a fluid exactly like that of hydrops subretinalis,. The layers are in part 
structureless, but partly plaiuly striated, and are then dispersed over the borders in fibrous 
bundles. In this mass, connective-tissue bodies often appear very plainly together, with a varying 
quantity of dark molecules, pigment granules, fat-bodies, calcareous masses, metamorphosed 
blood-corpuscles. In isolated cases, here and there blood-vessels are found, occasionally in such 
abundant quantity that the vascularity is evident to the naked eye. 

The bony layers are generally very compact, and then consist of a firm, apparently structure¬ 
less or fibrously-striated ground-work, in which calcareous bodies and bone-corpuscles are 
scattered about here and there. In other cases, especially when they reach a very considerable 
thickness, they appear porous, like diploe or the cancelated structure of the vertebrae, composed 
of a number of bony lines and lamina, which cross each other in the most diverse directions, or 
consist of a structureless connective tissue basis and numerous scattered, interspersed bone- 
corpuscles. Occasionally a distiuct concentric lamelar microscopic structure is found in this new- 
formation, with indications of Haversian canals. (Wedl.) The organic basis-substance often 
contains pigment. The osseous stratum rests immediately on the choroid Rarely, a tendinous 
layer appears between the bone and choroid. Just as rarely, the bone is devoid of the tendinous 
covering on both sides. The inner surface is then apt to be very rough, and occasionally even 
serrated outgrowths appear on it. Under the polarization microscope these new-formations are 
seen to be exactly like ordinary bone-substance. (Klebs.) Its vessels are generally connected to 
those of the choroid. (Pagenstecher.) The formation of fat-cells is at times very abundant. 

The changes in the retina and vitreous have already been described in another place. 

These stumps often remain for life, without annoying the patient in any way. 
They are often very devoid of sensitiveness, and hear without the least trouble a 
properly-fitting artificial eye. In other cases the stump remains very irritable, and 
severe inflammatory attacks very often occur, which finally lead to suppuration and 
perforation. Frequently there is also danger of sympathetic inflammation. 

Sometimes violent flashes of light make their appearance in atrophic eyes with deposits of 
chalk and detachment of the retina, which last for a long time and annoy the patient to such 
an extent that the subcutaneous section of the optic nerve is deemed justifiable (Oraefe). 

Treatment.—The indications for treatment are the removal of the conditions 
that invite and maintain the inflammatory process, as well as the direct removal of 
the inflammation, and the accompanying disorders of circulation and of the nervous 
system. An especial enumeration of these would be only a repetition of what was 
said on iritis, the usual forerunner of irido-choroiditis. We need, therefore, only 
say, that when, together with a closure of the pupil, there are indications of the 
affection of deeper parts of the globe, the indications for iridectomy are imperative. 

The antiphlogistics and mydriatics are then not sufficient to bring the process to a 
satisfactory termination. They may only serve as adjuvants, in diminishing the 
violence of exacerbations, and preparing the globe for an operation. It is not 
advisable to operate during a severe inflammatory attack, for reasons already given, 
but when a foreign body, a dislocated lens, swollen lens fragments, &c., excite an 
keep up a severe irritation, in consideration of the great danger every precaution of 
this kind should he cast aside, and the irritant should be removed. At the same 
time it would be well to perform an iridectomy. 

A well-conducted inunction treatment is one of the best antiphlogistic means, 
especially when combined with the systematic wearing of a protective bandage, an 
when the rules laid down in neuro-retinitis are strictly carried out. This is very 
especially to be recommended in the existence of very dense opacities of the vitreous, 
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since these are apt quickly to recede under its influence. In view of this, it is ofien 
very efficaciously employed after an iridectomy, when the clearing up of the dioptric 
media is imperfect. Where syphilis is the origin of the process, it is well in every 
case to precede the operation by a course of inunction of mercury. 

Where the iris appears very tense, very much disorganized, discolored, and 
traversed by thick vessels, from dense tendinous neoplasia which lie on its posterior 
surface, the performance of an iridectomy is quite as difficult. 

Not unfrequently it can not be done at all, because the iris can not be seized by 
the forceps, or it tears in shreds, while the neoplasia remain behind. But if we 
succeed in making an opening in the neoplastic membrane and the iris, the success 
is generally very slight; the attacks of inflammation and ciliary neurosis are 
repeated, and lead finally to the loss of the eye, perhaps also to destruction of the 
globe. In'such cases, according to recent experience, it seems advisable to combine 
the iridectomy with extraction of the lens. Regard for the latter need not cause 
us to be restrained from this procedure, for it is generally cataractous. But the fact 
should not be overlooked that this is a more formidable operation than the simple 
iridectomy, and that the danger of a severe inflammatory reaction is much greater. 

| la general, therefore, the operation is scarcely adapted to those cases in which we 
wish to prevent a sympathetic affection of the other eye. If the ciliary region is 
very sensitive to pressure, we should strictly avoid the method in question. It is 
much more advisable to enucleate the eye. Iridectomy, combined with extraction 
of the lens, does the best, when the other eye has already lost its functions, and 
requires no more consideration where there is no kind of irritation present, and the 
whole idea of treatment concentrates in the replacement of a moderate degree of 
vision of one eye. 

Where the symptoms of a cyclitis connected with the formation of plastic 
deposits present themselves distinctly in one eye, therapeutic procedures should 
have reference chiefly to the second eye, particularly if the globe first affected is 
already incurably blind, and if the prodromal signs of the sympathetic affection 
of the other eye are already manifest. 

The most certain procedure is the immediate enucleation of the eye, provided 
that the inflammatory process does not have a predominantly sthenic character, 
or is generally accompanied by violent vascular and nervous symptoms. In such 
*case we do better to limit ourselves at first to a purely antiphlogistic treatment, 
Jud to try the warm poultices mixed with narcotic agents (Mooren), recommended 
so strongly by many persons, in order at first to break the intensity of the process. 

According to experience the enucleation meets with relatively the greatest 
Access when performed during a complete remission of the inflammatory process 
[Oritchtt). 

Iridectomy upon the eye first attacked is in such cases certainly insufficient to 
fit a stop to the sympathetic affection of the other eye; we even run the risk of 
causing its appearance by kindling up a cyclitis in the operated eye, or at least 
°f favoring it. On the contrary an iridectomy may be of use upon the second 
eJei if the prodromal symptoms of the sympathetic affection are already present 
|Jere’ since it perhaps aids in keeping the process in a milder form. It will 
^wetore be well to make the comeal section as peripherieal as possible, and 

artificial pupil very wide, in order not to allow the subsequent contrac- 
n of the latter to cause complete closure. If however the process in the second 

ese should advance accompanied by only moderately violent vascular and nervous 
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gymptoms, the iridectomy is dangerous and is at any rate to be postponed until 
we have succeeded by appropriate antiphlogistic means in stopping the process 
or at least in obtaining a complete remission. 

Recently section of the ciliary nerves inside the eye has been proposed as a substitute for 
enucleation (Graefe). This may as well be performed intra-ocularly by means of a fine 
neurotome, as by dividing diagonally for a short distance all the coats of the globe in the 
equatorial region from without by means of a fine knife. This operation has already been 
repeatedly performed with favorable results (Ed. Meyer, Laurence, Secondi), but is unreliable 
(Gritchett, Mooren), leads in half the cases to phthisis bulbi (Ed. Meyer), and succeeds only 
in those cases in which one or the other bundle of ciliary nerves is manifestly irritated, and 
the second eye is becoming involved; it must, however, necessarily fail where the ciliary 
body is completely involved in the cyclitic process, and where this is indicated by the sensi¬ 
tiveness to palpation at every single point of the anterior scleral zone. 

Repeated paracentesis of the anterior chamber is still less to be recommended (LobrowoMy). 
The same would hold good of the suppuration of the eye artificially induced (Graefe), for 
although suppurative processes do not easily induce sympathetic alfections of the second eye, 
still the increase of a cyclitic process already present, and threatening the second eye must, 
be regarded as hazardous in a high decree. 

If, bowever, we should desire to produce by enucleation the greatest possible 
result, it will be well not to wait for the premonitory symptoms of sympathetic 
ophthalmia, but to proceed with the operation as a prophylactic means, where 
the chronic insidious cyclitis has already indubitably manifested itself in the 
one eye by the peculiar painful feeling under palpation, by commencing softening 
of the globe, and other symptoms. 

At any rate the operation comes too late if the sympathetic affection in the 
second eye is already fully underway; for here the enucleation has from experience 
little or no influence upon the cyclitic process in the second eye, which advances 
independently, and the result is limited solely to the lulling of the existing 
hypercesthesiae in the sensitive parts of the ciliary region (Gritchett, Graefe). 

We should moreover reflect, before proposing this exceedingly painful opera¬ 
tion and one which detracts so much from the personal appearance, that its success 
is by no means completely assured, even when undertaken under apparently the 
most favorable circumstances; that sometimes the sympathetic ophthalmia in 
the second eye breaks out in spite of the enucleation having been performed at 
the proper time, and constantly advances (Mooren, Sickel, Ainsiaux, Testelin); that 
on the contrary, however, the sympathetic affection of the second eye, in spite of 
the omission of the operation, is developed in by no means every case, even when 
the case furnishes all the necessary indications, and that, when it occurs, the oph¬ 
thalmia often appears in the mildest form, and exhausts itself in the formation 
of posterior synechiae. We should never lose sight of the fact that the subject of 
sympathetic ophthalmia contains much that is obscure, and scarcely allows of any 
very precise rules being laid down. 

The most difficult cases in which to lay down specific rules for treatment 
are those in which there is the peculiar degenerative form of iriclo-cyclitis (p. 295). 
Here we may justly call in question the advantages of enucleation. At any rate 
the enucleation of the eye first attacked is of very little use when the second eye 

[Note by Editors].—Where any doubt of a favorable termination exists, no matter bo"' 
slight, enucleation should be immediately performed, as affording the best chance for 
fellow-eye. 
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is already distinctly involved in the process. This, however, participates as a rule 
yery early, and generally long before the process in the first eye has reached com¬ 
plete and incurable blindness, and therefore long before its operative removal 
is justified. We can then protect the second eye when it begins to be affected 
perhaps better by the immediate formation of a very wide artificial pupil made 
posterior to the sclero-comeal margin (Qraefe). Still in such cases the iridectomy 
is an operation by no means devoid of danger. The degeneration of the vessels 
favors very profuse hemorrhages, which rapidly fill the whole anterior chamber, 
and, as fast as the chamber is emptied, return, since the vessels can not contract. 

These exudations are always of a pronounced venous character. They are absorbed with dif¬ 

ficulty, since, in the same measure as the serum of the blood is absorbed, new blood always 

pours out from the torn or cut ends of the vessels now entirely incapable of contraction. If, 

kowever, the hemorrhage ceases, large coagula still remain behind, which, together with the 

products of the inflammatory reaction, become dense, deeply pigmented plugs, and always close 

up the pupil, even if a large one was made, which seldom happens, owing to the extreme rotten¬ 

ness of the structure. The final result is therefore usually nil, and often an aggravation of the 

condition. Every new trial increases the dangers, until finally the atrophy of the globe shows 

itself unmistakably. 

On the whole, in such cases of degenerative mdo-choroiditis the results are quite 
as good if we limit ourselves to an appropriate antiphlogistic procedure, and wait 
patiently the results, in order then to proceed to an operation if necessary. It is 
scarcely prudent to risk the operation before the inflammatory products have become 
firmly consolidated. So long as they are still soft and highly vascularized their 
destruction is very possible, but by no means the formation of a broad and perma- 
teut opening, without regard to the fact that by the operative procedure the inflam¬ 
mation is again violently kindled, and by the accompanying hemorrhages is main¬ 
tained in its destructive tendencies. 
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| ^Pbth. Hosp. Rep. VL S. 123.—Iwanoff, Mooren’s Symph. Ophth. S. 164, 166; A. f. O. XV. 

18-8. 9, 26.—Colsmann, kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 149.—Meyr, ibid. 1868, S. 380 ; Virchow’s 

*esber. 1868, S. 493; Congrfes Ophth. 1867, S. 135.—Mooren, klin. Monatbl. 1868, S. 393; 

0P8th. Beobacht. S. 141, u. f.; Ueber Symph. Ophth. Berlin, S. 12, 24, 36, 59, 143, u. f. 
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2. Glaucoma. 

Symptoms.—These comprehend the sensible increase of hardness of the globe, the 
ophthalmoscopic appearances of excavation of the optic nerve, the symptoms ofhyper- 
asmia and inflammation, as well as a great variety of disturbances of vision. 

1. The hardness of the globe is best perceived by the sense of touch, by placing 
the index-finger of each hand on the inner and outer side of the anterior half of the 
eye-ball, the lids being closed, and making slight pressure toward the center cf the 
eye. The instruments devised for this purpose, tension measurers, ophthalmotonom¬ 
eter {Hamer, Don), by no means answer the requirements which may be reasonably 
demanded. 

In the greater number of cases the increase of resistance is exceedingly 
marked; the globe often feels quite as hard as bone or wood. From this extreme, 
the hardness descends by various gradations to those degrees which may be, not 
unfreqnently, found in normal eyes. It frequently even varies in the same eye, 
within large limits, at one time increasing, at another decreasing. Its amount is 
decided as well by the greatness of the resistance which the capsule of the 
globe offers to its distention, as from the amount of the intraocular pressure. 
This latter is very changeable in glaucoma, since it depends considerably on the intra¬ 
vascular lateral pressure, and this is influenced here, as in other places, by a variety 
of circumstances. Especially in inflammatory episodes of glaucoma, and congestive 
conditions, whether they depend upon mechanical grounds or proceed from the vaso- 
motory nerves, there is almost always very great increase of the intraocular pres¬ 
sure, and consequently resistance of the eye-hall. 

Where one eye is still normal, the difference in that and the affected one shows 
how much of the hardness of the latter is to he ascribed to the increase of intrar 
ocular pressure, for then it is more than probable that the other element of the 
resistance of the globe, the rigidity of the capsule, has been extended on both sides 
to the same degree. But where the other eye is glaucomatous, or in any other way 
affected, such a comparative test can not easily estimate the increase of internal 
pressure. It would, even, often be impossible to show an increase of intraocular 
pressure, were there not united with it certain symptoms which have characteristics 
enough to allow us to come to a conclusion. Among these are: very decided pulsa¬ 
tion in the central portion of the retinal vessels; narrowing of the aqueous chamber; 
dilatation, sluggishness, or complete rigidity, of the pupil, limitation of the accom¬ 
modation, and, often, decrease in the refraction of the dioptric apparatus; finally, 
anaesthesia of the cornea. 

The pulsation appears principally in the veins (p. 4), and in fact it is always either 
the one or the other main trunk which nearest the porus opticus shows the peculiar 
rhythmical filling and emptying (p. 172). In the acute and sub-acute forms of 
glaucoma it may also usually be demonstrated in several of the arteries, whilst in 
the simple non-inflammatory glaucoma spontaneous arterial pulsation is usually 
wanting and can only be produced by a pressure upon the globe. 
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GLAUCOMA. SYMPTOMS. 305 

The narrowing of the aqueous chamber brings the increase of the fluid of the 
ritreous immediately to our perception. This plays an important part in the increase 
jf pressure. In the first stages of the disease this is not always very distinct, hut 
in the advance of the process, the iris and lens are always pressed forward, and 
finally the chamber is entirely removed, since, with the atrophy of the anterior uveal 
portions, the sources of the aqueous humor are exhausted. 

The increase of the intraocular pressure is most plainly indicated by the impair¬ 
ment of the mobility of the iris. The pupil becomes somewhat wider, and reacts 
very sluggishly, or not at all, to light. This symptom is never absent where an 
increase of the intraocular pressure really exists, but it may be wanting where the 
hardness of the globe is to be ascribed to resistance of the sclerotica. In the 
advanced stages of the process the iris is generally reduced to a small border. The 
mydriasis is of the highest degree, except when in the course of the glaucoma an 

j iritis has been developed, which has left adhesions of the pupillary margin. 
The diminution of the refractive power of the dioptric apparatus is a necessary 

result of the flattening of the cornea, and this again is the result of the attempt of 
the capsule of the globe, with its increased tension, to approach the spherical shape. 
In very marked increase of the intra-ocular pressure, the effect of this mechanical 
agent may be often recognized as the immediate effect of the abolition of the ridge, 
which the corneal border forms with the anterior boundary of the sclera. The 
limitation of the range of accommodation may be explained by the pressure, and 
perhaps also by the stretching which the ciliary nerves in the interior of the globe 
mast suffer under the circumstances in question. But it is only a rapid loss of this 
which may be ascribed to increase of intra-ocular pressure, since gradual lessening 
of the refraction and of the range of accommodation very frequently precede 
glaucoma, and are the symptomatic expression of senile involution, which, as it were, 
Prepares the way for the whole process, and finds, as is well known, the most favor¬ 
able footing in the crystalline lens (Schelslte, Haffmans). 

Anaesthesia of the cornea is only present, as a rule, when there is very consider¬ 
able increase of the intra-ocular pressure. It is not always evenly developed in the 
tanous parts of the cornea, and varies in degree very much. Often the want of 
sensitiveness of the cornea in completely developed glaucoma is so great, that 
touching the part with the finger or a feather is scarcely perceived. Like the im¬ 
paired mobility of the iris and of the muscles of accommodation, this is for the 
greater part to be ascribed to the effect exercised upon the nerves. In the later 

I stages material changes in the nerves, and the affected parts themselves, may act as 
“uses (Graefe). 

-■ The glaucomatous excavation is chiefly shown by the ophthalmoscope, by the 
cling of the retinal vessels on the outermost border of the optic-nerve entrance, 

J) a lateral displacement of the point of exit of the vessels, and by the papilla 
I «ng encircled by a bright, light ring (Ed. Jaeger). 

In partial excavations we notice only a deviation on each vascular twig, which 
lS*8 ont of the excavated portion of the optic papilla. It passes over the periph- 
r> port'on in an acute arch, or appears actually bent. (Ohrom. lith., P.) The 
fining twigs reach in a straight direction over the edge of the papilla toward 

II '>0lus options, which is often plainly distorted, being inclined toward the inner 
I ® w of the optic-nerve .entrance. 

■ , ^le excavation be already complete, but not far advanced in its development, 
Jl< tire retinal branches on the edge of the nerve-entrance curved back- 

20 
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306 glaucoma, symptoms. 

ward, but not yet interrupted. We may see them all at once, in their entire length, 
up to the laterally displaced porus opticus. 

On the contrary, in fully-developed flask-shaped excavations (chrom. lith., Q), 
the vessels appear sharply cut off on the outermost border of the papilla, and in case 
they pass over in an oblique direction, we find them beak-shaped, since the curved 
extremity of its long axis comes in sight, and appears generally of a dark-red color. 
If the central vessels lying in the papilla are present, they appear displaced from 
the side toward the branches, which are bent over the edge of the excavation, 
But if the mirror be so turnt d that the affected portion of the lateral wall of the 
excavation is setn. we may often easily recognize the twig uniting the vessels 
running down on the side, but covered by the overhanging border, by holding the 
mirror directly be! ore the eye. 

The central portions of the vessels present themselves, especially in the first 
stages of the process, often in a very clear and distinct image. The arteries are of 
normal diameter or somewhat narrowed; the veins, on account of pressure, are 
decidedly broader, and frequently woven over by a net-work or convolution of small, 
frequently anastomosing collateral branches. In the further course of the disease, 
on the contrary, some or all of the central twigs become gradually paler, and appear 
veiled over by a more or less opaque, grayish tissue. Isolated central branches 
finally disappear entirely. We find in the excavation only one or more vascular 
twigs, which, considering their abnoimal direction, may be considered as collateral, 
and are generally venous. Often all the vessels recede from the porus opticus, 
which has been displaced laterally. The excavated optic-nerve entrance appears 
completely deprived of vessels, and all the retinal vessels seem sharply cut off on 
the edge of the papilla. 

The excavation itself, when fully developed, gives, on examination with the oph¬ 
thalmoscope, the impression of an elevation instead of a depression. This is a decep¬ 
tive appearance, due to the refraction (Ad. Weber). Still we recognize its concavity 
by the form of the shadow. (Chrom. lith., P, 0.) The breadth an4,darkness of this 
al ways falls to the side from which the light comes; accordingly it. changes its appear¬ 
ance with the position of the ophthalmoscope. This shadow is ring-shaped, more < r 
less broad, and surrounds the porus opticus, which is generally very markedly 
pressed inwards at a greater or less distance. It is always indistinct on its central 
border, but sharply bounded toward the periphery of the excavation. 

Where the glaucomatous excavation is developed on a papilla, which has also a congenital 
excavation, we may often, in the early stages, distinguish both forms. We observe quite distinctly 
the double sinking-in of the optic-nerve entrance, especially the double distortion and displace¬ 
ment of the vessel. Subsequently the congenital excavation becomes more indistinct, and is W 
in the complete excavation (Ed. Jaeger). 

The color of the optic-nerve entrance inclines in the beginning to red, on account 
of the existing venous congestion, or, in consequence of abundant extravasations, to a 
blood-red. Later on, the color runs into a gray or a grayish blue, on account o 
progressive atrophy of the nerve-elements. Sometimes it inclines to green or a ten 
dinous white; sometimes the floor of the excavation is spotted with a dirty g18-' 
yellowish color. 

A light yellowish-white arch or ring (chrom. lith., Q), which encircles tie 
excavated optic-nerve entrance, is very characteristic. This is the more distinct 
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GLAUCOMA. SYMPTOMS. 307 

broader the more the excavation is developed, and the further advanced is the 
atrophy of the parts. 

Recently it is said to be established by pathological investigations, that the border in ques¬ 
tion is caused by complete atrophy of the choroidal ring surrounding the papilla ; and a fur¬ 
ther point of origin is found in the great tension and stretching of the quite large fibers which 
sometimes reach from the choroid ring to the lamina cribrosa (Schweigger). 

3. The congestion in the inner vascular region is made evident by the great enlarge¬ 
ment of the anterior ciliary venous twigs. We observe a great number of dark, 
swollen vessels suddenly bursting forth from the sclerotica on the anterior aspect of 
the globe, which pass over its equator with a tortuous and anastomosing course. A 
high degree of tension increases the number and the caliber of the distended veins. 
The liypertemia is especially marked during the inflammatory attacks. Then 
ther§ appears a finer vascular net-work, forming a sort of vascular ring about the 
cornea, which betrays its venous character by its bluish or brownish color, and is 
not unfrequently accompanied by an cedematous swelling of the surrounding tissue 
and of the conjunctiva. In the later stages of glaucoma, where the degeneration in 
the inner parts of the eye and in the walls of the vessels is already far advanced, the 
collateral branches generally preponderate, the episcleral tissne appears every 
where traversed by much-enlarged venous twigs, part of which come directly from 
the vessels of the anterior scleral zone, loop into large meshes and irregular arcs, 
and posteriorly unite in largely-developed trunks. They then run in the most varied 
directions toward the equator of the globe. Very often these congestions lead to 
hemorrhages, both in the internal parts of the eye and in the episclera, especially 
when they are suddenly increased by a rapid change in the amount of intra-ocular 
pressure. 

4. The glaucomatous inflammation is evinced, apart from the accompanying epi¬ 
scleral inflammation, chiefly by a greater or less yellowish-gray or gray-diffuse 
opacity of the vitreous, of the cornea, and the aqueous humor. When the inflam¬ 
matory process is very severe, this is often so considerable, that the iris appears 
enveloped in a thick cloud, and the examination of the fundus of the eye is impossible. 
On the recession of the inflammation, this opacity is greatly lessened, the cloud over 
the fundus becomes thinner and thinner, and finally allows the boundaries of the 
mdividual parts to glimmer through, or even completely disappears, so that we see 
dearly with the ophthalmoscope. We do not find any special ophthalmoscopic 
evidences of serous choroidal inflammation. The cloudiness of the dioptric media, 
® connection with the dilatation of the pupil, causes a peculiar grayish-blue or 
grayish-green reflex from the fundus. This reflex, coming from the depth of the 
globe, was formerly regarded as the chief symptom of the disease, and from it the 
Process was called “glaucoma, green cataract.” It may, however, be absent, and is 
only then remarked when decided dilatation of the pupil has occurred, and hence 
* not he recognized as a pathognomonic symptom. 

hia, moreover, only an increase of the reflection perceived in mydriasis, irideremia, &c,, and 
' 1!lnerease results from the cloudiness of the dioptric media. In this regard, cloudiness of the 
lqueous has a particular, direct, determining influence, as the results of paracentesis cornese show 

, certainty. The bluish cloudiness of the fundus is changed to a grayish green by the senile 
; °f the nucleus of the lens. The gray cloudiness of the vitreous, also, decidedly increases 

e intensity of the reflected light, and the not unfrequent yellow color of this part doubtless 
uses the cause for tli.e reflections appearing yellow or greenish. 
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308 GLAUCOMA. SYMPTOMS. 

5. Disturbances of vision are particularly noticeable in glaucoma. They are 
usually very marked from the commencement. In the acute inflammatory form, it 
even not unfrequently happens that vision is reduced to quantitative perception of 
light in a few days, or even hours. In the great majority of cases, however, a grad¬ 
ual loss of vision is observed. Then, at first, the patients often complain only of a 
disturbing indistinctness of the impressions (especially when small objects are 
looked at), which can not be entirely removed by neutralizing the existing 
anomalies of accommodation or Refraction, but may be lessened by stronger and 
more suitable illumination of the objects, as well as by bringing them nearer to the 
eye, that is, by increasing the visual angle. Gradually the indistinctness of the per¬ 
ceptions increases. In ordinary daylight a more or less thick fog lies over the visual 
field; but with artificial illumination, a light placed in a dark space appears sur¬ 
rounded by a halo, which often gives all the colors of the rainbow, and this in such 
a way that on the outer side, greenish blue, on the inner, red, is in excess. (Ilaffmans.) 
The fog thickens so that it actually envelops objects, or the visual field darkens to 
such an extent that going alone becomes impossible; even the qualitative perception 
of light entirely ceases. 

Before it attains this point, limitation of the visual field, as a rule, manifests 
itself. This begins almost always at the inner side of the monocular field of vision, 

and its boundary extends like the chord of an arc. 
Gradually, or suddenly, with temporary increase of 
central disturbance of vision, this boundary-line ad¬ 
vances to the middle of the visual field, while simul¬ 
taneously the two ends at the upper and lower periphery 
of the visual field progress outwardly and finally unite, 
so that the field of vision appears contracted from all 
sides. The further reduction of the field of vision is 
then very exceptionally concentric; as a rule, it is con¬ 
tracted to a small slit, whose direction is almost 
always diagonal, and in which more or less clear per¬ 

ceptions are still passible. Sooner or later this remainder of retinal sensibility also 
disappears, and absolute amaurosis occurs (Forster, Fig. 45). 

Often enough, however, limitations of the visual field are entirely absent (La- 
guewr), the diminution of the acuteness of vision is everywhere quite proportional; 
or there occur very irregularly, more or less sharply-defined defects in the field of 
vision (Graefe, Landesberg). 

The cause of haziness in the vision is doubtless intimately connected with the opacities of 
the dioptric media, as it usually increases and diminishes, and even disappears with the latter. 
In the same way the brightness that is to be seen around a light in a dark place, is to be im¬ 
puted to the opacities; it is a purely physical phenomenon, which probably depends on inter¬ 
ruption of the rays. The arrangement of the various colors points to this. Inasmuch as the 
ring of colors disappears if the pupil is contracted, or the patient looks through a small hole, r 
is to be supposed that the rays passing through the peripheral parts of the media participate 
most in the deviation caused by the interference (Ilaffmanns). 

The perception of smoky cloudiness of the visual field, and especially actual darkening o 
the latter, are, on the contrary, the expression of an actual disturbance of the retina and °pt10 
nerve. They are partly to be ascribed to the material changes of the tissue of the optic nerve 
and retina. They are partly, however, to be referred to increase of the intra-ocular pressure. 
It is certain that such darkenings may be artificially excited in a normal condition, if rhe 
tension of the sclerotica is elevated to such a degree by external pressure, that the artenee 

Fig. 45. 
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begin to pulsate. On the other side, this view is supported by the fact of the influence which 
the relaxation of the tension of the capsule exercises upon the impairment of vision. 

It appears that the increase of resistance which the arterial blood meets with on its entrance 
into the interior of the eye, is the proximate cause of these obscurations of the field of vision, 
inasmuch as by it a retardation of the capillary current, and therefore of the assimilation, is 
necessarily produced. Such disturbances established in a mechanical manner may probably 
lie at the bottom of those cases of complete blindness occurring often very rapidly in the course 
of acute glaucoma; for here neither an excavation nor any other material change can be 
demonstrated in the commencing stages of the process from which the absolute blindness could 
be inferred. 

The limitations of the field of vision are in part certainly a consequence of the laceration and 
bending of the nerve-fibers in the region of the excavation. The regular limitations can be 
explained from the circumstance, that the nerve-fibers running in great*bows to the periphery 
of the retina, seem to pass through the middle of the lamina cribrosa, and therefore exactly in 
that part which experiences the greatest distortion and stretching by the excavation, whilst the 
fibers of the optic nerve going towards the macula lutea, at least those near the eyeball, are 
probably situated on the extreme periphery of the nerve trunk, and hence suffer proportionally 
little by the yielding of the lamina cribrosa (Leber). Still this hypothesis does not suffice to 
explain the many deviations in the form and position of the defects of the field of vision. Still 
other circumstances must act in connection. This is particularly true of the very irregular 
6harply-defined interruptions. According to later investigations it appears that the extrava- 
sated products connected with the stoppage of venous circulation, which detach the layer of 
rods and cones from the superjacent retinal layers, and which are adherent to the choroid, 
reminding us of the exudative forms of retinitis, play an important part in the formation of 
those defects (Graefe, Leber). 

The limitations of the visual field and the final amaurotic blindness are the results of the 
tension and degeneration of the nerve-filaments in the excavation, as well as of the gradual 
progress of the atrophy within the globe, and of the optic nerve. It is remarkable that, with 
already existing amaurosis, the patient is often deceived. about the state of his eye, by subjec¬ 
tive illumination of the visual field. At certain times of day, or on certain regularly returning 
•lays, he sees the entire visual field in a bright whitish-yellow or bluish light, and is only too 
much inclined to consider this as an objective perception. This deceptive sensation is the ex¬ 
pression of the inflammatory excitement, in which the elements of the optic nerve are main¬ 
tained by the glaucomatous process gradually progressing in them in a centripetal direction. 
Since this progress is, as a rule, slow, the patient often counts his bright and dark days, after 
the globe has long been hopelessly atrophied. 

6. The symptoms occurring with glaucoma are chromopsia, photopsia, and pain. 
These are very inconstant, and may vary in all possible degrees of intensity. Ap¬ 
pearances of sparks and colors are partly connected with disturbances of circulation, 
a&d are decidedly increased by increase of the latter. Pain may be absent through- 
°ht. In inflammatory glaucoma, however, it is often very severe, occasionally even 
excessive. It often radiates in various directions. Maddening headaches, especially, 
are common accompaniments. Sympathy of the stomach also often shows itself, 
aild in some cases nausea and vomiting are observed. 

Etiology.—Pure glaucoma develops itself as a rule only in eyes which have 
a stiff, rigid sclerotic. Such an unyielding capsule offers the most favorable 
^ound for congestion in the internal circulation, and this increase of the intra- 
°cular pressure is the actual nucleus of the affection. A rigid capsule exercises 
011 the one hand a much slighter regulatory influence upon the circulation in the 
Interior of the eye, and on the other it renders the dilatation of the emergent 
^ssels difficult, when an increase of the effective arterial lateral pressure 

e^ands the acceleration of the venous blood (p. 2, 4*). In addition to this it 
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310 CAUSES. 

occurs, that according to every probability the rigidity is not uniformly developed 
in all parts of the sclerotic, but is concentrated in its external layers. In fact 
not the slightest increase of circumference can be demonstrated in glaucomatous 
eyes, which have been for a long time of a bony hardness; some indeed have 
claimed to have recognized rather a diminution in diameter, and trace it back to 
contraction of the sclerotic in consequence of fatty degeneration (Goccius, Cusco). 
On the contrary a very great distention of the cribriform fascia is seen in the 
excavation, and in the development of the ring of connective tissue a considerable 
tearing and displacement of the posterior zones of the inner scleral layers which 
stand in direct connection with the cribriform membrane. The very great dis¬ 
tention of the cribriform membrane induces necessarily a partial narrowing of 
its interstices and with this a drawing together of the separate main trunks of 
the retinal veins, while their bending in under the wall of the excavation easily 
leads to compression of those nutrient vessels which are immediately connected 
with the region of the choroidal circulation. It is also easy to imagine that the 
laceration and displacement, which the posterior zone of the internal scleral layers 
undergo, causes a diminution in caliber of the venae vorticosce, which enter very 
obliquely through the sclera at the equator. We therefore find that the excavation 
itself is a cause of the congestion, and thus cause and effect maintain and increase 
each other alternately. If however the congestion exists for a length of time, 
obstruction and permanent obliteration of single emergent vessels, with or with¬ 
out the aid of inflammatory infiltrations, which is of so much the greater conse¬ 
quence, as their number is very limited, the congestion becomes then a per¬ 
manent one, the natural means of exit do not any longer exist, venous blood 
continues to flow off by collateral channels, even when the original causes of 
congestion have long since disappeared, and the globe, having atrophied, 
has become shrunken and soft. The rigidity of the capsule of the globe is quite 
common, and is pretty frequently hereditary in many families, even in races—for 
example, the JeWs. The predisposition is the only thing that is congenital, but 
is wont to develop itself very rapidly with advancing years. To this predisposi¬ 
tion is due the very early appearance of glaucoma, the development of which occurs 
between the twentieth and thirtieth years, or even during childhood. As a rule, 
however, the loss in elastic extensibility is to be referred to the senile change 
of the capsule of the globe, and, as a result of this, glaucoma is also a disease 
pre-eminently of advanced life, and occurs usually after the fiftieth year. The 
intimate relations which can very frequently be demonstrated between the rigidity 
of the sclera and atheromatous processes in the walls of the vessels, explain the 
remarkable etiological significance, which has been from of old attributed to 

gout. 

Where the rigidity of the sclera appears as an habitual state, material changes should 
certainly be absent in the tissue of the sclerotica. In other cases similar processes to those 
in the arcus senilis, and the atheromatous degeneration of the vascular system, may be at e 
bottom of it, so much the more that such conditions are almost constant accompammen 
of glaucoma. The microscope has proved a fatty degeneration to be the proximate cause 
(Coccius). It appears however, according to chemico-microscopical investigations, that i 1 
a question rather of chalky deposits than of the formation of fat (Danders). 

Statistics lead us to believe that the eyes affected by glaucoma are in a very large pe> 
centage hypermetropic, scarcely a fourth myopic in a low degree, and only very exception J, 
if ever, highly myopic (Laqiceur, Rydl). It appears that in a hypermetropic structure 
the eye, the greater thickness of the sclerotic increases its unyielding properties; the » 
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INFLUENCE OF FIFTH NEBVE. 311 

may also be of importance, that in eyes of smaller circumference the same amount of lateral 
pressure is distributed upon a smaller number of component parts; the tension with the same 
intra-ocular pressure will therefore be greater than in eyes of more considerable size. 

If the rigidity of the capsule of the globe has reached a certain height, the 
slightest shock suffices to cause the glaucoma to break forth. It is therefore 
very usual that the exciting cause remains entirely unobserved by the patient, and 
the affection develops itself apparently spontaneously. 

In many cases general disturbances in the circulation—for example, temporary 
increase of the cardiac pressure or slight obstructions in the region of the superior 
vena cava—may be the proximate cause, since they propagate themselves to the 
internal vessels, but can not be compensated for rapidly enough on account of 
the abnormal relations, and hence remain permanent. 

In other cases, however, there are certainly purely local disturbances in the 
circulation, which give rise to glaucoma. Still the slight compensatory increase 
of contents of the choroidal vessels after violent action of a mydriatic is some¬ 
times sufficient to induce the glaucomatous process in eyes predisposed to it (Graefe, 
Haslet, Derby). 

Most usually, however, paralyses of the vessels may be brought into account, 
which are excited in a reflex manner by the ciliary nerves in the region of the internal 
circulation, and by means of the dilatation of the caliber of the vessels are in a 
position to produce as well an increase of the effective lateral pressure in the arteries, 
as a retardation in the rapidity of the venous reflux. 

At any rate, irritations of the trigeminus, and particularly of the sensory ciliary 
nerves, play an important part in the etiology of glaucoma. On the one side, 
namely, neuralgia of the fifth nerve has already been repeatedly demonstrated as the 
proximate cause for the occurrence of glaucoma (Wegner, Hutchinson, Hippel, 
(rrmliagen); on the other side, however, external injuries and various kinds of in¬ 
flammations which may cause irritation of the ciliary nerves usually act as evident 
exciting causes of the affection. Moreover, it is an undisputed fact, that wounds 
and. inflammations which in themselves, or by their consequences, can excite 
irritated conditions in the ciliary system, and maintain them for a long time, lead 
tolerably frequently to increase of intra-ocular pressure and to excavation of the 
optic disk in eyes not previously disposed thereto, and generally to conditions 
which have much in common with true glaucoma, and therefore, as regards their 
origin, should be classed as secondary glaucoma. 

This influence which the sensory ciliary nerves, under diseased conditions, may exert upon 
the intra-ocular pressure, has been claimed as evidence of the secretory nature of the glauco¬ 
matous inflammation. Besides the objections already mentioned, and the results of new 
Physiological investigations instituted with improved instruments (Adamiik), the fact may, 
however, be brought to bear against the view that glaucoma is dependent upon a kind of 
secretory neurosis, that the increase of tension in the disease under consideration lasts for 
months and years, presupposes, therefore, a pathogenetic cause acting for an equal length of 
tune. A venous congestion in connection with the continuously acting blood-pressure may be 
We^ c°usidered as such a cause, but scarcely a nervous irritation. 

Among the pathological conditions which are connected most frequently with 
Sbucomatous increase of tension and with excavation of the optic disk, we may 
"ttlude anterior synechias, old pannus, as well as dense, extensive, and deep 
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corneal cicatrices, particularly when they tend to progressive ectasias; further, 
numerous and wide posterior synechias, particularly after complete closure of the 
pupil; oblique positions of the lens on account of partial attachment of the capsule 
to ectatic corneal cicatrices, or on account of unsymmetrical stretching of the ciliary 
body in staphydomatous formations of the anterior half of the globe, or by reason of 
partial rupture of the zonula, in the latter two cases by preference, when the crystal¬ 
line lens oscillates, and consequently causes mechanical injuries to the posterior sur¬ 
face of the his and ciliary body; injuries of the capsule of the lens, in so far as 
they cause a swelling of the lens substance, its projection through the wound in the 
capsule, and by these means a pushing forward of the iris. 

These conditions, it is true, may exist as a rule for a very long time, particularly 
when they affect the young, without any signs of secondary glaucoma making their 
appearance. In the mean time, the older the person becomes, and the more quickly 
the senile changes are developed, the disposition becomes so much the greater, 
slighter shocks so much the more easily suffice to produce permanent venous conges¬ 
tion. Moreover, the glaucomatous affection appears sometimes also under such 
conditions in individuals, where there is properly no senile change, and where the 
normal hardness of the second eye does not admit of presupposing a habitually rigid 
sclera. We must, therefore, assume either that conditions for permanent venous 
congestion lie in the paralysis of the vessels themselves, or that secondary changes 
of the sclera prepare the way for the glaucomatous process. 

The peculiar porcelain-like appearance of the sclera of the eye really points in not a few 
cases of secondary glaucoma to sclerosis, and this can he deduced logically from the frequently 
returning and obstinate attacks of intra-ocular inflammations, to which the conditions above 
mentioned are in a high degree disposed. In other cases the inflammations lead, primarily at least, 
to relaxation of the scleral tissue as well as of the cribriform membrane, further on, however, to 
staphylomata of the sclera, and to excavation of the optic disk. In these ectasias, however, 
under certain conditions, we may find a source of permanent diminution or entire obliteration of 
certain individual vessels, which so much the more easily produce venous congestion, as this is 
still often favored by the subsequent sclerosis of the atrophic sclerotic tissue. In such a way may 
be explained the exceptional occurrence of glaucomatous increase of tension and excavation 
with posterior scleral staphylomata, particularly such as are connected with extensive sclero- 
choroiditis, without, however, the possibility of certain habitual dispositions being excluded, 
since such conditions have become hereditary in many families (Oraefe). Finally it is evident 
that inflammations with moderate exudations, exactly like results of choroidal inflammation, 
occasion the mechanical closure of separate venous trunks, especially when the products infil¬ 
trate the scleral tissue in larger quantities, without destroying its resistance to the intra¬ 
ocular pressure. 

Spontaneous retinal hemorrhages are an etiological source of great importance, 
as they occur sometimes in old persons with a tendency to apoplexy of the brain. 
These occur usually in large number in the neighborhood of the papilla and 
macula, form generally small masses, and very soon unite under appearances of 
retinal inflammation. These, by the deep opacity and by masses of exudation often 
resemble a nephritic neuro-retinitis (0. Becker), but are usually very soon diagnos¬ 
ticated by the symptoms of advancing acute or subacute glaucoma. This form of 
glaucoma, which is described as hemorrhagic or apoplectic, entirely without regard 
to the fatal cerebral hemorrhages threatening the patients, is so far of the worst 
prognostic signification, as the extensive disease of the vessels which causes them 
paves the way for a similar result, almost in half of the cases, in the second eye 
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within a short time, so that the only therapeutic means of aid, the iridectomy, 
usually fails in accomplishing its purpose (Goccius, Laqueur). The operation may 
very easily cause enormous retinal hemorrhages which hasten the final atrophy of 
the globe (Oraefe). In other cases the iridectomy indeed removes the very intense 
pain, hut new attacks soon appear with increased violence, and here the operation 
can do nothing more, so that in many cases we must resort to enucleation (Pagen- 
steelier, Horner). 

[A case of monocular glaucoma supervening on binocular retinitis hemorrhagica, reported 
byD. B. St. John Roosa, M. D., of New York, in the Transactions of the American Ophthal- 
mological Society for 1869.1 

Course,—Glaucoma presents great varieties in its commencement, development, 
and whole course, which are of the greatest practical importance ; so that, in fact, 
they have been made a ground of division, and a series of different forms distin¬ 
guished from them, which, however, are variously connected, and often pass into 
each other. (Oraefe.) 

A. In certain cases, glaucoma appears as such from the commencement, without 
any peculiar signs preceding it. 

1. The development of glaucoma is, under such circumstances, often quits 
unnoticed, quietly progressing, so that the patient overlooks his state, and is often 
first disturbed when the disease is far advanced. Patients usually complain of a 
rapid diminution of vision in one or both eyes, which occasionally and temporarily 
is especially marked as well in distant as in near vision, in reading, writing, &c. On 
more careful examination, we find a decided decrease of accommodation and refrac¬ 
tion, often also hypermetropia, and frequently a certain obtuseness of the retina. 
Ihe weaker eye usually feels somewhat harder, indicating an increase of the intra¬ 
ocular pressure. The pupil is frequently, but not by any means always, somewhat 
dilated and more sluggish in its motions; the dioptric media are, however, without 
perceptible change. Ophthalmoseopically, we perceive a partial or even total, if 
lot quite fully developed, glaucomatous excavation, with or without decided displace¬ 
ment of the porus opticus, much-enlarged venous trunks, and the occurrence of 
arterial pulsation, on a comparatively slight pressure of the finger on the globe 
Tl'en a non-inflammatory or simple glaucoma exists. 

Glaucoma may remain in this state for months, or even longer, without a material 
change in the symptoms, and especially without the impairment of vision being 
decidedly increased; hut the excavation increases more and more. As a rule, how- 
ever, very perceptible increase of symptoms is felt; the disease progresses gradually, 
or with temporary exacerbations and remissions, or in'ermissions; the globe 
becomes harder, the congestions become more and more distinct, the cornea less 
sensitive, the aqueous chamber narrower, the pupil wider and more sluggish, or 

fixed, the excavated papilla acquires the peculiar pale color of atrophy, the 
imitation of the visual field increases, while simultaneously central sharpness of 
081011 diminishes more and more, and finally complete amaurosis exists. 

Hot unfrequently all these symptoms reach a maximum development; the com- 
pletely blind eye becomes hard as bone, the cornea anaesthetic, the aqueous chamber 
^ost nothing, the otherwise unchanged iris is reduced to a narrow ring, the deeply- 
a®’ated papilla is greatly atrophied, without symptoms of inflammation ever having 
dearly appeared. Sometimes the state above described exists for a long while, even 
for 

years, till finally the appearance changes, with all the symptoms of phlogosis. 
evident inflammations occur earlier; the affection acquires 

. - -j-- - 
“we frequently, however, 
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tlie character of inflammatory glaucoma. This occurs suddenly under the form of 
an acute, severe, inflammatory attack; or gradually, and then usually by starts, that 
is, under the action of slight and evanescent injuries, and with more or less complete 
intermissions. The attacks announce themselves, under such circumstances, by rapid 
diminution and cloudiness of vision, frequently also by ciliary neurosis; objectively 
by rapid increase of intraocular pressure, great dilatation and immobility of the 
pupil, as well as by discoloration of the iris, sometimes also by congestion of the 
episcleral vessels and formation of a vascular wreath, but especially by haziness of 
the media. These symptoms are more or less clearly pronounced according to the 
intensity of the temporary attack, and often change in degree in a few hours. 
Usually the attacks are slight at first, but increase, little by little if not regularly, in 
regard to intensity, duration, and frequency, till finally the disease appears constantly 
of the inflammatory character, and henceforth only remits. 

2. In certain cases glaucoma appears from the first, without any signs whatever 
preceding it, as a more or less severe acute inflammation, and develops completely 
in a short time. 

Exceptionally, in eyes previously normal, vision is destroyed entirely, or reduced 
to the indistinct perception of light in a few hours, or even half hours (fulminating 
glaucoma). Nothing is to be observed, objectively, but a decided cloudiness of the diop¬ 
tric media, and great congestion of the retinal vessels; increased tension is only subse¬ 
quently observed, but increases rapidly, while more or less marked ciliary neurosis 
and symptoms of congestion appear in the episclera. Just as often, however, the 
blindness is combined with the last-mentioned symptoms from the very commence¬ 
ment. The fulminating glaucoma bears from its start the character of inflammatory, 
and is distinguished from the ordinary acute form by the sudden blindness and the 
glaucoma, rapid development of the other symptoms, and soon changes into the latter 
form. Fulminating glaucoma has been observed especially beyond the age of fifty- 
five ; in hereditarily disposed individuals, however, it occurs also at puberty. It 
always leads in a very short time, in a few weeks or days, to glaucomatous excava¬ 
tion, and degenerative atrophy of the deeper parts of the eye. (Graefe.) 

B. In the great majority of cases, premonitory- signs precede the glaucoma lor a 
longer or shorter time. The repeated occurrence of headache usually opens the 
series. The eye itself appears somewhat tense, and some enlarged veno is trunks 
appear on its surface. Then more or less evident inflammatory attacks occur, which 
announce themselves subjectively by rapid and decided decrease of the accommo¬ 
dation and of the refraction, by foggy vision, the peculiar play of colors around a 
flame, and often also by varying grades of ciliary neurosis; and objectively by marked 
increase of intraocular tension and evidences of congestion, further by dilatation 
and fixedness of the pupil; often, also, by narrowing of the anterior chamber, but 
especially by more or less cloudiness of the aqueous and vitreous. In greater 
intensity of the ophthalmia, even limitations of the visual field occur. Sometimes, 
also, the arterial pulse may be seen. 

These attacks recur more or less frequently, with or without external causes, at 
irregular intervals or periodically; but usually recede completely, or at most leave 
behind a somewhat increased tension of the eye-ball and a decided diminution of 
accommodation, or, perhaps, also of the refraction. The preliminary stages may last 
for a long time, even for years. Usually, however, they end soon, even after the 
second or third attack has developed; that is, a regular intermission does not again 
occur, but certain symptoms belonging to the glaucoma remain permanently. In 
this relation various decided differences are to be noticed. 
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1. In many cases, after one or other attack, the typical inflammatory symptoms 
recede, except that the globe remains considerably harder, the aqueous chamber 
narrow, the pupil dilated and sluggish, or immovable ; quite gradually the charac¬ 
teristic excavation of the optic disc develops, while, simultaneously with increasing 
paresis of accommodation, a very disturbing susceptibility of the retina and an 
increasing limitation of the field of vision show themselves. Then we have a 
simple glaucoma, which either exists as such for a long time, and develops 
more and more, or else by further manifest inflammatory attacks, which recur 
from time to time and again entirely recede, it spasmodically approaches its termi¬ 
nations. 

2. In other cases, after several attacks, the inflammatory symptoms do not entirely 
recede; they only remit, sooner or later to start anew. Often the process vibrates 
thus, for months and years, between exacerbation and remission, till it finally termi¬ 
nates with the extreme development of the symptoms occurring in glaucoma. In 
such cases we speak of chronic inflammatory glaucoma. 

3. Finally, it happens that, after a longer or shorter duration of the prodromal 
stage, the glaucoma breaks out all at once under the form of an intense inflamma¬ 
tory attack. Intense pain in the head, a maddening ciliary neurosis, and often, also, 
subjective appearances of light, occur suddenly; vision diminishes decidedly, or is 
entirely removed. The episcleral tissue and conjunctiva appear thickly injected, the 
latter often swelled to actual chemosis. The globe has become remarkably hard, the 
cornea hazy, the aqueous chamber narrowed, the aqueous humor cloudy, the iris 
greatly discolored, the pupil immovable, dilated, and irregular, the vitreous not trans¬ 
parent, so that the examination of the fundus becomes impossible. Often a few 
days or even hours suffice to complete the picture of glaucoma in all these details. It 
is usually a painful night that brings the disease to development in its completeness. 
Hence, under such circumstances, the disease is called acute inflammatory glaucoma. 
It remains a few days or weeks, with more or less decided remissions, at this degree, 
or even increases; but after this time the inflammatory symptoms decrease perma¬ 
nently or temporarily. Still, the globe and its functions do not return to the normal 
state, but the process rather advances further and further after entering the chronic 
stage, till finally all trace of sensitiveness to light has disappeared, and in individual 
farts of the globe degenerative atrophy appears. 

t. This state, which may be called complete glaucoma (glaucoma absolutum, con- 
Mmmatum), is characterized objectively by bony hardness of the globe, development 
ofa very coarse venous net-work on the anterior half of the sclera; by decided rigidity, 
taanslucency in places, and a peculiar porcelain-look of the atrophied sclera; by flat- 
tening out of the border running between the latter and the cornea; smoky opacity 
°f the entirely anaesthetic cornea ; obliteration of the aqueous chamber; retraction 
of the iris to a small ring, which is always discolored, and in some places is eom- 
pletely robbed of pigment, so that the connective-tissue stroma appears in the form 

a bluish-white, fine net-work, or in thick, tendinous patches ; by pigment atrophy 
the choroid and the symptoms of a highly-developed glaucomatous excavation, 

Wh partial or entire absence of the central vessels, and their replacement by col- 
“Wal circulation, with marked contraction of the pulsating arteries and the tendi- 
a°»s appearance of the floor of the excavation peculiar to atrophy. 

Absolute glaucoma often exists months and years without any material change in 
*'s 8ymptoms, only the atrophy in individual parts of the eye, especially in the iris, 

orwd, and optic-nerve entrance, always appears more distinct, and sooner or later a 
cataractous cloudiness of the lens occurs. So-called glaucomatous cataract is developed 
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816 GLAUCOMA. COURSE. 

In consequence of the impairment in the nutrition. Frequently, however, the symp¬ 
toms change from time to time, in so far that, after as before, inflammations occur, 
which usually run their course with headache, ciliary neurosis, and subjective 
perceptions of light, often continue for a long time, and then render life a burden to 
the patient. They sometimes occur spontaneously, sometimes as a result of external 
cause, and in fact the slightest injurious influence, as an error of diet, &c., suflices to 
produce them. 

C. Secondary or consecutive glaucoma bears, on the whole, the character of the 
acute or chronic inflammatory form, runs a similar course, and is distinguished from 
it by being preceded and accompanied by the primary disease. 

It must not be confounded with complicated glaucoma, i. e., with the 
glaucoma which occasionally develops itself with other pathological processes 
in the eye, without a direct connection between the causes of the two diseases. 
Thus, glaucoma occurs sometimes in eyes where the lens was already cataractous. 
In some cases, also, glaucoma is complicated with cerebral amaurosis. The early 
atrophic discoloration of the papilla which is being excavated, and the peripheral 
limitation of the visual field, together with the evidences of the cerebral disease, give 
the symptoms for correctly diagnosticating the state. 

D. Glaucoma always develops itself first in one eye. It may remain confined 
to this eye for life. This is, however, exceedingly rare, and only occurs where 
a severe external injurious influence, as a blow, &c., has been the only cause, or 
where the glaucoma has proceeded secondarily from some disease confined to the 
affected eye. In such cases, however, a predisposition always exists in the other 
eye, for very often a somewhat severer attack, a cataract operation, an accidental 
injury, &c., calls up the glaucomatous process—a fact which it is well to remember 
in practice. Primary glaucoma, on the contrary, scarcely ever remains monocular. 
If one eye is affected, the second is in great danger. It is true, years sometimes 
pass before the disease shows itself in the latter. Yery frequently, however, the 
preliminary symptoms manifest themselves early, a few days or weeks after the 
appearance of the glaucoma in the other eye, and the disease becomes binocular. 

Results.—With proper treatment, under favorable circumstances, glaucoma is to 
a limited degree curable. But if left to itself, or unsuitably treated, the individual 
parts of the eye gradually undergo atrophy, and become incapable of recovering 
their functions. 

Attacks of irido-choroiditis, with exudations in the pupil and ciliary processes, 
generally form the termination of the morbid process. The globe then becomes 
softer, wrinkles and shrivels, while osseous scales are deposited on the inner wall 
of the globe, and the retina is drawn np like a funnel, in consequence of the vitreous 
humor having degenerated into connective tissue. 

Partial or total sclero-choroidal staphylomata exceptionally develop in the course 
of glaucoma—a result which, on account of accompanying pressure on the ciliary 
nerves, often causes maddening pain, and this the more certainly the earlier the 
sclera gives way, that is, the less the ciliary nerves have suffered by the disease. 
Usually, under such circumstances, extensive degeneration of the vessels also occurs. 
These frequently show themselves in the eye by extensive extravasation of blood 
in the interior. Occasionally they appear to extend to the base of the brain—-a1 
least the symptoms of cerebral hypermmia indicate this, especially constant and severe 
headache. The atrophy of the individual parts is then always very decided, the iris 
and the conjunctiva are rotten, and tear like tinder. This state is called glaucoma¬ 
tous degeneration. (Graefe.) 
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In isolated cases the product of the proliferation is pus. It has been found in 
the choroid (.Schweigger). But generally the ulceration is primarily confined to the 
cornea. Such ulcers may again heal. But they often break through, and finally 
end in phthisis of the globe. Sometimes, however, they become dangerous by 
giving rise, after perforation, to excessive, even exhausting hemorrhages from the 
vascular coats of the eye (Rydl). 

Treatment.—The first and most important task is to equalize to a certain 
extent the loss which the sclera has suffered in extensibility, and thereby to render 
the conditions of circulation in the internal current as normal as possible. The 
means to this end lie in the interpolation of a cicatricial layer of loose connective 
tissue in the degenerated tissue of the sclera. By these means the possibility 
will be offered to the external layers of fibers of the sclera, of yielding somewhat 
whenever it may be necessary, and of doing away with the abnormal condition in 
which venous obstructions and increase of intra-ocular pressure with a rigid cap¬ 
sule are maintained and increased. For this purpose an incision made as smooth 
as possible through the anterior scleral zone, and several lines in length, as is 
recommended in the iridectomy of glaucomatous eyes, suffices. The excision of a 
segment of the iris is of very secondary significance in regard to the curative action 
f]Veclcer, Stilling, Hamer'), but is so far to be urgently recommended for all cases, 
as the simple scleral paracentesis very frequently causes prolapse of the iris, even 
in the moment of operation, but more often not till later, which, since they can 
not usually be replaced, may lead to disagreeable irritation, and moreover cause 
a disfigurement similar to that established by iridectomy. 

Ophthalmologists have endeavored to prove the efficiency of the iridectomy by the results 
of physiological experiments on animals (Hippel). These however can not be here considered 
as standard, since the measurements have been instituted with very unreliable instruments, 
namely, with monometers (p. 6), and since more recent experiments with improved instru¬ 
ments have proved the errors of conclusions based upon the preceding ones (Adamiik). Practi¬ 
cal experience is also opposed to them. It is universally recognized, that even extensive 
excisions of the iris, with a scleral wound not sufficiently long, or when they are made through 
a corneal section, can do nothing against glaucoma. It has been further found, that some¬ 
times a partial dialysis and even complete tearing away of the iris do not effect a curative 
result (Arlt). It is moreover a matter of consideration, that in England, and especially in 
America, not a few ophthalmologists, certainly endowed in a high degree with good judg¬ 
ment still at this time prefer the intra-ocular myotomy to the iridectomy, or, according to 
its curative effect, regard it as equally valuable. 

We can not now however assert, that in the latter the section of the ciliary muscle is the 
essential thing, since the incision is usually made obliquely through the sclerotic, and hence 
only a small part of the muscle falls in the plane of the incision. Still less should we 
assert, that in the iridectomy performed correctly the attachment of the ciliary muscle 
ls at all loosened, and that thus a relaxation of the internal muscles is brought about, since 
toe line of the incision, according to anatomical investigations, lies entirely outside the range 
°rthe tensor of the choroid. It should also not be forgotten that the ciliary muscle is with- 
0ut any influence upon the internal tension (p. 14). The paracentesis as such, that is, the 
emptying of a portion of the internal media, can not however be regarded as the real 
toeans of cure, since the opening of the chamber by a corneal incision would bring about 

•e saiae result, whereas a numerous experience has proved with all certainty, that even 
repeated paracenteses of the cornea often annul only very temporarily the intra-ocular tension, 
ail<lcan not bring about a lasting cure of glaucoma (Grctefe, Co echos, Secondi, Nagel). After 

thm, therefore, there remains nothing but to consider the division of the most anterior zone 
tbe external scleral layers as that means which is most effective in combating the glau- 

c°matous conditions. Its influence upon the pathological increase of tension can then be 
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really naturally referred to the condition, in agreement with the theory assumed of the 
pathogenesis of glaucoma (p. 310), that penetrating wounds of the sclera never heal by direct 
adhesion of their edges, but always by the deposit of a cicatrix of connective tissue between 
them, which proceeds from the conjunctiva and the uvea, and penetrates all the incised parts 
(Lubimki). We should not object to the curative effect of the simple paracentesis of the 
sclera, that cystoid cicatrices rather endanger the success of the operation than warrant it 
(Artt), for in this manner the whole line of argument becomes deranged. Neither the 
paracentesis of the sclera nor the iridectomy involved in it can give a retrograde direction 
to the already induced pathological processes, but can merely obstruct one source of venous 
stasis by the restoration of a certain degree of elasticity, and thus favor resolution. This 
indication is more than filled by the cystoid cicatrization, for the eyes thus affected feel, as 
a rule, softer than normal. If, moreover, after the paracentesis of the sclera, the diminution 
of the pathological hardness of the globe often remains unsatisfactory, this objection affects 
the iridectomy in like measure. It must here be taken into account, that a greater resistance 
of the globe does not necessarily include in itself an elevation of the internal pressure (p. 1); 
further that different degrees of abnormal rigidity of the sclera can not well be always neutra¬ 
lized by a similarly measured operation, therefore by interposition of a like quantity of 
yielding cicatricial tissue, and that by well-performed paracenteses of the sclera or by iri¬ 
dectomies of two quadrants of the iris, either lying opposite to one another, or next to one 
another, the effect of the operation in lessening the pressure is essentially increased, has 
been proven, and corresponding to this in not a few cases a way has been opened for resolu¬ 
tion, in which the simple paracentesis or iridectomy has already proved insufficient. 

The paracentesis of the sclera moreover in connection with the emptying of a portion 
of the vitreous has been recommended for a long time as a means of lessening the hardness 
of the globe (Mackenzie). Since, however, the technical performance of the operation was 
not adapted to produce a permanent relaxation of the sclerotic, it could only obtain transient 
and therefore unsatisfactory results. Its union with the iridenlcleisis (Critchett, Coccius) has 
theoretically very much to be said for itself, but is to be avoided on account of favoring 
cystoid cicatrices, and subsequent threatening irritation. The proposal to draw out the iris 
very much in iridectomy, in order to rupture the zonula, and thus to establish a connection 
between the vitreous and aqueous humors (Coccius), should find few friends, in consideration 
of the dangers which can accrue to the nutrition of the lens and even of the entire globe 
from a partial rupture of the ciliary body. 

Certain objections still cling to iridectomy; still these are not all in proportion 
to the beneficial effects which usually follow a timely and suitably-performed opera¬ 
tion. Hence they do not remove the indications for it, but only render a guarded 
prognosis more necessary. 

a. Thus, the sudden relaxation of the globe, and the over-filling of the blood¬ 
vessels of the deeper tissues of the eye caused by it, easily induce intraocular hemor¬ 
rhage, and this occurs the more readily, the further the process has already advanced, 
and the more the walls of the vessels have already suffered. In acute and especially 
in fulminating glaucoma, they occur frequently and extensively. As a rule, such 
extravasations are rapidly absorbed, especially in the retina, and usually leave 
behind no functional disturbance. Occasionally, however, particularly when the 
hemorrhage becomes somewhat more abundant, the result is a partial darkening of 
the visual field. 

b. If the iridectomy be done in the first stages of an acute inflammatory glau¬ 
coma, during or just after one of the first manifest attacks of inflammation, in a 
great percentage of cases it hastens the appearance of the disease in the other eye, 
provided that this has already shown the premonitory symptoms—possibly, also, in 
case this eye is still sound. Ordinarily, in acute inflammatory glaucoma, the fret 
manifest attacks of inflammation in the two eyes are separated by intervals of months, 
or even years. After iridectomy the second eye is often affected within the first 
four weeks, or even after fourteen or eight days. This objection is abundantly 
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overcome "by the fact that, just in the first periods of acute glaucoma, iridectomy is 
followed by the best results, and this may be made use of as well in the first eye 
affected as in the other, while every delay of the operation under such circumstances 
is bitterly punished ; of course, however, the physician must not neglect to inform 
the patient, before the operation, of the possibility that the second eye may be 
affected in a short time, and that this may be hastened by the operation. 

c. Many believe that iridectomy often causes rapid formation of cataract in the eye operated 
on. There is, however, no doubt that, in most cases of this kind, an injury of the capsule has 
caused the cataract. In some rare cases, however, the rapid evacuation of the aqueous may 
have caused a rupture of the capsule or zonula, and thus have laid the foundation for cataract. 
(Graefe.') 

d. Recently attention has been called from various quarters to a peculiar mode of consolidation 
of the incision regularly made through the sclera. This peculiar form of healing, called “ cystoid 
cicatrization,” has been frequently observed, and especially in those cases where the signs of 
increased tension were strongly marked before the operation, and where excavation of the optic disc 
was added to the posterior staphyloma, and had rendered iridectomy necessary. In such cases the 
two edges of the wound frequently do not remain in immediate contact, but the neoplastic tissue 
uniting them bulges forward like a cushion. It consists of strong tendinous filaments, with thin, 
membranous, more prominent vesicle-like bunches between them. Usually this ectatic substance 
in the interspaces breaks through from time to time, and the aqueous enters under the conjunctiva, 
pushing it forward. This occurrence is often repeated for months after the operation. Cases 
have even been witnessed where, after two years, ruptures still occurred. Usually under such 
circumstances the globe remains abnormally soft; still the chamber has its normal size. In slight 
degrees of cystoid cicatrization, a few months after the operation the tissue becomes, as a rule, 
thicker between the cicatricial cords, the escape of aqueous gradually ceases, and, finally, a nearly 
normal closure of the wound occurs. In higher grades, however, the thickening and flattening- 
out of the vesicle-like cushion require a long time. Great injection of the conjunctiva and. a decided 
irritability to external injurious influences often exist during the whole period. Sometimes 
then fatal inflammations occur, which may increase to suppuration, and even cause destruction of 
ihe globe. (.Graefe.) To avoid such unfortunate occurrences, it is necessary, in cases which, 
during the first weeks after the operation, show a tendency to cystoid cicatrization, to enforce 
especially stringent dietetic rules, in order to prevent, as far as possible, external injurious 
influences, and, besides this, to compress the globe periodically by a light pressure-bandage. In 
great ectasia of the interstitial tissue, with coincident conjunctival irritation, it is advisable to 
favor the normal healing of the wound by dividing the vesicle along one edge with a cataract- 
knife, and cutting off the rest of it with scissors, while the globe is firmly fixed, and, after 
applyiug a pressure-bandage, to keep the patient carefully in bed for several days, just as 
after other severe operations on the eye. The ordinary rules suffice for the treatment of severe 
inflammation. {Graefe.) 

On the whole, we may say iridectomy answers better in glaucoma the sooner it 
13 done and the less the material changes undergone by the internal parts of the 
We. Its chief effect consists in the diminution of intraocular pressure, and in 
the consequent restitution of favorable conditions of circulation and nutrition. It 
°hly assists the removal of the existing disturbance of nutrition. If the elements 
are again to perform their functions, they must still exist. Hence comes the rule, 
the operation should he done as early as possible. 

1. In the incipiency of glaucoma, where the premonitory symptoms are not 
severe, and when they increase slowly, we shall certainly undergo no great risk, 
'' we direct the treatment toward the keeping away of all sources of injury 
^rhich may become the causes of a glaucomatous process, as well as the lessening 
and removal of all disorders of circulation, or of an already-existing congestive 
condition. 
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320 IRIDECTOMY IN' GLAUCOMA. 

In the first respect, we can not insist too much on the giving up of any occupation which in 
any degree strains the eyes, e. g., reading, writing, sewing, &c. At the same time the patient 
should be protected from the effects of bright light, direct sunlight, bright reflections, as well as 
great contrasts of light, such as are caused by artificial illumination. This is to be done by the 
avoidance of all opportunities for such influences, or, in case of necessity, bv the weakening of 
these injurious influences through the proper use of protective apparatus. But wind, smoke, dust, 
acrid vapors, great change in temperature, and the like, may, as experience teaches us, become 
provocations for an inflammation already prepared for. At least, they may increase the existing 
hyperaemia and irritation of the parts, and hence the disposition to glaucoma. 

They should, then, be considered in prescribing a regimen for the patient. The patient may be 
recommended to spend the best part of the year in the country, in a climate that is not too warm, 
to take a moderate amount of exercise in the open air during the cool part of the day, in places 
free from wind and dust. In consideration of the existing local hyperaemia, all bodily and mental 
excitement is as far as possible to be avoided. The diet is also of the greatest importance. Drink¬ 
ing strong wines, beer, strong coffee, spirituous liquors, is to be strictly forbidden. Small quanti¬ 
ties of diluted wine, weak coffee, and tea, can scarcely cause any harm. The meals should consist 
principally of easily-digested and masticated food, that which is not strongly seasoned, and chiefly 
vegetable. Overloading the stomach is strictly to be avoided, and to guard against this the 
meals may be taken often during the day. It is also important that the patient do not sleep 
immediately after dinner. An elevated position of the head, and an avoidance of Ivins: on the 
back, are to be recommended at night. The reasons for this are the same which render easily 
fitting garments necessary, and tight ones, especially about the neck, dangerous. 

Among the direct means of treatment, the occasional application of cold cloths to the.eyes 
and forehead is to be recommended. The local removal of heat is, however, only appropriate 
when the symptoms of hyperaemia plainly appear in the eye and brain, and are accompanied 
by elevated temperature. The existence of gout by no means contra-indicates the use of cool 
applications. But they should always be employed with care, and constant consideration of the 
local temperature. Douches are to be avoided, on account of their irritating effect. Cold baths 
also not unfrequently cause temporary hyperaemia, and are in such cases best avoided. If there 
be severe pain, hypodermic injections of morphia may be used. 

Moreover, the affection causing the local hyperaemia often requires treatment at the same 
time. Thus, in abdominal affections, the systematic use of mild laxatives, especially certain mineral 
waters, and in affections of the heart, digitalis is to be recommended. The indications for their 
use belong to special therapeutics. Still, it should be mentioned here that the use of the water 
of warm springs for bathing and drinking involves great danger; therefore cool waters, and those 
as far as possible not creating any excitement of the system, should be substituted. 

But if the attacks of obscuration of the visual field come at shorter intervals, it is 
well not to postpone the operation, as the outbreak of glaucoma may soon be 
expected, and it is doubtful in what shape it may come. It mar, perhaps, quickly 
cause changes against which iridectomy will avail little. After the operation the 
attacks usually remain away, and the retina is usually raised to its former func¬ 
tional activity, so that patients can again take up their former occupation. 
Only exceptionally does it happen that, in spite of lasting diminution of intraocular 
pressure, a glaucomatous affection of the optic nerve and gradual atrophy of the 
papilla, with more or less decided disturbance of vision, is developed, or that new 
relapses, with increase of tension, require a repetition of the operation. 

2. If the glaucomatous process lias broken out in an acute form, the treatment 
with antiphlogistics, narcotics, mydriatics, &c., is mostly time lost. Delaying the 
operation lengthens the intense suffering of the patient and diminishes the possibility 
of a restitution, as it gives the degenerative changes time for development. 
Especially in fulminating glaucoma is immediate operative interference urgently 
required, as in this even a few days suffice to produce incurable lesions. In 
ordinary acute glaucoma we may rather wait a few days to let the worst of the 
excitement in the course of the vessels and nerves pass over; in many cases the prece- 
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IRIDECTOMY IN GLAUCOMA. 321 

dent redaction of the severe inflammation, and maddening ciliary neurosis, have 
seemed favorable to the final effect. Still, according to experience such a delay is 
only indicated when the inflammatory attack is not accompanied by too great a 
decrease of vision. Where this has rapidly diminished to quantitative perception of 
light, or limitations of the visual field occur, it would be dangerous to delay the 
operation in order to oppose the intensity of the inflammation and ciliary neurosis 

| by antiphlogistics and narcotics. Besides this, the operation has shown itself as the 
most certain and powerful antiphlogistic and pain-quelling remedy. 

In fact, the hitherto often insufferable pain usually ceases almost immediately after the 
operation. At most, slight pains of the brow, or tenderness, as after any operation, remain for a 
day or two. The symptoms of inflammation also very quickly recede, or are very remarkably 
lessened. In the same way, the power of vision increases immediately after the operation, in so 
fa, namely, as its disturbance depended on the haziness of the aqueous which has escaped, and 
on the increase of the intraocular pressure. The disappearance of the inflammatory changes, and 
of the retinal ecchymoses, almost always occurring in such cases, then causes a further gradual 
increase, which is especially observable in tire first fourteen days, but usually progresses even 
after this time, so that in most cases the highest point is only reached after six or eight weeks. 

If the operation be done soon enough, we may, as a rule, in acute glaucoma, 
restore and preserve to the eye nearly or entirely its full former functional power. 
Experience teaches that we may count on this brilliant result with most certainty, 
in a case of ordinary acute glaucoma, when the iridectomy is done within fourteen 
days after the first attack; and the hope is the more justified the sooner it is under¬ 
taken within this time, always provided that the eye in question was normal 
Wore the attack; that, at the time, the visual field had not suffered a decided 
limitation, and the sensitiveness to light was still very acute. In less recent cases, 

j and particularly where a limitation of the visual field is already observable, 
the power of qualitative perception of light is lost, such a result very rarely 

, occurs, and should never be expected. As a rule, the sharpness of vision remains 
decidedly diminished; the visual field also does not attain its former extent. Under 

circumstances there are almost always degenerative changes in the parts 
| sensitive to light, which are little affected by the iridectomy. 

This want of power, in iridectomy, against degenerative changes, is also seen very markedly in 
more superficial parts of the eye. Even in comparatively recent cases, the normal sensitive- 

o® of the cornea does not return, the aqueous chamber often remains somewhat narrowed, the 
ms appears as discolored as before the operation, the pupil somewhat enlarged and sluggish, or 
(tea rigid, and the impairment of the power of the muscle of accommodation is shown by a 

j removal of the near point of vision. 

Moreover, the fact should not be concealed, that the operation may fail even 
rten performed at the proper time, with care, and under what seem to be favorable 
“spices. Oases occur in which new acute inflammations arise, with more or less 
severe ciliary neurosis, which can not be subdued by a repeated iridectomy, but 

| cause permanent harm. Oases are also observed, and n.ot very rarely either, 
11 "'Well glaucoma develops itself, after iridectomy, into the chronic inflammatory 

Iot simple non-inflammatory variety. 
^ is then urgently necessary to repeat the operation as soon as possible in the 

laghboring or opposite quadrant, and thus increase the yielding nature of the sclera. 
"• In the later stages of acute glaucoma, there is very little hope of the restora- 

not ^ :*'unc^ons the optic nerve and retina. The glaucomatous process does 
j 01 of course, always lead with equal rapidity to degenerations in these parts of the 
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eye, but occasionally cases occur, where, after repeated acute attacks, the visual 
power spontaneously reaches a high point after a time, and no excavation can be 
observed. Under such circumstances iridectomy may be of very great service. It 
may completely reestablish the eye. These, however, are rare exceptions. In the 
later periods of acute glaucoma, as a rule, we find the visual field contracted and 
the papilla decidedly excavated. A return to the normal state is then impossible. 
Still, when the excavation is but little developed, and the contraction of the visual 
field slight, especially concentric, it sometimes permanently increases the sharpness 
of vision a little, and also widens the visual field. We may allow ourselves the 
greater hope the more the vision is affected by the cloudiness of the dioptric media 
and the increase of intra-ocular pressure. Where, however, the field of vision is 
decidedly contracted, especially on one side, or is even eccentric, or where the sensi¬ 
tiveness to light begins to be indistinct, as well as where the excavation is already 
far advanced in development, we must, as a rule, be satisfied with bringing the 
process to a stand-still. 

Moreover, in such cases, the favorable results obtained by iridectomy are not 
always of long continuance. In many cases, sooner or later, the visual field con¬ 
tracts again, with a decrease of central vision, is reduced to a small eccentric patch, 
and at last, not unfrequently, all perception of light is lost. The symptoms 
observed by the naked eye may gradually increase more and more, so that the dis¬ 
ease appears later with the symptoms of simple non-inflammatory or chronic inflam¬ 
matory glaucoma. Then, as a result of iridectomy, the existing excavation, if 
recent, not unfrequently flattens to a decided degree. It becomes trough-shaped, 
but the degenerative atrophy of the elements, once advanced to a certain point, can 
not be checked by the operation, but it advances, as a rule, and sooner or later the 
optic nerve entrance, by its tendinous, white color, and the slight satin-like brilliancy, 
betrays the connective-tissue degeneration of the papilla. 

It is here important to remark, that such tendinous discolorations of the papilla 
occur almost regularly after iridectomy in glaucoma (Liebreich), without any danger 
to the power of vision necessarily arising therefrom. They are only dangerous and 
really to be referred to progressive atrophy when accompanied by a diminution in , 
the acuteness of vision. Often, however, the decline of the power of vision follows 
very rapidly after the iridectomy and leads in a very short time to complete blind¬ 
ness (Berlin, Mauthner). 

4. In the chronic inflammatory and in the simple non-inflammatory glaucoma I 
there is one unfavorable circumstance, that the patients usually only seek pro-1 
fessional aid late in the disease, at a time when the material changes in the internal I 
tissues of the eye are already far advanced. Still, we also succeed here, not uncom- I 
monly in clearing up central weakness of vision existing for a short time, and even j 
eccentric limitations, or at least in lessening them considerably; at least we can I 
hope in the majority of cases for a cessation of the process, for a permanent preser- I 
vation of the still existing degree of visual power and of the material conditions of I 
the internal tissues. Finally, we have so much the more ground for a favorable 

prognosis, the earlier the operation is performed, the greater the relaxation resulting 
therefrom, and the more quickly the anterior chamber is refilled after the operation. I 

Where the relaxation after the exit of the aqueous humor remains incomplete, 
of even a moderately good result is very slight; generally, the anterior chamber is 
lished, and the tissues of the globe under continual unfavorable conditions soon lose 
functional power entirely (Graefe, Mooren, Ed. Meyer). It appears that, under such eircM1 
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stances, the sclerosis of the sclera is already very far advanced, and the simple iridectomy no 
longer suffices to give a sufficient degree of elasticity to the capsule of the globe. In individual 
cases, the repeated iridectomy in neighboring or opposite quadrants may then, perhaps, bring 
about the desired result. As a rule, however, this operation does not suffice to hinder the 
degeneration. It is an important practical rule to avoid the compressing bandage in these 
case» immediately after the operation, as it is liable to increase disagreeably the tension of the 
interior of the glebe. The artificial leech has also been favorably mentioned in such cases 
(Graefe). 

[In oases of chronic irido-cyclitis, or chronic glaucoma, where there is a doubt 
that one iridectomy will not suffice to stay the process, Mr. Bowman is in the habit 
of doing a double iridectomy. He introduces the knife on one side into the anterior 
chamber, holds the globe steady with it, and then introduces another iridectomy 
knife at a point exactly opposite, pulls out the iris and cuts it off, and then 
completes the first iridectomy.] 

It also exceptionally occurs, that directly after the iridectomy, the resistance of the globe 
increases markedly, the globe even becomes of a stony hardness. Such cases always run 
an unfavorable course, according to previous experience ('Liebreich). 

If we pass judgment according to a few observations, the increase of resistance seems to 
depend upon moderate extravasations of blood into the vitreous (Nagel). 

Not uncommonly after an iridectomy, the anterior chamber reestablishes itself only slowly 
and incompletely, or else not at all, or the aqueous humor in the meantime collected, after the 
expiration of weeks or days again disappears, and the anterior chamber remains empty. Such 
cases have a bad prognosis, since the absence of aqueous humor points to extensive disturbances 
in the osmotic relations of the vascular internal tissues, and indirectly indicates further 
advanced material changes in them. In fact, such eyes only seldom attain a satisfactory 
power of vision, although this hope is not entirely excluded (Mauthner). 

In general tfie favorable effects of iridectomy appear less quickly in chronic 
simple glaucoma, than in the acute form, where the opacity of the media, the tem¬ 
porary considerable disturbances in the circulation, etc., occur in connection 
with the visual disturbance, and meet with a rapidly acting remedy in the 
iridectomy. It needs often months, and even longer, before the improvement in 
the power of vision, or even the stoppage of the previously advancing disease can 
he demonstrated with certainty. It is necessary to call the patient’s attention to 
this circumstance, in order that he may not expect too much from the operation. 

5. The same therapeutic and prognostic rules hold good in general for the 
secondary glaucoma, as in primary and pure glaucoma, so far, namely, as it relates 
to the glaucoma as such. It is here also extremely necessary not to allow the 
increase of tension and the excavation to advance so far in their development, or to 
wait until the conditions of circulation inside the eye have become permanently 
less favorable by the sclerosis of the sclera. We would really do better to perform 
the iridectomy immediately as a prophylactic agent. At any rate, we should delay 
i° longer, when the increase of tension makes itself distinctly manifest, or even if 
the excavation of the papilla has begun. Besides, the primary affection not uncom¬ 
monly demands the operation in order to be cured, or at least to be brought to a 
stand-still, 

6- Against absolute glaucoma, i. e., glaucoma of the old writers, iridectomy is 
no use; hence it is better not to perform the operation, unless frequent acute 

stacks, severe pain, troublesome chromopsia, photopsia, &c., require direct thera¬ 
peutic action. If, then, the operation has no result, in imperative cases enucleation 

the globe is justified (Graefe). 
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7. In cases of glaucomatous degeneration, iridectomy is apt to make the disease 
worse, as it usually causes extensive intraocular hemorrhage. Where continued 
inflammatory attacks, or frequent attacks of ciliary neurosis, render therapeutic inter¬ 
ference necessary, the enucleation of the eye is far more advisable. Sometimes this 
operation has the most favorable effect on the treatment of the other eye, whiph is 
perhaps still capable of being cured, as it puts an end to a fruitful source of sympa¬ 
thetic irritation. (Graefe.) When the other eye is free from irritation, or is to 
some extent guarded against it by an iridectomy, or is already lost, we may, instead 
of the enucleation, induce artificial suppuration of the globe by a thread drawn 
through it. (Grafe.) (See treatment of sclero-choroidal staphyloma.) 
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1. Suppurative Choroiditis,—Panophthalmitis, 

Symptoms.—Besides the general symptoms of inflammation, particularly an 
dematous or chemotic swelling of the lids and conjunctiva, the disease is characterized 
(y the appearance of a dense pus-colored haziness in the depths of the eye, and the 

q<m is soon entirely Minded. 

1. The positive proof of the existence of collections of pus in the choroid is only 
exceptional, since the dioptric media are from the beginning also affected, and their 
laziness prevents a view of the fundus with the ophthalmoscope. Before masses of 

is, which may be recognized with the ophthalmoscope, are formed in the choroid, 
tc vitreous has lost its transparency in consequence of the inflammatory prolifera- 
on, and shows, besides, a marked increase in size. We find the iris discolored with 
te lens more or less pushed forward, and even lying upon the cornea, and behind 
frigid and generally enlarged pupil there is a difl'use opacity, rapidly increasing 
it density, generally of a yellowish-green color. This is often traversed by strongly- 

| Acting strife crossing each other. 
II, tliis symptom may often not be demonstrable, for, together with the suppu¬ 

rative choroidal inflammation, similar processes may readily appear in the anterior 
its of the eye. The capsule may be opaque, the pupil covered over or displaced, 
i aqueous humor simply turbid or encroached upon by a large hypopyon, the 

Itoraea opaque from purulent infiltration, perhaps partly ulcerated, or entirely 
I ttquesced. 

The diagnosis of suppurative choroiditis rests then only on symptoms, which in 
leir totality indirectly indicate this affection; hut soon an opening in the sclera 

I occurs, and the welling-out of pus dissipates every doubt as to the existence of a 
| parulent mass in the posterior part of the eye. 

2. Only one of these symptoms which indicates the existence of suppurative 
Ifcroiditis is constant, and that is, the early loss of perception of light; all the other 
l?»ptoms are changeable, and make the picture of the disease extremely variable. 

Thus, suppurative choroiditis often bears the character of a sthenic inflammation, 
advances with fever and severe local nervous irritation. The lids appeur 

, deeply reddened, tense, hot, and very sensitive to any pressure. The ocular 
l^junctiva is puffed out in a bluish-red swelling, which extends to the palpebral 

!De> and entirely covers the globe. The conjunctival secretion ceases, the 
|®dling therefore appears dry, and covered with exudative coatings, which have 

1 become hardened to crusts, and are colored by exuded blood. The eye-ball 
I - if, on account of the inflammatory swelling of the orbital tissue, is greatly 
Intruded from the orbit, becomes immovable ar.d very sensitive. In case the 
I'mea and sclera are intact, they are very tense and hard, often also considerably 
|l*hrged. The cornea is opaque, or already ehanged to a mass of pus. The patient 

from chromopsia and photopsia, and with fearful pain, which radiates in the 
ous of the infraorbital and frontal nerves, and which, during the inflammatory 

reflations, becomes unbearable. 
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03 J SUPPURATIVE CHOROIDITIS. 

Iii other cases, in spite of equally speedy and great formation of pus, all the 
symptoms are much milder. The fever is slight, or is entirely wanting, the lids and 
conjunctiva only slightly reddened, cedematous, and of a doughy softness. The 
conjunctiva secretes more or less muco-pus. The globe, in case no perforation has 
occurred, is moderately distended, and protrudes but slightly or not at all. It is 
movable and somewhat sensitive to pressure. The subjective chromopsia is less 
severe and is only evident at times. Pain is sometimes wanting entirely, or is 
confined to drawing, throbbing sensations, with occasional periods of greater 
severity. 

Oases exceptionally occur when the lids and conjunctiva appear only slightly 
injected and swollen, the hyperamia in the episcleral tissue is not great, the intra¬ 
ocular pressure has scarcely increased, and the subjective symptoms of irritation are 
almost entirely wanting, although perhaps the vitreous and aqueous humor are 
already full of pus. 

Causes.—1. As exciting causes, we may name severe and extensive traumatic or 
chemical injuries, concussions, blows, cuts, rebounding blows, with or withor.t 
separation of continuity in the walls of ihe globe; cauterizations, scalds, burns; the 
mechanical irritation of a body accidentally or artificially pushed into the anterior 
chamber, or a dislocated lens in the hack part of the eye, an intraocular cysticercus, &c. 

Punctured wounds are a prominent cause. Foreign bodies, which remain on or 
in the eye-ball, lead as a rule to extensive suppurative inflammations, and at last to 
phthisis of the globe, when they are not removed in time. In ease the foreign body 
is in the cornea, the danger to the existence of the eye is, of course, not so imminent, 
since the purulent inflammation at first is frequently limited to the cornea. The 
foreign, body is readily loosened under the progressive deliquescence of the tissue 
surrounding it, and thus further destruction avoided. But the proliferation process 
quite often continues itself upon the deeper parts, and iritis, irido-choroiditis, and, 
later, not unfrequently phthisis of the entire eye, occur. If the foreign body has 
entered the aqueous chamber, or remained in tire iris, the eye-ball is at once in more 
danger, and, as a general rule, is finally lost by suppuration. 

It only exceptionally occurs that the inflammation is limited to the .nnne- 
diate surroundings of the foreign body, and, furnishing only plastic organizable 
products, prepares the way for encapsulation. If the foreign body adheres to the} 
lens, this generally becomes cataraotous. Occasionally it occurs that the fowgu, 
body, surrounded by secondarily metamorphosed cataraotous remains, stays in the j 
cavity of the capsule, and is rendered permanently harmless; but generally, with the 
progressive cataraotous solution of the lens, it becomes loose, sinks down to the 
floor of the aqueous chamber, and causes the severest reaction, which generally ends 
in suppuratii n of the globe. The danger is exceedingly great on account of the j 
difficulty of its removal. When the foreign body is fixed in the ciliary region, | 
or lies in the posterior space of the eye, suppuration is, as a rale, the imnte-j 
diate result. The proliferation, under such circumstances, proceeds chiefly fr'm I 
the vascular and nervous envelops of the vitreous humor (Ed. Jaeger), especially| 

when these were severely affected by the injury itself, or were torn, or bruised, nr j 
held in a continuous state of irritation, by the foreign body. Occasionally, how- 
ever, the proliferation begins in the vitreous, in the immediate neighborhood of tl'e 
foreign body, and along the course traversed by it. It is only later that the retinj 
and choroid participate in the process (Graefe), and finally the remaining exisiiUil 
portions of the globe are involved in the suppuration. Encapsulation, with a norm I 
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condition or slight participation of the more distant par.s of the globe, of course may 
also occur here. 

But it is an exceptional case when a foreign body remains for some time in the 
eye without exciting a marked inflammatory irritation, and without being enveloped 
by exudations. It is much more exceptional, when it lies exposed, so that, with the aid 
of the ophthalmoscope, it tnay he perceived iu the fnndus of the eye. (Graefe.) Besides, 
encapsulations in the posterior part of the eye, when they occur, have a short exist¬ 
ence. Sooner or later severe inflammations again arise, which end in phthisis of the 
globe. Small pieces of metal, and round bodies, without prominent edges and angles, 
e. g., a shot, are most capable of a permanent encapsulation by circumscribed inflam¬ 
mation. It is scarcely to be expected of jagged splinters, and least of all of frag¬ 
ments of gun-caps, since these act not only mechanically, in exciting irritation, but 
chemically also. {Graefe.) Gun-caps are, however, the foreign bodies which most 
frequently enter the eye. The number of injuiies caused by them, especially 
in children, exceeds by far that of all other causes of lacera:ed wounds of the globe,; 
their number, viewed absolutely, is astonishingly great. (Boissonneau, Gunier.) 

Operations on the eye belong to the more frequent causes of suppurative inflam¬ 
mation of the globe. Apart from the greater or less irritation of the operation as 
such, many injurious circumstances are here combined. First, a certain pre¬ 
disposition cun not be denied. The diminution of the intraocular pressure, which, 
under some circumotances, may last for some time, and which is connected 
with the partial laceration of the contents of the globe, is a more important 
cause, with its immediate results, disturbances of circulation, hemorrhage, &c. The 
mechanical irritation of the bits of the lens, which, through wounds of the capsule, 
pass into the aqueous chamber, and then come in contact with the iris, here plays an 
important part. (See Cataract Operations.) 

2. Ulcerative perforations of the cornea, through diminution of the intraocular 
pressure, especially when combined with evacuation of the lens, or even of a part 
of the vitreous, are a source of suppurative inflammations of the globe. The latter 
may, then, in a certain respect be considered as secondary affections, which have 
their origin in an ulcerative keratitis, ophthalmo-blonnorrhcea, diphtheritic con¬ 
junctivitis, <fec. 

E. There is, however, no doubt that true suppurative choroiditis may be also 
secondarily developed, by transplantation of the inflammatory process from the con¬ 
junctiva, cornea, iris, &c., upon the choroid. In the epidemic cerebro-spinal 
meningitis, and in many cases of typhus, puerperal fever, pyaemia, accompanied by 
meningitis, the inflammation appears to go from the meninges, along the sheaths of 
the nerves, to the internal parts of the globe, and here to give rise to abundant 
inflammatory products. 

It is true that the ophthalmia appearing under the last-named conditions are not always 
exactly the same in character. In certain cases, we have only a severe catarrhal conjunctivitis, 
rtich subsequently may be combined with ulcerations of the cornea, and thus possibly destroy 
fte eye. Similar agencies, perhaps, may work together here, as in the neuro-paralytic 
ophthalmia, since the dangerous condition is first seen when the lids are opened, and the nervous 
'induction has become limited, and very many injurious influences act upon the exposed globe. 
[ScUrmer.) 

In other cases the ophthalmia has from the beginning the character of a suppurative irido- 
uhoroiditis, and is developed with severe inflammatory symptoms, with intense redness, swelling 
“I the lids, and conjunctiva, which always quickly leads to adhesion of the pupillary margin to 

Ulterior capsule, and causes large purulent products, which are partly exuded into the anterior 
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328 SUPPURATIVE CHOROIDITIS. 

chamber as a hypopyon (Kreitmair), and partly infiltrate the vitreous humor, especially its anterioi 
portion, while the greater impairment or entire loss of vision announces the internal participation 
of the retina, choroid, and optic nerve. The infiltration of the vitreous is betrayed by a very 
marked, bright-yellow reflex, which evidently proceeds from athick opacity, lying immediately 
upon the posterior surface of the lens, and which, from its want of vessels, may be plainly 
distinguished from a detached portion of retina lying upon the crystalline body. (Jacobi.) This 
reflex is recognized as characteristic, since it is never wanting, unless the lens has been already 
involved in the process of proliferation, and has become cataractous, or unless inflammation 
is not yet completely developed, but remains confined to the iris, without affecting the 
deeper parts of the eye. Such suppurative inflammations of the eye have been seen as a result of 
meningitis in the various stages of the disease (Jacobi), the occurrence of which is explained 
by the conduction of the proliferation process along the sheaths of the nerves. Pathological 
investigations support such a view. (Schirmer.) 

4. Suppurative panophthalmitis is sometimes a metastatic process, since it arises 
from thrombosis of individual vessels of the inner part of the eye. (Virchow.) It is 
then almost always seen in company with collections of pus, of a similar origin in 
other parts of the body. The great number of eases of suppurative ophthalmia 
which arise in the course of pyaemia and puerperal processes, from anomalous variola, 
scarlet fever and typhus, and from glanders (Oraefe), belong to this category. 
They are accordingly developed when deleterious and especially purulent and infec¬ 
tious material are allowed passage to the blood. 

Some epidemics of these acute exanthemeta are peculiarly marked by the frequency of such 
suppurative inflammations and other purulent depositions of the eye. Now-and-then an ophthal¬ 
mia, appearing in consequence of epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis, has the character of a 
metastatic process. Some, on the basis of epidemics observed singly, hold this to be the rule, and 
support their views by the fact that here, as in pyaemia, purulent serous exudations in the joints, 
pneumonia, pleuritis, &c., are frequent complications. (Jacobi.) 

5. Finally, suppurative choroiditis occurs as a result of purulent deliquescence 
of intraocular tumors, as well as a termination of tuberculous localization. 

The Course, until the disease has reached its bight, is almost always very acute. 
Only very exceptionally does the disease require some weeks to reach its highest 
point, and thence terminate in a subacute or chronic manner. The principal differ¬ 
ences which are seen in the course of a suppurative choroiditis affect the character of 
the process, and depend for the most part on the cause. 

1. Thus, a suppurative choroidal inflammation, induced by traumatic or chemical 
injuries, is as a rule characterized by a sthenic or even hypersthenic character. 
Still, there are degrees of difference here also, and it may even occur, that a trau¬ 
matic suppurative choroiditis runs its course with relatively obscure symptoms. 

In cataract operations we are often, indeed, deceived as to the condition of the eye. The lids 
merely become cedematous, are not much reddened, the conjunctiva secretes muco-pus, the pain 
is slight, or only occasionally troublesome, the subjective chromopsia not marked, and there is no 
fever; but when the eye is opened, all the signs of an already far-advanced suppurative choroidal 
inflammation are found. 

If a foreign body be in the eye, attacks of the severest inflammation, often with 
agonizing pain, are interchanged with considerable remissions or even entire cessa¬ 
tions. The disease is less often chronic in its course; its character varies for 
months between a subacute irido-choroiditis with prominent organizable shrinking 
products, and occasional exacerbations with abundant secretion of pus, until the 
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SUPPURATIVE CHOROIDITIS. 329 

eye 1)60011163 quiet, at least for a time, in consequence of suppurative perforation and 
the removal of the foreign body, or in consequence of an enveloping of the latter by 
large neoplastic membranes. 

2. Suppurative choroiditis, which is developed after ulcerative perforation of the 
cornea, seldom has a sthenic character. The symptoms of irritation are generally 
much milder, and the subjective symptoms especially less severe. The course is 
generally subacute. 

3. The metastatic form is often developed under similar violent symptoms with 
the traumatic. But often the accompanying symptoms are in no proportion to the 
results of the process. Frequently the swelling and redness of the outer envelops 
of the globe may be called insignificant, and the quite sudden loss of sight calls the 
attention of the surgeon, and causes him to look at the condition of the inner parts 
of the eye, which are then generally very much changed. The globe is often 
destroyed in the course of a few days. 

This form of suppurative choroiditis, exactly like that dependent on cerebro-spinal 
meningitis, is frequently binocular, either both eyes being attacked at once, or the 
inflammation advances from one eye to the other in the course of a few days. The 
remaining varieties of suppurative choroiditis generally remain confined to one eye. 

Results.—Recovery, in the strict sense of the word, is very rarely possible, 
mi then only when the opportunity for the resolution of the disturbances is afforded 
it the very beginning of the process, before great morbid changes have occurred. 
In general, we must consider ourselves satisfied, when we succeed in smothering the 
process in its incipiency, and if we preserve the form of the globe, or if it be only 
slightly diminished in size. In the gi-eatest number of cases, the globe shrivels to a 
small misshapen nodule, from simple atrophy, by corresponding lessening in size of 

I 4e tunics of the eye, or In consequence of true phthisis, i. e., suppurative deliques- 
I cence and partial evacuation of the contents of the globe. 

I Possibly, under very unfavorable conditions, pus may be taken up by the blood, and the most 
I Issgerous results occur. In isolated cases a continuation of the suppurative process to the brain 
I kas been observed, and generally with a fatal result. (Graefe.) 

I The prognosis is the most grave in the metastatic, and especially in the tubercu- 
I »®,fonn. The patient generally dies of the constitutional disease before the process 
I ®the eye has reached its termination. If, however, the patient gets off with his 
I h, the globe is generally atrophied. In exceptional instances, when there is a very 
I Wight amount of pus formed in the globe, it becomes to a certain extent capable of 
I •jam performing its functions. 
I la the variety of suppurative choroiditis seen in epidemic cerebro-spinal menin- 
I atrophy is the oi’dinary x’esult, and is often evident at an early period by a very 
I aitked softness of the globe. Still, suppurative perforation, and, as a further conse- 
llWice, phthisis of the globe, has been observed. (Lindstrom.) The phthisical 
1 fetruction of the globe is not always earned on in the same way. Generally the 
■ *nea is completely infiltrated throughout, is changed to a mass of pus, and deli- 

ttesces. Then the contents of the globe are to a great extent evacuated, and the 
Attains of intraocular structure oonsumed and thrown out by continued suppura- 

This often first occurs when the sclerotica has become in part or wholly much 
'''ended by the increased intraocular pressure. Its tension is then sometimes so 

TO.that the bursting of the cornea takes place with an audible snap, and the 
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330 SUPPURATIVE CHOROIDITIS. 

contents of the globe are spirted out to some distance. In consequence of the 
abnormal pressure, the circulation and nutrition are considerably affected. The cor¬ 
nea, with or without a part of the sclerotica, undergoes necrosis, and thus an exit 
is secured for the already necrosed contents of the eye-ball. Cases have also been 
observed, where the intraocular pus breaks away through an enlarged vessel of the 
sclerotica, or where the sclerotica to a greater or less extent actually sepa ated, and 
thus an evacuation of the chambers of the eye was rendered possible. 

After the perforation, the suppuration still continues for a time. Still, the inflam¬ 
matory symptoms are quickly and permanently removed. The pain, which was 
before often unbearable, is, as it were, cut off. But cases always occur in which, 
during the existence of the intraocular suppuration, a considerable swelling and 
redness of the conjunctiva and lids, continues, and where, besides, there is great 
sensitiveness evident, and at times even severe pain appears. This sometimes 
happens in spite of free exit of the pus. If the opening becomes closed, or if its 
edges adhere, the inflammatory symptoms increase all the more certainly to a fresh 
outbreak. Sometimes the entire process is repeated, especially when a foreign body 
remains in the eye. Occasionally the perforation brings with it only temporary 
relief or none at all. The swelling and redness in the vicinity of the eye remain 
very great, the pain continues undiminished, or even becomes severe, rages day and 
night with slight intermissions, radiating over the whole head, depriving the patient 
of sleep, and pulling him down the more, because the terrible affection, under 
such circumstances, may be protracted for W'eeks, and even months, and is often 
accompanied by fever. To all this there should still be added the fact, that in the 
existence of severe ciliary neurosis, and especially when there is a foreign body in 
the eye, the other globe, by no means unfrequently, participates in the morbid 
process, and is destroyed by irido-choroiditis. At last the globe shrinks more and 
more together, the inflammatory irritation recedes, the suppuration cea=es, and the 
perforation closes. The atrophied or phthisical stump becomes a little nodule, 
varying in size from a pea to a hazel-nut, with a smooth or wrinkled surface, and 
generally appears deeply sunken in the orbit. The lids are retracted, immovable, 
and closed. In young persons the orbit also becomes smaller in time, even to 
such a degree that the features appear markedly deformed. 

In the examination of phthisical stumps (Fig. 46), we 
Kg. 46. generally find the sclerotica very much thickened, since 

a its elements, in the process of shrinking, slide over each other, 
as it were. The anterior opening of the sclera is closed with 
a small plate, a, of neoplastic tissue, which is only distinguished 

from the normal corneai substance by its opacity and pigment, 
the latter being from the iris. It is very often superficially 
covered over by a stratum of loose connective tissue, seem¬ 
ingly a process of the conjunctiva. In the cavity, 5, of the 
shrunken globe we find friable remains of pigmented uvea, 
mingled with newly-formed tendinous striae and membranes, 
with clumps of amorphous nuclear masses, interspersed with 
fat and calcareous bodies. True osseous bodies, c, are alsoocca 

eionally found. A tuft of connective-tissue fibers generally passes out from the atrophied op 'C 
nerve, which is lost in the pigment-mass which fills up the globe, and represents the remains o 
the destroyed retina. 

Stumps from diffuse suppurative inflammations generally act quite differently 
from those which result from chronic irido-choroiditis, with membranous and 
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osseous formations. Still, in these latter also, as well as in the former, severe inflam* 
motions occur, which leads to new outbreaks, and may endanger the other ey e from 
sympathetic inflammation. This is chiefly to be feared when the stump conceals a 
foreign body. Then the shrunken eye-ball may remain irritable for a lifetime. 

Treatment.—The chief therapeutic indications are: to limit and suppress the 
rapidly-advancing process of proliferation, and with this to remove every thing 
which may excite and maintain the suppuration; furthermore, to subdue the inflam¬ 
mation by direct means, and, as far as possible, to favor the resolution of the morbid 
processes already existing. 

1. The indications springing from the cause often demand, as prophylactic treat¬ 
ment, the extraction of a swollen cataractons lens, or an iridectomy to render it 
harmless, paraceulesis of the cornea on account of a large hypopyon or a corneal 
abscess, the opening of an orbital abscess. &c. The removal of any foreign body in 
the quickest and most careful manner is of the greatest importance, and never to be 
neglected. The method of proceeding in this latter case varies, of course, according 
to the situation of the foreign body. If it is in the aqueous chamber, or protrudes 
into it so that it may be seized, it should be extracted by a linear incision united 
with au iridectomy; but if it adheres to the lens or capsule, the extraction of the 
lens by a flap-section is to be recommended, cutting out at the same time a piece of 
iris. This latter appears especially necessary, when the cataractous process is not 
yet far advanced, and when it can not be awaited on account of the threatened 
loosening of the fragment. If the foreign body have entered the ciliary body, and 
it remains fixed there (which may be readily ascertained by a probe, apart from 
the situation of the wound, or from the sensitiveness of the affected part), we 
should out directly down upon it, and enlarge the incision to the proper direction 
and length for the purpose of its extraction. 

If the foreign body he in the posterior part of the eye, it is first necessary to 
find its situation as exactly as possible. In the beginning, it may he often recognized 
with the ophthalmoscope, or from a dense, circumscribed opacity of the vitreous, 
later, this often becomes extended, diffuse, and envelops it completely. Probing 
the entrance is then very dangerous, because the fragment, which perhaps lies imme¬ 
diately beneath it, may be easily loosened and pushed deeper into the eye. Ooca- 
nonally probing the solera with a button-headed probe is an assistance, the situation 
»f the foreign body, in case it lies near the outer wall of the globe, being readily 
indicated by a marked sensitiveness of the affected portion of sclera. Occasionally 

is found just opposite the point of entrance—an indication that the fragment 
has passed through the vitreous humor to the opposite side of the ball. In the 
majority of cases, however, the foreign body lies at the bottom of the vitreous 
humor, a little in front of the equator {Berlin). 

If, in one way or the other, the position of the foreign body be made out with 
certainty, an incision should be made in the sclerotica in its immediate vicinity, 
most properly in a line parallel with the corneal border, avoiding the horizontal 
meridian of the eye on account of the course of the long ciliary vessels. A portion 
°f the vitreous is then either of itself evacuated, or by a slight pressure, made by 
jue&ns of a Daviel’s spoon. The foreign body often follows, or lies close to the 
mcision, so that it can be seized. If not, there is nothing to be done but to search 
tot it with the forceps. As a rule we appear to do better when we make for our- 
!Ebes an entrance to the space occupied by the vitreous by the linear extraction of the 
lens (Graefe, Berlin). It can not be denied that, after such a procedure, especially 
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where there are great difficulties in the way of its extraction, and if very much 
vitreous escape, or free hemorrhage occurs, the eye-ball is often destroyed by sup¬ 
puration. But there are always cases where some of the functions of the eye, at 
least its form, are preserved, and in the worst event, the suppuration proceeds more 
quickly, and with much milder symptoms; it does not so readily endanger the other 
globe, which is far less sensitive, and is less inclined to new inflammations, than when 
the fragment remains in the eye. In case the foreign body, in spite of every effort, 
can not be found and seized, a regard for the coming permanent trouble to the 
patient, and the danger to the other eye, will force us to consider the expediency of 
following up the fruitless attempts at extraction by the enuc’eation of the eye-ball. 
This operation should be taken into consideration in advance, and the patient’s atten¬ 
tion called to the possible eventual necessity for it. 

The most improper course is to delay the removal of the foreign body, or to 
cherish the hope of its being thrown off by suppuration (Tetzer), or of any perma¬ 
nent encapsulation; because with the progress of the inflammation, especially with 
the new formation of dense coatings and their adhesion, which always occurs, 
the conditions for an extraction of the body become always more unfavorable, 
and finally it can not be done at all. But, furthermore, the suffering of the patient, 
and the danger to the other eye, may finally render the enucleation imperatively 
necessary. 

2. The direct treatment is essentially antiphlogistic. The kind varies according 
to the character of the process. With slight hyperatmia, and inconsiderable oedema 
of the parts about the eye, when there is little or no heat, it will be sufficient, after 
carrying out the indications from the cause, to cover the affected eye with a dry 
cloth or a protective bandage. When there is more hypersemia and swelling of the 
parts, and marked increase of temperature, cold applications should be made at inter¬ 
vals. These may be assisted, if necessary, by the local extraction of blood. When, 
however, the nervous irritation predominates, or the ciliary neurosis is out of pro¬ 
portion to the other inflammatory symptoms, warm applications are better borne. 
Where these are not sufficient, the use of narcotics is to be advised. In case the 
inflammation has a true sthenic character, the continuous and energetic use of iced 
applications, the repeated application of leeches, administration of cooling remedies, 
absolute antiphlogistic regimen, and occasionally narcotics, are necessary. 

3. These means only suffice so long as the intraocular pressure is not decidedly 
increased, and no great secretion of pus or abundant hemorrhage has occurred m 
the eye. When the hardness of the globe evidently increases, or a large hypopyon 
is seen in the anterior chamber, we should have recourse to a paracentesis of the 
cornea without delay, and this operation should be repeated several times it 
necessary, if we wish to prevent the entire destruction of the globe, and to free the 
patient from the pain, which is often agonizing. If we have reason to suspect only 
an inextensive collection of pus or hemorrhage in the posterior part of the eye, if 
perhaps the sclerotica is already somewhat distended, no time is to be lost, but 
immediately a meridional incision, some lines in length, should be made in the 
sclerotica, and thus a way provided for the exit of the pus. 

4. If there be no hindrance to the exit of the pus, either a pressure bandage is 
applied and an antiphlogistic regimen maintained, or a more strictly antiphlogistic 

course of treatment will be necessary, according to the severity of the inflammation. 
In cases in which the suppuration is already far advanced, so that phthisis of the 
globe seems unavoidable, warm, moist applications are especially to be advised, 
whatever may be the character of the process. They are pleasanter to the patient 
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than cold applications, they favor suppuration, and thus diminish the duration of 
the process. 

5. If the suppuration be long continued, and threaten to impair the strength of 
the patient, or to found a permanent and troublesome affection, it will he perhaps 
justifiable to proceed to enucleation of the globe. Suspicion of the presence of a 
foreign body increases the indication. Still, it is always well to await the diminution 
of the severe inflammatory symptoms, because the operation, if undertaken during 
the bight of the process, readily excites excessive reaction, and in some cases has 
led to the death of the patient, by a continuation of the inflammation upon the retro- 
ocular cellular tissue and concentric meningitis. (Graefe.) 

6. If the severity of the inflammation has very much diminished, and pus within 
the globe is already being absorbed, or if the suppuration has already become 
scanty, a simple pressure-bandage is always sufficient. This should he worn until 
either recovery has occurred, or the globe is contracted in a state of atrophy or 
phthisis. It keeps the eye from injury, limits to some extent the proliferation of 
tissue, favors resorption, lessens the suppurating surface, and favors adhesions of the 
inflamed parts lying opposite each other. Astringents should only be used when 
there is also a considerable relaxation and morbid secretion of the conjunctiva. 

7. If the stump of the eye be very sensitive, if it really never gets perfectly quiet, 
I if, without external cause, attacks of severe ciliary neurosis or real inflammations 
1 occur, or if the other eye threatens to he involved, the enucleation of the stump is 
| tube urgently advised. 

If in' such a stump a suppurative process, with active vascular and nervous 
I irritation, he suddenly excited, which resists the ordinary antiphlogistic remedies, it 
1 will be best to partially evacuate the contents of the globe by an incision into it. 
I The suffering of the patient is thus often alleviated, and the inflammation, under the 
I« of warm applications, rapidly recedes. If we have reason to fear repetitions of 
I tlrattacks, we may at any time remove the stump by enucleation, without incurring 
| fa danger of excessive reaction. 

Authorities.—Graefe und Schweigger, A. f. 0. VI. 1. S. 134, et seq. VI. 2. P. 261, et seq.— 
W", A. f. 0.1. S. 406, et seq. III. 2. S. 337 et seq. IX. 2. S. 79, kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 456. 1865. 

|S.384.—Keymann, A. f. 0. VII. 1. S. 127.—Ed. Jaeger, Oesterr. Zeitschft. f. pract. Heilkd. 1857. 
>• %.—Schon, Beitrage zur prakt. Augenheilkunde. Hamburg. 1861. S. 92, 107.—Zander und 
wfa1, Die Verletzungen des Auges. Leipzig und Heidelberg. 1864. S. 202, 211, 213 —Boisson- 
* und Cunier, nach Zander, 1. c. S 18.—Rothmund, Jahresbericht 1861-2. Mtmehen. S. 19.— 
Urmer, kl. Mntbl. 1865. S. 275, 277.—Kreitmair, ibid. S. 384, Aerzt. Intelligenzblatt f Baiern. 

11865.No. 21, 22.—Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 1885. S. 378, Canstatt’s Jahresbericht. 1864. III. S. 144.— 
Ifeii, A. f. 0. XI. 3 S. 156,162, 165.—Lindstrom, according to Jacobi 1. c.— Virchow's Archiv. 
|IS. 181.—Nagel, A. f. 0. VI. 1. S. 220.—Arlt, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1859. S. 149.— 
I hkkett, kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 440. 442.—Tetzer, Wiener med. Jalirb. 1866. 4. S. 9. 11.—Graefe, 
II i 0. XIV. 2. S. 120; 3. S. 146.— Knapp, A. f. O. XIII. 1. S. 127,173.— Jacobi, ibid. XIV. 
I h S. 138, 142. — Weaker, kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 36.—Biermann, ibid. 1869. S. 146.—Berlin, A. 
IT 0- XIII. 2. S. 275, 298; XIV. 2. S. 275,279, 319, 324; Arch. f. Aug. u. Ohrenheilkunde 1. 
|■' 150.—Schiess-Gemuseus, A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 389.— Wilson, Prag. Vierteljahrschrift, 97. Bd. 
|fa- S. 66.—Vuchelc. Wien. med. Jahrb. 1868. 5, 6. S. 30, 31.—Rudnew, Burzew, Virch. Arch. 
I®1 M. S. 73. 
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SEVENTH SECTION. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE SOLERA, SCLERITIS, SCLEROTITIS. 

Anatomy,—The sclerotica or sclera, the white or hard membrane of the eye, 
forms a tough and firm, very slightly-expansive capsule, which every where closely 
envelops the choroid and the ciliary body, and is organically conneced with them. 
It consists of connective tissue, whose elements unite into broad bands, which run 
through the whole thickness of the membrane, alternating quite regu’arly from a 
longitudinal to a horizontal direction, and thus on a perpendicular section give the 
appearance of a lamellar formation, the individual layers of which, however, are 
very intimately connected. 

In general terms, we may say that in the external layers the striae are meridional, 
while in the inner layers they are equatorial. Woven in with these is a fine and 
close net-work of elastic elements, which, as we go inward, becomes closer, and 
unites the sclera with the choroid. (Henle.) From it, numerous elastic filaments 
enter the choroid. Granular pigment is scattered through the tissue in clumps, 
which resemble in shape the stroma-cells oe the uvea. 

In some rare cases the pigment is heaped up in the innermost and outermost layers ot the 
scleral tissue, so that the white of the eye has in spots a dark, bluish-gray or slate-like color 
(Talko). 

At the anterior edge, the connective-tissue filaments of the sclera pass imme¬ 
diately into those of the cornea, and are transformed into corneal elements. There 
they have an almost equatorial course, and form, as it were, a firm frame around the 
border of the cornea. From the elastic net-work of this frame, some filaments, 
accompanied by vessels and nerves, pass into the cornea. In front of the ring, but 
still in the scleral tissue, and quite near its inner surface, the bundles of connective 
tissue separate, to take up the venous ciliary plexus, which has been desciibed as the 
canal of Schlemm (Fig. 2, A), and is a thick patch of fine veins, coursing around 
the periphery of the cornea. On the one side it is connected with the veins of the 
ciliary muscle, on the other with the vascular net-work of the sclera. {Leber) It'9 
bounded by many layers of a finely-filamented elastic membrane, similar to that 
lining the blood-vessels. {Henle.) 

The sclera is thickest posteriorly, just at the optic-nerve entrance, for here the 
outer sheath of the optic nerve becomes directly attached to the scleral tissue. 
Within this portion of sclera, surrounding the papilla, lies the posterior vascular 
zone. {Ed. Jaeger.) It is formed from two or more small vessels, which enter the 
sclera near the angle formed by the sheath of the nerve and the sclera, and, in its 
course around the papilla, gives branches to this as well as to the choroid, thus 
forming a direct communication between the ciliary and retinal vascular systems. 
{Leber.) The branches are not regularly given oif; hence the zone is often i®- 
perfect, or not formed at all. 

Besides the above, the solera is perforated by a number of canals, giving pa®g0 
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to the vessels and nerves of the uvea, which, like Schlemm’s canal, are surrounded 
by a thick net-work of elastic filaments (Henle). At the anterior and posterior 
zones these vessels are particularly numerous, but are very small; they usually run 
perpendicular to the surface. Near the equator they are more scanty, but larger, 
and pass obliquely through the membrane. 

The sclerotic contains many nerves, which, arranged in bundles, and anastomos¬ 
ing constantly with one another, form a large-meshed network. Most of these 
nerves, after having run for a certain distance in the sclera, perforate it, in order to 
reach the inner tissues. A number of them however end in the scleral tissue itself, 
after they have lost their medullary sheath and have ended in the finest fibres (Hel- 
freich). Delicate vessels give off branches also in the sclerotic, which arise from 
the ciliary vessels. 

The outer surface of the sclera becomes a stratum of loose connective tissue, 
which is more scanty, loose, and ragged, at the middle and posterior part, and is 
there connected with the ocular capsule. But anteriorly it has shorter, thicker 
filaments, and is immediately transformed into subconjunctival tissue. This may be 
called the episcleral layer. It contains a fine, close, vascular net-work, composed 
mostly of ciliary vessels. At the circumference of the cornea, the episcleral tissue 
is greatly developed, and very vascular, so much so, in fact, that in great byperaemia 
it is protruded like a pad, and is then described as a vascular ring. 

Normally, and especially in young persons, the only vessels visible are the anterior ciliary 
arteries, which proceed in pairs from the branches in the four recti muscles, pass forward very 
tortuously along these muscles, divide up once or twice, then into twelve to fifteen branches, and 
enter the sclera from a half to three millimetres from the margin of the cornea. Being 
covered by the conjunctiva, they appear dark-colored. The very delicate net-work of their anasto¬ 
mosing branches is only seen after irritation of the eye. If such a cause of vascular injection 
occurs, the otherwise invisible subconjunctival or episcleral veins also appear. They form a deli¬ 
cate blue or violet coloration around the cornea, in which larger branches may be distinctly 
traced, sometimes surrounding the cornea in arcs, at others branched; again, apparently proceed- 
mg from the sclera, they unite to large trunks, which pass directly backward and disappear in 
the palpebral fold. On account of the firmness of the tissue in which they fie, these vessels (veins 
as well as arteries) are but slightly, if at all, movable, and are thus distinguished from the 
superjacent vessels of the cornea, with which, however, they are partly connected. [Leber, 
Donders.) 

Senile Changes.'—Senile involution of the solera shows itself chiefly by dimi¬ 
nution of the elasticity peculiar to the tissue, and thus produces the changes in the 
Wes of the circulation that lead to glaucoma, when the exciting causes for it arise, 
lie physical cause of this loss of elasticity is connected with the calcareous forma¬ 
tions which, it is said, are never absent in the posterior part of the sclera of old 
people. (Donders.) 

Nosology.—Inflammation of the sclera is characterized at first by proliferation 
°f its peculiar connective-tissue corpuscles ; these swell, their granular contents 

eoome cells, which multiply more or less rapidly by division and endogenesis, press 
®ore and more on the intercellular substance, and then on section appear in the 
O'm of nests, which are either quite irregular, or somewhat resemble connective- 
tosue cells, as a body and branches may be recognized in them, which anastomose 
'"ft analogous branches of other nests of cells. At the sfime time, the intercellular 

1 stance appears hut little changed. Only in acute and extensive morbid processes 
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does it become clouded by a molecular precipitate, and a more or less extensive 
separation of granular fat; then also a sort of relaxation, a kind of swelling from 
serous fluid, with a consequent diminution of normal resistance, and some increase 
of the blood-contents, is remarked. During life the existence of scleritis is often 
overlooked, or is first recognized by its results, such as staphyloma or atrophy. 

Still, however, cases also occur where, with a rapid process of development, the 
peculiar tissue of the sclera, after a precedent relaxation, and molecular fatty cloudi¬ 
ness, is in places almost destroyed, and is then changed to an easily-torn, finable, pur¬ 
ulent mass, which has either the character of pus or of decomposing tubercle. This 
substance consists entirely of cells, dividing and becoming fatty, fatty detritus and 
true pus-cells, but scarcely a trace is left of the true scleral elements. 

It is uncertain if scleritis ever occurs independently; hitherto it has only been 
observed accompanying and dependent on inflammation of the neighboring vascular 
parts. But in connection with these processes it is a common occurrence. 

In fact, every moderately severe keratitis and conjunctivitis appears to be accom¬ 
panied by scleritis. It is especially rare for a blennorrhoea or diphtheritis to run its 
course without a perceptible development of cells occurring in the anterior parts of 
the sclera. 

In the same way herpes of the conjunctiva is, doubtless, not rarely accompanied 
by proliferation of scleral connective-tissue corpuscles. Occasionally, under such 
circumstances, the scleral proliferation increases even to the development of true 
herpetic nodules. These are seated in the episcleral tissue, but sink more or less 
deeply into the superficial strata of the sclerotic, and are capable of various termina¬ 
tions ; for in some cases they simply recede, in others they degenerate, become tendi¬ 
nous, cartilaginous, or calcareous. Sometimes they suppurate and form small con¬ 
junctival abscesses, which spread rapidly. Finally, in other cases deep ulceration 
occurs, which may lead to partial scleral staphyloma, or to prolapse of the uvea. 

It appears that it is this process which has been by many described as episcleritis (Mooren, 
Mannhardt). Another, much more rare form of disease appears, however, to have more right to 
this name, which by its chronic course, by extreme obstinacy, as well as by a tendency to 
relapse, is very troublesome, and is distinguished by a more diffuse, yellowish, gelatinous pro¬ 
duct. The latter is developed under the appearances of slight ciliary irritation with great 
injection of the episcleral tissue, and cedematous swelling of the conjunctiva. It is collected 
in larger quantities in one or more points and here pushes up the conjunctiva of the globe 
(Heymann). 

In the same way the sclera is sympathetically affected by inflammatory processes 
in the choroid and ciliary body, and partial chroroiditis is usually accompanied by 
partial scleritis, total choroiditis by inflammation of the entire solera. Then the 
inflammatory change of tissue sometimes appears more in the uvea, sometimes in 
the sclera. The name of “ sclero-clioroiditis ” has been appropriately used for the 
latter cases. 

When scleritis does not lead to suppuration, it frequently leaves behind no trace 
of its existence; sometimes it causes some hypertrophy of the tissue, or even partial 
sclerosis. More frequently partial atrophy results, the sclera becomes thinner at the 
part affected, and therefore appears bluish. Very often, also, scleritis is the imme¬ 
diate cause of protrusion of the sclera, for the relaxation decidedly diminishes the 
resistance of the tissue, and thus gives a preponderance to the intra-ocular pressure. 
The dependence of scleritis on other diseases renders a more complete enumeration 
of the symptoms, causes, course, and treatment, at this time superfluous. 
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Scleral Staphyloma. 

Nosology.—The development of a scleral staphyloma presupposes a diminution 
of the normal resistance of the sclera; and secondly, a continuance of the normal 
intra-ocular pressure. Increase of this pressure, such as is occasionally caused by 
increase of the contents of the eyeball, as well as by strong simultaneous contrac¬ 
tions of the recti muscles of the eye, decidedly favors such protrusions. 

In inflammatory relaxation of the capsule of the globe the normal intra-ocular pressure suf¬ 
fices to produce such staphylomata. If namely the resistance of the capsule of the globe, and 
consequently also the resistance which the lateral pressure finds in the internal vessels, dimin¬ 
ishes, the intra-ocular vessels, with undiminished impellant force of the blood, being undimin- 
ished, must become dilated, or exude fluid into the interior of the eye for just so long a time as 
the tension of the capsule of the globe is not equally balanced by the intra-ocular pressure; in 
other words: the internal space must increase until the cornea and sclera oppose a resistance to 
further stretching, it holding the balance against the intra-ocular pressure. The greater the 
latter, so much the more advanced must the stretching of the sclera be, before that equilibrium 
is produced, so much the quicker will the staphyloma be developed, and so much the more 
considerable will it be. 

These ectasia are, however, never confined to the sciera; the corresponding por¬ 
tion of the choroid is always protruded with it, since sclera and choroid are inti¬ 
mately organically connected throughout their extent; hence the name sclero-choroidal 
staphyloma is more indicative. Ordinarily, however, this name is only used for those 
ectasia which are directly caused by inflammatory relaxation of the tissue of the 
membranes in question; or at least have for substratum parts altered by inflam¬ 
mation. They are distinguished from the staphyloma posticum scarpm, which is con¬ 
genital, and in which the partial diminution of resistance is due to an original fault 
of formation; that is, to a deficient development of the globe. 

1. Sclero-choroidal Staphyloma. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—Occasionally the entire sciera and choroid are 
protruded. In other cases the staphyloma is limited to a part of those membranes. 
Hence the division into total and partial sclero-choroidal staphyloma is-made, and the 
latter, according to its seat, is called anterior, lateral, or posterior. 

a. Total Sclero-choboidal Staphyloma. 

This is characterized by more or less decided increase and change of form of the 
whole eye-hail, for usually the cornea (or a cicatrix, under the form of a kerato- 
globus, or cicatritial staphyloma, as the case may be, replacing the cornea), partici¬ 
pates in the protrusion; hence for such sclero-choroidal staphylomata the names 
“ transparent or cicatritial total staphyloma of the globe ” are used. 

Under such circumstances the eye-ball sometimes appears egg-shaped, with the 
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TOTAL SCLEEO-CHOKOIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 339 

apex either anterior (Fig. 47) or posterior (Fig. 48), sometimes cylindrical, roundish, 
or quite irregular. The anterior scleral opening is almost always much enlarged, and 
considerable tension of the ciliary body, iris, and zonula, is thus caused. At the 
same time the anterior scleral zone has a less inclination to, or is even parallel to, the 
optic axis, so that the sclera passes into the cornea without there being any dividing 
furrow between them. 

From the great increase in size, the eye-ball projects from the orbit, pushes out 
the lids, and impedes their closure. Some greatly dilated ciliary vessels appear on the 
surface. The sclera is thinned in proportion to its increase in surface, and as the 
dark fundus of the eye shows through, it has a dark-blue look. If the dioptric 

Fig. 4T. Fig. 48. 

nedia remain transparent and the light is favorable, the fundus, which has but little 
Pigment, reflects red light, or actually sparkles (amaurotic cat's-eye). Vision becomes 

limited, or even all perception of light may be gone. 
In transparent total staphyloma, the cornea is greatly protruded, thinned, and 

somewhat greenish. The limbus conjunctivalis is much widened, as it participates in 
jjie staphyloma. The anterior chamber appears increased in depth and extent, and 

sd with pellucid, aqueous humor. The iris is often discolored by progressing 
S%. Its breadth has increased, for the original circumference becomes greater, 

tI‘e sluggish or fixed pnp;l changes its diameter but little. Hot unfrequently 
|6 ms oscillates, as it is no longer supported by the lens, which, from enlargement 
*e anterior scleral opening and consequent rupture of the zonula, has lost its 

®Mhments. The anterior capsule is often found cloudy from inflammatory deposi- 
1ns> adherent to the pupillary margin and the lens cataractous. 
It total cicatricial staphyloma, of course, there is no anterior chamber, the iris 

| p*1"!’ disappeared in the ectatic cicatricial tissue, which closes the globe anteriorly. 
®quently the cataractous lens, which is also often chalky, is attached to the 

j®or wall of the cicatrix, hence is removed from its normal position. By the 
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340 PARTIAL SCLERO-CHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 

gradual expansion of the anterior part of the eye-hall, the ciliary processes are 
ruptured, a d the crystalline drawn forward. 

The parts lying further back are always much atrophied in both forms of staphy¬ 
loma. This depends partly on the precedent severe inflammation, partly on the 
expansion and tension of the membranes. This is the chief cause of the destruc¬ 
tion of the power of vision. 

The ciliary muscle is generally shrunken to a thin circular band, destitute of muscular fibers, 
and exactly resembling connective tissue, or it has been transformed to a stiff, hvaline. delicately- 
filamented substance, totally devoid of formed elements. The ciliarv processes are stretched in 
length and Dreadth, separated and flattened, and where the tension of the globe is unequal they 
are deviated from their meridional direction and variously distorted. Their inner surface is 
often, though by no means always, covered with cyclitic membranes, which with villous processes 
project into the anterior part of the vitreous. The choroid is still preserved at some places, at 
least the chorio-capillaris and vasculosa as well as the lamina fusca can still be distinguished. 
As a rule, however, far-advanced atrophy appears every where; the vessels of the chorio-capillaris 
and vasculosa appear mostly or entirely destroyed. The stroma-cells are scanty, and are mostly 
in a state of fatty degeneration ; the pigment is pale and diminished in quantity, or all gone except 
a few groups of granules. The basis is a delicate filamentary net-work, covered by the elastic 
membrane and more or less firmly attached to the sclera. Sometimes the choroid is shrunken to a 
thin layer of hyaline, stiff, dry substance, in which we can only see an indistinct striation, aud 
which can only be detached from the sclera in small scales. Still, we sometimes meet cases where, 
as a result of precedent proliferation and subsequent atrophy, the choroid appears in places as a 
thick, wrinkled, irregular layer of nucleated tissue, held together by a net-work of the remains of the 
choroidal stroma. The elastic lamina often remains quite normal, but just as often it is thick¬ 
ened, and is then usually covered with numerous choloid bodies. The tapetum is always much 
thinned, the individual epithelial cells are separated and often form large cavities; some appear 
enlarged, flattened, and irregular; they are pale, their granules are distributed without order, and 
they are less numerous. In some places the tapetum-cells appear without pigment, shrunken, 
and filled with cloudy contents; in places, however, groups of cells occur loaded with pigment 
which, from their size and variable form, must be considered as new formations. The ciliary 
nerves running under the choroid are partly without medulla, hyaline and translucent, sometimes 
wholly destroyed. Hence diminution of sensibility of the cornea and iritic neuralgia are among 
the ordinary symptoms. As a rule, the retina is decidedly cloudy and anaemic, atrophied and 
thinned; occasionally this occurs in the immediate vicinity of the vessels, so that these appear 
inclosed on both sides by gauzy, translucent bands. (Schiess.) The limitans is often perforated. 
( Wedl.) Sometimes the retina is detached from the choroid. In other cases all that we can find 
of it are pigmented connective-tissue remains, which are firmly attached to the choroid. Some¬ 
times the retina is entirely destroyed or reduced to a few ragged remains, which are attached ai 
the optic-nerve entrance and float about the vitreous. As the optic nerve is usually atrophied, 
the papilla is generally much discolored. In many cases it seems excavated, as in glaucoma. 
The vitreous, at least its posterior half, is almost always fluid and flocculent. The anterior half 
is usually preserved longer, and not unfrequently contains connective-tissue new-formations. 
( Wedl, Schweigger, Schiess- Gemuseus.) 

h. Partial Sclero-choroidal Staphyloma. 

This appears as a bluish or slate-gray transparent projection with thin walls, 
more or less elevated above the surface of the surrounding sclera. It often pro 
trudes perpendicularly, or is even pedunculated, and ihen appears as a sharply* 
bounded, round, vesicular nodule of the size of a millet-seed or a bean, whose sur¬ 
face is sometimes smooth, again is furrowed by projecting cross or oblique tendi¬ 
nous striae, and thus it acquires the appearance of a cluster of grapes. In other 
cases the staphyloma presents quite a flat protrusion, with smooth surface and m 
distinct boundaries, whose diameter is sometimes scarcely a line, but is often con 
siderable, as the anterior or posterior half of a quadrant of the sclera, or even more, 
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SCLERO-CHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 341 

is protruded. In many cases the staphyloma .forms a more or less long and broad 
protrusion, divided into irregular vesicles by tendinous bands, which surround a 
greater or less arc of the eye-ball. Such protrusions are found in the most varied 
zones of the sclera, e. g., in the equatorial zone (Fig. 49). But they most frequently 
occur in the anterior scleral zone. (Fig. 50, ft.) 

The walls of the staphyloma consist mostly of 
stronglv-pigmented scleral tissue, which has suffered 
more or less from the precedent inflammation and tua 
protrusion. It usually appears quite cloudy from mole¬ 
cular precipitation, and its filamentary formation is 
often less clear, or only sharply defined in certain direc¬ 
tions. The inner surface of the vesicle always appears 
lined with a pigmented brown or black spotted, deli¬ 
cate membrane, which adheres closely to the remains 
of the uvea protruded with the sclera. This membrane 
can rarely be separated from the subjacent sclera. The 
uveal tissue in it is already quite unrecognizably atro¬ 
phied to an indistinctly striated mass, without vessels 
or nerves. In this mass, variable amounts of pigment- 
cells are deposited, some of which still appear round¬ 
ish, and rich in pigment; others contain little pig¬ 
ment, are angular, elongated, or even spun out to 
pigmented filaments. The elastic lamina, on whose inner wall lies the tapetum, is often 
still perceived. The cavity of the staphyloma is rarely filled with firm, inflammatory 
product, but almost always with watery fluid. Occasionally the retina stretches out free 
from the foot of the staphyloma. But not unfrequently there is a corresponding protrusion into 
the concavity of the staphyloma, to whose inner wall it is often firmly attached, spreading over it 
as a delicate membrane, which consists of connective-tissue filaments strewn with molecular 
masses, containing no trace of nervous elements or vessels, but variable amounts of pigment, and 
covered by the membrana limitans,.which is* usually ragged. ( Wedl, Schweigger, Schiess.) 

In the immediate vicinity of the staphyloma, the sclera is often found very hypergemic, relaxed 
by a cloudy serous infiltration, and strewn with connective-tissue corpuscles, which have been 
changed by inflammation. A large portion or the whole of the choroid usually appears affected 
by inflammatory atrophy, particularly as evinced by great pigment rarefaction. Still, in spite of 
the tension to which the choroid is subjected, the vasculosa and chorio-capillaris are sometimes well 
preserved, the vessels of the latter are even dilated, and the tapetum-cells, although very small, are 
close together, thus indicating a rich nevv-formation. {Schweigger.) The larger vessels of the 
vasculosa terminate abruptly at the foot of the staphyloma, or pass very slightly beyond it, and 
then disappear. This is also true of the ciliary nerves of the lamina fusca; hence, when the 
staphyloma is somewhat extensive, there is a diminution of sensibility of the cornea and of motion 
m the iris. A large portion or the whole of the retina also is atrophied. Not unfrequently it is in 
places attached to the choroid, and at this part it is always atrophied to a delicate connective- 
tissue membrane, strewn with pigment. The optic nerve entrance often appears excavated. 

On the whole, the anatomical and ophthalmoscopical examination of the eye 
usually shows decided traces of an extensive and severe inflammation of the uvea and 
retina, that has run its course, as well as cloudiness of the dioptric media, fluidity of 
Me vitreous, &c. As a result of these changes, vision is usually entirely destroyed, 
°r limited to a quantitative perception of light. But exceptional cases of anterior 
sclero-choroidal staphyloma occur, when the posterior portions of the retina have pre- 
8erved tiieir normal function, and hence only limitations of the field of vision occur. 

If opacities do not hide the fundus, we readily discover such staphylomata with the ophthal¬ 
moscope, as more or less sharply bounded, irregularly pigmented spots, variously shaped, and 
0 ore<* dirty-grayish-white or brownish, whose prominence is often shown by the variation in the 

Fig. 49. 
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342 SCLEBO-OHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 

length and form of the shadows cast by the mirror, when the latter is moved, also by the position 
of the retinal vessels running over it. In very extensive staphylomata the protrusion is not 
unfrequently evident to the naked eye by the white reflex from the fundus. The diagnosis, how¬ 
ever, scarcely requires this symptom. Even posterior staphylomata are easily brought into view by 
directing the eye strongly inward or outward, and then pressing back the commissure of the lids. 

Causes.—1. With some rare exceptions, this staphyloma is always the result of 
sclero-choroiditis, or, more accurately, of weakening of the scleral tissue and increase 
of the intraocular pressure accompanying the inflammation. Total sclero-choroklal 
staphylomata result only from a total sclero-choroiditis. Partial sclero-choroidal 
staphyloma, on the contrary, may proceed from a total or partial sclero-choroiditis. 

a. This inflammation alone is sufficient cause for sclero-choroidal staphyloma. 
Ectasite caused by inflammation alone may occur at any point of the choroid. They 
are characterized by a very slight convexity of the summit and great flatness of the 
lateral walls, which gradually lose themselves, without decided boundaries, in the 
part of the sclera not protruded. This corresponds with the fact that the points of 
inflammation are not sharply bounded, and hence the resistance decreases only 
gradually toward the center of the part inflamed. 

b. In many cases, passive hypersemia of the ciliary vessels acts with inflammation 
in producing sclero-choroidal staphyloma; for where many vessels close together 
perforate the sclera, the tissue becomes more porous and less resistant. If, then, an 
enlargement of these vessels, and consequently of the canals through which they 
pass, occurs, it requires only a slight serous moistening and inflammatory softening 
to give even to the normal intraocular pressure a preponderance, and compel the 
parts of the sclera in question to give way. Ectasias thus produced are, as a rule, 
sharply bounded and have steep sides, or are pedunculated, forming strongly convex 
vesicles. Corresponding to the anatomical location of these points, such staphylo¬ 
mata are found especially in the posterior and anterior, but may occur in the middle, 
zones of the solera. 

The ectasias of this kind occurring in the anterior zone of the sclera usually come 
in groups, and form a connected, more or less broad, cushion, which girdles the 
cornea in a greater of lesser arc, and hence is usually called staphyloma annulare. 

On anatomical examination of ectasia of the latter kind, which have come to a stand-still, we 
find, on the inner surface of the anterior scleral zone, a number of fossae in the inner layers, which 
are separated from each other by thread-like cords half a line long, belonging to that layer, and 
running in a meridional direction. These lead into cul-de-sacs, formed of the outer layers, and 
which from without appear as bluish, translucent swellings. 

c. Sclero-choroidal staphyloma anticum or annulare often develops, however, in 
another way. If, during the existence of a sclero-choroiditis, the relaxation of the 
tissue is increased by congestion in the ciliary vessels, the thin scleral layer covering 
the inner side of Schlemm’s canal occasionally hursts, under the increased intra¬ 
ocular pressure, whereupon the more extensible outer substance, which has remained 
uninjured, is protruded. 

At the very commencement of this state, the outer surface of the scleral zone affected, appears 
wholly unchanged. On anatomical examination, close behind the border of Descemet’s mem¬ 
brane, and covered by the ciliary muscle, we find in the scleral tissue a longer or shorter shallow 
furrow, running concentrically with the corneal margin (Fig. 50, a), with a somewhat serrated 
border, which is formed by the retracted ends of the ruptured filaments. By a continuance of 
the mechanical actions the furrow becomes broader, since the outer scleral layers, forming its 
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SCLERO-CHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 343 

floor, are expanded more in a meridional direction, and so lengthen at the expense of their 
thickness. Finally they become translucent, and cause the appearance of a bluish arc on the 
anterior scleral border. During this time the furrow increases in length, and progresses at both 
ends to circumscribe the cornea. 

Subsequently, under this tension, the outer layers of sclera bulge forward, as bluish or even 
blackish elongated bosses, which, separated by tendinous whitish filaments running antero-pos- 
teriorily, form a variable series of elevations and depressions, and surround a greater or less 
arc of the corneal periphery, in some cases even its whole circumference. 

Occasionally the protrusion goes further in some places, while the furrow continues around 
the cornea, and constantly widens. Then, on the outer surface, the regular elongated elevations 
disappear, and at this point the sclera protrudes as a dirty-blue, glandular, berry or grape-like 
tumor, as large as a pea or a nnt, 6, 
which presses between the lids, and Fig. 50. 
often hinders their closure, and always e 3 g 
renders the axis of the eye oblique. 

This great increase in surface of the 
anterior scleral zone is to be explained 
not only by protrusion of the scleral 
layers originally forming the floor of the 
furrow, but an addition to the scleral 
substance in the walls of the protrusion 
also occurs. For while the ruptured 
inner layers of the sclera are fully 
stretched, and the torn ends are retracted 
to two knobs, cand d, the external layers 
have to stand all the force of the intra¬ 
ocular pressure. Hence, also, the parts 
beyond the borders of the furrow are 
protruded; but as these give way to the 
pressure, they become separated from the 
subjacent parts, and the tom edges 
recede more and more from each other. 
This is especially evident at the anterior 
border of the staphyloma ; for the ante¬ 
rior layers of the cornea are stretched 
by the tension of the outer layers of the 
sclera, and are not unfrequently so increased that the limbus conjunctivalis, at the part affected, 
reaches three or four times its normal width, while the posterior corneal layers retain their 
normal dimensions. 

Hence, at the point of ectasia, the boundary between cornea and sclera is much widened, and 
finally the corneal layers separate at the foot of the staphyloma; a part of the inner wall, e, is 
formed by the exposed edges of the superficial corneal layers, and appears ragged, uneven, and 

, translucent. 
% the protrusion of the anterior scleral zone, the parts immediately connected with it (the 

'ossels, nerves, and ciliary body) suffer, as may be easily understood. The vessels and nerves in 
fbe ectasia, atrophy, are totally destroyed, or are at least ruptured. In far-advanced ectasia the 

I c'l'ary body is occasionally torn through transversely, so that the heads of the ciliary processes 
I ding fast to the iris on the anterior, the rest of the body to the posterior, edge of the rupture. 
I e separation more frequently occurs between the iris and ciliary body, so that the former 
I attached to the anterior, the latter to the posterior, border of the rupture. Sometimes, 
I °^ever, the rupture occurs in the ^interior choroidal zone, so that the iris and corpus ciliare 
I aPpear drawn forward. The ciliary muscle is always ruptured except in these latter cases. 
I & ruptured margins of the uvea are connected together by a fine, pigmented membrane,/, 
I reh covers the posterior wall of the staphyloma, and consists of prolapsed remains of uvea. 
I ^ In some rare cases, superficial ulcerative loss of substance in the sclera is the cause of 
I Pjjriial sclero-choroidal staphyloma. In proportion to the diminution in thickness of the sclera 
I cted, the resistance decreases, the floor of the ulcer and subjacent uvea is protruded, pressed 
I 'yard into a vesicle, which can not retract, and therefore becomes permanent. If the surround- 
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344 SCLEKO-CHOEOIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 

z'ng portions of solera are inflamed, they also give way; the base of the staphyloma becomes 
larger than the original ulcer was. 

3. Just as rarely, it is caused by a rupture of the solera and prolapse of the uvea. 

The rupture may be of ulcerative origin. More frequently it is from a penetrating 

wound of the sclera. The uvea thus exposed is pressed outward by the contents of 

the globe, becomes vesicular, commences to proliferate, to form fleshy granulations, 

which gradually change to tendinous tissue, and finally give the wall of the staphyloma 

the appearance of true scleral tissue. Such staphylomata are sometimes roundish, 

sometimes oval, according to the shape of the rupture ; in linear openings it is usually 

pad-like; at its base it usually appears pedunculated. (Traumatic sclero-choroidal 

staphyloma, Sicheld) 

According to the position of the perforation, the prolapsed portion of uvea is 

sometimes choroid, sometimes ciliary body or iris. It is to be remarked that, eveD 

in perforations of the sclera quite a distance from the corneal margin, the iris may 

be prolapsed. The pupil then appears drawn out toward the perforation, like a 

coloboma. Often a part of the whole breadth of the iris and its pupillary margin 

grow fast to the scleral opening. 

Course,—As a result of acute processes which progress with great intensity, 

sclero-choroidal staphyloma -occasionally develops very rapidly, and is then usually 

accompanied by severe pain, and not unfrequently with subjective perceptions of 

Tght. Under such circumstances the ectasia occasionally reaches a considerable 

size in the course of a month, and then, while the original disease becomes chronic 

it remains stationary, or gradually progresses. 

But, as a rule, the formation and growth of sclero-choroidal staphyloma is slow 

It often even happens that the original inflammatory affection has already existed s 

long time, or has even receded before the ectasia shows itself. When this has 

happened, months ar.d years often pass before an increase is perceptible. The 

increase is sometimes gradual, sometimes spasmodic. The latter occurs especially 

when the chronic sclero-choroiditis causing it has frequent exacerbations. 

During such apparently acute attacks, the ectasia usually grows rapidly, with 

severe pain, but when remissions occur, it becomes stationary, or even recedes 

somewhat, to increase again with the next exacerbation. Such cases greatly 

threaten a sympathetic affection, and subsequent loss of the second eye by irido- 

choroiditis. 

Results.—A true spontaneous cure is scarcely to be expected. It is only recent 

prolapse of the choroid that can recede, as the neoplastic tissue, developing on anil 

in it, shrinks and contracts to a flat cicatrix. As a rule, we have cause to be thank¬ 

ful when, after years of suffering, the globe finally becomes quiet, the inflammatory 

attacks remain absent, and the protrusion does not advance, since the intraocular 

tissues, through atrophy, lose their inclination to inflame. 

Frequently the inflammatory process is propagated along the optic nerve, and 

then occasionally causes quite insupportable photophobia. The final result is 

usually atrophy of the optic, frequently with excavation of the papilla. Not very 

unfrequently, during severe inflammatory exacerbations, suppuration occurs, and 

subsequently phthisis bulbi. Occasionally also, as a result of atrophy, the glob6 

becomes soft, and later, shrinks up. 

Besides th:s, a rupture of the prolapsed sclera is possible. This has beenobseive 

most frequently in partial staphyloma, and only very rarely in total. The most com 
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SCLERO-CHOKOIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 345 

mon cause was a decided momentary increase of intraocular p-essrtre, as by a blow 
on the eye, or a strong contraction of the muscles. More rarely it is spontaneous. 
After the bursting, a great part of the contents of the g’obe is evacuated, and, as a 
result of the sudden decrease of intraocular pressure, profuse hemorrhage not unfre- 
quently occurs. This may continue for hours and days, and may even kill the 
patient, if it is not stopped soon enough. Severe inflammations, which cause the 
globe to shrink by suppuration or atrophy, are the usual results of such ruptures. 
Still, the edges of the wound may again heal up, and the staphyloma again appear; 
this may even be repeated several times before suppuration or atrophy occurs. 

These hemorrhages, in connection with the bluish colo- and the external form of the partia. 
staphyloma, were the cause of the belief that it was a varicose condition, and it received ihe name 
of cirsophthalmus. 

Cancerous formations do not belong to the results, but to the possible causes, of sclero-choroidal 
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Treatment.—The chief indications are, to oppose the inflammation affecting the 
I tissue, and diminish the intraocular tension to or below the normal amount. Iridec¬ 

tomy, with suitable after-treatment, best fulfills this indication. 
1. As a prophylactic, the formation of an artificial pupil should never be neglected, 

I then, during a choroiditis, the globe appears harder, or severe pain indicates tension 
of the nerves, or even if the commencement of an ectasia is already perceptible. 
Paracentesis cornea, even if repeated, gives less certain results, as its action is more 
transient. Future observation must decide how fur division of the ciliary muscle 
answers the purpose. 

To avoid prolapse of the uvea, in rupture of the sclera, it is best to keep the patient in bed, 
Old put on a protective bandage ; or, when the inflammation is very intense, to institute a regular 
antiphlogistic treatment. Attempts at replacement are almost always fruitless, and often danger- 
ms, on account of the irritation that they cause. 

In very small and quite recent prolapses, we may, however, occasionally succeed in causing a 
retraction of the prolapsed part by slight friction over the globe, by moving the fingers back and 
f«th over the closed lids. These small prolapses, however, especially when the perforation is 
hear and short, are not very dangerous. They are usually again flattened out by shrinking of 
leir neoplastic envelop. 

The removal of prolapses in extensive perforation, by curved scissors, after the previous division 
•f the uninjured conjunctiva over them, is the most certain, in fact the only advisable, remedy. 
Ihe after-treatment consists in wearing a protective bandage, and in avoiding strong muscular 
detractions, and at first keeping in bed. This is to be persevered in till the consolidation of the 
dcatrix. 

Cauterizations of the prolapse with nitrate of silver, laudanum, etc., apart from their irritation 
di power of exciting severe inflammation, are dangerous, because the pain accompanying them 
uapt to induce strong contraction of the muscles of the eye. 

2. If sclero-choroidal staphyloma is once developed, it can only he removed by 
^ration. 

«• In small staphylomata which are not old, iridectomy, and subsequently wear- 
ll? a protective bandage, often suffices to cause the entire removal of the ectasia. 

frequently, however, the staphyloma develops again on the same spot, or near 
' Iridectomy, with one or more paracenteses of the protruded sclera, offers some- 

*latmore certainty; still, even this does not always nvo!d relapses, 
k h old, extensive staphylomata, and especially in those with steep walls, iridec- 

with paracentesis does not always suffice. With the iridectomy, the splitting 
^the prolapsed portion, or even its removal, is frequently necessary. In staphylo- 
"ata of slight prominence, the splitting may best be done with a cataract-knife, 
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346 SCLERO-CHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. 

which divides the walls in a meridional direction; in those with steep walls, it is 
best done with a lance-shaped knife, which is laid flat on the sclera, and then so 
advanced that its point enters at the base of the staphyloma, and comes out at the 
opposite side. 

For the removal, a cataract-knife serves best, as, in excision of corneal staphyloma, 
the knife is passed flatwise through the corneal wall, so that a flap is formed, which 
is seized with the forceps, and removed with the scissors. It is not necessary to 
take off the entire staphyloma; in extensive ectasia this would he dangerous. In 
general, the opening left should not exceed the circumference of a small pea. If, 
during the splitting or removal of the staphyloma, only a little vitreous escape, a 
protective bandage is sufficient; hut if a large amount of the contents of the globe 
is evacuated, and, as a consequence, the eye-hall collapses, the bandage must be 
applied tighter, to replace in some degree the lost intraocular tension, and prevent, 
as far as possible, excessive hemorrhage and inflammaiion. This danger can not be 
altogether avoided; it is not even rare that, immediately after opening the wall, 
large vascular branches hurst and cause extravasations, which fill a large part of the 
eye-hall, and, as they collect between the retina and choroid, or between the latter 
and the sclera, lift up the inner membrane to a purse-shape. In some cases 
the membrane, covering the continually-increasing extravasation, ruptures, the 
blood empties into the cavity of the eye, and presses outward through the scleral 
opening, sometimes to a frightful amount. Then all means for arresting the exhaust¬ 
ing hemorrhage are usually fruitless; if we would avoid endangering the life of the 
patient, we should immediately enucleate the eye. In other cases, however, the 
resistance offered by the detached choroid or retina suffices to stop the hemorrhage. 
The extensive extravasation then usually leads to loss of the eye by suppuration. 

Quiet of the patient is decidedly advantageous, and especially the avoidance of 
strain on the muscles of the eye; hence, it is advisable to keep him in bed at first, 
Prudence also recommends antiphlogistic diet, even if no inflammation is present, 
requiring direct treatment. The bandage must not be removed, or the patient 
allowed to return to his ordinary employment, till the cicatrix is consolidated. 

After splitting, it often happens that the edges of the wound heal rapidly, and the staphyloma 
again appears in its former shape and size. Then a repetition of the operation becomes necessary. 
Some authors recommend cauterizing the staphyloma, after the irritation has passed, to produce 
greater development of tissue and a firmer cicatrix. Where reaction is slight, a careful cauteriza¬ 
tion with nitrate of silver, repeated two or three times weekly, may favor the results of the 
operation. 

In favorable cases, after the removal, the scleral opening soon closes over with a gray, cloudy 
membrane, which thickens and gradually contracts; occasionally fleshy warts develop, and 
hard, firm cicatrices form, whose extent is usually less than the scleral opening was. If this new 
formation goes on too slowly, it may be aided by applications of laudanum or nitrate of silver 
when there is no irritation present. (SicTiel.) 

c. In total staphyloma it is occasionally possible to restore the globe to nearly 
normal size and form, by an iridectomy and repeated paracentesis of the sclera, or 
by excision of a small lance-shaped flap from the wall of the sclera. But just as 
often this operation is without result, or leads to intraocular hemorrhage and severe 
inflammation, which, as above stated, may prove dangerous. 

Phthisis of the globe is of itself no particular loss; it may even be regarded as a 
gain, when the eye on its occurrence becomes quiet and is freed from painful inflam¬ 
matory relapses; besides, the stump permits the subsequent application of an artifi¬ 
cial eye, and gives it some mobility. 
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SCLERO-CHOROIDAL STAPHYLOMA. AUTHORITIES. 347 

With tliis idea, it has again been recently recommended to bring about suppura¬ 
tion of the globe, by passing a thread through the sclera and vitreous at the ciliary 
region, and leaving it there from one to four days—that is, till chemosis appears as the 
first sign of a commencing suppurative choroiditis. (Camper, Ford.) The entrance 
and exit should be in the ciliary region, and about three lines apart. (Graefe.) 

We must, however, remember that the suppurative process does not always run 
on quite smoothly. Apart from the possible danger of pyaemia, the suppuration 
often continues for a long while, with great pain to the patient; it may sympatheti¬ 
cally endanger the other eye, and even imperil the patient, from the great loss of 
fluids. Moreover, suppuration does not insure the certainty of complete atrophy 
and the prevention of relapses. 

d. In view of the danger incurred and the doubtful results of this operation, we 
can not too strongly warn against its being thoughtlessly undertaken. It is only 
justifiable when cosmetic interests render it very necessary. 

3. Where repeated relapses, constantly-recurring attacks of pain, or trouble- 
le photopsia, render the state unendurable, and still more when there is danger 

of sympathetic inflammation of the other eye, or if this has already occurred, the 
uncertainty of the result, and the possibility of a continuance of the irritation after 

i above operations, render them of doubtful propriety, or even to be rejected. 
| Then all aims at cosmetic effect should cease, and the eye-ball should be immediately 

enucleated. This operation has the advantage of certainly and rapidly attaining the 
end without causing great danger. The chief objection, viz. that the subsequent 
application of an artificial eye is more difficult, does not always hold good, but is 
only true when the fat bolster of the orbit has been compressed and atrophied by 
fte continued expansion of the eye-ball. 

Authorities.—Ammon, Klin. Darstellugen etc. I. Berlin. 1837. Taf. 3, 4, 7, 10.—Stellwag, 
I Zeitschft. der Wiener Aerzte. 1852. II. S. 305, Wien. med. Wochenschft. 1864. Nr. 11, Opbth. II. 
IS.711,716, 718.— Wedl, Atlas, Cornea-Sclera, Iris-Choroidea.-—Graefe, A. f. 0. II. 1. S. 242,245. 

HiIV. 2. S. 156, IX. 2. S. 105, 109.—Sichel, ibid. III. 2. S. 211, et seq.—II. Muller, ibid. IT. 1. 
IS. 364, %§.—Schweigger, ibid. V. 2. S. 219, IX. 1. S. 192,197,198.—Graefe and Schweigger, ibid. 

11-1- S. 156, 158, 160, 166.—Althof, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 114,122.—Schiess- Gemusem, Virchow’s 
hchiv. 24. Bd. S. 561, A. f. O. IX. 3. S. 171, et seq. XI. 2. S. 47, et seq.—Iwanoff, ibid. XI. 1. S. 

j -If 145 —Ed. Jaeger, Zeitschft. der. Wien. Aerzte. 1858. S. 487.—Arlt, ibid. 1859. S. 148.— 
mtectier und Samisch, Kl. Beobachtungen. Weisbaden 1861. II. S. 87, 89.—Camper, Ford, 

I n>eh Himly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen. II. Berlin, 1843. S. 194.—Graefe, A. f. O. 
2. & 151,155; XV. 3. S. 136; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 165. 
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2. Posterior Staphyloma of the Scler a. 

Pathology.—The substratum of this ectasia is, originally, that small ring-shaped I 
zone of the inner scleral fibrous layer which closes anteriorly the interval between 

the two optic sheaths. (Fig. 26, Ed. Jaeger.) The protrusion begins almost alwajsat 

a point in the outer half of the zone, and thence gradually progresses upward and 

downward along the circumference of the optic disc. The zone in question becomes I 

broader, and acquires a resemblance to a crescent, whose inner concave border i 

immediately in contact with the connective-tissue ring of the optic papilla, while the I 

corresponding part of ti.e interval between the sheaths undergoes an equivalent! 

opening, and, in a meridional section (Fig. 51, after Ed. Jaeger), appears knobbed, s| 

or slit-like, b. With further growth of the ectasia, the crescent (also called comisjl 

usually acquires the shape of a rounded, | 

m 

pointed arc, since the extension takes I 

place more rapidly in a meridiona I 

than in a circular direction. Some-1 

times, however, the superficial con¬ 

tour of the crescent is more like i 
tion of a circle or ellipse, or it is quite I 

'«s irregular, or even bulged out in places. T 

At the same time, under the intraociH 

lar pressure, the walls of the crescent! 

recede, and so narrow again the inter-j 

val between the sheaths; finallyt 

anterior and posterior walls of t 

horizontal part of the slit come partly or entirely in contact. If the tension goes■ 
still further, the two walls of the horizontal part of the slit unite, and, with progres-1 

sive increase of surface and corresponding decrease of thickness, are bulged oiitl 

posteriorly. When the ectasia at the outer border of the optic-nerve entrance has I 

progressed to a certain extent, so that the external scleral layer evidently partici-l 

pates in the expansion, the inner half of the zone is not unfrequently affected, a J 
second crescent forming there. This is at first small, and not readily distinguished | 

from the connective-tissue ring, but it soon widens and gradually protrudes i:s t'f«| 

horns. These horns finally unite with those of the outer orescent, and the sta] 

loma appears as a ring, that is wider at its inner and outer part, and surrounds the | 

optic papilla. (Ed. Jaeger.) 

The greatest width of the external crescent is generally below, rarely in or above, the horizontal I 
meridian of the eye. If two cones exist, they usually lie exactly opposite each other, so I 

? their greatest breadths fall in the same meridian. A solitary cone is rarely found at tbe I 
side of the papilla, and cones at the upper or lower border are still more rare [Ed. 
Manthner). 

The increase in surface of the affected zone is necessarily accompanied by* 
change in form of the posterior half of the eye-ball. But circumstances greatly | 
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POSTERIOR STAPHYLOMA OF THE SCLERA. 349 

modify these changes. It is different in simple and double, in small and broad, cones. 
Thus, in extensive posterior scleral staphylomata, the polar portion of the sclera is 
sometimes much flattened (Fig. 53), sometimes the eye-ball runs to a point at the optic- 
nerve entrance (Fig. 53). In extensive double crescent the posterior end of the globe 
appears bulged out like a bladder (Fig. 54). As ectasia is not accompanied by a 
coincident increase of the equatorial diameter, an elongation of the optic axis always 

Fig. 52. Pig. 53. Fig. 54. 

occurs. The portion of membranes corresponding to the yellow spot moves back¬ 
ward and to the side, so that the relative positions of the optic and corneal axes are 
altered. At the same time the position of the optic disc is changed, the papilla 
stands at an angle to the optic axis, and somewhat recedes if the crescent is double. 

The tissue of the sclera in the crescent does not appear decidedly changed; the 
filamentary elements give only a more or less striated appearance. 

It is different with the choroid; this atrophies as far as the staphyloma extends. 
For as its posterior surface is firmly united with the inner scleral wall, especially in 
Ac region of the yellow spot, it must take an intimate part in the ectasia, without 
Hie local tension thus caused being decreased by the addition of neighboring portions, 
and the disturbance of its nutrition being thus annulled. Atrophy first occurs in 
the pigment-cells of the tapetmn. Their coloring matter is partially destroyed and 
chemically changed, while the cells themselves become larger a-d flatter. Finally 
4elatter are destroyed, leaving heaps of free pigment. At the borders of the crescent 
the cells collect, at least their pigment increases, and the coloring matter becomes 
fi»her, often black. As a result of this, the very tense portion of choroid covering 
the conus at first appears as a delicate, dirty-brownish and darkly-clouded or marbled 
Membrane, in which some vessels of the vasculosa and remains of the chorio- 
eepillaris may still he recognized. The stroma-cells often continue to exist for some 
|®e, but their coloring matter becomes more scanty and paler, and finally disappears, 

the development of the staphyloma progresses, the ectatic choroid entirely 
anges its anatomical character; it is reduced to a very fine, indistinctly-striated, 
* a'most homogeneous, membrane, which is with difficulty separated from the 

, •lacent sclera. Here and there it contains groups of pigment and empty cells, 
°rmed by pressure, and some vessels affected in their caliber and walls, and 

Mostly covered over with ectatic remains of the lamina elastica. 
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350 POSTERIOR STAPHYLOMA OF THE SCLERA. 

Inflammatory products and their derivatives, which are found here and there 
over the crescent (If. Muller), do not result from the disease itself, but depend on a 
complicating process of proliferation. 

In sclerectasia of a lower grade and slower development, the parts of sclera and 
choroid lying outside of the conus usually preserve their integrity, or at most we 
only find some choroidal hypereeinia. In rapidly-developing staphyloma posticum, 
even if of low grade, there is, as a rule, congestion of the neighboring portions of 
choroid. Subsequently at this point the choroid appears slightly atrophied, and in 
large ectasia the atrophy is marked even throughout a considerable space; at least, 
the tapetum is pale and uneven. It is usually simple atrophy, and depends on the 
tension of the membrane, and especially on the local disturbance of circulation, 
necessarily caused by the separation of the scleral elements and the consequent 
displacement and contraction of the posterior opening for the vessels. Sometimes, 
and particularly when the process advances rapidly, the tension causes actual inflam¬ 
mation, which appears as sclero-choroiditis, and not unfrequently leads to sclero-cho- 
roidal staphyloma. Indeed, about the yellow spot, these enlargements are often 
observed. They occasionally develop quite early, even before the crescent has 
attained any considerable size. 

The same is true of the retina. If the ectasia develops slowly and only to alow 
grade, the expansion incident to the increase of the posterior wall of the globe is 
more easily divided up, and the elements of the retina have time to accommodate 
themselves to the new circumstances; hence the process is usually uninjurious to the 
nutrition and function of the membrane. But if the ectasia has reached a large size 
or has developed rapidly, the posterior portions of the retina almost always suffer, 
as is shown by the diminution of sharpness of vision, &c. In certain excessive cases 
the atrophy is very marked, the retina over the conus appears, even to the naked 
eye, much thinned, and under the microscope it is found reduced to a delicate con¬ 
nective-tissue net, without a trace of nervous elements, covered by the limitans, 
which is perforated in some places. (Wedl.) The tension often causes severe irrita¬ 
tion, with great hypersemiu and even scattered retinal extravasations; even inflam¬ 
mations not unfrequently occur; these are usually exudative, or cause detachment of 
the retina. The inflammations also mostly affect the vicinity of the yellow spot, and 
the part lying between it and the papilla, because the macula lutea clings very 
closely to the choroid, and lienee the tension is greater at this point, as the axis of 
the conus usually falls in this direction, and a compensating traction from the neigh¬ 
boring parts is more difficult. 

Generally the retina stretches freely over the ectatic portion of the fundus. If 
this is excavated, the retina over it occasionally appears slightly concave; that is, 
it projects into the cavity of the staphyloma, which is filled with a watery liquid. 
Exceptionally, the retina is found attached by exudation to the edge of the ectasia. 

In recent, and particularly in rapidly-developed, ectasia, the optic papilla is often 
very hyperromic; otherwise it and its connective-tissue envelop do not show much 
change, except in extensive staphylomata. 

The prominence which the inner nervous sheath forms in its passage to the ante¬ 
rior scleral layer, and over which the tubes of the optic nerve curve to pass into the 
retina, with the arc of choroid attached to it, recedes at the base of the crescent, or is 
even drawn outward in the direction of the axis of the latter. The result of this is, 
that the filaments of the optic nerve, going to the conus, are curved as soon as they 
escape from the lamina cribrosa. In extreme cases, even the whole of the poster® 
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POSTERIOR STAPHYLOMA OF THE SCLERA. 351 

choroidal opening is displaced toward the conus, so that the nervous tubes directed 
toward the latter are sharply bent at the fibrous ring, and the porus opticus falls at 
the edge of the choroidal opening (Tig. 51, c, Ed. Jaeger). 

In ectasiae of a higher degree of development, the vitreous is not uncommonly 
cloudy in its posterior part and separated from the retina by a fluid, serous-like 
product. The vitreous does not increase in volume, when the posterior chamber of 
the eye is increased in size by the staphyloma, but the space is filled by a watery 
transudation, which detaches the vitreous from the limiting membrane, and separ¬ 
ates the latter not uncommonly from the subjacent retina, in the form of small ele¬ 
vations (Iwanoff). A cataractous opacity has often been observed in the posterior 
pole of the lens. 

Symptoms.—The existence of posterior staphyloma is always most certainly 
determined by the ophthalmoscope. Its commencement usually betrays itself by 
collections of pigment at the affected arc of the posterior choroidal opening. This 
dark border then divides into two or three concentric arcs, or simply recedes from 
the connective-tissue ring of the optic-nerve entrance, and the ectatic scleral zone 
appears as a bright, small seam, which gradually widens and takes on a crescentic 
(thro, lith., A, E, T) or quite irregular form. If the stapbylomatous protrusion con¬ 
tinues, the outer border of the orescent continually recedes from the edge of the 
optic-nerve entrance, the conus acquires the appearance of a pointed arch (xhro. lith., 
E), or with a section of an oval (ehro. lith., G) or circle, or it is irregularly bulged 
out (c/iro. lith., S). Usually, large cones pass beyond the diameter of the optic disc, 
or even surround the latter like a ring (Fig. 55); it even not unfrequently happens 
that the arc of the ring, diametrically opposite to the orescent, is also widened, forms 
• crescent, pointed arc, &c.; hence a double orescent is perceived. (Fig. 56.) 

Fig. 55. Fig. 56. 

Recent and rapidly-formed crescents are not usually very characteristically dis- 
from the surrounding parts of the fundus. The tendinously white surface 

ectatic sclera looks quite dull through the thinned choroid, which still con- 
P'gment and vessels. It appears covered with a more or less thick, grayish- 
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352 POSTERIOR STAPHYLOMA OF THE SCLERA. 

brown or brownish-red powder, in which dark, cloudy figures, often also groups of 
blackish pigment, rather large vessels from the vasculosa, and occasionally small 
blood extravasations, may be seen. The part of the choroid affected with atrophy 
is not sharply defined from the neighboring normal part of the fundus, but forms 
a quite irregular, zigzag, and blurred zone, behind which the border of the crescent 
is with difficulty recognized. 

If the staphyloma has existed long, and progressed slowly, the conus appears 
very bright and very bluish-white, on account of far-advanced atrophy of the super¬ 
jacent choroid, and thus strongly contrasts with its surroundings (cb.ro. lith., G), 
especially when it is bordered by dark pigment. Still, the color is not always 
regular ; the crescent is often clouded, brownish, or gray, in places st re wn with groups 
of dark pigment, or it has the marbled appearance peculiar to a senile choroid (sho, 
lith., E, E). Delicate branches of vessels are also occasionally perceived, which may 
appear at any point of the conus, and pass quickly to its edge, there to disappear in 
the choroid. 

Occasionally, on the surface of the bright figure, we may observe quite irregularly-formed 
shady spots, which are somewhat modified in shape and position by change of direction of the 
light thrown in by the mirror. They indicate excavations in the crescent, and consequently eleva¬ 
tions on the staphyloma. More frequently, a crescentic shadow is observed, which is sometime! j 
nearer, sometimes further from, the outer edge of the crescent, and is also influenced in position and 
shape by the direction of incident light. It is a sign of protrusion backward of the staphyloma 
wall. This protrusion may, moreover, be recognized from the fact that, while it exists, the reti¬ 
nal vessels run some distance above the surface of the crescent, or, in case the retina participates 
in the protrusion, they curve backward, again to resume their original direction at the edge of the 
conus. 

In extensive posterior staphyloma, on ophthalmoscopic examination, the optiol 
disc usually appears oval ('chro. lith., G, R, S, Fig. 55), for its outer wall is then I 
displaced backward, and its surface presents itself to the eye of the examiner at a 
great angle. 

Still, it is said that this change of shape is not simply apparent, and caused by 
the conditions of projection, but that it actually exists. (Uebreich, Bonders.) 

The ophthalmoscopic appearance is of course also modified by pathological changeil 
in the vitreous, lens, the part of choroid surrounding the staphyloma, &c. We most I 
frequently find extensive choroidal atrophy, the results of exudative neuro-retinitis, 1 
&c. (Chro. lith., E, E, G, R, S, Fig. 55.) 

In rapidly-growing eorasia, in the vicinity of the crescent, the vessels of the vascn-1 
losa frequently appear very distinctly, are enlarged, and, like reddening of the papiU3)! 
indicate congestion. (Fig. 56, chro. lith., R.) 

2. Extensive posterior scleral staphyloma may frequently also he di; 
without the ophthalmoscope. If the patient turns the eye inward as far as possible! 
and we press the outer commissure and neighboring conjunctiva back, we may 9nI j 
distinctly see the blue, translucent, and even pad-like prominent zone, at the holder! 
of the optic-nerve entrance. In highly-developed posterior staphyloma, the elongaj 
distinctly see the blue, translucent, and even 

disturbed mobility, are so decided, that they are even observed at a distance, 
permit a diagnosis at the first glance. unu a civ iiiv mou giamvL. ,i 

3. The development of the posterior scleral staphyloma is always connected wi ; 
an increase of the refraction, on account of the displacement backwards of the effl 
ter of the retina caused by it. Eyes of a high degree of hypermetropia become thosj 

3. The development of the posterior scleral staphyloma is always conni 
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tymetropic in a less degree, emmetropic or myopic; emmetropic eyes on the 

contrary become myopic, and in myopic eyes the degree of myopia increases. 

4. Otherwise the functions of vision are far less disturbed in posterior staphyloma 

than we should suppose from the anatomical and ophthalmoscopical appearances, 

loir degrees of ectasia usually betray themselves by no subjective symptoms, and 

tven extensive staphylomata, which envelop the papilla in more than half its cir- 

tmference, are not necessarily connected with great disturbance of vision referable 

to them. The rule usually holds good, that equal degrees of development of the 

staphyloma disturb vision the more easily and more decidedly, the more rapidly 

fey have occurred. In suddenly occurring posterior scleral staphyloma, even when 

lot extensive, such disturbances almost always occur. They are of very different 

sorts, and in special cases combine very variously. 

Sometimes we have the recognized symptoms of congestion of the retina and 

(toroid, or those of a more or less advanced hypertesthesia of the retina and optio 

nerve and the ciliary system. 

Movable and fixed scotomata occur very frequently, and are very annoying. 

These are immediately caused by proliferation of the cells of the vitreous, but ulti- 

mately, like the above-mentioned diseased states, by protrusion of the retina and 

(toroid, and the consequent disturbance of circulation and nervous irritation. 

Among the disturbances of vision directly caused by the staphylomatous forma¬ 

tion, belongs especially the enlargement of the blind spot. This results immediately 

tom the material changes which the retina in the territory of the staphyloma 

life-goes in rapidly-developed or far-advanced ectasia, and which may at first be 

Mined as a separation of the elements sensitive to light, but later becomes a true 

atrophy of the nervous portions. Perhaps, also, the short curvature of the nervous 

fees coming from the lamina cribrosa, and the displaced border of the bacillar layer 

lowrd the crescent, is a chief cause. At the commencement, moreover, the enlarge- 

®nt of the blind spot is not particularly remarked; it is rather filled in by the 

P'gment, and only appears on careful attention, when sharp and clear perceptions 

«required. It then often appears as a very thin mist, covering parts of the object 

frg outward from the point of fixation. Subsequently, however, the parts in ques- 

of the visual field become more and more indistinct; an actual interruption 

'wire, which follows the patient constantly in the shape of a vacant spot, and 

laterally interferes with reading, writing, &c., although central vision may not be 
® the least disturbed. 

Staphyloma often causes metamorphopsia also. Patients see objects, or parts of 

ects, lying in certain sections of the visual field, distorted in certain directions, 

Mtimes also interrupted, and the parts shoved up against each other. This dis- 

Mt is especially noticed in lines and in bodies composed of lines. There is 

mad for supposing this to be due to change of position of the rods and cones, and 

i® referring this to the irregular tension on certain retinal layers, especially on the 

j'Wral portions, which are firmly adherent to the choroid. 

wge staphylomata, the great expansion and consequent disturbance of nutri- 

ttof the retina, usually cause decided decrease of sharpness in the whole field of 

>‘®, and also interruptions and limitations of the latter. Oases are not rare where 

is even limited to quantitative perception of light, or complete amaurosis 
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354 STAPHYLOMA POSTICUM. CAUSES. 

Causes.—The predisposition to staphyloma posticum is probably congenital, 

and is to be sought in a slighter firmness of the seam which closes up the fissure of 

the fcetal eye. The circumstance that the staphyloma, with few exceptions, begins 

at the external and lower circumference of the sheath of the optic nerve, indicates 

this; therefore at a point which corresponds to the position of the cleft in the fcetal 

eye, and to the so-called “ protuberantia scleroticse ” {Ammon). The exquisite hered¬ 

itary character of the affection, which has been wrongly denied {H. Cohn), can 

also be brought forward as proof of this view. ( 

It appears that eyes with an elongated axis are more disposed to it; at least the 

staphyloma posticum is found in such eyes in a remarkably high percentage of 

cases. Still the staphyloma in question is developed usually in every form of eye, 

and if it appears in the greater number of cases to be united with myopia, the 

reason is that the elongation of the axis of the globe thus produced carries along 

with it an increase of the refraction. In fact we meet with the staphyloma posti¬ 

cum by no means rarely in eyes decidedly hypermetropic (Dobrowolsky); the elon¬ 

gation of the axis is not sufficiently great in order to change the highly hyperme¬ 

tropic globe into an emmetropic or a myopic one. 

The staphyloma posticum is without a doubt favored and occasioned in its de¬ 

velopment by congestive conditions of the posterior scleral zone. The latter are, 

under certain conditions, to be referred to disturbances of circulation in the region 

of ramification of the superior vena cava. Their chiefest and most frequent source 

is found in the long-continued and violent straining of the accommodation of the 

eyes. It is a fixed fact that the staphyloma posticum occurs but very seldom in the 

lower classes of the population, especially in half-civilized countries, where the 

school education is very slight, and is generally entirely neglected by the majontj 

of individuals. It even occurs but rarely among such people when a high degree 

of myopia exists. On the contrary, according to exact statistical investigations 

(H. Cohn), the frequency and the degree of development of the staphyloma posti¬ 

cum increase with the amount and duration of the efforts to which the eyes during j 

life at school are exposed. 

It is, however, also known that in such overworked eyes a considerable hypel 

83inia of the entrance of the optic nerve is almost constantly present, which piop1 

gates itself without a doubt by the natural vascular connections to the posteriori 

scleral zone, and can here so much the more easily occasion a relaxation of th, 

parts, as the region of the posterior scleral circulation is removed from the reguM j 

ing influence of the elastic capsule of the globe. 

More recently it is believed that a prominent part in the production of the staphyloma P°“ j 
cum should be attributed to the action of the ciliary muscle, whose longitudinal liters J 
usually very highly developed in very myopic eyes, upon the posterior line of insertion 1 
the choroid (Horner, Iwanoff). Still opposed to this view is the fact that the staphylon14! 
question is developed primarily, with few exceptions, merely on the external circumference 

1 ~3 the the papilla, therefore exactly in that position in which the ciliary muscle can produce ^ 
effect, since it is here the farthest removed from the optic papilla, and its action, rn,:)r'j0V^ ■ 
made ineffective by the tolerably firm attachment of the choroid to the sclerotic in the n 1 

frc 

Trustworthy investigations of a large number of children have proved that the staphyloma 
posticum is disproportionately frequent in the descendants of myopic parents, and that the 
position and the special form of the staphyloma in mother and child, even in the different 
brothers and sisters, and in both eyes of one and the same individual, are often remarkably 
similar, or even exactly alike (Ed. Jaeger). 
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POSTERIOR STAPHYLOMA OF THE SCLERA. 355 

borhood of the macula, even when otherwise the effect of its contraction were in a condition 
to propagate itself through the very extensible choroid up to the edge of the papilla. 

The observation of cases in which the staphyloma in question manifests itself immediately 
from the commencement with the appearances of an advancing intra-ocular inflammation, or 
its consequences, with opacities of the retina or vitreous, with excavations of the optic nerve, 
etc., has led to the error, that an inflammation was the source of the staphyloma postieum 
(Graefe, Ileymann)—an error which is already refuted by the fact that products of prolifera¬ 
tion and appearances of inflammation as a rule are wanting in the staphyloma in question, and 
that on the contrary primary sclero-choroiditis very seldom gives rise to staphyloma pos- 
ticum. 

Course and Results.—The first symptoms of the staphyloma often appear in 
infancy {Ed. Jaeger). The further development after birth is in many cases ex¬ 
ceedingly slow, and very frequently interrupted, so that it requires many years for 
its full development. In other cases, however, it progresses very rapidly, and then 
reaches a high grade in a short time. (See Course and Results of Myopia.) 

The staphyloma may become stationary at any stage. Not unfrequently cases 
occur where staphylomata exist unchanged from earliest youth to old age. A dis¬ 
appearance of an ectasia once developed, even if of the lowest grade, is scarcely to 
be hoped for; at least no such cases are reported. But occasionally large vesicular 
staphylomata burst, their watery contents are diffused in the orbit, but are soon ab¬ 
sorbed, while the amaurotic globe shrinks and decreases in size. 

The greater distensibility of the sclerotic, which is manifested in staphyloma 
postieum, is on the whole unfavorable to increase of intra-ocular pressure, and hence 
glaucomatous processes occur very seldom in such eyes, particularly when they are of 
a myopic formation. Still the posterior scleral staphyloma by no means offers 
security against subsequent sclerosis of the sclerotic, and may cause even obstruc¬ 
tion of some venous vessels by the stretching of the posterior scleral ring, and thus 
lead to increase of the intra-ocular pressure. 

The detachment of the retina, which not unfrequently occurs, is most to be feared, 
as it is usually injurious to both eyes, and causes them finally to atrophy. Hemor- 
rhages in the vicinity of the yellow spot not unfrequently occur {chro. lith., R), espe¬ 
cially if the ectasia increases rapidly. They are mostly from the vasculosa, and depend 
on the rupture of vessels caused by the excessive local tension. Still, the elastic mem¬ 
brane often ruptures, and the blood presses under the retina or even into its tissue, 
breaking it up. Inflammation always occurs in the vicinity of the hemorrhage, and 
tbe consequent changes in the retinal tissue forbid all hope of complete restoration of 
functional activity. As a rule, a central interruption of vision remains. 

Treatment.—In very myopic eyes, attention must, from the first, be paid to the 
?rcat danger of scleral protrusion, and every thing must be avoided that may cause 
congestion or an increase of intraocular pressure. (See Treatment of Short-sighted,ness.) 

If the ectasia has already shown itself, and is progressing, of course the eyes 
oust he most carefully used till the process is arrested. If.the development is rapid, 
* 'f the disease has already caused disturbance of vision, the danger to the functional 
integrity of the retina is so increased, that all other considerations must give way, 

the possible results being explained to the patient, he must, in every way, be 
llrged to protect the eyes. He should lay aside his customary glasses, and avoid every 
effort of accommodation, dazzling light and strong contrasts in illumination, as well 
as every thing that may cause local congestion. 

Intercurrent congestions increase the indications for strict care, and are to be 
I-fated most carefully on general principles. 
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356 STAPHYLOMA POSTICUM. AUTHORITIES. 

But we must warn against repeated and large local blood-lettings. Their advantage is prob¬ 
lematical, and their effect on the general health of the patient is often bad. The same is true 

of mercurials. 
Irritating foot-baths and laxative mineral waters, moderately used, at least do no harm, if they 

do not benefit. 
Iridectomy has already proved incapable of arresting the progress of the ectasia. (Graefe.) It 

is, however, proper, if, with some increased hardness of the globe, the optic-nerve entrance begins 
to be excavated. Repeated paracenteses of the cornea are dangerous, and therefore are to be 
avoided. (Secondi.) The division of the ciliary muscle is certainly of no more benefit than a well- 
done iridectomy; it is at the same time more difficult and dangerous. 

Authorities.—-Scarpa, Trattato d. princ. mal. d. ocehi. Pavia. 1816. II. S. 146.—Ammon, 
Zeitschift. f. Ophth. I. S. 55, II. S. 248; Klin. Darstellungen, &c. I. Berlin, 1837. Taf. 7; A. f. 0. 
IV. 1. S. iO.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 723.—Ed. Jaeger, Einstellungen des dioptr. Apparates. 
Wien. 1861. S. 25, 33, 42, 46, 50, 54, 62, 70 —Bonders, Die Anomalien der Refraction und Acc. 
Wien. 1866. S. 296, 302, 304, 306, 311, 313, 316, 318, 322, 324, 330, 332, 337.—Graefe, A. f. 0.1.1. 
S. 390, 394, 397, 399, I. 2. S. 307, 309, 310, II. 2. S. 241, 294, III. 2. S. 394, 396, IV. 2. S. 153, 155, 
VIII. 2. S. 304, 306.—Keymann, ibid. II. 2. S. 131,134.—Sichel, ibid. III. 2. S. 234, UZ.—Schwdg- 
ger, ibid. IX. 1. S, 194, 196; Verlesgn. fiber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels Berlin, 1864. S. 81. 
84.—H. Muller, Verhandlgn. der Wurzburg, phys. med. Gesellschft. 1858. 8. Mai. c.— ftedl, Atlas, 
Iris-Choroidea, Retina-Opticus.—Liebreich, A. f. O. VII. 2. S. 124 ; Atlas der Ophth. Berlin, 
1863, Taf. 3.—Coccius, Ueber Glaucom. Entzundg. &c. Leipzig. 1859. S. 40.- Secondi, Clinicaoc 
di Genova. Riassunto. Torino, 1865. S. 49.—Stellwag, der intraoc. Druck. 1868. S. 58. Ed. 
Jaeger, Handatlas, Pig. 41-43, 59, 60, 109-128.—Graefe, A. f. O. XV. 3. S. YtZ.—Heymann, 
Ophthalmologisches. 1868. S. 27.—Coccius, der Meehan, d. Acc. Leipzig, 1868. S. 71, 84, 87.— 
H. Cohn, IIntersuchungen von 10060 Schulkindern, Leipzig, 1867. S. 60 ; Berlin, kl. Wochen- 
schrift, 1867. No. 50; 1868. No. 50.—Dobrowlski, kl. Monatbl. 1868. Beilage. S. 99,193- 
Power, Lancet, 1868. 1. S. 16.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. Wien, 1868. S. 419-426.— 
Iwanoff, A. f. O. XV. 3. S. 31, 55, 58; XV. 8. S. 295.—Horner, ibid. 
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EIGHTH SECTIOH. 
INFLAMMATION OF THE CONJUNCTIVA. CONJUNCTIVITIS, 

SYNDESMITIS. 

Anatomy.—The conjunctiva is a mucous membrane. It begins as the immediate 
continuation of the external integument on the edges of the lids, and, as palpebral 
conjunctiva, covers the posterior surface of the eyelids. Close to the orbital border 
its course is interrupted, and it extends over the globe as a reflection of the con¬ 
junctiva. Here it unites closely with the sclerotica, and covers its anterior half from 
near the equator up to the border of the cornea, having the name of conjunctiva of 
the globe—ocular conjunctiva. It even passes over the outermost border of the 
sclerotica, and appears upon the cornea as a small border—limbus conjunctivalis. 
It here completely unites with the corneal tissue. The portion of the reflection cor¬ 
responding to the inner angle of the lid appears in the form of a crescentic fold, 
the plica semilunaris. The lachrymal caruncle rests upon the anterior part of this 
fold. The caruncle is a conglomeration of hair-follicles, held together by connec¬ 
tive tissue, with rosette-shaped sebaceous glands, and fat-cells lying between. 

This is united by a bundle of tendinous fibres to the capsule of the eye, at the 
place in which the latter is perforated by the rectus intemus (Luschha). 

The conjunctiva consists of reticulated connective tissue, the chief constituents 
of which are the so-called connective-tissue corpuscles, and a loose fibrous intercel¬ 
lular substance situated between them. In the first period of childhood this tissue is 
tolerably clear; later, however, it appears, particularly in the tarsal and retro-tarsal 
portions, interspersed with numerous lymphoid cells, and thus gains an adenoid 
character (Henle). Anteriorly the tissue is condensed into a compact basal mem¬ 
brane, which is covered by several layers of epithelium, generally of a cylindrical 
shape. 

The connective tissue corpuscles are spindle-shaped or stellate nucleated cells, from the 
vails of which proceed a number of very fine, tubular, ramifying processes, which anasto¬ 
mose with similar processes of neighboring connective-tissue corpuscles, and thus form a kind 
of network, the mesh-knots of which are represented by the cells themselves. The intercel- 
l°lar substance is transparent, homogeneous, but scissile in certain directions, by which it 
Sains the appearance of being composed of matted bundles of very fine, wavy, contorted fibres, 
naming parallel to one another. Mingled with these elements are found elastic fibres in 
varying quantity. The epithelium consists in the most inferior layers of round cells, in the 
more superficial layers however of cells, which approach decidedly the cylindrical form, are 
however somewhat flattened, and thus represent transitions to those of squamous epithelium 
Wolfring). In the region of the conjunctiva palpebrarum, ridged or thorny cells have been 
fanonstrated (M. Schultze). 

Each of the separately named portions of the conjunctiva has its anatomical 
Peculiarities. The conjunctiva of the lid consists of a dense layer of connective 
bssue corresponding to the cutis, which is closely connected with the posterior sur- 
fece of the cartilage of the lid, since a number of the short, straight fibres proceed 

j ',ri,sh-like from the latter to the conjunctival tissue ( Wolfring). Still, both tissues 
ate very plainly distinguished in fine sections by the remarkably dark tint which 
foe conjunctiva receives from the enormous number of lymphoid bodies embedded in 
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358 CONJUNCTIVA. MINUTE ANATOMY. 

it. The surface of the tarsal conjunctiva is interspersed with numerous furrows, or 

indentations, running in all directions, very often crossing each other, sometimes deep, 

sometimes shallow, sometimes running perpendicularly, sometimes obliquely, ending 

here and there in blind extremities, which in transverse sections resemble very strongly 

glandular spaces, and in fact have been regarded as such. In children these furrows 

and indentations are still but slightly developed; in adults however they are very 

sharply defined (Stieda, Wolfring). Towards the border of the eyelid, where the 

conjunctiva is very thin and is closely united with the tarsus, they appear denser, 

more numerous, and very flat; towards the convex border of the tarsus they become 

less numerous, but are deeper; upon the tarsal border itself, where the conjunctiva 

is thicker and only more loosely attached to the tarsus, they commence to pass 

directly into the deep furrows, which separate the folds of the retro-tarsal portion 

from one another, and are generally arranged parallel to the border of the tarsus. 

In a similar degree we find the conjunctiva directly upon the free border of the lid, 

also still perfectly smooth, and close by are seen the smallest papillary elevations, 

which can scarcely be perceived, even with the lens; further on towards the retro- 

tarsal portion of the conjunctiva, and towards the angle of the eye, they become 

gradually larger, until they finally can be seen even with the naked eye, and pass 

into the folds of the mucous membrane on the convex border of the tarsus. It is 

usual to describe the elevations as papillae; but strictly speaking this character 

does not fit them. At any rate, the loop-like endings of the vessels are wanting in 

them; the division of the vessels is everywhere rather more uniformly net-like. 

(Stieda, Wolfring.) The retro-tarsal portion of the conjunctiva is much more 

loosely woven, particularly richly interspersed with lymphoid cells (Blumberg), 

thicker, and is connected with the orbital tissue, particularly with its fascia-like 

condensed portions, by a very long-fibered, wide-meshed, flocculent connective tissue, 

which admits of considerable displacement. Instead of the papillary elevations, 

deep furrows are found upon its surface, as was already mentioned, the largest of 

which run tolerably parallel to the tarsal border, and cause the portion of connec¬ 

tive tissue under consideration to appear transversely folded. 

Inside the furrows of the tarsal and retro-tarsal portions, the cylinder shape of the epithe¬ 

lial cells is generally somewhat more sharply defined than on the surface of the elevations, 

which is much more exposed to pressure of the lid and to scratching. Between the epithelial 

cells of the conjunctiva, very numerous circular spaces, of the form of a bottle, very much 

bulged out, are often found, which open upon the free surface by a very narrow neck, and are 

brought into nearer connection with the secretion of mucus. They are usually described as cup- 

cells (Stiecla, F. F. Scliultze, Fimer, Fries). In addition to these occur a number of compound, 

grape-shaped glands in the retro-tarsal portion, which lie in the sub-conjunctival tissue, open 

by long excretory ducts obliquely upon the surface, and correspond in their entire structure 

to the lachrymal gland, and hence are also described as accessory lachrymal glands (Krause). 

[Note.—Recapitulation of theminute anatomy of the conjunctiva. The palpebral conjunc¬ 

tiva consists of a basement membrane or mucosa, covered by an epithelium disposed in three 

or four layers, the superficial ones being flattened, the deeper ones approaching the columnar 

in shape. The surface is flat and perforated by the openings of blind intestinal-like glands 

which are embedded in the mucosa. The walls of these glands are formed by convolutions of 

the basement membrane, and they are lined by cylindrical epithelium. At the retro-tarsal 

fold the pavement epithelium is changed into the cylindrical form, and the papillae, which are 

rarely found on the tarsal portion, become prominent. The glandular culs-de-sac become larger 

and we meet with two new kinds of glands. The one is constant, acinous in nature, and are 

most numerous near the openings of the lachrymal ducts; they are lenticular in shape an 

lined with pavement epithelium. The second variety are conglomerate, tubercular in sha 
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BLOOD-VESSELS AND LYMPHATICS OF THE CONJUNCTIVA. 359 

«nd are found singly, or in groups along the fornix. As the conjunctiva passes on to the globe, 
the epithelium again becomes squamous, and the whole conjunctiva is thinner. There are 
here no papillae, and but few glands. Thus we see that the conjunctival structure consists of 
the so-called adenoid tissue, that is, of a mesh-work of connective-tissue fibers, with a large 
number of cells resembling lymph corpuscles.] 

The ocular or sclerotical conjunctiva is less tough and thick than that of the 
lids. It contains many elastic fibers, and is loosely and movably attached to the 
membrane of the globe, covering the anterior zone of the sclerotica by a connective 
tissue, containing fat-cells in varying quantity. There are no papillse or glands on 
this portion. On the other hand, the epithelium is strongly developed, and is con¬ 
tinued uninterruptedly upon the cornea. 

The vessels are abundant in all portions of the conjunctiva, especially on the 
tarsal portions and limbus conjunctivalis. These are divided into anterior and 
posterior vessels. The former supply the zone next to the ocular conjunctiva, and 
are most intimately connected with the episcleral vessels, and are ultimately 
branches of the anterior ciliary arteries. The posterior conjunctival vessels supply 
the posterior zone of the ocular conjunctiva, the reflection, and the tarsal portion. 

Its arterial twigs are branches of the vessels of the lids and the lachrymal glands, 
and also receive accessions from the angular, the temporal, and infra-orbital arteries. 
The veins pass for the most part over into the vena angularis, and to the temporal 
veins. They also anastomose with the orbital veins. The posterior conjunctival 
vessels are connected with the anterior, and through these with the ciliary system; 
an immediate connection with the latter, however, does not exist, or it is exceed¬ 
ingly slight. (Leber.) The anatomy explains the existence of the so-called vascular 
ring, that is, the dense injection of the most anterior zone of the episclera and 
ocular conjunctiva, in irritation and inflammations in the cornea, iris, and the ciliary 
region. 

The arterial branches supplying the conjunctiva of the lid proceed for the most 
fart from the arterial arches, situated upon the anterior surface of the tarsus, per¬ 
forate the cartilage, and run upon its internal surface parallel to the meibomian 
glands, giving off a quantity of small branches, part of which run backward to the 
tarsal glands, and part enter the papillary elevations of the conjunctiva. The veins 
of this region take an exactly similar course (Wolfring). 

The injection is apt to be greatest in the limbus conjunctivalis. Here it is seen as an evenly 
little band, sharply bounded anteriorly, and lying on the corneal margin. The episcleral 

vascular tissue is more strongly developed in its immediate vicinity ; a large number of small 
wteries bend around and run into the limbus, which, deprived of the sub-conjunctival tissue, 
lies immediately on the cornea. It gives off at the same time a number of little branches, 
which unite with each other in arches. Smaller branches proceed from these arches, which 
W® unite by anastomosis, and thus form an exceedingly dense network, which reaches to 
ihe central margin of the conjunctival layer, and on the one hand serves as the origin of the 
Peripheral, looped network of the cornea, but on the other transmits numerous branches to 
ihe conjunctiva, and is connected to the posterior conjunctival vessels by means of its ramifi- 
'»tions. The finest terminal loops of the network in the limbus pass into veins, are collected 
1,1 fine branches, which, in a similar manner, are woven into a thick mesh-work, and empty 
chiefly int0 the scierai twigs of the anterior ciliary veins, allowing, however, a proportionately 
'I'Sht amount of blood to pass into the peripheral conjunctival veins (Leber). 

lymphatic vessels are very numerous in the conjunctiva. They are said to form a thick 
network on the margin of the cornea, which extends toward this in a great number of 
1 lghtly curved arches. On its periphery a large lymphatic vessel has been seen, which passes 
,romid the comeal margin in quite a regular circle. From this a great number of branches 
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360 CONJUNCTIVITIS. 

are said to pass over to the cornea, while on the other side branches run backward, and open 
into actual lymphatic twigs, which are subsequently united to the sub-maxillary glands 
(W. Krause, Mauchle). 

It appears that they open freely in the interstices of the connective tissue (Bill¬ 
roth, Tomsa.) 

The conjunctiva is also richly supplied with nerves, especially the palpebral 
portion, the limbus conjunctivalis. The reflection has less. They arise chiefly from 
the fifth nerve (itri-facial). 

These enter the posterior portion of the conjunctiva, near both angles of the eye, compressed 
into two large bundles, ramify rapidly, and spread out over the entire conjunctival sac. In 
the most anterior layers they form a wide-meshed texture, which is situated partly beneath, 
partly above the capillary layer, and gives off a large number of fine fibers without medulla, 
which run horizontally directly beneath the epithelium for some distance, in a slightly tor¬ 
tuous course, give off some few branches, and finally as a rule end free, without entering the 
epithelium itself (Helfreich). In the scleral conjunctiva and in the semi-lunar fold, club- 
shaped terminations occur, even though few in number (Kolliker). In many papillary eleva¬ 
tions some individual nerve fibers are said to pass over into tactile bodies {Krause). 

The unequal division of the conjunctival nerves is the cause of the palpebral conjunctiva 
appearing most sensitive, while the retro-tarsal fold displays a lower degree of sensibility, so 
that foreign bodies may lie there for a long time without causing pain. These nerves are con¬ 
nected very closely in function with the other branches of the trigeminus, particularly with 
the ciliary nerves, and by these indirectly with the retina and optic nerve. Hence great irri¬ 
tation of the conjunctival nerves easily lead to hypersesthesia of the ciliary and optic nerves, 
and vice versa. 

The secretion of the conjunctiva is not only mucus, but also the lachrymal fluid. 
We may properly say that a greater part of the tears constantly covering the con¬ 
junctival sac have their origin in the conjunctival vessels. The conjunctiva has a 
great power of resorption, on account of the vascular richness of the conjunctival 
tissue. 

Nosology.—A. The inflammation in the conjunctiva, as elsewhere, is character¬ 
ized by enormous exudation of white blood corpuscles from the vessels and by in¬ 
crease of the latter by proliferation. The young cells appear densely packed to¬ 
gether along the walls of the vessels, and form in the deeper layers of the conjunc¬ 
tiva more or less thick rows, which branch frequently, and by anastomosing with 
one another form a species of network, the wide meshes of which are filled with 
the connective tissue, infiltrated with serum, and sparsely interspersed with exuded 
cells. Anteriorly the meshes become narrower, the tissue of the conjunctiva con¬ 
stantly becomes more displaced, and near the surface its place is completely supplied 
by a layer of young cells varying in thickness, which follows all the elevations and 
excavations, and is separated from the over-lying, extremely swollen integument 
merely by the basic membrane. This in its deeper layers is formed in great part or 
entirely of young cells of a lymphoid character, and only the superficial strata re¬ 
mind us, by their angular, flattened form, of epithelial structures. When the in¬ 
flammatory process is more intense, however, this difference disappears in the epi¬ 
dermal layers, and for a certain distance the basic membrane is also often destroyed 
in spots, so that the infiltration of the connective-tissue structure and the cellular 
layer which replaces the epithelium form a single connected stratum, which can 
often be perceived with the naked eye, and at some distance, as an opaque precipi¬ 
tate upon the conjunctival surface. 

1. The outermost layers of this stratum become constantly loosened. Tins 
excretion of neoplastic elements is the more extensive, the more rapidly the process 
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CONJUNCTIVITIS. NOSOLOGY. 361 

runs its course, the more luxuriant is the proliferation of tissue ; that is, the more 
quickly new elements press upon them from the deeper layers. 

In less severe inflammations, the newly-formed cells which are thrown off have chiefly the 
character of recent epithelial cells. They are, however, in part, presented under the microscope 
is mucous corpuscles, recognizable by their opaque contents and their disproportionably small 
nucleus. As the process increases in severity, the elements become more and more removed from 
the epithelial form. They generally change into mucus or pus-corpuscles. In very severe cases, 
real nuclear cells at last cease to form. The neoplastic elements appear as incompletely developed 
nuclei, which are involved in rapid separation, or often in fatty degeneration. 

At the same time an intercellular substance is always separated, which, as it were, 
represents the menstruum in which the elements are suspended. This intercellular 
mbstanee also varies in an extraordinary manner in quantity and properties, accord¬ 
ing to the intensity of the process at the time, and thus influences the quality and 
quantity of the so-called inflammatory secretion. This latter is nothing less than a 
mixture of the intercellular substance with the described elements, thrown off from 
the surface of the conjunctiva. 

In the lowest degree of intensity of the inflammatory process, the excretion of 
the intercellular substance and of the cells is scanty, and exhibits all the properties 
of mucus. The secretion rolls up in a ball, and does not mix with the tears. The 
mucus is thicker and more transparent, the more slowly the process advances. "When 
the course is speedier and the inflammation more intense, the mucous-basis becomes 
more turbid, the secretion is striated from the increase of mucus and pus-cells, which 
have been thrown off, or it becomes completely opaque from a large mixture of 
pus-corpuscles, and of an even whitish-yellow or greenish-gray color (catarrhal 
wntion). 

When the inflammatory process is very severe, not only is there an abundant 
production of pus-elements, hut also a large excretion of intercellular substauce. 
Ihe latter loses its consistency and becomes thinner. It does not, however, lose its 
capability of being drawn out into threads, and does not mix with the tears. The 
secretion, which runs over the conjunctival sac in great quantity, appears of the con¬ 
sistency of thin mucus, evenly turbid and greenish-yellow, or perfectly opaque and 

I #f a purulent yellow color (blennorrhceal secretion). 
When the inflammation is at its hight, the mucous character of the intercellular 

I substance completely disappears. This becomes a thin fluid, opaque from mole- 
I ®*ar masses and fatty detritus, and mixes with the tears. According as the quantity 
I < pus-elements which it contains is greater or smaller, the secretion is then seen 
I ®a creamy, thickened pus dissolved in the tears, sometimes of a grayish-white 
I # yellowish color, a whey or broth-like fluid (pyorrhceal secretion). 
I 2. A greater or less quantity of neoplastic intercellular substance is produced 
111 the deeper layers as well as in the surface of the inflamed conjunctiva. This 
I ®udes, to some extent, and increases the mass of the morbid secretion. It is also 
I '"filtrated in the tissue of the conjunctiva, and, together with the increase in volume 
I ® the connective-tissue corpuscles and with the hyperremic distention of the vessels, 
I a"ses a marked swelling of the membrane. The infiltration can never be very great 
I * the palpebral portion, on account of the tenseness of the conjunctival and sub- 
IJ'Vactival tissue, and on account of the pressure which is exerted upon the latter. 
I Jtmay appear in the reflection, and in the ocular conjunctiva where the loose- 
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362 CONJUNCTIVITIS. NOSOLOGY. 

ness of the tissue, and the lessened external pressure, render the intumescence muck 
easier. In fact, we generally find the palpebral folds very much swollen. On evert¬ 
ing the lids it appears as one broad swelling, or several smaller ones lying parallel 
to each other. This swelling is sometimes so broad as to render the return of 
the lids to their normal position difficult. In the same way the ocular conjunc¬ 
tiva is sometimes enlarged to double its normal size or more, and presses out from 
the palpebral fissure. It is not unfrequently even pressed forward, and forms a 
great swelling, which renders the closure of the lids troublesome, and partly or 
wholly covers the cornea. 

In less severe forms of the inflammatory swelling, conjunctivitis is only marked 
in the reflection, and is even then often very slight. In the severe and severest 
forms, however, it is usually very great, and is not confined to the conjunctiva and 
th^ sub-conjunctival connective tissue, but attacks the lids and surrounding parts. 
If, then, the swelling is very tense, if it is deeply and evenly red, and also very hot 
and sensitive, we call the condition chemosis. 

The swelling of the conjunctiva and of its neighboring parts is, in rare instances, very 
great in slight cases. This frequently occurs in children and in adults with a relaxed, 
wrinkled skin. But then the infiltration does not bear the inflammatory character, and it baa 
very few firm component parts. It is a pure serum, and the condition is to be considered as a 
true oedema. 

The swelling is apt to increase until the morbid process has reached its tight. 
When it has once passed the acme, the infiltration generally decreases, the swelling 
recedes, the conjunctiva wrinkles, becomes soft, its tissue relaxed, while the vessels 
remain enlarged and injected. The neoplastic elements finally degenerate, the 
connective-tissue corpuscles and their branches assume their normal appearance. 
The intercellular substance is reduced to its natural size with complete absorption 
of the infiltration. The vessels contract, the superficial cellular layer atrophies and 
throws off the superfluous material, and attains exactly the character of normal 
epithelium, with higher formation of the cells. 

The secretion is not necessarily immediately decreased in quantity in the beginning of the 
relaxation. On the contrary, we may not unfrequently observe an evanescent and slight increase 
in the secretion. This occurs either because the circulation and the nutrition are favored 
by the diminution of the swelling and of the pressure exerted upon the conjunctiva, or the 
relaxation of the tissue alone favors the secretion. As the process still further recedes the 
secretion is always less, the pus-corpuscles disappear from the secretion, and are replaced by 
mucous corpuscles and cells with larger nuclei; the mucous basis becomes thicker, cellular, and 
more transparent, until, finally, the quantity and quality of the secretion corresponds to the nor¬ 
mal conjunctival mucus. 

3. Yet the conjunctiva does not always return to its normal condition in the 
manner above described. On the contrary, it very often occurs that neoplastic 
elements are more completely formed in proportion as proliferation of tissue ceases. 1 
In consequence of this, the conjunctiva becomes entirely hypertrophied. 

The proliferating process may also produce a very similar result, if its intensity j 
does not advance beyond a certain degree. The new formation is apt to be most 
striking in the tarsal portion of the conjunctiva. This swells somewhat in conse 

■'once of the process of proliferation, and wart-like elevations are seen on its sur 
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CONJUNCTIVITIS-TRACHOMA. 363 

iace, which are the characteristic evidences of the appearance of trachoma or gran¬ 
ular ophthalmia. When not highly developed, they resemble the normal papillae 
very much, and are therefore described as papillary granulations. In the higher 
stages of development, these growths have a very great resemblance to granulations 
on suppurative wounds. They run together, and the name “diffuse granulations” 

may be given them. 
Such growths do not occur in the reflected portion (palpebral fold). It seems 

as if their formation were connected with the presence of the papillae. The con¬ 
junctiva in the reflection is a delicate, velvety membrane, which swells more or less. 
But this intumescence is not regular. We very easily recognize on the surface of 
the swollen palpebral fold a number of small longitudinal swellings, running 
nearly parallel, which appear to be crossed by shallow furrows, and thus look as if 
they were composed of a number' of granules lying in rows, whose summits duly 
project from the conjunctiva, while their bodies are embedded in the parenchyma. 
They there unite with each other and the hypertrophied stroma of the conjunctiva, 
without any distinct boundaries. We may distinguish these inequalities by the 
name trachomatous todies. 

Neither granulations nor round granules are developed in the ocular conjunctiva. 
The hypertrophic increase is there always regular, and, as a rule, comparatively 
small. 

The surface of the trachomatous conjunctiva appears under the microscope to 
be covered with a thick layer of young cells, which follows all inequalities of sur¬ 
face, and hence in perpendicular sections seems to be thrown into very irregular 
folds, cutting deep into the tissue. The elements of the most external layer bear 
the epithelial character, particularly in the older cases, which run a more chronic 
course. Those of the succeeding stratum are, by reason of their minuteness and cir¬ 
cular form, still less removed from the type of formation-cells of the youngest pe¬ 
riod of life. In the innermost layer the neoplastic cells are already full-grown, are 
of an oval and fusiform shape, already in part possess processes, are arranged in 
rows, exhibit, moreover, traces of a striped intercellular substance, and are trav¬ 
ersed by a thick network of newly-formed capillaries. They thus, therefore, indi¬ 
cate indubitably the transition to vascularized connective tissue. This granulation 
layer is usually thickest in the region of the tarsal conjunctiva, and raises here, 
moreover, not uncommonly, warty, club-shaped, sometimes even cauliflower-like out¬ 
growths, which increase very considerably the roughness already existing. In the 
retro-tarsal fold this layer recedes somewhat more, and usually has a tolerably uni¬ 
form thickness. Posteriorly it is continued into the subjacent adenoid tissue of the 
conjunctiva, in the form of branched framework. The lymphoid cells appear in the 
letter considerably increased, and are crowded together in the looser portions, par¬ 
ticularly in the papillary elevations of the conjunctiva of the lid, and in the folds 
"f the retro-tarsal portion, in the form of nests ( Wolf ring, Blumherg). These nests 
ste often sharply defined from the surrounding tissue by a thin layer of condensed 
connective tissue, in which a rich vascular network ramifies, and then by reason of 
fteir circular form show a great similarity to swollen glandular follicles, for which 
they have actually, for a long time, been mistaken. Still their basis is nothing 
®ore than a meshwork of connective tissue, poor in vessels, which, like the en- 
Triope, owes its form only to the displacement by the crowding together of the 
ccHs. In addition to this, it happens that the envelope is frequently only demon¬ 
strable upon the side turned towards the surface, or is entirely wanting, and hence 
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364 TRACHOMA AND GRANULATIONS. 

the celL-nest without distinct limit is lost in the surrounding tissue. Inside the 
nests ramify lymphatic vessels, which are connected with the trunks running in the 
conjunctiva (Wolfring.) 

The lymphoid groups of cells increase very much the circumference of the 
papillary excrescences in the region of the tarsal conjunctiva. In the retro-tarsal 
fold, where they are usually most enormously developed, and the overlying granu¬ 
lation layer is less thick, they form the actual groundwork of the trachomatous 
granules, and determine their form and size. As a rule they are completely cov¬ 
ered by the highly vascularized granulation layer, the diseased conjunctiva shows 
everywhere a tolerably uniform redness, which is more or less modified with gray 
by the greater or lesser thickness of the overlying stratum of epithelium. Not un¬ 
commonly, however, larger quantities of a gelatinous intercellular substance or of a 
serous fluid are secreted inside the lymphoid cell-nests. The trachomatous granules 
then increase, of course, very considerably in extent, and may also cause a thinning 
of the granulation layer covering them by pressure, and deprive it in part of its 
vascular contents. The consequence is that the lymphoid nests of cells now pro¬ 
ject very much above the surface of the conjunctiva as pale, semi-circular, brawny, 
or lymphoid, transparent granules of the size of mustard or hemp seed, which re¬ 
semble very strongly the eggs of frogs or fish-spawn. 

These spawn-like granules are frequently found alone in the reflection, and few 
in number, or scattered together with typical trachoma of the previously-described 
variety. They generally appear interspersed between the opaque granules, and 
from the very many transition forms, we may readily see that the former are really 
nothing but modifications of the latter. But occasionally the reflection is also in¬ 
filtrated with such a gelatinous material, and its surface is so thickly covered with 
the spawn-like granules, that the bases of these are flattened out, and the interstices 
entirely disappear. 

The remaining portions of the conjunctiva may, at the same time, be altered 
in a very similar manner, as in the usual form of trachoma; or there may merely be 
recognized the symptoms of a slight catarrh of the tarsal conjunctiva, with incon¬ 
siderable swelling of the papillary elevation; or, finally, the conjunctiva of the 
globe and lids is traversed by a very loose vascular network, and is infiltrated by a 
gelatinous or serous fluid like the retro-tarsal portion. 

The pure spawn-like trachoma has been declared to be a peculiar kind of conjunctival in¬ 
flammation, and distinction made between trachoma proper, and that form accompanied by 
papillary granulation, to which some give the name of chronic blennorrhcea (Piringer, Aril). 
Not much can be urged against this, since the line of distinction between the different vari¬ 
eties of conjunctivitis must always remain somewhat arbitrary. It is probably more correct 
to recognize in the two forms named the terminal links of the connective chain of modifica¬ 
tions of one and the same process. 

The frog-spawn granules occur on the reflection by far most frequently in typical papillary 
trachoma of the tarsal conjunctiva, and by this difference render imperatively necessary the 
maintenance of an intermediate form, the mixed trachoma. It is also not to be overlooked 

that severe cases of papillary and mixed trachoma, when they become old with the develop¬ 
ment of the spawn-like granules, pass over very readily into gelatinous degeneration of the 
conjunctival tissue. 

The proliferation of tissue is in cases of higher degree by no means to be limited 
to the conjunctiva in the narrow sense of the word. The loose sub-conjunctival tis¬ 
sue suffers in the same way, and very commonly is enormously distended by brawn) 

infiltration. Moreover, the inflammation is easily propagated to «the cornea, causing 
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DEGENERATIVE MEMBRANOUS CONJUNCTIVITIS. 365 

the appearances of keratitis vascnlosa. It also frequently encroaches upon the cartil¬ 
age of the lid, the tissue of which becomes richly interspersed with lymphoid cells, 
particularly in the vascular neighborhood of the glandular follicles ('Wolfring); 
the intercellular substance swells up, becomes looser, more juicy, and the tarsus by 
these means not uncommonly becomes so softened, that under the pressure of the 
conjunctival swelling it spreads out considerably in all directions. 

4. In rare cases the whole conjunctiva is involved in a chronic process of pro- 
(Iteration; it becomes relaxed throughout its whole thickness, and changes into a 
condylomatous-looking tissue, which bleeds easily. From its rough, velvet-like sur¬ 
face relaxed, vascular, or pale, whitish-gray tumors of different size proceed, which 
rapidly unite with the parts of the conjunctival surface lying opposite, and are 
generally soon continued upon the cornea, which has been previously infiltrated 
and partially ulcerated on its surface. The process advances for weeks and months 
without cessation, no kind of treatment having any especial influence upon it. At 
last the conjunctiva shrivels to a tough, tendinous tissue, and is so shortened that 
the palpebral fissure becomes a small slit, which is coated with fibrous masses. The 
result is then Xerophthalmia. We may also designate the process by the name 
of degenerative conjunctivitis. 

It seems that the disease has been very recently described as Input of the conjunctiva. (Arlt.) 
The distinct line of demarcation on the edge of the lid argues against the idea of a lupous nature. 
If at any time a lupous affection occurs at the same time on the facial integument, it may depend 
on mere chance. 

5. In the forms of conjunctivitis thus far described, the intercellular substance 
developed with and from the proliferating cells seems to have a relatively small 
amount of coagulable component parts. It is then partly effused on the surface of 
the conjunctiva, and has the character of mucus, or of a turbid fluid (secretory form). 
It is partially infiltrated into the tissue, and is either absorbed or gradually thickens, 
and is finally changed into connective-tissue stroma (hypertrophying form). In 
certain cases, where there exists a severe proliferating process, the newly-formed 
intercellular substance is exceedingly rich in plastic material. It coagulates very 
rapidly, and, in union with the neoplastic cell-elements, exhibits a tough, unyielding, 
morbid product. 

a. Occasionally, it is only in the superficial vascular layers of the conjunctiva 
that the excretion of such a rigid mass occurs. In the deeper layers of the con¬ 
junctiva a gelatinous product, or even one like serum, having very little plastic 
material, is excreted. This rigid, coagulable, fibrinous material, analogous to inter¬ 
cellular substance, envelops the superficial proliferating cell-strata, and presents 
itself under the form of membranous patches of greater or less thickness. These lie 
upon the conjunctival surface, and are closely united to this, since numerous fila¬ 
mentous processes extend into the conjunctival tissue, so that a separation is only 
Possible by exciting bleeding from the parenchyma. These patches are characteristic 
marks of the so-called membranous conjunctivitis. They are frequently extended 
°r« the entire conjunctiva, but more frequently appear at intervals, while on the 
remaining portions of the conjunctival surface the intercellular substance appears 
as mucus. 

Here the intimate relation of membranous conjunctivitis to the secretory form is seen. This 
relation is also shown by the fact, that the latter is often developed from the former; and that, on 
':;e °lber hand, membranous conjunctivitis often passes over into the secretory form of the tissue- 
Proliferating process, or changes indirectly into a trachoma. 
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366 CONJUNCTIVITIS DIPHTHERITICA—SUPPURATIVA. 

b. In other cases, which are quite rare, when the inflammatory process is very 
severe, not only is this rigid product excreted upon the surface, but the tissue of the 
conjunctiva and even the subconjunctival tissue becomes infiltrated to such an 
extent, by a rapidly coagulating material, that it presses upon the vessels. The 
parenchyma, thus deprived of blood, becomes pale, and not unfrequently is partly 
destroyed from lack of nutrition. The greatest quantity is generally produced on 
the most vascular portion of the conjunctiva, especially where there are papilla;. 
Occasionally, thick exudation-patches are formed, and the tarsal conjunctiva 
becomes, as in trachoma, rough from papillary excrescences {diphtheritic con¬ 
junctivitis). 

The diphtheritic product presents itself, according to more recent investigations, upon the 
mucous membrane of the larynx, microscopically, as a bright glistening network, the libers of 
which vary much in thickness and breadth. The spaces between them often contain no other 
elements ; more frequently, however, lymph-corpuscles or pus-corpuscles in proportionately 
large cavities and in very varying quantity are found (A'. Wagner, Billroth). 

c. In a third class of cases, a rigid inflammatory product collects on isolated spots 
on the tissue of the conjunctiva, but quickly breaks down, and forms masses of pus, 
which appear in a variety of forms, according as their position is superficial or deep, 
or according to the kind of boundary which they may have, etc. 

a. Sometimes they are abscesses of greater or less size, which at times are diffused 
in the subconjunctival tissue, perforate this and heal up, or first change into an open, 
more rarely into an excavated, ulcer. 

fi. Sometimes an open ulcer results immediately from the deliquescence of a 
superficial collection of inflammatory product. 

y. In very rare cases pustules are formed during the course of measles, or facial 
eczema. The most frequent situation of these is the zone of the tarsal conjunctiva 
next to the edge of the lid and the reflection. The pustules shooting up on the last- 
named position are exactly like the spawn-like trachoma granules in form and 
structure. The only difference consists in the purulent nature of the product, and 
the opacity depending upon this, with the purulent yellow color of the granular 

elevations. 
8. Exceptionally in chronic pemphigus of other parts of the body, the repeated 

springing-up of larger vesicles with opaque contents has frequently been observed 
on the conjunctiva. The vesicles, after their rupture, leave behind an excoriation 
with opaque secretion, and lead later to shrinking and xerosis of the conjunctiva 

{White Cooper, Weclcer). 
e. Very frequently such points of inflammation occur, which are really herpetic 

efflorescences. These are roundish, sharply-bordered nodules, about the size of a 
millet or hemp seed. They are quickly changed into superficial, sharply-contoured 

little ulcers, by the rapid deliquescence of their most anterior layers, and very 
gradually take a deeper hold. Occasionally, however, they deliquesce entirely at 
one period, and then they cause ulcerative cavities with abrupt edges. The infil¬ 
trated floor of these ulcers often sinks below the level of the real conjunctiva. 

JJ. It can not be too distinctly remarked, that in these described differences 
there are really no essentially different morbid processes; but in them only modifi¬ 
cations of one and the same process are to be found. These modifications depend 
on various circumstances; on external conditions, on the severity and kind of 
noxious material, on the duration of the irritation, on the stage of the process, on 
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th? condition of the vessels, on the greater or less participation of the conjunctival 

nerves, etc. 

Indeed, all the distinctions between the different forms of conjunctivitis may only be carried 
out in theory. In reality the forms of conjunctival inflammation, which appear to be strictly 
separated, run into each other by numerous intermediate forms and combinations, so that the 
form of conjunctivitis that may be diagnosticated will frequently depend on the manner in 
which the physician views the case. Besides, in one and the same case, the kind and 
quantity of the inflammatory product, as well as its distribution, varies with the severity ot the 
proliferating process. It appears, then, as if one form of conjunctivitis may be developed from the 
other. For example, the process appears as a blennorrhcea, passes over into diphtheritis, again 
becoming a blennorrhcea, and finally gets well under the symptoms of catarrhal conjunctivitis, or 
becomes trachoma, by hypertrophy of the conjunctival tissue. Just as frequently, mixed forms 
occur, e. g., trachoma with blennorrhceal secretion, with continually relapsing herpetic elflores. 
cences, catarrh with membranous patches on isolated portions of the conjunctiva; herpes which is 
gradually combined with catarrh, with trachoma, &c. 

C. Inflammation of the conjunctiva is always characterized hy more or less 
marked hypersemia of the eye. This is generally proportionate to the severity of 
the affection and its extent, and the amount of the inflammatory product. Yet 
some exceptions may be seen. In the most severe forms of conjunctivitis, in 
diphtheritis of the conjunctiva, the infiltrated membrane is not unfrequently 
deprived of blood on account of compression of the vessels. In the pure spawn-like 
trachoma, from similar reasons, the hypersemia is relatively less. The tint of the 
redness varies greatly. Sometimes it approaches the bright red of arterial blood ; 
sometimes the bluish color of the venous blood is more prominent. In this way the 
greater or less arterial or venous character of the hypersemia is seen. In scorbutus, 
the color is markedly changed to violet and brown. The condition of the epithelial 
layer has also a very marked influence on the shade of the color. Since the integu¬ 
ment becomes thicker under the inflammatory proliferation, the redness of the 
conjunctiva has a grayish or grayish-yellow line, which appears the more plainly the 
greater is the increase in the neoplastic elements, and the more turbid they are. In 
consequence of this the conjunctiva approaches a pale-rose or a lilac color, or a 
dirty-yellowish red. Besides, the redness of the conjunctiva is often changed to a 
bright yellowish or brownish red by imbibed hematine. 

Extravasations of blood not unfrequently occur in severe injections of the con¬ 
junctiva. The-e are seen in the beginning as very irregular bright-red spots, whioli 
later change their color to a bluish or brownish red, and may even appear black. 
These spots are particularly characterized by the evenness of their color and the 
lading away of their edges into a bright-red, yellowish, or brownish hue. 

D. The process of proliferation of tissue in the conjunctiva, as elsewhere, i9 
generally accompanied by some elevation of temperature; yet this is only objectively 
seen in severe forms, chiefly when cheraosis occurs. In less severe forms of inflam¬ 
mation the local increase of temperature generally escapes observation. We may 
only recognize it by the heat of the tears, in case they flow abundantly. 

Authorities.—Ki'lUTeer, mikrosk. Anat. II. Leipzig. 1854. S. 721.—Ilerde, Handb. der Anat, II- 
Braunschweig. 1866. S. 702, 705.—M. Schultze, Centralblatt f. med. Wiss. 1864. Nro. 12. 17.— 
[irchow, ibid. Nro. 15, 19.— W. Krause, Etudes ophth. par Wecker. I. Paris. 1868. P. 1, 4, 5, 6.— 
^rey> hh Monatbl. 1863. S. 123.—Manz, Zeitschrift fur rat. Medicin. 3. R. V. S. 126.—Kleinschmidt, 

0. IX. 3. S. 145.—L her, Denkschriften der Wien. k. Akad. d. Wiss. 24. Bd. S. 319, 321, A. f. 
'h bl. 1. s. 34, 38, 42, 47.—Bonders, kl. 11 on at bl 1864. S. 425.—Piringer, Die Biennorrhoe am 
jknschenange. Graz. 1841. S. 5, 131,141, 147, 154, 212, 222, 279 — Pile, Ueber den Bau und die 
hankh. der Bindehaut. Wien. 1828. S. 9-73, 77-123,132, 147, 150. Die sog. contag. Oder egypt. 
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5. 903, Ophtli. II. S. 749, 801, 804.—Wedl, Zeitschrift der Wiener. Aerzte. 1859. S. 41. atlas, cong. 
sclera.—Behrl, Aerzte. Intelligenzblatt, 1858. no. 27.—Prosorbl. A. f. O. XI. 25,145.—Jacobson, 
Konigsberg. med. Jahrb. III. S. 78, 79.—Quaclri, de la granulation, palp. Naples. 1863.—W. 
Krause, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 296.—Stieda, Arch. f. Mikr. Anat. III. S. 357. u. f.— Wolfring, 
kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 116; A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 159. u. f.—Bluniberg, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 
132; A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 129.—LuschJca, A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 408.—.F. K. Schultze, CentralbL 
1866. S. 161; 1867. S. 389.—Fries, Virchow’s Arch. 40. Bd. S. 519, 528.—Eimer, ibid. S. 282; 
42. Bd. S. 490.—Mauchle, ibid. 41. Bd. S. 148, 154.—Kelfreich, Ueber die Nerven. der Conj. 
u. Sclera. Wurzburg. 1870. S. 7-23.—Billroth, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 35 ; Wien. med. Jahrb. 
XVIII. 4, 5. S. 21, 27.—E. Wagner, Centralbl. 1867. S. 43.— White, Cooper, Wecker, kl. 
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1. Catarrhal Conjunctivitis. 

Symptoms.—The disease is characterized by the secretion of a varying amount of 
turbid mucus or muco-purulent material. There is always a considerable quantity 
of this secretion, and some hyperoemia and swelling. 

1. The hypersemia varies greatly in severity and extent, according to the grade 
of the catarrhal affection. It may be confined to the papillary portion, but more fre¬ 
quently, even in the lowest grades of the catarrh, it attacks the palpebral folds, 
including the semi-lunar fold and the caruncle. In severe forms, together with the 
uniform redness of the lids and of the palpebral folds, there is a reticulate injection 
of the ocular conjunctiva. In the severest forms of the catarrh, the whole con¬ 
junctiva is reddened. The redness in the beginning, so long as the symptoms of 
irritation predominate, is of a light hue. When the catarrh has existed for a long 
time, it plays into a bluish color, and is very perceptibly mingled with gray, lilac, or 
violet-gray. On account of the increase in density of the superficial cell-layers, 
extravasations of blood not unfrequently appear in the beginning of the severe 
catarrhal conjunctivitis. 

2. The swelling of the tissue, in less severe forms of the inflammation, is chiefly 
seen in the semi-lunar fold and caruncle. In severer forms the palpebral fold also 
appears somewhat swollen. In the severest cases, we occasionally find a puffiness 
of the conjunctiva resembling cliemosis. In the first stage the swelling is more 
tense, and therefore the surface of the infiltrated conjunctiva is smooth and brilliant. 
In the farther course of the inflammation the membrane becomes relaxed, wrinkled, 
aid decidedly spongy. The tarsal portion of the conjunctiva has a velvety appear- 

, aucefrom the swelling of the papillae. 

The magnitude of the swelling is, however, by no means dependent alone on the severity of 
he inflammatory process, for even a slight catarrhal conjunctivitis is not unfrequently accom¬ 
panied by (edema of the conjunctiva and of the lids. These parts then swell very considerably, 
® spits of which the injection is very pale. Cases even occur in which there is only a very vas- 
™larnet-work weaving through the puffed-out conjunctiva. This fact, as well as its doughiness, 
prevents us from easily mistaking the character of the swelling. 

’• A marked elevation of temperature is only seen in very severe catarrhal 
*JTOctivitis, and even this immediately diminishes when the catarrhal relaxation 

!S'ns to be established. 
k Severe pain and photophobia are not very common symptoms in catarrhal 

conjunctivitis. It generally runs a painless course. Burning, biting, itching sensa- 
1 nsi or a feeling as if a foreign body, sand, were in the eye, are experienced. Even 

,'e subjective symptoms only annoy the patient at certain times, while remaining 
® impure or overheated air, on the action of powerful light or great contrasts in 

| ,6. illumination, especially that which is artificial, also after and during great 
I ^lmn8 °f the eyes for the perception of small objects, after great exercise of the 

mles of mastication, if hypersemia or congestions in the superior vena cava have 
u excited, as after a hearty meal. 

24 
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370 CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS. 

Severe pain, especially when accompanied by photophobia, and a profuse flow of hot tears 
indicates that the parts connected to the ciliary nerves are involved in the process. When these 
symptoms exist, there is generally a severe injection of the episcleral tissue, and even herpetic 
efflorescences, a keratitis, superficial exfoliation of the corneal margin, &c. 

But where the even injection of the vascular conjunctiva renders it impossible to perceive any 
episcleral injection, we shall seldom err in supposing it to exist, and in taking the appropriate 
precautions. 

5. The catarrhal secretion varies to some extent as respects quality and quantity, 
according to the severity of the inflammation. In the beginning of the disease, 
shortly after the reception of the virus, only an increased secretion of tears is 
generally seen. These appear- somewhat more viscid, easily become frothy, are 
yellowish or reddish colored, and contain a few small flocculi of turbid, delicate 
mucus. 'While the inflammation gradually increases, the mucous secretion dimin¬ 
ishes in quantity, becomes more turbid, and in severe cases may even assume 
the color and opacity of pure pus. It is, however, distinguished from the latter by 
its consistency, and by its incapability of being dissolved in tears. If the inflam¬ 
mation has passed its bight, if the relaxation of the conjunctiva begins to be more 
evident, the secretion of .the characteristic material is increased, and this is not unfre- 
quently more turbid and more like pus than before. But the secretion of tears 
diminishes, the catarrhal secretion gradually predominates. Subsequently the quan¬ 
tity of the latter decreases, or it becomes clearer, more transparent. Finally it 
exhibits only turbid striae, and these acquire a greater similarity to the normal mucus 
of the conjunctiva. In a chronic catarrh the abundantly-secreted mucus may be 
even transparent, like glass. 

The morbid secretion is also influenced by every thing which may temporarily 
increase the irritation of the conjunctiva and the hypersemia of the vessels. Hyper- 
remia and congestion, dust, impure air, great heat, bright light, straining the eyes, 
&c., markedly increase the quantity of the material and its turbidness, while the 
opposite condition of things, residing in cool, pure, and fresh air, in moderately 
illuminated places, rest of the eyes, &c., diminishes the secretion and causes it tc 
become more normal. 

The secretion is apt to be the most abundant in the evening, and during the 
half-waking hours in the morning. In profound sleep, at night, it is somewhat less, 
and in slight attacks of catarrh is sometimes so little, especially in chronic cases, 
that the patient, on awaking from sleep, is unable to open his eyes on account of the 
want of the moist and lubricating conjunctival secretion. He must first rub the 
lids, or moisten them with saliva, thus increasing the hyperasmia and the secretion, 
before the lids again become movable. The patients often complain, principally of 
this dryness of the eyes. It is their most annoying and therefore most observed 

symptom. 

We can not always detect the catarrhal secretions in a slight attack, but generally, at least in 
the lower palpebral fold, some flocculi occur, when we draw the affected lid away from the ball, an 
cause the patient to look up. 

Besides, we generally find the secretion in the inner angle of the lids either fresh or dried, >n 
yellowish or brownish crusts. The flocculi, which have reached the canal formed by the 1 ■’ 
not quite shutting together, are pressed into the inner canthus by the motion of the lids, and, no 
being able to pass the lachrymal puncta, collect there and become dry. 

During sleep, when no motion of the lids takes place, it is not possible to press the secretion 

with the inner canthus in this way. The mucous products, under the pressure of the orbicu 
muscle, merely passing into the palpebral fissure, remain between the eye-lashes, then becom .' 
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CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS. 371 

and cause the outer lips of the two edges of the lids to adhere. In severe attacks of catarrhal 
conjunctivitis, thick crusts are formed on the edges of the lids during the night, and there is also 
during the day a great quantity of catarrhal secretion in the conjunctival sac and the palpebral 
fissure. If the patient be not cleanly in his habits, the recent secretion often collects, and large 
crusts are developed in such quantity that, on the first moment of examination, we may think 
that we have a blennorrhcea. By cleansing the parts, however, we may decide as to the true 
quantity of the secretion. 

6. Catarrhal conjunctivitis is generally accompanied by impairment of vision. 
In mild attacks, this at times forms the chief source of complaint of the patients. 
They become considerably disturbed in their daily avocations, and often even pre¬ 
vented from them. The flocculi suspended in the tears are diffused over the cornea 
by the motion of the lids, and by their optical irregularity affect the vision, since 
they render objects just as cloudy as if the patient held a smoked glass before the 
eye. 

The image of a flame appears as if surrounded by a dusty halo, and not unfrequently by the 
colors of the rainbow. Other objects are perceived as if covered by a veil or a cloud, which 
becomes the denser, the more the patient attempts to see plainly, because he thus increases the 
irritation of the conjunctiva. Consequently, the patients complaijj that they can not continue to 
read and write, because all objects appear inurky, only seeming clear when the eyes have just been 
cleansed. If the patient looks upon a brightly-illuminated white wall, or upon the sky by day¬ 
light, the visual field appears striated with myriads of dark and light points, spots, rings, chains, 
&c. These figures are all movable, and show a marked and constant tendency to sink down¬ 
ward (spectrum muco-lachrymal). This phenomenon appeal's especially prominent when the 
patient looks through a small hole in a card. These figures are the shadows of the mucus collected 
on the cornea, and of the detritus of epithelium contained in it, as well as of the air-vesicles formed 
in them. (See Scotoma.) 

Causes,—1. Catarrhal conjunctivitis is quite frequently developed secondarily, and 
is then founded in the anatomical or functional union which exists between the con¬ 
junctiva and the neighboring parts. Thus it is only rarely that severe inflammations 
occur in the ramifications of the ciliary nervous-system, in the nasal mucous membrane, 
in the lachrymal region, unless the conjunctiva participates in it. The morbid pro¬ 
cess is frequently continued from the facial integument upon tiie conjunctiva. 
Very generally, in facial erysipelas, the conjunctiva becomes injected, and projects 

a large swelling, which, according to the character of the eczema, sometimes 
resembles oedema, sometimes ciiemosis, and, on the disappearance of the erysipelas, 
tbe Conjunctiva is left in a true catarrhal condition. In impetigo, eczema, herpes, 
zoster, &e., of the face, the conjunctiva not unfrequently participates in the form of 
catarrhal inflammation. 

2. The conjunctiva is almost always affected in the acute exanthemata, in small- 
P"i, measles, and scarlet fever. The conjunctivitis is seen in the beginning of the 
eruptive stage, and is sometimes characterized by simp’e irritation; sometimes it is 
seen as a more or less severe catarrh; the conjunctivitis may even become a blen- 
hon-hoea. The conjunctiva, as a portion of the general integumentary system, par¬ 
ticipates in this, and, therefore, the designation of this form as ophthalmia variolosa, 
iMrottlosa,, scarlatinosa, is perfectly correct. 

let it should not be forgotten, that very different conditions have been described by the above 
na,lles> e- g., metastatic and embolic panophthalmitis especially, which sometimes arise in dis- 
'Jses which take on an anomalous course. Herpes of the conjunctiva has also thus been described, 
'cause in the stage of dessication of these exanthemata, it is very apt to shoot up upon the 

c°ruea and conjunctiva. 
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372 CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS. 

3. In by far the most cases, catarrhal conjunctivitis is primary, being caused by 
injuries, which have directly affected the conjunctiva. Traumatic influences, foreign 
bodies, and chemical agents, which have accidentally entered or have been placed in 
the conjunctival sac, take the first place, on account of the frequency with which they 
cause the disease. Impure air, especially that mingled with amnioniacal or excre- 
mentitial exhalations, tobacco-smoke, or dust, is a powerful agent in causing con¬ 
junctival inflammation. Crowded rooms of all sorts, where people stay a large 
portion of the day, and shops where workmen are employed with dusty objects, 
overcrowded vessels, houses, and sleeping-rooms, prisons, barracks, &c., are univer¬ 
sally recognized as true breeding-places for ophthalmia. Among the physical sources 
of injury, wind and a draught of air are especially to be noticed. The continued 
action of the atmospheric air upon a portion of the conjunctival sac, which is gen¬ 
erally unexposed, may be the cause of catarrhal conjunctivitis. Ectropion, loss of 
the lids, exopbthalmus, &c., are, as a rule, complicated with catarrhal conjunctivitis. 
Excessive straining of the eyes for the purpose of distinct vision is among the 
organic causes of this affection. Working over small objects with insufficient illu¬ 
mination, and limitation of accommodative power, are very common sources of the 
ophthalmia under consideration. 

In fact catarrhal conditions of the conjunctiva very commonly accompany 
asthenopic troubles, and are then sometimes extremely obstinate, particularly if the 
correction of the error of accommodation is neglected. These conjunctival affec¬ 
tions usually betray themselves more by troublesome feelings and redness than by 
increased secretion of mucus, and hence a peculiar name has been proposed for 
them, namely, “ dry catarrh ” (Schirmer). 

4. Finally, the probable transmissibility of catarrhal conjunctivitis from one 
person to another, through the secretion, should not be forgotten. This contagious 
property is, at least, scarcely to be doubted of the secretion, which is more like pus. 
But in chronic catarrhal conjunctivitis, according to direct experiments, the secretion 

has no contagious property. (Piringer.) 
5. Relaxation of the conjunctival tissue, and of the vessels, comes into consid¬ 

eration as a predisposing cause, especially in old people; but, besides, it has been 
frequently observed as a result of often-occurx-ing or long-existing conjunctival 
inflammation. 

The Course is in general the more tedious, the less the patient is able to 
withdraw himself from the action of the exciting causes. But if this be possible, the 
inflammation is the more obstinate the longer it has existed. Affections which have 
hut recently begun, coming acc'dentally from causes which have excited an influence 
but for a short time, generally allow the most favorable prognosis. With a proper 
condition of the patient and correct treatment, and even with no treatment at all, 
in a few days, in severe cases in from two to three weeks, the disease comes to an 

end. 
In ectropion, loss of substance of the lids, &c., where the causes are constant y 

acting, as well as in old people with very relaxed tissue, the cartarrhal conjunctivitis 
becomes habitual, and resists all attempts at cure. This is, of course, only true when 
we speak in general terms; exceptions may occur. Moreover, the course is not always 
uniform. The process gradually develops itself to a certain stage, and by degrees 
recedes to a cure. There are, in some cases, periods in which first the symptoms 
irritation, and then those of catarrhal relaxation, with increase of secretion, are more 
prominent. Very frequently the course is modified by complication of the catair a 

conjunctivitis with an irritation of the ciliary nerves. 
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Results.—The common result is recovery. Under unfavorable circumstances, 
however, catarrhal conjunctivitis may increase to blennorrhcea, or pass on to 
trachoma. In old chronic catarrh, not unfrequently marked thickness and swelling 
of the conjunctiva occur. This becomes hypertrophied, and to a groat extent at 
last degenerates, leaving behind tendinous, firm, cicatridal spots and shortening of 
.the palpebral fold, often with inversion of the inner surface of the edge of the lid 
(entropion). This has been explained by supposing a precedent trachoma. Yet 
this is incorrect, since in many cases, during the entire course of the disease, every 
trace of the characteristic granulations is wanting, and only a uniform swelling of 
the mucous membrane, with secretion of mucus, is seen. 

In other oases, and especially in old people, ectropion results from chronic 
catarrhal conjunctivitis. The cartilage finally is affected under the continuation of 
catarrhal inflammation of the conjunctiva, becomes gradually softened, and, its 
resistance no longer being sufficient to support the lower lid, it becomes lifted some¬ 
what away from the globe, and sinks down. The eversion of the lachrymal puncta, 
which is connected with this, increases the difficulty which is found in carrying off 
the tears in this false position of the edge of the lid. The tears trickle continually 
over the lids and the cheeks; these become excoriated, erythematous inflammations 
are excited, and finally shriveling of the tissue, by which the ectropion is increased. 
At the same time, on account of the exposure of a poriion of the conjunctiva, its 
inflammation and the affection of the cartilage are increased and maintained. 

Catarrhal conjunctivitis, especially when it lasts a long time, leads to blepharitis 
eiliaris, the inflammation being continued directly from the conjunctiva upon the 
surroundings of the palbebral glands. This occurs more frequently, because the 
trusts arising from the drying of the catarrhal product are torn by the contraction 

| of the epithelium of the border of the lid, causing fissures, and thus the air and tears 
act upon the exposed tissue of the lids. The patients sometimes rub off the crusts 
themselves, and thus cause the exposure. 

Treatment.—Besides the removal of any existing causes, this has for its object 
the following, viz. limitation and suppression of the inflammatory proliferating 
process, subsequently the subjugation of the relaxed condition in the connective- 
tissue stroma and in the vessels, and, besides, the prevention of the consequences 
of catarrhal inflammation, especially the prevention of the formation of crusts on 

edges of the lids. 
1. Where the symptoms of irritation predominate, the treatment should be non- 

nntating, antiphlogistic. This is true whether it be in the beginning of the disease, 
01 rf, during the further course, accidental causes have increased the existing inflam- 
mation, but especially when a simultaneous injection of the episcleral tissue appears, 
^ great pain, photophobia, and similar symptoms, show the irritation of the ciliary 
nervous system. When the inflammation is very severe, it is advisable to keep the 
P®ent in his room, and to take great care of the eyes. As direct remedies, cold 
“Pp'ications are especially to be recommended, and, in ease the nervous symptoms are 
Teiy prominent, instillations of atropine. 

I i, ^ we mus^ guard ourselves against a too constant employment of cold applications, because 
I rarAal 'n"ammation the local development of heat is too slight to allow the continuous 

0 co'd t° be tolerated. It is generally sufficient to apply some well-wrung-out cold com- 
I ciall S SCTera' times during the day, especially during the exacerbations. We should be espe- 
I t!tj[eCare^u' ’n children, and in persons with very light hair, since these applications readily 

excoriations or oedema. If this has already occurred, or if the cat arrh from the beginning 
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CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS. d74 

has had the symptoms of a simple oedema of the lids and conjunctiva, cold applications will be 
harmful rather than beneficial. Then we may cover the eyes by a fold of linen and a bandage. 
Under such circumstances other direct remedies are not indicated. This is especially true aa 
to the anti-irritative and demulcent remedies, which very recently were much in fashion. 

2. If the symptoms of inflammatory irritation become less, if the conjunctiva 

becomes somewhat paler, if relaxation is indicated by subsidence of the swelling, 

and softness of its folds, and if, besides, all symptoms of ciliary irritation are absent, 

it is time to begin the use of astringents. Pure antiphlogistics are not then sufficient 

to bring the process to a close in the shortest possible time. 

It is then only necessary in the severer cases to keep the patient in his room. In mild cases, 
and where the conjunctivitis is subsiding, the patient is much more comfortable in the open fresh 
air, and he recovers quicker than in a confined room. But he must be warned to avoid wind and 
dust, and not to visit places which are overheated, or in which the air is impure or smoky. He 
is especially to be warned against pursuing any occupation over a fire, and to avoid bright light 
or great contrasts of light, straining the eyes by reading, writing, or sewing, especially by lam]) 
or gas light, all of which may cause hvpersemia and congestion. Cold compresses, in this stage, 
should only be used at long intervals, and with the greatest care. They are to be used for 
cleansing the eyes, and for the removal of the frequent burning, itching sensations, Ac. Cloths 
dipped in cool, fresh water answer this purpose excellently well, while pressure, or rubbing 
the lids, although pleasant to the patient at the moment, increase the irritation very markedly, 
and are therefore to be carefully avoided. 

In the use of astringents, we should remember that they always irritate more or 

less, and that their therapeutic value depends on this effect. Astringents can, then, 

only be indicated where an irritation is desirable of itself, or for the purpose of 

overcoming a relaxation of tissue and of the vessels. In cases in which neither the 

irritation nor relaxed condition are very prominent, where it is therefore doubtful 

whether the anti-irritative or astringent treatment be proper, it is advisable to keep 

on for a few days with the antiphlogistic treatment, or to try the ground with the 

experimental use of a mild astringent, and in case the latter is not borne, to again 

take up the antiphlogistic method, and wait till the relaxation is more distinct, and 

the astringents are indicated. 

Penciling the conjunctiva with a solution of nitrate of silver, five grains to the 

ounce, does by far the best service. Wherever the relaxation of the tissue is quite 

prominent in catarrhal conjunctivitis, and the symptoms of irritation do not contra¬ 

indicate, the treatment should be begun and continued with this remedy, until 

the relaxation and morbid secretion of the conjunctiva are removed. If under such 

a treatment the morbid condition is subdued, except as to some hyperemia of the 

conjunctiva, or if tlie catarrh from the beginning has been but slight, and the relaxa¬ 

tion of tissue little noticeable, or if tlie patient be not in a position to consult the 

physician daily and allow the pencilings to be made, the astringent collyria should 

be advised. 

3. In old chronic catarrhal conjunctivitis, and in general where the relaxation of 

the conjunctiva and its vessels has reached a very high grade, especially in 

habitual catarrhal inflammation of old persons, the treatment above indicated will not 

be sufficient to attain the desired result. Then the daily application of a smooth orysta 

of sulphate of copper to the tarsal portion and the palpebral folds will do very well. 

But if the patient can not visit the physician every day, we may substitute an oint¬ 

ment of five grains of sulphate of copper to two drachms of simple cerate, wine 

the patient causes to be introduced, or places, in the conjunctival sac with a came s 
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hair brush. If, however, the very-much relaxed and loosened conjunctiva is super¬ 
ficially rough, velvet-like, or even granular, it is better to first pencil the conjunctiva 
daily, for some time, with a solution of ten grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce 
of water, continuing this until the conjunctiva becomes smoother, when the sulphate 
of copper, in the form of a crystal or an ointment, may be continued until the end of 
the treatment. 

4. In order to prevent the formation of crusts and its evil results, the edges 
of the lids may be cleansed with a piece of soft linen. At night, the lids should be 
smeared with fresh fat, with glycerine cream, simple cerate, or the like. It is best to 
apply the ointment with a brush upon the edge of the lids, and it must be got between 
the lashes. The application is made when the lids are closed, and the patient should 
not open them for some time after. The parts should be covered by a thin layer of 
fat. If, in spite of all these precautions, or on account of insufficient treatment, 
thick, hard crusts are formed on the edges of the lids, which adhere closely to the 
cilue and epidermis, these should be first completely softened by soaking them in 
warm water with a sponge or a piece of soft linen; otherwise their removal will 
cause excoriations. Lukewarm milk may be used instead of water. 

Authorities.—Eble, Ueber den Bau und die Krankheiten der Bindehaut. Wien. 1828. S. 84_ 
Piringer, Die Blenn. am Menschenauge. Graz. 1841. S. 2, 4, 267, 271, 275.—Arlt, Die Krank¬ 
heiten des Auges. I. Prag. 1751. S. 8. kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 182.—Gulz, Die sog. egypt. Augen- 

entzUndung. Wien. 1850. S. 22.—Stilling, kl. Monatbl 1869. S. 189.—Galesowski, Gaz. des h6p. 
1868. Nro. 108.—Schirmer, kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 114. 
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2. Membranous Conjunctivitis. 

Symptoms.—Besides the symptoms of severe hyperoemia and swelling, the disease 
is characterized by the development of a fibrous produet on the surface of the con¬ 
junctiva, which may become a membranous patch. 

The hyperasmia generally extends over the entire conjunctiva, often even over 
its surroundings, especially the lids. It is evinced by a very uniform, more or less 
bright, but often dark or brownish, redness. The swelling is generally very severe, 
often really chemotic. Local elevation of temperature, as well as severe pain in the 
eye, and the corresponding half of the head, are seldom wanting in the beginning of 
the affection. In some cases there is fever. 

The inflammatory product appears, in mild cases, as a thin and delicate, gauze-like, 
reticulated coating. In other cases it is denser, and appears as a thick membranous 
patch, resembling fibrous material of greater or less consistency, sometimes half a 
line or more in thickness, completely covering the conjunctival sac. This membrane 
does not extend over the cornea, and generally has a sharp border on the inner lip 
of the lid, but sometimes involves the edge of the lid. In rare cases it even unites 
the edges of the lids which are in contact, shutting up the palpebral fissure. The 
inflammatory product is translucent and grayish, but when the membranous patch is 
very thick, it is completely opaque, tendinous, or of a yellowish color. It does not 
have much tendency to deliquescence, and is, therefore, almost always separated 
from the conjunctiva in shreds, or the whole membrane is thrown off at one time. 
Where the product deliquesces, it is not so much a pure membranous conjunctivitis 
as a transition-form of diphtheritic conjunctivitis. 

Generally speaking, membranous conjunctivitis is rarely observed in a pure form. 
Setting aside the instances which are passing over to diphtheritic conjunctivitis, we 
quite frequently meet with cases in which the membranous patch involves only an 
isolated portion of the conjunctiva, usually the palpebral folds and the tarsal con¬ 
junctiva, while the other parts secrete simple catarrhal or blennorrhoeal material, 
which is not adherent. 

Causes.—The etiology is about the same as that of catarrhal conjunctivitis. 
It is also very probable that membranous conjunctivitis may be propagated by con¬ 
tagion ; but it is not necessary that the secretion should be from exactly this form of 
disease for this to occur; catarrhal, blennorrhoeal, even trachomatous, seci^tion, may 
cause a membranous conjunctivitis; and, on the other hand, the secretion of the 
latter may by contagion cause a catarrhal inflammation, a blennorrhcea, a trachoma, 
&c. The disease in question is always a rare one. At times, however, it is more 
frequently observed. In Spring and Summer, in very hot and continually dry weather, 
it is often seen in connection with cases of acute trachoma, blennorrhoea, &c. 

Course.—If the disease appears more independently, it is generally developed 
with quite violent symptoms, and reaches its hight within a few days. In favorable 
cases, the inflammatory symptoms then recede, the swelling declines, with diminution 
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ol the local temperature, the pain and fever. The tissue becomes softer and more 
relaxed, a mucous secretion appears, the membrane is thrown off in shreds, or as a 
whole, and the membranous conjunctivitis appears to be changed to a catarrhal 
conjunctivitis, or a blennorrhcea. But it not unfrequently occurs that, after the 
membrane is cast off in this way, either completely or partially, or after it has been 
artificially removed, patches of exudation are here formed, and thus the characteristic 
signs of membranous conjunctivitis remain for some time unchanged, before the 
secretion under the gradual relaxation of the tissue attains more of a catarrhal or 
blennorrhoeal character. 

In the greater number of cases, however, membranous conjunctivitis represents, 
as it were, only an episode in the retrogression of a severe catarrhal inflammation, 
or of a blennorrhma, it being formed from this in some temporary change in the 
product of inflammation, and again passes into the catarrhal or blennorrhoeal form. 

Results.—Membranous conjunctivitis, as described, does not directly end in 
recovery, but, as a rule, passes over into the other forms of conjunctival inflamma¬ 
tion, usually into catarrhal inflammation, blennorrhoea. or trachoma. 

It is not very dangerous of itself, with careful treatment, but it may always lead 
to bad results. Thus it quite frequently occurs that certain portions of the conjunc¬ 
tival sac which come in contact, become adherent through the inflammatory product, 
and in case this union is not broken up, they are firmly united, and actually 
degenerate. It is in the swollen palpebral fold, especially, that such adhesions are 
quite common, and may lead to shortening of the conjunctival sac {posterior sym- 
Uepharon), with all its evil results, perhaps even to xerophthalmia. Besides, in 
severe cases of inflammation, the transplantation of the process upon the cornea is 
.to be feared. The result may be permanent opacities. Ulcerations of the cornea, how¬ 
ever, are to he ascribed less to membranous conjunctivitis than to its combinations 
Wth blennorrhcea, especially in the varieties which become diphtheritic conjunctivitis. 

Treatment.—Besides the removal of all sources of injury, which may keep up 
or increase the process, or favor its extension upon healthy parts, the treatment aims 
to overcome the tissue-proliferating process, and at the avoidance of all the evil 
results which may promote. the adherence of the rigid membranous inflammatory 
products to any portions of the conjunctiva. 

h Prophylactically, it is advisable to protect the sound eye with an hermetical 
protective bandage, to prevent the possible inoculation of this eye. This bandage 

1 charpie being occasionally renewed) is to be worn until the quality of the 
I ’“flsmmatory product leaves no fear of inoculation. But when the first traces of 
I ®)e Section are seen on the previously healthy eye, the bandage should be imme- 

stoly removed and the treatment begun. (See Blennorrhcea.) 
2. The dirdfct treatment, in accordance with the character of the inflammation, 

should be rigidly antiphlogistic. This should be the more vigorously carried on, 
omore acute the process, the more rapidly it advances, the greater the disturb- 

onces in circulation, the tenser the swelling, and the severer the inflammatory pain. 
I <i the greater number of cases cold applications, and perhaps the use of leeches, will 
| ePfoper. Mercurials are, to say the least, superfluous. 

When the inflammatory symptoms subside, the antiphlogistic treatment should 
IS “0 less active. If, in the course of the disease, the redness becomes paler, the 
Seffing soft and relaxed, the conjunctiva wrinkled ; if the local temperature sinks 
e o"' the normal; and if, finally, the secretion becomes more catarrhal and blen- 
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378 CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS. AUTHORITIES. 

norrhoeal, while the membranous masses are thrown off in shreds, without being 
replaced—it is now time to pass on to the use of astringents, to begin the treatment 
of the catarrh or blennorrhcea, or to oppose the development of trachoma. This 
must be begun with great care. If the inflammation again increases under the use 
of astringents, we should return to simple antiphlogistic treatment, and suspend the 
application of astringents until the indications for their employment again become 
urgent. 

4. The membranous exudations should always be most carefully observed. So 
long as the inflammation is still severe, and the whole membrane is firmly adherent 
to the conjunctiva, an artificial removal is scarcely to be advised, because this 
causes a severer inflammation and may excite a new exudation. But if the mem¬ 
brane becomes loosened in some places, it is necessary to remove it with forceps or 
a piece of soft cloth, since it will wrinkle at every motion of the lids, and irritate 
more as a foreign body than if carefully removed. Particular attention is to be paid 
to any adhesions between the parts of the conjunctiva which are in contact. We 
should never neglect to examine the palpebral folds most carefully, in order to 
ascertain the presence of any such adhesions. We may sometimes find very 
superficial grooves, running parallel to the palpebral folds, situated on the swelling, 
and these grooves are found to be the edges of deep folds, the sides of which are 
completely adherent. The separation is readily induced with the finger, a pencil or 
the like. The dropping-in of oils, placing a piece of goldbeater’s skin or such sub- 
tances, are of no use in preventing adhesions, because they are very irritating, and 
are not sure to accomplish their object. 

Authorities.—Aril, Die Kranklieiten des Auges. I. Prag. 1851. S. 85.—Gulz, Die egypt. Augeo- 
entzundung. Wien. 1850. S. 34.—Hulme, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 44. 
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3. Blennorrhoea. 

Symptoms.—The disease is characterized by true chemosis, and by great secretion 
of muco-purulent or purulent product of inflammation, which rolls up inflocculi, or 
dissolves in the tears. 

1. The hyperasmia extends over the whole conjunctiva, generally upon the integ¬ 
ument of the lid, and may at times go still further. The redness is very uniform, 
generally quite dark, with a tint of blue. In the later stages, or where the affection 
is less intense, there is a yellowish hue. Where the relaxation has already attained 
the preponderance, the color inclines rather to gray, approaching a dirty-lilac or 
violet, on account of the collection of a dense layer of newly-formed cells. 

There is great swelling of the parts. The lids appear like thick, red swellings. 
They are almost immovable, the palpebral fissure is closed, and the upper lid fre¬ 
quently pushed over the border of the lower one. If the lids are forcibly opened, 
the palpebral fold, which is greatly swollen, presses forward and readily everts the lid. 
The ocular conjunctiva is raised up around the cornea like a little wall, and covers 
its periphery. The cornea often appears buried in the swellings, its center only 
being seen. In the first stages, the swelling is more or less elastic, but subsequently 
it becomes soft and yielding, may be easily displaced, and changes its situation by 
means of its own weight, according to the position of the patient. The formerly 
immovable lids become again movable, although to a less extent, and the globe, 
which was almost rigid, begins to follow objects more easily. 

The local temperature is always markedly elevated'in the first stages, but grad¬ 
ually sinks to the normal standard as the relaxation appears. 

Pain is also only opt to accompany the first stages, when the sthenic character 
of the inflammation predominates. It may be very severe, radiating over the entire 
half of the head, especially when there is at the same time a severe irritation in the 
ciliary system. In the later stages the pain generally recedes, or entirely disappears, 
provided it is a pure blennorrhoea which exists. Fever is a common symptom, both 
mthe beginning and at the acme of the process. 

The product of inflammation, in less severe cases, corresponds entirely to that 
of catarrh. The difference exists only in the quantity; therefore it quite often 
depends on the pleasure of the surgeon, whether he will diagnosticate a severe ca- 
farrh, or a blennorrhoea. In the severer stages of the process, the mucous basis 
of the secretion disappears. It becomes purely suppurative, and is, as it were, 
dissolved in the tears. In consequence of this, the mixed secretions are sometimes 
ise turbid water, similar to broth or whey ; sometimes it is more like thin milk, and 
sometimes it resembles a thick, yellowish, or greenish cream, and is completely 
opaque. True coagulations are seldom found in it. 

Strictly speaking, we should separate the cases, where the morbid secretion has a mucous basis, 
Moi those in which it bears more the character of true pus, and is soluble in the tears. Blen- 

fied r 'S 1116 proper name for the f°rmer> pyorrhoea for the latter. Such a distinction is justi- 
i ecause the two forms are not exactly the same in respect to their possible results, and alsc 
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380 BLENNORRHCEA. 

demand different treatment. There are always different degrees of the same process, since we 
often find the muco-purulent flocculi of blennorrhoea with the secretion of true pyorrhoea, floating 
about in it. 

In the beginning, the secretion is not very abundant, rather watery, but quickly 
increases in quantity, and in firm inflammatory products. It is then often so great 
that a short interruption of the cleansing of the eyes is sufficient to fill all the space 
between the swellings of the conjunctiva, and to completely close the palpebral 
fissure with secretion. The inflammatory product soon passes over the edges of the 
lids, and runs in quite a thick stream over the cheeks, covering them with crusts, and 
causing excoriations. Even during profound sleep, when the secretion is somewhat 
lessened, the amount of the product of inflammation is always still so great, that a 
complete adhesion scarcely occurs, because the constant flow of secretion breaks 
through the crusts as they are formed. 

Causes.—Blennorrhoea frequently arises as a consequence of injuries of the most 
diverse character, also from other forms of conjunctival inflammation, especially 
catarrhal inflammation. 

Why it is, that from the same cause there is in one case a catarrh excited, in another case a blen¬ 
norrhoea, is not explained. The severity of the irritating cause is certainly not always the reason 
of the different effect, for we often observe that severe irritation sometimes causes a simple and 
quickly-receding irritation, while in other cases, injuries, which were so slight that they escaped 
observation, have resulted in severe attacks of blennorrhoea. This difference has been ascribed 
to the presence or absence of a special disposition. The fact that blennorrhoea is more frequently 
observed at certain times, and occurs from relatively slight causes, even extending at times in 
an endemic or epidemic form, while at other times, and seemingly under the same circumstances, 
the blennorrhoeal affections occur less frequently than the other conjunctival affections, indicates 
that, besides the peculiar disposition of any individuals, there may be other circumstances, inde¬ 
pendent of this, which have some influence in determining the greater or less severity of the 
blennorrhoeal affection. 

An extremely important cause of blennorrhoea, furthermore, is inoculation, in 
consequence of the direct carrying over of blennorrhoeal secretion from an affected 
conjunctiva to the healthy one of another eye. Indeed, the contagiousness of the 
blennorrhoeal secretion is very great, and the greater the more severe is the blen¬ 
norrhea, and in proportion to the amount of pus in the inflammatory product, and 
the fresher and purer the state in which it is carried over to the conjunctiva. 

The contagious property of the secretion is greater during the increase and high stages of 
blennorrhoea, than in the stage of decrease, and after the secretion has obtained a predominantly 
mucous appearance. The secretion loses much of its contagiousness by drying, and by diluting 
it with at least forty times the quantity of water. It then does not adhere so easily (Piringer), 
although the danger of inoculation still remains. In general, it may be said that the contagious 
property is somewhat lessened by the frequent carrying over of the secretion, for it is a cbmmon 
observation, that when the second eye is affected by the secretion of the one first attacked, the 
process has a less severe course here, and does not reach so high a grade. 

Yet this is only true when we speak in general terms. There are many exceptional cases, 
which, in consideration of the importance of the matter, require careful consideration. We 
should pay particular attention to the fact, that the severity and even the special form of an 
inflammation caused by the carrying over of such secretion, does not always correspond exactly 
to the disease from which the contagious material was taken. There are cases where secretion 

from a severe catarrh, a mild blennorrhoea, has caused an extremely dangerous purulent ophthah 
mia, while, on the other hand, the secondary disease may be milder than the primary. 
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BLENNORRHCEA. 381 

Gonorrhoeal secretion from the urethra or vagina acts in the same way as the 
blennorrhoeal, and may cause true pyorrhoea or purulent conjunctivitis. The prin¬ 
ciple holds good here also, that the severity of the inflammation is not always in 
unison with the severity of the gonorrhoea. Numerous observations have established 
it beyond doubt, that a gonorrhoea which has passed the acute stages, even inclining 
to become chronic, may cause a purulent secretion from the conjunctiva, of the 
worst form, while the reverse condition of things is exceedingly rare. 

It should here be mentioned that the circumstances must be peculiarly favorable, in order that 
an inoculation of the conjunctiva from the genital mucous membrane may occur, and that it occurs 
much more rarely than we are inclined to believe. The rarity of ophthalmo-blennorrhoea in syphi¬ 
litic wards and in private practice, compared with the frequency of gonorrhoea and with the careless¬ 
ness of those affected with the disease, is an undeniable evidence of this. There is also reason for 
believing that the gonorrhoeal secretion has less affinity for the conjunctiva than blennorrhoeal 
secretion, and vice versa. This conclusion is deduced from the fact that the mucous membrane 
of the genitals is rarely affected in primary conjunctival blennorrhoea. 

The period of incubation after successful inoculation of the contagions material 
varies between some hours and days. The outbreak of the blennorrhoea follows the 
more quickly, the more favorable are the conditions for the inoculation, i. e., the 
more powerfully the secretion was able to act. 

There is no positive reason for believing in the transmissibility of the virulent material through 
the air, and we have every reason to doubt the correctness of this hypothesis. Yery recently 
epithelial cells have been said to be found in the atmosphere of eve-wards {Frank, Fiselt), and 
some direct experiments (Marston) indicate that a strong current of air, which passes over a cloth 
saturated with recent pus, may carry pus-corpuscles with it. But these experiments, even if 
entirely correct, are far from proving inoculation through the air, especially if we consider that 
the experiments were made with dilute and dried pus. {Piringer.) They show, however, that the 
greatest care should be observed, and we shall always do well to proceed as if the contagion 
through the atmosphere were an assured fact. 

When we see the myriads of fine filaments, dust-particles, which are observed in the sunlight 
after sweeping out a ward or sick-room, we, can not avoid the belief that there may be among them 
bits of charpie, &c., winch have been saturated with pus, have become dry, and are now whirling 
about in the air. 

It is difficult to believe that fresh pus-elements can he freed from the secretion 
M evaporation of the menstruum, and that they may he kept suspended in the 
atmosphere for any long time, under ordinary circumstances, when there is no strong 
Wrent of air. {Alf. Oraefe.) 

A circumstance should be mentioned which some have explained as due to inoculation. The 
•Mammatory product, which is quite viscid, often throws off little vesicles, on the movements of 

a lids, which burst, and eject a portion of their contents for some distance. This may be 
quently seen on careful observation. It may easily happen that small quantities of infectious 

mateiial enter the eye when one converses with or examines a patient, especially when the faces 
I ,re Mar to each other. 

Course,—Blennorrhoea proper always has an acute course, lasting from only a 
c' toys to three weeks at the highest. The whole process may be drawn out for 

I Months, but then, we are not dealing with a pure blennorrhcea, hut with other forms 
I conjunctival inflammation, which have either only temporarily assumed the 

I ltd • °*! a ^-*1eri 11 orrhoea, or which have been gradually developed from it. 
I 1 ee,I, it often happens that a catarrhal inflammation, by an increase in the quantity 
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382 BLETSTN'OBRHCEA. 

of the secretion, advances to a blennorrhoea, or that a membranous or diphtheritic 
conjunctivitis passes over into the same disease by the change in the inflammatory 
product, which then, exactly like a blennorrhoea occurring primarily, either quickly 
goes on to cure, or becomes a catarrhal inflammation or a trachoma, and, as such, has 
a more or less chronic course. On the other hand, the process may become chronic 
in consequence of the participation of neighboring structures, the cartilage, the 
cornea, &c., conditions being produced which take some considerable time for their 
resolution. If we do not consider these circumstances, and if we reg ird blennorrlioea 
in the above-described signification, we can only speak of an acute course; and we 
may say that, where the course is not modified by opposing conditions, the blen- 
riorrhcea quickly developed reaches its bight within a few days, arid then recedes in a 
short time, with evident relaxation of the tissue, and passes over into a simple 
catarrh or a trachoma, where the disease ends. 

Where fresh injuries act upon the conjunctiva, or the former ones continue, or 
where an irrational method of treatment is undertaken, it often occurs that, after the 
blennorrhoea seems evidently on the decrease, it again appears in greater severity, 
and exacerbations interchange with remissions. The blennorrhoea may become a 
catarrh before the process terminates. 

The speediness with which the symptoms develop and increase enables ns to diagnosticate the 
disease in its incipiency, before the symptoms of the inflammation and the secretion complete the 
idea of a blennorrhoea. In primary blennorrhoea we always find, within a few hours of the begin¬ 
ning of the disease, the tarsal conjunctiva and the palpebral portion greatly relaxed and almost 
evenly reddened. The ocular conjunctiva, and especially that portion in the palpebral fissure, is 
woven through with a coarse net work, gelatinously infiltrated, often swollen at intervals, while 
a large quantity of yellow-colored and viscid tears, mixed with exudation flocculi, are excreted in 
abundant quantity. On the second or third day the bleuuorrhoea is generally fully developed. 

Results.-—Blennorrhoea is one of the most destructive diseases of the eye. 
Very often, in spite of the most careful treatment, and that which is recognized as 
correct, it causes great injury to the eye, or completely destroys it by phthisis. 

The chief danger lies in the possible ext nsion of the disease to the cornea, and 
the formation of an abscess or the occurrence of an ulcer. 

So-called vascular keratitis may be developed during the course of a blennorrhcea, and 
pass into pannus. This is, however, a very rare result. It belongs rather to those cases in 
which, at the beginning of the morbid process, the papillary bodies swell very much, and increase 
in size—that is, where a blennorrhcea is developed, as it were, in combination with trachoma, oi, 
as we may rather say, where a trachoma occurs in a very acute form with the symptoms of 
blennorrhcea. 

Any portion of the cornea, the center as well as the periphery, may be the chief 
seat of the secondary suppurative process. We have greater reason to fear tins 
result, the severer are the inflammatory symptoms in the conjunctiva, the greater 
the redness, the larger and more tense the conjunctival swelling above the cornea, 
and the greater the increase in the local temuerature. These dangers are particu¬ 
larly threatening when there is added to all these symptoms marked evidence of 
ciliary irritation, severe pain in the course of the frontal nerves, accompanied h.v 
severe photophobia, lachrymation, and spasm of the lids. Not unfrequently one 
or more herpetic efflorescences shoot up on the cornea, but generally on the linbu 
conjunctivalis. These are quickly changed into secondary ulcers of greater or less 
extent, and cause serious changes. More frequently the cornea becomes turbid u 
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the beginning, the surface being generally first affected, the epithelium, relaxing, 

assumes a grayish color, and acquires a rough appearance from the throwing off' of 

isolated collections of cells. The turbidness soon becomes denser, its color yellow, 

and within a short time an abscess or an ulcer occurs, which rapidly enlarges in all 

directions. The unfavorable results are then the same as those from a primarily 

developed abscess or an ulcer. 

In the severest form of the process, with a purulent character of the product of 

inflammation, there is danger from another sort of corneal affection, which is indeed 

the most dangerous. It often leads, without any intermission, to the destruction of 

the cornea, and with it of the eye. It may proceed from any point of the corneal 

surface; but the destructive inflammatory process generally begins from some point 

on the lower periphery of the cornea. The epithelium becomes opaque, and is thrown 

off at this point, causing a small loss of substance. This gradually deepens while it 

rapidly advances on the periphery, but proceeds slowly toward the center of the 

cornea. In this way a crescentic depression or furrow occurs, which surrounds more 

or less of the corneal periphery. It is always the deepest and broadest at the point 

of origin. On a vertical section there is seen an outer wall, which is almost at right 

angles with the surface, and an inner one, wdiich penetrates the cornea very gradu¬ 

ally, being hollowed out, or, as it were, having steps. The base and edges of the 

excavation are infiltrated and covered by a very abundant purulent product. 

It is probable that this ulcerative process has a near causal connection with the 

true purulent secretion, and that its effect on the corneal substance may be excited, 

or at least favored, by a sort of decomposing action. 

The fact that the crescentic ulcers are almost exclusively observed in pyorrhoea, and in diphther¬ 
itic affections which are so closely allied to it, and scarcely ever in blennorrhcea, where the inflam¬ 
matory product is mostly mucus, favors such a view, although in blennorrhcea all the symptoms, 
except as to the nature of the secretion, are the same. This belief is also strengthened by the fact 
that the destruction of tissue always begins from the surface and gradually involves the deeper 
structure, and that the process generally proceeds from the deepest-lying part of this furrow, 
which is formed by the bulging-out of ocular conjunctiva and the corneal periphery, that is, by 
the lower, or lower and outer, circumference of the cornea, where the secretion collects most easily 
111 the greatest quantity, and may act upon the corneal tissue. 

Iflien the disease has begun, it generally advances rapidly. This is especially to 

he feared when the corneal border begins to be affected immediately on the com¬ 

mencement of the disease, and if the blennorrhcea, after the occurrence of such a loss 

°f substance, does not immediately assume a benign character. The greatest part of 

ilie cornea is then generally destroyed. But if the ulceration does not begin until 

Hie process has lost some of its severity, we may count somewhat on the preserva¬ 
tion of the cornea. 

The further consequences of the crescentic ulcers are large cicatrices, united with 

SMerior synechia, when a perforation has occurred. These impair the vision, or even 

oornpletely destroy it. The fact that the cicatrix, by means of the gradual shrinkage 

°f the flap of cornea surrounding it, yields to the intraocular pre-snre, gives way, 

ald becomes distorted, causing the cornea to bulge forward, and giving it a false 

Wvature, contributes to the impairment of vision. 

ft a perforation of the cornea occurs, the lens is evacuated, and a part of the 

5'heous. The result is then generally phthisis of the globe. This occurs more oer- 

n®dy when, as is quite frequently the case, the corneal portion which has, up to 
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3S4 BLENNORRHCEA. TREATMENT. 

this time, remained intact, becomes infiltrated and ulcerates, or the large flap of 
cornea is completely destroyed. 

In some cases, especially in a typical and sthenic character of the inflammation, and with very 
severe tension of the parts, the entire cornea is destroyed in the beginning, becomes opaque, and 
changes to a grayish, smeary, pultaceous substance, which sometimes lies for a while on the iris, 
but is generally thrown out by the pressure of the contents of the globe, after which the globe is 
lost by phthisis. 

2. Trachoma is also to he considered as a very common result of blennorrhoea. 
We may very often observe the characteristic roughness of the conjunctiva quite 
early in the course of the affection, at the hight of the blennorrhoea. In other cases, 
however, these granulations do not occur until the later stages of the ophthalmia. 
The trachoma may then he designated as a result of blennorrhoea. 

B. Ptosis (falling down of the upper lid), and ectropion of the lower or of both lids, may also 
be reckoned among the consequences of blennorrhoea. Ptosis occurs, on the one hand, from the 
swelling of the upper palpebral fold, which renders it difficult to raise the thickened lid between 
the roof of the orbit and the surface of the globe. On the other hand, the increase in volume and 
weight which the lid undergoes comes into consideration. There is also an important factor, in 
the circumstance that the cartilage is greatly distended by the chemosis and the softening of the 
tissue, which accompanies the proliferation. This often occurs to such a degree that the lid, after 
the subsidence of the chemotic swelling, can not lie upon the globe, but hangs in front of it in the 
form of a curtain. 

Ectropion often occurs during the course of a blennorrhoea, but the lid may be easily replaced, 
and the condition thus prevented from becoming permanent, which easily occurs when the 
replacement is neglected. Eversion of the lid generally results from clumsy handling of it by the 
patient or his attendants, but sometimes of itself. By the swelling of the lids and of the palpebral 
folds, the former are pressed forward, and put very much on the stretch. The resistance is the 
greatest on the borders of the lids, on account of the firmness of the cartilage and the ligaments 
attached to the orbital border, and, therefore, these are bulged out less than the surfaces of the lids. 

The result is, that the palpebral swelling appears divided by the deeply-intersecting tarsal 
borders into two oval obliquely-situated swellings. If, now, the greatly-swelled palpebral fold 
has once an opportunity to come between the globe and the intersecting border of the lid, it is 
easily bulged forward from the external pressure exerted upon it, and, the cartilage attached to 
the palpebral conjunctiva being irritated also, the lid is everted. The pressure from the edge of 
the lid acts on the base of the tumor, which is forced outward. The vessels are compressed, and 
thus congestion caused, and an enlargement of the swelling by serous exudation. Replacement 
then becomes more difficult, and is at last impossible. This is particularly the case when the 
tarsus is involved, becoming soft and gradually distended. The lid can not then preserve 
its normal position after the decrease of the conjunctival swelling, and it has been artificially 
replaced. 

Treatment.—We should endeavor to prevent the inoculation of the other con¬ 
junctiva, by the transference of the very contagious secretion, also to keep away 
all sources of irritation from the affected eye, and thus place it in the m*st favor¬ 
able condition for recovery. We also aim to overcome the proliferation of tissue, 
and thus avoid the results which make blennorrhoea a disease very much to be 
feared. 

1. a. When one eye-only is affected, the healthy one should be carefully covered by 
a hermetical bandage, in order to prevent contagion. The ordinary protective bnnd- 
age is easily displaced during sleep, and when patients are restless. Besides, the 
flannel and charpie are too permeable to great quantities of thin fluid-products. On 
the contrary, the so-called hermetical or collodion bandage (Graefe) affords perfect 
protection, when it is well applied, and is, therefore, to be urgently recommended. 
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BLENTSTORRHCEA. TREATMENT. 383 

la order to apply it, the closed lids are thickly covered by small and loose bunches 
of charpie, and the surrounding depressions filled up ; a piece of oiled silk is then 
placed upon this, and over this a double one of linen, of oval shape. After it has 
been evenly fitted, the edges of the linen covering are to be carefully fastened with 
collodion all around the orbit, without leaving even a small opening, and, finally, 
the surface is to be painted over several times with the same material. We may lift 
up this covering daily or every two days, in order to assure ourselves of the con¬ 
dition of the eye, and in case it is still unharmed, it may be again attached. 

The suggestion to cover the whole eye with a glass coating, and thus to render the use of the 
affected globe possible (Snellen), is scarcely practicable. The dense vapor which arises from the 
conjunctiva and cutis is not here taken up, as in the collodion bandage, by the charpie, and may 
become dangerous to the eye, causing catarrh, &c.; while, on the other hand, the greatest portion 
of it precipitates on the inner side of the glass, and nullifies the chief advantage of the method, i. e. 
the power of using the eye. A qua cMori deserves to be mentioned as a substitute for the bandage, 
on account of its disinfecting power. When we can not use the collodion bandage, the charpie may 
kesaturated in the chlorine water. When, however, we can not trust the protective bandage, appli¬ 
cations of dilute aqua Mori afford some protection. It is scarcely advisable to drop it in the eye, 
on account of its irritating effect (Oraefe). 

5. Those about the patient should be warned from any unnecessary contact with 
him, or with anything that he uses. The attendants should see to it that, after each 
assistance they render the patient, they wash the hands with soap and water, 
aud especially avoid any contact with their own eyes. The linen of the patient, 
aud especially the bed-linen, the handkerchiefs, towels, &c., are only to be used 
aain after boiling with soap and water. 

«. If a gonorrhoea exists, it should be cured as quickly as possible. The patient 
should avoid unnecessarily touching the genitals, and carefully cleanse his hands 
after any contact. This is necessary to avoid new inoculation, for nothing is more 
dangerous than a relapse of a blennorrhoea. 

& If by accident any blennorrhceal or gonorrhoeal secretion has been transferred 
to healthy conjunctiva, a few drops of a solution of arg. nit. M-chloricle of mercury, 
% Mori, or common salt, if nothing else be at hand, are to be immediately placed 
'athe conjunctival sac, and brought in contact with all points of the mucous mem- 
■,rane. If this be done within a very short time, we may reasonably hope that an 
^animation will not occur. If it be done later, there is slight hope, or none at all, 
°f preventing its occurrence. 

So long as the affection retains the blennorrhoeal form, the patient should not 
,ilTe his bed. In hospitals, care should be taken that there are not many persons 
I'd together in one ward. The rooms should be kept as clean as possible, well ven- 

not over-heated, and protected from bright and irregular light by curtains 
lamp-shades. The patient himself should be kept as quiet as possible. 

2. As to direct treatment, it is well to be remarked, that the principal danger in 
nnorrhcea is a continuation of the inflammation from the conjunctiva upon the 

®,0M< and that this continuation occurs the more easily, the greater is the severity 
j “e inflammation. According to this, the participation of the cornea is favored 
■ e'-ery thing which can keep the inflammation at a certain hight, or cause it to 

'gner. So long, then, as the relaxation of the cornea is not very marked, the 
went of the blennorrhoea should be predominantly antiphlogistic, and this 

D ® i*0 lie more energetic, the more prominent the sthenic character of the 
25 
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386 BLENNOEEHtEA. TEEATMENT. 

inflammation. The best means for this are strict antiphlogistic regimen, local blood¬ 
letting, and cold applications. 

a. Iced compresses, which are frequently changed, are much to he preferred to 
all other means for the purpose of applying cold. It is only in case of necessity 
that cloths dipped in cold water are to be substituted for them. When the inflam¬ 
mation is very severe, they are to be uninterruptedly continued day and night, until 
the local temperature of the orbital region has been reduced to the normal standard. 
When the inflammation is less severe, applications of cold at intervals is sufficient, 
since excessive abstraction of heat may even do harm. 

5. Local blood-letting is especially of advantage, before and during the exacer¬ 
bations of the inflammatory process. But when the redness is intense, the swelling 
great, hard, and tense, and when besides there is much heat; when the inflamma- 

, tory pain is very severe, and the use of cold does not prove to he sufficient to reduce 
these symptoms, we should not wait for the exacerbations, hut in consideration of 
the suffering of the patient, and the danger of the cornea, should proceed immedi¬ 
ately to the application of a number of leeches, and repeat this according to necessity. 

c. If the danger appears very great, it will he well to make a horizontal incision 
in the external canthus, through the integument, hut avoiding the conjunctiva, in 
order not to favor the occurrence of an ectropion. (Oraefe.) 

Several venous and arterial branches being met with in such an incision, which is several 
lines long, the hemorrhage is generally very abundant, but it may be easily stopped. On the 
other hand, the pressure which the swelled conjunctiva, and to some extent the globe, have to 
sustain from the lids rendered very slightly distensible by the softening of the cartilage, is con¬ 
siderably lessened. The relief to the circulation by the direct evacuation of blood, and by the 
lessening of the excessive external pressure, improves the nutrition of the affected parts. It is 
universally recognized that it favors the resolution of the existing disturbances in severe blennor- 
rhoea with great tension of the parts. 

If the cornea has begun to he turbid at any points, or even if ulcers exist, which, 
in the severity of the inflammation, threaten a sudden extension and destruction of 
the cornea to a great extent, we shall have the most reason for trying this means of 

treatment. 

Scarification and exsection of the chemotio conjunctiva, which were formerly much recom¬ 
mended, are, at least, very untrustworthy in their curative action. They are, besides, open to 
the objection that granulations readily arise on their surface, which become cicatrices, and cause 
a great tendency to constant irritations of the eye, and often even lead to incurable pannus. 

d. If deeply-penetrating corneal ulcers have already occurred, which have 
become or threaten to he perforating, the same rules of treatment hold good as 
in primary corneal ulcers. But a paracentesis or iridectomy in the course of a blen 
norrhceal process should he avoided, because the inflammatory reaction 
vicinity of the edges of the wound is very apt to excite extensive ulcerations. 
Besides, the operation may deter ns from the energetic use of the irritants whic 1 

main disease imperatively demands. 

e. We need give ourselves no trouble about the use of internal remedies. Mildly 
drinks, barley-water with nitre, &c., may, however, be used with advantage when there ^ 
fever. Mercurials should be avoided; even the inunction-treatment has been tried and ^ 
exert no marked influence on the course of a blennorrhoea. Enemeta and eccoprotics may 
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for any constipation of the bowels. Narcotics generally do no good so long as the severity of the 
inflammation is unsubdued by the antiphlogistic treatment; but when this has been accomplished 
they are scarcely indicated. 

3. One of the most important duties in the treatment of blennorrhoea is the care¬ 
ful removal of the secretions. That which exudes from the palpebral fissure is best 
removed by a little hunch of picked lint; all rubbing is to be avoided, since it easily 
leads to excoriation. For the purpose of cleansing the conjunctival sac, a stream of 
cold water may he conducted upon it, while the patient is lying down. As long as 
cold applications are being made, the patient will not bear tepid ones, on account of 
the great change in temperature. The stream of water is best conducted upon ihe eye 
from a sponge. Syringing the eye is very dangerous. The fluid may easily spirt back 
in the eye of the attendant; besides, it is very irritating. The palpebral folds should 
be exposed by everting the lids during the cleansing, or the operation will not he 
thoroughly done. 

These manipulations should not be undertaken too often, because they become 
irritating and increase the inflammation. Generally speaking, five to six cleansings 
within twenty-four hours is the right number. Auy more ablutions increase the 
swelling, render it tenser and hotter, and make it exceedingly sensitive to any con¬ 
tact, and thus the condition becomes considerably worse. 

If crusts have formed on the lids and lashes, they should be softened by applications of cold 
water before they are removed; tepid water should not be used until the cold applications have 
been abandoned. When there are excoriations, an ointment should be applied. 

In blennorrhoea of a milder form, with an inflammatory product which has a 
decided mucous character, we do well to confine ourselves, during the increase 
of the inflammatory action, and when it is at its bight, to a strict antiphlogistic 
treatment, as has been previously described, in connection with the cleansing with 
water. Astringents, caustics, and all irritants are not indicated under such circum¬ 
stances, and, according to very large experience, are harmful rather than useful. 
They are only advantageously used when the inflamed conjunctiva is relaxed. 

In true pyorrhoea, however, where the decomposing power of the inflammatory 
product comes into consideration, cleansing with water can only prevent the harmful 
influences of the secretion upon the cornea, when it is kept up day and night with 
very short intervals; but this, as has been said, can not be borne even if it were possible 
to carry it out. We are obliged to employ these means, which may for a time check 
the purulent secretion by a chemical alteration of the most superficial layers. An 
opportunity is thus afforded the surgeon of carrying out an energetic antiphlogistic 
treatment during the intervals. 

Besides the nitrate of silver, we may use bichloride of mercury, alum, sulphate of zinc, sulphate 
copper, as such applications. All these have, in addition to their destructive effect, an astringent 

action, by which gentle contraction of the walls of the vessels and of the connective tissue is 
Wised. The nutrition of the organic material is impaired, and thus the amount and quality of 

inflammatory product is influenced. Nitrate of silver, however, is to be preferred to all other 
remedies. It has the greatest chemical power, irritates the least, its action being limited to the 
eurface, while the other remedies, if used in strong solutions, act very deeply, and therefore more 
readily excite irritations, which are especially to be avoided on account of the cornea. 

During and before the highest stage of true pyorrhoea, weak collyria of one to 
ftree grains of nitrate of silver to an ounce of water are most to be recommended. 
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They should be dropped in immediately after the careful cleansing of the conjunc¬ 
tival sac. The lids should be freely moved about, and the solution brought in con¬ 
tact with all the folds of the conjunctiva, and left in the sac until its turbidness no 
longer increases. Then a little more of the collyrium may be dropped in. If this 
second application do not cause any more turbidness, the lids may be closed, and 
cold applications energetically used until a repetition of the application is de¬ 
manded. 

The instillation of even weak solutions of nitrate of silver is not perfectly free from danger. 
It must be confessed that its irritative effect, in a decidedly sthenic character of the inflam¬ 
mation, is disadvantageous, and may become very destructive. The chemical effect of the agent 
upon the cornea, which is scarcely to be avoided, should be considered. The cornea is de¬ 
prived of its natural protection by the loss of the epithelial layer, and thus becomes more sen¬ 
sitive to the purulent secretion as well as to the subsequent instillations of the solutions of 
nitrate of silver. Considering these facts, some have entirely given up the use of solutions of 
nitrate of silver as eye-drops. Instead of using them, they pencil the suppurating conjunctiva, 
once to twice a day, with the nitrate of silver in substance, or with the mitigated nitrate of 
silver (nitrate of silver and nitrate of potash), or they pencil it with strong solutions of nitrate 
of silver, as is done in trachoma. It can not be denied that, by the careful employment of 
this method, the cornea can be certainly protected from injury. Yet the enormous swelling of 
the lids, the impossibility of everting them on account of the conjunctival intumescence, ren¬ 
ders it almost impossible to pencil the whole conjunctival surface. 

There are also decided disadvantages in these cauterizations. In using the solid stick, the 
depth of the action can not always be limited as we wish, on account of its deliquescence; fur¬ 
thermore, too strong a cauterization may cause cicatrices on the conjunctiva. The mechanical 
irritation of the slough, formed after a severe application, should also be considered. This 
slough is denser and more rigid, and consequently a greater irritant, the more vigorously the 
caustic is employed. 

It must be evident that this irritation causes serious consequences in proportion to the 
severity of the inflammation. The pressure of the slough, and the difficulty of its separation 
by the movements of the lids, increase with the amount of the swelling and tension. 

From this we may theoretically conclude that the advantages of severe cauterizations are 
considerably lessened by the effects of the slough which they cause. Experience confirms this 
theory. 

A number of exhaustive and unprejudiced experiments have shown that, in a case of puru¬ 
lent conjunctivitis having a sthenic character, no preference can be given to the use of the 
solid stick or penciling, over that of weak solutions dropped in the eye. Indeed, the latter 
are to be preferred. 

Nitrate of silver, excellent as its action may be as a caustic astringent, interferes with the 
energetic combating of the inflammatory process, on account of its irritative effect. It is, 
therefore, in a certain sense, to be considered an injurious agent. 

4. In a mild attack of blennorrhoea, having chiefly a mucous secretion, it is time 
to pass over to the use of astringents, when the following symptoms have shown 
themselves: "When the inflammatory redness has decreased or changed into a gray¬ 
ish or yellowish hue, from the deposition of turbid cells on the surface of the con¬ 
junctiva; when the swelling becomes softer, relaxed, its temperature only slightly 
elevated, and the secretion is still very abundant. Penciling the conjunctiva once 
a day, at most twice, with a solution of five to ten grains of nitrate of silver to the 
ounce of water, is generally the best method of application. In beginning this 
treatment great care is necessary. We must particularly observe whether the in¬ 
flammation increases again after the application; if this be the case, we should pro¬ 
ceed again to the antiphlogistic treatment. 

5. If the lid has become everted, it should be replaced as quickly as possible. 
It will generally be the lower lid which requires bringing back to the normal posi- 
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tion. For this purpose we grasp some of the cilia, draw the border of the lid as far 
away as possible, at the same time bringing it upwards, and with the index-finger 
of the other hand pressing the protruding portion between the surface of the globe 
and the cartilage of the lid. When the swelling has disappeared from the level of 
the border of the lid, we let go; it easily returns to its normal position, and the 
tension of the edge of the lid prevents the tumor from returning. 

But if the tarsus has become softened and elongated.in a horizontal direction, 
the border of the lid can not keep back the swelled palpebral fold, and the lid 
returns again to its abnormal position. . Then the treatment of the blennorrlicea 
should be energetically continued, and the lid left for the time in its false position, 
since all attempts to retain it in its place will result in harm. But when the secre¬ 
tion has become less, the replacement should be immediately undertaken, and the 
lid held by a proper bandage. Closing the palpebral fissure by long strips of isin¬ 
glass-plaster, about two lines broad, will be sufficient to keep the lid in its normal 
position. It will be safer to place a bunch of charpie on the swollen lid, covering 
the swelling and the lower lid again with a flatter piece, and fastening the whole 
with a flannel bandage. Sometimes a few days suffice to replace the lid, and to 
cause the conjunctival swelling to disappear. Quite an amount of relaxation of the 
lid and of the conjunctiva is apt to remain, however, and frequently a trachoma¬ 
tous swelling in the latter. In order to remove this swelling we should pencil the 
conjunctiva daily with an ointment of sulphate of copper, or with solutions of 
nitrate of silver of medium strength, as in the treatment of trachoma. 

Authorities.—Fble, Ueber den Ban und die Krankheiten der Bindehaut. Wien, 1828, S. 
92,164, et seq., die sog. eontag. o. egypt. Augenentziindung. Stuttgart, 1839, S. 89.—Piringer, 
Die Blennorrhce am Menschenauge, Graz, 1841, S. 7, 15, 40 et seq.—-Quiz, die sog. egypt. 
Augenentziindung, Wien, 1850, S. 32, 49 et seq.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges, I. Prag, 
1851, S. 18, 40 et seq.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 782, 784.—Frank und Marston, kl. Monatbl. 
1863. S. 124.—Mselt, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte, 1861, Wochenblatt, S. 97.—Oraefe, 
Deutsche Klinik, 1864, S. 79; A. f. O. I. 1. S. 168 et seq. ; II. 2. S. 242 ; VI. 2. S. 123,124,127; 
K. 2. 8.122; X. 2. S. 191, 192, 196.—Snellen, kl. Mntbl. 1864, S. 394.— Welz, ibid. 1863, S. 
502.—Memetschek, Prag. Vierteljahrschft. 101. Bd. S. 70. — Oosselin, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 127. 
Di S. 204; 134 Bd. S. 75.—Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage, S. 71.—Karnpf, Virchow’s Jahresber. 
1868. II. S. 489. 
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4. Ophthalmo-blennorrhcea infantum. 
Ophthalmia neonatorum. 

From a purely scientific point of view, a mucous discharge from the eyes of chil¬ 
dren can not be regarded as a peculiar form of conjunctivitis. In individual cases 
it is sometimes a catarrhal inflammation, sometimes it is a pure blennhorrhcea, or one 
inclining to diphtheritic blennorrhcea. Again, it appears under the form of trachoma. 
Practically, however, a division of the ophthalmo-blennorrhcea of infants is desira¬ 
ble, since the peculiarities of the infant organism modify not only the course and 
results, but also the treatment, to a considerable degree. We may distinguish two 
different forms—the catarrhal and blennorrhoeal. These are, however, connected 
together by numerous intermediate forms, and there often occur cases which may be 
counted with either variety. 

Symptoms.—The most prominent symptom is the swelling of the parts. This is, 
as a rule, very great, and it is only in the milder forms of the inflammation that it 
is slight. The delicacy and looseness of the infantile tissue is very favorable to 
great exudation. Even in slight cases the lids then appear as large tumors, in front 
of the orbital opening. They are immovable, and the palpebral fissure appears 
closed. The upper lid often is pushed over the lower, nearly completely covering 
it. The palpebral conjunctiva is generally very puffy and relaxed. The palpebral 
fold projects, on drawing the lid away from the eye, as a large swelling, and there¬ 
fore readily causes eversion of the lid, with all its consequences. The ocular con¬ 
junctiva is very often puffed up like a wall all around the cornea, so that the latter 
appears, as it were, buried in the swelling. 

In the catarrhal form, the swelling has rather the character of pure or congestive 
oedema. The secretion is less abundant, or is not dense, and contains, together with 
flocculi and lumps of thick, turbid mucus, a large proportion of pus-elements, and 
hence looks like pure pus. 

In the blennorrhoeal form, the swelling is always chemotic, greatly reddened, 
hard, and tense, therefore shining, hot, and exceedingly sensitive to the touch. There 
is severe pain and photophobia, and, as a rule, active fever. Subsequently the 
swelling loses its erysipelatous appearance, becomes soft and wrinkled, while its 
color is bluish, the temperature and sensitiveness decrease. The secretion is very 
profuse. It is constantly evacuated from the conjunctival sac, and often runs in 1 
stream down the cheeks, excoriating the integument, and thus causing inflammation. 
Particularly on a forcible opening of the generally spasmodically-closed lids, a con 
siderable amount of the peculiar secretion flows out. This is generally very con 
sistent grayish or greenish pus, having mucous flocculi, and only occasionally co" i 
taining fibrinous deposits. It sometimes appears of the consistency of cream, aga 
thinner, and even like whey. It is always seen intimately mixed with the tears. 

Causes.—It is more than probable that bright light on the eyes of the newly 
oorn may induce this form of ophthalmia. Sudden changes in 
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OPHTHALMIA NEONATORUM. 391 

produce it, and are often spoken of as causes of the disease. It is undeniable, how¬ 
ever, that the most common sources of the affection are the impure air of a room filled 
with excrementitial exhalations, smoke, dust, or acrid vapors, as well as the musty, 
damp air of an unventilated room, uncleanliness of the clothing and body of the ctiild, 
as well as uncleanliness of the hands of the attendants. The children of the poorer 
classes, especially in large cities, are much more frequently attacked than children 
who are well-cared for. The same is true of foundling hospitals, where all these 
deleterious influences, as well as others, may act, as it were, in a concentrated con¬ 
dition upon the poor little ones, and thus make the percentage of the affected ones 
very large. Sporadic cases are seldom wanting in these institutions, and very often 
their number becomes enormous. The disease appears as an endemic, in which not 
only infants, but also children of from one to two or more years old, are involved, as 
well as the nurses and attendants. 

The proportion of those affected, and the relative number of the severer and milder forms of 
the disease, may be very different. Even during the same endemic, variations are observed. But 
generally the number of milder cases is by far the greater. True blennorrhoeal forms are usually 
found in a relatively small proportion. It is rare that they exceed the number of the catarrhal 
affections. What produces this variation is not decided. It is probable that the character of the 
endemic is chiefly dependent, according to the time and circumstances, upon various unfavorable 
conditions under which the foundlings live, and which result from the collection of children and 
nurses in one room, and from the greater or less facility of ventilation, and a sufficient airing of the 
bed-linen. But all this by no means fully explains the variability in the severity and extent of an 
endemic, and therefore there remains considerable room for the acceptance of a varying genius 
tpidemicus. 

There is a great tendency to ascribe an especial influence to the constitution of the patient upon 
the severity of the process and the kind of secretion. But the variability in the character of a 
single endemic, when compared with the great stability which prevails in the material condition 
of the children, prevents us from considering this as more than a subordinate influence. 
It is certain that, during the same endemic, strong and well-nourished children are often affected 
with the severest forms of the disease, while feeble little ones have only a slight catarrh. If, in 
& bad endemic, the badly-nourished children furnish the largest number of severe cases, we may 
explain it by the fact, that such children are far more numerous than healthy ones in foundling 
hospitals. 

But inoculation certainly should be considered as a cause of purulent ophthal¬ 
mia in foundling hospitals. It is a very important factor in the spread of the disease, 
particularly if the unfavorable conditions have already caused a great number of 
persons to be affected with blennorrhcea. The necessary handling in the case of the 
children furnishes an exceedingly favorable opportunity for the transference of the 
contagious material. 

Such a transference of blennorrhoeal secretion, not only from the conjunctiva, 
tot also from the mucous membrane of the mother’s genitals, actually does exist, 
aml often causes sporadic cases of purulent ophthalmia. 

Much importance has been ascribed to the passage of the child’s head through a vagina 
affected with blennorrhoea. (.Mackenzie.) 

Yet this is certainly not a very frequent cause of purulent ophthalmia. The eyes of the child 
closed during parturition, and are also covered by sebaceous material; hence inoculation at 

at time is scarcely possible. Moreover, children are often attacked, whose mothers have no 
forbid genital secretion. The time of the outbreak of the disease shows that the inoculation 
toust occur at a later period than that of birth. 

In the existence of a blennorrhoeal affection of either mother or nurse, there are very many 
°Pportunities for inoculation, especially if the mother be at all uncleanly in her habits. 
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392 OPHTHALMIA NEONATORUM. 

It is even possible that the lockial discharge may give rise to ophthalmia neonatorum by being 
placed on the conjunctiva. It is, of course, true that the disease often begins just after birth, but 
it can not be denied that, in a very great number of cases, it first occurs in from two to four weeks 
after. 

Course.—The ophthalmia almost always appears at first on one eye alone, the 
• other being affected some days after, if it is not prevented by great care. The 
transference of the secretion from one eye to the other, seems to be the usual origin 
of the disease in the second eye. 

In the beginning, the inflammatory symptoms usually predominate, and the 
characteristic secretion is not very abundant. If the disease be less severe, the 
hypertemia, swelling, and local heat generally, increase more slowly, and it is often 
from five to eight days before they have reached their hight. In the worst cases, 
however, one or two days are often sufficient to fully develop the chemosis. Having 
reached its hight, the inflammation generally remains at this point one or more 
days, while the secretion evidently increases, and enables us to recognize the real 
character of the process as a catarrh or blennorrhoea. Then the swollen parts begin 
to be relaxed more and more, a profuse secretion occurring at the same time. The 
affection generally remains for some time at this stage. It is rarely possible to sub¬ 
due it within eight to fourteen days, except it he a very mild case. The disease 
generally lasts several weeks before the eye is brought to a normal condition, as 
evinced by gradual decrease in the byper»mia and swelling, a return of the proper 
color, and drying up of the secretion. The pyorrhoea then passes over into a simple 
catarrh. 

Yet the course is by no means always a regular one. Just as in the blennorrhoea 
of adults, the character of the process is often different at different times in the same 
case. The severity of the inflammatory symptoms varies with the nature and 
amount of the secretion, which is a fact of great importance in respect to the treat¬ 
ment. 

Results.—These are generally dependent upon the severity of the inflammatory 
process in a given case. The milder forms of the ophthalmia, in which true chemosis 
does not occur, in which the swelling lias more of an cedematous character, and the 
secretion is predominantly mucous, are not generally dangerous, provided the disease 
does not increase or is not increased by improper treatment. With intelligent treat¬ 
ment it generally terminates in complete cure. Even a slight trachomatous swelling 
of the papillary bodies is not of much importance, because trachomatous granulations 
occurring in children are readily subdued. 

Oases in which the inflammation is very severe, that is, where there are great 
chemosis and redness, and there is great heat of the parts, are much more dangerous, 
even though the quantity of the secretion maybe quite small, and not of an alarming 
nature. Such cases are far more dangerous than severe blennorrhoea in adults, 
because experience teaches us that an extension of the inflammation from the con¬ 
junctiva upon the cornea occurs more readily in children than in them, and thus 
the functions of the eye are threatened by abscess and ulceration. 

If the cornea begins to be turbid in some points, the danger has reached its 
and every thing depends upon the extent that the destructive process may attain. 
Abscesses and circular ulcers are, in general, more favorable, because they rarely de¬ 
stroy the whole cornea. They allow more hope of a preservation of a portion of the 
visual power, or of slight injury to it, the more peripheral is their situation, and the 
more quickly the inflammation recedes under the employment of proper treatment. 
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Crescentic ulcers of the periphery, on the contrary, which appear to depend on a 
disorganizing effect of the secretion upon the corneal substance, have always a bad 
import, for they seldom stop, and often lead to complete destruction of the cornea, 
with all its results. Where peripheral softening and a central abscess occur together, 
it is only rarely that even a small portion of the cornea is preserved. 

Eversion of the lid and permanent ectropion depending upon it, as well as the 
relaxation of the upper lid, on the whole, are of not much importance, because they 
may be removed by proper treatment. 

Treatment.—The indications of treatment are, of course, not different from those 
in the same affection when occurring in adults. The means, however, of fulfilling 

) are somewhat different from those which may be properly employed in adults. 
On the one hand, they may become dangerous, because they are not well adapted 
to the exceedingly delicate infantile organism ; on the other hand, they may he 
very troublesome or even painful to the child, and thus cause severe crying or strug¬ 
gling, which increase not only the irritation, but also the disturbances in circulation, 
ly congesting the blood, and consequently augment the swelling and secretion. 

1. We should attempt to prevent the occurrence of the disease. Tor this pur¬ 
pose it is to be recommended, in the case of the newly-born, or infauts, to keep away, 
as far as possible, all dazzling light. We should prevent all contrasts in light or 
heat, endeavor to secure good ventilation, great cleanliness of the body and clothing 

I of the child, as well as of the hands of the attendants and of the mother, in case 
i suffers from a loohial discharge, and still more if she is affected with vaginal 

| Uennorrhcea 
If the ophthalmia has once broken out, all these precautionary rules should be 

| more carefully observed. In foundling institutes and children’s hospitals, we must 
separate eye-patients from each other, and, besides, not allow nurses to take care of 

sed and healthy children at the same time. We should see to it that the clothing 
I °f the affected children is not placed on the others without thorough cleansing, and 

tat there be no crowding in the wards. 

Of course, such precautions will increase the expense of carrying on an institution; but small 
Mis may be quieted by the reflection, that even a moderate number of blind children going out 

•f the hospital, cause the State much more trouble than it would to take these precautionary 
insures; so that the expense, on the whole, will not be any greater. 

2. The direct treatment is mainly decided by the stage of the disease. 
«• So long as this is not very severe, we should guard ourselves from doing too 

I ®*h, since this will certainly only cause harm. If the symptoms of irritation are 
I 'light from the beginning, if there is no great amount of swelling and the secretion 

ff, we shall do well to simply confine ourselves to removing the secretion, by 
delicately washing the edges and angles of the lid with the finest picked lint, 
fogether with keeping away, as far as possible, any injurious influence. But if the 
"wetion be somewhat more abundant, it is advisable to order applications of lead¬ 
er from time to time. Instillations of this agent should only be employed when 

e irritation has very much subsided, and the. relaxation is very prominent, and 
besides, the abnormal secretion has continued a very long time, and external 

I stringent applications have no effect. Even here we should always uso mild means, 
'“Via of lead-water, aq. destillat., in equal parts, of aq. opii, solutions of pure tannin 
Efx.to the ounce of distilled water, which should be employed, according to indica- 

ss, two or three times a day. We will do still better with a 1-3 grain solution 
°f nitrate of silver, which can be brushed over the lids once or at most twice daily. 
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394 OPHTHALMIA NEONATORUM. AUTHORITIES. 

J. If the inflammatory swelling is very great, and if the ophthalmia on the 
whole is of a severe variety, or if a real hlennorrhcea is present, these remedies are 
no longer sufficient; the disease demands an energetic treatment. This will be 
merely antiphlogistic so long as the symptoms exhibit a decidedly sthenic char¬ 
acter. . But when the acme is passed, if the swelling declines, becomes so:t and 
yielding, and the secretion of purulent material remains large, we seek for an astrin¬ 
gent action, and the disintegration of the secretion which is endangering the cornea. 
Bor the purpose of lessening chemical decomposition of the morbid secretion, instil¬ 
lations of weak solutions of nitrate of silver, one to two grains to the ounce, or 
penciling the conjunctiva with solutions of three to five grains to the ounce of 
distilled water, is to be recommended. The former should he done three to five times 
a day, the latter once or twice, and in the intervening time cold applications and 
repeated cleansing the eyes with cool water should be carried on, according as the 
circumstances may require. 

The presence of corneal ulcers hy no means changes the general indications in a 
hlennorrhcea. Yet the condition of the pupillary margin should then he carefully 
considered, in order to avoid a prolapse of the iris, or at least to prevent any harm 
resulting from it. 

Authorities.—Mackenzie, Prakt. Abhandlung uber die Krankheiten des Auges. Weimar. 1832. 
S. 351. 354, Traduction par Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 758.—Piringer, Die Blen- 
norrhoe am Menschenauge. 1841. Graz. S. 23 et seq.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges. I. Frag. 
1851. S. 51 et seq.—Stellwag, Wiener Jahrb. f. Kinderheilkunde II. 3. S. 126. III. S. Zi.—Alf. 
Graefe, kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 3T0.—Graefe, A. f. 0. 1.1. S. 168, 236 et seq.—Delgado, kl. Monatbl 
1866. S. 214.—Alf. Graefe, Berlin, klin. Wochensehrift, 1868. Nro. 6,—Stavenhagen, kl. Beob. 

Riga, 1868. S. 38. 
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Diphtheritic Conjunctivitis — Conjunctival 
Croup. 

Symptoms.—The disease is characterized ly the development of a yellow, tough, 
and firm product of inflammation, which collects not only in the tissue of the con¬ 
junctiva, hut also on the free surface. This subsequently deliquesces as the affection 
progresses, and thus becomes a pus-like secretion, similar to that in pyorrhoea. 

1. The inflammatory symptoms vary in degree. Sometimes they are almost en¬ 
tirely absent. Tire conjunctiva, which is at intervals covered with diphtheritic 
patches, appears as white as wax, or is only traversed by an open vascular net-work. 
It is scarcely swelled, or it is puffed out with the lids by a serous or gelatinous infil¬ 
tration, but no elevation of temperature is perceived. 

But generally the hypertemia, local heat, &c., are much more decided. In the 
greater number of cases of conjunctival croup, we find a very severe chemosis, and 
tie disease greatly resembles blennorrhoea. The inflammatory redness in the integ¬ 
ument of the lids and of the surrounding parts is then marked, varying in depth 
of shade, inclining to a bluish color. In the conjunctiva, this redness is only apt to 
le great in the beginning of the affection. Subsequently it recedes, particularly in 
the tarsal portion and in the palpebral folds'. It may disappear in a grayish-yellow 
shade—large and rigid inflammatory products being deposited in the conjunctival 
tissue, and the vessels are actually pressed together, so that only a vascular, rough 
net-work remains evident on the surface. Single twigs from this suddenly emerge 
from the deeper parts of the tissue, and after a short course sink immediately into 
fc grayish-yellow parenchyma of the conjunctiva, which is spotted with blue 
extravasations. 

The swelling of the lids, under such circumstances, is generally very great, and, 
® consequence of the rigidity of the infiltration, marked by a very great, almost 
'fooden, hardness. The surface of the swollen conjunctiva generally appears smooth, 
^though a fine granulation is often seen on the tarsal portion. Subsequently large 
trachoma-like granulations are formed on the palpebral conjunctiva, or losses of 

I Mbstance occur in consequence of partial death of the tissue. The heat of the 
I Parts in smh ca-es is always very great. It is often experienced by the patient as 
I a sensation of burning heat. The affected portions are exceedingly painful, and 
I wtrefnely sensitive to the touch. The whole system is generally affected at the 
I ®me time, which is indicated by fever, and not unfrequently by analogous changes 
I ® other mucous tracts. (Graefe.) 

2. The diphtheritic product collected on the surface of the conjunctiva is often only 
I se® as a thin, gauze-iike, reticulated coating, or a delicate, continuous layer of gray- 
I jab-yellow, grayish-white, or pus-like color. As it is thin, the infiltrated conjunctiva, 
I 5lng under, may be often seen through it. Just as often, however, it forms dense, 
I ^s!ue flakes of varying size, and with very irregular contours, which are occasion- 
I continued over the inner lip of the lid, in a zigzag way, upon the free surface of 
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the lid-border, as it were, grasping over it. It is only exceptionally that the 
diphtheritic product forms a membranous coating of some density, which covers 
the whole of the conjunciiva. These products are firmly adherent to the con¬ 
junctiva, and an artificial separation always excites an abundant parenchymatous 
hemorrhage. 

3. Besides this product adherent to the conjunctiva, we always find in the con¬ 
junctival sac a larger or smaller quantity of fluid secretion. This depends partly < n 
the deliquescence and the throwing-off of the diphtheritic deposits. In the begin¬ 
ning this secretion is thin, on account of the quantity of tears which it contains. 
It is like whey, of a dirty-gray color, translucent, and contains a number of grayi-h 
or grayish-yellow shreds and flocculi. Subsequently, as the deliques enoe of the 
diphtheritic product goes on, it becomes more like pus, of a yellowish-green color, is 
more consistent, and appears at times as thick as cream. It is often mingled with 
large rigid flakes, which have been separated here and there from the surface of the 
conjunctiva. It is generally quickly replaced, until the process has changed in 
character. 

Causes.—Diphtheritis conjunctivas is often merely the local manifestation of a 
general process, which occurs simultaneously upon different mucous membranes, 
particularly of the air-passages and larynx, and is frequently connected with exan¬ 
thematous processes, as measles, small-pox, scarlatina. The disease then bears usually 
an endemic or epidemic character (Graefe, Hirschberg). Moreover, the etiology of 
diphtheritis conjunctivse coincides for the most part with that of the other forms 
of conjunctival inflammation, since the same external noxious principles, which 
cause a blennorrhcea, etc., can also set up the diphtheritic process. The excessive 
employment of strong solutions of lunar caustic and of the mitigated stick (argent, 
nitr. and potass, nitr.) must he particularly considered as an important exciting 
cause. There is no doubt that not a few cases of croup originate from aD 
increase in the process of luxuriant growth in consequence of the careless employ¬ 
ment of caustic remedies. The disease is therefore more rare, where the means of 
treatment under consideration are only attempted in cases of extreme necessity. 

Inoculation, without doubt, is also an important cause, and may particularlj 
influence the extension of an epidemic or endemic (Horner). Observations and ex¬ 
periments show diphtheritic conjunctivitis to be decidedly contagious, and the fluid 
purulent secretion is proven to be the source of contagion. Introduced upon the 
sound conjunctiva, it generally again excites a diphtheritic conjunctivitis, more rare¬ 
ly a blennorrhcea of the pure form, whose inflammatory products may again excite, 
a diphtheritic conjunctivitis. It may not be denied, however, that diphtheritic con¬ 
junctivitis occurring in children may be considerably favored by certain conditions 
in the constitution of the children themselves. In many cases these conditions are 
alone sufficient to excite the disease. 

The participation of the entire organism, as manifested by febrile action, goes to support this 
view. It is also proved by the fact that weak children, from mothers themselves diseased, and 
those who are badly nourished, or are really sick, or affected with constitutional syphilis, and 
particularly those of two or three years of age, are more inclined to diphtheritic affections thau 
others. In ibis respect the frequent combination of conjunctival croup with croup of other mucous 
tracts in the same persons, and the more frequent appearance of diphtheritic conjunctivitis at 
times, in which other diphtheritic affections, especially those of the respiratory organs, as well 
as puerperal fever, prevail, are all strong proofs of the correctness of this view. (Graefe.) 

The Course is quite variable. Thus cases occur, especially in adults, in which 
the diphtheritic conjunctivitis only forms an episode in the course of a blennorrhcea. 
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DIPHTHERITIC CONJUNCTIVITIS. RESULTS. 397 

the secretion at times attaining a greater consistency and adhering to the conjunc¬ 
tiva, hut then becoming fluid; or the diphtheritic conjunctivitis is primarily 
developed, but immediately passes over into a blennorrlioea. These are always mild 
cases, really transition forms, in which the croup of the conjunctival tissue is very 
little developed, and, on the whole, plays a very subordinate part. 

Where the characteristic changes in the conjunctival parenchyma are more 
prominent, as is more frequently the case in children, the disease has a more 
permanent form. It may then have been gradually developed from another form of 
conjunctival inflammation, or have appeared as such from the beginning. In the 
latter case the disease is generally accompanied by active symptoms, and two to 
three days are sufficient to bring the disease to perfection. It often reaches its 
highest point by this time. Here, as a rule, it remains for some days. Then the 
inflammatory symptoms begin to recede somewhat, without the infiltration of the 
tissue undergoing any considerable change. It generally requires one or more 
weeks, before the hardness of the infiltrated conjunctiva and its grayish-yellow 
fawn-color disappear. We then find the conjunctiva more or less deeply reddened, 
at the same time relaxed, spongy, and covered over by purulent secretion. Its sur¬ 
face also often appears covered by large warty excrescences, which bleed readily ; 
the diphtheritic conjunctivitis is a trachoma changed to a blennorrhoeal secretion, 
and proceeds in the peculiar way of this form of inflammation. 

In other oases of the worst form, as soon as the disease has reached its hight, the 
necrotic destruction of tissue begins. The deposits are thrown off in spots, leaving 
behind deep losses of substance, upon the surface of which the exposed and eroded 
vessels not unlrequently cause severe hemorrhages. While the infiltration deli¬ 
quesces to a greater or less extent, and the abundant purulent secretion, which is 
often ichorous, continues to increa-e, the tissue of the conjunctiva becomes more 
and more relaxed, ard, as it were, more succulent, and spongy, red excrescences, 
which bleed readily, spring up like islands from the grayish-yellow conjunctiva. 
(9raefe.) These excrescences again deliquesce, while their surroundings also become 
relaxed and spongy. The resnlt is a severe trachoma with purulent secretion. 
Occasionally the already existing spongy softening is interrupted by a repetition of 
Are diphtheritic exudation, and this latter may relapse two or three times. But 
generally the process, with the commencing relaxation, advances toward the end. 
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inward. The first danger is particularly threatening, while the process still 
increases or remains at its acme, with severe inflammatory symptoms. But the 
second danger exists as long as the fluid secretion has a purulent character. Ulcers 
which occur in the beginning, or during the first stages of the process, are worse 
than those which occur in the later stages, because the latter more frequently limit 
themselves, while the former very generally lead to total destruction of the cornea. 

The conjunctiva may be injured by a partial or complete adhesion of one or both 
halves of the conjunctival sac, or by adhesion of the conjunctival portions which are 
in contact, that is, by the occurrence of a posterior or anterior symblepharon. It 
may even undergo the changes known as total or severe xerophthalmia. 

A similar result arises from the degeneration of the spongy, softened proliferating 
tissue, from its shrinkage, shortening, and complete change into cicatritial tissue. 
This happens most frequently, if the proliferating conjunctival tissue, in consequence 
of partial ulceration or necrotic exfoliations, sufie-s loss of substance. Then cicatri- 
ti-il, tendinous net-works or patches are formed, bet ween which the spongy prolifera¬ 
tions appear like little islands. These excrescences gradually sink inward. • The space 
undergoing tendinous degeneration increases, and finally those permanent results 
have been developed, which leave no hope for a restoration of the functions of the 
eye. Such a sad termination is, however, only to be feared in very severe croup. 
In the, happily, more frequent cases of less severity, the diffuse trachoma which 
remains behind may be generally subdued by appropriate treatment. 

Treatment.—Together with an exact fulfilment of the indications that spring 
from the cause, the treatment should aim at a limitation of the tissue proliferating 
process, and, as far os possible, an improvement in the circulation and nutrition of 
the infiltrated portion. We should also attempt to guard against the dangerous 
effect of the secretion upon the cornea, and reduce to a minimum the injuries which 
can not be prevented. 

1. The indication springing from the cause demands not only the removal of every 
thing which may maintain or increase the process, but it also aims to prevent the 
spread of the disease by contagion. 

2. The indication from the disease naturally requires an antiphlogistic treatment, 
and should be more vigorous the severer is the process, and the more decidedly its 
sthenic character is indicated. 

a. Where the conjunctival croup runs its course with the symptoms of a pure 
cliemosis, when there is great hypersemin, the swelling is hot and tense, the energetic 

use of cold, with extensive local blood-letting and the severest antiphlogistic regimen, 
is imperative in almost all cases. 

Under such circumstances especial weight is to be laid upon the uninterrupted application of 
iced compresses. Leeches should be applied in great number on the temporal or angular region, 
and the subsequent bleeding encouraged. Some authors recommend deep incisions, passing 
through the infiltrated conjunctiva into the vascular layer beneath, instead of leeches. These 
cause profuse hemorrhage, and besides may considerably improve the circulation by relaxing 
the tension of the infiltrated portions. (Jacobson..) The great use of such an incision is disputed, 
however, by others, and the deposition of a diphtheritic exudation on the surface of the wound is 
oue of the consequences feared. (Graefe.) 

Ameng the pharmaceutical remedies, mercury has been most frequently used, and in large 
doses, often even to the extent of salivation. (Graefe.) 

Yet those who have most faith in mercury confess that in some cases it has been of no use, 
and has even done harm. We naturally expect still less from the alkaline carbonates which were 
at one time in use. Internal remedies are therefore almost abandoned. When there is grest 
febrile action, however, the employment of digitalis, aconite, &e., may be proper, since expe- 
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rienee shows that they lessen the vascular excitement. Narcotics appear to be indicated especially 
in very restless children. 

6. If the inflammation has passed beyond its hight, if the temperature of the 
swelling has considerably sunken, if the conjunctiva appears bloodless, perhaps on 
account of the great amount of the infiltration, and its nutrition is impaired to this 
extent, there is no good reason for the continuation of the iced compresses and local 
blood-letting. Gangrene of the tissue might be favored by any further lessening of 
temperature, and impairment of the nutrition. The therapeutical results attained 
up to this time, at least, suggest this idea. In respect to the local abstraction of blood, 
particularly in children, its effect upon the whole mass of blood is to be considered, 
because experience shows that it is greater on weakly, reduced subjects, who suffer 
from conjunctival croup, than in healthy and vigorous patients. We have become, 
therefore, as it were, disinclined to the incisions, with their doubtful result, and also 
to antiplast:c internal remedies, that are absolutely and certainly inefficacious. Under 
such circumstances, in the helplessness of our position and the destructiveness of 
the affection, the results of treatment have been very lamentable indeed. 

In consideration of this, the application of a pressure-bandage, with a cushion of 
lint, dipped in a solution of nitrate of silver, gr. x. ad 3 j aq., destillat. is to be recom¬ 
mended. 

This method is particularly appropriate in children, who oppose every appli¬ 
cation which is at all painful, or even unpleasant, by severe crying, struggling, &c. 
They thus render even the use of excellent remedies dangerous, or actually injurious. 

Very brilliant results have been attained by this method, not only in isolated sporadic cases, 
but also during two endemics of a malignant character, in one of which the method indicated 
under a, carried on by a skillful hand, was sadly inefficient. We do not mean to say that nitrate 
of silver, applied in this way, is an excellent or even satisfactory means of treatment. On the 
contrary, it is admitted that, especially in certain epidemics, it lias often proved inefficacious. 
Therefore, in the worst cases, its value is only to be considered as relative, being compared with 
remedies previously employed, and it has still the advantage, that its use involves less danger in 
the case of children. 

c. Where conjunctival croup appears with marked paleness of the conjunctiva 
snd of the lids, with decided (edematous swelling of the parts, and iu the ,absence of 
any elevation of temperature, a strict antiphlogistic treatment is not appropriate, 
and the use of nitrate of silver in connection with the pressure-bandage has not been 
justified. The strictest care of the eyes, the prevention of any irritation from reach¬ 
ing them, causing them to be covered with a fold of soft linen, will then be suffi¬ 
cient, or will at least do no barm. It is to be here remarked, that such a form of 
conjunctival diphtheritis often occurs in very weakly, poorly-nourished children, 
and, in spite of the want of local symptoms, has an exceedingly destructive course 
An appropriate constitutional treatment is then indicated, but has no greater effect 
than local treatment. The cornea generally quickly ulcerates, and the child often 
dies soon after. 

d. Iu order to prevent the destructive influence of the pus-like secretion upon 
d'e cornea, the conjunctival sac should be kept as clean as possible. Unfortn- 
nate'y, the tension and size of the palpebral swelling, as well as its great sensitiveness, 
generally prevents the complete cleansing, and in case we do succeed, a few minutes 
are sufficient to fill the conjunctival sac again. Frequently-repeated attempts to 
cJean the eye annoy the patient very much, and increase the inflammation. Instilla- 
tlon °f nitrate of silver, or penciling the conjunctival surface with solution of the 
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400 DIPHTHERITIC CONJUNCTIVITIS. AUTHORITIES. 

same agent, as is done in blennorrhcea, have been found to be exceedingly injurious, 
and are almost generally recognized as pernicious. There then remains nothing 
more to do than to frequently cleanse the eye from secretion, by means of a bit of 
picked lint, or the like. If the protective bandage be used, the compression of the 
conjunctival sac prevents any great collections; besides, the secretion issuing from 
the palpebral fissure is readily absorbed by the cushion of lint, and chemically 
changed by the nitrate of silver. 

We should particularly see to it, that pseudo-membranes, which have become 
partially detached, do not remain behind in the conjunctival sac, because, on the 
movement of the lids, they readily roll together, and cause considerable irritation. 
They should be carefully removed. 

4. If the relaxation of the conjunctiva is already farther advanced, if the diph¬ 
theritic infiltration be entirely wanting, and if the symptoms of blennorrhcea are 
prominent, or if the whole tarsal conjunctiva proliferates in the form of a diffuse 
trachoma, then we should begin with the treatment proper for a purulent secretion 
from the conjunctiva, or for trachoma. 

5. When the infiltrated conjunctiva has become gangrenous, any treatment may 
do harm. Perhaps the use of moist heat may do some good, e. g. cataplasms. 

6. Ulcerations in the cornea furnish different indications according to the cir¬ 
cumstances of the case, but they do not in any manner change those which depend 
on the diphtheritic process. 

[The accepted general treatment in the United States, for diphtheria in any form, 
is the administration of iron and nutrients, e. g. beef tea, until the patient has rallied 
from the depression caused by the disease. We suppose that this is as applicable 
in diphtheritic conjunctivitis as in any other form of this blood-disease.] 

Authorities.-Graefe, A. f. 0. I. 1. S. 168, 176, et seq., X. 2. S. m.—Pilz, Lehrb. der Angen- 
lieilkunde. Prag. 1859. S. 822.—Jacobson, A. f. 0. VI. 2. S. 180, 196, et seq. Konigsberger med, 
Juhrb. III. S. 78* et seq.—Pagenetecher und Sdmisch, Klin. Beobachtungen. I. Wiesbaden. 1861. 
S. 10.—Stettwag, Wiener med. Jahi'biicher f. Kinderheikunde II. 8. 126. III. S. 34; Weiner med. 
Jahrbucher. Fachbericht. 1861. S. 246,1862. S. U.-~BerUn, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 259.—0. Beeler 
und Tetzer, Wiener med. Jahrbucher. 1866. 4. Heft. S. 35.—O. Becker und Tetzer, Wiener 
Augenklinik. Ber. S. 44, 46.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 69, 70.—Horner, kh Monatbl 1869. 
S. 129.—Mnchberg, Berlin, kl. Wochenschrift. 1869. Nro. 3. 
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6. Trachoma, or Ophthalmia Granulosa — 
Granular Conjunctivitis. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by a peculiar roughness, hyperasmia, 
and swelling of the conjunctiva. These changes are seen on the tarsal portion, some¬ 
times as hypertrophied papilla, again as diffuse, vascular excrescences, deeply rooted 
in the conjunctival tissue itself like condylomata, but which are arranged in rows on 
the palpebral fold, and. resemble roundish granules. They are sometimes of the same 
color as the conjunctiva, and only slightly prominent, but again are greatly elevated 
from, its surface, and from their shape and gelatinous translucency resemble the spawn 
of fish or frogs. 

The appearance of the disease is considerably modified by the greater or less 
development of the irregularities on the conjunctiva, and according to the con¬ 
ditions in which the individual forms unite on this membrane. Thus, from a practi¬ 
cal point of view, the distinction of several varieties of trachoma seems useful, since 
these differences affect not only the course, but the results and treatment, of the 
disease. The various forms are: 

Pure granular. 
Papillary. 
Mixed. 

Diffuse. 
A. a. In a mild case of granular trachoma, we find the base of the palpebral 

fold, especially the lower half, abundantly strewn with bodies resembling the spawn 
of frogs, which are somewhat swelled, and are traversed by a coarse, vascular net¬ 
work. The tarsal portion appears somewhat more injected than normal. In the 
worst forms the swelling of the palpebral fold is very great. If the lids are everted, 

appears like a large tumor, whose surface is thickly coated with larger or smaller 
spawn-like granules, and consequently has a very glandular appearance. The indi¬ 
vidual granules are sometimes greatly reddened at their base, sometimes surrounded 
h a pale-red confluent border, but more frequently there is a marked swelling, 
which is quite pale, because the granules rest on a very pale, wax-like basis, only 
traversed by a few little vessels. The tarsal conjunctiva is, at ihe same time, gener¬ 
ally very smooth, relaxed, and more or less deep'y injected. Often we find on it 
Mialler spawn-like granules. More frequently, fine papillary granulations are seen, 
which indicate a transition to mixed trachoma. 

"• Pure papillary trachoma is, in the nature of things, always confined to the 
papillary region of the conjunctiva, and is an ophthalmia granulosa of a low degree 
°f development. The tarsal conjunctiva is a little relaxed, and its surface thickly 
strewn with fine granulations. These begin about one line from the inner lip of the 
H as extremely fine irregularities in the surface, of the shape of a truncated cone, 
gradually increasing in size posteriorly. In the region of the convex tarsal border, 
heyond which they pass for about a line, they are quite large, and are shaped more 

, Papillary tubercle, having a thick pedicle. The papillary region, with the pro- 
aerating papillae upon it, as long as the inflammatory process is active, and in gen- 
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402 TRACHOMA. VARIETIES. 

eral during conditions of severe irritation, appears sometimes of a bright red color, 
and again darker, of a bluish tint, and, in scorbutu.s, it is a purple-brown. Subse¬ 
quently, the hypersamic redness becomes paler, and, in consequence of the more 
abundant collection of opaque cells on its surface, has more of a rose-red, violet, or 
dirty grayish-brown, tint. 

c. Mixed trachoma, which has been described by others as catarrhal inflam¬ 
matory, or blennorrhoeal inflammatory, trachoma (&i£z), is the most frequent— 
indeed, it is the ordinary—form of ophthalmia granulosa. The image of the disease 
is made up from the symptoms of granular and papillary trachoma. The papillary 
region is markedly swelled, somewhat relaxed, and thickly covered by papillary 
excrescences, which generally far exceed the pure papillary trachoma, and often form 
a transition to the diffuse form of granulations by their broad base, nodular shape, and 
disposition to run into each other. 

The palpebral fold, on eversion of the lids, is pressed forward like an elongated 
tumor, on whose surface the trachomatous bodies rest, arranged in rows. But 
they do not always have the characteristic spawn-like appearance, as in the pure 
granular trachoma. On the contrary, they appear, as a rule, much less developed, 
and are therefore readily overlooked. From their close arrangement in rows, they 
look like small, slightly elevated swellings or borders, of the same color with the 
hypermmic basis, on whose surface shallow and oblique indentations, at equal dis¬ 
tances from each other, indicate the individual granules. Still, very frequently, 
isolated granules in these swellings stand out prominently from their pale color, as 
well as their greater translucency and larger size. We not unfrequently find 
these little swellings composed almost entirely of such diaphanous and distinctly- 
marked granules, and interspersed with isolated, spawn-like bodies. But a pre¬ 
dominance of these completely-developed spawn-like granules, or an exclusive 
formation of the swellings, from irregularities of the latter kind, is one of the most 
unfrequent occurrences in mixed trachoma. In the latter case, the redness, just as 
in pure granular trachoma, is somewhat less. In other places the palpebral fold 
and the tarsal conjunctiva generally appear uniformly red. The shade of color is, 
according to the severity of the disease, sometimes of a light-red, again of a dark 
blood-red, or mixed with gray, playing into a rose, violet, or bluish color. 

d. Diffuse trachoma may be described as a higher grade of development thantlie 
mixed trachoma, and is distinguished by the amount of neoplastic formations in aud 
upon the conjunctiva, as well as by the ordinary participation of the cartilage, of 
the integument, and the cornea. The papillary region is greatly swollen, relaxed, 
spongy, and covered with diffuse granulations up to a point near the inner lip of the 
lid. These raise up from the deeper layers of the conjunctival tissue, and are very 
irregular neoplastic formations. They are separated from each other by deep fossa. 
They are superficially velvety, or villous, occasionally resembling a cock’s comb, or 
broad condylomata. The palpebral fold is greatly flattened, and thickly covered 
with trachomatous granules, which, just as in mixed trachoma, vary in size, trans¬ 

lucency, color, &c. 

The frequent occurrence of large duplicatures in the hypertrophied palpebral folds deserves 
especial mention. (Ammon.) These folds may be found on any portion of the conjunctival sinus, 
although in the greater number of cases they are only an enlargement of the plica semilunans. 
Not unfrequently they are an inch in length, with a breadth of several lines, and very genera y 
attain a very great thickness. They cover a large portion of the anterior surface ot the g o e, 
like a third lid. In the first stages of trachoma, as long as the sub-conjunctival tissue is still very 
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TKACHOMA. SYMPTOMS. 403 

much swelled, we scarcely ever find such folds, at least not of the size just mentioned. It appears 
as if the shrinkage of the sub-conjunctival tissue had something to do with these formations. 

B. The picture of trachoma is completed by a number of morbid symptoms of 
subordinate importance, which are common to all or several forms of the disease. 

The semilunar fold and paruncle are greatly swelled and reddened. In severe 
granular and mixed as well as in diffuse trachoma, the former is often thickly covered 
with spawn-like bodies. 

The ocular conjunctiva in granular and pure papillary trachoma is not unfre- 
quently quite normal during the entire course of the disease, or, at the highest, shows 
some evanescent vascular injection. In severe granular trachoma, sometimes in the 
later stages, it attains a very peculiar waxy appearance, and contains spawn-like 
granules in the zone near the palpebral fold. In mixed and especially in diffuse 
trachoma it generally appears in the beginning greatly injected, often evenly red¬ 
dened, swelled by serous infiltration, frequently even really chemotic. In the decline 
in the disease, the swelling rapidly diminishes, the even redness is lost in an irregular 
vascular net-work, and this finally disappears, so that the ocular conjunctiva at times 
looks quite normal, and only shows the pathological condition o the vessels by its 
extraordinary tendency to congestion. In the diffuse form, it sometimes occurs that, 
after the decrease of the swelling, quite an amount of hypertrophy is recognized by 
the spongy relaxation and by a decided thickening of the tissue. 

The secretion, generally speaking, is always increased. In the beginning, the 
lachrymal secretion generally predominates, the fluid is watery. In granular 
trachoma this often continues as long as the disease continues, although the tears 
are somewhat viscid, and are of a yellowish hue. In the other forms small flocculi 
of turbid mucus are at the same time mingled with it, and these increase rapidly, so 
that the secretion resembles that of a severe acute catarrh, and at times even a 
blennorrhoea. In the later stages, after the process has passed into the chronic course, 
it again decreases in quantity, becomes turbid and of a mucous character, as in a 
chronic catarrh. The patients then complain, at intervals, of exceedingly annoying 
dryness of the conjunctival sac. 

The lids, when the proliferation process is severe, that is, in the beginning of the 
severe forms, are frequently slightly reddened and swollen more or less, not unfre- 
qnently chemotic, like the conjunctiva. If the severity of the inflammation decreases 
subsequently, the swelling recedes and the normal color returns. Yet the mobility 
remains somewhat impaired. This is particularly true of the upper lid, whose edge 
18 always decidedly depressed, so that the palpebral fissure seems somewhat 
narrowed. The swelling of the palpebral fold hinders to some degree the action of 
ft® levator palpebrm. 

In the severer forms of granular trachoma, as well as in the mixed form, and 
especially in diffuse trachoma, the inflammatory participation of the cartilage is added to 
this. This swells, relaxes, loses its resisting power, and is easily distended under the 
Pressure which the conjunctival swelling causes, and is enlarged in the direction of the 
Palpebral fissure, so that the edges of the lids are elongated. If the conjunctival 
swelling has been chemotic, and if it rapidly decreases, the lids do not then fit the 
S'obe. The upper lid hangs down loosely and frequently covers a portion of the 
“"ur. But the latter stands off from the globe, or sinks down from its own weight, 
1,(1 becomes actually everted, exposing the granulated palpebral conjunctiva—e 
condition which has been called entropium Iwcuriam. 
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404 TRACHOMA. CAUSES. 

In severe granular trachoma, the meibomian glands are at times affected, as is evinced by great 
swelling about their openings, and by their consequent appearance as granules, which perfectly 
resemble those of the palpebral fold, and are closely pressed together on the inner lip of the lid. 

The vision is generally somewhat impaired. Cloudy vision is a very common 
symptom, especially in the morning. Besides, the eyes are very irritable. They are 
very sensitive to every external injury, especially to sftioke, dust, wind, impure air, 
bright light. They will bear no kind of straining, reading, writing, or any kind of 
fine work; artificial illumination, particularly, excites the most unpleasant sensa¬ 
tions, causes a marked increase of the hyperseinia and secretion, and even favors the 
proliferation of tissue. 

The cloudiness of vision depends, on the one hand, on the mucous secretion of the conjunctiva, 
and on the other on the thickening of the epithelial layer of the cornea. The latter appears again 
to be dependent in part on increased formation, partly on decreased throwing-off of the epithelium 
as a result of the limitation of the movements of the lids. 

The process is frequently continued upon the cornea, and becomes a vascular 
keratitis, which subsequently leads to trachomatous pannus. Occasionally a disten¬ 
tion of the cornea occurs, with its extremely unpleasant results—staphyloma or 
ectasia, resulting from pannus, on account of the lessening of the resistance of the 
corneal tissue. 

Complications.—Besides the complications, which occur where trachoma 
accompanies blennorrhoea, diphtheritic and membranous conjunctivitis, and which 
are really no complications, but only blennorrhoea, &c., in which the morbid con¬ 
junctiva is at the same time hypertrophied, the complication with herpetic or 
phlyctenular disease should be especially mentioned, since this very frequently 
affects the treatment very markedly, and to some extent the course and results. 

Such a complication is always indicated by a severe injection of the episcleral 
and conjunctival vascular net-work, by pain and photophobia, lachrymation and 
spasm of the lids. These symptoms then generally continue until the herpetic 
process has run its course. Not unfrequently relapses of the phlyctenular disease 
lead to herpetic pannus of the conjunctiva and of the cornea, or extensive corneal 
ulcers are developed on the basis of herpetic efflorescences. 

Causes.—It does not seem as if trachoma were a symptom of any constitutional 
disease. It seems to he a purely local affection, always caused by^external inju¬ 
ries affecting the conjunctival sac itself. These injurious influences are the same 
that have been described as the exciting causes of catarrh, blennorrhoea, &c. 
Why it is, that in one case one form of conjunctivitis is excited, and in another 
a different one, is not fully explained. Still, it can scarcely he improper to assume 
that the frequent or even the uninterrupted effect of noxious influences may cause a 
tendency to hypertrophy, by the maintenance of a certain condition of irritation, 
Thus the proliferating process, having once broken out, may come to be trachoma 
in the conjunctiva, which is, as it were, prepared for it. This agrees well with the fact, 
that places in which a great number of people live together, and where care, clean¬ 
liness, and ventilation are insufficient, furnish the greatest number of cases (Gunier\ 
while persons who are only at long intervals, and for a relatively short time, exposed 
to such influences, are more rarely affected with trachoma, having acquired instead 
of it a catarrh, a blennorrhoea, &e. 

Contagion plays the most important part. The number of cases caused in tins 
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way is at any Tate in excess, especially in places in which a great number of persons 
live together, and come in contact, or use the same washing materials, as is apt to 
be the case in barracks, workhouses, hotels of the lower class, &c. If in such 
places a number of persons once become affected with trachoma, and if these are 
not carefully separated from the healthy ones, the number of those affected increases 
very rapidly. Thus contagion becomes an important factor in the development and 
extension of certain endemics and epidemics, which have become a permanent 
plague. In the same way may be explained, by the contagious property of tra¬ 
choma, the examples of the disappearance of the disease from the place where it 
originated, to appear in branches of the family or in entire households who were 
in places completely free from the disease, and who were not exposed to the 
noxious influences which first excited trachoma. 

The purulent and muco-purulent secretion of a trachomatous conjunctiva must 
alone be considered as the bearer of the contagion. The watery secretion of the 
pure granular trachoma, as well as the turbid mucous product of ancient) papillary, 
mixed, and diffuse trachoma, which contains no pus-elements, is scarcely contagious, 
or only very slightly so. 

The destructive power of the conjunctival secretion is the greater in propor¬ 
tion to its resemblance to pus, and the severity of the inflammation. 

It should be here remarked that a trachoma by no means always results from such a transfer¬ 
ence of the trachomatous secretion. Occasionally a pure catarrh or a blennorrhcea occurs. But 
on the other hand, again, the secretion of a pure catarrh, or pure blennorrhcea, a urethral 
discharge brought in contact with the conjunctiva, may excite not only a blennorrhcea, but also a 
mixed or diffused trachoma. 

Up to the present time there is no reasonable ground for believing that contagion 
h possible, except by the immediate contact of the conjunctiva with the contagious 
secretion itself. Contagion through the air, it being the carrier of finely-divided, 
dust-like particles of the contagious secretion, it is true, is not impossible; but it 
has not been demonstrated. Such a view has not indeed even been once made to 
appear probable. 

If the air were the carrier of the contagious material, the number of cases among soldiers 
would be the same as among other classes of men. But the number is incomparably greater 
among the former than the latter. 

It is believed that children under five years of age are not liable to trachoma. This may be true 
of pure granular trachoma, but papillary, mixed, and diffuse trachoma are by no means nnfrequent 
in children. Persons also more than fifty years of age are not, as some believe, free from the 
danger of trachomatous disease. There is no doubt, however, that the period of life between 
twenty and forty years of age furnishes the largest proportion of cases, and that, not speaking 
of soldiers, males are much more apt to suffer from the disease than females. The reason of this 
is easily seen by a merely superficial examination of the causes of trachoma. 

Course.—Trachoma is, in the strictest sense of the term, a chronic affection. 
Still, the manner of its course varies exceedingly. 

1- The manner in which trachoma is developed is very different in different cases. 
®. In persons who, on account of their way of living, are frequently, or even 

continually, exposed to irritations of the conjunctiva, it not unfrequently occurs that 
what are apparently very evanescent catarrhal inflammations are often repeated at 
short intervals, hut always disappear either spontaneously or by the aid of treat 
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406 TRACHOMA. COURSE. 

ment. But these attacks always add a few granules and granulations to those 
already existing, until finally the symptoms of trachoma are evident. 

b. In other cases, it is thought in the beginning that we are dealing with a 
severe catarrhal inflammation, a herpes, or the like. These processes are protracted, 
however, have exacerbations and remissions, while the trachomatous excrescences 
gradually appear, and increase more and more, until finally the symptoms of 
trachoma get the upper hand. 

c. Trachoma is very ofi en developed in an acute and independent way. The 
conjunctiva becomes suddenly injected with troublesome sensations or pain, a rough 
vascular net-work may be seen on the lateral portions of the ocular conjunctiva, 
while at the same time it becomes cedematous. The hypermmin of the conjunctiva 
increases rapidly, as also the subjective symptoms, and with them appear the secre¬ 
tion of a great quantity of tears, mingled with muco-purulent flocculi. Within a few 
hours or days it becomes general. The lids are reddened, cedematous, sensitive to 
pressure, especially about the borders of the lids; they are moved with difficulty, 
and therefore the palpebral fissure is narrowed or even closed. If we now examine 
the conjunctiva, its roughness will be seen to be very decided, and within a short 
time the trachoma has become very severe. 

d. Mixed and diffuse trachoma also frequently occur during the course of a 
blennorrhcea, diphtheritic or membranous conjunctivitis. The trachomatous pro¬ 
liferation of tissue is often manifest in the first stages of these processes. The 
roughness of the conjunctiva, however, often first appears at the highest stage, 
which is then apt to last for a very long time. But the granules and granulations 
are first noticed when the process is already on the decrease. 

2. The severity of the inflammatory symptoms subsequently diminishes, and the 
relaxation of the parts is very strikingly seen. Then a continual variation between 
exacerbations of the irritations and remissions occur, which latter are often so 
complete, in mild cases, that the patient scarcely notices that his eyes trouble him, 
and is only annoyed by the cloudiness of vision at times, as well as by the inability 
to bear even slight irritations. In this way trachoma may exist for months and 
years, without changing to any extent, until it is finally cured or arrives at a per¬ 
manent form, of suddenly has an impetus given it by a new injury, and appears 
again in a more acute form. 

Results.—1. Trachoma of any variety may get well spontaneously. The way 
to this is through resorption of the granules, never by suppuration. The papillary 
and diffuse granulations may, however, be obliterated by continual throwing-off of 
their superficial epithelial layers, and the retrocession and absorption of the new 
elements in the parenchyma of the different parts of the conjunctiva. 

The prospect of spontaneous and complete cure is the greatest in children. 
Even a diffuse and severe trachoma often disappears within a comparatively short 
time; in young persons within a few weeks or months, without leaving any evil 
results. In adults we have less hope of this result. Recent trachoma of not a very 
severe form, in adults, not unfrequently gets well of itself, but months are always 
required for this, and it is presupposed that the patient is placed under perfectly 
favorable conditions, and that the causes producing trachoma have been repressed. 
Severer mixed and diffused trachoma, occurring in adults, only very exceptionally 
get well spontaneously. In by far the greatest number of cases, permanent injury 
of the conjunctiva occurs, if a rational treatment has not been entered upon. These 
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TRACHOMA. RESULTS. 407 

may impair the functions of the lids and of the cornea. The hypertrophied tissue 
hardens, becomes thicker, and finally becomes dry, bloodless, and tendinous, and 
at the same time lessens in size by shrinking. 

a. In consequence of this the papillary granulations become very much smaller, 
without losing their peculiar shape. They are very pale, grayish, opaque, or even 
translucent and colorless, like a kind of dirty glass, but besides, at times, so hard that 
rubbing them with a hard body causes a distinct friction-sound. 

The palpebral conjunctiva, on which they rest, then appears of a pale, yellowish- 
gray color, or reddish gray, only traversed by a few larger vessels, very tough and 
resisting. Its sensitiveness is markedly decreased, its secretory power almost en¬ 
tirely destroyed. As a consequence of thi3, such patients suffer very much from 
dryness of the conjunctiva. 

1. In very severe mixed, and particularly in diffuse, trachoma, where the pro¬ 
liferation of tissue is always markedly observed in the whole thickness of the pal¬ 
pebral conjunctiva, the papillary portion not unfrequently entirely disappears in 
shriveling cicatritial tissue. 

These cicatrices are generally seen as tendinous, brilliant, whitish-gray striae, 
which run off in the most different directions, and thus sometimes form a coarse, 
again a fine, net-work, which is woven into the tissue of the conjunctiva itself, 
traversing this its whole thickness, and being united to the surface of the cartilage. 
In the meshes of this net-work we still find loose reddish or yellowish-gray tissue. 
It is not unfrequently elevated from the conjunctival surface in the form of fleshy 
growths. These striae occur most frequently in the middle of the palpebral con¬ 
junctiva, and then generally attain the greatest size. 

In other cases we meet with tendinous and whitish spots with radiate or cloudy 
borders, which generally indicate a fatty deposit. In consequence of this the tears 
flow over them, without being taken up at all. They occur alone and also in company 
with reticulate cicatrices, or lying either very superficially, or seizing upon the deep 
structures, and are then connected to the cartilage by tendinous branches. In 
isolated cases we meet with extensive cicatritial spots of this kind, in whose bounds 
the conjunctival tissue is entirely wanting, being broadly attached to the cartilage by 
its lower surface, and, as it were, welded to this. Occasionally the entire papillary 
region is destroyed in this way. 

Cases are not wanting in which such cicatritial spots have been irregularly drawn 
together to hard cartilaginous swellings, with radiate, thick, cord or leaf like 
branches. These are considerably elevated above the surrounding conjunctiva, and 
cause irregular folds in the latter. These radiate thick cicatrices scarcely belong to 
tbe trachomatous process as such, hut are generally due to too strong and deep 
cauterizations with solid nitrate of silver. 

c. Similar changes are observable not only in the purely granular, but also in the 
™Ked and diffuse, forms of trachoma. In consequence of the degeneration of the 
proliferating tissue, the granules gradually flatten, even disappear entirely, and final¬ 
ly the palpebral fold appears entirely smooth and markedly thicker. When there has 
been previous excessive proliferation it is also more rigid and very white, occasion- 
% even tendinous, and only traversed by a few vessels forming a coarse nef-work, 
°r with no vessels at all. It has ceased to he a mucous membrane, and superficially, 
^ least, has become fibrous. 

This change often affects only individual portions of the palpebral fold. These 
look as if they were covered by irregularly-formed tendinous patches. In other 
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cases the palpebral fold is entirely changed into a tendinous non-vnscuiar membran*. 
the extent of whose surface is far less than normal. In less severe forms of the dis¬ 
ease, and when the shrunken cicatriti ,1 tissue is more irregularly distributed, this 
lessening of surface is often observed in a folding of the affected conjunctival por¬ 
tion vertically. If the lid is everted, these folds are very distinct, and we see and 
feel that they are thick tendinous cords and membranous structures, in which the 
conjunctival tissue is embedded, extending into the sub conjunctival tissue. It 
renders this latter tense, by reason of its shortness, and thus pushes forward the 
neighboring conjunctiva. We generally find several of these folds in the same lid, 
occasionally also single ones in the lateral portions of the palpebral fold. These 
are particularly prominent on any lateral motion of the globe. These are folds 
designated as the first degree of the so-called posterior symblepharon. In cases of 
the severest affection of the conjunctiva the shrinking is apt to be more even. 
The palpebral fold is entirely changed to a tendinous structure, is shortened, and 
consequently its base is pressed out more. The tarsal conjunctiva then appears 
immediately behind the convex tarsal border, upon the corresponding zone of the 
scleral surface, or springs from the tarsal surface upon the globe, being extended 
there as scleral conjunctiva. Under such circumstances the characteristic vertical 
folds are also wanting. 

This condition is called a severer form of posterior symblepharon. Still this 
shortening of the conjunctiva is not always the result of shrinkage. It may also 
proceed from an adhesion of both surfaces of the palpebral fold. Such adhesions 
occur especially frequently in consequence of excessive cauterizations, particularly 
if the superficial epithelial layers are destroyed by the caustic, and thus surfaces of 
a wound are brought in contact. 

d. It is evident that, in such a great shortening of the conjunctival sac, not only 
the palpebral fold but also the other parts of the conjunctiva must take part in the 
shrinking process. This is then plainly seen on the ocular conjunctiva, since its most 
anterior zone, which does not appear markedly shortened, attains a peculiar pale and 
rigid appearance. In the first place, it becomes less vascular by means of the degen¬ 
eration of the connective tissue composing it; and, in the second place, it loses its 
natural elasticity, so that on the motions of the globe it is drawn in fine concentric 
folds. 

e. The appendices of the conjunctiva, the semi-lunar fold and caruncle, under 
such circumstances, are apt to shrivel and gradually become obliterated, so that we 
recognize them with difficulty. 

2. With the destruction of the corneal tissue, the trachomatous process within 
the bounds of the conjunctiva has found its natural termination. While this termi¬ 
nation is being reached, as is well understood, the appearance of the track cmatous 
conjunctiva varies exceedingly; in quite a number of cases the subsequent develop¬ 
ment of the spawn-like bodies is quite marked. These appear singly or in greater 
number upon the palpebral fold, and occasionally also on the tarsal conjunctiva, 
again disappearing in part, giving place to others. 

In patients with diffuse or mixed trachoma, where the treatment has been left 
off too soon, this new proliferation of tissue not unfrequently becomes very great, so 
that the granular trachoma appears much more prominent than before, and thus 
attains much the upper hand over the granulations on the palpebral conjunctiva. 
But in cases also in which no treatment has been ever carried on, or when the 
process has never been altered by remedies which directly and powerfully affected 
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the morbid conjunctiva, proliferation of such bodies is often observed for years after 
and during the existence of a mixed or diffuse trachoma. The tarsal conjunctiva and 
the palpebral folds attain, under such circumstances, in consequence of the continuous 
proliferation of tissue, a peculiar gelatinous appearance, while in some places signs 
of a quite far-advanced degeneration are seen. Indeed, we find these gelatinous 
degenerations of the conjunctiva with the peculiar granules, as a rule, combined 
with granulations which have become pale and hard, and also with maculated or 
reticulated cicatrices of the palpebral conjunctiva, with posterior symblepharon, and 
similar changes in the cartilage and in the cornea. 

It is evident that these granulations belong to the later stages of mixed and diffuse 
trachoma. It would be unnecessary to mention this, if they had not been declared to be the 
expression of a very peculiar process, whose origin is to be sought for in a scrofulous or tuber¬ 
culous dyscrasia. (Arlt.) In consideration of this latter point, it is only to be remarked that 
the changes in the conjunctiva in question have been observed in robust and healthy persons, 
and that their more frequent occurrence in pale, weak, and in apparently prematurely old, persons, 
is for the greater part dependent on the fact that the eye-affection has existed for years, and also 
on the physical and moral depression caused by this long duration of the disease, as well as the 
continuous use of powerful internal remedies. 

3. Alterations in the cornea and lids, which often take part in the trachomatous 
process, are frequently united to the symptoms of conjunctival shrinkage. 

a. We generally find the cornea hazy, in a state of pannus, occasionally xerotic, 
in some cases ectatic. 

5. The cartilage of the lid very frequently suffers, entirely apart from its tracho¬ 
matous proliferation, from continuous recurring inflammation of the meibomian 
glands. In the further course of severe trachoma, it shrinks and becomes distorted 

I in various ways, or is contracted to a roundish swelling. The meibomian glands 
I then almost entirely destroyed, but they are in part changed into irregular 
I cavities filled with a friable or fluid mass, after their openings have been closed 
I (chalazion.) 

c. The edges of the lids are often swollen, tylotic, affected with trichiasis or 
I pavtial madarosis. 

4 Not unfrequently permanent turning in or out of the lids occurs, entropion 
I ®d ectropion. The entropion is generally a consequence of tendinous degenera- 
I lion of the conjunctiva. The palpebral fold and the tarsal conjunctiva being 
I shortened by the continued destruction of the tissue, the surface of the lid, the inner 
I hps being obliterated, is turned in toward the globe, and often even distended, so 
I fctsome lashes protrude from the row, and appear to grow' from the surface away 
I hom the outer lips of the lid. The further formation of the entropion is assisted 
I kI the spasm of the lids. This appears in the inflammatory stage and during the 
I «acerbation of the process, at times with great severity, and, when the lashes have 
I •My been turned, it assists somewhat in maintaining them in this position. The 
I Padual thickening and shrinkage of the tissue of the cartilage is then the cause of 
I il® distortion becoming permanent. Still the shrinkage of the cartilage is sufficient 
I itself to cause such an entropion. 
I In Bevere mixed and particularly in diffuse trachoma, which is accompanied in 
I He first stages by considerable swelling of the lids and conjunctiva, ptosis of the 
I ®PPw and ectropion of the lower lid often occur. Occasionally both lids are turned 
I °ntward. The eversion of the lachrymal punctum favors the ectropion and the 
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deficient carrying-off of the tears. This is evident, even in slight elevations of the 
edges of the lids, by continuous dropping of the tears. It leads to erythematous 
inflammations and excoriations of the lids and cheeks, and subsequent'y to their 
shrinkage; and thus the improper position of the lid is increased, and at the same 
time the inflammation in the conjunctiva and cartilage maintained, and further 
degeneration favored. 

Treatment.—We should first very assiduously attempt to remove the cause of 
the disease, but afterward the treatment is to be so conducted, that the prolifera¬ 
tion of tissue shall be limited, and the already existing trachomatous new-formations 
removed without injury to the normal elements of the conjunctiva. 

A. Among isolated collections of persons, e. g. among soldiers, in asylums, 
prisons, manufactories, &c., we must see, above all things, to the prevention of the 
disease. For this purpose all the causes of the trachoma should be carefully consid¬ 
ered, and the proper hygienic rules be insisted upon. But if the disease has already 
broken out, the prevention of contagion should oppose a barrier to its extension. 
Separation of the affected from the healthy, and, when this is not possible, limita¬ 
tion of their intercourse with each other, form the chief object of attention from the 
medical attendant. 

In individual cases the indications from the cause will demand the removal or 
keeping away of all injurious influences which may possibly increase or maintain 
the process, and therefore the eyes should be carefully protected. Besides, where 
one eye is affected, the transference of the secretion to the healthy one should 
be prevented where it is possible. For this purpose it is necessary, so long as the 
process remains acute and runs its course with the secretion of muco-purulent ma¬ 
terial, to protect the eye with a hermetical, or at least a protective, bandage. 
But if the trachoma has already become chronic, it need not be worn, in considera¬ 
tion of the slight contagious property of the secretion, and the annoyance of a 
bandage. We-may then avoid contagion by the greatest care in washing the face, 
use of the hands, &c. Careful patients may very often prevent the affection of the 
other eye. 

B. The direct treatment of trachoma varies exceedingly, according to the 
manner in which the disease is developed, according to the intensity of the tissue 
proliferation process, the form and extent of the trachomatous neoplastic forma¬ 
tions, &c. 

1. If the trachoma appears with the symptoms of a blennorrhoea, attention is to 
be directed to it rather in a prognostic than therapeutical way. Trachoma first influ¬ 
ences the indications to any extent, when the dangerous condition of things has 
been removed, and the trachoma, as such, appears in the foreground. 

2. If the form of the disease has changed in this way, or if the trachoma has 
been primarily developed, the severity of the inflammation at the time will detei- 
mine the choice of methods of treatment. Wherever the sthenic character o 
the disease appears prominent, or a condition of severe irritation, the antiphlo¬ 
gistic treatment is the only proper method, whether it he in the beginning of the 
disease, or during an exacerbation. Every irritating procedure is to be strio .. 
avoided. The means for this are strict care of the eyes, a general antiphiogis io 
regimen, the use of cold applications, instillations of a solution of atropine, &c.. 

3. If the relaxation of the conjunitiva is already observed, and there is do 
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marked injection of the vessels in the episcleral tissue, it is time to attempt the 
removal of the trachomatous neoplastic formations by direct treatment. 

We can not conceal the fact that it is harder, in practice, to learn this point of time than in 
theory. There are cases in which all the above indications seem to be fulfilled, and yet direct 
treatment of the trachoma will not be borne, but excites exceedingly severe and even dangerous 
exacerbations of the inflammatory process, which make an immediate return to an antiphlogistic 
treatment necessary. 

On the other hand, cases occur in which the inflammatory proliferation of tissue, in spite of 
all antiphlogistic treatment, continues, with all the symptoms of severe nervous irritation, for 
weeks. From a theoretic stand-point, every irritative means of treatment appears to be contra¬ 
indicated, and yet this is what it actually requires. Happily, such cases are comparatively rare, 
and we may easily protect ourselves from mistakes by first experimentally employing the weaker 
modes of direct treatment, if the condition of severe irritation be too protracted. 

The scissors, nitrate of silver, and snlphate of copper, are the direct means of 
treatment of trachomatous neoplastic formations. 

Sugar-of-lead was at one time used, and much was said of its efficacy. It was used both in 
concentrated solutions and in the form of a powder. {Buys, Warlomont.) Both preparations 
were placed in large quantity on the trachomatous conjuuctiva, and after they had acted fora 
time, the excess was removed with lukewarm water. Thus a slough was formed which covered 
the whole penciled conjunctival surface, and enveloped the granulations. This slough was very 
adherent, and it was often several days before it was loosened. In the mean time it acted as a 
foreign body, and as such was very troublesome. It even increased the existing irritation and 
the proliferation of tissue, so that it was not rare to see the granulations grow instead of decrease 
coder the slough. This occurs the more readily because the slough remaining behind prevents, or 
at least weakens, the effect of the lead on the neoplasia. In a similar way, tannin, tincture of 
opium, dilute nitric acid, &c., have been tried, but the results attained are far inferior to those 
from nitrate of silver or the sulphate of copper (Gyr). 

The choice of the remedy is generally determined by the form, size, and consist¬ 
ency of the trachomatous new-formiations. 

«. Oock’s-comb or cauliflower granulations, or those which are very prominent and 
comparatively large and pedunculated, should be cut off with the scissors. It is 
imperatively necessary, in doing this, to avoid any injury to the proper conjunctival 

I tissue; otherwise cicatrices are formed which do harm. This is the reason that, in 
I granulations with a comparatively broad base and slight elevation, the scissors are not 
r9 he recommended. Besides the granulations are not easily brought within the 
I Hades of the scissors, without at the same time getting the conjunctiva between them. 
I The patient is placed on a chair during the operation. An assistant, standing 
I behind him, supports the head and the everted lids, while another restrains the 
I hemorrhage. The granulations are cut off with scissors curved on the flat. One 
18®milation should be cut off after the other, close to the base. The operation tliere- 
I Hre demands much time and patience, but is not painful, provided the scissors do 
IW cat the conjunctiva. It should be remarked, that it would cause great trouble to 
|attanptto cut down the granulations smoothly to the conjunctiva. We should be 
I contented with cutting off the more prominent granulations down to a slight residuum. 
I ai,l;ei'izations with nitrate of silver should do the rest. Yet these should not be 
I ®dertaken before one or two days after. Cold applications are to be made imme- 
I aely after the operation, in order to restrain the hemorrhage and limit the 
reaction. 

I H Large, very prominent, but diffuse granulations, with broad bases, are best 
I 'c ceil by the use of the mitigated nitrate of silver. 
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c. In severe mixed trachoma, as well as in the diffuse form, where the granula¬ 
tions were either slightly developed in the beginning, or cut off by the scissors 
or the mitigated stick, so that their breadth was greater than hight, pencilingsofthe 
roughened conjunctival portion with strong solutions of nitrate of silver, fifteen to 
thirty grains to the ounce of distilled water, are to be particularly recommended. 

d. In such cases, if the smoothing out of the granulations is already far advanced, 
or if we are dealing with a low form of mixed trachoma, a pure papillary or granular 
trachoma, pencilings with a weaker solution, five to ten grains to the ounce of water, 
are to be advised. Then we wish the formation of very thin sloughs, because the 
deeper action of stronger caustics may easily endanger the proliferating conjunctiva 
itself, and cause the formation of cicatrices. The choice of the strength of the 
solution depends upon the desired effect. The caustic will be the weaker, the 
smaller are the neoplastic formations. 

e. It not unfrequently occurs, that in some parts of the conjunctiva, especially in 
the vicinity of the convex tarsal border, permanent granulations of considerable 
size remain, while in other places the trachomatous roughness rapidly yields to the 
means in question. In such cases the prominent excrescences should be removed 
with the mitigated nitrate of silver (nitrate of silver and nitrate of potash), but the 
other parts of the conjunctiva penciled with the proper solution. 

f. If, after the smoothing-off of the trachonfa, the conjunctiva remains very much 
relaxed, if the catarrhal secretion appears quite abundant, and we therefore require 
rather a strong astringent effect than a powerful cauterization, the best means is the 
use of a crystal of sulphate of copper, or an ointment of five grains sulphate copper 
to two drams of simple cerate. 

g. In secondary gelatinous trachoma, also, the sulphate of copper is to he recom¬ 
mended, so long as papillary or diffuse granulations of large caliber do not demand 
a strong caustic action. 

The broad surface of the crystal has the advantage, that the greatest chemical action affects the I 
most prominent points, and in this way remains of granulations may be cauterized, while the I 
portions of conjunctiva lying between experience the astringent action. Sulphate of copper, I 
with vigorous use, is indeed a caustic, and was for a long time almost exclusively used in the I 
treatment of trachoma. It is only recently that it was displaced as a peculiar caustic by solutions I 
of nitrate of silver, and properly so, since these latter act much more powerfully and more I 
certainly. 

The sulphate of copper ointment furnishes a very advantageous substitute for the crystal, I 
especially when the patient can not visit the surgeon every day. The patient may easily intro-1 
duce the ointment into the conjunctival sae by means of a camel’s-hair brush, or allow it to ho I 
done by others. 

We may also use the sulphate of copper in solution, 3 j ad |j aq. destillat., penciling it on the I 
conjunctiva in the same way as the stronger solutions of nitrate of silver. Still, it is much inferior I 
to the latter where we desire a powerful effect. 

The object of the cauterization is to bring the conjunctiva back to a normal I 
condition. Remembering this, we can not be sufficiently warned of the danger of I 
deep cauterizations, especially with nitrate of silver in substance, for this always ■ 
leads to the formation of extensive cicatrices. It may be considered as a role,! 
without exception, that at each cauterization, even in cases of very severe trachoma,! 
we should confine ourselves to the production of a very superficial slough- I 
second rule requires that the caustic should not touch parts where there are Ml 
trachomatous formations. 
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Instillations are, therefore, to be utterly abandoned. Weak collyria do no good in a trachoma, 
and stronger ones act upon the ocular conjunctiva and the cornea, as well as on the trachoma¬ 
tous granulations. They are, therefore, dangerous in proportion to their curative action ou 
trachoma. 

Generally, we should use the caustic once a day. A more frequent repetition is 

not advisable. The best time for the application is the morning, two or three hours 

after awaking from sleep. Immediately after sleep, the conjunctiva appears livper- 

semic, and the caustic irritates much more. For the same reason, cauterization 

immediately after a meal should he avoided. Just before a meal is also not a 

proper time, since the irritation caused may he easily increased by mastication, and 

by a full stomach. 

We should not think, however, that the cauterization is to he carried on every 

day until the trachoma has disappeared. We should never neglect the exact exam¬ 

ination of the conjunctiva and the neighboring parts, before we proceed to the 

application of the caustic. It very often occurs, that some injurious influence has 

temporarily increased the irritation of the eyes. This may be recognized more 

especially by a greater injection of the fine episcleral vessels, by sensitiveness, pro¬ 

fuse lachrymation, and a lighter shade of the redness. If this be the ease, the cauter¬ 

ization should be omitted, and a pure antiphlogistic treatment substituted, until 

these symptoms of irritation have again disappeared. If this precaution be neglected, 

and the cauterization continued in spite of the warning indications, the result is gen¬ 

erally a considerable increase of the inflammation. Herpetic efflorescences then very 

often shoot up on the conjunctiva or cornea, which not unfrequently endanger the eye. 

At any rate, the patient will not tolerate the continuation of the caustic, and we are 

finally compelled to give up its use for weeks at a time. Then the conjunctiva 

has an opportunity to allow the formation of the trachomatous growths to reach the 

former or a greater size. 

If trachoma has once become chronic, and if the irritation which is apt to accom¬ 

pany the first stages has yielded, we should have no object in confining the patient 

to Us room any longer. The enjoyment of the fresh air is necessary under such cir¬ 

cumstances. Still, the patient should be warned as to any excesses. He should take 

proper care of the eyes, and avoid all causes that may produce congestions of the 

upper half of the body. 

4 Cases exceptionally occur, particularly of ancient trachoma, which offer a 

remarkable resistance to the means of treatment which have been named, and in 

which, after energetic cauterization for weeks, no change in the condition is to be 

| “Served. A marked advance in the degeneration of the conjunctival tissue has 

fi'en occurred. We also here and there meet with cases of chronic and even invet- 

Wte trachoma, in which cauterizations are not borne at all. They react on every 

aPplication with very severe and permanent irritation, if not by herpetic affections 

ot other forms of keratitis. In such cases, whether with or without pannus, we 

use lukewarm compresses or cataplasms. (Graefe.) Occasionally these are 

»efnl in relaxing the tissue, and thereby favoring resolution, besides markedly 

'■nintshing the sensitiveness. In some cases, even a spontaneous recession of the 

Palliations has been seen. In other cases, cauterizations begun with care, and 

“creased, are again borne, and become useful. Aqua chlori is also highly spoken 

^®aer such circumstances. (Graefe.) In particularly old and obstinate affections 

Ms kind, if accompanied by pannus, we may try the inoculation of hlennorrhoeal 

secretion, and we may perhaps attain good results with it. (Piringer, Bader.) 
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6. It is time to stop the cauterizations, when the trachoma has been so far sub 
dued that it requires oblique illumination from a lamp to show any irregularities in 
the conjunctiva, and if the redness remaining has a tint of yellow in it, and the 
swelling has lessened. 

It will be best, perhaps, to gradually increase the intervals between the cauteri¬ 
zations, cauterizing every two days at first, and then every three or four days. 

The object of these experimental cessations of cauterizations is to ascertain if 
the proliferation of tissue in the conjunctiva still continues, and if the slight remain¬ 
ing unevenness of the conjunctival surface be not merely a symptom of a hyperamic 
swelling of the papillary bodies, kept up by the cauterization itself, and which im¬ 
mediately disappears when this influence ceases to act. It not unfrequently occurs, 
that inexperienced practitioners protract such slight hyperremic swellings excessively 
by continuous cauterization. But, even after complete disappearance of the rough¬ 
ness of the conjunctiva, the patient is not to he considered as safe. In order to 
prevent a return of the affection, the eyes should be carefully used for a long time. 

6. If, in ancient trachoma, hypertrophied conjunctival folds of some breadth are found in the 
palpebral fold, these should be cut off with the scissors close to their base, since they do not 
readily yield to cauterization, as experience teaches us, and they may with good reason be 
esteemed the cause of the persistence of a great irritation. In the early stages of trachoma, such 
large folds do not easily occur, and they are of less significance, because they are apt to disappear 
with the recession of the trachoma, as we may see in the semilunar fold. Under such circum¬ 
stances, their removal by the scissors would not be justified. 

7. If corneal pannus is combined with conjunctival trachoma, the method of treat¬ 
ment is to be the same as if there were no pannus. This generally disappears under 
treatment, or becomes a permanent corneal opacity, before the roughness of the con¬ 
junctiva is subdued. But if the trachoma is united with a pannous keratitis, or herpetic 
keratitis, it is generally advisable to limit ourselves to antiphlogistic treatments as long I 
as the inflammatory symptoms, and especially the nervous symptoms, predominate I 
to any great degree. It is only when this method of treatment remains without re- I 
suit, iu spite of a very good condition of the patient, that we may undertake experi- 
mental cauterizations of the conjunctiva with weak solutions. Occasionally under 
their use the inflammation recedes very quickly. Not unfrequently, however, it in- 
creases very markedly, and may even put the eye in great danger. Occasionally the 1 
ointment of the yellow oxide of mercury does good service under such circumstances, 1 
especially when the herpetic character is a little more prominent and the severest 1 
symptoms of irritation have yielded. 

In doubtful cases of this kind an elliptical piece has been cut out from the lid, and it is claimed I 
that good results have been attained by this treatment. It is believed that the pressure of the I 
lid is thus diminished, and the nutrition of the conjunctiva and cornea favorably acted upon- 1 
(Graefe.) 

8. If either lid be everted, its replacement should be immediately attempted. I” I 
the first stages of acute trachoma this will often be sufficient. But if the lid ago® I 
becomes everted, in consequence of the distention of the cartilage, so loug as I 
inflammatory swelling is very great, it is better, when rigid antiphlogistic treatment ■ 
is necessary, to leave it for the time iu its abnormal position. If then the swelling* 
gradually decreases, and relaxation takes place, the ectropion may be readily 
upon. If the eversion be only partial, the cauterization of the conjunctiva is g 
ally sufficient, together with the contraction thus caused, to relieve the trouble. 
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if tie eversion be complete, the lids should be replaced and kept in tlieir proper 

position by an appropriate bandage. As long as the bandage is used, cauterizations 

with nitrate of silver are not to be recommended, because the throwing off of the 

thick eschar is rendered very difficult, and irritation favored. Sulphate of copper 

is to be preferred until the lids will remain in their normal position without a band¬ 

age, when cauterizations with nitrate of silver may be undertaken. It is less useful 

to use the nitrate of silver from the beginning, and then to apply the bandage after 

each throwing off of the eschar. 

Slitting up the lower canaliculus is superfluous, under such circumstances, sinoe 

the ectropion may be almost always perfectly overcome. 

Authorities.—Eble, TJeber den Bau und die Krankheiten der Bindehaut. Wien. 1828. S. 97, 
Iff, et sen—Die sog. contag. oder egypt. Augenentzundung. Stuttgart. 1839. S. 1, 80, et seq. 
-Hunger, Die Blennorrhce am Menschenauge. Graz. 1841. S. 35,46, et seq.—Ammon, Zeitschrift 
A. f. 0. III. S. 235.—Gunier, Ann. d’oc. XX. S. 152.—Gulz, Die sog. egypt. Augenentzundung. 
Wien. 1850. S. 18, 41, et seq.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges. I. Prag. 1851. S. 18, 23, 39, et 
su{—Stettwag, Zeitschrift der Wiener Aerzte. 1851. II. S. 903, et seq. Ophth. II. S. 801-846.— 
-Vukmzie, Traite prat. d. mal. d. ycuz. traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 664, 
et seq.—Buys und Warlomont, ibid. S. 748.— Warlomont, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 491.—Seitz, Hand- 
bueh der ges. Augenheilkunde. I. Erlangen. 1855. S. 43, 46, et seq.—Congress d'ophth. de Bru¬ 
xelles. Compte rendu. Paris. 1858. S. 198-354.—Congress intern, d’ophth. de Paris. Compte 
rendu. Paris. 1863. S. 48, 81,115, et seq.—Quadri, De la granulation palp. Naples. 1863. S. 12, 16. 
22,26,—Graefe, A. f. O. VI. S. 123, et seq. X. 2. S. 191 et seq.—Secondi, Clinica di Genova, 
Kiassunto. Torino. 1865. S. 5.—Bader, Ophth. hosp. Rep. IV. 1.—Snellen, kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 
170.—Schwalbe, ibid. S. 270.—Blumberg. A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 156,158.—■Mannhardt, ibid. XIV. 
3. S. 31, 84.—Stavenhagen, kl. Beob. S. 45, 48.—Arcoleo, Conferenze clin. S. 5.—Gyr, Ceu- 
tralbL 1866. S. 542. 
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*1. Herpes of the Conjunctiva — Phlycten* 
ular Conjunctivitis. 

Symptoms.—This disease is characterized by circumscribed and roundish inflam¬ 
matory points, ranging in size between a poppy and hemp seed, which are developed in 
the conjunctiva, with evidences of greater or less ciliary irritation and conjunctival 
hypercemia. 

The original form of these inflammatory points is a roundish exudation nodule. 
At the summit of the nodule, as a rule, exudation of a serous fluid very soon occurs. 
This lifts up the epithelium, and thus causes a pellucid vesicle, which again changes 
to a so-called lymph or pus vesicle, by alterations in its contents. It generally 
ruptures very soon, and then it is seen as a roundish, sharply-defined excoriation, 
surrounded by shreds of epithelium. It is soon covered by an opaque, grayish, or 
fatty-looking coating, and heals over, or it is changed to a superficial, roundish, 
sharply-defined little ulcer, which either heals up or becomes a penetrating ulcer, 
by a gradual deliquescence of the original substance forming the nodule. 

These efflorescences are most frequently seen on the limbus conjunctival!?. 
They are there found singly, or scattered in greater number, or thickly collected 
together in portions of the corneal periphery, or even on the entire edge of the cor¬ 
nea, surrounding it like a border. They also occur frequently in the anterior zone 
of the ocular conjunctiva, especially on the portion in the palpebral fissure, where 
they are also sometimes found singly, and again in irregular groups. It is only 
exceptionally that they occur in the palpebral fold, on the tarsal conjunctiva, and 
on the surface of the edge of the lid. 

But it is quite common to find such efflorescences on the cornea and the conjunc¬ 
tiva at the same time. Generally they appear in the different stages of development, 

because they are of different age. Efflorescences which have healed, and those 
which are recent, nodules, vesicles, and ulcers, often stand near each other. 

Herpes of the conjunctiva is always developed where hypersemia has previously 
existed. Where the process is limited to the development of a single group o 
efflorescences or vesicles, the hyperaemia very often appears sharply bounde . 
The efflorescences are, at the point, of fan-like arrangement of injected conjunc¬ 
tival and corneal vessels. The long axis of this is always in a meridional diiec 

tion, and its broad end is directed toward the palpebral fold. More frequently, 
however, and in the existence of a number of efflorescences scattered or gioupe 
together, the conjunctiva and episcleral tissue are densely injected throughout then 
entire extent, the former being even completely and evenly reddened. A serous 
infiltration is generally recognized in the hyperasmic portions of the conjunctiva. 

Occasionally they also appear markedly swelled. The secretion is watery, as oug 
as the nervous irritation is more prominent; subsequently, catarrhal products ar 

mingled with the increased lachrymal secretion. , j 
The burning or stinging pain is particularly to be mentioned among thesu J ^ | 
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ive symptoms. It precedes the hypersemia and the efflorescence, and forms in 
general the first striking symptom of the process. After the outbreak of the char¬ 
acteristic inflammatory points, it disappears to a great extent, or passes into the 
sensations peculiar to catarrhal conjunctivitis, i. e. sensations of pressure, itching, 
biting, and the like. If it continues, it is because still further efflorescences arise. 
It is only rarely that the pain is severe; where there is severe pain, especially in 
combination with severe photophobia, we have good reason to believe that we are 
dealing with a corneal herpes. 

The Causes are the same as those which may produce herpes of the cornea. 
Like this, conjunctival herpes is sometimes primarily developed, sometimes it appears 
in the form of a catarrhal inflammation, blennorrhoea, trachoma, &c., especially 
when it is treated in a too irritating manner, or when the eye is exposed to the 
action of other sources of irritation. 

It should be particularly noted that, on the development of an herpes zoster in 
the region of the frontal or the infraorbital nerve, single vesicles or groups of efflo¬ 
rescences shoot up on the conjunctiva and cornea. 

Course and Results.—The herpetic disease generally has a typical course, 
and usually passes through its cycle within eight days. Such a course is taken 
as a rale, particularly in cases in which, in the absence of a very decided predisposi- 
tidtothe affection, an accidental and temporary injurious influence has been the 
cause. A burning or stinging pain opens the scene. The characteristic vascular 
injection occurs within a few hours, and, on the second or third day, we may dis¬ 
tinguish the peculiar efflorescences, which rapidly pass through the above-de cribed 
metamorphosis, and are generally well, in the time indicated. In the mean time the 
swelling, and also the hypermrnia, recede somewhat, but then the symptoms of 
relaxation become evident, and very frequently a greater amount of catarrhal secre¬ 
tion occurs. The disease advances, as it were, to recovery through a catarrhal 
inflammation. 

Tie typical aspect of the course is sometimes obliterated by the fact that fresh 
outbreaks occur from time to time. It also not unfrequently occurs that the exco- 
nnted base of a former vesicle becomes afterward infiltrated to a greater extent, and 
becomes a superficial or even penetrating ulcer, by deliquescence of the inflamma- 
% product. This extends further and further, and, when it is situated on the 
•imbns conjunctivalis, is continued upon the cornea, and may here cause very 
""pleasant results. 1 

Pannus herpeticus is a very peculiar result, which is also described by the names 
ophthalmia varicosa, tuberculosis conjunctivEe, sclerotitis, &c. It is preceded by an 
«"Ptwm of herpetic efflorescences, existing for a long time on some portion of the 
°wlav conjunctiva. It therefore almost exclusively occurs in persons who are very 
particularly inclined to herpetic efflorescences, or who can not he withdrawn from 
armful influences which continually act upon the eyes. 
J-'le nature of pannus herpeticus is a collection of thickly-arranged herpetic 
wescences of varying age, which lie in a hypertrophied and vascular tissue, 

mctly as seed or fruit in its covering (the pericarpium). 
The affected portion of the conjunctiva, in consequence of the proliferation of 

.:Ce an^ of the great hyperaemia, appears greatly swelled, often elevated a line 
i ' Ve the base of the other conjunctiva, and forms a large and generally evenly-red, 

27 
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kidney-shaped swelling, the liilus of which surrounds the cornea in a large oi 
smaller arc, while its convex, irregular, serrated border is drawn out posteriorly, and 
is lost in several bundles of thick, greatly-distended vessels, which pass on in a merid- 
ionaldirection to the palpebral fold, where they extend into the depth of the orbit. In 
this swelling are found a great number of herpetic efflorescences, close together, 
and mingled with secondary ulcers, as well as with cicatritial elements. Some of 
these are recent, some are advanced in suppuration, partially calcified, or degenerated 
to tendinous tissue, and lying in the true conjunctiva, the episcleral tissue, and also 
in the superficial layers of the sclerotica. 

Similar nodules exist upon and in the neighboring portions of the cornea, united 
to each other by a pannous or cicatrital opacity, which, at the corneal border, pass 
over into the hilus of the conjunctival, swelling with no marked boundary. 

Herpetic pannus often remains in this form for years. The nodules generally 
degenerate, as well as the proliferating conjunctiva and corneal tissue. The former 
appears pale, dense, and dry on the affected portion, and on every motion of the 
globe is thrown into delicate folds, which are tendinously opaque. The nodules 
appear as small gravelly or cicatritial deposits. 

Treatment.—This has the same objects to accomplish as in corneal herpes. 
Wherever that disease appears in combination with the conjunctival herpes, the 
treatment is the same. If the conjunctiva is alone the seat of the efflorescence, in 
mild cases a proper care of the eyes is sufficient to bring the process quickly to a 
conclusion. But if the symptoms of irritation are more prominent, the use of atro¬ 
pine instillations is also to be advised, and subsequently, especially in repeated 
relapses, dusting-in of calomel, or the use of the ointment of the yellow oxide of 
mercury. In a recently catarrhal relaxation of the conjunctival tissue and an i 
abundant muco-purnlent secretion, it. is well to pencil the conjunctiva a few times 
with a weak solution of nitrate of silver, as is done in catarrhal conjunctivitis. In I 
herpetic pannus the use of the yellow oxide of mercury ointment in the conjunctival I 
sac, or penciling the swollen conjunctival portion with the tincture of opium, 
together with great care of the eyes, has generally a good effect. 

In pure herpetic pannus, wearing a protective bandage is also to be recommended. I 
If the pannus he united with conjunctival trachoma, which is frequently the case, I 
we should do best to limit ourselves at first to a cauterization of the conjunctiva I 
with solutions of nitrate of silver, the pannus often yielding under their use. 

[We need to pay particular attention to the general condition, the diet, and mode I 
of life, in patients affected with this disease. We should see that they get plenty j 
of fresh air, and that they are under hygienic influences in general.] 
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Consequences of Conjunctivitis. 

1. Pterygium. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—We distinguish between true and false pterygium. 
Both of these forms are composed of a corneal and conjunctival portion, whose long 
axis is always meridional. The corneal portion is generally a thick, rigid, tendinous, 
more rarely a loosely-woven, vascular connective-tissue neoplastic formation. This, 
at times, is entirely superficial, and lies upon the outermost layer of the corneal 
substance, but ns a rule has a deeper hold in the cornea, and fills up a loss of sub¬ 
stance which has an uneven base. This neoplasia often includes single fibrous or 
calcareous herpetic nodules. Its borders are frequently indistinct from epithelial 
opacity of the surrounding cornea. 

The conjunctival portion of the pterygium is really a hypertrophied portion of 
the ocular conjunctiva and the submucous tissue belonging to it. It cons:sts mostly 
or exclusively of bundles of tortuous connective-tissue fibers, having chiefly a merid¬ 
ional direction, and is traversed by a varying number of vessels, which are in part 
newly formed. “Woven into the loose tissue of the pterygium, isolated cords or 
ligamental ribbon-like striae of rigid tendinous tissue are not unfrequently formed, 
which generally proceed from the thicker corneal portion, and traverse, the 
conjunctiva in a direction nearly parallel to its axis, these again disappearing without 
a trace of their existence, or forming a union with the sclera, the semilunar fold, &c. 

The pterygium is generally very loosely attached to the portion of sclera lying 
beneath, and may he often raised up with forceps from the apex to the base like a 
fold. Still, a certain tension may always be recognized in the direction of its axis. 
When the deposition of new or tendinous formations is large, this may impair the 
mobility of the eye, and, on lateral movements, lead to double vision. (Hamer.) 

Pterygium is described as pterygium tenue or erassum, according to the greater or 
less quantity of neoplastic elements. Slighter amounts of thickening, with a scantier 
vascular development, which do not impair the transparency of the affected conjunc¬ 
tival portions, we call pterygium tenue or membranaceum. In pterygium erassum, 
m which we still distinguish two degrees, pterygium vasculosum and carnosum, or 
sarcomatosum, the increase in thickness of the hypertrophied conjunctival portion 
and of the episcleral tissue lying beneath is so great that it is decidedly raised 
above the level of the adjacent healthy conjunctiva, and gives to the finger the 
sensation of a muscle slightly on the stretch. Moreover, the vascular development 
18 so great that the pterygium often appears of an even red color. 

Pile shape of a pterygium is in general that of an isosceles triangle. Its base is 
always directed toward the palpebral fold, and is lost either in the ocular conjunc- 
tlva or reaches in to the reflection. The apex of the pterygium generally rests on 
ibe margin of the cornea, often going on toward the center, but rarely passing 
tayond this. 

Particularly in true pterygium (Fig. 56) and in the various transition-forms, the 
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420 PTEKYGIUM. CAUSES. 

triangular form is very decided, its corneal portion running to a point, which may, 
however, be rounded off, toward which the sides of the neoplasia converge in their 
entire length. 

In false pterygium (Fig. 55) and in the various intermediate forms, the triangle 
is somewhat irregular, occasionally quite indistinct, and only marked in the conjunc¬ 
tival portion. Its corneal portion is generally formed of a roundish or irregular ten¬ 
dinous spot, whose sides are merged in those of the conjunctival part. Occasionally 
it seems as if the conjunctival portion had sprung from the middle of such a tendinous 
corneal spot. Then a bundle of loose vascular conjunctival tissue appears from the 
center of a tendinous corneal opacity, surrounding the corneal margin,.and either 
unites with the hypertrophied connective tissue entirely, or in its middle portion or 
that of the axis. The edges roll up, and thus form a fold lying on the conjunctiva, 
under which the probe may pass to a greater or less extent. 

In false pterygium it often occurs that single tendinous strings or bundles of 
loose connective tissue are continued upon the tarsal portion of the conjunctiva, upon 
the semilunar fold, caruncle, or even the free border of the lid, and, on certain move¬ 
ments of the eye-ball, may become tense. 

The most common position of a pterygium is the palpebral portion of the inner 
quadrant of the ocular conjunctiva. It is only very exceptionally that we find two, 
three, or four pterygiums on one eye. These almost always are in the direction 
of the recti muscles. This seems to depend on the origin of many conjunctival 
vessels from muscular branches (Mannhardt.) 

Causes.—True pterygium is generally the result of a fan-shaped inflammatory 
collection in corneal herpes, which has become hypertrophied and shrunken. Apart 
from direct observations of the passage of a corneal herpes into a true pterygium, the 
anatomical shape of the latter is an argument for this view, and the fact that, in the 
greater number of cases, remains of the peculiar herpetic efflorescences may be seen 
on the apex of the corneal portion. Corresponding to the frequency of secondary 
herpetic ulcers, or entire groups of herpetic efflorescences in the cornea, we often 
find the corneal portion of a true pterygium extended like a tendinous opacity, or is 
surrounded by an epithelial one, which is interspersed with tendinous and calcareous 
nodules. 

False pterygium, to which the last-named varieties are, as it were, the passage¬ 
way, is developed from peripheral corneal ulcers, which are grown over with granula¬ 
tions from the limbus conjunctivalis, while the adjacent portions of the conjunctiva 
also proliferate and hypertrophy. The granulations covering the corneal loss of 
substance, and the hypertrophied conjunctival portion, subsequently shrink, the 
corresponding portion of the conjunctiva is rendered tense in the direction of its 
-meridian, and is even raised up in folds above the normal level. (Arlt, Hamer.) It 
is evident that herpetic itlcers, as well as ulcers of any sort, in case they are peri¬ 
pheral and permanent, may cause a pseudo-pterygium. We even see such pterygiums 
developing from chemical or traumatic losses of substance in the cornea. Thus it is 
that false pterygium occasionally occurs in combination with symblepharon, or 
assumes forms which make it difficult to say whether it is with this or that condi¬ 
tion we have to deal. 

Yery recently a great importance has been ascribed to the peculiar relaxation o 
the union between the limbus of the cornea and the structure beneath. Qmte a 
disposing cause is there found for the development of a pterygium. In old persons 
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this condition is said to be frequently seen, and the fact that pterygium generally 
appears in more advanced life is said to be connected with this. A simple prolifera¬ 
tion of tissue on the limbus is sufficient to render possible a contraction of the 
conjunctiva by shrinkage. Ulcerative formations are by no means as frequent a 
cause of the formation of pterygium as was formerly assumed. (Hamer.) 

From experiments on animals, the view has been also enunciated, with the 
acceptation of a more immediate connection between the choroidal and corneal 
vesels, that pterygium, occurring spontaneously in the human eye, very probably 
depends on venous thrombosis, coagulations, obliterations or narrowing of a corneal 
win, ultimately of a vena vorticosa, and that it is thus developed from the disturb¬ 
ances of circulation in the corneal portion of the ciliary arteries penetrating the 
recti muscles. (Winther.) 

In blennorrhcea, which is accompanied by chemosis of the conjunctiva, and 
causes extensive corneal ulcers, it occasionally occurs that the overhanging tumor 
of the conjunctiva unites with the floor of the ulcer. After the inflammation has subsid¬ 
ed, and the swelling lessened, we find tendinous bridges, which reach from the 
corneal cicatrix into the ocular conjunctiva, and look exactly like false pterygia. 
Yet we may pass a probe under them, for their bodies only lie on the corneal 
margin, without being united to it. 

But pterygium by no means comes fully developed from these processes. They 
form, as it were, the foundation. After the inflammation has run its course, this is 
made evident merely by some thickening and hyperaemia of the affected portion of 
the conjunctiva. Such undeveloped pterygia often recede, or only a few very short 
tendinous threads remain behind, which diverge from the corneal portion into the 
periphery of the conjunctiva. It is only exceptionally that the pterygium comes to 
• complete development, and for this several months or years are required. 

It occurs most readily in cases in which either constantly, or very frequently, 
injurious influences are acting upon the eye. Hence we meet it, in a markedly large 
percentage of cases, in persons who remain much in an atmosphere containing dust- 
particles, or who are exposed to ammoniacal or other acrid vapors, in stone-cutters, 
mesons, &c. It is said to be more common in Egypt, India, Maderia, Spain, and 

than in the northern parts of Europe. 

Results.—Pterygium, once developed and formed to a certain degree, is perma- 
“fflt, and its disappearance is one of the greatest rarities. It may in part undergo 
% degeneration. A transition into morbid after-growths is certainly only acci- 

and is not founded in the anatomical nature of pterygium. 

Treatment.—This should first aim to prevent the development of pterygium. 
Appropriate treatment of the original disease, the proliferation of tissue, is therefore 
ftefirst and most important object to be gained. As long as the tissue proliferation 
•drances with symptoms of severe irritation, antiphlogistic treatment is indicated. 
™bsequently the use of astringents is more to be rec< mmended. In the latter 
te>pect, penciling the parts with tincture of opium accomplishes the most, especially 
"I'm they are very much relaxed, when they are of a spongy appearance, or when 
te 'Ash to act upon an ulcerative loss of substance of the cornea or conjunctiva, 
*1 thug Unfit the future shrinkage. In a fully-formed pterygium, whose tissue has 

eady developed to perfect connective tissue, or is even shrunken in part to rigid, 
I cMr tendinous masses, these means will have no more effect, unless the corneal 
I Portion he surrounded by an epithelial opacity, for this is markedly cleared up 
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Fig- 57. tinder their nse, and at the same time 
lessened in size, which is of great import¬ 
ance to the functions of the eye. 

The removal of such pterygia is only to 
be attained by an operation. The best 
methods are ligation and excision. 

a. Ligation. (SzoTcalslci.) For this pur¬ 
pose, each end of a silk thread is passed 
through a delicate, curved needle. The lids 
being wide open, the pterygium is then sei¬ 
zed with the forceps, and lifted up from the 
sclera. Then one needle is so thrust in at 
the base of the pterygium, the other at the 
Margin of the cornea, that they enter at the 
upper border, hugging the scleral surface, 
and are then emerged at the lower border 
of the pterygium. (Fig. 57.) The double 
thread now forms a noose above; by divid¬ 
ing one thread of this noose or loop, and 

cutting off the two needles, the thread falls into three parts, an outer, middle, and 
inner. The inner thread is first tied, then the outer, and lastly the two ends of 
the middle ones. In four days the ligated pterygium is seized by the forceps and 
removed. The cicatrization follows in a short time. 

b. Excision. (Arlt.) The best method is probably the following: While an 
assistant holds open the lids, the operator seizes the pterygium near the scleral 
border with a pair of reliable forceps, draws it away from the globe, and separates 
the corneal portion from the apex with a pair of scissors curved on the flat (Fig. 58), 
or, what is to be preferred, enters a pointed bistoury or cataract-knife flat on the 
sclera, between this and the neck of the pterygium, its cutting-edge being directed 
toward the cornea, and cuts with a gentle course of the knife the corneal portion 
extending above the level of the sclerotica as evenly as possible from its substratum. 

Then the separated portion 
of the pterygium is drawn 
np, and the conjunctiva dis¬ 
sected up with the scissors 
toward the palpebral fold, 
one to two lines distant 
from the corneal margin, 
keeping exactly to the edges 
of the pterygium, and close 
to the surface of the sclero¬ 
tica. The two angles of 
the wound are then united 
by two converging incisions, 
which meet in front of the 
reflection, and thus enu¬ 
cleate the circumscribed 
pterygium. The wound is 
now nearly of a rboB- 
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boidal shape. It is not necessary, but rather harmful, to extend the incision into the 
reflection; still, we should as far as possible include all hypertrophying tissue. In 
large pterygiums, the wound will then naturally be also very extensive, and it is in 
fitch cases necessary to unite the gaping edges by some extremely fine suture, after 
having dissected the affected portion of the ocular conjunctiva to a sufficient extent 
from its base, in order to enable the edges of the wound to be drawn together without 
too great stretching. Besides, in order to attain the desired result, we do not need 
to remove completely the rhomboidal portion, or the entire pterygium. It is suf¬ 
ficient to simply throw back the new growth which has been dissected up, and then 
to close the triangular wound by a suture. The pterygium soon shrinks away, and 
in a short time is unnoticed. (Pagenstecher.) 

After the operation, rest of the eye is to be secured by the application of a bi¬ 
nocular protective bandage, in order that union of the edges be not interfered with. 
This bandage should be worn, according to necessity, from three to four days, when 
the sutures are to be removed. In the meantime a proper antiphlogistic regimen is 
to be carried on. If, with the secretion of pus, granulations subsequently form, pen- 
oilings of the parts with tincture of opium, having first cut off the prominent fleshy 
growth, is the best treatment. 

A perfect cure of pterygium is by no means a frequent occurrence. If the union 
of the edges of the wound takes place by first intention, the neoplastic material not 
(infrequently thickens to a rigid tendinous string, which subsequently contracts 
more and more, in other eases suppuration occurs, or granulations are developed, 
which gradually pass over into a firm, fibrous cicatricial tissue. The furiher shrink¬ 
age of this new tissue is then frequently the origin of hinderance to the movements 
of the globe, the cicatrix is stretched in certain positions of the eye, the adjacent 
conjunctiva is rendered tense, and thus a condition of irritation is maintained, which 
leads indirectly either to hypertrophy or to the formation of a new pterygium. 
This evil condition of things can perhaps be lessened to a certain extent by the 

c. (Transplantation of the pterygium.) To this end the pterygium is caught with 
a wide-hooked forceps at the edge of the cornea, lifted up as much as possible, and 
with a cataract knife separated from the cornea as far as its base. The conjunctiva 
is then divided with the curved scissors toward both the retro-tarsal folds in curved 
lines, which correspond to the upper and lower limits of the pterygium. The ten¬ 
dinous point of the detached pterygium is now separated, and the body of the 
pterygium is divided in half by an incision running in its axis. This being done, 
two small, quadrangular conjunctival flaps are formed, one upper and one lower, 
m order to cover the raw place. By the contraction of these detached conjunctival 
Saps the two vertical incisions widen to the base of the pterygium. In both the 
triangular exposed spaces thus produced the halves of the pterygium are then sewed 
fast, for which purpose one stitch at the apex usually suffices. Then a suture is 
mtroduced through the angle of the conjunctival flap lying on the cornea, and 
a second one through the two angles lying on the pterygium. This latter suture is 
also united simultaneously with the middle of the divided pterygium, whereby the 
line of union of both conjunctival flaps is somewhat stretched, and the temporal 
®d of it is drawn away from the cornea (Knapp). 

After the operation it is very advisable to limit the movements of the eyes by a 
binocular protective bandage, in order that the knots may not rub, and that the 
adhesion of the edges of the wound be not disturbed by tearing and displacement 
°1 the loosened parts of the conjunctiva. This bandage is to be worn two to three 
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days, according to necessity, after which the suture should be removed. In the 
mean time a corresponding antiphlogistic mode of treatment is to be carried on. 
If later on granulations should be formed with secretion of pus, the best means is 
to paint the parts with tincture of opium, of course after preliminary removal of 
very prominent fleshy warts. 

A complete clearing up of the affected corneal portion is only rarely to be hoped 
for. Even if the corneal portion was very superficially situated, and was completely 
removed, an epithelial opacity generally remains behind. But if the corneal portion 
lies in a loss of substance, a return to the normal condition is still less to be expected. 
The loss of substance is generally filled up by turbid neoplastic tissue. In isolated 
cases even large ulcerations of the cornea occur. 

In consideration of all this, it is scarcely possible to be a very earnest advocate 
of an operation in pterygium. In small ones, where it accomplishes the most, the 
indications are predominantly of a cosmetic nature. "With the most of those affected 
with pterygium, these indications do not weigh very heavily. In a large pterygium 
we can do much less, and the danger is considerably increased. It is well, then, in 
these cases to avoid an operation, and in case the vision is considerably affected by 
covering over of the pupil, we may improve it by an iridectomy. 

Authorities.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges I. Prag. 1851. S. 158, 160, 163.—Earner, 
Entwurfeiner anat. Begrirndung der Augenkrankheiten. Prag. 1847. S. 73 ; Klinische Yortriige, 
&c. Prag. 1860. S. 184, 187, 189.—Euete, Lehrb. der Ophth. II. Braunschweig. 1854. S. 167,191.— 
Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 8'4, 990, 991.—SzokaUki, Arch. f. phys. Heilkunde. 1845, Nr. 2.—Arnold, 
Die Bindehaut der Hornhaut. Heidelberg. 1860. S. 42.—Pagensteclier and Samisch, Klin. Beobach- 
tungen. I. Wiesbaden. I860. S. 15.— Winther, Experimentalstudien iiber die Path, des Flugel- 
felles. Erlangen. S. 14, 28, 32, 40, 49, 50.—Hippel, Berlin, kl. Wochenschrift. 1868. Nro. 17.— 
Niemetschek, Prag. Vierteljahrschrift. 101. Bd. S. 81.-—Mannhardt, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 26, 
29.—Mooreii, Ophth. Reitrage. S. 73.—Knapp, A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 267. 
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2. Xebosis of the Conjunctiva—Xebophthalmia. 

Pathology and. Symptoms.—There are two varieties of the disease—xeroph¬ 
thalmia glaber and squamosus. The former is identical with partial cicatrization of 
the conjunctiva. It is characterized by extensive, tendinous white, satiny cicatrices, 
which invest the tarsal conjunctiva and the reflection, and shorten them considerably 
by their shrinkage. The ocular conjunctiva appears at the same time very dry, stiff, 
and tense, so that at every motion of the globe it falls into a number of fine folds, 
concentric to the corneal margin. Its surface, as well as that of the cornea, which 
is always turbid and often also in a state of pannus, has, in consequence of the dry¬ 
ness of the epithelium, a very peculiar, dull, straw-colored brilliancy. The secretion 
of the conjunctiva is very much decreased. This is not only objectively observed, 
bnt also subjectively, by an extremely troublesome s.nsation of dryness in the eye, 
especially noticed at intervals, and united with considerable hinderance to the move¬ 
ments of the lid. • 

The pathological condition in xerophthalmus squamosus is complete degeneration 
of the conjunctiva and its adnexae into a tendinous cicatritial tissue, which is of 
course deprived of all secretory power. At the same time the movements of the 
globe and the lids are hindered by diminution of the surface of the conjunctiva. 
This also prevents the throwing-off of the epithelial cells, and thus favors their drying 
end collecting in the narrowed conjunctival sac. 

On opening the lids, we find the entire conjunctiva, which is very much shrunken, 
together with the cornea, covered by a stratum of fatty grayish or yellowish fatty- 
looking mass. It is sometimes freely granulated, and is made up of dry epi¬ 
thelial scales, fat, grumous, organic material, mucus, and occasionally of calcareous 
granules. 

The corneal substance is turbid from a condition of pannus, or covered by a ten¬ 
dinous new-forination; the conjunctival substance is entirely in a state of tendinous 
degeneration, thick, and rigid. The caruncle has generally disappeared, or is only 
Present in a rudimentary condition. The semilunar folds are obliterated. The 
Pseudo-conjunctiva is thus directly extended from the scleral surface to the angles of 
the lids. In the breadth of the lids, it sinks in only for a slight depth, and always 
Proceeds from the sclera, immediately over upon the tarsal surface. 

Sometimes the conjunctiva is so shortened that the vicarious, tendinous tissue 
fesses almost immediately from the margin of the cornea to the inner lip of the 
'dges of the lids, and the movements of the lids thus appear almost completely 
^rested, and the palpebral fissure stands half open. The cartilage of the lids is in 

e earlier stages generally thickened, but subsequently very much shrunken, dis- 
^rted, and the lids in a state of en or ectropion. The meibomian and hair follicles are 
generally either impaired or entirely destroyed. (Wedl.) The lachrymal puncta 

frequently obliterated, the lachrymal sac atrophied, and the lachrymal glands 
lllllany cases (but not always) are atrophied. (Hastier.') 

On account of the destruction of the secretory structure, and of the canals of exit 
ae glands, weeping is impossible, and even very irritating substances, brought 
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in contact with the surface of the eye, excite only a slight reaction. This is recog¬ 
nized by injection of the vessels and unpleasant sensations of pressure, burning, etc. 

Causes.—The proximate cause of xerophthalmia is generally the degenerative 
form of conjunctivitis, a severe diffuse or gelatinous trachoma, especially the two 
latter, when they have been neglected or treated with too severe caustics. Xerosis 
is also one of the consequences of diphtheritic conjunctivitis, and is especially to be 
feared here, in the case of gangrene (Graefe). Occasionally it results from an irrita¬ 
tion acting upon the eye for a long time, e. g., trichiasis, entropion, lagophthalmos, 
or in consequence of the adhesion of both lids during the course of inflammations, 
after cauterizations or bums, or after the rare form of pemphigus conjunctiva. 

The desiccations limited to the parts around the opening of the lids, which are 
connected with neuroparalysis, deserve special mention. Their most frequent cause is 
found in the diminished lachrymal secretion and in the defective closure of the lids. 
In this category we may also mention the drying of the parts near the opening of the 
lids in cholera {Graefe), united with lagophthalmos and venous hypersemia {Graefe), 
as also perhaps the xerosis partialis or triangularis, which has been frequently 
observed in much broken-down, marasmic, or anaemic individuals, but particularly 
those of a scorbutic tendency, and which, united with hemeralopia, is said to occur 
frequently in Russia, during lent {Bitot, Blessig). The portion of the conjunctiva 
around the opening of the lids becomes in this disease dry, fatty, dull, dusty, 
absorbs no water, and in movements of the globe lies in fine folds. Its surface is 
covered partially, or in its entire extent, by desiccated epithelial cells, which in 
part are already commencing to crumble {H. Oohn) ; a great amount of irritation 
is also generally present. After a long time the xerotic epithelium is cast off and 
replaced by new, or ulcers are formed. The xerosis often attacks the cornea also 
and here leads to ulcerations with all their consequences, sometimes even to necro¬ 
sis {Blessig). The ophthalmia Brasiliana occurring under similar relations, par¬ 
ticularly among badly nourished slaves {Gama-Lobo), is said to produce the pecu¬ 
liar xerotic form of disease in its highest degree. Moreover, it is asserted that the 
triangular xerosis has been observed in perfectly healthy, well-nourished individu¬ 
als, especially, however, as the result of an ophthalmia which leads to shrinking 
of the conjunctiva {H. Cohn). It is evident that these cases are to be strictly dis¬ 
tinguished from those mentioned above, so much the more, as the latter as a rule 
are cured of the original trouble, whilst the xerosis as a consequence of degenerated 
conditions of the conjunctiva is permanent and incurable. 

Treatment.—In xerophthalmus squamosus, instillations of solutions of salt, of 
caustic alkalies and the carbonates, of dilute acetic acid, of milk, etc., have been 
recommended for the purpose of getting rid of the dried epithelium, making the 
cornea more transparent for a time, and supplying the place of the tears. 

Frequent penciling with glycerine seems to do the best service, as it remains a 
longer time in the conjunctival sac, lubricating it well, and markedly clearing up 
the opacities of the cornea. 

Authorities.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges, I. Prag, 1851. S. 126.—Basner, Entwirf 
eiuer anat. Begrundung &c. Prag, 1847, S. 78; Beitrage zur Anat. und Phys. des Thranenlei- 

tungsapp. Prag, 1850, S. 101.—Ruete, Lehrb. der Ophth. II. Braunschweig, 1854,172. lb 
H. Weber, Ueber die Xerosis Conj. Giessen, 1849, S. 3,11, 14, 23, 28, 34.—Wectl, Atlas, Conj. 
Solera. —Stellwag, Ophth. S. 865. 992.—Piringer, Die Blennorrh. am Menschenauge, Graz, 
1841, S. 224, 423.—Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 249.—Graefe, A f. O. XII. 2. S. 202. 
Blessig, Centralbl. 1867, S. 424.—If. Cohn, Ueber Xerosis Conjunctiva), Diss. Breslau, 1868, 
82.—Gama-Lobo, Ullerspeger, kl. MonatbL 1S66, S. 65. 
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NINTH SECTION. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE LIDS—BLEPHARITIS. 

Fig. 59. 

Anatomy.—The two lids, palpebrce, close the entrance to the orbit, an! lie 
immediately on the anterior 
convexity of the globe, being 
pressed upon it by muscular 
action, and by the force of the 
atmosphere. They end with 
a free margin at the palpebral 
fissure. This latter forms ex¬ 
ternally an acute, and inter¬ 
nally an obtuse, angle (can- 
thus). 

On the inner border of the 
lid we distinguish, besides 
the surface of the lid, one line 
in breadth (Fig. 59, «), an out¬ 
er and inner lip. The outer 
lip, J, is very much roundtd 
off, and is perforated by 
lashes or cilia of a varying 
length. The inner lip, e, on 
the contrary, exhibits an al¬ 
most right-angled edge, on 
which the tarsal glands are 
arranged closely together. 
Near the inner angle of the 
lid, the lachrymal canaliculi 
open. In the composition of 
the lids, there are united a 
number of structures, which 
have the most different ana¬ 
tomical characters. 

1. The cartilage of the 
lid, tarsal cartilages, which 
form the skeleton of the 
lids. These are properly only 

Sickened connective tissue, interspersed with numerous elliptical nuclei, which can 
1'°i be completely dissected from the submucous tissue. The upper cartilage is 
®'>oh thicker, broader, and more compact than the lower one, resembling a mem- 

fiffle. Its shape is crescentic, with an inner obtuse and an external acute angle, 
' leh both extend somewhat over the canthi of the lids. The border toward the 
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428 ANATOMY OP TUB" EYE-LIDS. 

palpebra Assure is sharply cut off, so that it forms a surface. Toward the orbital 
border, the cartilages become thinned, and finally pass into a fascia, e, which is 
firmly attached to the orbital margin. The upper half of this fascia tarso-orbitalis, 
or palpebral ligament, is connected to the levator palpelrce muscle, whose tendon 
runs into a broad membrane, and is lost in this fascia. 

At the inner angle of the lid, the palpebral ligament is connected to the internal 
palpebral ligament. This is a very firm, tendinous band or cord, two lines in breadth, 
lying just under the integument, and it appears very distinctly on traction being 
exerted on the outer commissure. This ligament, on the facial aspect of the orbital 
frontal process of the superior maxillary bone, passes into periosteum, and is inflected 
backward, almost horizontally, over the upper portion of the lachrymal sac, toward 
the inner commissure. 

In front of this, it divides into two horns, which become lost partly in the angles 
of the cartilage and the surrounding parts of the palpebral ligament, and partly in 
connective tissue lying behind the caruncle. Its posterior surface is merged in a 
thick, tendinous mesh-work, which presses in posteriorly between the glohe and the 
lachrymal sac, and is in part connected with the tendinous covering of the lachrymal 
sac, greatly strengthening this. (See section on Lachrymal Organs.) 

¥e may consider a tendinous thickening of the orbital tissue, richly permeated 
with elastic elements, as the outer palpebral ligament. This proceeds from the pos¬ 
terior surface of the lids, in the vicinity of the outer commissure, and is connected 
to the orbital surface of the malar bone and the membranous sheath of the glohe. 

2. In the interior of the cartilage, surrounded by its tissue, lie sebaceous glands, 
which are commonly described as meibomian glands. These are sinuous, and some¬ 
times quite wide tubes, on whose walls lie a number of roundish or racemose, glandu¬ 
lar vesicles, with short pedicles. These tubes, arranged very thickly together, open on 
the inner lips of the lid (at c). The portion lying next to the margin of the lid, which 
is the widest, and has the largest lobuli, lies without the tarsal cartilage, surrounded 
by connective tissue and muscular fiber. Within the cartilage, they extend nearly in 
a vertical direction toward its orbital border, without, however, reaching it, ending 
sooner or later in a blind extremity, or uniting with the adjacent tubes. In this 
way, at times, they approach the anterior, at others the posterior, tarsal surface. 
Here and there isolated lobuli extend from the tarsus into the subinusoular or sub¬ 
mucous tissue. 

Their product, the sebaceous material (sebum palpebrw), are chiefly cells, whose 
contents rapidly undergo fatty degeneration. The cell-membrane rupturing and 
being destroyed, is excreted in the form of fat-granules. 

3. The muscles. These are partly inorganic, like the circular muscle, and the 
levator palpebrce superioris, partly organic, non-striated like the two musculi palp- 
brales or orbito-palpebrales (H. Muller, Henle, Sappey, Marling). 

a. The orbicularis palpebrarum muscle (circular muscle of the lids), is a flat, disc- 
shaped muscle, which covers not only both tarsal cartilages and the palpebral liga¬ 
ment, but also the facial surface of the bones surrounding the orbital margin. ¥0 

divide it into a palpebral and an orbital portion. To this is added a peripheral or 
accessory portion, which is made up of coarse and thick dark-colored bundles of 
fibers, and which are more or less separated from each other by fat, arising from 
the periosteum in the vicinity of the orbital portion. They are, however, only par¬ 
tially joined to this; the other part proceeds from the direction of the circnlai 
fibers, and is inserted into the adjacent integumentary portion. The lachrymal, or 
Horner's muscle, is almost universally considered as belonging to the orbicularis, 
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ORBICULARIS PALPEBRARUM. 429 

since it, witli the greater part of its fibers, really unites with the orbicularis, and 
tlins plays the part of a separate head. 

a. The palpebral portion consists of delicate and pale fibers, especially in the upper half, where 
they are narrow and arranged closely together, covering the tarsal cartilage and the palpebral 
ligament, above and below, up to the orbital margin, but externally passing beyond the orbital 
margin, aud extending seven to eight lines behind the outer commissure. The fibers lying next 
to the edges of the lid are almost horizontal in course. The farther they are removed from the 
margin the greater is the curve of the arch which they describe. 

On the other side of the commissure, the bundles of the two halves meet at an angle, which 
is the sharper, the nearer to the commissure the fibers end. The fibers are here united to the 
fascia lying beneath by firm, rigid connective tissue. On more exact examination we find that 
the individual fibers separate, and pass partly into the other half of the muscle, but partly 
into the connective tissue on the boundary line of the two halves. The palpebral portion of the 
orbicularis is composed of fibers which rise in part from the crest of the lachrymal bone, in part 
from the palpebral ligament and its branches. Formerly it was generally described as consisting 
of two separate muscles. (Arlt.) 

The portion arising from the crest of the lachrymal bone, the so-called posterior lachrymal 
muscle, or Horner’s muscle, is quite a broad and thick, elliptical and quadrangular, bundle of 
fibers. It arises chiefly from the periosteum of the upper third of the crista lachrymalis, and the 
adjacent portion of the lachrymal bone, but sometimes partly from the aponeurosis, closing the 
lachrymal groove, and extends toward the inner canthus, in an arch, convex internally. (See 
section on Lachrymal Organs.) Before it reaches this the broad, smooth belly of the muscle 
divides into an upper and lower head, one of which passes to the upper the other to the lower 
margin of the lid. A few of the fibers adhere to the open-work of the posterior surface of the 
palpebral ligament; others weave around the canaliculi; but the principal portion of them is 
continued toward the edge of the lid, and through them to the outer commissure. 

A portion of these muscular fibers, which is described as the sub-tarsal muscle (h), runs 
within and behind the cilia, separate from the palpebral portion, between the free tarsal bor¬ 
der and the integument of the edge of the lid (Wolfring). It does not reach the external 
commissure, its fibers being before this inserted in different portions of the integument of the 
edge of the lid. The other extremity of the portion on the lachrymal crest lies upon the 
peripheral zone of the cartilage, and extends in front of the cilia. It passes beyond the outer 
commissure, when the fibers of the two halves meet at an angle. 

The portion of the orbicularis in the palpebral ligament is divided into an upper and lower 
half Both arise partly from the outer ends and tendinous horns of the palpebral ligament, and 
m part from the tendinous mesh-work, in which the posterior surface of the ligament in question 
Klost, and also in part from the fibrous covering of the lachrymal sac. 

The bundles next to the edges of the lids lie partly on each other (at h), and they, in part, 
cover the more peripheral bundles of the portion belonging to the lachrymal sac, and their ends 
extend seven or e^ght lines beyond the outer commissure. {Arlt.) 

The orbital portion arises in part from the inner half of the palpebral ligament, and partly 
from the neighboring bony surfaces, but especially from the orbital process of the superior maxil- 
'ary bone, as far down as the infraorbital canal, and from the frontal bone as far as the incisura 
Mpra orbitalis. Single bundles have a deep origin, from the tendinous superficial covering of the 
palpebral ligament, and from the fibrous covering of the lachrymal sac. The bundles are thick, 
dark-colored, pass on to the temporal side without interruption, and without any firm union to 
the structures beneath. Only a few bundles pass out from the circle, here and there uniting with 
toe integument over them. {Arlt,) 

k The levator muscle has a long, narrow belly, compressed together like a ribbon, 
ft arises by a common origin with the straight muscles of the eye at the periphery 

the orbital foramen, runs forward along the roof of the orbit, and is inserted 
somewhat widened into the tarso-orbital fascia near the convex border of the car- 
ftftge of the upper lid. 

c- The superior palpebral muscle, or orbito-palpebralis, is connected directly with 
e kvator, and represents, as it were, a prolongation of it. Its organic fibers arise 

e ween the inorganic fibers of the levator muscle, and spread out, only traversed 
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430 LEVATOR PALFEBRJS; CILIA ; INTEGUMENT. 

by single transverse fibres, superficially between the anterior layer of the conjunctival 

sack and the overlying cartilage of the lid with its aponeurosis. The muscle has 

the form of a truncated triangle, about 12-14 millimeters in height, the basis of 

which reaches over the entire breadth of the cartilage of the lid and its aponeurosis 

from one orbital edge to the other. Among its abundantly anastomosing longitudi¬ 

nal fibers, the marginal ones run along the inner and outer wall of the orbit near 

the anterior edge; the others, however, in an obliquely rising curved line along the 

superior border of the cartilage of the lid. The muscle and tarsal cartilage com¬ 

bined form, therefore, a quadrant of a circle which is attached on both sides to the 

orbital wall. The muscle can only act,in a vertical direction. It is lengthened and 

put upon the stretch as well by opening wide the fissure of the lids as by the closure 

of it. It is, therefore, an antagonist of the orbicularis imd levator, resists their action, 

limits the effect of their contraction, and gives to them a certain regularity (Sappey, 

Ilarling). Its paralysis produces a peculiar ptosis of the upper lid, slight in degree, 

and accompanied usually by myosis {Horner). 
d. The inferior palpebral muscle is more netlike, and its fibres have generally a 

horizontal direction. It lies close under the conjunctiva, and runs from the orbital 

tissue near the retro-tarsal fold, up to the convex border of the lower tarsal cartilage, 

where it ends in an elastic tendon. Combined with the superior palpebral muscle, 

and with the organic orbital muscles, its purpose is, undoubtedly, to close exactly 

the lids upon the globe and the soft parts of the orbit, which, among other things, 

is also of the greatest importance for the conducting away of the tears. Whether it 

can depress the lower lid is uncertain {Ilarling). 
4. Beneath the muscle we find a structure of connective tissue interspersed with 

fatty tissue, i, which adheres to the surface of the cartilage, and is connected to the, 

subcutaneous tissue. In this stratum, near the free margin, lie the follicles of the 

lashes or cilia, l~, covered by the orbicularis muscle, and surrounded by fatty tissue. 

Their base is a line, or even more, above the surface of the margin of the lid. A 

portion of the follicle rests immediately on the surface of the cartilage, and is 

closely united to it; another portion is somewhat more loosely connected to the sub- 

muscular layer, varying in depth and in distance from the cartilage. In each follicle, 

quite near the mouth, a number of racemose sebaceous glands open, l. Their fatty 

contents lubricate the cilia. 

In the immediate vicinity of the cilia, numerous little hairs are found, m, whose follicles 
are also in part covered with mature sebaceous glands (Moll). The cilia undergo a constant 
change. When they have reached their normal length, which occurs within five months, their bulb 
becomes detached (as in l), while a new hair develops itself upon the papilla, which drives tie 
old one before it until it falls out, or is loosened by rubbing, washing the face, etc. (Donders). 

5. The integument of the lid, n, is a very delicate continuation of the common 

integument, having but very few elastic elements. It is united to the tissue beneath 
by loose and long-fibered connective tissue, and may be lifted up in broad folds. 

In the tissue beneath are numerous sweat-glands, o, and the delicate follicles of ex¬ 

tremely fine little hairs, p, which occupy the integument of the lid {Moll). 
The sweat-glands near the edge of the lid give up their characteristic coil-©6 

form and become slightly contorted, relatively wide canals, which open in ti'e . 

excretory ducts of the hair-bulbs {Moll, Stieda). 
0. On the inner surface of the tarsal cartilage, and on the fascia tarso-orbitata 

is the tarsal conjunctiva, q, indicated by its papillae, and firmly united by tense sub 

mucous connective tissue. 
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BLEPHARITIS.—NOSOLOGY. 431 

7. The arteries of the lids proceed from the ophthalmic artery. The two principal 

branches run close to the cartilage near the free palpebral border, anastomosing 

freely with branches of the angular, lachrymal, anterior superficial, temporal, and 

transverse facial, and thus form two vascular arches surrounding the palpebral 

fissure, arcus tarssus superior and inferior. 
The inferior arch runs along the convex border of the cartilage of the lower lid, 

in the child, removed about 2-3 millimeters from the border of the lid. The 

superior arch lies somewhat nearer the edge of the lid (1-2 millim.), like the in¬ 

ferior on the anterior surface of the tarsus. It gives off two arterial branches, each 

one distant about 3-4 millim. from the canthus. Both branches converge toward 

one another and, anastomosing, form a second arterial arch (Henle) which runs 

directly along the convex border of the tarsal cartilage. Prom these arches and 

from the vessels connected with them proceed numerous branches to the skin and 

muscles of the lids, to the conjunctiva and tarsal cartilage, which they partially 

perforate, in order to ramify upon its internal surface in the conjunctiva of the lid 

(Wolfring). 
The veins empty into the upper and lower palpebral veins, and pass into the 

sen® temporales media, and vena facialis antica. 
The lymphatic vessels pass into the superficial facial and sub-maxillary glands. 

The tegumentary nerves are branches of the tri-facial. The orbicularis muscle 

is supplied by the facial, the levator palpebrse by the oculo-motorius (3d pair), and 

the organic muscles by the sympathetic. 

Nosology,—The lids may be considered as folds of the general integument, 

which in their individual component parts have undergone certain modifications. 

In accordance with this view, the different forms of blepliarit's are only repetitions 

of those processes which are daily observed on other regions of the common integu¬ 

ment, and are so well known as scarcely to need a particular description. 

1. Very frequently the whole structure of the lids is involved in a tissue-pro¬ 

liferation process. This generally occurs secondarily, by continuation of the inflam¬ 

mation from the adjacent parts. The inflammatory center is then sometimes in the 

conjunctiva, at times in the globe, in the orbit or its bony walls, or in the adjacent 

soft parts of the face. Under such circumstances, the participation of the lids is apt 

to be seen by the symptoms of inflammatory oedema. It quickly recedes as soon as 

tie morbid process, in the inflammatory center, lias passed the acme, and tends 

toward resolution. Occasionally, however, the inflammatory proliferation of tissue 

leads to hypertrophy of the constituent parts, especially when the inflammatory 

attacks are often repeated, or when the original disease takes on a chronic course, 

and keeps up a mild form of blepharitis for some time. 

Permanent interruptions to the passage of lymph, and impediments in the return of venous 
Mood, as sometimes results after caries or necrosis of the lower and outer orbital border, or of 
tte process of ttie superior maxilla from deep cicatrices, often render oedema permanent. The 

Ids are then so puffed out that the eyes are almost closed, and the face is very much distorted. 
•1"; infiltration under such circumstances is somewhat gelatinous, and, since the sub-integument- 
,rT tissue is apt to be very much thickened, and hypertrophied, the swelling is quite co nsistent. 

Blepharitis often appears more independently, and may be severe. The inflam¬ 

matory product then is a rigid, firm mass, chiefly consisting of proliferating cells and 

“Dclei. These collect especially in the loosely-woven inner layers of the lid, and 

generally cause very large swellings. These collections, as a rule, rapidly deliquesce 

“to pus, while they extend more and more on the periphery by continuous prolifera- 

tioa tissue (abscess of the lid). 
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432 BLEPHARITIS. NOSOLOGY. 

Exceptionally, such abscesses bear the character of anthrax or carbuncle (Himly, Mackenzie), 
and lead, through gangrene, to large losses of substance, when death does not occur before this 
happens. This condition should be distinguished from malignant or gangrenous oedema [malig- 
nant pustule], which occurs especially in persons who are employed about or with decaying 
animal matter. In the beginning it often has the appearance of simple oedema, but rapidly extends 
to the neck, the breast, and abdomen, throws out gangrenous vesicles, excites necrotic sloughs, 
and destroys the integument quite extensively. The patient often dies from the constitutional 
disease. (Mauvezin, Debrou.) 

Lupus of the lid is a peculiar form of blepharitis. It is only rarely primarily developed in the 
lids, but generally attacks them secondarily, passing over from the neighboring parts of the face. 
It generally destroys a large portion of the lid, and, in case it is limited in time, causes it to shrink 
into an irregular swelling. More frequently it consumes the entire lid, extending to the conjunc¬ 
tiva and the globe, and even eats away the bony walls of the orbit, together with its loosely-woven 
tissue, provided death does not sooner occur. 

Secondary syphilitic ulcers at times make as great ravages in the lids. They generally extend 
from the surrounding soft parts, aud bones of the face, to the lid. Occasionally they appear 
independently. They then generally result from little hard and sensitive nodules, situated in 
the sub-cutaneous connective tissue, and which, beginning at the surface, deliquesce, excite disa¬ 
greeable ulcers, with infiltrated, uneven, funnel-shaped base, irregular edges, and containing a dis¬ 
colored secretion. If such a gummy tumor be developed on the free surface of the lid, it destroys 
at the same time the integument, the cartilage, and the conjunctiva, with the structures lying be¬ 
tween. But if it be developed more on the surface of the lids, it rapidly takes a deep hold, 
completely perforates the lid, and extends over it, finally breaking through the bridge which 
separates it from the free palpebral border. (Makenzie, Desmarres, Wedl, Hirschler.) 

But gummy tumors do not always precede syphilitic ulcerations. In isolated cases the process 
begins with the infiltration of a portion of the conjunctiva, but quickly ulcerates, and forms a 
conjunctival ulcer, which is very easily distinguished from the surrounding integument by its 
fatty-looking coating, its irregularly-eaten edges, and its uneven base, as well as by its rapid 
seizure of the intermavginal portions. If the constitutional disease be subdued by appropriate 
treatment, that is, by mercurials, if the system be saturated with mercury, and iodide of po¬ 
tassium, the ulcers generally cicatrize rapidly. The cicatrix itself is very characteristic, so 
that we may decide as to the syphilitic character of the ulcer from its appearance. It appears as a 
tendinous, white cord, entirely devoid of cilia, sharply defined, which extends through the entire 
thickness of the edge of the lid, and forms an excavation in consequence of its great shrinkage. 
(Hirschler.) 

2. In other cases, which are not less frequent, the inflammation is confined to 
the individual component parts of the lids; the blepharitis is partial. 

a,. In the course of an attack of facial erysipelas, the integument of the lid and the 
loose connective tissue almost always participate in the erysipelas to a very marked 
degree. The disease often attacks deeper structures, when the conjunctiva exhibits 

the symptoms of inflammatory oedema, and even of true chemosis. Pustules not un- 
frequently occur in the course of the erysipelas, on the surface of the lids, or abscesses 

are formed, which may cause great destruction of the loosely-woven tissue, as well as 
in the integument. Dermatitis of the lids often occurs primarily after severe injuries, 

especially in consequence of burns and cauterizations. Extensive ulcerations of the 
lid then quite often result, and the loss of substance being replaced by a greatly 
contracting cicatrix, shortening of the palpebral integument, a lifting up of the lid 
from the globe, with or without distortion, is caused {ectropion). If the ulcerative 
process seizes upon the free surface of the border of the lid, an adhesion of the palpe 
bral fissures occurs to a greater or less extent (<ankylo-blepharon). 

In case the suppuration extends to the conjunctival sac, the inner surface of the 
lid adheres to the surface of the globe to a greater or less extent {anterior symUeph- 

aron). 
Ulcerations of the integument are also, in rare cases, caused by inoculation 
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BLEPHARITIS. NOSOLOGY. 433 

the pus of a chancre. They are then exactly like primary syphilitic ulcers, and often 
become very large. They most frequently occur on the surface of the edge of the 
lid, covered by a delicate integument. (Mackenzie, Desmarres.) 

Exanthematous efflorescences often occur on the integument of the lid. There is 
scarcely an eruption, acute or chronic, which may not also localize itself on the lid. 

I The pustular efflorescences and eczema and measles are of particular practical 
importance. These shoot up not unfrequently in very great number on the edges of 

| the lids, and then lead to the bad consequences of a blepharitis ciliaris. Ulceration 
I of the hair-glands, or even of the entire follicle, cicatritial misformations of the edge 
i of the lid, &c., may result from them. 
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At this point epMdrosis ‘palpebrarum, or the sweat-disease, deserves a description. It rarely 
occurs, and then generally in persons who are inclined to profuse perspiration in various parts 
of the body. The lids appear covered by a tenacious fluid, which on being washed off is imme- 

1 diately replaced by little drops which run together. In the upper portion of the upper lid, con- 
| taining the most folds, the secretion is often frothy, from the movements of the lids, and thus 

■* causes excoriations (Oraefe). Warm baths and cold friction are recommended forthis 
j generally very obstinate affection (Mooren). 

S. The hair-glands are also very much disposed to inflammation. The same morbid 
ocess is repeated here, which, in other parts of the body, is called acne. In 

I consequence of some injury, the cells which lie on the inner wall of the gland begin 
i to proliferate. In the further changes which the contents undergo, fatty gland¬ 
ular material is secreted. The cavity of the gland thus becomes distended. The 
I surrounding connective tissue swells, in consequence of the hypersemia of the vas- 
|®lar net-work, and of the inflammatory proliferation of its elements. 

In the lowest forms of the morbid process, this inflammatory swelling of the 
I connective tissue is very slight; the affection is chiefly marked by an increase of the 
1 secretion, which in appearance does not greatly differ from the ordinary sebaceous 
I matter of the body. In many cases a portion of the newlv-formed cell becomes 
1 °f a horny consistency, while it is slowly pushed forward by the cells subsequently 
|*’eloped, and then presents itself on the opening of the liair-follicle as a small 

le, or longer epidermis-like, grayish, fatty membrane, which covers the outer 
|“Pof the lid to a greater or less extent, and single cilia or bundles of them, like a 

K for some distance, both within and without the follicle. The remainder of 
secretion dries to yellowish scabs, which stick quite closely to the cilia and 

ISermis, 

ha severe stage of the inflammation, the secretion increases greatly, becomes 
l'1'®! at)d more like pus. The formation of crusts on the border of the lid is 
I'wedingly abundant. At the same time the proliferation in the connective tissue 

“l1 of the gland is very luxuriant; the border of the lid in the vicinity of the 
>™ glands swells very much. A so-called acne-nodule is developed, or in case 

P^.hmnber of acini or packets of glands participate in the process, an actual 
n8is excited. The root of the hair is then generally also affected; the. morbid 
ss’8 also evident in the hair-follicles. 

►fchair'bulbs swe" UP &reatly> are sPread °ut, so that they rest more or less evenly upon the 
file ^tbe Same time become soft from the great swelling of the cells composing them, 
L easi'y pressed together, or even appear adhesive. Then their great richness in pigment 
f®iantInar*Iet* ’ the bleaching of the hair-cells is imperfect, or is delayed on account of the 
V ne<Jplastic formation. The cells of the medullary canal have at times been found, but are, 
j i sometimes absent. The inner sheath of the root adheres delicately to the trunk, but, 
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434 BLEPHARITIS. NOSOLOGY. 

on the other hand, very loosely to the external layers, so that the cilia are removed very easily 

without pain (Schiess-Qemuseus, Siimisch). 

If the disease goes on still further, which often occurs secondarily, the collected 
glandular contents acting exactly like a foreign body on its surroundings, or if 
the process appears very severe from the beginning, suppuration is the ordinary 
result. The proliferating contents of the cells then acquire the characteristics of 
pus, while, at the same time, the inflamed swollen tissue surrounding the walls of 
the glands is destroyed, and thus the size of the abscess increased. The suppurative 
process is then generally continued upon the true hair-follicle, ami leads to its 
destruction by suppuration. If the hair affected be drawn out, a grayish-white plug 
follows, which consists of pus-cells, lying in and between sheaths of the bulbs, 
affected with luxuriant cell-proliferation, and surround these from without inwards. 

(Schiess-Gemusem.) 
The pus may be subsequently evacuated through the open mouth of the hair- 

follicle, or makes a passage by continuous deliquescence of the infiltrated tissue, 
gradually reaching the surface, and breaking through externally, after the epidermis 
has been driven out as a vesicle. This generally happens near the mouth of the 
accompanying hair-follicle. The pustules of acne most frequently develop lure, 
beran- e the pus more easily and quickly breaks away in the direction of the canal of 
exit, titan it perforates the rigid tissue of the true cuticle (acne pustulosa). With 
the evacuation of the pus, the process is generally on the way to resolution. Occa¬ 
sionally, on account of unfavorable conditions, the disease does not go on to cure. 
An ulcer is developed at the seat of the pustule, which goes deeper and deeper, 
may be troublesome by i'.s duration, as well as by its results. 

Exactly as in other portions of the integument, acne sometimes appears on the 
edge of the lid as a distinct pustule, the disease confining itself to one acinus, or a 
single collection of glanjlh. All the sebaceous follicles of one or all four edges ofl 
the lids are soon involved in the morbid process. The condition is then oalle | 

blepharadenitis, or blepharitis ciliaris. 
The disease may exhibit, in one or the other case, every degree of seven hi 

Acne discreta occurs most frequently in the nodular and pustular form. Blephautia 
ciliaris, on the contrary, runs its course with relatively less frequency ns a sigij 
affection, and is then, on account of the small amount of swelling of the hypers®1# 
border of the lid, a predominantly secretory disease (blepharitis ciliaris seen 

toria). . , | 
Yet severer cases of blepharitis ciliaris are quite common. They generally 

to marked hypertrophy of the connective tissue, very soon surrounding the 
and the hair-follicles, and causing witli this some swelling and hardness of the e Sh 

of the lids (blepharitis ciliaris hypertrophied). _ I 
Ulcers are less frequently developed on the edges of the lids after partial snpP11 I 

tion of the inflammatory product. These extend more and more, run toget 1 
consuming the outer lip of the lid, even seizing the deeper structures, and vm 
become very destructive from the loss of substance connected with it (bleplau* I 

ciliaris ulcerosa). 

Seborrhoea ciliaris is intimately connected with the secretory form of blepbaradem 1 
really differs from it only in degree. It is rarely observed, and then in connection with se j 
of the other parts of the facial integument. The edge of the lid is then not swollen, ® J 
tially bypersemic, and continually covered by fatty crusts of a grayish-yellow color, w 1C 1 
ble those of impetigo of children. The epidermis is very loosely attached. If the cr -j 
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removed, they are again quickly produced, and when cleansing the lids is neglected they reach a 
considerable size in a short time. 

c. The cartilage is scarcely ever primarily and independently inflamed. Bnt 
inflammation of the tarsal glands (blepharitis tarsalu) is frequently observed. Yet 
all the tarsal glands are never inflamed, or even the whole of one single gland. At 
least, the certain proof of such a process is as yet wanting. The inflammation is 
confined to single acini, or to a portion of the common tube. The pathological 
process is the same in its nature as in acne ciliaris. The anatomical peculiarities, 
however, the great distance of the acini from the mouths of the glands, the washing 
over of the inner lip of the lid witli lachrymal fluid, the displaced position and the 
involution of the greater part of the gland in a firm, undistensible, fibrous tissue, 
cause many peculiarities. It is to he ascribed to this, that low grades of the process 
are not noticed. There must be quite a severe proliferation of tissue, in order to 
soften the cartilage which participates in it, and to cause it to be distended by the 
glandular contents, and also to involve the more superficial layers in the process, 
and thus making the redness and swelling of the inflammatory collection noticeable 
externally. The product of the proliferation of tissue is purulent, as is necessitated 
by the severity of the process; either pure pus, or a thickish gelatinous mass 
streaked with blood, which more exact examinations have shown to be embryonal 
connective tissue. This is, to a greater or less extent, mixed with true pus. The 
product is generally found not only in the glandular cavity, but also in the prolif¬ 
erating surroundings. The inflammation then forms an abscess. 

It is very probable that the rigidity and resistance of the tissue of the cartilage has an influence 
apon purulent destruction of the inflammatory product, in so far as it exerts a certain pressure 
»pon the proliferating glandular contents, and to such an extent renders the condition more 
unfavorable, as is the case in abscesses, which occur beneath tense aponeuroses. 

As in acne, the proliferation of tissue is first seen in the ceils of the inner glan¬ 
dular walls. The glandular contents, therefore, increase considerably-in quantity. 
At the same time the cartilaginous tissue around the acinus begins to proliferate ; it 
becomes injected and relaxed. The walls of the glandular cavity becoming more 
yielding, the acinus is elevated above the surface of the tarsus, and thus a tumor is 
formed, which we call hordeolum, stye. According as the inflamed glandular vesi- 
® stands nearer the anterior or posterior wall of the cartilage, does the tumor 
aPpear more toward the integument of the lid or the tarsal conjunctiva (hordeolum 
sternum or internum). 

If the acinus lies without the cartilage, in the thickness of the border of the 
11 the equal distention in all directions easily follows. It is therefore a regular disten- 
don. Peripheral hordeola have, therefore, more of a spherical shape, while 
ttt«nal and internal ones, with a flat wall, appear to rest on the cartilage. 

j Anth#ritieg.-i5aa«.t mikr. Anat. II. Leipzig. 1854. S. 720.—Senle, Handb. der Anat. 
j3yU°S™weiS- h s. 141, II. S. 688, 697—Arlt, Dio Krankheiten des Auges III. Drag. 1856. S. 

L J ’ A. h 0. IX. 1. S. 64, 78, 85.—Albini, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1827. S. 29.—Moll, 

ibid s’ J11' 2' S' 93®'—Donders, ibid. IV. 1. S. 286, 294.—Henke, ibid. IV. 2. S. 70, 133.—Busch, 
I Ophth'n ^ Weber, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 335, et seq.— Wedly Atlas Conj. Sclera.—Stellioag, 

II Pari 1 915’ seq'—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. traduit par Warlomont et Testelin. 
I ffirwA/’ 1851‘ P' 149, et se1-~d)esmarres, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Paris. 1847. P. 156, 159.— 
| ! «•. Wien. med. Wocbenschrift. 1866, Nr. 72, 78, li.—Graefe, A. f. 0. IV. 2. S. 254.— 
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Himlv Krankheiten und Missbildungen, etc. I Berlin, 1843. S. 201, 203, ‘m.-Miiuvezm, Arch. 
%’mid 1R65 S S. 421, m.-Debrou, kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. US.-Schiess-Gemuseus, Tir- 

ctowt ArcM; 27. Bd. S. W- Wolfring, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S.165 166.-H 1/,^, Zeit- 
schriffc f. wissenschaftl. Zoologie. IX. S. 541; Wurzburg. Verhandlungen. IX. S. Mt- 
TTm-lina Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. XXIV. S. 275, 288, m.-Sappey, Gaz. Med. de Pans. 
1867. S.’ 681 .— Lesshaft, Arch. f. Anat. u. Phys. 1868. S. 265.—,Stieda. Arch. f. mikr. Anat. 

>1H. S. 363. Horner, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 193.—Biermann, ibid. S. 91 .—Mooren, Oplith. 

Beitrage, S. 43, 51. Samiech. kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 339. 
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1. Abscess of the Lid. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by the development of a somewhat 
timmcribable, but not very distinctly bounded, tumor, in the loose tissue under the 

| integument of the lid. The tumor is hard in the beginning, but subsequently yielding, 
I ml finally puffy. 

The inflammation frequently appears with active fever, and has exactly the char¬ 
acter of phlegmonous inflammation. The integument appears deeply and evenly 
reddened, hot, tense, and shining. The swelling under it is hard to the touch, is 
very sensitive to any contact, and painful. In other cases, the hyperaamia and heat of 
Ae parts, the sensitiveness and painfulness, are much less, the fever is entirely absent. 
Tie tumor is then more like a congestive or cold abscess. It is always in the begin¬ 
ning very consistent, even as hard as cartilage. But when the product of the tissue 
proliferation deliquesces, fluctuation is more distinct and extensive. 

Abscesses occur most frequently in the upper lid, most rarely on the two lids at 
he same time. The affected lid is generally swollen in its entire extent, because the 
rocess easily extends in the loose sub-cutaneous tissue, and besides is apt to be 

I “'rounded by a large ring of congestion. Tbe tumor not nnfrequentiy reaches the 
I w of a child’s fist. It is generally pad-shaped. It rises abruptly from the lid, 
I and slopes off in the other direction, and even extends over the bony orbital borders. 
I Mid ;S) 0f course, immovable, and the eye is generally closed. 

scesses occur oftener in the region of the eye-brows than in the lids. They also occur in 
I *« mgnlar region. They are difficult to distinguish, at least in the beginning, from phlegmonous 

nation of tbe lachrymal sac, especially because in their farther course this part is apt to 
j*'1C,pate m the inflammation. They were formerly described under the name of anchylops, and, 

I case the pus had already made its way outward, cegylops. 

Causes.—Occasionally, traumatic, chemical, or other injuries, which act upon 
,;•**> of the licl> a,'e the exciting causes. But an abscess is often developed 
I J1 rout any sufficient cause, spontaneously, as it seems. In many cases it is the 
■ result of erysipelas of the face, more rarely, of a pytemic emboly of the vessels. 

Course and Results,—Abscess of the lid almost always occurs in an acute form. 

Isit v °f a PleSmonous character, it is apt to run a very rapid course. In the oppo- 
I tlnd of cases. one or more weeks may pass over before the collection of pus has 
I ® fully developed and advanced to its results. 

I Solution of an abscess, without suppuration, is certainly exceedingly rare ; sup- 
■ «i°n almost always occurs. This begins while the tumor is still increasing at 

tsdel m°re P°!ntS’ extends more and more> Presses the surface, and is 
nown by the development of one or more points of suppuration. As a rule, 

breakS throu§h tlle integument. It more rarely perforates the fascia tarso- 
■ ai.s, or evacuates on both sides of the lids. 

kj‘ei'the eyacuation of the pus, the tumor falls together, and the cavity of the 
generally heals up, usually without leaving any kind of impairment of the 
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438 ABSCESS OF TIIE LID. TREATMENT. 

lid, even if the orbicular muscle has suffered from being involve! in the inflam 

raation. In not very unfrequent oases the suppuration has a worse character, and 

with advancing deliquescence, especially of the integument, leads to considerable 

losses of substance, whose consequences may be irregular cicatrices. 

There may be a similar result in another way. It may occur if the abscess be 

evacuated at a very late period, or if only a small portion of its contents be thrown out, 

and a great part of the integument is thinned, or even perforated by a continued 

deliquescence of the product of inflammation, or if the inflammation has a hyper¬ 

sthenic character, and a large part of the swelling becomes gangrenous. If the pus 

be evacuated in the conjunctival sac, it may lead to a partial symblepharon, or to a 

dense conjunctival cicatrix which will irritate the globe. 

Treatment.—This should attempt first to limit the development of the abscess, 

that is, the proliferation of tissue. But in case suppuration has already occurred, 

the object of treatment should be to favor evacuation of the pus, and to secure a 

method of healing which may preserve the functions of the lid. 

1. When the inflammation is of a phlegmonous character, a rigid constitutional 

and local antiphlogistic treatment is indicated. Iced compresses are particularly to 

be recommended, especially before the appearance of suppuration. They should be 

applied in proportion to the increase in the local temperature. Their eff> ct may be 

assisted, in case of necessity, by a sufficient number of leeches placed on the tera-l 

pond region. 
But where the inflammation appears less violent, especially where there is less 

heat in the parts, covering the lid with a piece of linen cloth, or even warm appli¬ 

cations, may better answer the requirements. For this latter purpose, the use of a 

wet pledget of lint, fastened by adhesive plaster, or a flannel bandage, is to be recom¬ 

mended. 
2. If fluctuation be seen at any point, an opening should be made. The incision 

should open the abscess as wide as possible, but should be always parallel to the edge 

of the lid, and well down to the bottom of the tumor. The pus being then evacuated 
by pressure, a tent should be inserted, and the above-described bandage applied. 

Where the cavity of the abscess is quite large, it is necessary to apply the bandage 

more tightly, in order to keep the sides of the cavity in contact and favor their 

adhesion, which will considerably accelerate the cure. The bandage should be 

removed once or twice a day, and worn until the cavity of the abscess is completely 
closed, and no more pus evacuated. Of course, the wound should be cleansed, and 
the edges brought in contact at each application of the bandage. 

3. If the abscess has already spontaneously opened, it is of advantage to enlarge 
the perforation, if it be very small, and unfavorably situated. If the pus has made'« 

way out posteriorly, it is very advisable to make a counter-opening in the inte_a 

ment, and to introduce a tent to secure the external evacuation. When the integ"; 

ment has become very thin for a great distance, and gangrene is threatened, 
when the skin only remains in the form of several bridges between scattered I,el 

rations, division of these seems to be required in order to leave the cicatrix as sma 

as possible. 
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2. Acne Ciliaris — Solitary Pustule of the 
Border of the Lid. 
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Symptoms.— The disease is characterized by the appearance of circumscribed 
inflammatory points, which push forward the outer lip of the lid, in roundish, circum- 
tcribed nodules, and generally suppurate. 

These acne nodales are connected to tlie sebaceous follicles, and ore therefore 

found on the outer lip of the lid, which is occupied by the cilia, or in its immediate 

vicinity. They are more frequently seen on the upper, than the lower, border of the 

lid, because there are not so many cilia and sebaceous follicles on the latter. There 

is generally but a single nodule, but occasionally several are developed at once 

on various pi dnts of the border of the lid. 

The isolated nodules generally reach the size of a pea. They lie in the sub¬ 

cutaneous tissue, but are intimately connected with the tense and often deeply- 

reddened integument of the border of the lid, which is occasionally hot to ihe touch. 

They may be somewhat pushed over on the tarsal cartilage. On the rounded sum¬ 

mits cilia shoot up in varying number. Between the bases of the cilia, only an 

increased exfoliation of the epidermis is perceived in the beginning of the affection, 

or small crusts of dried sebaceous material are formed there. Subsequently, on the 

vertex of the nodule, a suppurating point, or a real pustule, is very often developed, 

wlirn toe pus breaks through the epidermis. 

If the i odules of acne are very quickly developed, extensive inflammatory 

i (edema is apt to occur; occasionally the lids swell throughout their whole extent, 

i»st as if a large abscess were about to be formed. The swelling is then generally 

Very sensitive, and exceedingly painful. 

Causes.—Acne ciliaris appears at every time of life, in both sexes, and under the 

most different conditions. It generally occurs without any evident external cause, 

k other cases, however, some kind of an injury of a mechanical, chemical, or pliys- 

t«l nature, is the exciting cause. Want of cleanliness, much rublrng and wiping 

Is lids, the formation of crusts and excoriations on the edge of the lid, when a 

Ifonjunctiv.'il catarrh exists, are (’specially to be mentioned in this respect. It seems 

,!|f the irritate 1 condition of the integument thus excited were continued by prefer- 

*oe on the sebaceous glands. 

Pers ■ns who are very much inclined to acne, whose skin feels very smeary, and 

!■*thickly covered with comedones, are most frequently affected with pustule of the 

liil-bor ler. Especially in early life, during the period of puberty, such persons are 

1% much inclined to this affection, so that they often have to contend with it for 

otonths and years. Even unapparent irritations, wind, smoke, and an abode in dusty 

localities, straining the eyes slight excesses in venery, in eating and drinking, also 

fl'fuseof certain kinds of food and drink, e. g. of cheese, pickles, wine, &c., lead 

llinil’st' invariably to the development of one or more acne nodules. This pre- 

ilisposiii, n. just as in acne of other portions of the integument, is probably founded 

111 m abnormal property, or in a too great consistency of the glandular secretion. A 
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440 ACNE CILIARIS. COURSE. TREATMENT. 

thick secretion is evacuated externally with difficulty, the mouth of the glands stops up 
very readily, the sebaceous material collects in the latter, stretches its walls, and 
becomes rancid, and thus acts ns a mechanical and chemical irritant. It then only 
requires a slight irritation to set up an inflammation. 

Cours3 and Results.—Each acne nodule is developed in an acute form. It 
reaches its bight in a few days, and then rapidly advances to its termination. The 
affection is not unfrequently very tedious. When the predisposition to the disease 
exists, one nodule shoots up after the other, and passes through all its phases. The 
acne nodule may recede at any stage of its development, and disappear by resorption, 
without the occurrence of suppuration. Exceptionally it becomes indurated (acne 
indurata), and then exists for months and years as a roundish, painless tumor, 
ranging between the size of a hemp-seed and that of a pea. It lies in the sub-cuta¬ 
neous tissue, and is firmly united to the integument of the margin of the lid, generally 
suppurates, and the pus is evacuated either through the canal of exit of the gland, or 
breaks an opening through the lid externally, generally in the vicinity of the moutli 
of the hair-follicle, on which the epidermis has been previously broken by a pustule. 

After the evacuation of the pus the nodule col'apses, and generally all trace of it 
has disappeared in a few days. Yet some hypertrophy of the sub-cutaneous tissue 
often remains, and in case there is a particular predisposition to the disease, and the 
acne nodules occur often and on the different parts of the lid margin, it may become 
calloused. Blepharitis may in this way occur secondarily, the sebaceous glands and 
their surroundings being finally all involved in the affection. 

In rare cases, actual ulcers occur on the situation of tne acne pustule. These become deep, 
and when slow in healing, leave small radiate cicatrices, which may change the position of the 
cilia. The hair-follicle is then not generally affected. Yet their suppuration, with permanent 
loss of the cilia, has been observed. 

It is well to remember, that secondary syphilitic nodules occur on the edges of the lids, which 
may simulate an efflorescence of acne, and if anti-syphilitic treatment be neglected, extensive 
losses of substance may be caused by gradual ulceration. 

Treatment.—We should attempt first to overcome the predisposition to acne, 
or at least to weaken its efficacy. But if the disease has already occurred, the 
proliferation of tissue should be checked, and the evacuation of the morbid product 
favored. 

The most careful cleansing of the lids, with the assiduous keeping away of all 
possible exciting causes, will best fulfill the first indication. When there is any 
tendency to the affection, the eye-lids should be washed several times a day with a 
piece of fine cotton cloth dipped in soft water. This prevents the collection of 
secretion, which favors the stoppage of the mouths of the follicle. 

It is also well to draw the lashes through the fingers from time to time, to 
remove the cilia, which will soon fall off. In the evening, before going to sleep, the 
lids should be softened witli simple cerate or the like. 

If an acne nodule be already developed, if there is great severity of the inflamma¬ 
tory symptoms, deep redness, great heat, and severe pain, cold applications will do 
the best. In other oases we may safely do nothing, or confine ourselves to smearing 
the edge of the lid with fat. If the presence of pus is already manifest, and if the 
great tension and pain of the part demand assistance, a small incision is the best 
treatment. In acne indurata, a weak ointment of iodide of potassium sometimes does 
service. In ulceration, the remedies in use in the ulcerative form of blepharitis should 
be used. 
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3. Blepharitis C i 1 i a r i s — C o n f 1 u e n t Pus¬ 
tule of the Border of the Lid. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by inflammatory redness and swelling 
of tie edge of the lid, especially of the outer lip. The border of the lid is covered 
with yellowish, epidermis-like scales, or true scabs, which stick the cilia together like 
4 little brush, and adhere more or less firmly to the epidermis. 

1. The symptoms vary to some extent, according to the degree to which the 
affection has developed. 

“• Tn.the feretory form the redness of the edge of the lid is very striking, but 
the swelling is not so. The epidermis appears very thin at this point, so that the 
liyperfemic corion appears red through it. 

Thin epidermoid scales are constantly collected between the lashes, interspersed 
with small granules of dried glandular secretion. 

At times, also, large patches of a fatly epidermoid mass are seen, which surround 
thehase of several lashes, and are continued like a sheath upon the hairs, uniting 
them m bunches. They evidently are rooted in the interior of the hair-follicle itself 
coming out from this. 

1. The hypertrophying form is especially characterized by a considerable increase 
>n size of the parts making up the outer lip of the lid. There is also swelling and 
thickening of the integument and the loose tissue surrounding the hair-glands. The 

lip of the lid, with its immediate surroundings, appears reddened, at times 
wing a uniform, at others an irregular, surface. The integument is infiltrated, and, 
Si long as the inflammatory process shows some activity, it is very tense. Subse- 
inently, as the inflammation declines, it is somewhat more relaxed, even wrinkled. 
® we may distinctly feel the hard or cartilaginous swel ing beneath. On the sur- 
W we find extensive epidermoid patches, and crusts of dried, pus-like, sebaceous 
material, which cause the lashes to stick together. Yery frequently we find 
®ives in the epidermis, and actual excoriations under these patches and crusts. 
eseWeed readily, and are rapidly covered with fresh crusts. Points of suppura- 

i’''and true acne pustules also shoot up from time to time on various parts of the 
01 « of the lid. In case such collections of pus constantly arise in great number, 

I 16 affection gradually becomes an ulcerative blepharitis ciliar's. 

& A bright or dark redness, puffiness, and thickening of the border of the lid, 

#4 80 constant symptoms in the ulcerative form of inflammation of the glands 

tie jeilSe,0f tke lid’ ^Ilen the deansing has been neglected, the outer surface of 
win S6 °f th® lid aPPears covered by dense yellowish-brown crusts of dried pus, 
joi are perforated here and there by cilia, sticking to each other. Some of these 

unde'tl'ent’ °tllerS aSain ar6 1O°S0’ SinC® f''esh P"S’ °ften mixed with blood, collects 
ij, When there is a free secretion of pus, this is sometimes exuded 

tenoy1]0 fls?llres and craeks 0CCU1'ring in the scabs. When these scabs are 
ed’tlle outer lip and the parts adjacent are seen to be covered by an extremely 
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442 BI-FPHAKITIS CILIARIS. CAUSES. 

delicate membrane. In many places, however, it is excoriated and bleeds readily, 
and not unfrequently is traversed by little furrows. Here and there we may find sup¬ 
purating points or pustules, white ulcers are found on other more numerous places. 
These penetrate more or less deeply, secreting thin pus, often streaked with blood. 
They have a very irregular, jagged base, and the same kind of edges. They are not 
unfrequenrly covered with granulations, and are generally perforated in the center 
by one or more cilia. These often hang loosely to the follicle, may be easily drawn 
out or fall out of themselves, quite an amount of pus being evacuated at the same 
time. In severer cases, and particularly those which have existed for a long time, 
these ulcers are often so numerous that they run together for some distance, while 
their base always sinks more deeply in the tissue of the edge of the lid, and destroys 
the parts there. The outer lip then appears as if gnawed, by very irregular losses 
of substance. At times it is even entirely wanting, and instead of it is seen a kind 
of groove or furrow, with j igged idges, out of which often only a few distorted 
cilia grow, and on whose base irregular radiated cicatrices are seen. 

2. In a more acute form, as well as during exacerbations, a congestive oedema 
often arises. This often confines itself to the zone, next to the outer lip of the lid. 
The latter then appears as a den-e, deep-red swelling. This oedema often extends 
over the whole lid, and causes this to swell greatly. Then pain, with or without 
photophobia, is quite a common symptom. If the severity of the process decreases, 
the oedema generally recedes. The subjective symptoms are also less decided. 
There only remains great sensitiveness to any kind of an injurious influence, and 
itching, burning, biting sensations in the crust-covered and excoriated edges. 

These latter symptoms are frequently, however, to be referred, to a great extent, 
to the affections accompanying the blepharitis. There is generally also some con¬ 
junctival catarrh. In case it lasts some time, trachoma in all its phases is also a 
frequent accompaniment. Herpetic disease is frequently united to it, and f om the 
frequency of the attacks becomes very troublesome and even dangerous to the eye. 
Besides this, the tarsal glands often participate. We often find hordeoli in connec¬ 
tion with blepharitis ciliaris. 

Sometimes spawn-like granules, similar to the trachomatous ones, are found on the mouths of 
the tarsal glands, in the process of proliferation. Sometimes they are so numerous that they 
slope off on opposite sides, and cause the inner lip to appear nodular. Exceptionally, an inflam¬ 
mation of the lachrymal sac is added to this. 

Causes.—These, in accordance with the nature of the affection, are not different 
from those of acne of the general integument. In blepharitis ciliaris, also, we ha''0 
reason to believe in the existence of a predisposition to the disease, but it is also 
caused by an abnormal glandular secretion. 

Want of cleanliness, smoke, dust, wind, stra'ning the eyes, &c., are here exciting 
causes, as well as in acne cili iris discreta. In rare cases, body-lice, or the common 
lice, are the exciting cause of blepharitis ciliaris. (Eimly, Lawrence, Steffan.) 

Fungous growths are also said to occur in the hair-follicles, and to be an important cao»® 
of blepharitis ciliaris. These fungi are said to be very much like those of favus. They have, 
however, rarely more than one or two branches They have been found with thick flakes of ep1 
dermis, as arigid mass, surrounding the shortened and pointed, but not swollen, Imii-bulb, ®tll)ti> 
the sheath. The hair nmy generally be drawn out without pain. Blepharitis thus caused is s® 
to be very obstinate, recurring frequently, accompanied by pustular and crust formations- ^ 
finally leads to atrophy and complete loss of the cilia, as well as to distortion of the edge of t 
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BLEPHARITIS CILIARIS. COURSE. RESULTS. 443 

lid, with ectropion. It is undoubtedly contagious, and is generally found in several members of 
the same family. (Ellinger.) Recent examinations have not confirmed the existence of fungi. 
(ScMess- Gemuseus.) 

The disease is often secondarily developed, in the course of a conjunctivitis. 
When there is a predisposition, the process may be continued directly upon the lid- 
glands; or, on the other hand, an exciting cause may be the formation of crusts on 
the orifices of the hair-follicles. The acute exanthemata, particularly small-pox, 
eczema, and impetigo, have some influence in causing the disease. In case these 
exanthemata localize themselves on the lids in the form of numerous efflorescences, 
a blepharitis ciliaris often remains, after the constitutional disease has run its course. 
This is the same, in all its characteristics, with acne ciliaris, and can not he dis¬ 
tinguished from it. 

Course.—Blepharitis ciliaris is a decidedly chronic affection, which may exist 
for months or years. In some cases it is an habitual disease, until advanced age 
Exacerbations are then generally interchanged with remissions. The latter are 
often so complete, that ihere is actually no inflammation while they last, and 
only the consequences of the preceding inflammation remain. Yet the slightest 
injurious influence is sufficient to set up the inflammation, and to continue it for 
weeks. These exacerbations often appear periodically without any recognizable 
exciting cause, at certain seasons of the year; for instance, in the spring. 

Results.—1. When the predisposition is not too great, or when it is com¬ 
pletely subdued in course of time, and the patient is appropriately managed, 
blepharitis ciliaris often gets well spontaneously. Thus, for example, we by no 
means unfrequently see an inflammation of the glands at the edge of the lid, which 
occurs during the beginning of puberty, and disappears in more advanced life without 
any treatment. But whoever has decided expectations of such a result will be often 
bitterly disappointed. We may properly assert that blepharitis ciliaris requires a 
careful treatment, if we do not wish it to be protracted, and to finally cause incurable 
and extremely unpleasant results. With a careful method of treatment, and appro¬ 
priate condition of the patient, the absolute or relative cure is generally easy. Yet, 
m persons very much predisposed to the disease, the relapses are not unfrequent, 
and in some cases the disease obstinately resists all methods of treatment, or is only 
at intervals somewhat alleviated. 

lhe severity of the process and the previous duration of the disease are of slight 
importance as to the probability of cure. Sometimes the secretory form of the 
(usease resists all treatment, or always returns, while, on the other hand, long-exist- 
mg and fir-advanced cases of hvpertrophying or ulcerative blepharitis often yield 
completely, in an astonishingly short time, to a proper treatment. Yet the severity 
cl the disease and its previous duration greatly influence its possible consequences. 

2- Thus, when hypertrophic blepharitis ciliaris has lasted for a long time, a 
callous thickening of the edges of the lids, tylosis orpachyblepharosis, readily occurs. 
The connective tissue around the ha'r-follleles increases in amount, in consequence 
°f the inflammatory proliferation. It thickens at the same time, and thus forms a 
callus. This puffs out the edge of the lid like a pad, and rounds off, or completely 
°bl tcrates the outer lip of the lid. This swelling is quite hard to the touch, often 
nearly cartilaginous. The surface is sometimes smooth, again irregu'ar. The 
integument of the lid is stretched over it, often considerably thickened, and more ot 
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444 BLEPHARITIS CILIARIS. TREATMENT. 

less reddened. In consequence of the distention which the zone of exit of the cilia 
undergoes from the less sensitive tumor beneath, it appears broadened. Then it 
often seems as if there were newly-formed hair on unusual situations, especially on 
the distorted surface of the edge of the lid (distichiasis.) Between the lashes, 
epidermoid scales, and often rigid flakes of horny glandular secretion, are found, 
which cause some of the cilia to stick together. 

We find, in the rigid tissue of the calloused edge of the lid, a friable and gritty substance, 
together with degenerated connective tissue. These are the remains of the hair-follicles, which 
have been distended and destroyed by proliferation. They are sometimes quite large. They 
then form, as it were, the nucleus of a tumor of thickened connective tissue. The irregularity of 
the edge of the lid is caused by such tumors. The subtarsal muscle is probably destroyed by 
atrophy in the tylotic edge of the lid. 

3. The hair-follicles themselves often participate in severe and long-standing 
inflammation of the glands at the edge of the lid. They generally atrophy and 
are entirely destroyed. The border of the lid then appears completely bald, or is 
so at intervals (partial or complete mada/rosls). Occasionally only the hair-follicles, 
and with tiiem the cilia, deteriorate, and then assume the character of the first 
growth of hair, become thin and devoid of pigment, are fissured in the bulb, so that 
two or more proceed from one follicle. They are curved in different directions, and 
are turned in upon the cornea (trichiasis). 

4. The ulcerative form of blepharitis ciliaris leads at times to tylosis, more fre¬ 
quently to madarosis and trichiasis. Cicatrices from the ulcers are also much to be 
feared. They are always radiated, are irregularly drawn together, and give a false 
direction to the adjacent cilia. At times they unfortunately bend these inward, 
and thus easily cause extremely injurious effects. 

5. In cases of very long existing blepharitis ciliaris, particularly the ulcerated 
form, not only is the edge of the lid distorted, but the external skin of the lid is 
also frequently shortened, since the latter on the one hand takes a direct part in the 
inflammatory process, on the other hand, however, is maintained in a state of irri¬ 
tation by the tears which constantly overflow on account of defective conducting 
power in the lachrymal passages, and finally shrinks. The consequence is that the 
zone of the tarsal conjunctiva nearest the edge of the lid is turned outwards over 
the edge of the cartilage, and becomes visible as a deep red, generally velvet-like, 
rough edge upon the border of the lid, from one to several lines wide. The inner 
margin of the lid, together with the punctum, is then everted and can no longer 
be distinguished from the external margin occupied by a few lashes. Both come 
together in a single, somewhat irregular line, which is formed by the edge of the 
external integument. 

Treatment,—We should remove and keep away all injurious influences which 
may excite and keep up the disease, especially all impediments to the removal of the 
glandular secretion. We should then oppose directly the proliferation of tissue, 
and finally modify the character of the secretion. We should also assist the retro¬ 
gression of the disease and the absorption of the newly-formed elements, which, 
being in the process of higher formation, may cause a degenerative hypertrophy of 
the edge of the lid. 

1. The first indication arising from the cause requires a proper care of the eyes. 
Without this, all treatment is generally of no avail. 

Occasionally river-bathing, and, still more, sea-bathing, has a good effect in obstinate inflam- 
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mation of the glands at the edge of the lid, especially in persons having a very delicate skin 
and excitable nervous system. 

2. A second indispensable requirement for any effect from treatment, is to keep 
away dried glandular secretion from the edges of the lids, and to prevent excoria¬ 
tions. 

a. As soon as any kind of epidermic scales or actual crusts are seen on the edge 
of the lid, they should be removed. This should not he done by rubbing the lids; the 
patient will be easily induced to this by itching sensations, and excoriations are 
readily caused. These excoriations are quickly covered by lymph, which dries in a 
scab, and makes tlie matter worse. The secretion should be first softened, and then 
carefully removed with cliarpie. The remainder is either removed with a stiff 
camol’s-hair brush, or by drawing the cilia between the thumb and fingers. It is well, 
at the same time, to exercise a slight traction on the lashes, in order to remove those 
which have become loose, because they are as irritating as foreign bodies, and they 
also render difficult the separation of the glandular secretion by narrowing the 
opening of the follicle. 

Such a cleansing is particularly necessary in the morning. When insufficient 
care is taken, large crusts collect and completely close the lids. But cleansing is 
also necessary during the day. It should be repeated as often as the dried secretion 
is seen on the edge of the lid. 

Fomentations, with clear, lukewarm water, used with clean, soft linen, forms the 
best method of softening the crusts. The water should contain as little of the salts 
as possible. Tor this reason distilled water is to be advised. 

The use of lukewarm decoctions of marsh-u.allow, &c., has been much recommended for this 
[impose. Cataplasms of boiled rice, of linseed-meal in mallow-tea, are not less recommended. 
Some pencil the edge of the lid with warm milk, in which a little piece of butter has been 
dissolved, and then bathe the parts with lukewarm water until the desired purpose is attained. 

1. After the edge of the lid is thoroughly cleansed and dried, the new formation of 
crusts should be prevented or hindered, by smearing the part with fresh fat, or with 
a very weak ointment of the yellow oxide of mercury (one half-grain to one grain 
to the drachm of the vehicle). This should be done just before retiring, the crusts 
collecting mostly at night. In slight eases this is often sufficient to cure. 

3. In the hypertrophying and ulcerative forms of blepharitis ciliaris more irrita- 
hog remedies are necessary. The ointment of the yellow oxide of mercury is most 
k be recommended, one to two grains to the drachm of the vehicle, used morning 
and night. 

Tie long well-known Scarpa’s ointment is less reliable: 
it. Hydrarg. rub. oxid. 

Extract. Saturni aa. gr. 11. 
Ungt. simpl. dr. 2. 

M. Ft. ung. 
Tire white precipitate has also been long esteemed, four to six grains to the drachm. Oxide 
cure and alum, in the form of an ointment, are less frequently used. The former, in an impure of 

condition, forms one of the ingredients of the famous Janin’s ointment: 
B. Tutise praep. 

Boli. armen. aa. dr. 1. 
Merc, praec. albi dr. 1-2, ! 
Ungt. simpl. dr. 2. 

^bis is especially recommended in very chronic cases occurring in old persons. 
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446 BLEPHARITIS CILIAEIS. TREATMENT. 

In the use of these remedies we should see that they come in immediate contact 
with the edge of the lid and the openings of the follicles, and therefore the brush 
should be introduced between the bases of the cilia. The irritation following the 
application only requires treatment when it is very great, and then we may employ 
cold compresses to subdue it. If this is not sufficient to remove the irritation, if 
the pain continues for hours, in spite of their employment, and if, besides, great 
redness remains, or if the edge of the lid swells greatly, it is well to use weaker 
ointments. 

AYhen the ointments have little effect, or are not well borne, a strong solution of 
nitrate of silver often does excellent service, even in very obstinate and old cases. 
This is placed on the closed eyelids once a day, with a camel’s-hair brush, and the 
excess washed off with water. Just as an ointment, it should act especially on the 
openings of the hair-follicles and upon any excoriated spots, the pencil being intro¬ 
duced between the individual cilia. 

Instead of the lunar caustic, the sulphate of copper may also be employed. 
Painting the ulcerated edge of the lid with a flat, broad crystal is said to do good 
service in connection with lukewarm poultices (Mooren). 

Suppurating points and pustules should be evacuated by the knife or pressure, 
before the use of the irritants. In isolated or connected ulcers, if their base be very 
irregular, and the secretion is of an unpleasant character, but especially when they 
are much granulated, we do well to use the mitigated nitrate of silver, cauterizing 
each ulcerated point. If the condition is improved, we should then pencil the part 
with strong solutions, and subsequently use ointments. 

Many recommend to pull out all the lashes previous to cauterizations with nitrate 
of silver (Quadri). In case formations of fungus on the hair bulbs keep up the 
inflammatory process, continual depilation may be of advantage, otherwise it is 
generally superfluous. In some cases of very obstinate blepharitis, a cure or improve¬ 
ment has been obtained by cutting through the skin of the lid, along the external 
margin, and thus endeavoring to cause degeneration of the bulbs of the lashes 
(Stavenhagen). In a ease of inveterate blepharitis ciliaris, existing for many years, 
and resisting all treatment, which had already led to cicatricial knotty deformity of 
the edge of the lid and to degeneration of most of the cilia, a rapid cure was 
effected by removal of the layer of hair bulbs in the manner usually employed in 
trichiasis. 

Especial efficacy was formerly attached to the white precipitate in the form of an oint¬ 
ment. It was used either pure, four to six grains to the drachm of the vehicle, or combined 
with tar: 

9. Merc, precip. alb. gr. 4-6. 
Plcis. liquidis. 3 >• 
Cerat. simp. 3 i. 

M. 

It is used two or three times a day. This remedy has certainly no advantage over the ointment 
of the yellow oxide. Penciling the ulcer with tincture of iodine seems to have no especia 
advantage. 

4. If blepharitis be accompanied by conjunctival catarrh, besides the ointment, 

the remedies in use in the last-named affection should also he used. In long-existing 

blepharitis, any relaxation or roughness of the conjunctiva demands especial notice. 
These require cauterizations, as in trachoma. If caustics are not used, the blepha 

ritis is apt to resist all treatment. 
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AUTHORITIES. 447 

5. In severe tylosis, such as not unfrequently is left after ancient hypertrophic 
blepharitis, very excellent results are produced, in some cases, by fastening a bunch 
of charpie, dipped in a strong solution of nitrate of silver, on the closed lids, by 
means of a flannel bandage, and wearing it from eight to fourteen days. 

Some authors recommend the production of a slough with nitrate of silver in substance, in 
the integument covering the swelling, and, at the same time, pulling out all the cilia ; others 
expect relief from the use of cataplasms in connection with iodine or mercurial ointment. 
Pencilings with an ointment of the dilute iodide of mercury, one-third to one-half grain to the 
drachm of ointment, are also recommended. 

6. Madarosis is incurable. The eyes should be protected by dust-spectacles, 
protecting spectacles, &c. 

Authorities.—JELimly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen, &c. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 241, 244.— 
Steffan, kl. Mntbl. 1866. S. 43.—Lawrence, Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. traduit p. War-- 
lomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 322.—Quadri, ibid. S. 200.—Ellinger, Virchow’s Archiv. 
23. Bd. S. 449.—Schiess-Gemuseus, ibid. 3?. Bd. S. 132.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges. III. 
Prag. 1856. S. 351, 356.—Stilling, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 198.—Sdmisch, ibid. S. 339.—Mooren, 
Ophth. Beob. S. 45.—Stavenhagen. kl. Beob. S. 21. 
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4. Blepharitis Tarsalis; Hordeolum—Stye. 

Symptoms.—Stye is a swelling of a tarsal gland. This is filled with a substance 
resembling pus, and occurs with inflammatory symptoms. The tumor is firmly seated 
in the thickness of the lid itself and the integument may be distinctly moved over it. 

The swelling varies in size from that of a millet-seed to a bean. It is generally 
roundish or oval in shape, has quite a smooth surface, and is somewhat elastic. It 
is hard to the touch. 

Styes are easily recognized on the outer surface of the lid, but on the inner it is 
more difficult, on account of the thickness of the cartilage. It is only when the lid 
is everted, and the cartilage with the conjunctiva placed on the stretch, that we may 
detect the tumor. The pus-like contents are seen through its coating, causing it to 
resemble a gray or yellow spot, plainly distinguished from the deeply-reddened 
conjunctiva. 

Internal hordeola are only seen externally, when they are quite large. They are, 
however, very distinct on the inner tarsal surface, where they are easily recognized 
by their color, which is yellow, like pus. 

When the lid is everted, they occasionally press out the palpebral conjunctiva in 
the form of flat, yellow vesicles, having a thin coating of roundish, oval, or even pe¬ 
dunculated shape. 

Styes which occur in that part of the gland lying without the cartilage, push out 
the portion of the free border of the lid, the conjunctiva, and the intermediate piece 
of the inner lip, in a round projection, while the outer lip of the lid maintains its 
normal shape, position, and generally its mobility. The peripheral hordeolum is 
thus distinguished from the solitary pustule of the border of the lid. A suppurating 
point is generally found at the summit of the tumor. Its position generally corre¬ 
sponds to the opening of the affected gland. It then appears like a nipple, as it 
were, on tire r.ninded-off inner lip, and, on pressure being made upon it, evacuates a 
portion of the purulent contents. 

Causes.—These are the same as those of true acne. Hordeolum is nothing more 
than a pustule of the tarsal glands. 

The disease is very often secondary, in consequence of the continuation of an 
inflammation from the conjunctiva upon the cartilage. Ilordeoli are often com¬ 
plications of very old catarrhal conjunctivitis, but particularly of inveterate tra¬ 
choma. They then appear in great numbers, one immediately after the other. 
They continually recur, and finally lead to degeneration of the cartilage and deform¬ 
ity of the lids. 

Course.—stye generally occurs with very severe inflammation, often even wit! 
decided fever. The affected lid and c mjunctiva are very red, and swell so much 
that the glandular tumor is completely covered. Very severe pain generally occurs, 
and not unfrequentiy photophobia and lachrymation. 
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The affection reaches its highest point in a few days, and advances to its termi¬ 
nation just as rapidly, or perhaps the inflammatory symptoms decrease, are limited 
to the immediate vicinity of the affected acinus, but the stye itself becomes chronic. 
In other cases, the hordeolum occurs with scarcely any noticeable symptoms. It 
grows for months, and sometimes with exacerbations and remissions, until at last it 
gradually proceeds to a termination. 

Eesults.—1. Stye is not unfrequently removed by absorption. This occurs more 
easily in recent hordeola and those which have occurred rapidly, than in the opposite 
class of cases. Yet sometimes hordeola are absorbed, although very slowly, which 
have existed for months, and have already become chalazia. 

2. In the greater number of cases, hordeolum evacuates its contents, and thus 
goes on to cure in the quickest way. The evacuation occurs often through the canal 
of exit of the gland, either spontaneously or by the aid of external pressure. This 
occurs most frequently in peripheral hordeola, less often in those which are internal 
or external, especially when they are situated far from the edge of the lid. The tumor 
sometimes opens in the conjunctival sac; one layer after the other of the inner wall 
of the abscess being involved in the disease, it becomes relaxed, deliquesces into pus, 
and finally a suppurative opening occurs. In internal hordeolum, such an opening 
into the conjunctival sac is the ordinary result. Peripheral styes are most frequently 
evacuated in this way. An internal opening is more rarely observed in external 
hordeoli, the tarsal cartilage being too thick to allow it. If the evacuation be nearly 
complete, the cavity of the abscess generally closes by a cicatrix; but in not a few 

ises, the disease does not terminate when evacuation occurs. The proliferation of 
sue still goes on in the walls of the cavity. Yet the morbid product is not generally 
)s, but rather a gelatinous material, which fills the somewhat contracted cavity, 
id projects in little lumps from the opening, giving it the character of an unhealthy 

®d often deep ulcer, not unlike a chancre. This is embryonal connective tissue 
| with neoplastic vessels—an over-developed cicatritial mass, whose superficial layers 

1 excrete pus. Occasionally this neoplasia is somewhat thicker and more vascular 
from the beginning. It has the appearance of exuberant granulations, which grow 
over the perforation. In rare instances large tumors are thus formed, which exist 
for weeks and months, keeping up the suppuration, but at last shrink and leave 

| Hind a small, tendinous cicatrix. 
The pus rarely breaks through externally. This occurs most frequently in per- 

ipheral styes; in internal ones, scarcely ever; in external, only very exceptionally. 
External hordeolum has the very same tendency to evacuate itself. It becomes dis- 

1 tended in a direction toward the integument more and more, drawing one layer after 
| Mother into the process, and causing them to deliquesce. Here and there the pus 

' be diffused in the snbmuscular tissue, and then absorbed. In by far the 
greater number of cases the pus remains encapsuled in the manner just described, 

I the morbid process ceases much before the inflammation has extended to the 
I'"tegument. 

It is of great importance, in this respect, to note that the moment when the abscess has over- 
»oethe resistance of the cartilage, and a looser tissue opposes its distention, the pressure exer- 

■, Pon the contents is immediately lessened, and the conditions for resolution are much more 
■ “vorable. 

As soon as the inflammation recedes, the tumor also lessens. Hot only the con- 

°9gtlle stye> kut also its walls, are absorbed to some extent. The absorption 
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450 CHALAZION. 

may be even complete, and in a relatively short time no trace of the tumor be left. 
Again, it not unfrequently occurs that, sooner or later, there is a relapse. The hor¬ 
deolum again swells out, but again recedes in part, again growing, &c., until finally, 
months after, the morbid process comes to a close in one way or the other. But 
generally, under such circumstances, the hordeolum is changed into a so-called 
chalazion. 

S. Chalazion is distinguished from hordeolum only by the disappearance of the 
symptoms indicating inflammation, especially the hypersemia and sensitiveness. It 
is a hordeolum in which the proliferation of tissue has somewhat receded, or at 
least is no longer plainly seen, and which has become, to a certain degree, permanent. 
There are no marked changes, except at long intervals. As has been said, this 
results by far the most frequently in external hordeolum, because these are evacuated 
with the greatest difficulty, and their complete resorption does not easily occur. 
Under unfavorable circumstances a peripheral, and even an internal, hordeolum, may 
become a chalazion. In accordance with this, not only the situation but the shape 
of the hordeolum varies. External hordeola often appear ns longish oval elevations, 
which project from the anterior surface of the cartilage with a slight convexity. In 
other cases they are generally roundish tumors, varying in size between a pea and a 
bean, rising abruptly from the anterior wall of the tarsal cartilage, and resting flatly 
on this, or by a peduncle. They are thus, as well as by the mobility of the integu¬ 
ment, distinguished from sebaceous tumors over them, which sometimes arise in the 
sub-cutaneous tissue of the lids. 

Internal hordeola seldom acquire any considerable size. They always have a flat 
surface, from the pressure which the lid itself exerts upon them. Occasionally we 
find an internal chalazion, whose base appears pedunculated, the vesicular covering 
being curved inward, and forms a groove, on account of the lessening of the con¬ 
tents of the cavity. Peripheral chalazia seldom become larger than a grain of 
pepper or a small pea. They are generally roundish ; they push the cover of the 
lid somewhat outward, and cause the blunted inner lip of the lid to project like an 
arch. 

The metamorphoses, by which a hordeolum becomes a chalazion, affect not only the envelope, 
hut also the contents of the tumor. The inflammatory swelling decreases somewhat with lessening 
of the hypersemia, and with resorption of a portion of the inflammatory product, but it markedly 
increases in thickness, and finally changes into a tendinous capsule. This has a smooth inner and 
an externally rough, villous surface, by which latter it is intimately connected to the loosely- 
woven adjacent layer. In internal and external hordeoli, the tendinous capsule is united to the 
cartilage at the base of the tumor. It passes immediately over into the latter, and thus marks off 
a piece of cartilage, which forms the wall of the cavity on that side. This piece of cartilage is not 
unfrequently thinned, often so much so that, even in external hordeola, the contents of the cavity 
glimmer through the tarsal conjunctiva with a grayish or yellowish color. 

In peripheral chalazia, the cartilage of course does not form a part of the capsule. This is 
completely neoplastic. It closes the canal of the affected tarsal gland, and may cause its obhteia- 
tion. If the chalazion is situated near the inner angle, the lachrymal canaliculi may he 
endangered in the same manner. 

The contents of the chalazion often maintain the consistency and appearance of pus f°r 1 
long time, for weeks and months. But generally they acquire more and more the character o 
granulation tissue. (Virchow.) It is changed to a thick gelatinous mass, which is generally 
streaked with blood, and mixed, more or less abundantly, with cellular elements. Finally, 
however, it thickens to a friable, fatty, calcareous mass, in which epithelial scales, and, more rarely 
larger concrements, are found (atheroma). This development is often united with mart 
decrease in size. The chalazion falls inward, and may become so small that it is only perceived 
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thickness of the contents of the tumor is not always accompanied by a great decrease in the size. 

It is replaced by a serous exudation to the same extent that the original contents are lessened, 

and the walls of the cavity- remain distended. In old chalazia we not unfrequently find, as the 

contents of the large cavity, a turbid fluid, mingled with a great quantity of epithelial cells, free 

fat, cholestearine crystals, and calcareous granules. Occasionally the contents have become a 

brownish-yellow, translucent, fatty or briny fluid. The tumor has become a cyst or hydatid. 

It is worthy of mention, that the cavity of old chalazia is not always a simple one, but that we 

not unfrequently find in the interior of the tumor a kind of connective-tissue partitions, making 

larger or smaller cavities, in which limpid fluid, regressive metamorphosed pus, and often 

embryonal connective tissue, are found. It appears, in such cases, as if there were several 

chalazia, which have become developed in adjacent glands, or acini of single glands, and which 

have finally run together. 

Treatment.—The treatment of hordeolum is founded on the same principles as 
that of abscesses in general. We should first prevent the formation of the stye, by 
attacking the inflammatory process. If we can not accomplish this, we may some¬ 
what retard its formation. In the second place, we should remove the pus as quickly 
and thoroughly as possible. We do this in order to remove a great portion of the 
proliferating elements, and, by lessening the tension, to favor resolution of the morbid 
changes as far as possible. If there are any remains of the inflammatory product, 
absorption should be excited. In case this proves insufficient, they should be 
removed with the knife. 

1. If the hordeolum appears with severe and extensive symptoms of inflamma¬ 
tion, a local antiphlogistic treatment, together with the use of cold applications, is 
appropriate. In the remaining cases, cold applications can only be sparingly used, 
and then in order to counteract attacks of pain, burning sensation, &c. An expec¬ 
tant treatment is then indicated. Where the inflammatory symptoms have been not 
very decided from the beginning, or quickly recede, but the tumor slowly increases 
in size, without the occurrence of suppuration, where induration is threatened, the 
employment of warm applications may be of advantage. 

2. If a point of suppuration shows itself, the abscess should be immediately 
evacuated. When the pus collects at the mouth of a tarsal gland, pressure exerted 
upon the tumor is often sufficient to evacuate its contents. If this does not occur at 
the first attempt, or if the swelling is very painful, so that a more powerful pressure 
will not be borne, we may wait one or two days, continuing the treatment indicated 
under the first paragraph (1). 

The evacuation then either spontaneously occurs, or is easily induced. In in¬ 
ternal and external hordeola, situated at some distance from the edge of the lid, 
after the appearance of a point of suppuration, an incision is the best method of 
bringing the process to a speedy termination, and preventing the transition of the 
hordeolum to a chalazion. 

It should be remembered, at the same time, that in external hordeolum the purulent contents 

are often perceived on the inner surface of the lid, at a very late period or not at all. It is there- 

ore well, after the inflammation has somewhat subsided, to evert the lid, and, having made it 

somewhat tense, to make an incision in about the middle of the swelling, even when the pus is 
not seen. 

Immediately after the incision, a great portion of the pus and embryonal connective tissue are 

generally evacuated. If the evacuation be insufficient, the lid is seized on each side of the swell- 

lnSby the thumb and index-finger of each hand, drawn away from the globe, and the swelling 

impressed. Care should be taken that the opening of the incision be between the fingers. 

e inflammation always rapidly diminishes after the opening ; the pain, which is often very 
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452 HORDEOLUM. 

severe, abates, and a further enlargement of the hordeolum is scarcely to be feared. It is there¬ 
fore better to open the hordeolum too early than too late, and when the swelling is very large, 
we may risk the danger of not attaining an immediate evacuation. 

3. If the opening has already occurred, there remains nothing for the surgeon to 
do hut to render it more complete. If little lumps of the described gelatinous 
material or real fleshy growths emerge, and the cavity can not be evacuated by 
pressure, because it is filled by rigid neoplasia, we may cauterize it with solid nitrate 
of silver, after having cut off the projecting substance with the scissors. The caustic 
should be passed deeply into the cavity itself, and the excess be immediately washed 
off with water. If the granulations then grow, the daily penciling of the neoplasm 
with tincture of opium is generally sufficient to limit the proliferation, and finally 
to prepare the way for the closure of the cavity. 

4. We should always attempt to evacuate a chalazion, no matter how old it may 
be. For this purpose a deep and long incision is made in the tumor, beginning at 
the inner surface of the lid, by entering a lancet or bistoury vertically in the everted 
lid, enlarging the wound, according to necessity, in the direction of the border. It 
is only when the chalazion projects very close to the integument, and this is very 
much thinned over the tumor, that an external opening is more advantageous. 

Occasionally we are enabled in this way to evacuate the chalazion by pressure at 
the first attempt. It then falls together, and a few days are sufficient to cause its 
disappearance, partly by shrinkage of the walls, partly by resorption. In the greater 
number of cases the evacuation is incomplete, the chalazion only decreasing to a cer¬ 
tain extent. If very much of it remains behind, if the chalazion only sinks in a little, 
and is, besides, quite extensive, the opening of the wound should be probed daily, in 
order that it may not close up. It is also well to irritate the inner wall of the cavity 
mechanically with the probe, or, if the incision was made through the integument, to 
place in a tent of lint, in order to excite a somewhat active proliferation of tissue, 
to relax the parts, and to favor evacuation of the contents. A short time is often 
sufficient to attain the desired end by such a procedure. If the wound does not 
close again, the swelling decreases markedly, and is very often reduced to a little 
nodule by absorption and shrinkage, which does not annoy the patient, and dis¬ 
figures him still less. But when the tumor is imperfectly evacuated, weeks and 
even months are often necessary to attain this end. We may accelerate this some¬ 
what by penciling one or other of the following salves on the lid once a day: viz., 
of iodide of potassium gr. x. ad § i. ung. simp., yellow oxide of mercury gr. g to 
the drachm, deutoiodide of mercury gr. j to the drachm. In very large chalazia, a 
pressure-bandage may be worn for some time. 

Some cauterize the inside of the tumor in obstinate oases, destroying any partitions, by intro¬ 
ducing pointed bits of nitrate of silver at intervals of several days. Formerly the removal of the 
chalazion was often attempted, without operation, by applying cataplasms or irritating plasters on 
the integument of the lid, in order to induce a deliquescence of the contents, and to favor their exit 
by suppuration. Some drew a silk thread, upon which the ointment had been smeared, through 
the tumor for this purpose. This mode of treatment certainly often caused suppuration. Yet the 
evacuation generally remained incomplete, the total deliquescence required weeks, and finally the 
tumor was found, at the end of the treatment, perhaps as large or larger than before, on account 
of proliferation of its walls. 

5. In internal cbalazia, the above-deacribed method is almost always sufficient to 
remove the tumor; but this is not so in the external, especially when the walls o 
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HORDEOLUM. 453 

the tumor are very thick'in proportion to the size of the cavity, the chalazion con 
sisting principally of rigid tissue. In such rare cases, or if the patient wishes at any 
cost to he free of the trouble, and if the opening leads to no result, the excision of 
the tumor is appropriate. The operation being very painful, it is done while the 
patient is under the influence of an anaesthetic. 

“While one assistant holds the head of the patient, and another is ready with a 
sponge to restrain the abundant hemorrhage, a small horn-spatula, or the index-finger 
of the operator, is pushed under the lid, which is tightly stretched by the aid of the 
thumb, and made to project as far as possible. Then an incision is made parallel 

with the edge of the lid, on the sum- 
60- mit of the tumor, throughout its entire 

length. This incision should pass be¬ 
yond the base of the tumor at both 
extremities. The surface of the tumor 
is then exposed by dissecting up the 
integument and the muscle, and a 
staphyloma-knife is entered at the 
base and passed through its whole 
length. (See Tig. 60.) The tumor is 
thus almost separated from the carti¬ 
lage. It is then seized with the for¬ 
ceps and completely removed by the 
scissors. One or two sutures are 
sufficient to close the wound. The 
after-treatment consists in applying a 
pressure-bandage in order to make 
movements of the lids impossible, and 
to keep the flap of integument in 
contact with the surface of the 
wound. 

If the tumor is very large, and if it rises very abruptly from the level of the 
Mage, we may take out a piece of the integument covering it, by two crescentic 

I tacisions, and thus limit the dissection. 

Authorities,— Virchow, Die Krankhaften Geschwulste. I. Berlin. 1863. S. 211, 231, 236. 
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Consequences of Blepharitis. 

1. Adhesion of the Edges of the Lids—Ankyloblephaeon and 
Elephaeophimosis. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—Abnormal adhesion of the lids is often accom¬ 
plished by means of tendinous oicatritial cords or bands, of varying breadth and 
thickness, which extend from the border of one lid to the other, and limit the open¬ 
ing of the palpebral fissure according to their length, or the obliquity of their 
course. These bands are sometimes situated on the inner, sometimes on the outer 
lip; again, they are firmly seated on the surface of the edge of the lid. They may 
also arise from, and be inserted in, the integument, and on the palpebral conjunc¬ 
tiva. Sometimes the roots of the adhesions extend even to the ocular conjunctiva, 
in which latter case there is a combination of ankyloblepharon with symblepharon. 

As a rule, however, the union is effected by a membranous structure, which in 
some cases closes the entire palpebral fissure, or the greatest part of it, but generally 
merely unites the outer halves of the two edges of the lids, and only exceptionally 
proceeds from the inner canthus. These membranous structures are usually exceed¬ 
ingly delicate and thin, translucent, often very distensible, and then form, as it 
were, a continuation of the palpebral conjunctiva. In other cases they are rigid, 
tendinous, and slightly distensible, of considerable thickness, and unite the surfaces 
of the edges of the lid in their entire extent, and so closely that the palpebral 
fissure is only indicated by a small furrow between the two lips, which have cilia 
upon them. 

The edges of the lid, as well as the tarsal cartilages, are not necessarily shortened i 
in a horizontal direction. This forms the distinction between adhesion or ankylo¬ 
blepharon, and blepharophimosis or abnormal narrowing of the palpebral fissure, in 
which the cantlii themselves appear approached to each other. This, of course, 
limits the opening of the palpebral fissure very much. 

It is evident that the field of vision becomes narrowed by ankyloblepharon and 
phimosis, especially in looking in certain directions. It may even be completely 
covered. Certain forms of ankyloblepharon, particularly those where the bands of I 
adhesion are attached to the integument, and favor the turning in of the lids, Mj I 
thus become very injurious. Blepharophimosis has the same effect. 

Causes.—Partial adhesion of the edges of the lids by tendinous bands always 
results from inflammation. The common causes are burns, cauterization, injunes, I 
but especially blepharitis ei!iar:s, if it be accompanied by excoriations, or even bj 
ulceration, and if the exposed portion.-- of the two edges of the lids are brought in I 
contact by a bandage, or by spasm of the lid, &c. I 

Membranous bridges may also occur in this way. Yet . ankyloblepharon of tie I 
latter kind, especially when any great amount of adhesion exists, is generally con I 
genital, and very often combined with other failures in development, such -131 

mikrophthalmos. 
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Blcpharophimosis is also generally congenital. It may be secondarily devel¬ 
oped from atrophy of the lids after severe trachoma, or extensive loss of substance 
in the eye-lid, from phthisical lessening in size of the globe, and furthermore, in con¬ 
sequence of cicatrices in the integument in the vicinity of the lids. 

Treatment,—It is best to excise tendinous bands of adhesion with the scissors, 
close to their insertion. When this has been done, care should be taken that the 
surfaces of the wound do not again unite. To secure this end, we may separate 
the lids from the globe, and, having dried the surfaces, pencil them repeatedly 
with collodion. (Walton.) For greater certainty, in case of necessity, the patient 
may avoid sleep the night after the operation, or in case this is not possible, he may 
be waked often, in order to prevent the consolidation of any adhesions. 

Where the adhesion extends into the angle of the lid, and the union is accom¬ 
plished by a membranous connecting band, the removal of this does not generally 
effect a cure, even if the surface excised was not very broad, because re-adhesion, 
beginning at the angle of the wound made, can not be entirely prevented. 

If the surface of the wound is very large, on account of a broad insertion of the 
connecting piece, re-adhesion may also prevent any result from the operation. It 
is therefore necessary to protect the surfaces of the wound, at least in the angles, 
by a sort of transplantation of the border of the conjunctival wound. The proce¬ 
dure for this purpose is exactly the same as the second stage of the so-called 
canthoplastic operation. 

Canthoplasty is indicated if the connecting band has a hroad insertion on the 
surfaces of the border of the lid, and is so short that the lips in the region of ad¬ 
hesion are almost in immediate contact with each other. It is, besides, appro¬ 

priate, in the severer forms of blepharophi- 
mosis, especially when it threatens to lead 
to unpleasant results, or has already done so. 
It has been recently performed with very 
excellent results in entropion founded on or 
complicated with spasmodic action of the 
muscles. 

In performing the operation, one assistant 
holds the head of the patient, at the same 
time keeping the lids as wide open as pos¬ 
sible, while another stops the bleeding. The 
surgeon then introduces a sharp-pointed bis¬ 
toury upon a director, behind the external 
canthus, and causes it to emerge in the vicin¬ 
ity of the orbital border. He then divides 
the external commissure through, in the di¬ 
rection of the palpebral fissure, i. e. horizon¬ 
tally. Scissors may be used for the same 
purpose, one blade being laid in front of, the 
other behind, the commissure. The use of 

™ scissors has the advantage, that the necessary wound is made at one cut. The 
first assistant now holds the lids widely apart (see Fig. 61), and the conjunctival 
elge is united to the integument by a suture, closing in the same way the upper and 
lower sides of the wound. (Eau.) 
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456 CANTHOPLASTY. AUTHORITIES. 

If the conjunctival lip can not be attached at the angle of the incision of the integument without 
great tension, we may content ourselves with two sutures, one above and below—if necessary, with 
one. The separation of the conjunctival flap from the parts beneath, or even the dissecting of a 
flap from the scleral conjunctiva (Ammon), transplanting it into the surface of the wound, is 
scarcely ever necessary, but has, however, been recommended. 

r Authorities.—Ammon, Zeitschrift f. Opht. II. S. 140, Angeborne chir. Krankheiten. Berlin. 
1842. Taf. 4, Klin. Darstellungen der Krankheiten und Missbildungen. III. Berlin. 1841. Taf. 3, 
Die plastische Chirurgie, &c. Berlin. 1842. S. 229, 232.—Himly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen 
Ac. 1.1843. S. 94,100.—Desmarres, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Paris. 1847. S. 29,36.—Stettwag, Ophth. 
II. S. 896, 800.—Rau, A. f. O. I. 2. S. 173, 182.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. 
Warlomont et Testelin. II. Paris. 1857. P. 178,181.— Walton, nach Mackenzie. 1. c. P. 182. 
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2. Adhesion of the Lids to the Globe—Symblephaeon. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—We divide symblepharon into two classes, poste¬ 
rior and anterior symblepharon. In the latter, there is a neoplastic connecting band 
which unites the lids to the surface of the globe. These connecting bands are gen¬ 
erally of loose, distensible, and vascular connective tissue, in which are interspersed 
thick, tendinous striae and folds, thus forming a kind of frame-work. Occasionally 
the tendinous frame-work predominates. Oases even occur where the connecting 
band consists almost entirely of such rigid, fibrous tissue. 

This connecting band generally proceeds from the inner surface of the lid, more 
rarely from the angles. The latter condition has been called syncanthus externus 
and internus. (Ammon.) It then extends obliquely upon the globe, and becomes 
firmly attached to the anterior scleral surface, or to the cornea, or to both at once. 
It generally has a broad surface at both origin and insertion. It often has cord-like 
processes, which may be followed for some distance in various directions. 

These neoplastic growths have their origin, for the greater part, in the submucous tissue and 
in the integument. The latter generally becomes wrinkled in a radiate direction, or it may be 
drawn up like a ball. Some rigid, tendinous cords, however, adhere firmly in the greater number 

1 of cases to the cartilage and sclera. In syncanthus internus, the caruncle and semilunar fold are 
almost always, for the most part or entirely, involved in the neoplastic tissue, and the tendinous 
bands of the connecting piece are continued not only on the commissure, but also in the deeper- 
seated aponeurosis and the periorbital tissue. 

In shape, these connecting bands often resemble cords or ligaments, which are 
stretched like bridges from a point on the inner surface of the lid to the globe, 
bother cases they are membranous, and either extend with a broad surface from 

I be surface of the lid to the globe, or proceed from the palpebral conjunctiva. On 
I tawing hack the lid, they resemble partitions, which divide the affected conjunc- 
I Inal portion into pockets. In the greater number of oases, the connecting hands 
I tate more substance, and look like fleshy growths, which cover large portions 
I the inner surface of the lid and of the globe with their insertion. This form is 
I tailed symblepharon carnomm, to distinguish it from symblepharon membranosum and 
I bsbeculare. 

There is scarcely such a thing as total symblepharon. It seems as if the moisture 
I taw the lachrymal glands had some influence in preventing adhesions in the upper 
I half of the conjunctival sac. Entire adhesion of the lower half of the sac are, how- 
I ejer, not unfrequeut. , 

Symblepharon often impairs or entirely destroys the functions of the eye by 
I ®overing over the cornea. It is, besides, dangerous in all cases, because the connect- 
I lnS hand is rendered tense on the movements of the globe, and exerts a traction on 
I neighboring conjunctiva which may set up a permanent condition of irritation. 
I "tally, it not unfrequentiy causes changes in position of the lids, particularly ectro- 
■ P'on. These changes are either permanent or appear at intervals, in consequence 
I °f certain directions of the axis of the globe. They always require artificial 
I placement. 
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458 SYMBLEPHARON. CAUSES. TREATMENT. 

Causes.—The cause of symblepharon is, in by far the greater number of cases, 
a sloughing of the conjunctiva, produced by burns or the action of caustics. These 
sloughs generally occur accidentally, from the entrance of sparks or pieces of burn¬ 
ing metal into the opened eye, from the explosion of gunpowder in the face, etc. 
It may be caused also by melted metal, quicklime, sulphuric acid, etc., which spout 
into the eye, or are thrown upon it. 

The caustic alkalies and the acids appear to be most destructive, since they dif¬ 
fuse themselves in the tears, and usually occasion very extensive adhesions, while 
burns by fire, molten metals, and the like, generally limit their action to the parts 
near the fissure of the lids, and at any rate do not extend much beyond the point of 
contact. In burns from lime the circumstance should be taken into consideration, 
that portions of the cauterizing substance penetrate deeply into the tissue and here 
cause incrustations (Gouvea). 

Occasionally, careless cauterizations with nitrate of silver may be the cause of 
symblepharon. Mechanical injuries of the conjunctiva may also produce the adhe¬ 
sion. 

The union is almost always effected by granulations, which spring from the base 
of the loss of substance. It is clear that such adhesions most easily occur when two 
parts lying opposite are ulcerated at the same time, as is almost always the case 
when caustic fluids, etc., enter the eye. But a sloughing of two parts lying opposite 
is probably not indispensably necessary for the formation of a symblepharon. 
The contact of a healthy conjunctiva with granulations may render adhesion possi¬ 
ble. The connecting bands are always formed afterward, by the movements of the 
globe and by the consequent stretching of the adherent portions. 

Treatment,—When we see the case soon enough, we should endeavor to pre¬ 
vent the occurrence of symblepharon. But if it has occurred, the connecting band 
should be removed, and the adhesion prevented, or made as slight as possible. 

1. In order to fulfill the first indication it will often be necessary to prevent the 
continual action of a chemical substance, not only by the most thorough cleansing 
of the conjunctival sac, but also by direct antidotes. This is particularly the case 
in bums from lime, in which, moreover, not so much acids, as rather solutions of 
sugar, are said to have proved the best means of treatment (Lawson, Gttisler). 

2. In case the adhesion threatens only to occur within a very small spot, near 
the edge of the lid, it will often suffice, if the patient moves the eye very frequently 
and vigorously, and if at short intervals of about half an hour the lid be lifted 
away from the globe, and if the granulating surfaces are lightly touched several 
times daily with the mitigated nitrate of silver, in order to produce fine sloughs, 
which effectually postpone the adhesion for a certain time. 

But in case the adhesion threatens to involve a portion of the palpebral fold, 
we can not expect much from such a procedure, and least of all when the two sur¬ 
faces unite at the base of the fold. The movements upon each other of the two 
surfaces of the palpebral fold are very slight, or none at all, and they are conse¬ 
quently in permanent contact. Fortunately, small circumscribed adhesions in this 
position do no great harm. They therefore scarcely justify very severe remedial 

procedures- of any kind. But if the sloughing point is quite large, it is very advi¬ 

sable to evert the lid, and keep it in this position until the ulcer has cicatrized. 

There is no great difficulty in accomplishing this with the upper lid, the swelling, 
with the aid of a protective bandage, being generally sufficient to keep the h 
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TREATMENT OE SYMBLEPHARON. 459 

in its position. But it is very difficult to keep the lower lid everted. In considera¬ 
tion of the great danger in which the eye is, we should not then hesitate to cut 
through the outer commissure. The lower lid then readily falls down, and is easily 
kept in the position necessary for a cure. There is no difficulty in returning it to 
the normal position afterward. 

This procedure avails most in the ca«e of ulcerations which do not extend into 
the palpebral fold. In the opposite class of cases the result is always imperfect, 
but still not to he disregarded. In ulcerations of parts near the inner angle, treat¬ 
ment is rarely, if ever, of very great benefit. 

The insertion of a wax or lead plate, somewhat like an artificial eye, may occasionally have 
accomplished something. But we can scarcely rely upon it, even if the eye, which is very 
sensitive, will tolerate it. (Himly). Still less is to be expected from the insertion of the skin 
of an egg, instillation of strong solutions of nitrate of silver, of glycerine, <Stc. 

3. In fully-developed symblepharon, the proper method of treatment and its result 
depend chiefly upon the situation and extent of the connecting piece. Trabecular 
and membranous symblephara, if they connect a portion of the tarsal conjunctiva 
near the palpebral fissure with the surface of the globe, like a bridge, may be 
sometimes removed. "We first dissect the connecting piece only from the globe, 
and fasten it in the palpebral fissure by a loop of thread until the cicatrization allows 
the separation of the neoplastic growth from the lid without danger of re-adhesion. 

In case this connecting piece is not long enough to hang away from the exposed surface of the 
globe, a greater tension of the loop of thread is sufficient to keep the lid from the globe. When 
the surface of the wound on the ball is large, it will be advisable to unite the edges by one or two 
delicate sutures. If the neoplasia extend upon the cornea, it should be removed with a lance¬ 
shaped knife. In this way we often succeed iu causing a delicate epithelial opacity on the situa¬ 
tion of the thick, tendinous cicatricial mass. If granulations again show themselves, they should 
he cut down fay cauterizations with nitrate of silver, and subsequently by penciling with tincture 
of opium. 

Membranous symblephara of the palpebral fold are sometimes made smaller by 
cutting them out, and limiting the subsequent reunion by cauterizations with nitrate 
of silver, and frequently drawing the lid away from the wound. 

But if the symblepharon extends from 
the palpebral fold, nearly to the border 
of the lid, whether it be membranous or 
fleshy, this last-named procedure is not 
to be advised. Its success is very uncer¬ 
tain and insufficient. The surfaces always 
unite again. We may in some degree 
prevent this, by first removing the adhe¬ 
sion in the palpebral fold, and by secur¬ 
ing a cicatrization of the separated sur¬ 
faces. The symblepharon is thus con¬ 
verted into a bridge-like connecting 
piece before complete separation is 
attempted. Bor this purpose a lead 
wire is placed through the bridge in the 
depth of the palpebral fold. It is then 

llutu the parts have cicatrized around it. The best method of introducing 
e wire is by means of a curved and grooved needle, such as is used in the harelip- 

suture. 

Fig. 02. 
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460 TREATMENT OE SYMBLEPHARON. 

In case of necessity, the wound may be made with a strongly-curved needle, and 
the wire introduced after it. The ends of the wire are pressed together over the 
edge of the lid, and twisted on the outer surface. (See Fig. 62.) It is then fas¬ 
tened by strips of adhesive plaster (Himly). 

On the whole, this procedure is not very trustworthy. The wire often gradually 
cuts through the intermediate piece, the adhesion again occurs, and in a few weeks 
we are at the same point at which we began. 

Cutting out the symblepharon avails the most (Arlt). When the connecting 
piece is not very broad, in the greater number of cases the result is excellent. In 
doing this, an assistant holds the head of the patient, and draws the lids away from 
the globe, so that the connecting piece is placed on the stretch. Another assistant 
restrains the bleeding. 

The operator then carries a curved needle, armed with a silk thread, through the 
part of the neoplasia next to the cornea. He draws this tightly, and passes a sharp 
knife through, and divides the connecting piece as close as possible to the surface of 
the globe, toward the cornea. When a flap is thus formed, it is seized with the 
forceps, and the remains of the symblepharon dissected away from the globe up into 
the palpebral fold. When this is done, both ends of the thread are armed with 
needles, and these are thrust through the thickness of the lid near the orbital border, 
at the deepest part of the wound. Then, by drawing up the ends of the threads, the 
connecting piece is so turned about, that, on replacement of the lid, the cicatrized 
surface of the connecting piece comes in contact with the surface of the globe from 
which the portion has been excised. (Fig. 63.) The ends of the thread are then 
fastened on the outer surface of the lid by adhesive plaster, and the edges of the 
wound of the ocular conjunctiva are united by two or three fine sutures. 

The after-treatment is the same as 
after other wounds. On the third day 
the plasters may be removed. After 
the cicatrization of the conjunctival 
wound, the connecting piece may be 
cut off, if it be heavy and troublesome. 

When the connecting pieces are 
very extensive, and whenever a large 
part of the conjunctiva, a third or 
more, is involved in the neoplastic 
formation, it is well, after detaching 
the connecting piece, to cut through 
the ocular conjunctiva hi two curvi¬ 
linear incisions, proceeding from the 
two edges of the wound, and running 

upward or downward, as the case may be, and then to draw the resulting quad¬ 
rangular flaps, previously dissected up, towards the raw surface, and unite them as far 
as possible by sutures. 

The intervening piece detached from the globe can then be thrown inward, and 
its free border, after removal of all unnecessary cicatricial tissue, be united with the 
peripherical edge of both conjunctival flaps covering the raw surface by sutures 
(Knapp). Unfortunately the laceration of the conjunctival flaps in wide, raw sur¬ 
faces is very unfavorable to a healing by first intention, suppuration easily occuis, 
and with it complete failure of the operation. If a lid be adherent to the globe 
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AUTHORITIES. 461 

throughout the greater part of its extent, the treatment is, as a rule, unsuccessful. 
Such adhesions, like posterior symblepharon, are still to be regarded as incurable. 

In such cases, the cornea is generally very much or entirely covered by thick cicatricial for¬ 
mations, and a restoration of vision is thus made impossible. Sometimes it is of advantage, 
for the sake of the appearance, to separate the adherent lid enough to allow an artificial eye to 
be inserted. If this is borne, the surface of the wound sometimes cicatrizes without any ex¬ 
tensive reunion, although the cicatrix may become a little elevated from the palpebral fold, 
and thus render necessary a change in the shape of the artificial eye. 

Authorities.—Ammon, Plast. Chirurgie. Berlin, 1843, S. 189/Klin. Darstellungen, etc. II. 
Berlin, 1838, Taf. 6, S. 15.—Simly, Krankheiten u. Missbildungen, etc. I. Berlin, 1843. S. 101, 
105,107.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 753.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges. Prag, 1851, I. S. 155, 
EL S. 375; Prag. Vierteljahrschrift XI. S. 161.—Pagenstecher und Scimisch, kL Beobachtun- 
gen, I. Wiesbaden, 1860. S. 7.—Makenzie, Traitd d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et 
Testelin. II. Ptris, 1857, 178, 182.—Oouvea, Arch. f. Augen u. Ohrenheilkde. I. S. 106, 120.— 
Lawson, GeissUr, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 135. Bd. S. 265.—Knapp. A. f. O. XIV. I. S. 270. 
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3. Distichiasis and Trichiasis. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—The common symptom of these two conditions, 
which are often seen together, is a turning inward, of a number of lashes, while tht 
surfaces of the lids are in a normal position. 

1. By distichiasis, or double growth of the lashes, we understand, strictly speaking, 
the growing-out from the surface, or inner lip of the lid, of scattered hairs, or of 
those arranged in a second row. The lid is in other respects normal. This condi¬ 
tion occurs very rarely, and is then generally congenital. The pseudo-cilia are 
developed either in children, or at the time of puberty, when the growth of hair on 
other parts of the body is accelerated. It occurs more rarely in the later periods of 
life. It is said that true distichiasis is especially found in persons with a very 
luxuriant growth of hair. ( Vidal.) 

In by far the greater number of cases, the double growth is only apparent, and 
caused by distention of the outer lip of the lid, occupied by the cilia. When the 
edge of the lid is calloused, it not unfrequently occurs that the zones occupied by 
the hairs are distended to more than double their normal breadth, and thus isolated 
hairs, or entire bundles whicli stand more posteriorly, are separated from the others 
and turned toward the globe. It then often appears as if new hairs had sprouted 
up from the peripheral surface of the lid. Such a condition results much more 
frequently from shrinkage of the tarsal conjunctiva, such as is caused by severe 
chronic conjunctivitis, especially from diffuse and granular trachoma, old catarrhal 
inflammation, etc. The false double growth is in such cases united with rounding- 
off of the inner lip, and is confined to individual parts of the conjunctiva, according 
to the more or less regular or irregular degeneration of the tissue. It may, how¬ 
ever, be extended along its entire length. Cicatricial shrinkage of the border of 
the lid, after ulcerative blepharitis, has sometimes caused the distortion of single 
bundles of cilia. 

2. In trichiasis proper is comprehended the inversion of the lashes, from their 
degeneration and distortion. 

Most authors consider the lowest degrees of entropion as a form of trichiasis, 
These are cases in which the inner lip of the lid is joartially or wholly obliterated, 
on account of the tendinous degeneration of the tarsal conjunctiva, or cicatricial con¬ 
traction. The outer lip, with the cilia on it, is thus brought nearer the globe, or 
comes in contact with it. The inverted lashes are in accordance with tiie cause of 
the affection—sometimes quite normally formed, sometimes like the first growth of 
hair, thin, colorless, and distorted. In trichiasis, very large cilia are generally 
found, and with them a great number of fine, new hairs. From two to four of 
these very frequently spring from a single hair-follicle, and turn in different 
directions. 

The inverted lashes, acting like foreign bodies on the parts within the palpebral 
fissure, excite unbearable itching and burning sensations in the eye. They are often 
the cause of severe spasm of the lid, accompanied by photophobia, by which the 
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DISTICHIASIS AND TBICHIASIS. 463 

lashes are still more distorted, and the edges of the lids actually rolled inward. 
Inflammation is excited and maintained in the superficial parts of the eye by 
the continuous mechanical irritation. The conjunctiva, which is often partly 
degenerated, is very red, swollen, filled with tears and catarrhal secretion. The 
ocular conjunctiva is frequently hypertrophied. The cornea generally exhibits all 
the symptoms of partial or total keratitis pannosa, and is often accompanied by 
herpetic efflorescences in different stages, together with ulcers and opacities of the 
most different kinds. Occasionally the inner parts of the globe are involved in the 
inflammatory process. The whole globe may have lost its functions, and may even 
have perished by atrophy or phthisis. 

Treatment.—The chief indication is, of course, to remove the anatomical cause 
of the inversion of the cilia. But inasmuch as in fully-developed distichiasis and 
trichiasis, this indication can not be perfectly fulfilled, the treatment must be limited 
to the following: 

1. The hairs which turn inward should he removed as fast as they grow. This 
opposes the irritation which their presence would excite, or it leads at last to 
atrophy of the hair-papillae. 

2. A proper, or at least harmless, direction may he given to the cilia. 
3. The liair-follicle may he destroyed if the other treatment fails. 
1. The hairs are extracted by means of cilia forceps. The hair with the bulb 

should always be torn from the follicle itself, because this structure is most quickly 
induced to atrophy by repeated injury. The hair should he seized by the forceps 
close to the mouth of the follicle, and pulled out with slow traction. All the 
inverted cilia should be removed, and this operation should he repeated as long as 
new hairs show themselves. It is often very difficult to recognize the very fine 
hairs. We can generally accomplish the desired end with certainty, if a little 
oblique light is allowed to fall on the edge of the lid, and if we then bring each 
point before the illuminated pupil, and thus look the lid over. 

This method of treatment accomplishes the most in partial distichiasis and trichiasis, the hair- 
balbs actually undergoing atrophy, after continued depilation. We may scarcely ever expect such 
a result in more extensive forms of the affection. But this method is none the less applicable, in 
persons very much afraid of the knife, as a provisional treatment, even when there is a total 
double growth of the cilia, and complete inversion of the hairs on the border of the lid. After the 
heirs have been taken out regularly for weeks and months, they begin to grow more slowly and 
sparingly, and also become thinner. While in the beginning it was necessary to remove the hairs 
iaily or every other day, it will now be sufficient to remove the isolated stumps at intervals of 
bom one to two weeks, and finally, in case of necessity, the patient may even remove them himself. 

Very recently it has been proposed, as the result of some successful experiments, to remove 
the cilia, without injury to the form of the lid, by causing suppuration in the follicles by a thread 
introduced sub-cutaneously. This method is said to have done well, both in partial and total dis- 
hchiasia and trichiasis. A horn-spatula is pushed under the affected lid, and then an armed 
"“lie entered deeply into the lid, beginning at the edge, close to the improperly-turned cilia, 
ibust on vertically along the anterior surface of the cartilage, and then caused to diverge one 

a half to two lines from the outer lip through the integument. When this is done, the needle 
8 again introduced into the wound of the integument, and pushed forward close to the cartilage, 
Parallel to the outer border of the lid, again being emerged in the region of the normal cilia. 

>ar the needle is again introduced into the wound of the integument, it is inclined under the 
®®cle in a vertical direction toward the edge of the lid, and there brought out. The thread then 

scribes three sides of a parallelogram, whose fourth side is formed by the outer lips of the lid, 
‘ah which involves all the inproperly-directed cilia and their follicles. The ends of the threads 
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464 OPERATIONS FOE TRICHIASIS. 

are then fastened on the forehead or cheeks by adhesive plaster, and a pressure-bandage applied. 
After a few days the thread may be removed, and, a little later, the bandage (Herzenstein). 

2. In order to give a proper direction to the cilia, hut not to destroy them, a 
great number of operations have been suggested. All of them, however, accom¬ 

plish their purpose imperfectly. Less severe methods may be substituted for them, 

with as good, or better result. 

Cutting out small ovoid pieces of integument very near single inverted cilia, or bunches of 
cilia (Desmarres), is an untrustworthy method. The traction which the contracting cicatrix exerts 
is too little. Moreover, it acts chiefly on the portions of the lid toward the orbital border. This is 
much more loosely attached to the substructure than the integument of the free border of the lid. 

It is certainly safer to resort to one of the methods employed in entropion. (fagenstecher.) 
These operations, however, only have satisfactory results when our aim is especially to relieve 
spasmodic muscular action. 

Where the lashes are turned inward, on account of smoothing-off of the inner lip of the lid, 
or on account of great tension exerted on the surface of the edge of the lid by shrinking conjunc¬ 
tival cicatrices, or where they themselves are very much distorted, and are turned irregularly in 
all directions, it is not sufficient, as in entropion, to place the lid in its normal position. The free 
border must be really placed in a condition of ectropion. This is difficult to accomplish. Added 
to this, these operations affect the position of the cilia, at the angles of the eye, very little. Trichi¬ 
asis and distichiasis, however, affect the two cauthi by preference. 

A kind of transplantation of the outer lip of the lid, and of the hair-follicles 

beneath, has a great reputation. (JoscAe, Arlt.) 

It is better to do this operation while the patient is under the influence of an anaesthetic, on 
account of the great pain it causes, and because of its tediousuess. An assistant, who at the 
same time holds the head, places a horn-spatula under the lid, raises it up from the globe, and 
causes the edge of the lid to be somewhat everted from the spatula. Then the edge of the lid is 
divided into layers, for the depth of two lines, with a delicate scalpel (Fig. 62), not continuing 
the incision into the lachrymal puncta. The posterior layer contains the conjunctiva, with 
the cartilage and canals of the tarsal glands, and the anterior involves the remaining struc¬ 

tures, with all the hair-follicles. 
The incision should, therefore, be made close to 

Fig. 64. the surface of the cartilage. Then a second incision 
is made, one and a half to two lines above, and 
parallel to the outer lip, completely through the 
anterior layer, down to the cartilage, and in such a 
manner that the two ends of the wounds extend 
beyond the ends of the first incision. 

This layer is thus changed into a kind of bridge, 
to whose posterior surface the hair-follicles are 
attached, and which is only connected to the lids by 
the two extremities. When this bridge has been 
formed, a crescentic incision is made, beginning at 
the ends of the last incision, through the integument. 
This is seized with the forceps, and carefully dis¬ 
sected up, without injury to the orbicularis muscle. 
The size of this flap, whose boundaries are seen in 
Fig. 64, should be the larger, aud have a greater 
vertical diameter, in proportion as the hairs are 
turned inward, and the more the skin is relaxed an 
wrinkled. The crescentic incision is to be closed by 
one or two sutures. Under the traction of these 

sutures the direction of the hairs becomes horizontal, or is even turned toward the orbital border. 
The sutures should be removed on the third day. 
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OPERATIONS FOR TRICHIASIS. 465 

Inflammation often occurs after this operation, 
and not unfrequently destroys the middle portion or 
the whole of the bridge of integument, by suppura¬ 
tion or mortification. This operation is useless 
when, as is often the case, cilia grow inward within 
the canthi, because it has very little or no influence 
upon the direction of such lashes. (Stavenhagen.) 

This disadvantage in the operation is now somewhat recognized, and the neces¬ 
sity is seen for a complete modification of the method. It has lately been recom¬ 
mended to begin with two vertical inci-ions. (See Fig. 64.) These pass through the 
integument and the orbicularis muscle, bounding laterally the portion to be t-ans- 
planted. In complete distichiasis, one incision terminates close to the outer com¬ 
missure, the other within the lachrymal punctum. Then the lid is to he divided 
into two layers, as in the previously-described method. 

In order to exert a powerful 
traction on the border of the lid, Kg- 64- 
and thus to separate the linir-fol- 
lieles sufficiently from the inner lip, 
auoval piece should be cut from the 
integument, or ligated by several 
threads, with the view of causing 

I cicatri'ial adhesion. (Graefe.) 
Of course, such a transplanta- 

tion is only proper when the 
greater p'ortion of the lashes is in 
!ach a condition that we may 

| aP«ct a sufficient protection to 
ye, as well as an improvement 

j 1Q the appearance, when they are 
m a more accurate position. It 

lsmore adapted to the upper than the lower lid. There is no great stress to be 
isidou saving the few lashes of the latter, and the removal of the hair-follicles is a 

j ®wh more certain method. 
access is by no means assured, however, either by one method or the other, 

'"hough they may be carried' out with the greatest precision and care. In appa- 
| very successful cases, the outer lip of the lid often again turns inward weeks 

' months afterward, while the cicatrix continues to shrink, and the hairs again 
Inquire an improper direction, and irritate the globe. Such an unfavorable result 
I nr1 ocours, 'when there is progressive tendinous degeneration of the conjunctiva. 
| \mnhardt). It is, in not a few cases, almost impossible to separate ail the hair-folli- 

homthe tarsal cartilage in dividing the lid into the two layers, because they are 
id immediately on the catilage, or even in its most superficial layer. These folli- 

30 

Instead of making the crescentic flap, a very similar effect 
may be attained by grasping the integument with a crutch- 
shaped forceps, and pushing two or three armed needles 
through the integument down to the muscle. The ligatures 
are then tied, and left until thrown off by suppuration. The 
border of the lid is split, as in the previous operation, but no 
crescentic piece of integument is cut out. 

Fig. 63. 
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466 OPERATIONS FOR TRIOHIaSIS. 

cles are not easily perceived during the operation, even on the most careful observa¬ 
tion, especially when the lashes are not of a very dark color. But if the papillae only 
remain, the cilia will grow again. Unfortunately, after the displacement of the 
outer lip of the lid, these do not always come through the old canal; but, as expe¬ 
rience shows, they often perforate the fresh cicatritial mass, and finally appear on 
the border of the incision which divides the tarsus from the hair-follicles. 

Such a result can not be guarded against by cutting out or ligating a larger fold of integument. 
The repetition of the operation affords just as little guaranty. In fact, cases occur where the lids 
can not be closed in consequence of their excessive or repeated shortening. The lids are then 
partly open even during sleep, and nevertheless, some cilia irritate the surface of the globe. 

3. The removal of the hair-follicles is certainly the most trustworthy method. 
It is also simpler, and more easily done. Where all four lids require the operation, 
this is of importance. The great objection which may be made against it, as com¬ 
pared with the transplantation, is the fact that the eye is deprived of its natural 
appearance and means of protection. But the deformity is scarcely greater in loss 
of the hair-follicles, than when the lids are left stiff and un wrinkled, as is necessarily 
jhe result when a large piece of the integument is cut out or ligated, and the func¬ 
tion of the orbicularis is impaired by cicatritial tissue. 

There is also not much difference with regard to the protection of the eyes, the 
closure of the lids being often rendered difficult or impossible, when the traction 
exerted on the hair-follicles is enough to correct the inversion of the cilia. Besides, 
it should be considered that, in partial distichiasis or trichiasis, where it seems 
desirable to preserve the greater number of the cilia, on account of their good con¬ 
dition and regular arrangement, the removal may be strictly limited to the inverted 
cilia, while a transplantation must, under all circumstances, extend over the greater 
portion, or the whole, of the border of the lid. 

a. For the purpose of partial removal of the base of the cilia, a spatula is placed 
under the lid, putting the lid on the stretch, and the edge is split into two layers, as 
before described. (See Fig. 65.) This is best done with a lance-shaped knife, which 
is entered to the depth of two to three lines between the tarsal cartilage and the 
hair-follicles. 

Fig. 66. If the knife be not broad enough toil) 
elude all the inverted cilia, a scalpel may 
be used afterward to enlarge the wound, 
Then two incisions are made on the out¬ 
side (Fig. 65, A) of the lid, which include 
the affected follicles. A seal pel or scissors 

may he used for this. 

In case the inverted cilia are in the inner or 
outer canthi, or near them, it is better to m*l® 
the incision with the lance-shaped knife, without 
putting the spatula under, the wound being en¬ 
larged, if necessary, with the scalpel. (See 
65, B.) The flap thus formed is completely sep¬ 
arated with the scissors. The wound is close 

outer canthi, or 

by sutures. 

Such a shaped incision is only sufficient, however, when the part of the h® 
follicle to he removed is bounded for some distance on each side by a peripber. 
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portion entirely devoid of laslies. It therefore answers very well as a supplement¬ 
ary operation, when a total removal has not been entirely successful. If the piece 
which is cut out he surrounded by cilia, relapses almost always occur, the hairs 
always being turned inward by the contracting cicatrix. 

In order to prevent this, a sort of transplanta¬ 
tion of the neighboring part of the outer lip of the Fig- 66. 
lid should be combined with the excision. The 
incision, dividing the lid into two layers, may be 
continued on both sides, one and a half to two lines 
beyond the base of the inverted cilia, and the form 
given the flap may be varied according to the loca¬ 
tion and extent of the distichiasis or trichiasis. If 
the double-growth or inversion of the cilia affects a 
portion of the margin of the lid, not in the vicinity 
of the canthi, the incision of the integument should 
have the shape of a triangle with its apex cut off, its 
base being turned away from the edge of the lid. 
(See Fig. 66.) The two converging tips, a, separated from the structure beneath 
by the splitting of the lid, are then united by a suture. For this purpose we may 
best use delicate silk or linen thread (fil de Florence). These should be affixed to 
the base of the triangle near the angles, and at the same time some traction should 
be exerted. 

If one side of a commissure requires the operation, one of the incisions of the 
flap should be made horizontally, in the direction of 
tbe palpebral fissure, down to the incision which Fig. 67. 
splits the lids; but the other is to he made obliquely, 
upward or downward, as the case may require, 
through the border of the lid, and then tbe ends 
should be united by a crescentic incision (see Fig. 
67). The gusset-shaped pieces thus made, a, are 
attached to the margin of the crescentic incision, 
after the removal of the flap. If there are inverted 
cilia on both sides of a commissure, there is no hori- 
zontal incision, the two boundary incisions pass 
obliquely upward or downward, and are united by 
a crescentic incision, on whose base the gusset, a, is fastened to the outer lip. 

When necessary, the spear-shaped wound should 
be closed by one or two sutures. Fig. 68. 

The wound generally heals within two to three 
%s. The cicatrix is almost always unnoticed, 

its boundaries are only indicated by a slight 
protuberance of the zone containing the lashes, 
bins does not disfigure the patient. Enough of such 
iterations have been done to allow a decision as to 
fbeir value. We may safely recommend them from 
experience. 

"• The entire removal of the hair-follicles (Fried. 
J^ger, Flarer) is in some respects the same as 
transplantation (described in paragraph 2). Tbe 
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principal difference consists in this, that the bridge, which is formed in exactly 

the same way, is entirely removed instead of being preserved. A lioru-spatula 

is placed under the lid, and the edge split into two layers (see Fig. 62). It is well 

to begin the incision at the commissure, with a lance-shaped knife, and to continue 

it with a scalpel. The integument is then divided by a horizontal incision, two to 

three lines long, dowm to the fascia. The 

outting-out of the hair-follicles is now un¬ 

dertaken. The incision in the integument, 

when the operation is done on the left side, 

should ascend from the free border of the lid 

in the vicinity of the lachrymal punctual, 

being continued beyond the hair-follicles, 

parallel to the outer lip of the lid, and meet¬ 

ing the horizontal incision at an acute angle, 

two lines beyond the commissure. In the 

right eye the incision may be more easily 

made in the opposite direction (Fig. 69). 

When the bridge is thus defined, in case it 

is still adherent in some places, it should he 

seized with the forceps and dissected up with 

the scissors or scalpel. 

Fig. 69. 

If then some follicles are still seen in the 

surface of the wound, these should be most carefully dissected up from the cartilage 

with the scissors. Within a few days the wound is completely healed, generally 

without suppuration, and the contracting cicatrix soon unites the integument with 

the mucous membrane. If any hairs appear after this, they should also be removed 

as above described. 

The complete removal of the hair-follicles, with all its excellent results, has un¬ 

doubtedly some disadvantages not to bo too lightly estimated. Apart from the loss 

of a natural protection to the eye, it causes, especially when performed on the 

lower lid, a very unpleasant interference in the carrying-off of the tears. The eve 

is suffused with tears, and these are apt to run over on the slightest irritation. Not 

unfrequently, in spite of every care in the operation, the canals of the tarsal glands 

become obliterated in the shrinking cicatritial tissue. Subsequently the cartilage 

also atrophies, and contracts to a small, thick swelling, in the interior of which 

chalazions and cysts are developed. The mucous membrane does not always turn 

out in consequence of the contraction of the cicatrix, and thus round off of the 

border of the lid, but in some cases the cicatrix is pulled from the inner side, and 

comes in contact with the globe. The cicatrix, being generally quite irregular and 

rough, sometimes irritates and perhaps injures the globe. But these disadvantages 

are much less than those of an unsuccessful transplantation, or those which result 

from the shortening of the lid, from excessive loss of substance of the integument, 

when there have been repeated attempts at transplantation. 

All these objections to removal of the hair-follicles are increased, when, as was formerly the 
custom, the entire thickness of the lid is removed. (Bartisch.) Then shortening of the M 'el 
generally results, and an inability to completely close the eyes. The method in question s ou 
be discarded. Beside the unpleasant results which it may produce, it is entirely unnecessary. 

4. Where any cilia endanger the globe by an improper direction, we may attempt to simp 
burn out the affected hair-follicle. For this purpose a lance-shaped knife, or a broad catarac 
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% 
needle, is thrust into the lid, along the shaft of the hair. The wound thus made is cauterized 
with a silver probe dipped in liquid caustic potash. Sometimes the result is excellent and per¬ 
manent. It is not advisable to simply pull out the hair and introduce the actual cautery through 
the opening of the follicle, because it is more difficult and less reliable. {Mackenzie.) 

1 the 
ilage 
rally 
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Authorities.—0. Becker, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 80.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 912, 
914.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. trad. p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 142, 
297, S00, 302.—Besmarres, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Paris. 1847, P. 85, 87.— Vidal, nach Desmarres, 
1. c. P. 86 —Himly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 140, 146.—Arlt, Die 
Krankheiten des Auges. I. Prag. 1851. S. 128, 144, 146.- Jasche, Med. Zeitung Russlands. 1844. 
Nr. 9,—Pagensteclier und Sdmisch, kl. Beobachtungen. I. Wiesbaden. 1860. S. 6.— Graefe, A. f. 
0. X. 2. S. 225.—fferzenstein, ibid. XIII. 1. S. 76.—Secondi, Clinica di Genova. Riassunto. Torino. 
1865. S. 125.—Bartisch, Fr. Jaeger, Flarer, nach Arlt. 1. o. S. 144.—Stavenhagen, klin. Beob- 
achtungen. S. 5,12,18.—Mannhardt, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 40, 45. 
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4. Entropion. 

Pathology and Symptoms.—Partial entropion very rarely occurs. We speal 
oi partial entropion when that part only of the edge of the lids, near the outer com¬ 
missure of one or both lids, is turned inward. In by far the greater number of cases 
the inversion is complete. The whole length of the edge of one or both lids appears 
turned inward, or even the lid itself is inverted. Entropion generally affects only 
the lower lid of one or both eyes, or is at least more fully developed there than in 
the upper lid. 

Several degrees of inversion may be distinguished. The first is properly only e 
turning inward of the outer lip of the lid, and depends upon obliteration and retrac¬ 
tion of the inner lip—a condition which is generally considered as trichiasis. 

The second degree may be designated as inversion of the border of the lid. The 
entire thickness of the latter is turned toward the free border of the tarsal carti¬ 
lage, so that the peripheral zone of the integument comes in contact with the globe. 

The third degree is an inversion of the whole lid. The cartilage itself is rolled over, 
the affected lid forms a duplicature, and rests with the larger part of its integument 
on the globe. 

In the highest grade the lid appears actually rolled inward, the border of the 
inverted lid having undergone a second turn, by which its peripheral surface 
come into the original situation, and the outer lip lies in contact with the tarsal 
conjunctiva. 

Entropion, like trichiasis, and for the same reason, is a source of very severe irri¬ 
tations and actual inflammation, especially in its first stages. Subsequently the eye 
accustoms itself, as it were, to the irritating effect of the inverted lid ; the inflamma¬ 
tion subsides, and only appears at intervals. During such exacerbations the entropion 
is not unfrequently temporarily or permanently increased. At last the hypertrop 
conjunctiva degenerates, becomes more and more shortened; the cartilage begins to 
shrink, and becomes fixed in its displacement. The entropion then becomes perma¬ 
nent, in the true sense of the word. 

Causes.—The proximate cause of true inversion of the lids may always be said to 
be the action of the orbicular musde. The smoothing-off and contraction of the 
inner lip of the lid, as well as cicatritial degeneration of its margin, which often occur 
in consequence of blepharitis ciiiaris and hypertropliying conjunctival inflammation, 

may assist in the formation of the disease, although the chief cause is as above 
stated. The latter are only to be regarded as disposing causes, which may he 
wanting. 

Spasm of the muscle in question is enough of itself, when the lids are n > 
perfectly normal position, to produce an entropion of the edges and to make it 
permanent (entropion spasticum). Therefore all causes which may excite such 
spasms, and especially those which may keep it up for a time, may possibly cau00 
entropion. Certain inflammations of the eye are prominent in this respect, esp 
keratitis, since this, more frequently than other eye-inflammations, is 
by very considerable photophobia and severe spasm of the lid. 
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The chief factor in this spasmodic inversion of the edges of the lids is that por¬ 
tion of the orbicular muscles which runs along the edges of the lids, and especially 
those muscular fibers which have been described as the subtarsal muscle. These 
fibers run along in the thickness of the edges of both lids, nearer their inner margin, 
as far as the external commissure, and in their course are connected at many points 
with the integument of the edge of the lids. If the lachrymal muscle contracts, 
all the points of insertion of the subtarsal muscle, especially the inner margin of 
the lid, are pushed toward the internal canthus and indirectly toward the crista 
ladirymalis. At the same time, because the muscle, as a whole, is extended in a 
great curve over the greatest convexity of the globe, the inner margin of the lid is 
pressed against the convexity of the globe, and endeavors to gain a vertical direc¬ 
tion, in order to shorten the curve. Consequently the external margin of the lid 
approximates the surface of the eyeball, and hence the palpebral edges are no 
longer superficially in contact with one another, and meet at an angle which opens 
backward. 

This effect can often be very distinctly demonstrated when, in consequence of 
inflammatory hypertrophy of the conjunctiva and cartilage, the latter has become 
loosened, soft, and yielding. It is then only necessary to hold the lids forcibly 
open and draw them somewhat outwards. If the patient now endeavors to close 
the eye, the displacement of some parts of the edge of the lid is sometimes so great 
that the latter is actually completely everted. The entire movement gives the im¬ 
pression that the edge of the lid is rotated in a very wide spiral around the free 
edge of the cartilage. 

If the surface of the edge of the lid is once turned inward by the spasmodic ac¬ 
tion of the subtarsal muscle, the inversion is easily completed by the main body of 
the orbicular muscle. Its bundles describe a double curve, once in a vertical direc¬ 
tion, and then horizontally from before backwards, and by their contractions exert 
a pressure upon the parts lying in their concavity, by endeavoring to shorten them¬ 
selves from tlie arc to its chord. This pressure acts in one or the other direction, 
according to the respective curvature of the muscular fibers. The innermost 
layers of fibers, when the lids are closed, act almost horizontally across the greatest 
convexity. Their action in a vertical direction is then almost nil, while it reaches 
the maximum in a horizontal direction, and tends to approximate the external 
edge of the lid somewhat more to the globe, and therefore to increase the action of 
the subtarsal muscle. If, however, the external edge of the lid is brought very 
close to the globe, the entire palpebral portion of the orbicular muscle no longer 
terms a single curve, but two, one for the upper and one for the lower, and these 
two curves meet in the palpebral fissure at an angle opening backwards. This an¬ 
gle is still further diminished by the action of the more distant fibers of the orbicu- 
lJr muscle, since the latter press the edges of the lid more powerfully together, the 
greater the curvature is in the vertical direction. The subtarsal muscle, and all the 
fibers of the palpebral portion of the orbicular muscle, therefore, act together in 
causing the edges of the lid to give way backward, and it depends jnerely upon the 
power with which the muscles contract whether an entropium results or not. If 
ften the edge of the lid once becomes inverted, the position of the two halves of the 
obicular muscle is so much the more favorable for the increase of the entropium, 
aiid if the lid becomes turned over, the action of the mechanically drawn subtarsal 
muscle suffices to turn the inversion into a complete revolution. 

We thus have an explanation of why a rubbing off of the inner edge of the lid, 
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472 ENTROPION. CAUSES. TREATMENT. 

as well as a rounding off of the palpebral edges, favor the formation of an entro¬ 
pium. The backward yielding is thus facilitated, and, moreover, by the approxi¬ 
mation of the external edge of the lid to the globe, a portion of the muscular ac¬ 
tion necessary to the formation of an entropium is rendered superfluous. It is also 
clear that great swelling of the conjunctiva conduces to inversion of the lids. They 

• force the palpebral edges somewhat away from the globe, but are not sufficiently 
resistant to impede perceptibly their backward yielding. Besides all this, such 
oedema, as a rule, appears particularly in the retro-tarsal portion of the conjunctiva, 
and hence usually presses the surface of the two lids much farther forward than 
the tenser palpebral edges, and consequently diminish very much the angle at which 
the two halves of the orbicular muscle act upon one another. 

Of course, resistance of the cartilage has a great influence on the easy or difficult 
occurrence of an entropion; the less the resistance, the more readily does true inver¬ 
sion occur. We find entropion, therefore, much more commonly on the lower lid. 

It occurs especially in ophthalmia which are accompanied by great relaxation 
and swelling of the cartilage. It occurs, in a proportionately large number of cases, 
in old people with wrinkled, relaxed skin. In the latter, very slight spasm of the 
lid is sometimes sufficient to cause entropion of the lower lid. This is sometimes 
seen in an unpleasant way after cataract operations, especially if a bandage has 
been improperly applied, or if the corneal flap did not heal properly, and rested upon 
the edge of the lid. 

But spasm of the lids is by no means indispensably necessary to the occurrence 
of entropion. The normal power of the orbicularis is sufficient to cause a true 
inversion of the lids, if portions or the whole of the thin edges have been brought 
into an improper position, with relation to each other, by shrinkage of the cartilage, 
from trachoma, symblepharon, cicatritial contraction of the integument or of the con¬ 
junctiva, which causes them to meet each other at an angle looking inward. Belax- 
ation of the integument from phthisis or enucleation of the globe, without any 
vigorous contraction of the orbicularis, also leads, as a rule, to narrowing of the 
palpebral fissure, and turning inward of the edges of the lids; for then there is no 
resistance to the action of this muscle. (Organic entropion.) 

Treatment.—We should in the first place oppose the occurrence and permanent 
formation of entropion. If the inversion has already existed for some time, and if it 
depends upon permanent organic changes in the lid or globe, the affected lid should 
be placed in a normal position, and should be permanently kept there by an opera¬ 
tion, at the same time preserving, as far as possible, its form, size, and functions. 

1. The proper treatment of the original disease is the principal requirement. As 
a rule, the spasm of the lid disappears under a rational treatment. When recent and 
slight, entropion will disappear of itself, provided changes in shape of the edge of the 
lid, or relaxation of the parts, do not prevent. At least, the spasm of the lid will be 
so far alleviated by such a treatment, that the direct treatment for the inversion of 
the lids may be carried out more easily and with greater hope of success. In case 
of necessity, in connection with the treatment of the original disease, special atten¬ 
tion should also be paid to the spasm of the lid. (See Blepharospasmus.) 

53. A canthoplastio operation is one of the best direct means of treatment for 
spasmodic entropion. Where the lids have preserved their normal shape, this 
operation is very frequently sufficient to effectually restrain the inversion, in spite of 
severe spasm of the lid. We may have more hope of this when the severity of the 
blepharo-spasm has already diminished, because, with the operative replacement of the 
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ENTROPION. TREATMENT. 473 

lid, an important cause for the continuance of the spasm has been removed. The 
result is most surely attained in senile entropion, where the spasmodic affection is 
less prominent, and when the inversion must be chiefly ascribed to the relaxation 
and looseness of the tissue of the lids. 

In favorable cases of this kind, especially when the still-existing spasm of the lid depends 
mostly or entirely on the mechanical irritation of the lid, which is in a state of entropion, and 
promises to cease if the latter be removed, we may avoid the adhesion of a fold of conjunctiva 
in the angle of a wound, and make a simple division of the outer commissure. A horizontal 
incision should not be made, but an oblique one, and generally downward, because it is almost 
always the lower lid that is aflected. A horizontal incision meets the fascia tarso orlitalis, the 
so-called external palpebral ligament, exactly in its densest portion, and may not be able to relax 
this. It moreover runs exactly through that part of the fibers of the orbicularis which is more 
lightly attached to the layer beneath. The muscle remains fixed at both extremities, and loses 
very little of its peculiar action. Want of observation of this anatomical condition explains the 
fact that the division of the outer commissure, especially the canthoplastic operation, has not been 
sufficiently esteemed, and has been considered as only proper in those cases where the palpebral 
fissure has become considerably shortened. (Graefe.) Where we wish a decided result, the 
commissure must be cut through obliquely. The more oblique the incision the greater is the 
relaxation of the muscle. 

3. In order to increase the therapeutic effect of the canthoplastic operation, 
some recommend that this operation be combined with the ligation of a horizontal 
fold of integument, aud of the muscular fibers beneath. (Pagensteoher.) This com¬ 
bined method, which is also easily substituted for transplantation and removal of 
the hair-follicles in distiebiasis and trichiasis, is not only highly spoken of in spas¬ 
modic but also in organic entropion, where shrinkage of the conjunctiva or even of 
the cartilage exists at the same time. For the purpose of ligation the surgeon 
grasps the integument in the middle, with the thumb and finger of the left hand, and 
holds a piece sufficiently broad, with a crutch-shaped forceps. An assistant holds 
the head of the patient. The fold should run horizontally, in order that the traction 
on the outer lip be regular. The fold of integument should also be so broad that 
the outer lip of the lid appears somewhat turned out. 

Then a curved needle, armed witb 
a stout ligature, is introduced into the 
integument near the outer commissure, 
about a line from the lip down to the 
cartilage, and then emerged at a proper 
point. A second needle is introduced 
near the middle of the breadth of the lid, 
and a third near the inner commissure. 
The forceps are then removed, and 
each thread is tied. (Gfaillard, Sau). 
This operation is very painful, but the 
pain disappears very soon. Inflamma¬ 
tion then occurs. If it is not too 
violent we may leave it to itself. The 
patient should be kept in good condi¬ 
tion, and the movement of the lid bepre- 

'ented by a protective bandage. If the inflammatory symptoms are very severe, iced 
I1‘ t'ations may be used. If erysipelas occurs, it is well to remove the ligatures, 

c“00se some other method of treatment. In favorable cases the threads remain 
1 ttiey are thrown off by suppuration. The parts fastened by the ligature are 

Fig. 70. 
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caused to adhere, and changed to a rigid, tendinous, cicatritial mass. This is plainly 
to be seen and felt a short time after the parts are healed, but subsequently it 
becomes somewhat softened, while the lid is generally confined in its normal position. 
Yet we can not count on this result with certainty, because it often becomes so much 
distended, under the continued action of the orbicularis, that the border of the lid 
again acquires an abnormal position. 

4. This want of firmness of the cicatrix, together with the long duration and 
dangers of the inflammatory reaction, cause the simple ligation of a fold of integu¬ 
ment to be considered as an unsatisfactory method. It is also doubtful whethei 
the various modifications of the operation lately proposed make success sufficiently 
certain. 

Some make an incision through the integument parallel to the free border of the lid, and about 
one line removed from it, down to the muscle. They then seize the orbital border of the wound, 
and separate the cutis from the orbicularis, so that a broad and deep pocket is formed in tbe 
integument. Then the end of a thread, armed with two needles, is entered into the outer angle of 
the wound thus formed, behind the fibers of the orbicularis, and along the anterior surface of the 
cartilage, down to the bottom of the pocket in the integument, where the needle is thrust through. 
The other end of the thread is entered in the pocket of the integument, in front of the muscle, and 
pushed through the skin near the first ligature, when the two ends are fastened by a strip of adhe¬ 
sive plaster. A second ligature is placed around the fibers of the orbicularis in a very similar 
way, and, by tying it, the muscle is drawn in a zigzag line. The result is a drawing away of the 
edge of the lid from the globe. {Bowman.) 

Others ligate in the following manner; with the lid completely everted, they introduce the 
ends of the ligature, armed with curved needles, through the whole thickness of the lids. This 
is done in such a manner, that one of the threads enters at the deepest part of the palpebral fold, 
passing through the convex border of the tarsal cartilage; but the other ligature passes through 
the palpebral ligament, at some distance from it. "When this has been done, the two armed 
threads are pushed on through the outer incision, back to the anterior surface of the cartilage, 
under the muscle, toward the border of the lid, and are brought out close to the outer lip, about 
two lines apart. They are then tied, and the border of the lid is thus turned out. After three days, 
the ligature may be removed. We should be careful not to leave any portion of the thread 
behind. If this be done, slight ulcerations will result. The avoidance of these, and the fact that 
no external cicatrices are caused, are, without doubt, important advantages in this method. 
{Snellen, Maunhardt). 

Where we only require a temporary effect—where, for example, the ectropion is spasmodic, 
resulting from an ophthalmia, w'hich will evidently be subdued in a very short time—we may 
sometimes attain the desired end by taking a broad fold of integument from the lid, between the 
arms of an entropion spring-forceps. {Bonafoni.) This forceps is on the principle of the sene* 
fines, but instead of being toothed, the extremities are slightly rough, in order that they may 
take hold better. When the muscle contracts very much, however, they are apt, in time, to be 
somewhat displaced. It is well, therefore, to alter the position once or twice during the day, and, 
besides, not to allow the pressure to be always on the same part, changing the position of the 
instrument as much as possible. Senes fines ( Vidal) press through the skin too easily, and excite 
too severe pain, to be useful. Folding the integument with a strip of linen, fastened on the lid 
by collodion, is less troublesome, and, at least, quite as efficacious. (Bowman, Arlt.) 

Such a piece, one and a half inches long, and half an inch broad, may be fastened on the lid, 
with one end below the inner angle, between the furrow of the cheek and the tarsal cartilage, 
and then the other placed opposite, the skin having been previously drawn towrard the first point 
of insertion. Penciling the part with collodion is said to increase the traction, by the g,ea* 
shrinkage caused. The tears, unfortunately, soon loosen the plaster. 

5. The traction of cicatrices which have occurred on the lid is undoubtedly per¬ 
manent. Caustics have been applied to the integument, in order to cause those lntter. 
but more frequently the scissors or knife has been used. Sometimes a horizonta, 
sometimes a vertical, piece of integument bas been said to be the proper shape f°r 
removaL In order to increase the effect, it is necessary to hold the lid in the de- 
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sired abducted position by strips of plaster till the final healing of the wound. 
If this precaution be not observed, the result is apt to fall short of our expectations. 
The simultaneous exsection of the denuded portion of the circular muscle (Hirnly) 
is scarcely necessary. 

Many lay the greatest stress upon the horizontal stretching of the middle zone of 
the integument of the lid, since this is generally the most relaxed, particularly in 
entropion of the lower lid. 

In order to attain the greatest amount of horizontal tension, in the zone of the 
greatest deviation of the lid, it has been recommended, very recently, to excise a 
triangular instead of an oval piece, from the integument. Its base is from three to 
five lines long, and runs parallel to the free margin of the lid. For this purpose 
(see Fig. 71) a horn-spatula is placed under the lid, one and a half lines removed 
from the outer lip. An incision is made parallel to it; that is, almost horizontal. 
The incision on either side is one to two lines distant from the commissure. When 
this has been done, the triangle is completed by two incisions converging toward the 

orbital border, and the integument is dissected up and 
E'g-H- removed. If, in old people, the relaxation extends 

quite regularly toward the orbital muscular arch, the 
flap should be shaped like a pointed arch. The sides 
of the wound should be united by two or three inter¬ 
rupted sutures. The horizontal incision is left to heal 
spontaneously. The cicatrix is, of course, T-shaped. 
The lateral shortening of the lid, in cases in which the 
palpebral fissure was only moderately large, is said to 
be of no disadvantage. But where the entropion was 
combined with narrowing of the palpebral fissure, this 
latter should be, at the same time, or previously, re¬ 
moved by a canthoplastic operation. (Graefe.) 

Others, in entropion of the lower lid, place the base of the triangle to be excised 
without the external commissure. They first split this horizontally for a distance 
of four lines, and then make two incisions through the integument from the lower 
border of the wound, converging downward, and then dissect up the triangular flap 
from the muscle. The inner border of the wound is then united to the outer by 
sutures, and thus the lid is stretched somewhat diagonally, and also lifted up. This 
method is very highly spoken of where the entropion depends chiefly on shrinkage 
°f the conjunctiva and cartilage, and is accompanied by blepharo-phimosis, such as 
often occurs after trachoma. {Busch.) 

If the tarsal cartilage is shrunken in entropion of the upper lid, a triangular flap is first 
dissected from the middle of the integument, the base of which is turned toward the free border, 
*s m Pig, 7p, Then *the exposed portion of the orbicularis is dragged away by a hook, and a 
triangular incision made in the surface of the cartilage, but with its base toward the orbital 
border, and extending with its apex close to the free border of the tarsal cartilage, without, how- 
®,er> dividing it. The palpebral conjunctiva is to be preserved, the cartilage being separated 
tom it by the knife. The wound is closed by several sutures, which draw the sides of the 

■angle together id a vertical line. The middle ones also fasten the superficial layers of the edge 
no incision in the cartilage. (Graefe.) Unfortunately, the closure of the incision in the cartilage, 

Without folding its horizontal basis, is not possible. This prevents the complete healing up of the 
Parts. Perhaps if a piece be cut from the cartilage, shaped like a myrtle-leaf, with a vertical 
ax's, and with the sides bulged out more or less, according to requirements, it would answer 
tilePurpoSe better. 
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476 ENTROPION. AUTHORITIES. 

It has recently been proposed to extirpate the cartilage of the lid completely, in 
case it is very much degenerated and curved. To this end we should do at first 
exactly as in transplantation of the hair-follicles. If the anterior surface of the 
cartilage is then denuded by the semilunar section from the integument of the lid, 
the tarsal cartilage should be detached form the conjunctiva by means of a scalpel, 
beginning at the wound of the edge of the lid, and be removed by means of scis¬ 
sors as far as its superior border, and then the resulting semilunar opening in the 
integument to be closed by sutures, and a suitable bandage applied (Pope). 

6. If we do not attain the desired results with these operations, there remains 
nothing to be done, except to remove the hair-follicles. 

7. If phthisis or extirpation of the globe is the cause of an entropion which is 
disturbing and dangerous to the eye, on account of the turning inward of the 
lashes, it will be best to insert an artificial eye. An operation is almost always 
superfluous. 

Authorities.—Himly, Krankheitcn und Missbildungen. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 120, 125, 129, 132. 
—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin, I. Paris. 1856. P. 307, 310. 
■—Desmarres, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Paris. 1847, P. 44, 50.—Arlt, Die Krankheiten des Auges. III. 
Prag. 1856. S. 365 ; A. f. 0. IX. 1. S. 94; Zeitschrift der Wiener Aerzte. 1861. Wochenblatt S. 87. 
—Stelfooag, Ophth. II. S. 908, 922.—Graefe, A. f. O. X. 2. S. 221, 223, 224.—Ponafont, L’union 
rned. 1861. Nr. 27.— Vidal, nach Mackenzie 1. c. S. 311.—Busch, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 107.—Pager,- 
stecher und Samisch, kl. Beobachtungen. I. Wiesbaden. 1861. S. 3; Congress, intern, d’ophth. 
Paris. 1863. P. 241.—Secondi, Cliniea di Genova. Riassunto. Torino. 1865. P. 122.—Pan, A. f. 0. 
I. 2. S. 176, ll&.—Gaillard, nach Rau 1. c.—Bowman, nach Mackenzie 1. c. S. 311 und Niemetschek, 
Prag. Vierteljahrschrift. 78. Bd. S. 97.—Snellen, Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris. 1863. P. 236.— 

Vawquelin, De l’applicat. de la suture enchevillee. Paris. 1853. P. 20, 26.—Mannhardt, A £. 
O. XIV. 3. S. 42, 45.—Pope, Arch. f. Augen-u. Ohrenheilkde. 1. S. 68. 
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5. Ectropion. 

Pathology and. Symptoms.—The eversion is sometimes confined to one part 
of the lid. Generally, however, ectropion is in so far complete, that the whole 
length of the edge of the lid is in an improper position. Ectropion affects the 
lower oftener than the upper lid, and is sometimes found on both lids of one or both 
eyes. 

There are several degrees of ectropion. The lowest form is only a lifting up of 
the inner lip of the lid, an inexact fitting of the border of the lid on the globe. 
In other cases, the margin of the lid appears really turned outward. On closure of 
the eyes the border of the healthy lid meets the most anterior portion of the inner 
surface of the atfected lid, and, as it were, pushes between this. In case both lids 
are affected in the same way, the edges meet at an acute angle, which looks 
anteriorly. True eversion of the whole lid may be described as the third degree. 
The affected lid is turned vertically upward, and the surface of the border of the lid 
looks downward or upward, as the case may be. On the closure of the lid, the 
healthy lid meets the palpebral conjunctiva where it is turned over, and its periphery 
remains exposed. The outer commissure generally appears distorted at the same 
time. In ectropion of the lower lid it sinks downward considerably, but in ectropion 
of the upper lid it is pushed forward. In the highest degree of ectropion the lid is 
totally everted. It is then placed at an obtuse angle to the surface of the globe; its 
posterior surface bus become its anterior, so that the half of the conjunctival sac is 
exposed, and the globe can not be covered at nil, or with difficulty. 

As will be understood, these four degrees can not be accurately distinguished 
from each other, but are connected by numerous intermediate varieties. Eversion of 
the Ld, moreover, not unfrequently arises from a previous tnrning-out of the border 
of the lid, and a mere lifting up of the edge of the lid often precedes this. 

The increase in degree of ectropion then appears to be induced by the continuance of the 
existing causes, but especially by the altered action of the orbicularis, caused by the false position 
ofthe edges of the lids with relation to each other. In case the edges of the lids meet at an acut. 
anS'e) looking anteriorly, the principal part of the muscular fibers push them forward with great 
power. The fibers of the orbicularis, next to the edge of the lid, with the subtarsal muscle, are 
®uch too weak to balance this pressure. They can, therefore, only shorten themselves by com¬ 
pletely everting the edge of the lid, which has been before simply turned outward. 

The changed position of the edges of the lid to the surface of the globe inter¬ 
feres with the proper carrying-off of the tears. If the lower lid is in a condition of 
ectropion, a very large quantity of tears collects in the deep furrow between the 
lnner surface of the lid and the globe. The eye, therefore, seems to be suffused in 
te8rs, especially when any irritant acts upon them. An immediate consequence of 
Ws, as well as of simple lifting up of the upper border of the lid, is impairment of 
?®°n, on account of the unequal moistening of the cornea, when the lid closes. In 
fee severe form of ectropion, especially of the lower lid, the tears collected run over 
111 ®''ea* quantity, and cause excoriation of the cheek, inflammation, and, as a further 
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478 ECTROPION. CAUSES. 

consequence, shrinkage of the integument. This latter causes an increase in the 
degree of the ectropion. The effect of the atmospheric air, and of other externa1 
irritants upon exposed portions of the conjunctiva, or even of the cornea, leads 
finally, although slowly, to similar morbid changes with entropion. The conjunc¬ 
tiva is kept in a constant state of irritation, and becomes hypertrophied. It is coated 
with indurated epithelium, and finally shrivels, while the cartilage, which is also 
affected, atrophies, and, being distorted, contracts and hardens. The greater part of 
the cornea then acquires a pannous condition, if it he not injured or destroyed by 
ulceration, from the repeated attacks of inflammation; added to all this, in the later 
stages of the severer forms of ectropion, shrinkage of the lachrymal sac occurs. This, 
if not filled up for years, becomes smaller and smaller with degeneration of its walls, 
and is finally incapable of fulfilling its functions. (A. Weber.) 

Causes.—The causes of ectropion are very different. 
1. In isolated cases, weakness or actual paralysis of the orbicularis muscle is the 

chief cause. 
Thus, diseases of the brain or lesion of the facial nerve may he the cause {para- 

lytic ectropion). In the lowest forms of paresis, the morbid condition is merely 
noticed by not quite so close a fitting of the edge of the lid to the globe, and by 
some hindrance to the perfect carrying-off of the tears. In the higher forms of 
paresis, however, the lower lid hangs down loosely, or actually turns over, while 
the upper lid is pulled up by the levator palpebm superioris, and thus the globe is 
exposed (paralytic lagophthalmia.) 

On the other hand, impairment of the function of the orbicularis may arise from 
changes in the fibers themselves, especially from their atrophy. It may occur from 
previous inflammation of the lid, abscesses, &c., also from excessive distention of the 
lids from orbital tumors, &c. 

Weakness of the orbicularis is generally a mark of great senile change. Indeed, 
falling down of the lower lid, in very old people, is no very rare occurrence, espe¬ 
cially if the person has suffered for a long time from chronic conjunctival catarrh. 
Then the cartilage is also generally affected. It becomes relaxed, loses its firmness, 
is distended, and, consequently, does not fit close to the globe. The beginning of 
the affection in such cases is frequently an eversion of the lowrnr lachrymal punctum. 
The running over of the tears thus caused, leads to inflammation, and subsequently 
to shrinkage of the integument, which may cause an increase in the morbid con¬ 
dition (senile ectropion). 

2. Relaxation, softening, and particularly distention of the cartilage of the lid, 
causes severe trachoma to be a fruitful source of ectropion. Eversion of the lid is 
very apt to occur under such circumstances, if for some time during the inflamma¬ 
tion, great swelling of the ocular conjunctiva existed, or spasm of the lid from any 
cause whatever. The inflammatory relaxation of the cartilage is combined with 
some elongation of the edges of the lids, and this increases markedly, if any pressure j 
be exerted on the lids from behind, forward. The edges of the lids do not fit accu- j 
rately on the eye-hall after the swelling has subsided. They are everted under the 
pressure of the orbicularis. At length, the lower lid becomes completely everted, so 
that the swollen palpebral conjunctiva, which is roughened by trachomatous granu¬ 
lations, is exposed, while the upper lid hangs loosely on the globe {ectropion luxuriant 
or sarcomatosum.) 

S. Ectropion also arises in an acute form, in the course of blennorrhcea, pyor" 
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ECTROPION. CAUSES. 479 

rhcsa, diplitheritis, in general in conjunctivitis which is accompanied by severe 
chemosis. If the lid be not immediately replaced, the cartilage becomes gradually 
distended, but especially the border of the lid, which is the tensest, and the lid 
becomes incapable of preserving its normal position. This is more apt to occur, 
because the exposed portion of the conjunctiva, together with the sub-conjunctival 
tissue, is not unfrequently hypertrophied, on account of the commencing strangu¬ 
lation of the conjunctival swelling, and from the mechanical hypermmia thus 
induced, and remains like a puffy, hard tumor. 

4. In the same way, ectropion of the lower or both lids sometimes occurs, when 
large morbid growths occur in the orbit, or if the globe increases much in size from 
any cause whatever. The lids are bulged forward, more and more distended, and 
their closure is even prevented. At length, either the tumor or the globe is pressed 
out of the palpebral fissure, and thus everts the edges of the lids (mechanical ec¬ 
tropion). 

5. "Wounds which entirely divide the lid in vertical or oblique direction, as well 
as ulcers, cancerous growths, lupus of the commissures, are also a source of me¬ 
chanical ectropion. Eecently, ectropion of both lids has often occurred, as a result 
of cutting through the inner palpebral ligament, in the treatment of some affections 
of the lachrymal sac. 

6. Most frequently, however, a shortening of the integument of the lid, or a 
stretching of it by adjacent cicatrices, is the cause of ectropion {symptomatic ec¬ 
tropion). The lower lid is particularly subject to this sort of ectropion, on account 
of the shortness of its integument, and the want of firmness of its cartilage. Yet the 
upper lid is often everted, and even fully turned over, by cicatrices. 

a. Chronic ophthalmia is sometimes the cause of shortening of the integument, 
particularly when accompanied by lachrymation, or abundant secretion of muco¬ 
purulent material, and the integument is thus kept constantly moist. The latter is 
then gradually covered by a layer of inflexible, often fissured, epidermis, while the 
corium itself becomes hypertrophied and subsequently shriveled, and is shortened, 
perhaps, after the cartilage is relaxed. This shortening is relatively slight, being 
only sufficient to produce ectropion in the lower lid. 

t. Shortening of the integument is more frequently a consequence of losses of 
substance, with the subsequent occurrence of cicatrices. Lacerated wounds, followed 
h suppuration, scalds, burns, cauterizations, confluent small-pox and eczema, erysip¬ 
elas, abscess of the lids with ulceration, or gangrene of the integument of the lid, are 
remote causes of ectropion. The greater portion, or the whole, palpebral integu¬ 
ment is replaced by cicatritial tissue, according to the size of the loss of substance, 
or quite broad and thick cicatritial bands arise, which are either situated entirely in 
Hie integument, or are drawn over from one point to another, and lift up the integu¬ 
ment in folds. 

c. Caries of the bony orbital border is very important in this connection, on 
account of its frequency, as well as the severity and obstinacy of the ectropion caused 
I’i it. In consequence of this affection, rot only is a great part of the integument 
"'Mch has been destroyed replaced by cicatrices, and thus considerably shortened, 
tat the cicatrix involves the cartilage, which is generally distorted, and a portion of 
fte tarso-orbital fascia, and is immediately connected to the hone. Caries most fre¬ 
quently occurs on the lower and outer portion of the bony orbit. 

4 Large cicatrices in the cheek, brow, or temples, may also cause ectropion, by 
faction on the normal integument. 
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480 ECTROPION. TREATMENT. 

Treatment.—The same indications are to be fulfilled as in entropion. The treat¬ 
ment naturally varies in accordance with the cause of the affection. 

1. In acute and sarcomatose ectropion, the proper treatment of the inflammation 
and the replacement of the lid are often sufficient to remove the affection. In the 
greater number of cases, however, an appropriate bandage should be applied and 
worn for some time. If this treatment be patiently and carefully conducted, it is 
often sufficient, even where the border of the lower lid is considerably elongated. 

2. If, in such cases, or after attempts at relief by operation in entropion from 
other causes, the border of the lid remains a little lifted up from the globe, narrowing 
the palpebral fissure often does excellent service. Tor this purpose the surfaces of 
the borders of one or both commissures should be freshened, without injuring the 
cilia, and made to adhere by means of sutures. 

The same method may be recommended in slight.degrees of senile and in para¬ 
lytic ectropion. In the latter variety it is the only means (a cure of the paralysis 
being impossible) to somewhat improve the condition, and to protect the exposed 
eye. Narrowing the fissure is also done for the sake of the appearance, in order to 
mask actual or apparent prominence of the eye-ball. 

Where symptomatic ectropion is threatened from large losses of substance in the 
integument of the lids or neighboring portion of the face, from burns, or the like, it 
is advisable to cause nearly all of the palpebral fissure to unite, and to keep it united 
during the contracting of the cicatrix of the integument. For this purpose nearly 
the entire length of the border of the lid should be pared off or freshened, protecting 
the outer lips, beginning at the lachrymal punctum and continuing to a point near 
the outer commissure. Then they are united by five or six sutures. In order to assist 
in the maintenance of the cicatrices, the palpebral fissure should be frequently penciled 
with collodion. Some months after, when we do not fear any further contraction 
of the cicatrices of the integument, the edges may he easily separated upon a director, 
(Debrou, Maunezin.) 

Iu the same way the suture is the means of curing ectropion, caused by traumatic 
or ulcerative separation of continuity of the lids or commissures. If the edges of the 
fissure are already hardened, they should, of course, be first freshened. But when 
they are formed by an irregular rigid cicatrix, it is well to remove this by a curved 
incision before the reunion is attempted. It hardly need be said that the freshening, 
under such circumstances, should extend through the whole thickness of the lid. 
The freshening and subsequent union of the inner portions of the border of the lid 
also gives good results, where division of the inner palpebral ligament was the cause 
of the ectropion. Yet the muscular action sometimes opposes it. The integument 
is strongly pushed forward by the circular fibers after the freshening of the commis¬ 
sure, hut the mucous membrane, witli the Caruncle, is drawn away from the portion 
about the lachrymal sac, the edges of the wound are stretched open, and thus sup¬ 
puration often occurs at the angle of the eye. It is therefore necessary to exert some 
pressure upon the angular region, in order to keep the parts separated as much as 
possible. A firm piece of charpie, about the size of a filbert, answers for this pur¬ 
pose. It is laid on the inner angle of the eye, and, after carefully filling the orbit 
with bits of cloth or charpie, is pressed upon the structures beneath by a flannel 
bandage tightly drawn. 

It is very good practice to prevent movements of the lids after any operation 
upon them, by applying a protective bandage. This should never be neglected 

during the first part of the healing period. The orbicularis always tears an 
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ECTROPION. TREATMENT. 481 

stretches the edges of the wound, and may thus influence the process of cicatrization 
very unfavorably. 

A further important rule, for all cases in which an operation does not promise a 
complete restoration of the normal position and function of the lower lid, is to slit 
up the lower canaliculus, in order to assist the carrying-off’ of the tears. (Bowman.) 
If there be already some contraction of the lachrymal sac, we should endeavor to 
enlarge it by systematic probing, as is customary in the treatment of blennorrhoea 
of the lachrymal sac. 

In operations in the lid, the interrupted suture is always to be preferred to the continuous. 
The latter presses greatly on the underlying parts, and almost always causes suppuration; 
besides, it is entirely unnecessary. 

The so-called fil de Florence, also improperly named sea-grass, makes the best suture. For 
oculistic purposes only very fine threads should be used, and these should be softened in warm 
water before using. They have an advantage, not to be over-estimated, in not causing suppuration, 
and may therefore be left in, longer than silk or linen sutures. The wound frequently heals 
without suppuration. At any rate, a firmer union may be expected. (Passavant). However, they 
do not answer as sutures for the conjunctiva or globe, since they are too stiff, and cause irrita¬ 
tion or pressure. 

3. In ectropion of the lower lid, caused by elongation of the free border, with 
distention and relaxation of the cartilage, which can not be completely relieved, the 
lid must be rendered tense in a horizontal direction, and at the same time lifted up, 
if we hope to have it tit the eye-ball again. The simple narrowing of the palpebral 
fissure has almost always shown itself to be insufficient. 

If it be accompanied by no very great shortening of the integument, and if the 
margin of the lid is in other respects normal, the excision of a triangular flap, from 
tie outer portion of the lid, and closing the wound by sutures, is generally sufficient, 
for this purpose the edges of the lids in the outer commissure are split with an 
iridectomy-knife, the splitting being continued, if necessary, with a scalpel. Then 
a triangular flap of integument is made by the converging incisions, which is dissected 
"P from the tissue beneath. The edges of the wound are then united by suture, 
aid a protective bandage applied until adhesion has occurred. In order to lessen 

the stretching, it is well, before closing 
the wound, to separate the inner edge 
from the tissue beneath for a little dis¬ 
tance, particularly if the sub-cutaneous 
tissue is somewhat thickened from pre¬ 
vious irritations, and consequently resists 
the intended pressing out of the integu¬ 
ment. It also seems advisable to some¬ 
what diminish the tension by keeping the 
adjacent parts drawn toward the cicatrix 
by strips of plaster. If we wish to secure 
a great elevation of the lid and of the 
commissure, the tarsorapMc operation 
deserves the preference. (Ammon, 
Graefe). Before this operation is under¬ 
taken we should close the lids, bring the 
lower one into a normal position, then 
the border is put slightly on the stretch 

31 
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482 ECTROPION. TREATMENT. 

in a horizontal direction. We should then mark with ink. in a vertical line, the two 
points of both the edges of the lids, where both lid-margins fit each other, when they 
are in a normal position, and there is a slight amount of tension of the lower lid. 
Then, the lids being kept in the position described, the integument over the outer 
commissure is lifted up in a horizontal fold, and as much of the integument of the 
lower lid very gradually fastened between the fingers as is necessary to bring the lid 
into its normal position, and to elevate the outer commissure to the level of the inner 
angle. When the breadth of this horizontal fold of integument is also indicated 
by two lines parallel to the margin of the lid, we begin to extirpate the portion of 
the integument within the described boundaries. 

While one assistant holds the head of the patient, and another restrains the 
bleeding, the operator (see Fig. 72) pushes a small horn-spatula under the outer 
commissure, lifts it up from the globe, and splits it into two layers, first thrusting in 
a broad, lance-shaped knife immediately in front of the fascia tarso-orbitali3, and 
then enlarging the wound with a scalpel on both lids, up to the vertical boundary 

lines (Fig. 72, a and b). 
When this intramarginal splitting is done sufficiently, the lower and then the 

upper margin of the lid are freshened in a direction inward from the vertical 
boundary line for about one half to three quarters of a line, by a horizontal incision. 
The whole breadth of this incision falls behind the lashes. The lower margin of 
the lid is now cut through in the vertical boundary line, and down to the cartilage, 
the wound elongated until the level of the horizontal line has been reached. The 
knife is then turned in an obtuse angle looking outward, carried on parallel to the 
margin of the lid, and beyond the commissure is turned upward in the shape of an 
arch. (See Fig. 72). 

The upper lid is treated in the same way. The horizontal incision is to be made 
at a greater or less distance from the edge of the lid, according as the outer commis¬ 
sure is to he more or less elevated; but it should always be so made that the two 
run together at an acute angle. The integument thus circumscribed is dissected up, 
and the wound closed by three or four sutures. The first suture is placed close to 
the vertical boundary line. (Fig. 73.) When all are inserted, the curved incision is 

changed to a horizontal one. 
In order to lessen the tension, strips 

of adhesive plaster, as well as the protect¬ 
ive bandage, may he used. These aie 
fastened on the cheeks and forehead, 
drawing up the integument lying between 

them. 
When there is a very great difference 

in the length of the edges of the lids, the 
result of the operation is endangered by 
the bulging forward of a largo fold of tJ0 j 

” cartilage and the fascia under the suture. 

It is, therefore, advisable, after the separation of a circumscribed flap, to cut out a 
piece or gusset (zuoickel) next to the outer commissure, whose axis runs ontw 
and somewhat downward, and whose base is about the same size as the difference 
in the length of the edges of the lids. The edges of the incision in the caiti 
and the fascia should then he included in the suture. 

Cutting out a V-shaped piece from the middle, and from the entire thickness of the lid, is 

Fig. 73. 
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the 

to be recommended. (Adams.) There is generally some bulging inward remaining on the margin 

of the lid, which may affect the carrying-off of the tears. But the chief thing to be considered, 

in such a method, is, that the outer commissure is not elevated in the operation, and that the 

shortened margin of the lid, especially in prominent or projecting eyes, readily turns on the lower 

portion of the convexity of the globe—prevents the closing of the lids, and may become a source 

of irritation. 

The attempt to cure an ectropion of the kind in question, by the destruction of a portion of the 

palpebral fold by caustics, or the actual cautery, that is, by causing a contracting conjunctival 

cicatrix, is entirely useless. In severe ectropion such a procedure is entirely insufficient. In 

slight cases, which may be removed by the traction of a conjunctival cicatrix, a very large 

destruction of the conjunctiva must take place, and this endangers the functions of the eye. 

Some attempt to render the conjunctiva tense by a kind of transplantation, and speak highly 

of the results, especially in senile and sarcomatous ectropion. For this purpose the tarsal con¬ 

junctiva is entirely separated from the inner surface of the cartilage for about eight lines, and 

then the integument is cut through externally along the convex cartilaginous border in the breadth 

of the lid. As much of the conjunctiva as may be necessary is brought through this fissure as a 

transverse fold, and fastened by harelip needles passed in crosswise. This fold is allowed to heal 

there (Dieffenbach, Kuchler.) Unfortunately, this method pays no regard to the elongation of the 

margin of’the lid. Where this latter can be relieved without an operation, after replacement of 

the lid, the above procedure seems superfluous, and, where we can not expect a contraction of the 

distended parts, it is impossible for this operation to accomplish its object. 
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4. If there is a marked thickening and shrinkage of the integument, together with 
the eversion of the lid, we can not make the integument sufficiently tense, or lift it 
op, without dangerous stretching of the parts. It is necessary to take material from 
the adjacent integument. 

It is recommended to split the lid from the lachrymal punctnm to the outer 
commissure for this purpose, and then to carry two vertical incisions, from eight to 
ten lines long, through the integument. The whole quadrangular flap (see Fig. 74) 
is then loosened sub-cutaneously. The flap is seized with the forceps, drawn up 
tightly, and united in this position by sutures to the lateral incisions, beginning from 
below upward. 

But, in order to correct the elongated margin of 
FiS-,?4- the lid, the flap must first be supported. This is 

best done by an incision, a, which unites the inner 
with the horizontal edge of the flap. Finally, the 
intermarginal incision is united by sutures, and a 
protective bandage applied until union has taken 
place, (Graefe.) This method is said to do particu¬ 
larly well when the free margin of the lid is very 
much distorted, and when, in consequence of the 
traction of the integument, the conjunctiva is 
drawn over upon the anterior surface of the tarsal 
cartilage. Unfortunately, its effect upon the posi¬ 
tion of the commissures is scarcely sufficient. This 

fflcienny is felt particularly at a subsequent period, when the adherent mass begins 
to ^rink. We shall, as a rule, therefore, he compelled to subsequently perform 
hrioraphy. 

There is an old method which is very practicable in such a combination. This 
lsthe displacement of a triangular flap of integument. {Samson.) But this is only to 

* employed, provided the margin of the lid is merely elongated, hut not much 
1 in form. The flap is made by two straight incisions in the integument, upon 

1 

1 
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484 OPERATIONS POE ECTROPION. 

a spatula placed under the lid. They begin at the marginal surface, and converge 
toward the orbital border. 

Fig. 75. 
Where it is possible, all the shrunken 

portion of the corium should be involved 
in the incision. The flap is then dissected 
up, when the lid may be readily brought 
into a normal position. The flap now 
only partially covers the surface of the 
wound (Fig. 75). There remains a por¬ 
tion uncovered, shaped like a pointed 
arrow-head. This should be covered by 
drawing the edges of the adjacent integu-. 
ment together. For this purpose the 
converging outer borders toward the ver¬ 
tex of the incision should first be united 
to each other by suture, and then the re¬ 
maining portions. 

Others first cut through the integument in 
the vicinity of the outer lips. They separate this up to or beyond the orbital margin from the 
tissue beneath. The outer commissure is then divided horizontally, as far as may be neces¬ 
sary, and a triangular piece is taken away from the lateral portion of the lid, having first re¬ 
moved any puffed-out portions of the conjunctiva with the scissors. When this is done, the 
gap in the commissure is closed by sutures, the tarsal border is brought into proper position 
by two loops of thread, and 
fastened on the forehead or 
cheek by adhesive plaster. A. 
The undermined integument 
is to be brought at the same 
time as near as possible to the 
free margin of the lid, and an 
attempt made to secure ad¬ 
hesion (Chelius, Ruete). 

5. Ectropion which is 
caused by a cicatrix in the 
lid, and which is small and 
deep, may be often re¬ 
lieved by excising the cica¬ 
trix. For this purpose the 
cicatrix is involved in an 
arch - shaped incision, 
whose sides are nearly per¬ 
pendicular to the free bor¬ 
der of the lid; this is dis¬ 
sected up and removed, 
and the edges of the wound 
brought together by sutures. In bridge-like cicatrices it is sometimes sufficient to 
divide the bridge and to keep the surfaces from contact until they have healed over 
(Frtcke). 

6. If the greater portion of integument of the ljd suffering from ectropion, and per 
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OPERATIONS FOR ECTROPION. 485 

haps the muscle also, be shriveled into a dense cicatricial mass, there is nothing to 
be done, in order to overcome the eversion, but to cut out the cicatrix, and to 
transplant a flap to supply its place from the adjacent integuments. 

Ihe details of a blepharoplastic operation vary exceedingly in each case. 
It is of great importance to take the flap to be transplanted from healthy skin. 

The bridge which nourishes it should be as broad as is possible, without impairing 
its mobility very much. Generally speaking, the two following methods of opera¬ 
tion will answer the purpose, with slight modifications, in the majority of cases. 

a. The cicatritial mass is circumscribed by two curved, oblique incisions. They 
meet on the inner border of the cicatrix, at quite an acute angle, but diverge some¬ 
what toward the orbital border, and at the same time sink a little downward. 
(See Fig. 76, which is from a case of Professor Arlt’s.) Then the cicatritial 
mass is dissected from the tissue beneath, from within outward, the lid stretched 
into its normal position, and the gaping wound closed by a flap (A) shaped like 
it, but somewhat longer and broader. This is to be taken from the anterior 

temporal region, and has either a 
FiS- 77. vertical or an oblique axis. The 

anterior boundary line of this flap 
should unite with the lower bor¬ 
der of the surface of the incision 
in the lid, but the posterior incision 
should diverge outward somewhat, 
and end under the level of the 
upper border of the surface of the 
incision in the lid. Then the cica¬ 
tritial mass is completely separated 
up to the inner border of the flap, 
which is turned upon the surface 
of the wound of the lid, and united 
by sutures. (.FricJce, Arlt). 

i. The cicatrix is circumscribe 
by three incisions, making a triangle, 
the base of which runs parallel to 
the lid. This is dissected up, and 
the wound covered by transplant¬ 
ing a rectangular flap, A, formed 
from the healthy integument, and 
the wound closed by sutures. (Dief- 
fenbach.) 

The surfaces which are exposed, after the transplantation of the flap, may 
! lessened or even fully covered, as far as is possible without stretching, by 

'PProximation and union of the edges. That which remains uncovered must heal 
I 1 granulation. It is necessary to wear a protective bandage at first, and the 
I Went should be kept strictly quiet, in bed, if possible, and antiphlogistic regimen 
I' orce<!' The principal danger in these blepharoplastic operations is the gangrene, 

6t Partial suppuration, of the flap. We have the best chance of avoiding these 
»gers by making the flap of healthy and very distensible integument, the con- 

| " u,g piece broad, and by avoiding all severe tension. But the most appropriate 
not always certain in its result. The occurrence of erysipelas is especially 
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486 OPERATIONS FOR ECTROPION. 

unfavorable, for then partial suppuration, at least, always occurs, and cicatrices arc 
caused, which may alter the position of the edges of the lids. Moreover, it not 
unfrequently occurs that the flap, although healing without suppuration, afterward 
shrinks up in a puffy way, the tissue beneath not being firm enough. In the most 
favorable cases, the new lid remains immovable, the muscle having either been pre¬ 
viously destroyed, or having degenerated with the transplanted flap. These opera¬ 
tions are rather designed to cover the eye, and the cosmetic interest is of less 
importance. It is therefore well to connect with them extensive tarsoraphic opera¬ 
tions. These operations are also indicated from the fact that they somewhat oppose 
the re-opening of the palpebral fissure, on account of the shrinkage ot' the flap. 

In the ectropion caused by cicatritiul adhesion of the lids to the bony orbital 
border, it will be sufficient, in case the cicatrix is small, to loosen this sub-cutaneously 
from the bone, and to keep the lid in its position by tarsoraphy, until the union has 
occurred. 

The following method is more certain, however, when the cicatrix is small. The 
cicatrix is circumscribed by two elliptical incisions, with their sides as nearly as 
possible perpendicular to the border of the lid. (Fig. 78, A.) The surface of the 
cicatrix is then freshened, the adjacent integument and fat sufficiently separated 
from the bone, so as to bring the lid into a normal position without stretching, and 
the edges of the elliptical wound are brought together by suture, so that the cica¬ 
trix is completely covered by. the adjacent parts of integument, and united to it! 
posterior surface. {Ammon.) 

Eig. 78. Fig. 79. 

In broad adhesions of this kind, an incision should be made, two to three lines 
below the cicatrix, parallel to the orbital border (Fig. 79, A), down to the bone, so 
that the skin, with the cicatrix, can be sufficiently separated from the layer beneath 
sub-cutaneously, and upon which the lid may be brought in its normal position. 
When this has been done, the palpebral fissure is narrowed to the extent of a third 
and more by paring its edges, and uniting them by suture. After complete cicatri¬ 
zation of the edges of the wound, the danger of farther shrinkage being past, it 
may be again enlarged as is required. (Ammon.) 

In both the latter-described operations, a properly-applied bandage is almost essen¬ 
tial to success. We desire, above all things, to secure union by first intention, or at 
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least to limit the suppuration, in order to prevent the formation of extensive cica¬ 
trices. For this purpose the integument, with the fat, must not only be drawn over, 
but also pressed into the space in the bone, which is often quite deep. If there 
remains any unfilled space, suppuration is unavoidable. It only remains to be seen 
how far it will extend. 

The best-performed operation may become an injury, by a slight neglect in the 
application of the bandage, and may even increase the deformity. It is therefore 
urgently advisable, to keep the integument and fat well drawn over the field of the 
operation, with properly-applied strips of plaster, after it has been sufficiently sep¬ 
arated from the hone. A firm bunch of charpie should be kept over the bone which 
has been exposed, and over the sutures, by means of a protective or roller bandage. 
Thus the freshened surfaces of the integument are kept in immediate contact with 
those of the bones. Positive experience has taught us that the suppuration may be 
thus limited, if not entirely restrained, and confined to a very small circumscribed 
space, and, at the worst, only fine cicatritial hands are left, which may afterward 
he sub-cutaneously divided, and, by a gradual displacement of the integument, be 
entirely deprived of their influence upon the position of the lid. 

Authorities.—Ohelius, Handbuch der Augenheilkunde. II. Stuttgart. 1839. S. 148, 157.—Am¬ 
man, Zeitschrift f. Ophth. I. S. 36, 529, IV. S. 428, Plast. Chirurgie. Berlin. 1842. S. 192-228.— 
Eimly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen. I. Berlin, 1843. S. 150.—Mackenzie, Traite des mal. d. 
yeux. traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Par. 1856. P. 269.—Desmarres, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. 
Paris. 1847. P. 65.—Hamer, Entwurf einer anat. Begriindung etc. Prag. 1847. S. 248.—Arlt, Die 
Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. 1856. S. 368; A. f. 0. IX. 1. T. 94.—Rnete, Lehrb. der Ophth. 
II. Braunschweig. 1854. S. 81,84-98.—Adams und Samson, nach, Ruete S. 86,88.—Bowman, nach 
Mackenzie 1. c. P. 415.—Fricke, nach Ammon plast. Chir. S. 195.—Diejfenbach, nach Ammon 1. c. 
S. 206 und Chdius 1. o. S. 153,165.—Graefe, A. f. 0. IV. 2. S. 201, X. 2. S. 227.—Kuchler, Deutsche 
Clinik. 1865. Nr. 49.—Passavant, Archiv. f. klin. Chirurgie. VI. S. 350.—A. Weber, A. f. O. VIII. 
1. s. 95.—Debrou, Gaz. d. hopit. 1860. Nr. 133; ki. Monatbl. 1866. S. 145.—Mauvezin, Arch. gen. 
demed. 1865. S. 703.—Graefe, klin. Monatbl. 1868. S. 427. 
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TENTH SECTION. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE LACHRYMAL APPARATUS. 

Anatomy.—We divide the lachrymal apparatus into secreting and conducting 
parts. The former are the conjunctiva and lachrymal gland, the latter the canaliculi 
and the lachrymal duct, which again is divided into the lachrymal sac and nasal duct. 

The lachrymal gland appears divided into a larger and smaller portion. The 
former lies in the lachrymal fossa of the roof of the orbit, and is there attached to 
the bone by an aponeurosis of the tarso-orbital fascia, running backward. Imme¬ 
diately under this aponeurosis lies the smaller portion. Its anterior border reaches 
to the convex edge of the upper lid. Besides this, there are a variable number of 
small glandular bodies lying scattered about in the sub-conjunctival tissue near the 
upper margin of the cartilage and the outer commissure. The lachrymal corresponds 
in formation with the salivary and milk glands. Its ducts, from six to twelve in num¬ 
ber, are as fine as hairs, and open in a row at the outer third of the upper reflection 
of conjunctiva. 

The canaliculi are canals three or four lines long, less than one third of a line in 
caliber, which consist of a very fine, pale, hard, smooth mucous membrane, contain¬ 
ing a few mucous glands (Rud. Haier) and pavement epithelium. (Henle.) They 
begin at the prominence which the inner lip of the two lids forms next to the 
caruncle, in a fine opening, the punctum lachrymalis. The mucous membrane here 
contains a well-developed papilla, the lachrymal caruncle (Thranenwarzchen). From 
this, the canaliculi first run perpendicularly forward, about three fourths of a line 
from the inner lip of the lid, become horizontal, then converge in a convex arc towa d 
the outer wall of the lachrymal sac. They reach this about the level of the palpebral 
ligament, and pierce it, either united, near each other, or far apart (Lesshaft). 
They open without valves into the lachrymal sac. 'The puncta are surrounded by 
hard, tendinous connective tissue. The perpendicular portions of the tubes are 
attached to the inner border of the cartilage by connective-tissue filaments, and 
they, as well as the horizontal portions, are well surrounded by bundles of the lach¬ 
rymal portion of the orbicularis muscle, and these fibers sometimes run in arcs 
which turn their convexjty to the caliber of the tube, and, by their contraction, open 
this, or at least keep it gajring (Wedl). In many rare cases two puncta have been 
seen in the same lid, which open into a blind canal (Graefe), or into a canal leading 
to the sac (A. Weber, Zehender, Steffari). Around the lachrymal puncta there should 
constantly be found a ring-shaped, funnel-like valve sunk in the tube. At the point 
where both tubes open by a common mouth into the sack, a single or double-lipped 
vertical valve is said also sometimes to partially close the opening (Bochdalek). The 
Jachrymal duct has a much thicker, quite tough mucous membrane, rendered uneven 
by the numerous mucous fossae, which contains a layer of ciliated epithelium, but 
lower down pavement epithelium, and numerous racemose mucous glands (if. 
Henle). Its upper part, the lachrymal sac, is five lines long and two wide. It has a 
kind of almond shape, as it appears flattened from anteriorly and outward to poste- 
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riorly and inward, and occasionally so strongly that, in the cadaver, the caliber is 
absent, or is only a fine Assure. The lachrymal sac lies in the so-called lachrymal 
canal, between the border of the lachrymal bone and the nasal process of the supe¬ 
rior maxilla. More than half its vertical extent is below the level of the inner 
inferior angle of the bony orbit. The upper half of the sac is crossed by the ob¬ 
liquely-running tarsal ligament. The upper blind sac-like end, the fundus, extends 
one and a half lines above the upper edge of this ligament. The canaliculi open 
in the outer wall, behind the latter. The inner wall of the sac, lying next the bone, 
corresponding to the shape of the lachrymal canal, falls perpendicularly, and be¬ 
comes the inner wall of the nasal duct. The outer wall of the lachrymal sac 
occasionally has a superAcial recess at its lower part. In most cases this recess is 
absent, and then the lachrymal sac is very indistinctly, if at all, separated from the 
nasal duct, as the outer wall of the sac also passes into that of the duct, without 
any boundary. Still, cases occur where the transition from sac to canal is marked 
by a protrusion of the mucous membrane, and where even decided contraction 
exists. These prominences are caused by great development of the periosteum, or 
of the aponeurosis of the lachrymal sac at the point of entrance to the bony canal 
(Arlt), or represent only folds of the mucous membrane (Bochdalek). 

The membranous nasal canal is from seven to nine lines long, cylindrical, and 
somewhat Aattened laterally. It is inclosed in the bony lachrymal canal, whose 
course is curved downward, outward, and backward. The convexity, however, dif¬ 
fers almost in every case; sometimes it is more pronounced outwardly, sometimes 
posteriorly. This depends partly on the perpendicular hight of the upper jaw, on the 
horizontal width of the nasal cavity, and the somewhat variable position of the infe¬ 
rior turbinated bone {Arlt). Besides this, decided differences are caused by the fact 
that the membranous nasal canal does not by any means always open immediately 
™er the line of attachment of the inferior turbinated bone, hut frequently passes 
still further down between the outer wall of the nasal cavity and the Schneiderian 
membrane covering it, before opening into the nasal cavity. Oases occur where the 
opening is found near the Aoor of the cavum nan-urn, deep under the free border of 
the inferior turbinated bone. 

The form of the lower opening of this inferior nasal duct varies exceedingly. If 
>t is far up, close under the attachment of the turbinated bone, it is usually round, 
ora'i or pen-shaped, and is wide open. Sometimes, however, it is much contracted 
by a very prominent crescentic or circular duplicature of mucous membrane, which 
Mses the lower end of the tube to appear like a blind sac, especially if this end, as 
■wt unfrequently happens, is somewhat enlarged, in which case it is often shaped 
“be a horse’s hoof. (Arlt.) 

But if the opening is far below the insertion of the turbinated hone, it is usually 
sAt-shaped; for the walls of the nasal duct are not then kept apart by the bony 

to which they are attached, but lie on each other in the space between the 
cnneiderian membrane and the outer wall of the nasal cavity; hence the lower 

Pait of the nasal canal appears pressed together antero-posteriorly. 

k such cases, duplicatures of mucous membrane are not unfrequently found (Hasner), which 
‘ eimes spring from above, occasionally from before and behind, again from behind only, but 

flat on the Schneiderian membrane. They cause the fissure to appear curved, some- 
<tret\ orizontalljr, again obliquely or perpendicularly. The lower end of this fissure occasionally 

Cles out considerably, with gradual flattening, and looks as if the membranous nasal duct 
Ejected some distance into the Schneiderian membrane as a shallow trough. 
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490 ANATOMY OF THE LACHRYMAL APPARATUS. 

The membranous lachrymal canal is enveloped throughout its entire length by a 
close network of rather firm connective tissue, mingled with elastic fibers {Stilling). 
This network is very vascular. The vessels, which are intimately connected with those 
of the surrounding bones, which are also very vascular, completely fill the spaces of 
the mesh-work, and their walls are connected with those of tlie individual cavities; 
consequently, in the cadaver they do not collapse, but gape open. Hence, on a 
section, with the naked eye we may recognize the open mouths of the larger venous 
branches. The whole tissue acquires, to some extent, the appearance of erectile 
tissue. At the lachrymal sac itself, it forms a very thin stratum. But in the nasal 
passage it increases decidedly in thickness, especially inferiorly, so that the nasal 
passage itself contracts, and its mucous membrane is thrown into numerous and 
prominent folds. 

Externally, the connective tissue thickens to a hard, tendinous envelope, which 
incloses the lachrymal duct throughout its length like a sheath. As far as this lies 
on the bone, the sheath is lightly attached to the latter, and serves as periosteum. 
But at the outer wall of the lachrymal sac it forms a sort of aponeurosis, which, 
clinging every where to the edges of the lachrymal passage, forms it into a canal or 
inclosed space. This aponeurosis is intimately connected with the offshoots of the 
posterior surface of the ligament of the lid, as well as with the sheath of the lachry¬ 
mal portion of the orbicularis, and is thus much strengthened. 

Fig. 80 represents the relative position of the parts in question, in a horizontal section of a 
frozen preparation, made through the closed lids and continued through the ligament of the lids 
and the lateral walls of the nasal cavity. The outer covering of the inner third of the border of 
the lid is subsequently removed, 
to enable us to follow further the 
palpebral ligament in its relation 
to the neighboring parts, a is 
the nasal process of the superior 
maxillary. External to it lies the 
angular vein, and behind it, the 
angular artery, b is the crest of 
the lachrymal bone, and c the 
anterior end of the orbital plate 
of the ethmoid. The ligament of 
the lid, d, e, originates from a, 
and, covered by the skin, runs in 
an arc, convex posteriorly to the 
inner commissure of the lids, 
where it divides. The inner lips 
of the margins of the two lids, of 
which only the lower, ff is here 
shown, cling closely to the an¬ 
terior surface of the globe, g. 
The inner part of the lip goes far 
back, and thus forms a promi¬ 
nence which is crowned by the 
lachrymal punctum, h. This 
prominence is the more marked, 
as the caruncle, i, appears on the 
nasal side, and gives the inner 
border of the conjunctival sac an 
S-shaped curvature. The pos- n c 
terior convex wall of the ligament t . 
of the lid, df e, is not regularly bounded, but forms an indefinite number of branched and vanous 
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anastomosing tendinous slips and bands, which partly cling to the bone, but partly shoot out 
posteriorly between the bony wall and the globe. Among these, especially one, &, is remarkable 
for its density. It proceeds directly backward from the external edge of the ligament of the lid, 
and unites with the periosteum of the crest of the lachrymal bone. A second such process, 
which does not appear to be constant, however, is found inside of this, but, like the other 
numerous small offshoots, soon loses itself in the network which fills the relatively large space 
between the ligament of the lids and the lachrymal sac, £, and by its thickness helps to form 
the aponeurosis above mentioned. In this network fibers of the orbicularis palpebrarum, m, 
originate or become firmly fixed ; but further back the meshes or cavities are filled with loose, 
partly fatty connective tissue. Outside of this network lies the lachrymal muscle, n. 

The vessels of the lachrymal apparatus, as well as its nerves, are, for the most part, only 
twigs of branches destined for neighboring organs. Still, the lachrymal gland receives a special 
branch of the ophthalmic artery, the arteria lachrymalis, and a corresponding vein which opens 
into the vena ophthalmica. A particular nerve, also, the nervous lachrymalis of the first 
branch of the fifth pair, goes to the lachrymal gland, and governs its secretions just as certain 
other nerves govern the secretion of saliva (JEferzenstem). To its influence is to be ascribed 
the excessive flow of tears, occurring in certain states of the mind, or when external injuries 
affect the eye. Under ordinary circumstances the lachrymal glands give but little secretion; 
the tears which moisten the eyes are mostly from the. conjunctiva, and especially from the 
scattered acinous glands. Their secretory activity explains the trifling influence which the 
extirpation of the lachrymal gland usually exercises under ordinary circumstances upon the 
moistening and nutrition of the globe (0. Becker, Lawrence). 

Tears are pure water mixed with a very small amount of salt and albumen. By 
winking of the lid they are regularly distributed over the convexity of the globe, 
and so serve to lubricate the anterior and most important surface of the dioptric 
apparatus. When the lids are open they sink by their specific gravity along the 
snrface of the globe, and collect between the outer edge of the under lid and the 
surface of the eye in shape of a meniscus, which is described as a “tear-stream” 
(Thranenbach) and in which the upper lid is bathed each time the lids close. 
Toward the inner canthus the “tear-stream” widens to the so-called “ tear-sea,” 
(Thranensee). This is the depression between the caruncle and the lid. When 
Ike lids are open it appears bounded above and below; when closed, anteriorly 
hounded by the prominences of the inner lips of the lids, on which the puncta lach- 
rymalia open. These are constantly in contact with the contents of the tear-sea. 

The motive-power of the tears is the orbicularis muscle, including its lachrymal 
portion. By closing the lids, it presses any excess of tears in the conjunctival sac 
mto the canaliculi, and through them into the lachrymal sac, whence their weight 
®d the pressure from behind carry them into the nose. 

As the two folds of the conjunctival sac are every where pressed closely together by the tension 
d the orbicularis muscle, even while it is in a state of rest, only so much fluid can remain 
between them as clings to the walls by molecular attraction. This is undoubtedly a very thin, 
e,en layer, which only suffices to moisten the surface and to reduce to a minimum the friction 
caused by the motion of the lids and eye-ball. Any excess of tears is forced by this muscular 
aehon into the fissure between the lids, and here collects in the lams lachrymalis. On closure 
d the lids, the pressure of the orbicularis drives the fluid out. But as the edges of the lids fit 
'ksely throughout their length, the excess of fluid collected in the canthus, pressed on from all 
P ''h must necessarily take the only way of escape, that is, through the canaliculi, and any fluid 
'“these must be pressed into the lachrymal duct. Under ordinary circumstances, with a normal 
accretion of tears and quiet closure of the lids, very little or no fluid passes from the conjunctiva 

* e lachrymal duct. The excess of tears collecting is a minimum, and the usually excessive 
Waporation suffices to prevent a collection. But if, from any cause, the secretion of tears is 
‘ncreased, and the eye is overfilled, energetic and continued winking quickly follows, under the 

uence of which the excess escapes into the nose, whose walls become more moist, and the 
Pat‘ent must blow his nose. In weeping, when the secretion of tears is excessive, part of the 
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492 INFLAMMATION OF THE LACIIEYMAL APPAEATUS. 

product always escapes through the lids and flows over the cheeks, for, on the one hand, the 
edge of the lids can only retain a limited amount of tears , on the other, the capacity of the 
puncta and canaliculi is insufficient to take up all in as short a time as is required by the pres¬ 
sure of the lids. Part of the fluid is pressed out between the lids by the rapid and strong con¬ 
tractions of the orbicularis, while the rest streams into the nose. 

The simple weight of the tear is very unimportant as a mechanical cause ; when the lids are 
at rest, gravity causes them to run slowly into the nose only when their surface is higher than 
the highest point of the canaliculi. 

It is improper to speak of the siphon action or the suction of the tears during inspiration, 
as the conduction into the sac continues unimpaired when its connection with the nares is cut 
off, or when it communicates freely externally. The latter circumstance, together with the 
well-known want of valvular apparatus, excludes the pump theory. In the same way tho 
capillary action of the canaliculi might carry the tears as far as the sac, but not into it. A 
sort of milking action has been ascribed to the muscular filament around the canaliculi (Aril), 
but this does not exist, and, if it did, the slitting up of the canaliculi would end the action; 
but this does not stop the conduction. , 

Nosology,—1. Inflammation of the lachrymal gland, Dacryo-adenitis, has been 
but rarely observed, once on both .sides {Korn). Hypersecretion of tears occasion¬ 
ally precedes it for a long time (Graefe). It runs a slow, tedious course, and shows 
itself, by the gradual development of an immovable tumor, of varying hardness, 
glandular irregularity, usually painless, but often tender on pressure, which appears 
at the outer and upper portion of the orbit, and which, from its size, is apt to push 
the eye-ball downward and inward. On anatomical examination, this is found to 
be a pure proliferation of the lachrymal gland (Gluge, Warlomont, Rothmund, 
Lebert, Letenneur). Sometimes the tumor recedes spontaneously or under the 
use of remedies (Heymann, Horner), but extirpation is usually demanded to 
prevent injury to the eyeball. Now and then also chronic suppuration occurs, 
and caries of the roof of the orbit is caused. (Ad. Schmidt.) In other cases the 
inflammation appears phlegmonous, and runs a very acute course. It then appears 
to be a large abscess. Even in such cases the product may be removed by absorp¬ 
tion, and the disease he cured. (Schon, Haynes- 'Walton). But the usual result is 
rupture and the formation of a deep excavation, which often suppurates a long 
while, closes repeatedly, and opens anew. (Alf. Graefe.) Sometimes it attacks tho 
hone and causes caries. (Ad. Schmidt.) Hence the extirpation of the proliferating 
tissue seems advisable. 

In very rare cases, so-called fistula of the lachrymal gland, opening on the outer 
part of the upper lid or on the conjunctiva, have been observed, as the result ol 
disease of one of the ducts. (Ad. Schmidt, Beer.) 

We may here mention the very rare occurrence of a tumor analogous to ranula, 
which is caused by ectasia of a gland-duct. It is the so-called dacryops. On eversion 
of the lids it appears as a bluish, translucent, cyst-like tumor, covered only by con¬ 
junctiva, which, by pressure, may be emptied of its watery contents (Wecker), but 
soon fills again, and when the secretion of tears is abundant, it decidedly increases 
in size (Ad. Schmidt, Beer, Graefe). 

2. Inflammation of the mouth of the puncta often occurs; for this is not entirely 
removed from external sources of injury, and is also sometimes directly injure 
by probing, injections, &c. Moreover, the papillary bodies forming it par.icipat® 
readily in the inflammation of the edges of the lids of the tarsal conjunctiva an 
lachrymal duct. (Hesmarres.) Then the same changes occur as in the papillary 
bodies of the inflamed conjunctiva. Under lesr intense hut continuous change |tu 
not unfrequently greatly hypertrophied, and later shrinks like conjunctival tiac o 
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; with its destruction, the lachrymal punctum contracts or closes. In other 
suppuration occurs, where the product is too rapidly developed. This is 

I observed with especial frequency when neighboring ulcers spread over the mouth 
of the punctum, or pustules form on it. Then the result is almost always a cicatri¬ 
cial contraction or closure of the puncta lachrymalia. Membranous coating of the 
latter also occurs congenitally (Zehender). 

3. The canaliculi also inflame occasionally, as injurious influences act on their 
I mucous membrane from without, as foreign bodies, hair (Hastier, Desmarres, Himly) f 

probes, etc.; or as the mucous membrane is sympathetically affected from the 
lachrymal sac or conjunctiva; or as a point of inflammation developed in the thick¬ 
ness of the lid, as a suppurating hordeolum (Desmarres, Arlt), extends over one or 
other canaliculus. This inflammation often has the character of a catarrh, and by 

I long duration may lead to hypertrophy of the mucous membrane, which again may 
end with partial destruction of the tube and formation of strictures {Stilling). In 
other cases, on the contrary, the inflammation results in purulent destruction of part 
of the tube. The result may then be cicatricial contraction and closure, but the pus 
may brqak through and leave a lachrymal fistula opening inward or outward (Himly, 
Binnwrres). Such fistula may, moreover, be caused by wounds (Lecomte). As a 
possible cause of inflammation of the lachrymal passages, we must mention the rare 
occurrence of fatty or chalky concrements, so-called dacryoliths (Himly, Desmarres, 
Iwltmie), as well as the development of condylomata in the canaliculi (Oraefe). 

The rare development of fungi in the caliber of the canals deserves especial 
mention as a possible cause of the inflammation of the lachrymal duets {Oraefe, 
Forster, Narkiewicz). These are very like the leptothrix buccalis, which is very 
common in the cavity of the mouth, and appears to occur in connection with caries 
of the teeth. It is supposed that this fungus is carried from the cavity of the mouth 
to the conjunctival sac, since many persons regard the saliva as a means of cure for 
oil inflammatory affections of the eyes, and are accustomed to spread it upon the 
lids {Forster). The collection of such a fungus in the lower canaliculus, where up 
to this time it has alone been found, betrays its presence by more or less violent 
rotation at the internal angle of the lids, but still further by a slight rounding off 
wd thickening of the internal portion of the lower eyelid. By palpation there is then 
tolt an almost cylindrical, moderately compressible, firm tumor, involving the thick- 
ttess °f the lid and following the course of the canaliculus. The lower punctum is 
tous dilated, and if the disease is advanced, when pressed upon, often evacuates a 
®all quantity of creamy matter. Slitting up the canal and cleansing it of its con- 
touts suffice to bring about a cure. The mucous membrane of the canal is seen, on 
taing exposed, to be greatly reddened and swollen. The fungus itself appears 
dually as a yellow concretion varying in size, but sometimes, however, almost black, 
to the shape of a truncated cone. Its consistence varies very much. Sometimes it 
18 from containing large quantities of lime. In other cases pus appears on the 
surface. There is no doubt that the formation of abscesses and ulceration with the 
Production of fistulas may be the consequences. Moreover, it is very probable that 
to® so-called dacryoliths, which have been found in the most various parts of the 

■wryinal canals {Himly, Desmarres, Mackenzie), among others in the excretory 
lcts of the lachrymal glands (Williams), are partly to be referred to masses of 

Vothrix -with secondary formations of chalk {Oraefe). 
Undoubtedly the loose vascular mucous membrane, rich in glands and the 

Similar bodies surrounding the canaliculi, is the most frequent substratum for an 
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494 INFLAMMATION OF THE LACHEYMAL PASSAGES. 

inflammatory change. In most cases this process is merely a slight acute catarrh, 
which quickly runs its course without important results, and is rarely observed. In 

ether cases the catarrh is severe from the commencement, and then rarely recovers 
spontaneously, but the process becomes chronic or even habitual. Then the mucous 
membrane acquires a dark-red color, bordering on blue or brown; it becomes 
thickened, spongy, relaxed, and tender. 

It is said that, in some cases, granulations rise on the surface of the proliferating mucous 
membrane (Ohelius, A. Weber), which much resemble those of the conjunctiva, but occasionally 
grow to true polypi, which decidedly distend the lachrymal sac (Janin, Walther, Blasim, 
Oraefe, Berlin). In some cases, also, the mucous glands have been found much swelled and 
expanded [Janin). Here and there hemorrhages into the sac occur, the coagula gradually 
thicken, and undergo various changes (Graefe). 

Muco-purulent product is thrown off from the surface of the mucous membrane 
lining the lachrymal sac, just as in conjunctivitis. According to the intensity of the 
process, this resembles cloudy mucus or fluid pus. As this product, far exceeds in 
amount the normal secretion of the mucous membrane of the lachrymal sac, and as, 
on the other hand, its conduction is greatly influenced by the swelling of the walls of 
the tube, and the contraction of ihe nasal ducts combined with it, a misproportion 
soon arises between the contents of the sac and the amount leaving it, and this occurs 
the more readily as tears are continually pressed in, and the catarrhal products col¬ 
lect at the deepest part of the sac, thicken from resorption of their more fluid parts, 
and lienee finally close the tube like a cork. Then the outer wall of the lachrymal 
sac not covered by bone is pressed outward, and the condition, named dacryocys- 
toblennorrhoea, is produced. 

But no further difficulty results from this distension; for, just as in exuberant development in 
the conjunctiva, the tissue of the tarsal cartilage affected becomes lax and expanded; in inflam¬ 
mation of the lachrymal sac, the aponeurosis covering it outwardly is affected, and mads 
sufficiently pliable to give way to the pressure of the increasing contents. The expanded tear- 
sac then projects from the bony canal, like a tumor, under the ligament of the lid, and presses 
this forward also. 

In many cases the process develops from the beginning with great intensity, 

end with the symptoms of phlegmon; hence the name dacryocystitis phlegmonosa 

The mucous membrane and envelope of the canal then swell, on account of the 

excessive formation of inflammatory product in their tissue, and soon render the 

nasal duct and canaliculi impermeable, while large amounts of purulent secretion are 

poured into the cavity, and collect in the lachrymal sac, which alone is expansible. 

Hence, this appears as a large swelling, which, however, rarely presents itself in ks 

true contours, as the loose tissue covering it, with the conjunctiva and outer cover- 

ing, participate in the process, and swell from inflammatory infiltration. Purulent 

degeneration soon begins in the infiltrated walls of the canal; these are partially 

destroyed, and so prepared for the pus to perforate them. 

Occasionally the loose tissue lying on the outer part of the aponeurosis of the lachrymal sao 
seems to be the starting-point of the inflammation, and the walls of the duct become affected later 
in the disease. Such abscesses, developing outside of the aponeurosis, have been called anchylopt, 
but in case they have perforated externally, ceffilops. 

Authorities. Ad. Schmidt, Ueber die Krankheiten des Thranenorganes. Wien. 1803. S. lb 
175,181 ,—Myrtl, Handb. der topogr. Auat. Wien. 1847. S 123, 126, 128, 130.—Hamer, Beitrage 
zur Phys. und Path, des Thranenableitungsapparates. Prag. 1850. S. 7. 18, 22, 24. Wien. med. 
Wochenschrift. 1865. Nr. 23.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. 1856. S. 377, 386. A. £ 0. 
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Phlegmonous Inflammation of the 
Lachrymal Duct. 

Symptoms.—Dacryocystitis phlegmonosa at first usually resembles an abscess 
developed at the inner angle of the eye. At that place, above and below the 
ligament of the lid, an extensive swelling, not definitely bounded, at first hard, very 
painful and sensitive to pressure, and subsequently fluctuating, makes its appearance. 
The integument, swelled by inflammation, hot, deep-red, and tense, is not movable 
over it. Only exceptionally, when the outer covering is but slightly swelled, we 
may feel the lachrymal sac expanded by inflammatory products, as a sharply-bounded, 
hard, sensitive swelling, of the size of a bean. 

The lids are also usually much enlarged by inflammatory cedema; they often even 
appear erysipelatous. The same is true of the conjunctiva, especially of its inner 
portion, which frequently presents all the characters of chemosis. Besides this, a 
participation of the Schneiderian membrane is often noticed; the half of the nose 
affected appears to the patient dry and stopped up, while watery secretions flow 
from it. The whole body also often participates, with febrile action. 

By pressure on the swelling, which usually increases regularly till the moment 
of perforation, just as in anchylops, nothing is evacuated, either through the canali- 
culi or nose, since the openings of the lachrymal sac are closed by the swelling of 
the walls. "When the sac is opened, whether spontaneously or operatively, pure 
pus is evacuated for a long while, unmixed with tears, since, on account of the swell¬ 
ing of the parts and the inactivity of the muscles involved, the conduction of tears is 
interfered with. Only when the process is receding, and the swelling is much 
diminished, tears again enter the sac, and are emptied through the perforation in it, 
while, on the other hand, pressure on the swelling causes purulent masses to ooze 
out of the lachrymal puncta. 

Causes,—Phlegmonous inflammation of the lachrymal sac often develops, prima¬ 
rily, without sufficient evident cause, rarely as a result of injury which has directly 
affected the sac. It occurs more frequently in the course of facial erysipelas, and it 
is then difficult to say which disease is to be regarded as the primary. 

Quite often it is developed, secondarily, by propagation of inflammatory processes 
from the neighboring parts. It appears as a result of inflammation in the mucous 
membrane and periosteum of the nose and antrum, as a result of caries of the 
surrounding bones, and as a consequence of conjunctivitis. Sometimes, also, it is to 
be regarded as a metastasis. 

Besides this, it is often one of the terminations of lachrymal blennorrhoea, and 
here usually causes perforation where there is any hindrance to the evacuation of 
the products. 

Course and Results.—The disease generally develops very rapidly and with 
marked symptoms. It has usually passed its acme in a few days. 

1. In rare cases the inflammation recedes without the occurrence of perforation, 
since, while the production is less, the inflammatory product, already collected, is 
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removed by absorption, or through the mouths of the lachrymal sac. Then a 
perfect cure may possibly occur, but usually blennorrhoea of the lachrymal duel 
remains behind. 

2. Sometimes partial ulceration, and subsequently cicatritial contraction of the 
lachrymal duct, occur, whether a perforation has resulted or not. The upper 
portion of the nasal duct appears most disposed to this, for at this part we have 
relatively most frequently been able to observe such cicatrices, and, as their result, 
contractions and obliterations of the tubes. In some cases, after precedent phleg¬ 
monous inflammation of the lachrymal sac, the membranous nasal duct has been 
found changed, even through a great part of its extent, to a solid tendinous cord, 
which, was placed loosely in the bony canal. {Hamer.) 

3. As a rule, if an artificial opening is not made for it, the pus breaks through 
after fluctuation has gradually shown itself in the abscess. Then the inflammatory 
symptoms soon disappear, and the swelling subsides. After this the perforation may 
possibly heal up, and a perfect cure even may occur, or an ordinary blennorrhcea may 
remain. But usually, after the closure of the opening, the phlegmonous lachrymal 
inflammation soon relapses, and leads again to perforation, as long as the inflamma¬ 
tory process continues and pus is formed in the lachrymal sac. 

In the great majority of cases the healing of the perforation is prevented by the 
persistent flow of muco-purulent secretion, and later by the tears. After weeks or 
months, the false passage becomes covered with epithelium, and then forms a true 
lachrymal fistula, which either evacuates pure tears or tears mixed with muco-pus, 
according as the mucous membrane has returned to its normal condition, or continues 
in a state of chronic catarrh. These fistulse usually continue for life, if proper treat¬ 
ment be not instituted. 

Usually the pus perforates outwardly, and a so-called external lachrymal fistula 
results. Several fistulous canals, running in various directions, may form simulta¬ 
neously. But usually we find only one fistula, which opens under the inner ligament 
of the lid, and more or less obliquely perforates all the layers to the lachrymal sac. 
Still, these passages also sometimes run like irregular, tortuous canals, for a long way 
under the skin, and open at some distance from the lachrymal sac, below or external 
to it, occasionally even in the vicinity of the outer edge of the orbit. 

In some rare cases, the abscess is evacuated into the conjunctival sac. {Zeis.) 
Quite often, also, the pus breaks through the posterior walls of the lachrymal sac, 
'ays bare the bones, and then escapes outwardly, leaving an external fistula. The 
exposure of the bone in itself is not usually very serious, for, as a rule, it is again 
coated over after a time. Exceptionally, however, the lachrymal bone participates in 
fte inflammation, and becomes carious. Sometimes there is perforation into the 
lose, and a so-called complicated external fistula is formed. 

his possible for the pus perforating the sac posteriorly to sink between the tendinous enve¬ 
lope of the sae and the bony wall of the canal, and escape below the inferior turbinated bone, 
though an ulcerated opening in the Schneiderian membrane {internal lachrymal Jistula. 
Hastier.) 

Caries and necrosis of the lachrymal bone are occasionally the primary disease, 
phlegmonous dacryocystitis the secondary. But the latter is not necessarily asso¬ 
ciated with the former. The ulceration may he limited to the envelops of the sac, 
cud the pus may escape in its vicinity, causing an excavated ulcer, which, for a 
tone, or even permanently, may not communicate with the interior of the sac. We 
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498 PHLEGMONOUS INFLAMMATION OF TIIE LACHRYMAL DUCT. 

find caries and necrosis proportionately most often among scrofulous and syphilitic 
patients. It is then frequently one symptom of a more extensive disease of the 
bone, viz. ozcena. It is important to notice that, with the cicatrization, after the 
carious or necrosed portion of the bony canal has been thrown otf, the lachrymal 
duct rarely retains its normal conducting power, as it is always involved in the 
inflammation; and, even if it does not ulcerate, it will contract. 

The Treatment has the same object as in abscesses elsewhere. It is, first, to 
limit the inflammation, i. e. the excessive secretion, and if possible reduce it to 
the normal amount. If pus has already collected in or around the lachrymal sac, 
it is to be evacuated as soon as possible, so as to lessen the number of proliferating 
elements, and more especially, by relaxing the parts, to place them in a more favora¬ 
ble state for nutrition, and to prevent ulcerative perforations, with their evil results. 
If the evacuation has already occurred, we should attempt to heal up the fistula in 
the best manner possible. 

1. Besides great attention to the causal indications, strict antiphlogistic treat¬ 
ment, as well local ns constitutional, is to be carefully used. At first, when there is 
great hypersemia, and particularly where the temperature is much elevated, cold 
compresses are advisable; hut where the symptoms are less urgent, it is sufficient 
to cover the swelling with a piece of dry linen, and keep the patient on strict anti¬ 
phlogistic regimen. 

2. Slitting np the lower canaliculus is the best means of affording escape to the 
secretion collected in the lachrymal sac. This should be done as soon as we have 
reason to suspect that there is any fluid pus in the sac. It is usually done with ease, 
unless the swelling and tension of the surrounding parts is excessive, and it is not 
more dangerous than opening the sac from without. Then only a slight pressure 
from without is required for the evacuation of the contents, and this may be much 
assisted by introducing a probe into the sac. The result of this proceeding has 
hitherto proved very satisfactory. The inflammatory symptoms usually subside 
rapidly, and the pain entirely ceases. The perforation externally is then often 
aborted, even after part of the surface of the swelling lias allowed the yellow pus to 
show through. Besides, the slitting up of tiie canaliculus can rarely be avoided, as 
a lachrymal blennorrhcea almost always remains, which subsequently requires prob¬ 
ing of the duct. 

Spontaneous perforation, as well as the operative opening of the sac from without, unfortu¬ 
nately almost always leaves a fistula, which is sometimes cured with great difficulty. If we, not¬ 
withstanding, choose the latter method, we can not, as in a normal state of the integument, use 
the middle of the palpebral ligament as the point for the puncture, because this ligament is usually : 
hidden by the swelling. The border of the lower lid is, however, a good guide. On its prolon¬ 
gation, about two lines from the commissure, we place the bistoury or lancet, perpendicular to j 
the surface of the tumor, and, with its edge downward and outward, introduce it, carefully avoid¬ 
ing the inner lower margin of the orbit. If the center of an abscess lying in front of the sac be 
not exactly in the direction of the puncture, and we fear that the opening is insufficient, we may 
easily remedy it while withdrawing the knife. To prevent adhesion of the edges of the wound 
and repeated perforations, we should insert a piece of charpie into the canal, and carefully retain 
it there, by fastening one end of it to the skin by a strip of adhesive plaster. This charpie must 
be renewed at least once daily. 

If considerable hardness remains after the evacnation of the sac, it is well to list 
cataplasms or fomentations of warm water, or to fasten a pad of cotton over it til' 
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the inflammatory hypersemia and the swelling of the parts, as well as the flow of 
pus, has decidedly decreased. Some recommend a tightly drawn compressive 
bandage (Arlt, Herzenstein). 

It is not well to probe the nasal duct to test its perviousness, immediately after evacuating the 
pus. At this time, probing affords us reliable evidence only after long trial, if it does so at all, 
because the swelled envelops of the passage usually render it impassable for the probe. Moreover, 
the mechanical irritation produced, is not without bad effects on the future course of the disease. 
The same is true of injections, particularly if made through an external wound. At the same 
time there is danger of some of the water escaping into the relaxed tissue on the outer wall of the 
sac, infiltrating it, and increasing the swelling, and, by intensifying the process, extending the 
suppuration beyond the original bounds. 

3. If, under this treatment, the inflammatory symptoms have receded more and 
more, and the swelling almost disappeared, and the muco-purulent product mixed 
with tears indicates a catarrh of the mucous membrane of the sac, the treatment 
should be that laid down for dacryooystoblennorrhcea. 

4. If the abscess has opened spontaneously, and the fistulous orifice is not too far 
from the palpebral ligament, the lower canaliculus may simply be slit up, and any 
existing tumefaction treated l<y warm compresses, and then the treatment of blennor- 
rlicea be proceeded with. But if the fistula is long and irregularly curved, or if the 
pus has escaped through several openings, after undermining the skin, it is advisable 
to slit them up on the grooved director, so as to make as short and simple a fistula 
as possible. 

5. Caries and necrosis of the lachrymal bone are to be treated as directed in the 
chapter on orbital diseases. The subsequent procedure depends on the condition of 
the lachrymal passages. 

More recently it has been recommended to perforate the carious lachrymal bone 
from the widely-opened cavity of the sac by means of a small trephine, and to 
keep the mouth of the fistula patulous by the introduction of a rubber bougie until 
the edges of the wound in the bone are healed (Demarguay). 

Authorities.—Ad. Schmidt, Die Krankheiten des Thrhnenorganes. Wien. 1803. S. 227, et 
BeiJ.—Sasner, Beitrage zur Phys. u. Path, des Thritaenableitungsapp. Prag. 1850. S. 31, et seq. 
-Mt, Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. S. 401, 415, 416.—Mackenzie, Traite'd. mal d. yeux. 
haduit par Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 379, 408.—Zeis, Zeitschrift fiir Ophth. 
IV. S. 174.—Stellwag, Ophth. S. 1075,1078,1081,1083.— Arlt, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 281 ,-Zehen- 
itr, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 100.—Herzenstein, Beitrage z. Phys. u. Ther. d. Thranenorgane. S. 
^—Schweigger, Berlin, kl. Woohenschrift. 1868. Nro. 47.—Demarquay, Centralbl. 1868. S. 
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2. Blennorrlioea of the Lachrymal Passages. 
lids. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by a circumscribed, roundish swelling 
of variable size, which has a broad base, and is firmly situated behind the palpebral 
ligament, and causes a protrusion of the inner canthus. By pressure upon it, a muco¬ 
purulent secretion, mixed with tears, is evacuated from the canaliculi. It is not 
attached to the integument; hence this is movable over the t/umor. 

When filled, the sac often attains the size of a bean, a hazel-nut, rarely that of a I 

pigeon’s egg, or over. According to its size it presses the ligament of the lid more 

or less forward, but also swells out above and below this ligament. When slightly 

developed, this swelling is only perceptible to touch and sight as a fullness in the 

angle of the orbit. Then the superjacent movable skin is not at all changed. When | 

greatly developed, on the contrary, the swelling projects with steep walls, and is seen, 

even at a distance, as a roundish prominence. 

The filling of the lachrymal sac varies, moreover, in the same case, according to 

the external circumstances, and the greater or less facility with which the contents 

of the swelling may be evacuated. Hence the size of the tumor, as well as its | 

consistence, vary within wide bounds. 

In fact, in dacryocysto-blennorrhcea, the lachrymal sac is sometimes found swelled out, hard, 
and elastic; sometimes the swelling is almost gone, and as soft as dough. When the weathers 
clear, dry, and warm, that is, under circumstances where the amount of tears to be conducted off 
is diminished, and catarrhal diseases usually improve, the swelling of the membranous walls of 
the tear-passages is usually less. Not unfrequentiy the tumor even disappears, or is mud; 
smaller. On the other hand the swelling increases decidedly, and, from the tension of its walls, 
causes pain, when raw, stormy, damp, cold weather increases the flow of tears and swelling, and | 
secretive action of the mucous membrane of the lachrymal passages. 

The tumor also usually diminishes during sleep, or whenever the lids are kept closed for some j 
time, as under such circumstances the catarrhal secretion is greatly diminished, and, on account j 
of the rest of the lids, the flow of tears is stopped. But as soon as the movement of the lids begin* I 
again, the swelling reappears, and rapidly increases to a certain point, that is, until the wTahsof ft® | 
lachrymal sac have attained a certain tension. Then the conduction of the tears ceases, to01 
excess flowing over the cheeks, and a dropping of the tears, very annoying to the patient, occurs. 
But as the catarrhal secretion of the mucous membrane of the sac does not cease simultaneous. | 
with the cessation of conduction of the tears, the contents of the tumor increase more and more, a 
the increasing tension of the walls of the sac sometimes shows itself by a feeling of pressure 
heaviness, frequently, also, by painful tension, radiating sometimes into the nose, the brow, or . 
eye-ball. Then it occasionally happens that, under the pressure of the tense-walls of the * I 
aided by a strong contraction of the orbicularis muscle, a portion of the contents is evacuated 1 I 
the conjunctival sac through the canaliculi, and hence this is flooded with a muco-purulent 
mixed with tears. The result is, of course, a temporary cloudiness of vision, which, returniugj 
frequently during the day, greatly annoys the patient, so that in relating his symptoms he usua J 
places this one in the foreground. But the patient gradually becomes better acquainted wi I 
complaint, and learns to render his condition more bearable by emptying the sac from tu» I 
time by judicious pressure, and thus as far as possible counteracting the annoyances depenae | 
excessive collection of catarrhal products and tears. 
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nasal passage is generally closed by the swelling of the walls of the duct. Often, how¬ 

ever, and especially in the later stages of the disease, the contents of the swelling 

may lie pressed into the nose. Then it depends on the direction of the pressure 

whether the contents pass upward or downward. 

The frequent combination of daeryocysto-blennorrhoea with catarrhal conjunc¬ 

tivitis and blepharitis ciliaris is worthy of mention. These are often secondary, from 

the contact of the products from the lachrymal passages with the conjunctiva, 

and the opportunity for the excessive formation of crusts on the edges of the 

lids. 

Causes.—1- Blennorrhcea of the lachrymal passages is very exceptionally devel¬ 

oped primarily as a result of external injuries, which have directly affected them. 

Thus, for instance, it happens that foreign bodies (Kersten, Kleemanri), as snuff, &c., 

are driven with the air from the nose into the lachrymal passages on sudden expira¬ 

tion, and, remaining there, cause inflammatory irritation of the mucous membrane. 

2. Apart from these cases, the disease almost constantly occurs as a secondary 

affection, in the strict sense of the word. 

Frequently it is only a termination of phlegmonous inflammation of the lachry¬ 

mal passages, and then counts the causes of the latter as its own. In such cases 

daeryocysto-blennorrhoea is usually accompanied by lachrymal fistula. We then 

also most frequently find strictures of the nasal passage. It is just as frequently 

developed by a propagation of inflammation from the neighboring parts to the 

lachrymal passages. Especially important in this regard are inflammations of the 

nasal mucous membrane, the edges of the lids, and the conjunctiva. 

The inflammation of the Schneiderian membrane in these cases may he primary, 

or may have extended from the pharynx, the subjacent hones, &c. Thus we see 

catarrh of the lachrymal passages resulting from severe and long-continued nasal 

catarrh, from impetigo and eczema of the nasal mucous membrane, from influenza 

and angina, and (inasmuch as the respiratory organs suffer greatly in the acute 

exanthemata) from rubeola, scarlatina, but especially from variola. (Ad. Schmidt.) 

I ^ot less important in this regard are syphilitic and scrofulous disease of the hones 

and mucous membrane of the nasal cavity (Zeissl), also tumors, polypi, cancer, etc., 

developing in the nares, pharynx, antrum, etc. 

Of the affections of the edge of the lid, the ulcerated and variolar forms of ble- 

pharitis ciliaris are particularly to be mentioned, and, of the conjunctival inflamma- 

dons, severe trachoma. However, conjunctival inflammations, accompanied by 

pat chemosis, lead more frequently to blennorrhcea of the lachrymal sac; and then 

lf is apparently not so much a propagation of the process, as an original sympathetic 

affection of the lachrymal passages. The inflammation is very extensive from the 

commencement, and the lachrymal sac is drawn into it. 

This supposition is more probable, as chemosis is, in fact, very analogous to ery- 

!'as, and this affection on the face presents by far the most frequent cause of 

nnoirhcea of the lachrymal sac. Through it the latter disease is distantly con- 

tecM with pyaemia, puerperal disease, typhus fever, &c. 

Continued impediments to the normal conduction of the tears are important 

Muses of the disease. In fact, the affection is of very common occurrence, when 

j “inferior opening of the nasal duct is rendered impervious by cicatrices in the 

membrane; also, if the duct is narrowed by foreign bodies, polypi, &c., or 
if the canaliculi or puncta are obstructed. Experience teaches that even the ever- 
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sion of the puncta, if it prevents for some time the entrance of the tears, causes 
and keeps up the disease, and finally leads to atrophy of the walls of the passages. 

4. Under similar circumstances, all are not alike disposed to the disease, adults 
being more so than children, old people more than those in the prime of life, women 
more than men; and relaxed, pale, debilitated individuals more so than stronger 
persons. Moreover, persons with flat noses are especially inclined to the disease in 
question. (Hamer.) 

Results.—1. Lachrymal blennorrhoea, which has not become chronic, may, under 
favorable circumstances, recover spontaneously; this is especially true of the disease 
occurring in children. It is said to go away of itself not unfrequently, at puberty, 
or during the first months of pregnancy. (Mackenzie.) 

2. As a rule, however, unless the aid of art be invoked, the disease exists through 
life. Then, in the further course, the swelling usually increases somewhat, while 
the constituent parts of the lachrymal passages gradually undergo certain changes, 
which render a return to the normal state more difficult, and treatment more and 
more insufficient. 

The border of the nasal process of the superior maxillary, which helps to form the lachrymal 

fossa, is often pressed on and absorbed ; and as a similar loss occurs in the crest of the lachrymal 

bone, the lachrymal canal is then obliterated. (Arlt.) The portions of the orbicularis covering 

the lachrymal sac in front gradually lose their power of contraction, and atrophy, as a result of 

the pressure and tension to which they are exposed. The same is true of the connective-tissue 

mesh-work covering the aponeurosis of the lachrymal sac and connected with the ligament of the 

lid. This is pressed together from behind, and condenses to a more or less tendinous layer, 

which only becomes again relaxed with difficulty, so that the filaments grown together moy 

separate, and their interspaces again fill with delicate loose tissue. 

The mucous membrane and the cavernous tissue of the lachrymal passages hypertrophy under 

the continued proliferation of tissue, and the latter granulates occasionally, much like a tracho 

matous conjunctiva. They may remain in this state for years, or even for life. Sometimes, low 

ever, especially in high degrees of protrusion of the sae and its coverings, they gradually os 
their peculiar character, and their hypertrophied tissue is destroyed. The walls of the sac j 

change to a slightly vascular, pale, hard, and thick tendinous membrane, which intimately urn I 

with the fibrous envelope, and, in combination with the latter presents a homogeneous stiatum | 

of relatively slight thickness. The secretion.now changes its cnaracter; it becomes a trans uce . | 

yellowish or brownish glue-like substance, which, as a result of the absorption of its fluid c0“ 
This condition was former J 

i describ 
I midis.” 

Course.—In individuals predisposed to it, especially in relaxed, debilitated per¬ 
sons, lachrymal blennorrhcea often develops itself quite unnoticed. It has usually 
existed some time, when the patient is made aware of his state by the occasional 
dropping of tears, by the frequent overflow of the contents of the sac, and the misty 
vision caused by it. If, however, the disease is developed by the propagation of 
inflammation from the neighboring parts, it is usually marked from the commence¬ 
ment by slight redness, sensitiveness, and swelling at the angle of the eye. 

When the protrusion of the lachrymal sac has reached a certain grade, the 
inflammatory symptoms soon disappear, and the blennorrhcea continues without 
further particular change for years, or even for life. In many cases, however, 
exacerbations occur from time to time, without perceptible cause, show themselves 
by more or less severe inflammatory symptoms, and, as a rule, result in an increase 
in volume of the tumor. But on the other hand, the disease occasionally recedes, 
and under favorable circumstances may temporarily entirely recede, subsequently 
to reappear suddenly. 
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lescribed as “rupture and dropsy of the lachrymal sac, or hernia and hydrops sacci lachry¬ 
mals.” (Ad. Schmidt, Beer.) As may be easily understood, its occurrence is much favored by 
impassability of the nasal duct, and, in the stale in question, this is quite a frequent occurrence. 
Apart from the cicatricial contraction and closure, which is often caused by partial ulceration ot 
the envelopes of the duct, we must take into consideration the shrinkage that usually succeeds 
kpertrophy of the mucous membrane, in the vicinity of the nasal duct; and as the collecting 
secretion and tears driven in by muscular actiou do not have the effect of dilating, as they do 
in the lachrymal sac, nothing prevents increasing contraction of the caliber. According to this, 
hydrops sacci lachrymalis ranks with the “ retention cysts ” of the larger canals. (Virchow.) 

Where the flow of tears is permanently impeded by eversion or closure of the puncta or cana- 
liculi, concentric stricture of the lachrymal sac occasionally occurs, as, with continued shrinking 
of its walls, the secretion also stops. (A. Weber.) 

3. The inflammatory exacerbations that frequently occur in the course of the 
lachrymal blennorrhcea, have the greatest influence on the subsequent progress of 

i disease. These inflammations often recede, it is true, without leaving any 
decided traces. Frequently, however, they lead to suppurative perforation. This 
opening not unfrequently closes again, so that the former condition is restored; but 

; as often a lachrymal fistula remains. These intercurrent inflammations, with 
or without suppurative perforations, often cause partial ulceration of the inner wall 
of the sac, but particularly of the membranous nasal duct. This of course exposes 

f the bone. Then the roughness felt on probing the parts may readily cause 
[adiagnosis of caries. Such places usually coat over very soon, or are covered by 

the contraction of the ulcerated wall of the sac. The subsequent results are cicatri- 
| dal contractions, strictures, and, exceptionally, obliteration of the nasal ducts. 

4. In very rare cases dacryoliths or lachrymal calculi form in the lachrymal passages. These 
I excite severe inflammations, and thus prove the direct cause of the state described in para- 
| Pph 3. (Desmarres.) 

5. Liter, lachrymal blennorrhcea is also sometimes combined with emphysema of the lachry- 
'-'"1 sac, which is characterized by air passing into and expanding the sac at every strong 
expiration, and particularly on blowing the nose, sneezing, Ac.; or the contents of the sac may be 

I IWn in bubbles through the puncta. Impairment of the valve at the nasal end of the tube has 
1 ten considered (Hamer) as the cause of this symptom; this is, however, a mistake. If, with 
I bis extraordinary permeability of the tube, a wound or ulceration of the wall of the sac occur, 

• sir-tumor readily forms in the sub-cutaneous and submucous tissue of the eanthus. (Arlt, 
I -'te, Graefe.) 

The Treatment aims at removing the existing disturbance of nutrition, and the 
restoration of the protruded sac to its normal size. Another indication is the 

I Mnoval of all impediments to conduction. "Where this does not appear practicable, 
I suffering of the patient, caused by the disturbed conducting power, must he 
I finished as much as possible. 

h Tor fulfilling the causal indications, the constitutional and local treatment of 
#®ua, the removal of polypi or other outgrowths from the nose or antrum, the 

| of chronic inflammation of the Schneiderian membrane, &c., are necessary. 
Every rare that we have to remove foreign bodies, lachrymal calculi, polypi, &c., 

1111,1 tear-passages themselves. 
2- la simple blennorrhcea of the lachrymal sac, the first indication is to prevent 

I collection of tears and diseased secretions in the sac; for such collections 
% prevent the contraction of the sac to its normal size, and thus become an im- 
hte hindrance to the return of the normal conditions of the mucous membrane. 
e0Teri there is no doubt that the abnormal tension, and especially the frequent 
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504 BLEltNOEEHCEA OF THE LACHEYMAL PASSAGES. 

change from tension to relaxation of the walls, must be regarded as a direct inju¬ 
rious influence, keeping up and increasing the inflammation. In fact, experience 
teaches that simple blennorrhcea of the tear-passages may he cured by permanent 
relaxation of the lachrymal sac. 

a. The remedy most to be recommended is, undoubtedly, the slitting-up of one 
canaliculus, and subsequently repeatedly probing the nasal duct. {Bowman.) By 
slitting up the outer part of the canaliculus, which is thickly spun around with 
muscular fibers, the evacuation of the lachrymal sac upward is greatly facilitated, 
but by probing the nasal duct the passage downward is opened, and the conditions 
of nutrition are favored in every way. 

To render the slitting-up more easy and certain, it is well first to dilate the 
punctum in question by a conical probe, or by the successive use of several probes 

increasing in size. 

In this probing, it must be remembered that the canaliculi run about three fourths of a line 
nearly perpendicularly, but somewhat outward from the puncta ; then, forming nearly a right angle, 
they become horizontal; then, respectively ascending and descending, they reach the wall of the 
sac, where it is covered by the palpebral ligament. Hence, after drawing the lid downward and out¬ 
ward, we introduce the probe perpendicularly through the punctum, then turn it horizontally 
and carefully push it obliquely downward. By neglect of these rules we may easily cause injury- 
may even perforate the canaliculi, and form false passages. 

The end of the probe must be constantly held against the anterior wall of the canal and 
towards the fundus of the sac, and be directed relatively towards its inferior openings, whilst 
the convexity of the probe is applied to the surface of the globe. 

If the punctum is wide enough, the blunt-pointed blade of a pair of angular 01 
straight scissors should be carefully introduced, and, while the lid is somewhat everted, 
should be passed along the tube to a point behind the base of the caruncle, and the 
canaliculus should then be slit up from the conjunctival side by a single cut of the 

If the puncta have closed from cicatrices, which very rarely happens, the opening must be 
restored by thrusting a blade of sharp-pointed scissors through the papilla from the inner lip of 
the lid, or by making a cut obliquely to the perpendicular portion of the canaliculus, about half a 
line from the edge of the lid. (Bowman.) The latter is especially necessary when the closure has 
occurred from extensive cicatricial growth. On the cut surface the opening of the tube may 
easily be accomplished by probing, and there is then no further obstacle to the slitting up. 

Moreover, the canaliculi may be slit with advantage to counteract the annoying dropping o 
the tears when there is no blennorrhcea of the lachrymal sac, as often happens when the puncta have 
been cicatricially contracted or closed by precedent inflammation of the edges of the lids, or ftom 
any other cause; or if the edge of the lid does not come close to the globe, but is, however, not 
far enough off to render necessary or advisable a more extensive operation. 

If the punctum be only somewhat contracted or covered by a layer of epidermis (as occurs no 
linfrequently), simply probing, as above advised, usually suffices to arrest permanently the anno; 
ing dropping of tears. [A narrow, probed-pointed knife (Weber’s knife) is perhaps moie con 
veniently used for dividing the canaliculus than the scissors.] 

To gain entrance to the sac, the lower canaliculus is usually slit up. Some, 
however, prefer the upper. In favor of the latter choice is the fact, that continue 
probing, as is necessary in the treatment of lachrymal blennorrhoea, by great tension 
of the inner angle, readily causes cicatricial closure of the inner end of the tube, an^ 
it is most important to preserve the permeability of the lower canaliculus, as 
acts the principal part in the conduction of the tears. Where an external s n a 
already exists, the danger of obliteration causes it to appear preferable to pio 
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BLENNORRHCEA OF THE LACHRYMAL PASSAGES. 505 

through the lower, but at the same time to slit up one or both of the canaliculi to 
facilitate the evacuation of the sac. Of course, the external opening must then be 
maintained by the introduction of a greased tent. 

This tent should not be longer than is necessary to keep it in the wound. If too long, the 
end curled up in the lachrymal sac acts on the mucous membrane as a foreign body. The 
greasing is requisite to prevent closure of the fistulous orifice by the drying secretion. To pre¬ 
vent the tent from falling out, we should fasten its external end to the cheek by adhesive plaster. 

For probing we may use a series of graduated sounds of malleable metal, ivory, 
or kom, rounded at one end, bulbous, of equal thickness throughout, and of sizes 
varying from that of a thread to that of a moderately thick cord (Bowman). 

[Dr. H. W. Williams, of Boston, speaks highly of probes “ made with bulbous ex¬ 
tremities, of the six sizes of Bowman’s scale, but with the third of the probe nearest 
the end much more slender than the remaining portion.” “ The probes should be 
of alloyed silver, not too pure, that they may have an elastic flexibility without 
being liable to bend too readily.”] 

We first take a fine probe, curve it slightly, and, while drawing the lid down¬ 
ward and outward, pass it obliquely (nearly horizontally) through the divided 
canaliculus to the inner wall of the sac. When we feel it against the bone, turn¬ 
ing the convexity backward and inward (Fig. 83), we pass it dowm along the wall 
of the sac, and very carefully through the upper opening of the nasal duct. 

It is often difficult to find the opening at first, as the membrane is much puffed out, and the 
probe often passes into the folds surrounding the opening. Much searching around, or even 
roughly hearing on, or strongly pressing forward the probe, are 
highly injurious. The inflammation is thereby greatly encour¬ 
aged, the swelling of the mucous membrane increased, so that 
the object of the probing is directly opposed. Occasionally the 
mucous membrane is even pierced, and a false passage formed, 
the bone partially exposed, and so a possible cause presented for 
cicatrices, which greatly endanger the functional power of the 
tear-passages. Such injuries of the mucous membrane show 
themselves by hemorrhage from the canaliculi, or from the nose. 

As is well understood, they are most easily caused 
by very thin probes, since their ends are 
relatively sharper, and hence it is better 
to employ the thin medium sizes. 

If we do not succeed in reaching the 
Msal duct without great pains, it is bet¬ 
ter to give up the attempt at once, espe¬ 
cially when the existing inflammation 
requires some attention. Usually, after 
slitting up the canaliculus, a diminution 
°f the inflammatory action occurs, the 
passage becomes more pervious each 
*%! the lachrymal sac fills up but 
slightly, the difficulties of the patient 
diminish, and finally probes may be used 
without danger, and with evident ad¬ 
vantage. In probing the nasal duct, it must be remembered that it does not pass 
diiectly down, but somewhat backward and outward. When the probe has entered 

Fig. 83. 
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some distance into the nasal duct, its upper end (Fig. 83) should lie near the supra¬ 
orbital notch, and should remain in this position without aid'from the finger. 

While lying in the passages, the probe should excite no pain or disagreeable feeling of pres¬ 
sure. Where this does occur, it has probably caused some injury, or is not suitably curved. 
It should always be borne in mind that the shape of the nasal duct varies greatly, and almost 
every case requires a different curve of the sound. Whoever neglects this will constantly 
find strictures that do not exist. But, if the probe should be once forced into the nose, the 
patient will scarcely bear it, as the feeling of pressure extending to the teeth soon increases so 
as almost to cause fainting. 

It is very important, also, to satisfy ourselves that the probe has been actually introduced 
into the nose. To this end it is not always sufficient to measure the length of the part intro¬ 
duced, and compare it with the distance of the opening of the lachrymal duct from the floor of 
the nose, since the duct, by reason of its oblique direction, is sometimes considerably longer. 
To prove this, we may introduce a second sound below the inferior turbinated bone, and seek 
to touch the end of the first. 

When the probe has reached the nasal cavity, we should leave it there a few 
minutes before withdrawing it. The next day the operation is to be repeated, and 
so on, but the time the probe is left in position is to be increased by degrees to a 
quarter of an hour, and thicker ones are to be gradually used. 

In general, however, it is scarcely ever necessary to resort to the very large probe 
(5-6 Bowman). On the contrary, such a large caliber might easily become danger¬ 
ous from the excessive laceration of the canals. 

In simple blennorrhoea of the lachrymal sac, which is not too chronic, the mu- 
co-purulent secretion usually diminishes under this treatment within a few weeks, 
acquires more and more the character of pure mucus, and finally dries up, while 
simultaneously the annoying dropping of tears ceases. If the condition approaches 
such a termination, it is well to undertake probing only at long intervals. It should 
not, however, be entirely dispensed with, even when the blennorrhoea appears per¬ 
fectly cured, as closure of the internal opening of the passage easily occurs; and, 
for fear of this occurrence, it is well to continue the probing every other week for a 
long while, to prove and maintain the perviousness of the passage. For this pur¬ 
pose it is well for the patient to learn to probe himself, as is readily done by those 
who are at all dexterous. 

Where the blennorrhoea is very obstinate and the discharge very free,' besides 
probing the duet, we may use astringents, such as catgut, soaked in a weak solu¬ 
tion of nitrate of silver (Rau). But we may readily use astringent injections 
through the divided canaliculus, or by the external fistula through which we probe. 
Weak solutions of sulphate of zinc or copper, one to three grains to the ounce of 
water, are ordinarily used. Nitrate of silver, tincture of opium, and tincture of 
iodine, although much recommended, are objectionable, as the passage of part of the 
fluid into the pharynx can not always be avoided; hence serious accidents may arise. 
To favor the astringent action as much as possible, it is well to precede the applica¬ 
tion of the remedy by an injection of warm water, to wash out the tear-passages. 
The injections ai'e made with the lachrymal syringe, a small glass syringe with a 
silver nozzle, which terminates in a fine curved tube. 

Instead of the syringe we may use a small bag of vulcanized caoutchouc, which terminates 
in a fine tube (Jaesche). 

Actual cauterization of the wall of the sac, with nitrate of silver or with sounds of laminaria 
digitata impregnated with it is scarcely necessary (A. Weber). 
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' ' It is also said to be of advantage to fill tie tear-passages several times daily with compressed 
air by forced expirations, with closed nose and month, and thus to empty the secretions con¬ 
tained in them upwards (Alf. Graefe). 

Others employ an injection syringe with a very thin nozzle, in order to be able to impel the 
fluid into the tear-passages with greater force (Herzenstein, Alf. Graefe). 

[The nasal duct maybe syringed through a hollow Bowman’s probe. The nozzle of the 
syringe is connected to the probe by a bit of rubber tubing. Weaker. ] 

If in consequence of continuous probings, -which finally have been neglected for 
a long time, after complete cure of the blennorrhoea of the lachrymal sac, closures 
of the internal opening of the tube have occurred, which usually bring along with 
them a return of the blennorrlicea, the resulting cicatrix must be perforated by a 
boring motion with a thin metallic probe introduced into the incised canal, and wre 
must again resort to probings, or slit up the second. canal, in order to gain an 
opening. When both canals are closed at their internal opening, and the perfora¬ 
tion of the cicatrix with the probe does not succeed, it is well to introduce a narrow 
bistoury into the lower canal, previously slit up, and thereby split the sac-wall, in 
order to open the way for the probe. 

t. In simple blennorrhoea of the lachrymal passages, the daily injection of astrin¬ 
gent solutions, in connection with the introduction of probes into the nasal duct, 
from an external fistula, or, if the latter does not. exist, through an artificial sac, 
enjoys an old and well-deserved reputation (Richter). 

The opening of the lachrymal sac is best accomplished by a sharp-pointed bis¬ 
toury or a lancet. The instrument is to be introduced close under the middle of the 
palpebral ligament, and nearly perpendicular to the surface of the swelling, and the 
Found enlarged by withdrawing the knife outward and downward. It should not 
be introduced deeper than is necessary, and should only be done when the sac is full, 
for fear of wounding the posterior wall of the duct. That the lachrymal sac has 
been actually opened, is readily seen from the escape of tears and nraco-pus through 
the opening, as well as by the collapse of the swelling. 

After the opening we should prove the perviousness of the nasal duct by probes. 
If it is found pervious, at first fine catgut bougies, then larger ones, are passed in and 
left for twenty-four hours, and are then replaced by others. Each change of the 
gut should be preceded by injections of warm water, followed by an injection of a 
slightly-astringent solution. The piece of gut used must be long enough to extend 
into the nose, and for the other end to be fastened to the cheek by a piece of adhe¬ 
sive plaster. When the morbid secretion has been arrested, a piece of lead wire 
(Scarpa’s lead probe) should be introduced and worn for a time, so as finally to 
close up the fistula. 

The final results of this treatment, which has been recently discarded, an 
certainly not inferior to those of the method before described (a), and quite recently 
h has been again advocated (Secondi). Still, wearing a plaster for weeks or months, 
end a steady purulent discharge, which dries into crusts, is very annoying to many 
patients, and explains the preference for the use of probes through the canaliculus. 
Any one not having sufficient dexterity for the latter does better with the catgut; 
at least, he can not injure the patient as readily. 

The use of filamentary bougies instead of catgut (Ad. Schmidt) is more troublesome and 
hardly s0 useful, as the swelling of the latter is very favorable for the dilatation of the duct. 

c■ There is a bloodless but less trustworthy method that can only be used at the very com- 
m®cenient of the disease; that is, as soon as any collection forms in the sac, to drive it into the 
nase by pressing on the swelling from without, and to use astringent solutions frequently during 
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the day. Injections of astringent solutions, as well as probing the duct through the undivided 
canaliculus, are useless. It is difficult to employ these methods without wounding or at least 
greatly irritating the latter. 

d. Probing and injecting the duct through the nose has also been advised (Laforest, 
Gensoul). For this purpose catheter-like instruments are used. This mode, however, offers 
no advantage over that through the divided canaliculus or through an external fistula. More¬ 
over, its performance is much more difficult, particularly as the inferior opening of the nasal 
duct varies greatly, as well in form as in position. Hence there is no great practical value in 
the proceeding. 

e. Recently the leaden probe of Scarpa has by many been again resorted to. While, how¬ 
ever, this was previously introduced into the nasal duct, through an opening in the external 
wall of the sac, the stilet now used in place of it, formed of soft silver, should be introduced 
into the sac through one of the incised canaliculi. The probe should be spindle-shaped, more 
than an inch long, and its greatest thickness should vary according to necessity between three- 
quarters of a line and two lines. The lower end should be knobbed, the upper end flattened, 
in order that after introduction into the sac it may easily be bent over upon the surface of 
the lid with a pair of forceps, and thus the probe be prevented from slipping down into the 
cavity of the nose. Many employ such probes or styles in all varieties of blennorrhoea of the 
lachrymal sac, after the sac has been habituated sufficiently to the irritation of a foreign 
body by the previous treatment bjr Bowman’s probes, in order to dispense with the daily intro¬ 
duction of the probe. The style may generally remain “in situ” several days without injury, 
during which time the patient does not need medical interference. After the lapse of this 
period, however, the style should always be removed, in order to cleanse the lachrymal sac 
by injections of water, and bring it in contact with astringents (Schweigger, Jaesche, 
Warlomont). 

Others regard such styles as particularly indicated in strictures, and begin the treatment 
from the start with their introduction, since they open the way for them in case of necessity 
by a forcible probing of the sac. The style is then allowed to remain, only being removed 
from time to time, in order to try the permeability of the nasal duct and to cleanse it properly. 

Where, however, the secretion is very abundant the style is to be removed daily, in order to 
inject the sac with astringent solutions. After several weeks it is said to be always necessary 
to increase the caliber of the style, as it soon becomes loose ( Williams, Green). Inasmuch as 
this mode of treatmentvlikewise takes several months without insuring success, and, moreover, 
is begun by a very painful operation, and during the entire course must annoy the patient not 
a little, it can scarcely be preferred to the treatment by probes. 

3. In severe and old cases, with great dilatation of the sac, restoration to the 
normal state requires a long time, if it be not impossible on account of the changes 
in the mucous membrane, but still more from the contraction and ulceration of the 
layer of connective tissue covering the sac externally and anteriorly. This resumes 
its normal state with difficulty; but often its contraction is only marginal or incom¬ 
plete, if new collections of secretion be immediately prevented by opening the sac or 
slitting up a canaliculus. But, as long as the wall of the sac is relaxed, the amount 
and quality of the secretion does not become normal, and the blennorrhoea continues. 
It is therefore advisable to diminish the wall of the sac by an operation. For this 
purpose, the distended sac should be opened with a bistoury, and, starting from the 
puncture, we should, with the scissors, cut out a myrtle-leaf-shaped piece from the 
wall and the subjacent layers, skin included; the long axis of this piece should run 
from the middle of the tarsal ligament, outward and downward (Bowman). The 
wound rapidly closes, except a small opening, and even this will close if we probe 
the duct through a divided canalicus. The closure is much favored by wearing a 
protective bandage, which presses a small, hard charpie pad against the canthus. 

Instead of cutting out, many recommend a partial destruction of the outer wall of the sac 
with nitrate of silver, caustic potash (Critchett), chloride of antimony (Secondi), etc. But it is 
too difficult to limit their action, and the opening of the duct, or the entrance to the nasal duct, 
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may be cicatricially contracted or even closed. Causing ectropion of the lower lid and punctum, 
to limit the conduction of tears into the duct (A. Weber), is at least superfluous. This does not 
prevent filling up of the sac, but rather favors it, for the withdrawal of the tears, which should 
dilute it, permits thickening of the muco-purulent product of the walls of the sac, and closes 
the exit. 

4. Contractions of the nasal duct, dependent only on inflammatory swelling and 
hypertrophy of the mucous membrane, scarcely require special treatment, as they 
usually disappear rapidly under the treatment for lachrymal blennorrhcea described 
under 2. a, so that the use of probes of increasing caliber becomes easier each day, 
and finally fluids injected pass in a full stream through the nose. Even if the nasal 
duct has already begun to contract from destruction of its tissue, or if, from partial 
ulceration, tendinous cicatrices have formed, which contract more and more, and 
cause a stricture at some part, probing daily often suffices to restore the normal 
state, or at least to dilate the contracted part and stop further contraction. But 
then the probing must be continued for months in order to fulfill the purpose. 

Years ago attempts were made to render permeable the lower part of the tear-passages, by 
healing the opening over a metallic tube (.Dupuytren). These tubes were made of gold or 
silver, and of the shape of the nasal duct, and had at their upper end a small border, to give 
them a point of support at the upper opening of the duct, and prevent their sinking in. Afte^ 
the improvement of the blennorrhcea in the usual way, and a sufficient dilatation of the nasal 
duct, these canulae were introduced, and the fistula caused to heal up over them. Many 
patients wore them for a long time (Weaker, B. liucte). [At a meeting of the New York 
Ophthalmological Society, we heard Dr. Edward Delafield relate a case where a tube had been 
worn for thirty years. ] In others, however, the bony passage wore away under the pressure, 
and the canula, becoming loose, sunk down. In others, again, the most troublesome diseases 
of the bones occurred, rendering the removal of the canula necessary. The results were 
never permanent, as the canula became stopped up by lachrymal calculi, and the disease of 
the duct returned in an increased degree. In some cases the contents of the sac made for 
themselves a passage alongside of the inclosed and obstructed canule (Fried, Jaeger). 

It can not be too much insisted on, that an entire closure of the nasal duct is an 
excessively rare occurrence, and that, by repeated attempts with probes of different 
curvatures, we may almost always find a permeable opening in the contracted part, 
which will permit us to use the treatment by probes (2. a), and after a time the 
treatment by bougies (2. Z>). But these two methods accomplish all that we can 
reasonably hope for. The various, and sometimes very artificial, operations recently 
proposed were hardly announced before they were eagerly seized upon. 

i fe.AH attempts at dilatation by large probes (A. Weber, Alf. Graefe), by peculiarly con¬ 
structed dilators (.Herzenstein), by wax bougies, and elastic catheters (A. Weber, Jacsche), by 
catguts which have been saturated with nitrate of silver (liau), by probes of laminaria digitata 
[Critchett, A. Weber), are especially to be avoided as entirely superfluous. They are also to 
some extent dangerous, as their introduction into the lachrymal sac presupposes very enormous 
dilatations of the internal end of the canaliculus, or the actual incision of the latter and of the 
sac-wall, also lacerations or incisions in the nasal duct, and therefore, on the whole, very pain- 
bil procedures for the patient. 

5. If we once meet with a real obliteration of the nasal duct, then the perfora¬ 
tion of the cicatrix is to be attempted. To this end the sac is first to be incised 
from the outside, and then a way is to be opened by a fine-pointed knife, which is 
plunged into the nasal duct, in order afterwards to be able to introduce the probe 
aad proceed towards tlie cure. 

Hie introduction of the knife^through an incised canaliculus is not to be recommended, 
smce a Tery extensive wound at the opening of the tube into the sac, and, moreover, a violent 
bceration of the surrounding parts are necessarily caused. 
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Many regard the probing as superfluous or even injurious, and think that a complete cure 
can be gained simply by incising the nasal duct, when a stricture is present, by means of a 
narrow knife of the shape of a right-angled triangle, in several directions as far as the swollen 
mucosa, which they attain, by allowing the knife to slide up and down several times, at the 
same time rotating it upon its axis (Stilling, Warlomont, Williams). 

If, however, the nasal duct is obliterated for a greater distance, and contracted j 
to a firm tendinous cord, little is to be expected. The knife then never penetrates 
the axis of the cord, but rather passes through the wall of the sac on one side; in 
the most favorable case a false passage is opened close to the bone, which can only 
be connected with the nasal cavity by a wound in the Schneiderian membrane. The 
swollen mucosa of the latter offer, however, very great difficulties to the production 
of a permanent fistula. 

Instead of cauterizations, the walls of the fistula may be dissected out (A. Jaeger). Still 
this, procedure is more troublesome and more painful to the patient. 

Y. Destruction or obliteration of the lachrymal sac daily loses supporters in 
proportion as the methods of treatment of its diseases improve, and particularly 
as dexterity in handling the probes increases; while, quite recently, in simple I 
lachrymal blennorrhoaa that was at all obstinate, the sac was obliterated withoutI 
hesitation, “because it was quicker.” (Graefe.) At present there are many oculists 

who doubt if the operation should ever be done. (Bowman, A. Weber, Jaeseht) I 
From the above, we may certainly suppose that this operation is only indicated ffl I 
the rarest cases, and should he the last remedy resorted to, when all attempts to I 
give a certain amount of permeability to the conducting apparatus have failed, an j 
the existence of a constantly filling and rupturing swelling, or a constantly da- j 
charging external fistula, become unbearable to the patient. But we must be very I 
careful about asserting that it is absolutely necessary; for there is nothing »0181 
mortifying to the attending physician, than when he has declared a disease of te I 
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This circumstance renders unreliable the operation for perforating the lachrymal bons 
(.Richter), which was popular ages ago, and has again recently been advocated. (Foltz.) Still, il 
can not be denied that, if daily probing is continued long enough, a permanent communication 
may be obtained between the sac and the nasal cavity. In cases where the closure of the nasal 
duct followed caries of part of the superior maxillary, a fistulous communication between the 
cavity of the sac and the nose, or between the former and the antrum Highmorianii, was fre¬ 
quently attained, and even made permanent, as it seemed. 

6. The healing up of external lachrymal fistulas, whether dependent on suppura¬ 
tive perforation or on an operation for making a passage to the duct, is not generally 
difficult, provided the conducting power of the nasal duct, or of the passage taking 
its place, remains, and the regurgitation of the contents of the sac through a divided 
canaliculus, can easily occur. In simple blenDorrhcea of the sac, closing of any 
existing fistula frequently occurs without any treatment, when a divided canaliculus j 

, is used for probing. Those fistulas that have long been used for injections and 
probes are usually somewhat more obstinate. In such cases, as well as where the j 

fistula has coated over, the walls must be freshened before a cure can be expected. 
For this purpose, a thin stick of nitrate of silver should be passed deeply into the | 
sinus, and moved about till we feel certain there will be a deep slough. A day or 
two after, the slough should be removed by injections of tepid water or forceps, f 
the wound closed, as before advised. 

The cure may be much favored by painting collodion over the external opening 
of the fistula. 
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sac incurable, and when he has attempted obliteration, to have it get well with 

restoration of the conducting power. Such cases do occur. Even in extensive 

cicatrization, as a result of caries or necrosis of the neighboring bones, in hydrops 

sacci lachrymalis with complete closure of the upper opening of the nasal duct and 

of the canaliculi, that is, under circumstances which are usually considered in¬ 

curable, after unsuccessful attempts at obliteration, the duct has again been rendered 

pervious, and even a false passage into the conjunctival sac formed, the fistula closed 

I up under repeated probing, and a permanent conduction maintained. Of course, 

such occurrences were more frequent when obliteration was still fashionable. In 

these cases, fortunately, a suitable method of operation had not been chosen, and 

only apparent closures occurred, which gave a chance for the passages to open 

I again. 

The obliteration of the lachrymal sac is very difficult, as long as tears are constantly pressed 
I through the canaliculi. These make for themselves a passage through the granulations, that 

shoot up after cauterization of the mucous membrane, so that a fistula always remains. Hence a 
considerable portion of the canaliculi must be cauterized before, or at the same time that, the sac 
itself is destroyed. 

To close up the lachrymal sac, its inner wall must slough off entirely, to a certain depth. The 
I best remedy for this purpose is nitrate of silver ; chloride of antimony, strong mineral acids, &c., 

do not answer so well, as they are less easily applied, and the limitation of their action is more 
difficult. The actual cautery, as well as galvano-caustic, answer well; but they frighten the 

I patient. 
To use the nitrate of silver most successfully, the outer wall of the lachrymal sac must be 

I slit up as far as possible; if an opening already exists, it should be enlarged by compressed 
j sponge. Then a stick of nitrate of silver is to be introduced into the sac, and its walls and the 

external opening very thoroughly cauterized, so that we may be certain of a thick and complete 
eschar. The reaction is usually moderate, and is subdued in a day by cold compresses. At the 
end of forty-eight hours, the eschar projecting iuto the outer opening of the fistula is to be sepa¬ 
rated from the walls of the duct by a spatula, and removed by forceps introduced far in. Under 

| careful traction, the whole eschar may usually be drawn out connectedly. 
In order, if possible, to attain closure by the first intention, a wad of charpie, firmly pressed 

to the size of a bean, is to be laid over the region of the lachrymal sac, a larger and less compact 
hrad placed over this, and the whole secured by an elastic monocular bandage, which is to be 

i drawn tight, and kept securely in its place. The object of the bandage is not only to keep the 
Iges of the wound in apposition, but also to prevent movements of the lid. 

It is of the greatest importance that a thick and continuous eschar be produced, and that it 
to removed as a whole from the wound after forty-eight hours; for all that remains must be 

ed by suppuration, and this greatly interferes with healing. The neglect of this rule and 
°| the pressure-bandage, as well as neglecting to obliterate the canaliculi, is the cause of the long 
time hitherto required for the cauterization of the lachrymal sac. 

The lachrymal sac is not always destroyed by this operation. In spite of all care it sometimes 
Ms, especially in cases where suppuration occurs or the canaliculi remain pervious. Then the 
^ole proceeding must be repeated. 

If granulations grow from the wound, they must be cauterized with nitrate of silver, and kept 
111 subjection by tincture of opium. If the inflammation be too severe, it must be treated by 
actlveantiphlogistics. The occurrence of erysipelas is unfortunate; the patient’s life may even 

j to endangered by it. 
Orbital abscesses have also been observed as consequences, which have involved the optic 

| nerve and caused blindness. (G-raefe.) 
The dropping of tears, which continues after cauterization of the sac, usually diminishes, so as 

[Dotto annoy the patient much, as it only becomes apparent when there is increased secretion. 
^ It would be moreover a grievous deception to believe that in this way the lachrymal sac is 

Ways immediately destroyed. In spite of every care, this does not succeed in some cases, 
ially when suppuration sets in or the canaliculi remain permeable. The whole procedure 

| then be repeated. 
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More recently the extirpation of the lachrymal sac in connection with the transfixion of the 
canaliculi has been proposed instead of the destruction of the sac. To this end the cayity of 
the sac should be widely opened, and the sac then be dissected up from its connections all 
round (Berlin). The procedure is very difficult on account of the abundant hemorrhage, and 
affords moreover no surety against the production of a lachrymal fistula. 

The proposal, to endeavor to obtain the cure of obstinate blennorrhoea, fistulas, etc., by 
*■ extirpation of the lachrymal gland, deserves particular mention on account of its singularity. 

It is supposed that favorable results are thereby to be attained, but it is conceded that in 
many cases a scarcely curable ptosis of the upper lid and even limitations of the lateral excur¬ 
sions of the globe would be the consequences (Laurence). 
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288, 310, 323, 329,.342.— Richter, nach A. Schmidt, 1. c. S. 301, 343.—Beer, Lehre v. d. Augen- 
krankheitenlLWien. 1817. S.151.—JETasner, Beitriige zur. Physiol. undPath. des Thranenableit- 
ungsapp. Prag. 1850. S. 43, 58, 60, 66-88, 408, 413 ; A. f. O. I. 2. S. 153,155, 157 ; Zeitschrift der 
Wien. Aerzte. 1560. Nr. 24; Yerhandlungen der ophth. Versammlung zu Heidelberg. 1859. S. 28; 
Wien. med. Wochenschrift. Spitalzeitung. 1862. Nro. 22-33.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1048,1059. 

Wien. Aerzte. 1860. Nr. 24 ; Verhandlungen der ophth. Yersammlung zu Heidelberg, 1859. S. 28 
Wien. med. Wochenschrift. Spitalzeitung. 1862. Nro. 22-33.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1048,1059 
1088,1090; Wien. med. Jahrbrucher 1861. S. 46.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux, traduit p 
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f. O. I. 2. S. 161,166, 171, 174.—A. Weber, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 94, 95, 97, 100, 102, 106, HO; kl. 
Monatbl. 1865. S. 96, 98,103, 105, 107,108, 112.—Jaesche, A. f. 0. X. 2. S. 166,170,173,174,1Tt- 
Pagenstecher und Sdmisch, kl. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden 1861. I. S. 72, 74, II. S. 39. Bowmen, 
nach Mackenzie, Arlt., Weber, Jaesche.—Ilirschler, Wien. med. Wochenschrift. 1862. Nr. 46.— 
Secondi, Clinica oc. di Genova. Riassunto. Torino. 1865. S. 118, 120.—Scarpa, Tratato d. pr. mal. 
d’occhi. I. Pavia, 1816, P. 1. 17, 26, 29, 33, 35, 46, 52.—Foltz, Ann. d. oc. 1865. P. 136— Gaum 
Laforesl, nach Hasner 1. c. S. 97.—Dupuytren, nach Mackenzie 1. c. P. 402.—Fr. Jdger, niiin ■ 
Mittheilung.—Lacaze, Union med. 1864. S. 130.—P. Williams, Congr. intern, d’ophth. Paris, 1863, 
P. 137. [H. W. Williams, Diseases of the Eye, P. 75.—Delafleld, verbal communications.] 
Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. 1856. S. 392-413; A. f. O. I. 2. S. 153-157; XII. 3 
S. 267. u. f. ; Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1860. Nr. 24; Verhandlungen der ophth. Versamm- 
lung zu Heidelberg. 1859. S. 28; Wien. med. Wochenschrift. Spitalzeitung. 1862. Nr. 22-33.- j 
A. Weber, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 362.—Jaesche, klin. Monatbl. 1869. S. 290.— Williams, Are I 
f. Augen. und Ohrenheilkde. I. S. 78; Transact. Amer. Ophth. Soc. 1869. S. 30.—Green,, i ‘ | 

S. 31..—Laurence, Congres. Ophth. 1868. S. 35, 41.—Cervera, Delgado, Speriuo, iHi. ’ 
H.—Delgado, Centralbh 1866. S. 575.—A. Jaeger, ibid. S. 295.— Wecker, ibid. S. 399- 
Schweigger, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 56.—B. Tiuete, ibid. 1868. S. 236.—Alf. Graefe, ibid. • 
Berlin, ibid. S. 355, 362.—Zeissl, Wochenbl. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1861. Nr. 11.— Stilling, W I 

d. Heilung. d. Verengernng. etc. Cassel, 1868. S. 7» u. f. ; kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 57. ] 
ophth. Beitrage, S. 79, 82.—Herzemtein, Beitrage zur Phys. u. Therapeu. d. Thranenorg 

lin, 1868. S. 35, 39, 47.—Warlomont, OentralbL 1869. S. 111. 
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ELEVENTH SECTION. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE TISSUES OF THE ORBIT. 
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Anatomy.—The two orbital cavities (a horizontal median section of the left 
one is given in Fig. 84) resemble in form oblique, four-sided pyramids with rounded 
angles. Their axes are about ab inch and a half long, horizontal, and so directed 
that, prolonged posteriorly, they would meet behind the sella turcica, and at an angle 
of about forty-five degrees. 

* 

The entrance, which forms the base of the pyramid, is a square with rounded angles, whose 
plane is inclined somewhat outwardly, so that extended, it would meet that of the opposite side in 
an obtuse angle at the nasal spine. Its wall projects as a strong, thick rim of bone, especially at 
the upper outer angle. 

The inner wall of the orbit is nearly perpendicular. Antero-posteriorly it runs parallel to 
the diameter of the skull, and is formed of the os planum of the ethmoid, a, and anteriorly of the 
lachrymal bone, b. The latter articulates anteriorly with the nasal process of the superior maxil¬ 
lary, c. The upper wall has the greatest extent of surface. It is curved like a roof, and posteriorly 
sinks down very much. Its outer anterior part is hollowed out and forms the fossa lachrymalis. 
It is mostly composed of the horizontal part of the frontal bone; it is very thin, sometimes even 
perforated, and separates the 
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orbit from the cranial cavity, 
but anteriorly and internally 
from the frontal sinus. The 
inferior wall is rather level, 
is somewhat more elevated 
posteriorly than anteriorly, 
and divides the orbit from 
the antrum. It is formed 
mostly of the superior max- 
illary, is quite thick, and con¬ 
tains the infraorbital canal, 
with the nerves and arteries 
of the same name. The outer 
wall is the firmest and most 
resisting; its surface is nearly 
perpendicular, and much in- e 
elined to the axis. It is most¬ 
ly formed of the great wing 
°f the sphenoid, d ; anterior- f 

however, the malar pro- 
eess of the frontal and the 
Molar bone, e, combine to 
form it. Behind this bone lies 
tbemusc. temporalis,/. 

At the inner upper angle 
of the pyramidal orbit is at- 
ached the pulley for the 

I roc^learis (superior oblique; 
1 muscle. The outer upper 

33 

Fig. 84. 
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514 ANATOMY ON THE ORBIT. 

angle has a posterior opening three-fourths of an inch long, and one to two lines broad; the 
sphenoidal fissure, through which the vena ophthalmica cerebralis passes back to the cavernous 
sinus, and the oculomotor, trochlearis, abduoens, and first branch of the fifth pair of cerebral 
nerves pass out into the orbit. The lower outer angle is perforated posteriorly by the spheno¬ 
maxillary sinus, which connects the orbit with the temporal and pteregoid fossae. Through 
this fissure pass the vena ophthalmioa facialis, and the infraorbital and a sub-cutaneous nerve. 

At the apex of the orbit is the foramen opticum, bounded by the two roots of the small 
wings of the sphenoid (at g), through which the optic nerve and ophthalmic artery, k, escape 
from the cranium. 

The bony walls of the orbit are everywhere covered with periosteum or periorbita. 
This is less firmly attached to the surface of the bones than to the sutures and edges 
of the fissures. At the latter, it is continuous with the dura mater and the perios¬ 
teum of the neighboring bones of the face, while at the same time it forms sheaths 
for the nerves and vessels. At the edge of the optic foramen, the periorbita thickens 
to a firm tendinous ring, from which the four recti and the superior oblique muscles, 
as well as the elevator of the upper lid arise. 

The space between the eyeball, i, and the Walls of the orbit, is filled by a very 
loose connective tissue, Tc, richly strewn with fat. This connective tissue is thickened 
in some places, and thus forms sheaths for the muscles, vessels, and nerves of the 
orbit; and also forms fascia-like layers which unite the different parts of the orbit 
with each other and with the periorbita. 

Such a fascia is the suspensory ligament of the eyelids, fascia tarso-orbitalis, 
which runs from the border of the orbit to the convexity of the cartilages of both 
lids, is connected with the ligaments of the lids, and helps to close the anterior 
opening of the cavity of the orbit. It is in places very thin and even perforated- 
that is, replaced by loose connective tissue (.Arlt). 

Another fascia extends from the convex border of the tarsal cartilage over the retro-tarsal 
portion of the conjunctiva as far as the surface of the globe, where it blends with the capsule 
of the eye, and is connected by this with a fascia which surrounds the four straight muscles of 
the eye and unites their edges with one another, so that the entire muscular funnel appears 
limited on all sides by a delicate sheath (ATagni). Another fold goes from the posterior surface 
of the palpebral ligament to the lachrymal gland, insinuates itself between the superior and in¬ 
ferior portions of the latter, supports the first, and unites with the periorbital fascia. 

The tunica vaginalis bulbi, the sheath of the eye, is of this kind. It begins at 
the circumference of the optic foramen, loosely incloses the optic nerve, at whose 
anterior end it widens out into a goblet-shape for the reception of the eyeball 
envelops this beyond its equator like a capsule (Bonnet’s capsule), and is only 
united to the surface of the sclera by scanty loose connective tissue, and is so smooth 
that the globe can rotate in it. Beyond the equator it is pierced by the tendons of 
the oblique muscles, and is connected with their sheath. More anteriorly, it g11'® 
passage to the tendons of the recti muscles in an oblique direction, is connected w® 
them, and finally with them disappears in the sclerotic. This anterior part of tin 
sheath of the eyeball, from the part where the muscles pierce it to its union with 

the sclera, is also described as Tenon’s capsule. 

The space between the capsule and the globe, together with the optic nerve, is regarded a> 
a lymphatic space, which is connected posteriorly with the arachnoideal space, but antenoj 
with the suprachoroidal space by lymph canals which pass through the sclerotic near 
orbital veins {Schwalbe). 

In the cavity of the orbit, besides the inorganic muscles of the globe there 0 

found a number of bundles of smooth organic muscular fibers. 

It 
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The largest of these, the inferior orbital muscle, covers the inclosing membrane of the in¬ 
ferior orbital fissure, is about a millimeter in thickness, and consists mostly of fibers having a 
longitudinal direction, with which only a few bundles, running less perpendicularly to them, 
are interwoven (M. Muller, Marling). This muscle, the elements of which in part pass into 
the periorbital fascia, but are connected anteriorly with the palpebral ligament (Sappey), is a 
rudiment of the extremely powerful muscle which, in the higher animals, in connection with 
the orbital membrane, closes in the cavity of the orbit externally. Besides this there exist 
also small short bundles, which arise close behind the insertion of the palpebral ligament upon 
the internal and external wall of the orbit, and appear to be attached to the fascia tarso-orbi- 
talis (musculus orbiialis internus et externus, Sappey). A very similar bundle, which has its 
place upon the roof of the orbit near the palpebral ligament (M. Muller), has not been found 
by others (Menle, Marling), which is in part explained by all these muscles being very slender 
and very frequently the subjects of fatty degeneration. It is probable that these, together 
with the organic muscles of the lids, strengthen the union of the fascia tarso-orbitalis and the 
lids on the anterior surface of the globe and the orbital cushion of fat, and therefore also aid 
in the carrying away of the tears. 

The arteries of the orbit are all branches of the ophthalmic artery, which arises 
at almost a right angle from the carotid and passes through the optic foramen on 
the inner side of the optic nerve. 

The trunk of the orbital artery, shortly after its entrance into the orbit, passes in an oblique 
direction under the optic nerve, and runs from here in a slight curve forwards, in order then 
to reach the inner side of the nerve, and then to run forward near the internal wall of the orbit. 
Where it lies external to the optic nerve, it gives off numerous muscular branches, the central 
artery of the retina, the short posterior ciliary arteries, and, finally, the lachrymal branch, the 
terminal branches of which reach to the external portion of the conjunctiva and the lids. In 
its course upon the inner wall of the orbit, besides the long internal ciliary artery, it gives off 
muscular branches, both the ethmoidal arteries and the anterior meningeal artery. Finally, 
as supraorbital artery, it divides itself into the frontal branch and into branches for the two 

The veins of the orbit form a rich network, which is intimately connected an¬ 
teriorly with the vena facialis anterior, posteriorly with the sinus caver nosus and the 
pterygoid plexus, so that the venous blood can flow out as easily forward as back¬ 
ward, and obstructions in the region of the orbit cannot easily make themselves 
manifest when hindrances to the circulation exist in the trunk of the vena facialis 
or in the sinus cavernosus (Sesemann). 

The two main venous trunks of the orbit are the vena ophthalmica superior, or cerebralis, a 
(% 85, after Sesemann), and the vena ophthalmica inferior, &, called also externa or facialis. 
The first, which corresponds in its course to the arteria supraorbitalis, is composed of frontal 
branches and palpebral branches, and communicates in the region of the inner angle by large 
connecting branches, partly directly, partly by palpebral branches, with the vena angularis, g, 
and the facialis anterior, c. It then passes backward beneath the superior rectus muscle, and 
empties, after having perforated the superior orbital fissure, into the sinus cavernosus, cl. In 

I this course it anastomoses by numerous connecting branches with the ciliary veins, e, with the 
vena centralis retinee, /, and with the vena ophthalmica inferior. This last proceeds from a 
plexus which is found at the anterior part of the bottom of the orbit, between the inferior and 
eternal recti muscles, takes up all the inferior conjunctival veins, as well as some veins from 
the lower lid, but besides, is connected with the vena ophthalmica superior and facialis anterior. 
The trunk runs backward over the inferior rect. muscle, and empties either into the sinus 
cavernosus, or into the vena ophthalmomeningea (Myrtl), the trunk of which passes out of the 
hasure of Sylvius, along the side of the sella turcica, through the superior orbital fissure into 
the orbit. The inferior orbital vein anastomoses in this way very freely with the vena ophthal- 
mica superior, and with the vena facialis, with the vena lachrymalis, which, increased by the 
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816 ANATOMY OF TIIE ORBIT. 

conjunctival veins, runs towards the vena ophthalmica superior, or empties directly into the 
sinus cavernosus, and is, moreover, connected with the ciliary veins and with the plexus in the 
pterygo-palatine fossa (Sesemanri). 

The globe of the eye is embedded in the tissue of the orbit as in a cushion. The 
resistance of the latter is, however, sufficiently great in order to maintain the globe 
immovable in its normal position, opposed to the united force of the four straight 
muscles of the eye. Deviations from this position (Statopathien, Hasner) are always 
the sign of affections of the muscles, or of the orbital tissue, or of the globe itself. 

Fig. £5. 

More recently great interest has been aroused and active endeavors have been made to find 
some means of measuring these deviations exactly, and of expressing them in figures. To this I 
end peculiar instruments have been devised (Exophthalmometer, Ophthalmoprostatometer, E I 
Cohn, Zehender, Emmert; Orthometer, Hasner). By means of these the longitudinal dis-j 
tance of the apex of the cornea from the middle of the external (Hasner), or of the superior I 
orbital border (H. Cohn), can be very easily measured, and thus also an approximate change in J 
the relative position of the globe be ascertained, and its size also estimated. Still the instru¬ 
ments just mentioned and the points chosen are not suited for the estimation of normal 
values, since the prominence of the orbital border varies within wide limits, not only in different 
individuals, but also in the same individual on both sides (H. Cohn); moreover, the very I 
changeable cushion of fat comes into account in the superior orbital margin, and besides e I 
relative position of the summit of the cornea is very much influenced by the length of t e | 
antero-posterior diameter of the eye in otherwise perfectly similar conditions. 

Nosology.—Inflammations of the orbit occur, on the whole, not unfrequentlyj 

The change of tissue is often confined to the soft parts lying between the eyeoa i 
and periorbita, while, in other cases, the periosteum or the bone itself is the sea I 
inflammation. It also happens quite frequently that all the parts mentioned are| 
drawn into the process primarily or secondarily, as a result of propagation from one| 

part to another. 
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INFLAMMATION OF THE TISSUES OF THE OEBIT. 517 

i. It is said that, in rare cases, the ocular capsule is the sole or principal seat of an inflam¬ 
mation that is accompanied by excessive pain, and the formation of extensive morbid products 
between the sclera and Bonnet’s capsule, so that the eyeball is protruded and its motion im¬ 
paired (0. Ferral). The ocular conjunctiva is said to be, atj the same time, much swelled and 
dark red, but to secrete little. The interior of the eye has sometimes been found normal 
(Weeker), sometimes undoubted choroiditis and hyalitis accompany or precede the affection 
(Bydl, 0. Becker). Erysipelas and “ cold ” are given as causes of it. The disease is said to 
always end in a cure. 

2. Inflammations of the fatty and connective tissue of the orbit are often seen. 

They may cause hypertrophy, and, as a result of this, permanent exophthalmos. 
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Thus from the action of traumatic, physical, or other causes of disease, in the course of an 
erysipelas of the face, of an inflammation of the bony walls of the orbit, of a suppurative panoph¬ 
thalmitis or severe conjunctivitis, we occasionally see the eye-ball protrude from the orbit, since 
the loose connective tissue enveloping it has participated in an inflammatory change, and has 
undergone a decided increase in size. On more careful examination the swelling usually shows 
itself to be composed of excessive serous or gelatinous infiltration; the process bears more the 
character of an inflammatory oedema. This usually recedes as the inflammation approaches its 
termination. Iu some exceptional cases, however, the connective tissue increases in amount, 
partially thickens to a hard, tendinous framework, in whose interspaces a somewhat consistent 
gelatinous product appears inclosed. This happens only when the inflammation of the orbital 
lissne is often repeated, or continues for a long time. (Himly, Sichel, Duval.) 

Hypertrophy ^ the cushion in the orbit is relatively most frequently seen, along 

with an analogous overnutrition of the thyroid body, as a symptom of a constitu¬ 

tional disease, which is probably caused by some affection of the sympathetic nerve, 

and is usually accompanied by great disturbance of the blood and of the system 

generally. (Exophthalmos with disease of the thyroid and heart, exophthalmos ca- 
Aectim, Basedow's disease.) 

In by far the greater number of cases, the inflammation of the soft parts of the 

orbit is of a suppurative character. 

Usually most of the orbital tissue, muscular sheaths, and even of the muscles, are 

included in the process. Then, either small scattered abscesses, which are not always 

connected with each other, and are surrounded by hard, infiltrated tissue, are formed, 

°r one large abscess with cavities and lateral chambers, whose walls, when not 

formed of the periorbita, appear hardened to a greater or less thickness by inflamma¬ 

tory proliferation of tissue. 

3. Periostitis is often seen on the walls of the orbit. The vascular periorbita is 

dthe same time closely injected, and swells more or less, occasionally so much that, 

the affected portion of bone is superficial, elevations of some consistence may 
be felt. 

When the inflammation has run its course, these tumors often disappear. Some- 

tones, however, they leave a perceptible thickening of the periosteum. In some 

c®s, however, the tumor grows, gradually thickens to a filamentary cartilaginous, 

tosue, or even ossifies and becomes permanent. 

More frequently, however, the product of periostitis is purulent, whether because 

toe process began with greater intensity, or account of unfavorable circumstances 

'ecially the pressure to which the proliferating elements are exposed between 

'Ie periosteum and bone), higher development of the new-formation was prevented. 

1611 the periosteum is rapidly raised from the hone to a greater or less extent, and 

! conduction of blood to the subjacent bones interfered with, and hence they 
!l)nie necrosed. 
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51S INFLAMMATION OF THE TISSUES OF THE OEBIT. 

4. As a rule, the periostitis is accompanied from the beginning by inflammation 
of the subjacent bone. Occasionally only the cortical substance lying next to the 
periosteum participates in the process. More frequently, however, the corre¬ 
sponding parts of the bony walls suffer throughout its thickness, and then the 
periosteum of the second surface, with the soft parts next to it, is usually affected. 
The inflamed bone appears reddened, swelled, and loses more or less of its consistence. 

The chalky salts near the seat of inflammation are partially or entirely absorbed, while the 
hyperaemic connective-tissue covering of the medullary canal and cells is much swelled by the 
proliferation of its elements. 

Where the process is less intense, and the conditions otherwise favorable, the 
cure may be perfect. Often, however, the bone near the seat of inflammation does 
not recover its former state; it remains somewhat enlarged and porous, or Hardened. 
Occasionally, as a result of propagated change of tissue, large swellings originate from 
the bone, which are exactly like those arising from periostitis. 

In most cases, however, and in higher grades of inflammation almost always, 
suppuration results from ostitis. Then the loose, spongy, reddened bone, at the 
center of the inflamed part, appears soaked in pus, which fills the medullary canals 
and cells like small drops, and enlarges them; but, as the developing connective 
tissue and cartilaginous basis of the bone deliquesce, the chalky parts are gradually 
absorbed. At last we find only a bony net-work, whose meshes are filled with soft, 
exuberant, vascular connective tissue and small drops of pus, and^vhich render the 
surface of the bone decidedly rough. 

Where the process is more intense, it also happens quite frequently that a part of 
the inflamed bone dies. 

Just as in abscesses of the soft parts, suppuration only occurs in the center of the 
inflamed part, but the abscess appears inclosed by parts in which the inflammation 
is less intense, and elements are produced which are capable of higher development, 
and of replacing the parts lost. In the same way, the carious or partially necrosed 
bone is always bounded by bony tissue, in which the exuberant elements strive for 
higher development, and form granulations, which gradually detach and throw off 
the part that has become incapable of living, and, as they subsequently change to 
bone or cicatricial tissue, they partially or entirely fill the cavity in the bone. 

5. Orbital hemorrhages deserve particular mention. In most cases these depend on the spon¬ 
taneous or traumatic rupture of vessels ramifying in the orbit. When extensive, they displace 
the eye-ball anteriorly or laterally. They usually sink and become diffused, so that, although 
originally situated deeply, they finally appear under the conjunctiva, which they may bulge out 
aud discolor. They are usually absorbed. But they may thicken, and by repeated apoplexies 
become so extensive as to cause excessive exophthalmos, and give the impression of a luxuriantly 
proliferating new-formation, {Fischer.) 

In other cases a fissure of the bone is the source of the extravasation, or the blood reaches the 
fatty cushion of the orbit, through a rupture communicating with some of the neighboring 
cavities. If the lower or inner wall of the orbit is torn, emphysema sometimes occurs. Exop 
thalmos is developed and increased by sneezing, &c., and shows its nature by crackling on pressure. 
The wound usually heals quickly, and the extravasation and emphysema usually disappear without 
leaviug a trace. But if the upper wall is fractured, death usually results. Some think tun ^ 
blood coming from the roof of the orbit always sinks, and appears under the upper half of t J 
conjunctiva, so that from such conjunctival ecehymoses, appearing several hours after an injury 
the skull, we may diagnosticate a fracture of the roof of the orbit. Careful observation an 
experiments on the cadaver have not entirely confirmed this. They showed that a large amo 
of blood must be effused, and the periosteum torn, for a fissure in the roof of the orbit to cause 
conjunctival ecehymoses; moreover, that blood and exudations escape from the cranium without 
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AUTHORITIES. 519 

fracture through the foramen opticum, and through the anterior part of the upper orbital fissure 
get under the periorbita, and, if this be ruptured, may make for themselves a passage into the 
soft parts of the orbit. They also proved that such conjunctival ecchymoses might just as well 
originate from the vessels of the fatty cushion of the orbit, and that the tarso-orbital fascia 
prevented an escape of the extravasation under the skin of the lid (Friedberq). 

Authorities.-—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit. p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris, 
1865. S, 433, 434, 440, 441, 450.—0. Ferral, ibid. S. 450.—Bimly, Krankheiten u. Missbildungen, 
etc. I Berlin, 1843. S. 365.—Schel, Bull, de ther. 1846. Mai.— Duval, Ann. d’oc. 17. Bd. S. 201. 
-Wecker, Etudes ophth. X. Paris, 1864. S. m.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 880, 882, 884, 1262, 
1287, 1288.—Rydel, O. Becker, Wien. med. Wochenschrift. 1866. Nr. 65, 66, 77; Wien. 
Augenklinik. Ber. S. 118.—Oraefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 424.— Fischer, Lehrbuch d. ges. Entziin- 
dtmgen, etc. Prag. 1846. S. 359.—Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 162.—Seitz, Handbuch d. ges. 
Augenheilkd. I. Erlangen, 1855. S. 85.—J. Meyr, BeitrHge zur Augenheilkunde. Wien. 1850. 
S. W.-Friedberg, Virchow’s Arch. 31. Bd. S. 344, 349, 362, 366, 369.— Manz, A. f. O. XII. 1. 
S. 1, 5.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. III. 339.—Magni, Rivista clinica. 1868.—AT. Midler, 
Zeitschrift f. wiss. Zoologie. IX. S. 541; WUrzburg. Verhandl. IX. S. 244.—Marling, Zeitsch. 
S, rat. Med. XXIV. S. 275, 288, 293.—Menle, Eingeweidelehre. 1866. S. 696.— Sappey, Gaz. 
med. de Paris. 1867. S. 681.—Winther, Experimentalstudien. Erlangen, 1866. S. 4—Schwalbe, 
Arch. f. mikr. Anat. VI. S. 28.—M. Cohn, kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 439.—Masner, Die Stato- 
pathien d. Aug. Prag. 1869.—Sesemann, Arch. f. Anat. u. Phys. 1869. S. 154-162, u. f.— 
Henke, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 220.—Fmmert, Zwei Falle von Sarkom der orbit. Bern, 1870. S. 
24; kl. Monatbl. 1870J S. 33.—Zehender, ibid. S. 42.—Bateson, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 135. Bd. 
S. 264Pepper, ibid. S. 201 .—Ilulke, ibid. 140. Bd. S. 203 .—Kuehler, Deutsche Klinik. 
1866. Nr. 28.—Becker, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 289.—Langetibeck, ibid. XIII. 2. S. 447. 
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1. Basedow’s, Graves’, or Parry’s Disease. 

Exophthalmic Goitre. 

[Historical Notice.—Emmert shows, from an extract of a work by Parry, that 
this author, as early as 1825-, reported eight cases of morbus Basedowii, under the 
title of “ Enlargement of the Thyroid G-land,” with hypertrophy, or palpitation of 
the heart. The description pictures the disease pretty well, although exophthalmus 
was noticed in only one of the cases, and no special weight given to that symptom. 
Besides this, Parry gives five more cases where enlargement of the thyroid gland 
occurred in connection with affections of the head, epilepsy, headache, dizziness, 
deafness, etc. Emmert, therefore, proposes to call the disease after neither Basedow 
nor Graves, but after Parry. In conclusion, the author reports twenty cases of his 
own observation. Of these, ten per cent, occurred in men and fifty per cent, in 
women. Exophthalmus was constantly present; in one case, on one side only, 
while the thyroid gland was enlarged on both sides. In every case there was a 
diminution of sensibility in the cornea and conjunctiva, and also diminished reflex 
action of the lids. At times there occurred a slight impairment of the sight with¬ 
out any apparent ophthalmoscopic cause; in two cases atrophy of the optic neive, and 
more often enlargement of the retinal veins, with simultaneous constriction of the 
arteries. In about six cases peculiar disorder of the speech occurred. When the 
individual attempted to speak, and the mouth was widely opened, there set in a 
spasmodic movement of the jaw, and only after some exertion was he master of his 
speech, which was somewhat hasty and often indistinct. (Emmert.) ] 

Symptoms.— The characteristics of the disease are decided disturbances of inner¬ 
vation of the muscles of the lid and of the heard, exophthalmos and goitre. 

1. The disturbed action of the heart shows itself by accelerated, strengthened, 
and often irregular contractions, and by systolic murmurs in the heart and great 
vessels of the neck. The palpitations are often, especially at intervals, so strong 
that the thoracic walls are greatly shaken, and we may perceive, at a distance, the 
pulsation in the carotids, facial arteries, and even in the orbit. But it is said that 
the pulsation is less than normal in the brachial and radial arteries (Trousseau). 
These palpitations are usually accompanied by dyspnoea. Actual diseases of the 
heart sometimes accompany it, but are usually absent, and at all events are only 
accidental complications. 

The palpitations appear particularly during bodily and mental exertions, some¬ 
times, however, they are paroxysmal without cause, and then are usually accompanied 

by extreme dyspnoea, and often also by increase of the exophthalmus as well as by 
perceptible increase of the goitre. Actual cardiac affections occur with them, are, 

however, as a rule, wanting, and are at any rate only accidental complications. 
2. Like the exophthalmos, the goitre also varies greatly in size, but never 

becomes so great as to cause decided functional disturbance. 
3. The exophthalmus is with few exceptions binocular, but not always uniformly 
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EXOPHTHALMIC GOITEE. 521 

developed in both eyes. It appears often very early, but usually not until after long 
continuance of the cardiac symptoms and the formation of the goitre. It is some¬ 
times scarcely perceptible, or appears at times to disappear completely, particularly 
in the first stages of the affection, where, like the goitre, it is very apt to vary. In 
other cases it is very considerable, without ever coming to an actual protrusion from 
the orbit. The bulging forward of the globe usually occurs in the direction of the 
orbital axis; only rarely does an oblique position of the eye occur, owing to an 
asymmetrical increase of volume of the orbital cushion (Qraefe). 

The exophthalmus, as well as the swelling of the thyroid gland, as has been demonstrated, 
depends upon a dilatation of the vessels, particularly of the veins. It therefore usually 
increases a good deal temporarily, if, on account of increased activity of the heart, the 
pressure of blood in the orbit increases, or in consequence of obstructions in the region of 
the superior vena cava; but, on the other hand, it disappears in death almost entirely. Only by 
long continuance of the superfluity of blood does secondary hypertrophy of the connective 
tissue occur, and in the thyroid gland also it leads to the development of colloid cysts 
(Virchow). 

4. The disturbances of innervation are seen as well in the domain of reflex 
activity as in that of the arbitrary movements of coordination, and manifest them¬ 
selves, moreover, not uncommonly in the form of real paralysis. 

a. To the first category belongs one of the most constant symptoms usually 
present from the beginning, namely, the wide opening of the inter-palpebral fissure 
and the incompleteness and rarity of the rhythmical movements of the lids. The 
gaping of the palpebral fissure is usually so large, that quite a wide zone of 
sclera is exposed above and below the corneal margin. The rhythmical movement 
of the lids is often entirely absent for several minutes, is also generally very incom¬ 
plete, and is replaced by a slight drawing inwards, and by a weak, screw-like rota¬ 
tion of the edge of the lid. This symptom, in connection with the wide opening of 
the palpebral fissure, gives to the physiognomy of the patient the peculiar hardness 
and staring appearance which is mentioned by so many authors. 

These disturbances of mobility can not well be explained by tbe exophthalmus, since, as a 
rale, they precede for a long time the protrusion of the globe, and fall and rise independently 
ot its variations. The exophthalmus increases the disturbances of mobility already present 
01>ly by an increase of the resistance in higher degrees of development, sometimes to such an 
extent that the palpebral fissure remains open up to a certain width even during sleep, whereby 
much irritation is caused. The disturbances of mobility in question can not, moreover, be de¬ 
duced from a tonic spasm of the levator palpebrcesuperioris or of the organic muscle of the up¬ 
per lid, since voluntary innervations of the circular muscle are sufficient to overcome powerful 
contractions, whose actual power is scarcely less than the normal. The freedom of the volun¬ 
tary movements distinguishes, however, the condition thoroughly from paralysis, in the nar¬ 
rowest sense of the word. It can, therefore, well be said, that in these appearances it is merely 
® obstruction of those reflex currents which are conducted during the waking hours by the 
®nsory nerves of the surface of the globe and by the retina continually to the ocular portion 
f;' l'ue seventh pair of cranial nerves, and in the circular muscle maintain on the one side a 
certain degree of tonic tension, on the other, however, excite the rhythmical movement of the 

The most important factor of the conducting away of the tears is coincident with 
4e cessation of the movements of the lids ; hence the patients, particularly in the 
^ginning, suffer frequently from lachrymation, and this indeed so much the more 

the wide opening of the palpebral fissure increases the irritating influence of the 
ahuospheric air, etc., and thus the secretion of the tears also. In the later stages of 
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522 EXOPHTHALMIC GOITEE. 

the process, however, the irritability of the sensory nerves is considerably blunted, 
the palpebral fissure is only more flooded by tears when severe irritants act upon the 
eye, in rough stormy weather, in a smoky, dusty atmosphere, etc. In ordinary cir¬ 
cumstances, however, scarcely more than the normal are secreted. From their 
insignificance, and from the great evaporation upon the surface of the globe, which 
is always exposed, desiccation of the epithelial layers easily occurs. These are then 
found actually, in the later stages of the affection and in exophthalmus of a higher 
degree of development, to be very frequently perceptibly opaque, dry, and flaky. 
Along with this the resistance of the orbicular muscle naturally increases, whilst the 
irritating action of the atmospheric air and of external injuries simultaneously per¬ 
ceptibly decrease. The disturbances of mobility in question increase with the xerosis, 
and the latter sometimes reaches such a high degree that the touching of the surface 
of the globe with a feather is felt, but it excites no pain and still less reflex 
spasms. 

The xerosis, according to all this, cannot be regarded as the cause, but only as the 
effect of the disturbances of innervation, so much the more as the latter, as a rule, 
precede for a long time the former, and the xerosis, moreover, is frequently absent 
during the whole course of the affection. 

b. There is only one very common disturbance of the voluntary movements of 
co-ordination. It is manifested by the upper lid following the globe only slightly 
or not at all, when the visual plane is depressed (Qraefe). This symptom is found, 
as a rule, from the earliest stages of the disease on, along with the above-described 
disturbances of reflex activity. Still it is in general less frequent than the latter. 
It varies like these in degree, and during the course of the disease often disappears 
entirely for a time. 

In one case a temporary complete cessation of the lateral movements was observed. The 
visual lines of both eyes stood perfectly parallel. The visual plane could be raised or depressed 
voluntarily. The movements of convergence were also entirely free. Still the power to direct 
both eyes simultaneously to the one or the other side was completely absent. Whilst there¬ 
fore the lateral straight muscles of the eyes followed unhindered the impulses to convergence, 
they were absolutely paralyzed for innervations for lateral vision. The same condition occurs 
here as in action of the circular muscle, which under a voluntary direct impulse contracts with 
normal power, whilst it remains completely inactive under opposite impulses which aim at 
depression of the visual axis. 

c. True paralysis is, on the whole, not uncommon, and generally very variable 
and transitory. It affects the muscles of the eye with relatively greater frequency, 
more rarely the respiratory muscles of the face, the trigeminus and the opticus. 

Oblique positions of the eye are mentioned, in fact, by various observers, as qmte 
frequent complications of Basedow’s disease, and according to present experience are dependent 
in the majority of cases, without doubt, upon obstructions to the conducting power of the 
motor nerves of the eye, and resemble these in every particular. Such oblique positions may 
have been caused in many cases by an excessive fatty degeneration of one or more muscle 
the eye (Recklinghausen). It also is a fixed fact, that the exophthalmus in itself causes a 
squint in a purely mechanical way, and, moreover, in proportion to its development, causes 

limitations of the movements of the eye in every direction. 
In this class certainly belongs the not very uncommon mydriasis (Mooren, Demme, » 

manri). It not only occurs in connection with the characteristic disturbances of the paraljS1S 
of the oculo-motorius, but independently, and in the latter case may possibly be dependent upon 
the stretching of the ciliary nerves caused by the exophthalmus. It appears more frequen h 
however, to indicate a central impediment to the conducting power. The paralysis 0 
respiratory muscles of the face is usually incomplete, and manifests itself by a peculiar ngi . 
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EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE. PATHOLOGY. 523 

and immobility of the corresponding halves of the face in whistling, blowing, etc., and in 
emotion. 

Attacks of anaesthesia of the trigeminus are more frequent. They are often limited to the 
anterior surface of the globe, and may then often be explained like the mydriasis from the 
stretching of the ciliary nerves. In other cases they extend over a larger surface, and must 
then be considered as hindrances in the conducting power of the branches, or central portions 
of the fifth nerve. With such a degree of extent they are in general very variable and occur 
also in paroxysms. 

There is no doubt that the ulceration of the cornea, which is sometimes observed in Base¬ 
dow’s disease, is partly connected with it, pathogenetically, and that also the sometimes very 
considerable drying of the surface of the globe (Mackenzie) is in many cases actually caused 
by it. Still it would be a great error to ascribe a neuroparalytic origin to all ulcerations of 
the cornea in Basedow’s disease. Ulcerations of the cornea also occur with a scarcely dimin¬ 
ished sensibility, with great ciliary irritation and very profuse lachrymation. They are then 
caused probably by external irritations, and are especially favored by the wide gaping of the 
palpebral fissure. 

Disturbances of vision are also observed, but are usually caused by the mydriasis, by the 
drying of the corneal surface, etc. Cases of real amblyopia also show themselves here and 
there, and in one case, perhaps accidental, a real amaurosis, with complete atrophy of the 
optic nerve, was found. 

5. The disease is frequently complicated with ansemia or chlorosis, with great 
disturbance of the general nutrition, producing extreme emaciation, and in women, 
suppression of the menses. This condition of things is met with very frequently, 
especially in the later stages, or it may never occur. In connection with it we 
sometimes meet with digestive troubles, dyspepsia, watery or bloody vomiting, 
Woody stools; exhausting sweats, hypersecretion of urine; extreme weakness with 
a tendency to vertigo, tinnitus aurium, headache, and frequent attacks of syncope; 
finally general nervous prostration and great irritability. These symptoms are, how¬ 
ever, not constant, but may occur or be absent in an apparently normal condition 
of the blood (Trousseau). 

Pathology,—There is good reason for supposing that all these complex symp¬ 
toms of Basedow’s disease come from a common source, and this is to be sought in 
affections of the central parts of the sympathetic nerve (Qeigel, Friedrich). The 
pathognomonic triad, exophthalmus, goitre, and cardiac affection, bears plainly 
upon its face the angioneurotic character, and may be regarded as directly con¬ 
nected with functional disturbances of the vaso-motor centers. The many very in¬ 
constant additional symptoms, however, which give a true protean form to the dis¬ 
ease, may be regarded partly as direct, partly as indirect consequences of that cen¬ 
tal affection. The manifold disturbances of innervation, in particular of the motor 
and sensory nerves, point, like the frequent psychical alterations, to multiple sources 
°f disease, which appear disseminated in the most various points of the brain, in its 
cortex, in the separate reflex and co-ordinative centers, in the nuclei of origin of indi- 
bdual nerves, etc., and their changeableness and transient nature are only to be 
ascribed to circumscribed paralytic dilatations of the vessels, which, although 
secondary in the brain, as elsewhere, by favoring infiltration and inflammatory 
exudation, lead to actual vitiation of the nervous tissue, and may, to a certain 
extent, determine the functional disturbances dependent upon them. 

% many the cervical cord has been regarded as necessarily the point of origin of the dis- 
ase (Aran, Koeben). Very remarkable changes in it have actually been demonstrated in a 
cumber of cases (Trousseau, Reith, Cruise, M'Donnel, Traube, Biermer, Virchow, Gtcigel). 

otter cases, however, no disease of the cervical cord could be recognized (Recklinghausen, 
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524 COURSE. TERMINATION. TREATMENT. 

Paul, Fournier, Ollivier). The characteristic symptoms, moreover, do not correspond to 
those which are caused by operative or accidental interruptions of conduction in the sympa¬ 
thetic nerve of the neck (Fuleriburg, Guttmann). The suspicion arises, therefore, that the 
above-mentioned changes of the cervical cord are merely accidental, and perhaps only to be re¬ 
garded as local neuro-paralytic foci Moreover, adhesions of the central canal of the spina 
cord and of the medulla oblongata, together with distinct signs of hyperaemia and inflamma¬ 
tion in the surrounding tissue, have been demonstrated as probable sources of Basedow’s dis¬ 
ease in at least one case (Geigel). With the slight attention which has hitherto been given to 
the central portions of the sympathetic, it can be, however, easily supposed that morbid 
changes may often exist in them, even if they may not always be very perceptible to the naked 
eye. The tendency of Basedow’s disease to the formation of multiple morbid foci in the most 
diverse, regions of the sympathetic nerve is illustrated by a case (Prael) in which numerous 
foci of softening were demonstrated in the brain. It manifests itself, however, very unequivo¬ 
cally in the frequent occurrence of circumscribed paralysis of the vessels in the periphery of 
the body, partly pure, partly combined with inflammatory exudations and oedema. Here be¬ 
long also the deep reddening of larger cutaneous surfaces, accompanied by great development 
of heat, sometimes one-sided, appearing paroxysmally or with psychical excitement; the con¬ 
stant enormous dilatation of the vessels, which are not uncommonly found on the cheeks and 
nose; the so-called “taches cerebrales” (Trousseau■, Paul, Dusch) and certain ephemeral for¬ 
mations of tumors, entirely analogous to them, in the region of the eyebrows and on the lids, 
which are sometimes accompanied by enormous swelling of the venous trunks running in the 
neighborhood, or of single arteries (.Deces). Diffuse, tolerably firm swellings, traceable to in¬ 
flammatory exudations, were observed on the cheeks and lips. One case may also be adduced 
as an example of a secondary inflammatory, circumscribed, morbid focus, in which great 
swelling and reddening of the conjunctiva, with exudation of a membranous product during the 
course of Basedow’s disease, repeatedly occurred in paroxysms (Heymann). 

The causes of the affection have as yet been but little investigated. It appears 
that violent mental emotions play an important part in the etiology. The disease has 
been observed exceptionally in children {Rosenberg, Trousseau, Demi). As a rule 
it attacks young individuals or those of middle age, particularly those with delicate 
constitution, clear complexion, blue eyes, blonde or reddish hair and irritable nervous 
temperament. Chronic diseases, hemorrhages, etc. increase the predisposition. 
Women are liable to the disease about four times as often as men (Dusch). 

Course.—The development of the disease in all its phases is occasionally very 
rapid; a few weeks, or even a few days, accomplish it. As a rule, however, the 
symptoms come on gradually ; months and years pass, during which the heart-disease 
has more or less frequent and severe paroxysms. Then the goitre and exoph- 
thalmus, finally faulty hmmatosis, indigestion, etc., appear. Sometimes, however, 
the latter symptoms open the series; the heart-affection occurs later, and, after it, 
the goitre and exophthalmus. 

Once developed, the disease often exists for years, with more or less variation, 
so that while there is slight change in the exophthalmus and goitre, the other symp¬ 
toms vary individually or in their totality. This is especially true of the heart- 
disease, which often wholly disappears for a considerable time, so that it looks as it 
the disease was actually stopped, till it finally appears again, with the former or 
even greater severity. 

The retraction and immobility of the lids may also disappear, although the 
exophthalmus remains. 

Termination.—The patient may recover completely, or at least be so far im¬ 
proved that there are only traces left of the goitre and exophthalmus, or of eitliei 
of them. This presupposes that the heart-affection has been permanently removed, 

where it continues, experience teaches that we can not count on such favorable 
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results, even when the other symptoms entirely disappear, as relapses usually occur. 
We can count the least on improvement in the digestive power and hsematosis ; and 
on the other hand, total failure of the functions does not necessarily involve a bad 
prognosis, as rapid recovery of the patient has been frequently observed under such 
circumstances, when the heart has been quieted. Rapid increase of the anaemia, 
and disturbance of digestion, are always injurious, as the patient finally dies of 
exhaustion (Graefe). 

In general, death is not a frequent termination. Out of 56 cases, 7 died. But 
permanent cures are also not usual (20 out of 56). Considerable and permanent 
improvement was observed in 30 out of 56 cases (Busch). 

Sometimes in great exophthalmus the cornea is destroyed by partial ulceration, 
and then the globe is destroyed by phthisis. 

Treatment.—The recognized angioneurotic character of the disease has in later 
times led to attempts at galvanization of the cervical cord, and, so far as experience 
has hitherto gone, this seems a valuable means of treatment. In fact the frequency 
and force of the pulse often diminishes by appropriate treatment, the heart becomes 
quiet, and the difficulties of respiration connected with violent movements disappear; 
the nutrition of the individual is also improved. Moreover, the goitre and the exoph¬ 
thalmus usually rapidly diminish in new cases, and the manifold disturbances of 
innervation of the lids, etc., are usually entirely stopped within a brief period. 
Favorable conditions of life, sojourn in the country, cheerful rest, appear to promote 
permanent cures. 

Some persons praise systematic water-cure treatment, which is to be combined with the use 
of digitalis in cases of highly developed cardiac affection (Trousseau). Tonic remedies and 
iron, which are antagonistic to disturbances of digestion and defective blood development, 
have not proved of service. Men especially bear them badly, and it seems that ergotine and 
quinine are better adapted to them (Graefe). Iodine, which has been very often employed 
for the purpose of producing absorption in the region of the thyroid gland and orbit, also 
leaves us in the lurch. In some cases it is said to have caused even dangerous accidents. 
Local depletion is said to have checked the development of the goitre and exophthalmus in a 
remarkable manner (Trousseau). In order to protect the partially denuded globe, tarsoraphy 
has been recommended (Graefe). This, however, usually faffs in the desired effect. Hence 
the tenotomy of the levator muscle has been recently proposed in place of it, in so far as a slight 
ptosis of the upper lid is obtained with certainty (Graefe). 

Authorities.—Basedow, Caspers Wochenschrift, 1840.—Helfft, ibid. 1849, Nr. 48, 49.—Prael, 
A..f. 0. III. 2, S. 199, 205.—Graefe, ibid. S. 278, et seq.; Med. Neuigkeiten, 1864, Nr. 14; 
Deutsche Klinik, 1864, Nr. 16.—Remak, Bezold, ibid.—Mackenzie, Traite' d. mal. d. yeux. 
Traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin, L Paris, 1856, S. 458.— Wecker, Etudes ophth. I. Paris, 
1864, P. 704.—Trousseau, Archiv. gen. de me'd. XX. P. 244-248,488.—Guyon, u. A. ibid. P. 116, 
859,862, 365.—Aran, nach Trousseau.—Reith, kl. Mntbl. 1866, P. 138, 140.—Recklinghausen, 
ibid. S. 141.—Gros, ibid. 1865, S. 298.—Gros und Charcot, Gaz. med. de Paris, 1856, Nr. 38, 
8,1867, Nr. 14.—Geigel, Centralbl. d. m. Wiss. 1866, Nr. 48.—Graefe, Centralbl. 1867, S. 650; 
Dongrhs ophth. 1868, S. 58.—Mackenzie, Traite' d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et 
Testelin, III. Paris, 1856, S. 146, 14y.—Geigel, Wiirzbg. med. Zeitschrift, VII. S. 84, u. f.— 
Friedreich, Lehrb. d. Herzkrankheiten, Erlangen, 1867, S. 317.—Eulenburg, Guttmann, Arch, 
f- Psychiatrie, I. S. 420, 447, u. f.—Paul, ibid. S. 452.—Aran, Koeben, ibid. S. 434, 435.— 
Deeds, ibid. S. 443.—Beval, ibid. S. 432.—Traube, Recklinghausen, Deutsche Klinik, 1863, S. 
286.—Beymann, Ophth. Leipzig, 1868, S. 9.—Stellwag, Wien. Jahrbiicher, 1869, S. 25, 33, 44, 
°'f—Dusch, Lehrb. d. Herzkhtn. Leipzig, 1868, S. 349, 353, u. f.—Baeumler, Deutsch, Arch, 
ill S. 59.5.— Virchow, Die Krankheiten Goschwiilstc. III. S. 73, u. f.—Cheadle, Lancet, 1869, 
b S. 845.—Rosenberg, Centralbl. 1866, S. 76.—Fournier, Ollivier, Centralbl. 1S68, S. 124.— 
Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage, S. 32.—[Emmert, Archiv f. Ophth. XVII. S. 203.] 
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2. Abscess of tbe Orbit. 

Symptoms.—This disease is characterized by exophthalmos, and swelling of th 
conjunctiva and lids, that have appeared with symptoms of inflammation. 

The latter vary with the intensity and extent of the process. This is usually 

accompanied by an active or even continuous fever. In simple inflammation of the 

orbital tissue—that is, when there is no periostitis—the pain is usually dull, and only 

becomes excessive when the eye-ball is greatly protruded. It is increased by pres¬ 

sure on the globe, but not by pressure on the wall of the orbit. (Graefe.) At the 

same time, the conjunctiva and lids show their participation by swelling greatly. 

Not unfrequently the former covers a considerable part of the cornea, in the shape 

of a large cushion. 

Where the orbital inflammation is deeply seated and not very intense, this swelling of the con¬ 
junctiva and lids frequently bears the character of pure or inflammatory oedema. When it is 
intense or superficial, however, it often appears chemotic or erysipelatous, is hot, tense, and deep 
red. In the latter case, the secretion from the conjunctiva is usually stopped, and, where exposed 
to the air, this appears dry. On the other hand, when the swelling is more cedematous, the secre¬ 
tion usually appears increased, and may foretell a blennorrhcea. 

The exophthalmos is usually in proportion to the extent of the inflammation, 

When the abscess is deeply situated, the protrusion of the eye-ball is usually regular, 

while a periosteal swelling usually pushes it to one side. {Graefe.) 
At first the exophthalmos is often slight, and can only be recognized by a careful 

comparison of the corneas of the two eyes. But in other cases, the eye-ball pro¬ 

trudes so far from the orbit-, that the lids can not be closed, and the gaping fissure 

left between them is filled with a pad of conjunctiva. The movements of the eye 

are much impaired, painful, or even impossible. 

At first the cornea appears quite clear and brilliant; the pupil is generally con¬ 

tracted, immovable, and quite black. Ophthalmoseopically, we often find tbe central 

veins greatly dilated. 

Subjective affections of vision are rarely absent. The visual field is usually misty, 

often contracted; in many cases even sensitiveness to light is lost. 

Causes.—The disease rarely occurs without a perceptible cause. Sometime* 

rapid change of temperature is blamed as the immediate cause. The most important 

of the causes, however, are injuries, particularly concussions, penetrating and perfo¬ 

rating, and most of all, infectious wounds. The actual cautery or strong caustics 

used for destroying the lachrymal sac, as well as the injection of irritating solution* 
into the lachrymal duct, and their escape into the surrounding loose tissue through 

an opening in the walls, have caused very injurious orbital abscesses. {Mackenzie) 
Zander, Geissler, HuVke, Graefe.) 

Orbital abscess is frequently a secondary disease, caused by a propagation of 

inflammation from neighboring parts. It not unfrequently occurs in the course of s 

purulent meningitis, from the inflammation passing through the orbital fissures to the 

loose connective tissue of the orbit. Then it usually occurs on both sides, and 
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ABSCESS OF THE ORBIT. COURSE. 527 

consists of a number of small hemorrhagic abscesses scattered around, and. occurring 
particularly in the oedematous fatty cushion and muscles. Then externally it appears 
like facial erysipelas, and seems to have been often confounded with it. (Leyden.) 
Moreover it can not be denied that erysipelas of the head and scalp often enters the 
orbit, and causes similar abscesses. (Mackenzie.) The same is true of phlebitis, which 
is directly or indirectly propagated to the orbital veins, and may become a cause of 
suppurative inflammation of the orbit. (Mackenzie.) Moreover, suppurative panoph¬ 
thalmitis rarely runs its course without extensive infiltration of the fatty cushion, 
which sometimes results in partial ulceration. In purulent periostitis of the orbital 
walls, the formation of abscesses in parts anterior to it is an almost unexceptional 
role. Finally, experience teaches that the orbital connective tissue is a very favora¬ 
ble seat for metastatic abscesses, which not unfrequently occur in the course of 
pyaemia, puerperal fever, exanthema, &c. In some cases the orbital abscess may be 
a local deposition of tubercle. (Fischer.) 

The Course is often very violent. It usually passes its hight by the eighth or 
fourteenth day, and then terminates with gradual decrease of the inflammatory 
symptoms. The complete removal of the injuries caused by the process then not 
unfrequently requires weeks and months, if not years. 

Sometimes the disease is more subacute, or inclines from the beginning to a 
chronic form. Then it usually commences with less decided inflammatory symp¬ 
toms, or these soon diminish, if they have shown great intensity at first. The eye, 
meanwhile, is slowly pressed forward to a certain extent, while the conjunctiva and 
lids swell with oedema. Thus some weeks pass without material change, except 
slight exacerbations and remissions of the inflammation, till finally, art interferes, or 
in some other way a certain termination is an ived at. 

Very exceptionally also, so-called cold abscesses have been observed. During months and 
years, pus had gradually assembled in the orbit and pressed the eye a little forward, without any 
decided signs of inflammation having shown themselves. But finally the process took a sudden 
start, and, with the usual symptoms of acute abscess of the orbit, went on to its termination. 
{Mackenzie, Carron du Villards.) 

Termination..—1. The process may end in resolution. This occurs most easily 
before abscesses have actually formed, that is, in the commencement of the inflam¬ 
mation, when this has not begun with too great intensity. 

2. If a considerable amount of pus has once been developed, it almost always 
perforates. "While this is occurring, the fever usually diminishes, pain is less 
intense, the swelling becomes softer, and a point of fluctuation usually appears. If, 
even now, we do not evacuate it artificially, a point of pus appears behind the 
conjunctiva or on the lid, sometimes even at a considerable distance from the margin 
°f the orbit, it gradually enlarges and fimilly breaks through. Then the eye-hall 
recedes in proportion to the completeness of the evacuation of the abscess. It is 
some time before it attains the normal position, as the suppuration generally lasts a 
'cog while, and the induration of the walls of the orbit and the surrounding oedema 
only recede gradually. The perforation finally closes by granulation. In most cases 
*'ie ^scess opens at one point; sometimes, however, at several simultaneously, or at 
intervals. Occasionally, even a number of sinuses form, which extend into the 
orbital tissue in the most varied directions, and open at some distance from each 
other. 
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528 ABSCESS OF THE ORBIT. TREATMENT. 

Sometimes it happens that the sinns is closed by granulation near its external 
orifice, before the termination of the suppuration of the walls of the abscess. Then 
the pus collects again, and the result is a repetition of the entire process. 

3. The eye-ball is frequently much injured. But sometimes it bears a great deal. 
Cases are known where it lias been protruded through the lids, and kept in that 
position for weeks, and, after the disappearance of the inflammatory symptoms, has 
perfectly regained its functional power. Still, this is not by any means the rule. 
Not unfrequently the process extends to the neurilemma of the optic nerve, a 
neuritis or neuro-retinitis is developed, with a more or less extensive exudation, 
which finally leaves a gray atrophy; or as a result of the pressure on it, and the 
disturbance of circulation, the optic nerve is attacked by gray atrophy, the eye 
becomes blind, and this may occur not only in severe cases, but also where the eye¬ 
ball has been but slightly protruded ; indeed, it has even been seen after simple ery¬ 
sipelas of the parts about the eye. (Graefe.) Retinal detachments also occur as a 
result of orbital abscess. The eye-ball often participates under the form of irido- 
choroiditis, and atrophies (Tetzer), or it is destroyed by suppurative panophthal¬ 
mitis. When the process is very intense, and the exophthalmos extreme, the cornea 
is often necrosed, or else abscess or ulcers develop in it, which cause perforation, 

and finally phthisis of the globe. 
But, apart from this, the mobility of the eye is not always restored after it has 

returned to its normal position ; a more or less decided luscitas remains. For, not 
unfrequently, especially in extensive abscesses, some muscle or nerve suffers, either 
directly from inflammation and partial suppuration, or indirectly from the formation 
of thick, hard, and extensive cicatrices in the orbital tissue. As a result of cicatritial 
contraction of the conjunctiva and lids, the mobility of the eye-ball is not nnfre- 
que rtly much limited, or it is even fixed in a false position. 

4. It is a very important point, as regards the prognosis, that not unfrequently 
the bony walls of the orbit become sympathetically affected, under the form of 
periosiitis or ostitis. The subsequent result is then usually caries or necrosis. 
Through an opening thus formed, the orbital abscess may, exceptionally, evacuate 
itself into the nose or antrum, the pteregoid fossa, or even into the skull. 

5. In the latter case, death is the usual but not constant result. Death may also 
be caused by direct propagation of the inflammation to the brain and its membranes. 
Occasionally the patient dies early, before there is any great collection of pus in tie 
orbit. The fatal result is most to be feared when the process begins very fiercely, 
or when it depends on phlebitis, as this extends very readily to the brain, as well 
from contiguity as by thrombus. As phlebitis not unfrequently runs its course with 
the outward symptoms of erysipelas, it is very advisable, in the latter disease, to 
carefully examine the state of the veins in order to avoid errors of prognosis. 

The Treatment is, on the whole, the same as that of abscesses in other parts of 
the body. Still, the indications are more urgent, on account of the great danger tha 

'accompanies the process. The first indication is to oppose the excessive prolifer® 
tion of tissue, to limit it as far as possible in intensity and extent, or even to sup 
press it. If the existence of pus be once suspected, the abscess should be opene a* 
soon as possible, and subsequent care taken for easy escape of the pus, as well as 0 
the favorable healing up of the abscess. , I 

1. When there is a probability or certainty that a wound caused the affect1®, I 
we attend carefully to the fact that possibly a foreign body may have been drive111 
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ABSCESS OF THE DEBIT. 529 

into the orbit, and may remain there. We should therefore examine the conjunctiva 
carefully to discover any existing wounds or cicatrices. Frequently shot, pieces of 
metal, even broken pipe-stems, &c., have been found behind quite unnoticealde 
sounds or scars. These were driven iuto the orbital tissue, and occasionally ineap- 
sulated. If the probe shows the presence of such a body, it must be cut down upon 
and removed. 

If the orbital abscess be developed secondarily, the primary disease must be 
treated properly, and the special indications of any existing constitutional disease 
attended to. 

2. The indication of the disease aims first at an antiphlogistic treatment, answer¬ 
ing to the existing intensity of the process. Perfect rest of mind and body, as a 
rale keeping in bed, a small amount of easily-digested food, &c., are always 
required. 

Where the inflammation is very intense, and severe fever exists, internal anti¬ 
phlogistic remedies, cooling drinks, and when there is great excitement of the cir¬ 
culation, digitalis, aconite, and similar remedies, are to be used. Local applications 
of ice are to be energetically and uninterruptedly made, and seconded by repeated 
applications of leeches. 

The leeches are best applied to the temples; bnt in case the skin, in the im¬ 
mediate vicinity of the orbit, be erysipelatous, or if the brain show evident signs of 
sympathy, it is better to apply the leeches over the mastoid process. If the tension 
be great and the pain severe, and the eye is threatened with panophthalmitis or 
destruction by ulceration or gangrene of the cornea, we must no longer delay in¬ 
cision, to diminish, at least, the existing pressure. 

For this purpose a sharp-pointed bistoury is to be introduced to the depth of one 
inch, between the wall of the orbit and the globe, on the side where the latter 
appears pressed furthest from the wall. While making the incision, it is necessary 
to remember the positions of the walls of the orbit. At the inner side of the globe 
the knife is to be introduced horizontally, somewhat obliquely backward and out¬ 
ward from the median line of the bead, but on the external side obliquely inward 
and backward. 

If the symptoms of inflammation remain moderate, occasional applications of 
ice, with strictly antiphlogistic regimen, will be sufficient. In the subacute form, 
when no local elevation of temperature is perceptible, a bandage with a pad is 
advisable. 

3. As soon as we have cause to suspect the existence of pus in the orbit, we 
must attempt its immediate evacuation by the means above mentioned; otherwise 
*'e run the danger of the purulent destruction going further and further, of sinuses 
forming in various directions, of the bones and eye becoming sympathetically affected, 
Sl|d, finally, unsightly cicatrices occurring, which may also be highly injurious to the 
functions of the eye. 

It is better to puncture too early than too late. If we wait until fluctuation, or until the pres¬ 
ence of pus becomes evident at some point, we will often have to regret the results above 
etailed, or even worse. But if we operate early, and very little or no pus be evacuated, no harm 

18 ^01e! 011 the contrary, it often happens that all the symptoms are rapidly diminished, and the 
Process is arrested; for the pressure to which the proliferating tissue is exposed has itself a bud 
™8nence on the nutritive conditions. But this pressure is greatly diminished by the partial 
"ision of the fascia, as well as by the loss of blood and the evacuation of small abscesses, 
“ceover, small abscesses break into the wound more readily than they perforate anteriorly. 

-e, in case nothing is evacuated immediately after the opening, we may hope with soma 
34 
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530 ABSCESS OP THE OKBIT. 

reason that something will he evacuated after a time, and thus the object be attained. At the 
worst, we have only to repeat the operation after a while. 

After the puncture, we should favor the exit of the pus by only a very mode¬ 
rate pressure. Injections into the wound for the purpose of washing out the pus 
are to he avoided, as the water may diffuse itself in the loose tissue, and cause a 
decided increase of the inflammation and suppuration. Immediately after the opera¬ 
tion, it is well, by careful probing, to detect any existing disease of the hone. If 
caries or necrosis exist, it is to be treated in the manner hereafter given. The 
wound must be always kept open, till no more pus is evacuated, and the abscess 
cavity has had time to fill up with granulations. This is best done by an india- 
rubber tube, with small perforations to permit the escape of the pus. 

If the granulations become exuberant, and protrude beyond the conjunctiva, they are to be 
kept down by applications of tincture of opium, and if necessary, snipped off with the scissors. 
If, after closure of the opening, the globe remains somewhat prominent, and there is (edema of 
the conjunctiva, a pressure-bandage is to be applied. It usually answers the purpose quickly. 

If in the course of the disease the eye-hall appears very hard and tense, or a 
hypopion occurs, paracentesis corness is urgently required, and must be repeated if 
necessary. If pus has collected in the posterior chamber, the eye is lost. But we 
must not neglect evacuating the pus, as soon as possible, by a puncture through the 
sclera, to ease the pain of the patient, and save as much of the eye as possible. 

Attempts to prevent, by bandages, &c., the anomalies of position of the eye-ball and lids, which 
are often caused by contraction of .cicatrices, are almost always fruitless. Where circumstances 
render a favorable result possible, of course such attempts should not be neglected. 

Special therapeutics gives the rules for treatment of the disease of the brain. 

Authorities.—Mackenzie, Traits d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 
1865. P. 168 et seq.—Eimly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 363.—Carrot 
du Villards, nach Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. 1856. S. 425.—Fischer, Lehrb. der ges. 
Entziindungen. Prag. 1846. S. 35Z.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1257, 1261, \1ZZ.-Leijden, Virchow’s 
Archiv. 29. Bd. S. 199.—Graefe, kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 49, et seq.—Berlin, ibid. 1866. S. 77.—Teller, 
Mydel, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 75, 77.—0. Becher, Wien. med. Wochenschrift 1866. Nr. 
65.—Kudiler, Deutsche Klinik. 1866. Nr. 21.—Graefe, Virchow’s Jahresber. 1868. II. S. 510. 
—Mooren, Ophth. Beitr. S. 26.—Biermann, klin. Monatbl. 1869. S. 71.—Knapp, A. f. 0. 
XIV. 2. S. 234.—Eulke, Lancet, 1867. H. S. 395; Schmidt’s Jahrb. 133. Bd. S. 328.-Zander, 
Geissler, Verletzungen d. Augea 1864. S. 219, 291, 335, 399. 
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3. Periostitis with Caries and Necrosis of 
the Orbital Walls. 

Symptoms and Course,—At the commencement, the disease usually resembles 
a simple abscess, and often can not be distinguished from it, with absolute certainty, 
till the pus has been evacuated and a probe passed through the passage thus formed. 
Still, from tbe first, there is usually excessive pain, which is often extensive, and is 
generally increased by pressing or tapping on the orbital walls. The superjacent 
conjunctiva and skin ordinarily participate, subsequently, in the inflammation. 
Moreover, when the affection is deeply situated, and its center is not at the apex of 
the pyramid, the eye-ball is not pressed forward and surrounded by tbe swelling so 
regularly as in a simple orbital abscess, but is pressed to one side or the other, and 
its movements interfered with, according to the seat of the affected part. (Graefe.) 

Tbe process is often acute, with high fever and intense symptoms of inflamma¬ 
tion, which rapidly increase till suppuration occurs, and perforation follows. In 
other cases the intensity of tbe process is moderate from tbe firs'. Then it is less 
rapidly developed, or even inclines to a subacute course, and weeks may pass before 
a suppurative perforation occurs. Fever is altogether absent, or occurs only occa¬ 
sionally. The inflammatory swelling of the soft parts bears more the character of 
simple oedema. There is usually, however, considerable pain. Sometimes, as when 
rt is of syphilitic origin, this occurs only periodically at certain times of day; but 
as a rule it is continued, and vibrates between exacerbation and remission. It is 
usually described as tense or tearing. If the margin of the bony orbit, or its imme¬ 
diate vicinity, be affected, we may occasionally perceive the protrusion of the bone, 
or the detachment of the periosteum; the latter shows itself by the occurrence of 
an indistinctly fluctuating, hard tumor. 

Finally, the disease of the bone ofien develops itself very slowly and gradually, 
wh such undecided symptoms, that it may long remain unobserved, till, after weeks 
or months, the process takes a new start, and the pus breaks through. Especially 
"liere the inflammation is deep, is it easily overlooked, as there are scarcely any 
objective symptoms, and at most a more or less severe, occasionally exacerbating 
P® points to the existing disease. However, when the affected hone is more su- 
Terflcial, the oedematous swelling of the surrounding soft parts, occasionally also the 
decided thickening of the bone, or the vesicular protrusion of the periosteum, to- 
’dher with the pain, increased by pressure, prevent errors of diagnosis. 

As a rule, perforation takes place outwardly through the conjunctiva or lid ; the 
Wmer occurs when pus lies behind the tarso-orbital'fascia, the latter when the dis¬ 
use originates in the margin of the bone. Usually only one sinus occurs; rarely 

lepus makes a road through several at a distance from each other. Exceptionally, 
'eTer, it happens that, after partial destruction of the bony walls, the abscess 

°pe"s ’n^° the nose, frontal sinus, antrum, or the cranial cavity. 
, Pus evacuated is usually unhealthy; it blackens silver probes, or shows by 

. kc°l°ration and bad smell that it is much decomposed. Only when the disease 
e tone is advancing toward a cure does the pus become thicker and benign. 
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532 PERIOSTITIS OP THE ORBITAL WALLS. 

Corresponding to this, the walls of the abscess have the characters of true ulceration, 
which is especially evident at the mouth of the cavity. This usually appears sur¬ 
rounded to a greater or less extent, by swelled, but relaxed, not unfrequently granular 

tissue of a bluish or brownish red color. 
Then a probe introduced through the sinus proves the roughness of the hone, as 

well as the exuberant granulations. We rarely find loose pieces of hone at first; for 
it usually requires some time to throw off necrosed splinters. Exceptionally, we 
pass the sound through a rough opening, bordered with hone, into a neighboring 
cavity. Still, this rarely happens, as caries and necrosis are usually superficial. 

The sinus closes permanently only when the caries is actually stopped, or the 
piece of dead hone has been thrown off. If it closes earlier, whether by exuberant 
granulations or by actual cicatrization, the pus collects again, and the process is 
repeated. Then the destruction of the soft parts and hones is sadly increased. 
Frequently months, and even years, pass before the termination of the process. 

Causes.—The disease is not unfrequently developed primarily, as a result of 
concussions and injuries of the orbit, although weeks and months may often pass 
before its symptoms are perceived. Recently, it has often been caused by careless¬ 
ness in operating for destruction of the lachrymal sac. It also frequently occurs as 
a local manifestation of constitutional syphilis, and then usually runs a subacute 
course. Mercurial poisoning and gout are also considered as causes. Most fre¬ 
quently, however, scrofula is the cause of caries and necrosis; hence a very great 
percentage of the cases is found among badly-nourished children. It then often 
appears in several hones simultaneous1 y, or at short intervals, and is usually chai 
acterized by great torpidity and a very slow course. Its favorite seat is the bony 
margin of the orbit, and especially the outer lower part. Often also there is no 
apparent cause. The disease seems to develop spontaneously in otherwise healthy 

individuals. 
Secondarily, caries and necrosis occur quite often as a result of orbital abscesses, 

of phlegmonous dacryocystitis, sometimes also of facial erysipelas and embolia. & 
some cases the orbital walls are affected by a propagation of the process from the 
neighboring hones of the face. Swellings which develop in the neighboring cavities 
and push their wails apart, not unfrequemly also cause caries and necrosis. Finally, 
suppurative meningitis and abscesses of the brain are to lie mentioned as possibe 
causes. In fact, not a few cases show that abscesses forming in the brain prunanj 
may, by carious destruction of the orbit, make a way out, and thus he evacuated. 

Termination—As a rule, the process ends in recovery, after the carious portion 
of the hone has lost its roughness, and perhaps some part has been necrosed an 
thrown off, which usually occurs gradually, and in small, often microscopic, splin e , 
rarely in large fragments. Then, on the site of the former roughness, or on the ti 
of the bony cavity, granulations develop; the pus, escaping from the sinus, Fe0“m^ 
diminished, and is healthier looking ; the sinus itself contracts, the parts aroun 
opening become lighter red; finally it closes up, not again to break out. 

Sometimes recovery occurs in this way without serious injury having occurre 
Much oftener, however, the cicatritial formation leads to unfortunate, perman0 

results, which may render doubtful the continued existence of the function, or 
of the eye itself. This of course depends greatly on the locality and extent o 

abscess. _ , , c« 
Caries and necrosis occur most frequently at the margin of the orbit, and « 
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PERIOSTITIS OP THE ORBITAL WALLS. 533 

larger or smaller portions of the marginal ring, which is partially explained by the 
fact, that this part is most exposed to injury, and that in individuals predisposed, 
especially in scrofulous children, even apparently slight injuries suffice to occasion 
inflammation of a bad nature in the bones. The result is a deep, funnel-shaped 
cicatritial contraction of the external skin, which, in most cases, causes more or less 
ectropion. 

•The process is also often observed in the anterior third of the orbital walls. In 
scrofulous children, the fossa for the lachrymal gland is especially liable to the 
disease, the result of which is usually cicatritial eversion of the upper lid, or a 
lagophthalmos caused by its shortening; for under such circumstances the lid 
around the month of the sinus usually ulcerates, and draws together from cicatritial 
contraction. At the same time, the granulations sprouting up from the surface of 
the bone and the tissue surrounding the abscess cavity, change to thick cicatritial 
tissue, which contracts more and more, and thus often draws the cicatrix of the lid 
close to that of the bone. If the inner portion of the anterior wall be the seat of 
the disease, the lachrymal sac will usually be affected and injured. 

Less frequently the caries and necrosis occur on the posterior portion of the 
orbital wall. These are the worst oases; for they' always cause extensive suppu¬ 
ration of the orbital tissue and its sequences. The optic nerve is not unfrequently 
affected, and its function destroyed by inflammation, or it is compressed in the fora¬ 
men opticum by the swelling of the bone and periorbita till it atrophies. (Ilorner.) 
Moreover, under such circumstances, fatal results are quite possible, for the excessive 
and long-continued secretion of pns is alone sufficient to completely exhaust debilita¬ 
ted patients. If the walls of the orbit are affected secondarily, for instance, from a 
progressive ozoena, or if, as occurs occasionally in disease of syphilitic origin, a caries 
of the orbital walls, at first limited, gradually spreads over a large portion of the 
bones of the face, even strong persons will finally be brought down. 

Beside-! this, the vicinity of the. brain is of the greatest imporlance. In caries 
of the roof of the orbit, the meninges and even the brain itself suffer sooner or later, 
and usually betray this by very marked symptoms. In many cases death is thus 
caused very early. Occasionally it occurs suddenly with apoplectic symptoms, 
because the ab. cess has perforated into the cranium through the necrosed portion 
of the roof of the orbit. Frequently, however, death occurs late, and after long 
suffering. It is remarkable how much the organi.-m can bear in this respect. Not 
4 fewcases are known in which the orbital abscess was connected (through an open- 
>ng in the bone, caused by caries or by simple pressure), with an abscess of the 
brain, as large as a hen’s egg, so that the pus, from the brain abscess, was conducted 
°ff by the canal passing outward. Such abscesses of the brain existed for months 
or years without peculiarly marked symptoms indicating them, and finally arrived 
at a permanent cure, by cicatrization. 

Treatment.—As in caries and necrosis of other parts of the skeleton, the first 
indication aims at removing or limiting as much as possible the inflammatory 
change of tissue. The second care is to evacuate, as soon as possible, the pus that 
has already collected, and to maintain a free escape, as well as to favor the removal 

dead hone. Finally, the treatment should influence the process of cicatrization 
to reduce the evil results as much a9 possible. 

L The causal indications are especially strong when the disease arises from some 
jscrasia, and often demand constitutional treatment; without this, little can be 
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534 PERIOSTITIS OP THE ORBITAL WALLS. 

expected in syphilitic or scrofulous cases. When, as a result of disease of the hone, 
the entire organism is much affected, constitutional treatment must not be neglected, 
since a bad state of the nutrition of the body reacts very unfavorably on the local 
disease. Of course, where the caries is a secondary disease, the primary affection 
requires a proper treatment. 

2. The direct treatment is nearly the same as that of orbital abscess. In the 
first stage, antiphlogistics are to be used according to the intensity of the process. 
Where the process is very chronic, local antiphlogistic treatment is of little account, 
and must usually be limited to the doubtful benefits of mercurial friction, or the 
application of a padded bandage. Still, such processes arise from dyscrasioa, and if 
we can remove the cause, local antiphlogistics are usually unnecessary. 

3. As soon as the formation of an abscess is evident, it should be opened. The rules 
for this were given, p. 529. If, at the same time, the periosteum appears much thick¬ 
ened, or pressed out by pus, it is very important that the incision should go down to 
the bone, on the one hand to remove the tension, and on the other to prevent the 
further detachment of the periosteum from the bone. Where the abscess is super¬ 
ficial, this is not difficult; when deeper, it is often impracticable. But then, it is 
often scarcely possible to recognize the condition with certainty; hence spontaneous 
perforation is usually awaited. 

4. If the abscess has been evacuated externally, the closure of the opening must 
be prevented. This is done by introducing cbarpie, smeared with fat, which must be 
renewed daily, or by the use of gutta-percha tubes. Frequent probing must not be 
neglected, to test the condition of the diseased bone, and to discover early any 
splinters lying in the sinus, so that they may be removed. If the process goes on 
very slowly, and all symptoms of irritatior are gone, and the pus becomes very thin, 
the cbarpie may with benefit be smeared with some irritating salve, or cauterizations 
with nitrate of silver, or the hot iron may be required to terminate the process. Exu¬ 
berant granulations are to be kept down by nitrate of silver or tincture of opium. 
Not until the bones have lost all roughne-s, and all the necrosed part has been thrown 
off, and only a little healthy pus is evacuated, dare wo permit the closure of the sinus. 

5. To prevent shortening of the lid, or ectropion, in caries or necrosis of the 
margin of the orbit, tarsoraphy may be very useful. Where the disease of the bone 
is situated more-deeply, all attempts to prevent the evils, resulting from cicatriza¬ 

tion, fail. 

Authorities —Mackenzie, Traitd d. mal. d. yens. T'raduit p. Warlomont et Testeliii, I. Tatis 
1856. P. 37, 40.—Stellwaff, Oplith. II. S. 1343. Nota 301 .—Graefe, A. f. 0. I. 1. S. 480, 43?, IV. % 

S. 162; kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 50.—Horner, kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 71, 74-77.—Heymann, A. f. 0. lit 
1. S. 144.—Pagemtecher und fidmisch, kl. Beobachtungen. I. Wiesbaden. 1861. S. 75.—Demar~ 
quay, Cenfcralbl. 1868. S. 862. ■—Hul/ce, Lancet. 1867. IL S. 395. 
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TUMORS. 
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Tumors. 

Nosology, Symptoms, and Course.—Morbid growths of every description occur 
both in the eye-ball and its appendages. Some are rarely met with; others are of 
more frequent occurrence. We find that certain of them atfect only particular 
organs, while others attack any part where blood-vessels exist. 

They were formerly distinguished as malignant or benign ; the former term being 
applied to such as spread, with more or less rapid growth, into tissues of varied 
character, and destroyed them; were liable to extend by means of the lymphatics 
and blood-vessels, setting up new foci in different parts of the body; hence, were 
difficult to remove, relapsed as a rule, at last became general, and assumed a consti¬ 
tutional habit. 

These peculiarities do not, however, depend on certain specific elements, whose 
presence or absence determines the benign or malignant character of the tumor. 
On the contrary, the typical forms of normal tissues, of epithelium, and of muscle- 
cells, of connective tissue in its various forms, of cartilage, and bone-cells, &c., are 
repeated in the structure of tumors of the most varied nature. Moreover, the benign 
or malignant character is not determined by the elementary forms alone, but by 
their correspondence with the mother-cells from which they originate. The same 
elements have a different prognostic indication according to the tissue from which 
they sprung; that is, as they appear homologous or heterologous. They are danger¬ 
ous when they depart from the type of the mother-tissue, or even differ from it in 
histological character; for instance, in having an epithelial character when located 
in connective tissue, or cartilage. Their malignancy increases when they are very 
succulent, and when they have a large amount of fluid in the intercellular substance; 
or, when they are very perishable, readily breaking down, and undergoing rapid 
regeneration by means of luxuriant granulations; or again, when the basis from 
which they arise is thickly permeated with lymph and blood-vessels. For the condi¬ 
tions favoring absorption of morbid material into the blood, and its dispersion 
through the system, are multiplied in proportion to the amount of soft or recremen- 
titial matter in the tumor, or as the number of its lymphatics or blood-vessels 
increases. Then the immediate results are irritation in the various parts, the forma¬ 
tion of new foci in the most varied localities, and finally, the not unfrequent 
saturation of the blood with foreign materials, the lowering of the entire nutritive 
conditions, in short, the occurrence of cachexia. (Virchow.) 

Tumors can only be correctly classified on the basis of their anatomical origin. 
From this point of view there are three chief groups, to which might be added, as a 
fourth, tumors caused by hydatids. 

Th % first class comprises tumors composed of blood, or materials coming directly 
from the blood, contained in natural or mechanically-formed spaces, such as extra- 
Nations, transudation and exudation tumors. 

The second class comprises tumors due to collections of secretions proper, in exist- 
"i" cavities, such as retention and dilatation tumors. 

The third class represents growths, the true new-formations or useudoplasms, 
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538 TUMORS. 

which grow immediately from the structure of the organs, originating in actual 
formative processes, or a true proliferation of tissue. ( Virchow.) 

A. Tumors of the first variety are rare in the parts about the eye. 

Besides some cysts observed deep in the orbit, those orbital and sub choroidal tumors, formed 
from hemorrhages by thickening and partial organization of clots, belong in this class. 

B. From the richness of the ocinar region in glandular organs, tumors of the 
second class are frequent. 

1. The integument of the eye-lids and neighboring parts of .the face, is often thickly strewn 
with comedones and miliary nodules. Exceptionally, from the hardening and deposit in concen¬ 
tric layers of the secretory cells of the sebaceous follicles, the latter reach the size of a hemp- 
seed. Thus, whitish-yellow nodules, hard as cartilage, are formed, which are very prominent, 
and much resemble “ pearl-tumors.” In former times, these appear to have been described as 
lUhiasis (Himly), or, judging from some old wax preparations, as grando. In a case recently 
observed, a zone, two lines broad along the free edges of both lids of the left eye, was covered by 
such nodules, so as to present the appearance of a section of a tig. In some places, the tumors 
collected into racemose clusters. An umbilication could be distinguished on the surface of most 
of the nodules. The eye-lashes were well preserved, and grew out from between the nodules. 
On the lower lid were numerous hordeoli. The skin of the entire face appeared richly strewn 
with similar tumors, together with miliary eruption, comedones, and numerous acne pustules. 

Sometimes, in this region, as well as over the brows, we meet with true sebaceous tumors, 
with fatty, gelatinous, or even honey-like contents (atherom, meliceris). Hairs occasionally 
grow from their inner walls. (Himly, Kerst, [Hackley).) Sometimes they attain considerable size, 
press into the orbit (Schwarz, Testelin), and may cause exophthalmos. Occurring near the lachry¬ 
mal sac, they may be mistaken for an affection of this organ. (Himly, Hasner.) Some cases of 
molluscum, observed on the lids (Mackenzie), may have been modified sebacous tumors. Cha¬ 
lazia (“hail-granules”) may also be regarded as cysts. 

2. Acne also occurs in the caruncle, which is rich in sebaceous glands. It sometimes origi¬ 
nates spontaneously (Mackenzie), sometimes as a result of mechanical irritation from foreign bodies, 
inverted cilia, or stiff and distorted caruncle hairs. (Himly.) Ulceration of one or more sebaceous 
glands is the usual result. Sometimes, however, the retention of the secretion causes inflam¬ 
matory hypertrophy of the stroma; the caruncle swells to a considerable tumor, and the dis¬ 
tended follicle appears on, or projects from, its surface as a yellowish, round nodule. (Himly, 
Graefe.) Its contents readily condense into a fatty atheromatous mass. (Benedict, Weller.) As an 
exception, extensive concrements form (encanthis calculosa), which occasionally attain considera¬ 
ble magnitude. (Blasius, Sandifort, Schmucher, Riberi.) Now-and-then, as a result of luxuriant 
proliferation, the caruncle protrudes as a large, spongy tumor (encanthis fungosa); it granulates, 
and forms fleshy, warty outgrowths. Probably, also, some of the mucous polypi (Mackenzie), 
which have been seen on the caruncle, are to be regarded as retention tumors. 

3. In the same way the glands of the conjunctiva and lachrymal passages are subject to dila¬ 
tation from collected secretion. The tumor occasionally develops as a mucous polypus, more 
frequently however as a cyst. These are occasionally found at different parts of the conjunctiva, 
as thin-walled vesicles, with clear, serous contents, about the size of a hemp-seed, pea, or bean, 
projecting perpendicularly from the surface of the membrane. If the thin mucous covering be 
divided, the cyst often rolls out. It is only loosely connected with the surrounding parts. In other 
cases these cysts are quite large, attaining the size of a hen’s egg, or more. Then they often grow 
into the orbit, causing exophthalmos. In such cases their walls are usually very thick, aponeu¬ 
rosis-like, and are but loosely attached to the orbital connective tissue, which is thickened into 
a strong, tendinous membrane. The contents are mostly fluid, serous, often yellowish or brown¬ 
ish, rarely hemorrhagic, exceptionally milky or gelatinous. They are most usually situated to 
the inner side of the globe, and in the course of years not unfrequently destroy the cribriform 
plate, penetrate into the nose, and expand throughout its cavity. (Bessel, Caratheodori, Hanoi) In 
one case such a cyst forced its way through the optic foramen into the skull, and caused pressure 
on the brain. (Delpech.) 
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TUMORS. FIBROMA. 539 

4. The mucous polypi and cysts, 'which occur in the nasal and frontal cavities and in the 
antrum, and sometimes attain such enormous size as to contract the orbit, or even the cranial 
cavity, by pressing on the bony walls (Mackenzie), originate mostly from the glands of the 
mucous membrane, and are originally caused by collections of secretion (Virchow'). Like 
orbital cysts, they are often multicellular. 

5. Swelling of the lachrymal sac, which accompanies blennorrhoea, particularly the so- 
called hydrops sacci lachrymalis, should also, strictly speaking, be classed among dilatation 
tumors, as well as dacryops, and the watery vesicle of the lachrymal gland {Ad. Schmidt, 

I Beer). The latter is by some, however, attributed to hydatids (Himly). It sometimes de¬ 
velops rapidly, sometimes more slowly, causes marked exophthalmos, and, by displacement of 
the roof the orbit, may cause pressure of the brain, or even the symptoms of apoplexy. 
Sometimes it suppurates, and a cure or a fistula results. 

6. The cysts of the iris, moreover, deserve mention, although their reference to folding 
and sagging of a section of the iris (Wecker) will scarcely suffice for the great majority of 
cases, and the structures in question most probably have very little in common with'u retention 

, tumors.” According to what has been shown (Hulk\ Wecker), they contain, as a rule, a 
i serous-like contents, exceptionally however fatty and grumous, and even hairs (Graefe). 
i Their cavity is lined with epithelium, and their wall is connected directly with the tissue of 

the iris, or is rather nothing more than rarified iris tissue itself. Such cysts are situated most 
frequently in the inferior part of the iris, and sometimes attain a very considerable size, so 
that they almost entirely fill the anterior chamber. In almost two-thirds of the cases they are 
said to have been caused by wounds, particularly by perforating injuries of the cornea 

I (.Hulke). 
In one case a congenital cyst, with clear, serous contents, was found in the anterior infe¬ 

rior part of sclerotic, and referred to a dilatation of the canal of Sclemm ( Walclhauer). 
'[A case of cyst of the iris is described (Althof) as a structureless membrane believed to be 

the membrane of Zinn, which had been lifted up from its base and served as the anterior wall 
of the cyst, the posterior wall being formed of the atrophied tissue proper of the cyst.] 

G. The growths proper, occurring in the eye and its adjuncts, are sometimes 
histoid, composed of a single tissue, and are then often simply hyperplasia of any 
histological constituent; again they are orgagoid, composed of several tissues, which 

! not unfrequently show a distinct typical arrangement, and thus give the tumor a 
resemblance to some parts of the body; finally sometimes several parts unite, and 
m their union correspond to a whole system of the body (teratoid tumors). Besides 
these, there are the combination tumors, in which several forms have united. 

The power of combination in tumors is very extensive. Not only do the most 
| vaned forms unite among themselves, but tumors of all three of the above-mentioned 
j varieties unite together. Indeed, it occasionally happens that, in one growth, cavi¬ 

ties are formed by extravasations, transudations, and exudations, around which the 
compressed and inflamed tissue is bulged out into a cyst. Then, again, we not 
unfrequently meet with tumors of the first or second class, in whose cyst or bed 
tumors grow, that gradually envelop the cyst, or even grow into its cavity and fill 

I ’t up. Pseudoplasmata occasionally form also in glandular organs, and, by me¬ 
chanical obstruction of excretory ducts, cause retention of tlie secretion and the 
formation of cysts. 

This change of type in tumors is very important practically, as tumors originally 
l)™’o11 may gradually become malignant. In general, a tumor can only be cen¬ 
tered as benign as long as it is strictly homogeneous. As soon as it ceases to be 

. s°> it must at least be regarded as suspicious ( Virchow), especially in the region of 
j foe eve. 

The very considerable richness in lympathics and blood vessels of these parts, as 
as the circumstance that the orbit is surrounded by cavities very difficult or 

""possible of access, are to be especially regarded as rendering even the continuous 
Progress of a tumor injurious, and still more so its dissemination. 
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540 TUMORS. FIBROMA. 

1. Fibromata contain, as sole or chief constituents, connective tissue, in the ordi¬ 
nary sense of the word. They proceed mostly from the stroma of the part, and 
especially from the thick, hard expansions of which the membranes are composed. 
Rarely they originate in other analogous tissues, as the bones, and are then hetero¬ 
logous. They frequently are histoid, and then represent simple hyperplasia. Often, 
however, their formation is complex; the tumor is somewhat organized. Moreover, 
fibroma is often found as a combination tumor, either because adjacent parts of a 
structure have, from the outset, produced different elements, or because a tumor, 
purely fibrous, has in places changed its type occasionally, and developed mucous or 
cellular elements or vessels, or become cartilaginous or bony, or even by alveolar 
structure, and the characteristic deposits of epithelial tissue indicated the transforma¬ 
tion into cancer. They are generally divided into diffuse, papillary, or warty, and 
tuberose. 

a. First in this series stands elephantiasis, which has, in rare instances, been observed on the 
lids (Carron du Villards, Graefe), as well as some forms of molluscum. (Virchow.) 

b. In the second class may be placed pinguecula. This is only found in the ocular conjunctiva, 
lying in the palpebral fissure. Often, however, its base extends into the episcleral tissue, or even 
into the sclera. It is about the size of a hemp-seed, in rare instances, a large, flat, roundish, 
sometimes pendant, yellowish-white body, which externally much resembles fat, but, on close 
examination, is found to be embryonic, connective tissue. These bodies are usually covered by 
dilated vessels, ave painless, and, once developed, usually persist unchanged during life. The; 
are more frequently found in old than in young persons. It appears that exposure of this portion 
of the conjunctiva to. external injuries is to be regarded as the cause of the very frequent occur 
rence of this sort of hypertrophy. At all events, frequently recurring irritation of the conjunctiva 
favors the establishment of pinguecula. {Seitz.) 

c The papillary, warty, ragged fibromata are occasionally developed on the skin, conjunctiva, 
and caruncle. Exceptionally, they have been seen growing in the form of a fringe from a follicle 
of the latter. {Carron du Villards.) Their starting-point is the connective-tissue stroma. They 
here form as small, amorphous, granular, or homogeneous bodies, in which cells are only subse¬ 
quently developed. ( Virchow.) Their further growth results from increase of the cellular parts, 
or that of the intercellular substance. The first often preponderates so much that an actual state 
of granulation results, and the overgrowth acquires a fleshy, warty, or spongy look, such as occa¬ 
sionally occurs on ulcers of the conjunctiva and cornea, prolapsed iris, Ac., and is often.even pedun¬ 
culated . They may contain few or no vessels. Usually, however, such tumors are traversed by 
an exceedingly dense net-work of vessels, and may then, if covered merely by a thin, superficial 
layer of soft epithelium, be liable to spontaneous hemorrhage {Seitz), which sometimes proves 
dangerous from its magnitude. Papillary fibromata often lie flat on their substratum, and appear 
as isolated or grouped, pale or deep-red nodules, more or less hard, which are usually without 
sensation, although in exceptional cases they itch excessively. {Beer.) Sometimes these nodules 
unite to tumors of the size of a raspberry {Iiimly, Chelius, Ammon), which usually are very 
vascular, but at‘times may be of quite a dark hue, from the pigment which they contain. 
(Travers.) They are often found elevated by a pedicle above the surface. {Mackenzie, Arlt, Ilasntr.) 
This pedicle is formed of very hard connective tissue, and usually contains large vessels, which 
cause profuse hemorrhage, if the tumor be cut off. In some cases these growths have returned. 
{Arlt.) 

d. Tuberous fibromata comprise, among others, those tumors which were formerly described 
as fibroid, steatomata, fibrous polypi, and, when situated on the skin, as molluscous tumors. They 
consist of radiated and fasciculate connective tissue, which occasionally solidifies to a cartilagi¬ 
nous hardness, but frequently are much less consistent, and often contain a large amount ot 
mucous tissue. They may even be soft, or almost fluid. ( Virchow.) Besides the skin, the fascia 
and periosteum are the usual starting-points. The hard, firm nodules, which occur in the orbit, 
lie usually about its edge, and are often attached by a broad base to the bony walls. As aiule, 
they grow slowly, sometimes ossify {Graefe), or calcify {Bader), and rarely attain a great size. 
(Schuh, Weinlechner, Zehender.) If large, such a tumor is almost always a case of combination 
tumor, e. g., a secondary cyst {Mackenzie), a transformation into cancer, Ac. The softer tuberous 
fibromata are often pedunculated, and project far above the surface, push the mucous covering 
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TUMORS. FIBROMA. 541 

before them, and are covered by it as far as the pedicle. The latter is usually hard, and 
originates by one or more roots from the periosteum. The body of the tumor may be of 
cartilaginous hardness (Lawrence), but usually it is very soft. These pedunculated fibromata, 
or fibrous polypi, have been found in the conjunctiva ('Gfraefe), in the lachrymal duct, and in 
other cavities lined with mucous membrane. On the conjunctiva it is exceptional for them to 
exceed the size of a hazel-nut (Jungken). The depth to which their roots extend causes them 
readily to return after extirpation. 

2. Dermoid tumors, with some others, were formerly classed together as “ warts.” 
They occur quite often on the outside of the lid, and on its free margin. Excep¬ 
tionally, they are found at the superior reflection of the conjunctiva, whence they bulge 
out between the superior and external recti muscles (Grciefe), and, as they are con¬ 
nected with sub-conjunctival fat, they are mistaken for lipomata. There are also 
numerous cases where they have been developed on the corneal border, one part of 
them being on the cornea, the other originating in the conjunctiva or sclera, and 
often entering deeply into their tissue. 

These warts are of the size of a grain of pepper, a bean, or larger. They are usually rpund- 
ish or oval, and more or less projecting. They are often as soft as sponge, but frequently, 
too, are quite hard, or even cartilaginous. Their color varies exceedingly ; they are sometimes 
of a tendinous whiteness, fatty yellow, red, brownish red, or even dark brown. The surface 
of the tumor is sometimes smooth, sometimes granular, like a raspberry, and sometimes bears 
upon it a number of delicate short and pale, or stiff, long, dark hairs (trichosis bulbi). These 
tumors consist of a pad of connective tissue and elastic filaments, covered by a thick layer of 
epithelium, in which are situated the hair-follicles, either with or without accompanying seba¬ 
ceous glands (Virchow). They are usually congenital, and increase gradually with the growth 
of the body 'JRyba, Fischer, F Muller, Graefe, Lainati, Visconti, AchiUi, and others). 

It is thought that these must be connected with the congenital fissures of the lids, in which 
at least indications of them are found. It is believed that that part of the integument which, 
in the growing forward of the lids over the globe is changed into conjunctiva, preserves the 
character of the external skin on the place in question, and thus represents the dermoid tumor 
(Wecker). 

3. Lipomata. These contain an oleaginous fat in nucleated cells, which are usually some¬ 
what larger than normal, are always ragged, and depend on new formations, on hyperplasia of 
existing fatty deposits. Sometimes the fat preponderates in them, and they are very soft; 
sometimes the connective tissue, when they may possess considerable consistence. According 
to some, they occur most frequently in the orbit (Demarquay). Other experienced authors 
have never seen them there, and believe lipomata .observed in such portions to have been vas¬ 
cular tumors, which often resemble the former so much as to be mistaken for them (Schuh). 

In one case a lipoma is said to have been found in the subconjunctival tissue (0. Becker), 
and in another case even in the iris (Mooren). 

4. Myxomata.—The chief constituent of these is mucous tissue, which is normally 
represented by the vitreous, the jelly of the umbilical cord, and the neuroglia of the 
nervous system. It is intimately related to fatty tissue, the one being directly 
convertible into the other by increase or decrease of fat. They are very soft, often 
fluctuating like a cyst. From their cut surface exudes a filamentous fluid, which 
exactly resembles mucus. There is also found a filamentary basis, with elements 
>nuch resembling connective-tissue fibrfUse, but very loose, and filled with mucilagi- 
1101,8 fluid. The intercellular substance contains cellular elements in variable 
Mount and of different forms (Virchow). 

In recent myoxmata the round cells (mucous bodies) are in excess ; in old, the spindle-shaped 
ail|l stellate preponderate. The latter sometimes anastomose and exhibit an areolar formation. In 
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proportion as the cells disappear or are more abundant, or by increase of fat change to fat-cells, 
the tumor appears hyaline, medullary, or lipomatous. It frequently happens, also, that the inter¬ 
cellular substance becomes fluid, and cystoid excavations form, or that the framework solidifies 
into a hard mesh-work of connective tissue, or even becomes cartilaginous, or contains numerous 
vessels, which in some places seem of a talangiectetic nature; the myxoma partly changes to a 
cystoid, fibrous, cartilaginous, or talangiectatic form. ( Virchow.) 

On the whole, myxomata do not occur frequently. They usually develop as 
homologous tumors, and then are usually benign. Still, they are capable of the 
most varied combination with other tumors, not unfrequently transforming into 
very different tissues, becoming heterologous and decidedly malignant in character. 
{Virchow.) 

Indeed, it seems as if certain growths described as colloid cancer, which have affected the 
entire eye-ball and the surrounding orbital tissues, should be regarded as myxoma. It has been 
observed in the optic nerve, where it forms tumors more or less extensive, which are encapsulated 
by the sheath of the optic nerve, push the eye regularly forward, and limit, without entirely 
arresting, its motions, rapidly cause blindness, and run their course without pain. In one such 
case the eye was already evacuated as a result of ulceration of the cornea, and flattened antero* 
posteriorly. {Rothmund.) In another case the globe still retained its shape, and by the ophthal¬ 
moscope the pressure of the growth on the papilla could be made out from the bulging forward 
and cloudiness of the latter, as well as from the congestion of the retinal vessels. {Graefe.) In a 
third case the myxoma in the papilla had developed in company with a number of analogous 
small tumors in the fatty tissue of the orbit. (Jacobson.) 

In a fourth case the myxoma filled the entire orbit as a recurrent tumor, after the globe 
had been extirpated on account of a tumor of the posterior part of the eyeball, which reflected 
a yellowish-white light, and had existed for two years {Lebrun). 

5. Chondromata, whose basis is cartilaginous tissue, may now-and-then have been observed in 
the orbit, and are mentioned in literature under the names osteo steatomata, osteo-sarcomata, Ac. 
(Mackenzie, Chelius.) But it is difficult to determine strictly what cases belong in this category* 
At all events, oculists very rarely meet with chondroma. {Schuh.) Once a bit of cartilage has been 
found in a warty growth on the edge of the cornea. {Schweigger.) Chondroma have also been 
seen in the lachrymal gland. {JBvsch.) They sometimes develop from normal cartilage, some¬ 
times from other tissue; hence they are either homologous or heterologous, and in the hitter case 
may be very malignant. They may be very soft, or ossify, undergo amyloid degeneration, and 
ulcerate. They often come in combination with other tumors, as myxoma, cancer, &c. Their 
comparative frequency is greatest in young persons. ( Virchow.) 

6. Osteomata are developed from connective tissue or from a cartilaginous base, but are distin¬ 
guished from ossifying fibroma, chondroma, &c., by the fact that, in them, the whole process is from 
the first directed to formation of bone. They are often as hard as ivory, consisting of compact bony 
substance, with vessels, and a periosteal or cartilaginous covering. In other cases the tissue is 
spongy, and even contains medullary substance in its canals or greater cavities. Osteomata are 
usually mere hyperplasia, but they also occur as heterologous growths, and are frequently com¬ 
bined with other tumors, especially myxoma, cysts, &c. { Virchow.) Homologous osteoma occa¬ 
sionally appears as an excessive development of certain bones or of entire portions of the skeleton, 
which are then enlarged into shapeless masses, leontiads. (Virchow, Acrel.) More frequently, 
however, they form circumscribed tumors, which project more or less above the surface from 
which they originate. Sometimes they grow immediately from the substance of the latter, some¬ 
times they depend on a proliferation of the periosteum. A connective tissue tumor forms first, 
this gradually ossifies and unites with the subjacent bone. The osteomata occurring in the 
orbit are usually as hard as ivory. They frequently originate in the diploe of the bone affected, 
and readily break through to both sides, so that the tumor appearing in the orbit is only part of a 
growth, which projects into various neighboring cavities. {Mackenzie, Knapp.) This should 
be borne in mind, especially when there is a question of removing the growth by an operation 
An osteoma can usually be removed without danger from the orbital plate of the ethmoid 
{Maisonneure), and from the floor of the orbit. {Mackenzie.) But if seated on or near its roof, such 
an operation would be very hazardous, for the simultaneous projection of the tumor into the 
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cranium is never betrayed by marked symptoms {Knapp). Nevertheless, even osteomata 
originating here have been successfully operated on (Mackenzie, Knapp), for they do not all 
grow in both directions. Exceptionally also, we encounter cases where bony tumors originate 
from bones in the vicinity of the orbit, press against its walls (Mackenzie), and even perfor¬ 
ate them {Baillie). Orbital osteomata may be small or large. Now-and-then they have been 
met with in both orbits at the same time {Frank, H. Walton, Howship). Young persons 
suffer from them more frequently than old, females more so than males (Virchow). They 
often proceed from wounds; their development and increase is usually very slow, sometimes 
painless, at others very painful. In some cases osteomata are said to have receded {Mackenzie), 
or to have broken off from the basis, or to have been thrown off by suppuration {Stanley), or, 
after operative procedures, they have broken down and become obliterated through carries 
(.Brassant, Sporing). 

7. Melanomata, whose characteristic constituents are cells, heavily loaded with pigment, 
such as occurs in the uvea, are found as extensive brown or black discolorations of the integ¬ 
ument of the lids, or of the conjunctiva. Sometimes, however, they occur as spongy tumors 
from the conjunctiva or orbital tissue (Lisfranc, Cunnier), again as warty growths from the 
margin of the cornea (Travers, Ed. Jaeger, Ueeddus). Occasionally they are seated on the 
iris {Graefe). 

8. Myoma. This form has only been once demonstrated, in combination with sarcoma in 
the region of the eye. It was situated in the inner quadrant of the ciliary body and choroid, 
ran its course with violent pain, and two years after the enucleation there was no recurrence, 
The tumor occupied the entire inner portion of the ciliary body, appeared in section whitish, 
fibrous, pigmented in its anterior periphery, and was tolerably sharply limited on all sides from 
the neighboring normal parts. The portion situated in the region of the ciliary body consisted 
of spindle-shaped cells, with elongated nucleus, which were arranged in bundles running 
meridionally, and resembled in their appearance the non-striated muscular fibers. A nuclear 
division could be nowhere perceived in them. The intervening spaces were filled with circular 
and stellate connective-tissue cells and finely-fibrillated intercellular substance. The most ex¬ 
ternal periphery of the tumor consisted of round cells, between which were situated here and 
there deeply pigmented stellate and spindle-shaped cells, sometimes also connective-tissue 
fibers. Capillary vessels were also found there. In the neighboring portion of the corpus 
ciliare the muscular fibers were entirely unchanged, and between them lay neoplastic em¬ 
bryonic cells; yet at a distance of from 2-3 millm. beyond the limits of the tumor the entire 
tissues appeared normal {Jwanoff). 

9. Glioma, or medullary fungus, proceeds from the neuroglia to the interstitial 
connective tissue of the retina, and is composed of a basis analogous to the latter, 
and of cellular elements ( Virchow). 

The cellular elements form the mass of the tumor. They are generally finely granular, 
delicate, circular, very small, and contain a relatively very large, round nucleus, which is 
closely surrounded by the cell-wall. In other cases they appear somewhat larger, likewise with 
very moderate-sized cell-body, which as a rule takes on a circular, but sometimes very regular 
brm, provided with fine processes. Here and there longer fiber cells are seen isolated, with 
very long processes and a very slender and short cell-body. Sometimes also several of these 
are connected together. 

The intercellular substance is sometimes quite soft, almost fluid, and after being artificially 
hardened, shows the fine fibrillary network peculiar to the neuroglia; occasionally, at least, in 
places, it is hard, and arranged in layers which have a more or less parallel filamentary stria- 
tioQ- According to the preponderance of the one or other sort of intercellular substance, the 
gboma is called soft or hard. 

Pure soft glioma contains moderate quantities of homogeneous granular intercellular sub¬ 
stance, with various amounts of fibrillin arranged in regular network, and containing nuclei 
afld cells at their points of juncture. If the size of the meshes increases, and mucus collects 
111 them, as often happens, the tumor is transformed to a myxoma. But often the cellular 
elements preponderate, so that the intercellular substance nearly disappears, and ramifications 
°f greatly enlarged vessels becomes a prominent feature in the structure, which may be easily 
Mistaken for an alveolar formation. This is called a true medullary glioma. This, again, 
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may change to a medullary sarcoma by a further development in size and contents. All these 
stages of transformation are often found in the same tumor; moreover, by excessive develop¬ 
ment of its vessels, part of the growth may furnish a typical picture of fungous hematodes. 
Hard gliomata are more like fibromata, and in some cases we may speak of combinations as 
fibro-glioma. In these growths the nervous elements always perish (Virchow). 

Glioma may occasionally deposit its first germs in each individual layer of the 
retina (.Iwanoff). As a rule, it appears to proceed from the neuroglia of the inner 
granular layer {Robin, Hirschberg), more rarely from the external granular layer 
{Knapp), or from the framework of the internal retinal layers, particularly of the 
layer of nerve fibers {Manfredi, Iwanoff). It is sometimes under the form of small 
white or gray points, which increase in size and grow to one or several larger 
nodules ; sometimes it appears in the shape of a superficial, diffusely extended infil¬ 
tration, which gradually thickens in one or more spots, and thus becomes a lenticu¬ 
lar or cake-like tumor. 

If the glioma appear primarily in the external layers of the retina, it usually soon perforates 
externally (glioma exophytum). It then appears usually as a circumscribed nodule of soft 
consistence, whitish or reddish-white, vascular appearance, and ragged, cauliflower-like 
seamed surface, which overlies the retina already generally detached throughout a wide extent. 
The elements of the retina are thereby as a rule entirely destroyed, as far as the gliomatous 
infiltration extends, whilst the overlying internal layers usually remain for some time in a 
state of integrity. Later the gliomatous infiltration continues to extend in all directions, while 
new nodules are ever forming, which run together. Finally the retina appears as a thick- 
walled funnel, infiltrated with large nodules, the pointed end of which is connected with the 
entrance of the optic nerve, and which by progressive growth may finally fill up completely the 
vitreous space. 

If the glioma is developed from the internal layers of the retina, it often appears at first as 
a diffuse infiltration of the layer of nerve-fibers with a collection of gliomatous masses upon 
the inner surface of the limitans interna. This exudation appears at first as a tolerably uni¬ 
form layer, fibrillated in hardened preparations, in which processes of the retinal supporting 
fibers enter in many places. Later this becomes thickened into little points and nodules of 
different size, which can be distinctly seen with the naked eye. The majority of these nodules 
are formed of glioma cells, which by space in the limitans interna are directly connected with 
the glioma layer of the nerve-fiber layer, and have evidently from this latter reached the 
free surface of the retina. Larger nodules, moreover, appear also to be traversed by vessels, 
which take their origin from the retinal trunks. In other cases the glioma in the internal 
layers of the retina is developed in the form of circumscribed nodules, which by increasing 
size gradually extend into the internal granular layer. They are, when of large extent, 
always very vascular, and their small cellular elements appear in sections to be collected 
in concentric rings around the walls of the vessels. With advanced growth these nodules 
usually perforate the limiting membrane, whereupon the secondary growth with its vessels 
increases further upon the inner walls of the retina, and in the form of a large tumor 
gradually displaces the vitreous humor {glioma endophytum, Iwanoff). The gliomatous 
growths, proceeding from the internal layers of the retina, do not so readily cause detach¬ 
ments of the retina. It is moreover uncertain whether those cases in which the infiltrated 
retina was found lying upon the choroid in the form of a spherical shell {Sichel, PoJcels) or 
of a fig {.Horner), should be counted among the endophytic gliomata. 

The process encroaches as a rule very early upon the optic nerve and choroid 
partly by direct propagation, partly by the dissemination of new germs. 

In the optic nerve the glioma forms at first circular or elongated masses. These represent 

in longitudinal sections strings of small round cells, which extend more or less backward be¬ 
tween the bundles of nerve-fibers. By progressive growth the nerve-fibers gradually become ■ 
degenerated and the orbital part of the optic-nerve swells more and more. It then appeal'8 
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cylindrical, sometimes spindle-shaped, sometimes it is pushed forward like the calyx of a rose, 
with considerable increase in surface of the lamina cribrosa. The process hereby frequently 
propagates itself step by step, or leap by leap, that is, by dissemination of germs, to the intra¬ 
cranial portion, which then not uncommonly forms extensive tumors, which generally end 
fatally within a short space of time (Mackenzie, Joffroy). Only exceptionally does the optic 
nerve remain unimpaired in advanced gliomatous affections of the retina, or undergoes 
atrophy (Virchow, Knapp, Schiess-Gcmuscus). 

The extension to the choroid takes place most frequently at the entrance of the optic nerve, 
where the stroma and the vessels of the retina and choroid are directly connected. In other 
cases the process encroaches upon places in which the retinal tumor touches the surface of the 
choroid, and then cord-like connections are sometimes found consisting of vessels, the adventitia 
of which is covered by a thick layer of gliomatous elements (Schwcigger, Kirschberg). 
Secondary choroidal foci, however, are not uncommonly found in places which are separated 
from the retinal tumor by subretinal fluid. The extension then takes place, either by the vessels 
or by some portions of the retinal tumor becoming detached, falling upon the choroid and here 
growing luxuriantly in the stroma (Knapp). Such secondary choroidal foci appear in the 
beginning as thin, soft, whitish membranous deposits upon the tapetum, later as round foci 
of cells under the choroidal epithelium, and finally as smooth, disc-like nests of small round 
cells in the otherwise completely normal, true choroidal tissue (Knapp). Since the growth 
advances farther and farther from this focus, there is gradually developed a lenticular or 
cake-like, or bulbous choroidal tumor, which is usually more firm and compact than the 
retinal glioma, and in its stroma a more distinct fibrillation can generally be recognized. It 
then sometimes happens that the choroidal tumor remains somewhat behind in its growth, 
while the retinal tumor fills finally the entire disposable space in the vitreous chamber, even 
causes dislocation or destruction of the lens, and thus grows through the pupil into the 
anterior chamber (Weller, Ammon, Clielius). More frequently, however, the choroidal tumor 
extends more superficially, surrounds the funnel-shaped retina like a shell, and finally incloses 
it either entirely or throughout its greatest extent in the form of a more or less thick shell, in 
places bulging forward like knobs. The choroidal glioma is under such circumstances usually 
connected with the region of the entrance of the optic nerve, but elsewhere is very dis¬ 
tinctly defined in its limits, as the limiting membrane with the remains of the tapetum, and 
even the choriocapillaris remains intact usually for a tolerably long time. The latter appear 
in meridional sections (Fig. 84), as a 
dark line, which, beginning at the Fig. 86. 
ciliary processes, stretches in a wind¬ 
ing course toward the entrance of the 
optic nerve. The choroidal glioma 
not uncommonly encroaches in its ante¬ 
rior border upon the connective tissue 
uniting the ciliary body with the sclera, 
pushes the corpus ciliare to one side, or 
destroys it, and thus reaches the ante¬ 
rior chamber, which it soon entirely 
fills. 

Arrived at this point and fre¬ 
quently sooner, detached parts of 
the secondary growth commence 
to take on retrogressive metamor¬ 
phosis, to undergo fatty degenera¬ 
tion, to calcify or to disintegrate. 

The circumscribed fatty degenera¬ 
tion always proceeds with a consider¬ 
able enlargement of the glioma cells, 
aild causes the transformation of the 
secondary growths into caseous lumps, or into a soft, dirty whitish-yellow, deliquescent 
purulent snbstance, the chief constituents of which are fat cells, fat globules and fatty 
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detritus, and which frequently contain large quantities of salts..—Real cystoid degenera¬ 

tions (Sichel) are however rare. Sometimes the concretions attain a considerable size {Robin). 
They generally consist chiefly of phosphate and carborate of lime. In disintegration some 

parts of the tumor show a yellow, caseous property, and allow the shrunken cell-elements and 

nuclei to appear within them. The more compact constituents of the tumor attain by these 

processes sometimes a tendinous or even cartilaginous appearance, and form plates or frame¬ 

work, in which the fatty, sandy or caseous remains of the disintegrated masses lie, and which 

may in the course of time become ossifled in part. 

Upon the basis of more recent observations we may conclude that the gliomatous 
process is in this way scarcely ever really and permanently to be stopped, although 
some older experiences appear to indicate this. This much is settled, that partial 
recessions of the glioma, as a rule, usually bring with them either no stand-still in 
the growth of the tumor, or else only a very transient one. The tumors cease to 
grow sometimes for months, and even years. They may pften be connected with in¬ 
flammatory attacks, which are usually manifested under the form of irido-choroi- 
ditis. The globe, then, after a lull in the inflammatory attack, often becomes soft in 
a marked degree, and shrinks together perceptibly, and, in case the opportunity 
offers, we can demonstrate in its interior the inflammatory products, such as poste¬ 
rior synechise, irido-cyclitic membranous patches, ossified plates, upon the surface 
of the choroid, etc. (Schiess-Gemuseus, Hirschberg, Knap])). 

In some cases, such instances of transitory atrophy of the globe have been seen to reappear 

repeatedly, that is, alternate with periods in which the shrunken globe again became filled up 

and attained a higher degree of tension, while the after-growth increases {Knapp). 

In the majority of cases, however, there is no period at which the process is at a 
stand-still, the intra-ocular glioma increases more and more, disseminates its germs. 

and finally perforates. The perfora- 
Pig. 87. 

tion takes place usually through the 
cornea, more rarely through the sclero¬ 
tic, or through the sheath of the 
already infiltrated optic nerve (ffulty 
Hirschberg, Neumann). 

The destruction of the cornea is brought 

about sometimes by neuro-paralytic ulcer¬ 

ations, usually, however, by the advance¬ 

ment of a panophthalmitis to the cornea, 

or the gliomatous mass already filling the 

anterior chamber grows into the corneal 

tissue (Hirschberg), and destroys it to the 

last remains. If the secondary growth has 

in such a manner projected from the anterior 

scleral opening, the growth is usually ex¬ 

tremely rapid, within a very short time the 

glioma becomes swollen into a very large 

tumor, which projects from the anterior 

scleral opening, with a neck-like constricte 

base (Fig. 87), assumes a dark-red color, 

bleeds easily, and generally soon destroys the 

strength of the patient with its progressive 

increase in size. The globe often preserves 

its natural external form under these PlC 

cesses for a long time. Often, however, the elements from each other, not uncommonly exca 

vate pocket-like spaces in the thickness of the scleral, and finally perforate outwards. 
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After the perforation the tumor grows on the external wall of the globe or of 
the optic nerve, usually in the shortest time, to considerable extent, presses upon 
the orbital structures, or grows into them and destroys them. 

Yery frequently secondary masses are formed in the episcleral tissue, or upon 
the external surface of the sheath of the optic nerve, which primarily are nowhere 
connected with the intraocular glioma, and hence must be indubitably referred 
to genus, which have been carried by the vessels. 

They often appear very early, pene.trate sometimes very deeply into the thickness of the 
sdera and sheath of the optic nerve, cause in places an attenuation of the latter to a mini¬ 
mum, but according to numerous observations scarcely ever actually perforate inwards, and 
thus grow into the interior of the globe or of the optic nerve. There is sometimes a single 
nodule, sometimes a number of them. The orbital portion of the optic nerve has been found 
interspersed with numerous gliomatous nodules throughout its entire length (Bader). Such 
extra-ocular nodules manifest in the majority of cases a preference to extend superficially 
upon the surface of the sclera and sheath of the optic-nerve, by not uncommonly enclosing 
the globe and optic nerve for a considerable distance like a shell. 

Secondary gliomatous foci often develop themselves in the orbital tissue. 
They appear at first nodular, but soon spread rapidly and destroy heteroplastically 
the individual structrues, nerves, muscles and lachrymal glands. They here appear 
as large cells and thus assume the appearance of gliosarcoma. In case they meet 
with nodules in their progress, which lie upon the episclera or in the sheath of the 
optic nerve, or have penetrated through these from within, they usually blend 
rapidly with them. The orbital glioma finally forms not uncommonly an actual 
cast of the cavity of the globe, separates its walls from each other, or by pressure 
causes real losses of substance in them, leads to their carious disintegration (Basse, 
Lincke), or passes directly to the bones (Bro&owski), and thus opens for itself a 
path into the neighboring cavities. The glioma often encroaches upon the lids 
also through the fascia tarso-orbitalis or develops in them new secondary foci. 

The recurrent gliomatous orbital tumors also follow the same course; they proceed as a 
rale from the stump of the optic nerve, causing the latter to bulge very much, finally per¬ 
forate it, and pass into the surrounding orbital tissue, but often take their rise from the 
fatty bolster of the orbit, even from the bony walls and lymphatic glands, not uncommonly 
deposit foci in the lids, and as a rule grow very rapidly to a considerable size. They also 
are usually of the small cell variety, sometimes even when the primary tumor was of the 
large cell variety, and therefore belonged to the category of gliosarcoma (.Hirschberg). 

If the orbital glioma penetrates through the roof of the orbit, it may be from 
a teal defect being formed, or that the bony walls themselves formed the point 
of departure of secondary gliomatous foci; death as a rule soon follows, since the 
tumor usually increases very rapidly in size inside the skull, forms new secondary 
foci, and thus presses upon the brain more and more. This is however not the 
umal way in which the glioma presses into the cavity of the cranium; this leads 
alon§ optic nerve. In fact the optic nerve not only frequently swells to 
colossal dimensions, but is surrounded with numerous, rapidly growing, dissem- 
uaited foci, which are generally crowded together particularly in the neighborhood 
“f the sella turcica, but also sometimes press forward into the spinal cord (Reckling- 
''wen, Knapp), and sometimes are localized in other cranial nerves as neuroma¬ 
le swellings (Hjort, Heiberg, BecMinghausen). 

Besides these more local germ-disseminations, secondary foci also not un 
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commonly occur in distant parts of the body, and testify unmistakably to the 
malignity of the glioma. Such metastases are occasionally found in every part 
of the body, not excepting the most distant parts of the bony skeleton. 

« 
The lymph glands in the region of the parotid gland, and of the angle of the lower jaw 

{Knapp) in particular, which are connected by lymphatic vessels with the globe, are to be 
regarded as a frequent seat of secondary deposits. The lymphatic glands in the neck, in 
the mesentery, etc., participate less frequently. Among the viscera, the liver appears to 
be the most disposed according to past experience. Gliomatous deposits have, however, 
exceptionally been found in the kidneys, in the ovaries (Heymann, Fiedler), in the uterus 
{Mackenzie), etc. 

The retinal glioma encroaches upon the second eye in about a fifth of the cases 
{HirscKberg). The chiasm then very exceptionally forms the bridge (Hjort, 
Heiberg, Qreeve), or the secondary growth breaks from the brain into the other 
orbit, and here pushes forward the globe {Lawrence'). As a rule it is .a new 
deposit, which develops itself by dissemination in the other eye and passes 
through its usual course. The glioma retinas is on the whole a not very un¬ 
common affection, for it is observed in 0.05 % of eye patients {HirscKberg). It 
can be called a disease of childhood in the narrowest sense of the word {Mackenzie), 
at least an undoubted case of retinal glioma has not up to the present time been 
observed in a person beyond the twelfth year of life {HirscKberg). The age at 
which glioma begins embraces the entire period from birth to the twelfth year. 
It has already been repeatedly found in the new-bom {Sichel, Virchow, Knapp, #. 
A.), so that we must assume its development during foetal life. In several cases 
it was seen in several children of the same parents {Lerche, Sichel, Graefe). As 
regards sex, a trifling preponderance has been found in boys {HirscKberg). Special 
causes are unknown. An objectively perceptible kakochymia, or otherwise 
defective diathesis is certainly not the cause. On the contrary, the great majority 
of the children attacked, by their blooming appearance and perfectly satisfactory 
'general health, show that their nutrition is normal. External injuries, wounds, 
etc., can just as little be charged with exerting an influence upon the occurrence 
of retinal glioma {HirscKberg). 

10. Sarcoma varies exceedingly in its appearance, and hence is described under 
the most varied titles, as fibro-plastic, medullary, melanotic sarcoma or carcinoma, 
fatty tumors, medullary fungus, fibrous polypi, etc. Its structure sometimes ap¬ 
proaches the type of one, again of another, group of connective tissue, occasion¬ 
ally assumes a transition form, so that we have to distinguish it as fibrous, 
mucous, gliose, melanotic, cartilaginous, or bony sarcoma. Still, the preponderance 
of cellular elements remains its peculiar feature. These cells still present the recog¬ 
nized form of connective-tissue cells, hut they are, as it were, in a state of hypo¬ 
trophy. They also persist in this condition without further development into 
perfect connective tissue. On the other hand, they combine with the intercellular 
substance to form a relatively firm, coherent structure, containing vessels, and are 
intimately connected with the neighboring connective tissue, thus presenting - 
decided difference from epithelial formations, and especially from cancerous or 
cysticercous tumors. Moreover, the intercellular substance often recedes, while 
cells preponderate, and almost hide the former. The sarcoma thus acquires 
medullary or (if the cells are rich in pigment) a melanotic appearance. {Virchow-) 
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The cellular elements are sometimes stellate, spindle-shaped, or roundish. The latter often 

become very large, and then contain numerous nuclei. According to the predominance of this or 

{hat kind of cell, the distinctions into reticulate, spindle, round, and giant-celled sarcoma are 

made. The former most resemble growths of connective tissue, and would be difficult to dis¬ 

tinguish from them if we did not frequently find in them transformations into spindle and round- 

celled sarcoma, and the cells more developed, and so preponderating in number as to render the 

intercellular substance only recognizable on careful examination. Besides, pigmented stell ate 

cells uot unfrequently develop in such masses and to such, an extent, that nothing but masses of 

dark-brown pigment can be seen. Spindle-celled sarcomata (fibro-plastic tumors) are very dis- * 

tinctly characterized by the peculiar form of the cells, which are elongated, and at both ends 

terminate in filamentary or branched processes, and have long oval nuclei. They are jften 

heavily laden with pigment, and usually very friable, so that free nuclei are often scattered it 

their tissue. Sometimes these cells lie in a large amount of intercellular substance, sometimes so 

close together that the latter is invisible. 

By approximation and parallelism of their axes, they often form prolongations in the shape of 

a leaf, fasciculus, or band, which sometimes cross, and, on the whole, have a decided influence on 

the general appearance of the growth. The round-celled sarcomata are almost always confounded 

with medullary cancer, and, if they contain much pigment, with melanotic cancer. This resem¬ 

blance is also very great, if closely-branched vessels or remains of the basement-structure simu¬ 

late the appearance of alveolar formation. Still, the cells in sarcoma have not the epithelial char¬ 

acter; they are not flat, but round, oval, or at most disc-shaped, nor are they grouped cell against 

cell, in cavities in the intercellular substance, but lie imbedded upon all sides in the matrix, 

although but a minimum quantity exists. Their destructibility is excessive, so that an abundance 

of free nuclei are seen in the preparation. These nuclei are proportionately large, and have large 

nucleoli. These round cells are found in all varieties of sarcoma. They are often very small, 

particularly in gliosarcoma. In other cases they appear larger, are multinuclear, and by numer¬ 

ous transformations (often alongside of each other in the same preparation) they attain very 

great size. If these giant-cells fall out of the stroma, an alveolar appearance may be caused; 

still, only one, not several large cells or a group of them, lies in each cavity. ( Virchow.) 
The intercellular substance is rarely pure connective tissue capable of producing gelatin. It 

usually contains albuminous, caseous, or mucous constituents. Where it occurs in greater pro¬ 

portion, it assists in the distinction of the variety of sarcoma. It is occasionally fibrilated, and 

stamps the tumor as fibro-sarcomatous. In other cases it is granular. This occurs most frequently 

10 gliosarcomata, and some small-celled myxosarcomata. Finally, it frequently appears as a 

homogeneous, hyaline, gelatinous mass, traversed by broad, dark filaments (in some myxosarco¬ 

ma); or, it may be very dense and firm, almost cartilaginous. It either may have the latter 

peculiarity from the first, or may acquire it by a sort of sclerosis of the fibrous or mucous masses. 

Such a condensation usually precedes calcification or ossification, and forms the ordinary course 

of development of osteo-sarcoma. {Virchow.) 
All sarcomata contain vessels. These grow from the basis into the tumor, and branch out, 

sometimes forming loose, sometimes close, net-works. ( Wedl.) In some cases the vessels are so 

Numerous as to form the chief part of the mass, and, from their size, give the tumor the appearance 

fungous lisematodes {sarcoma talangiectodes). Of course the presence of numerous vessels 

a'ors the rapid growth of the tumor, and increases its fluid contents, and, consequently, its infect- 

lug power. Hemorrhages occur either outwardly or inwardly. In the latter case, they may 

Cause raPid increase of the tumor, and, by the gradual transformation of the extravasation to 

P'gment-guauules, may give it a melanotic color. 

Sarcoma usually develops in the form of nodules, which, under some circum¬ 
stances may become quite large, and by the formation of new foci may readily 
acttuire an irregular appearance. If such tumors grow on surfaces, they7 readily 
I,10ject, and if on membrane, often have a polypoid or fungoid shape. More rarely, 
‘aiCuma appears diffusely on the interior of an organ, like an infiltration or a hyper- 

W- If seated in glandular organs, the natural canals and cavities may be dilated 
neelanically, and the symptoms of a cysto-sarcoma created. {Virchow.) 

must be carefully distinguished from that where a sarcoma has formed in the wall 

-existing cyst, and grown into it; or where, by partial softening and breaking down 

i sarcoma has cavities formed in it; or becomes covered with a hard envelope, and 

incapsulated. 

This state 

au already- 

f ik tissue, j 
h, as it were, 
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<* 

Sarcoma has a peculiar predilection for connective tissue proper. It may, how¬ 
ever, originate from any structure belonging to the connective-tissue series. Then 
the peculiarities of the matrix are usually repeated, to some extent, in the tumor, so 
that the sarcoma, according to its origin, is fibrous, mucous, glious, cartilaginous, 
osseous, or melanotic. However, this tendency to the type of the mother-tissue is 
not absolute. Besides, the combination-power of sarcoma is very great, and not 
unfrequently a variety of different kinds of growths may be seen in the same tumor, 
which do not always even belong to the connective-tissue series. Still more fre¬ 
quently do we see the elements of sarcoma, along with those of cancer, growing 
from the cells of the matrix. (Virchow.) The first are then sometimes arranged 
inside the sarcomatous tumor in the form of sack-like fibres, anastomosing richly 
with one another, and provided with conoid or club-like outgrowths, and thus 
present a cancroid structure, which has been often described under the name of 
adenoid growth. (Hirchberg, Recklinghausen.) In other cases we find hyaline cords 
of cartilaginous tissue ramifying and anastomosing, plexus-like, richly with one 
another, the groundwork of which is evidently formed by vessels, and which re¬ 
cently have been regarded as the characteristic constituent of plexiform tumors. 
(Billroth, Czerny.) 

Sarcomata are not, by any means, benign tumors, that only return locally 
Indeed, their infecting power is very decided. Their vicinity is almost always I 
affected, the proliferation proceeding first in homologous tissues, and then in the I 
heterologous tissues which are organically connected with the part affected. The 
cartilages alone, and in a less degree the fibrous membranes, resist for a long period, 
and form a sort of barrier. Subsequently, infection of unconnected parts occurs. 
New foci first develop in the vicinity, or, as in metastasis, nodules develop in 
lungs, liver, kidneys, brain, &c. Then the peculiarities of the original tumors are I 
propagated to the descendants. Primary, melanotic, medullary, osteoid sarcomata, 
by infection, usually excite melanotic, medullary, or osteoid products. ( Virchow.) 

The fact that, during this dissemination, the lymphatic glands remain unaffected, distinguishes 
sarcoma, to some extent, from other malignant growths, and moreover permits the suspicion 
that the conduction of the germs is accomplished through the blood, rather than the lymphatics. 

The malignant character of sarcoma does not, however, show itself from 
first. Most of them have a period of innocuousness, during which they are limited 
to the place of origin, and grow very slowly, often with long intermissions; many 
remain in situ from youth up, or are even congenital, and do not become malignant 
until maturity or old age, when they rapidly begin to increase in size. All kinds of . 
sarcomata are not infectious to the same extent. Very hard, fibrous sarcoma appeal 1 
to be least so. Large-celled, especially the spindle or giant-cellc-d, sarcoma, even ^ 
when soft, are less fatal than those containing small cells. The worst of all is I 
melanotic class, which is usually merely a pigmented medullary form. The position| 
of the tumor, and its relations to the vascular and lymphatic systems, are very impoi- 
tant. Experience teaches that orbital sarcomata excite new foci, and are mi||e| 
rapidly disseminated than similar intraocular tumors, which often remain inclosed I 
in the eye for a long while. The perceptible implication of heterogeneous tissues, ■ 
and still more the perforation of a hard, resisting membrane, such as the cornea <>>I 
sclera, are very had symptoms, for, under such circumstances, infection, even o j 

distant parts, has almost always already occurred. 
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Sarcoma does not always proceed regularly to its termination. It often recedes, 
especially within the eye-ball. Hot unfrequently, only part of the tumor recedes, 
the rest proliferating more luxuriantly; but, even if the entire tumor retrocedes, 
there is often merely a temporary arrest of the process, for sooner or later it again 
develops, and then usually advances with great malignancy. Retrogressive meta¬ 
morphosis is caused by fatty degeneration of the cellular elements, which are 
gradually transformed into fat-granules or globules, and finally to an emulsive, fatty 
detritus. 

This fatty degeneration is occasionally observed in all species of sarcoma-cells ; 
but those forms that are rich in cells, and particularly those that grow rapidly, are 
most inclined to it. In the hard forms, especially in fibro-sarcomn, progressive 
resorption of the disintegrated material causes the tumor to shrink and atrophy into 
a hard, cicatritial tissue, poor in cells. In the soft varieties of sarcomata, however, 
the mass becomes more pulpy, and finally thickens to a cheesy substance containing 
much fat, and often also calcareous salts. 

In other cases the fatty degenerati n causes softening; cavities form in the 
tumor, which with progressive resorption do not collapse, but supply the loss of 
tissue by fluid, and finally resemble cysts. Erosion of vessels is often caused by 
this softening; then extensive parenchymatous hemorrhage occurs, which usually 
changes the softening into ulceration. 

Sarcomata are generally but little inclined to ulcerate. But there is no form 
that can not finally break open and form an ulcer. The hard forms, which grow 
slowly, remain longest as unbroken tumors, and bence occasionally attain a large 
size. On the contrary, in soft sarcomata, especially when rich in cells, ulceration 
usually occurs early and progresses rapidly, whence the secretion is usually abun¬ 
dant, often bloody, or even ichorous, and oligsemia, marasmus, or inanition of the 
patient, may soon be brought about. A true cachexia, as in cancer, is not easily 
developed in sarcoma. There is simply a disturbance of nutrition. 

Sarcoma is much more frequent in adults than in children. Sarcoma occurs 
primarily in all parts of the eye and its surroundings. It often begins without 
perceptible cause. In other cases, continuous or frequently repeated irritation or 
inflammation may be regarded as its cause. Occasionally it proceeds from slirink- 
“g of cicatrices, and is then called Jceloid. 

“■ In the integument of the lids, sarcoma is not unfrequently developed from warts or 
macula, which were congenital or observed in early childhood. These growths usually have 
very small cells, and may be regarded as the commencement of sarcoma. They generally re¬ 
gain unchanged till old age; then, with or without external cause, such as injuries, they sud¬ 
denly become very sensitive, occasionally even very painful, swell up, and change to uneven 
tumors. There are also cutaneous sarcomata that originate deep in the subcutaneous tissues. 
They, appear as smooth swellings, push the integument before them, without a fleeting it, some- 
urues become very large, and may occasionally be very painful (Mackenzie, Wedl). 

Here belongs also a peculiar tumor, which was observed on all four lids of an old man. This 
®ls situated in loose connective-tissue, and could be easily separated from its surroundings, 
h gave to the lids the appearance of great oedema, was firmly elastic, somewhat lobulated, of 
a yellowish-white color like wax, and proved to be a sarcoma of the small cell variety 
(&Wm«r). This case calls to remembrance another one, where, in the upper eyelid of a boy, 
•similar tumor was found, but of a plexiform character (Billroth). In the East analogous tu- 
■uors in the upper'lid are very frequent, and were regarded even by Celsus as hydatis or vesica 
pcifjuis. They occur usually in children, render the elevation of the upper eyelid difficult, and 
'“y be easily evacuated with the fingers through a horizontal wound in the skin (J. E. Folak). 

11 au °1<1 shrunken alcoholic preparation the composition of the tumor of cellular elements and 
•tvoundwork of connective-tissue could be inferred. 

!j‘ The same condition obtains in the conjunctiva. Here also warty, polypous, and fungous 
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growths, melanotic tumors, &c., form the basis for sarcoma; indeed, not a few of the growths 
described under these heads are sarcomatous from the first. Quite as frequently, the growth in 
question originates, primarily, in tissue before healthy, or, secondarily, by infection from intra¬ 
ocular or orbital growths. It first appears as one or several scattered, reddish, or strongly pig¬ 
mented nodules, which usually lie in the submucous tissue; these soon unite, and occa¬ 
sionally grow to quite large tumors. If seated on the anterior surface of the globe, they readily 
spread laterally, occasionally attack the cornea {His), pass backward in the episcleral tissue, and 
occasionally form shells, which envelop the most of the globe, and push it from its normal 
position. 

c. Sarcomata are frequently found in the orbit. They are usually small-celled 
glio- or myxo-sarcomata, or are very malignant melano-sarcumata, rarely cysto-sar- 
comata. (iSinger.) They usually proceed from fatty tissue (Virchow), and soon 
pass to other parts; hence they are ordinarily attached to the fascia, and sometimes 
to the periorbita. If the growth be situated far forward, it is apt soon to pro¬ 
trude between the lids, and sometimes to form a large tumor (Ghelius), before it 
perforates the conjunctiva and begins to ulcerate. It usually grows backward at the 
same time, and causes exophthalmos. If the starting-point of the sarcoma he behind 
the equator of the eye-ball, of course the eye is sooner protruded from the orbit. 
A frequent result of this is suppuration, or slough of the cornea, and subsequently 
phthisis oculi. A direct entrance of the growth into the protruded globe occurs 
very rarely, but seemed most probably to have occurred in one case. (Virchow) 
On the other hand, orbital sarcomata, particularly melanotic, not unfrequently per¬ 
forate the bony walls of the orbit, destroying them by caries, pressure, or necrosis, 
attacking the periosteum and hone-tissue directly. When the pseudoplasm has thus 
entered a neighboring cavity, its progress within the orbit is usually slower. Thus 
it sometimes happens that a growth may appear to us moderate in size, and sharply 
defined in its limits, while it has, in reality, already developed into a large tumor ii 
the adjacent inaccessible cavities. In some cases, no doubt, the disease has taket 
the opposite course, and has pressed from the antrum (Pagenstecher), the nares 
(Graefe), frontal sinus, &c., into the orbit. But the formation of new foci in the 
bones and soft parts of the neighboring cavities is more frequent than the direct 
passage. In this way the contents of the skull, and, above all, the arachnoid and 
pia mater, are particularly endangered. (Virchow.) These disseminations and 
actual metastases to which orbital sarcomata (and especially the melanotic forms) are 
liable, and which often occur early, are not only very unfavorable to operation, 
but, by interfering with the vital functions, they often cause death before the 
primary disease is very extensively developed. 

d. Sarcomata probably occur in the lachrymal gland, more frequently than they are diagnos¬ 
ticated. (Stengel.) Some diseases that are considered as simple hardening or hypertrophy, and 
some cysts (Knapp), may come under this head. In many cases the variety distinguished for 
its green color, chloroma, has been observed in the lachrymal gland. (Paget, Burns, Balfour, 
Durand, Fardel.) 

e. Primary sarcomata in the cornea are great rarities. Both melanotic and fleshy growths, 
originating in the cornea (Cooper, Nelaton, Stefan), hare been seen however, which had almost 
or even entirely destroyed it and attained a considerable size, without perforating Descemet s mem- 
brane, and without affecting the limbus conjunctivalis and sclera. Secondary corneal sarcomata 
are much more frequent. They start from conjunctival sarcomata, that have gradually sproa 
over the cornea, or from fleshy or melanotic warts ( Virchow) seated on its margin, and gradually 
developed into true sarcomata. The course of a melanotic sarcoma resembles that of a panoas 
crassus, which develops more and more under the epithelium from the primary focus, and forms 
jagged protuberances on its surface. The medullary form, on the contrary, first appears as 
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whitish-gray infiltration, with clouded borders, which spreads gradually, forms vessels and 
granular nodules, which gsows rapidly, unite together and with the original nodule, and thus 

increase its size. 
f Primary sarcomata of the most varied nature also develop themselves exceptionally in 

the iris (Lebrun, Hirschberg), in the ciliary body (Knapp, Graefe, Cowell, Warren), or in 
both simultaneously (Knapp, Ber- 
thold). They appear in the iris, Pig< 33. 

, usually in the form of nodules, 
which have a broad base, and by 

j gradual enlargement generally soon 
| fill the anterior chamber, often en¬ 

croach upon the ciliary processes 
also, and destroy the latter as well 
as the iris in great part, or even 
entirely as far as the ora serrata 
(Dixon). In the ciliary body they 
sometimes appear as diffuse infil¬ 
trations (Graefe). As a rule, how¬ 
ever, they appear here also in the 
form of nodules, and gradually in¬ 
volve portions of the ciliary pro¬ 
cesses. They sometimes push the 

j iris to one side (Knapp), fre¬ 
quently grow into it, and then 

I soon fill the anterior chamber. 
They sometimes also encroach backward upon the choroid. In the great majority of cases, 
however, the sarcoma of the ciliary body and iris is a secondary one, coming from the choroid 
(Mf Graefe, Bemarquay, Hirschberg). Such sarcomata often excite violent inflammations 
in the ciliary body and iris, which may sympathetically endanger the second eye (Mooren), but 
seldom lead to detachment of the retina (Knapp). 

Sometimes scleral ectasiae occur, which rupture afterward, and allow an exit to the tumor. 
In one case the wound, which was made in the corneal margin for the purpose of excising a 
piece of iris involved by a nodule, was the point where the tumor emerged (Lebrun). As a 
iule, the sarcoma really grows through the cornea and sclera. After the perforation has oc¬ 
curred the aftergrowth grows rapidly to a very considerable tumor (Fig. 88), which is attached 

; to the globe by a constricted neck. In some cases, after such a course, retrocession of the tu- 
nwr, with atrophy of the eye-ball, has been observed (SauncVrs, Lawrence, Maitre-Jean, 

j Gratfe). But there is a possibility that the affection was granuloma. 

g. Sarcoma is by far most frequently found in the choroid. Here the growth 

°ften occurs with severe symptoms of irritation; hence it is regarded as an inflam¬ 

mation, and the disease is described as choroiditis hyperplastica and sarcomatosa. 

The choroidal sarcoma is often very deeply pigmented; just as often, however it is, merely 
fork-streaked, spotted, striped, or marbled. On the contrary, unpigmented, so-called leuco- 
sarc°mata are more rare ( Virchow, Graefe, Hirschberg, Knapp, Hutchinson, Hulke). 

The variable pigmentation of the mother-tissue perhaps has an influence upon the quantity 
°t the coloring contents (Haase, Berthold). The spindle-shaped cells usually preponderate, 

pecially upon the surface of the tumor, where they often present a tolerably firm envelope, 
^ill stellate and round cells are also found not very uncommonly in large numbers, and 
111 many cases portions of the growth are actually medullary. The inter-cellular substance is 
sometimes very dense, distinctly fibrous, particularly in the envelope, sometimes vepy soft, 
almost deliquescent, or disappears almost entirely. In some cases the plexiform structures 

j ^ere We present (Knapp), in others the arrangement was decidedly cavernous (Leber, 
naPP, Hulke). The sarcoma is often found in combination with cancer (Landberg, Graefe). 

e ehoroidal sarcoma develops itself sometimes from the subchoroidal layer, in which case the 
real choroid may then retain its integrity for a longer time; sometimes it proceeds from the in- 
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554 TUMORS. SARCOMA. 

liermost vascular layer ; this begins to granulate, numerous formative cells here appear, which 
gradually assume the character of the sarcoma cells (Knapp). They are often mingled with 
rnyeloplaxi, that is, masses of protoplasma of ai ery irregular changeable form, which arc 
filled with round and oval nuclei, and are situated in a distinctly finely-fibrillated intercellular 
substance (Iwanoff). In many cases it appears to end in an exudation upon the surface of the 
choroid. Yellow spots appear, which gradually become confluent and appear to be closely cov¬ 
ered by the vessels of the retina. Deeper in, near these vessels, appears a second vascular net¬ 
work, which has grown from the choroidal tumor into the adherent retina, and often causes 
hemorrhages. Finally the aftergrowth grows through the retina also, and spreads out into the 
vitreous chamber (Knapp). The texture of the retinal infiltration is then often of the very 
small-cell variety, and bears entirely the character of glioma or gliosarcoma. Thus glioma 
and sarcoma are then combined in one and the same tumor ( Virchow, Horner, Rindflemh, 
Grdefe, Hirschbcrg, Berthold). 

The growth at first appears as a disc-shaped patch, which, lying between chor¬ 
oid and sclera, projects into the back part of the eye (Fig. 89, a). As the neoplasm 

grows, the protrusion increases, 
Pig. 89. forming a roundish swelling, l, 

whose zenitli gradually approach¬ 
es or passes beyond the optic axis, 
while the base constantly extends, 
so that finally half or more of the 
posterior part of the eye appears 
filled. 

The sarcoma, however, excep¬ 
tionally spreads in a diffuse man¬ 
ner, and finally surrounds the 
posterior chamber of the globe in 
the form of a more or less thick 
shell (.Hirschberg). 

The elastic membrane, c, of 
the choroid, is usually preserved, 
in spite of the increase in size of 
the tumor, which it completely 
covers as a tense membrane, con¬ 

tinuing uninterruptedly from its base to the surrounding choroid, d, which is 
usually somewhat prominent. In such cases the surface of the tumor is, as a rule, 
quite smooth. 

The part of the retina lying upon this is generally soon lifted up from the tumor 
by a more or less abundant quantity of fluid in the form of a sac, e, and appears 
lying in folds and floating; the tumor is, as it were, marked by a detachment of 
the retina. Later, the usually very opaque retina sometimes lies again closely upon 
the surface of the tumor, becomes adherent to it, and finally is actually penetrated i 
by it (Mooren, Knapp), 

Oases occur where the tumor has filled the greater part of the posterior portion of the eye, 
and has pushed one half of the retina into the concavity of the other half, so that the retina 
appears inverted, aud its two surfaces are only separated by a thin layer of cloudy vitreous. 
We also find the retina constricted to the shape of a long-nozzled funnel, and almost sur¬ 
rounded by the sarcomatous mass. In two cases these growths were pedunculated, fte 
tough vascular peduncle originated in the choroid, and the body of the growth was adherer 
to the fnnnnel-shaped retina (Knapp, Klcbs, Lanclesberg), 
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Choroidal ..sarcoma occasionally develops rapidly, especially when excited by 
wounds, and, in the course of a month, attains considerable size; but, as a rule, its 
growth is very slow and interrupted by many periods of quiet. In some cases it 
exists for years without marked change. Its commencement is often unperceived, 
until loss of sight in the eye attracts the patient’s attention. 

Then the affection is not unfrequently ascribed to injuries that had long previously de¬ 
stroyed the functional power of the organ. It may also be possible that shrinking cicatrices, 
which readily keep up some irritation, sometimes furnish a starting-point for the growth. 

Violent irritation, or real inflammations, frequently appear temporarily. The 
latter are frequently accompanied by perceptible increase of the intra-ocular pres¬ 
sure, and appear not uncommonly under the symptoms of chronic glaucoma, but 
also not uncommonly under those of the acute form. In other cases, the inter-cur¬ 
rent affection bears the character of iridochoroiditis, and often leads to adhesions 
of the pupillary margin, later, to partial or total sclerochoroidal staphylomata, and 
not very uncommonly to sympathetic ophthalmia of the other eye (Mooren). Some¬ 
times suppuration also occurs, the cornea is infiltrated under the appearances of 
panophthalmitis suppuration, and perforation occurs. 

Judging from appearances, the tumor together with the globe may be exceptionally de¬ 
stroyed in the suppurative way, may become phthisical. The sarcomatous nature of the cases 
referred to is unfortunately not proven, and the objection may prove well founded that it was 
»question not so much of a sarcoma, as of a granuloma and the like. 

The growth of the tumor usually increases with the premonitory symptoms of 
inflammation. Sometimes, however, exactly the opposite occurs. From here, on 
commences a remarkable retrogression of the after-process, the sarcoma undergoes 
fatty degeneration, and shrinks by reason of the absorption of the disintegrated 
and loosened constituents, whilst at the same time the globe becomes soft, atro¬ 
phied, and by a folding of the sclera becomes contracted to a shapeless stump. In¬ 
tra-ocular sarcomata generally shrink before they are perforated. Still atrophy 
sometimes also occurs, when the choroidal tumor has already made an external 
opening (Berthold). On the whole, it is very well to maintain that the retrogressive 
metamorphosis of the intra-ocular sarcoma, and the accompanying atrophy of the 
globe do not always signify a real and lasting termination of the process. In fact, 
the shrunken ancl disintegrated growth frequently becomes active, after months and 
years, new deposits germinate in it or its neighborhood, which then rapidly 
mcrease in extent, and in many cases develop a very malignant character. In partial 
fatty degeneration or contraction, the growth frequently advances so much the more 

. raP1(lly in the surrounding parts of the tumor. Recessions of the process by no 
means generally form the rule. The after-growth usually advances steadily or with 
temporary interruptions, fills more and more the posterior chamber of the eye, en- 
woaches upon the retina, ciliary processes and iris, fills the anterior chamber and 
finally perforates, whereupon the tumor protrudes through tire opening, generally 

-leases rapidly to the size of a large tumor and begins to ulcerate. The pertora 
tmn often occurs through the cornea, by the latter becoming neuro-paralytic, or 
ulcerating in consequence of ari intercurrent violent inflammatory process, or being 
destroyed by gangrene, or by being simply perforated by the tumor, which fills the 
anterior chamber. In rare cases the tumor propagates itself to the optic nerve 
'Pugenstecher), and breaks through its sheath. Most frequently, however, and often 
TC17 early in the process, the choroidal sarcoma perforates the sclerotic, and then 
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556 TUMORS. SARCOMA. 

extends by rapid growth into the orbit, so that frequently the globe is within a 
short time pushed forward out of the palpebral opening and becomes immovable. 

Perforation may occur at any point; hut places where many vessels pass, as the anterior 

Fig, 90. 

and the equatorial zones 
(Fig. 90), and the posterior 
part of the sclera, are fa¬ 
vorite localities. The per¬ 
foration is brought about 
rather by a transition of 
the disease to the sclera 
than from mechanical 
causes. In the scleral tis¬ 
sue, we -see the cellular 
elements increase (Vir¬ 
chow), but the fibrous tis¬ 
sue is finally entirely de¬ 
stroyed. Not unfrequently 
irregular collections of 
material form pocket-like 
spaces in the thickness 
of the sclera, before the 
perforation occurs. When 
this has taken place, the 
edges of the opening are 
often protruded like a fun¬ 
nel, by the tumor pressing 

outward. In such cases the 'tumor usually ceases to increase materially within the eye, but 
expands outwardly, the cornea long remaining intact. 

Secondary deposits very often develop themselves in the loose episcleral tissue 
even before the perforation, and so much the more after it, which are often entirely 
disconnected -with the main deposit (Knapp), but in other cases communicate with 
them by cords of neoplastic cells (Hirschberg). Secondary deposits are just as 
often found in the orbit. These, like the episcleral secondary deposits usually 
grow tolerably quickly to considerable size, and otherwise behave very similarly 
to the primary sarcomata of the orbit. Metastatic [deposits in more distant parts, 
particularly in the brain, lungs, liver, etc., are something very usual in advanced 
stages of the process. Sometimes these manifest themselves very early, or at least 
deposit germs, which, after the extirpation of the primary tumor, rapidly, develop, 
even when this was done soon after their first appearance, and appear as local 
returns or distant metastases (Alf. Graefe). 

10. Granulation tumors, or granulomata, are intimately related to the connec¬ 
tive-tissue growths, but do not, at their period of maturity, contain any developed 
connective-tissue, consisting mainly of perishable elements, writh the decay of which 
the tumor also usually declines. Then* chosen seat is in connective tissue. 

Their chief constituents are small, round cells with proportionately large nuclei, which greatly 
resemble lymph or exudation corpuscles, but which do not always develop fully, as the mother- 
cells often undergo fatty degeneration even during the period of their growth and the division 
of their nuclei. At the edges of the swelling we often meet with elements of true connective 
tissue, anastomosing stellate and1 spindle-shaped cells. Sometimes the intercellular substance 
is filamentary, and the whole structure corresponds to connective tissue; sometimes it is soft, 
mucous, or fluid and pus-like (Virchow). 
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Such granulomata have been found in the iris (.Lincke, Oraefe). They appeared there 
primarily as a partial thickening of the iris, which developed itself under inflammatory 
symptoms, and grew rapidly to a pale swelling, which then became vascularized, filled a 
large part of the anterior chamber, but also encroached upon the ciliary body, and destroyed 
this for some distance. Such tumors have been seen to remain stationary for a long time. 
Finally, however, they usually perforate the cornea, spread out like a sponge upon the free 
surface of the globe, but then always lead to permanent atrophy of the globe, either by 
surgical interference, as excision, cauterization, etc., or spontaneously. 

Large swellings of the choroid may possibly here be included, which in regard to extension 
behave very like sarcomata, entirely filled the globe, perforated the cornea anteriorly, and 
then, by fatty degeneration and contraction, together with partial calcification and ossifica¬ 
tion of the connective-tissue framework, shrunk to a dense, compact, partially crumbling, 
sandy mass; in one case they perforated the sclerotic also, filled the greater part of the orbit, 
and formed several considerable secondary deposits in the region of the forehead and mastoid 
process, but after a very incomplete extirpation of the orbital tumor, underwent suppurative 
disintegration, and healed permanently by the formation of a cicatrix. Lupus and gummy 
tumors are also to be reckoned in this category. The latter are found very commonly in the 
iris; may, however, exceptionally extend to all the envelopes of the eye, and cause destruction 
of the globe under the appearances of panophthalmitis (Kipp el). In several cases they have 
been observed upon the lids, in the bony walls of the orbit (Chelius), often at the base of the 
skull (Oraefe), and once in the chiasm (Arcoles). 

Probably certain growths, originating in the submucous tissue, which are said to have 
caused exophthalmia fungosa, should be regarded as granulomata. They are occasionally 
very numerous in the tarsal conjunctiva, and particularly in the semilunar fold. They are 
usually round, from the size of a grain of pepper to that of a bean. They originate in the 
loose stroma, and protrude the superjacent conjunctiva before them. By collecting together 
they sometimes attain great size, so as even to hinder the closure of the lids and to change their 
position. At the same time transverse tumors usually occur in the palpebral fold. They 
rise from a broad base, and may be several lines in diameter, so as to protrude the eyelid 
before them, or, by pushing out between the eyeball and lid, cause ectropion. These tumors 
are usually accompanied by trachoma. Then the conjunctiva covering them is usually granular, 
or tendinously degenerated. The tumors are quite hard, elastic, and are but little diminished 
by pressure. They often remain unchanged for years. Their tissue consists of a more or less 
dense framework of fibrous cords and membranes, whose interspaces are filled by gelatinous 
connective tissue. 

To this class also belong the granulations which occasionally develop on corneal ulcers com¬ 
bined with prolapse of the iris, and which occasionally form long pedunculated tumors of the 
size of a grain of pepper or a pea. 

Papillomata must also here be considered, which in high degrees of pannus grow out from 
Ibe subepithelial formative layer (Iwanoff), and, exceptionally completely covering the cornea, 
may reach so considerable a size that they push the lids apart (Businelli). Spongy growths 
belong no less to this category, which often spring up around foreign bodies lying in the 
tetrotarsal fold or in the conjunctiva of the globe, sometimes actually inclose them, and 
conceal them from observation. Cauliflower-like excrescences must also be mentioned, which 
have sprung up from suppurating conjunctival wounds, and are most often observed after 
strabotomy, especially when a part of the tendon of the muscle has remained attached to the 
globe. The chalazion must also be regarded as a granuloma, so long as it contains in its 
cavity much undeveloped connective tissue. 

In view of the not unfrequent transformation of corneal granulation to epithelial cicatrices, 
certain iris-tumors may here be mentioned, which consist mainly of epidermoid cells, and which, 
from thickening of their outer envelope, have acquired a strong resemblance to sebaceous tumors. 

contain one or more eye-lashes, which have entered the aqueous chamber through a wound, 
cod are to be regarded as a sort of incapsulation. (Pamard, Graefe, Langenbeek, Stober.) 

11. Carcinoma, or cancer, is recognized by the alveolar formation of its stroma, and 
fo®. epithelial character of its cellular elements. The latter lie without intercellular 

• substance, closely packed in groups, in peculiar interspaces in the mesh-work. They 
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d-i not act as parenchyma-cells, but may be separated from the alveolar basis and 
pressed out from cut surfaces. They often contain much pigment, and then stamp 
the cancer as melanotic. (Virchow.) 

Not unfrequently they appear spindle-shaped, with filamentary processes at their poles, and so 
cause the tumor to resemble spindle-celled sarcoma. Still, especially on cross sections, the 
flattening and horny consistency of the cell-membranes, as well as their aggregation in the meshes 
of the stroma, usually appear very distinctly. In other cases they are small and round, giving 
the cancer a medullary appearance. Giant cells, with six to twelve or more nuclei, also occur; 
these, however, never grow as large as in sarcoma, are never isolated, but always in groups, and 
mixed with large ceils containing only one nucleus, which is, however, disproportionately large. 
(Virchow.) 

Externally, carcinoma sometimes resembles one or other forms of the growths 
already described, so that only a careful examination of the intimate structure can 
determine its cancerous nature. Hence there is no doubt that some of the cases 
above cited are to be referred to cancer, and this is the more likely to be true, as a 
great variety of tumors are combined with carcinoma from the outset or during their 
progress, assuming its character more and more, as the elements peculiar to cancer 
are grouped together in spots in the form of nests or of plexus-like fibres, and by 
continuous growth gradually attain the preponderance. 

In general terms, we may say that no other tumor is so malignant as carcinoma. 
Asa rule, the infection spreads early from the original focus, without offering any 
marked change of tissue perceptible to the naked eye. Cancer attacks heterologous 
tissue more readily than other growths do, and even hard, tendinous, or bony partitions 
offer but weak obstacles, which are soon overcome, so that it bursts through from the 
eye t > the orbit, and hence to the neighboring cavities. Moreover, the infection of 
d stant parts, the formation of new foci, and the occurrence of actual metastasis, 
usual y takes place much earlier in cancer than in other more histoid tumors. In 
contradistinction from sarcoma, the means of transfer here are the lymphatics; hence 
swellings of the lymphatic glands usually occur early. Moreover, the occasional 
occurrence of a cachexia in cancer indicates that there is a large amount of free 
morphological constituents in the blood. In diagnosis it is also important to re¬ 
member that in carcinoma the pain is usually very severe from the commencement. 

Carcinoma may occur in any part and in any tissue about the eye; still, the in¬ 
ternal tissues, on the whole, appear less inclined to the formation of cancer, at least 
no case of primary intraocular carcinoma has as yet been completely proven to 
exist, and where cancerous elements have been found they were always mingled 
with sarcomata, etc. Finally, carcinomata have been found as more or less vascu¬ 
larized, sometimes pigmented, superficially lobulated tumors, with abrupt edges 
upon the cornea (Langhans) on the corneal border, and partly in the scleral tissue 
(Berthold, Steffan, Classen) in the external skin, in the conjunctiva (Alihof) and in 
the orbit (Qraefe, Sichel, Rothmund). In a few cases the aftergrowth proceeded 
from the neighboring parts of the skeleton, the sphenoid bone (Qraefe), the bones 
of the face (Hullce), and by extensive destruction of the intervening structures, 
grew into the orbit. The cancroid growths observed in the lachrymal gland must 
probably be included in the class of plexiform tumors. 

Cutaneous carcinoma, long known as epithelial cancer, deserves particular 
mention. This rarely occurs in young persons, but rather often late in life, and m 
the latter case is much more malignant, as, even under favorable circumstances, 
operations are very unsatisfactory, the cancer almost always returning. Epithelial 
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circinoma is always snperficial. and never attacks the viscera. It rarely appears 
primarily on the lids, conjunctiva, or cornea, but advances from the skin of the 
cheeks, forehead, or nose, to the eye-lids, thence to the orbital tissue. It is almost 
always the flat, rarely the glandular or alveolar, variety, that is observed in this 
position. 

o. Flat epithelial cancer appears in the skin as small, round, hard nodules, which 
are variously grouped, and later are spun over with numerous blood-vessels, thus 
acquiring a marbled or triped appearance. They next become covered with yellow 
scabs, under which we at first find a mere excoriation, but subsequently an ulcerated 
surface, with hard edges, secreting a thin, purulent fluid. It may (dose temporarily, 
soon to break out again, however, and may continue in this condition for months 
or years without materially increasing in extent or depth. The disease is almost 
painless, or only occasional attacks of pain occur. It is not till the lapse of consid¬ 
erable time, perhaps several years, that the cancer begins to extend deeper and 
farther out, and, by the union of newly-forming nodules, destroys not only the skin, 
but all the subjacent parts of one or both lids. It then progresses to the fatty 
orbital connective tissue, attacks the eye-ball, and, by continuous inflammation of 
its component parts, c rnses its atrophy. Exceptionally, however, it may advance to 
the cornea itself, and by its destruction cause phthisis of the globe. As the cancer 
gradua'ly dies on the surface, but at the same time penetrates deeper, the orbit is 
constantly more opened, and the atrophying bulb more exposed. Sooner or later it 
attacks the bony wails of the orbit, destroys them progressively, thus causing com¬ 
munication between the orbit and the surrounding cavities, and may finally destroy 
one or other half of the bones of the face. As soon as the cancer has attacked the 
taper parts, and especially when it has affected the eye-ball, pain occurs, which may 
be explained by the pressure of the tumor on the nerves. The pain is especially 
severe at night, and by its severity robs the patient of his sleep. Then the lymphatic 
glands in the vicinity of the parotid usually become enlarged. Finally, the patient 
emaciates from the constant pain, hectic fever sots in, and he dies. (Schuli.) 

b. Glandular or alveolar epithelioma is developed primarily as well in the skin 
as in the sub-cutaneous connective tissue, the muscles, the palpebral and ocular 

I conjunctiva. Sometimes it appears as a circumscribed swelling, sometimes as an 
infiltration. Then, within or under the skin, one or several hard nodules form, 
which are painful on pressure, and which may swell to the size of a pea or walnut 
before breaking. This usually occurs after a few weeks. The exposed surface of 
fho growth now looks dark, and occasionally brownish-red, and level. It throws 
eff dirty-white, purulent secretion, which soon becomes fetid, and dries into crusts. 
Sometimes thin stri s of cicatrix form, sometimes actual depressed scars. The 
edges of the ulcer are quite prominent, more or less everted, presenting roundish 
elevations and notches. The further course of glandular epithelioma, is similar’to 
'atof the flat firm. Still, in the glandular variety, the neighboring lymphatics 
ecome sympathetically affected quite early. . This greatly diminishes the prospect 

0 a successful operation. (Schuli.) 

. Angiomata. These are tumors formed by the expansion of normal or the 
I j, f at’on ancb dilatation of pathological vessels. This origin from vessels distinguishes 
| r°m the telangiectoid forms of the growths previously described, which inci- 

^ %, and often but partially, from excessive vascularity, assume the appearance 
° a fungous iiacmatodes, without, however, losing its original character of myxoma, 
*C01nai carcinoma, &c. Both in their histological relations and in their external 
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560 TUMORS. ANGIOMA. 

appearances, they present great variety; hence they are to be separated into several 
classes. 

Angioma cavernosum. a. Cavernous tumors. These do not properly belong to 
the vascular tumors, as they are composed not so much of vessels as of connective 
tissue or its allies, and form a framework with roundish or membranous stria:, 
whose interspaces are filled with blood, thus giving the growth some appearance to 
erectile tissue (SchwelUcorpern.) The striae consist of a hyaline, finely fibrillatcd, or 
loose filamentary intercellular substance, with numerous elongated nuclei, and 
sometimes form a delicate, felty, sometimes a coarse, framework. They often 
grow in hollow-round bosses, occasionally, also, in dentated branched tubes, which 
also contain blood. (Rokitansky.) 

Cavernous tumors not unfrequently develop in the deeper layers of the sub-ci 
neous tissue of the lids and the immediate vicinity; occasionally, also, they start 
from the orbital tissue, at variable depths. They usually unite with the tissue, 
without decided boundary; more rarely they are enveloped by a cellular-tissue I 
envelope, and hence may be enucleated. Occasionally, also, they are pedunculated, 
and are then attached at one point. When they are superficial, and can grow freely j 
in all directions, they usually appear roundish, somewhat lohulated, show consid¬ 
erable elasticity, and occasionally even indistinct fluctuation. Then their tendency 
to swell becomes very evident. They increase on crying, coughing, straining, 
&c., and by any congestion in the upper part of the body, but may be easily com¬ 
pressed, and return at once to their former size, when the mechanical hyperaraiais 
removed. By their growth and temporary swelling, they press the skin of the lid 
outward, and appear blue through it. But this is not always the case. Sometime! [ 
the tumor appears quite pale, and is then easily mistaken for a lipoma till an incision 
shows its character. The meshes of the frame-work are not always filled with blood 
from the first, hut sometimes remain for a time unconnected with the veins, and I 
appear as solid tumors. Subsequently the tumors readily become attached to the I 
integument, and break through externally as small, reddish-brown, berry-lib 
growths, after the venous net-work of the skin has been greatly distended. They | 
often press back into the orbit at the same time, cause absorption of the bones, f 
so pass into the neighboring cavities and spread out there. If developed farther 
back, as in the space between the muscles ( Graefe), or, outside of these, in the fatty 
tissue {Bowman), their peculiarities are not so perceptible, on account of the pressure 
to which they are subjected from all sides; they then seem more consistent, 1 
elastic, and their disposition to swell is scarcely observable. They are generally 
congenital, and often seem quite large in very young children, and grow very rapidly- 
In other cases their increase is very slow; the tumor is only perceived late in child¬ 
hood, or in adult age. The fungus may attain very great size; if in the orbit, the; 
may fill it, and cause protrusion of the eyeball. At the same time, similar tm** 
are often found in other parts of the body. They are painless, and usually exercise 
no injurious influence on the nutrition of the body generally. Their bad effects are | 
due to mechanical causes. {Schuh.) 

b. Plexiform Tumors. These, on the whole, occur but seldom, and are then generally 
mixed with other growths, especially with myxoma and sarcoma. Their characteristic cod 

stituents are often nodular tubes of firm consistency, richly anastomosing with one another, 
ending in euls-de-sac. The'histological properties of these structures vary in the several cases, 
and compel us to make a preliminary distinction into several groups, which, however, agree 
this, that they all proceed from the lymphatic vessels, and seem to owe their origin to a gr< 
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TUMORS. TELANGIECTASIA. 561 

of the epithelium of the latter, (jKoester). In the one group, which has also been described as 
cylindroma, the firm tubes and culs-de-sac show themselves to have been originally composed 
of formative cells, and of their various transformations into spindle-shaped and stellate cells, 
which are embedded in an intercellular substance of fibrillated connective tissue. Later on 
these elements in part undergo fatty degeneration, but usually they degenerate to a hyaline, 
structureless mass, at first soft, later more firm and becoming even bony hard, which gives to the 
plexiform structures the appearance of a cartilaginous structure. In many cases the texture 
of the tubes and culs-de-sac, however, agrees really with that of true cartilage, and leads to 
that peculiar cell of considerable size and large nucleus (Bcettcher), and hence it has been found 
necessary to reckon this group as belonging to the enohondromata, and to include it in the 
system as chondroma telangiektodes. In. a third group, to which the so-called adenoid growths 
may also in part belong, the elements forming the tubes bear throughout the epithelial cha¬ 
racter, lie close to one another without intervening substance, and thus stamp the growth as 
cancroid (.Eirschberg), while by their tendency to gelatinous degeneration, and by the develop¬ 
ment of numerous alveoli with coloid contents, as well as by their plexiform nature, they 
betray their intimate connection with the? two groups previously mentioned. The tubes of the 
first and second group are frequently united to the course of the nerves and especially of the 
small vessels, and seem to proceed from the network of lymphatic vessels surrounding these. 
They then only represent ramified tubes, in the calibre of which the vessels and nerves are 
inclosed for a certain distance. Sometimes, however, these tumors also develop themselves 
independently upon a fibro-cartilaginous basis, and grow out of this in the form of cylinders, 
knobs or dentrites. They appear in their first position to be congenital, and later to grow 
independently, and generally painlessly, to exert but little influence upon the nutrition of the 
individual, and, if they could be completely extirpated and appeared in a pure form, not easily 
to recur. They generally represent larger or smaller lobulated tumors, softly elastic, sometimes 
lipoma-like, in which the denser nodulated cords, sometimes also large knobs, may be dis¬ 
tinctly felt. They are situated most frequently very superficially. They are found in the 
subcutaneous connective tissue of the upper lid. From here filaments were sent into the orbit 
[Knapp), or were spread out in the region of the eyebrows and forehead {Billroth). In other 
cases they were situated in the anterior part of the orbit near the roof and pushed the lid for¬ 
ward (Czerny, Graefe), or had developed themselves behind the lachrymal sac, and had 
pushed this forward and outward (Graefe). Often, however, they proceed from the rear 
of the orbit and push the globe forward {Graefe). In one case such a tumor had perforated 
the bones of the orbit toward the cavity of the skull (Boettcher), in another downward 
[Koesler). The cancroid form has been proved to occur in the anterior part of the orbit {Hirsch- 
berg), and in all probability many of the adenoid tumors observed in the lachrymal gland are to 
be referred to it {0. Becker). 

c. Telangiectasice occur as circumscribed flat swellings. They probably result not only 
from a simple dilatation, but also from a new formation of capillaries. The latter appear tor¬ 
tuous, twisted into knots, often with sac-like dilatations, and in some cases (from absorption 
of the partitions) a number of such dilatations coalesce, and impart to the growth some re¬ 
semblance to a cavernous tumor {Rokitansky). The neighboring small vessels are always in a 
state of dilatation, the arteries being more affected in one case, in another the veins, according 
to the direction in which the process within the capillaries may tend (active and passive telan¬ 
giectasis). The more arterial tumors are usually characterized by a somewhat brighter color. 
They may also pulsate, and closely resemble an aneurism by anastomosis. 

All telangiectasice are liable to swell. This becomes evident in hyperaemia, and particularly 
m obstruction of the circulation in the superior vena cava. On the slightest injury they bleed 
profusely and are inclined to partial ulceration {Mackenzie). They are usually congenital, or 
at least appear very early; later in life they often disappear, but commonly exist for life, and 
sometimes attain an extraordinary size {Pauli). They are most frequently found in and under 
the skin; more rarely they attack the conjunctiva, or develop there primarily. Sometimes they 
So deep into the orbit (War dr op). In such a case great dilatation and tortuosity of the retinal 
Vems ^ave been observed {Schirmer). It is doubtful whether the tumors described as telan- 
S^ctasiae or ncevi venosi, growing from the sub-conjunctival tissue and caruncle {Ammon), or 

at protruded from the anterior part of the fatty tissue of the orbit {Barns, Abernethy, 
‘ Clon), or which were deeply seated, and caused exophthalmus {Kempf, Soler), belong to the 
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562 PULSATING TUMOKS. 

telangieetasise, or if they were not rather cavernous tumors, cylindromata or phlebectasia. 
This doubt is particularly pertinent where they seem to have been caused by a wound. 

d. Pulsating tumors. These sometimes lie very superficially and appear as 
tolerably circumscribed tuberculated convolutions of vessels (Bell, Wardrop), which 
are very similar to the telangiectasise, and may be regarded an aneurysma■ anasto- 
moticum. In the great majority of cases, however, they are situated deeper in the 
orbit and occasion an exophthalmus, which is usually accompanied by very con¬ 
siderable disturbances of vision, and frequently causes destruction of the globe by 
atrophy. The most prominent symptoms are aneurismal murmurs, and the very 
marked pulsations. The first may be heard in the globe as well as in its neighbor¬ 
hood, on the temples, the forehead, and even throughout a still greater extent. The 
pulsations may not only be felt, but frequently also distinctly seen. The patients 
also hear and feel the murmurs sometimes in a very troublesome, even unbearable 
manner. Violent pains in the head and eye are not uncommonly co-existent. By 
passing in the finger between the edge of the orbit and the globe, the tumor may be 
felt generally as a very soft, easily compressible, elastic mass, as a rule not very 
distinctly circumscribed. The pressure of the globe backward is not as a rule very 
painful, and usually meets with no particular resistance. Impediments to circula¬ 
tion in the region of the superior vena cava usually increase the exophthalmus and 
the somewhat visible tumor, whereas compression or even ligation of the carotid 
artery of that side diminishes the tumor, stops the pulsation and buzzing, or at 
least essentially diminishes them (Travers, Dalrymple, Walton, Brainard, Freeman, 
Morton, Bell, Lawrence, Gollard, Williams, Demarquay, Mackenzie, Poland, Zander, 

Geissler, Zehender, 8chiess-Gemuseus). 

In not a few eases the tumor also projects forward out of the orbit, and pushes the lids as 
well as the oonjunetiva forward. It is then sometimes connected with very dilated vessels, 
which can be followed upon the lids, forehead and region of the nose, etc. ( Wecker, Bourguet. 
Bell, Bchiess- Gemuseus), and then sometimes make the pulsation and buzzing evident. In 
some cases a very extensive dilatation of the veins and arteries of the globe has been also ob¬ 
served (Wecker, Schiess-Gemuseus). In one case the tumor seemed to have penetrated into 
the frontal sinus (Jobert), and in another, very similar pulsating tumors were found m the 
brain, lungs, and calves of the legs {Lenoir). The tumor exceptionally showed itself bilater¬ 

ally (Velpeau., Herpin, Desormeaux). 
In the larger half of the cases belonging in this category, an injury was the exciting cause. 

The exophthalmus sometimes appeared directly afterward, generally, however, not until later, 
often after weeks, months, and even years. The development of the tumor was then fre¬ 
quently accompanied by great pain in the head, with the feelings of cracking, knocking, an 
roaring in the ear. In some cases it appeared during pregnancy, during delivery {Sunni ey), 

in consequence of violent fits of coughing, etc. . 
According to anatomical investigations, such pulsating orbital tumors are often ton 

combination with impediments to the circulation in the sinus cavernosus, and it has been sag 
vested that the stasis in both ophthalmic veins should be recognized as the patho ogica 
source of the exophthalmus {Sunneley). These hindrances to circulation have been s o 
to be caused: by enormous extravasations, which were situated in the sinus cavernosus aio ^ 
the carotid artery (Gendrin)-, by inflammatory products (Bulke), and by growing turoori 
{Sunneley, Lenoir), which stopped up the sinus cavernosus ; by a true carotid aneurism w 
was situated exactly upon the point of origin of the arteria ophthalmica, and eompressei 
corresponding vein {Sunneley); finally, by a varix aneurysmaticm of the carotid a j 
which had been lacerated by a splinter of bone at its point of exit from the carotid cans, 
mingled its contents with those of the sinus cavernosus {Selaton). The recession of p 
orbital tumors by obstructions in the sinus cavernosus is, however, on the one hant c<® 
able through the wide communication of the ophthalmic vein with the vena facialis an e 
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TUMORS. CYSTICERCUS. 563 

on the other hand are cases in which the very same appearances existed during life, and after 
death either nothing at all abnormal was found (Bowman), or at least every hindrance to cir¬ 
culation in the sinus cavernosus could be excluded ; but on the other hand a very considerable 
dilatation of the orbital veins and an inflammatory thickening of their walls were demon¬ 
strated (Wecker). From these results it can scarcely be doubted, that not so much the venous 
stasis in itself, as rather the inflammatory dilatation of the orbital network of vessels, has 
been the cause of the exophthalmus also in those cases in which the sinus cavernosus had been 
found obstructed on the cadaver, and that the phenomenon of pulsation must be explained by 
the propagation of the systolic cardiac pressure upon the dilated vessels. True aneurisms 
have been but seldom anatomically demonstrated. 

These affected usually the trunk of the arteria ophthalmica (Guthrie, Carron du Villards, 
Passavant). In one case the tumor was situated in the cavity of the skull at that portion of 
the carotid artery from which the arteria ophthalmica is given off (Giraudet). In other cases 
aneurisms existed in the terminal branches of the arteria ophthalmica (Parish, Hart, Sko- 
Mski). The pulsating dilatation of a main branch of the arteria centralis retinae has been 
ophthalmoscopically observed (Sous), and, according to old accounts, has even been met with 
in the cadaver (Ilimly, Graefe, Sen., Scultet). 

e. Simple Phlebectasiae.—To this category belongs a tumor found in the most anterior part 
of the orbital connective-tissue, of the size of a pea, accompanied by great dilatation of the 
veins of the lid, only projecting temporarily above the external commissure of the lids, and 
containing a phlebolith (Graefe). Moreover, it has been said that such phlebectasiae have 
been found in the conjunctiva in the form of large varices (K. Jaeger, lioosbrceck). Once a 
venous tumor had been formed in the lower lid after an injury, which completely disappeared 
when the body was in the erect position, but swelled to the size of an almond when the head 
was bent forward (Foucher). Certain cases of exophthalmus, with very similar contents, may 
also possibly belong in this category. The eyes projected forward considerably when the 
upper part of the body was much bent forward, but sunk back into their normal position under 
opposite conditions (Andrae, Mackenzie), or were elevated or depressed with the change of the 
respiratory pressure (Ad. Schmidt). 

D. Hydatids. The echinococcus hominis, and the cysticercus cellulosce, are the 

only ones -which have hitherto been observed about the eye. The first presents a 

large, spreading tumor, of cystoid character, containing a variable number of limpid 

vesicles in a serous or gummy fluid. On opening the sac of the tumor, these vesi¬ 

cles escape. A cysticercus does not usually become larger than a cherry-stone, and 

appears as a cloudy, delicate vesicle, which is located on the very contractile neck 

and bead of the animal. 

!• The echinococcus has been found in the frontal bones (Keate), in the subcutaneous 
hssue of the temporal and malar region (Mackenzie), and in the orbit (Lawrence, Bowman, 
1Valdhauer). In the orbit it seems to prefer the upper inner angle, but usually expands 
considerably, and so causes great exophthalmus, with its results. It is always inclosed by a 
capsule of dense connective tissue, which is formed of the compressed stroma, and is only 
loosely attached to the animal vesicle, so that the latter can be separated from the former. 

In Northern G-ermany the cysticercus is met with quite commonly, but in the 

South, as also in Austria, France, and Switzerland, it is very rare. The youngest 

cWld that was attacked was in the eighth year, the oldest person was in the sev- 

entieth year. Hydatids are but rarely found with them in other parts of the body, 

or the tape-wrorm in the intestines. In two cases brain symptoms pointed to the 

slmultaneous presence of a cysticercus in the brain. 

of the 

Cystercus has been observed in the anterior part of the orbital tissue (Graefe), 

een the lamella? of the cornea ( Appia), in the submucous tissue on the margin 

cornea (Estlin), and repeatedly under the conjunctiva, near the palpebral 

(Bowman, Horing, Sichel, Graefe.) 
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564 TUMOKS. OYSTICEKUUS. 

When the hydatid ia superficial, especially when under the conjunctiva, it is not difficult to 
diagnosticate it from a simple cyst; for the contents of the latter are very clear and shine 
through, as the conjunctiva over them is usually very thin and non-vascular. The hydatid, 
however, is generally more opaque, and not unfrequently its head and neck can be distinguished 
as a dense white mass. The deposition of the hydatid generally causes great irritation, as a 
result of which, hypersemia and subsequently inflammatory products occur, which cause thicken¬ 

ing of the neighboring tissue (Graefe). 

Cysticercus occurs far trior© frequently within the eye. Centuries ago it was 
discovered in the anterior chamber (Schott, Logan), and since then numerous cases of 
it have been observed. (Mackenzie, Canton, Graefe, Hirschler, Mende.) Its favorite 
seat, however, is the posterior part of the eye-hall. Although it was not discovered 
here till the ophthalmoscope came into use (Goccius, Graefe), there is already a long 
list of ophthalmoscopic observations upon this subject. Opportunity for the anatom¬ 
ical examination of eyes in which the cysticercus was developed in or under the 
retina has often occurred (Schweigger, Soelberg, Jacobson, Alf. Graefe); or where 
a subretinal cyst (A. Weber) or a hydatid adherent to the choroid (K Jaeger) 
could be considered as probably a cysticercus. 

There is good reason to suppose that all cysticerci, that take up their abode in the eye, begin 
to develop in the vascular parts, but soon readily bore through and get into the transparent media, 

Those found in the anterior chamber seem to proceed from the iris. Part, at least, of tha 
vesicle usually remains attached to the iris, although some portions are found free in the aqueous, I 

Cysticerci occurring in the posterior part of the eye, with rare exceptions, originate in the 
retina. In a number of the cases observed, the animal, still lay under the retina and was immedi¬ 
ately connected with its tissue, while the corresponding portion of the choroid was proportionately 
little changed. Often, also, the animal became attached to this point, and incapsulated, without, 
however, perforating the retina. In some eases the perforation or its results could be seen. Tbe 
head of the animal was seen to protrude from an opening in the cloudy retina, and subsequently 
the scar which closed the opening was to be seen. {Graefe, Schweigger.) But where the cysti- 
cercus had already entered the vitreous, it was usually attached by a cord or tube-like process to 
=ome part of the retina (Graefe). 

The first appearance of cysticercus is almost always accompanied by severe nu¬ 
tation, which usually causes a large deposit of inflammatory product about the an¬ 
imal. Hence the latter is usually hidden, and is not immediately perceived. But 
the inflammation usually subsides soon, and the opacities clear up. If the violent 
attacks accompanying the entrance, and somewhat later perforation have subsided, 
the eye becomes gradually quiet and bears the presence of the worm for weeks and 
months without any particular trouble. Finally, however, the globe is destroyed 
as a rule by iridochoroiditis. This may lead to suppuration and acute panophthal¬ 
mitis (Schweigger, Jacobson); usually, however, it moves more insidiously, ana j 
finally causes, sometimes with exacerbations, shrinking of the globe with tote 
detachment of the retina. Only very exceptionally does a worm, situated in 
vitreous humor, become encapsuled and later on dies, in which case the globe a 

even some vision may be preserved. 

The signs of iridochoroiditis usually manifest themselves between the third and the 6 
teenth month after the commencement of the visual disturbance. In some cases the reac 1 | 
inflammation has endangered the other eye by sympathetic irritation (Schweigger). 

Dead cysticerci, moreover, seem to be well horn in shrunken eyes. The duration of life o 

the worm is unknown. It certainly amounts to two, perhaps to three or four years. SupP°® 
tive inflammations of the globe, and still more calcification and shrinking of the exu a i | 
surrounding it appear to be injurious to it (Graefe). 
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E. Filaria.—It is said .that these have been seen twice living in the vitreous 
humor (Fano, Quadri), and once dead (Mauthner). 

Authorities.— Virchow, Die krankhaften Geschwulste, Berlin, 1863, 1-10 Vorlesg. 
Cysts: Virchow, 1. c. S. 211, 219, 221, 224, 231, 238, 344, 249, 286.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. 

d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin, I. Paris, 1856, P. 70, 72, 74, 76, 81-107, 213, 214, 219, 
363,369, 371, 372, 432, 462, II. P. 261.—Chelius, Handb. der Aughelke. II. Stuttgart, 1839, S. 
424, 434, 443,446, 447, 472, 482.—Himly, Kraknheiten u. Missbildungen, &c., Berlin, 1843, S. 
194, 232, 233, 237, 263, 266, 267, 294, 327, 370.—[Hackley, Amer. Jour. Med. Sciences, Oct., 
1865,Ammon, kl. Darstellgn. II. Berlin, 1838, Taf. 9, 10, 11.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 862, 
877, 880, 996, 997, 1086, 1221, 1280.—Zancller und Geissler, Yerletzungen des Auges. Leipzig 
und Heidelberg, 1864, S. 416, 418, 420, 422.—Ressel, Allg. Wiener med. Zeitung, 1860, Nr. 
8-10.—Caratheodori, Fano, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 112. Bd. S. 260, 261.—Benedikt, Weller, nach 
Himly 1. c. I. S. 263.—Blasius, Sandifort, Schmucker, Riberi, Quadri, ibid. S. 266, 267 — 
Testelin, Mackenzie 1. c. I. P. 471.—Belpech, ibid. P. 468.—Seitz, Handb. der gesammten 
Augenheilkunde. Erlangen, 1855, S. 89, 90, 96, 100.— Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 290.—Hasner, 
Beitrage zur Phys. u. Path, des Thranenableitungsapp. Praeg, 1850, S. 44.—Schuh, Wien, 
med. Wochenschft. 1861, Nr. 1-5.—Schmidt, Krankh. des Thranenorganes. Wien. 1803, S. 
73,90, 94.— Beer, Lehre v. d. Augenkrankheiten. 11. Wien. 1817, S. 597.—Secondi, Clinica oc. 
di Genova. Torino. 1865, P. 114. — Graefe, A. f. O. III. 2 S. 412; VII. 2 S. 39; XII. 2 S. 228.— 
Eirscliberg, ibid. XIV. 3 S. 295.—Hulke, Ophth. Hosp. Hep. VI. S. 13. — Wecker, Etudes 
Ophth. I. 1863, S. 397; Arch. f. Augen u. Ohrenheilkde. I. S. 122d—Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage. 
S. W.—Bourdillat. Gaz. hebd. 1868. Nr. 13.—Stavenhagen, kl. Beob. S. 22.—Sichel, Cen- 
tralbl. 1867 S. 557.— Waldhauer, ibid. 1866, S. 667. 

Fibroma: Virchow, 1. c. 13. Vorlesg.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 207, 357, 358, 478.—Ti avers, 
ibid. P. 366.—Carr on du Villards, ibid. P. 220, Ann. d’oc. 32. Bd. P. 253 nach Himly 1. c. S. 
264.-Graefe, kl. Montbl. 1863, S. 21, 23, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 289.—Himly, 1. c. I. S. 217, 257, 260, 
264, II. S. 15, 19.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 227, 354. Nota 224, II. S. 875, . 877, 996. Nota 83, 
S. 1224, 1226, 1229.—Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage. S. 40.—Borelli, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 142 Bd. S. 
83.—/S'chiess-G emuseus, A. f. O. XIV. 1 S. 87.—Lawson, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. 3. S. 206.— 
Seitz, 1. c. S. 86, m.—Magne, Ann. d’oc. 19. Bd. S. 218.—Beer, 1. c. II. S. 678, 679.— Arlt, 
Krankheiten des Auges I. Prag. 1853. S. 166.—Hasner, Entwurf einer anat. Begriindung, &c. 
Prag. 1847. S. 79.—Chelius, 1. c. II. S. 426, 439, 477.—Ammon, 1. c. II. Taf. 9.—Pagenstecher 
und Samisch, kl. Beobachtgn. II. Wiesbaden, 1861, S. 41.—Jungken, Lehre v. d. Augkhtn. 
Berlin, 1836, 628.—Schuh, 1. c.— Weinlechner, Zeitschft. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1865, Wochenbl. S. 
263.—Bader, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 112. Bd. S. 261.—Zehender, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 55, 62,—IIey- 
mnn, ibid. VII. 1. S. 135, 142. 

Dermoid: Virchow, dessen Archiv. VI. S. 225.—Ryba, Dusensy’s Diss. Prag. 1833, S. 63. 
—Fiseher, Lehrb. der ges. Entziindungen, &c. Prag. 1846, S. 303.— War dr op, Morb. anat. of 
toeeye. I London, 1819, S. 31.— Mackenzie^, c. I. P. 362.—Chelius, 1. c. II. S. 483.—Himly, 
1 c. II. S. 15,19; Ophth. Biblioth. II. S. 700.— Ammon, 1. c. II. Taf. 3.— Arlt, 1. c. I. S. 171. 
—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 227, 355, Nota 228, II. S. 877, 963.—Schon, Path. Anat, des Auges. 
Hambg. 1828, S. 167; Beitrage z. prakt. Augenheilkunde. Hamb. 1861, S. 198. — Graefe, A. f. 
°- 1 2- S. 287, II. 2. S. 334, VII. 2. S. 3, 7, X. 1. S. 214.—^. Muller, ibid. II. 2. S. 158.— 
Rtyfelder, Deutsche Klinik, 1850,* Nr. 28.—Hock, Wien. Zeitschft. f. prakt. Heilk. 1865, Nr. 
26—Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 226.—Visconti Achilli, Centralbl. 1867, S. 111.— Hildige, 
Schmidt’s Jahrb. 142 Bd. S. 82. — Wecker, Arch. f. Aug-u. Ohrenheilkde. I. S. 126.—Lainati, 

gen. de med. 1867,. II. S. 350. 
lipoma: Virchow, 1. c. 14. Vorlesg.—Demarquay, ibid. S. 374.—Sc7iuh, 1. c. — O. Becker, 

Wiener Augenklinik. Ber. S. 119.— Mooren, Ophth. Beitrage S. 128. 
Myxoma: Virchow, 1. c.-15. Vorles. S. 425.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 360.—Graefe, A. f. O. 

• I S. 193,197, 201.—Jacobson, A. f. O. X. 2. S. 55, 62.—Rothmund, Jahresbericht 1861-2. 
pUJC^en' ^ ? klin. Monatbl. 1863, S. 261.—Szokalski, Congress, int. d’ophth. Paris, 1863, 

• 245.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 342. Nota 178.—Lebrun, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 141 Bd. S. 211. 
Chondroma : Virchow, 1. c. 16. Vorlesg.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 67.—Graefe, A. f. O. I. 

' ' 415, VII. 2. S. 5.—Schweigger, ibid. VII. 2. S. 6.—Busch, nach Virchow 1. c. I. S. 515.— 
ClyL, 1. c. Chelius, 1. c. S. 455.—Travers, nach Mackenzie 1. c. I. P. 61. 
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Osteoma : Virchow, 1. c. 17. Vorlesg. H. S. 22, 25, 27, 28, 37, 43-52, 99.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. 
P. 54, 56, 61, 73, 98, 481.—Chelius, 1. c. II.- S. 453.—Knapp, A. f. O. VIII. 1. S. 239, kl. 
Mntbl. 1865, S. 376.— Zander und Geissler, 1. o. S. 414.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1285.—Ami, 
nach Mackenzie 1. c. I. P. <i5.—Baillie, Ibid. p. 59.—H. Walton, ibid. P. 63.—Brassant, 
Sparing, ibid. P. 64.—Stanley, ibid. P. 73.—Maissoneuve, ibid. P. 65.—Howship, ibid. S. 90.- 
Frank, ibid. P. 59.—Bowman, Verhandlgn. der Heidelbg. Versammlung. Berlin, 1860, S. 18. 
—Texlor, Constatt’s Jahresber. 1S65, III. S. 34.—Hasner, Statopathien, 1869, S. 17. 

Melanoma: Virchow, 1. c. 18. Vorlesg. S. 119, 122.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 366,486.— 
Cunier, ibid. P. 367.—Lesma-res, Traite' d. mal. d. yeux. Paris, 1847, P. Shi.—Stellwag, 
Ophth. II. S. 879.—Lisfranc, nach Himly 1. c. I. S. 233 —Fd. Jaeger, Staar und Staaropeiat. 
Wien. 1854, S. 63.—Hedaus, A. f. O. VIII. 1. S. 314.—Graefe, ibid. I. 1. S. 414, VII. 2. S.35. 
Schon, Beitrhge, &c. 200.—Hirschberg, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 293, 296.—Haase, ibid. XIV. 1. S. 
63.—Langhaus, Virchow’s Arch. 49. Bd. S. 117. 

Myoma: Iwanoff, Congres ophth. 1868, S. 118. 
Glioma: Virchow, 1. c. 18, Vorlesg. II. S. 123, 151-169.— Mackenzie, 1. c. II. P. 267, et seq. 

—Chelius, 1. c. S. 491, 496, 506.—Schweigger, A. f. O. VI. 2. S. 324, 327; VII. 2. S. 47.—Rohm, 
ibid. VI. 2. S. 330.—Graefe, ibid. VII. 2. S. 42, 45, 46, X. 1. S. 216, 219.— Iwanoff, ibid. XI. 1. 
S. 135, et seq.—Metaxa, nach Mackenzie, 1. c. P. 273.— Ilorner, Rindfleisch, kl. Monatbl. 1863. 
S. 841, et seq. —Szokaiski, ibid. 1865. S. 396. 398.—Stellwag, ophth. II. S. 443, Nota 142, S. 611. 
613.—Linclce, Sichel, nach Virchow, 1. c. S. 152, 167. — Travers, nach Mackenzie, 1. c. II. P. 268, 
269, 271.—Saunders, Stevenson, ibid. P. 284.—Lerche, Verm. Abhandlg. a. d. Gebiete der 
Heilkd. Petersbg. 1830. S. 202.—Knapp, Die intraocularen Geschwiilste. Carlsruhe, 1868; 
Congres ophth. S. 25; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 316, 428; 1869. S. 106.— Hirschberg, Der Mark- 
schwamm d. Netzhaut. Berlin, 1869; A. f. O. XIV. 2. S. 30. — Graefe, ibid. XIV. 2. S. 103,128 
и. I—Iwanoff, ibid. XV. 2. S. 69, 73, 77, 88.— Neumunn, ibid. XVI. 2. S. 278.— Schiess-Semu- 
seus, ibid. XIV. 1. S. 73; Virchow’s Arch. 46. Bd. S. 286.—Joffroy, Gaz. med. de Paris. 1869. 
S. 35.—Manfredi, Centralbl. 1869. S. 602.—Lebrun, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 141. Bd. S. 211.—Betz, 
kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 274.—Alf. Graefe, ibid. 1869. S. 161.— Hjont Heiberg, A. f. O. XV. 1. S. 
184.—Ileymann, Fiedler, ibid. XV. 2. S. 173.—Kulke, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. V. S. 173.—Pockels, 
nach Hirschberg, S. 94.— Weller, Ammon, ibid. S. 123.—Ilasse, ibid. S. 58, 116.—Brodowsli, 
ibid. S. 40.—Recklinghausen, ibid. S. 121,122.— Lawrence, ibid. S. 67.— Bader, ibid. S. 111- 
Greeve, VII. Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht. S. 1. u. f. 

Sarcoma: Vrchow, 1. c. 19, Vorlesg. II. S. 222, et seq.— Wedl, Sitzungsberichte d Wien. 
к. Akad. 1. Abthlg. 53. Bd. S. 343, Grundzuge der path. Histolog. Wien. 1854. S. 469.- 
Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 67, et seq. II. P. 25% et seq.— Paget, Burns, Balfour, Durand-Fariel, 
ibid. I. P. 122.—Saunders, Lawrence, Maitre-Jean, ibid. II. P. 265.— Chelius, 1. c. II. S. 439, 
et seq.—Schuh, 1. c.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. 182, 186, 344 Nota 183, S. 346 Nota 184, II. S. 366. 
et seq.—Steffan, Cooper, Nelaton, kl. Mntbl. 1864. S. 81, 83.—Dixon, ibid, 1863. S. 405.— 
Stengel, Aerzt. Intelligenzblatt. 1866. Juli—Ressel, l.c.—Singer, Wien. allg. med. Zeitung. I860. 
Ifr. 4(5.—His, Beitrhge zur norm. u. path. Histologie der Cornea. Basel, 1846. S. 134.—Pagen- 
stecher und Sdmisch, 1. c. I. S. 78, II. S. 91, 93.—Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 413, 417, II. 1. S- ■ 
221. IV. 2. S. 220, VII. 2. S. 36, 40. X. 1. S. 177, et seq.— Dor, ibid. VI. 3. S. 244, 248.- 
Schiess-Gemuseus, ibid. X. 2. S. 109, et seq.—Landsberg, ibid. XI. 1. S. 58, 66. Klebs, 944- 
XI. 2. S. 253.—Jacobi, ibid. XI. 3. S. 165, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 121.— Knapp, ibid. 1865. S. 
378, 383.—Kiichler, Deutsche Klinik. 1866. Xro. 17, et seq.—Sichel, Gaz. med. de Paris. 1 
Nr. 37.—Hirschberg, A. f. O. XIV. 2. S. 71; 3. S. 285; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 153,175; 1869. S. 
65-83. —Schirmer, ibid. 1867. S. 124.— Alf. Graefe, ibid. 1869. S. 161, 169.— Iwanoff, A. i 0. 
XV. 2. S. 28.—Haase, ibid. XIV. 1. S. 63.— Leber, ibid. XIV. 2. S. 221.— Berthold, ibid XIV. 
3. S. 149; XV. 1. S. 159, 176; kl. Monatbl. 1870. S. 19, 23.—Recklinghausen, A. f. O. X. 1 »■ 
189 ; X. 2. S. 62.—Billroth, Arch. f. Chirurgie. XI. S. 230.—Czerny, ibid. S. 234.—Demarqnay, 
Schmidt’s Jahrb. 141. Bd. S. 210.—Lebrun, ibid.—Hulke, Ophth. Hosp. Rep. IV. S. 82.- 
Hutchinson, ibid. V. S. 90.—Cowell, Warren, ibid. S. 188, 230.—J. H. Polak, briefl. Mitthei 0- 
—Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 233, 237, 239; XIV. 2. S. 106. Schiess- Gemuseus, ibid. XIV. 1- 
S. 87.—Landsberg, ibid. XV. 1. S. 210.—Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 318; 1869. S. 108, ie 
intraocularen Geschwiilste. Karlsruhe, 1868; Centralbl. 1866. S. 726.—Rothmund, Peutsc e 
Klinik. 1865. S. 86.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 35; Ueber Symp. Ophth. S. 41. E'liml ’ 
zwe Fiille von Sarcom der Orbita. Bern, 1870. 
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Granuloma: Virchow, 1. c. 30. Vorlesg. II. S. 390, 462.—Chelius, 1. c. II. S. 452.—Des- 
marres, 1. c. S. 352.—Pamard, Ann. d’oc. V. P. 157.—Graefe, A. f. O. III. 2. S. 412; VII. 2. 
S. 34, 33, 39, X. 1. S. 211.— Stoeber, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 362,364.— Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 877. 
-Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 231 .—Lincke, Hirschberg, ibid. XIV. 3. S. 29Q.—Iwanoff, Pagen- 
stecher’s kl. Beob. III. S. 135.—Businelli, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 141. Bd. S. 324. — Colsman, kl. 
Monatbl. 1869. S. 53.— Arcoleo, Congrbs Ophth. 1868. S. 183, 18§.—Hippel, A. f. O. XIII. 1. 
S. 65. 

Carcinoma: Virchow, 1. c. II. S. 196, et seq.—Schuh, 1. c. — Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 417, 
X. 1. S. 184, 206.—Althof, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 137.—Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 378.—/Stefan, 
ibid. 1864. S. 83, 85.—Hock, 1. c.—Pagenstecher und Sdmisch, 1. c. II. S. 40.—Graefe, A. f. O. 
XII 2. S. 244; XIV. 2. S. 106, 114.—Berthold, ibid. XIV. 3. S. 149.—Iwanoff, Pagenstecher’s 
kl. Beob. III. S. 135.—Hulke, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 135. Bd. S. 203.—Mooren, ophth. Beob. S. 50. 
—Classen, Centralblatt, 1868. S. 39; Virchow’s Arch. 50. Bd. S. 56.—Sichel, Gaz. med. de 
Paris. 1867. Nr. 27.—Rothmund, Deutsche Klinik. 1865. S. 86. 

Angioma : Rokitansky, Lehrb. der path. Anat. I. Wien, 1855. S. 202-209; II. S. 315. et seq. 
—Schuh, 1. c.—Demarquay, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 112. Bd. S. 259-264.—Geissler, ibid. 102. Bd. S. 
52-54.114. Bd. S. 346.—Zander und Geissler, 1. c. S. 423-436.—Mackenzie, 1. c. I. P. 223-242, 
455. 487-504. —Himly, 1. c. I. S. 220-224, 376-380; II. S. 417.—Chelius, 1. c. II. S. 428, 456.— 
Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 964, et seq.—Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 420; VII. 2. S. 11. 19; X. 1. S. 
\U.—Schirmer, ibid. VII. 1. S. 119.—Szokalski, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 326, 427.—Ammon, 1. c. 
II. Taf. 9. Fig. 10.—Schon, Beitrage etc. S. 204; Handb. S. 159.—Abernethy, nach Mackenzie 
IP. 227.— Wardrop, ibid. P. 239,240.—Pauli, ibid. P. 226.—Burns, ibid. P.238.—K. Jaeger, 
Roosbroeck, ibid. P. 358.—Foucher, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 102. Bd. S. 52.—Soler, nach Zander und 
Geissler! c. S. 435.—Kempf Canstatt’s Jahresber. 1864. III. S. 164.—Nunneley, kl. Monatbl. 
1865. S. 244, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 112. Bd. S. 263.—Andrae, nach Fischer’s Lehrb. S. 361.—Ad. 
Schmidt, Ophth. Bibliotliek. III. S. 174.—Bowman, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 112. Bd. S. 262.— 
Oendrin, Ilullce, Nelaton, ibid. S. 259.—Bell, nach Mackenzie 1. c. I. P. 237.—Bourguet, ibid. 
P. 490.—Travers, ibid. P. 495.—Dalrymple, ibid.—497.—Jobert, ibid. P. 499.— Velpeau, 
Wore, ibid. P. 500.—Bra.inard, ibid. P. 501.—Guthrie, ibid. P. 488.—Carron du Villards, 
nach Himly I. S. 376.—Parish, Americ. Journ. of Med. Science. 1841.—Sous, Ann. d’oc. 53. 
Bd. P. 241.—Poland, nach Zander und Geissler, 1. c. S. 427.—Hart, ibid. S. 431.—Kuchler, 
deutsche Klinik. 1866. Nr. 28.—Graefe, A. f. O. X. 2. S. 55; XII. 2. S. 222, 223.—Reckling - 
hamn, ibid. X. 1. S. 189; X. 2. S. 62.—Knapp, Arch. f. Aug. u. Ohrenheilk. I. S. 1, 14; 
A. f. 0. XIV. 1. S. 213.—Czerny, Billroth, Arch. f. klin. Chirurgie. XI. S. 230, 234.—Burns, 
Virchow’s Archiv. 50. Bd. S. 80.—McClelland, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 142. Bd. S. 320.—De Ricci, 
Centralbl. 1866. S. 45.—Borelli, Congrbs Ophth. 1868. S. 149.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 119, 
125.—Freeman, Centralbl. 1866. S. 798.—Boettcher, Virchow’s Archiv. 28. Bd. S. 400.— 
Koesler, ibid. 40. Bd. S. 468.—Blessig, Centralbl. 1868. S. 87.— Williams, Med. Record. New 
York, 1868. III. Nr. 52.— Wecker, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 47, m.—Zehender, ibid. S. 99.— 
Lawrence, ibid. 126.—H&rpin, Desormeaux, Passavant, Giraudet, Lenori, nach Zehender 1. c. 
-Hirschberg, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 153, 157.—Schiess-Gemuseus, ibid. 1870. S. 56. — Collard, 
Gaz. med. de Paris. 1866. Nr. 39.—Morton, Prager Vierteljahrschrift. 93. Bd. Misc. S. 81.— 
Nanz, kl. Monatsbl. 1868. S. 182. — O. Becker, Wien. Augenkl. Ber. S. 162. 

Hydatids: Mackenzie, 1. c. II. P. 860-871.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1229,1356.—Keate, nach 
JIackenzie I. P. 70.—Lawrence, Bowman, ibid. II. P. 861.— Waldhauer, kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 
$5, 388.— Zehender, Seitz Handb. etc. S. 552-558.—Hirschler, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 113.—O. 
Sicker, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1865; Wochenbl. S. 385.—Graefe, I. 1. S. 453, et seq. 
L2- S. 326; II. 2. S. 334, 339; III. 2. S. 308, et seq. ; IV. 2. S. 171; VII. 2. S. 48, 49, 52; X. 1. 
3-205.—Appia, nach Mackenzie 1. c. II. P. 868.—Estlin, ibid. P. 862.—Bowman, ibid. P. 803. 
Anmkg.—Sichel, Koring, nach Zander und Geissler 1. c. S. 417.—Schott, nach Mackenzie 1. c. 
n'P. 863.—Logan, ibid. P. 864.—Canton, ibid. P. 868. Mende, A. f. O. VII. 1. S. 123.—Coc- 

iiber die Anwendung des Augenspiegels. Leipzig. 1853. S. 93.—Scliweigger, A. f. O. VII. 
'■8. 53; Vorlesgn. iiber den Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin. 1864. S. 54.—Soelberg-Wells, 
¥tk. Hosp. Rep. III. P. 324.— Jacobson, A. f. O. XI. 2. S. 148, et seq.— Alf Giaefe, kl. 
jjonatbl. 1863. S. 232 242.—A. Weber, ibid. 1864. S. 223.— E. Jaeger, nach Mackenzie 1. c. II. 
PS69.-Liebreich, A. f. O. I. 2. S. 343; Atlas der Ophth. Berlin. 1863. Taf. 7.—Busch, A. f. O. 

99, 102.—Nagel, ibid. V. 2. S. 183.—Graefe, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 174.—Hirschberg^ 
Virchow’s Archiv. 45. Bd. S. 509.— Kruger, kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. W.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. 
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Ophthscop. 1868. S. 461, 468.—Teale, Med. Record. 1868. III. 52. S. 88.—Merkel, Centralbl. 
1867. S. 560.—Arlt, Wochenschr. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1867. S. 252.—Wharton Jones, Canstatt’s 
Jahresber. 1865. III. S. 36.—Mooren, Ueber Symp. Ophth. S. 41.—Fano% Quadri, L’union 
med. 1868. Nr. 31. 
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1. Extraocular Tumors. 

Accompanying Symptoms.—According to their position and extent, these 
tumors cause a variety of disturbances, which greatly modify then' symptoms. 
When on the eye-lid, if of any size, they may interfere with or entirely prevent the 
movements of the parts; if, on the contrary, in or under the conjunctiva, they 
readily protrude between the lids as they grow, prevent their closure, interfere with 
the conduction of the tears, often displace the eye-lids, or actually evert them, and 
limit the movements of the eye. If they grow to one side, they cause deviation of 
the optic axis and diplopia, or they impair vision by partly or entirely covering the 
pupil. If they grow behind the tarso-orbital fascia, in the anterior part of the orbit, 
they often push the eye-ball to one side. Growths deeps in the orbit behind the 
eye-ball always cause exopohthalmos. If they lie in the space between the muscles, 
and the latter be unaffected, the eye is usually paushed directly forward, and its 
movements limited in all directions. If the tumor be not connected with the eye¬ 
ball, but separated from it by a cushion of fat, the rotation of the eye is still around 
its center. But if the tumor be attached to the ocular capssule, the point of rotation 
becomes eccentric, or may even be thrown outside of the eye. If the growths have 
developed between the muscles and the orbit, the protrusion is always more oblique, 
and power of motion seems mainly diminished toward the side of the tumors. If 
motion be entirely stopped in one direction, we may suspect that the correspsonding 
muscle has been affected by the growth, and this would show the inclination to 

r affect different tissues, and indicate a malignant nature. (G-raefe.) 
The exopohtlialmus may exist for a long time, without the globe necessarily suf¬ 

fering any permanent injury. Frequently, however, the inability of the lids to 
sufficiently protect the eye, or the laceration and compression of the vessels and 
nerves impair the nutrition of the globe; they lead to intraocular inflammations, 
often with signs of stasis in the retinal veins; to hydrops subretinalis, and exception¬ 
ally to detachments of the choroid, by which the globe finally becomes atropohic with 
S1gus of iridochoroiditis; or the cornea ulcerates in consequence of neuropraralysis or 
of intercurrent violent inflammations, and the result is phthisis of the globe. Not 
Tery uncommonly there is developed an atrophy of the optic nerve, either primary 
® dependent upron retrobulbar neuritis; sometimes the oputic nerve is even attacked 

; % tbe secondary growth itself and destroyed. 
The extent of the exophthalmos is not necessarily in pjropoortion to the size of the 

orbital tumor at the time. Not unfrequently one or other wall of the orbit is 
'Tom away, destroyed by caries or necrosis, or drawn into and affected by the pro- 
cess of proliferation. Thus the tumor may, even quite early, find its way into the 
nasal, frontal, or maxillary sinus, into the poteregoid fossa, or even into the cranium, 
b then enlarges, presses aside organs lying in its way, causes their atrophy, or attacks 
'bar tissue. During this time the orbital poortion increases but little. 

Tory exceptionally tumors grow from neighboring cavities into the orbit. On the other 
1. tumors that have developed in the surrounding cavities often injure the eye-ball by 

Pressure on the walls of the orbit; they contract this cavity more and more, and finally reduc 
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it to a fissure, and destroy the protruded eye-ball by interference with its nutrition, or by 
inflammation. (Mackenzie.) 

Treatment.—The first indication is tlie removal of the tumor. The means for 
this is generally the knife. 

In small cysts the oft-repeated puncture and emptying of the cavity suffices, particularly 
when the internal wall is subsequently cauterized. In larger cysts, repeated injections with 
irritating remedies have been regarded as useful, especially with tincture of iodine accompanied 
by drainage. 

Circumscribed, superficial angiomata have been in some cases removed by passing in 
needles cross-wise and heating them to a red heat (Mackenzie). Of the more deeply situated 
pulsating orbital tumors, one case is said to have disappeared spontaneously (Virchow), others 
are said to have been cured by the use of ergotine and veratrum, cold applications; a larger 
number by injection of coagulating fluids, particularly the sesquichloride of iron (Zehender). 
Digital compression, according to Vanzetti, has rendered good service in some cases, in others 
has produced no effect. The most cures, or at least satisfactory results (23 in 31 cases, Zehender) 
have been obtained by the ligation of the carotid artery. Still this is in any case a very hazard¬ 
ous operation. Out of a collection of 586 cases (0. Pilz) there results, that in consequence of 
the ligation of the carotid artery about 43 per cent, of the patients die and 53 per cent, recover; 
that 30 per cent: of the patients suffer brain-disturbances, and that in about 8 per cent, para¬ 
lyses are developed. 

Secondary growths may be removed sometimes by cauterizing pastes, if they are superficial. 
The Vienna paste or chloride of zinc may be employed. Some do not limit their employment 
to superficial tumors, but use these caustics also to thoroughly destroy the suspiciously infil¬ 
trated raw surface even down to the bones after extirpation of the orbital tumor (Sicliel, Bolin, 
Lawson). More recently the internal and external use of chloride of potassium has been well 
spoken of, especially in epithelioma of the lids. Pledgets of lint, impregnated with a solution 
of chloride of potassium in water (1:15), should be laid upon the luxuriant surface, and 
renewed three, to four times a day. In addition seven grains of the drug should be taken 
inwardly daily in a watery solution (1:180) (Magni, Stavenhagen). The remedy seems to need 
several months to effect a cure. 

Tumors of a benignant character, which are situated with a pedicle very superficially, may 
sometimes also be cured by ligation. 

Generally, extirpation should be,undertaken as soon as possible, especially in true 
tumors, which continue to grow; for it is not simply a question of avoiding or 
removing injuries that are being inflicted mechanically upon neighboring organs. 
The great danger lies in the often rapid infection of the surrounding parts, in the 
scattering of germs of the disease, and their development to new foci. The appa¬ 
rently benign aspect of a tumor, which is perceptibly growing, should not cause 
delay, for it is certain that benign tumors that have long remained unchanged and 
uninjurious, often change their character suddenly, and become exceedingly infec¬ 
tious. But it is impossible to decide the time when this unfortunate change will 
occur, and if infection of the neighboring parts, or dissemination of tire germs, has 
once set in, the operation is usually without benefit, as the new foci hardly betray 
themselves at first, and hence are readily overlooked, or may even arise in places 
where they can not be reached. Hence relapses readily occur, which progress very 
rapidly, and usually kill the patient in a short time. 

If the malignancy of a tumor becomes certain by its affecting a variety of tissues 
lying near each other, or if it has already attacked and perforated hard, tendinous 

or bony walls, there are most probably scattered secondary foci, and the success of 
an operation becomes mere chance; if a number of foci already be well developed, 
or if the lymphatic glands be swelled; should the original tumor have attained con¬ 
siderable size, and should ulceration have set in; or if cachexia have shown itself 
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an operation should be declined, for it will hasten the process, and the probably 
short life of the patient will be still further curtailed. 

A chief rule in operating, especially upon suspicious or manifestly malignant 
growths, is to remove all the affected parts, not leaving even a trace of the growth. 
Hence the incisions must always be made outside of the tumor, and must be car¬ 
ried beyond the parts evidently affected. Where the growth has extended into 
cavities, so as not to permit a complete removal, we should not operate. Of course, 
the incision must depend on the position and extent of the roots of the tumor. We 
may prescribe, as a general rule, that each stroke of the knife should be made with 
the view of causing as slight a scar as possible; especially in operating upon pseudo- 
plasms of the skin and conjunctiva should every incision be so made that the opening 
left may be covered by contraction of the neighboring parts without much straining 
so as to afford the most favorable conditions for union without suppuration. 

а. Dermoid tumors, seated on the margin of the cornea, should be seized and drawn forward 
with the forceps, and cut off by a cataract-knife. (Graefe.) Any part remaining above the 
surface of the cornea may be removed by the curved scissors. If the wound should granulate 
too much, we may cauterize it with nitrate of silver, and subsequently apply tincture of 
opium. 

б. In cancroids of the scleral margin it is advisable to incise the conjunctiva at a distance 
of at least a line from the border of the secondary growth, then to draw the latter forward 
with the forceps, and to remove it by long incisions with a cataract-knife in such a way that 
the incised surface lies in healthy corneal and scleral tissue throughout its entire extent. In 
order to cover up the loss of substance of the conjunctiva and to avoid the excessive formation 
of granulations, two four-cornered flaps, proceeding from the edges of the wound, must he sepa¬ 
rated in the conjunctiva, of which one is directed obliquely upwards and outwards, the other 
obliquely downwards and inwards, and which, after they have been dissected up from the sub¬ 
jacent layer, are drawn together over the raw surface of the sclera and united by sutures, 
[Knapp.) 

f. Epitheliomata, which grow in the skin of the lids, demand extirpation together with 
their roots. As long as these do not extend very far, it will as a rule be easy to cover the raw 
surface by drawing together the neighboring parts without causing essential deformities and 
disturbances in function of the lid. If, however, the growth has reached a certain extent and 
has gone somewhat deeper, the covering of the loss of substance will then generally be difficult. 
Io this end many ingenious methods of blepharoplasty have been recommended. (TIasner, 
Knapp.) gtill It is very doubtful, whether they answer the purpose and are worth the trouble, 
as the epithelial cancer, if it involves a large extent of the lid, always returns, and then usually 
advances very rapidly. 

(I- Tumors lying close under the skin or conjunctiva must be exposed before 
extirpation. A linear incision is often sufficient for this purpose. This is best made 
by lifting a fold of skin from over the tumor, and cutting it through in the proper 
direction with a bistoury or scissors. If the tumor is large, a cross or T-shaped 
incision may be required. But if the tumor be anywhere adherent to the cover- 

it is best to include the adherent integument between two elliptical incisions. 
Then the rest of the covering is to be dissected off from the tumor; this is to be 
seized with toothed forceps, drawn forward, and the whole of it carefully removed. 

In angiomata of the lids in which great bleeding is to be feared, the ring-forceps 
°f Desmarres may be used, which by compression of the vessels renders the operation 
sssontially easier. (Stavenhagen.) If the growth has been removed, the edges of 
the wound are to be united by strips of plaster or better by fine sutures, in case the 
operation was commenced from the external covering, and a light pledget of cotton 
bound upon them, in order where possible to bring about union of the cavity of the 
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572 TUMORS. EXTRAOCULAB. 

wound by first intention. Where, however, such a favorable result is from the 
beginning not to be hoped for, the introduction of a tent of charpie must not be 
forgotten. As for the rest the bandage remains the same. If the secondary growth 
was extirpated from the conjunctival surface, sutures are only indicated in very long 
or crucial incised wounds, and must be made by the finest silk-thread and also 
removed as soon as possible. The protective bandage then has the effect of imped¬ 
ing the movements of the lids, the displacement of the edges of the conjunctival 
wound, etc., and consequently of favoring the cure. Introductions of tents are to 
be avoided under such conditions. 

Cysts, lying under the conjunctiva, often spring out spontaneously from the envelope as 
soon as the membrane over them has been divided. The wound heals up very quickly. If 
the cyst ruptures during the operation, and if, on account of the delicacy of the cyst-wall, it 
be difficult to remove it, we may rest satisfied with a partial removal, without apprehension 
of its return. But, for greater certainty, we may cauterize the remains of the sac with nitrate 
of silver. 

e. In growths originating deeper in the orbit, extirpation is more difficult, but 
more imperative, particularly when the tumors are growing rapidly. If possible, 
the extirpation should be made through the skin of the lid, as, when made through 
the conjunctiva, it is more difficult and objectionable from the resulting cicatrix. 
An incision should be made over the most prominent part of the swelling, parallel 
to one of the bony walls of the orbit, and exposing the surface of the tumor. When 
the latter is large, a second incision should be made, perpendicular to the first, 
forming a f-shaped wound. The coverings should be sufficiently removed, the 
tumor seized with toothed forceps, drawn forward, and freed from its attachments 
by the knife or scissors. 

If the pseudoplasm be attached to the periosteum, and this be much swelled, it 
seems advisable to shave off the affected portion of it. If the bone seem much 
diseased, part of it should be chipped out with a chisel. This is absolutely required 
in growths of a suspicious or manifestly malignant character. In cysts, on the con¬ 
trary, it makes no difference if part of the sac remains, as this is removed by subse¬ 
quent suppuration. 

Many employ the paste of chloride of zinc as a substitute under such conditions. 
(Sichel, Lawson.) Still it is doubtful whether this answers the purpose. 

During the operation the eye must be carefully handled, and protected from 
injury. Its extirpation is not required as long as its constituents have undergone no 
material change, and is only justifiable when the pseudoplasm cannot be removed 
without it. But in far the greater number of cases, esjoeciallv when the tumor lies 
outside of the intermuscular space, the eye-ball can and should be preserved. The 
necessity of laying bare a large part of the globe does not render this less impera¬ 
tive, for experience teaches that, even under such circumstances, the eye not only 
retains its shape, but part of its functional power may again return and be retained. 
(Berlin.) (Zehender, Graefe, Schiess-Gemuseus.) 

When the tumor has been removed, and the hemorrhage checked, the wound in 
the skin'shoulcl be united by sutures, except a small sp>ace. Through the latter, a 
piece of lint should be passed to the bottom of the wound, to insure an escape for 
the pus. Otherwise the treatment is the same as for other deep wounds. Usually, 
granulations soon form, which fill up the cavity, and appear at the outer opening, till 
cicatrization terminates the process. Not unfrequently sinuses remain for years, 
which constantly secrete pus, and will not close. This often happens without the 
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occurrence of caries or necrosis of any portion of tlie orbital wall. In such cases we 
should cauterize the cavity with nitrate of silver, or use irritating salves, if neces¬ 
sary even the actual cautery, provided the base of the brain be not too near, for in 
that case a meningitis might readily be caused. But such a proceeding is especially 
indicated when a deficiency of granulations threatens to cause a deep and disfiguring 
cicatrix. 

/. If it be suspected that the eye is implicated, or if it be known to be so, if the 
cancer has gotten in between the muscles of the eye, or has already reached a consider¬ 
able size, and other foci of the disease can be found in the orbital cellular tissue, it is 
most advisable to remove the globe and the whole of the degenerated fatty cushion. 

Tlie extirpation of the eye-ball and its fatty cushion is always to be done under 
anesthetics, because of its painfulness. One assistant must attend to the anaesthetic, 
another holds the head of the patient, and keeps the lids as far apart as possible; while 
a third undertakes the arrest of the hemorrhage, which is usually great. To wriden 
as much as possible the approach to the orbit, and to facilitate the manipulation, in 
most cases it appears advisable to divide the external commissure of the lids by a 
horizontal incision, as far as the edge of the bone. Then, with his left hand, the 
operator seizes the globe, or the protruding tumor, with toothed forceps, and draws 
it forward and upward. When this has been done, a strong knife, slightly curved 
on both the edge and flat, is to be introduced to a depth of more than an inch, close 
to the bone, near the inner or outer canthus, and cut around below the eye, to the 
level of the other canthus. Then the forceps are to be depressed, and the mass 
grasped by them drawn forward and downward, to enable the operator to cut 
from one angle to the other above the eye-ball. Then it may be drawn forward 
considerably with its attachments, and scissors, strongly curved on the flat, passed 
closed into the lateral part of tlie wound, opened, and the optic nerve divided at one 
cut. If some attachments still remain, they are readily divided by repeated cuts of 
the scissors, and thus the growth and globe are to be removed. Then the lachry¬ 
mal gland is to be seized with the forceps, drawn out, and separated with the knife 
or scissors. When this has been done, the surface of the wound is to be most care¬ 
fully examined with the finger. Where any diseased tissue is found, it should be 
cut out down to the bone, and, if necessary, the periosteum scraped off, and even a 
part of the bony wall cut out. If the cancer jiresses through one wall, we may 
attempt to draw it forward with the forceps, and extirpate it. 

The hemorrhage, profuse as it generally is, is usually easily stopped by injections 
of iee-water. The orbit is then to be tamponed, to prevent the secondary hemor¬ 
rhage which not unfrequently occurs. This is best done by filling in small wads of 
charpie, carefully pressed against each other, over which the lids are closed, and a 
large wad of charpie laid on, and a bandage applied tightly to keep the compress in 
position, and press against the orbital tampon. 

If the tampon have been carefully applied, it almost always answers its purpose, even when 
fie ophthalmic artery has been divided near the optic foramen, and therefore cannot retract and 
elose itself mechanically. In cases, therefore, where the spirting indicates such a condition, it 
18 best not to delay with other attempts, which will prove inefficient, but, after removing all 
fie diseased parts, to apply the tampon at once, in the manner above described. Torsion of the 
"Plthalmic artery, or its compression by spring-forceps, which are to be left on for a day or 
w°, is scarcely ever necessary. The use of the hot iron as a hemostatic is, from the proximity 

° lie brain, dangerous, and moreover not trustworthy. For the same reason, sesquichloride 
0 uon should not be used, as it chemically changes the blood in the vessels to a great distance, 
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5Y4 TUMORS. EXTRAOCULAR. 

and occasions the formation of plugs, which might readily prove injurious when in the vessels 
at the base of the brain. 

The bandage should not be removed for two or three days, that is, until sup¬ 
puration begins. Usually it is to be worn till the orbit is covered with a layer of 
granulations. Meantime the patient is to be treated as if severely wounded, and we 
must especially endeavor to moderate the local inflammation and any severe fever 
that may occur. 

In some rare cases, traumatic meningitis occurs after extirpation. From its suppurative 
character, it inclines to assume a very active course, in which the typical stages are lost sight of. 
The pulse is very rapid, the local temperature increased, the headache very severe, and the 
mind cloudy. Then symptoms of paralysis, general collapse, and death, soon occur. It is rarely 
possible to master the process, at its very commencement, by strong antiphlogistics. Never¬ 
theless, the occurrence of suppuration at the edges of the orbital wound seems to have a bene¬ 
ficial effect. (Oraefe.) 

When the danger of secondary hemorrhage is over, and the orbit covered with a 
layer of granulations, the bandage may be omitted, and the treatment limited to 
syringing out the cavity several times daily, till cicatrization is complete. This 
often occurs in a short time (within fourteen days), especially when large portions 
of conjunctiva have been preserved,.which contract and close the orbit anteriorly, 
like a curtain, thus greatly diminishing the extent of the wound. 

Should the process of granulation be retarded, or should it become too luxuriant, 
accompanied by profuse proliferation, or if the granulations themselves appear 
flabby, pale, very soft, etc., local irritating remedies, such as tincture of opium, 
nitrate of silver, etc., should be used. 

g. If the operation be given up as useless, we must render the painful condition 
of the patient as bearable as possible, and lengthen, as much as may be, his miser¬ 
able existence. The local treatment then required consists in guarding against 
injurious influences, carefully cleansing the part, by washing it frequently during 
the day with lukewarm water, and wearing a suitable bandage, partly for protection, 
partly to hide the horrible condition. If hemorrhages occur later, compresses, wet 
with dilute chlorine water, may be used. When pieces of the cancer have begun to 
fall off, it is customary to use powdered charcoal to absorb the bad gases. More¬ 
over, the avoidance of bodily and mental excitement is to be recommended. Cold 
compresses are used with advantage for local inflammations, especially when a 
decided increase of temperature is perceptible. Narcotics are occasionally service¬ 
able against severe pain. Where there is much fever, digitalis, aconite, and some¬ 
times quinine, are useful. If exhaustion of the body shows itself, preparations of 
quinine, easily digested nutritious food, and a moderate amount of beer, may he 
used. 

Authorities.—Himly, Krankheiten u. Missbildungen. etc. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 505.—Macken¬ 
zie, Traite des mal. d. yeux. Traduit p. Warlomont et Testelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 70-107, 236- 
242, 487-504. —Kiichler, Deutsche Klinik. 1866. Nr. 18, 19, 20.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 1321- 
1230.—Oraefe, A. f. O. I. 2. S. 288; X. 1. S. 193, 194, 200, 205.— Jacobson, ibid. X. 2. 55, 77. 
Zander und Oeissler, Die Verletzungen des Auges. Leipzig u. Heidelberg, 1864. S. 424, 43 - 
435.—Schuh, Wien. med. Woehenschrift. 1861. Nr. 1-5.—Chelius, Handbuch der Augenhe'- 
kunde. II. Stuttgart. 1869. S. 515.—Berlin, kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 81.—Oraefe, A. f. O. X. ■ 
S. 197.—Bchiess-Oemuseus, ibid. XIV. 1. S. 73.—Zehender, ibid. IV. 2. S. 55; kl. Monatb 
1868. S. 108.— Knapp, A. f. O. XIII. 1. S. 183; XIV. 1. S. 278, 283; Arch. f. Aug-u. Ohren- 
heilkde. I. S. 1, 3.—Hasner, Entwurf einer anat. Begriindg. Prag. 1847. S. 248.—ffirschberg, 
kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 76.—Hichel, Robin, ibid. 1868. S. 275.—Lawson, Lancet. 1869. I. S. W- 
Magni, Bivista clinica. 1869.—Btavenhagen, kl. Beob. S. 23.—Berthold, A. f. O. XIV. 3. 

107.—O. Pilz, Arch. f. kl. Chirurgie. IX. S. 257. 
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2. Intraocular Tumors. 

Accompanying Symptoms.—Growths occurring in the posterior part of the 
eye always cause disturbance of vision very early. All perception of light is often 
lost quite soon, or indistinct perceptions remain at some points, and disappear as the 
disease progresses. In many cases it is the monocular blindness that calls the 
patient's attention to the disease, for the tumor may develop and attain considerable 
size, without causing any other difficulty or changing the appearance of the eye. 
Frequently, even careful examination with a dilated pupil and the ophthalmoscope 
is necessary to perceive the growth. 

Retinal glioma in its commencement appears under the form of an opacity, 
either diffuse {Knapp) or separated into numerous large and small deposits, tolerably 
sharply defined, from a bluish white to a deep white color, destitute of any admix¬ 
ture of yellow, which is interspersed usually very early with a few denser nodules 
projecting distinctly forward, leaves the retinal vessels free in spots, but veils them 
or entirely conceals them in spots, and not uncommonly becomes vascularized, so as 
exceptionally to resemble red granulations. The prevailing white, saturated tint, 
the opacity of the infiltration, the smoothness of the surface of the tumor, and the 
absence of all appearances pointing to inflammation, particularly the absence of 
striking opacities in the vitreous humor, then combine to cause us on the one hand 
to doubt the existence of exudative or hyperplastic forms of neuro-retinitis, on the 
other hand to render a strong reflex possible, which is obtained particularly with a 
widely dilated pupil and by a position favorable to the light, and causes a shining 
of the fundus of the eye with an intense, brilliant white, metallic glistening. It is 
usually this very remarkable symptom which calls the attention of the persons 
around the affected child to the existence of the affection and excites an investigation, 
which almost always proves the existence of almost complete blindness of the eye in 
question. With progressive growth the tumor presses closer upon the optical axis and 
can then always be distinctly seen with the naked eye. As a rule, the portion of the 
retina in question is very early lifted up to a wide extent from the choroid, and in 
some cases advances as far even as the posterior surface of the lens; the detachment 
of the retina is often even total. The unusual situation and form of the detached 
portion of the retina, the eccentricity of the funnel-axis in total detachment, the 
otensely white color and the opacity, as well as the superficial smoothness of the 
detached retina, projecting in places like nodules, then give sufficient, proofs, in con¬ 
nection with the peculiar arrangement of the choroidal structure perceptible upon it, 
for distinguishing the condition from a primary hydrops subretinalis. In addition 
fo these we have, as diagnostic aids, the continuance of the normal or even the 
demonstrable increase of the intraocular pressure, not uncommonly the development 
°f an actual glaucoma with all its characteristic signs, that is to say, a combination 
°f symptoms such as is scarcely ever observed in children. Further on in the course 
°f the disease intercurrent inflammations then appear in the form of iridochoroiditis, 
"rich, when they do not lead to suppuration and perforation, sometimes cause a 
temporary shrinking of the globe. 
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676 TUMORS. INTRAOCULAR. 

This temporary phthisis is not always connected with a sinking-in of the globe, there is 
sometimes even found rather a slight bulging forward, which then, in connection with slight 
excursive limitations, betrays the transmission of the glioma to the retrobulbar structure, orat 
least an enormous infiltration of the anterior section of the optic nerve. (Graefe.) 

Sarcoma appears in the iris in the form of brownish or black nodules, more or 
less vascularized, which, having their roots in the parenchyma of the iris, project 
into the anterior chamber. Choroidal sarcoma presents itself in the commencement 
usually as a lenticular, flatly lying tumor of a reddish-gray or brownish-red color, 
upon the generally smooth surface of which a rich vascular network and even 
hemorrhages are often seen. (Knapp.) This is frequently spotted or studded with 
the remains of the disintegrated epithelium, and even dull black, if the pigment 
were very abundant. In so far as it always reflects more light than the normal 
choroid, the fundus appears very smoky, shimmering into green, or in bright color¬ 
ing, reddish or whitish gray, and under favorable conditions glistening dimly. 

Where the choroidal sarcoma quickly leads to adhesion of the retina with the choroid, and, 
being transformed into gliosarcoma, grows through the retina, the appearances are very similar 
to those of pure retinal glioma, unless we attempt to make a distinction in the fact that in 
some cases, irregular light-colored, non-elevated spots have been observed under the veil-like 
opaque retina in the neighborhood of the clear white tumor (Graefe), which are without 
doubt to be referred to partial destruction of the choroidal tapetum. 

On tbe whole, it is merely an exceptional case when the choroidal sarcoma in its 
commencement is perceived as such. As a rule, the retina becomes detached and 
opaque throughout a wide extent very early in the disease, so dliat the tumor is com¬ 
pletely concealed. Only when the latter increases in size does it again come to lie 
against the retina, and may shine through with its reddish-gray, brownish or black 
color, in ease the retina is not too opaque and thickened by inflammatory processes. 
Before this is the case, the unusual situation and form of the detachment of the retina 
furnish grounds of supposition for the existence of an intraocular pseudoplasm. 

In addition, moreover, there is often found a considerable, and at the same time irregular 
dilatation of the pupil, which is not the case in simple detachment of the retina. Moreover, a 
peculiar kind of vascular injection is sometimes observed in the region of the episclera and 
conjunctiva, a single quadrant, a half of the sclera appears covered with coarse, contorted 

veins, freely anastomosing with one another, whilst on the remaining portions of the external 
surface of the globe the congestion is but slightly or not at all pronounced. 

More decided points on which to base a differential diagnosis are given in the 
increase of the intraocular pressure, which is, as a rule, present, and in pure hydrops 
subretinalis is very unusually large, upon which the other symptoms of chronic 
glaucoma usually supervene. The globe remains often for a long time in this glau¬ 
comatous condition when it does not result in perforation by the growth. The lens 
then usually grows opaque pretty quickly, and the eye resembles one affected hj 
absolute glaucoma which has run its course. The development of these comply 
symptoms is also not uncommonly very much hastened by inflammatory attac : 
with very violent signs of irritation, which bear the stamp of acute glaucoma.. 1 
globe degenerated in such a degree does not, however, become perfectly quiet, as 
is usually the case in pure glaucoma ; on the contrary, the inflammatory attacks are 
usually repeated, and are ordinarily accompanied by very violent, often unbeaia 
pain to the patient, particularly when intraocular hemorrhages appear, as un¬ 
easily happens. Finally, scleral staphylomata are developed, which usually piepare 
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the way for perforation, or else the eye begins gradually to shrink. In many cases 
the inflammatory attacks resemble a suppurative iridochoroiditis or a real panoph¬ 
thalmitis, and by destruction of the cornea or by perforation of the sclerotic give 
exit to the tumor, or else lead to temporary phthisis of the eye. 

The tendency to inflammatory attacks continues to exist in the atrophic or phthisical stumps, 
which distinguishes the latter from those which find their starting point in pure inflammations 
of the globe and suffer from a chronic, insidious cyclitis. The inflammatory attacks are also 
distinguished by being accompanied by very violent paroxysms of spontaneous pain, while the 
ciliary region manifests a slight sensibility to palpitation. Such stumps, moreover, have the 
peculiarity that in them the shrinking occurs mainly from before backwards, the equatorial 
diameter being, on the contrary, relatively but little shortened. The flattened shape of the 
stump naturally brings with it a considerable receding of the anterior surface of the globe. 
Where this is very trifling or even amounts to nothing, there is reason for supposing the exist¬ 
ence of a retro-bulbar secondary deposit, or that a perforation of the intraocular tumor has 
already occurred posteriorly. (Graefe.) 

Cysticerci, which lie in the anterior chamber, may always be distinctly seen with 
the naked eye. If, hotvever, one is situated in the vitreous humor, we need the 
optlialmoscope to enable us to recognize it. It presents itself as a circular, cloudy 
vesicle of bluish tint, which sometimes makes marked vermicular move¬ 
ments, while the head is sometimes projected, sometimes drawn back. The 
circlet of hooks has often been distinctly perceived. (lAebreiah.) Moreover, under 
such conditions the animal makes itself also subjectively felt, as the portion of 
retina overshadowed by it appears as a dark spot in the field of vision, which in 
one case rendered even the movements of the head of the animal visible, it being 
sometimes lengthened and then shortened. If the worm is still underneath the 
retina then it appears at first, ophthalmoscopically, as a bluish-gray opacity of about 
double the size of the papilla, which grows rapidly in all directions, pushes the 
retina before it and seems to penetrate it, since the vessels become more and more 
concealed and even entirely unrecognizable. If the worm does not now penetrate 
mto the vitreous humor, a rounded bright spot is often seen in the fundus near this 
Muisli opacity, which in time is not uncommonly lengthened like a band, which 
depends upon the cystieercus moving itself along beneath the retina, leaving behind 

a decolorized portion of choroid. Where a detachment of the retina has early 
appeared, and hence the worm was from the beginning freely movable, the 
spots and lines are absent, as they are also in cases where the worm has penetrated 
within a short time into the vitreous humor. 

The accompanying inflammatory symptoms are varying in intensity, sometimes very violent 
and extensive, sometimes very slight. Later on in the disease very dense opacities of the 
vitreous humor almost always occur, which render the diagnosis not a little difficult. These 
are °f a membranous nature and resemble veil-like curtains lying upon one another, which pass 
diagonally through the eye, and frequently show folds, but rarely interruptions. If iridocho- 
roiditis has already appeared, the fundus cannot be distinguished, and there is an end of the 
Possibility of a diagnosis of cystieercus without a history. (Graefe.) 

Treatment.—The first indication is of course the removal of the neoplasm, and 
when this cannot be effected without destroying the eye, the extirpation of the latter 
8 demanded, in order to prevent the threatened infection of neighboring parts 

constitutional contamination. 

'' su°b a tumor have a small base and be attached to the iris, a linear incision may be made 
“ugh the cornea, as for iridectomy, and the tumor, with the iris attached, drawn through 
wound and out off. 

37 
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578 TUMOES. INTEAOCDXAE. 

Hydatids may be removed from the anterior chamber in the same way. But a 
yfeep-wound seems preferable here, as the animal is more apt to be spontaneously 
evacuated. At all events, it can be more certainly seized and extracted, or freed 
from its attachments, if necessary. 

Cysticerci which still lie beneath the retina, or are connected with it by neoplastic 
membranous formations, are without a doubt best extracted through a meridional 
wound in the sclera. In case, however, the worm has penetrated into the vitreous, 
and is here still pretty freely movable, it seems best to open a way for its removal 
by the peripherical linear incision. 

To this end a broad piece of iris must be cut off in the region of the scleral wound, and the 
lens extracted as completely as possible. This being done, the blunt hook formerly used for 
the extraction of the cataract should be introduced in the direction in which the animal had 
been seen with the ophthalmoscope. It is then either immediately extracted, or opacities of the 
vitreous humor are brought out which envelop the worm. Here we must continue to proceed until 
the cysticereus becomes visible. Then, in order to avoid the wounding of it as much as possi¬ 
ble, we should no longer proceed directly toward the animal, but by removal of the vitreous 
humor endeavor to cause it to slip out of the wound'by moderate pressure. (Graefe.) It is 
said that this not only usually succeeds, but that in several cases a certain degree of visual 
power has been preserved, which is to be very ‘highly valued, since by the methods formerly 
employed phthisis bulbi was almost always the result. 

The extraction of the cysticerci seems to be urgently indicated when inflamma¬ 
tory attacks occur, which in many cases torment the patient from the com¬ 
mencement, and finally always cause destruction of the eye-ball; once excited they 
also continue for a very indefinite time, or return as exacerbations, and finally 
even endanger, in a sympathetic manner, the other eye (Alf. Graefe, Jacobson). In 
order to avoid as much as possible these inflammations, and the hindrances or diffi¬ 
culties of the operation dependent upon them, it appears, therefore, the most prudent 
not to delay the operation, as soon as we are certain of the presence of a cysticereus 
inside the globe. 

When the cysticereus is firmly adherent to its surroundings by means of extensive dense 
membranes, and hence cannot probably be removed without destruction of the globe, we may 
endeavor to cause suppuration of the eyeball by the introduction of a thread. {Graefe.) If 
an iridocyclitis is developed, which threatens to attack the other eye sympathetically, it 
appears more advisable to enucleate. 

Growths which are attached to the iris by a broad base, and grow into the ciliary 
body or into the deeper tissues of the globe, require the enucleation of the eyeball 
as early as possible, even when they at the time betray a benign character. This is 
pre-eminently the case of gliomata. In fact, but extremely few cases are known, 
where the existence of an intraocular glioma has been proved, in which the enuclea¬ 
tion has produced a cure, or even retarded the process of growth; and all these 
were cases in which the affection had been taken in hand in the first stages. Ift,ie 
glioma had already existed a long time, and had only involved the retina to a 
limited extent, the enucleation always proved futile, and the return of the disease 
was rarely protracted beyond two months (Hirschberg) • usually it appeared earlier 
and induced death, usually much more quickly, according to the previous course of 
the affection, than would have probably been the case if the operation had not been 
performed. As patients only very exceptionally apply for the physician’s help ® 
the commencement of the disease, and only have their attention called to it when, 
by the brightly-glancing reflex of the fundus, an advanced period of development 
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TUMORS. INTRAOCULAR. 579 

of the growth is demonstrated, no blame can attach to the physician, who in gene¬ 
ral avoids the operation, and only determines upon its performance when the pre¬ 
viously mentioned favorable circumstances still have but a slight prospect of 
success. 

In intraocular sarcomata the operation is on the whole, without doubt, more satis¬ 
factory. Cases are not very rare {Knapp), in which a cure lasting for a year, and which 
was perhaps permanent, was obtained by enucleation of the diseased eye, even when 
the growth had extended for months and longer into the cavities of the eye ; and 
every surgeon who has a large material at his disposal might bring forward one or 
more such cases. In consideration of this, the operation seems here, under favor¬ 
able conditions, not only justifiable, but even indicated, although we must heartily 
agree with those who consider the sarcomata as the most malignant pseudoplasmata, 
and it is not to be denied, that frequently, perhaps even as a rule, recurrences take 
place within a short time, which may possibly shorten the life of the patient con¬ 
siderably. 

Where the pseudoplasm has already perforated the cornea or sclera, little or 
nothing can be expected from the removal of the eye-ball, as the infection has prob¬ 
ably spread to the neighboring parts, and produced new foci. Where the opera¬ 
tion is postponed, or given up as hopeless, the treatment is limited to avoidance of 
anything injurious, allaying irritation, pain, etc., for there are no remedies that 
can influence the growth itself. 

Authorities,—Graefe, A. f. O. II. S. 219, III. 2. S. 312, 321, 327, IV. 2. S. 171, et seq. VU 2. 
S. 43. IX. 2. S. 105, 110.—Liebreich, Atlas derOphth. Berlin. 1863. S. 19.—Jacobi, kl. Monatbl. 
1863. S. m.—Busch, A. f. O. IV. 2. S. 99, 102.—Guersant, Bulletin therap. 1865, 30 Sept.— 
Mackenzie, Traits d. mal. d. yeux. TraduitparWorlomontetTestelin. II. Paris. 1857. P. 285.— 
Mitoj, Wien. med. Wochenschrift.1864. Nr. 10-12.—Uimly, KrankheitenundMissbildungen, 
etc., I. Berlin. 1848. S. 516.—Chelius, Hand}), d. Augenheilkunde. II. Stuttgart. 1837. S. 508. A. 
i 0. X. I. S. 176; XII. 2. S. 174,178,189, 237, 239; XIV. 2. S. 103-137 ; Congres Ophth. 
1868. S. 59; Virchow’s Jahresber. 1868. II. S. 512.—Knapp, Congres Ophth. 1868. S. 29; kl. 
Monatbl. 1869. S. 112..—Mooren, Ueber symp. Ophth. Berlin. 1869. S. 41.—A If. Graefe, kl. 
Monatbl. 1863. S. 242.—Jacobson, A. f. O. XI. 2. S. 147.—Uirschberg, Der Markschwamen m 
der Jfetzhaut. Berlin. 1869. S. 169, 247, 250, 261. 
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Enucleation of the Eye-Ball. 

Indications,—The enucleation of the eye (0. Ferral, Bonnet, Arlt) is proper in 
cases of intraocular tumors, as well as of growths adherent to the surface of the eye 
which but slightly involve the orbital tissue, and which can, therefore, be easily and 
completely removed. 

It is, moreover, indicated in blind eyes, which are painful to the patient from 
continual inflammatory exacerbations and violent ciliary neuroses, or from intense 
subjective photopsia, when the affection cannot be cured by a less severe jnethod of 
treatment; especially, however, when a sympathetic affection of the second eye is 
to be feared on account of chronic iridocyclitis. 

Enucleation of the globe has been recommended, purely for its cosmetic effect, in extensive, 
permanent, and irritating sclero-choroidal staphyloma and total staphyloma of the globe, as an 
artificial eye can be worn after the operation, and the deformity hidden to some extent. At 
the same time, it must not be forgotten that in decided staphyloma the orbital fatty tissue 
shrinks, on account of the pressure on it, and that after the operation, the conjunctiva is 
strongly drawn backward; hence it is difficult to keep the artificial eye in plaoe, and it always 
remains immovable. 

The advantages offered by a stump for the application of a glass eye have induced many to 
avoid enucleation. They take away the anterior half of the eye, which is done by passing a 
cataract-knife through the globe, and completing the section with the scissors. (Himly, fhA 
Hams). In degenerative processes such a proceeding is dangerous, as the choroidal and retinal 
vessels often bleed excessively, and the hemorrhage cannot be checked ; so that the immediate 
or subsequent enucleation of the eye is required. 

As a general rale the operation sliould not be performed unless imperativel) 
demanded. For, apart from the deformity, it is well to remember that enucleation is 

not at all a guarantee that the nutrition of the other eye will improve. The con¬ 
trary often occurs in spite of the early performance of the operation. Besides, it 
may prove dangerous. Indeed, meningitis and death have been observed as its 
results. (Mannhardt, Horner.) This unfortunate termination seems to threaten pm- 
ticularly when tlie operation is performed during the existence of suppurative 

panophthalmitis. (Oraefe.) 
Operation.—The operation should be performed while the patient is undei tin 

influence of anaesthetics, of which me assistant should have the care. A secow 
assistant holds the head of the patient, and opens the lids as far as possible; a tlun 
attends to the hemorrhage. If the eye be much enlarged, or if it be connec e 
with an extensive growth, so that it will evidently be difficult to draw it 011 
between tlie lids, the outer commissure should be divided by a horizontal incision*- 
far as the outer bony margin of tlie orbit. Then the conjunctiva should be taken 
up, in a horizontal fold, with forceps, over the point of insertion of the left recta-, 
cut through with the scissors; then the tendon of the muscle is seized with the foicep-- 
drawn forward through the vertical wound iin the conjunctiva, and divide 
some distance from tlie line of insertion. When this has been done, one blade 
pair of scissors, curved on the flat, is to be passed from oue angle of the won 
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ENUCLEATION OE THE EYE-BALL. 581 
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tinder the conjunctiva, to the attachment of the next rectus-muscle, the conjunctiva 
divided, and the exposed tendon of the second muscle seized with the forceps and 
divided, and so on, till all four 
recti-muscles have been separ- Eig. 91. 

ated from the globe. Then, 
if we do not fear that the eye 
trill rupture, and lose its con¬ 
tents too soon—that is, collapse 
—Museaux’ forceps may be em¬ 
ployed ; otherwise it is better to 
seize the tendinous stump of the 
left rectus with strong, trustwor- , 
thy forceps (Fig. 91), in order to 
turn the globe strongly outward, 
and at the same time draw it 
forward. Scissors, strongly 
curved on the flat, are then to be 
introduced, closed, into the 
wound close to the left side of 
the eye, opened to receive the 
optic nerve between its blades, 
and to cut it as far back as 
possible. Then the eyeball can readily be brought out of the orbit, and its re¬ 
maining attachments divided. (Arlt.) 

If the enucleation has been determined upon on account of the existence of intraocular 

tumors, particularly of a retinal glioma, it seems advisable, in view of the early encroachment of 

tie growth upon the optic nerve, to divide the latter as near as possible to the optic foramen. 

To this end, it is recommended to plunge a neurotomy knife along the external wall into the 

posterior part of the orbit immediately before the enucleation and with this divide the nerve. 

There is no difficulty in this, if, after the detachment of the muscles of the globe, the latter be 

drawn as far forward as possible with the forceps. This subcutaneous neurotomy may, more¬ 

over, also be performed in the manner designated without previous section of the muscles of 

the eye, and has been employed with success in several cases, where intense photopsia lasted 

for a long time in amaurotic eyes and became unbearable to the patient. (Graefe.) 
If the enucleation of the blind eye is undertaken on account of sympathetic endangerment 

of the other, and the subsequent introduction of an artificial eye is proposed, it seems more 

advantageous to divide the optic nerve close to the globe. If a larger piece of the trunk of the 

optic nerve he taken away, the sheath of the eye at the point of entrance of the optic nerve is 

bid open, the trunk retracts somewhat, and the round opening of the sheath is no longer kept 

Kparated by the optic nerve, but heals by the formation of a stellate cicatrix, in consequence 

of which the posterior half of the conjunctival sac is pulled far backward, and thus an 

obstacle may be created to the wearing of an artificial eye, which cannot be corrected. 
(htooren.) 

If the globe which is to he enucleated is adherent by tendinous bands to the orbital tissues, as 

exceptionally occurs, then a simple enucleation is naturally impossible, and the globe must be 

dissected out from its attachments. (Sichel). 

The hemorrhage is usually stopped by injections of ice-water. If it continues, 
“e c°agula are to be removed, the lids closed, the outer commissure, if divided, is 

to ')e united by adhesive plaster, and a well-padded bandage applied over the lids, 
ft it be difficult to control the bleeding, or secondary hemorrhage occur, we shall 
°ften be obliged to use the tampon, as after extirpation of the eye. (P. 573.) 
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582 ENUCLEATION OF THE EYE-BALL. 

However, where the tampon is not necessary, it should be avoided, as it increases 
the suppuration, and delays the healing of the parts. 

Cicatrization usually occurs in a few days. The lids sink backward, and thus 
diminish the wound considerably. The edges of the round conjunctival opening 
contract and unite, forming a cicatrix which posteriorly is connected with the stump 
formed by the anterior ends of the muscles and the optic nerve. The conjunctival 
sao is again closed, and after a time an artificial eye may be readily applied. 

Authorities.—Bonnet, Ann. d’oc. VII. P. 30.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Traduitp. 
Warlomont et Testelin, II. Paris. 1857. P. 302. — 0, Ferral, ibid.—Arlt, Zeitscrift der Wien. 
Aerzte. 1859. S. 145 et seq.—Blodig, ibid, 1860. S. 293, 451.—(Pritchett, Lancet. 1851. P. 386. 
kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 440, 442, 446. Alig. Wien. med. Zeitung. 1860. S. 50, 83.—Pagenstecher mi 
Samisch, kl. Beobachtungen. II. Wiesbaden. 1863. S. 44.—Graefe, A. f. O. III. 2. S. 442, 444; 
VI. I. S. 122 et seq. ; kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 448, 456.—Hannhardt, Horner, ibid. 1863. S. 456.— 
Boring, ibid. 1863. S. 219, 222.—Himly, Krankhtn. and Missbildungen, etc. Berlin. 1843.1 S. 
506; II. S. 365.—•Williams, Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris. 1863. P. 139.—Maats, ZesdeJaarl. 
Verslag. Utreeht. 1865. S. 25, 66, 68.—Graefe, Congres ophth. 1868. S. 59.—Sichel, Gaz. med. 
de Paris. 1867. Nr. 27.—Berlin, A. f. Q. XIV. 2. S. 279.—Mooren, Ueber symp. ophth. Berlin 
1869. S. 149. 

[The makers of artificial eyes strongly insist upon fitting the porcelain substitute 
in the orbit within a short time after the operation, say a week; and there is UQ 
good objection to this, if the reaction be not excessive,] 
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Insertion of an Artificial Eye—Prothesia 
Ocularis. 

Indications.—The object of the insertion of an artificial eye is to lessen, as 
much as possible, the unpleasant appearance caused by deformity or absence of the 
eye. This is important, not only as regards the feelings of the patient, but often 
also for his success in business. Where the eye-ball is absent, or even decidedly 
small, prothesis is a true remedy, if used soon enough; for it prevents the orbit from 
contracting and causing distortion of the bones of the face. It also prevents the 
contraction and inversion of the lids, which sometimes excite continued irritation 
of the stump or conjunctiva; finally, by causing a correct position of the lids and 
restoration of the power of winking, it renders possible the normal conduction of 
tears, and so removes the annoying running-over of the tears and its results. 

In order that a well-chosen artificial eye may fulfil its purpose, it is necessary 
not only that it be sufficiently fixed anteriorly by the lids, but also that its posterior 
concave surface have as many points of support as possible, and that, through these 
supports, the recti-muscles may have an influence on its position. 

Hence, prothesis is of the least service where the eye, with a considerable portion of the 
fatty cushion, has been removed. Even when a great portion of the conjunctiva has been pre¬ 
served, the circumstances are unfavorable; for then the posterior half of the conjunctiva sinks 
deeply in, and, to preserve the position of the lids, it is necessary to use a large artificial eye, 
which is supported only by its edges on the conjunctival fold and bones, but whose posterior sur¬ 
face is empty; hence is either insecure, or presses too much, and, apart from its weight, remains 
immovable, from the absence of the muscles. 

The circumstances are somewhat more favorable when the eye has been enucleated, or still 
exists as a small button, unless the fatty cushion be atrophied, and the lids appear decidedly 
retracted. The loss of substance is then less, and a smaller artificial eye suffices, which does not 
stand firmly based on the bony walls, but permits slight motions. The conjunctival sac is then 
also of sufficient size; its posterior part, with the fatty cushion, presses against the concave por¬ 
tion of the artificial eye, by which means the points of motion are multiplied. Moreover, the 
muscles still exist, and they, with the lids and conjunctiva, give the artificial eye a certain amount 
of motion. 

Prothesis answers best when an existing deformed globe is only a little smaller than the nor¬ 
mal one; for then a very small artificial eye suffices to hide the deformity, and has a very decided 
lateral motion. It fits closely on the stump, and follows all its motions. Such eyes are not unfre- 
quently as movable as normal ones, the arc by which the muscles encompass the stump not 
appearing materially shortened. 

If the deformed eye be of normal size, or if it have somewhat increased from disease, no 
worn remains for a sufficiently large and thick artificial eye, which would protrude the lids 
^proportionately, and press on the stump, thus becoming unsightly, and insupportable to the 
bearer. If, on the other hand, it were made very thin, it would be too friable, and if made 
too small, there would be danger of its falling out of the conjunctival sac. Hence, in such cases, 
toe eye-ball must first be made smaller by operation, but of course only so much as is necessary 
or the application of a small artificial eye without mechanical irritation of the part, all further 
^ution taking place at the expense of the mobility. 

The artificial eye is not to be employed till all trace of inflammation and sensi- 
toy have disappeared from the conjunctiva and stump; otherwise it is not borne 
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584 INSERTION OF ARTIFICIAL EYES. 

well, exciting severe inflammation, with insupportable pain, and it may even cause 
further shrinking of the sftimp. Still, we must not delay too long, if the stump be 
very small, or the entire globe has been removed: otherwise the conjunctival sac, 
and even the lids, shrink, the opening of the lids contracts, and, finally, even the 
orbit itself diminishes in size. 

Method of Insertion.—We must first carefully determine the size and form of 
the eye to be applied to any particular case. 

In general terms, artificial eyes are sections of the surfaces of spheres, made of enamel, to 
which are added an enameled cornea and iris. 

In adults, the convexity must differ from that in children, as in the former the eye is somewhat 
larger than in the latter. Still, in either case, the radius does not vary much from a half inch. 

The size of the section of the sphere, which the artificial eye must represent, varies of course 
with the size of the stump. If this be but little smaller than a normal eye, the artificial eye also 
must be small; otherwise it would press and resist all movements of the stump. Still, it 
should not be so small that, by an outward motion of the eye, its under edge will rise above the 
lower lid, because, when looking down, it would press against the latter, and so be thrown out. 
Fig. 92, a (Ritterich)., represents an artificial eye suitable for such cases. The greater the differ¬ 
ence in size between the normal eye and the stump, the greater the section of sphere required. 
(Fig. 92, 6, c.) If the stump be very small, or the eye be entirely gone, the artificial eye must 
represent a hemisphere. (Fig. 92, d.) 

Fig. 92. 

e 

The posterior surface of the artificial eye must always be hollow. If the stump be so largo 
that the former lies on the surface of the latter, the artificial iris should not project backward; 
otherwise an insupportable pressure will be exerted on the stump. But if it be small, or there 
be no stump, the iris may project; otherwise the posterior surface of the artificial eye remains 
vacant. To make the eye so thick that even in such cases it will lie closely on the parts behind, 
would render it too heavy. 

On account of the weight, the artificial eye must not be made larger than is absolutely neces¬ 
sary in order to give it a certain amount of security. Generally a thickness of quarter of aline 
for the scleral part, and of half a line for the corneal part, is to be recommended. 

The edge of the artificial eye must be very smooth. Simple polishing is not suf¬ 
ficient. In order that it may not make impressions or wounds in the conjunctiva, 

the edge must be turned under. If there be prominences in the reflected portion 
of conjunctiva, tendinous bands, &c., it is necessary to make openings for them m 
the border, so that the artificial eye may admit them (Fig. 92, e). Of course this 
interferes with the mobility. 
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INSERTION OF ARTIFICIAL EYES. 585 

It is best to have a collection of artificial eyes, so that from them a suitable one 
may be chosen. However, the most extensive collection will not always suffice, and 
we are often obliged to have one made for a particular case. 

The introduction of the eye requires great care, on account of its fragility. It is 
best done by holding it by the outer angle, and introducing the inner aDgle under 
the upper lid, which is to be somewhat drawn out; then the lower edge of the 
artificial eye is to be held by the index and middle finger of the other hand, while 
the lower lid is drawn downward and over it. If we then let go of the lids, they 
press the eye ir.to its proper place. If, on the other hand, we wish to remove the 
artificial eye, the under lid should be depressed, so that the head of a pin may be 
passed behind the eye; the latter may he easily drawn forward until it can be seized 
by the fingers and removed. 

The artificial eye should always bo removed and properly cleaned before going 
to bed. This is best done by wiping it with clean lint, and occasionally dipping it 
in spirits or cologne-water. 

It should not be placed in water, as this contains acids and salts, that attack the enamel and 
make it rough ; and besides, water does not dissolve and remove tbe fats that adhere to the artifi¬ 
cial eye. When cold water is used there is also the sudden change of temperature, and if the eye 
is dipped in with the fingers, the uneven cooling may affect it. These causes suffice to produce 
fine cracks on its surface, which may subsequently enlarge. The lint used for cleaning it must 
be carefully preserved from dust, Ac. It is said that the fewest artificial eyes break in England, 
more in France, and most in Germany. This has been said to depend on the general use, in 
Sermatiy, of sand on the floors; this adheres to every thing, and if it be on the cloth used for 
washing the artificial eye, it causes fine cracks. (Boissonneau fere.) 

With care, an artificial eye may be preserved for years. Finally, it becomes 
cloudy and even rough. It should then be cleaned with rouge, as metal-buttons 
are. While this is being done, the eye should be fixed on a wad of lint covered with 
wax. At last, cleaning no longer answers the purpose, and a new artificial eye must 
be procured. 

Authorities.—Chelius, Hdbch. d. Aughkd. II. Stuttgart. 1839. S. 549.—Jlimly, Krkht. u. 
Missbldgn. I. Berlin. 1843. S. 533.—Bitterieh, Das kiinstl. Auge. Leipzig. 1852.—Mackenzie, TraitA 
prat. d. mal. d. yeux, trad. p. "Warlomont et Testeiin. II. Paris. 1857. P. 223.—Jioicsonne.au jils, Sur 
I® yeux artif. Paris. 1862.—lioissonneau fere, Ve’rbal Communications.—Schauenlurg, Ueber 
fien Gebrauch kiinstl. Augen. Lahr. 1862.—JJasner, Sitzungsbericht der k. bohm. Gesellschaft. f. 
IViasenschaften, 1861, 21. Oct.—Arlt, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1869, S. 147.—Burow, A. 
10. VI. i, g. in.—Mooren, Ueber symp. ophth. Berlin. 1869. S. 52, 124, 125. 180.—Lawson, 
Ophth. Hosp. Rep. VI. 2. S. 123 —Graefe, A. f. 0. XIV. 2. S. 138. 
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Cataract. 

Anatomy.—The crystalline lens is a disk-shaped, perfectly transparent and 
clastic body, which is so held by the ciliary body that its axis (measuring about two. 
lines) nearly corresponds with the optic axis. Its anterior surface, which is the 
less convex, projects at its center somewhat beyond the plane of the iris, which 
consequently appears bulged forward, and fixed ley the lens. The posterior surface 
(which is more curved) is embedded in the lenticular fossa of the vitreous, and, 
except at the peripheral zone, is intimately connected with the hyaloid. The lens 
is composed of two distinct parts, an outer envelope or capsule of the lens, and the 
lens proper. 

The capsule is a sac-like, closed, transparent, elastic and permeable membrane, 
which, under the microscope, appears homogeneous, structureless, but when diseased, 
sometimes shows a lamellar formation. Its anterior half (the anterior capsule) is 
quite thick, but thins off quite rapidly as soon as it unites with the zonula. The 
marginal portion and the posterior capsule are very delicate. The capsule is firm 
enough to offer considerable resistance to the action of blunt instruments, but is 
easily torn, cut up, or pierced. If wounded, iv usually tears beyond the wound from 
its own elasticity; occasionally the rent extends to the insertion of the zonula, and 
the lens may even escape. The edges of the wound then retract, by rolling up or 
folding together, as far as the position of the wound permits. The great elasticity 
of the intact crystalline depends on the capsule. The lens proper, without its hyaline 
envelope, is soft, and easily broken. 

The capsule is destitute of an epithelium. In the middle part of the posterior 
surface of the anterior capsule, a single layer of beautiful, clear polygonal cells, 
with round nuclei, are found, however, which was formerly regarded as epithelium. 
Still these belong, undoubtedly, to the lens itself, and stand in the most intimate 
relations to the conditions of nutrition and to the growth of the lens. • From them 
we developed new lenticular elements, which, by their apposition to those already 
existing, bring about the enlargement of the lens after birth in the equatorial 
direction. In the antero-posterior, an increase in volume of the lens can scarcely 
fake place after birth. (Sappy, Ed. Jaeger'). 

In fact, the so-called epithelial cells of the anterior capsule pass ovei' at the 
border zone into nucleated fibers, which increase in length more and more, enter into 
fhe real tissue of the lens proper, and are to be regarded as true lens fibers. 

The lens fibers appear, generally, as long, band-shaped tubes, appearing in a 
Perpendicular section as flattened and hexagonal, of very considerable transparency, 
flexibility and toughness, which, exceptionally, are pointed at both ends, but as a 
tule, slope away and spread out very much. Each of them bears, at least in its 
®rly state, the nucleus which indicates its cellular origin. 

The nuclei are situated together in nearly the same portion of the lens fibers, but yet at 
different heights, hence they cause no particular .swelling of the part of the lens in question. 
The fact of their being collected together in a comparatively narrow belt of the periphery of 
fhe lens justifies the anatomical description of a nuclear zone (//. Meyer). 
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590 CRYSTALLINE LENS. 

The lens fibers run closely pressed upon one another, without intervening, 
cement-like substance. A section carried perpendicularly to their course gives the 
appearance of a delicate mosaic, consisting of six-sided plates, arranged alternately, 
Their lateral edges are dentated, and encroach upon one another, are therefore 
more firmly connected together than the flat surfaces, the twc widest of which 
always run parallel to the surface of the lens. By this peculiarity is explained the 
property of the lens of splitting up into layers, situated parallel to their surface, 
not entirely homogeneous, by which means the lens gains the appearance of being 
composed of completely closed shells, fitting into one another like the layers of an 
onion, which surround a small round nucleus. 

Every individual fiber belongs, as a rule, to both halves of one and the same 
layer, since it runs around the equator in a course shaped like the letter S. The 
main direction is, in general, a radiating one ; still only a few reach the anterior or 
posterior pole of the stratum in question, but terminate at a distance from them, 
since their broad, more coarsely toothed end meets that of another fiber at an acute 
angle. By the meeting of two fibers at an acute angle, linear seams are formed, 
which radiate in a stellate manner from the pole, and, since they are situated the 
one upon the other in all the layers of the anterior and posterior halves of the lens, 
divide this like perpendicular septa into a number of triangles. In the new-bom 
infant three such triangles are found, almost constantly, as well on the anterior as 
on the posterior halves of the lens, which enclose between them a stellate figure with 
three rays. With advancing age, however, these figures increase by continued 
apposition of new layers of fibers, and correspondingly also the rays of the stellate 
figure. Finally, secondary figures are also developed, the vertices of which, 
removed from the poles, unite in a main ray, representing, as it were, a forking of 
the latter. 

The lens fibers meet each other directly in the seams or rays of the stellate figure. 
The supposition of the existence here of a thickly-fluid, homogeneous, cement-like 
substance (Ilenle), appears, according to later investigations, to be an illusion 
(Zernoff). In the same way the interfibrillary passages, which are said to exist 
between the deeper layers of fibers (F. Becker), have become more than doubtful 
by later investigations (G. Bitter, Zernoff). 

In the center of the lens the stratification ceases, and here we meet with a 
number of short, very irregularly formed processes, pointed at both ends and fitting 
into each other by their dentated lateral edges. They are, generally, without a 
nucleus, but sometimes contain one situated very peripherically. They are situated 
parallel to the axis of the lens. (C. Bitter, Zernoff). 

The lens-filaments of the newly born or of children are very delicate. They form 
tubes, which consist of a very fine and delicate, clear envelope, and watery fluid 
contents,, which stream out in large chops on separation of the elements. Lately a 
peculiar protein body, globulin or crystallin, has been observed. As the individual 
increases in age, the amount of this material increases in the lens ; hence the elements 

acquire greater consistence, while on the surface of the lens new tubes, with fluid 
contents, are formed. As the growth of the body ceases, the apposition of new 
superficial strata of tubes appears to cease also; on the contrary, the thickening of 
the contents of the tubes progresses from the center toward the surface Simulta- 
neously the central elemimts appear to increase somewhat in size, and at the same 
time to become rough. They also lose their nuclei. Finally, at maturity we may 
distinguish a quite firm, rather hard, and almost dry nucleus and superficial cortical 
substance, formed of soft tubes. . The older the individual the larger the nucleus, 
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and the greater its firmness and hardness, while of course the still soft cortical 
substance is diminished. 

The elements of this latter layer are very destructible. After death they soon deliquesce into 
a cloudy fluid, which has long been described as Humor Morgagni, but does not exist during life. 
The capsular epithelium does not furnish anything toward this, for it is often found intact 
several days after death. (F'. Beclcer). 

Part of the contents, which has become free by destruction of the lens-tubes, thickens to 
hard laminated balls (Myelinkugeln), which greatly resemble the coloid deposits on the cho¬ 
roid. They are found in lenses that were placed in hardening fluids, or examined when not 
quite fresh ; they often also lie in numbers between the different strata of the filaments that 
are still perfect. 

The crystalline lens lias no blood-vessels or nerves; but, even shortly before 
birth, the capsule is surrounded by a vascular sac, which lines the lenticular fossa, 
passes over the equator, and coders the anterior capsule, is united with the margin 

; of the iris, and closes the pupil (membrana capmlo-pupillaris). After the disappear¬ 
ance of this sac the crystalline receives its nourishment from the aqueous humor and 
the vitreous by transfusion. Hence its normal condition depends on the integrity 
of these media, and ultimately on that of the tunica uvea and retina. The ciliary 
processes seem to have a great deal to do with the nutrition of the lens. 

Senile Changes.—These occur in some cases earlier than in others. In general. 
i we may say that they are usually the more decided, the more marked the marasmus 

of the other parts of the body. They are especially evident in eyes with well- 
developed arcus senilis. They consist of a deposition of hyaline substance on the 
posterior wall of the anterior capsule, and more particularly of increased density of 
tbe lens. ' 

The former correspond exactly in chemical and physical properties with the 
coloid deposits on the membrane of Descemet and choroid. Like these, they 
sometimes appear as hemisjjherical bodies with broad bases, rarely pedunculated, 
sometimes as if spread out, and have the appearance of thickenings of the hyaline. 
Then they are often full of holes. Then surface is frequently uneven, so that they 
resemble molten glass. They usually adhere immediately to the inner wall of the 
anterior capsule, so that, on a section, the boundary between them appears as a fine 
dark line. In other cases there is between them a granular layer, which probably 
originates from the destruction of the superficial layer of cells. {II. Miiller, Wedl.) 

The lens becomes, as a rule, dryer, more brittle, and more scissile. This is, how- 
ever, particularly the case of the nucleus of the lens, which assumes, as a rule, a deli¬ 
cate wine-yellow or amber tint, sometimes even running into a brownish hue. In 
fcry many cases we then meet with molecular opacities in the edges of the cortical 
strata immediately around the nucleus, which appear particularly distinct when the 
weakly-reflecting mirror is employed. 

This cloudiness is at first confined to a small portion of the anterior and posterior equatorial 
PJrt of the layer in question, and is of very varied form. Most frequently we meet radiated 
'Tile, which usually follow the course of the lens-filaments, and depend on cloudiness of the 
e®-filaments themselves, and on depositions of molecular masses in the interspaces. They 

I usually found accompanied with delicate, thin, sometimes sharply-bounded, whitish 
I which consist of various-sized granules, and spread out on one or both halves of the equa- 
I surface of the nucleus. Frequently, also, the equator of the nucleus appears hidden by a 
I . ***ei sray, misty girdle, without decided contours. This more or less broad equatorial 
I Tr e always extends through several layers, and is caused by a throwing-off of fat-granules, 
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592 CATARACT. NOSOLOGY. 

which collect particularly near the equator, and there even unite to large drops. Itarely, short 
and fine white lines form a circle around the equator of the nucleus, and they here form the 
separating line. They give the impression that clefts have formed between the concentric 
layers of filaments, which have been filled with molecular substance (Forster). These variously 
combining forms of the layer-like opacities have been considered with the arcus senilis, and 
described as gerontoxon lentis. (Ammon.) 

On account of these alterations, the reflection of light from the crystalline is, of 
course, increased. Hence the pupil of an old person’s eye is no longer pure black, 
but smoky, and often very cloudy, especially when seen by bright diffuse light, or 
by oblique illumination. Then the cloudiness is usually so great that we involun¬ 
tarily think of a cataract far advanced. 

The deception becomes still more complete when artificial illumination and a convex lens are 
used. Then, as a rule, the surface of the crystalline appears covered with a thick, often 
slightly striated, grayish veil, which occasionally has a satin gloss. The border of the nucleus, 
also, is marked by a dull-grayish or grayish-yellow glitter. But the cloudiness on the equator 
of the lens-surface is especially seen. The part of the lens-border turned from the source of 
light has the appearance of being inserted in a groove, formed of two surfaces, meeting at an 
angle, which are internally smooth and brilliant, indistinct toward the pole, occasionally cloudy 
or marked with striae. The width of this girdle varies greatly. The color is sometimes grayish- 
white, sometimes yellowish. 

This cloudiness is explained by many as the commencement of a true cataract. 
In most cases, however, it exists for years without decided change, and even in old, 
age does not necessarily, or even frequently, lead to formation of cataract. 

The senile thickening of the lens is marked by increasing difficulty of the changes 
of form necessary for accommodation. With progressive thickening of the lens its 
volume diminishes somewhat also—at least the two surfaces of the lens flatten, and 
the refraction consequently diminishes. 

Nosology.— Cataract and atrophy of the lens are synonymous expressions. In the 
lens, as in other organs, atrophy sometimes occurs from diminution or other change 
of nutrition; sometimes this process is prepared, and even caused by inflammatory 
change of the cellular elements of the lens. Corresponding to this, we occasionally 
find cataract solely the result of atrophy; again, this is combined with the results 
of proliferation of elements. 

Inflammation in the lens is characterized by very similar symptoms as elsewhere, I 
Varying quantities of formation-cells collect on both surfaces, especially in the equa- 
tonal zone of the lens, and in part penetrate into the deeper portions, where they I 
then appear arranged in rows between the fibers of the lens or in superficial groups I 
between the separate layers of the lens. The superficial polygonal cells and I 
especially the young lens fibers lying in the limiting zone take on a process of pro¬ 
liferation, their nuclei become surrounded with granular protoplasm, swell up311® 
finally divide, while the remaining cellular contents become opaque. In completely! 
developed lens fibers, in which the cellular contents have already been completely 
changed to globuline, a real division of the nucleus never occurs; we simply I 
observe an inflation and molecular opacity, which can only be referred to osmotic I 
processes (Iwanoff). 

Since the inflammatory products are chiefly grouped together in the most super¬ 
ficial cellular layer of the lens, the process was also formerly described as capsuW]S| 
and pliakohymenitis. Still in consideration of the evident inflammatory cbangtl!>| 
encroaching deeply upon the lenticular structure, the name inflammation of the I 
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lens, phakitis, is indisputably a much more suitable one, particularly as the real sub¬ 
stance of the capsule takes but a very slight, and, as a rule, undemonstrable part in 
the process. 

In some cases, especially when the phakitis appears as a symptom of suppurative 
panophthalmitis, or as result of injury to the lens, as from a wound, the neoplastic 
elements sometimes proliferate rapidly, and acquire the character of pus-corpuscles, 
and with the mother-cells undergo fatty degeneration, and the inflammatory cata¬ 
ract becomes a cataracta pwrulenta. (Moers, G. 0. Weber, Lohmeye/r, Knapp.) 

As a rule, however, particularly in the more chronic forms of the inflammation, a 
decided tendency to a higher development, to transformation into lens elements 
shows itself in the wandering cells, newly produced by endogenesis. 

On the anterior and posterior surface of the lens, besides formation-cells, 
there is seen a large number of young growing cells, which often lie in several 
layers one upon the. other, or are pressed together into irregular groups, and seem 
to push the formative elements of the lens away from the capsule towards its center. 
They resemble in part the polygonal cells of the anterior pole of the lens, and in 
part become lengthened and assume transition forms into nuclear fibers. Still they 
are always very irregularly formed, their contents become easily cloudy, their 
nucleus is surrounded by a thick layer of protoplasm, and divisions of the nuclei and 
of the cells themselves may frequently be seen in them. At the same time they 
also easily degenerate into colloid and mucous masses, at least near them there are 
very frequently found considerable quantities of a homogeneous, slightly opaque 
substance of varying consistency, in which globular kernels of a colloid appear¬ 
ance are also frequently found. In the deeper cortical layers we often meet with 
cells of varying extent, even of colossal size, which are often circular and carry one 
or several nuclei in the slightly opaque contents ; sometimes approach rather the 
spindle form and contain a fine molecular mass with coarser and larger granules, 
but no nuclei; and finally they have sometimes degenerated into dark, fatty groups 
of granules without nuclei. The very opaque lens fibers, the nuclei of which appear 
wry much swollen and darkly granular, are pressed out of relative position by the 
neoplastic elements poured out between them, and sometimes are actually bent as 
if distorted. Their expanded ends appear swollen up and acquire a very changed 
sppearance by precipitation and a net-like arrangement of an opaque mass in their 

I interior {Wedl, Iwanoff). The further changes are on the whole very variable, 
ike process often soon recedes, the growing cells with their nuclei clear up, and 
™ structure gradually gains its former normal appearance. More frequently, 
however, the inflammation leads to atrophy of the lens, the elements of which 

I become decomposed, disintegrated and undergo secondary metamorphosis; the result 
I is the formation of cataract in the narrow sense of the word. More frequently still 
I flffle then occurs a development of connective tissue and its derivatives, a large 
I ®ount of neoplastic elements spring up, gradually assume the character of con- 
I sective-tissue cells, whilst the intervening intercellular substance becomes fibrously 
I»and finally splits up into the peculiar fine, wavy, loose bundles of fibers. 
I ® neoplastic connective tissue is not uncommonly found in more or less thick 
I spread out superficially between the capsule and the cataractous nucleus of 
I e ens’ More rarely we meet with wart-like, strictly defined, circular outgrowths 
I 'Pon the posterior wall of the anterior capsule, which sometimes are situated flatly, 
I '“Betimes display a circular head and a distinct pedicle. They consist of a kind 
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of shell of concentrically stratified, oblong cells and of a nucleus of smaller circu¬ 
lar cells. These cells appear very soon to become disintegrated,and pass into a finely 
molecular, dirty brownish-yellow mass, unchangeable in hydrochloric acid. Some¬ 
times the nucleus of small cells is also found entirely concealed by a glassy substance 
(Wedl). In some few cases circumscribed masses of pus appear inclosed in an 
envelope of connective tissue (Moers). 

The filaments, which have become denser, and have lost their cell-nuclei, usually 
participate in the inflammation only by becoming cloudy and swelled. They often 
remain unchanged, or only undergo atrophy as the affection advances. 

Inasmuch as phakitis is rarely idiopathic, but occurs as a result of inflammation 
in the anterior part of the uvea, its products are usually found in connection with 
others, which proceed from the iris and ciliary processes, and form a covering of 
variable thickness on the anterior portion of the crystalline. 

2. Atrophy proper shows itself first as a chemical separation or breaking-up of 
the lens-elements into materials of different kinds, ryhich are partly fluid, and may 
be absorbed, but are partly solid, and may remain, or be gradually absorbed, after 
further chemical changes. The immediate perceptible result of the breaking-up is 
optical dissimilarity of the elements—-that is, their cloudiness. Subsequently, 
however, the changes dependent on this show themselves very differently, according 
to the consistence of the atrophying part, i.e., according to the greater or less density 
attained by it in a given time. 

a. In the hard lenses of old persons, in whose elements the solid parts are 
greatly in excess, while the watery fluids are greatly diminished, the chemical pro¬ 
cess of separation goes on very slowly, and is also less marked, as even the escape of 
the fluid constituents can alter but little the original form of the elements. In 
accordance with this, the lens remains to a certain extent diaphanous. The diminu¬ 
tion of optical homogeneousness is shown by the increase of the reflection, in the 
evident coloring of the above-mentioned part of the oi'gan; for the lens appears 
brownish-yellow, or, where the process is far advanced, dirty grayish-brown, rarely 
red-, purple-, or black-brown. If deprived of the external layers, and exposed to 
the ah, the darkness of the coloring increases rapidly, and it clears up very little on 
being- placed in water. The lens freshly taken from the eye appears dry, hard and 
friable. It readily divides into concentric -layers, each of which is almost transpa- 
rent, and borders on yellow or red. We almost always find the convexity of the two 
surfaces less than normal. On the whole, we may say the flattening increases with 
the equatorial extent of the cataractous lens. But the extent of the latter appears 
to increase in proportion to the age of the individual; at least, hi very aged persons 
we almost constantly find large and flat, but in younger persons small and strongly- 
convex, lenses. 

Under the microscope, the individual layers, which are easily separated, appear as very 
translucent, yellowish or brownish plates, with rough, dark edges of unequal length, and smooth 

surfaces, which, with more or less dark, very fine, molecular masses, are also often strewn with 
rusty or brown grannies of larger size, or with fat-globules. In these plates the union of the 
individual elements is often so intimate that their boundaries can no longer be distinguish® • 
In other plates, however, the sides of the individual filaments, occasionally evidently shrunken, 

may be clearly recognized as more or less dark, rough, and parallel lines. In hard lenses ane 
with senile cataract we often see the lateral edges of the filaments very dark, and, as it were, 
gnawed, while their sides appear sown with dark points, which, on more careful examination, 

are seen to be small holes. 
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b. In thinner layers of the lens, the cataractous process usually goes on more 
rapidly and completely, and also shows itself by great opacity of some layers, or the 
entire lens. At the same time, the opaque layers often maintain their connection 
for a long time, and even with the naked eye we may frequently recognize the radia¬ 
tions in them. Finally, however, the elements break up, and then present a whitish- 
gray pulp, whose consistence changes somewhat with the degree of development of 
the part of the lens in question, but is usually curd like. 

In the clouded filaments, and their usually somewhat swelled nuclei, appears a brighter or 
darker molecular mass, and, at the same time, a greater or less amount of fat in granules and 
drops, with numerous myeline bodies. The myeline also appears frequently in the form of 
drops, so that the lens fibers actually fall together, and, like flat bands, float about, heaped 
together in bundles, in the products of disintegration, which always appear deposited in 
greater or less quantity between the remains of the layers of fibers. Here and there, also, as 
in the nucleus, we find the above-described homogeneous, friable plates. Still, these here 
usually contain a large number of myeline globules, which become isolated in the breaking-up, 
and give the plates the appearance of a network, with large openings (Wecll). 

The elements of the capsular epithelium, during this time, often remain unchanged, or, at 
most, show a fine molecular or fatty opacity of the contents. In some cases the cell-walls are 
subsequently destrc^ed, and we only find the cloudy, swelled, and variously-sprouted cells; some¬ 
times, also, nuclei which are being destroyed or atrophied, between which is deposited a more or 
less dark molecular mass. Not unfrequently the nuclei themselves are destroyed, the epithelium 
has separated into fatty granular plaques, which have occasionally preserved the polygonal 
boundaries of the cells. At the same time, we not unfrequently find striae, in which certain 
cells, or groups of cells, have undergone a peculiar process of thickening. A yellowish, trans¬ 
lucent, firm mass, has formed around the nucleus, which increases more and more, finally fills 
the entire cell, and changes it to a solid, hard, opalescent disc, insusceptible to chemical changes. 
These discs subsequently unite to form quite irregular glandular groups, or stand alone, between 
the detritus of other cells. (H. Muller, Wedl.) » 

c. Soft lens-elements, under the advance of the cataractous process, usually break 
up very quickly into a cloudy, paste-like mass, or they dissolve into a whey-like 
fluid, in which swim opaque, formless, fatty, granular flucculi. 

3. The physical properties of the cataractous mass depend chiefly on the stage of 
development of the elements in question, at the time, and this changes not only 
]n regard to the lens as a whole, hut as to the individual layers, according to the 
age of the person. Moreover, as the lens rarely hardens throughout at once, but 
tlie cataractous change proceeds sometimes from the nucleus, sometimes from the 
superficial strata of the crystalline, and only gradually extends over the rest of the 
organ, it is clear that the coarser anatomical conditions of the cataract must greatly 
var37* But these are particularly important practically; hence they are worthy 
of especial consideration. 

"• In mature and old age, if peculiar external circumstances do not influence the 
course, the cataract proceeds from the nucleus. This separates, as it;, were, from the 
cortical portion, becomes hard, friable, dry, cloudy, and colored, the superficial 
strata often long maintaining, at the same time, an a'most normal transparency, and 
0I|lj in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus a fully-developed arcus senilis of the 

occurs, from the disturbance of the filaments. This is called hard nuclear or 
’utcfer cataract, also phacoscleroma. In time, the superficial strata also become 
aftected. They first become cloudy without change of form in the elements; finally, 

wever, they dissolve into a more or less consistent pulp, rarely becoming more 
, fhe nuclear cataract sometimes appears with the cortical—a state called 

m®ed cataract. 

^ wly manhood and youth, cataract more frequently commences on the 
smface than in the nucleus, but often is not limited to any part, in a short time 
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spreading through the whole lens. The result is a soft cataract (phaeomalacia) As 
long as the process is confined to the nucleus, while the cortical layers preserve their 
transparency, we speak of a soft nuclear or soft central lenticular cataract. But if 
the process begins in the peripheral layers, and thence progresses gradually to the 
nucleus, we are accustomed to diagnosticate a cortical cataract, as long as the 
nucleus remains transparent. 

c. In children, also, the cortical portions of the iens are usually first clouded, more 
rarely the nucleus. Still here the process progresses so rapidly, that we rarely find 
a pure cor.tical or a soft nuclear cataract, but in most cases the cataract spreads 
through the entire lens. The disintegration is at the same time almost complete; the 
entire lens appears dissolved into a pasty or milky fluid. Exceptionally, however, 
even in childhood, in spite of long existence of the process and complete fluidity 
of the exterior portions, we meet half soft, cloudy, or even sclerosed nuclei. 

4. The cataractous process does not by any means terminate with the above- 
described “primary” changes in the lens. In yellow, hard nuclei, secondary 
metamorphoses are, it is true, rendered difficult, by the slight amount of fluid 
present; we only see an increase of dryness, friability, and hardness, as well as a 
darkening of the hue. In softer layers of the lens, however, secondary changes are 
very marked. They occasionally begin quite early, long before the cataract has 
spread over the whole of the lens, and before the parts affected by it have been 
wholly destroyed. Usually, however, the secondary changes only occur after the 
parts of the lens affected have been reduced to a formless mass. At the same time 
the cataractous lens-substance thickens more and more, as a consequence of the 
absorption of the separate soluble constituents, and, finally decreasing in size, changes 
to a more consistent, solid mass, or a fatty, sandy pulp, whose chief constituents are 
fat, lime-salts, and myeline substance in variable quantities, together with an organic 
base. 

The fat is in minute particles, scattered through the mass, or in granules or globules of larger 
size, which are often grouped irregularly. A large part of them are usually metamorphosed into 
cholesterin and crystalize in the well-known beautiful plates. These crystals are often heaped 
up in nests, so that, with the naked eye, they may be recognized by their peculiar brilliancy. 
Fatty acids also seem to occur occasionally in the form of needle-shaped crystals. In rare cases, 
the free fat flows together to form oil-globules. 

Lime usually occurs as carbonate, more rarely as phosphate. Like fat, it is separated in tbe 
form of dust-like molecules, which subsequently unite and form large grains, which are recog¬ 
nizable as well by the naked eye as by the touch. Very often, especially where the cataract 
originates from inflammation, large concrements occur. These often have the appearance of 
irregular, chalky masses, and then lie free in the fatty, sandy mass. Often, however, they form 
scales or cups of greater or less thickness, which are attached to the inner surface of the anterior, 
or of both capsules. On polishing such concrements, we often find the chalk strewn through the 
organic basis in a granular form, but often also collected together into masses, which have the 
most varied size and arrangement, and sometimes also give the impression of incompletely 
developed bone-corpuscles; hence, these concrements are sometimes mistaken for ossification of 
the lens. Exceptionally, the chalk is also seen in the form of crystals, especially near the 
capsule. 

In the stage of secondary metamorphosis, in rare cases, we find the organic basis to be niu i 
so that tbe cataractous mass has some similarity to lime-water. In most cases, it appears as M 
entirely formless, smeary, opaque substance, which unites the fat, salts of lime, and hyaline 
bodies to a more or less consistent, fatty, sandy pulp. More rarely it appears changed to a semi 
transparent or entirely opaque, finely-granulated or homogeneous, consistent and dry substance, 
which appears in the form of plates, even in primary cataract, and is caused by the breaking do»n 
of the lens-filaments. In the nuclear layers of soft or half-soft cataracts, as well as in the iin®6 
diate vicinity of sclerosed nuclei, however, in spite of the occurrence of secondary metamor 
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phoses, the elements occasionally preserve their original form and coherence ; and on sections 
we often may even see the characteristic parallel boundary lines of the lens-filaments. 

The peripheral parts of the cataractous mass first undergo secondary metamor¬ 
phoses. This is particularly true of the part of the anterior external layers lying 
behind the pupil; hence this part appears most changed. The thickened masses 
cling to the capsule, rendering it stiff and unyielding, and after detachment they 
retract from their inherent elasticity. Often, even quite early, we find the inner 
wall of the anterior or posterior capsules, or of both, covered with a cloudy sub¬ 
stance, which, in some places, collects to smaller or larger spots, or to variously 
figured and grouped clumps, and not unfrequently even thickens to crust-like, irreg¬ 
ular plates. In other cases this deposit is quite thick, and presents itself as a 
fibro-granular mesh-work or cloudy membrane, with irregular or indistinct borders. 
Occasionally the capsule is adherent to large shells of calcareous cataract-substance. 
These are called capsular cataracts, capsulo-lenticular cataracts. 

The hyaline membrane itself is only exceptionally altered by these changes in its tissue. 
Apparent thickenings by deposit of hyaline layers are certainly not rare ; but the capsule proper 
usually maintains its integrity. The possibility of its becoming cloudy is not disproved, although 
it has not been observed. Portions of it, inclosed by iritic deposits on the outside, and inflamma¬ 
tory products on the inside, are occasionally found thinned, perhaps by pressure. According to 
some recent observations, it appears as if, under such circumstances, the capsule may be 
entirely destroyed, as far as the deposits extend. ( Wedl, H. Muller.) 

Where there was no precedent inflammation, the cloudy masses clinging to the inner wall of 
the capsule are not usually extensive, and show themselves mostly as thickened cataractous 
substances. They consist of a granular, often clearly fatty, chalky basis, brown from the pigment 
in it, in which groups of lime-salts, and cholesterin crystals, and exceptionally of brittle, white 
plates of muriate of lime, and very rarely black (melanin?) crystals, &c., scattered about, or con¬ 
glomerated to groups. Between them usually appear choloid bodies, and groups of thickened 
epithelium cells, which, by the addition of chalky salts, have acquired a dark, granular appear¬ 
ance. In places the epithelium still exists as such on the anterior capsule, even if far advanced 
in regressive metamorphosis. {Wedl, H. Muller, Schweigger.) 

Where, on the other baud, inflammation has influenced the cataractous process, we usually 
find a more or less thick stratum thrust between the capsule and the secondarily metamorphosed 
cataractous mass, in which the disintegrated remains of lens-substance mingle with well-formed 
elements, that have undoubtedly originated from proliferation. The latter usually appear already 
altered by retrogressive metamorphosis, shrunken and strewn with fat and chalky salts. Some¬ 
times the chalky salts are in such excess that the new formation has the character of a concrement. 

On the posterior capsule these deposits are usually much less extensive than on the anterior, 
and are even absent in cases where very considerable deposits exist on the latter. Cases also 
occur where the anterior capsule is free, and the posterior largely covered by these deposits. 
Posterior capsular cataracts are occasionally combined with polar or vitreous cataract. As a rule, 
however, the deposit is intracapsular, and depends on the lens-substance. It then often appears 
as a simple retrogressive, thickened substance; but, much more frequently, no traces of cellular 
formation can be found in it, and it must be considered as a result of pure phakitis. (Schweigger, 

The secondary cataractous changes are always accompanied by atrophy, as a 
result of which the capsule wrinkles, loosens from the lenticular fossa, so that the 
lens, with its envelope, may be easily removed from the vitreous. The extent of 
J'le diminution of size depends chiefly on the proportion of the constituents that 

ave become soluble to those remaining insoluble, and thus ultimately on the density 
°f the primary cataract. But the firm material of secondarily metamorphosed 
^taract must not be regarded as detritus. The process of resorption is not a pure 
removal, but a change of substance, in which the gain and loss of firm constituents 
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may incline to one side or the other. In fact, cataracts are met where the snm of 
the firm constituents is much greater than normal; that is, in which the secondary 
metamorphosis was evidently accompanied by an addition of firm material. But 
the process is also greatly influenced by the nutritive condition of the eye, and 
particularly of the lens. 

a. Where the secondary metamorphoses are simply the expression of progressive 
atrophy of the original lens-elements, the insoluble remains are usually proportion¬ 
ately less; consequently the shrinking of the lens is very decided. 

The secondary changes are least prominent, as may be readily understood in 
“ overripe,” mixed cataracts, especially when the sclerosed nucleus is extensive. The 
external layers are then deficient. Then the lens only flattens somewhat, and the 
capsule, thickened by newly-formed hyaline layers, and clouded by depositions of 
cataract masses, incloses the nucleus more tightly, being separated from it only by 
a comparatively thin stratum of fatty, sandy pulp, in which usually the chalk, 
rarely the fat, preponderates. 

Occasionally this residue is so slight that it no longer forms a continued layer, but heaps, 
striae, &c., between which the nucleus is almost in contact with the capsule, whose two halves 
approach so near, at the margin of the scleroma, that the cataract acquires the appearance of 
an alated seed. 

Soft cataracts shrink very decidedly, as a result of secondary metamorphoses, 
so that finally they resemble discs, with irregular wrinkled surfaces, whose thickness 
is often less than a half or third of a line. These disc-like cataracts are usually quite 
flat, like a kind of partition-wall between the ciliary processes. Not unfrequently, 
however, they appear bulged forward like a cupola; the normal convexity of the 
anterior capsule is changed but little, and hence its relation to the pupil lias altered 
but slightly. On the contrary, the posterior capsule, with the gradual diminution of 
the cataractous mass, has changed its curvature, and turned into the concavity of 
the anterior capsule, as the anterior wall of the vitreous has advanced on acconnt 
of the corresponding increase of the vitreous (Fig. 17). In such cataracts, even 
with the naked eye, we may recognize the two halves of the capsule, thickened and 
clouded by newly-formed hyaline layers, and by deposits of secondarily metamor¬ 
phosed lens-substance. The cataractous mass itself is usually a fatty, chalky pulp, 
with or without great concretions, in which sometimes cholesterin, sometimes lime, 
predominates in spots, and which, collecting here and there, sometimes causes 
irregular elevations on the surface of the cataract. Often, however, in disc-shaped 
cataracts, we find, as chief constituents, a half-transparent, yellowish or brownish, 
dry and friable (myeline ?) substance, wliich causes these cataracts, when operated 
on, to split in all directions, and to be removed with difficulty, if at all. 

Sometimes soft total cataracts become fluid, breaking up into chalky liquid, in 
which numerous very fine chalk-granules and fat are suspended, or deposited on the 
inner wall of the capsule as a delicate gauzy layer. This form is called catartKto 
lactea, phaTcohydropsie, or milk-cataraot. It also appears to have been formerly des¬ 
cribed as cataracta cystica. (Earner.) 

Frequently these fluid cataracts, as well as the very soft cataracts of childhood, 
are, in the course of the secondary changes, absorbed, except a few fatty, chalky 
remains, so that the greater part of the two capsules is very nearly in contact. The 
cataract then appears as a more or less firm, tenacious, opaque membrane, which is 
stretched behind the pupil with its surface either flat or projecting anteriorly, R 
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consists of tlie two halves of the capsule, between which is inclosed a thin, irregular 
layer of retrogressive cataract-substance. From their resemblance to dried seed- 
shells these cataracts have been called eataracta siliquatce, and have been distin¬ 
guished from the above-described disc-like cataract by the term membranous. 

It is evident that the three described forms are only the representatives of a series of differ¬ 
ently composed cataracts, which must be considered as transitions from one kind to another. 
Thus, disc-like cataracts occur, which contain a small sclerosed nucleus; membranous cataracts, in 
which the cataractous substance so collects that they resemble the disc like form, &c. Moreover, 
the development of the forms of cataract in question presupposes that the zonula has retained 
its integrity. If this has been considerably torn before the commencement of the cataractous 
process, or during the secondary changes, the shrinking of the cataract no longer occurs exclu¬ 
sively in an antero-posterior direction, but also laterally, and the shape of the cataract is thus 
greatly modified. 

1. If the development and the secondary metamorphoses of the cataract have 
been influenced by inflammation, a diminution of size, and a corresponding wrink¬ 
ling of the capsule, may occur, on account of the great addition of firm constituents, 
but the decrease is never so decided as in the forms of cataract described under a. 
Usually the two surfaces of the cataract simply flatten, while the equatorial diameter 
somewhat shortens, without the lens-form being entirely lost. (See Fig. 34.) 

On the contrary, with shortening of the equator, and corresponding tension of the zonula, the 
two convexities of the crystaline are often increased, and the edges of the lens rounded ; the cata¬ 
ract acquires a more spherical form. If, however, the zonula be ruptured, the cataract not unfre- 
quently shrinks to a quite irregular mass. 

In these cases, also, the chief mass of the cataract appears to he fat and chalk. 
Exceptionally, the fat predominates, the cholesterin crystals heap up, especially on the 
surface, and unite even to a continuous layer, which glistens through the thickened 
Md opaque capsule with a peculiar mother-of-pearl or silvery-like lustre (eataracta 
wgentea seu cholesterinica). As a rule, however, the chalky salts greatly predomi¬ 
nate. They frequently form shell-like concrements, whose extent and thickness 
vai'y greatly, and which are attached to the inner wall of the capsule. These shells 
are found sometimes on the anterior, sometimes on the posterior half, but usually 
on both halves of the capsule. In the latter case they usually unite at the edge of 
tbe lens, and thus form a sort of case, inclosing a more or less irregular cavity, 
which is filled either with a fatty, chalky pulp, with or without concrements, or with 
* sclerosed nucleus (chalky cataract, eataracta calcarea). Sometimes, however, it 
stops at simple thickening and cloudiness of the capsule; no actual shell is formed, at 
■lost, there are only small chalky masses, which partly cling to the capsule. Then 
tbe cavity is found filled with a dry, fatty, sandy pulp, which either envelops a 
Mclear cataract or a number of smaller and larger, or one large concrement (fatty, 
chalky cataract). 

Under such circumstances it is not at a’l rare for a thick layer of hard, firm 
oonnective tissue to develop on the inner wall of the capsule. Under the influence of 
tbe developing cell-layer, the whole cataract may undergo a change. Then the cata- 
ra°t| which is always flattened, looks as if formed of coagulated albumen or cartilage 
•tutaraeta fibrosa). Usually, however, the connective tissue forms a sort of closed 
capsule, which usually contains fatty, chalky, cataract pulp, with several large stone- 
™ concrements or sclerosed nucleus (eataracta Jibroso-ealcarea). 
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In very rare cases, an oily fluid, of penetrating, rancid odor, has been found in the cavity 
Icataracta cum bursa ichorem tenente, cataracta putrida. A. Schmidt, Beer, Himly.) 

Subsequently, especially when bony strata have formed on the surface of the 
choroid, and in the hardened vitreous, the fibrous cataraetous mass ossifies (cataracta 
ossea). 

Then, along with chalk-granules, bone-corpuscles appear in the tissue. Strange to say, the 
ossification does not begin on the periphery. The layers next to the capsule preserve their 
original character, so that the bony case remains separated from the capsule by a connective- 
tissue layer. Only where the outer surface of the capsule touches directly on the newly-formed 
bone, the osteoid cataraetous mass reaches to and unites with it, while the interjacent capsule is 
destroyed. 

In the face of actual observations, the doubts which have been raised of the possibility of 
an ossification of the lens ( Virchow, Pagenstecher), are of no great importance (Ji. Wagner), 

5. The entire lens is not always drawn into the cataraetous process, but this is 
often limited to certain parts of the crystaline. These degenerate, and, by secondary 
metamorphosis of the cataraetous mass, assume permanent forms, while the rest of 
the lens remains normal, preserves its transparency, or at least does not join in the 
process for years. Such cataracts are called partial, and are divided into various 
classes, according to their position, shape, and size. 

a. A very characteristic variety is the so-called central capsular cataract. It is 
occasionally congenital. As a rule, however, it is developed after birth, when, as a 
result of a corneal perforation (Piringer, Ai-lt), or of an iritis (Hamer), clumps of 
exudation have remained attached to a part of the anterior capsule behind the pupil, 
and have become permanent there. The portion of cell-layer behind the deposition 
and the superficial layers of the lens then become clouded to a corresponding or 
greater extent, from pure atrophy, or from actual change of tissue, and, shrinking 
greatly, arc changed by secondary metamorphosis to a cartilaginous or chalky 
nodule, as large as a poppy or millet seed, which is firmly attached to the inner wall 
of the anterior capsule, and lies embedded, as it were, in an excavation in the sur¬ 
face of the crystaline. 

Under such circumstances, instead of a roundish nodule, an irregularly-shaped 
cone is often formed, whose posterior, often bulbous, end, extends more or less 
deeply, sometimes even beyond the level of the equator, into the transparent lens. 
The anterior end usually projects beyond the anterior curve, of the crystaline, and 
so elevates the anterior capsule, to which it adheres almost inseparably. As a con¬ 
sequence of this, and of the circumstance that the lens has often greatly decreased in 
size, the anterior capsule, in the vicinity of the cone, usually appears arranged in 
small, mostly radiated, folds. This variety of central capsular cataract is called 
pyramidal cataract (cataracta pyramidalis, or pyramidata). 

In examining such a plug, which has been unfortunately detached from the capsule, it has 
been found that it was devoid of a capsular covering upon its anterior surface, and was com¬ 
posed entirely of plates of neoplastic, opaque lens substance, stratified in a parallel direction 
upon each other. It had exactly the appearance as if the plug had grown forth from the lens 
substance through a hole in the capsule (Singer, Wedl). This is probably an exceptional case, 
and the plug perhaps the remains of the neck of the fcetal lenticular sac. This case might 
then he connected with certain others, in which the pyramid projected into the anterior 
chamber far beyond the anterior surface of the capsule, or was even already united to the 
cornea (Steffan), and in which the reference to that arrest of development cannot for the pres¬ 
ent be disputed. As a rule, however, the plug is situated upon the posterior wall of the ante¬ 
rior capsule, and consists, as was mentioned, of retrogressive products of inflammatory growths 
and of the simple process of cataraetous development, which also, as a whole, explains the 
usually accompanying increase of volume and change of form of the lens. 

Cases are also worthy of mention on account of the widely deviating pathogenetic relations, 
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in which, with complete transparency of the posterior half of the lens, the anterior half has 
almost completely disappeared, so that only a number of sharply-defined calcareous nodules 
remained, which, embedded in the pellucid mass of the lens, were attached to the greatly- 
flattened anterior capsule, and, as far as they lay in the region of the pupil, gave exactly the 
impression of central capsular cataracts. In a similar manner, the recently observed case of a 
double pyramidal cataract is perhaps to be explained (Mauthner). 

}. Frequently in young persons we meet lenses, in which one deep layer in both 
halves, or very exceptionally only in the anterior or posterior half, has become cloudy, 
and has, perhaps, already undergone secondary metamorphosis, while the rest of the 
lens preserves its transparency, or only becomes engaged in the process after years. 
Occasionally, in otherwise pellucid lenses, we find two or three different and distinct 
deep bundles of filaments in a state of cataractous degeneration. (D. E. Muller, 
Graefe.) Such partial cataracts have been called laminated cataracts. They almost 
always occur simultaneously in both eyes, rarely in one eye only, and corresponding 
layers in both lenses are usually affected in an analogous, manner. (Ed. Jaeger, 
Gruefe.) In most oa^es, the opacity is throughout almost regular; with favorable 
illumination we may at most, recognize the radiated arrangement of the fibres by a 
delicate striation. The cataractous stratum is usually sharply bounded on the one 
hand from the superficial layers (remaining pellucid) which cover it, and on the 
other from the transparent and usually yellowish nucleus. In other cases only the 
parts near the equator show the cataractous degeneration. Then the border of the 
transparent lens appears, as well anteriorly as posteriorly, girdled by a more or less 
broad, opaque zone, which runs out on each side in zigzags toward the pole of the 
layer, more rarely ends in an indistinct cloudy or flneiy-striated border. There is 
scarcely a doubt that the latter form represents an incompletely-developed laminated 
cataract, and that, as a rule, the entire .layer is cataractously degenerated before 
the secondary changes become marked. 

But when this has once occurred, the anatomical appearances greatly change. As 
the soluble constituents are absorbed, while the fatty, chalky remains are more and 
more thickened and contracted, the former regular opacity becomes pitted, the 
cataractous layer is full of cavities. At the same time the lens, as a whole, flattens 
decidedly. Besides, the equatorial diameter shortens, while the zonula stretch, so 
that the distance of the margin of the lens from the heads of the ciliary processes is 
evidently increased. (Graefe.) 

Cases exceptionally occur, in which the affection proceeds from the cataractous strata to the 
structureless axis-substance of the lens, thus forming, as it were, an opaque cone, which reaches 
though the lens from one half of the layer to the other. More frequently the whole nucleus is 
destroyed and absorbed, except some fatty, chalky lumps; these remain in the middle of the flat¬ 
tened lens (Ammon, Pife, D. E. Muller, 0. Becker). 

c. Frequently, also, in young persons, a great part of the lens is cataractously 
^generated and secondarily metamorphosed, while the rest remains transparent. 
The anterior half of the lens is often destroyed to a thin, fatty, chalky stratum, 
without the posterior half participating in the process. Seen from before, the 
cataract then has the appearance of a cataracta siliquata, and only on closer exami- 
Bation do we find the extensive stratum of transparent, hut usually yellowish and 
Sdatinous, lens-substance, which clings to the opaque, wrinkled, and flattened 
anterior capsule, and separates it from the posterior. In the same way the posterior 
talf of the crystaline may be destroyed, while the anterior remains apparently 
lormal. It also occasionallyhappens that a lateral half of the Ions becomes eataract- 
°®, and, with secondary changes of the substance, shrinks to a small body, while 
fte other lateral half maintains its integrity. The lens then usually acquires the 
shape of a kidney. On the hilus side the wrinkled capsule appears clouded with 
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fatty, clialky cntaractous residue. The zonula, corresponding to the sinking of the 
hilus, is decidedly widened, and usually opaque from depositions. 

Rarely, quite irregular portions from the body of the lens are affected in the 
process, and, by partial resorption, changed to fatty, chalky, or tendinous masses, 
which appear encased in the flattened, but otherwise pellucid, lens. (Graefe, 0. 
Becker.) Posterior capsular cataracts belong in this class. 

Symptoms.—Cataract is characterized by a more or less complete opacity, seen a 
short distance behind or in the pupil, which more or less impairs vision according 
to its thickness and extent. 

A. In the opacity, the various changes that the cataractous lens-elements under¬ 
go are quite clearly reflected by peculiar tones of color, of brilliancy, varying degree 
of translucency, &<\, so that, from the special variety of the opacity, the particular 
anatomical form of a given cataract may be decided with some certainty. 

1. a. Nuclear cataract shows itself by a diffuse cloudiness, which, following the 
anterior surface of the nucleus, spreads out behind the pupil with a greater or less 
curvature. This opacity is thickest at the center, and diminishes toward the edge, 
where much of the incident light is allowed to pass. The color of the opacity is 
usually grayish-yellow or dirty brownish-gray ; sometimes reddish-brown or green, 
rarely bronze-like, dark brown or blackish. The distance of the opacity from the 
plane of the pnpil is always considerable, and is greater in proportion to the stratum 
remaining pellucid—that is, the smaller the sclerosed nucleus. This distance per¬ 
mits us to see between the opacity and the pupillary margin, aud, by good illumina¬ 
tion, to see the shade cast by the iris in the shape of a dark crescent. 

On weak illumination by the ophthalmoscope, the nuclear cataract appears as a roundish, dark 
cloud with indistinct borders; on stronger illumination, the red of the fundus shows through, but 
its individual parts can not be distinguished; the fundus appears enveloped in a more or less thick 
mist, which, in the middle of the visual field, often concentrates to a dark cloud. The color, con¬ 
vexity, boundaries, relative position to the pupillary margin, &c., appear most distinctly by 
oblique illumination, when the pupil is dilated. By this means we may easily' recognize the 
border of the hard portion, and can estimate its distance from the heads of the ciliary processes; 
hence also we may see the extent of the cataract. Then a more or less pronounced arcus senilis 
of the lens usually appears at the margin. 

b. If, by oblique illumination, we find the outer periphery of the lens cloudy or 
striated, if the- distance between the opacity and the heads of the ciliary processes be 
reduced to almost nothing, a pure nuclear cataract no longer exists, but the cortical 
layers are involved ; there is a mixed cataract. On farther development the cloudi¬ 
ness continually passes from the edges toward the pole of the superficial strata, till, 
finally, these appear cloudy throughout. 

As long as the elements have not entirely lost their original form, the cortical 
substance remains translucent, bluish-white. With the naked eye, but still better 
by oblique illumination with a lens, we may then recognize in the diffuse opacity a 
radiated striation, corresponding to the course of the filaments, or a number of points 
and cloudy, indistinct spots. 

If the striae (which often unite to triangular zigzag figures) are very small, line-like, whether clear 
white and opaque or diaphanous and bluish, we may consider it probable that the cortical layers 
have maintained a nearly normal consistence. This is also true if there be none of these striae an 
the opacity is undecided, and the points and spots not very prominent. Broad, blue, sparkling 
striae under the capsule, which are not entirely opaque, and have between them translucent sectors, 
or parts of lens sprinkled with coarse gray spots, as well as great opacity with thick points an 
spots, are considered as signs of a more gelatinous or starchy consistence of the cortical srrara 
(Graefe). 
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If the opacity becomes thicker, the outlines become more blurred, so that, to the 
naked eye, the cataract finally appears regularly white, or yellowish and opaque. If, 
moreover, the opacity extends to the pupillary margin, so that the shadow cast by 
the iris entirely disappears, we may diagnosticate a very probable decomposition of 
the cortical layers into pulpy or fluid substance. Then the nucleus generally loses 
its influence on the coloring of the cataract. It requires focal illumination and a 
very small angle of incidence for the concentrated light to cause the nucleus to shine 
through. 

In some cases, where the cortical layers are very rapidly destroyed, a sort of swelling up, an 
increase of size as a result of extensive additions from without, appears to take place. We decide 
that this is the case, from the fact that, under such circumstances, the anterior convexity of the 
lens is uncommonly great, and it drives the iris before it, as it were, thereby greatly contracting 
the anterior chamber. 

c. If secondary metamorphoses occur in the cortical part of the cataract, the prod¬ 
ucts attached to the inner wall of the capsule immediately show themselves on the 
surface of the cataract. Scattered, bright, opaque, chalk-like spots of variable size 
occur, which subsequently heap up, unite to clumps, strhe, &c., and give the cataract 
a spotted, marbled, net-like, or striated appearance. Not unfrequeritly cholesterin 
crystals glisten from between them. Besides, we often find, especially in the pupil¬ 
lary region, tendinous-gray or yellowish-gray, dull, glistening, somewhat translucent, 
stria and spots of irregular form, with sharp, fringed, or cloudy borders. These 
products are more clearly seen, especially by oblique illumination, as their forma¬ 
tion is usually accompanied by a very decided decrease of the cortical substance, 
and hence by a returning transparency of the lens. 

Indeed, when the secondary metamorphosis is far advanced, we may often perceive the nucleus 
very clearly, or bring it into view, by having the patient bow his head forward for a few minutes. 
Then it is not always found exactly in the middle, where the cortex is very soft; it is rather apt 
to sink downward. In some cases the resorption of the cortical layers is so complete, that the 
sclerosed nucleus appears to be covered only by a very thin veil strewn with chalk-points and 
cholesterin groups. 

’Ihe decrease in size of the crystalline shows itself, moreover, by the withdrawal 
of the slightly-wrinkled surface of the cataract behind the plane of the pupil, and 
by the return of the shadow which depends on this state. As the iris is deprived 
of its natural support by the flattening of the cataract, we have that very character- 
tsfio tremulousness (irido-donesis), which is especially evident when the eye is rapidly 
moved laterally. 

d. If severe inflammations have participated in the process, we often find, on the 
outer walls of the anterior capsule, extensive depositions of new-formations which 
completely cover the cataract. At the least, the capsule appears united with the 
pupillary margin to a great extent, so that only the middle part of the cataract can 
be seen. 

This usually appears chalky-white, opaque, with a dull luster; it gives the im¬ 
pression of a solid chalky concrement, with a glass covering. More rarely, it 
resembles tendinous tissue, with or without chalky depositions. Exceptionally, its 
surface glistens like a mother-of-pearl button, from predominance of cholesterin. 

2- If possible, the appearance of soft cataract varies still more, according to the 
course and stage of the process. 

a• If the cataractous degeneration begins in tiie nucleus, we find, at some distance 
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behind the pupil, a diffuse or spotted, rarely striated, whitish-blue opacity, craves 
anteriorly. This opacity is thickest in the center of the “ soft cataract; ” toward 
the periphery, however, the translucency, and hence also the bluish color, increases. 
The boundary is nowhere quite sharp; as well on the convex surface as at the bor¬ 
der, the opacity becomes a delicate cloud. The cloudiness increases in proportion to 
the progress of the process; it becomes clear white or yellowish-white, and almost 
opaque, while its bluish borders continually approach the capsule and dimin¬ 
ish the shadows from the iris. Then the cortical layers commence to degenerate 
at the equator, the nucleus is gradually hidden by diffuse or broadly-striated opaci¬ 
ties, which extend from the outer margin of the lens toward the pole, and a total 
soft cataract now exists. 

b. But if the soft cataract begins as a cortical cataract, a bluish-white, slightly 
glistening, often interrupted, zone, usually first appears at the periphery of the 
surface of the lens; of course, a dilated pupil is necessary for its recognition. This 
more or less wide zone often appears indistinct. More frequently, however, as well 
on the anterior as on the posterior surface of the lens, it runs out in bluish, glisten¬ 
ing projections, which gradually widen and elongate in a meridional direction, so 
that they finally appear in the plane of the pupil. Sometimes the substance between 
the filaments appears transparent, and the stellated figure of the superficial lens 
layers are, at least in places, clearly perceptible. Usua’ly, however, the cortical 
portions between the projections are also cloudy, and parts of the projections 
shade off into clouds and spots. Finally, the entire lens-surface loses its transpa¬ 
rency. As long as the nucleus preserves its pellucidity, the opacity appears thinner 
at the center, and bluish; at the edge, however, very white or whitish yellow, and 
almost opaque. 

In some cases the equatorial parts of the external layers remain for a long while transparent. 
We find on the anterior, but more frequently on the posterior half, or both halves of the cortical 
strata, some spots, points, or radiated striae, which gradually increase in number and extent, and 
subsequently unite at the poles, and especially at the margin of the lens. 

In rare cases, the opacity of the cortical layers begins in the middle; some or all of the rays 
of the star shaped figure become bluish-white, and hence become distinct from the still transpa¬ 
rent surrounding parts. Occasionally the process goes on first in the deeper layers of the stellate 
figure, so that it appears as if the lens were divided into a number of sectors, which unite 
near the axis and are perpendicular to the surface (cataracta stellala). The process does not 
attack the superficial bundles of filaments and the nucleus until later. 

c. In soft total cataract, the symptoms of the cortical cataract are combined 
with those of soft nuclear cataract. The opacity is densest at the center; on the pe¬ 
riphery it is more diaphanous. On the one hand it extends to the heads of the ciliary 
processes, on the other to the plane of the pupil; occasionally it even projects be¬ 
yond it. Where cataract of this kind develops rapidly, a sort of inflation, an 
increase in size, occurs, showing itself by greater anterior curvature of the ins, 
and consequent diminution of the anterior chamber. 

Total soft cataract often retains a certain amount of transparency until the 
stage of secondary metamorphosis, or even after this; and, with oblique illumination, 
we may still quite clearly make out the filament bundles as radiated striae. These 
are the cases where the lens-elements do not lose their form entirely, but the cata- 
ractous layers rather preserve a nearly normal consistence, or, when operated upon, 
appear pasty. 

But if the destruction goes further, at least in the cortical portions, if the lens- 
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substance dissolves to actual pulp, or to a fluid, these different shades of color grad¬ 
ually disappear ; we at most recognize, by oblique illumination, thick, white points 
and small flocculi; to the naked eye the opacity appears almost regularly white or 
yellowish-white. Tbe shade of this color depends principally on the greater or less 
thickness of the cataractous remains, and the variable amount of the fatty con¬ 
tents. 

The color is also influenced by the circumstance that, while the eye is quiet, the denser 
flocculi suspended in the fluid occasionally sink ; consequently the lower part of the cataract appears 
almost opaque and pure white, but the upper part whey-like, bluish-white and translucent. 

The possible existence of a still undisturbed pellucid, or already cloudy, or even sclerosed, 
nucleus, is then usually betrayed by no outward symptoms j it can only be suspected, with some 
probability, from the age of the individual, but can not be diagnosticated with any certainty, as 
quite fluid cataracts do occur after puberty. 

d. The occurrence of secondary metamorphoses in soft total cataract shows itself 
by the same symptoms as in mixed cataract. The various appearances which the 
fatty, chalky, or tendinous products cause by their disposition on the inner wall, are 
important here. In soft total cataract these depositions are usually somewhat more 
extensive than in mixed cataract, as they are mostly composed of broken-down 
cataractous substance. But this very fact is the reason for their being' at first less 
prominent, and only being noticed when the cataractous pulp has been so much 
diminished by resorption that the dark fundus can again show through. A second 
important diagnostic factor is the removal of the lens-surface behind the plane of tbe 
pupil, the recurrence of a shadow, and the tremulous iris. Where these symptoms 
are very evident, we may be certain that the cataract is much shrunken. In the 
opposite class of cases, where the surface of the cataract is decidedly convex, and 
shows very slight wrinkles, or none at all, the existence of a shrunken cataract is not 
impossible, as even disc-like and dry capsular (trockenhuhiqe) cataracts are not 
infrequently pressed forward by the vitreous. Then, for a correct diagnosis, besides 
these appearances on the surface, we must consider the age of the patient, the time 
the cataract has existed, and its transiucency. 

When the pupil is dilated, disc-shaped cataracts often show a very irregular, 
dentated, or angular border, and, therefore, are at some points quite distant from 
the ciliary body. They are frequently regularly chalky-white, and entirely opaque. 
Just as often, however, they have a tendinous, cartilaginous appearance, and, corre¬ 
sponding to this, are but slightly diaphanous, so that the fatty, chalky depositions 
ou the inner wall of the capsule are quite noticeable from their bright color and 
opacity. Finally, the disc-shaped cataract is not unfrequently transparent when of a 
peculiar dirty, yellowish-gray, bordering on greenish or brownish. Then we usually 
tod on the surface bluish-gray spots, w.th a dull tendinous brilliancy. Such cata- 
tacts are usually very friable. 

Dry capsular cataracts are always, from their thinness, rather transparent. Their 
thief color is bluish-white, and the bine or white appears more prominent according 
to the amount of cataractous remains. The various figures which the chalky con- 
cretions, cholesterin groups, and fibrous masses attached to the inner wall of the 
capsule produce, appear very distinctly on the cloudy, bluish-white ground. It is an 
important fact, that the cataract usually reaches to the ciliary processes, and the 
opacity is often thickest at the outer border of the flattened cataract, since the fatty, 
chalky products collect, as it were, in the fold of the capsule, and give it the appear- 
Mce of a roundish cushion, which surrounds the cataract like a wreath. In partial 
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606 CATARACT. SYMPTOMS. 

cataract, such a chalky border rarely occurs. It is peculiar to the cataracta sill 
quata. 

e. Where soft total cataract is developed, and undergoes farther changes under 
the influence of severe inflammation, its symptoms are the same as those of mixed 
cataract, occurring under similar circumstances. The portion of cataract behind 
the usually distorted pupil, if not covered by ii-itic products, generally appears evenly 
chalky-white arid opaque, more rarely tendinous or cartilaginous, exceptionally of a 
mother-of-pearl luster, in which case we are restricted to the diagnosis of a cataracta 
calcarea, fibrosa, argenta, &c. If the iris be drawn backward (perhaps even to a funnel- 
shape), we may decide with considerable certainty on a shrunken cataract. If, 
however, the iris has lost but little of its normal convexity, or if it be pressed 
against the cornea, we must draw our conclusions, as to the size of the cataract, 
mostly from the age of the patient. 

3. a. Of the partial cataracts, the most difficult to recognize are those in which 
the anterior cortical layers, or the entire anterior half of the lens, has been destroyed 
in the process; for in the first stages they have exactly the symptoms of cortical 
cataract, but later they nearly resemble a dry capsular cataract. In diagnosis we 
may remember the circumstance that, in such partial cataracts, the outer border is 
usually less clouded, and at all events lacks the chalky cushion of a cataracta 
siliquata. Where a lateral half or an irregular piece from the body of the lens 
becomes cataractous, the diagnosis is not difficult, as the anatomical changes are 
perfectly evident. 

J. When fully formed, the laminated cataract very much resembles soft nuclear 
cataract. Still, when pure, it is easily distinguished by the fact that the usually 
delicate and bluish-transparent, often, however, thick and white opacity does not 
increase toward the pole, hut is apportioned almost regularly, and is indeed rather 
more dense at the margin. A second important difference is, that the opaque layers, 
as well on their anterior surface as at the equator, are sharply hounded from the 
superjacent pellucid strata, as long as the cataract remains stationary; thence, from 
a cloudy or striated opacity of the superficial layers, we may conclude that there is 
a progress of the process, a change from a laminated to a soft total cataract. 

These circumstances are especially evident on ophthalmoscopic examination. When the light 
falls perpendicularly, the cataractous stratum appears as a circular, sharply-bounded, dark spot, 
through whose center the fundus appears red, and past the edges of which the retinal vessels, 
Ac., may be distinctly seen. But the peculiarities of laminated cataract are best seen by oblique 
illumination. The margins of the superficial pellucid strata then present themselves as a broad, 
dark, ring-shaped zone, which is placed between the heads of the ciliary processes and the equator 
of the cataractous layer, and is very distinctly defined by its black color. 

If all this has been carefully noted, there is no difficulty in recognizing laminated 
cataract as such, at its very commencement—that is, when it is still a diffuse, cloudy 
zone, striated, and pointed in a radiated direction, which, from its sharp, peripheral 
margin, extends more and more toward the two poles of the layer. 

There can be just as little doubt, in diagnosis, when the cataract is already 
affected with secondary changes, when tire opaque laminae begin gradually to sepa¬ 
rate, and the pellucid lens again appears through the fissures and interstices. Then 
we usually find at the anterior pole of the affected stratum a number of chalk-like 

points, which are variously grouped, sometimes forming a star-shaped figure. They 
lie in the midst of a delicate, bluish, web-like zone, strewn with irregular stria and 
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CATARACT. SYMPTOMS. 607 

white points, which tnickens gradually toward the edge of the laminae, so as only tc 
show small openings, and finally is sharply bounded. As a rule, the diameter of the 
lens is diminished under such circumstances. The outer pellucid border appears 
distorted at some places, and is at a considerable distance from the heads of the ciliary 
processes, while the diminution in size of the crystaline is also shown by the tremu¬ 
lous iris, and by the retrocession of the anterior capsule behind tire plane of the 
pupil. 

c. Central capsular cataract presents itself as a chalky white or cartilaginous- 
looking nodule, as large as a poppy or hemp-seed, rarely larger, which lies in the 
plane of the pupil,, and strongly contrasts with its blackness. Sometimes it is quite 
sharply bounded, sometimes surrounded by a cloudy, indistinct, bluish halo. This 
halo may be distinctly perceived by oblique illumination, often even when, to the 
naked eye, it appears to be absent. Frequently we see a small spot of iris-pigment 
on the summit of the nodule, and around it a radiated wrinkling of the capsule. 

Rarely there are two or more such deposits in the pupil, and then the central capsular cataract 
is often only the remains of partial cataract, spread over the whole anterior surface of the lens, 
and secondarily metamorphosed. 

If the nodule be elongated posteriorly, like a cone (cataraeta pyramidalis), it is, 
of course, the more marked. Then it often projects beyond the plane of the pupil, 
or even extends like a horn into the anterior chamber. 

S. The disturbances of vision accompanying cataract result partly from the diffu¬ 
sion and absorption of the light in the lens-substance, which has become irregularly 
refractive, and partly from the varied curvatures which the two surfaces of the 
crystaline so frequently undergo. 

The disturbance of vi;ion, dependent on diffusion and absorption, are nearly the 
seme in cataract and corneal opacities. 

Still, other things being equal, much less dispersed light will he thrown on the 
central portions of retina from cataractous opacities. This difference is especially 
evident in slight obscurations, and particularly in those confined to individual 
laminae. This is not only because peripheral opacities of this class (as in commencing 
cortical cataract), are entirely covered by iris; for central opacities, also, interfere 
"'ith vision far less than equally thick and extensive corneal opacities. 

It must here be remembered, that much of the diffuse light falling on the eye from the side is 
thrown off by the reflecting and strongly-convex surface of the cornea, so that it does not reach 
the lens; but especially that, under ordinary circumstances, the larger half of the crystaline is 
covered by the iris, which acts as a perforated diaphragm, as well as that the surface of the lens has 
a much less curvature than the cornea. The diffuse light, passing the lateral portions of the 
cornea, and already weakened, strikes the middle of the anterior surface of the lens at a great 
nngle, hence loses much of its intensity by reflection, and can only throw a weak spectrum of 
light on the anterior zone of the retina. But light coming from directly in front, falling nearly 
Perpendicularly on the lens, undergoes a proportionately slight dispersion, and passes through, 
elmost without being weakened ; hence it can form sharp images of great apparent brilliancy on 
®e retina. 

Indeed, patients affected with unripe nuclear or laminated cataracts make out 
|arge objects at a moderate distance quite well, and usually read large type without 
esitntion (although not for a long while), especially when faulty adjustment of the 
toptric apparatus is neutralized by suitable spectacles, and diffuse light avoided ar 
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608 CATARACT. SYMPTOMS. 

much as possible, and when the pupil is enlarged, on account of slight illumination 
of the visual field. Even cortical cataracts, extending beyond the pole of the lens, 
do not necessarily render it impossible for the patient to go alone, and in iritic 
depositions on the anterior capsule, even when the pupil is entirely closed, and the 
portion of the lens-surface bounded by it is entirely covered, we are often astonished 
at the sharpness of vision. The disturbance of vision is particularly slight, when 
the natural diffuse light is cut off, and the object is well illuminated. Hence, pa¬ 
tients shade the eyes as much as possible, and try to bring the object in a good 
light; they usually carry the head down, find dark glasses and broad eye-shades 
advantageous, and greatly prefer twilight and cloudy days. 

In thick and extensive cataractous opacities, but especially where a number of 
laminae are affected, these advantages are more than balanced by the increased 
absorption of light, that is, by the diminution of the apparent brilliancy of the retinal 
images. In cataracts limited to the nucleus, in ripe, hard, and soft nuclear cataracts, 
in certain partial cataracts, this loss may be annulled, to a certain extent, by dilata¬ 
tion of the pupil, that is, by exposing the pellucid periphery of the lens to the direct 
light. Thus, at least the lateral portions of the visual field will be clearly perceived; 
but when the cloudiness has advanced near to the edge of the lens, as is the rule in 
ripe cataracts, external objects are no longer distinctly presented on the retina, and 
the diameter of the pupil only influences the greater or less illumination of the spec 
trum. Under ordinary circumstances, this usually appears to the patient' as a whitisl 
or yellowish mist, which, in pure, highly-colored nuclear cataracts, is sometimes 
brown, spread regularly over the whole visual field. If there he only direct light, if 
the patient look from a dark place at a bright candle-flame, the moon, &c., he sees 
a bordered spectrum of roundish or oval form, with bright edges and dark center, 
on account of the thickness of the lens increasing toward the pole. The weakening 
of the light falling on the retina, thus caused, is really very decided. This is most 
clearly explained by the dark shadows which partial cataractous opacities, i. e. 
small sclerosed nuclei, central capsular cataracts, striae of commencing cortical 
cataracts, &c., under favorable circumstances, throw on the retina, and which the 
patients perceive, as scotomata. These are most distinctly perceived by the entoptic 
method of examination. (See Scotoma.) 

In view of this symptom, the fact that cataractous opacities, lying in the region of the pupil, 
cut the already convergent rays of light in a smaller diameter, is of great importance, since, with 
an equal extent, it will weaken them far more than a corresponding corneal opacity. To this 
must be added the fact, that the formation of cataract is almost always accompanied by a diminu¬ 
tion of accommodation, and by a false state of refraction of the dioptric apparatus, so that the 
shadows caused by the opacities of the lens have a considerable diameter when they fall on the 
retina. 

Hence, in nuclear cataract, not only is the accommodation influenced, but a high degree of 
bypermetropia occurs from flattening of the lens. In soft cataracts, on the contrary, a myopic 
condition may occur. Indeed, this is frequently observed in laminated cataract (Donders), and 
depends sometimes on congenital malformation of the globe; sometimes it is developed, and is 
explained by tiie circumstance, that the object must be held unproportionately near to the eye for 
sake of clear vision. In shrunken cataracts of all sorts, the dioptric apparatus is, of course, 
adjusted for negative distances; but the wrinkling of the capsule, dependent on the decrease of 
the lens, shows itself by decided distortion of the spectra. 

In central capsular cataract, besides the frequent diminution in size of the crystaline, the 
wrinkling of the portion of capsule covering the uodule is a source of decided visual disturbance. 

Complications.—The most important are the material changes in the deep, vasca- 
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I larparts of tlie eye, dependent on proliferation of tissue, and the thus caused functional 
I disturbance of the parts sensitive to light. Such complications, with amblyopia or 
I amaurosis, exist in most cases in which the cataract has developed and formed under 
I the influence of inflammations of the deeper parts of the eye. In catnrata calearia, 
I cholesterinica, fibrosa,. ossea, and their varieties, amaurosis is an almost constant 
I accompaniment. 
| Under such circumstances, certain evident symptoms usually indicate these alter- 
I ations, with more or less certainty, as, for instance, decided hardness or softness of 
I the globe, dilatation of the ciliary vessels in the episcleral tissue, decided increase 
I or diminution of the anterior chamber, atrophy of the iris, immovability or slug- 
I gishness, contraction or dilatation of the pupil, &o. Still, one or more of these 
I symptoms may be present without amblyopia, amaurosis, or other incurable alteration 
I of the parts sensitive to light existing, and vice versa. Very often, morbid pro- 
I cesses deeply affecting the organization of the parts in question (for instance, pure 
I retinal inflammation, detached retina, inflammation of the optic nerve, exudative 
I choroiditis, &c.), occur without changes in the external parts of the globe during 
I any part of their course. Moreover, such disturbances of function often result from 
I congenital errors of development, among which congenital cataract is particularly to 
I be mentioned. In monocular cataracts, developed in childhood, the complicating 
I amblyopia is not unfrequently simply the result of continued disuse of the eye. 
I Inasmuch as any of these complications are of great, even of all-important, influence 
I on the prognosis, it is imperative, in a case of cataract, and particularly before 
I operating, to examine not only all objective symptoms, suggesting changes iu the 
I vascular parts of the eye, hut also the subjective symptoms, especially the amount 
I and quality of the sensitiveness to light. This is particularly necessary where an 
I already-developed capsular cataract exists. 

i If we wore to judge the functional activity of the parts sensitive to light solely by the action 
■ of the pupil, we should be in danger of error of diagnosis in not a few cases; for not unfre- 
I pertly the pupillary margin is fixed by posterior synechia, and, on the other hand, the sensitive- 
■ ness to light may be considerably diminished, without the reaction of the pupil appearing much 
■ lessened on a change of light. 

I The most trustworthy conclusions on this point are to be drawn from the distance at which a 
I ootaractous eye can perceive the light of a small lamp in a darkened room. As a general rule, in 
■ mixed and soft total cataracts, where the diffusion of the incident light is complete, the light of 
I be lamp can be clearly perceived at a distance of fifteen feet or more. We may easily satisfy 
■ ourselves on this point, by alternately shading and exposing the light. In unripe cataracts, fully- 
S 'JiITie(l nuclear cataracts, laminated cataracts, as well as in cataracta discoidea and siliquata, the 
■ Stance is of course greater, if the other parts of the eye be normal; for in these, more direct 
I b'li: passes through, and concentrates to a spectrum of greater apparent brilliancy. If the 
■ ttompanying errors of dioptric adjustment be removed by proper glasses, and the spectrum 
I thus diminished, the distance at which the lamp is perceived may be considerably increased. If, 
I ®lbe contrary, amblyopia exist, this distance is much less, and it is the shorter, the higher the 
■ eHree of functional disturbance. 

I In congenital retrogressive fluid cataracts, even prompt quantitative perception of light does 
1 ' b' :'i sufficient ground for a favorable prognosis; for such cataracts are very thin and transln- 
■ and therefore interrupt but little light. The patient should be able to distinguish large 
■ Jra before we can exclude functional disorder of the retina. Indeed, such patients can occa- 
I il0lll% distinguish even small objects. (Graefe.) 
9 Ue use of colored spectacles is serviceable in such cases. They are to be held before the eye 

examination. From the power of distinguishing various colors, and particularly various 
■ ‘ <•5 of the same color, very certain conclusions can be drawn as to the grade of functional 
I wtivity 0f the retina and optic nerve. 

39 
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010 CATARACT. CAUSES. 

We will occasionally discover limitations and interruptions of the visual field, if we moTe 
a lighted, candle or wax taper to and fro near the eye, and note the point at which the light is 
feebly, or not at all, perceived. 

It is also well to observe the subjective symptoms which often accompany inflammatory pro¬ 
cesses of the deeper parts of the eye. But we must bear in mind that cholesterin crystals exist¬ 
ing in cataract remains, under suitable illumination may cause similar phenomena—sparks, colored 
l ings, &c. The circumstance that such subjective symptoms only occur in bright light, and are 
independent of the circulation of the blood, easily distinguishes them from the symptoms of 
morbid retinal excitement. 

Causes.—1. Cataract is usually developed without apparent local cause. 
a. The process often begins before the commencement of involution of the body, 

in manhood, youth, or childhood. Not unfrequently it is even congenital (cataracta 
adnata), and is then often accompanied by some malformation of the eye-ball, 
myopia, mikrophthalmia, &c., and the consequent functional disturbances of the 
deeper parts of the eye, particularly of the retina. In many casss it is seen to be 
hereditary; still, parents without cataract sometimes have children, all or most of 
whom have cataract either occurring in early life, or congenital. (Earner) Frocbe- 
lius, ScTibn.) 

The immediate cause is supposed to be a faulty development of the lens, which prevents the 
elements from long maintaining themselves at the hight of evolution, and causes their premature 
destruction; a proceeding that is analogous to the early fall of the hair and decay of the teeth. 

The most common form of cataract during youth is the laminated. It occurs 
more frequently than all the other forms together. Next to it in frequency are soft 
and fluid total cataracts, with their various secondary changes. Spontaneous soft 
nuclear cataracts, and other partial cataracts, are very rare. 

In a very large percent, of cases, laminated cataract is encountered along with disease of the 
brain and its membrane, with rachitis, Hutchinson’s teeth, hydrocephalic shape of the skull, and 
often also with imperfect mental development. Hence, many think it depends on functional dis¬ 
turbance of the brain, as it is thought that by temporarily changing the general nutrition, this 
affects secondarily the development of the lens-filaments and the enamel of the teeth. (Horner, 
Davidson.) Others maintain that laminated cataract always comes after birth, and that great 
agitation of the lens in convulsions, whooping-cough, &c., are the immediate cause. (Arlt.) 

On these hypotheses it is difficult to understand why the cause should act solely on the layers 
next to the nucleus, while the others remain unaffected. For the supposition that the filament 
layers composing the laminated cataract form after birth, and at the time the cataract is developed, 
is false; since, in extra-uterine life the lens increases in an equatorial, not in a sagittal, direction. 
But there is no doubt about the perinuclear strata alone becoming cloudy; this is shown object¬ 
ively in the development of arcus senilis of the lens. This last fact has been used to prove the 
relationship of laminated and nuclear cataract. (Forster.) The formation of perinuclear cataract 
has al^o been observed as a result of iritis or of dislocation of the lens. (Graefe, JHirschmann) 
The connection between laminated cataract and brain-disease, which is clearly proved by statis¬ 
tics, may originate in foetal life, and only the incipient stage of the former may exist at birth, 
and may be developed by any thing affecting the nutrition of the lens. The decided frequency 
with which laminated cataract occurs in congenital and spontaneous luxation of the lens, as 'veil 
as its always affecting both sides, incline to this view. 

b. In tbe great majority of cases, however, cataract does not occur till after the 
forty-fifth year, after the commencement of general involution; hence it is con¬ 
sidered as especially a disease of old age. Men are affected in a larger per cent, 
than women. It seems, that atheromatous degeneration of the vessels in the antenoi 
portions of the retina and in the choroid (Mooren) here play a very important part- 
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At any rate it is very worthy of notice, that senile cataracts and oedema of the 

retina are so very frequently found united. The latter, however, chiefly originates 

from those degenerations of the vessels (Iwanoff). 

c. It is possible, that a dissolute life, excessive anxiety lasting for a long time, 

the cachexia of drunkenness and intermittent fever, poverty of the blood (Mooren), 

etc., should be reckoned with the more remote causes of cataract, or, at least, 

hasten and favor the appearance of the cataractous process. It has also been 

observed, which agrees with this view, that cataractous individuals below the 

fiftieth year of life are very frequently weakened, wretched, decayed, sickly people. 

Such an etiological connection certainly exists between cataract and diabetes. 

A remarkable percentage of diabetic patients are cataractous, and this takes place 

at a time of life when the occurrence of cataract is, under other circumstances, very 

unusual (Lecorclie). 

It is not the presence of sugar (Oarms), or the acidity which has been asserted to occur, in 
the dioptric apparatus, that chemically causes the destruction of the lens, but the great affec¬ 
tion of the whole body, which, like the premature senility, shows itself also in the lens. This 
cataract, therefore, is only seen in high degrees of diabetes and in the advanced stages, when 
the body is much debilitated, and it often occurs when the production of sugar is much 
diminished (Lecorchi). 

Cataract in diabetes has no anatomical peculiarities. It is usually soft, and develops rapidly, 
as diabetes usually affects persons in youth or early life. If diabetes occurs in advanced age, the 
cataract dependent on it is mixed, with a large sclerosed nucleus. 

The proportionately greater frequency of its complication with amblyopia is peculiar, and is to 
be remembered before commencing treatment. The amblyopia usually proceeds from an affec¬ 
tion of the brain or of one of the nerve-trunks, and, like cerebral amaurosis, is characterized by 
darkening in the visual field, and symptoms of atrophy in the optic-nerve entrance, its bright 
white color, greater opacity, decided contraction of the central vessels, Ac. (Lecorche.) 

It is unnecessary to mention that this amblyopia may occur in diabetic patients, without 
cataract, and the disturbance of vision must, under all circumstances, be greater, as, with the 
general affection of tfie nervous and muscular systems, a true paresis or paralysis of the apparatus 
of accommodation usually accompanies high degrees of diabetes. 

Latterly, rapliania (ergotism) has been observed as a cause of the formation of 

cataract. (/. Meyr.) This variety develops slowly, and inasmuch as the original 

disease usually affects young persons, it is ordinarily soft. 

It is not yet decided whether the poison, by its specific action on the ciliary system, impairs the 
nutrition of the crystaiine, or if the cramps, which form the chief symptom of the disease, produce 
the cataract mechanically. 

In a valley of the forest of Bregenz, the probable hereditary development of a peculiar 
disease of the skin and of cataract constantly united with it was observed in three families. 
The cutaneous affection always appears in the first months of life, and is characterized by a 
marble-like redness, which later leads to net-like cicatrices, and seems to consist in a fatty 
degeneration of the papillary body and of the rete Malpighi. Prom the fourth to the sixth 
fear of life the cataract is always developed, and this in both eyes quickly one after the 
ether (Rothmund). 

2. In another series of cases the immediate cause of cataract lies in inflammation of 

fte deeper parts of the eye, especially the anterior parts of the choroid. The in¬ 

flammation may, in various ways, disturb the nutrition of the lens, and thus in 

different ways cause cataract. 
frequently the cellular layer of the capsule, or even the lens, is drawn into the 

inflammation, its organization is changed, and an indispensable condition to the 

normal existence of the lens removed. 
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612 CATARACT. CAUSES. 

In other cases, the cataract is caused by tne inflammatory process ending with 
atrophy of the vascular organs of the eye, and thus destroying the chief source of 
nutrition for the lens. 

Frequently the immediate cause of cataract lies in the impairment of free 
exchange of material, on account of depositions on the anterior capsule. When 
such products cover a large part of the capsule, the whole lens usually becomes 
cataractous; hut if the depositions are confined to a small portion of the surface ol 
the capsule, the cataract remains partial. 

Of course, in many cases the pathogenetic causes act together in the production and further 
development of the cataract. It Is not fully decided whether a mixture of the aqueous humor 
with extravasated blood, &c., can alone cause cataract. It is probable that the accompanying, 
inflammation, and the deposition of clots on the anterior capsule, may be the cause. 

Sometimes, moderate extravasations of blood in the aqueous chambers have a peculiar and 
lasting influence on the further formation of a developing cataract; for the hematin dissolved 
in the aqueous humor passes through the capsule, and reddens the superficial layers of the 
gradually decomposing lens. 

Subsequently, in the disintegrated remains, it again separates, and we then find it collected 
under the form of dark, pigment-like granules deposited in the cataractous pulp. (JBeger.) More 
rarely, we meet groups of beautiful dark-purple hematin crystals. In secondary metamorphoses 
the cataractous mass becomes very dense, almost cartilaginous, without much diminution in 
volume ; hence such cataracts usually appear very large. But at the same time, from the resorp¬ 
tion of the soluble constituents, the transformed hematin acquires the preponderance, and at last 
gives the surface of the cataract a purple-brown or ink-black color. As the hematin does not 
penetrate to the nucleus, the changes in it are the same as usual, except that it appears to sclerose 
more frequently. Such cataracts have been particularly described under the name of cataracta 
nigra, and have been correctly distinguished from black nuclear cataracts, which are only a far- 
advanced sclerosis. By using oblique illumination and the ophthalmoscope, they are easily 
recognized. The former shows very distinctly the brown or grayish-black color, the dull hue and 
the inequalities on the lens-surface caused by the remains of the clots, and by the ophthalmoscope 
the complete obstruction of the pupil is shown. On examination with the naked eye, however, 
the cataract may be easily overlooked on account of the dark color of the pupil, especially when 
this is much contracted. Then the condition may be readily mistaken for a high degree of 
amblyopia. This is, moreover, a usual complication, firstly, because extravasations in the cham¬ 
ber are often accompanied by hemorrhages in the choroid and retina; secondly, because exten¬ 
sive hemorrhages easily give rise to functional disturbances of the eye, by atrophy of the part. 

3. Wounds of the lens and its appendages play an important part in the etiology 
of cataract. 

a. Very fine punctures, which do not penetrate deeply, heal, in some rare cases, 
without leaving the least trace. Then, shortly after the injury, a superficial cloudi¬ 
ness usually occurs around the wound, which is caused by exuberance of the neigh¬ 
boring cells, and later disappears again, as the proliferating cells become normal. 
More frequently, however, this exuberance leads to a permanent opacity, in whose 
midst, at the point of the capsular wound, we find thick, cicatritial, fatty, chalky 
masses. There is a partial traumatic cataract. 

As the parts of the lens surrounding the puncture disintegrate and swell up, they enter the 
wound in the capsule, or elevate themselves somewhat above its edges; subsequently they are 
partially absorbed, but partially become calcareous, especially when there is any severe inflam¬ 
mation. Thus a sort of plug is formed, which closes the capsular wound like a cicatrix, but 
often penetrates the lens-substance, and, according to late researches, is usually covered with a 
neoplastic hyaline layer, a continuation of the capsule-walls. 

Exceptionally, extensive opacities of the lens, even such as have been caused by severe 
wounds, such as the entrance of an arrow, clear up with very slight remains, and leave only a 
proportionally slight disturbance of vision. (fiessl, Rydl, Colsmann.) 
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But, in most cases, even a small wound of the capsule suffices to cause cataractous 
degeneration of the entire lens. This process always begins with some, often with 
very decided, swelling of the lens-substance. As a result of this swelling, the cap¬ 
sule not unfrequently tears from the edge of the wound, a portion of the cataractous 
mass protrudes, and is absorbed, while the edges of the capsule retract and are fas¬ 
tened together by the calcifying remains of the cataract. The result is a secondary 
traumatic cataract. But where the capsule is not further torn, its wound is soon 
closed by the secondary metamorphoses, and the cataract, by these secondary meta¬ 
morphoses, becomes (according to the density of the crystaline) a nuclear cataract, 
with a fatty, chalky surface, a disc-like or dry capsular cataract. 

Moreover, since the injury often directly causes severe inflammation of the vas¬ 
cular deep parts of the eye, or excites it indirectly by swelling of the cataractous 
mass, causing irritation of the iris, true calcareous or fibrous cataracts occur, which 
as a rule are connected with extensive or total posterior synechia of the pupillary 
border. Then we often find the iris and lens also adherent to the corneal wound 
by tendinous bands. Moreover, the globe is usually atrophied by participation ol 
all its parts in the inflammation. In not a few cases this is even so intense, that a 
true phthisis of the globe results. 

S. The larger the wound in the capsule, the more certainly do total cataract and 
the last-mentioned results of inflammation occur, for then the edges of the capsular 
wound can retract further, a larger piece of lens is exposed, hence the aqueous has 
far greater effect, consequently the cataractous disintegration is more rapid and the 
swelling greater. Wounds of the capsule are particularly dangerous in individuals 
beyond puberty, where the lens has already attained a certain degree of density. In 
children, swelled lenses irritate less, perhaps, because they have less consistence, and 
as the absorption is very rapid, the injurious influence lasts a shorter time. Indeed, in 
children a wounded lens is much more frequently absorbed, without the eye being 
endangered by inflammation, than it is in grown persons. 

Moreover, cases do occur, although rarely, where the capsule has been divided extensively, or 
even by a great number of crossing cuts or rents, and the lens deeply cut into, and only a partial 
eataract has resulted. In this the individual wounds are recognized as leaf-like, thick, tendin¬ 
gs, partly fatty chalky depositions, perpendicular to the surface, which are surrounded by 
cloudy, opaque masses, and are easily distinguished from the usually yellowish and soft remains 
°fthe lens which continue transparent. 

c. Lacerated wounds are the most liable to produce cataract; such as are often 
caused when small chips of metal, pieces of exploded copper-caps (Mackenzie), 
ete, strike forcibly on the anterior surface of the globe, and after penetrating the 
cornea and iris, lodge in the lens. These bodies sometimes lie quite superficially 
iu the wound of the capsule. Then, when the neighboring parts of the lens become 
cataractous, they are pressed out of the wound, fall to the floor of the aqueous 
chamber, and, as they are not easily found, they cause atrophy or phthisis of the 
globe, with severe pain. Often, however, they press deeper into the lens, and are 
enveloped by the cataractous substance. Then, in very rare cases, there is a clear- 
lag~up of the turbid lens-substance, except that in the immediate vicinity of the 
foreign body (Bessl, Wagner, Wecker). Total cataract usually results; generally 
ihere is even severe inflammation, which may totally destroy the eye, or is at least 
necompanied by extensive posterior synechia of the pupillary margin, and causes 
H'e transformation of a total to a calcareous or fibrous cataract. An important 
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symptom in the subsequent course of this cataract is the deep orange-yellow or 
rusty color of the capsular cicatrix and its surroundings. When this coloration 
occurs we may reckon with great probability on the existence of a metallic body in 
the cataract. This is of the more service in diagnosis, as the corneal wound often 
leaves no perceptible cicatrix, and the patient may not know of any precedent 
injury, as the latter is often unattended by pain, and is consequently overlooked, 

4. In some very rare cases entozoa have been found as causes of cataract. These 
had perforated the capsule and entered the lens. They were sometimes round, some¬ 
times flat worms, and were described as filaria oeuli humani, monostoma lentis, and 
distoma oeuli humani (Nbrdmann, Gescheidt). Quite recently a cysticercus has been 
found in the crystalline also (Graefe). 

5. A further source of cataract is central perforation of the cornea. If the 
posterior opening be small, the anterior capsule becomes attached to only a small 
extent of cornea, and the union is easily broken up by the renewal of the aqueous, 
whereupon the plug remaining attached to the capsule is either absorbed or causes 
a central capsular cataract. But if the diameter of the perforation exceeds half a 
line, the separation of the capsule becomes more difficult; in many cases the lens 
remains connected by the cicatricial plug to the cornea, and often even with the 
pupil (Fig. 6). Then, as a rule, it soon becomes cataractous, and goes through its 
secondary metamorphosis under the influence of the inflammatory process causing 
the adhesion. It usually becomes a chalky or fibrous cataract, whose decided 
shrinking is shown by deep folds in the capsule. These often radiate from the 
plug, and there is always considerable tension and widening of the zonula. 

It often happens, in large perforations, that the part of the capsule pressed into the opening 
bursts under the pressure of momentary muscular contraction, and that a part, or almostthe whole, 
of the lens is evacuated, while the capsule remains. Occasionally even the posterior capsule is 
torn, and a greater or less amount of vitreous is lost. Under such circumstances it may excep¬ 
tionally happen that only a part of the lens-matter remaining becomes cataractous, the rest 
remaining transparent. A partial cataract is the result. As a rule, however, the entire remains of 
the lens become cataractous, and are mostly absorbed. Then we at last find the cataract, as an 
irregularly-formed, chalky, or cartilaginous nodule, as large as a grain of hemp or pepper, 
attached to the pupillary margin at the corneal cicatrix. If, after adhesion of the lens has 
occurred, the cornea or cicatrix itself protrudes (ou account of the firmness of the plug uniting 
them), the leus must naturally follow, the zonula is more and more stretched, and finally tears, so 
that the cataract is at last attached only to the concavity of the staphyloma (Figs. 41, 48,50). 

6. Finally, violent solutions of continuity of tbe ciliary processes are to be men¬ 
tioned among the causes of cataract. These may be produced by concussions 
propagated from the bones to the eye, which shake the zonula and dioptric media. 
Most frequently, however, they are caused by direct force to the eye, as the cut of a 
whip, a blow, or kick, which compresses the globe in one direction, and, on account 
of the incompressibility of the dioptric media, causes a compensating expansion of 
the other parts not immediately acted on by the mechanical force; hence a moment¬ 
ary expansion of the circle of origin of the ciliary processes occurs. 

a. In some oases the rupture is partial. It may then remain hidden for years, as it does 
not necessarily produce cataract in a short time. On more careful examination, however, we 
notice it from the tremulousness of the iris on rapid motions of the eye, from the protrusion 
of one and retraction of the other half of the iris; from the impairment of vision resulting 
from the oblique position and mobility of the lens; from the strongly-myopic adjustment o 
the eye, which is a consequence of the constantly-increasing convexity of the lens, resulting 
from the solution of continuity of the zonula; finally, from the entire absence of accommo a 
tion. On dilatation of the pupil, also, the faulty position, inclination, or sinking of the ens 
is directly perceived. If the formation of cataract has begun, there is no difficulty m 
diagnosis, and this is the easier the further the secondary metamorphosis has progressed, sines 
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the cataract is then quite irregular from shrinkage, and the zonula is torn further out from the 
angle of the wound; moreover, the motion of the iris and cataract increases (cataracta tremu- 
lans), till, finally, the latter becomes free, and falls into the anterior chamber, or, if the 
vitreous has become fluid, it floats around freely in the eye (cataracta nata.ns), and, as a 
mechanical cause, constantly or at intervals gives rise to inflammation. 

b. In other cases, the crystalline is completely separated all around at first, and is thrust into 
the anterior chamber, where it lies wedged in between the iris and the cornea. The iris then 
appears much pressed back; its curvature altered; the pupil is usually dilated and immovable. 
As its diameter shortens, the lens acquires a more spherical form, and is recognized, as long as it 
remains transparent, by its peculiar reflex, and especially by the shadowy ring which appears 
behind its free border, and contrasts strongly with the brilliancy of the latter. 

More frequently intense inflammations occur, which often destroy the eye by suppuration or 
atrophy. But, on the contrary, the crystalline inclosed in its capsule may remain for years lying 
in the anterior chamber, without causing particular inconvenience. Most commonly, however, 
iritis occurs, sometimes acute, but occasionally originally chronic. Frequently it may be easily 
cured, often, however, not till after the formation of an amount of morbid product, which becomes 
permanent, and secures the prolapsed crystalline permanently in its new position. As a rule, 
this iritis relapses sooner or later, and the relapses occur frequently, so that, even with the greatest 
care, the patient can not avoid them. If the lens be not removed, the choroid and retina finally 
participate in the inflammation, the eye becomes amaurotic and atrophied, without, however, 
becoming quiet; the sensitiveness is rather apt to continue, and then, under new attacks of in¬ 
flammation, the eye is lost by phthisis. Moreover, it is not rare for irido-choroiditis to occur in 
the other eye, and injure its functions. 

The crystalline itself may remain transparent for years, or may become cataractous only where 
it is attached by iritic deposits. In the course of time, however, it decidedly decreases in size, 
especially in its diameter, and subsequently also in the axis, while the lens-substance itself 
becomes more of a dirty yellow. Finally, although occasionally after years, a cataractous change 
begins on the surface, and progresses slowly toward the nucleus. The atrophy is then more 
extensive, and is the more decided the smaller the sclerosed nucleus, which may already exist, 
and the less intense the inflammation caused and maintained by the prolapse. 

A complete disintegration and absorption of the prolapsed lens has been exceptionally 
observed (Davis). 

c. If very intense mechanical force has acted on the eye, the crystalline, torn from its 
attachments, is driven into the vitreous (Hasner). Then severe inflammation of the inner 
parts of the eye almost always quickly occurs, and this is the more likely, as they usually have 
also been torn, or there has at least been hemorrhage from their tissues. If phthisis of the 
globe does not result, the functional power of the eye is usually lost by degenerative atrophy 
of the choroid and retina. The vitreous then usually becomes fluid, and the crystalline gradu¬ 
ally becomes an atrophied cataracta natans, which, during motion, swims freely in the cavity 
of the eye, and keeps up irritation, if it has not been previously encapsulated and attached to 
some part in the back of the eye. 

d. Occasionally, also, the sclerotica is ruptured near its anterior margin, and, as the dioptric 
media seek to escape at the point of rupture, the crystalline, torn from the zonula, with or with¬ 
out a part of the iris, is dislocated into the wound, or even under the conjunctiva. The rupture 
is almost always upwards, very rarely inwards, and most rarely downwards or outwards (Lawson). 
It always runs concentrically to the corneal margin (Manz). Phthisis, or at least degenera¬ 
tive atrophy of the globe, is then, of course, a probable result. Still, under these circum¬ 
stances, a relative cure may exceptionally occur, and a certain amount of function of the eye 
may be preserved. Then we find the crystalline as a hard, at first transparent, but subse¬ 
quently opaque, disk-like tumor, under the more or less hypereemic conjunctiva, which is pro¬ 
truded by it. If the crystalline be not removed by an operation, or by suppuration, it is encap¬ 
sulated or calcified. It is worth mentioning here, that such ruptures of the sclera are not 
necessarily accompanied by dislocation of the lens under the conjunctiva, for similar protrusions 
°Ithis membrane are sometimes caused by prolapsed portions of vitreous, and they spontaneously 
^appear after a time. 

e- The lighter resistance of the zonula explains why, under the influence of a blow, the 
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capsule rarely bursts and permits the escape of the lens, but is dislocated as a whole. Still, cases 
of the former variety are exceptionally observed. They lead to results analogous to those pro¬ 
duced by change of place of the lens without injury of the capsule; but if the eye-ball does not 
suppurate, they leave a secondary cataract. (.Mackenzie, Graefe.) 

/. There are also congenital dislocations of the lens, or, at least, cases where it 
occurs very soon after birth, without any apparently sufficient external cause. These 
generally binocular dislocations are called “spontaneous,” in contradistinction to the 
“ traumatic,” which are usually monocular. They are divided into ectopia and spon¬ 
taneous dislocations. (Sippell.) 

By ectopia is understood a slight degree of displacement of the lens, within the 
ciliary processes, with a continuance of the normal attachment. Spontaneous luxa¬ 
tion, on the contrary, is a total removal of the crystaline from the optic axis, by 
destruction or excessive tension of the zonula, and separation of the attachment 
between the posterior capsule and the hyaloid. 

Ectopia is always congenital, often hereditary, and frequently accompanied by decided myopic 
formation of the eye. The lens is usually displaced upward and inward. Its lower border pushes 
the iris forward, while the lower half of the latter deviates backward, and trembles greatly. 
"When the pupil is dilated, the interval between the lower border of the lens and the ciliary pro¬ 
cesses appears as a black crescent, contrasting with the bright border of the lens. On ophthal¬ 
moscopic examination, on the contrary, the edge of the lens appears as a dark, crescentic shadow 
in a red field, sharply bounded below, indistinct above. If, with a moderately dilated pupil, the 
patient “ fixes ” objects, they often appear to have colored borders, and, on account of the prismatic 
deviation caused by the exposed margin of the lens, they often seem doubled. But they usually 
appear broken, and also much confused, oil account of the partial coincidence of the rays passing 
to the retina through the lens, and below it. With a contracted pupil, when the lower border of the 
dislocated lens is covered by the iris, the adjustment of the eye is usually myopic and astigmatic. 
But, if the upper part of the dilated pupil be covered, and rays pass only under the edge of the 
lens, the adjustment is hypermetropic. (Bonders.) This condition usually exists for life, without 
causing further changes; but it gives an inclination to laminated cataract, and occasionally to 
deviations of the optic axes, during fixation. (Graefe.) 

Spontaneous luxations are scarcely ever congenital, but develop, sooner or later, after birth. 
The immediate cause often remains unknown. In other cases, slight concussion, sneezing, vomit¬ 
ing, Ac., are given as causes. A decided diminution of resistance of the zonula, and a weakening 
of the union between the posterior capsule and hyaloid, are evidently indispensable to the occur¬ 
rence of a spontaneous luxation. 

This cause occasionally depends on precedent inflammation, on the staphyloma 
of the anterior half of the globe that it produces, and on the accompanying exces¬ 
sive tension of the ciliary processes. (Ryba, Eeymann.) Usually, however, all 
symptoms of such processes are absent; the diminished resistance of the zonula is 
probably congenital. The occurrence of tha affection on both sides is another proof 
of this, and it depends on the elongation of the eye, that may be always observed. 
In some cases there is not so much tearing, as tension or stretching of the zonula. 
(D■ E. Muller.) More frequently, only part of the ciliary processes is ruptured; 
the lens waves about, attached to the remainder. 

When the head is quiet and upright, the lens appeal’s sunken more or less downward, sod 
often also to the side, or to the floor of the posterior chamber, so that its upper edge is perceived 
in or under the horizontal diameter of the pupil. It is also oblique, without being exactly 
reversed, as the hyaloid and vitreous are almost always preserved. On motion of the eye and 
head, the lens also moves (Hbring, Ed. Meyer); either in the posterior chamber, or by certain 
motions of the head, the lens may voluntarily be thrown through the pupil into the anterior 
chamber, and brought back again. This condition has been called “ spontaneous free motion" 
of the lens (Eeymann). 
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The symptoms of spontaneous luxation require no special distinction from those given for 
ectopia. As long as the lens lies on the floor of the posterior chamber, the adjustment of the eye 
is the same as in aphakia—that is, hypermetropic; but if it approaches the pupil, or enters the 
anterior chamber, the eye becomes myopic, for then the spherical shape of the lens, and its dis¬ 
placement forward, correspond with the myopic form of the eye. 

The characteristic point, however, is the rapid change from one to the other of these opposite 
conditions, when the vertical axis is inclined in certain directions. In spontaneous luxation, 
vision is, as a rule, much more indistinct than in simple ectopia, as the lens is set in motion, and 
kept moving, by the slightest movement of the head and eye, as in following the lines in reading. 
When the lens lies in the anterior chamber, this condition is less felt, on account of the greater 
stability of the crystaline. But the strong refraction of the light at the rounded edges is a source 
of disturbance, greater in proportion to' the dilatation of the pupil. In addition to these circum¬ 
stances, convex and concave glasses, which might neutralize any temporary error of adjustment, 
are of little service to the patient, and of course the entire absence of the power of accommoda¬ 
tion increases the difficulty. The luxated lens and its capsule usually remain transparent for 
years, but it becomes smaller and almost spherical. Finally, however, it always becomes cata- 
ractous. At first, by its movements through mechanical irritation of the iris, it may lead to the 
same results as a traumatic dislocation. But if the spontaneous dislocation has existed for some 
time, aud the lens has become smaller and spherical, so far as has been observed, inflammations 
rarely occur. 

Course.—In general, we may say that, where there are no peculiar local causes 
for the formation of cataract, it progresses more slowly the older the individual— 
that is, the harder and firmer the lens has already become. 

a. Hard nuclear cataracts often require years, before they are so far advanced as 
to render it impossible for the patient to go about alone, and months often pass with¬ 
out noticeable increase of the opacity. But a progressive (even if gradual) increas¬ 
ing density of the sclerosed nucleus, and an increase of its diameter, with a corre¬ 
sponding flattening of surface, occurs. "Where the cataract has existed for years, we 
may expect a large nucleus, and must remember this when undertaking an operation. 
Even the soitening of the superficial layers takes place very slowly in old persons. 
The progress is particularly slow where a fine, delicate striation is observable in the 
cortical layers, while broad strire, with marked diminution of consistence of the 
layers affected, usually indicate a rapid progress of tire process. Where softening 
of the cortical portion has once begun, the progress is always more rapid than in 
sclerosis of the nucleus, and it occasionally occurs that, in a few weeks or even 
%s, the cataract becomes complete, after the nucleus had required years to attain 
a high degree of opacity. The secondary changes of the cataractous cortical layers 
ordinarily proceed very slowly, especially when the circumstances are unfavorable, 
toacoinplete softening. In fact, we not unfrequently find mixed cataracts, that have 
existed for years, in whose cortical layers the secondary metamorphosis appears 
scarcely to have commenced. For actual atrophy, several years are required. 

fc. Soft cataracts, on the contrary, are formed in several months, at most in one 
or two years, and go through the secondary changes also in a proportionately 
shorter time. They advance with peculiar rapidity when arising from external 
raises, especially wounds. 

c. In more advanced years of life we often meet with very irregular or radiating 
opacities in the anterior or posterior halves of the cortical portion, usually finely 
granular, whilst the nucleus can, as yet, show no marked signs of sclerosis. Such 
undeveloped, partial cortical cataracts frequently exist for many years, without 
there becoming perceptible any increase or superficial expansion of the opacities 
apparently situated upon the capsule. The sclerosis of the nucleus then gradually 
shows itself, or the cataractous process in the periphery of the lens suddenly 
increases and then leads within a short time to complete degeneration of the cortical 
Portion. 
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Still, numerous exceptions occur to this rule. Cases are known, where, in individuals beyond 
thirty, they have fully developed in a few weeks or even days, and, on the contrary, where in 
children an existing cataract has steadily or interruptedly gone on for years before complete de¬ 
velopment. 

d. Partial, like soft cataracts, usually develop rapidly, and then become station¬ 
ary, as the atrophied elements, by their secondary metamorphoses, gradually pass 
into permanent forms, without the process proceeding further. This is particularly 
true of central capsular cataract and its varieties. As a rule, these exist till ad¬ 
vanced age without any very decided change occurring, or a transformation into 
total cataract threatening. More extensive partial cataracts are less stable, for in 
them, after several years or in advanced age, a continuance of the process and a 
consequent formation of total cataract often occurs. 

Laminated cataract is almost always developed in childhood or youth, and ex¬ 
tends rapidly, then becomes stationary for a longer or shorter period, usually for 
years, but rarely continues as such far into maturity. After it has existed for some 
time, secondary metamorphoses gradually show themselves in the cataractous laminse, 
and in the course of time somewhat change the appearance of the cataract. All at 
once, and without perceptible cause, the process sooner or later goes on, the diffuse 
spotted or striated opacities peculiar to cortical cataracts show themselves in the 
superficial strata; these sometimes quickly, sometimes gradually extend, with or 
without interruption, and, arrived at a certain point, again stop to take on another 
form from secondary metamorphosis. Then we have a cataract whose cortical por¬ 
tion is much atrophied, partly transformed to a fatty, chalky mass, partly to a 
tendinous net-work or to large flakes attached to the capsule, while the nucleus pre¬ 
serves its normal consistence and transparency, but appears very yellow. Finally, 
however, this becomes cataractous or sclerosed; the cataract becomes total. 

Here also the appearance of broad opaque stripes, with coarse points and spots lying between 
them, indicates a rapid progress of the disease, while very fine strise in small numbers, as well as 
a diffuse or finely-punctated cloudiness, lead us to expect a slow advance. 

It is, of course, understood that an increase of the cloudiness is accompanied by a decrease of 
vision. This usually causes the patient to apply to the surgeon, and hence, clinically, we meet 
far more of such imperfect and progressive laminated cataracts than of pure ones. 

e. Cataracts dependent on purely local causes usually remain limited to the 
affected eye, and there is no proof for the assumption that they cause an inclination 
to cataract in the other eye. Cataracts which have appeared without any demon¬ 
strable cause, when they affect young people, and are therefore soft, exceptionally 
remain monocular for years, and even to old age. On the other hand, cataracts 
which depend on constitutional, senile, or pathological involution of the body, or 
originate in faults of development, almost always occur in both eyes. This occur¬ 
rence is often simultaneous in both eyes, and then the process usually goes on more 
rapidly in one eye than in the other. In most cases, however, cataract appears first 
in one eye, and, after developing there to a certain extent, the morbid process 
begins in the other eye. 

Kesults.—These regard first the condition of the crystaline and the disturbance 
of vision associated with it; but secondly the functions of the other parts of the eye, 
for experience teaches that, under certain circumstances, these are endangered 1 

cataract. _ 
A. Under favorable circumstances, inflamed lens-elements may again been 

normal. Indeed, we not unfrequently see the delicate cloudiness of the snpw 
ficial layers of the lens, which occurs in iritis, and which is undoubtedly to ^ 
regarded as phakitis (capsulitis), completely disappear after the termination of t 0 
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process of proliferation. Then the unchanged refractive condition of the eye is a 
proof that the clearing-up has not occurred at the expense of the portion of lens that 
was inflamed. But this occurs not only with delicate opacities ; sometimes, under 
the same circumstances, dense opacities of the external layers occur, and give the 
appearance of fully-formed cortical cataracts. Even these sometimes disappear, and 
the former power of adjustment is restored. 

It is different with cataractous opacities in the strict sense, i. e. those dependent 
on destruction or atroj hy of tire parts. It is doubtful if a perfect cure is possible 
in these cases, but it is maintained that it has occurred spontaneously (Himly, Ed. 
Jaeger), and as a result of various methods of treatment. 

It is said that there is most probability of a spontaneous cure in incompletely developed cataract 
o{ the superficial layers, especially in striated opacities of the middle layers of the posterior 
cortical strata, which either exist alone or with short pr ocesses running over the equator of the 
lens into the anterior cortical layers, and which have long remained stationary. {Ed. Jaeger.) 

On the other hand, a relative cure, or at least a dinrinution of the disturbance 
of vision, is not unfrequently accomplished by a complete absorption of the cata¬ 
ractous portion of the lens, as well as by a displacement of the entire crystaline. 

1. For resorption alone to fulfill such an aim, presupposes softened lens-matter. 
In sclerosed, calcareous, fibrous, &c., lenses, resorption is far too slow and incomplete 
for us to expect a favorable result from it. 

a. Where the capsule is uninjured, the resorption of even soft lens-matter is diffi¬ 
cult, and it rarely disappears from the closed capsule as a result of absorption. 

It occurs most readily in partial cataracts in young persons, but particularly in incompletely 
developed cortical cataracts. The clearing-up always takes place at the expense of the extent 
and shape of the crystaline, whose surfaces flatten out correspondingly, and usually become 
irregular, while a shrinking usually begins from the equator. This is accompanied by a hyper¬ 
metropic adjustment of the eye, and an indistinctness of the circles of dispersion, as well as by an 
almost complete absence of the power of accommodation. 

In most cases, under such circumstances, the absorption is incomplete; the 
existing opacities diminish only with corresponding diminution and change of form 
in the lens; they break, split up; cavities form in the thickening opacity, which 
finally present only heaps of points, spots, striae, &c. These are formed of fatty, 
chalky, white, opaque masses, and appear scattered in the transparent lens-substance, 
and leave larger or smaller intervals for the passage of direct rays of light. 

Thus occasionally, in extensive cortical opacities, which have remained stationary for a long 
"tile, in partial cataracts of all kinds (traumatic included), and particularly in laminated cata- 
ra°ts, the vision, which has been much affected, or entirely lost, is improved to a considerable 
extent, and retained at the same point, if the cataract does not progress. 

In total cataract, resorption alone is insufficient to cause a decided improvement of vision. 
Ml, sometimes, fluid total cataracts, as a result of progressive resorption, shrink together to a 
thin dry membrane, which may acquire a high degree of transluceney, and permit the patient to 

alone with difficulty. By almost complete absorption of the affected portion of lens, such a 
cataract may, exceptionally, become so transparent, that the patients can see sharply, or even 
tead small print, with the aid of suitable glasses, or possibly without them. The same thing may 
possibly occur in mixed cataracts with fluid surfaces, as the cortical portions are almost entirely 
absorbed, so that a certain amount of direct light passes not only through, but by the side of the 
diaphanous nucleus. 

^ If the capsule be opened by an external injury, or by an operation, and th 
dioptric fluids thus permitted to act directly on the cataractous lens, resorption is 
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more effective, and, under otherwise normal circumstances, is seconded by the power 
of the edges of the capsule to fold up and retract toward the equator. 

In these cases it is usually indifferent whether the injury of the capsule has 
caused the cataract, or has occurred after the cataract has begun, and progressed 
more or less in its development. The result depends more on the length and depth, 
the number and direction, of the individual wounds of the capsule, on the consistence 
of the different layers of the lens, and on the intensity with which the vascular 
parts of the eye react after the injury. 

a. Of course, a simple linear wound of the capsule produces no decided gaping of 
the opening. Hence it gives but little opportunity to the fluids to act on the lens- 
matter; consequently the disintegration and resorption of the cataract is usually 
slight. If the wound is very short, it often closes again, with or without leaving a 
fatty, chalky cicatrix ; but, if longer, it becomes lance-shaped. In either case the 
resorption is incomplete, no matter how favorable the conditions may be otherwise.' 
At most, the two halves of the capsule approach each other, and become attached 
by the secondary metamorphoses of the cataract. The result is a secondary cataract, 
which is distinguished from the ordinary cataracta siliquata or discoidea, by 
the appearance on its anterior wall of a fatty, chalky cicatrix, or a lance-shaped 
slit with elevated edges, which is covered posteriorly by the usually opaque posterior 
capsule. But if the posterior capsule was also wounded, the vitreous may lie in the 
wound, and, by aid of suitable glasses, distinct and sharp vision may be obtained. 

/3. If the capsule be opened by a flap-wound, or by a series of intersecting 
cuts, the circumstances may be more favorable, because the edges of the wound or 
flap retract by rolling up and folding together. The dioptric fluids then act on a 
greater portion of the lens; hence the disintegration is usually very rapid, and when 
it occurs with great swelling, is not unfrequently accompanied by a further tearing 
of the capsule from the angle of the wound, which favors the retraction of the edges 
to the margin of the lens. The part of the crystaline lying in the capsular opening 
is then usually completely absorbed, if particular circumstances do not prevent. The 
portions covered by the remains of the capsule, however, always leave a detritus, 
which becomes at least partially calcareous, and renders adherent the halves of the 
capsule lying next to each other. 

If both the anterior and posterior capsule have been extensively divided, the 
cataract presents a sort of ring-shaped cushion, which contains disintegrating cataract 
substance, and lias an envelope, formed of the peripheral parts of the two halves of 
the capsule. The inner border of this ring is formed by the calcareous remains of 
the lens, and at the outer side is united with the ciliary body by the zonula. If the 
wound of the capsule extend to the equator, or if pieces have been torn out from the 
periphery of the capsule, this ring-shaped cushion appears to have gaps in it; it 
borders only portions of the ciliary body ; at others, all trace of it is absent, or only 
a few cloudy shreds appear. This cushion is completely covered by the iris, the 
pupil appears clear, and direct rays pass, as in a normal one. 

But if the posterior capsule has remained uninjured, it subsequently appears 
stretched in the opening of the crystalline cushion, as in a frame. Sometimes it 
appears Bulged forward; this is to be explained by the increase of the vitreous. It 
may always retain its transparency, but not unfrequently it becomes cloudy, or sub¬ 
sequently loses its pellucidity by a more or less thick deposit consisting of cells or 
their derivatives, which form, by proliferation, on the anterior surface of the pos¬ 
terior capsule, and subsequently change in various ways (Schiess-Oemuseus). 
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If the splitting of tlie anterior capsule were incomplete, and thus only short 
edges formed, which, on account of the position of the wound, could retract but 
little, the inclosure of the peripheral portions of the lens occasionally forms a 
cushion-like frame, it is true, hut its opening is generally covered by cloudy mem¬ 
branous offshoots, which consist of the middle portions of the two capsules glued 
over each other by a fatty, chalky cataractous layer, and as they only leave a portion 
of the pupil free, they always cause a decided limitation of the visual power. 

y. In order that the edges of the capsule may retract, it is absolutely necessary 
that it should not be deprived of its elasticity by iritic depositions, products of cap¬ 
sulitis, or fatty, chalky deposits on the inner wall: Even very thin deposits, whether 
on the inner or outer wall, offer decided obstacles to the reaction. When of a cer¬ 
tain thickness, they suffice to hold even small and long, almost linear, shreds in their 
original position. Thus the reunion of capsular shreds, lying near each other, is 
much favored, and the direct action of the dioptric fluids on the cataractous lens- 
matter is greatly limited. Hence, under such circumstances, resorption usually ac¬ 
complishes less, hut, on the contrary, the calcareous formation is usually extensive. 

5. The condition of the individual layers of the lens—-that is, the form and 
degree of development of the existing cataract—have a great influence on the 
anatomical appearance. In general, under otherwise similar circumstances, the 
absorption of the disintegrating lens, and the retraction of the capsular shreds, are 
usually the more rapid and complete, the sofrer the individual constituents of the 
lens. In this regard fluid cataracts stand first, if secondary changes have not begun 
very early in them, and the capsule has not been robbed of its natural elasticity 
by fatty, chalky deposits. Soft, cataracts, in which the softening has advanced to 
the center, especially those of starchy consistency, are therefore regarded as the 
most favorable. Moreover, in the partial and incomplete cataract of children or 
young persons, resnrption usually goes on very rapidly, and often very small wounds 
suffice to render the pupil almost or entirely free. After puberty, however, the 
consistence of the nucleus opposes a rapid and complete absorption. 

But the difficulties increase in proportion as, with advancing age, the density and 
extent of the nucleus increase. Hard nuclear and mixed cataracts (when the 
sclerosed part is of considerable size) are not much affected by simple division, even 
rf this extends to the nucleus. But this is true, to a still higher degree, of cataracts 
far advanced in secondary metamorphosis, as the cataracta siliquata, discoidea, 
oalcarea, fibrosa. Here, in order that a part of the pupil may he passable for direct 
light, large portions must be torn out of the anterior, or both capsules, and, with the 
nucleus (if sclerosed), removed from the optic axis. 

c. The condition of individual lens-strata influences very much the amount of 
die swelling dependent on the cataractous disintegration, and thus, also, to a certain 
extent, the amount of danger from inflammatory reaction. (Graefe.) In pultaceons 
disintegration, and particularly in parts of the lens far advanced in secondary 
metamorphosis, there is little or no swelling. Even large pieces of sclerosed nuclei 
^ell but little, as they are only slowly affected by the dioptric fluids. Mechanical 
irritation of the vascular parts of the eye are, therefore, only to be feared from such 
cataracts when they protrude from the capsule, or even fall to the floor of the 
chamber, and come in direct contact with the iris. Small portions of sclerosed 
nucleus, on the contrary, under favorable circumstances, swell more. As they present 
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a relatively greater surface to the dioptric fluids, the disintegration may result more 
rapidly. Under otherwise similar circumstances, transparent, or even cloudy lens- 
matter, having a normal or nearly normal consistence, swells most, and does so the 
more rapidly, the more extensively the capsule and lens have been divided. 

Other things being equal, the mechanical irritation of the vascular parts of 
the eye, accompanying the swelling, is the greater and more dangerous, the greater 
the density of the swelled parts coming in contact with the iris. Indeed, in children, 
enormous swelling of the lens is often borne without severe inflammation occur¬ 
ring, while even at puberty comparatively slight swelling usually excites intense 
reaction. But from this point the bad results increase, and in advanced age a 
small piece of lens, projecting from a slight puncture, will often suffice to excite 
very injurious inflammation. Here comes into question the difficulty of resorption 
(which increases with the density of the swelled part), that is, the duration of the 
mechanical irritation. Independent of this, however, the age itself is of great im¬ 
portance, as experience shows that the eyes of children suffer less from injuries than 
those of grown persons. 

These dangers from swelling depend greatly on the extent and duration of the action of atro¬ 
pine, so that, under otherwise similar circumstances, the swelling may be considered less dangerous 
when the iris dilates rapidly and permanently under atropine, and can be kept out of the reach 
of the pieces of cataract. (Graefe.) Of course also individual inexplicable peculiarities have an 
influence. These sometimes cause quite unproportionate reaction, or even purulent destruction 
of the globe, where it was least expected; while, on the other hand, in exceptional cases they 
lessen the danger of the most serious injuries to the vascular parts of the eye. 

The amount of influence exercised by the chemical effect of the disintegration of the cataract 
is undetermined. The vital influence of the process of proliferation, which occurs in the still 
living elements of the lens adherent to the capsule, are certainly very important (ffraefe, 
Pagenstecher). 

If inflammations thus excited run their course without noteworthy injury of the 
vascular parts of the eye, they are nevertheless injurious, for they not only delay, 
but often prevent resorption, and favor the transformation of the exposed parts of 
the cataract to permanent forms. On the one hand, as a result of the iritis, pos¬ 
terior synechia readily forms; this prevents the retraction of the capsular shreds; 
and, on the other hand, the process easily affects the capsular epithelium, and hence 
goes to the lens-elements proper. At least, under such circumstances, the parts of 
the lens lying in the capsular opening often thicken decidedly, and, after a while, 
present actual membranes of fibrous appearance, or chalky masses, which close the 
capsular opening anteriorly, and often even form over it a neoplastic hyaline mem¬ 
brane, while the contents of the capsule, transforming to chalk or cholesterin, become 
permanent, and the cataract acquires the appearance of one developed under severe 
inflammation. 

2. Another way for the relative cure of cataract is rupture of the zonula, which 
permits displacement of the crystaline. It is of course understood that the causes 
of such a loosening from the ciliary body are the same, whether the lens be catarac- 
tous or transparent. However, circumstances are always more favorable for a 
partial or total detachment of the crystaline in cataracts, especially such as are ftr 
advanced in regressive metamorphosis. Apart from the fact that the zonula rarely 
remains undisturbed in atrophy of the lens, an irregular traction on the zonula is 
often caused by shrinking of the lens; hence this is unproportionately stretched 
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Then, only a slight external force, often only a strong contraction of the recti mus¬ 
cle?, is required to cause a rupture of the zonula. If the -vitreous be fluid, as not 
[infrequently happens where the cataract has been developed under severe inflam¬ 
mation, the strong vibrations in which the fluid is thrown, by rapid movements of 
the eye, often suffice to cause a rupture of the zonula. 

If the zonula be torn to only a slight extent, on account of its weight, the cata¬ 
ract sinks, sometimes to one side, sometimes to the other, and so, perhaps, exposes 
parts of the pupil. To this is to be added the fact that, after separation of the 
zonula, the impediment to a shortening of the diameter of the lens is removed. 
But, if the lens be diminished in all its dimensions, a large part, or perhaps the 
whole of it, will remain permanently free. 

So long as a cataract that has thus shrunk continues attached to the ciliary body, 
by the zonula, it can not, it is true, remove from its position, but it follows all the 
vibrations of the vitreous and aqueous, and appears as a tremulous cataract. From 
these oscillations and the mechanical irritation of the iris, it readily causes acute, 
and often very injurious, inflammation. More frequently, however, it causes chronic 
irido-choroiditis, which easily ruins the eye, and may even sympathetically affect 
and endanger the other eye. But sometimes the cataract is gradually fixed in its 
position by these inflammations, and rendered harmless, or the motions are tolerated, 
and do not produce any great reaction. 

If the tremulous cataract does not become attached to the vascular parts around 
it, the separation of the zonula usually progresses, on account of the tension caused 
hy the oscillation, and finally becomes a floating cataract—a condition which may 
also occur originally, as a result of an external mechanical force, producing total 
rapture of the ciliary processes. 

A cataract, torn entirely loose from its normal attachments, occasionally sinks, 
and becomes attached, by inflammatory products, to the floor of the posterior cham¬ 
ber, and is thus possibly rendered permanently harmless. More frequently, how¬ 
ever (whether irido-choroiditis occurs or not), it remains free for a long time, and 
sometimes comes into the anterior chamber, and again goes back. If it remains long 
in the anterior chamber, it usually excites severe inflammation by its mechanical influ¬ 
ence on the iris. This is rarely confined to the iris, but is more apt to extend to the 
entire globe, and destroy it by atrophy or phthisis. If the vitreous were fluid when 
tie lens became detached, or if it became fluid as a result of the inflammation 
excited by the movable cataract, the latter may float about the whole interior of the 

Sometimes it appears in the anterior chamber, again sinks to the bottom of 
tie eye, till finally it becomes attached somewhere by the inflammation, or the globe 
shrinks from atrophy or phthisis. 

S. The disturbances of vision caused by cataract may, under certain circum¬ 
stances, have a secondary influence on the functional power of the parts sensitive to 
%ht, and the musele3. 

If the cataract does not develop till after puberty, or in mature age, these sec¬ 
ondary lesions rarely threaten. Such cataracts, it is true, appear not unfrequently 
accompanied by amblyopia, and occasionally, also, by disturbance of movement; 
but these are accidental complications, or they come from the same cause as the 
cataract. Where the cataract has existed for several years, particularly if only on 
We side, the greatest misfortune, at this age, usually is that, after a successful opera- 
hon, the patient can not make out quite well the impressions received by him, and 
requires long practice to gain the full benefit of the reacquired visual power. 
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The circumstances are more unfavorable, when the cataract has been developed 
in early childhood, or during foetal life; and this is the more important, as a consid¬ 
erable extent of such cataracts is accompanied by incomplete development in the 
other parts, and by visual disturbances dependent on them. If the cataract be 
double, nystagmus usually occurs early. This increases in intensity with time, and 
soon causes a strabismus of one of the eyes. Besides this, experience shows ns that 
the functional activity of the retina often diminishes at the same time; this diminution 
increases if the operation be postponed, and often becomes an actual binocular 
amblyopia before the commencement of puberty, and renders fruitless all attempts 
at cure. If the cataract be and remain monocular for years, amblyopia and stra¬ 
bismus of the cataractous eye is a very usual result. It is true, however, that cases 
have occurred where cataracts developed in early life have been operated on at an 
advanced age, with the best results, and the eye has retained its general position 
and mobility. (Graefe, Knapp.) 

Treatment.—By this we attempt to cause incipient cataracts to recede, or at 
least impede their course. Where the cataractous cloudiness is solely the expres¬ 
sion of a recent inflammation, which is running its course, we may often fulfill this 
indication by proper antiphlogistic treatment; otherwise we must attempt to diminish, 
as much as possible, the disturbance of vision accompanying the formation of the 
cataract, until its removal from the axis of vision can he most easily and safely 
accomplished. 

A. 1. It is at least doubtful if cataracts can be caused to recede by therapeutic 
measures. 

It is true, several credible authors say they have seen existing cataractous opacities clear up 
under the systematic use of mercury, and after frictions of iodide of potassium ointment about the 
eyes for months, after the internal and external use of phosphorus (Tavignot), after treatment 
with electricity (Faye), after hydropathic treatment at Karlsbad, Eger, Ac. (Ftimly, Arlt). These 
cases, however, are such rare exceptions, that they scarcely encourage the commencement of such 
treatment of diabetic cataract (Melchoir) have been destroyed. The methodically-repeated para¬ 
centesis of the cornea is also shown to be inefficacious. (Bivand, Landray, and others.) Still, 

.some claim to have temporarily arrested the progress of cataract by this procedure. (Seconii.) 
The extent to which the use of concentrated sunlight may be serviceable in clearing up the cata¬ 
ractous opacities (K. Langenhech) has not yet been satisfactorily decided. 

Medical treatment may, however, be of service in so far as it is suited to remove 
direct or indirect causes of cataract. 

It can scarcely be denied that, with the removal of the cause, the development of the cataract 
may be easily impeded, and its progress restricted. But if this succeeds, it is evidently possible 
that the already cloudy portion may be caused to disappear by regressive metamorphosis and 
absorption, and a relative cure thus brought about. The indications for such treatment ate 
clearest, when certain diseases exercise an injurious influence on the nutritive conditions of the 
whole body, and originate a pathological involution, as well as where local inflammations endan¬ 
ger the normal nutrition of the lens. 

2. But if the causes of cataract escape recognition, or if they lie beyond the reach 
of therapeutic means in unripe cataracts, it is best patiently to await their ripening, 
and direct our whole care to keeping off injurious influences, which may hasten the 
growth of the cataract, or place the other parts of the eye in a condition to endanger 
or prevent success in future operations. 

For this purpose it is sufficient to live moderately, and it is quite unnecessary to 
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forbid customary habits that do not injure the general health. Still, it is wise, if 
not absolutely necessary, to insist on great care of the eyes, and particularly to for¬ 
bid continuous employment which requires acute vision at short distances, that is, 
long-continued reading, writing, sewing, &c. 

8. In binocular cataracts that have attained a certain grade of development, 
employments requiring sharp vision usually become impossible. As long as the 
cataract is not ripe in either eye, the indication is temporarily to diminish as much 
as possible the impairment of vision, and so render the condition of the patient less 
annoyiDg, until an operation can be undertaken under the most favorable circum¬ 
stances. Shading of the eyes answers all these purposes, and hence is instinctively 
used by most cataract patients, if a more distinct view of objects is desired. The 
surgeon may recommend broad-brimmed hats, eve-shades, &c., if it is desired to 
keep off direct sun or lamp light; hut dark glasses, if bright, diffuse light is to be 
subdued. 

Mydriatics are much used in such cases. Their action is not under perfect control, however. 
If solutions of atropia, &c., be dropped in, the pupil ordinarily dilates considerably, and vision 
is often interfered with. The gain, therefore, only becomes evident, where the dilatation attained 
by shading the eye no longer suffices to improve vision considerably. Here the mydriatics 
remain, at least temporarily, a valuable palliative. In other cases, simply shading the eye is 
preferable. 

4. Of course, these remedies suffice only when the cataract is progressive, and 
there is a reasonable hope that, at no very distant time, a successful operation may he 
performed with comparatively little danger on at least one eye. In partial cataracts, 
which have become stationary, and, as experience teaches, may remain so for years, 
or for life, but where a decided preponderance of the still normally-transparent part 
of the lens renders a cataract operation dangerous, other more effective means must 
bo employed, if we would not, for an indefinite time, leave the half-blind patient in 
his pitiable condition, or give him the alternative of a recognizedly dangerous 
operation. 

In such cases, the object is, by exposing transparent parts of the lens, to increase 
the apparent brightness of the retinal images, and, at the same time, by keeping off 
superfluous light, to lessen the intensity of illumination of the spectrum from the 
cloudy portions of lens. The first end may often be attained by an iridectomy 
(Graefe, Steffcm), the other by shading the eyes, or, if necessary, by dark glasses. 
The desired end is more surely attained, however, by a successful displacement of 
The pupil, since, in this way, we simultaneously enlarge the passage for direct rays, 

partially cover the opacity, causing the dispersion of light, without the activity 
of the pupil or the accommodation of the eye suffering (PagenstecTier, Berlin). 

In fact, after such a proceeding' vision is almost always very much increased, 
and it requires at most relatively weak glasses to correct sufficiently the existing 
*ors of adjustment in the eye. Still, the dangers of the operation are also of very 
great moment, and on the whole it seems more advisable to content ourselves with 
the slighter but always very satisfactory results of iridectomy. Of course, it is pre¬ 
supposed that the laminated cataract is pure and stationary, and also that a zone of 
the border of the lens, about a line broad, remains free. 

If the equator of the cloudy stratum approaches nearer to the equator of the lens, the open- 
40 
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mg gained by the operation for direct rays is much too small to enable retinal images to recoive 
a sufficient apparent brightness in moderate illumination. If the laminated cataract be impure, 
if other and particularly superficial strata begin to cloud up, the operation is not worth while, 
as the exposed pellucid borders of the lens, as a rule, soon become impassable again for direct 
rays, and the temporary gain is outweighed by the cosmetic injuries, and by the objections 
that a dilated or displaced pupil subsequently offer to undertaking an operation for cataract. 

"With similar reservations, displacement of the pupil may, as we know from expe¬ 
rience, be serviceable in other forms of partial cataract, and particularly, also, in 
ectopia of the lens. In the latter case, the pupil must, of course, be displaced toward 
the part of the lens-border which is connected to the ciliary body, so that the por¬ 
tion of the lens that was exposed in the pupil may be covered by the iris. (Pagen- 
steelier, Weaker., Knapp.) 

B. When the cataract is ripe, the indications are for its removal by operation, 
and only circumstances, independent of it, can render advisable or necessary the post¬ 
ponement or entire neglect of the operation. 

The idea of a ripe cataract is not very exact. It depends chiefly on the amount 
of difficulty and danger which arises in a cataract operation from the state of the lens 
itself. It therefore varies, also, with the different methods of operation that may be 
used in any case, and is usually the more extended the more numerous the means 
these offer for removing the entire cataract safely from the eye. 

In this regard the condition of the margin of the lens is of the utmost importance. 
Where the exterior strata are pulpy or fluid, the evacuation of even a large transpa¬ 
rent and normally consistent nucleus is not difficult; hence such cataracts are ripe for 
operation. The existence of a thin, perfectly normal, cortical layer, does not imply 
any peculiar dangers if the rest of the lens be sclerosed, for then the connection 
between cortex and nucleus is very intimate, and the crystalline is readily separated 
from the capsule, or only leaves some scanty remains in it. If the peripheral layers 
have preserved their transparency, or at least their normal consistency, to only a 
moderate depth, they are firmly attached to the capsule, and their evacuation can 
not be attained without energetic, and therefore dangerous, manipulation. The flaps 
of the capsule formed by the operation may retract with difficulty, readily adhero 
together again, and exclude the subjacent lens-tissue from the aqueous humor, 
and prevent its absorption. Moreover, the portions of lens that are slightly clouded 
and of normal consistence, swell up under the influence of the aqueous and irritate 
the iris mechanically, perhaps also chemically. (Pagensteaher.) And so far as they 
have maintained their organic connection with the capsule, they proliferate, and may 
possibly cause increased disease of the neighboring parts of the eye. (Graefe.) The 
result of the operation is, therefore, at least a secondary cataract; but there is often 
an inflammation that seriously threatens the existence of the eye. Even it this be 
successfully treated, it greatly hinders the subsequent removal of the secondary cata¬ 
ract, by forming posterior synechia, membranous formations on the posterior surface 
of the iris, chalky deposits in the capsule, &c. In short, such cataracts are unripe 
for operation. 

In order to hasten the proper period for operation in such cases, and at the same time to avoid 
the above-mentioned dangers, the artificial ripening of the cataract, by opening of the anterior 
capsule, has again been recently attempted, and with favorable results. For this purpose an 
iridectomy was first made, and after five weeks at least, a cataract-needle was passed throng 
the cornea and a crucial incision made in the capsule, or even the lens-substance proper bio ’ 
up. A few days afterward the cataract was removed. (Graefe.) Others wounded the capsu t 
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ivith the lance-shaped knife at the time of the iridectomy, or punctured it with a needle, and, 
after eight days, operated for cataract and iridectomy at the same time. (Mannliardt.) But it 
soon appeared that this operation was not by any means a safe one, but that, in spite of all care, 
great swelling might occur, and the inflammatory reaction could not always be limited, and the 
eye was often lost. (Aril.) Hence forced ripening must be regarded as a very doubtful under¬ 
taking. Perhaps the danger may he somewhat avoided by opening the posterior capsule with e 
needle passed through the sclera, thus escaping the action of the swelled portions of lens on the 
iris. 

Total cataracts, where all the constituents are far advanced in cataractous degene¬ 
ration, are most favorable for operation. But the advantages of ripeness do not 
regularly increase, if the cataract continues to change more and more. On the 
contrary, the secondary metamorphoses have certain disadvantages, which may not 
only render more difficult the performance of the operation, but may have a bad 
influence on the result. A cataract may be overripe, in a had sense of the word. 
(.Arlt.) Cataracts whose cortex or entire structure is broken down into a chalky, 
milky fluid, full of small sandy granules, or thickened to a fatty, chalky pulp ; but 
particularly cataracts whose cortical strata are transformed to a dry, friable mass 
adherent to the capsule, can not he removed without the greatest danger, as it is 
difficult to remove all the hard chalky fragments from the eye; they are apt to 
remain behind the iris and act as foreign bodies. 

1. Where the cataract is ripe or overripe, the urgency of the operation greatly 
depends on whether the function of one or both eyes be greatly impaired or entirely 
destroyed. 

a. If one eye is cataractous, while the functions of the other are normally per¬ 
formed or only slightly impaired, the operation should only be undertaken when 
ihe favorable results maybe regarded as nearly certain; of course, this does not 
include cases in which the long retention of the cataract in the eye is itself inju¬ 
rious, as in traumatic cataracts which swell greatly, prolapsed lenses and parts of 
-ens. &c. 

The advantages accruing to the patient, in case the operation is successful, are indeed not 
slight. First, we have the cosmetic interest, and in young persons this is often important, so 
that it alone may indicate the operation, even if want of functional power in the parts sensitive 
to light render restoration of vision out of the question. Besides this, both eyes are enabled to 
act together, the visual field is enlarged, the intensity of optical impressions and the correct 
judgment of small distances and dimensions increased. Another important point is, that, in the 
subsequent formation of cataract in the other eye, the patient is not at any time quite blind. 

The patient should be told, before operation, that the unequal refraction of the two eyes will 
be injuriously felt in sharp fixation, since the circles of dispersion of the lensless eye, and the 
sharp retinal images of the sound eye, unite to a common indistinct perception, and that this evil 
can not be prevented by the use of a suitable convex glass, on account of the unavoidable ine¬ 
quality of the images and of the loss of accommodation in the lensless eye. It is true that, in 
sharp vision, the patienls learn to avoid the circles of dispersion, and so all disturbance disappears. 
More frequently, however, they overcome the latter by entirely suppressing the perceptions of 
the lensless eye, which finally causes dullness of the retina, and, in young patients, amblyopia. 

On the other hand, the objections in case of failure are not unfrequently important, and are 
such as to cause operation on one eye to appear unadvisable, as long as the other is serviceable. 

the eye operated on is quickly destroyed and soon becomes quiet, vre may at least console 
ourselves, that, besides the loss of the eye, which was blind at any rate, the patient has only 

e pain of the operation and after-treatment to complain of. But the inflammation may 
continue for months, with severe pain ; then relapses continually occur, and do not cease till 

e °uher eye has become cataractous, or perhaps sympathetically inflamed, and during the 
ole of this time the patient has been prevented from using the sound eye 
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5. If the cataract is fully formed in one eye, and so far advanced in the other as 
to cause decided impairment of vision ; or if the second eye has, from any cause, 
become affected in its functional power, or if both eyes are affected with ripe cata¬ 
ract, the operation is to be immediately undertaken, if other circumstances, which 
can not be removed, do not require its postponement. 

The question, whether both eyes shall he operated on at one sitting (where there is binocular, 
ripe, or overripe cataract), may be answered affirmatively in those cases where, after carefully 
weighing all circumstances, the result appears quite certain. But in proportion as the guarantees for 
the success of the operation diminish, the considerations against it increase. The most skillful 
and experienced ophthalmic surgeons contradict each other on this point, and contend with rea¬ 
sons that can not be refuted, but only weigh more or less heavily, (Ritterich,.) 

2. Before operating on a ripe or unripe cataract, there are many other circum¬ 

stances to be weighed. 
a. The condition of the eye itself. In general, it is a rule only to operate when 

no diseased changes exist in the eye or surrounding parts, which will unfavorably 
influence the cure after operation, or which, in case the operation succeeds, u ill 

diminish the patient’s gain to the lowest point. 

Thus, inflammations of the globe or its surroundings serve as temporary contraindications, 
except when, after wounds of the capsule, a swelling or dislocated tens gives a mechanical cause 
for the existence and progress ofthe inflammation ; then, in proportion to the danger connected 
with the inflammation, the indications become more urgent. Chronic inflammation of the sur¬ 
rounding parts, habitual blepharitis ciliaris, senile conjunctivitis, chronic trachoma, lachrymal 
blennorrhoea of several years’ duration, Ac., sometimes, however, form an exception, though they 
may be troublesome during the after-treatment; for their perfect cure is not unfrequently very 
difficult, or takes a long time, which is occasionally an important consideration in old persons. 

In the same way changes of position in the lids (entropion and ectropion), trichiasis, Ac., 
which expose the eye to external injury, or are even accompanied by direct mechanical irritation, 
are to be regarded as temporary obstacles to the operation. During their existence, cataractous 
operation is only justifiable under the most urgent circumstances, and, if it is possible, they should 

be cured before the operation is undertaken. , 
If the retina and optic nerve have already lost part of their functional power, the operation is, 

in most cases, fruitless, or even injurious. Hence, before operating, we should not neglect to 
examine most carefully the state of the sensitiveness to light and the extent of the visual field, 
especially when there is passive hypersemia of the ciliary vessels, traces of precedent inflamma¬ 
tion in the deeper parts of the eye, or a decided myopic formation, which disposes to sclerectasia 
and choroiditis posterior; or, if a conjunctival or diabetic cataract, or an already-developed cap¬ 
sular cataract, or a partly or entirely fluid senile cataract exist, as these are more frequent y 
accompanied by amblyopia than other forms. If decided signs of functional disturbance o 
the retina are found, the operation is best avoided, unless the patient insist on it, in spite ot a 
representations, or unless the cosmetic effect is of importance, and a slightly dangerous operation 
promises success. A further exception occurs in cases where existing obtuseness ofthe retina or 
the amblyopia may be explained by the long disuse of the eye, as, under such circumstances, 
suitable use not unfrequently increases the functional power of the retina to a satisfactory ex en » 

Extensive corneal opacity and pupillary attachments are not contraindications; they ony 
require modifications of the proceeding, and influence the prognosis; for the former tbvea raa 
eicatritial keratitis, or at least an increase of the existing corneal opacity; the latter obstruc 
escape of the cataract, and the retraction of the divided edges of the capsule. 

1. We must also consider the health of the patient, as far as it can influence the 
removal of the local disturbance caused by the operation, or in any way endange 

the result. 

Experience teaches that the operation is more dangerous in individuals much depressed by 
hunger, bad living, affections of the mind; in marasmatic old people, with flabby skin or ^ 
sive sclerosis of the arteries; in persons inclined to suppuration and ulceration, am " 1 
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CATAEACT. TEEATMENT. 629 

perhaps, have already lost one eye after a well-performed operation. The prognosis is the worse 
the severer the operation. Well-pronounced gout, secondary syphilis, tuberculosis or developed 
scrofula, are also injurious, and render the operation dangerous, particularly at the time of fresh 
attacks. In drunkards, also, we sometimes have the worst results, especially if delirium tremens 
occur during the after-treatment. (Sichel.) Moreover, experienced surgeons avoid the periods of 
menstruation or pregnancy; the latter, on account of the danger caused by the frequent vomiting, 
inability of preserving certain positions of the body, Ac., accompanying this condition. On 
similar grounds, urinary troubles, asthma, chronic bronchial catarrh, Ac., are much feared during 
the after-treatment. Habitual headaches, and especially severe and frequent toothache, nasal 
catarrh, and inclination to spasms, are to be considered as very disagreeable and even dangerous 
complications. 

e. The age of the patient influences more the choice of the method than the indica¬ 
tions for operation. 

Childhood is not, as was formerly supposed, a temporary obstacle to the operation. On the 
contrary, it is at present urged on all sides, that the operation should be done as soon as possible 
after the cataract is ripe, to anticipate the evil results of a long disuse of the child’s eyes. In con¬ 
genital cataract, the operation may be performed without particular danger in the first months of 
life; still, between the second and fourth years is considered the most suitable time, as the child 
is then usually past the most changeable period, while the evil results of the cataract-blindness 
have not usually attained an incurable grade at that time (Schon). Subsequently, in females, 
the commencement of menstruation, or of the change of life, would seem to indicate delay. 
Advanced age alone is no contraindication, as more than one centenarian has been operated on 
with the best results It is only less favorable, because more often accompanied by marasmus 
and other difficulties (6), and also with diminished powers of endurance. Moreover, very old 
and particularly marasmatic persons suffer from lying quiet, and incline to hypostatic pneu¬ 
monia, which may even prove fatal. 

d. The surroundings of the patient during the after-treatment. A quiet, well- 
tentilated, dry chamber, which may, as required, he darkened or illuminated; a 
comfortable, not too warm, bed, with mechanism enabling the patient to sit up 
without muscular exertion; a well-constructed easy-chair, a bed-pan and urinal; a 
practised and careful nurse, and suitable diet, are necessary requirements, and if any 
or all of them are wanting, we had better postpone the operation, especially if it is 
a severe one. Hence persons not well off should be directed to a hospital, where all 
these requirements are more easily obtained. Unfortunately, however, in such insti¬ 
tutions, the crowding of the patients and other well-known evils most frequently 
interfere with the otherwise favorable conditions, and actually diminish the per¬ 
centage of cures. 

The time of year. In general we may operate at any time of the year with 
® expectation of success; still, it is better to avoid extensive operations during the hot 
Summer months, as, during great heat, wounds do not so readily heal by the first 
intention; moreover, the requisite rest in bed becomes very tiresome, or even unbear- 
nhie, to the patient; hence the success of the operation is endangered. On the other 
hand, "Winter is objectionable, because patients are confined to their chamber longer 
and convalescence is greatly protracted. 
/■ When epidemics, such as cholera, are raging, we should not operate, as de¬ 

pressing affections of the mind, especially great anxiety, impede the cure. The 
nccmrence of hospital gangrene and of diphtheria (Horner) forms a direct contrain¬ 
dication to extensive cataract operations, especially in hospitals. 

3- Having once determined on operating, the condition of the cataract and the 
rdghboring parts must be carefully determined; for on this depends the choice of 
ft® proceeding by which the cataract may he removed from the axis of vision with 

greatest ease and least danger. 
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630 CATAEACT. TREATMENT. 

a Fluid and pulpy as well as pasty total cataracts, without consistent nuclei, 

may 'be easily removed by cutting or tearing the capsule (division or discission). 

After such an operation, the cataractous substance usually absorbs quickly and 

entirely. At the same time the edges of the capsule, which have remained in con¬ 

tact with the margin of the lens, retract, and, if the capsule has been sufficiently 

divided, the pupil is usually exposed. Under such circumstances the reaction is 

usually slight, or not difficult to suppress, and this is more apt to be the case as 

such cataracts usually occur in young persons, where the iris is less sensitive to 

mechanical irritation, and may easily he kept away from the dislocated fragments of 

lens by the use of mydriatics. 

Resorption does not always go on as we would wish. In cataracts that are not entirely fluid, 
it not unfrequently happens that, in spite of extensive division of the capsule, while the disinte¬ 
grated portions are absorbed, the cataractous substance thickens, cakes together, and may remain 
unchanged for a long while. Then weeks and even months pass before rents appear. These 
gradually increase in length and breadth, and finally the different pieces fall apart If the capsule 
were not sufficiently divided, the edges of the wound unite and protect part or all of the coiiten s 
from the aqueous, and the operation must be repeated. It is often necessary to operate several 
times at suitable intervals in order to attain our object. Discission is a very imperfect operatioa. 

Yery soft and fluid cataracts may now he removed directly from the eve It 

only requires a linear corneal wound (which readily heals), and the opening of t e 

capsule; for the pressure that the recti muscles exercise on the vitreous is propa¬ 

gated to the contents of the capsule, and evacuates it. If any portions remain, they 

may partly, at least, he removed by a delicate spoon. (Linear extraction, Faluca, 

Graefe.) 

Compared with division, this operation has the advantage of making no demands on 
resorbent powers of the interior parts of the eve, and when perfectly successful, it escapes 
dangers arising from the contact of portions of lens with the iris, and the linear mfSo"' “ 
cornea permits the removal by the forceps of any portions of capsule that, from deposition 
them, have lost the power of retracting. But along with these advantages are certain dang - 
In unruly patients, who strain during the operation, and particularly in children, a por i 
iris is often protruded through the wound with the cataract, and becomes attached there, can ? 
a displacement of the pupil, or the prolapse may become the starting-point for severe in 
Frequently, spasmodic contraction of the ocular muscles causes rupture of the anterl0r 
the vitreous, the latter escapes through the corneal wound, and pushes the cataract to 
the operation must be stopped, before its completion. These disadvantages may be' 
anaesthesia, but at the expense of certain advantages, for, if the muscles of e ) the 
the cataract can not escape unaided. Pressure from without, or the frequent in roducto 
spoon, are necessary for the removal of the pulp. Notwithstanding these irritating p 
the scooping-out is often incomplete, for, in spite of instillations of strong solutions of. t 
at the moment the aqueous escapes, the pupil always contracts, and a large part ofit ^ 
of the capsule remains inaccessible for the spoon. Moreover, the nausea and vomiting: 
the anaesthetic is unfortunate, as it often induces secondary prolapse of the ms and u • 

In olden times, it was thought that very soft and fluid cataracts could 
a fine tube introduced through the opened capsule. (Sichel.) Later, this almost toi go jjjfc 

method ” was again brought up (Lavgier), and is said to still have adherents in ng an . , 
It is evident, however, that cataracts suited for suction will be evacuated on opening ^ 
and still more by passing in a fine tube, and hence there will not be much left tosuck up, 
quently the operation may well be considered as a linear extraction with artijici (he 
It appears void of all practical value, even if with it there be more attention paid to 
capsule extensively, and thus avoiding a secondary cataract. 
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CATARACT. TREATMENT. 631 

l. If the lens is not completely softened throughout, if a soft nuclear or a 

cortical cataract with a cheesy or waxy nucleus, or more especially an unripe or 
partial cataract, exist, there is no difficulty in the performance of the operation. 
Its results, however, are often dangerous, as from the swelling of the pieces or' 
cataract, intense iritis is often produced, which occasions extensive posterior synechia 
or entire closure of the pupil and secondary cataract; it often also progresses to the 
ciliary body and the choroid, and interferes with the functions of the eye, or eve 
goes on to suppuration and destroys the globe, under the form of suppurative paL 
ophthalmitis or phthisis. 

In division, the action of the aqueous on a large surface of the divided lens causes great 
swelling; but in linear extraction, the shape, direction, and position of the incision, as well as 
the escape of the aqueous, which causes contraction of the pupil, greatly hinder the spontaneous 
evacuation of the denser portions of cataract, and, moreover, do not permit a complete breaking 
up, and subsequent scooping out, as a large part of the interior of the capsule is inaccessible for 
instruments. If the cataractous remains adhere to the capsule, they can not be detached without 
employing too much force, even at the places that can be reached by the spoon ; so that the 
diminution in size caused by the division is more than balanced by the irritation following the 
operation, and by the bad effects of the so frequently-occurring prolapses of the iris, <fcc. 

The dangers from division and simple linear extraction of partly-disintegrated cataracts 
may, it is true, be lessened by combining these operations with a preliminary or coincident 
iridectomy. (Graefe.) Still, this combination is but an imperfect protection, especially in dis¬ 
cission, where the whole cataract remains in the eye, and some of its fragments may be displaced, 
fall into the anterior chamber, &c. On the other hand, in linear extraction, iridectomy has the 
advantage of increasing the accessibility to the capsule, and thus favoring the complete evacua¬ 
tion of the lens. Still, the size of the linear corneal wound is always too small to fully answer 
its purpose. A linear, slightly gaping wound of the cornea, can never permit the spontaneous 
escape of a consistent cataract: a spoon is required. But, from the position of the wound, the 
spoon must act at a great angle; it can only seize the lens-matter by pressing against the cornea 
and iris. The less firm parts of the cataracts are always crushed at the first touch of the spoon, 
and a considerable portion of that in the instrument is carried off by the edge of the contracted 
corneal opening. At the same time, the parts left behind are scattered in all directions through 
the aqueous chamber, by the pressure of the scoop and the vitreous. They can only be removed 
hy its frequent introduction, which is very irritating, and rarely perfectly successful, as the pellu- 
cidity of the particles prevents their recognition ; and, moreover, the danger of a prolapse of the 
Vitreous urges a speedy termination of the operation. 

These objections are only partly overcome by making the section at the outermost border of 
the cornea, or even a little beyond it, and making it a little longer by using a broader, lance¬ 
shaped knife. Experience shows that, even then, the angle at which the scoop acts on the lens, as 
ivell as the pressure, is still so great, that the lens breaks on being seized. But even if it is 
brought to the mouth of the wound, it can not pass until its size is diminished. If, however, the 
nucleus is too firm to break up, the stretching of the angles of the wound becomes dangerous. 
Moreover, we have the lever-like action of the instrument causing contusion, and often prolapses, 
ns well as inflammatory cloudiness of the vitreous; the latter does not always recede. In considera¬ 
tion of these points, we can ascribe no true practical value to the operation, which has lately 

een described as spooning out of the cataract, and has been advised even for hard, nuclear 
cataract. (Schuft.) It has indeed found but few friends, as the experiments made with it 
ave not been very satisfactory. {Moorcn, Rothmund, Graefe, Steffan, Dantone.) Even the 

more suitable shape of the spoon (CritcJiett, Bowman), or the substitution of a single (Graefe) 
0r c^ouble hook (A. Weber), which have rendered possible a more safe and certain seizure of the 
cataract, have not rendered the spoon-operation more popular. 

If we wish to remove cataracts from the eye which have a half-soft or normally- 
consistent nucleus, without leaving any remains behind, and without injurious hand- 
mg of the eye, the wound must be made much longer and must gape wider than 

Cai\be effected with the lance-shaped knife, and the desired end can only be 
®ained by the methods employed for the removal of senile cataracts. 
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632 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

c. In cataracts with sclerosed nucleus, discision is in itself very difficult of 
execution, since the nucleus constantly turns aside from the needle, on account of 
the lack of a resistant Substratum, and on account of its hardness. In the best case 
we only succeed in breaking up the lens into large pieces, which then usually 
excite very intense inflammation and thus become destructive to the globe in the 
great majority of cases. Depression was formerly, and for a long time, used to 
displace hard cataracts of this kind, and to depress them in the lower and outer 
part of the vitreous humor (depression or reclination). 

To this end a straight cataract needle is thrust through the sclera, into the anterior cham¬ 
ber, close to the temporal portion of the ciliary processes and past the pupillary margin, 
through the periphery of the lens, pushed along as far as the upper and inner edge of the optic 
foramen, then turned flat over the center of the cataract, and then a gentle, gradually increas¬ 
ing pressure is exerted upon the latter, so that the lens may be loosened from its connection 
with the zonula throughout as great an extent as possible. This being done, the handle of the 
needle is raised in the meridian plane of the point of entrance, and thus the cataract with the 
capsule is depressed into the lower and outer part of the vitreous humor. By a slight turning 
of the needle upon its axis, the point, which easily catches in the depressed portions of the 
cataract, becomes free, and can be drawn flatly from the wound without danger that in this 
maneuver the cataract will follow, and reach a spot in which it may cleave less closely, or 
could even endanger the vascular tissues of the globe. 

This procedure is still applicable in cases of a very large sclerosed nucleus, and 
proportionately thin but tough cortex. In a very thick cortical layer, especially if 
it is soft, depression has the disadvantage, that the largest part of the cortex is 
stripped off in its entrance into the wound of the vitreous, that is to say, remains 
behind in the posterior chamber and there causes the same dangers which make us 
fear the discision of senile cataract, The chief danger, however, lies in chronic 
inflammations of the choroid of manifold character, which are excited by the 
dislocated nucleus as a foreign body, often do not appear until weeks, months, and 
even years have elapsed, and destroy the globe, usually with very great and tedious 
sufferings, and even often affect the second eye sympathetically. 

In view of all this, extraction appears as the only justifiable method for such 
cataracts. If this method, however, is to be less dangerous than discision and 
depression, the extraction of the cataract must be effected by the muscular pressure, 
and can only be assisted by careful manipulation. It is further necessary that the 
stripping off of the disintegrated, or still normally consistent cortex, be as little as 
possible, and that all laceration of the parts, particularly of the angles of the wound, 
be avoided. These demands can only be satisfied by a wound in the peripherical zone 
of the cornea, or in the most anterior scleral margin, a wound the plane of which 
cuts the corneal axis far in front of the center of curvature of both surfaces of the 
cornea, at almost a right angle, and thus fixes the limits of a flap, the base of which 
at least corresponds to the equatorial diameter of the nucleus of the cataract, anc 
which, at the vertex, allows of a gajjing, corresponding to the axis of the cataractous 

nucleus. 
The tranverse diameter of the crystalline lens is at most 10 miUm., the axis, 

4 millms. long (Ilenle). The horizontal perimeter of the lens should hence be 
reckoned, in the maximum, at less than 28 millms. If it were a question of remoc m0 
completely every cataract from the eyes, without laceration of the angles of t ie 
wound, and without stripping off the cortical layers, the length of the section niu 
at least equal more than half the axis of the transverse diameter of the lens, an 
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CATARACT. TREATMENT. 633 

therefore, for the largest cataracts, reach 12 millms. In practice, however, this 
demand is modified by the quality of the cortical layers. In fact, a cataract inclosed 
in the uninjured capsule may be evacuated through a much smaller opening with¬ 
out any dangerous laceration of the edges of the wound, since the soft cortex 
yields easily, and the cataract stretches thus somewhat in length. If, however, the 
capsule remains behind in the eye, the cataract does not reach, in its entirety, the 
wound in the sclera; a part of the superficial soft cortical layer is rather always 
stripped off at the edges of the wound in the opening of the capsule and at the 
border of the natural or artificial pupil. If the cortical layers are still of normal 
consistency, a large portion of them remains adherent, in the form of a shell, to 
the inner half of the capsule, and only the nucleus comes out. In every case, 
therefore, the cataract is rendered considerably smaller in the relative dimensions 
before its exit, which admits of a diminution in the length of the wound. Among 
about three hundred and fifty extracted cataracts, preserved in a weak solution of 
alcohol, were only two deep coffee-brown nuclei divested of the cortex, the equato¬ 
rial diameter of which measured 7.6 and 7.4 millm., the axis 3.5 and 3.2 millm. Only 
a few of the remaining nuclei approached these dimensions, the rest were much 
smaller. If, therefore, we wish to avoid the laceration of the angles and edges of 
the wound, the length of the wound must, in all cases, be a little more than 9.4 
millm. If, however, we wish to extract the cataract easily, and diminish the 
stripping off of the cortex to the minimum, an enlargement of the length of the 
wound is urgently demanded on account of the stiffness of the cornea; the wound 
should not measure less than 10 millm., in order that a sufficient gaping in the 
middle of the flap may be rendered possible. 

The opening in the posterior corneal surface now measures in the middle about 
11 millm. (Ed. Jaeger.) With a radius of curvature of G.7 millm., the length of a 
meridian of the posterior corneal surface would be estimated at about 13 millm. 
A section running in the horizontal meridian of the eye, bisecting the internal 
surface of the cornea, must therefore create a wound rvhose circumference mea¬ 
sures about 26 millm. Such an opening, however, so far exceeds the horizontal 
circumference of the lens, that from the side of the cornea no serious hindrance 
can result to the exit even of very large cataracts. 

In fact, such a section, for the purpose of an extraction of cataracts, has been 
proposed, and with it also satisfactory results have been obtained in a number 
of cases (Tranverse extraction, Kuchler). 

It is, however, evident that the cicatrix of a wound passing transversely across 
the pupil, must very considerably diminish the power of vision in the operated eye. 
In addition, it happens that the power of gaping of an incision running in one of 
the greatest circles of the ideal corneal globe is very small, on account of the stiff¬ 
ness of the corneal substance. Hence only a very small zone of the iris is laid bare 
in the wound, and as the remainder is at the same time pinned between the cata¬ 
ract and posterior corneal surface, must experience, relatively, a very considerable 
stretching, in order that the cataract may come out through the pupil. 

An extraction of the cataract in this way cannot be effected without stripping 
a good deal of the cortical layers. Furthermore, it is to be considered that 

the cataractous nucleus, in order to reach the wound, must complete an almost 
right-angled rotation around its tranverse diameter, which, with the greatness of 
the resistance opposing such a movement, is only possible by the aid of violent 
manipulations, and must usually bring along with it a crumbling of the superficial 
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634 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

cataractous layers. This drawback can, of course, be a little lessened by removing 
somewhat the plane of the incision from the greatest diameter of the cornea. In order, 
however, that the cataract may be removed from the eye without very excessive 
rotation, the section must fall, in its entire length, between the scleral border and 
the equator of the nucleus. The length of an incision passing through the middle 
point of curvature which is so far distant from the vertex of the cornea, would, 
however, be considerably less than is required. A peripherical corneal incision 
which should admit of the lens coming out with a very small rotation, cannot 
hence lie in one of the largest segments of an ideal corneal globe, but must cut 
the axis of the cornea at almost a right angle, far in front of the center of curva¬ 
ture of the posterior surface of the cornea, and therefore form the arc of a section 
of a circle. 

A curved incision running in the circle of origin of the ligamentum pectinatum 
and bisecting it, reaches, with a radius of the whole circle of origin of 5.5 millm., 
the leDgth of about 17 millm., therefore gives us a wound with a circumference 
far exceeding the horizontal circumference of the largest lens. The resistance 
which is opposed in such a curved incision to the exit of the cataract is very 
small, since the already limited flap, by reason of its height and breadth, can easily 
yield to the pressure of the cataract pressing forward from the vitreous; and as 
half of the iris is already deprived of its support, hence a corresponding dilatation 
of the pupil may occur without any considerable laceration of the iris. Such an 
incision is, however, rendered very difficult by the anatomical relations. The middle 
portion of the iris and lens projects considerably beyond the plane of origin of the 
ligamentum pectinatum. The knife must hence be introduced in the curve 
through the anterior chamber, and must push back the vertex of the lens in making 
its exit, by which means the peripherical portion of the iris is easily carried under 
the edge of the knife. Moreover, an incision running in the circle of origin of the 
ligamentum pectinatum presupposes an uncommonly broad wround; the external 
edge of the wound must fall for about 1 millm. in the sclera and limbus conjunc- 
tivalis, since the scleral border reaches perceptibly farther forward on the anterior 
surface of the cornea than on the posterior. Moreover, positive disadvantages are 
also attached to such a maximum flap incision. Its position and enormous power 
of gaping take away every support from the anterior joortion of the zonula, the 
latter ruptures, as it is exposed to the entire pressure of the vitreous, and leads to 
serious losses of the latter fluid; often enough, a portion of the corpus vitreum is even 
evacuated before the cataract, and then makes the extraction of the latter extremely 
difficult, sometimes almost impossible. Besides this, the iris, after the operation, is 
pushed into the wound by the vitreous humor pressing forward, and thus a generally 
very extensive prolapse of the iris is occasioned, which not only hinders the healing 
of the wround, but is in a position to endanger," in a high degree, the success of the 
operation, by exciting violent inflammation, and by distortion and displacement 
of the pupil. We can only partially obviate these drawbacks by undertaking the 
operation under deep amesthesia of the patient, and by excision of a broad piece 
of iris (Jacobson). 

Hence it appears more advisable to limit the height and breadth of the flap, to 
the oft-tried, established measure. 

At any rate, a flap whose internal edge is distant about half a millm. from the 
circle of origin of the ligamentum pectinatum, and in which both angles of the 
wound are situated in the horizontal meridian of the cornea, is sufficient to extract 
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CATARACT. TREATMENT. 635 

even very large cataracts under slight resistance, as a rule, even by the pressure of 
the vitreous humor alone. In cataracts with smaller nuclei, and pulpy or fluid 
cortex, the points of entrance and exit should fall at some distance from the 
horizontal diameter of the cornea, and thus the height of the flap be shortened. 
Such a flap, of slighter breadth and height, affords the important advantage of an 
easier adjustment and surer healing. Besides this, the support which the iris and 
zonula find in the broad peripherical border of the wound is usually sufficient to 
prevent prolapses of the iris and vitreous humor during and after the operation, 
therefore makes it unnecessary to excise the iris, which, especially in young persons, 
not only is of cosmetic importance, but also increases somewhat the functional 
activity of the eye. 

The flap extraction, with the curved section of the cornea, as has long been 
practiced, is a tolerably dangerous undertaking, and demands a very sure and 
practiced hand, as well as an exact knowledge of all possible accidents, and the 
means necessary to avert them; therefore a rich experience, if a satisfactory result 
is to be expected. 

hitis occurs much more frequently than suppuration of the cornea, after flap 
extractions. Slight iritis almost always occurs. In most cases it leaves behind 
partial cicatricial retractions of the pupillary margin, and partial attachments of this 
to the remains of the capsule, which, howrever, usually cause but slight impairment 
of vision. Quite often, however, the proliferating process is very intense, and causes 
extensive posterior synechia or complete closure of the pupil; not unfrequently it 
extends to the ciliary processes and the choroid, and impairs the functional activity 
of the eye, or even causes atrophy. Sometimes the process assumes a suppurative 
character, and the eye-ball quickly atrophies, or is destroyed by phthisis after 
suppuration of the cornea. 

Tins destructive iritis rarely appears till after the second day; it is usually first 
discovered from the fourth to the tenth day, or later. It is much to be feared when 
the nucleus is hard and large, as well as when the evacuation of the cataract is 
difficult on account of insufficient size of the corneal wound, or from cicatricial or 
spastic contraction of the pupil, and causes tension or bruising of the iris, and 
also where the manipulation was rough, or repeated introduction of the spoon was 
necessary for the removal of the cortical masses. The usual cause, however, is the 
retention of large pfleces of cataract, or, still more, of a thick layer of normally 
consistent cortical substance attached to the capsule, and capable of swelling. These 
usually proliferate luxuriantly, and to the mechanical irritation of the swollen 
particles add the vital irritation of inflammation (Oraefe), thus in a double manner 
exciting the iris to reaction. Beside the results of uveitis, thei'e are extensive 
secondary cataracts. Sometimes the immediate and chief causes of iritis is a pro¬ 
lapse through the flap-wound, and consequent adhesion and bruising of the iris. 
Then the process quickly becomes chronic. Exceptionally, it is accompanied by 
severe ciliary irritation, and it may then endanger the second eye sympathetically. 
(Critchett.) 

The dangers resulting from mechanical irritation in flap extractions, as in other 
cataract operations, may be lessened by performing an iridectomy several weeks 
previously, or at the same time. (Wenzel, llichter, Graefe.) 

Tor we thus considerably increase the space for the escape of the cataract, and avoid bruising 
ihe iris and stripping off the cortical substance. If the pupillary margin has been already 
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686 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

bruised by the escaping cataract, we may remove the injured portion, and prevent its affecting 
the healing process. Moreover, we facilitate the access to any retained portions of cataract, 
and are often enabled to remove them with the scoop without injury to the parts. But if por¬ 
tions of the cataract must still be left, the diminution of the points of contact with the ins, 
and its relaxation, decidedly decrease the irritation. Besides all this, extensive prolapse of the 
iris is avoided, and in a wide pupil a partial cicatricial contraction of the borders or a partial 
posterior synechia cannot cause so much injury as if the pupil is of normal size ; and after a 
large iridectomy, a complete closure of the pupil does not occur so readily as if the central 
zone of the iris is entire. 

According to the above, the combined operation is urgently indicated in cata¬ 
racts with pulpy, chalky, or normally consistent cortices, which are adherent to the 
capsule, when the pupil dilates but slightly on the use of atropine, and hence 
threatens to offer great opposition to the escape of the cataract; when the corneal 
wound is too small, and the escape of the lens is difficult, or the iris has been 
bruised; but particularly when, from any cause, portions of the cataract are left in 
the eye. (Arlt.) It is also well to perform an iridectomy, when the general state of 
the patient or of the eye is not favorable to the healing of the wound. 

It is, however, going too far to say, as some do (Mooren), that iridectomy should be per¬ 
formed in all cases of flap extraction. Under favorable general and local conditions and 
successful termination of the operation, the dangers of flap extraction are not sufficient to 
counterbalance the disadvantages to vision from a broad artificial pupil; for with strong 
illumination the latter causes painful dazzling, and, in proportion to its size, increases the 
circles of dispersion that fall on the retina, which is, of course, doubly felt from the entire 
absence of accommodation. The clearness of eccentric vision, and the capacity of the patient 
for seeing around him, when he wears spectacles (Graefe), are much impaired, for the devia¬ 
tion of marginal rays becomes very evident, on account of the deficient arrest of the rays by 
the iris. 

Quite recently, tapping the vitreous has been recommended as a substitute for iridectomy. 
The results attained by it entitle it at least to trial. It is thought that the dangers of second¬ 
ary cataract, iritis, closure of the pupil, choroiditis, and even unfavorable healing of the 
cornea may be greatly lessened by it, and that the optical effect is much better than by any 
other operation. Immediately after the escape"of the cataract, the puncture should be made 
with a needle, by passing it through the posterior capsule at the center of the lenticular fossa. 
The immediate result is the escape of some vitreous into the anterior chamber, a slight dilata¬ 
tion of the pupil, and a bulging forward of the previously relaxed cornea. At the same time 
the capsule changes to a ring-shaped pad, and is removed from the region of the pupil, which 
then appears quite clear, and permits considerable sharpness of vision. (.Ilasner.) 

The size of the artificially produced prolapse of the vitreous does not, however, lie entirely 
in the hands of the operator, and as a large prolapse easily occasions injury to the eye, the 
method seems hazardous. 

Others, who consider the retention of portions of cataract as the source of all danger, 
advise the extraction of the cataract and capsule entire. (Pagenstecher.) This sometimes suc¬ 
ceeds very readily in cataracts far advanced in retrogressive metamorphosis, whose capsules 
have become tough and hard from calcareous deposits, and are but slightly attached to the 
lenticular fossa. In primary cataracts, on the contrary, such attempts are difficult, as maybe 
readily conceived from the rules of operation above given. We first require a large incision 
downward, to comprise half the circumference, and to make it longer; this should be beyond 
the margin of the cornea. To facilitate still more the access to the lens, a large portion of 
iris should be excised, and any existing adhesions of the pupillary margin to the anterior cap¬ 
sule should be broken up with a hook. If the lens cannot now be luxated by a slight pressure 
on the anterior scleral zone, a spoon should be passed behind it, and it, with its capsule, should 
be thus extracted. If, however, the zonula is too firmly attached, it should be first loosened 
with a hook, so as to free the capsule. Since the danger of large prolapse of the vitreous is 
increased by this manipulation, perfect anaesthesia is considered indispensable, in spite of 
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CATARACT. TREATMENT. 637 

which this accident cannot be wholly avoided, and may prove very injurious. If by this 
method we do escape secondary cataracts, this advantage is fully balanced by the frequent 
occurrence of inflammatory cloudiness of the vitreous, which requires months to clear up, or 
may never pass away. Attempts have not in fact proved very inviting. (Knapp, JS ergmann, 
Weeker, Stuff an.) 

The chief danger of the flap extraction with the corneal section lies, however, 
in suppuration of the cornea. This is caused sometimes by awkwardness of the 
operator, but chiefly by too small and too oblique an incision. An incision which 
is too oblique, splits the cornea for a distance into two very thin laminae, and the 
conditions for their nutrition are very unfavorable. Moreover, the inner edge of the 
wound under such circumstances narrows the opening very considerably, and is put 
very much on the stretch during the exit of the cataract, and is not uncommonly 
tom, which renders an immediate healing very difficult, without regarding the 
mechanical irritation of the wound. In other cases, the suppurative inflammation 
is caused by restlessness of the patient after the operation, particularly by forcible 
opening of the already adherent flap, in consequence of accidental wounds or 
momentary increase of the intraocular pressure in coughing, sneezing, etc. The 
patient’s constitution also exerts an influence. According to experience, phthisis of 
the cornea is more threatening in persons in whom wounds of other parts of the 
body easily take on a suppurative action ; further, in people with a rigid sclera and 
atheromatous vessels, and in individuals of a marasmatic tendency, who have been 
weakened by age, disease, misery, depressing mental affections, etc., and who have 
a toneless, withered, faded skin, covered by dry, cracked epidermis. (Graefe, 
Mooren.) 
Ij, In the majority of cases, however, the operation itself is the cause of the 
suppuration, since it makes its appearance after the best executed flap extractions, 
with the best behavior on the part of the patient, and under apparently the most 
favorable conditions. 

I Its principal source is then, without doubt, to be sought in the incomplete adap¬ 
tation of the edge of the flap to the peripherical border of the wound. As else¬ 
where, so also with the cornea, an exact coaptation of the raw surfaces is the 
indispensable condition for their direct reunion. The danger of suppuration is 
relatively so much the greater, the more unfavorable the conditions are for the cor¬ 
rect position of the flap, the more the vitreous humor is evacuated in the operation, 
and the greater the change of curvature of the anterior surface of the globe caused 
by it becomes; further, the more extensive but especially the higher the flap thus 
formed is, and therefore the easier this can yield to the pressure of the contents of 
the globe acting on it from behind. Furthermore, the direct reunion of the flap is 
°ften hindered by the intervening of parts of iris, of vitreous humor, of remains 
°f capsule or of cataract, and thus the phthisis of the cornea favored. 

It is considered by many observers, that the suppuration of the cornea is always secondary, 
“>4 connected with the existence of a suppurative irido-choroiditis, and that the latter is 
*vays caused by the remains of cortical lens matter which have swollen. (Arlt, Mooren.) A 
careful observation of the changes occurring in the eye after extraction (Jacobson, Sichel, 
tyenstechei-), has, however, proved the opposite to be the rule. Moreover, suppuration of 
foe cornea, with complete integrity of the nveal tract, has been seen in the cadaver (Schweig- 
««'), and the still unclouded condition of the power of perceiving light, when the infiltration 
d the cornea has already rapidly advanced, renders the assumption of a suppurative affection 
of the deeper tissues of the globe not to be thought of (Graefe). In regard to the second part 
°t this opinion it must be considered that the phthisis of the cornea occurs even after com- 
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638 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

plete evacuation of the lens, and even after extractions in which the cataract was removed 
together with the capsule from the eye. It has also been observed once in an eye which was 
destitute of iris (Qraefe). 

The suppuration of the cornea begins in the margins of the wound, which soon 
become cloudy, and swell with purulent products. The infiltration then proceeds 
from the angles of the wound to the periplierical portions of that segment of the 
cornea which has not been incised, so that a circular band of purulent infiltration 
appears, within which the corneal tissue seems at first only slightly cloudy and 
swollen, but rapidly assumes the yellow color of pus and dissolves with consider 
able swelling. It then comes away in shreds, or else shrinks to a sort of slough, 
which drops off as a whole. The globe is then destroyed by suppurative panoph¬ 
thalmitis. 

Still the suppuration is sometimes limited to the margins of the wound, or at 
most a circumscribed band of pus may be developed. In favorable cases the 
process may then again recede, so that the edges of the wound may heal by a 
cicatrix of varying extent. Much more often, however, the inflammation soon 
advances under such conditions to the iris, and then to the deeper tissues of the 
eye. Atrophy of the globe is then frequently the result, and in case large quan¬ 
tities of pus exist in the interior of the eye, a subsequent suppuration of the cornea, 
partial or entire, occurs, with consecutive phthisis bulbi. (Qraefe, Jacobson.) 

In very rare cases, a dense, purulent, yellow infiltration is said to be met with at the end of 
the second or third week at one point in the wound, and soon destroys the cornea by its rapid 
extension to the entire flap. This affection is said to begin with increasing sensibility and 
swelling of the conjunctiva and soon becomes involved by a suppurative iritis. (Qraefe,) 

In order to prevent the suppuration of the cornea occasioned by the incomplete 
coaptation of the flap), an iridectomy does not suffice. We should expect just as 
little from a union of the two edges of the wound by sutures. (Williams.) 

The indication is rather towards lessening the gapring, that is to say, the incision 
should be as short and linear as poossible. The necessary length of the wound is, 
however, determined by the horizontal diameter of the nucleus of the cararact, and 
cannot be shortened without causing other important drawbacks. The incision in 
the scleral border is therefore justified from one p)oint of view. The circumference 
of the anterior seleral border is at any rate larger than that of the peripheries 
corneal zone, and a curved incision made in the first will with the same length 
represent a so much smaller p)art of the whole circumference, and will therefore 
approach its chord so much the more, the further the plane of incision is removed 
from the cornea. Still this advantage is not obtained without a sacrifice. The 
slight power of gapring of a flapo-wound removed outwards into the anterior scleral 
margin, in connection with the anatomical prosition of the iris and cataract, neces¬ 
sarily occasion the excision of a correspoonding priece of iris. 

If by these means, as well as by the thorough incision of the anterior capsule, ever) 
impediment to the free exit of the cataract is done away with, then a slight pressure exerted 
upon the portion of the corneal margin opposite the wound as a rule suffices for the evacuation 
of the cataract. As the vitreous humor presses at the same time from behind forward, aud 
the cataract is therefore affected by two forces acting in an obliquely opposite direction to 
each other, it must advance towards the wound in the direction of the resulting force, an 
pass through the latter with a very inconsiderable rotation. If this maneuver does not at 
once succeed in causing the exit, the cataract may be extracted without difficulty with the 
, poon without injury to the iris. The instrument may be easily passed in a straight direc 
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ttm from the wound towards the equator of the lens and behind it, and then pushed forward 
to its opposite margin. The cataract then lies in the hollow of the instrument, and its some¬ 
what projecting anterior angle embraces the equator of the lens firmly enough to cause it to 
follow its course outward. The lever movement is here very slight; the cataract glides away 
behind the iris without injuring it to any considerable degree. Even the more compact 
cortical layers adherent to the capsule may be detached by the edge of the spoon, without any 
dangerous pressure upon the iris, and extracted, and hence flakes already loosened so much 
the more easily. 

The curved incision in the scleral margin and the expulsion of the cataract 
through the periplierical wound renders necessary a number of instruments and 
manipulations, which are very different from those employed in the flap extraction, 
and hence force us to regard and describe the method as a peculiar one. It has 
been proposed to call it the ‘‘modified linear extraction,” “extraction by the peri¬ 
pherical linear incision,” and “ extraction by the scleral incision.” All these names 
are, however, but little appropriate. In the absence of a better designation, how¬ 
ever, the name “ extraction by the periplierical linear incision,” which the inventor 
(Qraefe) regards as most appropriate, may for the present remain in use. 

Strictly speaking, from the reasons above mentioned, this is not really a linear 
wound, even when we consider merely the external edge of the wound and entirely 
disregard the position of the surface of the wound to the comeal axis. The mis¬ 
take in the name is seen in a still more glaring manner, when we observe the 
internal opening of the wound more closely. According to anatomical require¬ 
ments, and to those mechanical conditions which admit of the easiest possible ex¬ 
traction of a cataract, this should be connected with the circle of origin of the 
ligamentmn pectinatum. The radius of this circle measures in the middle 5.5 
millm. The minimum length of wound for the largest senile cataract amounts to 
10 milbn. The name “ scleral incision” is just as little appropriate, since the 
surface of the wound, accordig to anatomical investigations, only falls in the scleral 
tissue with its most external zone, and by far the greater part lies in the cornea. 
At the same time there is hence explained the mistake of those who sujrpose that 
the main advantage of the peripherical linear incision is to be found in making 
the surface of the wound in the sclerotic. 

The results which have hitherto been obtained, in a large number of cases, with 
the peripherical linear incision, are incontestably very satisfactory, and entirely 
qualified to maintain the supposition of a causal connection between phthisis of 
the cornea and a greater gaping of the wound. If we include together everything 
that we ourselves have observed, read and heard, as it were, in private conversation, 
W may conclude that the proportion per centum of suppuration of the cornea is 
1® in the peripherical linear incision than in the curved incision of the cornea; that 
this advantage, however, is again counterbalanced by the greater frequency of 
destructive inflammations in the uveal tract, especially of iridocyclitis and 
Wdochoroiditis with the formation of membraniform obstructions. This state of 
things is explained in great part because it is more difficult to split the anterior 
capsule; which presses forwards against the posterior surface of the cornea, and 
ecause of the unavoidable healing of the edges of the iris in the angles of the 

cuncd wound, because of the more frequent and not uncommonly late effusions 
0 Wood into the anterior chamber, and because of the somewhat increased fre- 
quency of the very dangerous losses of vitreous humor. It is very difficult to 
Kpress this proportion in definite numbers. According to careful statistical 
lepoits (Dantone), the unconcealed total losses of the eye vary between 2$ (Knapp\ 
^ 0.4$ {Hoering), even 28$ {Ed. Jaeger). Incomplete successes, in which the 
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640 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

acuteness of vision sank to 4, yielded from 2$ (Horner), to 20$ (Knapp). Complete 
successes were numbered from 74$ (Hoering), to 90$ (Graefe). The view which is 
taken of results is influenced very much by the temperament, the more or less 
dependent position of the statistician, and several other motives. But the old flap 
extraction is looked at very unfavorably, while the peripherical linear incision is 
regarded with great favor. In addition comes a very important circumstance, 
namely, that the great advances of recent times, which have been made in the 
knowledge of the causes of bad success and in the after-treatment, have come to 
the aid of the extraction with the peripherical linear incision, but not of the flap- 
extraction, since nearly all of the ophthalmologists, at the first instant, have thrown 
overboard the older method and have followed the new banner with enthusiasm, in 
order perhaps to forsake it at the very next instant. The old flap-extraction is 
really far better than its present reputation, even when we entirely disregard the 
fact that with the marginal flap section, to which all the faults to be avoided by 
the peripherical linear incision cling most decidedly, results hitherto unsurpassed 
were obtained. This method gave, namely, in 78.5$ a visual acuteness of i-i, in 
19.6$ a visual acuteness of -Ar-aV, and in 1.9$, phthisis of the globe. (Jacolson.) 

Among 287 recorded cases the simple flap extraction gave 71.77$ direct com¬ 
plete successes, that is, the patients left the clinic with normally wide pupil, 
entirely or in great part movable, and a normally acting retina, so that with the 
corresponding glasses they could either read medium type, at about 12'' distance, 
or might expect to after the lapse of a few weeks; although it might then be that 
the posterior capsule had subsequently become opaque and made a secondary opera¬ 
tion necessary. Incomplete successes, which in the best cases admitted of the 
recognition of large type at 12" distance, and of going about alone, numbered 
21.60$; still the half of these could be brought to a complete success by a sub¬ 
sequent operation. 2.09$ of the eyes became atrophic in consequence of iri- 
dochoroiditis, 4.52$ were destroyed by suppuration. Among the 47 cases last 
operated on were 5 in which the one eye, after extraction with the peripherical 
linear incision, had been, under another surgeon, destroyed by suppuration. 
[Probably Stellwag’s own cases.] In 4 of these cases complete success was 
obtained by the flap-extraction, in one iridocyclitis, with closure of the pupil, 
occurred, and here an iridectomy, with rupture of the false membranes, restored the 
power of vision so that the patient could move about alone. 

By the peripherical linear incision there were in 44 cases 70.45$ of complete 
success; 20.45$ incomplete results were obtained, of which about half, perhaps, 
might be essentially improved; in 4.54$ phthisis of the cornea appeared, and in 
the same number atrophy of the globe. Among these cases there were 25 in 
which both eyes were operated upon at one and the same sitting, the right one 
always by the peripherical linear incision, the left one by the curved corneal sec¬ 
tion. The success was 13 times complete in both eyes, 6 times incomplete in the 
left and once complete in the right; 4 times the opposite proportion occurred, 

twice, the success in botti eyes was incomplete at the time of the patients dis 

charge. A loss of an eye did not occur in any case. 
[There seems to be a want of uniformity now existing among operators, uirega 

to testing the vision of cataract patients, which has a tendency, to say the least, o 
create confusion, not only as to the results of different operators, which is of com 
paratively small importance, but also as to the merits of the method of operatin0 

itself, which is of vast importance.] 
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[The ideas of American ophthalmologists have materially changed of late as 
regards the method of operation to be in general employed. The peripherical 
linear incision of Von Oraefe has undoubtedly received a fair trial in this country 
where manual dexterity in operating is very marked, and from the results gained 
experience has led many of our surgeons to abandon it as unsatisfactory. Many of 
the American operators now evince a predilection for the old corneal flap operation, 
but the use of Beer’s knife has generally been given up, and the corneal incision is 
now made with the narrow knife of von Oraefe. The discussion between Drs. 
Loring and Hasket Derby, in regard to the results obtained from the two operations, 
at least shows that the difference in these results is of no material importance, while 
the greater difficulty of the peripherical incision is still admitted (Boston- Medical 
and Surgical Journal, 1872). 

The discussion in this country of the subject of cataract and its treatment being 
an almost every-day occurrence, American surgeons have been led to modify 
materially the after-treatment. The patients are not confined to their beds as long 
as formerly, and surgeons are not as particular in excluding every ray of light. A 
few turns of a flannel roller bandage, or even a piece of black silk placed over the 
eyes and retained in position by strips of adhesive plaster, is all that is ever used, 
and then the room is moderately darkened for several days.] 

On the whole, the results of both methods seem to be tolerably equally 
balanced. He who regards the greater difficulty and duration of the opera¬ 
tion, as well as the excision of the iris, as insignificant, and strives to obtain the 
largest possible number of medium successes, will be, perhaps, best satisfied with 
the peripherical linear incision. He, however, who sees important advantages in 
the elegance, simplicity and rapidity of the operative act, in the ease and safety of 
the extraction of the cataract, and wishes to obtain faultless results approaching 
the ideal, and will, of course, comprise in the bargain one or more losses, will 
always return to the flap-extraction, and seek to moderate its drawbacks as much as 
possible, without, however, rejecting entirely the peripherical linear incision. 
Where the predominant conditions seem to favor corneal suppuration; where 
extensive cicatrices occupy the space for the flap incision, and at the same time 
render it necessary to make an artificial pupil; where all the conditions for the 
development of an acute glaucoma are present, or one eye is even suffering from 
this affection, and therefore an iridectomy would be necessary at no distant period : 
here it is in fact advisable to choose the peripherical linear incision. The same 
holds good in those cases in which the strict regimen, indispensable after the flap- 
extraction, should become unbearable and even dangerous to the bodily condition 
°f the patient; for in the peripherical linear incision the separation of the already 
united raw edges is much less threatening than in the flap incision, and hence 
essential alleviations in the position and diet of the patient might be allowed even 
in the first days after the operation. 

Some have also claimed that the peripherical incision heals in a shorter time. 
Sffll, this can only be recognized for those cases which run a normal course. Those 
m which the course towards a cure is abnormal, and their number is not small 
(41.5^, Dantone), again outweigh this advantage, in so far as the chronic iri¬ 
docyclitis and iridochoroiditis with them consequences are somewhat more frequent, 
®d the not uncommon cystoid cicatrices often trouble the patient for a long time. 

A more cogent reason for the superiority of the peripherical linear incision over 
the flap incision appears to lie in the slighter astigmatic difference, which the eyes 
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operated upon by the first method show (Reuse, Woinow). Still we should here 
consider that the astigmatism, which usually follows the extraction of a cataract, 
grows less some time after the operation, and that, in case it remained somewhat 
greater after the flap incision, the difference would scarcely ever be so great, that 
cylindrical glasses could not equalize it. It is, however, particularly to be borne in 
mind, that even a greater and more irregular astigmatism after a regular flap extrac¬ 
tion must become subjectively less perceptible by reason of the slighter width and 
central position of the pupil, than after the peripherical linear incision when com¬ 
bined with iridectomy. 

There have also been attempts made to moderate or even to do away with the 
drawbacks attached to extraction with the peripherical linear incision. Thus, the 
extraction of the lens in the uninjured capsule has been recommended, just as in 
the flap extraction, in order to avoid leaving behind any remains of the cataract, 
and it is even believed that this can be accomplished without excising the iris. To 
this end, after the peripherical linear incision has been made, a cataract spoon is 
to be introduced into the pupil, with its convexity turned towards the lens, the 
edge of the lens is to be pushed aside, and the zonula separated with the edge of 
the spoon; then the instrument is to be pushed behind the lens into the lenticular 
fossa, and the lens drawn out as a whole through the wound. The ease, safety and 
excellence of the result is praised (Gioppi, Hamer'). It will be well to wait for 
further trials of this operation before deciding. 

The chief clanger, however, lies in chronic choroidal inflammations, which are excited by 
the dislocated lens acting as a foreign body. These occur after weeks, months, or even years, 
and after severe and tedious suffering they destroy the eye, and may even sympathetically 
affect the other one. The percentage of bad results from this accident is quite large ; hence, at 
present, depression is almost abandoned. 

d. In overripe cataract the calcareous deposits on the inner wall of the capsule 
require the utmost care. They prevent the retraction of the flaps of capsule formed 
by the operation; therefore, even when the capsule has been freely divided, cloudy 
remnants of it are left in the pupil, and are difficult to remove, and greatly impair 

vision. 

Simple discission is then less serviceable, even when the lens is disintegrated, and forms a 
fatty, chalky pulp. If the latter contain granular, chalky matter, this may enter the ante¬ 
rior chamber and prove the more irritating, as it is dissolved slowly and is not readily removed. 
In some rare cases the chalky masses have been seen to adhere to the rough surface of the iris, 
and also to form a deposit on the posterior wall of the cornea, which greatly impaired vision- 

In retrogressive fluid total cataracts, linear extraction answers best. In such 
cases, however, the aqueous should be allowed to escape before the capsule is 
opened, so that, the crystalline being pressed against the iris and cornea by the vitre¬ 
ous, the aqueous chamber may be reduced to nothing, while the milky fluid is 
escaping. It is also well to make the incision nearer the center of the cornea than 
usual, so that the opening may not be covered when the pupil contracts during the 
escape of the aqueous. Of course, in such cases, the capsule cannot be very freely 
divided; sometimes we can draw most of it out; most frequently, however, the 
attempt is unsuccessful. Then a secondary cataract remains, which must be subs': 

quently removed. 

In consideration of this, it has been advised not to open the cornea with a lance-shape 

knife, but with a large cataract-needle, whose neck closes the wound and prevents the escape 
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of the aqueous,thus keeping the capsule at such a distance from Descemet’s membrane that it 
may be divided. (Graefe.) But then, of course, the cataractous remains will escape into the 
aqueous chamber, and there prove injurious. Hence the method is unsatisfactory. 

In dry capsular cataracts, as well as in all shrunken cataracts with tough cap¬ 
sules, thickened by firm deposits, and having pulpy nuclei, simple linear extraction 
is to be preferred to all other operations, and has been employed for many years, 
(Friedr. Jaeger). Such cataracts are readily drawn out whole, by a hook or for¬ 
ceps, and may easily be removed through a linear incision. For, in such cases, the 
zonula is atrophied and is easily tom, and the posterior capsule is not very adherent 
to the lenticular fossa. 

Dry capsular and secondary cataracts may also be removed through a scleral wound. For¬ 
merly this operation was quite popular, but it has long been neglected, and it offers no peculiar 
advantages over linear extraction through the corneal wound. A meridional incision, about 
three hues long, is made on the temporal side of the sclera, about two lines below the horizon¬ 
tal diameter, with its anterior end about the same distance from the margin of the cornea. 
Then a delicate-toothed forceps or iris-hook is introduced and passed through the vitreous to 
the cataract, which is then seized and withdrawn. (Sichel, Desmarres.) 

Overripe cataracts, with sclerosed or normally consistent nuclei, should be removed 
by flap or modified linear extraction. But we should always attempt to remove 
them entire, before dividing the capsule. This attempt often succeeds, and when it 
does, it is very advantageous, for there are no chalky portions of lens left in the 
anterior chamber, and no secondary cataract results. But if the cataract does not 
follow the traction of the hook or forceps, the capsule must be freely divided and 
the lens removed piecemeal. 

To prevent the bad results that follow the retention of small chalky granules in the aque¬ 
ous chamber, it has been recommended to drop, or even gently to inject, lukewarm water, 
about 90° F., in order to wash out the remnants, as it were. (Arlt.) 

«. In posterior synechia, also, the edges of the capsule cannot retract, as they 
are partially attached to the iris, and, from the precedent inflammation, somewhat 
extensive (subsequently calcifying) products have been deposited on the inner wall 
of the capsule, and the stiffness caused by the external deposits is thus increased. 
Besides this, the entire cataractous pulp frequently thickens under the influence of 
tie inflammation, and chalky conglomerations develop in it. The exposure of 
tbe cortical portion, and its exit from the capsule, then becomes more danger- 
eus, as, on account of the formation of new product on the margin of the pupil, 
B cannot dilate, and as the inclination to the recurrence of iritis is kept up> by the 
synechia. Under such circumstances, the cataract operation should always be 
combined with iridectomy; and where the state of the cataract renders an extrac¬ 
tion advisable, we should always attempt to draw out the capsule without dividing 
't. So we should only divide the latter, and remove it subsequently, when we can 
lot remove the lens and capsule entire. Some advise the commencement of the 
operation with iridectomy. (Hamer.) 
/■ In traumatic cataracts, which are developed without dangerous irritation, we 

miy use the treatment proper after division, especially the frequent instillation of 
atropine, and await the natural termination. Especially in children, it is well not to 
operate too quickly, as a spontaneous cure is not unfrequently caused by resorption. 
But if the lens swells up, and an iritis develops, and the inflammation cannot be 
fiuickly cheeked in the usual way, it is advisable to perform a linear extraction and 
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644 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

an iridectomy. If, however, the lens is not fully softened, or if the injury has 
occurred in an old person, with a hard nucleus, we should perform a flap extraction 
with an iridectomy, or, still better, a modified linear extraction. Unfortunately the 
means are frequently entirely insufficient, and the eye is rapidly destroyed by phthisis 
or atrophy. In view of this no reproach should be cast on any one who regards the 
operation as justifiable as a last resort only in the most urgent necessity and in 
desperate cases. 

g. Flap extraction answers for lenses that have fallen into the anterior chamber 
and become attached there, as well as for lenses that have become partly or entirely 
dislocated, and irritate the eye by moving around. It is immaterial whether they 
be still transparent, or have already become cataractous. 

Calcified lenses, which have lain for a long time in the anterior chamber, have generally 
very much involved the globe by iridochoroiditis, and have destroyed the sight. Hence, ia 
case frequent conditions of irritation, and particularly iridocyclitis, demand operation, or 
even if the second eye were in danger of being sympathetically affected, it seems prudent to 
enucleate the eye, since the operation might easily fan the inflammatory process still more to a 
flame, and might transmit it to the other eye. (Graefe.) In order to avoid as much as possi¬ 
ble greater losses of vitreous in the extraction of lenses lying in the anterior chamber, the 
previous contraction of the pupil by preparations of calabar has been recommended. (Pagen- 
stecher). 

In true floating cataract it is often difficult to seize tlie lens with the spoon, as it 
moves freely in the fluids filling the eye-ball, and readily gets out of the way. 
Hence it is advisable to first transfix the cataract with a needle passed through the 
sclera, to push it through the pupil and hold it against the cornea, and then remove 
it by flap extraction. (Oraefe, Ilamer.) [The same operation Iras been successfully 
done in an ordinary case of senile cataract. (Hackley.)] 

If we cannot transfix the floating cataract on the needle, we must do a so-called scleral ex¬ 
traction. (Quadri.) For this purpose, at the equator of the eye-ball we divide the sclera, 
parallel to the corneal margin, to about one-sixth to one-fifth of its circumference; then tie 
fluid vitreous is evacuated, and the lens drawn out. It is true, the eye then frequently sup¬ 
purates, but this does not make much difference, as in floating cataract the functional power 
is usually destroyed at any rate, and the cataract is often a source of recurring inflammations, 
that never give the patient any rest, and often injure the general health, so that a quick de¬ 
struction of the eye-ball is often an actual gain; in view of which, artificial suppuration of 
the globe has been induced by passing a thread through it, when the lens could not be extract¬ 
ed. If sympathetic affection of the other eye threatens, or already exists, it is considered 
proper to enucleate. (Graef e.) 

In ectopia and slight degrees of congenital luxation of fhe lens, whether the 
crystalline be transparent or cararactous, displacement of the pupil often suffices. 
Of course, extraction is not then advisable. But, if the first-named operation does 
not give good sight, or if the motions of the luxated lens endanger the eye, modi¬ 
fied linear extraction is indicated. 

If the lens has been dislocated under the conjunctiva, it is advisable not to extract it till 
the opening in the sclera has closed, so as to avoid evacuating the vitreous. 

h. Secondary cataracts may be broken up and partially depressed by scleronyi® 
This procedure is especially to be recommended in opacities of the posterior cap¬ 
sule, as are often formed after flap and linear extraction. Here it is well to 
illuminate the field of operation obliquely with a convex lens, in order to perceive 
distinctly the finest opacities. {Knapp.) Large secondary cataracts are best remove! 
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by the simple linear extraction. When, however, they are firmly connected with 
iridocylitic false membranes, as is often the case, the traction necessary to 
the extraction is very dangerous, and may lead to destructive inflammations. 
Where such adhesions exist, it is then perhaps better to cut up the secondary cata¬ 
ract with two needles. These needles are introduced through the cornea from two 
opposite sides, are pushed into the same opening in the center of the secondary 
cataract, and then by moving them in opposite directions a free pupillary space is 
produced. (Bowman, Pagenptecher.) 

[For removing secondary cataracts or other membraniform obstructions from 
the pupil, the following operation is performed: The pupil having been dilated 
by atropine, the patient (lying on his back) is etherized; a spring speculum is 
inserted into the eye to be operated on. The operator, seated behind the head of 
the patient, passes a “ stop-neeclle” through the cornea, about one line from its 
nasal border, and transfixes the membraniform obstruction. Then, while holding 
this steady, he makes an opening in the cornea, about half a line from the temporal 
border, with a Beer’s knife, a lance-shaped knife, or a broad needle. Through 
this opening a sharp hook is introduced, and its point entered in the opening made 
in the membrane by the “ stop-needle.” If possible, the hook is now to be rotated, 
and the membrane rolled up around it and brought out of the anterior chamber. 
If it cannot be drawn out, it should be torn. After the operation, a solution of 
atropine (two grs. to the ounce) should be again used. The patient should remain 
two or three days in bed in a darkened chamber, then gradually accustomed to the 
light. The great advantage of the “stop-needle” is, that it prevents traction on 
the iris, and the consequent detachment of its border. It may also be used in per¬ 
forming an iridectomy, when the pupil is closed by posterior synechia. C. R. 
Agnew.] 

A. Special preliminary treatment is quite superfluous, and is rather inclined to 
cause injury, by increasing the anxiety of the patient. It is, however, advisable to 
administer a purgative the day previous to the operation, because, after a complete 
evacuation of the bowels, the patient usually goes several days without a stool, 
which in flap extraction is very desirable, on account of the motion attending the 
effort. If a needle operation, or a linear extraction, is to be done, repeated instilla¬ 
tion of atropine is advisable, to insure its effect. 

If it be designed to make a flap-extraction, the artificial dilatation of the pupil seems 
nicely advantageous. Still, many believe that by weakening the sphincter pupillse the pas- 
sage of the cataract is rendered easier, and thus the dangerous consequences of some lacera¬ 
tions of the iris may be to a certain extent obviated. The mydriasis is also said to disappear 
rapidly after closure of the corneal wound, and thus the influence upon the iris of the remains 
of cataract which are left behind is limited. (Sdmisch.) 

5- The operation is best done in the morning, an hour or two after the patient 
lias taken a bowl of soup or a cup of coffee. When the stomach is empty, vomiting 
readily occurs, which may prove dangerous; when it is full, the patient does not 
easily retain the position on the back which is usually necessary, and inclines to 
digestion of the head. 

Recently the recumbent position is generally considered the most favorable for 
I ®e operation. Hence the patient is brought in his night-dress to a suitably pre- 
I pared bed, which is so placed that the light from one or two windows falls 
I obliquely on the head of the patient, and the eye is sufficiently illuminated, while 
I fet sunlight is excluded. 
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646 CATARACT. TREATMENT. 

The advantage of this proceeding is, that the patient, in order to get comfortably to bed 
after the operation, is not obliged-to move about in a way that may be dangerous; fainting 
during the operation is not so serious ; the head of the patient may be more easily held, and 
the operator, while manipulating above the patient, can himself hold the upper lid of the 
cataractous eye, and thus the more readily dispense with an experienced assistant. 

Where however, disease renders lying in bed tedious or unbearable, and a sitting posture 
is necessary during the greater part of the after-treatment, the patient had better be operated 
on in an easy-chair, and, properly clothed and well propped up, left for the day sitting up, 
but at night placed in bed, with the head well supported. 

Children should be operated on under anresthesia, or else they should be enveloped in a 
cloth, so that the arms and legs shall be held immovable, in an extended position; one assist¬ 
ant, seated, holds the child in his lap, while the operator, sitting opposite, clasps the 
enveloped legs of the patient between his knees, and a second assistant, from over the patient’s 
head, separates the lids and holds the head. 

In adults, and generally where an extraction by the flap or peripherical linear 
incision is to he performed, anaesthesia is best avoided, as the excitement of the 
patient in the semi-intoxication during and after the operation may endanger the 
success, and the frequent vomiting also acts in a very disturbing manner. In very 
anxious persons, however, who throw themselves about during the operation and 
react in the most violent manner during the separate manipulations, profound 
anaesthesia, as in children, can scarcely be dispensed with. 

The dangers attached to anaesthesia by chloroform may perhaps be very much 
diminished or entirely done away with by the use of the hydrate of chloral. To 
this end, the patient is recommended to take a dose of 30-60 grains of the drug, 
in case he is a drinker even 75 grains, according to necessity, and after he has 
fallen asleep, to complete the anaesthetic effect by inhalation of chloroform. It is 
then hoped that very small doses of chloroform will answer the purpose, the stage 
of anaesthesia will very quickly disappear after the operation, and the patient will 
enjoy a good sleep, (ft lAebreich.) Local anaesthesia, according to the method of 
Richardson, is, according to direct experiments, not applicable. (Weber.) 

In this country, sulphuric ether is almost always employed ; chloroform but very rarely. 
If possible, we should also avoid fixation of the eye. This is especially true in flap extrac¬ 

tion. For we must remember that fixation excites considerable pain, and is apt to cause unruly 
patients to strain more, which may much interfere with the operation, cause prolapse of the 
vitreous, &c. If the flap extraction is done in the upper half of the cornea, or a modified linear 
extraction be made upward, we are sometimes unable to avoid using the forceps to draw down 
the upturned eye, and bring the field of operation into the opening of the lids. 

It is of the utmost importance that the eye-lids should he properly held. This 
requires a skilled assistant, for it is not easy to open the lids widely and keep them 
apart with certainty, without getting in the way of the operator, and without m 
the least encroaching on the globe, and thus causing discomfort to the patient, 
Usually the operator holds one lid, and this is the upper or lower according to his 
position behind the head or at the breast of the patient; the assistant holds the other. 
The two hands used for this purpose are laid (with the ring and little finger closed) 
flat on the forehead and face, and, while the patient opens his eye, the ends of the 
extended index and middle fingers are brought over the eye-lashes on to the edges 
of the lids, whereupon the latter slide back along the globe, and may be easily he 
fast without at all interfering with the eye. It is at the same time very important 
that the inner lip of the lid be not for a moment raised from the eye-hall, as other¬ 
wise, by some straining of the patient, an eversion may readily occur, which renders 

the operation much more difficult. 
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Lid-holders, that are strong enough to oppose the spasmodic contraction of the orbicularis 
muscle, annoy the patient, increase his restlessness, and hence should generally be avoided. In 
modified linear extraction, however, during the second step of the operation, viz. the making of 
an artificial pupil, it is often difficult to do without them, as the fixation of the lids by an assist¬ 
ant leaves too little room for a second assistant to fix the eye-ball with the forceps. 

6. Immediately after the operation the patient is directed to close the lids gently, 
as in falling asleep, the escaped fluid is to be carefully wiped away with soft charpie, 
and then a protective bandage applied over both eyes. 

The application of the protective bandage requires the greatest attention. The charpie must 
be finely picked, soft, and clear; it must not ravel out, for then some threads might get between 
the lids and prove very injurious. The two cushions formed of it should not be too large ; they 
should be of a regular density and thickness throughout; the bandage should be of fine and new 
flannel, so that it may stretch regularly, for only thus can it be equally applied to the surface 
of the closed lids, which is one of the chief requirements for a good bandage. 

We can not sufficiently warn against strong traction on the bandage, especially after flap 
extraction, for the flap is easily displaced; in this case, however, there is a disagreeable feeling of 
pressure which renders the patient uneasy, and may lead directly to bad results. As a rule, the 
bandage should exercise no pressure, but simply keep the parts in their natural position. There 
are some, however, who recommend strong pressure, and even advise the laced bandage, under 
some circumstances, especially in prolapse of the iris or vitreous, in hemorrhage, commencing 
suppuration of the cornea, &c. (Graefe.) But it is well not to follow this advice. 

Fastening the lids with strips of isinglass plaster, beside using the protective bandage, is only 
advisable where the patient is very unquiet and thoughtless, as well as in childish old persons, as 
in such there is great danger that they may lift the bandage (at a moment when they are not 
watched) to prove the effect of the operation, which may cause the worst results. 

[In this country the plasters are frequently used, and with excellent results. 
Instead of ichthyocolla plaster, strips of fine gauze may be laid over the lids, and 
retained in their position by painting collodion over them. The collodion not being 
soluble in watery fluids, the plasters remain well in position. They arq, however, 
liable to objections, on account of the contraction caused by the collodion.] 

Children will frequently suffer no bandage, and then, if we would avoid the injuries caused by 
their crying and struggling, we must’leave them witli open eyes in a dark room. This is the more 
easily done, as we usually perform needle operations on them. 

When the bandage has been applied, the patient should be placed in the proper 
position, and made as comfortable as possible; for he will riot long retain an uncom¬ 
fortable position—pains in the head, hips, &c., occur; he becomes restless, tosses 
about, and may thus endanger the success of the operation. Usually, lying on the 
back, with the head more or less elevated, is the best position. If, however, only 
one eye ha9 been operated on, the patient may, if necessary, lie on the other side, 
and only occasionally on the back. 

When the patient has been carefully laid down, the bed should be moved to the 
chosen part of the chamber, where it will be protected from draughts, furnace-heat, 
tays of light, &c. The chamber should then be regularly darkened, but not so much 
®o as to render the features indistinguishable after having been a little while in the 
room. 

^ For the first couple of days the patient should preserve the greatest bodily 
and mental quiet; he should speak as little as possible; muscular exertion, snoring, 
oonghing, sneezing, are to be carefully avoided ; visits and exciting news are to be 
forbidden; diet must be limited to warm soup, and, at most, steamed vegetables. If 
fhe patient longs for them, acid drinks are not injurious, hut rather beneficial. 

[It is desirable to have the food soft, to avoid exertion of the masticatory 
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muscles; but it should, at the same time, be nutritious. Beef-tea and various nutrient 
soups are suited for the use of patients who have just been operated on.] 

Quite recently some have declaimed agaiust the absolute rest of the patient after operation. 
This is said to be opposed to all the rules of medicine, and to be apt to cause cerebral congestion, as 
it arrests the muscular actions that are absolutely necessary to normal circulation. (Coumerant.) 

Some hours after the operation, the charpie of the dressing should be changed, as, 
at first, a good deal of aqueous escapes, and the conjunctival secretion is also much 
increased, and thus the pad covering the eyes becomes soiled, cakes together, presses 
unevenly, and readily causes irritation, and, at all events, is annoying to the patient. 
The conjunctival secretion also renders it necessary to change the dressing once or 
more daily, for the following days. Almost ail patients find this a relief. While 
making the change we must most carefully guard the eye from mechanical injury 
and strong light on the closed lids, and prevent the patient from opening them. 
Severe irritation often follows the neglect of these rules. 

The above includes the urgent warning not to examine the eye too soon. Many, however, 
advise this (JDesmarres, ZeTiender, Kuchler), and, where the symptoms are threatening, recommend 
an examination with oblique concentrated light, within ten hours after the operation, as well as 
on subsequent days {Jacobson); but we can only explain this advice by their desire for a more 
thorough knowledge of the process of cure. It is true that much valuable information has been 
gained in this way {Sichel, Jacobson, Graefe); but this gain to our knowledge is made at great 
risk to the patient. Besides, we can not expect to draw any hints for true and practicable thera¬ 
peutics from the state of the different parts of the eye at the time. The careful surgeon would not 
be easily induced to perform a second operation within the first couple of days. Hence we could 
only expect to determine if any inflammation existed, and its grade. But the objective and 
subjective symptoms that we find, while the lids are closed, suffice to show us this. We must not 
forget that rest of a diseased part is the best antiphlogistic, and answers better than all others 
together. 

When we wish to use atropine soon after the operation, we should advise the patient to look 
upward, keeping the lids closed; we then draw down the lower lid, and drop one or more drops of 
the solution into the fissure. Generally, we should avoid much manipulation with this remedy; 
one, or at most two, daily instillations of it are sufficient even in the most urgent cases, and these 
should be made at the time the dressing is changed. 

It seexts that by these means compensatory hyperaemise m the posterior portion of the 
nveal tract are very much favored. At any rate the curative action of the atropine in iridocy¬ 
clitis and iridochoroiditis after cataract extractions is very problematical. 

a. If no reaction has occurred after the second day, if the recumbent position 
becomes very tiresome to the patient, lie may alternate it with a sitting one, and 
may be supported in an easy-chair with pillows. If the patient is very hungry, 
there is no objection to his then using meat-broth, easily digestible vegetables, &c., 
in small quantities; in much debilitated persons this is even necessary. 

On the fifth or sixth day the bandage may be raised and the patient’s vision 
tested, at the same time being most careful that dazzling light, rays of light or 
reflection from a white or dazzling object, do not reach the eye; otherwise the suc¬ 
cess of the operation may, even yet, be prevented, as the retina, which for years may 
have been protected from dazzling light behind an opaque lens, at first reacts 
strongly to even moderate light. This is the more apt to occur, because since the 
operation it has been kept in entire darkness. Careless exposure of it may readily 
cause incurable amaurosis. For the same reason the eye must not be strained m 
the trials of vision. Where the pupil is closed by remains of cataract, the trials 
are useless, or can only determine the amount of sensitiveness to light, After this 
the patient may be allowed to sit up for an hour or two at a time, in an easy-chair, 
and be better nourished; still, however, avoiding all food that requires chewing- 
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From this time on a simple shade suffices during the day. At night it is well 
to apply the protective bandage. The patient may now pass the time out of bed in 
a comfortable arm-chair, and may be better nourished, yet with the exclusion of all 
articles of food requiring efforts at mastication. 

After nine or ten days, there is no objection to removing the bandage from time 
to time and permitting the patient to use the operated eye. It is wisest to do this 
only in the evening at first, as the patient is then most certain to escape dazzling 
light. After fourteen days the patient may use the operated eyes the whole day, 
being careful, however, to lessen direct bright and diffuse light by the use of 
shades and dark glasses. In summer-time it is well at this period to let the patient 
be led about in a quiet place out of doors at twilight, as fresh air greatly shortens 
convalescence. If eighteen or twenty days have passed without bad results, the 
patient may be regarded as well, and it is sufficient to warn him against possible 
injuries, such as straining the eyes too soon, bright light, intemperance in food or 
chink, &c. It is well to choose suitable cataract-glasses for the patient at this time. 
They should not be used, however, for a month or two. 

It is, of course, understood that these are only general rules, and that many 
deviations from them are necessary, according to circumstances, especially in regard 
to the periods given. 

5. The cure does not always go on so quietly, however. It is interfered with by 
various accidents which require treatment and delay convalescence for a long time. 
Quite often feelings of pressure, foreign bodies, heat, even flying stitches and 
temporary severe pain, occur immediately after the operation, or a few hours subse¬ 
quently, but soon depart after a few tears have escaped between the lids, or the 
charpie has been changed. We may almost always calculate on this accident when 
fixation forceps have been used. If, however, they increase after a few hours, if 
the flow of hot tears becomes more copious, if the margin of the upper lid becomes 
red and swelled, or the entire lid congested and cedematous, we may know there is 
severe inflammatory reaction. Then active antiphlogistic treatment becomes neces- 
suy. . Usually we attempt to meet the indications by leeches applied to the temporal 
region or behind the ear. But if the local temperature appears much increased, it 
K well to apply cold compresses to the brow and temples. If the pain is unbear- 
aWe, we should use solutions of morphia hypodermically, or some of the narcotics 
internally. [The sixtieth of a grain of atropise sulph. and one sixth of a grain of 
morph, sulph. in solution, given hypodermically, are very satisfactory.] 

In order to secure sleep for the patient, a dose of from 13^-2 scruples of hydrate of chloral, 
with five times the weight of mucilage, with the same quantity of orange syrup and about an 
ounce of water, may he given. (Graefe.) We should be careful with onr instillations of atropine. 
^iey are of little use at this period. 

More recently, doubts have been raised against leeches, particularly when they are applied 
upon the region of the temple, and it is advised rather to replace them by a venesection of 4-6 
ounces. (Graefe.) The ineffectiveness of the latter is, however, sufficiently determined by the 
experience of former years, hence it had better be discontinued. The excitement of the 
patient, which we cause by the leeches, is, moreover, scarcely less in the venesection. Pur¬ 
gatives, among which calomel together with rhubarb is particularly praised, should still less 
auswer the purpose. At least they disturb in the most dangerous manner the quiet of the 
patient while in bed. To do away with the protective bandage and to make cold applications 
lrectly to the region of the eye, is seldom of service; the changing of compresses becomes 

troublesome 1° the patient, and often increases the condition of irritation. Irrigations with 
C0M water are objectionable on account of their irritating action. Still they have been very 
recently recommended. (Laurence.) 
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If, with these remedies and careful antiphlogistic diet, we do not succeed in 
mastering the inflammation, or if this even increases, the eye is seriously affected. 
There is usually a severe iritis, which is excited and kept up by retained portions of 
cataract. But at this time these are rarely so much softened as to be removed with¬ 
out rough, and therefore dangerous, manipulation. In children only, the con¬ 
sistency of the lens allows us to hope for speedy disintegration after discission and 
the consequently safe removal through a linear corneal wound. In adults, even an 
iridectomy, during severe irritation, is dangerous. Hence, as experience teaches, it 
is almost always better to continue the antiphlogistic treatment, and patiently await 
the termination. Often only extensive synechia and secondary cataracts result. 
After the inflammation has run its course, or, still better, after several weeks or 
months, these may be corrected by an iridectomy, without much clanger. After flap 
extraction, great attention must be paid to symptoms of corneal suppuration. This 
most unfortunate of all the accidents often appears even in the course of twelve or 
twenty-four hours, but often, also, not till after the second day. It shows itself by 
rapidly-increasing oedematous swelling of the inner angle of the eye, as well as by 
a profuse discharge of purulent conjunctival secretion. The pain may vary to any 
extent. In old, decrepit persons, after flap extractions, the cornea not unfrequently 
becomes infiltrated, or the whole globe filled with pus, without the occurrence of 
severe pain, or even with its entire absence. In such cases it is well to assure our¬ 
selves of the state of the eye by inspecting it. If we find that a diffuse infiltration 
of the cornea has already occurred, all hope of restitution of vision is gone. The 
treatment is best directed to the existing symptoms and the comfort of the patient. 
If the globe appears very tense and painful, or if a rupture is threatening, it is 
advisable to lift the flap or tap the eye. Cataplasms are often soothing. 

[Astigmatism often occurs as a disturbing element in the vision of patients who 
have been operated upon for cataract. Thus Dr. Knapp, in Graefe’s Archives for 
1867, observes that “we should not neglect to test eyes which have been operated 
on for cataract, with cylindrical glasses, to see if vision is not thereby improved. 
This is found to be the case in a marked degree, where the result has been a good one, 
in about one-fourth of the cases. Thus I have found where Y = i, corrected it 
will be i, and V i will become f and so on.” 

But notwithstanding this knowledge of its existence, very little has been done by 
the majority of operators in determining the degree of this error in refraction when 
making out their statistics of vision, and still less has the attempt been made to 
remedy the defect by prescribing suitable glasses. 

This latter is no doubt due to the fact that the necessary sphero-cylindric gbs3 
is so heavy and of so awkward a shape as only to be worn with great discomfort to 
the patient. Thus if we wished to give a spherical glass, for example + i coia' 
bined with a cylindrie glass, the spherical surface, inasmuch as it would have to be 
put all on one side, would have to be ground on a radius of 2 inches. This degree 
of curvature would, in order to fill the eye of the spectacle frame, require the glas> 
to be very thick in the center, the apex of which would consequently project a good 
deal from the plane of the rim of the spectacle, while the slight curvature of the 
cylindrie surface would hardly project at all. Such a glass as this is necessarily 
very heavy, and very clumsy and uncomfortable. 

With the hope of remedying these objections so as to allow us to give astigmatic 
glasses to cataract patients, I have contrived the glass which I now present to the 
Society, and which is made in the following manner:— 
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A simple cylindric glass of the required strength is first set in the spectacle frame 

in the usual way, the axis of the glass of course running in the required direction. 

A thin plano-convex glass is then ground, and, taking advantage of the fact that 

lenses can be cemented together by Canada balsam, this is firmly fixed by its plane 

surface to the back or plane surface of the cylindric glass. 

As the diameter of the plano-convex is made only equal to the vertical diameter 

of the spectacle frame, and not to the longitudinal one, it follows that a large 

quantity of glass is thus dispensed with, and the weight of the glass is thereby 

much reduced—the two combined lenses being, in fact, when nicely made, only 

one-fourth of the weight of the common spherical cataract glass as found in the 

shops. 

In the figure, A gives a longitudinal section of the glass, the dotted line making 

the line of union between the two lenses, while B shows the front view of the glass 

as it appears in the frame, the dotted line showing the circumference of the plano- 

| convex glass. 

Fig. 93. 

As you will observe, the edge of the convex lens is so delicately ground and so 

perfectly fitted to the cylindric glass, that the point of union is barely perceptible 

when the glass is worn, and the peculiarity of its construction would escape the 

notice of any but a very observant eye. 

The pair which I now offer as a sample has a spherical surface of + (really 

equal to a biconvex + J) and a cylindric surface 4- -jV c, the patient being astig¬ 

matic to that degree in the vertical meridian. With the best correction with 

spherical glasses vision equalled With this glass it rose to ■£. 

The chief objection which would be raised against glasses made in this manner 

would, in all probability, be on account of their liability to come apart. Whether 

ftis is a valid objection remains to be proved. I would say that this pair has been 

® 001>stant use for four months, and in that time they have dropped twice, once in 

a crowd, from which they were only rescued after the frames had been considerably 

hent. They certainly show no signs of separation between the two lenses, and we 

know that the lenses of telescopes and opera glasses are subjected, oftentimes for 

Jems, to the extremes of temperature and hard usage without showing such a 

tendency; and even if the glasses should occasionally separate, it is certainly a 

s®ple matter to re-cement them. This slight inconvenience would be more 

than compensated, it seems to me, by the increased amount of vision, especially 

^hen, as in the present case, it is doubled. Boring.] 

If, however, phthisis first threatens, then powerful cauterizations of the external integu- 
ei of the lids with nitrate of silver in connection with the tight bandage are said to have 
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652 CATAEACT. TREATMENT. 

produced favorable results. To this end the lid is to be cleansed, and its entire surface 
touched with the mitigated stick, with the requisite neutralization and careful drying, this 
procedure repeated according to necessity, and united with the above-mentioned antiphlogistic 
means, especially with venesection, purgatives, etc. (Oraefe). The warm aromatic poultices, 
formerly so much recommended, are now pretty well neglected. In one case, an already diffusely 
suppurating, infiltrated cornea has been seen to clear up completely a few hours after the pow¬ 
erful local action of a solution of quinine, and the case to end in a complete cure {Nagel). 

While the bandage is still used, conjunctival catarrh is not unfrequently devel¬ 

oped. It occurs particularly in old people with relaxed skin, and often runs its 

course with great cedematous swelling of the parts. Then compresses wet with 

lead-water are advisable. Strong astringents should only be used subsequently, 

when an irritation of the eye does not appear dangerous. 

Authorities.—A natomy: Brucke, An at. Beschreibung des meuschl. Augapfels. Berlin. 1847. 
S. 27.—Kolliker, mikrosk. Anat. II. Braunschweig. 1854. S. 703.—Henle, Handbuch der Anat. 
II. Braunschweig. 1866. S. 678.—Sappey, ibid. S. 685 —Ed. Jaeger, Einstellungen des diopt 
Appaiat. Wien. 1861. S. 11.—F. Becker, A. f. 0. IX. 2. S. 1, et seq.—IT. Meyer, ibid. S. 8,—C. 
Bitter, ibid. XII. 1,17,19, 23, Etudes ophth. p. Wecker. II. Paris. 1866. P. 1,10, 11.— Iwanof, 
Klin. Beobachtgn. von Pagenstecher. III. Wiesbaden. 1866. S. 141.—Moers, Virchow’s Archiv. 
32. Bd. S. 64.—Babuchin, Wurzbgr. naturw. Zeitg. IV. S. 85.— Valentin, A. f. 0. IV. 1. S. 227, 
VIII. 1. S. 8S.—Kunde, ibid. III. 2. S. 275.—Graefe, ibid. 1.1. S. 323. 

Senile Changes, Nosology: II. Muller, A. f. 0. II. 2. S. 53, 56, 58, III. 1. S. 55, 56, 86-92, IV. 
l.S. 385, 387 ; Verhandlgn. der Wurzburg, phys. med. Ges. 1856. 13. Bee., 1859. 26. Marz.— 
Well, Zeitschft. der Wien. Aerzte. 1858. S. 463, Atlas. Lens-Corp. vitreum.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. 
S. 451, et seq.—Ammon, klin. Darstell. I. Berlin. 1837. Taf. II, III. Taf. 14. S. 67.—Forster, A. f. 
O. III. 2. S. 187,189, 196.—Schweigger, ibid. V. 2. S. 225, VI. 1. S. 142, VIII. 1. S. 227, etseq.— 
C. Bitter, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 81; Etudes ophth. p. Wecker, II. Paris. 1866. P. 1£, 11.—Iwanof, l c. 
P. 143, et seq.—Schiess-Gemuseus, Virchow’s Archiv. 24. Bd. S. 557.—Moers, ibid, 32. Bd. S 45, 
53, 56, 59.—C. 0. Weber, ibid. 19. Bd. S. 4A2.—Zohmeyer, Zeitschft. f. rat. Medicin V. 1854. S. 79, 
81, 88.—Hasner, kl. Vortrage. Prag. 1865. S. 235, et seq.; Entvvurf einer anat. Begriindung, etc 
Prag. 1847. S. Wh.—Graefe, A. f. 0. I. 1. S. 330, 332, I. 2. S. 234, II. 1. 203, 204, 272, III. 2. S. 
372, et seq.—Ad. Schmidt, Zeitschft. f. Ophth. I. S. 364.—Beer, Lehr von den Augenkrankheiten. 
IT. Wien. 1817. S. 301.—Himly, Krankheiten u. Missbildungen. II. Berlin. 1843. S. 233.—B- 
Wagner, Nachrichten von der G. A. Universitat in Gottingen. 1851. S. 109.—Pagenstecher, A. f. 

O. VII. 1. S. 115, 117.— Virchow, Die krankhaften Geschwiilste. II. Berlin. 1864. S. 101.—Rude, 
Lehrb. der Ophth. Braunschweig. 1845. S. 694, 762.—Piringer, Die Blennorrhce am Menschen- 
auge. Graz. 1841. S. 207.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. I. Prag. 1851. S. 232, II. S. 260, 264.— 
Bauer, Zeitschft. f. Ophth. III. S. 79.— Singer, Wedl, Wien. med. Wochenschft. 1864. No. 14-20. 
—Ed. Jaeger, Staar und Staaroperat. Wien. 1854. S. 17, 20, Zeitschft. der Wien. Aerzte. 1859. S. 
491.—I). E. Muller, A. f. O. II. 2. S. 164, et seq.—Pilz, Lehrbuch der Augenheilkunde, Prag' 
1859, S. 726.—G>. Becker, Wien med. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 55, 58.—Businelli, Zeitschft. der Wien. 
Aerzte. 1859. S. 410, 425. 

Symptoms, Complications: Graefe, A. f. O. I, 2. S. 231, et seq.; IX. 2. S. 46.—A. Weber, ibi 
VII. 1. S. 7-11.—Bonders, ibid. S. 160. 

Causes: Hasner, klin. Vortrage, &c. S. 259, et seq.—Arlt, Zeitschift. der Wien. Aerzte. 1856. 
Wochenbl. S. 777, Krankheiten des Auges. II. S. 290.—Schon, Beitriige zur pr. Augenheilkunde. 
Hamburg. 1861. S. 157, et seq.—Froebelius, kl. Mntbl. 1864. S. 38.—Horner, Davidson, ibid. 186o. 
S. 180.— O. Becker, Wiener, m. Jahrb. 1866. 4. S. 56.—Forster, A. f. O. III. 2. S. 197. Ammon, 
kl. Darstellgn. III. S. 67.—Lecorche, Arch, gen de med. 1861. I. P. 572, 577, 583, 725, II. S. 64,6o. 
—Knapp, Carius, kl. Mntbl. 1863. S. 168,171.—Melchior, ibid. S. 499.—Graefe, Deutsche Klim • 
1859. Nor. 10, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 333, II. 1. S. 229, 273, III. 2. S. 372, V. 1. S. 170; VI. 1. S. 184,1". 
143. XII. 1. S. 213. XII. 2. S. 191.—Hirschmann, kl. Montbl. 1866. S. 94.—/. Meyr, A. f. 0. Via 
2. S. 120.—A. Weber, ibid. VII. 1. S. 21.—.Hutchinson,, A clinical memoir, &c. London. 1863. P* 
150.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 466, et seq.—Beger, Zeitschft. f. Ophth. III. S. 145.—Petrequin, an 
statt’s Jahresber. 1857. III. S. 108. — Bau, A. f. O. I. 2. S. 197. — Bessl, Zeitschrift der 
Aerzte. 1860. S. 639.—Bydl, Wien. med. Jahrbiicber. 1866. 4. S. 46, 50, 61.—Buete, Lelirbuc e 
Ophth. II. 1854. S. 680.—Coccius, Ueber die Neubildung von Glashauten, &c. Festrede beipslo' 
1858. S. 1, 7.—A. Pagenstecher, kl. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden II. 1862. S. 122, III. S. 1,3, > 
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CATARACT. 653 

—Mackenzie, Prakt. Ablidlg. &c., Weimar. 1832. S. 307; Traite'd. mal. d. yeux, traduit p. Warlo- 
montetTestelin. I. Paris. 1856. P. 596.—Sicliel, Annal. d’oc. XIII. P. 193.—Zander und Geissler, 
Yerletz. d. Auges. Leipzig und Heidelb. 1864. S. 27, 276.—Schweigger, A. f. 0. YIII. 1. S. 237.— 
G. Bitter, ibid. S. 1,16, 81, Etudes, ophth. p. Wecker II. Paris. 1866. P. 19.—G. Pagenstecher. kl. 
Montbl. 1865. S. 11.—Nordman, Mikrograf. Beitrage, &c. Berlin. 1832, 1. Heft. S. 7, 2. Heft. S. 9. 
—Gescheidt, Zeitschft. Ophth. III. S. 405.—Leuckart, kl. Montbl. 1864. S. 86. 

Dislocation of the Lens: Zander und Geissler, 1. c. S. 358-385.—Geissler, Schmidt’s Jahrb. 107. 
Bd. S. 72-74.—Mackenzie, Traite, &c., I. P. 599-607.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 438, et seq.—Hasner 
kl. Vortrage, &c., S. 231-238.—Arlb, Zeitschft. der Wien. Aerzte, 1861. Wochenblatt. S. 203. 
Krankheiten des Auges. &c., II. S. 16, 271-276.—Sichel, ibid. S. 275.—Ryba, ibid. S. 273.—Iley- 
mann, Ein Fall von spontaner Freibeweglichkeit der Linse. Denkschrift an G. R. Cams. S. 21.— 
Scion, Beitrage, &c., S. Ill, 116; Handb. der path. Anat. Hamb. 1828. S. 121.—Ed. Jaeger, 
Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte. 1853. II. S. 551. Staar und Staaroperat. &c. S. 57, 59.—Ammon, A. 
f. 0.1. S. 119,126.—Pagenstecher und Samisch, kl. Beobachtungen. II. S. 33; III. S. 5.—Graefe, 
A. f. 0.1. 1. 336, et seq. I. 2. S. 291, II. 1. S. 195, 197, III. 2. S. 365, 371, 372; IV. 2. S. 311, 316. 
-Bonders, ibid. VII. 1. S. 201.—P. E. Muller, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 16Q.—Sippet, ibid. S. 170.— 
Manz, kl. Montbl. 1865. S. 176.—C. Pagenstecher, ibid. S. 1.— Wecker, ibid. 1863. S. 114.—Stefan, 
ibid. 1865. S. 164.—Hirschmann, ibid. 1866. S. 94, 99.—Bowman, ibid. S. 267. 

Course, Results: Himly, 1. c. II. S. 247.—Ed. Jaeger, Wien. Zeitschrift f. prakt. Heilkunde 
1861, Nr. 31, 32.—Schon, Bejtrage, etc. S. 162.—Graefe, A. f. O. 1.1. S. 326, III. 2. S. 376, V. 1. 

S. 173-177; IX. 2. S. 46; XI. 3. S. 36.—Knapp, Dritter Jahresbericht 1864-5. Heidelberg, 1865. 
S. 19. 

Treatment: Arlt, Lehrb. II. S. 294, 338; Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte, 1859. S. 412, 1866. 
Wochenbl. Nro. 38; Prag. Vierteljahrsch. 76. Bd. Misc. S. 16; kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 337, et seq.— 
Hasner, Prag. med. Wochenschrift, 1864. Nro. 42, kl. Vortrage, etc. S. 235, et seq.—PUz, Lehrb. 
S. 'IM.—Melchoir, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 499.—Zehender, ibid. S. 87,186,274,1766. S. 122.-Rivaud- 
Landrau, and others, Congress intern, d’ ophth. Paris, 1863. S. 155-171.—Secondi, ibid. S. 164, 
217, Clinica oc. di Genova, Riassunto Torino, 1865. P. 91,130.—M. Langenbeck, die Insolation d. m. 
Auges. Hanover, 1859. S. 8.—Ed. u. Fr. Jaeger, Ueber die Behandlg. ds gr. Staares, Wien. 1844, S. 
19, et seq.; Staar und Staaroperat. Wien. 1854. S. 33-48.—Ritterich, Deutsche Klinik, 1855.— 
Stellwag, Zeitschrift der Wien. Aerzte, 1852, 1. S. 321, 431, 570; ophth. I. S. 570-654.—Ch'aefe, 
A.f. 0.1. 2. S. 219, et seq. II. 1. S. 195, et seq. II. 2. S. 177, et seq. IV. 2. S. 211, 214, V. 1. S. 
158, et seq.; VI. 2. S. 155, et seq.; IX. 2. S. 43, et seq.; X. 2. S. 209, et seq.; XI. 8. S. 1 et seq.; XII. 
l.S. 150, et seq. ; kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 141, et seq.; 1865. S. 306, 341, Z±5.—Gibson, nach Graefe, 
A. f. 0.1. 2. S. 221; X. 2. S. 21 S.—Schweigger, nach Graefe kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 198.—Palucci, 
nach Himly 1. c. II. S. 285.—Pagenstecher, A. f. O. VIII. 1. S. 192, etseq.; kl. Beobacht. 1. S. 41, 
f seq.; II. S. 28-34, III. S. 3, et seq.; kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 316.—Berlin, A. f. O. VI. 2. S. 73, 
76,78.-Stefan, ibid. X. 1. S .123, 126, 131.— Wecker, kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 114, 119.—Mannhardt, 
ibid. 1864. S. 408.—Knapp, ibid. 1863. S. 165, 168, dritter Jahresbericht, etc. S. 19, Canstatt’s Jah¬ 
resbericht, 1864, III. S. 155.—Sichel, kl. Monatbl. 1863, S. 125, Ann. d’oc. XVII. P. 106, A. f. O. 
K.2. S. 117.—Schon, Beitrage, etc. S. 170, 175.—Laugier, Ann. d’oc. XVII. P. 29, XX. P.28.— 
Hesmarres, Clin, europ. 1859. Nr. 8. Traite d. mal. d. yeux, Paris, 1847. P. 651 .—Schuft, die 
Ausloffelg des gr. Staares, Berlin, 1860. S. 1. 11.—Stober, De l’extract de la cat. p. incis. lin. 
Strasbourg, 1857.— G. Ritter, A. f. O. VIII. 1. S. 1, et seq.—Mooren, Die Verminderter Gefahren 
emer Hornhautvereiterung, etc. Berlin, 1862. S. 5, et seq.—Rothmund, Jahresbericht, 1861-2. 
Hunchen, 1863. S. 15,17.— Workman, Garter, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 41, 42.—Gritchett, ibid. 1864. 
S,349> etseq.; 1866. S. 127.—Bowman, ibid. 1866. S. 128.—/L Weber, ibid. 1865. S. 309.—Quadri, 
nach Himly 1. c. II. S. 289, 291.—Kuchler, Deutsche Klinik, 1865. Nr. 41, 32, 1866. Nr. 37, u. d. f. 
^ien. med. Wochenschrift, 1866. Nr. 86.—Samisch, Wurzb. med. Zeitschrift, II. 4, 1861.—Jacob- 

s^, Ein neues. gefahrloses operat. Verfahren etc. Berlin, 1863, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 330, A. f. O. 
2< S- XI. 1. S. 114, et seq.; XI. 2. S. 166, et seq.—Braun, A. f. O. XI. 1. S. 200.— Ullersper- 

?T’ XI. 2. S. 266.—Rossander, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 118.— Roeder, ibid. 1865. S. 307 .—Agnew, 
1 ld'186o. S. 389.—Laurence, ibid. 1863. S. 416.—Goursserant, Wien. med. Wochenschrift, 1865. 
^r- 88. [Loving, Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Oct. 12, 1871.] F. Becker, A. f. O. 
TO. 1. S. 75.—G. Ritter, ibid. XIII. 2. S. 451.—Zernoff, ibid. XIII. 2. S. 521, 527, 533, 545.— 

• Schultze, ibid. XIII. 1. S. 83.— Woinow, Kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 411.— Barkan, Sitzungs- 
ber- d- Wien. k. Akad. d. Wiss. 54. Bd. 

Senile changes, Nosology : Knapp, A. f.O. XIII. 1. S. 158,176.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophth- 
®C0P- S. 139,144, 147.— Stefan, Kl. Monatsbl. 1867, S. 209, 216.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 
4)7, 2^.-Kruse, Zeitschft. f. rat. Med. 24. Bd. S. 261. 
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654 CATARACT. 

Symptoms, Complications: Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. S, 138. 
Causes: Iwanoff\ A. f. 0. XV. 2. S. 59, 89.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 208, 211.— Roth¬ 

mund, A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 109.—Berlin, ibid. XIII. 2. S. 282.— Wecker, Kl. Monatbl. 1867. 8. 
36.—Colsmanr ibid. 1869. S. 105.— Wagner, ibid. S. 15.—Stavenhagen, kl. Beob. S. 86. Dyer, 
kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 241. 

Dislocation of the Lens: Noyes, Arch. f. Aug. u. Ohrenheilkde. 1. S. 154.—Lawson, ibid. 
S. 21.—Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 255.—Colsman, kl. Monathl. 1869, S. 104.—Wagner, ibid. 
S. 18.—Davis, ibid. S. 191.—Hoering, ibid. S. 347.—Ed. Meyer, ibid. S. 351.—Horner, ibid. 
S. 353. 

Course, results: Mooren, Ophth. Beob. S. 214.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. ophthscop. S. 142.— 
Steffan, Erfahrung. u. Studien. Erlangen. 1867, S. 40.—Schless-Gemusens, A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 
95.—Fagenstecher, kl. Beob. III. S. 17. 32. —Milliot, Centralbl. 1867, S. 250. 

Treatment: Hasner, Prag. Vierteljahrschrft. 96. Bd. Annal. S. 85, 88; 98, Bd. Annal. S. 
85; 102. Bd. Ref. S. 77; Neueste Phase der Staaroperation. Prag. 1868; Phakolg. Studien. 
Prag. 1868.—Faye, Congrbs Ophth. 1868. S. 141.—Horner, kl. Monatbl. 1869, S. 134.—Gioppi, 
Sulle ultime ricerche, etc., Padova, 1869, S. C.—Tavignot, ibid. S. 1.—Dantone, Beitragezur 
Extraction des grauen Staaers. Erlangen. 1869. S. 42, et seq. Mooren, Die verminderten Ge- 
f ahren einer Hornhautvereiterung etc., Berlin. 1862. S. 5-40; Ophth. Beob. S. 219-246; Ueber 
Sympathische Ophth. S. 44, 50, 79; kl. Monatbl. .1868. S. 335.—Steffan, A. f. O. X. 1. S. 123; 
Klin. Erfahrungen. Erlangen. 1S69. S. 4; Erfahrungen und Studien liber d. Staaroperat. S. 
15, 23, 44, 48, 50; kl. Monatbl. 1870, S. 90.—Graefe, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 106-126; Congres 
Ophth. 1868. S. 61, 95; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 1. 259; 1870. S. 1, 10, 14 u. L—Henle, Einge- 
weidelehre. 1866. S. 587, 678. —Mannharclt, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 49.—Knapp, kl. Monatbl. 
1868. S. 431, 341; A. f. O. XIII. 1. S. 85, 98, 124; XIV. 1. S. 262, 285; Arch. f. Aug-u. Oh¬ 
renheilkde. S. 44, 58.—Sichel, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 1. Rothmund, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 338; 
A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 178.—O. Leibreich, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 353,456.—Adamuk, ibid. S. 385.— 
Nagel, ibid. S. 430.—Esslingen, ibid. 1868, S. 26.—Paulsen, ibid. S. 288.—Hoering, ibid. S. 
131; Congres Ophth. 1868. S. 84.—Heymann, kl. Monatbl. 1868, S. 327; Ophth. Leipzig, 1868, 
S.[38.—O. Becker, Congres Ophth. 1868, S. 72.—Ed. Meyer, Quaglino, Kanka, ibid. S. 82-93.— 
Critchett, ibid. S. 80; kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 349, 353, 357; 1866, S. 127.—Kuchter, Congr'e. 
Ophth. 1868, S. 89; Die Querextraction desgr. Staares, Erlangen, 1868.—Jacobson, A. f. 0s 
XIV. 2. S. 247.—Reuss, Woinow, Ophth. Studien, Wien. 1869, S. 1-26.— Bergmann, A. f. 0. 
XIII. 2. S. 383.—Gouvea, ibid. XV. 1. S. 244, 257.— Williams, Arch. f.Aug-u. Ohrenhlkde 1. 
S. 91.—Hirsch, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 282. 
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1. Discission. 

Indications.—Simple breaking np of a cataract is indicated : 
1. In the various forms of cataract occurring in childhood, except in siliculose 

cataracts. 
2. In opacities of the posterior capsule, such as occur after linear and flap ex¬ 

tractions. 

Operation,—The discission may be done as •well through the cornea as through 
the sclera. Scleroticonyxis is advisable in fluid and pasty total cataracts, especially 
when there is ground for suspicion that depositions of changed cataract-substance 
may prevent the retraction of the capsule, as in this operation, by using the needle 
flatwise, the anterior capsule may, if necessary, be depressed; the same is true in 
opacities of the posterior capsule, which often remain after extraction. 

Beer’s cataract-needle is almost always used for scleroticonyxis. It is not suited 
for keratonyxis, however, for, as the spear-pointed end enters the anterior chamber, 
the aqueous escapes; hence the lens approaches the posterior wall of the cornea, and 
the capsule passes out of the reach of the needle. The formation of secondary cata¬ 
racts is thus favored. Hence, Dalrymple’s needle, or the round stop-needle, is used 
with advantage, as it prevents the escape of the aqueous humor. 

«. In breaking up a cataract by scleroticonyxis, after dilating the pupil as fully as 
possible, the needle is passed perpendicularly through the sclera, ou the temporal 
side, about a line and a half behind the margin of the cornea, and from one to two 
lines below the horizontal meridian of the eye, the cutting edges of the needle being 
directed antero-posteriorly, the better to avoid the chief vascular trunks of the 
choroid. Then the point of the needle should be turned forward, so that the end 
and one side shall look toward the cornea; then past the temporal part of the 
ciflary processes and the pupillary margin, through the periphery of the lens into 

the anterior chamber as far as the upper 
inner margin of the pupil (Fig. 94.) 

In order to tear as large a piece as pos¬ 
sible from the middle of the anterior cap¬ 
sule, and sink it in the vitreous, the end of 
the needle is to be laid flat over the center 
of the capsule, and moved slowly, with 
increasing pressure, toward the vitreous. 
The needle is to he used as a two-armed 
lever, whose fulcrum is in the scleral 
wound, and in its excursions should not 
go out of the plane o.f the meridian of the 
wound. When this has been done, the 
needle is to he again passed into the an¬ 
terior chamber, in order to tear loose the 
remaining parts of the anterior capsule, or 

Fig. 94. 
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656 CATARACT. DISCISSION. 

to cut them up as much as required, as well as still further to break up the remains 
of the cataract. 

It is not advisable to push the fragments of cataract into the anterior chamber, as they colled 
at the bottom of the chamber and irritate the iris. Tbeir sinking in the vitreous is not attended 
with peculiar danger, as they are there readily absorbed, and only a small portion of them react 
there, for, on account of their softness, they are usually stripped otf, and remain in the posterior 
chamber. 

5. In breaking up the cataract by keratonyxis, after dilating the pupil as far as 
possible (Fig. 95), the stop-needle is passed 
through the cornea at the middle of the Fis- 95- 
lower outer quadrant, its point pushed 
through the anterior chamber to the inner 
upper border of the pupil, and the capsule 
and lens divided in various directions. 

The needle should be passed through the cor¬ 
nea perpendicularly, so that the track of the 
wound may be shorter. If the needle be introduced 
obliquely, the opposition to its advance, which is 
always great, is increased, and then the patient is 
restless while the operation is being completed. 
Such an oblique canal is also dangerous, as the 
parts around the points of entrance and exit of 
the cornea are strained and bruised by the forcible 
excursions of the shank of the needle. Inflamma¬ 
tion, or even suppuration, then readily occurs, and 
opacities of the cornea usually result. Moreover, 
these opacities are not certainly avoided by punc¬ 
turing the cornea perpendicularly, hence the advice 
of many ophthalmic surgeons, to enter the needle through the center of the cornea, is to De re 

jected. 

Authorities.—Hirnly, Krankh. u. Missbild. II. Berlin. 1843. S. 330-339.—Arlt, Krankh. ta 

Auges. II. Prag. S. 335.—Stellwag, Ophth. 1. S. 510, 515, 583. 
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2. Linear Extraction. 

Indications.—This operation is particularly indicated: 
1. In fluid and pulpy, as well as in pasty, total cataracts. 
2. After the division of cataract, and after wounds of the globe, when the 

fragments of the lens, pressing forward out of the wounded capsule, excite severe 
irritation, and the crystaline has become pulpy throughout its extent. 

3. In regressive and shrunken cataracts without nuclei, especially in siliculose 
cataracts, and secondary cataracts related to it. 

The Operation varies considerably, according as we have a fully softened or a 
shrunken leathery cataract. A division into two distinct methods is, however, 
untenable, as soft cataract is often transformed to siliculose cataract, and an opera¬ 
tion combined of the suh-varieties is required. 

The necessary instruments are a straight lance-shaped knife, and either a sickle¬ 
shaped needle or an iris-book, a Fischer’s forceps, and a Daviel’s spoon. 

first, the pupil being fully dilated by atropine, the chamber is to be opened with 
the lance-shaped knife. The opening is always made on the temporal side of the 
cornea, in the horizontal meridian or somewhat below it, about one line from the 
scleral border. The knife should be so placed that its surfaces shall stand perpen¬ 
dicular to the meridian of the point of entrance, and its point press obliquely through 
the cornea. "When the point has entered the chamber, it is to be advanced in the 
same meridian plane, between Descemet’s membrane and the capsule, until the 
corneal wound is about two lines long, and then slowly withdrawn, while the 
aqueous escapes. 

a. If the cataract be fluid or pulpy, and the capsule clear, as soon as the patient 
becomes quiet, a sickle-shaped needle is passed flat through the wound as far as the 
opposite margin of the lens, and the capsule divided as far as possible with long 
strokes in various directions. Fluid and starchy cataracts are usually, for the most 

part, evacuated during this manipulation; 
F’g- 96' on the other hand, pulpy cataracts only 

approach the wound, and a little of them 
escapes. 

To complete the evacuation, the con¬ 
vex surface of Daviel’s spoon is pressed 
against the posterior lip of the corneal 
wound, until the opening gapes. At the 
same time, one finger of the hand fixing 
the lid is laid on the inner margin of the 
cornea (Fig. 96), and slight, increasing 
pressure made toward the center of the 
pupil, to drive the cataractous substance 
in the inner part of the fold of the cap¬ 
sule toward the opening of the capsule 
and cornea. If this he not sufficient to 

42 
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658 CATARACT. LINEAR EXTRACTION. 

remove the cataract entirely, the lids are to be kept closed for a while, to allow 
some aqueous to collect; then, by laying the ends of the fingers flat on the lids, 
and moving them in a circular direction, the remaining fragments of cataract will 
be pressed toward the middle of the pupil. And it will only be necessary tc 
let the corneal wound gape again for the cataract pulp to escape. If the pupil can 
not be cleared in this way, the spoon is to be passed into the anterior chamber, and 
the fragments brought out with it. If remains of the capsule then appear in the 
pupil (they may be detected by the irregular reflection of their folds or their veil¬ 
like cloudiness), they should be extracted with the iris-hook or forceps. 

b. If the capsule be clouded by regressive cataractous depositions, and be more 
or less stiff and tenacious, it is best to introduce an iris-hook flatwise, instead of the 
sickle-shaped needle, to hook the capsule near its inner edge, to rotate the instru¬ 
ment slowly on its axis so as to gain more points of attachment, and envelop its 
sharp point in the folds of the capsule, and then, with gradually increasing careful 
traction, move it toward the corneal opening. If the anterior capsule has already 
become very tenacious by the deposition, we not unfrequentlv succeed in bringing it 
out of the wound entire. But, if the hook pulls out, the opening in the capsule is 
at least sufficiently large to permit the evacuation of the cataract by aid of Daviel’s 
spoon, as above described; then the remains of the capsule should be again seized 
with the hook, and extracted. 

c. If it is a dry capsular or secondary cataract, the operation is still more simple; 
for such cataracts, as a rule, follow entire the careful traction of the hook (Fig. 97), 
and the Daviel’s spoon is unnecessary. If the hook tears out, or if the cataract, has 
already a free margin to seize, it is better to introduce the forceps, and complete the 
extraction with these, as they have more points for attachment than a hook, and 
hence are more certain. 

The puncture must be made a line or more 
from the scleral border; for, if the inner opening 
of the wound be peripheral, a prolapse of the iris 
may readily occur, as the pupillary margin will 
be driven into the wound by the escaping aque¬ 
ous and the fragments of cataract, especially 
when the pupil contracts on account of the 
diminution of intraocular pressure. Moreover, 
when the puncture is made near the edge of the 
cornea, the iris is endangered by the instruments 
introduced, and often is much injured mechani¬ 
cally. 

The lance-shaped knife should be passed 
obliquely through the cornea, because instru¬ 
ments can be more easily introduced and with¬ 
drawn through an oblique wound, without 
stretching or bruising its inner lip; and the 
cataract may also be brought out more readily 
.n a straight direction than in one bent almost at 
a right angle. 

Accidents.—1. The pupil occasionally contracts very much at the moment the aqueous escape8, 
and the intraocular pressure ceases. This greatly impedes the division of the capsule, as well »> 
the exit of the cataract. In such an event, nothing more can he done; hence it is to be avoi c 
by careful and repeated use of mvdriatics. 

2. Prolapse of the iris frequently occurs during the operation. If only a little is prolops 
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CATARACT. LINEAR EXTRACTION. 659 

after removing the capsule and fragments of cataract, we may sometimes replace the ins bj 
closing the lids and lightly rubbing the surface of the eye at intervals, in a circular direction, and 
thus exciting the sphincter to strong contraction. This maneuver is especially successful in pro 
lapse of the pupillary margin. In such a case, we may also attempt to reduce the prolapse with 
a Daviel’s spoon; but we should avoid excessive manipulation, as the mechanical irritation tc 
the prolapsed iris, caused by this process, easily leads to severe inflammations, which are far more 
injurious than the prolapse itself. If the reduction is not readily accomplished, it is best to seize 
the prolapsed portion with the forceps, and cut it off close to the cornea. In any case, if part of 
the pupillary margin has been in the wound, whether it has been replaced or excised, a strong 
solution of atropine should be dropped in the eye before the pressure-bandage is applied, so that 
the pupil may dilate after adhesion of the wound, and its border be removed as much as possible 
from the latter. This is also advisable where the pupil is much contracted during the operation, 
without a prolapse occurring, as this sometimes does not take place till after the application of 
the bandage, when the patient strains on account of pain, and the aqueous that has collected 
escapes from the wound. 

3. Incomplete evacuation of the cataract. Where the operation has been successfully done, 
this danger only threatens, when we have been mistaken in the consistence of the cataract, and 
have used linear extraction at a wrong time; when, instead of a fluid or pulpy total cataract, there 
was one with a normally consistent exterior or a hard nucleus; or, instead of a leathery, tough, 
capsular cataract, there was a friable cataract breaking to pieces on being touched, or one that 
was partially retrogressive. In such a case, it would be unwise to try to effect the complete 
evacuation by frequent use of the Daviel’s spoon, as severe inflammation almost always results, 
and, in spite of all our care, a considerable part of the cataract usually remains behind. In such 
cases it is best to satisfy ourselves with breaking up the cataract, and excising a piece of the iris, 
and then, as well as frequently during the after-treatment, to use a strong solution of atropine. 

4. Prolapse of the vitreous, from bursting or instrumental injury of the hyaloid, requires the 
immediate interruption of the operation, and the application of a protective bandage, as continued 
attempts to remove the remaining portions of lens are fruitless, on account of their lateral dis¬ 
placement; on the contrary, they cause further prolapse of the vitreous, and thus increase the 
danger of intraocular hemorrhage, retinal detachment, severe reaction, &c. 

Authorities.—Himly, Krankheiten und Missbildungen. II. Berlin. 1843. S. 285.—Fr. Jaeger, 
nachEd. Jaeger, Die Behandlung des gr. Staares, Wien. 1844 S. 51. S. und Staaropeiat. Wien. 
1845. S. 45.-Graefe, A. f. 0.1. 2. S. 219, 278-286. 
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3. Flap Extraction. 

Indications.—Flap extraction is only suited for cataracts with nuclei whose 
density exceeds that of the layers around them, especially— 

1. In cortical and total cataracts of young or mature individuals, when the cor¬ 
tical layers have softened, but the nucleus retains a normal consistence, or is even 
more dense, and is large. 

2. In all senile cataracts, and especially where there is a sclerosed nucleus of 
only moderate size, whether the exterior be of normal consistence, softened, or 
retrogressive. 

The Operation requires great practice on the part of the operator and assist¬ 
ants. It is done in several stages, after each of which the lids are gently closed, to 
give the patient time to collect himself. • 

The instruments required, are: a cataract-knife, a sickle-shaped needle, an iris- 
hook, a Daviel’s spoon, and fine scissors curved on the flat; perhaps, also, a Fischer’s 
forceps. 

It is better not to use ophthalmostats in flap extractions, for they give the patient 
pain, and so cause him to strain the muscles of the eye. 

Of all the cataract-knives that have been recommended (Himly), “ Beer’s ” answers best, and 
is by far the most frequently used. Quite recently, however, keratomes, with bellied edges, such 
as were formerly used (Himly), have been recommended by some. (Zehender, ICv. elder.) Gfraefe’s 
cystotome is not a good substitute for the sickle-shaped needle, as, on account of its shape, it is 
difficult to sharpen, and it is apt to catch in the iris and wound it, while being passed in or with¬ 
drawn from the corneal wound. 

The length of the flap should be in proportion to the size of the nucleus. If too 
large, it is not so readily adjusted, and the danger of suppuration is increased; hut 
if too small, the cataract does not escape, or only does so by stretching the angle of 
the wound; the section has to be enlarged subsequently, otherwise very injurious 
results may arise from forced delivery of the lens. A section of half the circum¬ 
ference of the cornea is never necessary; even with large nuclei it is sufficient to 
make the knife enter and come out a little below (in the lower section) the horizon¬ 
tal diameter of the eye, and to cut so that the outer lip of the flap may be near the 
limbus eonjunctivalis. For a small nucleus and soft cortical substance, a somewhat 
smaller flap suffices. 

To make the flap, while the patient turns the eye outward, the point of the cata¬ 
ract-knife is to he entered perpendicularly, just below the horizontal diameter of the 
cornea, near the limbus eonjunctivalis; passed through the cornea, then turned, 
passed across the anterior chamber as quickly as possible (without too much haste, 
however), and, at a point of equal bight, passed out close to the margin of the 
conjunctiva, and without delay pushed on till the edge of the knife is against the 
posterior wall of the lower segment of the cornea, or has already passed into its 
posterior lamellae. Then we are to stop, give the patient a little time to recover 
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CATARACT. FLAP EXTRACTION. 6C1 

himself, and finally out through very slowly and carefully by moving the knife 
forward and backward without making any pressure. 

After the patient (with his eye-lids lightly closed) has again become calm, we 
proceed to open the capsule. For this purpose the capsule-needle is to be held hori¬ 
zontally, and passed, with its back anteriorly, up under the flap without lifting it. 
When the cutting part has reached the pupil, the point is turned toward the capsule, 
which is to be divided as extensively as possible, and in various directions; but at 
the same time we must carefully avoid injuring the iris. When this has been done, 
the needle is to be again turned horizontally, and drawn out with the back looking 

. anteriorly. 
If the flap is large enough, or larger than is necessary, if the muscles of the eye 

contract moderately, the nucleus follows at once, and is evacuated without aid. If 
this is not the case, the lids are to be again closed, till the patient has recovered 

himself; then we are to evacuate the 
Fig- fl8- cataract. This is to be done by holding 

the lids apart (Fig. 98) and pressing the 
convex side of the Daviel’s spoon gently 
against the upper margin of the cornea. 
The pressure is propagated to the upper 
border of the lens, and, as this turns 
backward and downward, the lower 
border of the nucleus turns forward 
and upward, presses the inferior half 
of the iris and the corneal flap forward, 
finally overcomes the opposition of the 
pupil, and, with the aid of the vitreous, 
pressed forward by the recti muscles, 
it passes through the gaping corneal 
wound. If the exit of the nucleus is 
long delayed, it is best to interrupt the 
operation, and permit the patient to 

Keep his eye-lids gently closed, and recover himself, then to renew the attempt. 
Where the muscles of the eye are not very active, it is sometimes necessary to 
renew the trial two or three times, as a strong pressure with the Daviel’s spoon 
might readily prove dangerous, especially by causing a rupture of the zonula, and 
a prolapse of the vitreous. 

When the nucleus has escaped, the lids are to be again closed for a time. Then it 
is well to rub the surface of the eye in a circular direction, with the index and 
middle fingers gently applied over the lid, to excite the sphincter pupillse to 
contract, and thus most gently to remove any folds or displacements of the iris, and 
also to bring into the pupil any fragments of cataract remaining in the folds of the 
capsule. Then we have the patient open the eye carefully, and observe whether 
the pupil is quite black and regular; if so, we apply the bandage immediately. If 
there he still any fragments of cataract in the pupil, a DaViel’s spoon should he 
Passed under the flap, and the remaining masses scooped out. Particular attention 
ls to be paid to any flocculi between the iris and cornea, or lying in the wound, also 
to any protrusion of the iris between the edges of the wound, as this impedes the 
adhesion. The bandage should not he applied till all the fragments of cataract have 

een removed from the wound, and prolapsed portions of iris have been replaced. 
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662 CATARACT. FLAP EXTRACTION. 

1. The flap may also be made upward. Formerly this was only done when it was desired tc 
avoid cicatritial opacities in the lower half of the cornea (Himly), but later it has been done as a 
rule, (jFr. Jaeger.) It has the advantage of hiding the deformity better, when the section leaves 
an opaque cicatrix, if a sector of the iris comes under the knife, and is cut off, or if the pupil is 
distorted on account of a prolapse of the iris. But the chief advantage is, that if the flap does 
not adjust perfectly, but the upper lip projects, it does not so readily strike against the upper lid 
and become loosened on motions of the eye, or subsequently keep up irritation, and thus, ia 
various ways, injure the effects of the operation. But the operation is more difficult to perform, 
especially in restless patients, whose eyes often turn up under the upper lid, and do not obey the 
will. It is true, the globe may be brought back to its position by the fixation forceps; but if 
much traction is made, they readily cause pain, and thus increase Ih* restlessness and the strain¬ 
ing of the patient. 

2. As the flap is being formed, the eye should look outward, as in this position it is much 
easier to complete the section without entering the knife into the bridge of the nose, which 
renders the patient uneasy, and often obliges the operator to stop before the edge of the knife has 
reached the inferior segment of the cornea, whereupon the aqueous rapidly escapes, and a large 
portion of iris comes under the knife. This is the more threatening, if, as often happens at the 
moment of puncture, the patient seeks to evade the knife, and rolls the eye inward. If the optic 
axis were directed slightly outward, the excursion would have to be considerable to interfere 
with the operation, and it would also require more time; hence, when the axes are directed out¬ 
ward, it is easier to pass through the chamber and get the globe fully in our power before the 
point of the knife touches. But this maneuver is not always certain; hence, when making the 
puncture, we should be prepared for the movement of the eye. We should never start with the 
idea that we must go through. If the eye moves, it is better to withdraw the instrument and 
repeat the attempt, when a moment of rest permits the section to be made. 

8. The point of the knife is to be introduced perpendicularly ; if it be held too flat, it passes 
through the cornea. The perpendicular canal is very long, and holds the knife fast in the original 
position ; hence its point passes through the chamber very near to the posterior wall of the cornea, 
and passes out just as obliquely. The extent of the arc cut is, therefore, large, and the opening 
proportionally small; hence the cataract is not evacuated, or its escape is difficult, and the sharp, 
inner wall of the posterior lip of the wound is easily stretched or bruised, and severe inflamma¬ 
tions may be caused. 

4. The cutting should be done very slowly and carefully, no pressure being made on the cutting 
edge of the knife; otherwise, bringing out the knife suddenly, the patient is frightened, the 
muscles of the eye contract spasmodically, and evacuate not only the lens, but part of the vitreous. 
Hence, the force should always act in the axis of the instrument. 

5. The manipulation of the Daviel’s spoon, also, requires the greatest care; it is to be lightly 
placed on the upper border of the cornea, and the pressure gradually increased. In proceeding 
hastily, there is no time for the pressure to be distributed; the under part of the zonula may be 
torn, and the vitreous evacuated. The pressure should never be great. 

6. Of late, some have altogether thrown aside Daviel’s spoon, and evacuated the cataract with 
the finger, which may, if necessary to prevent slipping, be wrapped in a piece of fine cloth. (ArU•) 
The patient is told to look upward, and the operator places the palmar surface of his two thumbs, 
or of the thumb of one hand and the index-finger of the other, on the upper and lower lids, so 
that he can move them as he chooses over the eye-ball. Then, pressing the upper lid downward, 
he gently presses on the upper margin of the cornea, and thus rotates the lower margin of the 
lens forward toward the wound. The lower lid is, at the same time, pressed forward with the 
other hand, and, by slight pressure on the anterior part of the eye, the cataract is induced to 
escape through the incision and the slightly-opened eye-lids. The retained cortical portions are 
to be removed by gently rubbing the upper lid over the cornea. 

Accidents.—1. Wounds of the iris. a. If the iris is pierced as the cornea is opened, it is best 
to withdraw the knife, and not undertake the operation again till after the healing of the cornea, 
as, by further advance of the instrument, the iris would be extensively divided, which would inter¬ 
fere with the continuance of the operation, and might also prove dangerous. 

1. Most frequently a sector of the iris is excised during the completion of the section. This 
happens particularly if the chamber is very small, the pupil contracted, and the iris bulged for* 
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CATARACT. FLAP EXTRACTION. 663 

ward, for then the knife can with difficulty be passed by it. But, when there is a large 
chamber, the iris falls under the knife, if this passes through slowly or interruptedly. Then 
we may often press the iris away from the edge of the knife by turning this forward, and with the 
end of the finger making moderate pressure on the lower section of the cornea, so as to flatten it 
somewhat, or by stroking downward the part of the cornea lying in front of the knife, with the 
ends of the fingers lightly laid on. But this attempt often fails, and there is nothing left but to 
sacrifice the portion of iris in question. Sometimes, however, the corresponding part of the 
pupillary margin remains, and a hole is left in the iris. It is then necessary to divide the bridge 
with the needle, so that the cataract may not catch, strain the iris, and even rupture the bridge. 

2. Difficulty in the escape of the cataract. In spite of strong contractions of the muscles of the 
eye and of aid from the operator, the lens pushes the lower half of the iris between the edges of 
the wound of the cornea, but recedes again, or finally passes through the pupil with difficulty, 
causing stretching and straining of the iris. This is often caused by the large size of the sclerosed 
lens, or an extensive synechia and callous transformation of the pupillary border, rarely by a 
spasmodic contraction of the sphincter of the pupil. 

In such cases we should make an iridectomy immediately after the flap is made, to prepare the 
way; if the cataract has already escaped, to follow it by an iridectomy, so as to remove the injured 
portions of iris and prevent the results of mechanical irritation. The most usual cause of the 
difficulty of exit of the lens is, that the flap is too small or the section through the cornea has been 
too flat. If we recognize this condition, we should avoid forcibly pressing out the cataract, as 
the angle of the wound would be strongly pressed, and nevertheless the evacuation often world 
not be effected, as the vitreous would escape first; we should rather enlarge the section as murh 
as necessary, by introducing the scissors between the flap and the iris, and enlarging one or other 
angle of the wound. The traditional fear of the scissors is groundless, as the part of the wound 
formed by the scissors, as a rule, heals as readily as that made with the knife, and usually does 
not even leave a cloudy' cicatrix—provided, of course, that the eye, and especially the angle of 
the wound, have not been too much injured before the scissors were used. If this has happened, 
an iridectomy should be performed. 

3. The incomplete evacuation of the cataract. A large part of the cortex has from the first 
remained attached to the capsule, or has stripped off during the passage of the cataract through 
the pupil, and can not be removed by the Daviel’s spoon without danger of a prolapse of the 
vitreous, or great irritation of the iris. Where the passage of the cataract through the pupil is 
difficult, as well as in the extraction of cataracts with normally consistent cortex—that is, par¬ 
ticularly in unripe cataracts—this accident is very common, and the more difficult to avoid if the 
parts of cataract remaining in the eye be still transparent, and thus escape observation. Where 
we are certain, or tolerably confident, that large quantities of fragments capable of swelling 
have been left behind, we should perform an iridectomy immediately after the extraction. 

4. Escape of the vitreous before the cataract. This very unfortunate accident occurs particularly 
if apart of the section is in the sclera, or when, on opening the capsule, the needle comes too 
near the margin of the lens, or if, during the evacuation of the cataract, the spoon has been 
too quickly or too firmly pressed on it, that is, under circumstances causing a bursting or wound¬ 
ing of the zonula with the needle. Straining on the part of the patient greatly favors the rupture. 
In such cases it is often necessary to stop the operation and apply the bandage; for, with con¬ 
tinued attempts to evacuate the cataract, more and more vitreous escapes, the lens sinks further 
back, and finally we must cease, after having very greatly increased the danger of intraocular 
hemorrhage, detachment of the retina, imperfect adjustment of the flap, severe inflammation, &c. 
Still, in quiet patients we may sometimes succeed by cutting out a broad sector of the iris, pass¬ 
ing the spoon behind the cataract, pressing it forward against the posterior wall of the cornea, and 
withdrawing it. 

5. The lens, with a portion of vitreous, advance. This accident is especially apt to occur in 
nestless patients, who strain violently, if the corneal flap is too large, or the Daviel’s spoon is 
carelessly used. We should then give up the operation and apply the bandage, otherwise the 
vitreous will be mostly evacuated, which, as above shown, may prove a serious accident. Fluid¬ 
ity of the vitreous is also given as a cause of this accident. In eyes which otherwise appear 
normal, actual fluidity of the vitreous, or even a diminution of its consistency, is, however, very 
rare’ and can scarcely be recognized beforehand. Where, however, choroiditis or irido-choroid- 
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664 CATARACT. FLAP EXTRACTION. 

itis has preceded, or there is extensive posterior staphyloma, synchesis occurs mere frequently, 
and must be taken into consideration. 

6. Incorrect apposition of the flap, with stair-like projections of its edges. Then, on motion 
of the eye-ball, the latter strikes against the lower lid, and this causes great irritation, which is 
often the source of very injurious inflammation. The danger is the greater, since, on motion of 
the eye, before the cicatrix has become sufficiently strong, the badly-applied flap is often partially 
loosened, and the intraocular pressure is thus often entirely removed. Unfortunately, little can be 
done for this, particularly shortly after the operation, when it is most necessary. Neither plasters 
nor collodion suffice to keep the lower lid away from the eye, as, on account of the irritation 
caused by the artificial ectropion, tears flow abundantly and soften every thing ; moreover, the 
necessary manipulations are dangerous shortly after the operation. We should avoid all sources 
of irritation, and quietly await the gradual, spontaneous smoothing-off of the prominence. This 
is usually accomplished in a few weeks. 

[It is proposed to avoid such accidents by applying a suture of a single strand 
of silk or very fine thread by means of a needle, which is straight or only slightly 
curved at its point, “ only a quarter of an inch long, and having its point flattened 
to a cutting edge and carefully sharpened. The needle is held and passed through 
by means of a pair of firm forceps.” The suture “ is allowed to remain until it 
cuts itself out, which is sometimes not for several days or even weeks; or it 
may be removed after the wound has become consolidated, say at the end of a 
week or ten days.” H. W. Williams.] 

7. Prolapse of the iris. This is often a secondary result of incorrect apposition of the flap, and 
may be produced by carelessness of the patient several weeks after the operation. Most fre¬ 
quently, however, the prolapse occurs immediately after the escape of the lens, as a part of the iris 
has been torn out with it, and the operator has neglected to replace it, or has been obliged to 
neglect the reposition on account of prolapse of the vitreous or restlessness of the patient. At all 
events, a decided distortion, or even a closure of the pupil, results, especially when severe iritis 
occurs, as is not unfrequently the case. It may also happen that the flap becomes very irregularly 
curved and interferes with vision, as the cicatrix contracts, but still maintains a certain breadth, 
so that the edge of the flap stands off more or less from the inferior lip of the wound. (Fig. 20.) 
To obviate such evil results, it is best to have the bandage worn longer than would otherwise be 
necessary, that is, until the cicatrix is thick and strong. If the pupillary margin has become 
adherent, atropine should be used to keep its upper part as far as possible from the point of 
adhesion. Excision or repeated punctures are only indicated in very large and constantly- 
increasing prolapse of the breadth of the iris, especially when there is danger that the pupillary 
margin will finally be drawn into the wound. 

8. The occurrence of entropion. This accident is not unfrequent in very relaxed, elderly per¬ 
sons, particularly during the after-treatment. If the protective bandage is still in use, it should 
be at once removed, as it greatly favors the inversion of the lids. Among the positive remedies, 
the cantboplastic operation is particularly to be recommended. 

Authorities.—Peer, Lehre v. d. Augenkrankh. II. Wien. 1817, S. 866, 372.—EimVy, Krankh. 
u. Missbild. II. Berlin, 1843. S. 255 et seq.—Arlt, Krankh. des Auges. II. Prag. 1853, S. 298, 300. 
—Hasner, Kl. Yortrage Prag. 1860. S. 289, 293, 301.—Stellwag, Ophth. I. S. 635, 637, 642.- 
Zehender, Kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 73.—Kuchler, Deutsche Klinik. I860. Nr. 39.—JHaring, Kl. 
Monatbl. 1863. S. 217.—[H. W. Williams, Diseases of the Eye, P. 193.] 
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4. Peripherical Linear Extraction. (Graefe.) 

The Indications for this operation are the same as those for flap extraction. 
But it has also certain special indications: 

1. For the removal of cataracts whose cortical portion is quite adherent, and 
whose capsules are of normal consistency. 

2. "Where general or local conditions render suppuration of the cornea imminent. 
3. Where the condition of the patient renders a less strict regimen advisable, or, 

more particularly, a shortening of the time of his confinement to bed. 

The Operation is much like flap extraction, and, like this, is done with several 
pauses for the patient to rest and recover himself. 

The instruments required are a narrow, pointed knife (Graefe), iris-forceps, and 
a fine Louis’ scissors ; a delicate sickle-shaped needle with rounded, blunt back; 
a sharp and a blunt hook, a thin and very flat spoon (Bowman), or better, a scoop 
with projecting anterior edge (Critchett), a toothed forceps, and a spring speculum. 

The sickle-shaped needle and the hooks should have malleable necks, so that we may alter the 
curvature; for if the neck of the instrument is straight and stiff, and the eye is deeply set, 
the instrument can not be readily introduced flat into the wound and moved in various directions 
in the plane of the iris. For the same reason, the spoon is more convenient, if its concavity is at 
an angle to the neck. 

Snowden’s spring speculum, which has long been in use, does not answer well here, because 
the part uniting the two arms interferes with the introduction of the different instruments. 
Hence this part has been much elongated, so that, when in use, it rests on the temporal region. 
(Graefe.) But the elongation of the arms causes a loss of power in the spring; hence the instru- 
®ent must be made heavier, or furnished with an adjusting screw, which is somewhat objection¬ 
able. It would seem best, therefore, to have a small Snowden’s speculum with an anterior curve, so 
Made that the part uniting the arms should lie on the side of the nose, when the instrument is 
placed in the conjunctival sac. 

More recently several spring elevators have been constructed on this principle (Stilling 
Sthrceter). 

Kg. 89. In modified linear extraction, the up¬ 
per part of the anterior scleral zone is 
usually opened. In order to make the 
requisite linear section at this place with 
one or a few strokes of the knife, the 
upper eye-lid should be held well back 
by the operator or an assistant; and to 
prevent rolling of the globe, this is seiz¬ 
ed with toothed forceps, placed exactly 
under the lowest point of the corneal 
margin, drawn downward, and held in 
this position. (Fig. 99.) 

The incision should vary in length 
according to the supposed size of the 
nucleus; but four to four and a half lines 
may be considered as the medium length. 
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catabact. peeipheeical lineab extbaction. 

For this purpose the knife should be entered about one third to half a line from the 
anterior margin of the cornea, and two thirds of a line to a line below a tangent to the 
highest point of the cornea, in the outer part of the anterior scleral zone. The knife 
is to be held with the cutting edge inward and upward, and its point directed toward 
the middle point of the anterior chamber. It is entered obliquely in this position, so 
that it appears in the anterior chamber, close to the origin of the iris; it is advanced 
about three lines, and then turned horizontally, so as to be passed through the 
corresponding inner portion of the anterior scleral zone at the same bight, and at 
an equal distance from the cornea as the point of entrance. When this lias been 
done, the instrument should be passed on horizontally with its back downward and 
anteriorly (Fig. 99), and if the point comes near the nose it should he drawn back 
till its edge has severed the attachment of the upper sector of the iris, as far as the 
margin of Descemet’s membrane, anu rests against the inner wall of the sclera, 
Now the knife should be turned so that its hack shall be toward the ideal center of 
the corneal curvature, so that the capsule of the globe may be divided by long strokes 
almost perpendicularly to its surface. Then the knife lies between the sclera and 
conjunctiva, and the latter appears raised in a broad fold. As the conjunctiva is very 
distensible and gives way, the cutting edge should be turned forward, and the 
membrane divided by a sawing motion. The wound in the latter thus forms an 
anterior convex arc, whose summit reaches nearly to the limbus conjunctivalis. 

The second step of the operation, the excision of the portion of iris presenting at 
the wound, is facilitated by the use of the spring speculum. In order to manipulate 
readily, it is necessary to lay the conjunctival flap back on the cornea. The piece of 
iris is then seized witli the forceps, pulled out and cut oif close to the scleral wound, 
so that no tags may remain in the wound. 

In order to take the second step in the operation without disturbance, namely, 
the excision of the portion of iris bulging into the wound, it is very necessary to 
strip off the conjunctival flap from the wound, and to lay it back upon the cornea. 
The sector of the iris in question must be fully embraced with the forceps, put upon 
the stretch and cut off close to the edge of the scleral incision, in order that no 
ragged edge may remain behind which may be crowded into the wound. With the 
length of the wound it is, however, very difficult to embrace between the forceps 
the entire portion of iris corresponding to it; hence, it appears advantageous to 
complete the excision of the iris with several cuts, at first, therefore, to embrace the 
central portion and pull it out, and afterwards to do the same to the internal and 
external portions, and cut them off. At the same time it is necessary to put the 
iris firmly upon the stretch, so that as much of it may be brought forward as 
possible. Afterwards the position of the lower half of the pupillary margin is to 
be carefully observed, and often it will be already found in its normal situation. 
If this is not the case, and if it appears drawn somewhat towards the wound, then 
a portion of the incised edge of the iris is firmly engaged in the angles of the 
comeal incision, and this usually occurs on the temporal side. In order to get rid 
of this we make use of the india-rubber spoon. The surface of the globe must be 
gently stroked with its convex surface, beginning somewhat on the scleral side of 
the comers of the wound in question, and directed from this point towards the 
centre of the cornea. 

These manceuvers may be executed also alternately in a direction corresponding more to the 
length of the wound, always proceeding from the corresponding corner, or even in a rare 
direction over the part in question. If only the nasal edge of the iris is adherent, we frequcil v 
gain our end by the introduction of the cystotome, by carefully smoothing the iris wita 
back introduced into the anterior chamber, before proceeding to open the capsule. 
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CATARACT. PERIPHERICAL LINEAR EXTRACTION. 667 

The opening of the capsule is best done in four movements, in order to be able 
to cut out as large a piece as possible, and to allow of the extraction of the cataract, 
which may push the piece forward into the wound like a curtain. The necessary 
instrument for this, the lancet-formed cystotome or Sichel’s needle, the neck of 
which is bent at a corresponding angle, is pushed flat-wise through the wound as 
far as the lower portion of the pupillary margin, then turned with the edge towards 
the capsule, and the latter split at first along the two lateral edges of the pupil and 
eoloboma throughout the entire pupillary space, after this especially in a transverse 
direction, once close to the inferior periphery of the pupil, and then about a milli¬ 
meter below the superior equator of the lens. (A. Weber.) 

If the capsule has been sufficiently opened, the nucleus of the lens frequently 
appears of itself at the opening in the sclera, and it needs but slight assistance to 
cause it to come out. To this end the india-rubber spoon is to be slightly pressed 
with the convex back upon the lower border of the cornea, by which means the 
scleral wound is made to gape somewhat. After this the spoon must be somewhat 
tamed so that its upper edge presses a little into the cornea. Then by pressing 
the instrument in this position upon the surface of the cornea gently upwards, the 
cataract will be lightly pushed out of the wound, and may be easily lifted up with 
the spoon, after it has passed with a great part of its circumference through the 
wound. 

Whatever part of soft, broken-up lens-matter has remained behind in the capsule 
during this process, may be pushed towards the wound as in the flap-extraction by 
stroking the cornea from below upwards slightly with the back of a spoon. If the 
lens-matter is not completely evacuated there remains nothing to be done but to go 
in with the spoon and bring it out. 

Just as in flap extraction, we should make it a rule to clear out the cataractous 
lens as completely as possible; to draw out portions of capsule that have become 
stiff from deposits; clean the wound properly, and remove any pieces of iris that 
may he caught in it; and, finally, to replace the conjunctival flap in its natural 
position. "When all this has been done, it seems advisable to open the eye again in 
i minute or so, and let out the aqueous that has collected; for this not unfrequently 
washes out with it some small pieces of cataract and effused blood. 

The after-treatment and dressing are to be regulated as in flap extraction. But 
m modified linear extraction, after the first couple of days, the patient requires less 
restriction, and may bo allowed more freedom, as the detachment of the flap is here 
less to be feared. After the second day, instillations of solution of atropine should 
be made with proper care once or twice daily, so as to diminish, as much as 
Possible, the irritating influence of any retained portions of cataract. 

b A very perpendicular corneal incision, as was formerly employed, and is still preferred 
J many, has the disadvantage, that it tales away every support from the zonula in the 

°f the wound, and thus so much the more favors prolapse of the vitreous, as the 
cataract, in order to enter the opening, must make a considerable rotation forwards; hence 
the spoon for the extraction has to exert a greater pressure in a perpendicular direction upon 
the lower border of the cataract, which necessarily brings with it a bulging of the vitreous 
mnor towards the opening of the wound. In a more oblique incision the rotation of the 

cataract does not occur, and the latter may move outwards in the direction of its equatorial 
P ane. In addition to this, the posterior edge of the wound is pushed under the anterior edge 

the wound, and pressed upon by the intraocular pressure, closes the opening like a valve, 
hence no portion of the zonula appears exposed. 

The corneal incision may also be made, of course, at the inferior margin of the cornea. 
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668 CATARACT. PERIPHERICAL LINEAR EXTRACTION. 

This is even an easier operation. Still the patient is readily dazzled by reason of the excision 
of the iris, which troubles him very much. The lower incision is therefore only justifiable, 
when the state of the eye and its surroundings or the unruliness of the patient render the 
incision upwards very difficult. 

2. The use of the spring speculum in the second stage of the operation has the 
of enabling us to do without a second assistant; for, while both hands of the operator are 
engaged with the iris-forceps and scissors, and those of the assistant with the two eye-lids of 
the patient, a fifth hand is required for the fixation forceps. This, apart from the other 
inconveniences, diminishes the space that was already very limited. In the other steps of the 
operation, the operator always has one hand free to use the fixation forceps, or to hold one of 
the lids; hence the speculum may then be dispensed with, and should be removed, as it incon¬ 
veniences the patient, and causes straining, which may interfere with the operation, and 
induce prolapse of the vitreous. 

3. It is not advisable to make very large conjunctival flaps, as they readily roll up, infiltrate, 
and may thus unfavorably influence the healing of the scleral wound. Cutting them off is 
bad, as a large wound is the result, and it does not always cicatrize and harden without c 
ing serious irritation. These circumstances cause us to turn the knife forward, after it has 
divided the sclera, and appears under the conjunctiva. For the same reasons, we should he 
careful of the conjunctival flap, and keep it off the cornea during the subsequent steps of the 
operation, so that it may not be injured by the instruments. 

4. The iris must be excised close to the anterior edge of the scleral wound. If portions of 
the iris remain caught in the wound, they easily become the origin of destructive inflamma¬ 
tions, by reason of the laceration to which they are exposed. In some cases they subsequently 
bulge forward, like vesicles, and require subsequent excision. Aside from this, such adhesions 
of the iris have the unpleasant effect of pulling up very much the lower part of the pupillary 
margin, sometimes even above the horizontal diameter of the eye, and thus, when the upper 
lid hangs down, a large portion of the pupil is concealed. The vision then suffers so much the 
more, as through such a displaced pupil no central rays, but only marginal rays, reach the 
retina, and hence less distinct images ar6 here produced. It is believed that the complete 
excision of the iris throughout the whole region of the corneal incision may be done more 
easily’ and safely by straight or knee-shaped scissors, than by those curved on the 
flat. (Graefe.) 

5. A great difficulty lies in this operation in the fact that the anterior capsule, after 
evacuation of the aqueous humor, is pressed close to the posterior surface of the cornea by the 
pressure of the vitreous humor, that its central portion falls exactly into the greatest concavity 
of the cornea and is thus with difficulty reached by the edge of the instrument. Hence it 
also happens, that very often a more or less broad crescentic-shaped edge of capsule remains 
behind in the lower portion of the pupillary space. This afterwards becomes opaque, conceals 
the pupil partially covered by the upper lid, and injures the acuteness of vision very much. 
By the manifold changes in the form of the cystitome {Ed. Meyer, A. Weber, and others), 
this drawback cannot be remedied: we should rather aim at carrying the point of the instru¬ 
ment over the convexity of the anterior capsule beneath the level of the inferior margin of the 
pupil, without previously pressing into the cavity of the capsule. 

6. It is difficult to divide the capsule sufficiently, if it has become hard and tough fro® 
deposits. Then, instead of using a sickle-shaped needle, it is best to enter a sharp hook an 
seize it deeply. Not unfrequently we may tear loose the anterior half, and bring it out entire. 
In retrogressive and atrophied cataracts, the entire lens and capsule often respond to the 
traction, and may be removed from the eye without difficulty. 

7. Formerly it was recommended to this end to exert more pressure upon the globe vi 
the fixation forceps, and thus to render the lower portion of the capsule of the globe more 
tense, but besides this to press the posterior edge of the wound of the sclera somewhat down 
ward with the convex back of a spoon, and thus allow the instrument to glide to and frolD 
the horizontal direction. The so-called sliding maneuver has also been employed by man)! 
that is, while the finger fixing the edge of the upper lid exerted a slight pressure upon the 
UUuU IO, VVlillC UUC UAlUg UUU UUO UjjptI I1U tI ( 

superior circumference of the globe, the back of the spoon was repeatedly placed agains 
inferior margin of the cornea and by delicate pressure rubbed up towards its center, 
recently, all pressure upon the peripherical edge of the wound and upon the superior circu® 
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CATARACT. ACCIDENTS. 669 

ference of the globe has been considered inadvisable or at least superfluous. Some, however, 
still advocate this maneuver, and believe that the slight downward pressure of the peripherical 
edge of the wound may promote the gaping of the wound, and therefore the exit of the 
cataract also, but that, moreover, the pressure of the back of the spoon may give support to 
the zonula and hinder prolapse of the vitreous. {Knapp.) 

Accidents.—1. Too small a linear wound. With some care and practice, this cannot 
readily occur, as the section is, on the whole, very easy ; for the knife closes the wound with 
considerable certainty, and so prevents the too early evacuation of the aqueous humor. 
Hence, if the point of entrance has been made too high, we have time enough to make the 
point of exit correspondingly lower, so as to compensate for the deficiency. The knife may 
even be partly drawn back into the chamber and thrust out elsewhere. But if, in spite of all 
this, an error has been committed, there is nothing left but to enlarge the wound with the 
scissors. 

2. Hemorrhage into the chamber. This accident sometimes occurs, even during the division 
|of the conjunctiva, but is more frequently seen as a result of the iridectomy. It is not very 
j serious. It is only necessary to suspend the operation for a time, and gently stroke the 
j cornea with the back of the spoon, in order to press the blood out of „the wound. If the 
aqueous has again collected, it is often sufficient to lightly depress the posterior lip of the 
wound, to cause the escape of the blood, and keep the field of operation clear during the open¬ 
ing of the capsule. 

Sometimes, however, the anterior chamber becomes refilled, as often as it is emptied. 
I Then the extravasation is in a high degree hazardous for the further steps of the operation, 
| and not uncommonly endangers very much the success of the operation. This accident points 
to a far advanced degeneration of the vessels, particularly when the extravasated blood shows 
a very dark color. The hemorrhages then easily occur repeatedly after the operation, while 
the absorption remains very incomplete; the coagula increase, become in part organized in 
connection with the products of reactive inflammation, and occasion, at least, the reclosure of 
the pupil. Iridochoroiditis and iridocyclitis also frequently occur with their extremely 
deleterious consequences. In not a few cases extravasations of blood do not appear until 
several days after the operation, in the anterior chamber, or even in the cornea. They are 

I then, for the same reasons, very serious. 
Difficult Extraction of the Cataract.—It is generally caused by too small, sometimes, how- 

I ever, by too obiique a section of the cornea. In such a case the wound must be enlarged with 
I the scissors. Often, however, the cataract cannot be extracted even when the corneal section 
I is large enough, and the anterior capsule is opened sufficiently, and the manceuvers well per- 
I formed. Under such circumstances, it is certainly not imprudent to make use of the so-called 
I traction instruments, no matter how much it may be by many opposed. Their careful and 
I delicate employment surely carries fewer dangers with it, than a prolonged general bruising of 
[the globe, which perhaps in the end does not produce the desired effect, or even draws after it 
I a prolapse of the vitreous. If the nucleus be large and sclerosed, we shall do best with a blunt 
I took, which, like Sichel’s needle, is to be pushed with its angular bent neck flat through the 
pound and the posterior cortical layers of the cataract to the other side of the equator of the 
pocleus, and then is to be turned with the point forwards in order to embrace the nucleus and 
I draw it outwards. The latter almost always follows readily, even when the superior marginal 
■portion of the capsule has not been sufficiently cut through, as the latter is easily turned over 
■outwards by the pressure of the advancing cataract. In cataracts with normally consistent 
■nuclei the hook still cuts easily through, breaks up the lens, and leaves the pieces behind, as 
I the latter easily avoid it. Under such conditions, as well as in cases where a normally con- 
■ Bistent cortex must be separated from the capsule, the hook is best replaced by a suitably-con- 
jstrncted spoon. 
I 4. Prolapse of the vitreous is the most frequent accident. It is especially to be feared in 
I persons that strain greatly, or where the vitreous is fluid, as a result of precedent disease of 
■the eye-ball. Under such circumstances it may occur at any stage of the operation, and 
■greatly interfere with the subsequent steps. It usually occurs when the linear incision has 

made too far back in the sclera, and has exposed a portion of the zonula; or if the latter 
■ has been injured by the needle or the hook; or, finally, if the ciliary processes, or the hyaline 
■covering of the lenticular fossa have been too much stretched in the attempt to evacuate the 
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670 CATARACT. ACCIDENTS. 

cataract, or have been pierced by instruments, or ruptured in any other way. If part of the 
vitreous escapes before the cataract,the hook or spoon should be instantly used to seize the 
lens and draw it out. But if the vitreous escapes with or after the cataract, it is best to close 
the lids at once, and apply a tight bandage for the first couple of hours, so as, if possible, to 
prevent intraocular hemorrhage and detachment of the retina. Prolapse of the vitreous is 
always a misfortune, as it readily causes inflammatory cloudiness of the part remaining in the 
eye. ' This often does not pass away for some time, and in some cases clears up very incom¬ 
pletely, so that it greatly impairs vision. We fear such opacities particularly when the frag¬ 
ments of the cataract cannot be completely removed, and come in ^immediate contact with the 
vitreous. 

5. If part of the vitreous protrudes into the scleral wound, without the hyaloid being wounded, 
it is advisable to leave it there and simply apply a ban.dage ; for it is not apt to cause much 
injury, and the prolapse readily absorbs; while cutting it off involves the danger of a more 
extensive evacuation. 

6. Portions of lens-matter often remain behind in the pupillary space, particularly when the 
cortex was not completely disintegrated by softening, which subsequently swell up and by 
setting up violent inflammation become very dangerous. It has been recommended to expose 
the wound upon the 3d or 4th day, in order to remove the remaining portions of lens with a 
spoon. (Kuchler.) Other attempts to remove them have in every case resulted in prolapse of 
the vitreous, and the fragments had to be left behind. {Knapp.) Moreover, the danger of 
such an undertaking is evident, and hence it is opposed energetically by the best authorities. 

7. The Development of a Capsular Cataract.—It is frequently attributed to an insufficient 
splitting open of the anterior capsule. Frequently, however, the opacity results from a subse¬ 
quent proliferation of the cataractous fragments remaining attached to the posterior capsule, 
or from the new formation of permanent products, and cannot then be avoided. Such opacities 
require discission. Still it is very advisable to allow several weeks to elapse, in order that the 
globe may recover from the extraction. Many recommend not to discharge any patient from 
treatment, before the posterior capsule has been thoroughly split by a new operation. (Critchett.) 
Still we shall do well to limit this operation, painful for the patient, to those cases in which 
it is a real necessity. 

8. We often meet with a cystoid cicatrization. The rules before given should be followed 
in treating it. 

Authorities.—Graefe, A. t O. XI. 3. S. 24—80; XII. 1. S. 156—181, 198, 202 bis 210; 
XIII. 1. S. 273; XIII. 2. S. 549, 559; XIY. 3. S. 106, 119,134 u. f.; kl. Monatbl. 1870. S. 1, 
8 u. f.; Congres ophth. 1868. S. 61, 95.—O. Becker, ibid. S. 72.—Critchett, ibid. S. 80; nach 
Knapp. A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 305.—Heymann, Ophthalmologisches. Leipzig. 1868. S. 38, 45 u. 
f.—Knapp, A. f. O. XIII. 1. S. 58—103; XIV. 1. S. 287, 291, 293; Arch. f. Aug. u. Ohren- 
hlkde. I. S. 47.— Weber, A. f. O. XIII. 1. S. 250, 256; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 384.—m Meyer, 
ibid, S. 382.— Stilling, ibid. S. 289.—Nagle, ibid. S. 340.—Schroter ibid. 1869. S. 126.—Kuchler, 
Lie Querextraction. Erlangen. 1868. S. 24.—Dantone, Beitriige zur Extraction etc. Erlangen. 
1869. S. 66. 
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Streatfeild’s Peripherical Extraction. 

This method is merely a modification of the preceding operation of Yon Graefe. 
The patient being placed well under the influence of an anaesthetic, a spring specu¬ 
lum is introduced between the lids, and the eye itself steadied by grasping a con¬ 
siderable fold of conjunctiva at some distance below the lower margin of the 
cornea, with the toothed forceps. Mr. Streatfeild prefers a Sichel’s knife, as in 
iridectomy, because with it a section of the cornea can be made less obliquely in all 
its extent than by puncture and counter-puncture, which, in iridectomy for glau¬ 
coma, is also an advantage. The point of the knife being directed towards the 
center of the pupil, the cornea is transfixed at its upper margin at the right-hand 
extremity of the intended incision; the point of the knife is then carried on between 
the cornea and iris along the upper circumference of the anterior chamber. No 
counter-puncture is made, but the knife is quickly brought into a more vertical 
position, and with a firm hand and quickly, by little to-and-fro movements, the 
section is continued as far as need be to the left extremity of the intended opening. 
That this extremity may be square like the other, and not at all oblique, the knife 
should be either drawn out at the end of the section, held quite vertically; or, the 
Wfe being held horizontally, the edge is brought upwards and forwards, and its 
point is made so to cut its way out suddenly at one stroke. The corneal opening 
should be as large as one-third of the circumference of the cornea; it had much 
tetter be unnecessarily large than a little too small in any case; it is easily extended 
at either end, if it should seem to be necessary, by reintroduction of the point of 
the knife into the anterior chamber, and cutting right or left. No conjunctival flap 
is left to cover the wound. A considerable iridectomy is as usual made, and the 
lens-capsule opened. To evacuate the lens, the back of the curette, held horizon¬ 
tally, is now pressed on the globe between the lower margin of the cornea and the 
point below it, at which the globe is held with the fixation-forceps. By moderate 
pressure backwards, gradually increasing, and by a succession of little sliding 
®ovements from below upwards, the upper margin of the lens will begin to pro¬ 
trude at the corneal opening. As soon as the largest part of the lens has been 
awcuated, care must be taken to remove completely all the softer cortical matter, 
h continuing the sliding movements with the curette, until the cortical matter 
®ndes through the wound and the area of the pupil looks clear and black. A 
^°P of atropine may be then instilled. A piece of fine linen (about 0x3 inches), 
18 placed over both eyes, a little pad of fine wool is placed in each orbital space, 
®d over this is fitted a Liebreich’s bandage of elastic knitted cotton, and tied 
cWfortably tight. 
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Liebreicli’s Corneal Extraction. 

In this operation, the entire line of incision is included in the cornea, with the 
exception of the puncture and counter-puncture, which are situated about a milli¬ 

ng. too. 

/iliiin1 

meter from the corneal margin. Liebreich at first did a simultaneous iridectomy, 
but gradually excised a smaller and smaller portion of his, until he finally aban¬ 
doned it altogether. 

Pig. 101.1 

The operation has the immense advantage of dispensing with the spring speculum 
and fixation forceps; and but two instruments are necessary, the narrow knife and 
the cystotome, which may even be combined in one. It is better, when possible, to 
dispense with an anaesthetic. The pupil should be dilated completely with atro¬ 
pine, and if the operator is ambidextrous, he. may stand behind the head of the 
patient. An assistant is not indispensable. The upper lid is elevated by the fore¬ 
finger of the one hand, while the narrow knife of Yon Graefe, with the back of the 
blade directed slightly backwards, is held horizontally with the other hand, audits 
blade so inclined as to form with the horizontal meridian of the eye an angle of 
about 45°. The point is introduced in the sclerotic about a millimeter from the 
external-border of the cornea, -without changing its direction; the knife glides 
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CATAEACT. LIEBEEICh’s OPERATION. 673 

across the anterior chamber to the opposite point of exit, which should be about a 
millimeter beyond the corneal margin. The knife is then pushed far enough along 
to admit of completing the incision by withdrawing it. As the incision is com¬ 
pleted, the upper lid is allowed to fall over the eye. The second step in the oper¬ 
ation consists in opening the capsule carefully and thoroughly. The third step is 
the delivery of the cataract, and here the spoon of Daviel comes into play. It is 
pressed lightly against the inferior part of the cornea, while the index-finger of the 
other hand exerts a slight counter pressure upon the upper portion of the cornea. 
By these means a slight rotation is given to the lens; its inferior border advances 
towards the posterior surface of the iris, pushes the latter forward, glides along the 

Fig. 10a. 

iris towards the pupil, overcomes the resistance of the sphincter, and is finally en¬ 
gaged in the wound which is already gaping to receive it. A slight pressure, pro¬ 
duced by the movement of the index-finger of the left hand upon the upper lid 
over the superior portion of the cornea, is sufficient to cause its extrusion. This 
gliding movement of the lid is to be kept up until all the cortical matter has been 
spelled. Atropine is then to be instilled, and the eyes are closed with a bandage. 
Liebreich claims that this method is applicable for all cataracts, except zonular 
cataracts, soft cataracts of childhood, liquid cataracts, or partial cataracts without 
nucleus. 

43 
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FIRST SECTION. 

DISEASES OF REFRACTION AND ACCOMMODATION. 

Preliminary Remarks.—The chief component parts of the dioptric or refract¬ 
ive apparatus of the eye are the cornea and crystaline lens, which together act as 
a convex lens. They are separated from each other by the aqueous humor, and from 
the retina by the vitreous body. Their surfaces, which are the most important 
surfaces of the dioptric apparatus, represent sections of ellipses, whose eccentricities, 
however, under normal circumstances, are so slight, that their central portions, lying 
within the bounds of the pupil, may be considered as segments of a sphere. 

1. The anterior surface of the cornea is the vertical segment of an ellipsoid 
with three axes, of which the longest extends antero-posteriorly, while the two 
shorter ones are perpendicular to this, and, with rare exceptions (Bonders), to each 
other. (Knapp.) The chief sections—that is, the planes passed through the long 
axis and each of the shorter ones—may fall in any meridian of the cornea (Javal, 
Danders); but usually the meridian corresponding to the smaller axis (the greater 
curvature) is nearer the vertical, and the minimum of convexity', on the contrary, 
nearer the horizontal meridian of the cornea (Knapp, Bonders, Beuss, Woinow, 
Snellen). It is rare to find the opposite, or to find the curvature the same in all 
meridians, as it would be, if the corneal surface represented a surface formed by the 
rotation of an ellipse. 

The same is true of the curvatures of the two surfaces of the lens (Helmholtz, 
Knapp, Bosow) ; they also are non-symmetrical, with meridians of greatest and least 
curvature, which are, as a rule, perpendicular to each other. But, contrary to what 
obtains in the cornea, the maximum of curvature in the lens is usually nearer hori¬ 
zontal, and the minimum nearer vertical. (Knapp, Bonders.) But these diameters 
of the cornea and lens do not usually come in the same planes. The convexity of 
the lens-surfaces is often much less regular than that of the cornea. The length of 
radii of adjacent meridians is often very unequal, and frequently varies even in the 
same meridian. (Bonders.) 

2. The principal surfaces of the dioptric apparatus have not exactly the same 
axis, but the summit of the cornea is usually to the nasal side of the axis of the lens. 
(Helmholtz.) \ Frequently the plane of the equator of the lens is placed obliquely 
to that of the base of the cornea (Knapp) ; but, under normal circumstances, these 
deviations are too slight to perceptibly impair the retinal images. 

3. The axis of the cornea does not necessarily correspond with the axis of vision ; 
that is, with the line passing from the object fixed to the point of direct vision. 
Sat generally the visual axis cuts the cornea within its zenith, and usually below, 
rarely above, the horizontal meridian. (Young, Helmholtz, Knapp.) The horizontal 
deviation varies from two to eight degrees (Schuerman), the vertical from one to 
toree degrees (Mandelstamm). 

Still, this angle a is not a constant one, as it is to be measured from the nodal 
Point, and the latter changes its place during the change of accommodation of the 
eJe- Therefore, even in one and the same individual, it must be different according 
to the various degrees of convergence of the visual lines (Beuss, Woinow, Mauthner). 

4- The most important of the four surfaces is the anterior corneal surface. In it 
toe incident rays are most diverted from their course, because here the light enters 
rom a slightly refractive medium—the atmosphere—to one of a relatively high re- 
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NORMAL OR REGULAR ASTIGMATISM. 678 

fractive power. In fact, a simple calculation shows that parallel rays of light, falling 
on the anterior surface of the cornea, will be so affected as to come to a focus about 
five lines behind the retina. Hence we can say that the posterior focal distance of 
the anterior corneal surface only exceeds the optic axis of the eye by a few lines. 

The posterior surface of the cornea, although having a greater curvature, comes 
but little into consideration, in respect to the dioptric conditions. The traversing 
rays of light may almost be regarded as passing through the same medium, as the 
refractive power of the cornea and aqueous humor differ but little. 

In consequence of the slight difference of refractive power of the neighboring 
media, the two surfaces of the lens have also but slight influence on the progress of 
the rays. That the crystaline lens, nevertheless, acts as quite a powerful refractive 
medium, is explained by the fact, that it is composed of a great number of layers, 
whose refractive power increases from the surface to the center, and thus inside of 
the lens a number of surfaces exist, whose dioptric effect is all summed up together. 
Indeed, the rays passing through the lens are deflected more from their original direc¬ 
tion, by this formation, than they would be if the entire lens were formed of homogene¬ 
ous layers of equal refractive power with the nucleus. Hence, under normal circum¬ 
stances, parallel rays falling on the cornea unite on the sensitive layer of the retina. 

5. A complete union of the rays of light emanating from single points does not 
occur, however. Besides, this very slight, and, under normal circumstances, unnoticed, 
chromatic aberration (Helmholtz, Freck, Pope), the asymmetrical form of the dioptric 
apparatus, also, occasions an aberration of rays of the same color, i. e. monochromatic 
aberration. (Helmholtz.) This is described as astigmatism. (Young, Airy.) 

6. The ellipsoidal form of the chief surfaces causes the homocentric light, in the 
different meridians of the dioptric apparatus, to be unequally deviated, hence to be 
focused at different distances. This species of monochromatic deviation, when con¬ 
fined to rays that are refracted in different meridians, shows a regularity and unity 
corresponding to the original curvature of the corneal surfaces, and is called regular 
astigmatism. Its chief cause is the ellipsoidal curvature of the anterior surface of 
the cornea, whose refractive power far exceeds that of all the other surfaces. The 
want of symmetry in the surfaces of the lens is also important, and particularly in 
a corrective point of view, as the maximum and minimum of their curvatures are 
usually in the opposite direction to those of the cornea. But, as this opposition of 
position is rarely exact, the equalization is not so complete as the refraction of the 
different meridians of the lens would otherwise render it. We may say that the 
astigmatism of the cornea alone is usually greater than that of the dioptric apparatus, 
as a whole. But we can not say that the latter corresponds to the difference between 
the astigmatism of the cornea and that of the lens. (Hiddleburg, Ponders.) Oases 
occur .where the maximum and minimum of convexity of the cornea and lens ap¬ 
proximate or correspond, and hence the sum of the two forms the total astigmatism 
(Knapp). 

The corrective action of the lens does not seem to remain the same in different 
conditions of accommodation of the same eye, but to change according to the 
change of form of the lens (Pobrowolshy, Woinow). 

Hence the general rule is, that the maximum and minimum of refraction of the 
dioptric apparatus are determined by the anterior corneal surface, and, consequently, 
that those rays which fall on the cornea, in a meridian near the vertical, are united 
at the shortest distance, while divergent rays, falling horizontally, are united at the 
greatest distance. 

In order to correctly understand this form of astigmatism, it is well to undertake a closer ex¬ 
amination of the course of the rays of light in passing through the dioptric apparatus. If tb® 
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FOCAL lines; focal distances. 679 

refraction is a maximum in the vortical meridian, and a minimum in the horizontal, rays striking 
on the cornea from a point in the extension of the optic axis, after passing through the pupil and 
lens, will no longer give a section ofacircle, on a screen crossing the optic axis at right angles, 
but will form an ellipse, whose long axis is horizontal, and whose eccentricity increases when 
the screen is moved backward. At a certain distance, the rays, falling on the cornea in a ver¬ 
tical meridian, unite, while the others still converge, the section will become horizontal, as the 
images of dispersion of the still converging rays form themselves collectively into a horizontal 
line. Beyond this anterior focal line, the rays, stretching in the vertical meridian, diverge again, 
while those passing through the horizontal meridian still converge; the image on thescreen again 
presents a horizontal ellipse, whose eccentricity, however, decreases, if the screen is moved back¬ 
ward and becomes reduced to nothing at a certain point, so that the image acquires the form of a 
circle. This is exactly the place where the rays undergo, proportionally, the greatest concentra¬ 
tion; hence it may with some propriety be called the “ middle focus,” or the “middle converging 
point.” Beyond this point, the image again becomes an ellipse, whose long axis is, however, 
vertical, and whose eccentricity increases when thescreen moves backward, till, finally, the rays, 
striking on the horizontal meridian, unite, and the vertical section of the bundle of rays presents 
a vertical line, the posterior focal line, on account of the mutual covering of the sectors refracted 
in the vertical and oblique meridians. Beyond this line, however, the image will have the form 
of an ellipse, witli the long axis perpendicular. (Knapp, Bonders.) 

A more direct examination into the condition of refraction of the dioptric apparatus shows 
that only the foci of these rays, which are refracted in the two chief meridians, fall in the optic 
axis; that, on the contrary, the foci of the remaining rays fall in an irregular plain, which joins 
the two focal lines. It further teaches that the length of the anterior focal line is to that of the 
posterior focal line as the focal distance of the more strongly-curved diameter is to that of the 
lesser curved; that is, the anterior is shorter that the posterior. Finally, it results from this, that 
the cross-shaped section (i. e. the point of greatest concentration of the bundle of homoceutric 
rays broken up in the dioptric apparatus) lies nearer the anterior focal line, and is the nearer, the 
greater the difference of the two focal lines. (Knapp, Donders.) 

To he exact, we should not speak of the focal distance of the dioptric apparatus, 
but of the focal tract, whose length is equal to the difference of the focal distances 
of the two chief sections ; hence it increases and diminishes in proportion to the dif¬ 
ference of curvature. 

At most, we may recognize as focal distance some spot within the focal tract, 
where the rays are most concentrated, and which lies nearer to the anterior limit of 
the focal tract than to the posterior. (Knapp.) Ordinarily, however, the differ¬ 
ences of the focal distances of the two chief meridians is very slight; hence, in 
representing the conditions of refraction, they may be neglected, and a common 
focal distance taken for homocentric light. 

The deviation of the rays broken up in the different meridian planes of the eye 
is ordinarily too slight to interfere with distinct vision ; careful experiments even are 
necessary to show it clearly. In accordance with the above, we find that most per¬ 
sons distinctly see vertical lines or a point of light through a horizontal stenopaic 
slit, at a greater, hut horizontal lines and a bright point through a vertical stenopaic 
slit at a shorter distance. Moreover, if the adjustment of the dioptric apparatus 
remains the same, they see the bright point distorted horizontally or vertically, 
according as it is actually, or by the use of glasses apparently, brought nearer or 
removed. 

i The irregularities of curvature of the different sectors of the lens, together 
^ 9ie frequent want of correspondence between the centers of the different sur- 
aoes> oause monochromatic aberrations, which are very complicated, and affect not 

ot|ly rays that are refracted in different meridians, but even those that enter the 
c°rnea through the same meridian. These deviations (irregular astigmatism) from 
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680 IRREGULAR ASTIGMATISM; MONOCULAR DIPLOPIA. 

the slightness of the malformations and the relatively weak refraction of the 
crystaline, are, under normal circumstances, less disturbing than those caused by 
the asymmetrical formation of the cornea; but, under some circumstances, they are 
very marked. The stellated figures of dispersion, in which brightly-illuminated 
points—as the stars, or even distant small flames—are seen, as well as the doubling or 
multiplication of the images (diplopia and polyopia monocularis, H. Meyer), depend 
on this, as is proved by the fact that these appearances do not occur in eyes deprived 
of the lens (Bonders), hut do not disappear when the refraction of the cornea is over¬ 
come by dipping the eye in water. (Young.) 

Normal irregular astigmatism is most evident, when a bright or dark spot, with a contrasting 
background, is regarded from a distance, for which the eye can not be adjusted, especially if the 
pupil is dilated. A bright spot then appears as a distorted, radiated star, whose greatest diameter 
approaches the vertical or horizontal meridian, according as the object is beyond or within the 
point of distinct vision. Where the points are less bright, or are dark, only the more decided 
parts of the figure of dispersion are perceived; hence this is divided into a number of distinct figures. 
The same reasons explain the doubling and multiplication of lines, of the horns of the moon, 4c. 
(Helmholtz, Bonders.) 

8. The layer of the retina, sensitive to light, consists of a great number of simple 
elements, cones, and rods. These are pressed against each other, like mosaic work, 
with their bases toward the inner surface of the retina. Their walls are reflecting 
surfaces, and throw hack all rays of light falling into the element, thus preventing the 
rays passing from one element to another. (Bruclce.) 

Each rod and cone, on account of its elementary simplicity, can only bring to per¬ 
ception the combined total impression of the rays of light falling on if at any time. 
A separation of the different simultaneous impressions is scarcely possible in one 
simple element. Even the rods, although several of them are united to the brain by 
a single nerve-filament, most probably can not separate their individual impressions, 
but carry to the brain a total impression, composed of the combined individual 

impressions. 
Inasmuch as each sensitive element of the retina has, under normal circum¬ 

stances, an unchangeable relation to the optical center of the eye, if the refractive 
media are properly adjusted, it can only be reached by direct rays, which diverge 
from a certain section of the visual field. For it is nearly the same with the eye as 
with a simple spherical lens; certain points on the object and the corresponding 
points of its image, lie on a straight line which passes through the center of the lens. 
That which, in a simple lens, we call the axis and chief ray, in the eye is called 
visual line and line of direction, or ray of direction. 

Strictly speaking, the position of the retinal image is determined by two lines, of which one 
passes from the object, to the anterior nodal point [Donders on Accom. and Refrac. New Syd®11' 
ham Society’s translation, p. 50], the other, parallel to the first, from the posterior nodal point to 
the retina. (Listing.) But as the two nodal points lie near each other, we can, without great 
error, consider the two as coinciding. This nodal point, which we consider as simple, is then 
the optical center of the eye and the crossing-point of the lines of direction. 

Lines of direction (Richtungsliwien) and visual lines (Sehrichtungen) are very different. The 
former relate to the course of the objective rays of light, and may be called light lines (Zee 
linien). By their direction in relation to the axis of vision, they determine the relative posi 
tion of the object and of the image in the monocular field of vision and on the retina. I 
axis of vision, on the other hand, indicates the position in absolute space, toward which the retina 
refers the impression of its sensitive elements. The lines of direction and the visual axisca:1 
never coincide, but must always be separated to some extent. (See section on Muscles.) 
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RETIN A ; LINES OF VISION. 681 

As the cones and groups of rods present surfaces rather than points exteriorly, 
it is evident that to each element, or series of elements, there belongs not a point 
but a certain aliquot part of the visual field, in proportion to its surface, and that 
hence the visual field is divided into as many parts as in the retina there are groups 
of rods and cones. 

The relative size of these parts or the sections of the visual fields, is propor¬ 
tionate to the surface of the elements belonging to it. In the center of the visual 
field they are smaller, as the basis of the cones is there smaller, and the rods are 
absent. The absolute extent of the sections, however, is in proportion to the extent 
of the entire visual field, therefore, also, to the length of the lines of direction 
drawn to its limits. As an immediate consequence of this, there is great difference 
between the optical qualities of the objective retinal images, and the subjective 
perception of optical peculiarities of corresponding objects; that is to say, while 
the retinal image gives the surface of the object down to its finest details, since a 
point of the former corresponds to each point of the later, each point of the retinal 
image is not perceived by itself and separate, but will be made up of only so many 
perceptions as there are cones and groups of rods covered by the retinal images, 
and no more. Consequently, the fineness of the perceived details of a certain object 
depends, on the one hand, on the relative size of the retinal images, or the visual 
angle at which the object is seen, so that the object must be brought nearer to the 
eye the finer the details. 

On the other hand, the place on which the retinal image falls is of the greatest 
importance. The power of separating impressions exists, to the greatest extent, in 
tbe center of the retina, where only cones receive the outward impressions; hence, 
objects that are to he examined carefully must be turned toward the center of the 
retina, where the “ point of direct vision ” lies. In proportion to the lessening of 
tbe cones, and the increase of the bases of the different groups of rods, this power 
of the retina evidently diminishes toward the periphery. This occurs sooner in a 
vertical than in a horizontal direction (Aubert, Forster); still, the distinctness of 
“indirect vision” can be increased by practice, while it sinks by neglect {Moser). 
In the region of the entrance of the optic nerve the light-perceiving elements are 
entirely absent, and hence a portion of the field of vision proportionate in size 
appears defective, but on account of the subordinate role which the spot in question 
plays in the visual field, is unheeded ( Woinow). 

Doubts have been raised against the supposition that the cones are visual units, as their 
bases have been found too great to allow of explaining the empirical exactness in the separation 
of individual impressions (Vollcmanri). 

However, the diameter of the base, as it has recently been found in the cones of the fovea 
centralis (M Schultze, II. Muller, Welker), is entirely sufficient to render possible the separate 
perception of objects, the distance between which amounts nearly to 60 seconds (Helmholtz, 
Itoyincmn), particularly if it is confirmed, that the visual field of the macula lutea is deficient 
[Bunsen). 

The sharpness of vision, or the measure of the power of separately perceiving 
maividual impressions, is not always the same. The visual angle, necessary for the 
separation, varies even in normal eyes, and in disease the difference is often very 
great. 

These differences are of great practical interest, and means have long been sought 
l°r easily measuring the angle in question, in each case, so as to express in figures 
4e relation of the existing central sharpness of vision to the supposed normal 
amount. 
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682 INDIRECT VISION; ACUITY OF VISION. 

Practically, test-types answer this purpose. Since these only form small angles, 
the height of the letters, divided by the greatest distance at which they can be dis¬ 
tinctly seen, gives the tangent of the angle sought, exactly enough. Generally 
speaking, five minutes is the smallest visual angle at which print can be fluently 
read. Hence, five minutes is usually considered as the normal angle, and' the 
sharpness of vision is expressed by the proportion of the greatest distance at which 
type of a certain height can be clearly seen, to the distance at which the same 
type is seen with the normal visual angle of five minutes. {Snellen.) To avoid the 
calculations that would be necessary if all kinds of type were used, and also to 
give the most evident value to the sharpness of vision, certain test-types have been 
prepared. The smallest of these is 0.209’" Paris measure high h, and at a distance 
of one Paris foot (one hundred and forty-four lines) d, gives an angle of fire 
minutes. Each subsequent number is a multiple of this. The coefficient precedes 
each set of types as its number, and it of course gives at once the number of Paris 
feet to which the object must be removed from the eye, in order to be seen at the 
normal visual angle of five minutes. Hence, an eye with normal vision should see 

the types 1, 2, 3, n at a distance of 1, 2, 3, n Paris feet, for y ^ ^ = tang. five 

minutes. If, on trial, an eye can not distinctly see 2h, but only 4h at 2d, and at 4d 

can only see 8h, of course — > ^ = 2 tang, five minutes. The requisite visual 

angle is double the normal; hence the sharpness of vision is diminished one-half. 
{Snellen.) 

This method is evidently very convenient, but it does not give perfectly accurate 
results; for five minutes is rather too great a visual angle for persons under twenty- 
five years. (Vroesom.) By diminishing this and proportionately dividing the shadows 
and clear portions {Oiraud Teulon), the measurement is made more exact, but still 
not perfectly so, for the illumination of the visual field has a decided influence on 
the results of the examination; so that, under different circumstances, the same eye 
may show great differences in sharpness of vision. The greater or less practice in 
reading also makes a difference, for it enables many to recognize letters from then 
shadows, while they are very indistinctly seen. Finally the numerical values found 
for the sharpness of vision do not permit calculations without losing their value. 
For example, a sharpness of 1, or % is not the same as ^; for eyes that see No. 10 
type distinctly, at twenty feet, do not necessarily see Ho. 2 at one foot, No. 4 at two 
feet, etc. Hence the values of the sharpness of vision, laid down in some books, do 
not give an idea of the actually existing state of the case, even apart from the fact 
that the illumination of the field of vision, and other important circumstances, are 
entirely left out of consideration. To give an idea of the sharpness that is to be at 
all correct, all reduction of the fraction must be avoided. 

To the possessors of Jaeger’s test-type it may be of use to know that No. I appears 
under an angle of 5 minutes at a distance of 14," II at 19," III at 28," IV at 33, 
V at 35," YI at 38," YII at 4,' VIII at 4.5,' IX and X at about 5,' XI at 5.5,' XII at 
6.75,' XIII at 7.5,' XIV at 10,' XY at 13.5,' XVI at 17.5,' XVII at 24,' XVIII at 30,’ 
XIX at 37,' and XX at 44' (Zehender). 

Tests for vision with numerous grouped points as well as with parallel lines 
chardt) are less suitable-for ascertaining the acuteness of vision, as they are easily 
recognized under a much smaller visual angle than 5 minutes by reason of the sim¬ 

plicity of the objects. 
The measurement of the acuteness of vision is always to be undertaken with the 
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LINES OF accommodation; far and near point. 683 

naked eye. If the eye to be examined is provided with a concave or convex glass, 
the magnifying coefficient and relatively the diminishing coefficient must be taken 

v v 
into account. The latter is for convex glasses f°r concave glasses 

in which V signifies the focal distance as regards the glass and C its distance from 
the optical center of the eye. This coefficient in strong glasses is, as the formula 
gives, of great significance for the size of the retinal image, and therefore is also of 
great importance in ascertaining the acuteness of vision. (Woinow.) 

9. It is evident that quite sharp images must be thrown on the anterior surface of 
the bacillar layer of the retina to give distinct perceptions. For if circles of dis¬ 
persion, of some size, fall on the surface, the light arriving at the eye from each 
segment of the visual field is divided up among a number of cones and rods, and 
inversely each cone and rod is met by light from different parts of the visual field; 
hence the perception of the details of the object is indistinct. This occurs in pro¬ 
portion to the size of the circles of dispersion; that is, in proportion to the size of 
the pupil, and the distance of the images from the anterior surface of the bacil¬ 
lar membrane, or to the “ difference of the posterior focal distance.” 

Hence the circles of dispersion must acquire a certain diameter, before the image becomes 
indistinct. Very small circles of dispersion influence the clearness of the perceptions in a very 
slight, almost imperceptible, degree; as they throw too little light from single sections of the 
visual field on the sections in the neighborhood of their corresponding retinal elements, for the 
quality of the perceptions received from single cones and groups of rods to be perceptibly changed. 
Hence it follows, if the dioptric apparatus is adjusted, and remains so for a certain distance, 
the object can change its distance within certain bounds, without the perceptions losing much 
in clearness; that hence the eye is never adjusted for a single distance, but for a difference oj 
distances, which is called the line of accommodation, and whose length increases and dimin¬ 
ishes in inverse proportion to the varying focus of the dioptric apparatus, and to the diameter 
of the pupil. (Czermak.) Hence it is also shown that the eHipsoidal form of the chief dioptric 
surfaces, as a rule, does not disturb sharp vision; that astigmatism only appears to a disturb¬ 
ing degree, when the difference of the refractive circumstances of the two surfaces, or the size 
of the pupil, is much increased. 

Under otherwise normal circumstances, this indistinctness can never become absolute, as the 
size of the circles of dispersion only varies within certain relatively narrow limits; for, if the 
object be brought into the anterior focus of the cornea—that is, within a few lines of the eye— 
so that the rays pass parallel into the aqueous, they wifi still be brought to a focus something 
over an inch behind the retina. 

The- diameter of the circles of dispersion scarcely ever reaches that of the pupil. Hence in 
spite of totally abnormal adjustment of the refractive apparatus, the outlines of dark objects 
may still be recognized, and their boundaries only appear more or less indistinct. 

As may be readily understood, these errors are, to some extent, improved by contraction of 
the pupil or partial closure of the eye-lids, or by using a shade with a narrow slit in it. There 
is also a possibility of suppressing the circles of dispersion ; that is, of estimating the true 
forms of objects from their indistinct images. This power varies in different eyes, and may 
he increased by exercise. (Graefe.) It is, however, never anything more than an aid, and does 
not always give distinct perceptions of small objects, or.fine details of larger ones. 

10. The power of the eye to see clearly and distinctly at different distances pre¬ 
supposes the power of voluntarily shortening, and again increasing, the focal dis¬ 
tance of the dioptiic apparatus, so as to correspond to the differences in the posterior 
point of convergence, which are caused by the variation of the distance of the 
object. This power of the eye to adjust its dioptric apparatus for different dis¬ 
auces is called the power of accommodation or adaptation. 

The distance for which the eye is accommodated in complete relaxation of the 
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684 SCHEMATIC EYE. 

muscle of accommodation is called the far-point, and its reciprocal value determines 
the natural or minimum condition of refraction. On the contrary, the distance for 
which the liglit-refracting apparatus is accommodated by the maximum of the pos¬ 
sible attempts at accommodation, is the near-point. The far-point and the near¬ 
point are themselves points of the prolonged visual line and form the limits of the 
range of distinct vision. The difference of the reciprocal values of the far-point 
and near-point is called the range or equivalent of accommodation. (Bonders.) We 
can more readily understand these conditions by a diagram. Let HE be a spherical 
surface, with the radius rr (Fig. 103) and the axis A A the dividing surface of two 

refracting media, the first of which is the air, but the second possesses an exponent 
of refraction, which makes the deviation of the rays of light falling upon that spher¬ 
ical surface the same as that in the whole dioptric apparatus. The general law of 
refraction sin. a = n. sin. p, where a signifies the angle of incidence and the 
angle of refraction, holds good for every incident ray xm, ym, zm. Since for dis¬ 
tinct vision of external objects the union of every individual homocentric bundle 
of light upon the retina RR is necessary, and since the length of the axis of the globe 
ie, and therefore the size of the angle p also, is for every eye a fixed one; it is 
evident that in the above equation n must rise and diminish in proportion to the 
size of the sine of the angle of incidence, that this sine, therefore, furnishes a meas¬ 
ure for the condition of refraction N — n. sin. p, which is necessary for the union 
of homocentric bundles of light upon the retina. If we proceed from the angle of 
incidence y = p of parallel rays ym as the normal and place y = 6, hence sin y = 6, then 
it also appears in the above equation that n = 8. If then divergent rays xm fall upon 
the spherical surface, if therefore the angle of incidence xmr becomes greater than 
6, then the sine of this angle and the n of that equation must naturally be also 
greater than 6, the necessary condition of refraction W appears positive and so 
much the greater, the nearer the source of light * advances to the eye. If, on the 
contrary, convergent rays zm meet at the spherical surface, if therefore the angle 
of incidence zmr is less than 6, then its sine and with this the n of the equation 
also becomes smaller than 6, the necessary condition of refraction N becomes nega¬ 
tive, and reaches a more considerable negative value, the more the rays converge, 
the nearer therefore their point of union g approaches the optical center of the 
system. 

We see plainly from the preceding, that the necessary condition of refraction X 
as well as n, is really determined by the two angles y and v, and that N, when we 
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RANGE OF ACCOMMODATION; QUOTA OF ACCOMMODATION. 685 

make y — 8, may also be expressed by sin. y and sin. r. Now, on account of the 
parallelism of yy and AA, the angle y = o and v = w. The condition of refraction 
N finds, therefore, its expression under the same hypotheses in the sine of the 
central angle which the ray in question incloses with the optical axis AA. As we 
always have to do with very small central angles, we must make xm = xs and gm 
= gs, without any essential error being brought into the estimate. 

If we assume in the schematic eye ms as the measure of the unit of length in the 
value of a line, an inch, a centimeter, etc., the sine of the angle of difference, and 
consequently, also N, appear equal to the reciprocal value of the positive or nega¬ 
tive distance of the source of light. By the power of the accommodation the 
condition of refraction N of the eye is increased, since by reason of the increase of 
convexity of the lens the refractive value of the entire system is increased. This 
referred to the diagrammatic eye shows an increase of n, and consequently of the 
sin. a also. In so far as the power of accommodation is a limited one, the sin. a 
also will only vary inside certain limits. The difference between the sine of the 
smallest and largest angle of incidence, or, what is the same thing, the difference 
between the minimum and maximum condition of refraction, or between the 
reciprocal values of the distance of the far and near points is therefore what we 
call the range of accommodation. 

The range of accommodation amounts in the eyes of young persons with normal 
functions frequently to }, almost to J and even more, in early manhood about 
t, and sinks in old age far below this value. If the distance of the far-point F is 
determined in a case, the distance of the near-point P may then be estimated with 
the help of the range of accommodation and vice versa. The minimum condition 
of refraction plus the range of accommodation gives the maximum condition of 
refraction, and this minus the range of accommodation gives the minimum con¬ 
dition of refraction. A varying length and position of the range of distinct vision 
naturally corresponds to the same range of accommodation. The former becomes 
so much the longer, the more the minimum condition of refraction approaches 
zero in a positive or negative direction, and the greater the range of accommodation 
itself is. 

In the following table the conditions of minimum refraction are collected 
together, increasing from left to right, and under each one the corresponding value 
of maximum refraction is placed, which is given under the hypothesis of a range 
of accommodation of The denominator of the fraction in the upper row gives 
the position of the far-point, the denominator of the fraction standing under it 
gives the corresponding position of the near-point. 

J- 1- 1 l i 
i 10) ¥) 3> 4) ¥> 1 4*o) oo) 4^o) ft) tV) F) i) i) i ¥T) 

T-4 3, T-'ST) ¥*¥) F-V) ¥?¥) h T?4> b F?T) 6-FT) tV> Oo>~ 
_ 1 _ 
¥0) 

_1 _ 
l-T) 3 A 

For every point lying within the range of distinct vision the eye may be accom¬ 
modated, and the reciprocal value of the positive or negative position of this point 
gives the necessary condition of refraction or the absolute value of accommodation. 
®ie accommodation or the relative accommodation will naturally be different in 
different eyes, according to the extent of the state of minimum refraction, and may 

e expressed by the difference of the latter and of the absolute accommodation. 
The following table gives in the first line a row of conditions of minimum 
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686 QUOTAS OF ACCOMMODATION. 

refraction R; in the second and third lines the corresponding relative accom¬ 

modations e for distances D = 20 and D = 10 units of measure. 

R.—b—TT>—To—40-ob+To+Tlo+¥o+ iV+i 
<l for D = 20 J IT to 3V ll ^ “ “ 

i for D = 10 ^ t.Iit i -g-ir to tV tttt tV ^ “ 

It is, moreover, evident, that an equal relative accommodation under otherwise 
similar conditions wall require very different efforts at accommodation according 
to the extent of the range of accommodation; that therefore not so much the 
relative accommodation, as such, as rather the amount of accommodation necessary 
for a certain distance of the object, will determine the measure of the individual 
act. The amount of accommodation to be employed for a fixed distance of the 
object is, however, so much the greater, the smaller the condition of minimum 
refraction of the eye in question is, and the smaller the range of accommodation. 

The amount of accommodation q necessary for a fixed absolute accommodation 
may be expressed by a fraction, the numerator of which is the relative accommoda¬ 
tion |, the denominator the available range of accommodation £; for there is 

evidently the proportion : q=1, hence q—?. 

Prom this expression it occurs directly, that the amount of accommodation 
necessary for a fixed absolute accommodation rises and falls in direct proportion to 
the denominator of the range of accommodation and in inverse proportion to the 
denominator of the relative accommodation. In behalf of an accommodation for 
a distance of 10 units of measure, eyes whose range of accommodation isiori, 
with a minimum refractive condition of —A, i, ^o, would be obliged to employ 
an amount of accommodation of f, &, or relatively of f, ^o, Bo. 

11. The variation in the amount of adjustment of the dioptric apparatus is 
caused solely by changes of curvature of the lens. (Cramer, Helmholtz.) The 
causes of these changes are, the action of the ciliary muscle, and the great elasticity 
of the normal crystalline lens, while the capsule is uninjured. 

If we consider the limitations of accommodation, which are usually met with in extensive 
posterior synechiae of the pupillary margin and after iridectomy, we can hardly deny that the 
iris assists in the accommodation. This may, perhaps, be inferred from the straining action 
which the ligamentum pectination, connected with the ciliary body, exerts upon the anterior 
portion of the zonula. (Hensen, Voelckers, Heiberg.) It certainly, however, can act only to a 
very inconsiderable extent; for there are cases where the power of accommodation has been 
preserved after the formation of artificial pupil (Graefe, Trautvetter), as well as after trau¬ 
matic loss of the entire iris (Graefe), and in congenital absence of the iris. (Secondi.) 

The exact maimer in which the ciliary muscle causes an increased convexity of 
the lens, proportioned to the power of its contraction, is still uncertain. The most 
numerous and important authorities now say that the lens, by a very evident elas¬ 
ticity, possesses the innate power to increase its convexity by a shortening of its 
diameters; but that it is kept flattened by the zonula, as long as the ciliary muscle 
remains inactive. As soon, then, as this muscle contracts, the choroid and retina 
stretch, and the ora serrata approach the equator of the lens. The zonula is 
relaxed in proportion to the action of the muscle, and hence the lens is enable 
to follow the impulse to increase its convexity. (Helmholtz.) 
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The anatomical distribution of the greater portion of the muscular fibers is 
undoubtedly favorable to this mode of explanation. Besides this, the lens, by 
partial or complete separation from the zonula, or after death (apparently independ¬ 
ent of the swelling), increases the convexity of its surface in a far higher degree 
than happens in life, even by the maximum action of accommodation. Certain 
subjective symptoms, which are observed in the dark during the strong contrac¬ 
tion of the muscle, and subsequent relaxation of its action (phosphenes of accom- 
modation, Gzermak) show, in the same way, that in fixing the eye for the near 
point, there is a stretching of the anterior zone of the retina. Finally, direct 
experiments on living animals (Volkers, Hensen) have supported the correctness of 
this hypothesis. 

There is, however, great difficulty in showing that, during pest of the muscle of 
accommodation, the lens is indeed flattened by the zonula. The zonula can scarcely 
do so much by simple elasticity. The rapid disappearance of this physical peculi¬ 
arity after death, would also be difficult to explain. But contractile elements, of 
such number and strength as to overcome not only the opposition of the lens, 
but, by their action, to neutralize that of a muscle as strong as the ciliary, have not 
yet been found. 

Another explanation given is, that the ciliary muscle and the iris press on the 
border of the lens, and at the same time cause relaxation of the zonula. (JT. Muller, 
Goccius.) This hypothesis is supported chiefly by the retraction of the periphery of 
the iris during the adjustment of the eye for near objects, and by the existence of 
circular fibers in the ciliary muscle. Direct action of the ciliary processes on 
the crystalline is, however, impossible, as the two are not in contact. (Arlt, 0. 

In the process of accommodation, changes in the shape, and consequently in 
the relative position, of the ciliary processes and margin of the lens, certainly do 
occur. But direct observations of the eyes of living albinoes have proved with cer¬ 
tainty that these changes depend not so much on the change of accommodation as 
on the associated change of size of the pupil. The ciliary processes swell, and 
their heads approach the margin of the lens, when, in distant vision, or from the 
action of mydriatics, the pupil is dilated. On the other hand, they become smaller, 
and their anterior bulbous extremities are removed from the border of the lens, 
when, in accommodation for near objects, or from the action of the preparations 
of calabar-bean, the pupil contracts. (0. Becker.') 

The action of the ciliary processes in changes in the state of refraction is, therefore, ex- 
aotly opposed to this theory. The contradiction is still further strengthened by the fact of the 

i ““^action of the pupil not keeping pace with the accommodation for the near-point, but fall- 
lnS perceptibly behind it; the dilatation of the pupil, on the contrary, precedes by a little the 
lecommodation for thefar-point. (Bonders, Arlt, Jr.) 

12. The real, and very probably the only nerve of accommodation, is the ocu- 
b-motorius. (Bonders, Trautvetter.) The oculo-pupillary branches of the sym¬ 
pathetic exert scarcely any direct influence upon the accommodative movements; at 
bast, the latter have been found completely free in periodical spastic mydriasis 
{Bonders) and in paralytic myosis connected with sympathetic ptosis. The trigemi- 
lll,s frtwests the iris with the power of sensation and acts upon the internal muscles 
scarcely in any other way than in a reflex manner, whereby the intra-ocular ganglia 
and the ciliary ganglion (Adamilk) are centers. The abducens also, contrary to for- 
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688 RELATIONS OF CO-ORDINATION. 

mer assertions {Budge, Graefe), does not t%ke part directly in the accommodation 
for the near-point. 

The nerve of accommodation has probably a separate cranial origin, and only 
becomes united, at some distance from it, into a common trunk with the motory 
nerves of the sphincter pupillse and those of the external muscles of the eye. Without 
regard to the results of physiological experiments (Adamuk), this view is corroborat¬ 
ed by several cases in which the accommodation alone seemed paralyzed, and others 
in which the latter was entirely unaffected, while there was complete paralysis of the 
muscles moving the eye and of the sphincter of the pupil. (Buete, Graefe.) 

Still the nerve of accommodation stands in the most intimate functional rela¬ 
tions with the remaining branches of the third pair. Efforts at accommodation, as 
a rule, relieve a contraction of the pupil, and are always connected with the effort 
for increased convergence. On the contrary, however, increased degrees of converg¬ 
ence of the visual lines, for the purpose of fixation of objects which are situated in 
the range of distinct vision of the individual, are, as a rule, accompanied by 
an increase in the state of refraction and by a contraction of the pupil. By forced 
convergence of the visual lines, the distance of the near-point may even be made 
considerably less than the amount suitable for the person under examination, and 
consequently the amount of accommodation necessary for a fixed adaptation some¬ 
what diminished; while voluntary (Hering) positions of divergence of the visual 
lines, or those produced by prisms {Berlin), displace the entire range of distinct 
vision a little forward and increase the amount of accommodation necessary for a 
fixed adaptation. The position of the visual plane is no less influential. Depres¬ 
sions of the latter are connected with the effort at convergence of the visual lines, 
and may cause a certain approximation towards the eye of the entire range of dis¬ 
tinct vision {Sehirmer), and as a consequence therefore may also diminish the amount 
of accommodation necessary for a fixed adaptation. Elevations of the visual 
plane, on the contrary, remove the entire region of accommodation somewhat from 
the eye, and render difficult the production and maintenance of the accommodation 
and convergence necessary for short distances. Lateral directions of the 
visual lines are without any considerable influence upon convergence and accommo¬ 
dation, when they are very great; in case, however, they deviate very much from 
the median line, they cause a narrowing of the region of accommodation and con¬ 
vergence in a very perceptible degree. The co-ordination of these muscular ac¬ 
tions has, without doubt, an anatomical basis, and is to be referred to the exist¬ 
ence of definite centers of co-ordination, which stand in direct connection on the 
one hand with the origins of the nerves under consideration, on the other hand 
with the origins of the impulse of the will, with manifold reflex centers, etc. 
These co-ordinative movements are always innervated from birth as a whole, 
without it being in the power of the will to cause the individual factors to act 
separately. Paralyses of separate co-ordinative movements also occur; that is, cases 
in which one or the other co-ordinative movement with all its components cannot 
possibly be brought into use, while other co-ordinative movements in which the 
same nerves and muscles are brought into action, with relatively great expenditures 
of force, are more easily brought into play. (See relative paralyses.) According to 
more recent investigations on animals, these centers of co-ordination are to be sought 
in the corpora quadrigemina, and to every individual co-ordinative movement a 
definite portion of this organ seems to correspond as center. {Adamuk.) 

Still, practice has an extremely important influence, and may change the pr°' 
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portions very much in which the amounts of innervation and expenditures of force 
of the separate co-ordinated muscles are united for a definite purpose, and it 
may also adapt them to the necessities of the case. In fact these proportions are 
very different in different individuals, according to the amount of accommodation 
and convergence which the adaptation for every separate definite distance 
demands; it can even essentially vary in the same individual, in conformity with 
the increase or decrease of the state of minimum refraction and with the range of 
accommodation, provided that this increase or decrease follows gradually and 
slowly, and therefore grants time to the muscles to adapt themselves to the neces¬ 
sities of the case. 

While a myope, for example, can converge the visual lines from the position of parallelism 
up to the position of his far-point, which is often very near, without calling into activity his 
muscle of accommodation ; an emmetrope, even with a moderate approximation of the objects, 
must connect the corresponding convergence of the axes with attempts at accommodation, and 
many a hypermetrope will associate the maximum of his power of accommodation with the 
parallel position of his axes. 

The. connection, however, between the congenital relations, suited by practice 
to the necessities of the case, in which the amounts of innervation and hence, also, 
the effective expenditures of force of the muscles of accommodation and con¬ 

vergence co-ordinate, is not very close. Ex¬ 
periments with spherical glasses, as well as 
with abducting and adducting prisms, teach 
us that inside certain limits the accommoda¬ 
tion of the dioptrical apparatus may vary 
with equal convergence of the axes, and vice 
verssl. We speak, therefore, of the range of 
relative accommodation, and express it by the 
difference of the maximum and minimum 
accommodation capable of being brought 
into play in a certain convergence of the 
axes. On the other hand we speak of the 
range of relative convergence, and by it are 
accustomed to describe the play which is 
permitted the convergence of the axes in a 
definite refractive state of the dioptrical ap¬ 
paratus. (Donders.) Here, also, the con¬ 
genital and acquired relations of association 
are very evident. In general we can say that 
it is the more difficult to bring the co-ordina¬ 
tion into play, and maintain it, the more' the 
relation of the accommodation and conver¬ 
gence which are to be associated together, 
deviates from that which is firmly fixed by 
practice. 

Let l and r be the centers of rotation (Fig. 104) of both eyes, Ir the base line and MM the 
Median line perpendicular to it; a, b, c, the points of binocular fixation, and ar, hr, cr, the 
'“responding visual lines with the half angles of convergence a, 3, y. Let the parallelism of 
' visual lines with the angle of convergence 6 be denoted by dr and dl, and by er, el, a 

Position of divergence with the negative angle of convergence 8. The convergence of the 
’“lal lines, at the time of observation, may now be expressed by the sine of half the angle 

44 

Fig. 104. 
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of convergence, and this is equal to half the base line, therefore gr, divided by the distance of 
the center of rotation from the point of fixation, or, as it is always a question of very small 
angles, equal to half the base line divided by the positive or negative distance of the point of 
oinocular fixation from the middle g of the base line. 

If we now consider half the base line, about 1.25 inches, as the unit of measure, the vali:e 
of convergence may also be expressed by the reciprocal value of the distance of the object. 
We would then have to understand by range of convergence, agreeing with the idea of range 
of accommodation, the difference between the sine of the angle of minimum convergence and of 
maximum convergence, or the difference of the reciprocal values of the smallest and greatest 
distance for which binocular fixation is possible. In so far aa in reality it is always merely a 
question of positive distances of the object, and divergence of the visual lines can only be 
acquired by great practice or produced by prisms; we should regard the infinite distance as tfce 
most extreme limit of the range of binocular fixation, and the parallelism of the visual lines or 
rather the sine of the half angle of convergence 6 as the value of minimum convergence. The 
value of relative convergence for a fixed distance would then consequently be designated by 
the reciprocal value of the latter, would therefore coincide with the value of absolute conver¬ 
gence in question. In accprdance therewith the quota of convergence, which is necessary for a 
fixed distance, like the expression found for the quotas of accommodation, presents itself as a 
fraction, the numerator of which is the denominator of the range of convergence, and the 
denominator of which is the distance of the point of fixation at the time of observation. If 
for example y were the greatest half-angle of convergence which could be employed, then the 

QV 1 
sin. y = — = would at the same time be the expression for the entire range of convergence. 

The quotas of convergence which are necessary for the binocular fixation of the points c, b, 

a, oo and s, would be represented by the expressions —~ag ~oo~'’> see 

the quota of convergence for the minimum distance c is equal to the unit, for parallelism of 
the visual lines 6 and for positions of divergence is negative, and therefore smaller than 0 ■ 
further, that the quota of convergence for a fixed distance is so much the smaller, the greater 
the latter is and the smaller eg, or the minimum binocular distance of the fixing-point is. Let b 
be a point in the median line, which is fixed with the corresponding quotas of the range of 
accommodation and convergence. By placing convex or concave glasses before both eyes the 
virtual images of the fixed point b are displaced towards or relatively towards cx C\, and 
as they fall in the visual linr, are seen singly in the point a or relatively in c. Under such con¬ 
ditions the convergence for the distance b seems to be united with the adaptation of the 
dioptrical apparatus for the distance a ov c. If now a and c were the most extreme limits, 
inside which the accommodative adaptation with the half-angle of convergence /3 can vary, 
then, the difference of the reciprocal values of the distance a and 6* would be the range of 
relative accommodation in regard to the point b. If instead of spherical glasses, we imagine 
prisms to be placed before both eyes, which refract the rays coming from the point b in such 
a manner, as if they came from a or c, or rather from b-2 52 or bi bi, and if the corresponding 
values of convergence were the most extreme which could be brought into use by maintenance 
of the accommodation for the distance b, then the difference of the sines of a and y, or, m 
case half the base line prevails as unit of measure, the difference of the reciprocal values of 
the distances c and a would be the range of relative convergence, which corresponds to the 
accommodative adaptation of the eye for the point b. 

Nosology.—An emmetropic eye is defined to be one whose posterior focal 
distance is equal to the distance of the anterior surface of the layer of rods from 
the center of the dioptrical apparatus, its refractive condition placed equal to zero, 
and thus is considered to be a normal eye. In reality there are but very few eyes 
which strictly fulfill these conditions; still the difference in the great majority of 
cases is inconsiderable. Homocentric, parallel bundles of rays under complete relaxa¬ 
tion of the muscle of accommodation are united so closely in front of or behind the 
surface of the retina, that the distinctness of the perceived images does not percept¬ 
ibly suffer on account of the smallness of the circles of dispersion. Such eyes are 
consequently reckoned among the emmetropic, and are opposed to the ametropic 
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ones, in which the posterior focal distance and the distance of the layer of the rods 
and cones differ so essentially from each other, that distant objects, under complete 
relaxation of accommodation, can be seen only in indistinct circles of dispersion. 

1. In many cases the posterior focus of the dioptric apparatus is relatively too 
short, since the axis of the eye is too long, or some of its surfaces are too much 
curved, or since these two causes act together. Hence, such eyes see distant objects 
in relatively large circles of dispersion. In order to be distinctly seen, the objects 
must be brought near to the eye; that is, the far point lies near the eye. The 
extent of distinct vision is shortened, approximated. The eye sees clearly only 
at short distances; it is short-sighted, myopic. The near point depends on the 
position of the far point, and particularly on the amount of accommodation. If 
this remains normal, or is but slightly limited, the near point is nearer than normal. 

2. In other cases that occur just as frequently, the focus of the dioptric apparatus, 
during complete relaxation of the muscle of accommodation, lies beyond the 
bacillar layer of the retina. This depends either on a decrease of convexity or a 
total loss of certain surfaces, or on abnormal shortness of the optic axis, or on the 
two causes combined. When the accommodation is completely relaxed, such eyes 
see both far and near objects in circles of dispersion; the rays of light must fall 
mmgently on the cornea, in order to be united to distinct images on the bacillar 
layer. In such cases, the dioptric apparatus is only adjusted for virtual images 
that lie behind the retina. The eye is over-sighted (hyperpresbyopic, hypermetropic, 
hyperopic). 

If the posterior focus of the dioptric apparatus is only slightly beyond the 
retina, and if the power of adjustment is normal, not only will this difference be 
readily equalized, but the focal distance may be diminished to a certain amount 
shorter than the retinal distance; the eye possesses the power of accommodation for 
parallel, or even for divergent rays, and for objects at a positive distance, which 
may even be very short; the far point lies behind, the near point in front of the 
retina; on the prolonged optic axis, the line of distinct vision is interrupted. The 
distance of the near point is greater than normal, for a certain amount of the 
serviceable power of accommodation is required to adjust for parallel rays ( facultative 

If the posterior focus of the dioptric apparatus lies considerably behind the 
retina, the maximum of the serviceable power will not suffice to adjust the eye for 
parallel rays, that is, for positive distances; both far and near points lie behind the 
retina. The whole line of distinct vision is negative, the eye is absolutely hyper¬ 
metropic. 

These relations may perhaps be made more clear and distinct in another way. 
bet C E be the axis of a schematic emmetropic eye. Let <#> be its state of refraction, the angle 
of incidence y of the ray ym of homocentric light parallel to the axis A A being assumed equal 
to zero, and therefore sin. y=<f>. If now we consider the general law of refraction: sin. a=n. 

P (p. 764), we find that the state of refraction Ar—n. sin. P is determined by two factors, 
n a!lfl sin. 0, each of which may vary inside certain limits independently of the other. If now 
we regard the n of the main equation as constant, then every prolongation of CE-, even the 
most trifling, will naturally bring with it an increase of the sin. P and therefore require a pro¬ 
portionate growth of the sin. a, the state of refraction of the eye will increase as a whole, 
parallel rays ym with the sin. y=4> will no longer unite upon the retina, but rather divergent 
®ys xm with the sin. (y+n): the eye has become myopic and its state of refraction finds ex¬ 
pression in the sine of the positive differential angle r-=0. 

K on the contrary the axis of the globe was shortened to OS, then the sin. p of the main 
equation would be diminished to a corresponding degree; parallel rays ym with the angle of 
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692 DIFFERENT STATES OF REFRACTION. 

incidence y would no longer unite upon the retina, but rather convergent rays with a smaller 
angle of incidence y—u, the state of refraction of the eye N=?i. sin. p would seem diminished 
and therefore smaller than $, equal to the sine of the angle of incidence (y—u), and as the sin. 
y=(f>j the sine of the differential angle —v would be the expression for the existing degree of 

more separating surfaces deviating from the normal, or by the opposite distances varying, or 
by the refractive relation of some of the internal media becoming different. If the value n 
rises, an increase plainly results ; if on the contrary it falls, there results a diminution of the 
state of refraction JV=n. sin. P, in other words, parallel rays with the sin. y=<f> no longer unite, 
but rather divergent rays xm with the angle of incidence (y+^) or convergent rays zm with the 
angle of incidence (y—v). The emmetropic eye has become short-sighted or relatively hyper¬ 
metropic, and the degree of the ametropia finds its designation in the sine of the differential 
angle, and is therefore sin. n or relatively —svi. v. 

If in a hypermetropic eye with the axis of the globe OH the n of the main equation is in¬ 
creased by a certain amount, while sin. p remains constant, or if the reverse occurred, or if both 
factors rose in value, then the angle of incidence (y—-■v) would evidently be forced to rise 
corresponding to the increase of the state of refraction N=n. sin. /3, in order to do justice to 
the main equation. Rays would then unite upon the retina, whose angle of incidence approaches 
the assumed normal y=4>, reaches its value or even surpasses it. The state of refraction would 
come near to or equal <£, or would be even positive, the hypermetropic eye would be less hyper¬ 
metropic, emmetropic or even myopic. 

If the sin. P or n, or both factors at the same time increased in a myopic eye with the axis 
of the globe CM, then the differential angle n must also necessarily increase; while the sinking 
of one or both factors would bring with it a diminution of n. In the first case an increase of 
the state of refraction W would occur, and therefore of the degree of myopia also; in the 
second case the result would be a decrease of the myopia and according to circumstances a 

. change into emmetropia or hypermetropia. One factor may however increase in an eye, while 
the other decreases. It then very naturally depends upon the opposing relations, in which n 
and sin. P change, whether the state of refraction remains as before, or whether it becomes 

larger or smaller. 

Emmetropia, myopia and hypermetropia cannot well hold good as essentially dif 
ferent conditions of the eye, as in one and the same case they pass directly into one 
another. The very manifold conditions of refraction occurring in practice must 
rather be regarded as members of a single, infinitely long series, which begins with,the 
positive unit, passes through the normal and gradually descends to the negative unit. 

If we cause the separate members to fall by a fixed difference, we obtain a logarithmic^ 
series, the application of which exceedingly facilitates the solution of certain important pro 
lems in practice, particularly the correction suitable for occasional necessity. If, namely, ma 
dioptric system the distance of the separate dividing surfaces is neglected, their refractive va i 
are summed up. An eye armed with a positive or negative glass has therefore a relra 
condition N±F, and an eye armed with two glasses a refractive condition N± F±P, where 
P signhy the refractive values or the reciprocal values of the focal distance of the glasses e ^ 
ployed. Therefore every positive or negative refractive condition deviating from the norm 
corrected to emmetropia or the normal by the addition of a spherical glass, whose -refractive va 
F is equal to the refractive condition given according to the value, but bears the opposite sign - 
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REFRACTIVE VALUES OF GLASSES. 693 

The proposal has recently really been made by many to establish by agreement such a 
logarithmic series with fixed intervals for general use in the designation of various degrees of 
ametropia, and to construct a scale for the refractive value of the correcting glasses exactly 
corresponding to it, a scale, therefore, in which the refractive values of the collected numbers 
are the multiples of a fixed number m, and' the reciprocal value of m represents the interval 
between two numbers following each other. If we took m==100, the series would appear 

100, 99, 98, .. 50 ... 3, 2,1, <j>, —1, —2, —3,.—50 .—98, —99, —100 
100 

Such a scale differs very favorably from that which was hitherto employed in the designation 
of the refractive values of the glasses, and consequently of the refractive conditions also. In this 
the intervals are everywhere unlike, in the weaker glasses very small, in the strong ones dispro¬ 
portionately great. Thus the interval for focal distances of 40" and 36" is equal to 1: 360, for 
22" and 20" equal to 1 : 220, for 13" and 12" equal to 1 :156, for 6" and 5" equal to 1 : 30, etc. 

It is unfortunately very difficult to come to an understanding concerning these fundamental 
sizes. There have been proposed one after the other 24 (Donders), 60 and 120 (Burow), 48 and 
relatively 96 (Zeliender), and finally 216 (Qirarcl- Teuton). But the supposition of the last 
value would render 432 numbers of glasses necessary, namely 216 for convex glasses and just as 
many for concave glasses. If however m is chosen smaller, e.g. 96, then a series of weak 
glasses are excluded, which can by no means be dispensed with in practice, especially when it 
is a question of correcting slight degrees of hypermetropia. The focal distances would then 
be 96, 48, 32, 24, 19,1-, 16, 13f-, etc. But cases of hypermetropia occur every day, where focal 
distances of 36, 30, 28, 26, 22 inches are necessary, and of myopia, where focal distances of 22, 
20,18,17, 15 inches, etc., are necessary, and cannot be sufficiently compensated by glasses of 
the series previously mentioned. The advantage which a greater assortment in the high num¬ 
bers offers, is on the other hand very slight, since high degrees of myopia and hypermetropia 
can be but seldom entirely corrected. They are frequently accompanied by a considerable 
decrease in the acuity of vision. Furthermore in sharply defining glasses, the unavoidable, 
relatively considerable distance of the glass from the optical centre of 'the eye is of very great 
importance, and usually makes a merely partial neutralization of the defect of refraction more 
advantageous. Where however we can disregard this latter factor, especially in strong convex 
glasses, which cause an enlargement of the retinal image by their distance from the eye : here 
slight differences in the refractive values of the glasses may be very easily compensated by 
very slight changes in the distance of the glass. In addition it happens that the methods of 
examination applicable in practice are not sufficiently exact to ascertain surely very small differ¬ 
ences in the refractive condition of the eye, and this would be necessary, in order that such 
logarithmic series could be turned to practical account throughout its entire extent. Without 
regard to the difficulties in the measurement of small fractions of an inch, the influence of 
varying degrees of illumination and of varying widths of the pupil, the ability to read in circles 
of diffusion, capable of being increased by practice, etc., stand very much in the way of obtain¬ 
ing such exact results. The grinding of glasses, however, whose refractive values are expressed 
by very complicated fractions, is very difficult, and very many such glasses are found in every 
logarithmic series. 

By reduction of the values to metrical measurement (Javal. Nagel), the international 
arrangement is of course very much facilitated, and the time is not far off when the unit of 
measure will no longer be the inch varying in different countries, but the centimetre. In the 
computation of a logarithmic series the same inapproachabilities are however just as prevalent 
as in the establishment of the inch-measure. 

On the whole we shall best answer all demands in the construction of a scale of glasses by 
choosing the intervals merely of the weaker numbers very small, as has hitherto been the 
custom, but causing them to gradually increase, the sharper the glasses become. In fact in 
practice a series of glasses entirely suffices, whose focal distances, as well for positive as nega¬ 
te glasses, differ by 4" from 48" to 32", by 2" from 32" to 20", by 1" from 20" to 10", by 
M" from 10" to 4", and from here on by 

Moreover we often have occasion to cause glasses to be cut of a definite refractive value 
^’hich is not contained in the scale of glasses of the optician, or to combine this refra.ctive 
value with prisms, or to concentrate upon a single surface of the glass, in order to add to the 
other surface a colored plane glass, or to give it a cylindrical curvature for the purpose of cor¬ 
seting astigmatic differences. 
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694 VARIATION IN REFRACTION ; NATURAL AND EXTREME EAR-POINT. 

lip is the desired focal distance, and thereforep the refractive value, n—1.5 the exponent 
of refraction of the glass employed, further if/ and g are the radii of the surfaces of curvature 
of a biconvex or biconcave lens, we would then have the formula : 

±p=(n—1) (±i±g) ; and when f=g, so is ±p ±°jj-±-jy f = g5 

that is, in the biconvex or biconcave lens the desired focal length gives the radius of curvature 
of both surfaces. If the desired refractive value upon a single surface of the glass were to be 
obtained, then the formula would run 

±p=±°:jr=±2F and p=2f. 

i.e., the demanded focal length gives the diameter of curvature. If a biconcave lens of 
10" focal length were to be ground upon a prism, a concavity of 10" radius must be given to 
both surfaces of the latter. If, however, a spherical concavity of 10" focal length should be 
given to one surface, and a cylindrical concavity of 10" focal length to the other, the diameter 
of curvature of both surfaces must be 10", and therefore the radius must be 5". 

The state of refraction may moreover change in the same individual within a 
short time. Without regard to the possible lengthening of the axis of the eye by 
the development of a staphyloma postieum. it is to be considered that the lens is by 
no means an absolutely elastic structure, which immediately springs back into its 
former shape, when the ciliary muscle is completely relaxed. By long-continued 
powerful efforts at accommodation the refraction is often considerably increased for 
hours and even for days, since the lens only flattens out again gradually. On the 
contrary we find in eyes, which are usually subject to powerful and continued 
e Torts at accommodation, after several days or even weeks of continued rest of ac¬ 
commodation, very frequently a perceptible diminution of the former refraction. 
Paralysis of the ciliary muscle produces also the same effect, and even in a height¬ 
ened degree, whether it be the consequence of diseased processes or of the local 
action of powerful mydriatics. To this attention has been already directed for a 
long time, and hence we insist upon the strict differentiation of the natural from the 
actual, most extreme situation of the far-point. 

It is clear that this difference cannot easily occur in highly myopic individuals, 
who use their range of accommodation but little or not at all, but usually place the 
objects of their ordinary occupation in the position of the far-point. On the con 
trary the difference is often very great in liypermetropes, who employ a greater 
quota of accommodation not only for seeing in the near, but also for seeing in the 
distance, and must therefore maintain the ciliary muscle continually in a condition 
of great tension during their waking hours. Such persons, according to authenti¬ 
cated cases (Dobrowolshy), not uncommonly even become apparently myopic. 
Long-continued rest of accommodation as well as morbid or artificial paralysis of 
the ciliary muscle cause the state of refraction again to sink a little, and the eye 
may again become hypermetropic. 

There is no doubt that the same causes may, under suitable conditions, produce 
a permanent increase of the refraction, and in so far play a not entirely unimportant 
part in the acquisition of shortsightedness. With long-continued efforts at accom¬ 
modation the lens and the muscle finally grow into the shape forced upon them. 

In fact increase of convexity of the lens has for years been demonstrated with certainty as 
the cause of permanent myopia (Cramer). Recently it has been found that the ciliary muscle 
also, which under normal relations appears in vertical sections like a right-angled triangle 
(Fig. 2, o, 1,), changes considerably its form and structure in hypermetropic and highly myop1® 
eyes. In the hypermetropic eye that portion of the circular fibres, which forms the interna 
and anterior surface of the belly of the muscle, is enormously enlarged, but the longitudma 

fibrous portion is perceptibly thinner. The chief mass of the muscle, therefore, seems to be 
pulled forwards and inwards, and the short kathete of the triangle appears bulged forward ® 
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ABNORMAL ASTIGMATISM; ASTIGMATIC DIFFERENCE. 695 

a very convex arch towards the equator of the lens, while the posterior portion of the muscle 
appears much thinner. In the highly myopic eye, on the contrary, the circular fibres are 
almost entirely wanting at the internal and anterior surface of the belly of the muscle; the 
bundles running longitudinally, however, have increased in number and thickness. The inner 
anterior surface of the muscle, therefore, appears inclined very obliquely backwards, the inner 
posterior angle of the belly has receded very much and is obtuse, so that the greatest thickness 
of the muscle falls very far backward. It is clear that these changes cannot remain without 
influence upon the accommodation. Even superficial observation shows that the resulting 
action of the course of the muscle in hypermetropic eyes is almost perpendicular to the optical 
axis, and consequently has a direction very favorable to the relaxation of the zonula ; in highly 
myopic eyes, however, it runs more from before backwards along the internal surface of the 
sclera (Iwanoff). 

3. Not uncommonly there exists a relatively great difference between the refrac¬ 
tion of various meridional planes of the dioptrical apparatus, on account of an 
unusually great asymmetrical formation of the refracting surfaces. If then the rays 
refracted in one meridian cast distinct images upon the layer of rods of the retina, 
the rays running in the other meridional planes unite so far in front of or behind the 
bacillar layer that they meet this in the form of circles of dispersion, and conse¬ 
quently render the whole impression very indistinct. In case, however, the middle 
focal length or focal distance fell in the layer of rods, the concentration of the rays 
there is still much too slight, the circular section of the separate homocentric rays is 
much too extensive, for a sufficient distinctness of the retinal image to be obtained. 
Such eyes lack therefore a distinct range of vision. They perceive objects at a given 
distance merely in circles of dispersion, they indeed see better at certain distances 
than at others, but in none distinctly. Such eyes we call astigmatic, and we describe 
the condition as abnormal, regular astigmatism, or simply as astigmatism. It only 
differs in degree from the normal astigmatism, which attends almost every eye. 

If we imagine a regularly astigmatic eye covered by a diaphragm with two very fine slits 
crossed at a right angle, each of which coincide exactly with the meridian of greatest and least 
curvature, the astigmatic appears analyzed into two spherical, schematic eyes, each covered 
entirely with exception of the slit (Fig. 97). The length of the globe, and therefore also 
sia. p of the main equation sin. a.—n. sin. is common to both, but the n is different and hence 
the sin. a also, which is necessary to bring the rays to a union upon the retina. The sine of 
the differential angle, or the reciprocal value of the positive or negative distance, from which 
the rays must diverge, in order to come together at the retina, now gives the state of refrac¬ 
tion of the one and of the other schematic eye, and therefore the state of refraction of both 
chief meridians of the astigmatic eye also. The difference between the two is what is called 
the astigmatic difference. The state of refraction of every other intervening meridian is equal 
to that of the meridian of least curvature plus the product from the astigmatic difference, and 
from the sine of the angle which the meridian in question encloses with the meridian of least 
curvature. This product in the meridian of least curvature is and in that of the greatest 
curvature is equal to the entire astigmatic difference. 

Not uncommonly we meet in practice with a high degree of irregular astigmat- 
ism, in which the refraction not only of the separate meridians, but of various parts 
of one and the same meridian is a different one, and increases and decreases without 
any regularity. This error of refraction has its origin sometimes in the cornea, 
sometimes in the lens, sometimes in both at the same time {Knapp, Bonders). 

In regard to the cornea, we must especially consider: opacities and any superfi¬ 
cial unevenness; circumscribed facets as consequences of preceding ulcers ; keratec- 
tasia with keratoconus; curvatures of otherwise unchanged portions of cornea, 
as are found with penetrating, extensive, shrinking corneal cicatrices, with partial, 
cicatricial corneal staphylomata, and with partial ectatic cicatrices, as also after 
flap extraction in consequence of incorrect healing of the flap or subsequent stretch 
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696 IRREGULAR ABNORMAL ASTIGMATISM; ERRORS OF ACCOMMODATION. 

ing of the scar. The lens becomes a cause of abnormal, irregular astigmatism on 
account of change in volume with partially retrogressive cataracts; on account of 
dislocation (Dufour), ectopia and spontaneous luxation, and sometimes perhaps also 
on account of not entirely homogeneous density of its structure, especially in com¬ 
mencing cataracts (Knapp). The result of these deviations is often a complete 
confusion of the retinal impressions, so that even larger objects are perceived only 
in very indistinct, distorted shadowy outlines, and we might easily suspect an am¬ 
blyopia, if the power of distinguishing colors were not perfect. This condition is 
found particularly in extensive opacities and in considerable roughness of the centre 
of the cornea, in great curvatures of transparent portions of the cornea on account 
of shrinking or ectatic cicatrices, and especially in keratoconus. 

In other cases the abnormal astigmatism manifests itself by very great distortion 
of the retinal images, and their form varies according to the position of the objects 
to the eye, and therefore according as the axis-rays in question pass through this or 
that part of the dioptrical apparatus. Usually all the parts of the image are not 
equally indistinct, since the focal surfaces of the individual portions of the dioptri¬ 
cal apparatus with the retina enclose very different angles. Under certain conditions 
the circles of dispersion which meet the retina form separate images, monocular 
diplopia, triplopia (Dufour), or joolyopia, and the separate images are crossed or 
not, according as the refraction of the palaces in question is increased or diminished 
(Knapp). Generally the same changes are also perceptible in the opikthalmoscopic 
image of the fundus of the eye, at the entrance of the optic nerve, the retinal vessels 
aprpoear distorted, vary their shape according to the poosition of the mirror, and ap¬ 
pear also double and multiplied (Graefe, Knapp). If the cornea is the cause, the 
irregular astigmatism also apipears in the reflections from its surface. 

In circumscribed facets and opacities of the cornea the metamorpohosia is also ob¬ 
served with similar apipearances as in the exudative neuroretinitis, and in detachment 
of the retina. Straight lines, as far as they lie in definite portions of the field of 
vision, appear bent, curved lines appear sinuous, etc. (Knapp). 

4. Besides the above-mentioned anomalies of refraction, we often see limitations 
of the range of accommodation. They exist in normal adjustment of the dioptric 
apparatus, as well as in company with myopia, hypermetropia, and astigmatism, and 
they alter the length and position of the distance of distinct vision, in various de¬ 
grees, according to the form of the fundamental disease. 

This is frequently a mechanical hindrance to the muscular action, or a disease of 
the muscle of accommodation and its nerves, a true paresis of accommodation. The 
distance of distinct vision then appears lessened by the increased distance of the 

near point; the far point is not removed at first. 
True spasms of accommodation cause disease in some rare cases. Then during 

the spasm, the dioptiic apparatus apopears adjusted for the near point, or even a 
shorter distance; the far point is brought almost to the near point, or else both of 
them are brought within the pirevious limits of clear vision. 

By far the most common cause of limitation of accommodation is the change 
which the lens and muscle of accommodation undergo with increasing age. For 
while, on the one hand, the lens constantly becomes denser and offers increasing op¬ 
position to the accommodative change of shape, on the other hand, in advanced age, 
the power with which the muscle acts on the lens diminishes; hence the maximum 
of serviceable accommodative action must necessarily be reduced. But since, v'ith 
increasing density, the layers of the lens become homogeneous, and the lens rise 
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PRESBYOPIA AND HYPEEPEESBYOPIA. 097 

flattens, the refractive power suffers, and consequently the refraction of the whole 
dioptric apparatus, during the rest of the accommodation, is lessened; and not only 
the near point, but the far point, and consequently the entire distance of distinct 
vision, is removed from the eye. 

These changes are entirely physiological, and are necessary consequences of se¬ 
nile involution; sooner or later, and more or less distinctly, they become evident in 
every eye. 

The senile limitation of the accommodation is most marked in eyes which pre¬ 
viously, at a distance and near at hand, saw well enough for ordinary occupations, 
and lienee were considered emmetropic, although they were frequently slightly hy¬ 
permetropic from youth. For these eyes now require glasses, while manifestly ky- 
permeiropic and myopic persons have been long accustomed to glasses, and with the 
former a shortening of the focal distance, with the latter a slight removal of the 
object, answers the purpose. 

It was this circumstance that caused the senile diminution of accommodation, in 
eyes considered as emmetropic, to he regarded as a'peculiar anomaly, and to be de¬ 
scribed as presbyopia or far-sightedness. We must here bear in mind that senile in¬ 
crease of density of the lens is not conceivable without a decrease of the refraction 
of the whole eye. Only eyes that were previously slightly short-sighted can become 
presbyopic in the strict sense of the word, that is, have an infinite far point, and 
even then the condition is only temporary. In old age, emmetropic eyes necessarily 
become hypermetropic, and the error of refraction in hypermetropic eyes increases. 
In eyes formerly emmetropic, the hypermetropia is not always manifest till the 
muscle of accommodation has been paralysed by atropia, so that the adjustment for 
negative distances may be seen. The error of refraction increases with advancing 
senile involution ef the lens. What was formerly apparently a simple limitation of 
adaptation, has united with manifest hypermetropia. The presbyopia has become a 
hjperpresbyopia, with diminished range of accommodaiion. 

Hence it seems advisable to cease to regard presbyopia as an independent affec¬ 
tion of accommodation, and to consider the changes caused by senile involution in 
the length and position of the distance of clear vision in the sections on myopia 
and hypermetropia. [Donders on Ace. and Refrac. of the Eye, New Sydenham Soc. 
translation, p. 204, et seq.] 

5. Not nnfreqnently functional disturbances originate in the muscles of accom¬ 
modation, or in the internal recti (which cause the crossing of the visual axes) from 
the impossibility of long maintaining the correct adjustment or convergence of the 
axes, for short distances. When a considerable exercise of strength is required of 
them, the muscles easily tire; continued work causes a feeling of fatigue, or even of 
were pain, and symptoms of congestion appear, which render impossible further 
employment of the eyes, and finally cause very painful hyperrestliesia of the retina 
and ciliary nerves. The extent of the power of accommodation (i. e. the possibility 
ef equalizing differences of the posterior distance of convergence, by increasing the 
convexity of the lens) is not necessarily, but is very frequently, diminished. This 
condition of weakness of the muscles is called asthenopia, Teopiopia, hebetude 
Hsus, &c. 

b. Micropsia and megalopsia (diminished and magnified vision) are intimately 
connected with the functional disorders of the muscles concerned in binocular vision. 

le judgment as to the size of an object, depends not only on the size of the retinal 
lmage, or of the visual angle, but very much on its estimated distance, which again 
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698 micropsia; megalopsia; authorities. 

depends on the amount of contraction required of the muscle of accommodation 
and internal recti for the sharp and d'stinct perception of objects. (Panum.) 

Of two objects, that one appears the smaller, whose real or apparent distance 
requires the greater contraction of the above-named muscles, the visual angle being 
the same. Hence concave glasses cause objects to appear smaller, while convex 
glasses, which induce relaxation of the muscle of accommodation, make them appear 
larger, and even magnify them mue'.i more than is explained by the refractive 
power of the glass, and its necessary distance from the eye. In binocular vision 
abducent and adducent prisms also impair the judgment as to the size. (Graefe.) 
Since morbid weakness of the muscle of accommodation and of the internal recti 
increases the necessary tension, and therefore renders requisite stronger nervous 
impulse, it also becomes a source of micropsia, especially when it occurs rapidly, 

, and the patient has not learned, by experience, to correct bis faulty judgment of the 
size of objects. 

Indeed, micropsia not unfrequently accompanies insufficiency of the muscles in 
question, as is seen in asthenopia. But it occurs particularly in paresis of the m'uscle 
of accommodation, whether this exists alone or is accompanied by mydriasis (Graefe), 
or even with paralysis of all the parts supplied by the oculo-motor nerve. In the 
same way artificial weakness of the muscle of accommodation, such as is caused by 
weak solutions of atropine, are often accompanied by micropsia; and experiments 
undertaken under such circumstances to prove the above theory, have shown that 
the micropsia as well as the influence on the accommodation occur later than the 
paralysis of the sphincter; that it only occurs on examining objects which lie in 
the vicinity of the near point'that is attained by the greatest exercise of accommo¬ 
dation ; also that the diminution increases with increasing impulse of accommoda¬ 
tion, but lessens as the latter decreases, and hence is removed by convex glasses. 
(Forster, Donders.) 

1. Finally, mydriasis and myosis should be considered on account of their natural 
association with disease of accommodation. By the former term is meant a dilata¬ 
tion, by the latter a contraction, of the pupil, if they depend on paralysis or spasm 
of the muscle moving the iris. 

Micropsia also often occurs in recurrent central retinitis, and in the circum¬ 
scribed form of exudative neuro-retinitis. This is not completely explained. It 
is believed that it can be referred to the absence of a certain number of the rods 
and cones (Graefe). 

Autftorities.—Preliminary Bemarhs; Helmholtz, A. f. 0.1. 2. S. 45. etseq.—Karsten, Ency¬ 
clopaedia IX. S. 11. et seq.—Knapp, Verhandlungen der Heidelberger oph. Versammlung, 1857. S. 
19, Die Krilmmang der Hornhaut, &c. Heidelberg. 1860. S. 16. et seq. A. f. 0. VI. 1. S. 1. etseq. VII. 
2. S. 136, VIII. 2. S. 185. et seq .—Fonders, A. f. 0. IV. 1. S. 301, 305, VI. 1. S. 84. VII. 1. S. 176. 
et seq. IX. 1. S. 103, IX. 2. S. 219, 220; Astigmatism and Cyliu. glasses. Berlin. 1862. P. 10, 16, 
27, 30 ; klin. Monatbl. 1863. S. 496; Vierde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht. 1863. S. 99,105; die Anooia- 
lien der Aec. u. Refrac. Wien. 1866. S. 7. et seq.—Middleburg, Vierde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht. 
1863. S. 148. etseq.; klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 245. A. f. O. X. 2. S. 83. et seq.—Mandelstamm,A. 
f. 0. XI. 2. S. 259, 264.—Schuerman, klin. Monatbl. 1864. S. 92.—Bosow, A. f. O. XI. 2. S 129,132. 
•— W. ICrause, die Brechungsindices, &a. Hannover, 1855.—Senff, nach Donders, Anonialien, it. 
S. 34,155.—Kaiser, A. f. O. XI. 3. S. 186.—Young, Airy,,u&o\i Donders I. c. S. 10, 34, 385, and 
Mackenzie, Traite, &c. II. P. 651; Karsten’s Encyclopaedia. IX. S. 141.—H. Meyer, Zeitschrift fur 
rat. med. V. S. 369.—Fich, Med. Physik, Braunschweig. 1856, S. 327; A. f. O. II. 2. S. 70.—Pope, 
A. f. O. IX. 1. S. 41, 43.—Bruche, Archiv. f. Anat. u. Phys. 1844. S. 444, 1815. S. 337.—Listing, 
Handvvorterbuch der Phys. von R. Wagner. IV. S. 451-504.—Aubert und Forster, A. f. 0. III. 2- S. 
1. et seq.— VoVcmann, Pbysiolog. Untersuchungen, &c. 1. Leipzig. 1863. S. 65. et seq.—ffensen. 
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Archiv. 21 Bd. S. 175.— Grumhagen, ibid. 30 Bd. S. 481.— Witter, A. f. O. IX. 1. S. 207.—Ed. 
Jaeger, Einstellungen des diopt. Apparates Wien. 1861. S. 9. et seq.—Leber, Denkschr. der 
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166,171; kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 476, 482.—Bobrowolskg, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 51, 91.—Arlt, jun. 
ibid. XV. 1. S. 302.—Schirmer, kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 405.—Mautliner, ibid. S. 481—Berlin, 
ibid, S. 4.—Zehender, ibid. 1868. S. 55.—Heiberg, ibid. 1870. S. 80.—Adamuk, Centralbl. 1870. 
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B. 146—Mamiik, Centralbl. 1870. S. ITS. 
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Short-sightedness. Myopia. 

■ Symptoms.—The disease is characterized by an increase of the normal refraction, 
that is to say, by the diminution of the distance of the f ar-point, and the consequent 
inability of the eye to perceive distant objects distinctly without the aid of dispers¬ 
ing or concave lenses. 

1. The distance of the far-point may vary in all positive and finite amounts. 
Practically, however, we should only consider those cases as myopic, where it is less 
than five feet. According to the distance of the far-point, there are various grades 
of myopia. We may consider the myopia of a low grade when the far-point is be¬ 
yond fourteen inches, medium between fourteen and six inches, and of a high grade 
when it is less than six inches. It is rarely less than two inches, unless there is some 
complication. 

To determine the distance of the far-point approximately, as is generally suffi¬ 
cient in practice, we may measure the greatest distance at which the affected eye 
can read medium or small type, or distinguish objects of that size. The number of 
inches thus found gives the distance of the far-point. We have here only to take 
the precaution to choose for every distance that type which is seen from it under a 
visual angle of 5 minutes. 

If the visual angle is smaller, sufficient details of the separate letters can no longer be per¬ 
ceived, in spite of a correct adaptation of the dioptrical apparatus. If, however, the visual 
angle is larger, moderate circles of dispersion by no means hinder the recognition of the type, 
particularly if the individual who is to be examined is very practised in reading. 

Optometers (Ruete, Sasner, Burow, Verschoor) generally give unreliable results. This is 
particularly true of the tubular ones; for it is difficult to cause the patient fully to relax his 
muscle of accommodation during the examination. Hence, if we wish to obtain accurate re¬ 
sults, we must use atropine, which is inconvenient. To avoid this, binocular optometers (on 
the plan of the opera-glass) have been made. These are said to compel a parallelism of the axes 
of vision, and hence, to attain perfect relaxation of the ciliary muscle. (Oraefe). This may 
be sufficient in myopic and emmetropic patients, but in hypermetropes, relaxation of the muscle 
of accommodation does not necessarily accompany parallelism of the visual axes; hence the 
results are not exact. 

Fig. 106. 

s 

Moreover, the ophthalmoscope can be employed to determine the existing accommodation o 

the dioptrical apparatus, and therefore the distance of the far-point of one eye (Belmlwlt. • 
This latter presupposes that the eye examined is looking in the distance, and that the exam* 
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DETERMINATION OF EAR-POINT BY THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 701 

knows exactly the distance, for which he now adapts his eye for making the ophthalmoscopic 
examination, whioh, of course, requires great practice, and is therefore not the business of 

I everyone, and moreover does not exclude variations in the values obtained, even with the 
I greatest skill ( Woinow). Let a o (Fig. 106) be the accommodation of the examined eye A, and let 
I b o be that of the eye B to be examined, armed with a simple illuminating mirror S •>', whereby 
I the distance of the mirror from b is made equal to zero, in order not to complicate the rela- 
I tions. The eye B, placed at the distance a b=ao~Vbo will then evidently obtain a distinct 
I image of the fundus of the eye A. The distance, a &, of mirrors applicable in practice 
I cannot be much increased beyond 12 inches, without the illumination of the fundus of the eye 
I A becoming insufficient, and the visual field of the eye B excessively contracted. In order 
I that a simple illuminating mirror 8 8 may produce a distinct image of the fundus of the 
I eye T, a o and bo must therefore be very small, and A therefore be myopic in a high de- 
I gree, and B capable of accommodation for short distances. If A were accommodated for a 
I greater distance ag, then evidently only a hypermetropic eye B, whose accommodation bg is 
I therefore negative, could obtain a distinct image of the fundus of the eye A, and from the dis- 
I tance of the mirror a b measure the accommodation of the eye A. This would evidently be 
I ag=ab+bg. If, however, in the ophthalmosoopic examination, B were not capable of accom- 
I modation for negative distances, and if ag were the accommodation of A, then the mirror 8 8 
I must be combined with a correcting lens L L (Fig. 107), and the examination therefore be 
I made in the upright image, which admits of a closer approximation of the two eyes to each 
I other and offers generally many advantages. The adaptation a g of the eye A may now easily 

Fig. 107. 

S 

be reckoned from the fooal length of the lens, which renders the distinct view of the fundus 
of the eye A possible, and from the known accommodation of the eye B by means of the main 

formula i + Here namely a would be the accommodation of the eye B, or the focal 

distance obtained by the lens, a would be the accommodation of the eye A, plus or minus the 
distance of the mirror, and jo the focal length of the adjoined lens. As a rule, the accommo¬ 
dation of the eye B will be positive, and therefore a will be negative in relation to the lens ; 
whilst a in the myopic eye A must always be negative in relation to the lens. The main for- 

; 

raula therefore appears as — ^ =— p -h ^ that is, a conoave lens is needed, whose focal length p 

ls greater than a. If, however, II were absolutely hypermetropic, then the main formula 

fould appear as: i—^p+a, p will therefore be, as a rule, positive, and when negative, neces- 
sarily greater than a. 

The ophthalmoscope, moreover, furnishes a means for judging of the refractive condition 
of the eye under examination in the magnifying coefficient of the virtual images perceived. I 
Still, the exact ascertaining of this coefficient is scaroely possible, as we lack suitable measur¬ 
es apparatus, and the diameter of the entrance of the optic nerve varies very much in different 
efividuals,. and moreover the existing distance of the correcting lens, relatively the magnify- 
Bg-glass, from the eye examined exercises a very considerable influence upon the apparent size 
of the image of the fundus (Schweigger). Therefore we here only indicate in general, that the 
ophthalmoscopic examination, whether with the inverted or erect image, always gives an 
enlargement of the fundus of the eye ; that the inverted ophthalmoscopic image of a myopic eye, 
eompared with that of an emmetropic eye, appears diminished, and this is most so (5.3:4.(1, 
Schweigger), when the refractive condition N=7i. sin. P has risen considerably by increase of the 

. ■ 0) less so (5.3: 5.3, Schwelgger), by growth of the n ; that this increase, however, grows 
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702 NEAE-POINT ; SYMPTOMS. 

with the distance of the lens from the eye ; that the upright ophthalmoscopic image on the con¬ 
trary causes the increase to appear very great, and particularly so when the increase of 
the refractive condition is principally caused by an increase of n, less so when it is caused 
by an increase of the sin. p, and therefore by a lengthening of the axis of the globe (Uauth- 
ner, Bchweigger). 

2. In myopia the near-point approaches the eye in proportion to the shortening 
of the distance of the far-point, when the accommodation remains normal, which is 

the rule. 
Hence, from a marked shortening of the distance of the near-point, we may 

decide with great probability on the presence of myopia, and that this exists in a 
higher degree the nearer the near-point is to the eye; but the reverse is not true, 
—the lessening of the range of accommodation from many causes occurs not unfre- 
quently in myopic cases with posterior staphyloma, and in old people. 

In order to determine the near-point for practical purposes, it suffices to measure 
with the measuring-tape the smallest distance at which the eye is in a condition to 
read continuously under the visual angle of 5 minutes and relatively to recognize 
corresponding figures. 

As a means of more accurate determination, it is well to place before the myopic eye a concave 
glass, whose focal length is equal to the distance of the far-point, and then to measure the dis¬ 
tance at which the eye, with the glass, can read the text; for it is difficult to measure with a 
rule very small distances, such as here come in question. This distance is much increased by 
the concave glass, and thus the sources of error are so much diminished that even considerable 
differences of distance only correspond to very slight differences of converging distance—that 
is, of the position of the virtual image. The true distance of the near-point is then found, by 
the ordinary formula. 

3. The myope sees objects lying within his clear visual distance just as distinctly 
as a person with normal vision does; and at equally short distances he sees with 
even less exercise of the muscle of accommodation, i.e. with less straining. There¬ 
fore, as a rule, myopes can, without fatigue, continue in occupations which require 
continued vision at short distances longer than normally sighted persons. They as¬ 
sume such occupations from choice, and are more apt to do so because distant objects 
appear very indistinct, u'nlesss they use spectacles, which .are troublesome. 

Since the near-point is less distant, and the object can consequently be brought near the 
eye, myopes can undertake with ease fine work by weaker light than persons with norma 
eyes. For the same reason they make out finer details in objects, generally write a smaller 
hand, etc. 

This is strictly true, however, only of the medium and low grades of myopia- 
Myopia over one-sixth is often, and over one-fourth is generally, accompanied, by 
changes in the fundus of the eye, which greatly diminish central sharpness of vision, 
so that it becomes, difficult or impossible to distinguish small objects, read fine print,- 

etc. (Donders). 
4. Objects placed beyond the clear visual distance are seen by myopes in circles 

of dispersion, their perception is, other things being equal, more indistinct, the 
further their distance from the extremity of the line of clear sight, and the laiger 
the pupil. The latter factor can be diminished by drawing together the edges o 
the lids, at the expense of the brightness of the retinal image; and in fact myopes 
so frequently employ this maneuver to produce clear sight, that the functional dis¬ 
ease in question has received its name from the Greek word gveiv, to blink. 

On weak illumination of the visual field, the loss which the brightness of the retinal im 
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CAUSES ; STAPHYLOMA POSTICUM. 703 

ages suffers through a partial cutting-off of the circumferential rays is too great for the myope 
to obtain advantage from a decided drawing together of the eyelids. Under such circum¬ 
stances, therefore, the abnormal condition of the eyes is especially felt. Even low grades of 
myopia become very evident in distant vision, and in high degrees it sometimes goes so far that 
going alone is very difficult, and those affected with it feel around like blind persons, while nor¬ 
mal sighted persons, in the same light, find their way very well, and even perceive moderately 
small objects. 

Causes.—Shortsightedness generally depends on abnormal increase of the long 
diameter of the eyeball, on account of which the natural focal length is relatively 
too short (Arlt, Beer). Other cases depend on abnormally great convexity of cer¬ 
tain surfaces; that is, on an actual shortening of the natural focal distance. 

This alternative is manifested very distinctly in the main equation Ar= n. sin. 0, where JY 
represents the refractive state of the eye, sin. 0 the length of the globe, and n all those rela¬ 
tions which exert an influence upon the refraction of the rays of light. 

1. The elongation of the eye-ball often depends on faulty development. As 
long as the body grows, the eye continues to dev&op excessively in the direction 
of the optic axis, while the equatorial diameters remain the same. This state is 
called bathymorphia, or elongated eye-ball. (Ed. Jaeger.) It may be of any 
degree. 

The predisposition to this is of course congenital, and is as a rule inherited. Where 
it exists, the myopia may be developed to high and extreme degrees, without any 
external circumstances having exerted any influence upon it. In fact we not un¬ 
commonly find high and extreme degrees of myopia depending upon pure elonga¬ 
tion of the eyeball in persons who scarcely know a school even by name, and' 
throughout their whole life have never occupied themselves with fine objects of 
work. 

Much oftener the lengthening of the axis of the globe depends upon the develop¬ 
ment of a staphyloma yjosticum. This occurs especially in individuals whose 
business demands continuous near vision. In general it can also be said that the 
proportional per cent, of its appearance and the average degree of its development 
increases with the age, and especially with the length of time which has been spent 
in school instruction, or in an occupation requiring fatiguing vision for near objects. 
[S. Cohn.) Still the degree of development of the ectasia in the individual case by 
no means stands in direct proportion to the absolute degree of the refraction. 

We really meet exceptionally with large, even ring-shaped staphylomata postica 
m eyes that are markedly hypermetropic, whilst on the contrary the ectasia is often 
entirely absent in high and extreme degrees of myopia. Only one factor of the re¬ 
fractive condition increases with the size of the staphyloma posticum, the others 
remain entirely unaffected by it. The result of the lengthening of the axis must 
therefore be very different according to the structure of the eye, and according to 
the value of the other relations which influence the refraction of light. 

In order to render this perceptible, we need only give different values to JY in the main 
^nation JY=n. sin. 0 and then cause sin. 0 to increase by a certain difference. If JY had a 
rgher negative value than this difference amounts to, the eye will remain hypermetropic; 

1,1 f't;e contrary case it will however be emmetropic or myopic. If JY had a positive value, the 
myopia will by the same difference increase in a corresponding degree. 

For the explanation of the data mentioned above, we may make use of the results of a 
8 atistical combination. Among 4,000 eye patients there were 350, i. e., 8.75:? myopes with a 
8 bfhtly different refractive condition of both eyes. In 220 cases the result of the ophthal¬ 
moscopic examination appears explicitly given. In 130 cases the ophthalmoscopic 
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704 INCREASE OF CONVEXITY OF THE CORNEA. 

examination was neglected, partly for different reasons, partly because it furnished no 
result worthy of consideration. Among these 220 cases there were 117, i.e. 53.181 with cres¬ 
centic, narrow staphyloma posticum, and in 53 of these cases the state of refraction varied 
between A, and in 50 between jjj and Ay in 11 between A- and A^. In 67, i.e. 30.451 of the 
cases there was found a large, pointed-arch like staphyloma posticum, exceeding in its longest 
diameter half the breadth of the papilla, dome-shaped in 26 cases, circular in 31. The state of 
refraction varied here in 45 cases between and A, in 19 cases between gL and A, in 3 cases 
between -A- and A. In 86, i.e. 16.361 of the 220 cases, the absence of a staphyloma posticum 
is explicitly noted. In 21 of these cases the state of refraction varied between ]/Jl and A, in 9 
between A and Ay, in 6 between A- and A,-. 

The influence which the development of a staphyloma posticum exerts upon the state of 
refraction appears most clearly in those cases in which the myopia is merely one-sided or of 
very different degree in the two eyes, and in which this difference may be referred to the mo¬ 
nolateral formation of a posterior scleral staphyloma. 

Among those 4,000 cases were 20, where the state of refraction of both eyes exhibited a dif¬ 
ference of -jA- to Jg. In 4 cases, in which the difference varied between A- and 4, there was a 
small crescentic staphyloma in the myopic eye. In 2 other cases, where hypermetropia existed 
in the one eye, and a high degree of myopia in the other, and the state of refraction of the two 
eyes showed a difference of gAg- and there was found a large, circular staphyloma in tie 
myopic eye. In 11 other cases a large staphyloma posticum existed on one side, with a differ¬ 
ence in the states of refraction between £ and. i. 

Every greater difference in the refractive conditions of both eyes should not however be 
referred to the development of a staphyloma posticum. In two cases there was a difference 
of 1 and Jf, and in both there was an equally large crescentic staphyloma posticum in each eye. 
In one case where there was no staphyloma in either eye, there was in the right a myopia 
of A in the left a hypermetropia of A therefore a difference of nearly A, which was evidently 
to be referred to monolateral bathymorphia. 

An increase of the normal refraction can be caused further by a greater curvature 
of the cornea and of the lens, as well as by an advance of the latter towards the 
former. Hitherto an increase in curvature of the cornea has not been set down 
among the pathogenetic causes of myopia, although exact measurements have de¬ 
monstrated differences of more than a millimeter in the radius of the anterior surface 
of the cornea (Ed. Jaeger, Danders). Such a marked difference, however, as a simple 
calculation can prove, must alter essentially the state of refraction of the eye in 
question; it may, other things being equal, change high degrees of hypermetropia 

into myopia and vice versS. 

If in highly myopic eyes the corneal curvature has been found less than in other conditions 
of refraction (Danders), a very effective correction must be here seen. In such a case n in the 
main equation N=n. sin. P appears diminished, whereby the increase of sin. P is necessarily 
partially neutralized in its effect. But what the flattening of the cornea accomplishes in pine 
elongation of the eye, the greater curvature of the cornea m emmetropia and hypermetropia 
must likewise be in a condition to produoe. 

Of much less importance are approximation of the lens to the cornea, its prolapse into the 
anterior chamber (Ed. Meyer, Noyes), rounding off of its form, as often occurs in stretching 
and rupture of the zonula, In ectopia and spontaneous luxation, sometimes in partial cataracts 
also. These accidents are without a doubt possible causes of increase in the state of refraction. 
Still, under such circumstances, the first symptom is always the irregular astigmatism on 
account of defective centering of the dioptrical apparatus, and frequently on account of in®' 
gular curvature of the lens also, and the result therefore is really no true myopia. 

Increase in the convexity of the lens is indisputably an important pathogenetic 
cause of shortsightedness. Exact measurements by means of suitable instruments 
have in fact demonstrated, that in many myopes the mirrored images of the lens 
hold exactly the same relation to each other in size and mutual position as » 
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emmetropes during the accommodation for short distances (Cramer). Direct obser¬ 
vations have also proved, that continual efforts for the purpose of near vision may 
make even hypermetropic eyes temporarily and permanently myopic. The doubts 
advanced against this statement (Donders) do not rest upon any sufficiently positive 
facts. This kind of myopia has been called plesiopia, near-sightedness {Ed. Jaeger) 
It prevails only in the lower degree. The accommodation demanded by the work 
is the extreme limit, which it can never overstep, and even scarcely ever reach. 
There are but very few occupations which require an approximation of the objects 
inside ten inches. The lens also preserves under all circumstances a certain degree 
of elasticity, and can therefore always diminish its convexity when rest of the 
accommodation occurs. 

It is in the nature of the matter, and searching investigations corroborate it 
(■dobrowolsky), that this form of myopia is only developed in individuals who 
occupy themselves constantly with very fine objects, and for this purpose make 
use of very large amounts of accommodation, and must therefore keep the ciliary 
muscle in a proportionately great tension, that hence persons who are almost 
emmetropic and hypermetropic individuals are pre-eminently exposed to it. The 
over-burdening of the accommodative apparatus generally soon leads to a greater 
reddening of the papilla, and in nervous individuals often to asthenopic troubles 
also. It sometimes even causes convergent squint. The error of refraction then 
gradually becomes evident by increasing indistinct vision for distant objects. This 
indistinctness of vision increases after continuous intense work, again improves, 
however, with a longer rest of accommodation, and even entirely disappears, in order 
to again appear on a new exciting cause. With prolonged, intense accommodative 
work the degree of the myopia and the duration of muscular relaxation necessary 
to the retrogression increase. Later on this retrogression is always more incom¬ 
plete, the energetic employment of mydriatics becomes necessary, in order to lower 
the state of refraction to the former degree and make the latent hypermetropia 
manifest.. Finally these means also become insufficient, the myopia becomes per¬ 
manent, as the lens and in no less degree the ciliary muscle also permanently 
assume the form forced upon them. 

To this form of myopia a considerable decrease in the range of accommodation is without 

doubt united (Ed. Jaeger), since a portion of it has been, so to speak, paralyzed by the loss of 

elasticity of the lens. If the lens follows the relaxation of the ciliary muscle only up to a 

certain limit, then its subsequent contraction must remain inactive up to the same limit. If 

| the decrease of the range of accommodation is not in all cases a striking one, we should not for¬ 

get that in young people by continued practice it can be raised far beyond the normal amount, 

and that the remaining increase in convexity of the lens generally equalizes only a trifling 
inota of it. 

On the whole, according to what has been said, the over-burdening of the muscle 
°f accommodation, especially in close and long-continued application in study, plays 
fte most important part in the etiology of staphyloma posticum and of the increase 
m c°nvexity of the lens. Still it is not alone the amount and kind of the occupa- 
tion which is here to be taken into account; we must rather consider the conditions 
under which these occupations are practised, since these conditions may increase 
T®y much the demand on the accommodation. Thus the eyes are often brought 
excessively near the object on account of insufficient illumination or on account of 
an unsuitable position of the body, e.g. on account of sitting too low while writing. 
Certain it is that the percentage of myopes is not entirely the same in different 
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706 COTJESE AND RESULTS. 

schools, but increases considerably in those localities where sufficient daylight is 

wanting or where it must be replaced by artificial light during a long time, or 

where the arrangement of the tables and benches does not stand in any correct rela¬ 

tion to the size of the scholars, and compels them to incline their bodies far forward 

(H. Cohn). The manner in which children sit also influences the development of 

the myopia. An influence is moreover exerted by a defective acuteness of vision on 

account of abnormal astigmatism or other causes. Opacities of the separate diop¬ 

tric media are, however, of great importance in this connection, particularly of the 

cornea, since the disturbances of vision occasioned by them are to a certain extent 

diminished by close approximation of the object, by much of the lateral diffused 

light being thus cut off, and on the other hand by the size and brilliancy of the 

retinal images being increased, and therefore the intensity of illumination of the 

spectrum being absolutely and relatively diminished. Finally a very important 

cause lies in the use of improper concave glasses, inasmuch as by them virtual 

images are cast at too short distances from the eye, and hence a very disproportion¬ 

ately large amount of accommodation is rendered necessary. 

Course and Results.—1. Elongation of the eyeball usually manifests itself in early 

childhood. When the growth of the body ceases, the lengthening of the axis of 

the globe depending upon it seems no longer to increase, and if a further increase 

of the shortsightedness is then noticed, it is always to be regarded as dependent 

upon a commencing staphyloma posticum. It is, moreover, possible that the elon¬ 

gation of the eyeball sometimes becomes stationary before the complete maturity 

of the individual has been reached, and that the incongruity between the separate 

diameters increases no further, but the increase of volume of the globe follows 

more uniformly in all directions up to the termination of the bodily growth. 

2. The staphyloma posticum and the elongation of the axis of the globe caused by 

it may appear at every period of life. As a rule, however, the resulting myopia 

appears in childhood, and especially during the epoch of puberty; in the latter so 

commonly that we may, perhaps, assume a pathogenetic connection between them. 

There is, however, no doubt that it is not so much the period of puberty in itself; 

but rather the exertions demanded of the eye at this period, when the eyes are used 

a great deal in study, which give the proximate cause. Where the apparatus of 

accommodation is little taxed during the time of sexual maturity, here the devel¬ 

opment. of a staphyloma posticum is very uncommon and is scarcely to be observed, 

except where there is a decided elongation of the globe. 

Prolonged occupation, moreover, with small objects exercises an important 

influence upon the further relation of an already existing staphyloma posticum, and 

frequently occasions its further progress. This advancement is sometimes very 

gradual and imperceptible, but sometimes grows rapidly at intervals. The distance 

of the f ar-point decreases very considerably in such cases during the course of a few 

months, whereupon the process usually comes again to a stand-still, or the progress, 

at least, becomes imperceptible. Such a temporary progression is most often 

observed during youth, in cases in which a considerable degree of shortsightedness 

had been present long before the period of puberty ; sometimes, however, in th°® 

cases also, where during childhood the myopia was very slightly developed, ant 

was apparently at a stand-still, or else had undergone a scarcely perceptible increase. 
The staphyloma posticum, and with it the myopia, in consequence of intense 

strain on the accommodation, commonly remain undeveloped till the later years 

manhood. It is then frequently to be found only in one eye, and here sometun 
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PEOGEESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF POSTEEIOE STAPHYLOMA. 707 

grows to a very considerable size, while the other eye preserves its entire integrity, 
and with this its former state of refraction. Thus it happens, that in many cases 
we find in one eye a higher degree of myopia, and sometimes strabismus divergens 
also, and in the other eye hypermetropia. 

The staphyloma posticum and the shortsightedness occasioned by it may become 
stationary at any stage, particularly when the strain on the accommodation is essen¬ 
tially limited. In general, however, we can say, that an actual condition of “ statu 
quo ” of the affection, especially when the circumstances are not favorable, is so 
much the less to be expected the more pronounced the elongation of the ball is, and 
the greater the dimensions which the staphyloma posticum has already acquired. 

Moreover, the posterior scleral staphyloma grows to extreme degrees but very 
rarely, without actual inflammation of the posterior internal structures of the eye 
having manifested itself at one time or another, and having led to real altera¬ 
tions of their structure. These accidents are particularly threatening with a fitful 
increase of the staphyloma posticum. They often announce themselves a long time 
before by the appearance of the spot of Mariotte in the field of vision, by the 
development of fixed and movable scotomata, by the incapability of the eyes to 
hear dazzling light, and particularly by their incapacity for continuous use, by 
greater injection of the ciliary and retinal vessels, by annoying feelings of pressure 
and weight in the globe, and later even by real manifestations of photopsia and 
cloudiness of the field of vision. They always lead in the end to very remarkable 
malformations of the choroid and retina. Intraocular extravasations of blood, 
also, often accompany them, as well as detachments of the retina, or at least of the 
vitreous humor, and sometimes also cataract. 
ii, Batkymorphia, especially when accompanied by extensive posterior staphyloma, 
lias still other bad effects; for at short distances, binocular vision requires great 
convergence of the visual axes ; that is, strong action of the internal recti muscles. 
But in bathymorphia the demand on the latter appears to be much increased by the 
fact that, to attain equal convergence, far greater lateral motions of the eye are 
requisite than in emmetropic eyes; for in myopes the axis of vision meets the long 
axis of the cornea at a very acute angle, or it even cuts the cornea at a point out¬ 
side of its center of curvature (Knapp, Bonders, Schuermann), and sometimes even 
so far to the temporal side that, on fixing near objects, the eye appears to squint 
inward. Moreover, in the elongation, the point of rotation of the eye is relatively 
moved forward (Boyer, Bonders); hence, decided lateral motion of the anterior 
Pole of the eye qoresupposes far greater motion of the posterior pole. Consequently, 
flic opposition to be overcome increases, and the excursive power decreases. 
(Sehuerrmnn.) The internal recti are often unable to answer this double demand 
°u them. Hence arise asthenopic difficulties, which the patient the more readily 
bies to avoid by turning one eye outward, because in this forced divergence he 
finds a way of removing the far-point beyond its natural distance, and thus facilita- 
™ig vision with the fixing eye. (See Strabismus.) Thus we see that muscular 
asthenopia and external strabismus are common occurrences in myopia. (Beer.) 

3- The myopia dependent upon an increase in the convexity of the lens is much 
important in every respect. With careful use of the eyes it may entirely recede, 

mid at any rate never attains a high degree. When the growth is completed, an 
increase rarely takes place, for the density of the nucleus of the lens does not then 
fnvor further change of form. This is, of course, on the supposition that a staphy¬ 
loma posticum is not simultaneously developed. 
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4. Besides the several actual causes, the changes in the lens and muscles (which 
act in vision) accompanying advanced age, have great influence on the course of 
myopia. The increasing density of the lens leads first to a diminution of the range 
of accommodation. It causes a retrocession of the near-point. 

Indeed, such shortenings of the visual distance in low grades of myopia often occur when, 
from necessity or inclination, the individual is continuously employed with small objects. The 
recedence of the near-point is generally first remarked about the fortieth year, and then the 
myope may be obliged to use co nvex glasses while at his former employment, on account of an 
increase in the necessary amount of accommodation, and must hold even larger objects at 
some distance from the eye, in order to see them distinctly. 

In medium and high degrees of myopia, the removal of the near-point thus caused is much 
less, and hence is usually less important, because patients are rarely continuously employed 
about objects which, from their minuteness, must be brought near to the near-point of short¬ 
sighted eyes. But, under such circumstances, another disturbing element is frequently felt, 
viz., the decrease in strength of the muscle of accommodation. In high degrees of posterior 
staphyloma, it appears, as a rule, and most frequently quite early, during youth. It progresses 
occasionally to complete paralysis of accommodation. The distinct visual distance is then, 
of course, limited to the short line of accommodation corresponding to the distance of the far- 
point, and the patient is obliged to make use of different concave glasses for different distances, 
if he wishes to see clearly. 

Subsequently, in old age, with progressive diminution of the range of accommo¬ 
dation, the flattening of the nucleus of the lens becomes of importance, and the 
fact that, with increasing density, the various layers of the lens acquire a more even 

density, i.e., the number of the surfaces is diminished. 
The result of this is a diminution of the natural refractive condition, and an 

increase in the distance of the far-point corresponding to it. The latter with an 
equal difference is naturally so much the slighter the greater the state of refraction 
was formerly, and hence, in high degrees of shortsightedness, as a rule, very slight; 
but on the contrary, in low degrees of myopia, particularly when dependent upon 
increase in convexity of the lens, is often sufficiently great to turn the refractive 
defect into hypermetropia. Since, however, the near-point simultaneously recedes, 
and this is more apt to occur since the muscle of accommodation at last participates 
in the senile changes, the entire clear range of vision appears removed from the eye. 

It is self-evident that the diminution of the state of refraction which results from the 
senile changes of the apparatus of accommodation is far surpassed in its effect by that of» 
progressive staphyloma posticum; that, therefore, by its existence the myopia must continually 
increase in spite of the senile involution, and the latter can only be of use in the correspond- 
ing decrease in the range of accommodation. 

The Treatment must first attempt to check, if possible, the development and 
increase of the myopia. The second indication is, by the choice of appropriate 
concave glasses, to compensate for the shortening of the distance of distinct vision. 
And finally, by prescribing appropriate conditions, we should meet the dangers 
which result from faulty use of spectacles, and which very often confirm the patho¬ 

logical state. 
1. The prophylactic treatment must naturally begin in early childhood, and be 

especially carried out where there seems any existing predisposition. It ciiiefly 
consists in shunning continued straining of the eyes for the purpose of seeing at very 

short distances. 

In regard to this, the choice of children’s plays even is of importance. Of especial importaMe> 
however, is their mode of study. Only books with large, coarse letters should be placed M 
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709 treatment; prophylaxis. 

children; they should be obliged to write a large hand, with heavy, thick strokes; drawing, and 
with girls the learning of fine sewing, knitting, and especially the so-called u fine work,” &c., are 
better begun after childhood, and when myopia exists they should be avoided altogether. It is 
also of the greatest importance that children, in such occupations, should be accustomed to keep 
the object fully in front of them, so that both eyes stand at an equal distance from the point fixed; 
furthermore, that they do not incline the head more than necessary to the object, whose surface 
should be held at an angle of forty-five degrees to the plane of the face. Hence it is very important 
that the children should not sit too low compared to the object. (Fahrner.) Besides, it cannot 
be strongly enough urged, that in occupations requiring strong action of accommodation, the 
object be sufficiently illuminated. Nothing favors the development and increase of myopia so 
much as compelling children to read, write, &c., continuously in dusky places, and at a distance 
from the light. Children, at such employments, should use artificial light as little as possible. 

Finally, the continuance of such employment is of importance. They should never be con¬ 
tinued for hours, but at measured intervals interrupted and replaced by works or plays, which 
make no demands, or only moderate ones, on the apparatus of accommodation. 

By a suitable and regularly continued treatment, we may doubtless hope, in a 
certain percentage of the cases, to repress the development of the short-sightedness, 
and to cause a retrocession of slight increase of convexity in the lens. If there is a 
disposition to bathymorphia, we can scarcely hope altogether to avoid the develop¬ 
ment and further increase of the short-sightedness. Nevertheless, the most rigid 
carrying out of the prophylactic rules appears peculiarly indicated in just such cases. 
For it is certain that congestive conditions of the eye exercise a most evident influ¬ 
ence on the further progress of the elongation, as well as on the development and 
increase of posterior staphyloma. 

The lent'position of the body, with the consequent compression of the abdominal organs par¬ 
ticularly, is a very important factor, as well on its own account, as because its effect increases 
with the progress of the bathymorphia. This does not cease to make itself felt, even when the 
myopia has already advanced so far that vision in the immediate vicinity no longer demands any 
exercise of power from the muscle of accommodation, and the optic axes do not retain their con¬ 
vergence, since the patient has learned to draw off one eye in viewing near objects. Hence, we 
may say that, in decided elongation of the eye, causes and effects move, to a certain extent, in a 
faulty circle; and therein lies, at least partially, the cause why high grades of bathymorphia so 
readily continue to progress, and finally lead to the worst results. 

An immediate result of this is, that, in great predisposition to elongation, still 
more in already far-advanced bathymorphia, as well as when there is a posterior 
staphyloma, prophylaxis must be continued beyond puberty, and must be particular¬ 
ly important in the choice of a profession or occupation for life. 

It is the duty of the physician, by all means at his command, to prevent individu¬ 
als with decided bathymorphia from taking up employments which require continued 
vision at short distance, with stooping posture, such as watch-making, wood-engrav- 
lng, lithographing, &c., and even tailoring and shoe-making. The pitiable cases 
caused by such mischosen employments appear only too frequently in practice, and 
these are the more apt to occur as, from youth up, strongly myopic individuals show 
an especial taste for such callings, and consider themselves as very especially fitted 
for them. 

2. It is vain to attempt to oppose and by direct means to cure short-sightedness, 
°r rather its causes; we must confine ourselves to neutralizing, as much as possible, 
flie errors of refraction. This, as is well known, is done by concave glasses, which 
now upright and diminished virtual images of all objects at a positive distance, 

within their negative focal distance, that is, before the spectacles. If they are to 
answer their purpose fully in the majority of cases, they must, by a correct position 
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710 CORRECTION OF ERRORS OF REFRACTION; CHOICE OF GLASSES. 

before the eye, bring to a point, within the shortened clear visual distance, upright 
virtual images of objects beyond the far point, and the position and size of this vir¬ 
tual image must be such that the short-sighted eye, with glasses, brings it to clear 
perception under nearly the same exertion of accommodation, and with nearly the 
same visual angle as the normal eye, without glasses, brings the object itself. 

In low and medium grades of short-sightedness, all these requirements may be 
completely satisfied practically by spectacles, whose negative focal distance, increased 
by the distance of the glass from the eye, is equal to the far point of the latter. To 
find these glasses, it is only necessary to determine the far point. Its distance, in¬ 
creased by the distance of the glass from the eye, gives the focal length of the glass 
required. 

If the glass be chosen correctly, the eye before which it is placed must see distant objects 
under a visual angle of at least five minutes clearly and distinctly, and must be in a condition 
to read correspondingly large test-type with the usual fluency. As this, however, renders the 
choice of too strong a glass possible it will be well to make trial of somewhat weaker numbers 
for objects at a greater distance. The weakest glass which admits of a clear and distinct 
recognition of distant objects, would then be the most suitable. A large experience, more¬ 
over, makes it seem prudent to increase somewhat the size of the angle, i. eto choose objects 
which exceed a little the generally adopted size, since otherwise we come very frequently upon 
glasses which are found to be too strong, at first are at least troublesome, and may finally even 
become injurious by causing a demand for greater quotas of accommodation. 

If the glass which corrected exactly the error of refraction could be placed in the optical 
center of the eye, the eye would see at any distance with the same amount of accommodation 
as an emmetropic eye, and the size of the images would be the same in both. But the neces¬ 
sary distance of the glass from the optical center of the eye changes these relations somewhat, 
and sometimes makes itself felt in a very unpleasant manner. Besides this, it happens that 
the relation of the amounts of accommodation and convergence, which has become established 
from practice, undergoes considerable disturbance by the correcting glass. In fact, the eye 
armed with the glass must employ a certain amount of accommodation for all objects situated 
at short distances beyond the far-point, whilst without the correcting glass it can employ the 
corresponding amount of convergence with complete relaxation of the muscle of accommoda¬ 
tion. These disturbances of co-ordination are felt very much in many cases, and under certain 
circumstances, in difficult change of co-ordination, and in very sensitive eyes may require 
temporary combination of concave glasses with weak prisms, the base directed outwards, 
and which, therefore, demand an increased amount of convergence for any distance of the 
object. 

In the same way the higher grades of myopia may best be neutralized by glasses 
whose focal length, increased by their distance from the eye, equals the far-point of 
the latter. 

But in these cases a complete correction of the faulty refraction is rarely advan¬ 
tageous. For, with strong glasses, their distance from the eye makes a great differ¬ 
ence, and causes a very sensible diminution of the retinal images, even if the glasses 
be properly chosen. Besides this we have the increasing deviation of rays that fall 
obliquely, and a consequent distortion of the images of objects lying to the side. 
These deviations are so annoying that very short-sighted persons usually prefer to 
wear glasses that are relatively too weak. They forego sharp perceptions of distant 
objects so as to obtain distinct vision for nearer points. If they occasionally wish 
to see distinctly at a distance, it is better for them to use opera-glasses. 

We not uncommonly, however, hear very near-sighted persons complain of the inefficiency 
of the ordinary opera-glass. Usually such patients can assist themselves by using their corre 
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A 

mg glass with the opera-glass, and therefore make their eye likewise emmetropic. In ladies, 
who do not regard the wearing of glasses with favor, the evil may be remedied by adding to 
the eye-piece of the opera-glass a concave glass of the refractive value of the correcting glass; 
or, better still, by increasing the refractive value of the eye-piece itself by that of the correct¬ 
ing glass. If — -A- were the refractive value of the correcting glass, and-A_ that of the 
ocular of the opera-glass, then — -A- — -A =-would be the desired refractive value of 
the new ocular, and o the radius of curvature of both its sides. 

Much less suitable are the so-called Steinheil glass cones, which are solid cones of glass, 
about an inch long, with a slightly convex anterior surface and a strongly concave posterior 
surface, whieh act like the Galilean telescope. These were in use as early as the beginning of 
this century under the name of the Stopsel opera-glass, but have been abandoned. Their 
advantage consists mainly in their small size, which admits of their being worn in the form of 
an eye-glass attached to a string round the neck, in the head of a cane, etc. 

In many cases of short-sightedness, where we require to enlarge the retinal images some¬ 
what, and at the same time completely correct the error of refraction, opera glasses are 
very valuable. These are likewise an old invention, as a small collection of them was found 
among some old rubbish at the Vienna optician’s, Fritsch, and neither the latter nor his gray¬ 
haired predecessor knew anything either of the creator or inventor. These, like the glass 
cones, are constructed upon the principle of the Galilean telescope, have all an anterior convex 
surface of 9'" radius, and a posterior concave surface with very varying radius. The difference 
of the latter and of the thickness gives to them the most manifold positive and negative focal 
lengths. These can be easily computed for every arbitrary refractive value, according to the 
formulas of Stampfer or Gauss. According to the latter the focal length <f> of such a glass 

would be-zf ~ff 1 ; in which f = r, ; f’ = —^+- ; e= —, and n represents the refraction 

in passing from the air to the glass, r the radius of the anterior convex surface, r% the radius 
for the posterior concave surface, and d the length of the axis or thickness of the lens. 
If we chooserj and r2, then from the above formula the thickness necessary for a definite 
focal length <J> may be computed, and in case we choose these and one radius, the other 
radius necessary for a definite focal distance <l> also. The position of the two principal points 
E and Ej, as well as that of both foci F and Fl5 are given by the following formulae:— 

E = 
e<£ 

E1 = 
e(f> _ f (f i —e) 

f+f1—e 
FJ = fi (f-e) 

f+f1— e 

The distance of the first principal point E from the anterior surface, and that of the second 
principal point from the posterior surface are both to be measured forward, since E possesses a 
negative value. On the contrary, the distance of the anterior focus F from the anterior sur¬ 
face of the lens is to be estimated forwards, the distance of the posterior focus F i from the 
posterior surface of the lens backwards, and then a negative value would be given for them, 
where the distances are to be taken in the opposite sense. As a means of control we must 
make-— 

F — E = F, — Ei = <P\ E — E, = ne — e (f + f,) 
f + fx — e 

As coefficient of increase m we have m = ■—^-A-in which p denotes the distance 
<P-P <P 

°f the object from anterior chief point E and p1 the distance of the virtual image from the 
Posterior principal point E i. 

In case both eyes are myopic but are of different refraction (Anisometropia),^ 
we should as a rule choose for each eye that glass which changes the myopia to 
emmetropia and which consequently calls for an equal amount of accommodation 
m both eyes for an equal distance of the object. Where, however, the difference in 
the refraction is very great, and binocular vision is evidently present, the difference 
ln the size of the images becomes very annoying by the use of different glasses, fully 
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712 CORRECTION OF ANISOMETROPIA ; EVE-GLASSES. 

correcting each side, and this indeed to such a degree that the patient much 
prefers the former condition of affairs, where the perceptions of the one eye were 
less clear and distinct. In consequence of this disturbance symptoms sometimes 
make their appearance, similar to what occurs after using too strong a glass; the 
condition becomes insupportable to the myope, or he learns to diverge somewhat 
with the eye in question and to suppress its vision in looking at a distance. We 
may to some extent obviate this inconvenience by only partially correcting the 
error of refraction of the more short-sighted eye, or at any rate of the eye which is 
less used in seeing at a distance, that is, by placing before it a weaker glass, and 
thus reducing the difference to a less disturbing amount. 

Many believe that 3V is the largest admissible difference in the refractive values 
of the two glasses used for binocular vision (Danders). In general this may be 
correct, still we meet with enough cases, where with indubitable binocular vision 
much greater differences, -fe, -,V and even more are not only borne, but prove very 
advantageous and pleasant. Hence in the one case the admissibility of a certain 
difference cannot in advance be theoretically gainsaid, but it must always be 
decided by the trial. 

It is not advisable to choose the middle course, that is, to give glasses whose focus is about 
half the difference of the two far points. Such glasses are too weak for one eye, and too strong 
for the other. 

As a general rule, binocular spectacles should be used even when the second eye 
is incapable of function, or at least does not act in distant vision; for monocular 
spectacles are not easily retained in the right position, as they should be, if they are 
to fulfil their indications. Of course the frames must be carefully made. 

Hence eye-glasses are less to be recommended. They are only suited for slight degrees of 
myopia, where the errors arising from faulty position of the glasses will be slight. They may 
also be used when the patient is disinclined to wear spectacles, and is satisfied with occasional 
clear glances at distant objects. If concave glasses are, however, used for a long time or con¬ 
tinually, they should always be in spectacle form. 

Spectacles, with spring clasps, which, throughout their length, press closely to 
the side of the head, and consequently hold firmly without pressing more on one 
point than another, are the best. Of course, these clasps should be the stronger the 
heavier the glasses, that is, the greater the short-sightedness to be neutralized. 

This, however, has its limit, since, with the strength of the clasp, the weight of the spec¬ 
tacles, and the pressure which certain parts, especially the bridge of the nose, must support, 
increases. This circumstance proves that spectacles are generally not proper, when the indi¬ 
vidual is obliged to make very quick and extensive movements of the body. Spectacles which 
would remain firm, under such circumstances, soon become unbearable from their pressure. 
But if the spectacle is movable, the vision is greatly disturbed. Very short-sighted persons 
are, therefore, not suited for riding, leaping, &c. 

The spectacles should stand near to the eye, in order to reduce, as much as possi- 
blle, the deviation of the size of the retinal images. Especially necessary is this m 
high degrees of short-sightedness, where strong glasses are used. Still, the approach 

must never be so great as to let the cilia touch the posterior surface of the glassi 
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because the latter would soon become dirty and useless for sharp vision. In very 
prominent eyes this often becomes quite troublesome, and absolutely prevents the use 
of appropriate glasses. 

The axes of the glosses and the optic axes should fall in the same direction, or at 
least only inclose a small angle, in order that chiefly central rays may reach the 
retina through the pupil, and the deviations produced by the prismatic form of the 
external parts of the spectacle may not have a chance to act. This requires that the 
glasses be well centered, that, when the spectacles are in use, their middle points be 
placed opposite the pupils, and the surfaces of the glasses stand perpendicular to the 
prolonged optic axis or visual line. 

A glass is centered, when the vertical points of both curved surfaces are directly opposite each 
other, and sufficiently in the middle of two curves, that is, are every where at an equal distance 
from the margin of the lens. This centralization requires numerous and costly instruments, also 
dexterity and great care on the part of the maker. This centralization is most easily accomplished 
in round glasses, and is much more difficult when the glasses are to have the popular oval form; 
oval glasses are, therefore, quite frequently badly constructed, and should only be bought of 
trustworthy opticians; otherwise there is no objection to them, only they should be large enough 
to cover the pupils, even during extensive lateral movements. 

If the middle points of the two lenses do not stand opposite the pupil, it may be easily seen 
that only such rays can arrive at the retina as have passed through a lateral portion of the glass, 
as all the other rays have been absorbed by the iris. A lateral portion of the glass, bounded, as it 
were, by the pupil lying behind it, acts on the light passing through, like a prism with curved 
surfaces. It deviates the rays toward its base, that is, toward the corresponding margin of the 
glass, and this deviation is the stronger the greater the refractive angle of the prism, that is, the 
stronger the glass. Hence, this error is less marked with weak glasses, but makes itself more felt 
with strong glasses ; for the images falling on the retina appear blurred, or else deviate altogether 
from the visual line, and require a degree of convergence of the optic axis inharmonious with 
the accommodative condition of the eye. This disturbance of the developed conditions of 
accommodation often shows itself very quicky by the appearance of muscular asthenopia, and can 
not be long borne. Moreover, the difficulty is greatly increased when the surfaces of the glasses do 
not stand perpendicular to the visual lines, as, with the size of the angle of incident, the deviation 
which the rays acquire through the prismatic form of the margins of the glass, increases. 

Hence arises the necessity of giving to the bridge of the spectacles a length cor¬ 
responding to the average of cases, and a horizontal position. Therefore, before the 
choice of spectacles, it must always be decided how far the vertical points of the 
two cornea stand from each other, when the patient looks at the distance for which 
be is to wear the glasses. 

In practice, however, very accurate decisions are not necessary, as the spectacles are not 
always used for one single distance. With the change of the distance the angle of convergence of 
the visual axes changes, and hence also the distance between the vertices of the two cornea. To 
avoid error entirely, the centers of the spectacles would have to approach and recede, according 
10 distance of the object, but this is not practicable. It is only necessary that this difference 
should not pass a certain limit. This limit is, for weak glasses, extensive; for strong glasses, 
slighter, but in all cases limited enough to render the same glasses unsuitable for great and small 
distances. 

To reduce the prismatic deviatiou to a small amount, the surfaces of spectacles 
used for distant vision must stand in the same vertical plane before the eye. If the 
8Peetacles, however, are to ser^e for short distances, the glasses should incline, cor¬ 
responding to the angle of convergence of the optic axes; the bridge must then 
describe a bow, with a posterior convexity in the horizontal plane. The spectacle- 
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714 NECESSARY PROPERTIES OF GLASSES. 

glasses must be ground from very clean and perfectly colorless mirror or crystal 
glass. 

Bubbles, cracks, flaws, and of course also spots of dirt, have the worst effect on the clear¬ 
ness of the perceived images ; for the diffuse light acting on them produces turbid spectra, which 
lay themselves over the images. Therefore, while the spectacles are not being used, they should 
be kept in suitable cases. Fine linen should be used for cleaning them; chamois’ skin has the 
advantage of softness, but where long used, it becomes fatty, and does not answer the purpose; 

Spectacles are usually numbered according to the length of their focus. As a rule, the num¬ 
ber expresses the focal length in inches, so that a glass of 40, 20,10, 0, has so many inches’ 
focus. Hence spectacles of the same number vary in different countries according to the long 
measure in use. Some opticians, however, number their glasses on wholly independent and 
sometimes very arbitrary principles. 

Ordinarily, concave glasses are ground bi-concave, more rarely plano-concave. Formerly 
convex-concave or periscopic glasses were very popular, since their spherical form was said to 
cause the deviation to be less felt. 

Metal, with dead polish, is the best material for spectacle frames; horn and tortoise-shell 
are lighter, but such frames readily turn and so alter the position of the glasses to the eye. 

The use of suitable glasses is not of itself injurious; but certain precautions 
must be observed in their use. Unsuitable use of glasses, even when they altogether 
answer the requirements, is quite certain to increase the evil and to excite a series of 

injurious circumstances. 
In medium and high degrees of shortsightedness, if the patient has hitherto 

worn no glasses or else much too weak ones, and if the relative accommodation is 
defective, the sudden disturbance of the deep-rooted relations of coordination is 
not uncommonly the source of asthenopia. In these cases it is well at first only 
partially to neutralize the myopia and gradually to increase to the fully-correcting 
glasses, according as the relations between the accommodation and convergence 

change. 
It is an important rule never to use spectacles for distances within the limit of 

clear vision; for since, with concave glasses, the focal distance of divergent rays is 
always shorter than the distance of the object, by the use of glasses for objects 
lying within the far-point, the requirements of accommodation are considerably 
increased. The muscle of accommodation which, with the naked eye, could remain 
at rest, or would have to make but littl '■ exertion, must now exercise considerable 
force to bring and retain the lens in the curvature corresponding to the distance of 
the virtual image. The accompanying overburdening of the muscle of accommo¬ 
dation, and the consequent disturbance of the developed conditions of associations, 
usually quickly excite astlienopic difficulties, and by continued misuse of the spec¬ 
tacles, cause a true asthenopia, and one very difficult to cure. Besides this, the 
overburdening of the muscles of accommodation causes congestion of the eye, which 
gives one of the most active pathogenetic factors for progressive development o 
bathymorphia, also for quick development and increase of posterior staphyloma, 
and indirectly even for inflammatory processes in the deeper parts of the eye, which 
again may lead to complete loss of function of the organ. If the glasses are stiong, 
or are improperly placed before the eye, these bad results progress more rapidly an 
urgently, and the spectacles become most injurious. 

Therefore, in low degrees of myopia, spectacles should only be used for distan 
vision. The case is different when the far-point sinks to less than ten inches; then 
concave glasses can not always, without injury, be laid aside, even in near vision, 
in reading, writing and similar employments, since, for clear vision, the object nins 
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RULES FOE CHOOSING GLASSES. 715 

be approached very near to the eye; 'which not only presupposes very great conr 
mgen.ce of the optic axes, as long as binocular vision exists, but also renders neces¬ 
sary great stooping of the body when the position of the objects is not readily 
changed. With this in view, it is well, in far-points of less than 10 and more than 
6 inches, in employments where the objects can be removed to 12 or more inches, 
without injuring the clear vision of the myope, to recommend glasses whose focus 
lies a few inches beyond the far-point. Such a rule seems particularly advisable, 
even absolutely necessary, where the range of accommodation is relatively very 
small. 

Theoretically the indication is to choose glasses which made the same amount 
of accommodation necessary for the distances in question, as in the emmetropic eye. 
These, however, would be fully-correcting, and these prove as a rule too strong for 
eyes unaccustomed to glasses, as they disturb exceedingly the relations of coordina¬ 
tion. If, however, we consider only the latter, and if we choose glasses which cast 
the virtual images of the objects in question exactly in the position of the far-point, 
the patients then, as a rule, find them too weak, and while using them are unsatis¬ 
fied, whilst a slight demand upon the muscle of accommodation usually proves very 
agreeable. 

The necessity of such a choice of glasses appears especially in musicians, who 
are obliged to hold the notes at a fixed distance, about 18-30 inches distant from 
the eye. 

In myopia of less than 6 inches’ far-point, the patient should use glasses that are 
too weak. Hence, he can use the proper glasses for near objects, and generally 
does so without injury, as he usually places a second glass in the form of “ eye¬ 
glass” before his spectacles when regarding distant objects. 

The refractive value of such an eye-glass may be easily computed from the 
formula—^ in which/is the focal length of the glass, p that of tire 

two glasses taken together or of the completely correcting glasses and g the desired 
focal length of the eye-glass. There results namely:— 

4. The periods of progressive growth of posterior staphyloma require particular 
attention. As long as this has not become stationary, the above-defined rules must 
l)e followed very carefully, and any overburdening or cause of congestion of the 
eye should be most carefully avoided. If the disease appears to be advancing 
rapidly, the above rules no longer suffice; then absolute rest is required, if we 
Would arrest the process. 

Above all, it is necessary to entirely give up any employment that strains the 
e)e, as reading, writing, &c., and to protect the eye from dazzling light, and par¬ 
ticularly from strong contrasts of illumination. 

5. The senile changes in the eye deserve great attention on account of their in¬ 
fluence on the length and position of the clear visual distance. They increase the 
expenditure of accommodation for distinct vision at short distances lying within the 
I'm point, in proportion as the near point recedes from the eye. The result of this 
lsi that the former customary employments of the myope now overburden the 
muscle, and may endanger the eye. The myope then aids himself, to a certain 
extent, by increasing the distance of the object; but when this increase has gone 
88 far as the nature of the employment, or the size of the necessary visual angle, 
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716 TREATMENT IN PROGRESSIVE STAPHYLOMA POSTIOUM J AUTHORITIES. 

permits, the habitual employment must be given up, or spectacles used which 

throws virtual images of the object at the most convenient distance, nearer to the 

far point of the myopic eye. 

In low grades of myopia, when the object must be brought near to the eye, it 

is frequently necessary to use weak convex glasses, which throw upright enlarged 

virtual images of the objects lying within their focus, beyond the distance of the 

object. 

But in high grades of near-sightedness, in which, as above advised, concave 

glasses are used for near vision, it becomes necessary, instead of the spectacles for¬ 

merly used, to choose weaker ones, in order, by this means, to increase the distance 

of the virtual image, the distance of the object remaining the same. If, later, the 

distance of the far point moves off, the spectacles used for greater distance must 

be exchanged for others, whose focus answers to that of the last far point. In the 

highest degree of myopia, in which, as a rule, too weak glasses are used, a change 

of glasses is rarely needed. 

6. In cases of myopia, where, in looking at near objects, binocular vision exists, 

and the impossibility to effect the convergence of the optic axes necessary for certain 

employments, or to keep it up long, shows itself, prismatic (or so-called dissecting 

glasses) are indicated. (See Treatment of Asthenopia.) 

In high degrees of short-sightedness, where the demands on the internal recti are always ex¬ 
cessive, it is at present advised not to await the occurrence of asthenopia, but from the first to 
use prismatic glasses, and if these do not answer the purpose, to lay back the external rectus 
muscle, in order to forestall the bad effects as much as possible. It is also thought that the 
tenotomy has a beneficial influence on the subsequent course of the bathymorphia, and may even 
prevent its advance. (Graefe.) But on the whole it is better to postpone operating till it becomes 
absolutely necessary. (See Asthenopia.) 

We cannot sufficiently caution against such an undertaking. In case we could by means of 
it really put a stop to the progress of the main trouble, the gain would be all too dearly bought 
by disturbances in the power of projection, and by the consequent unavoidable exclusion of 
the one eye from binocular single vision. 

Authorities.—Stellwag, Sitzungsberichte der Wiener k. Akad. der Wiss. XVI. Bd, 1855. S. 
201 et seq. Ophth. IX S. 337-360.—Bonders, A. f. O. IV. 1. S. 301, et seq ; VI. 1. S. 67,83,101, 
VI. 2. S. 219, et seq., IX. 1. S. 105, 135-154; Anornal. der Ref. u. Acc. Wien. 1866. S. 74, et 
seq.—Ed. Jaeger, Einstellungen des dioptr. Apparates Wien. 1864. S. 25, et seq.—Hasner, kl 
Vortrage, Prag. 1860. S. 31, et seq.—Ruete, Lehrb. der Ophth. I. Braunschweig. 1853. S. 230, 
223.—Graefe, A. f. O. II. 1. S. 160, III. 1. S. 308; kl. Montbl. 1863. S. 355-360,1865. S. 392.- 
Burow, ein neues Optometer, Berlin, 1863, Ueber die Reihenfolge der Brillenbrennweiten. 
Berlin, 1864; A. f. O. IX. 2. S. 228, XII. 2. S. 308. kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 293.—Helmholtz, 
Beschreibung eines Augenspiegels. Berlin. 1851. S. 38.—Schweigger, Vorlesungen liber den 
Gebrauch des Augenspiegels. Berlin. 1864. S. 58.—Schuerman, Vijfde. Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht. 
1864. S. 1. ; kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 92, 95.—Knapp, A. f. O. VI. 2. S. 7.—Boyer, Derde Jaarlijsch. 
Verslag. Utrecht. 1862. S. 209.—Bonder's Anomalien, etc. S. 339.— Virschoor, Zesde Jaarl. 
Versl. Utrecht. 1865. S. 97.—Bohm, der Nystagmus, etc. Berlin. 1857. S. 40.—Arlt, die 
Krankheiten des Auges. III. Prag. 1856. S. 238.—IT. Cohn, deutsche Klinik. 1866. Nr. 5, kl. 
Monatbl. 1866. S. 188,195.—Cramer, Het. Accommodatievermogen. Haarlem. 1853. S. 141,145, 
146.—Fahrner, Wien. Jahrb. f. Kinderheilkunde, VI. S. 151-168; kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 189.- 
Oiraud- Teuton, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 316, 318 ; Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris. 1863. P. 102.— 
Zehender, kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 1-17, 203.—Javal, nach Burow. A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 308.— 
Haase, Pagenstecher. klin. Beobachtgn. III. Wiesbaden. 1866. S. 102.—Beer, Lehre. v. d. 
Augenkrankheiten. II. S. 653, 654.—Rente, Schmidt’s Jahrbiicher. 134. Bd. S. 217.—Graefe, 
kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 227.—Schweigger, Gottinger Nachrichten 1870. Nro. 9.—H. Cohn, kl. 
Monatbl. 1867. S. 357; 1S68. S. 49; Untersuchung der Augen von 10.060 Schulkindern. Xeip- 
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zig. 1867; Berlin. Med. Wochenschrift. 1867. Nro. 50; 1868. Nro. 50.—Ainsiaux, Congres 
intern, d’ophth. Paris. 1868. S. 180.—Pagenstecher, kl. Beob. III. S. 102.—Coccius, der 
Mechanismus der Accommodation. Leipzig. 1868. S. 67-109.—Ed. Meyer, kl. Monatbl. 1869. 
S. 351.—Dobrowolski ibid. 1968. Beil. S. 3, 93, 141, 175, 181, 201.—Mauthner, Lehrb. d. Oph¬ 
thalmoscopic S. 161, 190.—Kaiser, A. f. O. XIII. 2. S. 353.—Liebreich, ibid. VIII. 1. S. 261. 
Zehender, kl. Monatsbl. 1868, S. 37.—Woinow, Centralbl. 1869, No. 56.—Lagneur, ibid. S. 
362. —,Schumann, Experimentaluntersuchungen iiber die Baufehler, etc. Leipzig, 1869.—Noyes, 
Archiv fur Augen—und Ohrenheilkde. I. S. 154. 
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Hypermetropia. 

Symptoms.—The chief symptoms of this disease are the lowering of the refrac¬ 
tion below what is called the normal zero, that is to say the removal of the far- 
point from positive infinity to a negative distance, and a consequent inability of 
the eye to unite convergent rays into distinct images on the retina. 

Hypermetropia is that condition of the eyeball, in which its antero-posterior diameter is 
too short, and hence the focus of its dioptric system is situated behind the layer of rods and 
cones of the retina.—Bonders. 

1. The distance of the far-point may vary in all negative values. Still hyper¬ 
metropia is only of significance in practice when the refraction reaches a very low 
degree, that is, when the far point is approached to within a few feet of the eye, on 
the optic axis elongated posteriorly. 

For measuring the distance of the far-point, we generally content ourselves in 
practice with finding out the strongest convex lens, which placed immediately 
before the eye, renders still possible the clear and distinct vision of distant objects 
under a visual angle of 5 minutes. The focal length of this glass diminished by its 
distance from the eye, gives the desired distance of the far-point, and its reciprocal 
value the degree of hypermetropia. 

It is evident, that by such a procedure the exact state of refraction cannot be 
found. The relations of co-ordination between the ciliary and converging muscles 
do not admit of a complete relaxation of the muscles of accommodation m a 
parallel position of the visual lines. The lens moreover, which in hypermetropes is 
maintained uninterruptedly in a certain degree of convexity, with insufficient elas¬ 
ticity does not always, even if ever, spring back to its natural shape, even when the 
ciliary muscle is completely relaxed; and therefore the refraction remains somewhat 
increased. In order to determine correctly the true distance of the far-point to an 
approximate degree, it is therefore indispensable to fully relax the muscle of ac¬ 
commodation for some time by repeated instillations of a strong solution of 
atropine. 

If at this examination the pupil is widely dilated, the glass should be covered, except a 
part the size of the ordinary pupil; otherwise the symmetry of curvature of the cornea an 
lens shows itself, and impairs vision. Optometers can only be used when they are made with 
regard to chosen negative distances. They give even less reliable results than in emmetropia 
and myopia. The opthalmoscope renders good service, provided that the muscle of accoffl 
modation of the eye examined is paralyzed by mydriatics, and the examiner knows the state 
of his own accommodation while using the instrument. If in (Fig. 108) the eye examined 
is hypermetropic and accommodated for o or g the examining eye JB by means of a simp 
illuminating mirror S S will obtain a distinct image of the fundus of A, if its accommodation 
is bo or bg. The distance of the far-point of the eye A then appears as bo-ba or as bg-ba. 
myopic eye B can naturally obtain by a simple illuminating mirror a distinct image of A on y 
when this is hypermetropic in a high degree. If however B were in high degree hype^ 
metropic, then A must be hypermetropic in a slight degree, in order that the fundus of t ie 
latter should be distinctly seen. 
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DETERMINATION OF IIYPERMETROPIA BY THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 719 

If, however, the illuminating mirror is combined with a correcting lens, and therefore the 
examination be made with the upright image, these restrictions are done away with and the 

Fig. 108. 

.S' 

focal length of the glass necessary for distinct vision combined with the known accommodation 
of the eye B furnish the necessary factors for the computation of the refraction of A. The 
formula—+ p—^ here again holds good, in which a signifies the accommodation of the eye 

B, p the focal length of the lens, and a the accommodation of the examined eye A plus the 
distance of the mirror. If the eye A (Fig. 109) were accommodated for g and B for o, then 
would a=gb and a=ob; a concave lens would then be necessary for distinct vision. When 

. Fig. 109. ] 

A 

However A is accommodated for o and B for g, a convex lens must plainly be employed. In 
case B is absolutely hypermetropic, the formula takes the form A=i.—A, and a convex lens is 

necessary under all conditions. 

The magnified condition in which the fundus of a hypermetropic eye compared with that of 
an eramefaopic eye is perceived, is also of some value. In the inverted image the relative 
enlargement is a considerable one, particularly (5 : 3 : : 6 : 1, Schweigger) when the hyper- 
njetropia depends upon a flattened construction. It moreover increases as the distance of the 
g ass from the eye. In the upright image it is very slight, especially when in the main equa¬ 
tion the n appears diminished (Mauthner, Schweigger). 

[See Appendix, for more extended remarks on examination with the upright 
linage]. 

2. The near-point may lie at either a positive or negative distance from the eye ; 
lence the distance of distinct vision is sometimes interrupted, again it is negative 
throughout its entire length. 

^ e speak in the first case of a facultative hypermetropia, in the latter of an abso- 
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720 DETERMINATION OF THE RANGE OF ACCOMMODATION. 

lute hypermetropia, without there being thereby necessarily different degrees of 
hypermetropia designated, since the position of the near-point depends not only 
upon the minimum refraction but also upon the extent of the range of accommoda¬ 
tion, and consequently a hypermetropia of equal value may be represented as facul¬ 
tative and absolute. This will be best rendered intelligible by placing a number of 
cases of negative refraction by the side of one another, and adding to each a fixed 
difference, A, etc.; that is to say, ascertaining the maximum refraction by fixed 
range of accommodation, and out of this the near-point. 

Moreover, we then see immediately that cases of refraction of a low degree give, 
with normal or even increased range of accommodation, distances of the near-point, 
which are not very essentially distinguished from normal, and that a hypermetrope 
with a highly-increased range of accommodation may have a shorter distance of the 
near-point than an emmetrope with the normal range of accommodation. 

Generally, a relative hypermetropia is also distinguished. By the latter we un¬ 
derstand a hypermetropia, in which the near-point can only become positive when 
the axes of vision cross in front of the point fixed ('Donders) ; in other words, when 
the eye gives up binocular vision and squints inward. 

In order to ascertain the position of the near-point it is sufficient in facultative 
hypermetropia to make use of the procedure proposed for the same purpose in 
myopia, namely, the determining of the smallest positive distance at which the eye 
is in a condition to see objects under an angle of five minutes clearly and distinctly. 
In absolute hypermetropia a convex lens corresponding to the distance of the far- 
point must be placed before the eye, and then the shortest distance measured, in 
which clear and distinct perceptions may still be obtained with this glass. From 
this value and from the focal length of the glass in use, the distance of the virtual 
image may easily be reckoned, and by subtraction of the distance of the glass from 
the eye we know the position of the near-point. 

3. Objects and virtual images that lie within the distance of clear vision are as 
sharply and clearly seen by the hypermetropic eye as by the emmetropic; still, te 
must bring into play much larger amounts of accommodation, and he is hence more 
easily fatigued, and his range of accommodation would then overstep the normal, 
which is frequently the case in young persons, who busy themselves for a length of 
time with small objects, and hence exercise their accommodation strongly. The 
necessary quota of accommodation for 20 and for 10 units of measure is in emmetro- 
pia with range of accommodation of i, -fts, and correspondingly iV In hyPer' 
metropia—-Ar, and with a range of accommodation i, the quotas of accommodation 

for 20 and 10 units of measure would be A and -^6 i in hypermetropia — 
with a range of accommodation i they would be A and g-.Jy. In hypermetropia 
— and with a range of accommodation i for distance of 20 and 10 units o 
measure, quotas of accommodation of grlw and f would be necessary. Objects ant 
virtual images lying beyond the line of distinct vision are universally the more m 
distinct, the larger the circles of dispersion meeting the retina; that is, the wid® 
the pupil and the greater the distance behind the retina at which the rays of ligM’ 
passing the dioptric apparatus, come to a focus. 

But inasmuch as the circles of dispersion are far less influenced by this latter factor ( °® 
causes above mentioned), than by the diameter of the pupil, especially as long as the lens esis ^ 
as a condensing medium, the hypermetrope acquires tolerably clear perceptions of objects y 
far within his near-point in positive distance, by partially covering, and as much as Possl 
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CAUSES—FLAT FORMATION; 721 

contracting the pupil, and thus perceptibly increasing his clear visual distance by a considera¬ 
ble amount in a positive direction. He is accustomed, therefore, in examining near objects, to 
Mink as the myope does, and, if possible, so to place himself that the object and the eye may 
be strongly illuminated. By the exercise of the maximum of his po wer of accommodation 
then, not only is the difference of the posterior converging point lessened, but the pupil is more 
contracted, and, when he can no longer change the size of the circles of dispersion, he seeks to 
lessen their action by bringing the object near to the eye, since, in inverse proportion to the dis¬ 
tance of the object, the visual angle, and hence, also, the bright nucleus of the circle of disper¬ 
sion increases, and hence the latter overcomes the indistinct contours. By continued practice, 
wonderful power of doing away with circles of dispersion is often acquired, so that it is not 
rare to find young patients with hypermetropia, who, with the naked eye, read medium, and 
even very fine print, sew, &c., provided they can illuminate the eye and the object sufficiently 
to contract the pupil. Where the illumination is weaker and the pupil more dilated, the diffi- 

I cnlty of adjustment becomes more evident, and may even go so far that absolute hypermo- 
I tropes find difficulty in going about alone, in dim twilight, or rather dark rooms. 

4. It is also important to note liere that, not unfrequently, in high degrees of 
I facultative, and almost always in high degrees of absolute, hypermetropia, there is 
I marked diminution of sharpness of vision. With increasing age, this progresses 
I much more rapidly than it does in emmetropia. This is partly explained by the fact 
I that, on account of the relative distance of the posterior focus, the retinal images 
I appear smaller, partly by a deficient development of the sensitive parts of the eye. 
I Another important fact is, that in high grades of hypermetropia there is almost 
I always an asymmetry of the cornea and lens {ponders). 

Causes.—Hypermetropia maybe the result as well of a shortening of the axis of 
the globe, as of decrease in curvature of the separate refracting surfaces, or of a 
diminution in the refractive conditions of the lens. 

This is seen directly from the main equation N=n, sin. P, where the length of the axis of 
the globe is represented by sin. P, and the relations of refraction and curvature are represented 
by the factor n. 

1. Hypermetropia really often results from a defective form of the eye-ball, 
especially an abnormal shortening of the optic axis. This defect, the so-caUed 
‘'flat formation,” plathymorphia, is often congenital, and frequently hereditary 
(Ed, Jaeger). Where it reaches a very high grade, it shows itself very markedly 
by the deep position and actual or apparent smallness of the eye. 

On careful examination, the lateral portions of the eye are found to be more strongly curved, 
k opposition to the state in bathymorphia, the globe has grown more in width than in length ; 

appears pressed together from behind forward, that is, flattened antero-posteriorly; and the 
anterior chamber is often much contracted. This depends upon an increase of convexity oc¬ 
casioned by the constant effort at accommodation, or perhaps also on the advanced position of 
the lens, and causes the cornea generally to appear somewhat flatter. An actual flattening of 
the cornea is not, however, one of the peculiarities of hypermetropic (plathymorphic) eyes. 
On the contrary, in high grades of congenital hypermetropia, where the CQrnea is smaller, it.is 
often more strongly curved, ponders.) At the same time the optical vertex of the cornea 
k almost always displaced inward. The axis of vision and the long axis of the cornea inclose 
akr greater angle than is the case in emmetropes. Not unfrequently they even cut the cornea 
80 k* inward from its center of curvature, that when they are parallel, the eyes appear to 
^nint divergently {Donders), and the motion outward of the axis of vision is much limited. 

\\&diuerman.) It is uncertain whether hypermetropia is accompanied by a slighter curvature 
°fthe crystalline. {Donders.) It is said that decided plathymorphia is accompanied by shal¬ 
low orbits, and consequently the entire countenance has a flat appearance. {Donders.) 

46 
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722 KANGE OF ACCOMMODATION OF HYPERMETKOPIC EYES. 

The range of accommodation appears in this form of hypermetropia very often 
markedly increased in young individuals, far surpasses i and even reaches This 
should not excite any surprise, as in hypermetropia the ciliary muscle is from child¬ 
hood very strongly brought into play, and the circular fibers especially active in 
accommodation are generally excessively developed. Under such circumstances 
cases occur sufficiently often, in which the range of accommodation, in spite of 
youth and great activity of the ciliary muscle, scarcely reaches ;V, and is even con¬ 
siderably less. It seems that it is exactly in these cases in which a convergent stra¬ 
bismus is threatened. Still the diminution of the range of accommodation is, under 
such existing circumstances, by no means always a real one, but often in fact an 
apparent one, since in practice we take into account usually not the really most 
extreme minimum refraction, but rather the minimum refraction manifest in paral¬ 

lelism of the visual lines. 
Another consequence of this morbid condition is, that the range of accommoda¬ 

tion in the same individual varies according to time and circumstances. The 
manifest distance of the far-point is dependent es well upon range of relative ac¬ 
commodation as upon the occupation of the Individual and upon the greater or 
slighter elasticity of the lens: it is one after prolonged rest, another after pro¬ 
longed efforts of the ciliary muscle to obtain near vision. 

A further consequence of the defective determination of the distance of the far-point is the 
apparent rarity of hypermetropia in youth. According to statistical investigations (I£ Cohn) 
myopia appears in children and young persons four times as often as hypermetropia. These 
calculations were limited solely to individuals who were at school, and who, therefore, had 
caused the lens to assume a greater curvature by great and continuous, accommodation, and 
who might perhaps have acquired a staphyloma posticum. With this view agrees the circum¬ 
stance that the number of hypermetropes and the degree of the error .of refraction can show 
no increase during the period of study, but increased rapidly after termination of school-life. 

2. Another cause of hypermetropia, which has hitherto attracted hut little at¬ 
tention, lies in the congenital abnormal flatness of the cornea, and perhaps of the 

lens also (Bonders). 

Diminutions of convexity of the different surfaces of the dioptric apparatus is sometimes 
also acquired. Inasmuch, however, as the curvature is then always very irregular, the result 
will be not so much hypermetropia, but rather irregular astigmatism with far-sightedness as 
the basis. Under this head come those cases of flattening of the cornea, which result from the 
shrinkage of cicatrices, and those of diminution in the volume of the lens, which usually arise 
from the retrogressive metamorphosis of partial cataracts. In hypermetropia of the latter 
kind the range of accommodation is always reduced to nothing. 

3. A further very frequent source of hypermetropia is cataract operations, or 
anything that removes the lens from the optic axis. The hypermetropia thus 
caused is always absolute and of a high grade, the negative distance of the far-point 
is very short, so that convex lenses of very short focus are required. The variation 

between different cases depends mostly on differences in the natural forms of the 
eye. In very myopic eyes, the hypermetropia caused by aphakia is usually I®* 
than one-fourth; in other cases it is over that amount. Under such circumstance 

the power of accommodation is entirely lost. Cases may occur now and then, where 
eyes, that have lost their lenses, retain the power of seeing objects at different dis¬ 
tances, with a suitable lens, or without one. But this depends on an unusual asym¬ 
metry of the cornea, on a very marked regular corneal astigmatism. (Bonders.) fins 
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may do assisted by a very narrow pupil and the cultivated power of suppressing 

circles of dispersion. These cases of such excellent vision are relatively very rare. 

As a rule, besides the loss of accommodation, there is a decided diminution of sharp¬ 

ness of vision, which is caused by the frequent occurrence of opacity of the posterior 

capsule and vitreous, after the extraction of the lens; sometimes, also, by irregular 

curvature of the cornea. 

4. Most frequently hypermetropia is caused by the senile degeneration of the 

lens—that is, by the flattening of the crystaline, accompanying its increase of consist¬ 

ence and the consequent increase of the regularity of the density in the different 

layers. These very peculiar physiological circumstances always show themselves 

first by a decrease of the extent of accommodation, also by a removal of the near 

point; the simultaneous lessening of the natural refractive condition of the eye—that 

is, the removal of the far point—is hidden by involuntary contraction of the muscle of 

accommodation. It requires the powerful action of mydriatics to render it evident. 

In eyes that have-been normal-sighted, it appears as if there were only a question of 

an anomaly of accommodation, of a lessening of the distance of clear vision from a 

simple increase of the distance of the near point; that is, of a condition which was 

formerly described as far-sightedness (presbyopia, in the strict sense of the word). 

With increasing senescence of the lens, however, the error of refraction becomes 

evident and increases more and more; while simultaneously, on account of increas* 

ing opposition of the lens to accommodative change of form, and finally on account 

of senile decrease of strength of the muscle, the extent of accommodation diminishes 

in more rapid progression. The apparently pure error of accommodation is always 

more prominent than the actual affection, which is a hypermetropia combined with 

a decided limitation of accommodation. (See Course.) According to the axiom: a 
ptiori fit denominatio, the great frequency of cases from this cause justifies the 

original designation of this error of refraction as hyperpresbyopia. 

The Course and Results vary greatly according to the cause of the affection. 

1. Decided plathymorpliia is rarely observed in babes. It usually begins in 

childhood, and increases gradually, as, with the growth of the body, the disproportion 

between the different diameters of the eye increases. {Ed. Jaeger.) On the comple¬ 

tion of growth, however, the form of the eye-ball appears to become settled, and a 

farther decrease of the refraction appears to depend solely on increased density of 

the lens, and hence to accompany limitation of the accommodation. 
Still, it not uncommonly happens that the far-sightedness caused by the shortness of the 

eyeball suffers a diminution in degree during the period of youth, the state of refraction there¬ 
fore increases or myopia may even result. In some cases with further growth of the globe the 
disproportion between its separate diameters may be done away with, or the shortness of the 
optical axis may be compensated for by increase of curvature of the cornea. As a rule the 
loason of the increase of the refraction is without doubt the increase of convexity of the lens 
caused by the prolonged efforts at accommodation, together with the greater development of 
the circular fibres of the ciliary muscle, but particularly the acquisition of a staphyloma 
posticum. 

The shortness of the eyeball very often (in 61 per cent, of children manifestly 

hypermetropic, H. Cohn,) leads to convergent squint, since the amount of accom¬ 

modation necessary to near vision is more easily set up and maintained under forced 

attempts at convergence. In many cases it merely amounts to giving up binocular 

single vision; one eye is, as it were, neglected with the binocular part of its field 
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724 RETINAL ANESTHESIA-ASTHENOPIA—TREATMENT. 

of vision, tlic portion of the retina in question becomes more and more blunted to 
perception, and finally becomes entirely incapable of finer powers of perception. 

When the body has completed its growth, such evil effects are scarcely to be 
feared. Later in life, hypermetropes are subject to accommodative asthenopia. 
This may occur early, when the hypermetropia is congenital, but, as a rule, it does 
not come on till about the twenty-fifth year, when the increasing density of the lens 
offers greater opposition to accommodation. With increasing density of the lens, 
accommodation is diminished, just as in normal or myopic eyes. Subsequently, 
from flattening and regular partition of the density in the different layers of the 
lens, there is a shortening of the distance of the negative far-point; the hyperme¬ 
tropia increases. 

2. In eyes deprived of the lens, the focus of the dioptric apparatus can not vary 
much. Still, it is asserted by many that in excessively myopic persons who have 
undergone a cataract operation, there is a new increase of the refraction even up to 
slight degrees of myopia (Mooren). 

But, even under the most favorable circumstances, the exercise of accommoda¬ 
tion necessary to such employments, soon exceeds the given power of the organ in 
question. The muscle of accommodation, which, on account of the increased dis¬ 
tance of the near point, must contract almost to the maximum, to bring the lens to 
the necessary convexity, soon tires, and at the same time very disagreeable painful 
feelings are developed in the ciliary region. (See Asthenopia.) 

Finally, with progressive hardening of the lens, and increasing senile involution 
of the muscle of accommodation, the near-point recedes, the range of accom¬ 
modation sinks far below its normal value to tV, tV, even to -g-0- and less, and 
renders such employment impossible for the naked eye. The patient can only see 
objects which give a sufficient visual angle when at a distance of some feet 

Treatment.—We can scarcely effectually prevent the development and increase 
of the disease; but treatment is very serviceable in decreasing and removing the 
dangers that accompany hypermetropia. The second indication, partly included in 
the first, aims at neutralizing the abnormal adjustment of the dioptric apparatus, 
and at avoiding the injuries arising from the improper use of glasses. 

1. In a prophylactic point of view, similar rules obtain as in decided elongation 
of the eye. It is neoes sary, above all, that children with plathymorphic eyes should 
not learn to read, write, &c., too soon; otherwise the above-mentioned evils, espe¬ 

cially strabismu-g occur. 
Besides this, it is of the highest importance to wear suitable and correctly-maae 

spectacles. It would be a great error to urge tender age as a ground against their 
use. On the contrary, if any thing besides care of the eyes can obviate the above- 
mentioned dangers, it is the rational use of suitable spectacles. Still, we must not 
overlook the fact that spectacles can not entirely replace the normal form of the 
eye, since faults not to he avoided cling to them, and especially that their conju¬ 
gate foci increase and diminish in different proportions; so that a p’athymorphic eye, 
with a suitable glass, is, under all circumstances, inferior to a normal eye in powei. 
To avoid injury, this should be well noted in the choice of a means of livelihoo . 
As a general thing, it may be considered as certain, that plathymorphic individuals 
can not, without great danger, engage in an employment which requires continu 

sharp vision at near distances. 
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TREATMENT—COKRECTJNG-GLASSES. 725 

2. The object in using the glass, considered from the theoretical side, is evidently 
to cause the liypermetrope to see clearly and distinctly at every distance with one 
and the same amount of accommodation, like an emmetropic eye, and therefore not 
only to correct completely the error of refraction, but also the somewhat defective 
range of accommodation. Where the range of accommodation is normal this ser¬ 
vice will be rendered by a convex lens, whose positive refractive value is equal to 
the negative state of refraction, in which the necessary distance of the glass from 
the optical center of the eye is not regarded. In case, however, the range of accom¬ 
modation were diminished or even zero, the refractive value of the convex lens in 
relation to the diminution of the range of accommodation would naturally be 
raised as soon as the question arose of obtaining a clear and distinct image of near 
objects. In practice, however, the glasses selected according to this principle are 
always very much too strong, the liypermetrope always feels extremely uncomforta¬ 
ble while using them, asthenopic troubles soon appear, which compel the discontin¬ 
uance of the use of the glasses. Here we must again take into account that the 
hypermetrope was formerly compelled to work with a very large amount of accom¬ 
modation, and now, provided with a glass, is called upon to perform the same 
occupations with a much smaller amount of accommodation. After great and con¬ 
tinued efforts at accommodation, however, the flattening of the lens is not always 
proportional to the relaxation of the ciliary muscle, but frequently remains below 
it, so that the accommodation in question makes a proportionately greater relaxation 
of the ciliary muscle necessary. This great relaxation of the muscle of accommo¬ 
dation, however, the distance of the object being unchanged, brings with it a very 
great disturbance of the intimate coordinate relations, which will not be borne. The 
liypermetrope, therefore, always prefers to combine a greater amount of accommo¬ 
dation with the corresponding amount of convergence, and can do this so much the 
sooner, as the circular fibers of the ciliary muscle, by reason of their greater devel¬ 
opment, facilitate essentially the work of accommodation. 

In determining the correcting glasses, therefore, it is not the really extreme dis¬ 
tance of the far-point which is the standard, but rather the manifest distance: in 
other words, the convex lens to be chosen must, on the whole, have a somewhat 
smaller refractive value than would, in fact, correspond to the degree of the hyper- 
metropia. 

®- In facultative hypermetropia the use of correcting-glasses for seeing at a dis¬ 
tance is, as might well be supposed, found very troublesome. Even when the near- 
point is removed very far from the eye, and therefore a high degree of accommoda¬ 
tion becomes necessary, the patients prefer the unaided eye for seeing at a distance. 
Correcting-glasses are, therefore, only a necessity when the patient wishes to see dis¬ 
tinctly at short distances, and under such circumstances have to cast upright and 
correspondingly enlarged virtual images of objects, determined according to their 
Position, at a greater positive distance from the eye, and therefore to act like mag- 
mfying glasses. Where the range of accommodation is normal, that glass, as a rule, 
answers best whose positive refractive valije raises the minimum amount of manifest 
refraction to zero. If, however, the range of accommodation has sunk beneath the 
normal standard, the refractive value of the glass must be increased by a corre¬ 
sponding difference. The amount of this difference cannot be easily determined 
theoretically, since the range of relative accommodation here plays an important 
Part, and, as is well known, is very changeable; since further equivalent disturb- 
>nces in coordination are borne very differently in different individuals, and in the 
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726 CHOICE OF GLASSES IN FACULTATIVE IIYPEKMETKOFIA-PRISMS. 

same individual under different circumstances. On the whole, great limitations of 
the range of accommodation require great differences, and small limitations small 
differences ; the real value of the latter can, however, only be obtained by experi¬ 
ment. In order that the chosen convex lens may be regarded as suitable, it must 
render the images of near objects perfectly clear and sharply defined, and type, 
therefore, deep black, without indistinct margins, and slightly magnified ; but, fur¬ 
thermore, must admit of a change of distance of the object within certain limits, 
without detriment to the sharpness and distinctness. 

A slight amount of magnifying, particularly in the somewhat stronger glasses, is without 
significance. It depends in part upon the unavoidable distance of the glass from the eye, in 
part upon the unwonted relaxation of the ciliary muscle, and upon the confused estimate of 
size connected with it, and therefore usually disappears after a time, so far as the latter factor 
comes into play. 

A glass which compels the wearer to remove the objects upon which he is engaged beyond 
the normal distance, or to approximate them to the eye, is not the correct one ; in the first 
case it is too weak, in the latter too strong. 

Very often glasses are proved to be unsuitable for use, which at the first 
moment seemed to fulfil these conditions, as they demand too much from relative 
accommodation. Hence, this examination should not be superficial, but the patient 
must use the glass ten minutes, a quarter of an hour, and longer, for reading and 
similar work, and must find it satisfactory before deciding upon its fitness. At the 
same time it is well to change the intensity of illumination of the room in different 
degrees, and also to make the examination by artificial light. It then frequently 
appears advantageous to choose somewhat stronger glasses for work by artificial 
light. 

If we meet with great aversion to every disturbance, even the most trifling of 
the intimate relations of co-ordination, the latter must be gradually remodeled 
according to the necessities of the case. As a rule, it suffices to use the glass at first 
only for a very short time, with many interruptions, and immediately to lay it aside 
as soon as an uncomfortable feeling comes on. Generally, the hypermetrope accus¬ 
toms himself to the glass within a few days, and can then always use them without 
any trouble, provided -that it is correctly chosen. 

Wealthy persons who can afford to purchase several pairs of glasses may com¬ 
mence with weak glasses, which facilitate somewhat the work for the patient, and 
gradually pass to the correcting-glasses. 

Often, however, there remains nothing to be done but to combine the correcting-- 
glass with prisms, the base turned inwards, in order to unite the diminution of the 

amount of accommodation to a corresponding decrease in the necessary amount of 

convergence, and thus to avoid the alternative either of leaving the correction of 

the hypermetropia and of the defective range of accommodation entirely insufficient, 

or by the choice of the correct refractive value to call out asthenopio .troubles 
through disturbance of the co-ordinate relations. The refracting angle of the prism 
needs but seldom to reach three degrees on each side, and, as a rule, two degrees 
are sufficient. The aim of all this is by no means to disburden the converging 
muscles entirely, but rather to diminish somewhat the necessary amount of conver¬ 
gence by the unusual lessening of the amount of accommodation. Such convex 
lenses ground upon prisms render very excellent service in suitable cases. More¬ 
over, it is not long before the new coordinate relations are again fully established, 
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CHOICE OF GLASSES IN ABSOLUTE HYPERMETROPIA. 727 

and admit of a further step forwards. The hypermetrope can now dispense with 
the prisms and make permanent use of the simple correcting convex lenses for 

work. 

The change of the co-ordinate relations connected with the use of the glass, brings along 
with it soon the incapacity of the hypermetrope .to unite the convergence necessary for short 
distances with the corresponding amount of accommodation; when seeing with the naked eye 
he must remove small objects much farther away than was formerly the case, and, therefore, 
in reading and writing without glasses he finds much greater difficulty than formerly, or else is 
entirely unable to perform such work. It is then the habit of the laity to assume an increase 
of the evil and to attribute to the glasses an injurious influence upon the power of vision. 
Hence arises the tolerably widely-extended dread of commencing the use of glasses. It is the 
duty of the physician to destroy such doubts by an explanation of the error, and to acquaint 
those needing glasses, at the time of ordering them, with the consequences to be expected. 

b. In absolute hypermetropia convex glasses are also necessary for seeing dis¬ 
tinctly and clearly at great distances. Here also it is not the neutralizing glasses 
which correspond, but much weaker ones, which compel a union of a very consid¬ 
erable amount of accommodation with the parallel position of the visual axes. For 
near vision, on the contrary, with a normal range of accommodation, the glasses which 
reduce the manifest minimum refraction to zero again come into play; but where 
the range of accommodation is normal we use convex lenses whose refractive value 
somewhat exceeds in amount the manifest degree of hypermetropia. The rules above 
given hold good for the choice of these glasses. 

Many hypermetropes of this kind prefer to use a glass for ordinary purposes. In case they 
then wish to see for a short time near by, they can add an eye-glass, which brings the refractive 
value of the glass to the degree necessary for near vision. If ^ were the refractive value of the 

glass employed for distant vision and L that of the glass necessary for near vision, then the 

refractive value J- of the eye-glass would be 

When the range of accommodation is very small, or even zero, as e. g. after cata¬ 
ract extractions, a different glass should really be employed for every distance. In 
practice however, two different convex lenses as a rule suffice. What is wanting in 
these, is sufficiently supplied by the conditions which assist the accommodation. 
Moreover, the patient may still aid himself by moving the glasses away from and 
towards the eyes. In so far as in absolute hypermetropia glasses of only a few 
inches focal distance are always necessary, the distance of the glass from the eye has 
a very perceptible influence upon the position of the virtual images in the range of 
distinct vision. An increase of this distance up to i, i an inch almost always 
suffices to enable us to dispense with glasses with focal lengths of intervening 
values. 

In strong glasses, which are needed by highly hypermetropic eyes, particularly in aphakia, 
the irregular refraction of the marginal rays makes itself felt everywhere, and even in an 
increased degree, when the surface of the glass is turned obliquely towards the object. The 
retinal images of objects lying eccentrically in the field of vision are then not only distorted, 
tut there also results simultaneously a concentric deficiency in the visual field. This defect 
ls in very strong glasses not uncommonly so considerable, that it renders the locomotion of the 
patient somewhat difficult, and its external limit advances so much the nearer to the point of 
fixation by otherwise similar diameter of the pupil, by similar refractive value of the glass and 
similar distance of the latter from the plane of the pupil, the smaller the aperture of the glass 
is {Berlin). Hence arises the necessity of giving to strong convex glasses as large an opening 
as Possible, and of making its position perpendicular to the visual line. 
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728 CORRECTION OF UNEQUAL REFRACTION—EYE-GLASSES. 

Many believe that these defects may to some extent be avoided by using glasses which are 
ground periseopically, and by magnifying essentially the visual field. So much is certain, that 
opera glasses render excellent service to many strong hypermetropes, and increase very con¬ 
siderably the central acuteness of vision in comparison to that attained by biconvex lenses. 
Where it is a question of enlargement of the retinal images, they may often prove very valua¬ 
ble. 

Just as in a high degree of myopia, so in very high degrees of hypermetropia, the commer¬ 
cial opera-glasses are often unsuitable for distant vision. For the necessary correction the 
patient must at the same time use his glasses, or else diminish the refractive value of the 
ocular by that of his glasses used for distant vision. 

3. When both eyes are hypermetropic in a different degree, or when, with the 
same degree of hypermetropia, they have a different range of accommodation, each 
eye must be corrected by a corresponding glass. If one eye is myopic, and its range 
of accommodation is not very much diminished, while the other is hypermetropic 
and needs a correcting glass, it is often well to grind merely the suitable glass for 
the opening in the spectacle frame corresponding to the hypermetropic eye, but to 
leave the other opening free. Great differences in the refractive value of both 
glasses often make it impossible to correct the refraction of both eyes, on account 
of the unequal magnifying of the retinal images. In such a case there is nothing to 
do but to content ourselves with the complete correction of that eye which is used 
by preference for a definite distance, and to undertake the correction of the second 
eye only so far as the circumstances admit of it. When no binocular visual act 
exists, there is, of course, no necessity for different glasses. 

The incompatibility of considerable differences in the size of the retinal images of both 
eyes does not admit of the neutralization of the error of refraction when the lens has been lost 
on one side, so long as the other eye can still be used for distinct vision. 

4. Convex glasses also are best fastened in spectacle-frames. In low grades of 
hypermetropia, where very great focal lengths are sufficient, an eye-glass may, it is 
true, be used without harm, as here the distance of the glass from the eye and the 
prismatic deviation are unimportant. In high grades of hypermetropia, where 
strong glasses are used, the two difficulties above mentioned are much felt. Hence 
it is of the greatest importance to fix the glasses in a certain position before the eye. 
This can only be done by spectacles. Here also, as a general rule, the glasses should 
stand as near as possible to the eye, and their axes correspond with the visual axes, 
or at least meet them at a very small angle. 

In the use of very strong convex glasses a peculiar deception of the senses is sometimes very 
troublesome, by means of which hollow objects appear convex, and vice versa. This phenomenon 
is a consequence of the prismatic deviation, and, therefore, appears most prominently when 
the nose-band of the spectacle-frame is too short or too long, so that mainly those rays react 
the pupils of both eyes which have passed through the inner and outer halves of both glasses. 
(Zeliender.) The union of two bundles of homocentric light then follows upon separate por¬ 
tions of the retina, and causes the binocular image of the object in question to be removed 
from the center of the visual space. 

5. Of course, as the hypermetropia increases (as it usually does in old age), 
glasses of shorter focus must be chosen from time to time. But if, in far-advanced 
senile involution, sharpness of vision also decreases considerably, spectacles will 
often be insufficient; strong “reading glasses” will be required. (Graefe.) Gener¬ 
ally, they can only be used for monocular vision (Donders,) and in high degrees of 
absolute hypermetropia they must be used with proper spectacles. 
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3. Abnormal Kegular Astigmatism. 

Symptoms.—-This affection is aharracterized by a decided difference of refraction, 
in the different meridional planes of the dioptric apparatus, and a consequent diminu¬ 
tion of sharpness in vision. 

1. The disturbance of vision is a necessary symptom, for that distinguishes ab¬ 
normal from normal astigmatism, which exists in almost all eyes. Much larger 
visual angles, than usual, are required in distant as well as in near vision, to give 
moderate distinctness; occasionally this even goes so far as to make us suspect 
the existence of amblyopia. 

Moreover, with equal want of symmetry of the meridian, the diminution of sharpness of vision 
is not always the same ; dilatation of the pupil increases, while contraction often conceals most 
of it. Persons who employ themselves mostly with large objects often do not notice even high 
grades of astigmatism ; but in reading, writing, and particularly in fine work, even slight degrees 
are very annoying and require correction. 

If the natural refractive state is at the same time myopic or hypermetropic, the 
sharpness of vision may be considerably increased by suitable concave or convex 
glasses, but it always remains much less than that of normal eyes. In such cases, 
the maximum of correction is not limited to one glass, but the focus may vary within 
certain limits, without materially increasing or diminishing the clearness; this is 
explained by the relative length of the focal distance Qirennstrecke). {Knapp, Dorr 
ders.) Some patients find from their own observation, that by placing their glasses 
obliquely, they increase their usefulness. 

For, under these circumstances, only those rays enter the pupil which have passed through 
the axis of the glass. On account of the size of their angle of incidence, the remaining rays are 
partly reflected, partly so much deviated that they do not greatly impair the distinctness of the 
other images. Thus, in one meridian, the correction is great, while in the other meridians the 
rays are partly arrested; the obliqely placed glass to some extent answers the purpose of a 

stenopaic fissure. 

Horizontal and vertical lines, as well as objects that lie principally in these direc¬ 
tions, are most distinctly seen when the head is held in a certain upright or oblique 
position. {Knapp, Bonders.) 

Not a few astigmatics have themselves noticed this difference, and, in describing their condi¬ 
tion, speak particularly of it. Others, without knowing it, have learned empirically to overcome 
the difference by placing the head or the object .in a certain position. For instance, in reading 
or writing, they place the paper so that, instead of being horizontal, the lines are vertical or very 
oblique. Some persons, after much practice, are thus enabled so much to overcome high' grades 
of regular astigmatism as to be able to do even the finest work. {Javal.) 

In high grades of astigmatism, there is also chromatic aberration. The uMSe 
of dispersion of a bright point or other object, sometimes appears surrounded by 
variously-colored borders, whose arrangement differs according to the distance o 
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ASTIGMATISM-SYMPTOMS. 731 

the object and the refraction of the eye, and hence may be modified within certain 
limits, by placing different positive or negative glasses before the eye. 

These phenomena are most marked when, during the examination, instead of 
using white light, we employ such as is composed of only two prismatic colors, of 
the greatest possible difference of refraction; that is, if we pass sunlight through 
dark violet, or lamplight through dark cobalt, glasses. 

When a person with astigmatism regards a bright point through such glasses, if 
the eye is myopic the point will appear red, with a blue border ; if it is hyperme¬ 
tropic, it will seem blue, with red edges. If the patient sees the point sharply and 
round—that is, if the middle of the focal line fall on the retina—the upper and lower 
edges appear blue, the sides red ; the eye is relatively myopic in the vertical, hyper¬ 
metropic in the horizontal, meridian. But if the point is drawn out to a line—that 
is, if a focal line fall on the retina—the ends and middle of the line are of different 
colors, and the colors change on varying the direction of the line by a modifying 
glass. (Bonders.) 

2. Regular astigmatism may be objectively determined by ophthalmometric 
measurements, but only so far as it affects the cornea. As in practice the total 
amount of astigmatism always determines the mode of operation, and these mea¬ 
surements, moreover, render necessary very costly and complicated instruments 
(Helmholtz), the methods here referred to are less suited to general use. The oph¬ 
thalmoscope, however, gives us excellent aid in recognizing high grades of astig¬ 
matism and the direction of the chief meridians; for the optic papilla appears 
elongated, first in one, then in the other chief meridian, according as the fundus is 
examined in the upright or reverse image. (Knapp, Schweigger.) The unequal re¬ 
fraction of the different meridional planes is still more evident, on examining the 
vessels of the fundus; for then we only see clearly the vessels running in one direc-. 
tion; to distinctly see the others, especially those perpendicular to the first, the 
examining eye must change its accommodation. These symptoms change according 
as the eye is examined in the uporight or reverse image. (Bonders.) 

These differences are, as a rule, of course not very marked. Still they can be made more 
evident, by removing the mirror with the correcting lens or the magnifying glass as far as pos¬ 
sible from the eye examined, since by such means the relative magnifying coefficients are very 
much increased, relatively diminished. (Mauthner.) It is also well to dilate the pupil to its 
maximum, in order to be able at once to examine as large a part of the fundus as possible. In 
order to avoid being deceived, it is of great importance that the correcting lens of the mirror, 

well as the magnifying glass, should always be parallel to the plane of the pupil of the eye 
under examination, in default of which, a perfectly analogous distortion of the image is artifi- 
cially produced. (Schweigger.) With great experience in making ophthalmoscopic examina- 
hotis, the refraction of the two chief meridians may be obtained with some exactness, accord- 
uig to rules already mentioned. In some cases of very high degree, a doubling of the fundus 
bas been observed. (Oraefe, Knapp.) 

High grades of astigmatism sometimes betray themselves, also, by the peculiar 
shape of the cornea; this appears oval, or the abnormal curvature of the different 
meridians may be pierceived with the naked eye. More frequently, astigmatism 

only be decided on from a peculiar distortion of the reflections, especially of a 
square or of a circular object. 

d. The direction and refractive conditions of the chief meridians, hence also the 
grade of the astigmatism, may be more easily and certainly determined by trials of 
Vision, that is, subjectively. 
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732 DETERMINATION OE THE DEGREE OE ASTIGMATISM. 

If there is an abnormal degree of astigmatism, and the eye is itself, or by the 
aid of a spherical glass, adjusted for positive distances, a bright point will be seen in 
a circle of dispersion, whose size and shape vary with the distance of the object, 
and the amount of deviation undergone by the rays reaching the retina. Then some 
distance may always be found, where the light point appears drawn out to a stripe, 
sharply bounded laterally, hut with indistinct ends. If the long axis of the head be 
perpendicular, the direction of this stripe gives that of one chief meridian, and con¬ 
sequently of the second, which, in regular astigmatism, is perpendicular to the first 
Then, if, while the accommodation remains the same, the distance of the light point 
be changed in some direction (usually decreased), the stripe becomes shorter and 
broader; it becomes an ellipse with decreasing excentricity. If the change of dis¬ 
tance be continued, it becomes a round, blurred disc, again an ellipse, and, finally, 
even a stripe again, whose axis is perpendicular to that of the first. 

Of course it does not alter the effect, if, instead of an actual, there is only an appa¬ 
rent, change of distance. If, while the object is in the same position, and the bead 
vertical, different glasses, positive or negative, as the case requires, be tried, we will 
find a lens through which the light point appears as a sharply-bounded stripe, whoso 
axis is perpendicular to the former direction. {Knapp, Bonders.) 

To gain as strong impressions as possible, for great distances we should use a round hole half 
a line to a line in diameter, made through the window-shutter of a darkened room, or a small hole 
in a metallic cylinder surrounding the flame of a lamp. The opening should always be covered 
by a piece of milk-glass, so that no direct rays of light may pass through. For short distances an 
ink-spot on a piece of paper is sufficient. 

Tests of vision, with small slits cut in blackened metal plates, are very important 
in deciding the presence and extent of astigmatism. If the patient looks through 
such a slit, pressed as closely as possible to the eye, by rotating the plate he will find 
a direction of the slit in which the sharpness of vision reaches a maximum, and 
another direction, perpendicular to this, in which the indistinctness reaches a maxi¬ 
mum. These two directions of the slit, if the head is erect, give at onee the position 
of the two chief meridians ; that is, of the two meridians in which the in fraction of 
the rays is greatest and least. 

If the position of the two chief meridians has been decided, it is, except in com¬ 
plicated, irregular astigmatism, easy to find for each of the two meridians a negative 
or positive spherical glass, which, brought immediately before or behind the rightly- 
directed slit, will increase the sharpness to the normal degree, and permit perfectly 
distinct perceptions. {Knapp, Bonders.) 

The length of the slit is optional, hut the width should not exceed the third of a line. Those 
slits are best which can be narrowed or widened by slides. As objects, Roman letters are very 
suitable, but perpendicular and horizontal lines and bright points are still more so. If there1S 
any irregular astigmatism present, slits and spherical glasses will never cause normal sharpness 
of vision. They can only increase the sharpness of vision by overcoming that part of the indis¬ 
tinctness that depends on regular astigmatism. 

0. Becker’s tables are very convenient, and are to he highly recommended ® 
practice. They contain groups of three black stripes, parallel to each other, about 
two inches long and two lines broad, with intervals of the same width. On one of 
the two tables the groups radiate and form a circle around a horizontal group. 
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Upon tlie other they are arranged in three rows one above the other. Each group 
is marked with the angle that it makes to a perpendicular when the table is placed 
Vertically. If, while the head is held perpendicularly, the astigmatic eye regard 
this table from a distance of ten or fifteen feet, one or more groups usually appear 
more distinctly and blacker. If, however, the eye is very myopic or hypermetropic, 
suitable spherical lenses are required to render this difference very perceptible. In 
either case, if different spherical glasses be placed before the eye, as the focus 
increases or lessens, the distinctness and sharpness will grow greater or less, and we 
will, at last, find a glass through which some one group will appear perfectly black 
and sharply bordered; but beyond this we must net pass, or all the groups will lose 
in distinctness. The angle of inclination of the distinct group gives the direction 
of one chief meridian. If we now continue the examination and change the focus 
of the lens in the other direction, the formerly distinct group becomes less so, while 
another group, perpendicular to the first, becomes more distinct. A further increase 
or diminution of the focus causes all the groups to become less distinct. 

The astigmatic tables of Dr. Pray are arranged according to exactly the same principle; 
still the lines of each direction form letters, whose hight and breadth exceed the test-types of 
Snellen No. 40 threefold, and which are so arranged, that every two formed by lines directed 
perpendicular to one another stand one above the other. 

Very myopic patients, with diminished sharpness of vision, require the test-objects to be 
brought very near ; hence the groups of test-lines should be made of smaller size. 

In all these examinations, changes of accommodation are very di.-turbing, as they 
change the length and position of the focal line, and the relation of its chief parts 
hi the sensitive layer of the retina. "Where exact results are required, it is there¬ 
fore necessary to paralyze the muscle of accommodation by atropine. The accom¬ 
panying enlargement of the pupil is also advantageous, as it proportionately increases 
tlie diameter of the figures of dispersion, and consequently renders the symptoms of 
the astigmatism more marked. 

If the astigmatic patient, with unweakened accommodation, views a light point with the 
naked eye, not unfrequently the light point appears at one time elongated in a certain direction, 
at another as a round disk. If the object stands exactly at such a distance that, with excessive 
nlmm of accommodation, the middle of the focal line fails on the retina, it may appear alternately 
elongated in two directions perpendicular to each other. Of course, these same fluctuations are 
also found in viewing lines. But this difference is particularly trying when the distances or 
glasses are to be decided on, which give the best vision for each of the two chief meridians. 

We may readily convince ourselves of the disturbing influence of the accommodation in 
determining the amount of astigmatism by rendering ourselves astigmatic, by placing a cylin- 
diical glass before the eye, and then undertaking the above experiments. Moreover, such trials 
!;ie highly recommended; in fact, they are quite necessary for the proper study of this state of 
refraction. 

If we have thus found tlie foci of the two spherical glasses, which cause clear 
perceptions of distant objects, in two chief meridians perpendicular to each other, 
"'o have the far points of the two chief meridians of the astigmatic eye ; for these 
tie equal to the focus of the glass plus its distance from the eye if it is a concave 
tn8> 'towua this distance if it is convex. The reciprocal values of the distances of 
tto far points express the refractive state of the corresponding meridional planes. 

l® difference between these values gives the grade of the existing astigmatism. 
(Aapp, Donders.) The correctness of the value found, may be proved by trying 
ejliudrical glasses. If the refraction of the chief meridian, nearest normal, has 
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been equalized by a proper spherical glass, a cylindrical glass, whose refraction is 
the same as that of the astigmatism, and whose axis is parallel to the already-cor¬ 
rected chief meridian, should neutralize the error of refraction in the second principal 
meridian, so that the object will appear sharply defined in all directions. 

Stokes’ astigmatic lens answers the same purpose. This consists of two cylindrical glasses, 
one with a positive, the other with a negative, focus of ten inches. These glasses are fastened in 
metal rings, which fit on each other so that the lenses may be brought close together and rotated. 
If their axes are parallel, as is shown by marks on the outer edge of the framework, the refraction 
of the instrument will be 0. But it reaches a maximum — — (+ J-0-) = £ if the axes of the 

two lenses inclose an angle of y0°. For any other angle of the axes, a, the astigmatic deviation is 
L sin. a. If the grade of the astigmatism and the position of the chief meridian be accurately 
determined in an eye, it is only necessary to adjust the instrument properly, and to place it in the 
right direction before the eye, to correct the error of refraction to emmetropia, or to a simple 
myopia or hypermetropia, and further to neutralize this by a suitable spherical glass. Inasmuch 
however, as the instruments correct both meridians equally, we must not, at the same time, use 
a spherical lens which exactly neutralizes the refraction of the meridian nearest normal, but 
employ one whose refraction is about the medium between that of the two principal meridians. 
(Middleburg, Donders.) Hence we see at once, that Stokes’ lens is not a convenient means of 
originally determining the true adjustment of the two meridians; it only gives values from 
which the refractive states may be reckoned by a somewhat complicated calculation. 

Suitably-arranged optometers may also be used to prove or determine the refractive states of 
the two chief meridians. The test-object used is a figure formed of delicate lines of equal length, 
arranged as radii of a circle. If this object be successively approached toward and withdrawn 
from the eye, by elongating or shortening the instrument, at one distance one line will appear 
distinctly, and at a second distance a line perpendicular to the first will be distinct. The two lines 
give the chief meridians, while their adjustment may be directly read off from the instrument. 
(Burow.) During this examination, it is difficult to avoid the action of the accommodation; if 
this is prevented by atropine, the rotation of the meridians accompanying the convergence of the 
visual axis interferes. And they are more annoying, if the same position of the visual plane be not 
maintained during the examination. Hence, the determination of the position of the meridians is 
very variable. Double optometers, on the plan of the stereoscope, have been constructed, in 
order to prevent the convergence of the visual axes, and thus fix the accommodation. (Jrnd, 
Birschberg). 

The ocular is a strong convex lens of large diameter, which admits of the virtual image of 
the object being brought into any distance from the eye desired, positive or negative, by slight 
movements of the object. A circle serves as object for every tube, in which the above de¬ 
scribed radiating figure is delineated. In order to avoid artificial illumination, which easily 
leads to erroneous results, the test-figure should be burned in black upon white porcelain, as 
by such means the experiment can be undertaken by transmitted light. 

After the two figures have been blended, cylindrical glasses may be placed before 
the eye, and all the radii made to appear equally distinct. 

From the focal length of the suitable cylindrical glass, the degree of astigmatism is then 
determined, and from the direction of the ray of the figure, seen clearly and distinctly without 

the cylindrical glass, the direction of the chief meridian is determined. 

4. The distance of the near point is obtained in the same way as when the refrac¬ 
tion is normal; but it is more difficult, and mistakes readily occur; for, in man- 
mum accommodation, the pupil is very narrow, and the circles of dispersion are 
smaller. Continued examination is fatiguing. If we examine at different distances, 
the difference of convergence of the visual axes comes into consideration; we do 
not find the true, but the binocular near point (Middleburg, Donders), and the rota¬ 
tion of the meridians becomes marked. But if we use spherical glasses, while tlw 
distance of the object remains the same, other evils arise. But these points are 
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VARIETIES OF ASTIGMATISM—CAUSES AND COURSE. 735 

all useful; for they give the changes in the position of the chief meridians, and in 
the grade of the astigmatism that must be borne in mind while correcting the error 
of refraction for near vision. The cause of this is the irregular increase of curvature 
in some of the meridians of the lens. (Middleburg, Donders, Dobrowolsky). 

5. The natural states of refraction of the two chief meridians vary excessively in 
different astigmatic eyes. Very often only one chief meridian is myopic or hyper¬ 
metropic, while the refractive state of the other is normal. Such cases are spoken 
of as simple myopic or hypermetropic astigmatism. More frequently, however, both 
chief meridians are myopic or hypermetropic, but indifferent degrees; there is a 
compound myopic or hypermetropic astigmatism. Rarely one chief meridian is 
myopic, while the other is hypermetropic—a condition described as mixed astigma¬ 
tism with myopia or hypermetropia predominant. (Donders.) 

For the sake of simplicity, each of these different forms of astigmatism may be considered as 
composed of an ordinary normal myopia or hypermetropia, and a certain astigmatic deviation, 
which will be expressed by the different refractive states of the two chief meridians; in other 
words, it may be supposed that the eye, as a whole, is normal, myopic, or hypermetropic; but that 
in one chief meridian there is a certain maximal myopic or hypermetropic deviation of the refrac¬ 
tion. On this hypothesis, we may have certain monogramatic expressions which show the special 
variety of the existing refractive anomaly, and are of great practical value, since, on the one hand, 

they render unnecessary extensive descriptions, and, on the other, show at once the refractive 

power of the spectacles necessary to a correction of the entire error of refraction. 

In simple astigmatism, if the one chief meridian is normal—that is, if its refraction is 

-J,-, while the other is myopic, or hypermetropic—that is, its refraction is M ;j or II the refrac¬ 

tive anomaly appears combined of normal vision = E = -^-= 0, and an astigmatic deviation of 

Am or Ah, = -£ = £; the expression, therefore, would be Am (Ah) 

Compound astigmatism may be divided into simple myopia or hypermetropia, and astigmatic 

variation; the expression then would beM J + Am orHj + Ah If, for example, the 

refractive condition in one meridian were M iV, in the other M iV, the expression would be 

M its + M (tV — ^V)= M -£o + Am 

Mixed astigmatism appears to be combined of a simple myopia or hypermetropia, and an 

astigmatic deviation of the opposite sort; the expression, then, is 5l{ + Ah n’ or + Am n. 

The astigmatic deviation, Ah or Am, is here reached by adding the refractive state, because the 

distance of the far point in hypermetropia, opposed to that of myopia, has a negative value. If, 

tv instance, there were in one chief meridian M 24, in the other, H ,-A, the expression for the astig¬ 

matic deviation would be Ah = A, — (— A) = s'. The anomaly of refraction would then have to 

be designated M + Ah 1. (Bonders.) 

Cause and Course.—Astigmatism is by no means a rare affection, but is found 
ia about 0.2$ of all children, and in 1.3$ of ametropic children. (H. Colin.) Astig¬ 
matism, or at least the predisposition to it, is congenital, but it may develop late in 
life as a result of various morbid processes. 

1. Congenital astigmatism generally depends on asymmetry of the meridians of 
Hie cornea; but occasionally oases are met with that depend mostly on anomalies of 
the curvature of the erystaline, or even on flaws in its surfaces. (Knapp.) The 
asymmetry shows itself to be hereditary by occurring in several members of the 
same family. It appears more frequently in men than women. It is generally bi¬ 
nocular, and then not always of the same grade in both eyes. Sometimes, however, 
'tis confined to one eye, and may then attain a high development, and resemble 
amblyopia. It is worthy of remark that, with such differences of form of the two 
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736 CONGENITAL AND ACQUIRED ASTIGMATISM—TREATMENT. 

eyes, there is not unfrequenfly a striking asymmetry in the formation of the upper 
part of the face, especially of the bones of the orbit. (Donders.) 

Like bathymorphia and plathymorphia, with which astigmatism is often com- 
trned, the disturbance of vision is occasionally first noticed in the later years of 
childhood. As long as the accommodation is still very active, the disease is less felt, 
and in slight asymmetry of the meridians it is even overlooked. But, when in mature 
age, the accommodation gradually decreases, even low grades of abnormal astigma¬ 
tism are perceived in the most unpleasant manner, and when binocular, readily lead 
to asthenopia, as the patients, for sharp vision, are obliged to hold the objects nearer 
than suits the general adaptation of the eye. If a high degree of astigmatism is 
present in one eye only, the result is not rarely the disuse of the eye, and later, 
amblyopia from disuse or strabismus (Jaml), just as in other monocular disturbances 
of vision. 

In advanced age, astigmatism is readily hidden by the .contraction of the pupil, 
but otherwise it is not much changed. {Donders.') 

2. Astigmatism is developed by disease in the cornea or lens, but is then usually 
very irregular, and does not come under the present head. Ectopia and spontaneous 
luxation of tlio lens are sometimes causes of regular astigmatism. 

The usual cause of acquired astigmatism is the extraction of cataract. The 
astigmatic difference found after such an operation varies in all degrees up to i and 
more. It is according to its degree especially dependent upon the more or less 
exact healing of the wound, and therefore is usually most considerable where a 
prolapsus iridis has accurred. With the subsequent contraction of the cicatrix the 
astigmatic difference~as a rule diminishes, but without ever entirely disappearing. 
The meridian of greatest curvature is in the majority of cases horizontal, not un¬ 
commonly oblique, only very exceptionally vertical. The normal conditions, there¬ 
fore, are reversed by the operation. Moreover, the method of extraction is of the 
greatest influence upon the kind and degree of the asymmetry. After the flap 
extraction the astigmatic difference appears in general to be greater, and an irreg¬ 
ular astigmatism more frequently occurs than after the extraction by the peripherical 
linear incision. Prolapse of the iris is also in both operations in so far injurious, as 
it induces very great irregularities in the asymmetry. (Reuss, Woinow). 

Treatment.—This depends on the same principles, and to some extent even 
requires similar means, as the previously described anomalies of refractions. 

1. This is especially true of the general rules of prophylaxis, and these must he 
carefully followed, when the astigmatism is accompanied by a shortening or elonga 
tion of the eye, which, in high grades of asymmetry, is, as a rule, the case. The 
astigmatic disturbance of vision increases the dangers dependent on myopia or 
hypermetropia, and, therefore, double care is required. 

2. The chief aim is evidently to render the refraction of all the meridians of the 
astigmatic eye emmetropic, and to render it possible for the patient to see clearly an 
distinctly at any distance whatever with the normal amount of accommodation. 

In order to understand this object perfectly clearly, it is well to divide the error 
of refraction into two parts, namely, into the astigmatic basis and into the astig 
malic difference. Under the astigmatic basis we may consider the refraction of the 
main meridian, i. e., that of the meridian nearest emmetropia. The refraction o 
any meridian whatever may then be denoted as the sum of the astigmatic basis an 
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TREATMENT-CORRECTING GLASSES—CYLINDRICAL GLASSES. 737 

of the product of the astigmatic difference and of the sine of the angle which the 
meridian in question encloses with the main meridian. Since this astigmatic basis 
is a portion of the refraction of any one meridian, and therefore must be equalized in 
every meridian, its correction requires a spherical glass, which is positive if the astig¬ 
matic basis is negative and vice versa. The same laws hold good for the choice of the 
refractive value of this spherical lens, which are in force in the correction of a sim¬ 
ple myopia and hypermetropia with and without limitation of accommodation. 
When the correction should be complete, the refractive value of the spherical glass 
will be equal in amount to the astigmatic basis, but of a reverse sign; or if we take 
into account the necessary distance of the glass from the optical centre of the eye, 
the correction will require a spherical lens, whose positive or negative refractive 
value is equal to the reciprocal value of the distance of the far-point of the main 
meridian, increased or relatively diminished by the distance of the "lass from the 
eye. Just as in simple myopia and hypermetropia however, insurmountable diffi¬ 
culties to full correction often appear even in their combination with astigmatism, 
and we must content ourselves with simply approximating the refraction to zero, at 
the same time taking into account the limitations of accommodation, and also often 
employing different glasses for different distances. A detailed description of these 
laws would merely be a repetition of what has been already said in the chapters on 
myopia and hypermetropia. 

The correction of the astigmatic difference, which yet remains, should under all 
circumstances be complete. It requires naturally a glass, whose refractive value in 
one meridian is zero, but in the meridian perpendicular to this is the same as the 
astigmatic difference, but of the reverse sign. To these requisitions correspond 
positive and negative cylindrical glasses, whose axis is placed in the main meridian 
already corrected to emmetropia by the spherical glass. If we had a simple astig¬ 
matism, the necessary refractive value of the spherical lens would naturally be zero, 
and therefore a simple cylindrical glass would suffice, whose refractive value is the 
same as the astigmatic difference, but of the reverse sign. 

In compound myopic or hypermetropic astigmatism, a spherical glass is needed, 
which corrects the astigmatic basis, so far as from the conditions it appears advan¬ 
tageous, and a cylindrical glass, which brings the astigmatic difference to zero. 

The refractive values of both glasses are summed up by turning away from the reciprocal 
I distance of their centres. Since two glasses reflect a good deal of light from their four surfaces 

md consequently limit the acuteness of vision, and moreover since they become troublesome 
I ty their weight, it is necessary to concentrate the cylindrical and spherical curvature, each to 
lone surface of a single glass. Now the refractive value of each surface of curvature of the 

htass, whose refractive exponent™ is assumed equal to 1'5, is -=—-=^—, therefore r=f in 
r r r 2’ 

I which r signifies the necessary radius of the dividing surface in question. If therefore 10" 
I rorc the desired focal length of the spherical and cylindrical surface, then there should be 
I Siren to each of them a curvature of 5" radius or 10" diameter. 

I In mixed astigmatism the combination of a spherical and a cylindrical surface in 
1correcting glass is only of advantage, when the refraction of one of the chief 
I meridians is not much removed from zero, and thus the astigmatic difference is pro¬ 
portionally slight. When both chief meridians are in their refraction far removed 
I from emmetropia and hence the astigmatic difference is also very considerable, the 
I oylindrical surface in relation to the spherical and even absolutely would be forced 
I to receive a very great positive or negative curvature, which, as in spherical glassy 

47 
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738 INCOMPLETE OOEEECTION IN IEEEGULAE ASTIGMATISM. 

is disadvantageous even in a higher degree. It therefore seems better in such cases 
to divide the correction of the astigmatic difference between both surfaces of the 
glass, and therefore correct each individual meridian by itself to emmetropia, i.e. 
to give to both surfaces of the glass a cylindrical curvature, whose refractive value 
is equal in degree to the refraction of the corresponding chief meridian, but of au 
opposite sign. The axes of both cylindrical surfaces must then naturally stand 
perpendicularly to each other and must be placed in such a manner before the eye, 
that the axis of the negative cylindrical curvature falls in the hypermetropic chief 
meridian and vice versa. 

There is considerable difficulty in correcting astigmatism in the change of the 
astigmatic difference, at different states of accommodation, and in the variations 
which the position of the chief meridians undergo in the various positions of con¬ 
vergence of the visual lines, and particularly in changes of situation of the visual 
plane. Hence it is evident, that one and the same astigmatic glass cannot always 
be used with equal advantage for great distances, and at the same time also for 
distances of ordinary occupation, especially when the asymmetry is considerable; 
and that we are often rather compelled to give different curvatures to the glasses 
for the distance and for near work, and a different position to the axis of the 
cylindrical surface. 

Still, with all these precautions we very often fail in giving to the eye the com¬ 
plete normal acuteness of vision. Without regard to the imperfections of every 
glass, and setting aside any defects in function of the retina which may often be 
connected with high degrees of asymmetry, the circumstance forces itself upon us 
that great astigmatic differences occur but seldom without considerable irregulari¬ 
ties in the curvature of the cornea, and particularly of the lens. 

Irregular astigmatism can never be more than partially corrected, i.e., in so far 
as it can be referred to a regular asymmetry of the meridians. 

Of course, in the displacement of the pupil we have a means of diminishing very consider¬ 
ably the irregular portion of the astigmatism, especially in pathological faulty curvatures of 
the cornea, by shutting off those portions of the cornea which are most distorted, and thus 
the cylindrical glasseB may be made to complete the correction. Still, this operation has its 
dangers, and its performance appears sometimes very hazardous. 

The deficiencies which generally pertain to glasses, and especially the differences 
in the size of the retinal images which the necessary distance of the glass from the 
optical center naturally brings with it, and which in cylindrical glasses are plainly 
different in the different meridians, cause us to regard the employment of astigmatic 
glasses as not worthy of recommendation, when one eye is emmetropic, or at least 
ametropic in no disturbing degree, and only the other is abnormally astigmatic. 

Where, on the contrary, both eyes are astigmatic, even if to a different extent, 
or where, with binocular myopia or hypermetropia, which requires correction, one 
eye is also astigmatic, it seems absolutely necessary to use cylindrical glasses to pre¬ 
vent injuries that will probably arise from the disturbance of vision. It is impossi¬ 
ble to say, absolutely, whether in different grades of astigmatism, especially when 
the difference is great, the correcting glass suited to each eye should he used or not 
Some patients cannot bear this at all, others only to a certain point; while others, 
again, find it very comfortable (Javal). 

In a word, in the use of cylindrical glasses the same rules are to be followed as 
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739 RULES FOR USING GLASSES ; AUTHORITIES. 

in the use of spherical concave and convex lenses, and the rules given under simple 
myopia and hypermetropia should be the more cafefully followed in astigmatism, 
as cylindrical glasses afford a much less complete means of correction than 
spherical. 

Of course, the glasses should always be retained in their correct position; hence, 
only spectacles with spring clasps should be used. This immobility of the specta¬ 
cles is also important as regards the distance of the glass from the eye, since, with 
concave and also with strong convex glasses, this distance greatly influences the size 
of the image, which, moreover, increases and diminishes in a different proportion in 
each meridian of the cylindrical surface, and therefore necessarily causes blurring. 
It is very necessary to diminish this blurring as much as possible, that is, to keep 
the glasses very near to the eye. 

In the same connection we may mention the necessity, where both surfaces of 
the glass are convex or concave, of always placing the greatest curve next to the 
eye, that is, posteriorly ; but when one surface is convex and the other concave, to 
turn the latter toward the eye. It is an equally important rule to keep the glasses 
parallel to the plane of the pupil. 

Authorities.—Gerson, F. G. Fischer, kl. Monatbl. 1866. S. 58, A. f. O. XII. 1. S. 27.—Airy, 
nach Mackenzie, Traito d. mal. d. yeux. Traduit par Warlomont et Testelin. II. Paris. 1857. 
P. 653.—Knapp, A. f. 0. VIIL 2. S. 185 et seq. ; Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris. 1863. P. 
43.—Bonders, A. f. O. VII. 1. S. 176,191, 300; Astigmatismus und oylind. Glaser. Berlin. 1863. 
S. 30. et seq. Anomalien der Refrac. nnd Accom. Wien. 1866. S. 379. et seq.—Middleburg, 
Vierde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht. 1863. S. 149, 175, 187. A. f. 0. X. 3. S. 96, 105; kl. Monatbl. 
1863. S. 496, 1864. S. 345.—Schweigger, A. f. O. IX. 1. S. 178 et seq. Ueber den Gebrauch des 
Augenspiegels. Berlin. 1864. S. 60.—Javal, kl. Monatbl. 1865. S. 336 et seq.—Hirschmann, 
ibid. S. 341,—Graefe, ibid. S. 343; A. f. O. I. 1. S. 341 ,—JBurow, A. f. O. IX. 3. S. 238, 330; 
ein neues Optometer. Berlin. 1863. S. 34.—Kugel, A. f. O. X. 1. S. 89. XI. 1. S. 10Q.—Tetzer, 
Wien. med. Jahrb. 1868. 6. S. 145..—Kaase, Pagenstecher, kl. Beobachtgn. III. Wiesbaden. 
1866. S. 113.—Javal, kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 372; Ann. d’oc. 53. Bd. S. 50.—Snellen, A. f. O. 
XV. 3. S. 199, 206. —Dobrowolsky, ibid. XIV. 3. S. 51. n. f.; kl. Monatbl. 1868. Beil. S. 146, 
153,157.—Reuss, YVoinow, Ophth. Studien. Wien. 1869. S. 4—6, 12—15, 20.—Pray, Archir. f. 
Augen-u. Ohrenhlkde. I. S. 147; Astigmatismustafeln. Herausgeg. von Heymann. Leipzig. 
1870.—ifauthner, Lehrb. d. Ophthscop. 1868. S. 199.—IP. Cohn, Untersuchnng. v. 10,060 
Schulkindern. Leipzig. 1867. S. 151. 
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4. Astheno p 1 a. 

Symptoms.—By asthenopia we understand, the inability of maintaining the 
adjustment of the dioptric apparatus for short distances for a length of time, and the 
hyperesthesia of the retina and ciliary nerves accompanying this inability. 

1. The cause of the disease is sometimes an absolute or a relative deficiency of 
energy in the muscle of accommodation. 

When we speak of deficiency of energy, it is well to distinguish between the actual energy, 
which the muscle requires to enable it to contract to a certain extent, and the potential energy 
required to maintain this state of contraction. For, in proportion as the elastic expansion of 
the fatigued muscle gives way, its contractions must gradually increase so as to overcome the 
mechanical elongation. And thus the muscle must be completely exhausted. (Bonders.) 

This disease is characterized by the rapid exhaustion of the muscle of accom¬ 
modation, when sharp images on the retina are required of objects which, on account 
of their smallness, must be approached to the eye. While the fatigued muscle 
gives out and gradually relaxes, of course the convexity of the lens correspondingly 
diminishes. Although its position is unchanged, the object, is seen in increasing 
circles of dispersion, and with increased exertion, it is often also smaller. The 
patient is consequently obliged to remove the object more and more from the eye; 
consequently the size of the retinal images is diminished, and the clearness of per¬ 
ception injured, and thus the work of the retina is increased; hence the desire for 
enlarged retinal images is soon felt, and the patient feels obliged to bring the 
object nearer the eye. But the improvement does not last long, the accommodation 
soon tires again, the object must again be removed from the eye, and so it goes on, 
the intervals between the changes of distance constantly becoming shorter, till finally 
the retina becomes fatigued by the steady contest with indistinct and small images, 
and, like the muscle, does not do its work, and thenceforth objects seem to swim 
before the eyes. The eyes then require long rest before they are in condition to re¬ 
sume their activity for short distances. Furthermore, the functional stamina has 
much decreased ; in a very short time the above-mentioned symptoms recur, while 
simultaneously symptoms of vascular and nervous irritation appear, which con¬ 
stantly increase with continued forcible straining. These first announce themselves 
by a feeling of pressure and fullness in the eye, with a peculiar tension in the fore¬ 
head. If the work is continued these feelings soon increase to actual pain in and 
over the eyes, and are soon accompanied by a very painful feeling of dazzling; 
finally headache, dizziness, universal malaise, and even nausea, occur. Besides 
(these there is almost always strong contraction of the pupil, marked injection of 
the conjunctiva and episclera, as well as excessive lachrymation. 

This hypersemia is not uncommonly a very prominent symptom, and later in the 
disease is combined very commonly with more or less abundant secretion of muco¬ 
purulent matter, simulating a simple catarrh. This condition frequently resists all 
remedies, if the overburdening of the apparatus of accommodation is not done 
away with by relinquishing the work or by correcting-glasses. In consideration of 
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ASTHENOPIA-CAUSES. 741 

this fact, therefore, we should always examine for defects of refraction or accom¬ 
modation in cases where a conjunctival catarrh has appeared without any existing 
external cause, and has lasted for some time. We shall thus avoid many errors in 
diagnosis, and also frequently a disagreeable failure in treatment. 

Causes.—The immediate cause is always overburdening of the muscle of accom¬ 
modation, or of the internal recti, as the case may he. But the trouble does not 
commence equally soon in all persons, even under the same circumstances. The 
power of the muscles in question varies greatly in different persons, and in some it 
is far below the normal amount. (Graefe.) Frequently, such insufficiencies are 
congenital, or even hereditary ; hence, under otherwise similar circumstances, 
asthenopia affects an unproportionately large number of the members of some fami¬ 
lies, while it never occurs in others (Graefe) ; but just as often they are acquired, 
and then they result from exhausting diseases, anaemia, &c. Indeed, under such 
circumstances, asthenopia almost always occurs, if the patient strains his eyes too 
soon. But the disease soon passes off, as the muscles grow stronger during conva¬ 
lescence. Finally, one very important cause is, that the amount of work which the 
same employment requires of these muscles varies in different cases, as the refrac¬ 
tive state of the eye, and the opposition to the shortening of the muscles, have 
great influence. 

Of course, in hypermetropic eyes, the muscle of accommodation must be 
strained to adjust for short distances. Hence, hypermetropes furnish by far the 
greater number of the cases of accommodative asthenopia. Indeed, some assert 
that, when it occurs pure, it is always associated with hypermetropia. (Bonders.) 
Ibis affection is most frequently developed after the twenty-fifth year, because, as 
the density of the lens increases, its resistance to the accommodative changes of 
form increases also. Where the difficulty of refraction is greater, the asthenopia 
occurs much sooner, even before puberty. 

In general, we may say that the asthenopia comes on earlier, the higher the grade of the 
hypermetropia. "We can not, however, accept the rule that has been given, that the year of life 
in which the asthenopia appears, nearly corresponds to the denominator of the fraction that 
^presses the hypermetropia. (Bonders.) The exceptions to this rule are so numerous and 
striking, that it must be accepted with reservation. Indeed, we not unfrequently meet cases 
where hypermetropes of 2r, ,1, and in one case of J-, did not use spectacles till the fiftieth 

year, or later, on account of commencing weariness of the eyes ; although they had previously 
read, written, &c. Various circumstances cooperate in causing asthenopia; or, perhaps, the 
hypermetropia developed late in life from increased density of the lens, has relatively increased 
h such cases. 

In emmetropes and myopes, accommodative asthenopia rarely occurs, for few 
occupations require such an approach of the object to the eye as to overburden the 
muscle of adaptation. But such eyes are not perfectly safe when there is muscular 
insufficiency; it only requires unfavorable circumstances to excite the affection. In 
IMs respect, wearing too strong concave glasses in myopia, and the use of spectacles 
lor distances where they are not required, is a frequent cause. 

Where there is deficient energy of the muscle of accommodation, among the circumstances 
that lead to asthenopia are: working with small objects, fine embroidery, sewing, painting, read- 
l0g small or bad printing or writing, especially when, to make out the true meaning, it is necessary 
distinctly to see fine lines, by which the different letters are distinguished, and the habit of read- 
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742 COURSE AND RESULTS—TREATMENT. 

ing in circles of dispersion, becomes insufficient. Indistinct contours, dull colors, slight con¬ 
trasts with the background, deficient illumination, and any thing else that affects the distinct¬ 
ness of the retinal images, and renders a nearer approach of the object necessary (hence, 
particularly,- abnormal astigmatism) (Pagenstecher, Dobrowolsky,) of course increases the 
strain on these muscles, and hastens their fatigue, and consequently favors the occurrence of 
asthenopia. Continuous rapid changes of the distance for which the eye must adjust, as in 
comparing different copies of long rows of figures, &c., is also a frequent cause. And here the 
actual energy of the ciliary muscle comes into play. 

It is not, however, always an over-amount of work which calls forth asthenopic 
troubles, for sudden and powerful disturbances in the inherent coordinal relations 
are frequently the chief or only cause. Such a disturbance occurs when during the 
ordinary occupations the glasses hitherto employed are suddenly laid aside, or when 
the eye, hitherto unprovided with glasses, is furnished with a glass which corrects 
the error of refraction and the limitation of accommodation completely, or even 
over-corrects them. 

In other cases the asthenopia is caused: by changing the glasses ordinarily em¬ 
ployed for much stronger or weaker ones, no matter whether the former or the 
latter are suitable for the special case; by an incorrect position of the glasses in 
relation to the eye; by faulty employment of the glasses, etc. At least it only 
needs under such circumstances the occurrence of external unfavorable conditions 
to turn occupations, which require a continuous vision at short distances, into a 
source of asthenopia. 

Course and Hesults.—-At first, all the symptoms of the disease only appear when 
the affected muscles are subjected to unaccustomed or excessive straining. Then the 
intensity of the symptoms is in proportion to the extent and duration of the work 
that the muscles have to perform. With continued forced work, however, the 
nervous symptoms soon become permanent, the patient constantly suffers from the 
sensation of dazzling, and even slight use of the eye, as in distant vision, suffices to 
excite severe pain in and around the eye. The asthenopia acquires more and more 
the character of retino-ciliary Tiypermthesia. 

Asthenopia can be cured. This we may expect with the greatest certainty in 
those cases, in which it is not so much a real lack of energy that is the cause of the 
affection, as rather an absolute or relative over-amount of service demanded. The 
prognosis is equally unfavorable in those cases in which diseases which weaken the 
general system have lessened the power of work of the muscles under consideration, 
and in connection with over-burdening have laid the foundation for asthenopia. 
With sufficient care, the parts usually soon recover sufficiently for the eye to do a 
moderate amount of work. It not unfrequently happens, however, that subsequently 
a certain degree of insufficiency remains, and later, every indiscretion is accompanied 

by a return of the asthenopic difficulties. Where a certain deficiency of energy is 
the cause of the development of the asthenopia, the eye never returns to normal 

duration of function; throughout life it requires certain helps, which, in ordinary 
occupations, diminish the amount of its work to the existing power. 

Treatment.—The first and most important indication is to arrest the progress of 
the disease. If the immediate causes of the overburdening of the muscles are cor¬ 
rectly understood, this is not very difficult in the majority of cases, provided that 
the patient presents himself to the surgeon as soon as the symptoms of diminished 
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PROPHYLAXIS; PRISMS ; RETINAL HYPERESTHESIA. 743 

duration of function begin to evince themselves, and that he is in condition to leave 
off the occupations causing the affection. 

Frequently, improving the circumstances under -which work is conducted suffices 
to increase the functional duration to the normal amount. Thus it will often be 
necessary to arrange the position of the patient in regard to the source of light—the 
window, for instance; where the illumination is insufficient, to increase it to the 
proper amount by strengthening the artificial source of light, or by the choice of a 
more suitable location. 

In other cases, the object is improperly placed as regards the eye ; it is too high, 
too low, or lateral, as occurs in reading in bed, &c., and hence must be altered, 
&c., &c. 

But if the cause of the overburdening (as is the rule) depends on inadequate 
power of the muscle of'accommodation, in its incapability to produce and maintain 
the requisite amount of accommodation, whether the fault lies in a real weakness of 
the muscle, or in the resistance which the muscle meets with, or, finally, in the re¬ 
fraction of the eye, it is very necessary to order suitable glasses. 

The rules for their choice have already been mentioned in the previous sections. 
When disturbances of the natural co-ordinate relations are the proximate cause for 
asthenopia, it will more frequently be necessary to combine the correcting glasses 
with prisms according to necessity, so much the more as in the hypersestliesia of the 
parts already developed, every confusion of the co-ordinate relations, even the most 
trifling, is usually absolutely unbearable. 

Where the asthenopia is accompanied by great ciliary or retinal hypersesthesia, 
it has been advised to give a blue tint to the correcting spherical glasses or prisms. 
(Bohm, Qraefe.) But it is doubtful whether this is of any use. At first every 
attempt to employ the eyes for continuous near vision only for a time is generally 
interdicted, and is each time followed by unbearable increase of the extremely 
painful affection; even under the most favorable circumstances the patient is 
absolutely incapable of doing anything requiring near vision. The chief indica¬ 
tion, then, is to first remove the state of nervous active excitability. This is to be 
done by taking great care of the eye, and avoiding all exercise of it. Great benefit 
is ascribed to the methodical use of atropine, and the complete relaxation of the 
muscle of accommodation that it causes. (Donders.) When the sensitiveness of 
the retina and ciliary nerves has been diminished, it is time to commence attempts 
at vision, with completely correcting glasses. At first these attempts must only last 
a short time, and be resumed after long intervals. But in proportion as the power 
of the eye increases, so should the frequency and duration of the trials increase, till 
we attain our end. 

[Under the belief that in asthenopia there was often a discrepancy between the 
power of the ciliary muscles and the angle of convergence, it was concluded that 
there was— 

“ 1st. Some disturbance of the relative accommodation. 
“ 2d. There seemed to be a want of tone or power of the ciliary muscle for con¬ 

tinued action. 

“ %d. Want of mental energy, the patient having lost confidence in his power to 
nse his eyes.” 

The first difficulty is overcome by giving glasses, to change the relation of the 
accommodation to the angle of convergence of the optic axes. 
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744 ASTHENOPIA. 

Secondly, the tone of the muscle is increased by a regular course of gymnastic 
exercises. 

The patient is to commence using the eyes with the chosen glasses; he is to 
read for from three to fifteen minutes, three times daily, from a book, with good 
clear type. The duration of this exercise is to be daily increased, by additions of one 
minute to each period—taking care, however, not to cause fatigue. 

Thirdly, the above “ course of treatment serves to distract the mind of the 
patient, and restores his confidence in his ability to use his eyes.” (E. Dyer.) 

It would be superfluous to enter into detail in regard to a method which has 
been so fully kid down by its originator, but agreeing, to a great extent, with Dr. 
Dyer, both as to the nature and the seat of the disease, and having become thoroughly 
convinced, in many cases, of the efficacy of the treatment proposed, I have been led 
t.o look into the matter for the purpose of explaining, if possible, the manner in 
which this benefit is effected. In order to do this, we must first take into considera¬ 
tion the nature of the part to which the remedy is to be applied, and as this is in 
the present case what is known as the relative accommodation, it is to this that our 
attention will be chiefly confined. 

In emmetropic or normal eyes, there is a certain relation between the accom¬ 
modation and convergence of the visual axes, so that a certain amount of the former 
corresponds to a given amount of the latter. Now, although this amount of accom¬ 
modation is definite, it is by no means absolute, as is proved by the fact, that, with 
a fixed degree of convergence, the accommodation can be modified and yet dislinct 
vi ion remain undisturbed. To prove this, let a small object (fine print) be placed 
at the distance of twelve incliesfrom the eye. This particular degree of convergence 
is here chosen on account of simplicity, and because with it we obtain a greater 
amount of relative accommodation than with any olher, while, at the same time, il 
is the average distance at which the object is held for near work. As the visual 
axes are converged upon the object, and as the accommodation is adjusted for the 
above distance, vision is acute. Now, the strongest convex glass, through which the 
object still remains distinct, will show the amount which the accommodation can he 
relaxed. This is known as the negative portion of the relative accommodation, and 
represents the amount of relaxation of which the ciliary muscle is capable, with this 
definite amount of convergence. On the other hand, the strongest concave glass 
through which the object still remains distinct, will show the amount of accommo¬ 
dation which can be brought forth by increased tension, or muscular effort, on the 
part of the ciliary muscle. This is known as the positive portion. The negative 
portion represents, then, the amount of muscular force actually used with a given 
convergence, in order to render vision distinct; the positive, that which is held in 
reserve. The positive ought to predominate over the negative in the proportion 
of 3 to 2. 

“ The distinction here made," says Donders, “ already acquires practical impor¬ 
tance, from the fact that accommodation can only be maintained at a distance, el 
which, in reference to the negative, the positive part of the relative range of accommo¬ 
dation is tolerably great." This is a most important law, and its practical effect« 
admirably shown in hypermetropic. The reason why the accommodation cannot 
he maintained in hypermetropic eyes is, not because the relative accommodation for 
a given convergence is not sufficient, for it is usually greater than in normal eyes, 
but because the positive part is too small in proportion to the negative, or, in extreme 
cases, does not exist at all. In other words, the amount of muscular force expended 
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ASTHENOPIA—AUTHORITIES. 745 

is much greater than that held in reserve. But this may also occur, under certain 
conditions, in the normal eye. 

No muscle can long maintain its maximum tension without giving rise to fatigue 
ant! pain, and these follow in the case of the ciliary muscle, just as they would in 
any other muscle which was overtasked; and there is no reason why that which 
takes place in the hypermetropic eye, from abnormal structure, should not also 
occur in an emmetropic eye, from weakness—that, just as the ciliary muscle, in one 
case, is overtasked, from having an abnormally heavy burden to carry, so it might, 
in the emmetropic eye, he too weak to perform its normal amount of duty. If the 
weakened muscle is using a force disproportionate to its strength, in order to adjust 
the accommodation for a given convergence, it must be at the expense of that 
amount of power usually held in reserve by the normal eye, and represented, as we 
have seen, by the positive part of the relative A. I have seen many eases of this 
type of asthenopia, where the deficiency of the positive, or want of reserved force, 
was very apparent. The amount has varied between what would he represented by 
a convex glass of to J, . 

Now, in regard to the treatment of these cases. As it has been proved that 
accommodation can only be maintained, for any length of time, where the positive 
is tolerably great in reference to the negative, and as it has been shown that the 
positive, in the above ca-es, is disproportionately small, the indication would appear 
to be to restore the positive to its normal dimensions, and it would follow that the 
asthenopia would then he relieved. The question then is, how can this be done ? 
The answer is, by convex glasses. 

As a convex lens represents so much muscular force, we have, by adding this 
lens, added just so much power, restoring the proportion between the positive and 
negative parts of the relative accommodation. 

It would seem to follow then, that, as soon as the want in the positive was 
supplied by the glasses, the asthenopic symptoms would rapidly disappear. This is 
often the ease, and would he so nearly always if a new factor of the disease did not 
some into play, and this is want of energy. It is one thing for a muscle to contract 
and quite another for it to maintain its contraction; and the fatigue which arises in 
this case, is not so much that which proceeds from actual energy, as of lifting a load, 
as that which results rather from the simple extension of an elastic muscle when 
in the condition of contraction. The power to maintain a certain amount of con¬ 
traction is, to a very great extent, dependent on the will—the patient “having lost 
confidence in his ability to use his eyes” being a very pronfine ::t feature in this form 
of asthenopia. Having restored, as it were, by the glasses, the actual muscular 
force, we must seek to cultivate the ability to maintain the required muscular ten¬ 
sion; in other words, to restore the tone and vigor of the weakened ciliary muscle; 
and the best way of doing this appears to ns that proposed by Dr. Dyer, viz. gradu- 
% increasing exercise at stated intervals, with light convex glasses ] (A. G. Loring.) 

Authorities.—Stellwag, Sitzungsberichte der Wien. k. Akad. der Wiss. XVI. S. 245, 264, 265. 
-Gmefe, A. f. 0. II. 1. S. 169 et seq.; III. 1. S. 308-326; VIII. 2. S. 314 et seq.; X. 1. S. 156,165, 
D's Congress intern, d’ophth. Paris, 1863. P. 93.—Bonders, A. f. 0. IV. 1. S. 329, 332, 334, VI. 
*• *• IS et seq.; Anomal. der Refr. u. Aco. Wien. 1866. S. 217 et seq.—Schuerman, Vijfde Jaarl. 
Icrslag. Utrecht, 1864. S. 1; Id. Monatbi. 1S64. S. 92, 95.—Bering, Verbal communications.—Ku- 

A. f. 0. XII, 1. S. 66-75.—Knapp, Congress int. d’ophth. Paris, 1863. P. 96; kl. Monatbi. 
fSG3, S. 478,480.—Pagenstecher und Sdmisch, kl. Beobachtungen. Wiesbaden. I. 1861. S. 63; II S. 

—Liebreich, Canstatts Jahresber. 1864. S. 164.—Brucke, A. f. 0. V. 2. S. ISO.—Landsberg ibid. 
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746 ASTHENOPIA—AUTHORITIES. 

XI. 1. S. 69 et seq.—Bohrn, der Nystagmus, etc. Berlin, 1857, S. 63, 111; die Therapie des 
Auges mittelst des farbigen Lichtes. Berlin, 1862. S. 203-236.—[Dyer, N. Y. Med. Jour. Oct. 
1865.—A?. Q. Boring, N. Y. Med. Journal, Feb. and May, 1867.]—Pagemtecher, kl. Beob. II. 
S. 36; III. S. 90.—Dobrowolsky, A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 53, 61, 75, 80; kl. Monatbl. Beil. 1868. S. 
114-118.—Manuliavdt, ibid. XV. 1. S. 288.—Tetzer, Wien. Augenklinik. Ber. S. 157.— Bohm, 
Die Therapie d. Auges mittelst farbigen Lichtes, Berlin, 1862. S, 263-236.—Schirmer, kl. 

Monatbl. 1867. S, 114. 

*. 
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5. Paralysis of Accommodation. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by the removal of the near point, and 
its approach to the far point; or, in other words, by the diminution or entire loss of the 
range of accommodutio n. 

Even in low grades of the paresis, the difficulty of exciting or maintaining suffi¬ 
cient accommodation shows itself very decidedly. On such attempts, the eye soon 
tires, its accommodation begins to waver, and the muscle soon gives out. Mikropsia 
is often observed at the same time. In the higher grades of the paresis, the power 
of adjustment is almost, or wholly, lost. The extent of distinct vision is limited to 
the longest line of accommodation, whose length and position, of course, vary with 
the natural refractive state of the eye. The latter does not appear to change much 
in slight paresis; but in complete paralysis it is often much diminished. Many eyes 
become hypermetropic that were not so before, and their natural refraction returns 
again after the cure of the paralysis. (Jacobson, Soring, Pagenstecher, Ponders.) 

Sometimes the paresis of accommodation is simple, the pupil retains its normal 
size, and reacts very freely to reflected irritation, but in the accommodative changes 
of the eye it does not move. Myopes who in their ordinary occupations use their 
accommodation little, if any, and do not use any correcting glasses, usually have 
their sight little disturbed. On the other hand, emmetropes, and still more hyper- 
raetropes, are much affected by the loss of accommodation during near vision. 
Their sharpness of vision is greatly decreased for short distances, and sometimes, 
also, for far distances, and the attempt to cover the defect by straining the accom¬ 
modation soon causes asthenopia. 

As a rule, the reflected movements of the iris are also arrested, the pupil reacts 
slightly, if at all, to light, &c., it remains fixed and moderately dilated, the paresis 
of accommodation is accompanied by mydriasis (see under this head). The disturb¬ 
ance of vision is then always marked, very often there is also paralysis of the 
external muscles supplied by the oculo-motor. Indeed, not unfrequently the paral¬ 
ysis extends to several cerebral and spinal nerves, and is very complicated. 

Causes.—We divide paralysis of accommodation into two forms, viz. true paresis 
dependent on functional disturbances of the nerves, and others that are caused by 
Pathological changes in the muscle or their sheaths. 

1. Where true paralysis of accommodation occurs alone, or combined only with 
mydriasis, cerebral origin of the disease is not impossible, it is true, but is very rare. 
It almost always depends on an affection of the short root, or of the lenticular 
ganglion. Where, however, the paresis of accommodation and the mydriasis are 
0I1ly partial symptoms of an affection, extending to several muscles, there must be 
disease in the trunks or sheaths of one or more nerves, or, as more frequently occurs, 
m id's central organs. Among the affections of the latter are not only perceptible 
organic changes in certain portions of the brain or spinal medulla, hut also less 
manifest alterations, such as those that occur in alcoholism, late in diabetes mellitus 
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748 CAUSES—DIPHTHERIA-PSEUDO-PARALYSIS. 

(Oraefe, Nagel), in uraemia, lead-poisoning, trichiniasis (Soring), and malarial fever 
(Mannhardt). 

Epidemic diphtheria is an important cause. In some epidemics the disease is 
very often accompanied by paralysis of accommodation. (Bonders, Pagenstecher, 
Benedict, Nagel, Stammeshaus). 

Tlie symptoms of paralysis usually appear after the croup has nearly or quite disappeared, 
usually between the third and sixth week. They do not occur in cases that run their course 
rapidly, or in the slower ones, where death results from kidney-disease. (Pagenstecher.) The 
muscles of accommodation and of the palate are most frequently affected. Some think that 
the nerves passing through ganglia are most attacked. {S. Jackson.) In some epidemics the 
paresis of accommodation is accompanied by great decrease of the natural refraction (Jacobson, 
Pagenstecher) ; but the nerves of the iris are usually unaffected, so that the reflex move¬ 
ments of the iris generally continue. Paralysis of the soft palate prevents the separation of 
the nasal cavities from the throat, and so hinders speaking, swallowing, &c., and this is more 
apt to occur, as there is often also anaesthesia of these parts. (Pagenstecher.) Besides the 
paralysis of accommodation, the muscles supplied by the oculo-motor are also often paralyzed. 
More rarely the extremities, especially the extensors, are affected with palsy, sometimes also 
with anaesthesia. Exceptionally, there is also paresis of the nerves governing forced expira¬ 
tion. {Pagenstecher.) Diphtheritic paralysis has always terminated in recovery, if the disease 
itself did not cause death. Still, the paresis of accommodation often causes asthenopia for a 
long while. 

Strabismus divergens has also sometimes been seen as a consequence of paralysis 
of accommodation. (Bonders, Pagenstecher.) 

It is thought that a constitutional disease may be considered as the cause of the local affec¬ 
tion, and that the paralysis results from the influence of the changed character of the blood on 
the central organs. {Bonders.) Possibly the diphtheritic deposit causes a blood-poisoning. 
This view is favored by the fact that severe cauterization diminishes the mortality of the dis¬ 
ease, and renders the paralyses rarer. {Bretonneau.) 

Still paralysis of accommodation has been also observed without any diphtheritic affection 
in acute swelling of the submaxillary and cervical glands, even in deep cervical cicatrices after 
ulcerations of scrofulous glandular tumors. {Oraefe, Remak.) We are, therefore, very much 
inclined to refer the paresis of the different nervous regions just as in Basedow’s disease, also in 
diphtheritis faucium, to diseases of the cervical sympathetic nerve, and to the circumscribed 
paralytic dilatations of the vessels of the central parts of the brain, particularly of the medulla 
oblongata. {Steffan.) This would be corroborated by the circumstance that in diphtheria 
swellings usually appear at both the angles of the lower jaw, which seem to be infiltrations of 
the connective tissue, and can, without doubt, react upon the superior cervical ganglia. 
{Remalc.) The frequently demonstrable sensibility of the cervical cord (Orenzstrange), and 
the healing action of electric currents passed through the latter, may also be here turned to 
account. {Remak, Benedikt.) 

In several cases a very remarkable limitation of accommodation was also observed in affec¬ 
tions of the teeth, and explained by the reflex action of the trigeminus upon the vaso-motor 
nerves of the brain. The degree of pain for the slighter or greater amount of the paresis is 
said here to be of less significance, and the affection to be found especially in individuals 
between the 10th and 15th years of life; very exceptionally, however, or even not at all, after 
the 30th year. {IT. Schmidt.) The question may here be asked, whether these limitations of 
accommodation may not often be explained by the fact that energetic and continuous muscular 
efforts are usually rendered very difficult by pain in any part of the body. 

2. The muscle of accommodation itself may become incapable of reacting pr°' 
portionately, or at all, to the nerve-impulse; from inflammation and its results in 
outgrowths or atrophy ; from senile changes, and as a result of continued inactivity 
from neglect of the eye, as occurs in strabismus or marked functional disturbance of 
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TREATMENT ; AUTHORITIES. 749 

one eye. Besides these, practically, debility of the muscle of accommodation 
approaching paresis, is frequently witnessed as a result of diseases affecting the 
nutritive functions. 

Treatment.—Where the cause is within reach, of course its removal must be 
attempted, and meantime the eyes should be carefully used. If the diseased process 
is eradicated, and yet the muscle remains to some extent weakened, electricity pro¬ 
mises, without a doubt, the best success. (Benedict, Coccius.) The copper pole 
should be placed upon the closed lid, and the zinc pole should be moved round the 
orbital margin. In diphtheritic paralysis, galvanization of the cervical sympathetic 
is to be preferred. (Benedikt, Bemak.) In addition, carefully-conducted exercise of 
the apparatus of accommodation, never carried to fatigue, may effect a favorable 
result. 

Convex glasses, that do not fully correct, furnish a means for this exercise, as 
they do not free the muscle of adaptation from exertion. But if asthenopia be 
caused by their use, we should rather employ fully-neutralizing spectacles. (Bonders.') 
At the same time, cold-water treatment, sea-baths, cold douches, life in the open air, 
and anything that increases the muscular strength, is beneficial. Besides invigorat¬ 
ing diet, quinine, sulphuric acid, and the preparations of iron internally, are recom¬ 
mended in diphtheritic paralysis. (Bonders.) Ergot (Willebrand) is of no use, and 
extract of calabar-bean is of but little service in paralysis of accommodation, j 

Authorities,—Slellwag, Sitzungsbericlit der Wien. k. Akad. d. Wiss. XVI. S. 244, 266; Oph. 
II. S. 825, 674.—Bonders, Anomalien der Refrac. u. Ace. Wien. 1866. S. 500 et seq.—Graefe, A. 
f. 0. II. 1. S. 173,191,192; II. 2. S. 299 et seq. ; III. 2. S. 363 ; IV. 2. S. 230, 234.—Nagel, ibid. 
VI1. S. 231 .—Boring, kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 235.—Hughlings Jackson, ibid. S. 143,145-147.— 
Mmnhardt, ibid. 1865. S. 18.—Pagenstecher, aus Elberfeld, ibid. S. 358.—Jacobson, A. f. O. X. 
2. 8. 47.—Bretonneau, nach Donders, 1. c. S. 513.—H. Gerold, Zur ther. Wiirdigung farbiger 
Diopter. Bonn. 1867. S. 36, 42.— Willebrand, A. f. O. IV. 1. S. 341, 344.—Donders, Centralbl. 
1867. S. 526.— Graefe, Deutsche klinik. 1865. S. 115.—Bemak, ibid. S. 115.—Coccius, Der 
lechanismus der Accommodation. S. 61, 99.—Benedikt, Elektrotherapie. Wien. 1868, S. 457, 
461.—Schmidt, A. f. O. XIV. 1. S. 107.—Steffan, kl. Erfahrungen. und Studien. Erlangen. 
1869. S. 47, 54.—Stammeshaus, Diss. Bonn. 1870. 
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6. Mydriasis. 

Symptoms.—This affection is characterized by a widely-dilated or only slightly- 
movable pupil, which does not depend on any material change in the eye. 

The dilatation of the pupil is always marked, but seldom reaches such an extent 
that the iris appears in the form of a small border behind the limbus conjunctivalis. 
Sometimes it is irregular, when certain arcs of the pupil are more dilated than others, 
and it sometimes appears as a perpendicular or horizontal oval, or a polygon with 
rounded angles, &c. At the same time the dilated pupil is fixed, it varies little, if 
any, from the action of light, convergence of the optic axes, or exertion of the 
accommodation. Since, with enlargement of the pupil, the intensity of illumination 
of the fundus and the quantity of reflected light is increased, the pupil loses its 
blackness, and appears more gray, with a tendency to blue or green, and, when the 
light falls at a favorable angle, may even appear brilliant. 

The power of accommodation is almost always limited, and often entirely removed. 
Still, no constant proportion exists between the pupillary dilatation and the loss 
of accommodation; this may be reduced to nothing in a slightly-dilated pupil, and, 
conversely, may remain in marked mydriasis. 

This diminution of accommodation, occurring with mydriasis, manifests itself very disagree¬ 
ably, since the diameter and apparent brilliance of the circles of dispersion, falling on the retina, 
increase with the size of the pupil. Moreover, the mydriatic eye does not see with perfect dis¬ 
tinctness at any distance, as the asymmetric curvature of the cornea and lens greatly affects vision, 
on account of the amount of blurring. Besides this, there is the very unpleasant feeling of daz¬ 
zling, which often accompanies mydriasis, and frequently renders it impossible to use the eyes in 
bright light. 

Mydriasis is usually confined to one eye ; it is rarely binocular. Nevertheless, it 
disturbs binocular vision very much, till the patient has learned to suppress the in¬ 
distinct perceptions of the affected eye. 

Causes,—Mydriasis must not be considered as an entire paralysis of the iris. 
This is characterized, not by dilatation of the pupil, but by inaction and tremulous- 
ness in quick movements of the eye. In mydriasis, the iris is always tense, even 
when reaction to light and the power of accommodation are absent. Moreover, by 
powerful irritation of the twigs of the fifth pair of nerves about the eye, temporary 
contraction may almost always be induced; on the other hand, the use of atropia 
will produce maximum dilatation. (Ruete.) 

We generally distinguish a spastic and a paralytic form. The first depends upon 
an irritated state of the oculo-pupillary branches of the sympathetic nerve, and is 
therefore caused by a spasmodic contraction of the dilatator pupillse and of the mus¬ 
cular portions of the vessels of the iris, and in pure cases is not attended by any 
limitation of the range of accommodation. 

To this class belongs the mydriasis, which sometimes during attacks of hemierania (J!u 
Bois-Reymond) affects the eye corresponding to the side of the head affected, but in most 
cases seems quickly to pass away, as the spasm soon changes to paralysis of the muscular wall* 
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PARALYTIC MYDRIASIS—COURSE ASD RESULTS. 751 

of the vessels. Furthermore, there may here be reckoned the ephemeral mydriasis (Graefe), 
which develops itself only temporarily at certain hours of the day, without any especial cause 
or under the most varying external causes. In one case mydriasis and myosis alternated 
periodically with each other, without there being demonstrable any limitation of accommoda¬ 
tion (Bonders). The dilatation is probably also to be reckoned here which is sometimes ob¬ 
served in Helminthiasis (Worms) and in certain abdominal affections, although the abdominal 
sympathetic can exercise no direct influence upon the oculo-pupillary nervous branches 
(Budge). An important cause are irritating injuries acting directly upon the cervical sym¬ 
pathetic (cervicalstrang). In fact a high degree of mydriasis has been observed in consequence 
of an aortic aneurism, of carcinoma of a cervical gland (Ogle), during the passage of a phleg¬ 
monous inflammation of the neck into suppuration (Kidd), and in connection with great eleva¬ 
tion of the upper lid, even repeatedly in ordinary goitre (Demme). Unfortunately the state of 
accommodation has not in these cases been sufficiently estimated, and hence many of them 
might possibly be confounded with those which have been seen in diphtheria of the throat and 
affections of the teeth. Finally in the category of spastic mydriasis are to be reckoned those 
cases of dilatation of the pupil, which constantly occur in very slow respiration, or where the 
latter has entirely ceased, in concussion of the brain, in obstruction of the respiratory passages, 
and generally in death by suffocation, and which, according to physiological experiments 
(Thirty, Ludwig, Bezold), are to be explained by the irritating action of blood rich in carbonic 
acid and poor in oxygen, upon the central organs of the sympathetic nerve. 

Tlie mydriasis is usually a symptom of paralysis and to be explained by obstruc¬ 
tion to the conducting power of the oculo-pupillary branches of the third pair of 
cranial nerves. The paralysis is but rarely limited to the motor nerves of the 
sphincter pupillae and can then always be referred to a central cause. In the great 
majority of cases it is accompanied by paralysis of accommodation, and its cause 
may then be found as well in pathological changes of certain portions of the brain 
situated beyond the centre of origin of the trunk of the oculo-motorius, as in obstruc¬ 
tions in the conducting power of the ciliary ganglion and of its short root, or even 
merely of the intraocular ganglia. Mydriasis and paralysis of accommodation are 
frequently merely two of the symptoms of a paralysis which extends over larger 
parts or over the entire region or ramification of the third and even of several 
cranial nerves. The cause of the obstruction in conducting power is then often an 
affection of the sheath of the nervous trunk, and as a rule is referred to a rheumatic 
origin. Just as often, however, the morbid deposit lies deeper, in the envelopes of 
the brain or even in the latter itself. 

Mydriasis is also a symptom of certain brain-diseases, chronic hydrocephalus, 
basilar meningitis, and apoplectic effusions at the base of the brain. It occurs 
frequently in diseases of the cerebellum (DucJiel:) and in chorea (J. Meyr), poisoning 
tith coal-gas, lead, certain narcotics, &c. 

The dilatation of the pupil, occasioned by mydriatics and accompanied by paralysis of 
accommodation, manifests also a spastic contraction of the muscles of the iris supplied by the 
sympathetic, as well as a paralysis of the sphincter pupillse and of the ciliary muscle, and is to 
k explained by an action of those poisons upon the intraocular ganglia. 

Course and Results,—Where the original disease can be cured, or subsides 
spontaneously, the mydriasis and its attributes also often disappear. Still, not un- 
fr'equently, dilatation and sluggishness of the pupil, with or without limitation of 
frm accommodation, remains ; sometimes only the latter. Once chronic, mydriasis 
usually defies all attempts at cure, and becomes permanent, probably because the 
Muscles or nerves involved become atrophied. 
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752 MYDRIASIS-TREATMENT-AUTHORITIES. 

Treatment.—This should always be directed to the original disease, where this 
is discoverable. Hence it will be purely antiphlogistic, antirheumatic, anthelmin¬ 
tic, &c., according to circumstances. If the original disease has been removed, or 
if the treatment for it has done its utmost, and the mydriasis continues as an inde¬ 
pendent disease, or if it was so from the first, without perceptible cause, we should 
try to excite contractions of the sphincter pupillro. 

The hopes of doing this by the ca’abar preparations have not been fulfilled. The 
effects of this remedy are evanescent. Where the causes are ephemeral, however, 
calabar may hasten, or even excite, recovery. The hopes from it are the better, the 
greater and more permanent its effect on the pupil and the accommodation, at each 
application. (Graefe.) 

In some cases, after the fruitless use of other remedies, electricity has proved 
beneficial. (Benedict, Fieber.) The copper pole should be placed over the closed 
lid-1, the zinc pole to the zygoma. 

In the spastic form, however, the galvanic current is better conducted to the 
cervical sympathetic. 

Hot very unfrequently, irritation of the ophthalmic branches of the fifth pair of 
nerves is beneficial by the reflections to the sphincter. For this purpose tincture of 
opium may be applied once, or at most twice, daily, to the conjunctiva. If, in conse¬ 
quence of this treatment, there is so much vascular irritation as to require treatment, 
we may apply cold compresses, without diminishing the effect of the first remedy, aa 
cold also stimulates the sphincter pupil]®. 

Frequent contractions of the orbicularis muscle are considered beneficial, as they sympatheti¬ 
cally excite contractions of the sphincter pupifiee. (Graefe.) The patient should be advised to 
close the lids frequently. Methodical use of the muscle of accommodation should also be tried. 

We may soon judge from the extent and duration of the pupillary reaction, whether this 
remedy promises any thing. Where the diameter of the pupil changes little, or quickly returns 
to its former size after all these attempts, there is little hope. 

Instead of applying laudanum to the conjunctiva, we may, of course, use any other irritants. 
Thus, the conjunctiva or edge of tne cornea have been cauterized with nitrate of silver; the 
patient has been ordered to take snuff, smell ammonia, &c. Greatly irritating the retina, in order 
to affect the pupil, is dangerous, and of little benefit. The same is true of repeated paracentesis 
of the cornea. The use of strychnia and veratria salve to the frontal regions, as well as the inter¬ 
nal use of ergot, are of little or no advantage. (Arlt.) 

Authorities.—Stellwag, Ophtb. II. S. 329, 831 ; Wien. med. Wochenschrift, 1864. Nro. 10-12. 
Ji'iete, Lehrb. der Ophth. I. Braunschweig, 1853. S. 101, 328, II. S. 568. — Bonders, Anom. del 

Rofr,. u. Acc. Wien, 1866. S. 493, 504, 505, 506, 524. — Graefe, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 315, II. 1. S. 
—Stellwag, Wien. Med. Jahrb. 1869. 2. S. 50; Der intraoculare Druck. Wien. 1868. S. 74 u. f. 
—Thiry, Ludwig, Bezold, ibid. S. 76 u. f.—Donders, Het tinjarigbestaan v. h. nederl. gasthuis. 
etc. Utrecht. 1869. S. 137.—Benedikt, Electrotherapie. S. 291, 303.—Budge, Die Bewegungder 
Iris. Braunschweig. 1855. S. 176.—Ogle, Kidd, Nach Eulenburg und Guttman Arch. f. Psych. 

I. S. 422.—Demme, Wurzburg. Med. Zeitschrift. III. S. 269, 273, 297.—Du Bois-fieymond, 
Arch. f. Anat. n. Phys. 1860. S. 461 u. f. 
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7 of Accommodation. . Spasm 

Symptoms and Causes.^— This affection is characterized by a sudden increase 
refraction, with a diminution or loss of the ‘power of voluntary change of accommo¬ 

dation. 

This is one of the darkest chapters in ophthalmology, because a sufficient num¬ 
ber of carefully-studied cases has not yet been observed. It is thought that it may 
be reflected, or sympathetically excited, through the muscles, producing convergence 
of the optic axes. 

1. Reflected spasm of the ciliary muscle occurs from severe irritations of the 
sensitive ciliary nerves, especially in inflammations. Then it is accompanied by great 
retinal hyperesthesia, and usually by spasm of the sphincter of the pupil and of the 
orbicularis palpebrarum. 

In other cases these reflex spasms seem to originate in a sort of hypersesthesia of the retina 
and optic nerve, which shows itself especially by intolerance of small circles of dispersion; 
for cases are observed where, at the moment such circles of dispersion fall on the retina, the 
muscle of accommodation contracts strongly, increases the refraction of the eye, and hence the 
indistinctness of perception, and so, instead of a favorable condition of adaptation, induces the 
opposite. Hitherto this peculiar disturbance of function has only been noticed in myopia of low 
or medium grades. It is noticed by the patient, that, when removing an object under examina¬ 
tion from the eye, beyond the far point, it does not become gradually indistinct, but suddenly, 
and with the sensation of an alteration of accommodation. While, for instance, such a person 
sees sharply at one, one and a half, or two feet distance, objects at three to five feet appear to him 
much more indistinct than they would to others of an equal or higher grade of short-sightedness* 
More careful examination then easily discovers that this sudden increase of indistinctness is caused 
by an excessive strain of accommodation, which is associated with an increased convergence off 
the optic axes. Strong concave glasses held before the eye correct not only the dioptric anonaa.'- 
lics, but also the false axis-convergence. This rare state is called “ myopia in distance." Id 
requires the correction of the existing anomaly of refraction; that is, the use of suitable concave 
glasses for distant vision. 

Exactly in opposition to these cases, others appear where the spasm of accommodation occurs 
when the object is brought within the line of clear vision, so as to require a certain increase of 
accommodation. Then too great an amount is supplied, the muscle of accommodation contracts 
touch more strongly than the distance of the object requires, while simultaneously the axis- 
convergence increases disproportionately, and a squint is developed in one eye. In many cases 
the tension of the muscle of accommodation and the internal recti increase and diminish in pro¬ 
portion to the approach or removal of the object; still, however, only to such an extent that, 
within certain bounds, it always exceeds the requirements. In other cases, however, at the 
tooment an object approaches within a certain point, the maximum of accommodation and axis-- 
convergence is excited, and remains for a time unchanged, even if the distance is again decreased;, h 
The spasm, once excited, sometimes does not relax for a length of time, even when; the cause is; 
entirely removed. Such cases easily pass for high degrees of myopia; still, the fact that, under 
ordinary circumstances, at least occasionally, the patients see sharply at a distance, as well, as: 
tbeir inability to wear strong concave glasses, shows that only a temporary increase of refrac'-- 
hon exists. In fact, careful examination shows the natural' adjustment of the- eye to be somer- 
titoes a proportionately slight myopic, normal, or moderately hypermetropic one*. 

The therapeutic indications are evidently to render unnecessary the amount of strain.ofi 
48 
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754 SPASM op accommodation; authorities. 

accommodation that causes spasm. Of course, this may best be done by shunning employments 
requiring near vision. However, where this can not be done, the use of weak glasses for near 
vision may be advisable, as the objects thus appear removed, and the amount of accommodation 
required is diminished. In a short-sighted person whose far point is at fourteen inches, spasm 
was kept off for years by using twenty- six-inch convex glasses. While previously the patient, in 
reading or writing, approached objects to within three or four inches and turned the left eye 
strongly inward, he now continued the same occupation for hours, with a normal fixation and dis¬ 
tance of the object. The disuse of the glasses always resulted in a return of spasm. (Graefe.) 
In other cases continued use of atropia seems to have removed the affection. 

2. It is said that, in spasm of accommodation excited sympathetically from the internal recti 
when the object is approached to a certain distance, a strong contraction of the muscle of accom¬ 
modation and internal recti results, so that, even while the distance of the far point is great, the 
patient can only see to read, write, &c., at three or four inches. It is said that the use of abducent 
prismatic glasses of two or three degrees has entirely removed the functional disturbance. 

(Liebreich.) 

In a word, the forms of disease described under 1 and 2 are very unclear and 

doubtful. 
3. The elevations and variations of the state of refraction, which frequently 

occur after continuous and strong efforts at accommodation and can be made mani¬ 
fest by the forced application of mydriatics, are, apart from reasons previously 
mentioned, by reason of the slowness of their growth and recession scarcely to be 
referred to spastic contractions (DobrowolsTcy), but rather to hypertrophic develop¬ 
ment of Muller’s circular fibres and to loss of elasticity of the lens. 

AuthoritiesGraefe, A. f. O. II. 1. S. 158 et seq.; II. 2. S. 807, 313, 316.—Liebreich, ibii 
VIII. 1. S. 259, 265, 266.—Danders, Anomalien der Refrac. u. Acc. Wien. 1S66. S. 526.— 
Dobrowolsky, kl’. Monatbl. 1868. Beil. S. 3,141,175, 179,180, 244.—Berlin, ibid. 1869. S. 1. 
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8. Myosis. 

Symptoms.—This disease is marked by an excessive and permanent contraction of 
tie pupil, which is also fixed, or but slightly movable. It is independent of any struc¬ 
tural change in the eye. 

The pupil is contracted to the size of a pin-liead, or even the point of a needle, 
perfectly circular and very black. It reacts slightly, or not at all, to changes of 
light, or even to the action of atropia. Its small diameter limits perceptibly the 
visual field, so that, sometimes, the patient can only see parts of large objects, even 
when they are at some distance. Moreover, the apparent brilliancy of retinal images 
is decreased, and hence clear vision, with moderate or slight illumination, becomes 
more difficult, or even impossible. 

The accommodation is, in the majority of cases, very little or not at all limited. 
In old people there is found almost constantly a very remarkable narrowness of the 
pupil, together with incomplete and slow reaction to atropine. Here it seems to be 
not so much an obstruction to the conducting power in the nerves under consider¬ 
ation, as rather the resistance which the rigid, or perhaps atheromatous walls of the 
vessels of the iris oppose to the organic muscles supplied by the sympathetic. 

Causes.—We divide myosis into two forms, spastic and paralytic. The first is 
to be referred to direct conditions of irritation or to those communicated from the 
opticus and trigeminus to the oeulo-pupillary branches of the third cranial nerve. 
It is very perceptible in inflammations accompanied by great irritation of the ciliary 
nerves, and usually renders the energetic use of strong solutions of atropine com¬ 
pletely useless. 

The continuous activity of the sphincter pupillae, for the sake of distinct vision 
at very short distances, may possibly give to this a certain over-balance. At least 
myosis is found in watch-makers, jewelers, engravers, etc., in a much larger propor¬ 
tion (Aril). 

The paralytic form occurs not very uncommonly with slight ptosis of the upper 
lid {Horner), and depends upon obstructions to the conducting power of the sym¬ 
pathetic nerve branches going to the eye and the organic muscles of the upper lid. 
This form has hitherto been observed solely in adults. The affection of the sym¬ 
pathetic here often manifests itself by periodical semi-lateral redness and develop¬ 
ment of heat in the face and head {Horner). Sensibility of the corresponding 
cervical region was also observed in one case. At the same time, so far as experi¬ 
ence thus far teaches, the myosis is not usually very great, and still admits of slight 
variations of the diameter of the pupil in reflex and accommodative impulses. The 
paralytic condition of the vessels of the iris and of the dilatator pupillm, moreover, 
manifests itself very distinctly by the extremely rapid and complete narrowing of the 
Pnpil through the action of the calabar-bean, as well as by the very vacillating and 
^complete dilatation of the pupil on the employment of atropine. The spontaneous 
movements of the upper lid are not at all impeded, with the slight exception of the 
upward movement, and act very powerfully against an external mechanical resis- 
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756 myosis ; treatment. 

tance, so that there can be no doubt that the seat of the functional disturbance lies 
not so much in the levator palpebra; as in the organic muscle of the upper lid. In 
the majority of cases the affection seems to have been developed without any con¬ 
siderable external cause. It may often be explained by the pressure of a tumor 
upon the cervical filament (Grenzstrang, Willebrand, Oairdner, Ogle, Heinelce, 
Mitchel, Morehouse, Keen). In one case a tumor of the parotid gland seemed to be 
the cause ( Verneuil). 

In addition, myosis often occurs in tabes dorsalis and other forms of paralysis of the spinal 
cord (Robertson), in obstinate constipation, in consequence of torpidity of the intestines, etc. 
The pathogenesis of these forms of myosis is as little known as of those which occur as symp¬ 
toms of many affections of the brain, especially in diseases of the pons Varolii (Duchek), aa 
symptoms of apoplexy in the stage of reaction, in the commencement of meningitis, together 
with the appearance of tetanus, hydrophobia, etc.; or which appear as accompaniments of 
hysterical spasmodic attacks ; or which are observed in cases of intoxication by certain narcotic 
substances, like opium, morphine, etc. 

The Treatment of myosis requires, first, the removal of the cause. If this can 
be removed, the myosis usually disappears spontaneously. In other cases, where 
the myosis apparently exists independently, direct treatment is usually without 
result. Mydriatics have been tried without effect. 

In some cases (Benedict), particularly when paralysis of the cervical sympathetic 
plays a part, electricity may render good service. When this has been employed in 
vain, and the myosis limits the power of vision very much, nothing remains but the 

formation of an artificial pupil. 

Authorities.—Ruete, Lehrb. der Ophth. I. Braunschweig. 1853. S. 328, II. S. 568.— Stett- 
wag, Ophth. II. S. 327.— Willebrcmd, A. f. O. I. 1. S. 319.— Simrock, kl. Montbl. 1863. S. 122. 
—Duchek, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1864. 4. Jahresbericht. S. 54.—Arlt, Krankheiten des Auges. II. 
Prag. 1853. S. 181.—Donders, Anomalien der Refr. u. Acc. Wien. 1866. S. 610.—Oairdner, 
ibid.—Stellwag, Der intraoculare Druck. S. 76.— Ogle, Heineke, Verneuil, Mitchel, Morehouse, 
Keen, nach Eulenburg und Guttman. Arch. f. Psych. 1. S. 420.—Horner, Klin. Monatbl.1869. 
S. 193.—Robertson, Edinburgh med. journal. 1869. Eebr.—Benedikt, Electrotherapie, S. 291, 
304. 
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SECOND SECTION. 

EYTOPTIC APPEARANCES-SCOTOMATA. 

Symptoms and Causes.—The characteristic symptom is the perception, by the 
patient, of circumscribed shadows of opaque particles in the dioptric media. 

The shape and general appearance of these shadows or scotomata vary greatly, 
in accordance with the great variety of the “ entoptic bodies ” which cast shadows. 
Several varieties are distinguished. 

1. The most important of these scotomata are known as muscoe volitantes. They 
are seen in the visual field as more or less dark spots, having a roundish or irregular 
ontline, and a straight or curved tail-like appendage. They vary in size between a 
millet-seed and a pea or bean, being rarely larger than the latter. 

The color depends on the thickness of the entoptic body, and on the kind 
and amount of the incident light, varying from dirty gray to a brown or black. The 
color is also different in different parts of the shadows. 

These entoptic appearances are most distinctly seen when the eyes are directed 
toward a distant, strongly-illuminated, bright surface, such as the clear sky, a field 
of snow, or a white wall, on which the sun shines. They are especially noticed 
when the eye is adjusted for a near point. 

We may get a distinct'image of these shadows, by looking upon the sky through 
a small perforation in an eye-shade, or through a strong convex glass upon the flame 
of a lamp, in a dark room, at the same time having a diaphragm with a small opening 
between the glass and the eye. (Zehender.) "We then see, just as in looking through 
a small hole in a screen, that they are composed of small shado wy figures, each one 
of which has a border of darker or lighter color, while the center generally appears 
"wy light. We may often distinguish an irregular granular nucleus. 

At the center of the scotoma these parts pile up on each other into a mass, whose 
ihade is dark. At the periphery the shado wy forms only partially cover eacli other, 
80 that the outlines are more distinctly perceived. In the tail-like attachments, the 
independent lines and filaments, they appear laid on each other, and thus form chains, 
rings, &c. 

At the same time, we generally observe numerous little circles very much alike, 
isolated and scattered, arranged, in part, like a string of pearls, connected together 
m the most different manner. Ribbon-like or broad opacities also rise up, which 
generally pass in a vertical direction, and, by their changing shadows, present an 
appearance of folds. They are especially observed when the visual axis is moved 
laterally, or deviates vertically, and the movements are quickly interrupted. (Don- 
<kn) With less illumination of the visual field, these scotomata disappear, or at 
least decrease in number. Those which remain then generally appear as indistinctly 
bordered, small, dirty-brown spots. They follow the patient almost constantly. 
Hhey are even perceived when moderately bright light falls on the closed lids, and 
are only lost when the visual field is very slightly illuminated. Yet there are cases 
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758 MYODESOPSIA—SCOTOMATA. 

where the scotomata only appear when the eye is directed on some bright object, as 
a hook, with artificial illumination. Sometimes they are only seen when the view is 
directed to a certain side. 

The muse® are, as a rule, only apparently a few inches off. They are exceed¬ 
ingly movable, and follow the changes in the optic axis, whether these latter are 
caused by contraction of the muscles of the eye, or by movements of the head. If 
these motions be made quickly, and the head then held still, the flying muse® shoot 
on a short distance and then stop. 

If the eye then remains quiet, they begin to sink. Some disappear at the lower 
border of the field of vision, others stop sooner, and remain at a certain point in the 
visual field, until a new motion occurs. The entoptic corpuscles giving origin to these 
scotomata are situated entirely in the vitreous, «id have been seen there by the aid 
of the microscope. (Bonders, Boncan.) 

Pale cells and remains of cells, in a state of mucous metamorphosis, were found there; these 
answer to the scattered small circles. There were also filaments with granules, answering to the 
strings of pearls and chains, groups of granules, with granular fibers hanging on them; these 
explain the larger muscse. Finally, there are membranes without number that lie chiefly to one 
side, close behind the lens, in the vitreous of old persons, causing the ribbon and fiat scotomata 
which appear as folds. 

Myodesopsia is a normal condition. Indeed, scarcely any eye is without 
muse®. In individual cases, it only requires favorable external conditions to cause 
them to be perceived. Morbid conditions always have a great influence on the 
symptoms. 

It is a fact, that irritations in the vascular parts of the globe increase very con¬ 
siderably the number, size, and density of the musece volitantes. Myodesopsia may 
thus become an extremely painful affection, probably by leading immediately to 
proliferation and increase in size of the cells of the vitreous humor. Muse® are 
often very annoying after excessive straining of the eyes, but chiefly as a premoni¬ 
tory indication of asthenopia. They are almost always found as an extremely dis¬ 
turbing symptom in the rapid enlargement of a posterior staphyloma. 

The entoptic bodies are most frequently found in the vicinity of the optic papilla, 
and are often connected to this. They are rarely so large as to be recognized with 
the ophthalmoscope as turbid, moving flocculi. Inflammations of various sorts may 
also cause them to appear. The appearance of a painful myodesopsia often dates 
from the termination of a severe conjunctivitis, keratitis, or iritis. Syphilitic iritis 
is particularly suspected as a cause of muse®, especially of those produced by cell- 
proliferation in the vitreous, based on an inflammation of the part, influenced or 
produced by the dyscrasia. 

As is evident, retinitis and choroiditis would be permanent causes, but they disturb the func¬ 
tions of vision too much, to allow the extremely delicate shadows from the proliferating vitreous 
to be recognized. 

2. The so-called constant scotomata are very different. When these have once 
arisen, they generally exist unchanged for years, and maintain a fixed position in the 
visual field, independently of the movements of the eye, as long as the light is 
conducted in a certain direction through the dioptric media. Under ordinary 
circumstances they are rarely seen, but when they are, they disturb the vision very 
much, because they seem to lie in front of the objects, and to partially cover them. 
Generally, light that is perfectly homocentric is required—that is, that which passes 
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MTJSCiE VOLITANTES-PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY SCOTOMATA. 759 

[trough a very minute hole in a shade—in order that they may be seen on looking 
at a brightly-illuminated surface. 

Then the visual field appears as a bright disc, whose contours show any irregularities *n the 
pupil, and whose surface is a delicate cloudy gauze or net-work, with fine molecules or larger 
points rarely striated, radiated, or wavy, like mohair. On this surface, the individual scoto¬ 
mata arise more or less sharply. They are much varied in form. They are often dentated 
figures whose teeth are mostly crooked, and are arranged around some middle point. They are 
generally very bright, with their edges blurred, or with sharp, black borders. Sometimes it 
appears as if these figures were formed from the shadows of nucleated cells. Less frequently, 
small, dark, straight lines appear, which either radiate from a common center, forming a star, or 
else approach (without reaching) the center from the periphery. Sometimes they stand alone in 
the visual field; again, a large number are scattered around or collected in groups. Their 
size varies from that of a poppy-seed upward, rarely surpassing that of a pea, when the scoto¬ 
mata cover a large portion of the visual field. It is sometimes a dark, roundish, or irregularly- 
shaped spot, with sharp and often bright boundaries. Sometimes they are more ring-shaped, 
and a bright or dark, granular, roundish or square nucleus appears, Surrounded by a dark girdle, 
beyond this by a bright zone. It is remarkable that very similar scotomata appear in the visual 
field of both eyes. They are similar not only in shape, but in number and arrangement. 
[Listing.) 

The entoptio bodies causing these scotomata are chiefly situated in the lens, and 
on close examination are proved to depend on the not quite perfect optical regularity 
of the crystalline substance, and on the deposition of certain morbid products. 

The serrated figures, and the delicate marking of the whole spectrum, are to be ascribed to 
the peculiar structure of the lens, its fibrous composition, and their arrangement about the so- 
called nucleus. They lie chiefly near the surface, and excentrically. They may arise within a 
few days, and then exist for a long time, but again disappearing, while others appear. Their 
number increases with years. The irregular dark spots are recognized as shadows of superficial, 
white, granular, opaque corpuscles, which are almost always situated ou the borders of the sectors 
of the lens, and do not seem to be caused by fatty degeneration. (Bonders, Doncan.) 

Some of the dark spots, with irregular contours, are to be explained by irregu¬ 
larities and opaque deposits in the corneal tissue and the lenticular fossa. They 
are also caused by turbid, and perhaps partially loosened epithelial cells, on the two 
surfaces of the cornea. (Listing.) 

When a small hole in a screen is moved in front of the pupil, it is clearly seen that the entoptie 
corpuscles in question are situated, sometimes in one of these positions, and sometimes in 
another. On observing their peculiar appearance, the direction of the homocentric light, falling 
on the entoptie bodies, is changed by the movements of the aperture in the screen. The shadows 
also are seen on parts of the retina which are constantly changing. If we successfully look 
at different points of the field, the shadows of all bodies which are not in the plane of the 
pupil change their position in reference to the circular boundary to the field of vision. This 
movement of the shadows in the entoptie field of vision, Listing calls the relative entoptie 
parallax; it is positive for objects behind the pupil, and negative for objects in front of the 
Pupil. (Helmholtz.) Furthermore, the amount of the deviation, in the same movement of 
tte hole in the screen, must be the greater, the farther the entoptio bodies are from the plane 
of the pupil. (Listing.) 

The position of the entoptio bodies, at various distances from the plane of the pupil, may be 
estimated or even measured with great exactness by the method, a double vue. (Bonders.) In 
this method we look through a screen, having two apertures about a line apart, so that two spec- 
ha are thrown upon the retina, which half cover each other anteriorly. In these the scotomata 
appear double, at a distance from each other, which is equal to the distance between the centers 
of the two entoptie circles. If the entoptie bodies are in tiie plane of the pupil, these spectra are 
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7GC SCOTOMATA-TRE ATME N T—AUTHORITIES. 

nearer each other, if behind it, further from each other, if in front. The distance of the shadow} 
seen is proportionate to the distance from the plane of the pupil. (Bonders,) 

3. Scotomata of the third variety are of a very ephemeral nature, if we regard them individ¬ 
ually. They are also only seen under peculiar circumstances, for instance, when a patient uses 
the microscope, but particularly when looking upon a bright surface, through a hole in a card. 
They are not otherwise perceived, and hence do not interfere with vision. They appear chiefly 
as round cells without nuclei, about as large as a poppy-seed, with dark, not well-defined edges. 
They somewhat resemble delicate vesicles; at times they are alone in a gray field, again they are 
in groups; but they are frequently arranged in chains, which look like strings of pearls. 

In any movements of the eyes, all these scotomata, like the mused volitantes, move in a cor¬ 
responding direction. If the movement has been rapid, they continue for a moment after the 
globe is at rest. When the eye is. quiet, they begin to fall with increasing velocity, often forming 
arcs as they fall to one side or the other. They finally disappear at the lower limit of the visual 
field, while others appear at the upper. By the closure of the lids, and, still more, by gently 
rubbing the closed lids, the position of the scotomata in the visual field is changed; other 
groups and chains immediately appear, which again sink rapidly downward. The ephemeral 
scotomata are certainly caused by optical irregularities of the stratum of fluid, constantly cover¬ 
ing the anterior surface of the cornea. Apart from the peculiarities in their movements, this is 
seen from the influence which the movements of the lids, or delicately rubbing the closed lids, has 
upon their relative arrangement in the visual field. The darker spots, like scotomata, may be 
referred to thrown-off epithelial cells, meibomian secretion, &c. The bright, ring-shaped ones, 
are to be ascribed to air-vesicles, which are mingled with the tears. 

The union of these ring-shaped scotomata in strings may be explained by the meniscoid shape 
of the lachrymal stream. The specific lighter air-vesicles ascend to the lachrymal meniscus, and 
collect in a row in its upper angle, which is drawn over the cornea by shutting the lid, and they 
again sink down with the tears. 

Treatment.—According to what has been said, scotomata are, for the greater 
part, only symptoms of the incompleteness of development in the structure of 
individual dioptric media, and have, therefore, no very great significance. 

Even the muscae volitantes, which may, with great probability, he referred to 
proliferation of cells in the vitreous humor, are of themselves symptoms which 
need cause no apprehension. They exist in many eyes during the whole period of 
life, without injuring them in the slightest degree. But where the eye is impaired, 
it is not so much on account of the cell-proliferation of the vitreous humor as 
from the original disease, which has involved the vitreous. In accordance with this 
no treatment is indicated, except in cases where we have reason to believe that such a 
primary disease exists. The treatment will then he regulated by the form of this 
morbid condition. 

If myodesopsia appears primarily, so as to materially annoy and disturb the 
patient, protection and rest of the eyes are to be enjoined. Under their influence 
the musete seem to actually diminish. 

Authorities.— Listing, Beitrag zur phys. Optik. Gottingen, 1845. S. 7, 26, et seq.—Helmholtz, 
Karsten’s Encyclopadie, IX. S. 148-164.—Bonders, Anomal. der Refr. u. Acc. Wien. 1866. S. 167- 
172, 331.—Boncan, ibid. S. 168.—Zeliender, Seitz Handbuch der ges. Augenheilkunde, Erlangen, 
1855. S. 538, 542-547.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 387-398.—Graefe, A. f. 0. I. 1. S. 351, 358, 11.2. 
S. 293.— Coccius, fiber Glaucom, Entzundung, etc. Leipzig, 1859. S. 6, 7. 

[James Jago, Eutoptics, with its uses in Physiology and Medicine. London, Churchill, 1864] 
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THIRD SEOTIOH. 

FUNCTIONAL DISEASES OF THE OPTIC NERVE AND RETINA. 

Nosology.—These functional disturbances are exceedingly varied, and are still 
very insufficiently investigated. We divide them into qualitative discordances 
(msUmmungen) and quantitative deviations from the normal condition—the former 
class comprising the idiosyncrasies, the latter hyperesthesia, anesthesia, and 
amaurosis. 

1. Micropsia, inegalopsia, metamorphopsia, color-blindness, and colored vision, 
are counted with the idiosyncrasies. This classification, however, is only partly 
correct. 

The first two conditions generally have their origin in altered conditions of accommodation 
and convergence. Here and there, however, they appear after injuries of the brain (II. Gerold), 
with inflammation in the retina or optic nerve. When misplacements of the cones, by exuda¬ 
tion, are not the proximate cause (M. Tetzer), they may possibly be referred to an affection of the 
nerves which may cause them to act discordantly. Metamorphopsia depends in part on an 
oblique position of single groups of rods and cones, as in exudative retinitis, in detachment of 
the retina, in progressive posterior staphyloma. It is in part, also, a consequence of a very unsym- 
metrical formation of the dioptric media. 

Color-blindness is rarely complete. The lack of sensitiveness to impressions of 
color, which is a normal state of the periphery of the retina (.Aubert), appears to be 
extended over the yellow spot (achromatopsia, achrupsia). The patient distin¬ 
guishes between light and shade very well—even between the finest grades of the 
apparent brightness of the retinal images; but he recognizes none of the colors. In 
fact, he has no idea of color. (Wartmann.) But generally the perception of 
certain colors is very much limited, and thus confusion of colors and tints arises 
{cJiromatodysopsia). 

It is believed by some, but is again denied on weighty authority (Rose), that the eye is 
sensitive to the undulations of three different waves, and that the sensation of each one of these 
18 a peculiar process, or, if we choose so to regard it, the result of the irritation of a particu¬ 
lar kind of nerve. Of these, the first is greatly excited by red, the second by green, the third by 
Uolet rays, but only slightly so by the other kinds of rays. (Young.) White is then induced by an 
equally powerful irritation of all three varieties of nerve-fibers, black by different irritation of 
these. The sensation of red appears, if the nerves sensitive to red are greatly irritated, the green 
not so powerfully, and the violet still weaker. Yellow is perceived when nerves sensitive to red 
and yellow are moderately irritated, but violet is very little excited. Green is seen when there 
18 greater irritation of the nerves sensitive to green, with a weaker irritation of the red and violet. 
Blue results from a moderately severe irritation of the nerves sensitive to green and violet, and a 
Hot so powerful irritation of the red. Yiolet occurs from a powerful irritation of the nerves 
sensitive to the slightest undulations, and from a weaker one of the two other kinds of 
nerves. From red, yellow, green, blue, violet, with white and black, all possible colors may 
Single, and the result be an equalization of the colors. (Helmholtz.) 

More recent investigations have proven, that the sensibility for change of tints is greatest 
^ yellow, next in cyanide blue and blue-green, and least in red, and that tints of color are 
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762 CIIROMATODYSOrSIA-—BED BLINDNESS—GBEEN BLINDNESS, 

generally distinguished with the greatest difficulty, the nearer they lie to a prime color. (Me 11- 
delstamm.) It has been thought that the power of distinguishing colors might be connected 
with a division of the cone fibers into three parts, and that the sensibility for one of the tl xee 
prime colors might be ascribed to each of the three fibers resulting from this division. (Ihnle, 
Hasse.) But this hypothesis fails with the demonstration of a multiform division, of a bri sh- 
like separation of the cone fibers. (M. Schultze.) Others think that the physical condit'cns 
for the separate perception of different tints of color may be sought in the leaf-like structure 
of the external members of the cones, and that here may be seen an analogue of those con¬ 
trivances which in the cochlea of the organ of hearing render the distinguishing of pitches of 
sound possible. 

In chromatodysopsia the sensitiveness to undulations of light is wanting to one 
of the three undulation or wave-lengths ( Wellen lange) ; that is, one of the tin ee 
fundamental colors is absent; and corresponding to this, all the colors perceived 
by the patient may be made up upon Maxwell’s circle with white and black, 1 y 
two, instead of three, fundamental colors. Without doubt, the colors then appear 
differently to the patient than to a normal-sighted person. The kind of impression 
is changed. But different colors appear to be the same, and are, therefore, con¬ 
founded with each other. Three variations are distinguished. (SeebecJc.) In one 
variety, all the trouble is due to the absence or imperfect perception of green (greai- 
'blindness.') In the second, it is red that is wanting (red-blindness, anerythropsia, 
Daltonism), and in the third the blue is excluded (blue-blindness). 

Red-blindness occurs rather frequently; it is, as a rule, congenital and often 
hereditary. It occurs more frequently in men than in women, and is mainly observed 
in persons of G-ennanic race. In England the number of patients affected with red- 
blindness is very large. ( Wilson.) Anerythropsia is sometimes acquired by strain¬ 
ing of the eyes, and in consequence of severe injuries of the head. (Wilsor, 
Tyndall.) It is most frequently developed in connection with progressive atroply 
of the optic nerve. 

In red-blindness, the objective red light, which only slightly excites the nerves sensitive to 
green, and still less the violet, does not appear red, but greenish, and, with less intensity, grey¬ 
ish. The objective yellow light irritates the nerves sensitive to green very much, the violet 
less ; hence it produces the sensation of a decided green. The objective green, especially when it 
approaches the blue of the spectrum, greatly irritates the nerves sensitive to green and blue, 
and must, therefore, appear whitish. Blue is perceived very correctly, since here, in a nornal 
state, the influence of the nerve’s sensitive to red is almost nothing. The anerythropes see omy 
two colors in the solar speculum, which are called yellow and blue. They consider all the red, 
orange, yellow, and green, as yellow. They call the greenish blue tints gray, the others blue. 
The outermost red ones they do not see at all, unless they are very intense. The boundary of 
their spectrum is, therefore, at a point where normal eyes still plainly perceive an indistinct 
red. Among the fundamental colors, they confound the red with brown and green, and see 
their shades darker than persons with normal vision. They do not distinguish golden-yellow 
from yellow, nor rose-color from blue. A certain mingling of yellow and black appears to 
them on Maxwell’s circle, the same as red—a certain mixture of yellow and blue the same as 
green, another gray ; but they make all other colors from red, yellow, green, and blue, with the 
assistance of white and black. The person affected with red-blindness distinguishes violet, but 
calls it blue. (Helmholtz, Schelslce.) 

Patients afflicted with green-blindness distinguish in the sun’s spectrum only two coloi?, 
which they call, probably with tolerable correctness, red and blue, or when white light is mixed 
with them, yellow and blue. These two colors are separated by a stripe of an indefinite, grayis 
tint, and this stripe occupies exactly that place in the spectrum which, in the normal eye, 
gives the purest sensation of green, and therefore excites the green-perceiving nerve-fibres, 

most. At the same time the sensitiveness for blue is very much increased ; so that the spec , 
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BLUE BLINDNESS-VIOLET BLINDNESS—COL OKED VISION. 763 

trum appears considerably lengthened at the violet end. The sensitiveness for red is also 
somewhat increased. (Preyer.) Persons affected by green-blindness recognize transitions 
between violet and red easily and surely, which appear to anerythropes uniformly as blue. On 
the contrary, they also make mistakes between green, yellow, blue, and red, but in case they 
confound the same tint with green, they choose a more yellowish green than those affected with 
red-blindness. (Seebeck, Helmholtz.) 

In persons affected with blue-blindness, blue and green, or blue and yellowy are regarded as 
the same, but red and green are not confounded. The violet end of the spectrum is said not 
to be shortened (Preyer), since probably violet is perceived as red. 

Violet-blindness also occurs. This is explained by abnormally great concentration of the 
yellow pigment, running into greenish, which distinguishes the region of the macula lutea, 
and it is believed that this pigment weakens considerably the transmitted blue and violet light, 
but affects the red only in a slight degree. (M. Schultze.) In accordance with this, we refer 
the very varying sensibility of different eyes for blue and violet light, the occurrence of persons 
affected by ultra-violet or lavender-blue blindness (Masoart), and the occurrence of violet¬ 
blindness (Pose) to a varying intensity of the color of the yellow-spot. We have even gone 
still farther and thought that the red-blindness might be accounted for by a greater develop¬ 
ment of the greenish tint of the pigment in the yellow-spot (M. Schultze), but have failed by 
reason of contradiction from many sides. (Dor.) 

Colored vision is, on the whole, a disease which has been very slightly inves¬ 
tigated. It is characterized by the saturation of the visual field with a certain color, 
yellow, red, blue, green, &c., the real color of the objects looked upon being changed. 

Colored vision is in the great majority of cases dependent upon the coloring and opacities of 
the dioptric media and of the anterior layers of the retina. The yellow vision in icterus (Rose) 
is without doubt generally to be referred to the circulation of the coloring matter of the bile in 
the dioptric media and retina. The simultaneous occurrence of violet-blindness is explained 
very simply by the non-transmissibility of the yellow-colored media for blue light. The 
yellow vision in poisoning by santonine is probably the symptom for a stronger irritation of 
the blue and red-perceptive nerve-fibers, which, however, is soon exhausted in bright light, so 
that yellow-vision remains, and therefore violet- blindness appears, but in shadow is soon re¬ 
established and causes violet-vision. At any rate, yellow-vision in poisoning by santonine 
cannot depend upon a greater amount of yellow pigment collected in the macula lutea (M] 
Schultze) or find its origin in a yellow coloring of the serum of the blood (Nagel), since Haidin- 
ger’s luminous tufts are perceived very distinctly in poisoning by santonine, and therefore 
the blue light finds no impediment in its passage to the bacillar layer. Yiolet-vision also should 
not be referred to complementary-colored after-images (M. Schultze), since it is perceived 
before the yellow-vision. (Hilfner.) 

Whether the colored vision, occurring after local application of digitaline, &c., has an 
analogous cause, is still unsettled. The colored-vision after intraocular hemorrhages, in many 
cases of retinitis and of glaucoma, is certainly to be explained by opacities of the dioptric 
media and retina. The blue-vision after cataract extractions (Guepin) depends upon the 
presence of some fragments of cortical substance, since it is relieved by an artificial prolapse of 
the vitreous. (Hasner.) The colored borders, which appear around the images of objects in 
astigmatism, are to be referred to the diffusion of light in the dioptric apparatus and to insuf¬ 
ficient accommodation. If we disregard these cases and the complementary colored-vision, 
which appears exceptionally after the use of deeply colored glasses (Bohm), there only remain 
a few cases, in which the affection seems to be entirely independent of material causes, and 
may be regarded as a true impairment of the light-refracting apparatus. Such conditions have 
been observed under various external conditions. Sometimes the subjective coloring of the 
field of vision varied, remitted, or even intermitted. (Skokalski.) It cannot be neutralized by 
placing complementary-colored glasses before the eyes, but requires often very singular com¬ 
binations of color, which cannot be explained by any physical laws. (H. Gerold.) 

2. Hypersesfhesia optica is characterized, on one hand, by abnormally increased 
sensibility—that is, by excessive intensity and duration of the sensations which may 
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be caused by irritation of the optic n£rve and retina—but on the other hand, also, 
by a condition of abnormally high excitement, which is indicated by sensations 
which do not depend on external influences. 

a. The most common symptom is an exceedingly painful sensation of dazzling. 
This occurs from the action of even a comparatively small amount of light, or even 
when there is no objective light at all. This dazzling sensation is generally com¬ 
bined with ciliary hyperaesthesia ; that is, with a more or less severe pain in the eye¬ 
ball, extending to one or the other branch of the fifth pair of nerves. There is 
profuse secretion of tears, reflex spasms of the orbicularis muscle, &c. In this 
combination of symptoms, that condition is seen which is called photophobia. Pho¬ 
tophobia is, indeed, a very complicated phenomenon. It is the reflection of hyper- 
sesthetic affections in different nerve-tracts, that stand in intimate connection with 
each other, however, so that excitations of first one, and then the other, may be 
induced. 

In very rare cases there is found, accompanied by intense photophobia, nyctalopia, i. e., the 
power of seeing, reading, Ac., tolerably distinctly under very slight illumination. In one case 
nyctalopia appeared with considerable concentric limitation of the field of vision and intense 
photophobia, after an injury to the head. Later, nystagmus and epilepsy were added to it. 
The result was a cure. (Mooren.) 

1. Another manifestation of hyperaesthesia optica is the appearance of the so- 
called pliosphenes. They occur not only with, hut also without, the dazzling sensa¬ 
tions, and true photophobia ; and, like these symptoms, they are not necessarily 
connected with the action of objective light, but are even characteristically seen in 
complete darkness, in perfect amaurosis. 

They are usually only the symptoms of a morbid excitation of individual nerve- 
elements. They are, however, much increased in number, size, and intensity, or 
even produced, by absolute and relative external irritations. 

They depend on slight and temporary hypersemia, or congestion of the blood. 
Even the normal circulation and pulsation of the vessels, slight pressure on the 
eye-ball, concussions, quick lateral movements of the globes, simultaneous sudden 
contraction of the four recti muscles, an electric current, &c., may cause them. 

These subjective symptoms often present themselves as brightly-illuminated, 
white, or colored clouds, rings, &c., which cover a large part of the visual field, and 
move about in it with various changes in shape. Occasionally, the whole visual 
field appears filled with a wavy or vibrating mist, whose color is generally bluish- 
white, but not unfrequently yellow, green, red, &c. Objects are then seen indis¬ 
tinctly through a mist, and are occasionally surrounded by the colors of the rainbow. 
This phenomenon is described under the name of chromopsia, chrupsia, colored 

vision. 
Generally these phosphenes are seen as bright white or colored flashes, sparks, 

flames, wheels, spheres, &c., which rise up in various portions of the visual field, 
and quickly cross over it in very different directions. They more rarely seem to 
stay in one place, and gradually fade away, without having changed their position. 
Sometimes they are collected in such a way that they nearly fill the visual field, 
then it seems to the patient as if he were looking in a thick rain of waving, golden, 
silver, or fiery drops, or as if there danced before his eyes a sea of flame or melted 

metal. The usual name for this kind of subjective appearances is photopsia or 

spintherism. 
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c. Very recently a very peculiar symptom of hyperassthesia of the optic nerve and retina, 
described long since (Heinicke, Ruete), the so-called flitting scotoma has again attracted atten¬ 
tion. {Forster.) This seems to occur not uncommonly, appears paroxysmally with or without 
external cause, at longer or shorter, very irregular intervals, is sometimes announced by attacks 
of headache, sometimes followed by them, and is, with few exceptions, monolateral. {Schir- 
mer.) It is characterized by the sudden appearance of a blind spot in the field of vision, which 
rapidly increases in size and is bounded by a remarkably bright zone, which either simply 
glistens or shines in dazzling colored zig-zag lines. As far as the scotoma extends, the percep¬ 
tion of objects of the field of vision is completely annulled. The defect in the field of vision 
appears sometimes as an enlargement of the blind spot {Ruete); sometimes it represents a 
nearly central interruption, which rapidly extends over large parts of the field of vision 
{Forster); sometimes it extends to a whole quadrant of the visual field {Maimhardt) ; and 
sometimes the half of the visual field is blind, and the affection takes on the form of a hemiopia 
{Wollaston, Airy, Brewster, Listing, Testelin). The attacks last, as a rule, only a few minutes, 
may, however, extend over an hour and more, after which the former power of vision is restored. 
Hence the name, “amaurosis partialis fugax,” has been proposed {Forster). The pathogenic 
factor is probably vaso-motor disturbances in certain central portions of the optic nerve and 
retina. 

d. The morbid increase of the excitability often increases the duration of the 
reaction to objective irritation. Impressions left on the retina, or after-images, 
appear more readily, reach very great intensity of illumination, and do not so easily 
disappear, as in the normal condition. 

In suddenly changing the direction of the eyes, it easily occurs that, while another object 
has come under observation, the impression of the former one is still present, and consequently 
the after-images are mingled with the impression of the objects still in sight; the perceptions 
become confused, and, since the after-images change their position with the movements of the 
eyes, an apparent motion is imparted to the objects which are really at rest. This moving 
and dancing about of the objects makes the patient dizzy, if the object changes its position a 
little suddenly. {Ruete.) 

Very strong and permanent impressions plant themselves firmly in the retina, as it were, so 
that their after-images remain for days and weeks in the visual field, or they at least appear as 
soon as the patient thinks of them. 

If these impressions were of very varied and varying form, it amounts to an actual chase 
after subjective visual appearances, each of which seeks to displace the other, and which 
sometimes simply reproduce the object seen, sometimes combine several impressions with one 
another under the form of after-images, and sometimes represent to[the sensorium very irregular, 
parti-colored figures, and thus cause the most fantastic visions. {Ruete.) 

Optical hypersesthesia is occasionally seen as a symptom of congestion or inflam¬ 
mation of the brain, of drunkenness, poisoning with certain narcotics, &c. (Macken¬ 
zie, Ruete), together with neuralgic attacks of the trigeminus (Alexander), &c. 
Sometimes it accompanies the more acute forms of neuro-retinitis, and is one of the 
premonitions of retinal detachment. It is generally caused and kept up by irrita¬ 
tion of the ciliary system. It is then commonly referred to inflammation, and some¬ 
times is a sympathetic affection. It is in the latter case generally associated with 
concentric limitation of the field of vision, with intense photophobia and limitation 
of accommodation. But this connection is often wanting, the hypersesthesia is an 
immediate result of severe irritation acting on the ciliary system. Straining of 
the accommodation and of the muscles of convergence exerts a great influence 
m this respect. In other cases the affection is primarily developed in the retina, 
and is propagated upon the ciliary system. The most common cause is strain- 
mg the eye, with intense illumination of the visual field, by direct sunlight, or 
flickering gaslight, working upon very shiny or light-colored objects, or upon those 
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which are small and not sufficiently illuminated, especially when these latter move 
very rapidly. Besides all this, when there is a frequent change in the light, the 
impairment of vision thus occasioned has a great similarity to asthenopia. Hence 
the condition has been described as asthenopia of the retina. (Graefe.) 

This condition is characterized negatively by the absence of any loss of accommodation, or 
want of power of the muscles of the eye; positively, by the inability to use the eyes in any way, 
on account of an extremely painful sensation of dazzling, and, with this, an indistinctness of the 
object viewed, no matter what may be its distance, or the required tension of the muscle of 
accommodation, and of the recti. Retinal asthenopia, when once developed to a high degree, is 
generally very obstinate in spite of all care, and the employment of blue glasses, which is so 
highly esteemed by some. (Jtd7ini.) It often lasts for months, and renders the patient unable to 
pursue any occupation requiring the use of the eyes. 

3. Anaesthesia optica is a lessening of the excitability of the retina, independent of 
any recognizable organic changes. Its principal symptom is the very great weak- 
ening of the impression which low degrees of illumination exert upon the eye. 
This anaesthesia optica is seen under various forms, according to the cause. 

a. In the greatest number of cases, it is excessive irritation of the optic nerve 
and retina which leads to anaesthesia. It seems as if there were a kind of exhaus¬ 
tion or blunting caused, which renders the affected nerve-elements incapable of 

reacting to moderate light. 
Light is one of the chief irritants which come into consideration here. Indeed, 

misty vision at night, which is so frequent and often even endemic (hemeralopia), is 
nothing more than anaesthesia optica, which has its origin in the long-continued 
action of strong light upon the eye, but remotely in deficient nutrition and weak¬ 
ness in the functions of the entire nervous system. Snow and moon blindness are 

intimately connected with it. 

Snow-blindness is a very common occurrence in men as well as in domestic animals, who run 
over the snow and fields of ice among the mountains, in bright sunlight, without having any 
protection to the eyes from the dazzling reflection. It is characterized sometimes by a rapid, and 
again by a gradual, darkening of the visual field, which lasts as long as the person affected 
remains in such inhospitable regions without protection to his eyes, but disappears as he descends 
where there is no snow, or if the eyes be protected by some material, e. g. black crape or dark 

glasses. (Tschudi, Fvrster.) 
Moon-blindness often appears among sailors, when in the tropics, if they sleep on the deck, 

under the full light of the moon. It sometimes becomes so intense that the patients on 
awakening can scarcely recognize daylight and must be led about {Robinson). 

Intense direct or reflected sunlight, which suddenly meets the eye, or acta on 
the retina for some time, occasionally causes partial anaesthesia, especially on the 
center of the retina, which is the part most exposed. This condition is evinced b) 
the dark cloud in the middle of the visual field, which is impermeable, or which, 
when not so dense, allows the objects to appear through with more or less distinct 

boundaries and colorings. 

The clond is generally darker the less brightly illuminated is the visual field. When the latter 
is very light, it often appears colored. It does not disappear entirely when the eyes aie c ose, 
but, in some cases, is brighter than the normal surrounding part. It -s often ephemeral, on y 
lasting a few hours, disappearing after the night's sleep; but, under other circumstances, it w 
an extremely troublesome symptom, which affects the patient for weeks and months, until, W1 
proper care of the eyes, it becomes gradually thinner, objects appear clearer and clearer, it brers 
up and disappears from the field of vision. Occasionally weakness of the center of the re ,r: 
remains, which is particularly noticed on going from a light room to a dark one. (Ed. Mil 1 

Schirmer, Mackenzie.) 
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5. A stroke of lightning, or mechanical concussion of the eye or brain, may be 
a cause of optic anaesthesia. It is also believed that severe irritations, in one or 
o her branches of the fifth pair, may lead to similar results. 

Unfortunately, only a small portion of these cases have been sufficiently examined, and it is 
quite probable that very different kinds of affections are classed together, that correspond in the 
c'aief symptom, which is the sudden or very rapid diminution, or complete destruction, of the 
ssnsitiveness to light. The fact that the impairment of vision often exists for a long time, 
without any organic changes being recognized with the ophthalmoscope, and also that, after 
some time, the function of the retina and nerve may be restored, shows that they belong in 
some degree to the forms of anaesthesia. In such cases, only a concentric narrowing of the 
visual field remains, without any objective appearances. 

The proximal pathogenetic factor of this anaesthesia is still unclear. In the 
majority of cases, however, it may certainly be referred to vasomotor influences. 
These are frequently powerful enough to bring about, sooner or later, material 
changes in the light-perceptive apparatus, which then appear in the form of actual 
inflammation or of progressive atrophy of the optic nerve, and render it necessary 
to include the case in question in the category of real amaurosis. 

It is certain that the kind of direct injury may be very different in different cases. As to 
lightning, there are cases known where the disturbance in vision could be referred to the direct 
influence of the electric current upon the nervous system (Petrequin, Schirmer). There are 
others, where the stroke fell at some distance (Lavjrence), and the anaesthesia optica was due 
to some other cause, perhaps to excessive dazzling, or a combination of disposing causes ; the 
severe emotion excited (Graefe) might be recognized as a cause. 

The second variety, the so-called traumatic amaurosis, without any objective appearances, 
is sometimes caused by a moderately slight blow or fall upon the eye (Testelin), sometimes by 
pressure exerted upon the globe (Beer), sometimes by a foreign body springing against the eye 
and becoming imbedded in the cornea (Schroter, Falko), sometimes by a fall upon the forehead 
or by a jump from some height (Secondi). In very many cases material changes in the deeper 
parts of the eye, extravasations of blood in the cavity of the skull, in the choroid, etc., may 
have given rise to the pathogenetic cause of the disturbance in vision and have reduced the 
case to an amaurosis in the narrow sense of the word. In the third variety, which is 
generally described as amaurosis trifacialis, the pathogenic factor is sometimes a neuralgia 
of the trigeminus in the usual sense of the word (Hippel, Alexander), more rarely an ex¬ 
tensive shrinking cicatrix, or a tumor in the region of the forehead, etc., by which a single 
branch of the fifth pair, particularly of the frontal nerve, is put upon the stretch. In the 
latter case very violent reflex spasms in the region of the circular muscle of the lids are 
usually present (Beer, Mackenzie). The irritating cause very often seems to proceed from carious 
teeth, which cause more or less pain (Beer, Hutchinson, Hays, Weaker, Delgado, Delestre, Witt, 
Geissler). Without doubt many cases are to be excluded from this amaurosis trifacialis also, 
as not strictly belonging here, and a portion of these are to be referred by preference to 
mydriasis (Mackenzie, H Schmidt). As a rule, however, we have really to do with a true 
anesthesia optica, whose occurrence happens very probably in a reflex manner, since a cure 
of the disturbance in vision is obtained after removal of the neuralgia of the trigeminus, as 
well by division of the trunk of the frontal nerve or by removal of the injurious tooth. 

c. Anaesthesia optica exceptionally forms a link in a long chain of very change¬ 
able and different symptoms, which indicate constitutional disturbance of the ner¬ 
vous system. It is then generally partial, confined to the periphery of the retina. 
It shows itself by a considerable irregular or concentric narrowing of the visual 
field, while, as a rule, the central acuteness of vision appears only a little diminished. 
It is less frequently markedly affected, and all sensitiveness to light is lost. There 
ls seen at the same time a great sensitiveness to objective light, showing that the 
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affection has a very marked erethitic character. This great excitability causes the 
central acuteness of vision to increase in the dark, rather than diminish, and espe¬ 
cially on placing very dark-colored glasses before the eyes. Such eyes often see 
quite well where the illumination is not sufficient for normal eyes. Further 
evidence lies in the fact that both eyes are almost always affected; in the sudden 
appearance, or in the very rapid development, of the impairment of vision (within 
a few hours or days) ; in the evident continuance of the conducting power of that 
part of the retina which has become anaesthetic, and in the frequent simultaneous 
appearance of different nerve-symptoms. Thus we often meet with want of cutane¬ 
ous sensibility, convulsions, hysteria, chorea, and even headache, &c. In some (ases, 
spasm of the accommodation seems to accompany the symptoms. (Mandelstams,.) 
Finally, the diagnosis is assisted by the fact that the disease occurs almost alwaj s in 
women and children, very rarely in men, and then only in those who approach the 
female or infantile type in temperament and constitution. Besides, the children thus 
attacked are usually very irritable and nervous. The females are frequently exceed¬ 
ingly hysterical, and the exciting cause is generally some agitation, fright, &c. 
Children between six and fourteen years old are said to suffer from it mcst frequently, 
and in them the retinal hypermsthesia is often very slight, while it is very prominent 
in hysterical females. The prognosis is very favorable; the anarsthesia marly 
always completely disappears, and it is only rarely that limitations of the periphery 
of the field of vision remain, even when the disease was characterized by complete 

blindness. (Graefe, Haase.) 

The treatment consists in remaining in a dark room for some days, and subsequently wealing 
blue glasses, with complete avoidance of use of the accommodation. The lactate of zinc, used 
internally, is said to do good service, and when the eyes have begun to imjrove, a more vigor¬ 
ous treatment, with abundant exercise in the open air, may be employed, but we are warned 
from blood-letting. (Graefe.) 

d. Those cases of amblyopia also deserve special mention, which occur excep¬ 
tionally in “ diphtheritis faucium,” with or without limitation of accommodation. 
(Benedikt.) We may here also call attention to those not very uncommon cases of 
intermittent amaurosis (Zehender), which, like the ophthalmia intermittens, seem to 

be connected with malarial infection. 
e. It is undeniable that anaesthesia optica is most frequently caused by exclus:on 

of an eye from binocular vision. It often appears combined with paralysis of the 
accommodation, which is then indicated by the mikropsia. It has been describid 
under the name amblyopia exanopsia, or amplyopia from disuse of the eye. 

They are distinguished from the other pathogenetic forms of anaesthesia essen¬ 
tially by the functional integrity of the peripherical zone of the retina, which may 
generally be demonstrated, and, therefore, by the limitation of the defect to a more 
or less circumscribed portion of that part of the retinal centre belonging to tie 
common visual field (see strabismus convergens). Moreover, the functional d s- 
turbance usually shows itself more by the necessity of large visual angles for distil ct 
vision, less by the necessity for great intensity of illumination. It, therefore, bears 
more the character of a simple blunted condition. 

It is, of course, only monocular, and occurs especially where the indistinct per¬ 
ceptions of one eye render the more distinct ones of the other turbid in binocular 
vision, so that a formal suppression of the perception of the first eye, in order to get 
distinct vision, is an absolute necessity. It is, therefore, very frequently observed in 
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monocular strabismus, as well as in eyes which are affected with opacities of the 
cornea, or lens, with mydriasis, a want of accommodative power, &c., the other eye 
being normal, or in much better condition than the one thus affected. 

Anoostliesia exanopsia is not apt to reach so high a grade, and yields more readily 
when no distinct images at all are perceived on the retina, and there is no impairment 
of the function of the other eye ; for example, in fully developed cataract, complete 
closure of the pupil, or when there are dense and large opacities of the cornea. 
Childhood is the most common period for the occurrence of such an anaesthesia, the 
perception of images being then much more easily and quickly suppressed. In more 
advanced life, the same causes do not so readily lead to impairment of the function 
of the retina. 

Finally, we should speak of the lessening of the acuteness of vision in advanced life. The 
acuteness of vision becomes markedly less after the twenty-fifth year, and, according to recent 
investigations ( Vroesom de Haan), in very old persons it has decreased one half. We do not 
know how much of this is to be ascribed to actual weakness of the functions or torpor of the 
nerve-elements ; at any rate, the organic changes which the dioptric media, as well as the 
retina and choroid, undergo from senile alterations in structure, play quite a large part in the 
loss of vision. These changes must exert an externally unfavorable influence upon the bril¬ 
liancy and distinctness of the images. 

4. Amaurosis and amblyopia, which are by many confounded with anaesthesia, 
do not depend so much on a lessened excitability of the nerve and retina, for this 
may be even increased, but they are rather the symptoms of an impairment of func¬ 
tion of an organic variety, which is either observed objectively in the beginning, or 
is seen in the further course of the disease, by the gradual appearance of atrophy of 
the optic nerve. 

Treatment.—The treatment of the functional disturbances described in the 
preceding pages is naturally to be first of all directed to the main affection. When 
this is eradicated, or at least brought to a stand-still, the anaesthesia which may 
have remained, so far as it is independent of any material changes, frequently dis¬ 
appears of itself. Whether the wearing of colored glasses (Bohm, H. Gerold) can 
aid in what is here required, must be proved by further experience. Methodical 
exercise, as has been recently recommended (Fronmuller), is only of use in torpidity 
of the light-perceptive apparatus resulting from non-use of one eye. 

In this sort of exercise, printed types are best suited as visual objects, since in them there 
* a change from letter to letter, and, therefore, the attention must be directed uninterruptedly 
to the object, and mistakes, which have slipped into the estimate of what is perceived, appear 
■fflmediately by the context, and, therefore, invite correction. These printed types must, of 
®rse, be well illuminated, and must, moreover, be projected upon the retina under a large 
nsual angle, in default whereof they appear, even in slight torpor of the light-perceptive ap¬ 
paratus, as images which cannot be deciphered. They must, therefore, be chosen large, and 
h brought near the eye. But in order to see as clearly as possible at short distances, convex 
losses are usually needed, as the amblyopia exanopsia is, as a rule, accompanied by weakness 
°f the apparatus of accommodation. Convex glasses are, moreover, under all circumstances 
v®y useful, as, by an apparent magnifying of the objects, and by an increase of the apparent 
brightness of the retinal images, they increase the distinctness of the perceptions and facilitate 
fhe Choice of test-types. It is, therefore, the custom to employ them in all cases, at least at 
fost, and to distinguish the exercise in general with the name of treatment by convex glasses, 
^fhe weakest convex glass must here be first ascertained, which enables the affected eye, the 
other one being closed, to decipher larger printed types (Jaeger, No. 12-20) at a distance of 
from 8-12 inches. With this glass the patient must now undertake, two or three times a day, 
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exercise in reading, at first for five minutes, but gradually increasing the time, but should 
never push the attempt so far as to excite symptoms of fatigue, pain, congestion, or inflam¬ 
mation. On the whole'this method of treatment, particularly in the higher degrees of ambly¬ 
opia, demands in many cases great patience and perseverance, as it is often very long before 
any perceptible effects make their appearance. Finally, however, the power of vision often 
increases in favorable cases in very rapid progression. It is then time to pass to weaker glasses, 
and by lengthening the periods of exercise to rise to smaller and smaller test-types. Some¬ 
times the progress is all at once arrested, and the power of vision does not improve, in spite of 
all that can be done. We should not then lose courage; for all at once it again advances, and 
we finally are able to employ glasses which are weaker by many numbers, or we may even 
reach a point where glasses are found to be superfluous. If the eye has become so far cured, that 
ordinary printed type may be read fluently with weak convex glasses or without any, the read¬ 
ing exercise must Still be continued for a time, in order to confirm the cure, and prevent 

relapses. (Fronmuller.) 
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1. Night-Blindness—Hemeralopia. 
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Symptoms —This disease is characterized by the following symptoms: an abnor¬ 
mally great amount of light is required by the person affected, in order to see dis¬ 
tinctly, and there is a decrease in the visual power when the visual field is not illu¬ 
minated up to a certain amount, which is not proportionate to the want of illumi¬ 
nation. (Forster.) 

In cases of hemeralopia that are not very severe, the full light of a bright and 
even of a cloudy day is sufficient, with a proper adjustment of the dioptric appa¬ 
ratus, to allow the affected person to plainly distinguish objects seen under a small 
visual angle : for example, there is enough light to allow the patient to read small 
print easily and even continuously. In high degrees of night-blindness, however, it 
requires the whole light of a very bright day to obtain normal perceptions of light 
ou the eye. The light of a cloudy day, an unfavorable position of the objects to 
tie light, a slight shadow falling upon them, markedly increase the size of the 
required visual angle, perceptibly weaken the power of distinguishing colors, and 
diminish the time during which the eyes may be used. 

Lateral limitations or interruptions in the visual field are also frequently noticed 
mder such circumstances. In the highest degrees of hemeralopia, which approxi¬ 
mate amblyopia, the most favorable conditions of illumination are insufficient for the 
distinct recognition of objects seen, at a small visual angle. A large visual angle and 
great illumination are then required. Perception of color is usually very much 
diminished, and interruptions or lateral limitations of the visual field are often 

| abserved. (Forster.) 
If the illumination necessary for clear vision is suddenly diminished to a consider- 

lible extent, the decrease of visual power is much more marked than in healthy 
?es; hence the hemeralope requires time to accustom himself to the lessened illumi- 

ption, and even then the clearness of perception is less than in a normal eye. If 
I the intensity of illumination sinks very gradually from this grade, the clearness of 
llwceptions diminishes at first slowly, but this progression is the more rapid, the 
Ibigher the degree of the hemeralopia. If the brightness be weakened to a certain 
I'Mttt, the further decrease of visual power does not occur gradually, but rather with 
liiotmtZ, so that often even a scarcely-marked further lessening of the intensity of 
lamination sufiices instantly to render the recognition of objects impossible, or 

® to remove the sensitiveness to light. (Forster.) 
The amount of brightness, at which the recognition of objects ceases, varies 

isceedingly in different individuals, hut is usually greater the higher the grade of 
smeralopia, and the longer its duration. In recent and less developed cases, 

|We dark places or far-advanced twilight are required to render the patient unable 
I? see. In chronic and high degrees of hemeralopia, on the contrary, the visual 
pl is often darkened when there is sufficient light to enable sound eyes to read 
r® small print, or it even occurs that hemeralopes are sometimes obliged to he led, 
f6 hi the afternoon. 
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772 HEMERALOPIA J SYMPTOMSj CAUSES. 

This latter condition is the reason that hemeralopia was long considered as 
a disease confined to certain hours of the day—a sort of disguised intermittent. 
This is certainly an incorrect view, for direct observations clearly show, that, in 
the existence of hemeralopia, a lessening of the amount of illumination at any time 
of day is sufficient to produce an impairment of vision, except that in the morn¬ 
ing, after several hours’ sleep, the amount of light required is usually somewhat 
less, the susceptibility of the retina being increased by the rest. The impairment 
of vision seems to the patient as a regular, rarely spotted, dark-gray to black (excep¬ 
tionally, colored, purple, red, green, &c.), mist or smoke, which covers the whole 
visual field and envelops, the object. Brilliant, shining objects, and those which 
contrast with their surroundings, like the moon, the flame of a candle, &c., a white 
wall, glimmer indistinctly through this mist, and often appear abnormally colored. 
The moon, for example, may appear purple red. 

It is worthy of remark that, in this, as in true amblyopia, pure white, as well as yellow and 
green light, excite the retina much more easily than blue, violet, and red. {Forster.) In severe 
cases of hemeralopia, the obtuseness of the retina and nerve may be so great that even the moon, 
and still more the flame of a lamp, is not seen. 

The pupil is generally normal, when there is sufficient illumination for distinct 
vision, not only in diameter, hut also in mobility. But if the illumination decreases, 
the pupil enlarges very much, and it reacts very little, or not at all, to changes in the 
light. In very severe and old cases of night-blindness, however, we find the pupil 
always enlarged and torpid. It requires very strong light—direct sun or concen¬ 
trated lamp light—to excite the pupil to great contraction. {Forster, Alf. Graefe.) 

The accommodation is then generally considerably limited, and, according to recent investiga¬ 
tions, there is a slight insufficiency of the internal recti muscles, that is, an inability to converge 
strongly. {Mf. Graefe.) How much this is influenced by the need of a large visual angle for 
distinct vision, has not, os yet, been demonstrated. The ophthalmoscope does not generally show 
any changes in the fundus of the eye, although we often find a considerable injection of the reti¬ 
nal vessels. But this may be properly referred to the coincidental action of the irritation from 
light, caused by the night-blindness. This is also true of the hyperaemia of the ophthalmic 
ganglion observed in one case (Guemar), and the conjunctival congestion, which quite often 
accompanies hemeralopia. Some claim to have also observed dryness of the conjunctiva, with 
fatty degeneration of the epithelial cells. {Bjueblenet.) If this be a proper explanation for some 
cases or epidemics, it may also explain the appearance of silver-like, shining spots on the scleral 
conjunctiva, to which a particular diagnostic importance has been ascribed. {Bitot.) Still, it !S 

only an extremely rare appearance. {Fetter.) 

It is yet to be mentioned, that night-blindness often, but by no means always, is 
developed to the same extent in both eyes. In certain illuminations, one eye often 
has still, to some extent, distinct perceptions, while the other seems completely 
clouded over, or some parts of the visual field appear clear, and permit an indirect 
vision, while in the other eye the whole visual field is enveloped in an impenetrable, 

dark cloud. {Forster.) 

Causes.—The immediate cause of hemeralopia is always over-dazzling of tie 
eyes; generally, the effect of intense direct or reflected light. Such an ovei 
dazzling will especially cause the disease when it is unusual, and repeated often, 
and on each occasion remains a longer time. If a large number of persons are8 
the same time exposed to the same injurious influences, the hemeralopia oi e 

acquires an epidemic or endemic type. 
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HEMERALOPIA; CAUSES; COURSE. 11s 
Hence, in many places, numbers of people become night-blind when harvest 

calls them from their dusky rooms to the field, where they are-exposed all day long 
to the unaccustomed sunlight. In the same way, soldiers are especially affected 
when in spring or summer they exercise much in the sunlight, or bivouac for days 
in bright weather; also sailors who are exposed in the tropics for many hours of the 
day to direct sunlight, or that reflected from the vessel and water. Moreover, 
hemeralopia is often seen in prisons, poor-houses, &c., where the inhabitants work in 
the open air without protection from direct sunlight, or are lodged in bright, sunny 
places. 

The influence of very bright light alone, however, scarcely suffices for the 
development of hemeralopia; for, as a rule, only a certain portion of individuals 
exposed to the same influences will be affected. On the other hand, the intensity 
of illumination which acts as a cause of hemeralopia, is not necessarily excessive, 
but is often too slight to affect a normal eye injuriously in the slightest degree. In 
order that night-blindness may occur, a certain predisposition is necessary, and this 
may be sought for in a weakness of the nervous system, or, in other cases, in faulty 
nutrition of the whole body. 

In fact, diseases accompanied by marked depression of the nervous system, but 
especially scurvy (Guemar), malarious cachexia, and liver-complaints, markedly favor 
the occurrence of hemeralopia. Apart from this, it is chiefly poor, badly-nourished, 
weak individuals who become night-blind under the action of these causes. Officers, 
officials, clergymen, and persons in the better walks of life subjected to the same 
influences, are rarely if ever affected. In flourishing places, where the people are in 
good circumstances, night-blindness is a very rare disease, even among' the common 
people; but, on the contrary, in very poor, unhealthy fever-districts, especially 
among the members of the orthodox Christian Church, after the forty days’ fast, it is 
a very frequent occurrence. Here it is seen under the form of an annual spring 
plague. (Euebbenet, Mackenzie.) 

Course,—Hemeralopia usually occurs suddenly, either in the spring or summer, 
after one or more days spent in the bright sunlight. In the beginning, the center 
of the retina, which is exposed to the strongest light, is the only part blinded. Then, 
as twilight comes on, the patient sees a more or less sharply-defined cloud in the 
middle of the visual field, which compels him to look beyond the objects in order 
to see them at all distinctly. 

More frequently the whole of the visual field is clouded, or all except a circum¬ 
scribed peripheral portion, which allows indirect vision. If the eye remains exposed 
to the injurious influences, the characteristic darkening of the visual field continues 
every evening, and even increases; the density and darkness of the cloud become 
greater, as well as the amount of illumination necessary for distinct vision, so that the 
blindness shows itself earlier in the day. This increase of the disease is particularly 
marked when we have a long period of very clear weather, and the patient is con¬ 
tinuously exposed to an excessive amount of light; while, under contrary circum¬ 
stances, a marked improvement occurs. Continued cloudy weather causes the disease 
to disappear entirely, and breaks up extensive epidemics. A strong tendency to 
relapse, however, remains. If the circumstances are continuously unfavorable, the 
disease lasts for weeks or months, ceasing or lessening only with the approach of 
autumn or winter. Then it usually appears again, with greater intensity and obstinacy, 
as spring advances. 
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774 HEMERALOPIA) TREATMENT J AUTHORITIES. 

Treatment.—This depends on the cause. Protection of the eyes from the action 
of bright light by shades and dark glasses, but still more by shunning brightly illu¬ 
minated places, by living in dark chambers, shady court-yards, gardens, woods, &c., 
and suitable treatment for existing constitutional diseases, with good nourishment, 
suffice to bring about a cure in a temporarily short time, especially when the case 

is not very chronic or very severe. 
But we attain our end much sooner and more certainly, by keeping the eyes in 

perfect darkness for a time, by applying a protective bandage, and by taking care 
that it is not lifted during the day. If there is no guaranty for proper conduct of 
the patient, we may confine him in a perfectly dark chamber, and feed with nour¬ 
ishing, easily-digested food, wine, &c. Under the continuous use ot these means, 
twenty-four to forty-eight hours, or at most five or six days, suffice for the disappear¬ 
ance of the night-blindness. (Forster, Eitner.') 

It is understood, of course, that, by the above means, the hemeralopia is removed, 
but not the tendency to relapse. To attain a lasting cure, it is absolutely Decessary 
to protect the patient from dazzling light for a long time after the treatment; 
hence, we must urge the shunning of brightly-illuminated, particularly sunny, places, 
and by shades or dark glasses weaken the action of any unavoidable, injurious influ¬ 
ences. At the same time, the nutritive condition of the patient is to be raised by 
good food and suitable regimen. Internal remedies are only successful where actual 
diseases exist requiring them—as in intermittent fever, scurvy, &c. 

The vapor from cooked liver has been for a long time famed as a specific for hemeralopia. 
(D’Fntreeolle.) This vapor is to be conducted from the vessel in which the liver is being cooked to 
the eye through a paper cone. This is done once or twice a day, when the meat is to be eaten 

by the patient. 

Recently cod-liver oil (Desponts, Spengler, LacerdoS) and electricity (Poncet) have 
been recommended, as well as the cauterization of the limbus conjunctivalis with 
the pointed end of a stick of nitrate of silver (Coindet). 

Authorities.—Mackenzie, Traite d. mal. d. yeux. Trad. p. Warlomont et Testelin. II. Fans. 
1857. P. 783.—Stellwag, Ophth. II. S. 644.—Forster, Ueber Ilemeralopie. Breslau. 1857. S. 16, et 
seq.—Alf. Graefe, A. f. 0. V. 1. S. 112-127.—Guemar, Canstatt’s Jahresbericht. 1857. III. S. 101. 
—Huebbenet, Prag. Vierteljahrschrift. 76. Bd. Misc. S. m.—Fitot, Netter, Gaz. med. de Paris. 1863. 
Nr. 31 .—Eitner, Deutsche Klinik. 1863. Nr. 25 —S’Entrecolle, according to Wecker’s Etudes 
ophth. II. Paris. 1867. P. 429.—Desmorets, Schmidt’s Jahrbucher. 121. Bd. S. 218.—Desponti, 
iSpengler, kl. Montbl. 1863. S. 136.—Lacerda, Id. Monatbl. 1867, S. 233, 23S.—roncet, Coindet, 
Schmidt’s Jahrbucher, 145. Bd. S. 190. 
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FOURTH SEOTIOU. 

DISEASES OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYE. 

Anatomy and Preliminary Remarks.—The eyeball is moved by six muscles, 
the four recti and two oblique. The seventh muscle, extending deeply into the 
orbit, has no effect on the movement of the globe, but acts, by lifting the upper lid, 
as an antagonist to the orbicularis. The four straight muscles have a tendinous 
origin from the margin of the optic foramen. The elongated and smooth bellies of 
the muscles separate from each other in their passage outward, so that if four planes 
were passed through their breadth, by intersecting each other they would form a 
somewhat oblique and not quite equilateral pyramid. For a distance the internal 
rectus muscle runs forward in a direction nearly parallel with the plane of the line 
bisecting the skull; the external rectus diverges at a greater angle, and the superior 
and inferior at a smaller. 

These muscles, in their course anteriorly, strike the globe just behind its equator, 
when the visual line is directed exactly forward. They grasp the eyeball at this 
point, and are inserted by tendons on the anterior half of the sclerotica. The ten¬ 
dons are flat, ribbon-like, from three to four lines wide, and are inserted in a line, 
curved like an arch, toward the cornea. The centre of this convex line of attach¬ 
ment is about three lines distant from the corneal margin at the insertion the supe¬ 
rior and inferior recti, at that of the internal recti at the most two and half lines, 
but at the external rectus generally more than three lines. 

The recti muscles are enveloped in a tendinous sheath throughout their course. 
This is in fact only a thickening of the fatty orbital connective tissue, and is con¬ 
nected to the periorbita by several dense bands. At the point where the muscles 
meet the globe, the sheath of the muscles unites with the ocular or Tenon’s capsule, 
tunica vaginalis bulbi. The muscles then run forward in the ocular capsule, as it 
were, and perforate this in an oblique direction, just behind the point of insertion, 
and finally unite with the sclerotica. 

The margins of the broad tendons are not united to each other, although there is 
an indirect union by means of Tenon’s capsule, with which the sheaths of the mus¬ 
cles and their tendons are continuous. It is this connection of the muscles and their 
tendons with the anterior part of the ocular sheath, that keeps a muscle against the 
globe after division of its tendon, and prevents its complete retraction, and still 
allows it some influence upon the movements of the globe. 

Moreover a firm, moderately thick cord runs from the point of attachment of the tendon of 
the rectus internus to the connective tissue surrounding the caruncle and unites the latter to 
the capsule of Tenon, as well as to the tendon of the muscle, from which moreover some tendi- 
nous fibers pass over into this cord. This anatomical relation explains the great sinking-in of 
the caruncle in excursive displacement backwards of the internal rectus (Luschka, Liebreich). 

The superior oblique muscle also originates by a tendon at the margin of the 
°ptio foramen. Its thin belly runs between the rectus superior and internus, reach- 
mg tbe trochlea (pulley) at the upper portion of the inner side of the eye. Before 
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776 MUSCLES OE THE EYEBALL-ANATOMY. 

reaching this it passes into a long and thin tendon, which runs oyer the pulley, is 
then immediately turned backward and outward, becomes gradually broader, and, 
running under the superior rectus, spreads out like a fan, and is attached to the 
sclerotica, after haying passed through the capsule at an arch of about three lines 
long, running backward and outward. The inner end of this arch is about three to 
four lines from the optic nerye. 

The pulley of the superior oblique is a tendino-cartilaginous ring, which is 
attached to the spina or fovea trocMearis of the frontal bone by two short bands, and 
lies close under the outer and inner angle of the orbital border. 

The belly of the muscle is surrounded by a delicate sheath. At the point where 
the muscle becomes tendinous, the structure about it thickens, enveloping the tendon 
like a tube. It is connected on one side with the trochlea, on the other with the 
tunica vaginalis bulbi, and the muscular sheath of the superior rectus muscle, and 
thus forms a kind of supensory ligament for the globe. 

The inferior oblique arises from the inner and lower portion of the bony orbital 
border. It first runs outward and backward, and passes between the globe and the 
inferior rectus, where its sheath is connected to this latter by cellular fibrous tissue. 
Just here it changes its direction by curving strongly upward and backward. It 
then reaches the posterior and upper part of the globe on the temporal side, close to 
its capsule between this and the external rectus. It is inserted here, after haring 
become much broader, and having penetrated the capsule. The line of insertion is 
convex, upward and anteriorly, and is at least five lines long. Its anterior end is 
about seven lines, its posterior from two to three lines from the optic nerve. 

The arteries of these muscles are all branches of the ophthalmic artery. The 
veins unite in part with branches of both ophthalmic veins, and in part with 
branches of the facial. 

The nerves which connect thfe six ocular muscles with the brain are the third, 
fourth, and sixth cerebral nerves, with branches of the fifth (trifacial) and the sym¬ 
pathetic. The center of the motory power of the eye is to be found in the perns 
varolii and the medulla oblongata. As is known, the third pair, oculomotorius, 
supplies the superior, internal, and inferior recti muscles, the levator and the infe¬ 
rior oblique, while the fourth pair supplies the superior oblique, and the sixth 
(abducens), the external rectus. 

The third nerve or oculomotorius arises from 'remarkably large nerve-cells (oculomotorius 
nucleus) at the bottom of the aqueduct of Sylvius, and the nuclei of both sides lie in the 
median line very near one another. The bundles of fibers, 9 to 12 in number, proceeding from 
each nucleus pass downwards and intersect the longitudinal fibers of the crus cerebri. After 
having joined the motor nerves of the muscle of accommodation and of the sphincter pupiU®. 
each of which must possess a different nucleus of origin, though perhaps situated very near. 
The fourth nerve or trochlearis arises behind the corpora quadrigemina from the “valvula 
cerebelli,” the sixth nerve or abducens at the posterior border of the pons Varolii (StelUng, 
Budinger). The seventh or facialis, which supplies the orbicular muscle of the lids, arises at 
the external periphery of the medulla oblongata from the ganglia of the formatio reticularis. 
Prom here the fibers of origin run in the interior of the medulla oblongata towards the middle 
of the bottom of the rhomboid fissure (Bautengrube), where they form an elevation, which 
was formerly regarded as the nucleus of origin (Deuters, Budinger). 

In a normal condition, all the movements of tire eyeball, by the muscles, are 
revolutions about a point which lies upon the optic axis, that is, upon the straight 
line uniting the vertex of the corneal ellipsoid to the posterior scleral pole. Tins 
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MOVEMENTS OF THE EYEBALL. 777 

point does not, however, lie exactly in the middle of the line, as was formerly be¬ 
lieved, but considerably back of this {Boyer, Bonders, Vollcmann). 

The relative position of the center of motion varies within certain limits, according to the 
conformation of the eye. In emmetropic eyes, the center of motion is found 1.77 millimeters 
behind the middle of the visual axis. In myopes, it lies somewhat more behind the vertex of 
the corneal ellipsoid, but at the same time farther from the posterior pole of the sclerotica, so 
that the relation of the anterior and posterior parts of the optic axis remains nearly the same 
as in the emmetropic eye. In the shorter, hypermetropic globes, the center of motion is act¬ 
ually not so far back, but, in spite of this, is very much nearer the posterior wall of the eye¬ 
ball (Doyer, Bonders). 

The pole moreover appears to change its position inside certain limits, according to circum¬ 
stances. The fixation of the globe is brought about on the one side by the fat-bolster of the 
orbit, on the other however partially by the tension of the two oblique muscles also, which in 
their action are opposed in a certain relation to the action of the four straight muscles, but are 
not able to maintain the equilibrium against these, in so far as, without regard to their slighter 
size, the direction in which both groups act encloses an angle ; hence then the action of the 
combined six muscles is inwards and backwards. In accordance therewith, we not un¬ 
commonly see during operations on restless patients, that the globe recedes somewhat in conse¬ 
quence of spasmodic muscular contractions, and the conjunctiva is pushed forward in the form 
of a roll from the side of the yielding bolster of fat, especially in the region of the internal 
angle. It is also claimed that more recent investigations by means of more suitable instru¬ 
ments have established the fact that the globe of the eye projects from the orbit about a 
millimeter in forced innervation of the levator muscle of the lid, generally when the visual 
lines stand horizontal and parallel to one another ; that this change of position of the eye is 
however absent, when the elevation of the lid is caused by an external force. It is further 
believed that the pole remains tolerably fixed only in horizontal movements of the visual lines, 
that it recedes somewhat however in elevation of the visual plane, and approaches the summit 
of curvature of the cornea when the visual plane is lowered (J. J. Muller). Many have 
claimed to have found displacements of the pole even during near and distant vision, as well 
as in conditions of irritation and paralysis of the third pair of nerves (Coccius). 

It is evident that changes in the position of the center of rotation in connection with the 
change of the angle, which the axis of the eye encloses with the visual line in different states of 
accommodation, must influence the position of the individual parts of the retina to the objects 
inspected. Still this influence upon the act of the retina in adapting itself to surrounding ob¬ 
jects is, under ordinary circumstances, so slight and so easily corrected, that it is only under 
certain conditions that it proves of consequence and must be attended to. 

By means of its six muscles the eyeball may be rotated about any axis inter¬ 
secting the center of motion. There is not the same rotary power in all directions, 
however. In a horizontal direction it is about 87° on the average, in a perpendicular 
it varies between 86° and 100°. It is greater inward than outward, and greater 
downward than upward. It varies with the age, but chiefly according to the 
formation of the globe, and the position of the center of motion. The greatest 
amount of motion occurs in emmetropic eyes, a little less in hypermetropic, and the 
least in very myopic eyes {Schuerman). The age of the individual, and particu¬ 
larly the habit, is of essential influence. 

In a child, whose pupil was completely covered by dense, extensive spots upon the cornea, 
the eyes were always so much depressed in behalf of the fixation of external objects, that a seg¬ 
ment, scarcely d'" in width, of the superior periphery of the cornea, which had remained 
transparent, appeared above the edge of the lower lid. In cases of convergent strabismus the 
eyes are so much turned inwards that the cornea disappears entirely, or in great part, behind 
the caruncle. 

On the whole the excursive capacity of the eyeball is only in small part brought 
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778 MOVEMENTS OE THE EYEBALL; PRIMARY AND SECONDARY POSITIONS; 

into play, since greater rotations of the eyes are generally lessened by corresponding 
movements of the head. 

Each movement of the eye results from the combined action of certain muscles, 
and in an individual case by means of a fixed expenditure of force. This depends 
in part on the position of the point of rotation, the amount of resistance, etc. It 
may vary, however, within certain limits. 

Still one and the same rotation of the visual line is by no means to be regarded 
always as the equal movement of the eyes, for it is set in motion by the combined 
action of various muscles, and determines a very different process of the retina in 
obtaining a view of things, accordingly as it aims at a change in the visual direc¬ 
tion of the parallel visual lines, or at a position of convergence of the latter. In 
view of this, the direction of the glance in parallel visual lines and the movements 
of convergence are to be strictly differentiated in the analysis of the separate move¬ 
ments of the eyes. 

We must further consider that there is never any period at which one or the 
other of the six muscles is entirely inactive, but that by its living and elastic tension 
it aids in guiding a definite movement, even if it does not take direct part in it. 
The paralysis of a single muscle really renders all excursive movements of the globe 
less sure, and causes very many of them to be accomplished only under irregular 
movements, that is to say, not in the right direction. Moreover, in the movements 
of the eyes, it is not only the power with which a muscle acts, but also the angle at 
which its line of insertion stands to the axis of its belly, which is of importance. 
If this angle is not a right angle, the muscle in question, when innervated, will roll 
it into a position, so far as the hindrances admit, in which all its fibers maintain a 
uniform tension. 

If in total paralysis of the oculomotorius a lowering of the visual line is innervated, the 
centre of the cornea turns downwards and outwards under the sole action of the superior 
oblique; with the cessation of this innervation, however, the eye rolls back into the former 
position, since on the one side the elastic tension of the paralyzed muscles and of the different 
sheaths comes into account, and on the other side the external rectus strives to equalize the 
dissimilar tension of its fibers. 

Prom all this it is evident that the position, from which the eye should pass 
over into another, is the standard in regard to the necessary relative expenditures of 
force, as well of those muscles which take ah active part in the movement as of 
those which mei'ely regulate it; hence it is necessary to come to an understanding 
concerning a certain primary position. The horizontal direction of the visual lines 
parallel to the median plane, with the vertical axis of the head situated perpen¬ 
dicularly, is now almost universally recognized as the primary position. 

The median plane of the eye is that which is considered as passing through the vertical axis 
of the head, and through the center of the base line. The base line is the straight one connect¬ 
ing the point of rotation of both eyes. A plane laid through the base line and the binocular 
point of fixation, that is, through the two visual lines, is called the visual plane, and its line 
of intersection with the median plane is called the median line. 

If the eye, the visual lines being always parallel, be turned directly from the 
primary position into any other, which will be a “ secondary ” position, it is done 
by a rotation upon a single axis, which stands perpendicular to the first and second 
positions of the visual lines; that is, perpendicular to a line supposed to be drawn 
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backward from their extremities. In other words, the retina changes in its position 
in a single direction, and hence does not undergo at the same time, or along with 
this, a so-called rotary motion; that is, a rotary motion around the visual lines. 

The same thing occurs if the eye be turned directly from a secondary position 
into the primary, or into any other secondary one lying in a straight line passing 
through the primary; if, for example, the gaze be turned from outward and upward, 
to inward and downward. It is different, however, if the eye exchanges a second¬ 
ary position for another which does not lie in a straight line in the direction of the 
primary position; if, for example, the eye is turned from outward and upward to a 
direction outward and downward. Such a motion does not take place around a 
single axis, but on a great number of axes following quickly one upon the otlieri 
The retina does not incline in a single direction to the new point of fixation, but 
undergoes a rotary motion, that is, a rotation about the visual line, in order to finally 
take the same position again, which it would have had if it had changed from the 
primary position into the one which would have then been secondary {Listing). 

In order to avoid errors, it is imperatively necessary to strictly distinguish from each other 
the positions of the retina, and the conditions of projection of objective images, or after-images 
(nachMlder) artificially excited. If we imagine the eyes in the primary position directed upon 
a wall, perpendicular to the visual line, and a small star to be drawn on the former, through 
whose center the visual line passes, every radius of the star will be formed on a particular 
meridian of the retina. If we now excite an after-image from this star, and if the eye be moved 
from its primary position into any secondary position, the ray in the course of the gaze, and 
the one of the after-image standing perpendicular to it, will preserve their original relations. 
All other rays appear in different positions, and at relatively different angles. In order that 
the star may present itself as exactly as in the primary position of the eye, the plane of the 
projection must again be placed in a normal direction to the visual line. In accordance with 
this, the after-image induced in the primary position of the eye of a line perpendicular to the 
horizon, can only appear perpendicular to a perpendicular plane wall, when the gaze is turned 
upward or downward, or horizontally to one side. In all oblique directions it must appear 
oblique, without any indication of a rotation of the retina about the visual line, but simply 
because of the changed conditions of projection. But that which is true of after-images, is 
also true of those which are objective. 

The contraction of one of the lateral straight muscles suffices to produce a turn¬ 
ing of both visual lines, remaining parallel in an unchanged manner, from the 
primary position straight inwards or outwards, and the reverse, as the course of 
these muscles remains during this movement in the horizontal plane. 

If we wish to move the eye from its primary position exactly upward or down¬ 
ward and back again, it requires the contraction of a rectus muscle, and of the 
oblique one lying opposite. Thus the rectus superior, and obliquus inferior, or 
rectus inferior and obliquus superior, must be used together. The course of the 
superior and inferior recti deviates from the vertical meridian plane of the eye, 
which is in the primary position toward the nose, at an angle which opens back¬ 
ward. Hence its traction is directed away from the perpendicular plane, toward the 
inside, and involves, beside, a rotary motion, that is, a rotation around the visual 
Hire. This motion inward, as well as the rotary, can only be neutralized by the 
traction of an oblique muscle being united with that of the rectus, and is so in 
reality with a small excess, in so far as the vertical meridians of the eyes diverge 
upwards when the eye is directed upwards, but converge upwards when the eye is 
turned downwards. If the eye be turned from the primary position into an oblique 
secondary position, two recti (lying near each other) and one oblique must act. 
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780 ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL; LAWS OF MOTION. 

The latter neutralizes the rotary motion, and in part, also, the motion inward of the 
superior or inferior rectus. 

At the same time the preponderance of the oblique muscle in question asserts 
itself in an increased degree, the inclination of the vertical meridian increases with 
the deviation of the glance from the median plane and with the angle of elevation 
of the visual plane. 

According to our premises as above, a very similar innervation is required to 
turn the eye from a secondary position into another, as to exchange a primary with 
a secondary. It is sufficient to throw an impulse upon a lateral rectus, and to relax 
its antagonist, if the required direction be horizontal. When the traction is vertical, 
a superior or inferior rectus, with the corresponding oblique, must be contracted, 
and the opposite pair be relaxed. Finally, when the course is oblique, two recti 
near each other must be called into play together with the associated oblique, the 
three antagonists being, at the same time, relaxed. The rotary movements in connec¬ 
tion with these excursions of the visual line are the necessary results of the altered 
condition under which the muscles act, when they bring the visual line from the 
secondary position, instead of from the primary, into another. They bring all the 
muscles of tlie eye into exactly the same relative condition of tension as that in which 
they were when the eye was changed from a primary position into a secondary, in 
a direct line. They consequently give to the individual meridians of the retina 
exactly the same position, with reference to the median plane, as that which they 
took when the motion was directly from the primary into the secondary position. 
(Tiering.') 

If, for example, the visual line be changed from the primary position into the diagonal, 
upward and inward, or downward and outward, it will occur on the axis perpendicular to the 
course; that is, from an axis running outward and upward, inward and downward. The ver¬ 
tical meridian of the retina would then diverge upwards, while the meridian plane and the 
horizontal meridian of the retina, with its outer half, would be lower than it would with its inner 
half. If now this movement were brought about by first raising the visual line to the same 
hight, around a horizontal axis straight outward, and then deviating it to the same breadth around 
a vertical one, the vertical meridian of the retina would evidently remain parallel to the median 
plane. The eye would take an entirely different direction than if it were' turned directly out of 
the primary position into the same secondary one. A rotary motion about the visual axis is then 
necessary, in order to give the vertical meridian a direction upward and outward, and to cause 
the same position in the retina. 

This rotary motion does not require any peculiar innervation, this being already contained m 
the alteration in the course of the traction of muscles in question. If the visual line be first 
raised by the combined action of the superior rectus and of the regulating inferior oblique, and 
the internal rectus be innervated, it no longer acts in a horizontal direction only. Its point of 
insertion is also elevated, and its belly forms a different angle with the visual line. Its tension 
must therefore cause a further elevation of the inner, i. e., a sinking of the outer half of the 
horizontal retinal meridian, and with it a rotation around the visual line. The retina can then 
perceive objects as exactly as when this occurs in the turning from the primary position to the 
secondary one in question. 

But what is true of the rectus internus, with an elevated visual line, is also true of the 
externus when the visual line is lowered, and also of the pairs of muscles which raise and lower 
the eye with a lateral visual line. But in respect to the latter, we should remember that if 
the visual line deviates inward from the perpendicular plane caused by its primary position, 
the size of the angle increases, which it makes with the course of the traction of the superior 
and inferior rectus, while at the same time it approaches the course of the two oblique. The 
rotatory action of the former must increase proportionately, therefore, with that of the oblique, 
on the contrary, the elevating action of the former becomess less, and that of the oblique greater. 
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But if the visual line be turned outward from this vertical plane, the rotary action of the 
two recti must be lessened, and that of the oblique increased ; the elevating action of the former, 
on the contrary, must be diminished, and that of the oblique be enlarged, because the visual 
line approaches the course of the upper and lower rectus, and is removed from the course of the 
oblique. If then the power be the same with which the superior rectus, and the oblique asso¬ 
ciated with it, regulate each other in the primary position, and in the perpendicular and hori¬ 
zontal secondary position, and if the visual line also passes from a secondary position into 
another which does not lie in the direction of the primary, rotary motions must occur. On 
tie other hand, this is again'a proof of the unchangeableness of the regulating action ; that is, 
of the identity of the innervation, and with this, of the great simplicity of the combination of 
impulse acting on the movements of the eye. (Sering.) 

It is important to observe-that most of the movements of the eyes in parallel visual lines 
are to be regarded as a change between secondary positions, and therefore as rotations, and 
consequently make the continuance of the oblique muscles in action necessary. In fact the 
four straight muscles sufficed completely to direct the visual lines of both eyes to any point 
whatever of the visual space, but by no means to give to both retinse a definite legitimate 
knowledge with their surroundings in any position whatever of the eyes. 

In positions of convergence the knowledge of the retinse of surrounding objects 
is different from what it is in the same visual direction with parallel visual lines ; 
these require therefore the united action of partly different muscles. In general the 
vertical meridians of the globe undergo, in symmetrical positions of convergence of 
the visual lines, a rotation in the course of the inferior oblique, so that their upp.er 
ends diverge more when the visual plane is elevated, and converge less when the 
visual plane is lowered, than is the case with parallel visual lines and similar posi¬ 
tion of the visual plane. The differential angle resulting from this increases with 
the deviation of the visual plane from the horizontal position and with the deviation 
of the glance from the median plane (Hering). 

That this non-acquaintance of surrounding objects manifested by the retinae 
does not lead to disturbances of binocular single vision, is explained by the fact 
that elevations and depressions of the visual plane and changes in the visual direc¬ 
tion are only accomplished by the muscles which move the eyes within very narrow 
limits, but generally are made superfluous by movements of the head, and that 
slight deviations in the knowledge of the retina for surrounding objects may be 
easily neutralized by spontaneous corrective movements of rotation. 

The innervation which incites the separate movements of the eye is always and 
unchangeably bilateral, every impulse which is exerted upon the motor apparatus 
of one eye as a rule compensates corresponding muscular activity in the other eye, 
and this in such a way, that both retinse may work together in a certain sense in the 
binocular visual act. To this extent also both globes may be regarded as a single 
organ in the sense of a double-eye. 

In conformity therewith the twelve muscles of the eyes may be divided into 
those which rotate the eyes to the right and left, those which lift and lower the eyes, 
into abductors and adductors, in which every individual muscle in the different 
groups is naturally called upon to play a part. The internal rectus muscle of one 
eye acts with the external rectus muscle of the other eye, as rotators to the right 
or left. In the lowering of the visual plane both inferior recti concur, as well as 
both superior oblique, the latter with a slight preponderance. In connection with 
this there always occurs an inclination to convergence of the visual lines, and in 
those who are not short-sighted probably an accommodative increase of the refrac¬ 
tion also. At the same time the upper lid sinks in a corresponding degree, under 
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782 ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL ; BINOCULAR VISUAL SPACE. 

the action of the superior half of the orbicularis palpebrarum. The rectus superior 
and obliquus inferior act as elevators of the visual plane, with which the levator 
palpebrse superioris is coordinated, whilst at the same time any attempts at con¬ 
vergence and accommodation are lessened. Both interni work together in behalf 
of attempts at convergence, and at the same time the inferior oblique muscles come 
into play and the muscle of accommodation together with the sphincter pupilhe 
are rendered active. In the diverging movements, i.e., in the movements of the 
eyes which aim at the change of direction of the visual lines from convergence to 
parallelism, both extemi are coordinated and perhaps the superior oblique muscles 
also, while the muscle of accommodation and the sphincter of the pupil are relaxed. 

Each of these coordinated movements is occasioned by a particular individual 
nerve-impulse, and succeeds under all circumstances in the same regular manner, 
without, however, voluntary changes in the relative expenditure of force of the sepa¬ 
rate muscles taking part being excluded. By continual exercise the limits for such 
corrections may be considerably extended (range of relative accommodation and 
convergence); it is even possible to produce small degrees of divergence of the visual 
lines and even rotations (Tiering, Nagel, Williams), without the aid of prisms, while 
otherwise the entire activity of the apparatus which moves the eye is directed to 
positions of convergence and parallelism of the visual lines, and the isolated inner¬ 
vation of both oblique muscles is excluded. In agreement with the laws of rotation 
above-mentioned, the number of movement-impulses is markedly limited, they are 
directed to a turning right or left, to elevation and sinking of the visual plane, as 
well as to abduction and adduction of the visual lines. By combinations of two or 
at most of three such impulses, which may possibly affect in part one and the same 
muscle, every visual direction, visual height and position of convergence may be 
obtained. Thus if an object lying at a short distance downwards and laterally 
from the eye were regarded, the innervation of the depressor of the visual plane 
would be required, the right or left rotator and the muscles of convergence. 

On the whole, combined coordinate movements are accomplished with more dif¬ 
ficulty, and are confined within certain limits. Thus the visual space is much 
smaller for binocular single vision, than the scope of the movements of separate 
visual lines ; in other words, the visual lines of every individual eye may be con¬ 
ducted to a point to which the other visual line cannot follow, and hence diplopia 
results on account of faulty acquaintance of both retinae with surrounding objects. 
The limits of the binocular visual space become still narrower, when it is a question, 
at the same time, of seeing near objects singly, and, therefore, of positions of con¬ 
vergence. In fact a non-acquaintance of the retina with surrounding objects rapidly 
comes on, if, in fixing near objects, the visual plane should be raised somewhat 
higher, or the glance should be directed more towards the side, or even if an elevation 
or lateral turning of the visual line should be combined with positions of con¬ 
vergence. It is these relations which make themselves everywhere felt in the symp¬ 
tomatology of disturbances of mobility, and must be accounted for in the estimate 
of the latter. 

The converging movements are wanting in the new-born child, and the activity 
of the muscles of the eye is here limited to an active change in the direction of the 
visual lines. The fixing of objects is a very complex act, in which, besides the con¬ 
vergence, the accommodation and direction of the visual lines concur. It only 
occurs in the interest of a conscious purpose, namely, in order to obtain the 
clearest and most distinct perceptions possible of the objects attracting attention, 
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and with these the premises for further conclusions concerning the relations of the 
objects to the subject. It, therefore, presupposes on the one hand a certain interest 
in the object, but, on the other hand, a judgment concerning the “ quale ” of the 
impressions previously obtained from the object; for that which is wanting can be 
supplied by corresponding voluntary muscular activity, only upon the condition 
that what is unsatisfactory in the impression by false fixation is recognized and 
correctly estimated. The correcting measure for the direction of the visual lines 
and for the convergence lies in the acuteness of vision increasing from the periphery 
towards the centre of the retina, and in the relative position of the double images, 
which must necessarily appear in false fixation. But the correcting measure for the 
accommodation coordinated with this lies in the defective sharpness of the images 
perceived. This requires a much more delicate estimate than the other, as defective 
sharpness interferes much less with the distinctness of the images than their doubling. 
The coordinated movements tending to a change in direction of the visual lines 
proceed symmetrically and legitimately in the new-born child, and even in those 
bom blind. This conformity also lasts during life, even when blindness persists. 
It is maintained to a certain degree even in nystagmus, since the characteristic 
movements of the latter are always effected in the course of the rotators to the left 
and right, or alternately in the course of the two upper and lower oblique muscles. 

As consequence of this, the directions of the visual lines and, if analogous con¬ 
clusions are allowed, the remaining coordinated movements of the eyes also cannot 
be something assumed, but must be rooted in the relations of thubrain-organization. 
Hence we are compelled to assume certain centres of coordination, which, being 
irritated in some part of their extent, transmit their state of irritation to a certain 
number of nerve origins and excite muscular contractions in the radiating region of 
the motor nerves proceeding from them, whose sum total furnishes a definite single 
movement. This movement is then naturally the resultant of the relative expendi¬ 
tures of force of the individual muscles, and the absolute power with which it suc¬ 
ceeds is dependent upon the intensity of the state of irritation, in which the centre 
of coordination has been replaced by the nerve-irritation in question. 

The necessity for the existence of such centres of coordination is manifested with 
particular clearness by the wonderful readiness with which the newly-born of cer¬ 
tain classes of animals accomplish certain movements, often very complex, indis¬ 
pensable in the struggle for existence, without any previous practice, and in every 
species of animal according to a definite type. We need but recall the surprising 
activity which the young of the invertebrate animals, and of the cold-blooded 
Vertebrates; left to themselves, show at the moment when they leave the egg. We 
should recall further the facility of the nest-builders among birds, of the ruminants, 
of the solipeds, &c., among the mammals, of rising, walking,'running, swimming, 
&c., soon after birth. 

We have further proof of the existence of definite centers of coordination in the 
occurrence of relative paralyses, in which separate spontaneous or reflex coordinated 
movements have become conrpletely impracticable in their totality, whilst other co¬ 
ordinated movements, in which the same muscles, and hence the same motor nerves 
also are in part concerned, proceed with perfectly normal absolute energy, and, 
therefore, with normal relative expenditures of force of the separate muscles also. 

According to the results of physiological experiments, these centres of coordina¬ 
tion for the movements of the eyes lie especially in the corpora quadrigemina of the 
brain, and those for the iris and apparatus of accommodation of the eyes in the 
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ciliary and intraocular ganglia. The irritation of the first always produces sym¬ 
metrical movements of both eyes, and in general the right half of the corpora qua- 
drigemma, controls the movements of both eyes to the left, and the left half the 
movements of both eyes to the right. By the irritation of different points of each 
half we can produce many movements, but always with both eyes at the same time 
and the same direction. If the irritation lasts longer, the head also turns towards 
the same side as the eyes. If wre divide both halves of the corpora quadrigemina 
in the median line by a deep incision, the motion is limited to the side of the 
irritation. (Adamuk.) 

If before the irritation the eyes diverge somewhat downward, as is usual in animals in a 
state of rest, and if the middle of the anterior portion of the corpora quadrigemina, i.e., in the 
posterior commissure, be irritated, the axes of the eyes immediately become parallel. If the 
irritation in the centre, between the anterior corpora, take place more posteriorly, a movement 
of both eyes upwards with dilatation of the pupil occurs. This upward motion becomes so 
much the more convergent, the more posteriorly the source of irritation is found. If we 
irritate the posterior inferior part of the anterior corpora, or if the irritation extend to the 
floor of the aquaeductus sylvii, we get a greater convergence with inclination downwards and 
contraction of the pupil. The irritation of the free surface of each anterior corpus causes a 
movement of both eyes towards the opposite side, and besides, whether the irritation take 
place on the left or right, so much the more upwards, the nearer to the median line the cause 
of irritation acts, but, on the contrary, downwards, the more the cause of irritation acts ex¬ 
ternally to the median line. In all these movements the pupil remains unchanged. The sink¬ 
ing of the line of vision with parallel axes has its centre probably at the base of the corpora 
quadrigemina. The simultaneous irritation of both anterior corpora calls forth movements, 
such as are observed in nystagmus. A divergence of the axes of the eyes, or an isolated move¬ 
ment of a single eye by irritation of the uninjured corpora can only be produced after division 
of the corpora by a deep incision in the direction of the median line, or after division of one 
of the motor nerves of the eye. After division of the oculomotorius great mydriasis always 
appears, which can be reduced neither by irritation of the corpora quadrigemina nor of the 
trigeminus. The irritation of the posterior corpora, particularly in the middle, causes very 
powerful movements of the narcotized animal, with great dilatation of the pupil and a horrible 
expression to the physiognomy. (Adamuk.) Practical experience at the sick-bed teaches us 
that centres of coordination for lateral direction of the visual lines may also be found in the 
corpora striata. 

These centres of coordination are in part of a reflex character, and are excited 
by the optic nerve or by the sensitive fibres of the trigeminus, with which they are 
connected by central fibres. These innervations, and the movements brought about 
by them, occur involuntarily, without consciousness, and, therefore, afford no pre¬ 
mises for the estimate of the occasional position of the eyes. Such reflex centres 
have been demonstrated in the inner half of the anterior part of the corpora quadn- 
gemina (Mourens, Budge). In addition to these, the ciliary and intraocular ganglia 
belong to this category. 

The centres of the voluntary cofirdinated movements are, without doubt, con¬ 
nected with the periphery of the brain, as the seat of mental activity, and the point 
of origin of the impulse of the will, by central nerve-fibres. Their irritation is 
spontaneous, conscious, and this consciousness involves that of the consequent 
movement, and, therefore, that of the relative position of the eyes to the body, and 
indirectly to the external world occasioned by it. There is no need here of a chain 
of operations of the understanding, but the consciousness of the movement pro¬ 
duced by a spontaneous act attaches itself to the idea of free will itself, which is a 
general attribute of the animal body, and must correspondingly be considered as a 
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mental act of the most primitive kind. The consciousness has nothing to do with 
the individual muscles and their peculiar effects, but concerns solely the kind and 
degree of the voluntarily expended innervation. The estimate of the movement 
produced by a definite spontaneous innervation and the consequent new position 
can, in accordance therewith, only be correct, when the conducting power of the 
muscles in question corresponds in kind and degree to the spontaneous innervation; 
on the contrary, it becomes false, the conscious position deviates from the real in 
the same degree by which the conducting power of the muscles differs qualitatively 
and quantitatively from the effect intended by voluntary innervation. 

This consciousness of the occasional, voluntarily expended innervations is one of 
the primary conditions of the localizing sense of the double eye, in so far as there 
is included in it the consciousness of the general position of the retime and of the 
accommodation. The other main condition lies in the relations of organization of 
the retina, and in the relative power of localization of the light-perceiving elements. 
The latter propagate their impressions by means of an inherent functional energy 
always in one direction, which is given by the prolongation of their own axis, 
passes through the point of intersection of the lines of direction, under normal con¬ 
ditions, in the natural position of the rods and cones, and is, moreover, deter- 
termined by the situation and angular value of the curve, which unites the element 
in question with the centre of the retina. The relative power of localization of the 
retinal elements, therefore, refers solely to points in the eye itself, and is usually 
shown by the lines of direction. The correct projection of these impressions out¬ 
wards into absolute space presupposes the consciousness of the occasional position 
of these points, and of the relative position of the separate elements of the retina to 
its centre, and, therefore, the consciousness of the visual direction and of the meri¬ 
dian situation of the retina, and further the consciousness of the position of con¬ 
vergence and state of accommodation. 

The conscious direction of the common glance, or the visual direction, is the 
direction in which the object fixed is seen. It is, therefore, also called the direct or 
main visual direction. It is represented by a line, which we may imagine to be 
drawn from the apex of the angle of 
convergence, or from the object of fix¬ 
ation to the centre of the main line. p 
ft is this line which comes immedi- 
Jtely to consciousness in voluntary 
visual directions, not the direction of 
tte visual line of each individual line 
for itself, as the innervation of the 
motory apparatus of both eyes pro- 
ceeds from one and the same centre 
°f coordination. 

If l r (Fig. 110) were the main 
line, m n the median line, and o, e, 
Points in space, then on, en, 1m would 
,le the visual lines. For an object 
situated at an indefinite distance in the 
Prolongation of pp, the visual line would evidently be mn. We see that the visual 
"ie bisects the angle of convergence only when the object fixed lies in the median 
Plane. 

50 
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The consciousness of the position of the meridian of the retina in connection with 
the relative power of localization of the light-perceptive elements determines the 
direction in which the eccentric impressions are projected outwards; in other words, 
the direction in which the images of objects lying eccentrically seem to be arranged 
around the point of fixation. 

Every image that is formed upon the vertical lines of division, or the longitu¬ 
dinal median sections of both retinae, appears in a plane perpendicular to the visual 
plane, and situated in the line of vision ; and every image that is formed upon the 
horizontal lines of division, or the transverse median sections of both retinae, ap¬ 
pears in the visual plane itself. The images of any other two meridians lie in a 
plane of the visual space, passing through this dividing line, whose inclination to 
the visual plane depends upon the angle which the retinal meridians in question 
make with the accompanying horizontal line of separation. 

We may therefore say, that every intersecting plane of the subjective visual space 
drawn through the line dividing the angle of convergence into halves, corresponds 
to a certain pair of “ identical meridians.” What is true of the individual pairs of 
meridians, is also true of every two corresponding or identical points of the same; 
the so-called congruous or identical spots (deckstellen) of the retina. 

There is added to this a line of common or secondary visual direction. The 
position of these, with reference to the principal line of vision, is decided in an 
analogous manner by the segment at which the two identical points deviate from 
the middle of the retina. We may then make a formula of the law of the “ identi¬ 
cal visual direction,” by saying, that everything which is formed on corresponding 
positions of the two retinae, is seen in the same direction. (Seeing.) 

The vertical and horizontal meridians or separating lines of the two retinae are generally 
nearly the same, with imaginary perpendicular and horizontal sections through the middle of 
the retina, in the primary position of the eye. Yet even this is not quite exact, since slight 
deviations almost always exist. {Recklinghausen, Hering, Volkmann.) We therefore do well 
to invert the definition, as it were, and to designate those meridians as horizontal or oblique 
which have their common visual direction in the visual plane, or, as the ease may he, a plane 

perpendicular to this. 
We must generally consider that these projections, in so far as they are connected with the 

consciousness of innervation and do not proceed from the relative power of localization of the 
elements of the retina, are really merely facultative, and express the consciousness of the merid¬ 
ional position of the retina, which is variable under ordinary conditions only within narrow 
limits; that under certain conditions eccentric points of the retina and meridians deviating 
considerably from the longitudinal median sections may project their impressions in the chief 
visual direction and relatively in the meridian plane, provided the position of these points 
meridians is a conscious one. The proofs of this are furnished by the power of localization o 
the deviated eye in pure convergent strabismus (see this article). Still under such relations 
the binocular visual act and the direct perception of depth are lost. 

If one is deceived as to the position of objects in sjmce, or as to the reciprocal 
position of the visual lines, the impressions of two corresponding points of the two 
retinae will be displaced externally, in the same course, although they arise from 
entirely different objects. If then, in the same direction, both images of the two 
identical points in question are not seen at the same time, the reason lies in the 
competition between the retime, and also between each of the corresponding Partf 
of the retina, wdience it happens that the brain is conscious of that image only which 
is more prominent on account of its color, sharp outlines, bright contrast with the 
surroundings, &c., or on account of more attention being given to it. But vher 
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these influences are about equal, both retinal images, sometimes one and sometimes 
the other, may appear in the common visual line, or a mixed image be recognized. 
(Eering.) 

A special example will facilitate ‘rig’ 
the comprehension. Let one eye fix 
an object o lying in the median plane 
m n, the head being in the upright 
position and the visual line horizon¬ 
tal. Let the visual line of the right 
eye from any reason whatsoever be 
deviated in the horizontal direction to 
the left, to the amount of the angle a 
or o, and hence directed to the objects 
t* or b. The images of both retinal 
centers, differing among themselves, 
will then be displaced in the known 
common visual direction o?i, although 
only the object o fixed in conscious¬ 
ness is usually seen there. The en¬ 
tire monocular field of vision of the 
deviated eye is herewith naturally 
turned towards the right around the 
angle a or o. If now the image of o, 
which is now thrown upon an eccen¬ 
tric spot of the right retina, is perceived under the form of a phantom image, by overpowering 
the visual impression of the corresponding spot of the other retina, it must appear in the point 
d, when a=/3, and relatively in the point e, when o=w. If the right visual line during con¬ 
scious fixation were turned from o towards the right to an amount equal to the angle or 
u, and hence directed to d, relatively to e, then the monocular field of vision of the right eye 
must be turned to the left for a degree equal to the same angle a or o, and the phantom image 
of o must appear in c, respectively in b. 

Now, what holds good for the horizontal deviations of one visual line also holds good for 
deviations in any other direction, and also for deviations of single meridians, e. g., in conse¬ 
quence of pathological rotations. For example, let the right eye A in the primary position be 
directed towards a very distant object. Let the vertical line of division a b of the retina 
therefore stand perpendicular to the main 
liue. In the left eye B let the vertical 
line of division be turned to the left and 
outwards in the course of the inferior 

| oblique for a distance equal to the angle 
I «, and therefore it would stand in the 

direction cd. The longitudinal median 
section of the left retina will now evi¬ 
dently be met by a line, or better by the 
^age of a line in the visual space, 
parallel to c d, which we obtain by draw- 
mg a plane through c d. This oblique line is now in the double eye C, in common with the 
perpendicular object-line -fixed by the left eye, removed into the median plane m n, and the 
phantom image of the really vertical object-line seems turned to the right from the median line 
Wards gh fora distance equal to the angle /3=a. The respective position of the double 
usages, which come from a point correctly fixed by only one eye, affords a valuable 
means of determining the deviation of the other visual line, as long as no very considerable 

I stations of the meridian come into play. The horizontal position of the visual line of the 
healthy eye and a vertical field of vision being supposed, we obtain the deviation in height by 

I dividing the difference in height of the double images by the distance of the object from the 
prolongation of the main line. The quotient is the tangent of the angle sought for. In order 
to find the deviation in width of the line of vision, we must first determine the angle which 
toe line of vision in correct accommodation would enclose with the main line, and then the 
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7S8 ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL. 

angle which it actually forms with the latter. The difference of both is the angle sought for. 
For the purpose of ascertaining the tangent of the main angle in correct fixation, the distance 
of the object is to be divided by the sum, or relatively by the difference of half the main line 
and of the horizontal distance of the middle point of the object from the median plane. For 
example, the tangents of the main angles J-v, ^+v+o (Fig. Ill), would be as follows: 

bg on eh 
tang' ft=hi+3b; tang- (fl+,,)=ln ; tang‘ ('1+‘,+o) = E3iS- 

In order to find the tangents of the main angle of the deviated visual line, the same formula; 
naturally hold good ; yet instead of the horizontal distance of the object from the median plane, 
that of the phantom image is to be taken, and therefore the perpendiculars from ft, c, d, e 
must be dropped upon the prolongation of the main line towards <7, 7i, 7c, i. (Fig. 112). 

We may lessen very much the labor of the measurement of the horizontal distance apart of 
double images, if we employ a round black spot, about as large as a copper coin, upon a large 
sheet of stiff white pasteboard, which is marked on its center with a horizontal scale in inches 
and lines. The patients generally see the double image on the paper also, and know how to 
localize it, or at least to indicate it, when a vertical thread fastened upon the cord, and which 
may be moved from side to side, strikes it. We then have only to read off the distance from 
the object. If we wish the difference in hight, we only need to turn the card at a right angle 
to its former position. e may reckon every oblique deviation of the visual line from the 
ascertained hight and breadth. 

Any considerable meridian deviations should, as has been said, be also estimated. It isnot 
difficult to determine these, if we have a horizontal adjustment of the visual line and a vertical 
visual field. We then only require a vertical line as an object, which is placed in the median 
plane. The obliquely appearing double image is projected upon the card, and elongated until 
it intersects the object-line, and gives the angle of deviation by a very simple operation. If, 
from a point in the double image, a vertical line be drawn upon the line of the object, its length 
divided by the hight of the right-angled triangle thus enclosed will be the tangent. 

The apparatus of Hering renders excellent service in enabling us to read off directly dis¬ 
tances of hight and width of the double images, as well as any inclination of them. This 
apparatus is a black tablet measuring about 6 feet square, which is hung vertically upon avail 
by means of rings. At its upper and lower border two rods divided into centimeters or half¬ 
inches are fastened firmly in a horizontal direction. On these two rods run other perpendicu¬ 
lar rods, likewise divided into centimeters or half-inches, which can be easily moved from side 
to side. Each of these two perpendicular rods bears a sheath movable in a vertical direction, 
on the anterior side of which a line about 6" long and 0.5" wide is fastened as visual object, 
the center of which expands into a disk of 1" diameter. One of these objects is white, the 
other red, and both may be rotated round the center of their disk. A second disk, firmly 
united to the sheath, divided into degrees, blackened and immovable, which has a somewhat 
larger diameter and is only partially covered by the colored one, enables us to read off the angle 
of rotation of the latter directly. In using it, we have only to see that the visual plane and 
the median line of the patient distant from six to twelve feet stand exactly perpendicularly to 
the plane of the blackboard, whilst the patient fixes the central point of the disk of one object. 
The phantom image of this object belonging to the other eye will now appear at some other 
point of the board. Towards this point the second object must now be pushed, and be so 
placed that it is exactly covered in all directions by the phantom image. The difference in 
hight, width and inclination, which appears in the position of this second object, opposed to 
that of the fixed object, now gives exactly the deviation of the diverted eye in hight, breadth, 

and inclination of the meridian, but in the reverse sense. 
In all these experiments, turning of the head around the horizontal and vertical axes, which 

with the naked eye are very difficult to control, become very disturbing, so that the repetition 
of one and the same experiment furnishes al ways different and very important results. In 
order to check this, the apparatus, invented by Helmholtz, would, of course, render the best 
service. Still in practice this instrument cannot well be applied, as, without regard to any¬ 
thing else, we cannot easily expect the patient to bite into the mouth-piece. We must, there- 
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ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL. 789 

fore, content ourselves with a less suitable instrument, though one which renders perfectly 
satisfactory service for coarser examinations. This is a species of head-band (Fig. 113) of delicate 
brass plating, which can be fastened to the head 
posteriorly by means of a buckle, and is well padded. 
In the middle it runs downwards into a small point, 
which is placed exactly upon the middle of the root of 
the nose. Exactly over this is fastened a vertical bar, 
which carries a horizontal sheath running in the sagit¬ 
tal direction, in which a stiff, straight rod is movable. 
A.t the anterior end of the sheath a thread is fastened 
as plumb-line, which bears a small weight hanging 
down on a level with the end of the nose. This 
plumb-line, by its position to the face, enables us to 
recognize and immediately correct every inclination 
of the head. The rod, however, serves to confirm 
the position of the median plane to the black-board 
and to regulate it according to necessity. For this 
purpose one of the examiners must place himself be¬ 
hind the patient, and with one eye glance along the 
rod towards the object of fixation. 

The third main condition for the localization of the retinal images is the con¬ 
sciousness of the convergence employed for fixation. The actual place of appear¬ 
ance of the point of fixation is not yet determined by the visual direction, but there 
is still necessary the correct estimate of the distance, and for this the premises are 
given by the consciousness of the voluntary innervation to convergence necessary 
for fixation and of the accommodation united with it. Still this consciousness of 
the innervation to convergence and accommodation is a less exact measure of value, 
admits more easily of slight deceptions, probably because so much greater differ¬ 
ences in the distances of the objects correspond to equal differences in the main 
angles of the visual lines, and in the conditions of refraction produced by the accom¬ 
modation, the greater the absolute distance of the object is from the eye. There¬ 
fore, for the exact estimate of the distance of the object, certain external aids can 
with difficulty be dispensed with. To this category belong the relation of the 
known actual size of the object to the perceived, apparent size, the air-and-light- 
perspective, &c. 

If the position of the object “ fixed ” be decided, that of all other objects lying 
in the common visual space of both retinae, and formed upon them, is also deter¬ 
mined. The former then becomes, as it were, the middle point, around which 
file remaining positions group themselves, in accordance with unchanging laws. 
Corresponding positions of the two retinae have not only a common visual direc¬ 
tion, that is, a common liiglit and breadth, but also a fixed depth. If we call the 
position of the fixation-point the nuclear-point of the visual space, and a nominal 
plane falling through this upon the principal visual direction, the nuclear surface of 
me visual space, we may say that all points of both retinae, lying to the nasal side 
of tlie median line, have a positive perception of depth, all to the temporal side 
Imye a negative one ; since the former place their impressions beyond the nucleus, 
Cm latter, on this side, at a distance which is proportionate to the distance of the 
images apart, reckoned from the vertical line of separation, and the estimated dis¬ 
tance of the nuclear point. The hight of a retinal image is without influence upon 
Ike perception of depth. (Tiering.) 

This law shows itself absolutely in the apparent position of false images, that is, 
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790 ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL. 

of double images, which, on simultaneous vision of both eyes, proceed from one 
retina only. Then crossed false images always appear in front, while homonymous 
ones appear behind the nuclear surface of the visual space. 

In binocular retinal images, seen singly, the apparent distance from the nuclear 
surface is proportionate to their lateral distance apart. In accordance with this, 
everything appears in the nuclear surface of the visual spiace, which is formed and 
seen singly on corresponding portions of the two retinae, or upon parts at an 
unequal hight, but, at the same distance, on the same side of the median line. On 
the contrary, everything appears without the nuclear surface of the visual space, 
which is formed upon both retinae at an irregular distance, or upon opposite sides 
of the median line, and is perceived as a single object. The apparent distance of the 
binocular image, seen singly, from the nuclear surface, is the greater, the greater its 
estimated distance, and the greater the difference in breadth of the horizontal line, 
upon which the two retinal images lie. The image appears in front of th& nuclear 
surface, if the breadth of the temporal meridian of one retina be greater, behind the 
nuclear surface when the contrary is the case. That which is formed upon pairs of 
horizontal sections, that is, on nasal or temporal retinal halves of the same breadth, 
and which is seen singly, appeal's in the same distance from the nuclear surface of 
the visual space; in front of the latter, if equal horizontal meridians of the two 
outer retinal halves are met, and behind it, if equal horizontal meridians of the two 
inner retinal halves are encountered. (Hering.) 

We need only a momentary impression upon both retinae, in order to perceive 
the value of the depth of the object under consideration. Therefore the correct 
estimate of depth of momentary impressions, in which all other aids to the estimate 
of depth are excluded by the rapidity of its passage, furnishes an excellent premise 
for the estimate of the presence or absence of the binocular visual act. The means 
to this is the falling experiment. (Hering.) 

For this purpose the patient looks through a tube, from 1-1% feet long, one end of which 
is applied to the face, and is wide enough to include both eyes in its caliber, towards a hare 
wall, and fixes a fine dark thread, suspended vertically at a slight distance from the other end 
of the tube. Whilst this is being done, small balls of different size, are allowed to fall one 
after the other from a height somewhat on the side of the thread, sometimes in front of it, 
sometimes behind it, so that they pass over the field of vision of the patient included by the 
tube. Where a common visual act exists, a mistake concerning the position of the direction 
of the fall to the thread never occurs. In the reverse case, the patients err frequently in re¬ 
peated attempts, they place the course of the fall sometimes in front of, sometimes behind the 
thread, when it actually was in front of it. They do not err every time, because the probabi¬ 
lity of the guess is as 1: 2. Many of them are even deceived concerning the position of the 
thread itself, they think it oblique, when it is perpendicular, and perpendicular when it is 
inclined to the horizon from before backwards. Still this may hold good as confirmation of 
the extinction of the common visual act, but we can by no means conversely conclude from a 
correct estimate of the position of the thread the existence of the common visual act. For 
many persons the consciousness of the altered accommodation, when the glance runs up and 
down the thread, suffices to confirm the real position of the thread. In the fall-experiment it 
is of the very greatest importance to exclude the patient entirely from ail external aids to the 
estimate of the depth, he should see no other object but the thread and the falling ball, since 
this furnishes points of departure for the estimate of the relative position of the course of fab* 
Therefore, for the same reason, the wall, which cuts off the field of vision behind, must not be 
figured, spotted nor striped, and must offer no prominent points. For the same reason, the 
falling balls must be different sizes, because if they are of the same size, the change in the dia¬ 
meter of the retinal image connected with the distance of the course of the fall from the eye 
can be turned to account in the estimate of the depth. Undertaken with such precautions the 
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ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EYEBALL. 791 

fall-experiment fails but very rarely, and the objections raised against it, as-well as those raised 
against the direct perception of depth (Donde?'s), are not tenable (Ilering). 

The physiological laws, according to which the impressions received on the dif¬ 
ferent parts of the retina localize themselves around the nuclear point of the visual 
space, are approximately in consonance with the purely physical laws according to 
which the homocentric rays of light proceeding from objects are projected in the 
form of an image upon the retinas. The consonance is almost complete, in respect 
to distant objects. Yet the subjective or apparent and actual position of objects 
close at hand, correspond quite exactly. This is especially true of objects seen in 
the middle portion of the common visual space, to which the attention is almost 
exclusively called. But the further an object is removed towards the periphery, the 
greater is the disproportion, but the less also the distinctness of the perception, and 
consequently, the impairment of vision caused by the want of consonance in the 
apparent and actual position. Strictly speaking, the fixation-point only can be seen 
in its true position. (Hering.) 

For example, the head being erect, and the visual plane perpendicular, let the middle point 
o of a sheet of paper xy, suspended very near and lying perpendicular to the horizon, be “fixed ” 
or looked upon by the patient. The paper, presupposing a proper estimation of its distance, 
evidently lies in the nuclear' surface 
of the subjective visual space. A 
second point g on the sheet, to the 
left, in an horizontal direction from 
the point of fixation, will project its 
image in both the retinae, at a point 
deviating to any point to the right 
from the middle point e*, viz., in f x 
and d, and these points will not be 
in consonance, inasmuch as the 
breadth of the right is less than 
that on the left, because lo=ro and 
hence sin. v . sin. /x=sin. o : sin. 
(y+o). In accordance with this, the 
point indirectly seen cannot appear 
m the nuclear surface of the visual 
space, that is, in its true position, 
but must be the farther removed 
from the visual surface, the farther 
it stands in reality from the fixa¬ 
tion-point, since with it the dis¬ 
parity, that is, the difference in 
breadth of the two retinal images, increases. But what is true of one point is also true of all 
the points in a horizontal row made on a sheet of paper. Such a row must be presented as a 
curve ss, passing through the fixation-point, which turns its convexity toward the eyes. But 
the individual points of such a curve are formed upon identical portions only of the two retinae, 
and appear entirely in the nuclear surface of the subjective visual space, that is, as horizontal 
lines on the sheet of paper. The results of carefully-conducted physiological experiments cor¬ 
respond to this. {Hering.) 

The physical laws, according to which the images of objects lying excentrically, 
are projected upon both retinas, necessarily involve the fact, that binocular single 
vision can not be connected with identical impressions on corresponding points of 
hotli retinas. If this were the case, only those points in the visual field could be 
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792 PROJECTION OF IMAGES ON THE RETINA. HOROPTER. 

seen singly, which lie in certain lines and sufaces through the point of fixation. 
But this contradicts common experience and the results of more exact physiological 
investigations, and it is especially disproved by the optical effect of the stereoscope. 
We can only say that binocular single vision of corresponding portions of the two 
retinas actually occurs, that it is to some extent obligatory, since no kind of prac¬ 
tice, or artificial assistance, renders it possible to see the two simultaneous irritations 
of such points, at the same time, separated, near or behind each other. We may 
also say that the power of the single sensation extends to different part of both 
retinas, and may be here called facultative, since practice and all kinds of artificial 
assistances cause an object originally seen single, to appear separated into two false 
images. Still more, single vision with disconsonant retinal positions is one of the 
requirements for the solid vision of objects. (Ilering.) 

A line or surface drawn through the point of fixation, all of whose points are formed upon 
corresponding parts of the two retinas, is called a horopter. All objects seen at the same glance 
with both eyes appear to be in the plane of the horopter. [The horopter, from opus-, boundary, 
and oirTopai, I see, is defined to be a line drawn from the point of intersection of the optic axes, 
and parallel to the line joining the centres of the two pupils ; the plane of the horopter to be a 
plane passing through this line at right angles to that of the optic axes. (Mackenzie, after 
Aguilonius.)] A surface passing through the point of fixation, all of whose points are 
formed upon corresponding horizontal meridians of the two retinas, is called the horizontal 
horopter. It is, for objects at a short distance, always a surface of the second degree. If, for 
example, the vertical line of separation lies vertical to the plane of vision, the horizontal 
horopter is a cylindrical surface passing through Muller’s horopter-circle, and perpendicular 
to the visual plane. If the vertical lines of separation converge above the horizontal horopter, 
it becomes a conical surface, with its apex pointing upward, if there be a symmetrical conver¬ 
gent position of the visual lines. In the same way, the sum of the outer points, which project 
their images upon corresponding oblique sections of the two retinae, but in general upon dis¬ 
consonant horizontal meridians, is designated as an oblique horopter. This always forms, for 
objects at a short distance, a surface of the second degree, which, in the simplest case, passes 
into two planes, intersecting each other. There are, besides, in the outer space numerous 
rectilineal surfaces of the second degree, which are so drawn that each straight line contained 
in them is formed upon correspoding points of both retinse. These are the so-called partial 
horopters. By a total horopter we understand the meridian between a horizontal and oblique 
horopter. For short distances, the visual line being strongly converged, it is always a line 
whose form and position vary according to circumstances. On looking at objects at a greater 
distance, the difference in breadth and hight of the portions of the two retinae met by homo¬ 
centric rays, disappears more and more ; the visual field, as a whole, becomes an horopter, that 
is, everything appears in the nuclear surface of the visual space, and the transposition of the 
individual objects at various depths, is the result of an estimation which is induced by the 
perspective, and which is also the determining measure in monocular perceptions of depth. 
(Hering.) 

It remains still to be remarked, that we are only conscious of voluntary move¬ 
ments of the eyes. This is not the case in passive and involuntary movements, 
therefore objects seen under their influence appear to be moving, whether they 
actually move or are at rest. This is the cause of the dizziness that is apt to occur 
after rapid turnings and unusual passive movements of the body, e. g. on a ship, 
in a swing, etc. 

Since the involuntary and passive movements of the eyes are not directly per¬ 
ceived, the judgment as to the position of the visual field, as to the rest and move¬ 
ment of the objects, is confused; all the objects in the visual field, and the field 
itself, appear in motion, and this is vertigo. In the same manner the vertigo is ex- 
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plained, which occurs in paralysis, spasmodic contraction, or after division of single 
muscles of the eye. 

Since, under such circumstances, the effect of the straining of certam muscles 
becomes entirely different from what it may have been formerly, the estimation of 
the relative position of the visual field, and of the rest and movement of objects, is 
considerably impaired. 

Still it should be remarked, that under such relations the vertigo, as a rule, only appears 
when a greater number of muscles or nerves are not in a condition to answer voluntary inner¬ 
vations with the corresponding amount of force, or relatively to conduct these innervations 
unweakened to the muscles. Therefore the vertigo also occurs generally in paralysis of the 
oculomotorius, whose region of radiation is proportionately very considerable. Still it should 
not be concealed, that complete paralysis of the oculomotorius of the one side by no means 
always leads to vertigo, even when the eye in question is the only one which can be used. 
In fact cases occur in which with complete blindness of the one eye, paralysis of the motor 
nerves of the other eye, paralysis of both of the third pair of cranial nerves, even of all the 
motor nerves of the eyes, have never led to vertigo, even when they have occurred suddenly. 
Of course the dimensions of depth are wanting to such patients, and most of them also project 
the visual line falsely; still there is rapidly developed in them the power of estimating tolera¬ 
bly correctly the difference between the voluntarily innervated and actually resulting move¬ 
ments of the eye and therefore also of guiding themselves and of pursuing their business. It 
appears that the constraint in exclusive functional ability of the paralyzed eye hastens and 
sharpens this capacity for estimation, since in functional ability of both eyes, the disturbance 
of the common visual act by double images and vertigo.usually lasts very long, and disappears 
very gradually only by suppression of the phantom images, and by the development of a new 
power in the peripherical parts of the deviated retina belonging to the monocular visual field, 
to acquaint themselves with surrounding objects. 

Nosology.—The functional defects of the muscles of the eyes are sometimes Ihe 
symptoms of disturbed co-ordinate relations, and sometimes are to be regarded as 
spasms in the narrower sense of the word, or as actual paralyses. 

1. Among the disturbances of co-ordination, squint stands at the head as regards 
practical importance. Under this name are included two conditions essentially 
different from one another.. In the one the range of convergence is as a rule in¬ 
creased, and the affection is characterized by an over-amount of convergence, which 
is spontaneously and consciously co-or'dinated to the purpose by the innervation of 
a definite amount or of every amount of accommodation, in order the more easily 
to introduce them and maintain them (strabismus convergens). In the other form 
the range of convergence appears very much diminished or reduced to zero, the 
introduction and maintenance of definite amounts of convergence are rendered very 
difficult, easily lead to asthenopic troubles (asthenopia muscularis), and finally to 
deviation of one visual line in the horizontal or diagonal direction outwards. The 
movements of convergence are moreover, in both varieties of squint, less regular 
inside certain limits; the visual direction, on the contrary, seems in no wise confused, 
as long as no secondary changes have appeared in the muscles moving the eyes, and 
as long as the muscles do not have to contend with increased resistance. 

2. The complete freedem of the visual movements distinguishes strabismus 
from luscitas or from the oblique position of the eyes. In this latter defect the 
excursive capacity of the globe in one or in several directions is more or less limited, 
"’hereby it is immaterial whether the innervation aims at changes in the visual 
direction or in the convergence. In the highest degrees the globe stands entirely 
motionless. The diseased eye does not therefore follow the excursions of the other 
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in a corresponding manner, but remains behind in certain or in all directions of the 
axis of the latter. The luscitas is according to circumstances a symptom express™ 
of very manifold conditions. Here belong-: abnormal diminution and staphyloma- 
tous distention of the globe, deposits upon the external wall of the globe, formation 
of tumors in the orbit, narrowing of the latter, various affections of the muscles, 
particularly spasm and paralysis. 

3. It should not here be overlooked, that the form of the eyes may under certain 
conditions bring with it an apparent oblique position of the axes or an apparent 
strabismus. If the angle, which the visual lines inclose with the axes of the cornea, 
is to some extent more considerable, then in the fixation of distant objects, that is, in 
the parallel position of the visual lines, the centers of the cornese evidently deviate 
on both sides outwards or inwards, according as the angle a itself is positive or 
negative. 

4. In another series of cases the visual direction as well as the convergence is 
completely free, but the quiet fixation of objects is impossible in most or all of the 
relative positions of the latter; the patient cannot fix the visual lines upon one 
point of the field of vision; both eyes oscillate during fixation and in a thoughtless 
look in an entirely symmetrical manner alternately in the course of the external or in¬ 
ternal rectus muscle, or in the course of the two superior and inferior oblique 
muscles, or in a course combined from both, by means of involuntary, extremely 
rapid, and almost rhythmical, alternating innervations of the muscles in question 
(Nystagmus). 

5. Finally, we meet with cases in which definite co-ordinated movements are 
partially or entirely impracticable, while the other co-ordinated movements, even 
those in which the same nerves and muscles take an active part, are accomplished 
with completely normal power and continuance (relative paralyses). Their patho¬ 
genetic factor cannot possibly be sought in functional impediments to the nerves in 
question, and their central nuclei of origin, but must lie in morbid conditions of 
certain centers of co-ordination subject to the will or of a reflex nature, as in fact 
more recent physiological experiments have demonstrated. 

If the trunk or the nucleus of origin of the nerves in question were hindered in 
the conducting power, then the effect of the corresponding muscles must remain 
behind the innervated measure under all circumstances, in every kind of innerva¬ 
tion, which is only the case in absolute paralysis. 

Such relative paralyses of the most manifold kind occur in Basedow’s disease, and are here 
referred to circumscribed paralytic dilatations of the vesselsin the central organs. Many of the 
disturbances in motility occurring in diphtheritis faucium also seem to belong to this category. 
Paralyzed states of the levator and converging muscles are moreover exceptionally observed as 
apparently primary. Strictly speaking, the disturbance in motility of the iris occasioned b) 
local applications of mydriatics is also to be reckoned here, since the internal muscles pi esided 
over by the oculo-pupillary branches of the third pair of cranial nerves seem paralyzed to all 
innervations coming from the brain, but react very powerfully and continuously to reflex im¬ 
pulses, which are brought to bear upon them by means of the ciliary and intra-ocular ganglia. 

6. True spasm rarely occurs in all the six muscles of the eye at one time. 

Clonic spasms are sometimes observed under the form of excursive movements, as symptoms 
of lead-poisoning ; in cerebral and meningeal disease, and particularly in children, as an accoin- 

paniment of basilar meningitis ; in chorea, <fcc. 
Tonic spasm of the muscles of the eye occurs as a symptom of tetanus, of epileps)> 0 
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DISEASES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES. NOSOLOGY-BLEPHAROSPASM. 795 

eclampsia, in extremely exceptional cases as a purely local disease, in consequence of injuries 
in the region of the eye, or of the eye itself. All the ocular muscles then generally appear 
spasmodically contracted, or at least the most of them (ophthalmospasmus, tetanus oculi). The 
globe, in the latter case, looks fixedly forward, or somewhat obliquely. It has generally receded 
into the orbit, and at times so much so, that the conjunctiva lies over the cornea in folds 
(enophthalmos spasticus). The lids are then generally wide open, more rarely spasmodically 
closed, but in all cases immovable. The spasmodic affection of the palpebral muscles is seen 
by this latter symptom ; at times there is spasm of the levator, at others of the orbicularis. 

Spasm of the orbicularis muscle of the lid is very common. It appears both in 
a clonic and tonic form. 

Clonic spasm in the orbicularis is often confined to individual bundles, and causes a peculiar 
tremulousness connected with a drawing sensation of individual parts of the lids. In other 
cases the whole muscle is affected with clonic spasm. The result is then the so-called nictita¬ 
tion, spasmodic winking, a rapid variation between opening and closing the lids, but in which 
the latter action always predominates, because it is accomplished with more power, and is done 
very quickly, while opening the lids is done slowly and imperfectly. It is frequently only the 
result of habit. 

Tonic spasm of the orbicularis (blepharospasm) is sometimes continuous, lasting 
for days and weeks, and even months, during the waking hours of the patient. At 
times it appears in spontaneous attacks. It is frequently excited by certain external 
influences, and may be interrupted by others. It is generally so severe that it 
requires great force to open the lids, and this induces severe pain. Not unfre- 
quently it must be ascribed to intracranial disease; it generally has a peripheral 
origin. 

It is then to be referred to abnormal reflex action on the part of one of the 
branches of the fifth pair. The point of origin is often a diseased center in some 
part of the ramification of the trifacial, and its continuance is connected with this, 
since it disappears when the main affection is cured, or at least when the excited 
condition of the sensory nerve is removed. Occasionally, however, the spasm con¬ 
tinues after the primary morbid process has been subdued. It perhaps even increases 
or extends upon the other nerve-tracts, and finally crops out in epileptiform attacks. 
(Graefe). 

Not unfrequently blepharo-spasm arises without hairing any evident diseased 
center. It has, from the beginning, the characteristics of an independent disease 
(idiopathic blepharo-spasm. Arlt.) In cases of the latter kind, it appears as if 
file proximate cause were to be looked for in a kind of muscular hyperesthesia; 
that is, in a morbidly excited condition of those delicate nerve-twigs which run 
backward from the branches of the fifth pair to the oibicularis palpebrarum, and 
ramify in it. (Graefe.) We very frequently find places in the branches of the tri¬ 
facial on the forehead, cheeks, etc., which only need to be pressed upon in order to 
excite spasm, which lasts as long as the pressure is exerted. But where we can 
not find such a point of pressure, the supposition is not entirely unjustified that the 
seat of the disease is at a less accessible point, and therefore cannot be located with 
certainty. It is remarkable that the employment of certain muscles will sometimes 
break up blepharo-spasm; for instance, the action of whistling (Arlt), inspira¬ 
tion. (Benedict.) 

The sensory nerves of the cornea and conjunctiva most frequently reflect their pathological 
conditions of excitation to the orbicularis; hence blepharo-spasm is almost always a symptom 
in a keratitis accompanied by great ciliary irritation. If the cornea be injured, or a foreign 
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796 SPASTIC LAGOPHTHALMUS—INSUFFICIENCY-PTOSIS. 

body remains in the conjunctival sac, it is then accompanied by photophobia, and not unfre- 
quently causes entropion. It usually subsides with the removal of the irritation, and rarely 
leaves a very obstinate muscular hyperassthesia behind. In other cases the spasmodic irritation, 
or the muscular hyperaesthesia caused by the blepharo-spasm, proceeds from the frontal nerve. 
This is very sensitive to pressure (Secondi), or a true supraorbital neuralgia exists, each of 
whose attacks ends with spasm of the lids, and in the subsequent course of the disease is less 
and less painful, while the spasms increase in severity and duration. In one case the affection 
originated in the lingual nerve. There was an extensive ulcer; on pressing this, spasm was 
immediately excited. In another case the lingual and inferior maxillary nerves were the points 
of origin of the blepharo-spasm. (Qraefe.) 

The treatment is evidently to be directed toward the subjugation of the main disease, and 
lessening the nervous irritability. Hypodermic injections of morphia, in the vicinity of the 
frontal nerve, or at any point of pressure, are particularly to be recommended. (Graefe.) 
Their use is only palliative, simply acting as far as the lessening of the nervous irritation may 
favor resolution of the morbid conditions. It accomplishes the most, however, when the 
spasm depends on simple muscular hyperesthesia, when it has arisen spontaneously, or remains 
after the subsidence of some other disease. The result is then not unfrequently a true cure. 
The remedy often proves efficacious in the existence of supraorbital neuralgia and of blepharo¬ 
spasm depending upon it. When it fails, in many cases, we may expect favorable results from 
the constant current of electricity, especially in cases that are connected with neuralgia. 
(Semak.) On the whole, however, electricity seems to promise little in blepharospasm. 
(Benedikt.) As a last resort in cases of the latter kind, the division of the affected branch of 
the fifth pair may be tried. It often is of real assistance without causing the permanent loss 
of sensibility in the part. Unfortunately, however, it is not entirely reliable, since with the 
return of sensation the spasm often returns. Excision of a part of the nerve does not render 
the cure any more certain than its division. (Graefe.) 

Spasms confined to the levator palpebrw superioris,-&re only very rarely observed. 
They appear as spastic lagophthalmos (spasmodic hare’s-eye), that is, there is a draw¬ 
ing upward of the upper lid, and a very wide opening of the palpebral fissure pro¬ 
duced by this. The great resistance which the lid offers to any external force acting 
upon it, is then very characteristic. 

6. In contrast with spasms, real and absolute paralysis of the muscles of the eyes 
are tolerably frequently observed. It is here not only the force with which the 
muscle contracts, which appears limited, but also the amount of retraction, and, 
therefore, the excursive capacity of the globe in the course of the muscle or group 
of muscles in question seems diminished. The disturbance manifests itself without 
exception in all innervations, no matter whence they come, and hence the patho¬ 
genetic factor of the hindrance to conduction must be sought in the trunk or in the 
branches, or finally in the nucleus of origin of the nerves. 

We distinguish from the so-called cases of insufficiency, by which we understand a species 
of weakness, a minor amount of capability of performance, by means of which separate muscles 
or groups of muscles are not in a condition to satisfy greater demands upon their power, par¬ 
ticularly to maintain fixed positions of the visual lines. It is, however, here solely a question 
of disturbance of innervation, and not of disease of the muscles. There is a great deal said of 
insufficiency of the internal straight muscles (see strabismus divergens), but insufficiency of the 
external straight muscles of the eyes has also been observed, in connection with asthenopic 
troubles {Knapp, Loving), and even a simultaneous insufficiency of the internal and external 
straight muscles. (Kugel.) 

The degree of the paralysis is of course exceedingly variable. The extent of the 
paralyzed portion also varies greatly. Undoubtedly, parts of a single muscle may 
fall into a state of paralysis. Again, we frequently find groups of muscles, and 
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BLEPIIAROPLEGIA. 797 

occasionally even all the muscles of the eye, more or less completely paralyzed. 
Not very unfrequently the paralyzed region extends far beyond the orbit. 

Paralysis of the muscles of the eye is most frequently found combined with para¬ 
lysis of the elevator of the upper lid. The result is then the so-called ptosis, falling 
down of the upper eye-lid, an inability to elevate it sufficiently and thus to widely 
open the palpebral fissure. This affection also appears sometimes as an independent 
disease, and then can not always be referred to hindrance of conduction in the nerve- 
trunks belonging to it, but occasionally it depends upon congenital deficiency or 
variously-caused disturbances of nutrition in the muscle itself. 

Paralytic ptosis should be, besides, well distinguished from sinking of the lid as a result of 
increased resistance. Such fallings of the lids are constant symptoms in inflammatory or hyper¬ 
trophic swelling of the conjunctiva, of the integument of the lid, and of the accompanying sub¬ 
cutaneous or submucous loose connective tissue. It is also always found in epicanthus and epi- 
blepharon, that is, in congenital excessive development of the integument in the inner angle of 
the lid, which at times goes so far that the canthus, and even a part of the inner half of the 
palpebral fissure, is actually covered, (immora, Graefe.) 

The ptosis which accompanies myosis is also to be remembered here, which has its origin in 
the obstructions to the conducting power of the sympathetic branches belonging to the organic 
muscle of the upper lid and to the muscles of the iris, and which may, therefore, be described 
as ptosis sympathetica. 

Complications with paralysis of the orbicularis, supplied by the seventh pair, are 
more rare. But a paralysis of this muscle often occurs as an independent muscular 
affection, as well as in consequence of hindrances in conduction to the facial nerve. 
Lower grades of paresis often betray themselves only by the inability to close the 
lids powerfully, or to throw the integument into numerous folds, as well as by 
marked impairment in the conduction of the tears, "which may be often removed by 
slitting up the lachrymal canaliculi. In severe grades the closure of the lids is 
impossible. When the levator is not in action, for example during sleep, the palpe¬ 
bral fissure remains half open, the upper eye-lid lies loosely on the globe, while the 
lower lid generally stands off from the globe, or is even everted. Therefore a 
greater portion of the surface of the eyeball remains exposed (paralytic or atonic 
lagophthalmos). 

This denudation of the globe is frequently borne for a very considerable length of time, 
without any great amount of irritation being experienced in the globe or its surroundings. 
Sometimes, however, violent inflammation of the conjunctiva and cornea soon occur (0. Weber), 
and even ulceration of the latter, and here it is often difficult to decide, whether the lagoph- 
thalmus in itself or combined obstructions to the conducting power of the nerves regulating the 
nutrient relations of the eye must be regarded as the actual source. 

The cause of paralysis of the facial nerve is doubtless most frequently a rheumatic affection 
of the sheaths of the nerves. In other cases an otitis media or parotitis, a morbid deposit in 
the region of the Fallopian canal, a tumor at the base of the skull, a morbid deposit in the 
pons Yarolii or in the central ganglia, even in the cortical part of the brain, but rarely hysteria 
has been proved to be the actual cause (Beneclikt). It is an important fact, that in central 
affections, the paralysis of the orbicular muscle and that of the respiratory muscles of the face 
frequently occur isolated, which is explained by the anatomically demonstrated existence of 
kvo distinct nuclei of origin, and from the later union of the fibres springing from them into a 
common trunk. No less worthy of mention is the occurrence of relative paralysis in this 
region. The voluntary and the forced contractions of the muscles dependent upon the facial 
fterve often appear in very different degrees, or may even be alone paralyzed. (Benedikt.) 

A paralysis of both lids, blepharoplegia, is always a symptom of a "widely-spread 
Pathological process in the brain, and is on the whole rare. 
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Convergent Squint. 

Symptoms.—The affection is characterized by the excessive convergence of the 
visual lines [but only in the binocular visual act; when the healthy eye is covered, the 
squinting eye may be made to move f reely in every direction ]. 

1. The faulty position of one visual line, directed to the object of fixation, shows 
itself in many cases constantly in one eye, and the strabismus is then monocular. 
In other cases sometimes one eye deviates, sometimes the other, whilst the other fixes, 
and the strabismus is then binocular, or alternating. 

The squint in pure cases, and especially in those which have not existed long, 
cannot be observed after death, during deep sleep or deep narcosis. When the 
patient is awake it becomes generally perceptible either under all conditions or only 
in concentrated fixation of an object, when an amount of accommodation rather 
above a definite quantity is to be employed; the strabismus is therefore sometimes 
constant, continual, sometimes intercurrent and periodic. 

In alternating strabismus it often happens that during the fixation of near objects the one 
eye always squints, and during the fixation of distant objects the other eye always squints; or 
that in observing objects situated in a certain direction laterally in the visual field, a certain 
eye is always turned in. 

3. The angle of squint varies very much in size in different cases, and also in one 
and the same case, according to the prevailing relations within tolerably wide 
limits, as more exact investigations have demonstrated as opposed to the views 
hitherto held. 

By the squint angle we do not understand, as many believe, the angle which ‘■he two visual 
lines enclose with one another, or in other words the ever-variable angle of convergence ; but 
rather the difference of the two main angles, i.e., that angle which the visual line of the fixing 
and deviated eye incloses with the main line, in fixing an object situated in the median plane. 

The size of the squint-angle is dependent, as well upon the amount of converg¬ 
ence necessary to the fixation of an object, as upon the visual direction. 

If a suitable object within the median plane is gradually brought near the eyes 
of the patient, we in fact observe very frequently, that only the healthy eye makes 
proportionate movements of adduction within the normal range of convergence, but 
the squinting eye does not; its movements soon become very irregular, and finally 
entirely cease, so that the two visual lines come into an entirely different opposing 
position. 

In a lower degree of strabismus, the squinting eye, it is true, follows the fixing eye up to a 
certain limit, so that the angle of squint does not seem essentially changed. If, however, the 
cbject is brought still nearer, the squinting eye falls into irregular, jerking movements, turns 
inwards spasmodically, springs back however to a certain extent, until it becomes fixed in a 
definite position, and therefore repeats exactly the behavior of normal eyes, when the object 
cf fixation is brought inside the limit of the natural range of convergence. The examination 
hien always shows a considerable lessening of the deviation. This is frequently even zero, 
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800 CONVERGENT SQUINT. 

and in very short distances has even become negative, and the visual line of the squinting eye 
falls behind the point of fixation. In other cases, the squinting eye follows immediately the 
object advancing in the median plane inwards in very irregular, jerking adduction, and then 
remains fixed in a certain position. Not uncommonly, and even as a rule in high degrees of 
strabismus, the capacity for convergence of the squinting eye is almost entirely gone, it remains 
immovably in its position, while the other eye follows with corresponding rapidity and regu¬ 
larity the object advancing in the median plane. If then the deviation is not too considerable, 
the patient appears to squint only when he regards distant objects. In the same measure, 
however, as the object shortens its distance, the angle of squint diminishes in size, and finally 
becomes zero or even negative, and in some cases the eye even deviates suddenly with a jerk 
considerably outwards, at a certain distance of the object. 

Iii the same way the visual direction at the time of examination exerts an influ¬ 
ence upon the size of the angle of squint. In general, we may say that lowering 
the visual plane, as well as direction of the glance towards the side of the squinting 
eye increase the angle of squint, "while on the contrary elevation of the visual 
plane, and lateral direction of the glance in the course of the squinting muscle 
diminish the squint-angle. By the employment of more exact means, a considera¬ 
ble irregularity in the movements of the squinting eye as a rule makes its appear¬ 
ance, a disproportionate variation of the deviated visual line, especially in its 
excursive movements. The direction of the glance towards the’side of the fixing 
eye sometimes suffices in smaller squint-angles to completely mask the cosmetic 
defect. At the same time, as will be subsequently shown, the more correct position 
qf the squinting eye to the object of fixation facilitates the determining the posi¬ 
tion and nature of objects. The patients also as a rule soon become conscious of 
this advantage, and finally accustom themselves by continued practice to a very 
peculiar position of the head, corresponding to the direction and degree of the 
squint, which often produces the impression of a diminution of the strabismus. 
They turn the face towards the side of the squinting eye, so that the fixing eye 
deviates forwards, the squinting one, on the contrary, somew’hat backward. The mus¬ 
cles of the neck then enter into new associated relations with the muscles of the 
eyes, which often become so firmly rooted, that even after operative removal of the 
squint, the normal position of the head does not return. (Graefe.) 

On the whole, the variability of the squint angle only becomes very evident, 
when the object to be fixed by means of its position, requires great degrees of con¬ 
vergence and excursive rotations of the line of vision. Doubtless this is only a little 
in excess of what occurs normally, in so far as in functional integrity of the mus¬ 
cular system of the eye the angle of convergence of the visual lines cannot go 
beyond a certain size and seems to be confined within so much narrower limits, the 
farther the direction of vision is removed from the center of the binocular visual 
space. Just as under normal conditions the more excursive directions of vision, 
which limit and render difficult the easy fixation of an object, are rendered super¬ 
fluous by corresponding movements of the head, so does the person squinting make 
use of lout a small portion of the motive power of his eyes, he maintains under a 
suitable position of the head a certain visual direction, -which is useful for the best 
possible co-ordination of his squinting eye, and by practice may also easily be main¬ 
tained. Thus there is formed to a certain extent a new visual space, within which 
the squint-angle varies but little. Hence, if, -when an object of fixation is deter¬ 
mined upon in this new visual space, the healthy eye be covered and the squinting 
one forced to direct its visual line to the object, the first immediately deviates, 
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CONCOMITANT SQUINT—METHOD OF EXAMINATION. 801 

and this secondary deviation is as a rule equal to that which the squinting eye 
shows, when the object is fixed by the sound eye. 

It is believed, that this is particularly the case in monolateral strabismus, and hence this 
form has received the special name of “concomitant; ” still similar conditions are also found 
in the alternating or binocular strabismus. 

The peculiar relations between the two visual axes furnish important aids in 
deciding the existence of a strabismic deviation, its affection of one or both eyes, the 
constancy and periodicity of the squint, as well as the influence which the distance 
of the objects fixed, and their relative position, have upon the occurrence of the 
strabismus. 

For this purpose, the surgeon places himself directly opposite the squinting 
patient, and causes him to “ fix ” some small object, which is alternately brought 
toward and removed from him, in his median plane of vision, or is moved :in a 
circle perpendicular to this. The deviation of one eye then appears quite plainly. 
We, however, succeed much more certainly, if, with first one and then another posi¬ 
tion of the object, one eye and then the other is covered by the hand or a shade. 
If the squinting eye be covered, it will keep its position unchanged, as well as the 
liealtliy eye. But if the fixing one be covered, the circumstances are generally 
reversed, and remain so, so long as the eye which, under the existing circumstances, 
does not squint, is hindered in its fixation; but, at the moment the hand is removed, 
the squinting eye springs back into its false position, while the other again assumes 
the fixation of the object. 

Exceptions to this, however, occur. In concomitant strabismus it sometimes happens that 
when the squinting eye has become the one engaged in fixation, on account of covering the 
healthy one—that is, after the latter has been uncovered—it retains its position, at least for a 
time. In alternating strabismus this occurs quite frequently. The squinting eye is in many 
uses mechanically hindered by degeneration of the squinting muscle, or weakness of its 
opponent, from fixing objects, or is unable to do so on account of great amblyopia. 

The above-described condition of both eyes is a valuable aid in distinguishing an 
actual strabismus from an apparent one. In the latter the deviation of both eyes is 
generally the same; in other words, it is symmetrical. The position of the globe to 
Hie object of fixation does not change, whether one or the other be covered, since 
tetli eyes “fix,” and finally, in consequence of this, binocular vision results, with 
proper estimation of the solidity of objects. 

The probable size of the angle of squint may be measured from the magnitude 
if the excursion which the eye makes in the experiment mentioned. This is prac¬ 
tically of great importance, since the amount of the deviation has very much to do 
Nil the prognosis and treatment. 

I On the other hand, the reciprocal position of the vertices of the two cornese affords no 
Trustworthy means of such an estimation, unless the position of the optical centers, that is, the 
|S!1gle which the visual lines make with the long corneal axis, has been accurately determined. 
I This circumstance, makes the hodometer or strabometer recommended for a measurement 
r degree of strabismus of very little practical value {Ed. Meyer), even if the method of 
pertaining the vertex of both corner, without exact and complicated instruments, were 
rore trustworthy than it is. 

I _3. The mobility of the eyes is but slightly impaired in pure and not very old 
pabismus, either in the course of the affected muscle and its antagonist, or in any 
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802 BINOCULAR DIPLOPIA-LATERAL DISTANCE OF IMAGES. 

other direction. This law is without exception in alternating strabismus. In 
monocular squint, especially in cases of a high degree, the rule has some limitations, 
inasmuch as the sum of the mobility in the course of the squinting muscle, and its 
antagonist, nearly or quite approaches the normal, but the whole field of the motion 
is a little displaced toward the side of the deviated muscle, so that on this side the 
mobility is a little increased, but on the opposite side is diminished to about the 
same extent. The reason of this lies in the excess in power of the squinting mus¬ 
cle, which is seen, not only as opposed to its partner of the opposite side, but also 
to the antagonist of the same side. (Graefe.) 

The reason for this lies in the increased innervation of the converging muscles. 
4. A necessary consequence of the squint is the representation of the object of fixa¬ 

tion upon points of the retinae which do not correspond, and which are very different 
generally in the estimate of their width. Nevertheless binocular diplopia appears 
spontaneously only very exceptionally in pure strabismus convergens, and then during 
the stage of development, since the patients notice a certain shifting at the moment 
of deviation, and immediately afterwards a separation of the images. This ap¬ 
pearance is moreover always very transitory, and can be very rarely demonstrated 
on account of the tender age at which convergent squint usually commences. 
When the strabismus has already become firmly established, even if only in a 
periodic form, spontaneous diplopia is never observed, and artificial manceuvers are 
necessary to produce it. Sometimes it is sufficient to concentrate the attention upon 
an object situated in the direction of the deviating line of vision, in order to cause 
the squinting eye to perceive the corresponding phantom image of the object of 
fixation. Generally the fixing eye must be covered with colored glasses, and 
the best are dark-red, in order that the binocular diplopia may manifest itself. 
These manoeuvers, however, avail only in a certain class of cases, where a constant 
monocular strabismus has already existed for a long time, especially when the func¬ 
tional energy of the central parts of the diverging retina has already suffered con¬ 
siderably, without, however, having become incapable of perceiving qualitative 
impressions. When the energy of the central zones of the retina has remained 
almost normal, double images, in a constant monolateral squint, cannot be gained 
by these means, and we succeed still less in the periodic and alternating forms of 
strabismus. (AlfGraefe.) 

The relative position of the double images is, under such circumstances, homo¬ 
nymous, corresponding to the excessive convergence of both visual lines; when the 
left eye is covered, the left phantom image disappears ; and when the right eye is 
covered, the right disappears. 

With insufficient foresight, deceptions may easily creep in in this connection, even on the 
part of intelligent patients. If, during the fixation of a suitable object, the fixing eye be 
quickly covered, the squinting eye immediately directs itself to the object, and the path 
thinks that the phantom image of the latter has disappeared. In order to obviate these errors, 
the squinting eye must be covered, therefore, very slowly by a screen rising gradually fro® 
below upwards, and only to half its extent, so that the image of the object, a vertical stripe'1 

the best, remains half in sight of the eye. Then the deviated eye and its phantom image <h> 
not leave their position, and errors are impossible. 

The lateral distance of the double images never corresponds to the degree of flf 
viation and distance of the object, but is smaller, not only in regard to these con¬ 
ditions, but under all circumstances. (Alf. Graefe, Schweigger.) Its explanation 
offers, as a rule, many difficulties, particularly in unpracticed patients, on account 
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CONVERGENT SQUINT-VARIATIONS. 803 

of the very great variations, which, without regard to any errors of observation, 
may be occasioned, on the one hand, by the change in position of the object, on the 
the other by voluntary spontaneous changes in innervation. 

Very extensive errors of observation proceed from an incorrect and perhaps even varying 
position of the head to the object. They must be overcome by perfect control of the latter, in 
default whereof every experiment with the same individual and the same position of the object, 
yields different results. 

In the variations of the lateral distances of the double images dependent upon the position 
of the object, the variability of the squint-angle is faithfully reflected. If the object is brought 
gradually near in the median line, the phantom images approach each other more and more, 
begin frequently to oscillate irregularly, and then suddenly spring together with a jerk, long 
before they have approached near enough for the edges to touch. By a further lessening of 
the distance of the object it not uncommonly happens that they again-separate from one another 
and appear crossed. 

Similar variations occur in excursive changes of the direction of vision. The lateral dis¬ 
tance of the double images and often their inclination to each other, also become different, 
when the visual line deviates in a vertical, horizontal or oblique direction from the median 
line. The double images approach each other, when the glance is turned upwards, or turned 
away horizontally from the median line towards the side of the fixing eye. In the latter, we 
often see them suddenly spring together, and, when the visual direction is changed still farther 
towards the same side, sometimes a new separation, in which, however, it is generally ex¬ 
tremely difficult to convince one’s self, whether the double images are crossed or not. The 
double images, on the contrary, separate from one another, when the visual plane is turned 
downwards, or the visual line is turned towards the side of the squinting eye. It is very pro¬ 
bable that these changes in the lateral distance of the phantom image depend upon normal 
conditions, namely, upon the difficulty, increasing with the deviation of the visual line from 
the median line, of producing great degrees of convergence. 

The third category of variations is the most remarkable. These are apparently not subject 
to any rule, and thwart every series of experiments in the most disturbing manner. They 
appear particularly in individuals who are examined for the first time for double images, or 
who have gained but little practice in diplopia. These variations manifest themselves in some 
cases by a very tenacious maintenance in a certain lateral distance, when the object changes 
its distance and relative position to the median plane. If, however, a certain limit in this 
or that direction is overstepped, it not uncommonly happens, that the phantom image sud¬ 
denly and by jerks, makes a disproportionately great change of position. A similar condition 
of things appears in the use of prisms. It sometimes appears as if the latter had lost all 
influence upon the lateral distance of the double images, since the latter does not change when 
we place gradually stronger and stronger prisms with the base inwards or outwards before the 
oye. If, however, the angle of refraction exceeds a certain degree, then the phantom image 
either disappears, or else appears suddenly considerably displaced, and has possibly, from 
being homonymous, become crossed, and vice versa. In most cases, however, we find in such 
experiments a very irregular movement to and fro of the phantom image. Its lateral distance 
often varies during the same experiment, sometimes for a time increases proportionally with a 
gradual change of the position of the object, then suddenly falls in order again to rise, &c. 
There is no doubt that changes in the position of the head often exert a very considerable in¬ 
fluence in careless experimentation. The chief sources, however, are certainly the voluntary 
corrective innervations, which can be carried out up to a certain limit. In fact, by prolonged 
practice in diplopia, these variations become gradually slighter and less irregular, and the 
patients even obtain finally a certain power over the lateral distance, so that they can approx¬ 
imate the but little distant double images at will, or let them even cover each other. There 
has, however, been founded upon this observation a peculiar method for the cure of squint 
without operation (Javal), which consists in presenting to each of the two eyes an object, 
whose double images may gradually by practice be made to blend. But it has been proven that 
this blending, wherever it really occurs, is only apparent, and that the double images do not 
fall together, but simply cover one another, and that this usually takes place, in spite of a still 
vei7 considerable deviation of the squinting eye. (Alf Gvaefe, Schweigger.) 
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804 EXPLANATION OF DIPLOPIA-DIPLOPIA AFTER TENOTOMY. 

5. If the lateral distance of the double images does not correspond to the degree 
of deviation, this cannot be as such the proximate cause of the diplopia. Every¬ 
thing, indeed, points to the fact that the non-adaptation of the squinting eye, which 
appears in simple shutting off of the fixing eye, is caused solely by the anatomically 
demonstrated changes, which the squinting muscle and its antagonist usually un¬ 
dergo in old cases of strabismus convergens, and is, therefore, based upon the dis¬ 
proportion, which is developed between the conscious amount of innervation and 
the actual power of the hypertrophied or degenerated squinting muscle, as well as 
of its antagonist, which has gradually become atrophic. Every essential difference 
between the deviations of projection, which are called forth by strabismus, para¬ 
lysis, spasms, mechanical impediments to motion, etc., is consequently also wanting, 
and every one of these cases of diplopia must be grouped in one and the same 
category, according to their nature. 

This defective consciousness of the position of the squinting eye in cases where diplopia may 
easily be produced by simply shutting off the fixing eye, is constantly manifested very dis¬ 
tinctly in monocular vision, as the patients, when the usually fixing eye is covered, as a rule 
miss an object held before them, and they pass by it towards the side of the antagonistic 
muscle, when they attempt to touch it by a rapid movement with the finger. 

0. The main proof of the dependence of the non-adaptation of the deviated 
retina upon the incongruity between the conscious innervation and the effective 
action of the muscles under consideration, lies in the circumstance that in strabismus 
entirely similar deviations of projection are caused as well by morbid changes, as 
artificially by a tenotomy of the muscles. As an actual fact, the lateral distance of 
the double images, which usually appear after operations for strabismus so fre¬ 
quently, sometimes temporarily, sometimes persisting with the greatest obstinacy 
for a long time, manifests itself without-any relation to the actual position of the 
squinting eye obtained by the operation. Under all circumstances, it rather corre¬ 
sponds merely to the amount of displacement backward itself, and in cases in which 
there already existed before the operation a diplopia, based upon the mechanical 
preponderance of the squinting muscle, it is proportioned to the difference which 
results from the former plus and the present minus of the mechanical ability of the 
tenotomized muscle to perform its work. 

If we examine patients after a tenotomy, we find that the double images, even when there 
is no spontaneous diplopia, become manifest, by covering the fixing eye, much easier than be¬ 
fore the operation, and may even be often perceived at will without any external assistance. 
They at first show the same variations as before the operation, yet the variations become more 
and more limited with constant exercise, while at the same time the will gains a very remark¬ 
able influence upon the position of the phantom image. The lateral distance of the double 
images is always entirely changed by the tenotomy, the phantom image of the squinting eye 
advances from its former position in the course of the muscle displaeed backwards by the 
tenotomy, it has approached the image of the fixing eye, or what is usually the case, it has 
passed considerably beyond the latter, so that the double images, from being homonymous, have 
become crossed. A mere lessening of the former deviation in projection, by which the double 
images remain homonymous, is only met with when their lateral distance was proportionally 
greater before the operation, and when the backward displacement of the muscle proved much 
too slight, and, therefore, particularly in old cases of strabismus of a high degree, when the 
operative correction proved much less than was required. In all other cases the double images 
reverse their relative position to one another, and their lateral distance appears so much the 
greater after the operation, the smaller it was before the tenotomy and the greater the curve 
was around which the insertion of the muscle was displaced backward. The new actual posi 
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CONVERGENT SQUINT-POWER OF SQUINTING EYE. 805 

tion of the squinting eye is, therefore, without any marked influence. In fact we often find 
crossed double images after the tenotomy, in spite of a very considerable deviation inwards 
still existing. But the binocular diplopia, with relatively reversed position, and considerable 
lateral distance of the double images, makes its appearance so much the more certainly, when 
the amount of displacement backward was equal to the need, or when even an over-correction 
had taken place, whilst previously either no diplopia at all or else one with very slight distance 
of the double images existed. 

7. If now the deviation in projection of the squinting eye can be laid solely to 
the account of a disproportion between the degree of conscious innervation employed 
and the actual capacity of the muscles in question, the deviated eye must be 
thoroughly aware of its position, so long as a pure strabismus exists. And so it 
is. To explain this we may again adduce the fact that double images can never be 
obtained by simply covering the fixing eye with dark glasses in more recent cases 
of continuous squint, but particularly in cases of periodic and alternating squint, 
though they may be sometimes by exclusive turning of the glance and by prisms, 
especially with the base held vertically; but that then the changes resulting in the 
distance and position of the phantom image agree with those -which appear in the 
functional integrity of the muscles of the eyes, when the object maintains the same 
position, or when prisms of equal refractive value and similar position are employed. 

On the contrary, the continual success of the attempt to grasp at an object with 
the finger, the fixing eye being covered, furnishes but weak proof. It is also of but 
very little account that the deviated retina of the squinting eye does not remain in¬ 
active in the visual act, but the visual field of the patient increases considerably 
towards the side of the squinting eye, since it enables a perception at least of objects 
situated in the corresponding monocular portion of the field of vision, and projects 
these also in the corresponding direction outwards, when no material changes in 
the muscle can be assumed. But we should place the very least reliance on the cir¬ 
cumstance, that by the erection of a vertical screen between both open eyes, and, 
therefore, by complete separation of the two fields of vision, the deviated retina can 
be forced in its totality into participation of the visual act, and then manifest a 
correct appreciation with surrounding objects throughout its entire extent, since it 
admits of perception of all objects situated in its field, and projects these exactly 
outwards, so far as it is a question of direction. We meet with a similar power in 
cases in which the power of adaptation of the deviated retina has, without any 
doubt, suffered in a high degree, in strabismus divergens, after tenotomies, even in 
paralysis existing for a long time. It always appears more evident that practice 
enables the patients to correct false projections by their own judgment. This is 
very evident after a double tenotomy, and in cases in which a muscular paralysis 
exists in the only eye capable of vision. 

8. Binocular vision does not occur in strabismus ; the impressions of the deviated 
eye, as far as they come from objects which lie within the visual field of both eyes, 
we not perceived by reason of the incongruity of both retinas, but are suppressed, 
snd this so much the more surely and completely, the less the energy of the deviated 
retina has suffered. The proof of the merely monocular vision of those who squint 
lies in the universal defect of a correct estimate of perspective in the falling experi¬ 
ment conducted with care. The squinting individual estimates the perspective, in 
"'kick the central impression of the fixing eye appears, solely in accordance with 
ike amount of accommodation employed, and according to relatively external fac- 
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806 SUPPRESSION OF THE PERCEPTIONS. 

tors, according to the perspective, to the relation of the size of the image perceived 
to the known size of the object, &c. When these aids are at hand in sufficient 
amount, the estimate of the distance of the object is approximately correct, so that 
persons who squint can occupy themselves with the finest work. When, however, 
such means are not at hand, as in the falling experiment, the estimate of the per¬ 
spective space is very variable, the patient is only acquainted with the absolute and 
relative direction of the object in the field of vision. 

In contradiction to this, it has been recently often asserted that the impressions of the 
squinting eye increase in intensity those of the fixing eye, and even that stereoscopic vision 
may exist in persons affected with strabismus. Hence we were induced to suppose that a new 
condition of identity of both retinas was formed, by means of which the patient is enabled to 
see simply binocularly, and to project correctly the objects of the common field of vision in 
direction, distance, and respective position, according to the geometrical proportions. (Alf. 
Grciefe, Schwcigcjer.) It is, however, evident that in the variability of the squinting angle, a 
new relation of identity cannot possibly satisfy these demands, rather that a different relation 
of identity would be necessary for every position of the eyes, which is absurd. No relation of 
identity can be constructed upon the basis of binocular single vision; the binocular single 
vision, with separate retinal images, has been long since demonstrated, and with each indivi¬ 
dual point of one retina a great number of points of the other retina must thus be identified, 
as if reversed. 

In addition, we conclude that those observations of an increase of the central impressions of 
the fixing eye by the squinting eye, as well as the observations of stereoscopic vision, certainly 
depend upon a self-deception. In fact intelligent patients, so far as we can examine such, find 
no difference in the distinctness of perceptions gained from a fixed object, when we place, un¬ 
known to them, a screen before the deviated eye. The same holds good also in experiments 
with stereoscopes. It cannot be denied that persons who squint, by great attention, see the 
objects of the field of vision in perspective. Still, patients with one eye do not even refer all 
their simultaneous visual impressions to one and the same surface, but are able to estimate the 
perspective distances very well within certain limits from the division of light and shadow 
from the perspective, &c., and no less to form a well-drawn stereoscopic surface-figure solidly 
by means of mental appreciation. It appears, however, here also that covering the ocular of 
the stereoscope corresponding to the deviated eye by no means alters the perception of solidity, 
which is certainly proved by the fact that here only monocular vision furnishes the sub¬ 

stratum. 

9. The ability to suppress an image is limited to the central parts of the deviated 
retina, and that is to that region which furnishes the most powerful impressions and 
pre-eminently chains the attention. In alternating strabismus it falls sometimes upon 
one, sometimes upon the other side, according as this or that eye is employed for 

fixation. 

This region of suppression can be distinctly demonstrated by placing prisms before the 
squinting eye. Double images then appear only when the retinal image of the object fixed is 
displaced by the prism beyond a certain limit. Usually we only need weak prisms, when the 
base is turned upwards or downwards, but if the base be turned inwards or outwards, we need 

very strong ones. 

Hitherto it has not been possible to define the region of suppression in position 
and size, not to form laws for its extension in individual cases. At any rate, it does 
not extend beyond the common visual field of both eyes, which, by reason of the 
deviation, has naturally become very different from the normal. 

10. Perhaps the region of suppression coincides with the region of central anes¬ 
thesia, which can very generally be demonstrated in old cases of strabismus, and 
which, without doubt, is to be referred to anopsia, i.e., to a torpidity of the retinal 
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CENTRAL ANESTHESIA-VOLUNTARY SQUINT. 807 

elements caused by a permanent functional incapacity, since the material changes 
are, as a rule, wanting, and systematic exercise in vision of the squinting eye may 
again increase considerably the functional energy of the anoptic elements, or even 
bring it back to the normal standard. This anaesthetic region varies exceedingly in 
extent and form in different individuals. Its limits are often very indistinct, but 
sometimes we meet with cases in which it is sharply defined, and a stellate figure is 
seen as a wreath of radiating lines, because the central portion remains invisible. 
The acuteness of vision increases within the anoptic region tolerably uniformly from 
the centre towards the periphery. 

Exceptionally cases of real amblyopia are found, as also central interruptions, which compel 
the patients to fix excentrically in monocular vision. 

The supposition that the central anaesthesia of squinting eyes precedes, as a rule, the de¬ 
velopment of the squint is refuted most positively by the circumstance that anoptic regions 
are a regular occurrence only in cases of old squint, and are almost constantly wanting in the 
first stages of the affection, particularly in periodic and alternating squint. 

11. The correct adaptation of the squinting eye necessarily presupposes the com¬ 
plete consciousness of the position of the deviated retina in space. Consequently 
the deviation can only be the result of a voluntary spontaneous innervation. 

This assertion will at first appear strange; still we should not lose sight of 
the fact that, so long as there are no material changes in the muscular sys¬ 
tem, the deviation disappears in death, in deep sleep, and in complete narcosis. 
Moreover, the influence of voluntary innervation upon the convergence of persons 
affected with squint may be demonstrated with as complete certainty as upon the 
direction of the visual axis. At the commencement of the affection it generally 
suffices to call the attention of the patient to his squint, in order that he may imme¬ 
diately correct the deviation. If we subject cases of periodic strabismus to exami¬ 
nation, we find, as a rule, in every individual case a fixed distance, up to which ah 
object situated in the median plane can be brought near to the eyes, without any 
deviation occurring^. Up to tins distance the convergence is perfectly proportioned, 
and binocular simple vision with direct perception of perspective takes place, and 
hence no errors occur in the falling experiment. If, however, this distance is fur¬ 
ther diminished, the squint immediately appears, as one eye suddenly, with a jerk, 
turns inward a certain distance. There is now an end to binocular vision, and the 
estimate of perspective solidity is only based more upon the consciousness of the 
amount of accommodation employed and upon external aids. Moreover, the con¬ 
vergence, with further approximation, of the fixed object remains the same as in 
permanent convergent strabismus. Up to a certain limit the main angle, i.e., the 
angle which the visual line of the deviated and of the fixing eye encloses with the 
main line, is proportional to the shortening of the distance. If, however, the object 
passes beyond the limit, the deviation begins to become irregular, and the squint- 
angle gradually to decrease, as the action of the squinting muscle becomes insuf¬ 
ficient. 

The deviation which, in cases of periodic squint, makes its appearance by 
approximation of the object to the main line, is, without doubt, connected 
with the amount of accommodation necessary to fixation of the object. If the 
increasing necessity for convergence were the cause, then prisms must exercise a 
perceptible influence upon the squint, which is not the case, in so far as by their use 
the distance of the object of fixation, which does away with the deviation, remains 
entirely the same, i,e,, is not removed by prisms with tire base inwards, and is not 
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808 RELATION OF SQUINT TO AMOUNT OF ACCOMMODATION. 

brought near by prisms with the base outwards. On the contrary, however, a very 
considerable influencing of this limit of binocular vision appears by the use of 
spherical glasses, which increase or diminish the necessity for accommodation. 
Concave glasses, which, by unchanged distance of the object, increases the amount 
of accommodation necessary for distinct vision, remove the limits of binocular 
vision in relation to its refractive value, and, under some circumstances, cause the 
deviation to appear even when looking at very distinct objects. Convex glasses, on 
the contrary, which lessen the necessity for accommodation, and even annul it, ap¬ 
proximate the limit of binocular vision, or allow it to coincide with the normal 
limit, so that binocular simple vision takes place everywhere, so far as this is pos¬ 
sible in the normal condition. 

This service rendered by convex glasses which lessen the necessity for accommo¬ 
dation, moreover, is not limited solely to cases of periodic squint, but extends in 
general to cases of convergent strabismus which have become permanent, in support 
of the fact that in these also the deviation is maintained solely by the uninterrupted 
necessity of certain amounts of accommodation. So far, of course, as material 
changes in the muscular system do not exist, in other words, when the deviation 
depends solely upon the innervation for the squint, such cases of permanent strabis¬ 
mus may be in fact almost always corrected by convex glasses of definite refractive 
value, and, to a certain extent, changed in the periodic form. If, from among 
several convex glasses which correct the strabismus, we chose the weakest, we find, 
as a rule, that correct binocular fixation, with direct perception of solidity, is only 
possible up to a certain limit, but that this limit approaches the eye with the increase 
of the refractive value, and finally coincides with the normal one. 

On the whole, we can say that the amount of accommodation, which does away 
with the deviation of the squinting eye, is in different patients very variable, some¬ 
times very high, sometimes very slight, even almost zero, so that the patients, during 
their waking hours, must continually squint. In the special case, however, it is 
sometimes tolerably fixed, in so far as the deviation only appears and remains when 
the latter oversteps a certain limit. 

In so far now as the introduction of a certain amount of accommodation is a 
voluntary act, the deviation also appears as the result of a voluntary act. In order 
to avoid confusion, we must well distinguish between spontaneous and perfectly 
voluntary movements. It is only the collective coordinated movement compre¬ 
hending the deviation, i.e., the innervation of the muscle of accommodation neces¬ 
sary for distinct vision of the object and of the muscles of convergence combined 
with one another, which is voluntary, but not each of these varieties of innervation [ 
for itself; if an impulse of the will of definite strength is brought to bear upon i 
muscle of accommodation, an innervation of definite amount affects uninterruptedly 
the muscles of convergence, without, however, spontaneous corrections within cer¬ 
tain limits being excluded, as the range of relative accommodation and convergence I 
in the normal condition attest, but in persons who squint the variations which, ml 
the first experiments, give the lateral distance of the double images. 

In persons who squint, degrees of accommodation of a definite amount are co-1 
orclinated, not with corresponding but with excessive degrees of convergence; andl 
tliis is explained by the fact that forced amounts of convergence with a surrender I 
of the binocular visual act bring with them a considerable increase of the maximum 
refraction, and consequently a diminution of the amount of accommoclationnecessary| 

for a definite distance. 
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CAUSES AND COUKSE. 809 

Wo always regard the near-point as the shortest distance at which clear and dis¬ 
tinct binocular vision is possible, up to which the refraction and the angle of con¬ 
vergence increase proportionately. Still, the convergence and refraction have here 
by no means reached the maximum, for a forced innervation rather admits of a still 
stronger inclination of the visual lines towards one another and a further increase 
of the refraction. But the increase of the angle of convergence, and that of the 
accommodation inside the near-point coordinated to it, is no longer proportional, 
but the latter drops perceptibly behind the former, and a disproportionately large 
increase of convergence is needed to increase the refraction to a certain point. The 
distinct vision of an object situated within the binocular near-point presupposes, 
therefore, the surrender of the binocular visual act. If, under such circumstances, 
the near-point is brought near the eye, and thus the range of accommodation in¬ 
creased, a diminution of the amount of accommodation evidently results, which is 
necessary for the vision of any object situated within the distinct visual range ; the 
excessive convergence, i.e., the deviation, appears as a means to facilitate the work 
of accommodation by a surrender of the binocular visual act. 

An example will explain this. A certain occupation requires a distance of the object of 
10 inches. An emmetrope with the range of accommodation X—r will need in addition an 

amount of accommodation q=^=-pg-, since the relative accommodation r —A-—-JA for that 

distance. With hypermetropia -U and a range of accommodation i, q—4, since here r=-J-0-_ 

(—A.)=l_ If this hypermetrope were able by excessive canvergence to bring his near-point 

from 10" to 6.66", his range of accommodation would appear i and consequently a quota 

of accommodation q=jj would suffice to accommodate for 10". 

Causes and Course.—The most frequent cause for convergent squint are occu¬ 
pations which require the employment and maintenance of a great amount of 
accommodation. Hence convergent squint is frequently developed at a very early 
age in children, whose attention is often and continually attracted to small objects, 
situated near the eyes, to whom picture-books and similar playthings are offered 
for amusement, which demand clear and distinct vision at short distances. As a rule, 
however, convergent squint first makes-its appearance at the commencement period 
when children go to school, when the children are compelled for hours to read, 
write, and perform similar occupations. In accordance with this fact, therefore, 
strabismus convergens appears in a much higher percentage of cases in city children 
than in the offspring of villagers, especially of those countries that attach little 

I or no importance to school education. 
Everything that increases the necessity for accommodation, also increases the 

I tendency to squint. In so far, insufficient illumination, dark rooms, bad care of the 
I child during the occupation, etc., may favor an occurrence of the strabismus. Not 
Ivery uncommonly the wearing of too-strong concave glasses, or the employment for 
Inear vision of concave glasses suitable for the distance, becomes from the same 
reason the cause of strabismus convergens in myopes. The same holds good of 
I opacities of the dioptric media, particularly of the corneas of both eyes, in so far as 
|they diminish the acuity of vision considerably.and force the patients to bring the 
lobjects nearer to the eyes, in order to a certain extent to gain distinct perceptions, 
j Direct observations have no less established the fact, that a paralysis in the 
llegion of ramification of the oculo-pupillary portion of the third pair of cranial 
I B®ves, as occurs partly independently, partly united with paralysis of the motor 
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810 CAUSES AND COUESE-HTPEEMETROPIA. 

muscles of the eyes, and as sometimes appears in consequence of diphtheritis 
faucium (Donders), not very uncommonly lead to convergent squint. Under such 
existing circumstances the strabismus always develops itself during the existence of 
the paralysis. When, however, the innervation to squint is once acquired and deep- 
rooted in practice, it never disappears, even when the original paralysis has been 
cured, and there is no longer any necessity for the employment of large amounts of 
accommodation. 

It is moreover an old observation that convergent squint is easily developed in 
children after severe constitutional disorders, which diminish the range of accom¬ 
modation very considerably, even though merely temporarily. (Arlt.) 

At the head of these conditions which increase the necessity for accommodation, 
and which therefore dispose to convergent squint, stands naturally hypermetropia. 
In fact, the largest number of those persons affected with convergent squint are 
hypermetropic. It is very probable that it is not so much the hypermetropia alone, 
as rather the hypermetropia in connection with a relatively slighter range of accom¬ 
modation, which is the actual standard. Whilst in young, non-squinting hyper- 
metropes the range of accommodation appears very frequently very much increased, 
so that even the finest work can be accomplished without any particular effort; in 
squinting hypermetropes, even when the error of refraction is very moderate in 
degree, we meet very frequently with the inability to decipher the finest numbers of 
Jaeger’s types, the range of accommodation is but little or not at all increased, and 
sometimes is even below the medium amount. 

Among 4,000 patients strabismus internus was found in somewhat more than 22 and among 
all the hypermetropessin somewhat more than 162. Among 84 persons with convergent squint 
there were 80.24* of hypermetropes, and 4.942 of myopes, 2.472 of emmetropes, and 4.942 of 
opacities of the dioptric media. The refraction was not examined in 7.402. Among 64 hyper¬ 
metropes there were 49, or more than §■ of the individuals, whose refraction varied between— 

and —-jlj-, in 9 the refraction was —and under, in 6 it was —-U and over. The highest 

degree was —Among those cases of strabismus united with myopia there was one, whose 
refraction amounted to -h-,-, another with circular staphyloma posticum and maculae cornere, 

where the refraction was y. According to another account there were among 239 hypermetro¬ 
pic children 158, or more than 562, who squinted, and among these there were 9.52 with hyper¬ 
metropia /0~—A-; 802 with hypermetropia Jg— A-; 10.5,2 with hypermetropia -lg— J. An 

increase of the percentage according to the age and the years hitherto spent in school was 
observed only in the elementary and village schools, but not in the middle-schools, girls schools, 

art-schools and colleges. 
In general it is the medium degrees of hypermetropia which furnish the largest contingent 

of cases of squint. It might therefore appear in high degrees of hypermetropia, in which the 
necessity for accommodation is still relatively increased, as if the inclination to squint, in 
direct contradiction to what has been asserted, were slighter. We should not here however 
overlook the fact, that high degrees of hypermetropia do not frequently occur in childlioo , 
where the senile involution does not yet concur with the shortened condition of the ball, an 
therefore can only furnish a small percentage. If we would bring more prominently forwai 
the relation per cent, of the squinting and non-squinting high degrees of hypermetropia, the 
result would probably appear very different. We should moreover recollect, that in determin¬ 
ing the degree of the hypermetropia, it is generally the manifest distance of the far-point, and 
not the actual most extreme distance, which is measured, and that during school-time, when 
the children must accommodate a great deal and continually, very considerable differences in 
the refraction are concealed by the increase in convexity of the lens. We may therefore 
unconcernedly assume, that many cases of a medium degree of hypermetropia combined wit 
strabismus may really be reckoned among the high degrees, and as such have caused the ear y 
appearance of convergent squint. Since the squinting deviation frequently appears long beror , 
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DISTURBANCE OF BINOCULAR VISUAL ACT. 811 

and as a rule at the commencement of, the school-life, an additional increase in the refraction, 
and even a considerable increase in the range of accommodation, can no longer prevail on account 
of practice and the consequent hypertrophy of the circular fibres of the ciliary muscle. 

It can never be denied tliat a large number of cases of a_ high degree of hyper- 
metropia maintain the binocular act of vision in spite of intense accommodation, 
and that, vice versa, convergent squint is developed often enough in individuals 
wlio under the most favorable conditions are occupied with small objects, which 
require to be brought near the eye. Hence, still other circumstances must take part 
in the pathogenesis of convergent squint, and thus account for the fact that in 
different individuals very different amount of accommodation produces the inner¬ 
vation to squint. 

In this respect certain abnormal conditions are first to be considered, which 
render the common visual act less valuable or even destroy it, since they merely 
allow indistinct, distorted or cloudy images to appear upon the retina. To this 
category belong great differences in the refraction of both eyes, monocular abnormal 
astigmatism, and particularly opacities of one cornea. The influence which such 
conditions exert upon the development of squint, appears in fact not only in their 
relative frequency, but also in the circumstance, that as a rule the eye, which is of 
the least use for distinct vision, is the one which is subject to squint. 

The greater or lesser facilty with which different individuals, even under normal 
conditions, bring about the innervation for excessive convergence and suppress the 
incongruous images of one retina, is of very great importance. It is evident that a 
great development of this ability must favor very much the appearance of strabis¬ 
mus, but that its absence must render the development of a squint very difficult, or 
even make it impossible. Besides this, this facility may be gradually increased by 
continuous exercise, and consequently the conditions for the squint take on a more 
and more favorable form. In agreement therewith the strabismus is at first always 
periodic, intercurrent, and only appears when greater amounts of accommodation 
are called for. Gradually however the patient squints more frequently, the devia¬ 
tion follows more and more easily, until finally it becomes permanent, since even 
very small amounts of accommodation are only brought forward and maintained by 
the aid of the squinting innervation. 

It is not improbable that a frequent, forced convergence, as is not uncommonly 
■practised designedly by children, prepares the way for strabismus by the gradual 
increase of the ability to converge, and where other conditions are favorable for its 
development, actually calls it into existence. In fact convergent squint has been 
seen to prevail in schools where such games are practised. (II. Coin). 

It may also be very easily imagined that small children, who are often kept for 
along time in one position, which forces them to fix near objects with lines of 
vision directed strongly to one side, acquire strabismus more easily (Arlt), since 
■when the glance is directed very much to one side accommodation and convergence 
are difficult, and therefore the amounts necessary for clear and distinct vision of 
near objects are increased, and hence the development of a stronger innervation of 
the muscles of the eyes is rendered necessary. 

Finally, experience forces us to assume that the high degrees of convergence 
which myopes have to bring to play in occupations with small objects, cause a con¬ 
vergent squint in consequence of the continual exercise of the muscles in question. 
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812 CONVERGENT SQUINT, WITH MYOPIA-RESULTS. 

We sometimes find in myopes a convergent squint, which cannot, as usual, be 
brought into pathogenetic connection with the necessity for greater amounts of 
accommodation. It differs essentially in certain respects from'the general rule, and 
might possibly represent a form of deviation, pathogenetically entirely different. 
This form occurs chiefly in medium degrees of myopia, generally with but one eye. 
The time of development is generally from the ages of seventeen to twenty, often 
even in ripe manhood. It is generally avoided by the timely use of concave 
glasses, which allow the objects upon which the eyes are usually engaged, to be 
brought to a greater distance from them. Hence, this form of strabismus is 
especially observed among women, who are apt to avoid wearing spectacles. 

At first the squint is only observed on looking at distant objects, and it then may 
be often corrected by proper concave lenses. Subsequently the deviation becomes 
greater, and can only be somewhat lessened by appropriate glasses. The deviation 
is then apt to be very excursive, although the patients “fix” near objects which lie 
within their distance of distinct vision very well with both eyes. They neutralize 
the excess in power of the internal rectus by a corresponding innervation for abduc¬ 
tion. (Graefe.) If in the further course, the resistance against which the internal 
recti have to struggle is increased by the rapid growth of a posterior staphyloma; 
or, if their energy decreases from any cause whatever, it may occur that one visual 
axis deviates outward, on looking at near objects, and inward in distant vision. In 
other words, convergent strabismus is connected with divergent (Bonders). 

Results,—The strabismus may completely disappear, i.e., with restoration of true 
binocular vision. More frequently, however, the squint merely [disappears, or dimin¬ 
ishes so far that it may be concealed by slight lateral movements of the face, while 
binocular vision is wanting. Since this change generally comes on very gradually 
and imperceptibly during the growth of the body, it is usual to say that the patient 
has outgrown the squint. 

In some cases the strabismus recedes without any assistance on the part of the 
patient, by regulating his mode of life or by giving up entirely his previous occupa¬ 
tion, even in spite of the patient having busied himself uninterruptedly with studies 
or objects which require a continual and strong accommodation for the near-point. 

Here and there, according to individual observations, the explanation- for this may be sought 
in a diminution of the necessary amounts of accommodation on account of a decrease of the 
hypermetropia, or its transformation into myopia; oftener, however, the hypermetropia persists, 
and other circumstances, hitherto not ascertained, must have caused the favorable change. 

The strabismus develops much more easily when the frequent and continuous 
employment of large amounts of accommodation has been rendered superfluous by 
a change in the occupation or by the corresponding correction of an error of refrac¬ 
tion, as the patient then again unlearns the tendency to squint, and accustoms him¬ 
self to combine with greater and greater amounts of accommodation the corre¬ 
sponding amounts of convergence. 

As a rule, however, the strabismus takes deeper and deeper root, if a complete 
removal of the causes has not been undertaken in time and maintained with extreme 
consistency, without, however, any further change of the angle of squint in a direc¬ 
tion upwards or downwards being excluded. The functional energy of those parts 
of the retina belonging to the new binocular field of vision then diminishes more 
and more, and finally this central anaesthesia may assume the form of complete and 
incurable partial amaurosis, since the retinal elements probably undergo atrophy. 
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DEGENERATION OF THE MUSCLE—TREATMENT. 813 

Sooner or later the muscles concerned in the strabismus also usually undergo 
material changes. Consequently the power of coordination of the retina of the de¬ 
viated eye is necessarily injured, which is shown by the possibility of producing 
double images. Later in the disease we meet with limitation in the excursive 
ability of the globe, sometimes to such a degree that the strabismus becomes gradu¬ 
ally modified to a luscitas. 

At first, only the squinting muscle is changed. Its excessive action sometimes 
leads to hypersemia and capillary hemorrhage in its tissue, or even to actual inflam¬ 
mation, which finally cause different changes, but most frequently tendinous 
degeneration, with shrinkage. But much more frequently, and even as a rule, the 
muscle suffers from over-nutrition; it hypertrophies, increases in thickness and 
breadth, and thus actually attains an excess in power over its partner, which 
becomes gradually distended, elongated, but at the same time loses in thickness 
and breadth, and finally actually atrophies. The same fate finally overtakes the 
hypertrophying; squinting muscle. This gradually degenerates and shrinks to a thin, 
small, extremely rigid and bloodless tendinous string, that is, of course, entirely 
incapable of muscular contraction, and which, by means of its gradual shortening 
at times, occasionally brings about deviations, such as were not previously possible 
under the maximal exertion of its strength. At last, the partner of the squinting 
muscle on the other eye takes part in the degeneration, becomes also hypertrophied, 
and subsequently, like its distended antagonist, falls into degenerative atrophy. The 
mobility of the fixing eye is apt, therefore, to be restricted, and the patient is 
compelled to bring his eyes into the proper position to the objects, by turning his 
had. (Qraefe.) 

Treatment.-;—This aims to prevent the development and organization of the squint, 
to remove an already existing strabismus by restoring binocular vision, and where this 
is not possible, to diminish the angle of squint to such an extent that the disfigure¬ 
ment of the patient may be very slight. 

1. The prophylactic rules spring immediately from the cause of the squint. They 
must, of course, be adopted very early—as a rule, in early childhood—in order to 
be successful. 

Where the conditions necessitate greater amounts of accommodation to be sus¬ 
pected or admits of their demonstration, the prophylaxis aims chiefly at the avoidance 
°f any great efforts of straining in behalf of clear and distinct vision, particularly 
at shortdistances, in order by these means to avoid as far as possible the causes for 
the squint. Hence in such cases the choice of the playthings must be made in a 
suitable manner, and the child must undertake the acquiring of reading, writing, 
female occupations, &c., at a much later period than would otherwise be the custom. 

After the first years of childhood are passed, the kind and degree of the patho¬ 
genetic factors may be more easily determined, and thus the way be often found for 
lessening or removing the difficulties in binocular vision. This most easily succeeds 
■"'here hypermetropia threatens to cause strabismus. In this case, the partial or 
complete neutralization of the error of refraction, by the proper convex glasses, is 
urgently required. 

In every case, anything that tends to the development of squint must be avoided as far as 
possible by sparing the eyes most carefully, by using discretion in the choice of aids to learning, 
ly limiting the time devoted to unavoidable efforts, by frequent change of the objects and their 
distances, <fcc. 
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814 PROPHYLAXIS-CORRECTION BY GLASSES. 

2. If the strabismus already exists in a periodic or permanent form, the task then 
devolves upon us again to disaccustom the patient from the incentive to squint. 
Hence our efforts must be directed with redoubled exactness to the consistent per¬ 
formance of means of prevention. In small children, to whom the use of glasses 
cannot be recommended without danger of injury, &c., there can be but little ac¬ 
complished in a direct way, since we must content ourselves with removing all play¬ 
things which require a great amount of accommodation. If, however, the child 
has reached such an age as admits of the employment of glasses, and if we can no 
longer postpone the commencement of instruction, we must then proceed to the 
correction of the error of refraction, so far as it is concerned in the causation of the 
squint. The refractive value of the glass to be employed is determined here not so 
much by the degree of the error of refraction, as rather by the amount of accommo¬ 
dation which is usually coordinated with the squint. Glasses often suffice, whose 
refractive value is less than the existing degree of hypermetropia, since the 
tendency to squint, especially in the commencement of the affection, is frequently 
comiectecl merely with great amounts of accommodation. In other cases the exist¬ 
ing error of refraction must be over-corrected, and sometimes a convex glass be 
employed, where emmetropia or even a slight degree of myopia exists, since the 
amount of accommodation which does away with the squint is very small. The 
choice of glasses is determined in the special case by experiment. In general we 
succeed best with that glass which corrects the existing hypermetropia to emme¬ 
tropia. When, however, this glass does not relieve the tendency to squint, we 
must employ a stronger one, and it is then best to choose the weakest among those 
which are able to restrain the squint under the given circumstances. 

In periodic squint the correcting glass is naturally only needed for near vision. 
If, however, the strabismus has become permanent, that is, if the squinting innerva¬ 
tion coordinates very small amounts of accommodation, correcting glasses must be 
employed uninterruptedly during the waking hours of the patient. So long as the 
patient is not occupied with near objects, weak glasses may, as a rule, be employed; 
but for reading, writing, &c., stronger ones must be worn, in order to avoid the 
tendency to squint. By so doing we are not ^Infrequently placed in a difficult situa- 

' tion, since the simple correction of the error of refraction to emmetropia or the 
reduction of the amount of accommodation necessary for a certain occupation to 
the normal amount proves insufficient, and over-correcting glasses are not borne, 
because they give rise to asthenopia. In such cases we sometimes gain something 
by employing weak glasses at first and gradually increasing their strength to the 

desired amount. 
At the same time careful use of the eyes and limitation of the accommodative 

work to the minimum amount are urgently indicated. Separate exercise of the 
squinting eye must also never be neglected, in order to avoid the development of a 
central anaesthesia, in case the squint is not soon cured. For this purpose it is 
necessary to exclude from the visual act the eye usually employed for fixation, 

several times daily for a quarter of an hour by a bandage. 

The attempt to cure the squint orthopoedically, by presenting a second object to the deviated 
eye and approximating it more and more to the point of fixation of the healthy eye, in or er 
to blend the double images gradually, rests upon a false hypothesis. The employment of so- 
called squint-glasses, that is, covering both eyes by centrally perforated diaphragms, nut-she s, 
etc., are of still less use; on the contrary, the increased difficulty in the production of ie 
binocular visual act thus caused is rather a means of causing the squint to become perraanen . 
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TREATMENT—CORRECTION BY GLASSES. 815 

On the whole, we should expect a cure of the strabismus from a diminution in 
the amount of accommodation so much the sooner, the earlier the corresponding 
correction was undertaken, and the more consistently it was managed. Frequently 
an improvement is obtained in the course of a few weeks, so that the patients can 
go for hours with the naked eye without any appearance of the squint. These in¬ 
termissions gradually grow longer, and the amounts of accommodation which do 
away with the tendency to squint also increase, so that finally the strabismus only 
appears after great and long continued efforts at accommodation. As a rule, how¬ 
ever, several years are needed to attain such a result, and if we wish to assure 
ourselves of its continuance, it is urgently necessary to keep up the treatment with 
imdiminished care for a long time after the squint has apparently disappeared, at 
any rate beyond the age of puberty. 

When distinct vision is impeded on both sides by corneal opacities, there is not 
much to be expected from the method: while in monocular corneal opacities the 
squint is often cured. The prognosis is not favorable either in cases where by suita¬ 
ble glasses the correction of the deviation is with difficulty to be reached, or where 
glasses are needed which annoy the patient at all times, or which do away with the 
squint only within narrow limits, so that different glasses are needed even for small 
differences in distance of the objects. Finally, the hopes must be very much 
lessened when the squint is of long continuance and material changes are to be 
expected in the muscles in question. Still the procedure1 even here is not without 
its use, since we often succeed in removing that portion of the deviation which 
depends solely upon the tendency to squint. A permanent diminution of the angle 
of squint facilitates, however, very much the operative removal of the cosmetic defect, 
and essentially lessens its not inconsiderable disadvantages. 

In the majority of cases the method is thwarted by the inconsistency and care¬ 
lessness of the patients. The aim of the procedure is the unlearning the tendency 
to squint, but this can never be attained, if opportunities for the practice of the 
squint are continually offered. In fact a single hour often destroys what has been 
gained only in the course of weeks. Hence when there is any reason for doubting 
the consistent and long carrying out of the plan, it is urgently advised to avoid 
entirely a procedure which is extremely annoying, in order to avoid subsequent 
blame. In unsuccessful cases blame will certainly be cast on us, since physicians 
and laymen give very false representations of the serviceability of the operation 
for squint, and neither appreciate its disadvantages nor have a clear idea of the 
high value of the preservation and restoration of the common visual act. 

3. Strabotomy has some considerable disadvantages, which should be well con¬ 
sidered, and limited as far as possible, without impairing the desired aim. 

By the setting back of the line of insertion, the arc is necessarily shortened, with 
which the muscle spans the globe. Thus, a lessening of the excursive power of the 
operated eye is caused, and if the affected muscles be normal in function, the limi¬ 
tation is in proportion to the lessening of the arc, that is, the amount of the setting- 
back of its insertion. The mobility becomes slight. The muscle can now only turn 
the visual line a very little from the position parallel to the median plane of the face 
toward its own side, if the new line of insertion coincides with the normal line of 
contact. 

Great muscular deviations, of course, require a more extensive setting-back of the 
muscle. If we wish to accomplish this by tenotomy of the deviating muscle alone, the 
mobility toward the latter must evidently be limited to a very slight amount, and 
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816 LIMITATIONS. OF MOBILITY. 

under some circumstances even fully removed. In order to obviate the evils con 
nected with this, it is therefore imperatively necessary, in strabismus of any consid¬ 
erable degree, to set back not only the deviating muscle, but also its partner of the 
other eye, the former somewhat more than the latter, and both together, so much 
that the sum of the two arcs of the part of the muscle set back shall be the same in 
degree with that of the angle of deviation. The field of motion of the two eye-balls 
is then evenly divided on each side of the median plane, and turning of the face to 
one side is only required for objects lying far to one side. 

4. The chief disadvantage of strabotomy lies, however, in the fundamental dis¬ 
turbance in the power of co-ordination, and in the incurable destruction of the 
binocular visual act necessarily connected with it, and consequently in the loss of 
direct perception of perspective. According to what has been said, the squinting 
eye as well as the fixing eye, in relation to its own position, is correctly co-ordinated 
before the operation. After the tenotomy the consciousness of this situation persists 
together with the tendency to squint, and complies with the conditions of projec¬ 
tion, while the serviceability of the divided muscle has diminished in proportion 
to the arc of displacement backwards of the line of insertion; hence the conscious¬ 
ness of the position of the retina, proceeding from the voluntary innervation, 
cannot possibly correspond to the actual condition of affairs. This disturbance of 
co-ordination frequently manifests itself, particularly immediately after the opera¬ 
tion, in a very troublesome manner by spontaneous double vision, and then is much 
more marked, when the squint angle has been almost annulled by the strabotomy, 
that is, when the deviated visual line can again be correctly directed for ordinary 
objects. The respective position of the double images, as well before as after the 
operation, does not correspond to the actual position of the two eyes in reference to 
the object, but after the tenotomy is determined by the degree of the permanent 
tendency to squint, by any existing material changes in the muscles, and by the arc 
of the backward displacement of the line of insertion of the muscles. 

In Fig. 114 let m n he the median line, l r the main line, and a a fixed point, which is cut 
by the visual line l a of the left eye, while the right visual line b r deviates about the angle 

v+it, that is, is directed to b. If the 
deviation depends solely upon the ten¬ 
dency to squint, b and a will be pro¬ 
jected from both eyes in the suitable 
direction, that is, outwards' in the lines 
b n and a n. If, however, the squint¬ 
ing muscle had a mechanical prepon¬ 
derance, the point 6 would be displaced 
outwards by the squinting eye about 
in the direction / n and the point 
a in the direction h n, that is, an 
homonymous phantom image would 
be perceived. Let the visual line b 
r be now turned by a tenotomy round 
the angle v towards c r. Evidently 
c will now appear in the direction 
b n, eventually in f n, but a in the 
direction c n, respectively in the direc¬ 
tion g n, whence we assume the equation 
H~v. Crossed double images are now 

present. If the squint-angle is thus made equal to zero, so that by displacement backward 
of the left internus the visual line l a is displaced to l c, then c must be perceived by the left 
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DISADVANTAGES - OE TENOTOMY. 817 

eye in the direction of a u and a in the direction of en whence y is supposed equal to S. The 
directions in which c now appears in double images would therefore be, in pure strabismus, 
man and b re, in material changes in the squint muscle however in a re and/ re, while a must 
necessarily be seen mere and c re, respectively in g re. The double images would, therefore; 
be again crossed, but their lateral distance from one another increased. 

5. This non-coordination diminishes considerably in time, without, however, 
being ever entirely gotten rid of. At first the false projection of the sound eye 
diminishes after a double tenotomy, as the power of estimation is gradually corrected 
by experience; the fixing eye no longer displaces its central impressions in the 
innervated visual direction as formerly, but in a line which falls between this and 
the new actual visual direction, and gradually approximates the latter more and more. 
The deviations of the finger from the object in the “ thrusting experiment ” actually 
become smaller, and finally the experiment succeeds just as well as in the normal 
condition and relatively before the operation. In addition to this, the lateral dis¬ 
tance of the phantom image belonging to the squinting eye diminishes, since the 
direct success of the operation is diminished by the subsequent contraction of the 
cicatricial tissue in the field of operation. 

The object c (Fig. 114) is now no longer seen in the direction a re, but almost in the direc¬ 
tion ere, since the consciousness of the innervation of the muscles of the eyes, neck, <fcc., em¬ 
ployed in fixation, and the experience thus obtained, enter into the estimate and consequently 
eliminate mistakes. As the visual line of the squinting eye at the same time no longer lies in 
cr, but ia. fr, the object c will also no longer appear in b re, but perhaps in /re, and if 6, on ac¬ 
count of a mechanical preponderance of the muscle, was formerly seen in/re, / may now appear 
in c re, or even near to g re, so that in case of incomplete correction, homonymous double -images 
again appear. 

The non-recognition of the basis of squint, and perhaps also the frequent occurrence of 
cases in which an apparent squint has been regarded as real and has been operated upon, in 
connection with the apparently inexplicable positions of the phantom image after operations, 
has led to the assumption of congenital incongruity founded upon organic conditions of the 
retina, or to the assumption of a peculiar aversion to binocular single vision. This idea has for 
a long time been firmly adhered to, until it has been recognized as preposterous by the rapidly 
increasing number of opposing observations. If we take the trouble to examine very many 
cases for diplopia before and after tenotomy, we soon see in fact that this apparently strange 
relation forms the rule. 

6. Hence strabotomy is purely a cosmetic operation wliose performance is only 
urgent, when the disfigurement connected with the squint threatens to exert an un¬ 
favorable influence upon the better growth of the patient, and when the establish¬ 
ment of binocular single vision by another method, as well as an outgrowing of the 
strabismus, is no longer to be expected. Hence the period of puberty seems in 
general the most suitable for the performance of the operation. Moreover, the per¬ 
formance of the tenotomy is still less advisable in childhood, since the tendency to 
squint is not by its means done away with, and since by continued employment of 
larger amounts of accommodation the squint-angle still frequently increases, so that 
the correction is insufficient and a further tenotomy is necessary. This may cause 
finally a limitation of motility very injurious to the cosmetic interests, and even 
great depression of the caruncle, an ugly protrusion of the eyeball, &c. In order 
effectively to avoid all these dangers, there naturally remain no other means than to 
diminish the amounts of accommodation necessary for work in a corresponding 
manner by suitable glasses. It is, however, evidently wiser to bring about this 
correction before the operation, and by a subsequent performance of the latter to 
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818 TIME FOE OPEEATING—TEEATMENT. 

bring about the possibility of the restoration of binocular single vision, than to 
impose the same trouble upon the patient, after having destroyed by the tenotomy 
all hope of binocular vision. The performance of the operation in childhood, which 

"is urged by many, can only be excused by the obstinate erroneous view that by the 
tenotomy an actual blending of the binocular impressions to single perceptions, in¬ 
creased in intensity, could be obtained. This idea has been favored by the occasional 
vertical position of the double images to one another, and in many cases perhaps 
also by the apparent stereoscopic vision. But whoever does not grudge the trouble 
of examining a large number of operated cases with suitable precaution for bino¬ 
cular vision and direct perception of perspective, will soon be convinced, that 
separated double images can almost always be demonstrated, and the direct percep¬ 
tion of perspective, as well as binocular single vision, are constantly wanting. The 
time is certainly not far off when, setting aside a few exceptional cases, it will be 
generally recognized as to the interest of the patient to postpone the operation till 

the age of puberty. 
It is, however, not wise to hesitate long after the period of puberty has been 

reached. If experience does not deceive, an unlearning of the1 tendency to squint 
cannot be easily expected after this period. Besides this, a further diminution of 
the amounts of accommodation which do away with the tendency to squint, and a 
further increase of the squint-angle seem to be less threatening, and therefore the 
correction obtained by an operation can be more easily maintained in a sufficient 
degree. At least we gain this much, that the patient may dispense with the correct¬ 
ing glasses for the distance, etc., without danger of a return of the squint. If the 
glasses for the near-point must still be worn, the patient does not lose much, since 
the error of refraction must be neutralized for work, without regard to the squint, 
because the range of accommodation, which is frequently increased in youth, sinks 
upon or even under the normal amount, and consequently the amounts of accom¬ 
modation necessary for ordinary occupations increase pretty rapidly. 

7. If the operation is undertaken during or after the period of puberty, it is wise 
to remove the squint entirely by tenotomy of the line of insertion of the muscle. If 
the amount of the squint-angle dependent upon a mechanical preponderance of the 
squinting muscle were merely corrected, and that portion depending on the tendency 
to squint left uncorrected, then the necessity would still remain, in the great majority 
of cases, of correcting the existing error of refraction, even for the distance, etc. 
The patient would gain only a slight alleviation by the operation, in spite of his 
binocular single vision haying been already sacrificed. On the whole it is well to 
cause a little over-correction, since the subsequent contraction of the cicatrix leads 
us to expect a diminution of the immediate operative effect. 

8. A correct measurement is only possible when the tendency to squint still exists 
at the time of operation. In so far deep anaesthesia seems to be in a high degree 
disturbing at the time of operation. The position of the eyes only rarely completely 
corresponds after tenotomy of the line of insertion of the muscle; corrections must 
generally be undertaken by corresponding division of the sheath, and the measure 
for this is wanting when the tendency to squint remains. We are, therefore, forced 
repeatedly to wreaken the patient from his anaesthesia and again anaesthetize him m 

order to a desired result. 

With very nervous patients, anaesthesia, in spite of its disadvantages, can with difficulty te 
dispensed with. Such patients frequently contract the muscles so much that the conjunctiva 
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OPERATION-—MEASUREMENT OF DISPLACEMENT. 819 

is caused to bulge forward; the lifting up of the tendon is in such cases very painful and in¬ 
creases the opposition ; while in quiet patients, who oppose but little resistance, the separate 
movements can be performed with the greatest facility and rapidity, and with comparatively 
slight pain. 

9. The operation requires no preparation, and is generally undertaken on patients 
who are going about as usual. 

The instruments required for the performance of the operation are a medium¬ 
sized forceps, a pair of small scissors, curved on the flat, and some small sponges 
[or bits of fine soft muslin] to take up the blood. 

The patient should be on his back, and in case an anaesthetic be not used, the 
other eye should be closed by a bandage, in order that the patient may have more 
power over the one to be operated upon, and be able to turn it as may be required. 
The assistant should open the lids as widely as possible, and hold them, while at 
the same time he prevents any movements of the head. Another assistant removes 
the blood. The eye is now turned toward the antagonist of the squinting muscle, 
or held there by the fixation forceps, while the surgeon seizes the conjunctiva 
directly over the line of insertion of the 
tendon to be divided, three lines from Pis-11B- 
the corneal border, lifts up a fold, and 
cuts through it vertically with the scis¬ 
sors. Then the wound is enlarged 
above and below to the distance of 
about four lines. When this has been 
(lone, the forceps are placed in the 
wound peipendicular to the surface of 
the globe, and its points hugging the 
sclerotica are pushed a little backward, 
so that the muscle comes between the 
branches, and after the closure of the 
forceps, it may be drawn in an acute 
angle out of the wound. At the same 
time the scissors are placed in the wound 
with the other hand, one blade placed 
under the muscle (see fig. 115), and the 
tendon divided close to the sclerotica. 

After the operation it^is well to determine the relative position of the two 
globes, in fixation for distant and near vision, as exactly as possible. 

If the deviation of the squinting eye be only a little, or not at all, lessened, we 
have reason to suspect that the whole breadth of the tendon is not cut through. 
We may say this with certainty, when, on turning the eye toward the antagonist, 
ihe wound does not gape at all, and the sclerotica does not show in its center. We 
should then introduce a hook into the wound, and attempt to place it under the undi¬ 
vided part of the muscle by pressing its blunt point close to the sclerotica, and sliding 
it up and down. If we have seized the undivided filaments they are cut through, 
as above described, when the globe will immediately turn to the other side. [In 
North Germany, the United States, and we believe in England, a blunt hook, called 
Qraefe’s hook, is used instead of the forceps to take up the muscle, and from expe¬ 
rience with both methods we regard the use of the hook as preferable.] 

If the deviation appear to be reduced to a very small amount, we may then be 
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820 MODIFICATIONS OF THE OPERATION. 

content with the result, when the case is one of converging strabismus, because the 
divided muscle very often contracts very much immediately after the operation; and 
when this contraction subsequently ceases, the correction becomes greater. But if 
we have a strabismus externus, or if considerable strabotic deviation still remains, the 
tendon of the partner of the other eye should be divided in the same way. If this 
still does not suffice, Tenon’s capsule in the squinting eye, or in both eyes, may be 
divided upward and downward from the wound, to lessen the opposition to the con¬ 
traction of the anterior end of the muscle, which is connected to the loosened parts 
of the sheath, and thus increase the amount of the contraction. Yet we should be 
very careful in this splitting of the capsule, and be particularly guarded, when 
there is still considerable deviation, from attempting to force its removal by con¬ 
tinued division of the sheath. The patient will gain nothing by this, but on the 
contrary he is threatened with a greater disfigurement. In consequence of this 
external division, great prominence of the eye-ball is added to the limitation in 
mobility, and it acquires a staring appearance. This is more marked and offen¬ 
sive, because the adjacent portion of the conjunctiva and the adnexm are drawn back 
with the excessively retracted muscle. An open space remains in the field of the 
operation, extending far back, which is distinguished from the surrounding parts by 
the depth of its shadow. If we have gone too far with the division, and the muscle 
has been dissected from its sheath for some extent, the eye turns to the other side, 
a secondary strabismus has been excited, or the anterior end of the divided muscle 
draws itself entirely out of the sheath, and is only connected to the latter by its sur¬ 
rounding tissue. It can then undergo no new union to the surface of the globe, and 
loses its influence on the latter, which is drawn toward the opposite side by the 
antagonist, and remains fixed in this oblique position. 

Hitherto the attempt has been made to escape these dangers by being content, in 
difficult cases, with a partial correction at first, and by endeavoring to overcome 
the remaining deficiency by two or more subsequent operations. The favorable 
results from this method speak well for it. Yet it cannot be denied that what may 
be finally attained by a repetition of the operation, may also be at first gained with¬ 
out injury, in a properly regulated setting-back of the muscles of each side. After 
each operation quite extensive cicatricial adhesions occur, the subsequent separa¬ 
tion of which requires much more dissection, and finally, in spite of it, gives a 
smaller effect than a less extensive separation at the first tenotomy. Very recently, 
also, methods have been conceived, which allow the greatest possible enlargement 
in the arc of the portion that is set back, with an avoidance of the dangers above 

indicated. 

Thus it is recommended, in case of need, after an extensive strabotomy, to keep the globe devi 
ated by means of a thread in the course of its antagonist from one to two days, in order that the 
divided muscle may be compelled to unite as far back as possible. For this purpose, in strabismia 
internus, a thread is introduced through the conjunctiva in a vertical direction, near the outer 
margin of the cornea, and then drawn through the outer palpebral commissure, and fastened after 
the globe has been brought into the proper direction by traction. In strabismus externus, where 
greater power is required for adduction, the thread, in order to prevent tearing through, sbou 
be armed with two needles, which should be passed through at the corneal margin, one, one-and-a 
half lines above, the other, one and-a-half below the horizontal meridian, in order that both needles 
may be passed through the integument separately, but close to each other, passing just above the 
caruncle through the inner commissure, so that the entrance of the needle is close to the carunc e, 
and the exit about five lines on the side of the nose; then both threads are gently drawn tillt e 
cornea approaches the caruncle as nearly as the operator may desire, when they are tied. (Kiufl'l 

The result is very well spoken of. 
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' CO ERECTION OF MUSCULAR DISPLACEMENT —CONJUNCTIVAL SUTUEE. 821 

Others advise, in operating for convergent strabismus, to first carefully separate the con¬ 
junctiva up to the semi-lunar fold from Tenon’s capsule, and to separate the fold with the 
caruncle from the parts lying behind. For this purpose the conjunctiva is lifted up in a fold 
on the lower end of the insertion of the muscle incised, and the scissors introduced through the 
wound between the conjunctiva and Tenon’s capsule, dissecting as it goes. If then the separa¬ 
tion has been accomplished in the manner indicated, and the whole capsular portion, so impor¬ 
tant for the setting-back of the muscle, be completely independent of the conjunctiva, the 
tendon should be divided in the usual way, and the vertical opening of the capsule made at the 
same time with the tenotomy, be enlarged above and below, according to the amount of setting- 
back required, when the conjunctival wound should be closed by a suture. The same method 
is practiced for the external rectus. Here the separation of the conjunctiva should be extended 
to that portion of the outer angle which draws backward very much on turning the eye out¬ 
ward. The following are claimed as advantages of this method. 

1. A greater freedom and space for the regulation of the effect of the operation. 
2. Avoidance of the sinking-in of the caruncle, and every trace of a cicatrix, which the 

operations heretofore employed occasionally left. 
3. There is no necessity for more than two operations on the same person, nor more than 

one on the same eye. (LiebreicTi.) 
Attempts at control have not resulted entirely in favor of this innovation; since there have 

been observed great depression of the caruncle (Javal), suppuration on account of extensive 
denudation of the muscle {Knapp), and large hemorrhage into the capsule of Tenon, with pro¬ 
trusion of the eyeball {Haberlsma). 

Many consider it better to open the conjunctiva in a longitudinal direction instead of the 
transverse, that is, along the belly of the muscle, so as to reduce the gaping of the wound to a 
minimum; then to dissect up the conjunctiva from the capsule for some distance above and 
below the edges of the wound, and also to detach the caruncle from the subjacent tissue, in 
order to then divide the muscle and split the sheath as needed {Snellen). 

Where tlie squint-angle is very great, the operative removal of the squint, in 
spite of all these modifications, cannot very easily be performed without a very 
perceptible limitation of motility of the globe, great depression of the caruncle and 
a considerable protrusion of the eyeball. Hence it is recommended in such case to 
be content with a moderate tenotomy of both interni, and then to supply what is 
wanting in the desired effect by advancing the tendon of the antagonist. (Graefe.) 
We may even frequently succeed in obtaining a complete correction by the advance- * 
Qient of one muscle, which is of course a very great advantage, and consoling for 
the patient, who has depended upon the fixing eye alone on account of amblyopia 
of the squinting eye. (Schweigger.) If a considerable secondary deviation appears 
immediately after the operation, in consequence of too wide an opening of the 
capsule or too extensive a separation of the muscle from its adjacent parts, it is 
well to correct the error immediately by the conjunctival suture. Yery small 
secondary deviations never need this, but are rather advantageous and therefore to 
be desired, since they soon disappear by gradual contraction of the cicatrix and 
thus avert an insufficiency in the result. In greater secondary deviations this also 
°ccurs not very uncommonly, and in children pretty often, and sometimes the stra¬ 
bismus convergens even returns, since by continuance of the tendency to squint the 
over-corrected angle of deviation suddenly increases considerably. We should not, 
however, count upon this, especially when the tenotomy has been done at the1 period of 
puberty or upon adults. In order to be assured against any remainder of a second¬ 
ly squint, and to avoid the complicated advancement of the muscle, the effect of 
which is much more difficult to measure,-there remains, therefore, nothing but to 
lessen the surplus of the correction by approximating the edges of the wound of the 
sheath and conjunctiva by a delicate suture. In order to increase the effect we may 
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822 OPERATIONS FOR STRABISMUS-IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCES. 

also take a semi-lunar piece from the portion of conjunctiva and sheath near the 
retro-tarsal fold, and then unite the edges by a suture. 

Where, however, the secondary deviation is considerable, this method will not be 
sufficient. We must bring forward the end of the muscle and unite it to the globe, 
or attempt its setting forward by the so-called thread operation. 

We cannot believe that the performance of a strabotomy is rendered easier by opening the 
conjunctiva and capsule at a greater distance from the corneal margin. We then meet with 
that part of the muscle which reaches within, or even beyond, the unsheathing membrane, and 
which is connected to this by numerous filaments of connective tissue. The muscle cannot 
then, of course, be drawn clearly out of its bed ; the forceps are more apt to bring with them 
the sheath of the muscle and conjunctiva. In consequence of this, it is often difficult to tell 
just what is and what is not muscular structure. Single filaments of tendon often remain 
undivided, or too much is separated from the sheath, and the result of the operation is un¬ 
favorable. 

We are in a similar danger when we divide the muscle at a great distance from the line of in¬ 
sertion. Then the amount of setting-back is much greater than in the regular method, since the 
muscle is shortened to the length of the stump remaining, and a portion of the resistance to 
retraction is removed which the adhesion of the muscle to its envelopes offers. Added to this, 
the tendinous stump does not always simply shrivel, but often granulates excessively, and thus 
causes much difficulty in the treatment, and at any rate delays the recovery very much. 

12. Immediately after the division, the muscle retracts as far as the still-existing 
adhesion permits. This contraction is often spasmodic, hence the effect of the opera¬ 
tion appears less at the time than after the lapse of a few hours. In a short time, 
inflammation comes on, neoplastic connective tissue develops. This soon becomes 
thickened, and at last forms rigid, tendinous fibres. These proceed, in part, from the 
inner surface, partly from the cut edges of the end of the muscle to the surface of 
the sclerotica. By this means the original adhesions remaining are considerably 
strengthened, and a new direct connection, a new insertion, induced. 

Since the neoplastic adhesions become shorter in their higher development, and are less dis¬ 
tensible than the former means of connection—the envelopes of the muscle—the effect of the 
operation undergoes a slight diminution, which, after the course of a few weeks, usually dis¬ 
appears again, probably on account of increasing activity in the antagonists (Graefe). 

If the obstacles that the divided tendon found in its retraction were not equal throughout 
the extent of the divided edge—if, for instance, the sheath was divided to a greater extent 
above or below—the retraction of the individual bundles of fibers is not at all equal. The new 
line of insertion is oblique to the former. Therefore, the course in which the affected muscle 
rotates the eye is moved toward the anterior point of insertion, i. e., the optic axis is deviated 
somewhat upward or downward, if the internal or external rectus be divided. This experience 
has been made available for slight corrections in cases in which the strabismic deviation did not 
lie entirely in the course of one muscle. 

The interval between the two cut ends of the tendon often remains vacant, and is filled by 
loose connective tissue. Sometimes, however, a rather large neoplastic cord is formed, which 
unites the separated edges of the divided muscle. But it is only exceptionally that such an 
intervening piece exerts an influence upon the mobility of the globe in the course of the affected 
muscle, since its whole length is apt to adhere to the sclerotica, and only the most posterior 
point of insertion is to be regarded as the actual point at which the muscle was seized 
(Graefe). 

If the muscle retracts entirely from its sheath, tendinous, connecting filaments are also 
developed from the end of the muscle, but these run in the orbital tissue; the muscle remains 
separated from the sclerotica. 

IS. These methods are scarcely ever attended by any great irritation. The 
adhesion of the edges of the wound occurs, with rare exceptions, by first intention. 
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OPERATIONS FOR STRABISMUS—AFTER-TREATMENT. 823 

The injury done by the operation itself scarcely ever requires any direct treat¬ 
ment. 

Still it is urgently advised to keep the eye and eyelids immovable during the 
first few days after the operation by a bandage. If conjunctival sutures had to be 
introduced on account of an over-correction, we should not neglect to examine the 
eye repeatedly after several hours, since the state of tension of the muscles has 
usually become very different from what it was immediately after the operation, and 
a loosening or tightening of the sutures is often necessary in order to make the 
correction complete. 

If the operation be rather more difficult than is usual, and if the surgeon was compelled to 
divide the sheath, or to use the hook more than usual, we may apply cold applications for a 
time, in order to avoid an excessive reaction. 

Where considerable hemorrhage has occurred, it is advisable, the second day after the opera¬ 
tion, to begin to apply linen cloths dipped in a weak solution of brandy, in order to somewhat 
favor absorption. Granulations are kept down by the application of the tincture of opium, or 
if they are large, are cut off with the scissors. Yet it is well to delay their extirpation until 
the edges of the wound of the conjunctiva have contracted to a small size, and they appear 
somewhat pedunculated. 

14. The management of the measures which aim at the correction of the main 
affection is of very great importance after the operation; that is especially the 
avoidance of great strain of the accommodation, since by the employment of large 
amounts of accommodation the tendency to squint might increase, and with this a 
new squint. In children a complete correction of the error of refraction is espe¬ 
cially desirable; while in adults it generally suffices to advise the employment of the 
glasses merely for close straining in near vision; and frequently large amounts of 
accommodation may even be here disposable. 

15. In some cases, after the operation, an extremely troublesome double vision 
arises, with or without vertigo, the abnormal relation of the two retinae, to which 
the patient is accustomed, being removed. This diplopia often disappears within a 
few days. Not unfrequently, however, it continues for weeks, and occasionally for 
months. But frequently the distance apart of the false images is so small, that it 
only requires a slight movement of adduction or abduction to bring them together. 
But if this does not occur, if the innervation is diverted to a new strabotic deviation, 
the squint returns, if the patient does not learn to suppress the retinal images of the 
squinting eye. In such cases, we may seek to favor the union of double images by 
prisms, while,' at the same time, an attempt is made to remove the cause. Whether 
favorable results are to be expected from this, further experience must say. Where 
these means have been found insufficient, the treatment should be directed toward 
exclusion of the squinting eye, in order to restore the cosmetic result. This is done 
by placing a dark glass before the eye, or allowing the patient to cover it with a 
bandage until the purpose is attained. 

16. In secondary strabismus, when the angle of squint is moderately large, and 
the limitation of motion in the course of the muscle, which has been set back, does 
not exceed two to two and a half lines, stitching the insertion of the muscle forward 
is indicated. This operation is also to be recommended in certain paralytic impair¬ 
ments of motion of a slight degree, as well as in great primary strabismus, especially 
m divergent squint, if mobility in the course of the antagonist of the squinting 
muscle has been somewhat impaired. In the first case, secondary squint, of course 
the tendon of the shortened muscle, but in paresis, or in excessive primary strabis¬ 
mus, the elongated muscle, should be sewed forward. The division of the antago- 
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824 SECONDARY SQUINT; ADVANCEMENT OE THE MUSCLE. 

nist should always be combined with the bringing forward, in order to increase the 
effect and to diminish the great tension on the thread. 

It is better to undertake the advancement during anaesthesia, or at any rate 
with the globe well fixed. The conjunctiva must be first cut with a fine pair of 
scissors with rounded points exactly over the insertion of the muscle to be advanced 
and throughout the whole extent of the latter, then be loosened towards the peri¬ 
phery, but especially towards the cornea, and as far as the corneal border for a 
distance corresponding to the breadth of the tendinous insertion (10—12 mm.) during 
which, however, the conjunctiva should not be torn. The capsule of Tenon must 
now be opened by a small incision at one end of the muscular tendon, in order to 
admit of the passage of a blunt hook, curved on the flat, between the muscle and 
the sclera, and then the capsule of Tenon at the other end of the insertion is so far 
cut through upon the hook, until the latter comes out free. Two fine waxed silk 
sutures are now passed through the muscle. Each of these is provided with two 
needles, which are introduced along the hook from the scleral surface of the muscle 
through its belly, so that each of the two loops of silk embraces a portion of muscle 
from 2—3 millm. wide. Next the insertion in front of the hook is detached close 
to the sclerotic. This being dons, the needles are passed through the conjunctival 
flap from its scleral margin close to the border of the cornea and tied. One end of 
each suture is cut off short, but the other is left sufficiently long, in order to facili¬ 
tate the removal of the sutures on the 2d—3d day. The conjunctival wound is 
now closed by a fine suture, and finally the muscle causing the squint is cut through 
in accordance with the rules previously mentioned (Scliweigger). 

As a matter of experience it is well to produce a small over-correction, since the 
immediate effect of the operation is afterwards always somewhat lessened. The 
suture must remain from 2—3 days, during which time the adhesion has always 
reached a sufficient degree of firmness. In order to prevent the rubbing of the 
suture-knot and limit the extension of the extravasated blood, the compressing 
bandage is very much to be recommended, but cold applications only where great 
inflammatory irritation is present. 

It is less advantageous to introduce the sutures into the muscle after its division, as was 
formerly the custom (Oritchett, Oraefe), since the muscle retracts very much and we must 
then penetrate with the forceps into a dark space in order to bring it to light again, whereby 
we commonly bring to light no more than the bundle of fibres which is grasped by the forceps, 
and this difficult and injurious maneuver must be repeated for each suture. 

[Another method is as follows. The patient having been placed upon his back, 
and under the full influence of an anaesthetic, and the eye to be operated upon 
exposed by the wire speculum, an assistant draws the cornea as much as possible 
toward the outer canthus by catching the tissues over the tendon of the external 
rectus muscle in the blades of a pair of fixation forceps. The operator then makes a 
horizontal opening over the internal rectus muscle, midway between its borders, and 
extending from a point one line distant from the cornea down to the semi-lunar fold. 
This opening should be made by lifting a vertical fold of the conjunctiva and sub¬ 
conjunctival tissues with forceps, and cutting it with scissors in a horizontal direc¬ 
tion. If care is exercised, the internal rectus muscle will be exposed without any 
difficulty or the occurrence of much bleeding. The next step is to secure the entire 
tendon of the muscle which is to be brought forward. This is especially essential in 
those cases in which the divergent squint has been the result of the operation for 
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BRINGING FORWARD OF THE RECTUS ESTTERNUS. 825 

convergent squint; for in such cases the tendon and theca, having been much hag¬ 
gled in the original tenotomy, fall back irregularly, and, being split more or less, 
form false insertions, which are zigzag or interrupted. 

After the apparent insertion of the muscle has been brought into view, a strabis¬ 
mus-hook, having an eye drilled in its free extremity, and armed with a waxed silk, 
is wade to sweep beneath it, from below upward, care being taken to keep the 
instrument in close contact with the sclerotic, and carried so far back as to include 
every straggling band of muscle or theca which is to be advanced. 

The uplifted mass should then be tied close to its sclerotic implantation. The next 
step is to divide the external rectus muscle freely through a horizontal wound in the 
conjunctiva, and thus complete the preliminary steps for the advancement of the 
internal rectus. The latter step is effected as follows: the operator, holding the 
ligature firmly in one hand, should cut with scissors the insertion of the muscle and 
gently break up any bands of connective tissue which may attach it to the sclerotic. 
As he does this, he should draw upon the ligature and sway it from side to side until 
it becomes evident that any adhesions which might obstruct the advancement of the 
muscle have been overcome. He should now estimate the amount of adduction which 
may be necessary to cure the divergence. This he can do by catching with forceps 
the sclerotic edge of the cut tendon of the external rectus and drawing the cornea 
toward the inner canthus, while he holds up upon the stretch the muscle to bo 
advanced. The retentive sutures are now to be placed. For this purpose two deli¬ 
cate, short, and sharply-curved needles are to be armed with fine, well waxed silk, 
and adapted to a needle-holder. (The needle-holder of Dr. H. B. Sands, of Hew 
York, is decidedly the best for this purpose.) 

Having measured the extent to which the eye-ball must be adducted in order to 
correct the divergence, the sutures should be passed through the muscle and its theca 
as far from its cut end as may be necessary. The muscle should be drawn well out 
and kept upon the stretch, so that the sutures may be passed through it as deeply 
as possible behind the caruncle, to secure a firm hold, and to leave a somewhat 
longer mass between the perforations made by the sutures and the ligature upon its 
cut end than the original divergence measured. The course of the sutures should be 
perpendicular to the plane of the muscle, one passing through near its upper margin, 
and the other near its lower. After the sutnres have been placed in the muscle, the 
end included in the ligature should be cut off, care being taken to leave enough to 
prevent their tearing out. The amount cut should nearly equal the degree of 
divergence to be corrected, allowance being made for shrinkage which has followed 
the detachment of the muscle from the sclerotic. The next step is to carry the 
sutures beneath the conjunctiva above and below the cornea. It is better to place 
the upper suture first. This also requires the curved needle. The point aimed at in 
carrying the needle along the sclerotic, beneath the conjunctiva, should be about a 
line above the cornea and over the center of the line of implantation of the superior 
rectus muscle, and there the suture should emerge. Before tying the upper the 
lower suture should be brought out at a corresponding point over the -inferior rectus 
insertion. While the operator is cautiously tying the sutures his assistant should, 
catching hold of the insertion of the external rectus, carry the cornea toward the 
internal canihus as much as possible, and thus effect what may be considered the real 
intention of the operation, namely, to adduct the eye strongly, and thus place the 
end of the shortened internal rectus in co-aptation with the sclerotic at the natural 
line of sclerotic implantation. The exercise of a little care will cause the muscle to 
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826 BRINGING FORWARD OF THE RECTUS INTERNUS. 

spread out, and be bidden behind the horizontal pillars of the wound through which 
the retentive sutures have been carried; and thus insuring a consolidation of the 
wounded parts, obtain the aid of the subsequent cicatricial contraction of the soft 
parts intervening between the cornea and the caruncle in the ultimate result. This 
method lias been employed upon two eyes which had been rendered divergent by 
operations for convergent squint. In one of these eyes the divergence was more 
than five lines, in the other about four. In the first eye a small amount of con¬ 
vergent squint was induced, which was cured by applying the glass, which neutralized 
existing hypermetropia. In the second case a very slight degree of convergence was 
caused, not exceeding a line, which was also removed by the use of the proper 
glasses. And in both these cases the existence of hypermetropia would have ren¬ 
dered glasses necessary, aside from any convergence. 

The operation has also been satisfactorily performed in two cases in which slight 
paresis of the internal rectus, the result of injury, had led to divergent squint. 

No inflammation of an annoying character has followed the procedure. It is 
believed that the chance of success is greatly increased by dividing the external rectus 
of the fellow-eye, even though it is proposed to advance the internal rectus of one 
eye only. (Affnew.)] 

Others prefer to split the conjunctiva in the region of the new muscular insertion by a 
vertical incision, and then to dissect it up from the subjacent capsule of Tenon as well towards 
the cornea as towards the retro-tarsal fold,, then to separate the muscle from the sclera im¬ 
mediately, aud to incise the capsule so far upwards and downwards, that the muscle and 
portion of capsule lying upon it become perfectly movable, and hence can be drawn easily 
beneath the conjunctiva as far as the border of the cornea. Here the anterior end of the 
muscle is to be fastened in the following manner : Two fine needles at both ends of the same 
suture are first drawn through the capsule and end of the muscle and then through the con¬ 
junctiva from behind forwards, over which the loop is tied. Such a suture or loop is intro¬ 
duced in the region of the superior border of the muscle, and a second in the region of the 
inferior border of the muscle. After the muscle, and with it the capsule, are in this way fixed 
close to the corneal border under the conjunctiva, the conjunctival wound is carefully closed 
by several sutures. If necessary, a piece of the anterior end of the muscle and also of the 
capsule of Tenon can of course be excised, in order to increase the effect. (Liebreich.) 

17. In cases of secondary squint, where the mobility in the course of the retnct d 
muscle is completely or almost completely removed, especially where the muscle has 
drawn itself completely back, and has no connection with the globe, and in all cases 
where the angle of squint is very large, even if the limitation of motion in the 
course of the muscle which has been laid back was only to a moderate degree, the 
stitching forward is no longer sufficient. Then a greater bringing forward of 
the end of the muscle is necessary, and this may be attained by the so-called thread 
operation. This method is also to be recommended in all cases of great paralysis 
of the muscle as well as in primary strabismus, with a large angle of squint, and 
great limitation of motion in the course of the squinting muscle. (Graefe.) 

To bring forward the insertion of the muscle, after properly fixing the globe, 
the conjunctiva in front of the affected muscle is to be divided vertically and then 
separated from the sclera toward the cornea and toward the reflection to a proper 
distance. Then the end of the muscle is to be dissected up from the solera, and the 
antagonistic muscle divided, not close to its line of insertion, but about one line 
further back, so that a stump may remain. Through this stump a loop of thread» 
to be passed by means of a curved needle, the globe turned toward the side of the 
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muscle to be brought forward, and retained in this position for two or three days 
by properly fastening the thread. At the same time, the proper application of a 
pressure-bandage is of marked service, as it fixes the globe to some extent, and some¬ 
what prevents traction of the parts united to the thread, and removes one cause of 
great pain and intense irritation. {Guerin, Graefe.) 

Unfortunately, in this method we can not easily regulate the effect, since the eye 
must be turned as far as possible to the side of the muscle to be brought forward, in 
order that the thread may not pass over the cornea and rub upon it, which gene¬ 
rally causes unbearable pain, and often severe inflammation and even suppura¬ 
tion of the cornea. (Steffan.) There then generally remains in the most cases a 
great deviation of the globe in the course of the muscle again brought forward, 
which then must be covered by a setting-back of the partner of the opposite side, 
in case this has been already divided. {Graefe.) 

12. In order to remove the great deformity caused by a great sinking-in of the 
conjunctiva and caruncle after excessive division of the ocular sheath on the inner 
side of the globe, the ocular conjunctiva is opened in the same way as in stra- 
botomy, some lines in front of the caruncle, in a vertical direction. The submu¬ 
cous tissue is then dissected with care as far back as the outer surface of the muscle, 
which has been set back, and forward to a point near the corneal margin. The 
edges of the wound are then united by suture, taking care to draw the caruncle 
well forward and somewhat upward. The surface of the posterior conjunctival 
flap, which has been dissected up, is then united to the sclerotica. {Graefe.) 

In order to conceal great protrusion of the globe, or to remove excessive gaping 
of the palpebral fissure, tarsoraphy is performed with advantage. (Graefe.) 

Authorities.—Graefe, A. f. 0. I. 1. S. 10, 13, 82-120, 435,1. 2. S. 294, II. 1. S. 289-30S, III. 
l.S. 117-386, IV. 2. S. 261, V. 2. S. 211, VIII. 2. S. 839, 348, 365, IX. 2. S. 48-56, X. 1. S. 156- 
115 ; kliuische Monatbl. 1863. S. 484. 1864. S. 1-22.—Bonders, A. f. 0. VI. 1. S. 92, IX. 1. S. 99- 
154; Auomal der Acc. u. Refr. Wien. 1866. S. 243, et seq. [Accommodation and Refraction of 
the Eye. London, 1864, p. 244, 291, 403, et seq.]; Verhandlgn. d. ophth. Versammlg. za Heidel¬ 
berg. Berlin 1860. S. 31-34; Vierde Jaarl. Verslag. Utrecht 1863. S. 1-52, 84; Congress ophth. 
de Paris 1863. P. 148.—Ritterich, Zur Lehre Yom Schielen. Leipzig 1856.—Ruete, Lehrb. d. 
Ophth. II. Braunschweig 1854. S. 495-568.—E. Hering, Archiv. f. Anat. u. Phys. 1865. S. 153.— 
Ed. Meyer, A. f. O. IX. 3. S. 215; kl. Monatbl. 1864. S. 55, 58.—Haas, Derde Jaarl. Yerslag. 
Utrecht 1862. S. 137, 190-208.—Alf. Graefe, Klin. Analyse d. Motilitatsstorungen d. Auges. 
Berlin 1858. S. 56^96, 214-279 ; kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 126-136, 312, 521-528 ; A. f. O. XI. 2. S. 1- 
46.—Pagenstecher u. Sdmisch, kl. Beobachtungen. I. Wiesbaden 1861. S. 63-69, II. S. 36.—Ilirsch- 
rnann, ibid. III. S. 89, 92.—Colsmann, Deutsche Klinik. 1865. Nr. 23.—Secondi, Clinica oc. di 
Genova. Torinol 865. P. 111.—Mooren, Kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 37, 417-423, 1864, S. 64.—Knapp, 
A. f. 0. VIII. 2. S. 227; kl. Monatbl. 1863. S. 471-484, 1865, S. 346, 351, 3. Jahresber. Heidel¬ 
berg 1864-5. S. 20.—Schweigger, Kl. Monatbl. 1867. S. 1-31 —Javal, ibid. 1864. S. 404, 437.— 
Liebreich, A. f. O. XII. 2. S. 298-307.—Crittchet, nach Niemetschek, Prag. Vierteljahrschr. 78. 
Bd. S. 96—Guerin, Congress intern, d’opth. Paris 1863. P. 195; nach Graefe A. f. O. III. 1. S. 
372. [Agnew.~N. Y. Med. Journal. Vol. 5, 1866. Trans. Am. Opb. Society, 3d year.] 
Agnew. kl. Monatbl. 1869. S. 139.—ZagorsJci, ibid. 1867. S. 317.—Steffan, ibid. S. 73.—Do- 
broivolsky, ibid. 1868. Beil. S. 185; A. f. O. XIV. 3. S. 53.—Habertsma, Snellen, ibid. 1870. S. 
24.—Liebreich, Congres Ophth. 1868. S. 104; Canstatt’s Jahresber. 1864. S. 164; Arch. f. 
Aiigen-u. Ohrenbeilkd. I. S. 63; kl. Monatbl. 1868. S. 323.—Arlt, Lehrb. III. S. 316.—JET. 
Cohn, Untersuchungen von 10.060 Schulkindern. Berlin. 1867. S. 145,164,167.—Stellwag, Wien. 
Med. Wochenscbrift. 1867. Nro. 82-84.—Critchett, nach Niemetschek. Prag. Vierteljahrschrift. 
78. Bd. S. 96. 
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2. Divergent Squint. 

Symptoms.—The affection is characterized by a diminished convergence of the 
visual lines, while the visual movements in any direction but that of convergence are 
unimpaired. 

1. The squint according to the rule follows solely in the course of the external 
recti muscles, so that the visual line of the squinting eye passes behind the object of 
fixation and usually diverges with the other visual line. The visual line of the 
squinting eye deviates, however, exceptionally upwards and outwards, or downwards 

and outwards. 
2. Strabismus divergens, like the convergent form, is especially in the beginning 

frequently periodic, intercurrent, i.e., it appears only under certain conditions, while 
in other respects both eyes fix correctly, and even binocular simple vision with direct 
perception of perspective takes place when other morbid conditions do not hinder 
it. In the course of time, however, the divergent squint is wont to become per¬ 
manent. 

In a number of cases, sometimes the one eye, sometimes the other deviates out¬ 
wards, while the other eye fixes, and this depends sometimes upon the will of the 
patient, and sometimes the choice of the fixing eye is determined by the position of 
the object in space, so that at certain distances and in certain lateral directions of 
the visual lines the one eye is accommodated for the point of fixation, and in others 
the other eye, and the strabismus divergens appears of the alternating form. Gener¬ 
ally, however, one eye is constantly turned out, the strabismus is monocular, and 
concomitant in so far as by covering the fixing eye, it turns outwards, while the 
squinting eye becomes the fixing one. 

3. The squinting angle is of very different size in different individuals. It varies 
however in the same individual within very wide limits, according to time and cir¬ 
cumstances. In general we can say, that the deviation in old cases is usually wont 
to be greater than it has been in the same individual at the beginning of the disease. 
Doubtless a degeneration of the participating muscles, namely a hypertrophy of the 
squinting muscle and atrophy of its antagonist, are here partly to be taken into 
account. 

Moreover the existing necessary amounts of convergence and the direction of 
the visual lines have a proportional influence upon the angle of squint in the same 
individual and at the same time. In this respect, however, very considerable dif¬ 
ferences make their appearance and justify the supposition, that we may not always 
have to do with conditions, pathogenetically of the same value, but that there is 
embraced in one category much that in the future will be considered as distinct. 

a. The greatest differences appear in the relation of the squinting eye, when an 
object is gradually approximated in the median plane, the horizontal visual plane 
remaining unchanged, and therefore the amount of convergence necessary for fixa¬ 
tion is increased. In many cases, especially in old permanent ones of a very high 
degree of strabismus divergens, the squinting eye remains completely immovable in 
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its pathological position, or at most it makes very irregular and insufficient move¬ 
ments of adduction, more by jerks and less excursive, while the other eye moves 
inwards proportionally to the shortening of the distance. 

In other cases of permanent strabismus divergens, generally of a less high degree, 
the squinting eye turns outwards in the same degree, or somewhat more and more 
rapidly than the fixing eye turns inwards. 

In low degrees of strabismus divergens the ability of the squinting eye to con¬ 
verge is usually, and in the periodic form of squint as a rule, not entirely absent, 
but only the potential or even the actual energy of convergence has sunk more or 
less below the normal amount. 

So we meet with such cases, where the patient, when his attention is called to it, 
by the employment of a powerful impulse of the will is enabled to produce every 
amount of convergence situated within normal limits and even to maintain it for 
some time, but becomes fatigued sooner, and then from a feeling of tension and 
fatigue allows the squinting eye again to turn outwards. Usually, however, the 
patient is actually capable of producing much smaller degrees of convergence than 
in the normal state. If an object is brought near in the median line, both eyes con¬ 
verge regularly only up to a certain distance; if the object oversteps this limit, the 
squinting remains unmoved or undergoes slight, irregular oscillations ; finally, with 
a further shortening of the distance it suddenly turns with a jerk considerably 
outwards, the visual lines diverge or converge in a much slighter degree than that 
which the patient, with a corresponding position of the object, is still in a condition 
easily to produce and to maintain with the binocular visual act. The patient feels 
very distinctly this sudden deviation and knows exactly how to designate the 
moment when it comes on. The limit of the shortening of the distance at which 
the squinting eye remains immovable, and that at which excursive deviation comes 
on, are very different in different individuals. By prolonged experiments and the 
consequent fatigue of the muscles in question, they usually recede somewhat from 
the eye. On the contrary, a moderate increase or decrease in the amount of accom¬ 
modation by concave or convex glasses have no considerable influence. Just as 
little can these limits be perceptibly displaced by moderate diminutions in the 
amount of convergence with unchanged distance of the object, i.e., by placing 
before both eyes prisms of 2°-4°, with the base inwards. The limits are, however, 
caused to recede somewhat by adducting prisms, base outwards, and by everything 
that is in a condition to confuse the common visual act in a high degree, especially 
by prisms placed vertically before the eyes, by very strong, over-correcting concave 
or convex glasses, even by excluding one eye from the act of vision by holding a 
screen before it. 

There are finally to be mentioned cases of moderate strabismus divergens, which 
frequently occur, where the deviation manifests itself chiefly during distant vision 
and without fixation, while during distinct fixation of near objects within certain 
limits the correct convergence of both eyes with the binocular visual act can be 
produced and maintained. Here either merely the potential energy has sunk, and the 
patient converges up to 4 inches but soon tires ; or the actual energy is also dimi¬ 
nished, the limit of binocular vision and that of the actual squint have more or less 
receded. 

b. No less remarkable is the change of the size of the angle of squint with 
changes in the direction of the visual lines ; the deviation would then be permanent 
and very excessive, in which case the influence of the visual direction is very little 
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830 MOBILITY OF THE EYES; DIPLOPIA. 

manifested. As a rule, the deviation increases considerably or assumes the form of 
periodic squint, when the look is directed upwards, or is turned from the median 
plane towards the side of the usually fixing eye; the angle of squint on the con¬ 
trary decreases or becomes zero, when the look is lowered or directed towards the 
side of the squinting eye. The patients willingly make use of the latter visual 
direction, in order to give a better coordination to the retina of the deviated eye, 
and to conceal the cosmetic defect. They also soon accustom themselves to main¬ 
tain the surface of the face in a certain oblique position, by which the squinting 
eye comes somewhat forward, while the fixing eye recedes to a corresponding degree. 

4. The mobility of the eyes is not perceptibly diminished, as long as the strabis¬ 
mus remains pure. With a longer continuance of the affection, and particularly 
with a large angle of squint, the mobility on the contrary diminishes perceptibly, 
doubtless in consequence of material changes in the muscular structure, so that the 
squinting and even the fixing eye also cannot be turned so much towards the side 
of the latter, and the excursive region appears somewhat displaced towards the 

squinting side. 
5. The deviation manifests itself at the commencement of the affection, and 

especially in the periodic form, by spontaneous binocular diplopia. In the further 
course of the disease, however, the phantom image of the squinting eye recedes under 
the contention of both retinae, and the patient needs the concentrated attention or 
the covering of the fixing eye by dark glasses, in order to bring about its percep¬ 
tion. In old cases and especially in very high degrees of strabismus divergens, on 
the contrary, a diplopia cannot usually be obtained, even when the retina of the 
deviated eye has not yet become in a high degree functionally incapacitated. 

The double images, corresponding to the position of the visual lines, are always 
crossed. The relation of their lateral distance to the angle of squint varies in 
many points, and is not yet sufficiently explained in every direction, to be formu¬ 
lated into any general law. 

In periodic strabismus divergens the lateral distance of the double images 
generally corresponds to the degree of deviation. If the object of fixation is 
gradually approximated in the median plane beyond the limit of the region of con¬ 
vergence, its image becomes indistinct at the moment when one visual line remains 
immovable; later it becomes split and the double images diverge from one another 
in proportion as the distance of the object becomes shortened. If then an excur¬ 
sive squinting deviation appears, the double images also become suddenly very 
distant, and here again proportionally to the existing size of the angle of squint. 

In permanent strabismus divergens, which is not too excursive, the double 
images are likewise very distant and their lateral distance sometimes harmonizes 
with the size of the deviation, though sometimes such an agreement cannot he 
found. The latter appears to form the rule in old cases. There also appears quite 
often in old cases of strabismus divergens a remarkable disproportion in the local¬ 
ization of objects in the raising of a vertical screen between both eyes, by which a 
division of the two fields of vision is produced. 

Doubtless many circumstances here act together in a disturbing manner. On the one side 
the material changes in the muscular structure are to be taken into account, which have in¬ 
creased differently in different cases and must essentially confuse the co-ordination of the 
deviated eye. Then we not uncommonly meet with an impediment in the circumstance that 
it is often very difficult for the patient to maintain the mutual position of both eyes, when he 
directs the attention to the double images or to both objects separated by the screen, in order 
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to estimate their lateral distance. The eyes here very easily become subject to a very irregular, 
jerking motion, by which the retinal images are naturally displaced also. Finally, a further 
disturbance proceeds from the indistinct perception of the phantom image belonging to the 
squinting eye or of the object situated on this side of the screen. In consequence of this 
indistinct perception the struggle between the two retinas is as a rule decided in favor of the 
fixing eye, so that the impressions of the squinting eye are but momentarily perceived. 

By reason of these disturbing influences, even very intelligent patients, who are already 
practiced in experimenting, often find it entirely out of their power to estimate even in an 
approximatively correct manner the existing lateral distance of the double images of a fixed 
object. If a screen is erected between both eyes, the patient sees the two objects each on its 
respective side, perceives also their gradual approximation, but is uncertain in his estimate of 
their mutual distance to such a degree that he is not in a position to decide at once whether 
the distance is great or small. It is here of considerable moment, that the patients are not 
usually able to perceive the screen on the side of the squinting eye, and that the object here 
situated soon disappears, when by unaltered position of the squinting eye the screen is brought 
near. 

Equally indistinct to the patient in old cases is usually the perspective of the phantom 
image belonging to the squinting eye, and when a vertical screen is placed before it, also the 
distance of the object in question. Still an approximation and diminution of these images was 
repeatedly estimated, which is connected with their position upon more eccentric portions of 
the external halves of the retina, and is explained by the direct perception of perspective 
founded in the conditions of organization of the retina. 

If we combine everything hitherto mentioned, we cannot for a moment doubt 
that the deviation of divergent squint, unlike the convergent form, in binocular 
vision brings along with it an absence of co-ordination of the squinting eye in and 
for itself, and that this absence of co-ordination later in the disease is very much 
influenced by the material changes in the muscular structure, as well as by many 
other circumstances. 

This change of the false co-ordination in old cases of divergent strabismus manifests 
itself also as a rule in monocular vision with the squinting eye. When the sound eye is 
covered, the patient as a rule in pointing at an object situated in the median plane, misses it. 
Generally he fails towards the side of the healthy eye. Still it also happens, that the finger, 
when rapidly thrust forward, passes by the object towards the side of the squinting eye. In 
one case of the latter kind the tenotomy of the squinting muscle was performed with an 
unsatisfactory result. 

In monocular vision, the squinting eye in recent cases of permanent divergent 
squint and of periodic strabismus divergens is just as well co-ordinated as under 
normal conditions, the patient fails but seldom in thrusting at an object, and can 
accomplish his work without intermission, provided the functional energy of the 
retina be normal, as a proof that the absence of co-ordination of the squinting eye 
is connected with its deviation, i.e., disappears when the squinting eye is directed 
correctly towards an object. 

7. The deviation of squint and the absence of co-ordination of the squinting eye 
occasioned by it exclude binocular vision; the images belonging to the squinting eye, 
of objects situated in the common field of vision, are completely suppressed under 
the action of both retinae, the retina therefore of the deviated eye performs its 
functions merely with a more or less wide zone of its inner periphery. Still even 
here the absence of co-ordination is from the commencement strongly marked under 
all circumstances. Where double images of a monocularly fixed object appear, 
either spontaneously or by the aid of certain manoeuvers, this is of course the case. 
Where, however ^binocular, diplopia does not make itself felt, this follows from a 
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simple experiment. In fact such patients cannot give any definite information con¬ 
cerning the position of objects, -which are moved round in the monocular visual 
field of the squinting eye, while the other eye fixes an object, even when they are 
still to some extent able to see the object of the squinting eye distinctly. 

8. The region of suppression of the retina of the deviated eye is generally very 
extensive in divergent squint. "Within its range, a very considerable torpidity of 
the retinal elements, and therefore a central anaesthesia usually manifests itself 
much earlier than in convergent squint. The limits of the latter can then be some¬ 
times very exactly determined, and appears sometimes distinct, sometimes diffused. 

Not uncommonly, however, we also meet with cases, in which the functional dis¬ 
turbance extends over the entire retina and becomes a true amblyopia. 

9. If there is absence of co-ordination in the divergent squinting eye, the devia¬ 
tion cannot, as in convergent squint, be occasioned by a voluntary, and therefore 
conscious innervation, even if in the normal condition there existed the power to 
produce and maintain considerable differences of the visual lines voluntarily, and 
not merely forcibly by abducting prisms. The divergent squint must consequently 
be placed to the account of an involuntary, and therefore unconscious process, which 
however as little excludes the feeling of deviation as in spasms. 

It has been hitherto almost universally believed that the cause must be sought in 
an insufficiency of the internal recti muscles, i. in a diminution of the actual or 
potential functional energy of the muscles of convergence. Against the basis of a 
muscular weakness, however, overpowering objections can be raised. 

First, such a condition could be employed as explanation for those gradual deviations, 
which the squinting eye often undergoes by approximation of an object situated in the median 
plane within the limit of binocular fixation. But if an insufficiency of the muscles themselves 
were manifested in this deviation, then a relatively increased innervation to convergence would 
have to be introduced for every object situated beyond that limit, and consequently a con¬ 
fusion in the estimate of the perspective must result; the object in question must be seen at 
all distances smaller and nearer, which is not the case. In the same manner the insufficiency 
in changing the direction of vision in the course of the one or the other internal rectus muscle 
must be made manifest by excursive limitation of the eye and by a false estimate of the direc¬ 
tion of the point of fixation, whether a monocular or binocular visual act takes place. Such 
an absence of co-ordination, however, is only met with as a matter of experience in old cases, 
especially where material changes in the muscular structure are to be assumed or demonstrated. 

Still less can the excursive squinting deviations be made to agree with a muscular insuf¬ 
ficiency. One visual line deviates as a ride far beyond the measure of convergence, which is 
still easily produced and maintained by the patient in question, with a corresponding distance 
of the object, and frequently the reciprocal position of the visual lines becomes a divergent 
one, while the range of convergence is still very considerable. How finally are the excursive 
squinting deviations to be explained, which appear when the eye is not fixed and during dis¬ 
tant vision, while the patient fixes binocularly nearer objects easily and continuously. 

If an insufficiency is at the bottom of the divergent squint, it cannot affect the 
muscular structure, at least so long as tlie strabismus remains pure, but only its 
conditions of innervation. For the excursive squinting deviations, an abducting 
innervation must moreover be assumed as cause, for they cannot be explained merely 
by the yielding of an internal rectus muscle, but must be regarded- as active effects 
of the abducting muscles. 

Till further fundamental investigations admit of a definite opinion concerning 
the character of strabismus divergens, we must assume, in accordance with all tliat 
has been stated, that in the divergent deviation of the squinting eye, there is mam- 
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DIVERGENT SQUINT. 833 

fested a disturbance of those co-ordinate conditions which, in the normal state, 
connect fixed amounts of accommodation and convergence with each other. 

This disturbance of co-ordination in fact manifests itself very distinctly by the 
considerable overbalance of the abducting ability of the eyes as opposed to the 
amount of adduction disposable at a fixed distance of the object. 

In the normal state, in observing distant objects, and therefore with parallelism of the optical 
axes, only very weak prisms with the base inwards are overcome; the voluntary turning outwards 
of the eye seems under such circumstances very limited; but it increases, and so much the 
stronger prisms are borne without diplopia by voluntary tension of the external recti muscles 
in question, the nearer the object approaches the eyes in the median line. The voluntary 
adduction always overbalances under all circumstances, and with the same distance of the 
object much stronger prisms with the base outwards are always overcome by voluntary turn¬ 
ing-in of the eye, than prisms with the base inwards by voluntary abduction ; only in the 
neighborhood of the accommodative near-point are the adduction and abduction which can be 
produced by prisms, usually equivalent. In the cases in which the way has been prepared for 
strabismus divergens, or in which it has already appeared in the periodic form, this relation 
is reversed in favor of abducting ability; at the distance of the usual occupations prisms 
with the base inwards are overcome, which have a far greater, often double and treble as large 
a refracting angle, than those prisms which are borne with the base outwards without causing 
diplopia; even for great distances the abduction still often overbalances, so that tolerably 
strong prisms with the base inwards are still overcome, while very weak prisms with the base 
outwards produce incurable diplopia. These appearances are manifested in an especially dis¬ 
tinct manner, when the visual plane is horizontal or even inclines upwards (Oraefe). 

Causes.—Strabismus divergens is accompanied by myopia in more than half the 
cases. This error of refraction has hence for a long time been connected etiologi- 
cally with divergent squint, and ophthalmologists have sought to explain the 
deviation in part directly from the need of extreme convergence {Beer), but in part 
from the resistance to the action of the internal straight muscles, which, in elonga¬ 
tion of the eyeball and especially when a large staphyloma posticum is present, 
proceeds so much the more from a displacement of the centre of rotation, as the 
angle, which the visual line makes with the axis of the cornea, is under such con¬ 
ditions often very small, and sometimes even negative, and therefore the necessity 
for work of the muscles of convergence is perceptibly increased {Bonders, Schuer- 
nan, Graefe). 

Experience shows that strabismus divergens may be referred to the increased 
resistance to convergence, since this form of squint is found in a very small percen¬ 
tage of numbers in school-children, where large posterior scleral staphylomata only 
exceptionally occur {II. Golm), but is usually developed much oftener during the 
period of youth or even in mature manhood, particularly in individuals whose 
occupation requires close application for near objects, and since in many oases the 
development of divergent strabismus coincides very closely with the appearance or 
with the rapid increase of a staphyloma posticum. On the contrary, however, the 
fact is of great importance, that the same resistance, which renders a great degree of 
convergence difficult, is also opposed to excursive divergent squint; the cases of 
myopia accompanied by strabismus extemus can only in about half the cases be 
reckoned as of a high degree, and only a small part of them seem to be combined 
with posterior scleral staphylomata of a width of more than half the breadth of the 
papilla. In addition comes the fact, that among the myopes with divergent squint 
there are not a few, whose eyes are in a morbid condition, which in and for them¬ 
selves, without combination with myopia, may originate or at least favor divergent 
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834 DIVERGENT SQUINT. 

squint. Moreover it should not be overlooked that among the eases of divergent 
squint we also meet with hypermetropes and emmetropes with perfectly healthy eyes. 

Among 4,000 eye-patients of all ages there were 350 myopes, 399 hypermetropes and 43 
cases of divergent squint. Of the 350 myopes 37 squinted outwards, or about 7 '7$. On the 
other hand, the proportion of the myopes to the entire number of cases of divergent squint was 
somewhat more than 64$. Among these there were only 14 in which the refraction rose above 

and 4 in which a staphyloma posticum exceeding in diameter half the width of the papilla 
could be demonstrated. In two cases only the squinting eye was myopic, on account of the 
development of a staphyloma posticum, and the other eye was emmetropic. In 3 cases there 
were maculae corneae on both sides, in one case it existed on one side, and in 3 cases there was 
cataract of the squinting eye. The number of pure cases of binocular myopia was therefore 
reduced to 19, i. e., to more than 45$. 

Of the 399 hypermetropes 7 squinted outwards, i.e., 1.75,1 On the contrary, the proportion 
percent, of hypermetropes among the cases of divergent squint was 16.6$. The degree of 
hypermetropia here varied between -214- and but rose above in negative direction only in 
3 cases. Morbid conditions of the eye were here entirely wanting. 

In 8 cases, i. e., in about 19$ of the cases of divergent squint, there was emmetropia, yet the 
eyes were healthy in only two cases, in 3 cases there were found maculae corneae on both sides, 
and one case each of phthisis corneae, macula cornese with cataracta centralis, and retrogressive 
total cataract of the squinting eye. 

If we connect all this together, we are again forced to the conclusion, that the 
original cause for strabismus extemus cannot be so well sought in anomalous condi¬ 
tions of the eyes and their muscles, i.e., not in any existing errors of refraction, 
opacities of the dioptric media, etc., but must lie much deeper, in morbid conditions 
of innervation of the muscles of convergence. This is in accordance with the 
experience that divergent squint not very uncommonly appears suddenly after severe 
diseases, particularly after affections of the brain, meningitis, etc. In agreement 
therewith stands also the result of a number of investigations (Graefe), according 
to which there is reason for believing that the power of abduction of the eyes is in 
very many cases considerably superior to the power of adduction not only in 
myopia but otherwise, and that this incongruity is not uncommonly inherited; 
further, it is exactly such cases which furnish the greatest contingent to the category 
of divergent squint, since the disposition to strabismus extemus increases in the 
same measure as in a special case the adduction is surpassed by the abduction. 

If this is correct, then the myopia, the binocular opacities of the dioptric media, 
and in a certain sense also a higher degree of astigmatism (Pagenstecher, Dobrowolshj), 
as well as hypermetropia, may be considered as being in pathogenetic connection 
with the strabismus clivcrgens, in so far as these conditions increase the necessity 
for convergence either directly or in behalf of enlargement of the retinal images, 
and thus permitting the disturbance of innervation already typified which is inde¬ 
pendent of it to become more easily and therefore more frequently manifest. The 
proportionally frequent appearance of strabismus externus is then very naturally 
explained in morbid conditions, which make the binocular visual act impossible or 
less valuable, even if not disturbing, particularly in very different states of refrac¬ 
tion of both eyes, in monolateral opacities of the dioptric media, in transient 
paralysis of separate muscles {Graefe), after severe operative interference on one eye, 
in monocular blindness, etc. 

Having premised this much, the fact does not seem wonderful that conditions of 
the eyes, apparently perfectly similar, occasion sometimes divergent squint, some¬ 
times convergent squint, and sometimes neither. It is then of considerable moment, 
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DIVEBGENT SQUINT. S35 

how in a given case the power of adduction and abduction of the patient is 
determined. 

Course.—a. Strabismus divergens is usually developed very gradually, particu¬ 
larly when myopia has any part in causing it. The insufficiency of the power of 
convergence first manifests itself merely in more rapid fatigue of the eyes, particu¬ 
larly when the occupation of the patient requires continuous fixation of near objects. 
Hypereemic conditions then soon appear, accompanied by the feeling of tension, 
fulness and real pain, which force the patient to rest the eyes for some time. If 
the work is continued, the affection becomes very similar to accommodative asthen¬ 
opia ; still the retinae in muscular asthenopia do not have to contend with circles of 
dispersion and too small images, but with the latter and double images. The 
patients are therefore accustomed to complain not so much of an increase in the 
width and indistinctness of the borders of the neighboring letters, but rather of a 
convergence and running into one another of these letters, corresponding to the 
immovable condition of the squinting eye under greater demands for convergence. 
In individual cases the patient may aid himself for some time by removing the 
object further from the eye. As a rule, however, this means succeeds much less in 
muscular asthenopia than in the accommodative form. Many patients therefore 
prefer, from the first, or as soon as symptoms of indistinctness appear, to close the 
weaker eye or cover it with the hand. Many move the object also towards the 
affected side and consequently fix with corresponding lengthening of the internal 
rectus in question, and thus diminish its necessity for work (Oraefe). But still by 
these means only a very transient alleviation is wont to be obtained ; as a matter of 
experience a lengthy interruption of work and even the nightly rest does not suffice 
iu muscular asthenopia to establish a considerable continuance of the functional 
energy; the energy of the converging movements, once sunken, rises again much 
more slowly and with more difficulty than that of the muscle of accommodation. 

Gradually one eye moves more outwards, an excursive squint appears, which at 
first is wont to be connected with diplopia, and generally immediately disappears 
when the patient looks away from the object of his occupation, and hence it 
remains for a long time unnoticed by those surrounding the patient. With con¬ 
tinued work this excursive deviation becomes more frequent, while the phantom 
image of the squinting eye is suppressed more and more easily, and thus renounces 
its disturbing influence. If astlienopic troubles had existed they disappear, and for 
the patient there has arisen from this squint an essential alleviation of the visual 
act. Finally the squinting eye, even during the non-working hours, moves into the 
pathological position from every slight cause, and at last the strabismus becomes 
permanent. 

b. In another series of cases, especially where confusion in binocular vision takes 
place, strabismus divergens is developed more or less quickly or even suddenly, 
without asthenopia having preceded it. It appears here also at first periodically as 
a rule, but with excursive deviation, generally without the patient having been 
specially annoyed by diplopia, since the suppression of the phantom image under 
such circumstances usually succeeds easily. At first the person squinting has still 
very often a tolerable amount of power over the muscles, and can still correct the 
false position of the eye without difficulty and for a considerable length of time. 
Sooner or later, however, this influence grows constantly less and the strabismus 
becomes permanent. 
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836 DIVERGENT SQUINT. 

Results.—It is not definitely settled whether strabismus divergens, when it has 
already appeared in the form of excursive deviations, can spontaneously recede, that 
is to say, whether it can be outgrown. At any rate, the firm establishment and 
gradual increase of the squinting deviation forms the rale. Experience show's that 
degeneration of the muscles concerned, central anaesthesia of the retina, and finally 
real amblyopia occur much more easily and quickly in strabismus divergens than in 
convergent squint. 

Treatment.—We aim from the first at prevention of the affection, and in cases 
where the actual conditions cause us to suspect the development of a strabismus 
divergens, or where the symptoms of muscular asthenopia already manifest them¬ 
selves, our efforts should be especially directed to a lessening of the necessity for 
convergence and to the doing away with all that may confuse or hinder in any 
manner single binocular vision. 

To this end all occupations which make great demands on the muscles of con¬ 
vergence must be limited as much as possible, or at least the circumstances be made 
to assume a more favorable form. In so far it is sometimes necessary to regulate 
the illumination and improve any bad posture which the patient may be subject to, 
etc. In the majority of cases, however, we shall be compelled to neutralize existing 
errors of refraction, or at least to correct them so far that the patient is enabled to 
remove the objects of his work somewhat farther from the eye. According to the 
nature of the special case, cylindrical, convex, and, in higher degrees of myopia, 
concave glasses are naturally to be used. In fact we sometimes in this way succeed 
in banishing the asthenopic troubles of the patient and preventing the development 
of the strabismus. Generally, however, the glasses prove insufficient, since the occu¬ 
pation does not admit of the removal of the object to the necessary extent, or it 
may be that the shortness of the arms or the diminution of the retinal images acts 

as a hindrance. 
In such cases we may try to lessen the necessary amounts of convergence by ab¬ 

ducting prisms with the base inwards. These prisms, in case they disturb in a 
troublesome manner the co-ordinate relations of the muscular apparatus of conver¬ 
gence and accommodation, are naturally to be combined with spherical glasses, 
which lower the amounts of accommodation to the corresponding degree. The 
rules for these corrections have already been mentioned sufficiently in the chapter 
on the errors of refraction. There remains therefore only to point out that for con¬ 
tinuous work in general only those prisms are applicable whose refracting angle is 
not greater than 3° or at most 4°, since in stronger prisms the chromatic aberration, 
the distortion of objects situated laterally and the reflexion of light, become very 
perceptible, without any reference to their troublesome weight. Therefore it is 
advisable under all circumstances to place prisms before both eyes, and thus divide 
the necessary refractive value between two prisms. As a rule, we shall succeed 
with prisms of 2“—3° placed before each eye. The choice is determined by direct 

experiment. 

It is hardly necessary to mention, that the combination of a prism with a convex or eon- 
«ave lens must be made only for the experiment in the narrow sense of the word. For use the 
necessary lenticular curvatures must be ground upon the surfaces of the prisms. Such glasses 
were first introduced into science under the name of dissecting glasses (Briiclce), and gave the 
first impulse to the more exact investigation of muscular asthenopia and of the means applica¬ 
ble to its cure. 
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DIVERGENT SQUINT. 837 

On the whole, we should expect but slight success even from prismatic glasses, 
as they exert no influence upon the actual original affection, and, as has already 
been mentioned, alter the range of convergence of the individual in question but 
little or not at all. The prospect of a re-establishment of the normal condition 
becomes so much the less probable, when even at work, excursive deviations have 
perhaps already become manifest. Here we but rarely succeed in re-establishing 
permanently the single binocular vision. In such cases therefore it becomes ex¬ 
tremely necessary to oppose the development of central anaesthesia by systematic 
exercise in vision of the squinting eye, and to hinder its passing into actual amblyopia, 
in order on the one hand to maintain the visual field of the patient as wide as 
possible, but on the other hand to keep a reserve for the patient in case the healthy 
eye should be injured. 

In one case of a 9 years old child, whose right eye had become affected by divergent strabis¬ 
mus in the second year of life in consequence of hydrocephalus, the power of vision was by 
such exercise not merely so far increased that the patient could read fine print easily and con¬ 
tinuously, but the squint also disappeared. After several months of apparent cure there 
occurred a large extravasation of blood into the vitreous humor, which stopped up the pupil¬ 
lary region completely and the divergent squint immediately reappeared. 

In consequence of the insufficiency of the means before mentioned, it was found 
necessary to bring about the correction of divergent strabismus by operative inter¬ 
ference, and to extend the indication for the tenotomy to muscular asthenopiia. 
Recently encouraged by apparent success, the tenotomy of the external rectus is 
recommended as a means of hindering the increase of myopia, and even of dimin¬ 
ishing the degree of myopia already existing. Still we must well consider before 
undertaking such a procedure, that the co-ordination of the eye in question is by 
the tenotomy essentially changed, and every prospect of a re-establishment of single 
binocular vision act is destroyed for ever. The operation leads not very uncom¬ 
monly to extremely troublesome binocular diplopia which lasts for a long time, 
and resists all means for its relief. That this does not always occur is explained by 
the fact, that in strabismus divergens the ability to suppress the impressions of the 
squinting eye is commonly early developed to a great extent, and that the region of 
suppression is generally very extensive, and thus not only the physician, but also 
the patient, is very easily deceived concerning the service rendered by the operation. 

The tenotomy is nothing hut a pure cosmetic operation which may conceal the squint, 
hit can never cure it. Therefore it appears justified only where we are dealing with 
a disfiguring and permanent strabismus, and every prospect of restoring single 
binocular vision has disappeared. 

The same rules hold good for the operation, as in convergent squint. Still the 
final effect of equally graduated tenotomies of the external recti muscles, par¬ 
ticularly in old cases where material changes in the muscular structure already have 
occurred, is much less evident to the eyes than in tenotomies of the interni; hence 
the advice, in every excursive divergent squint, to combine the advancement of the 
antagonist with the tenotomy of the squinting muscle, is of great weight 
(Schweigger). 

If double images make their appearance after such an operative procedure, 
which trouble the patient very much, there remains nothing to be done but by the 
means already mentioned, to bring about the method of cure attempted by nature, 
the exclusion of the squinting eye from the act of vision, but to exercise the squint- 
mg eye separately, in order to prevent its falling into an amblyopic condition. 
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This plays a very important part in the symptoms of paralysis of the muscles, and, in 
the greater number of cases, is the symptom most complained of by the patient. It 
is usually the most marked and painful symptom, especially where the deviation, on 
account of its smallness, is not very prominent, and the distance, therefore, of the 
double images from each other is also slight. Under ordinary circumstances, the 
double image of the affected eye is not perceived in any position of the object. The 
sound eye requires to be covered by a deeply-colored glass, or a prism must be used, 
in order to cause the diplopia to appear. These are almost always old cases, with 
great strabismic deviation, where the marked eccentricity of the retinal image, in 
connection with the disturbances of accommodation, very much diminishes the 
clearness of the perceptions of the affected eye, and greatly favors their sup¬ 
pression. 

The amount of deviation of the double images stands, of course, in proportion to 
the size of the angle of deviation. It becomes nothing; the double images unite, 
when the object takes a position for which a certain adjustment of the optic axes is 
still possible. The field of the binocular single vision is not always, then, in pro¬ 
portion to the magnitude of the limitation in motion. Oases frequently occur, where 
the limitation is slight, but the double vision extends over the greater part of the 
whole course of the paralytic muscle, and others, where, in spite of great limita¬ 
tion in motion, diplopia only appears within narrow bounds. Still more, the excur¬ 
sive power in the course of paralyzed muscles may, according to experience, increase 
and decrease, without any enlargement and diminution of the field of binocular 
single vision. (Benedikt.) 

The power of voluntary abduction and adduction comes into consideration here. 
In different persons this is very different, and may be considerably influenced by 
a number of circumstances. Thus it is clear that the innervation directed toward 
correction of the position of the eyes, may easily disappear, or prove insufficient, if 
the urgency for single vision be slight, if the patient easily suppresses the percep¬ 
tions of the deviated retina, and if, at the same time, this suppression is favored by 
diminished acuteness of vision, insufficient accommodation of the eye, very eccentric 
position of the images, and so on. 

The natural conditions of association between the muscle of accommodation and 
the two lateral recti, make themselves known in a very marked way. A corrective 
adduction must succeed much more readily, when the distance of the object, and 
the state of the refraction of the eye, render a very great straining of the accom¬ 
modation necessary. On the contrary, a corrective abduction, together with maxi¬ 
mal relaxation of the accommodation, finds the most favorable conditions. In other 
words, the field of binocular vision will be much larger in hypermetropes, in the 
course of a paralytic internal rectus, if near objects are observed. But a myope 
with partial paralysis of the external rectus will see far objects in a much greater 
proportionate lateral distance from each other, than near ones. 

Here, also, is to be considered, not only the facility or difficulty with which an 
innervation tending toward correction is induced, but also the increased resistance 
which the lateral recti offer to the diametrically opposite movements of the eye, with 
a state of tension or relaxation of the ciliary muscle. Bor example, a hypermetrope, 
in looking at near objects, will only, with the greatest difficulty, make a corrective 
movement of abduction, on account of the unavoidable tension of the internal recti. 
Yet, under normal circumstances, it is seen that the excursive power of the globes 
in the course of the external recti, is greater, in a parallel position of the two visual 
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844 PARALYSIS 03? OCULAR MUSCLES. 

lines; that is, in distant vision, when the internet recti are less tense, than when 
convergent. (Hering.) 

If the voluntary correction of the paralytic deviation can not, from any cause,' 
be made, the innervation directed to secure this end soon ceases, and the affected 
globe takes a position which corresponds to the impaired muscular equilibrium; 
that is, it deviates the more from the normal, the farther the paralysis has advanced, 
the greater demands are made on the paralyzed muscle, and the greater resistances 
this has to contend against. We may see this deviation very distinctly, if a volun¬ 
tarily-induced correction be suddenly removed by placing a prism before the eye, 
which can not be overcome. 

In correspondence with the laws of the identical visual direction, the relation 
of the visual lines and the position of certain meridians to each other, may be 
measured from the situation of tlie double images, which are cast upon the retina 
from an object properly fixed with one eye. But, if we wish to avoid the trouble¬ 
some calculations which changed conditions of projection induce, it is necessary to 
see to it, that the surface of the object always remains normal to the ideal visual 
plane, that is, to a plane which would pass through the properly-adjusted visual 
axes, and the base-line. We must first fix the object with the sound eye, having the 
visual axis horizontal, and directed exactly forward, and then note the symptoms. 
Then, for the purpose of employing single muscles, and groups of muscles, instead 
of lifting and sinking the visual plane, the head should be inclined forward or back¬ 
ward, while the visual plane remains unchanged in a horizontal position. In order 
to still further diminish the influence which convergence of the visual axes exerts 
upon the inclinations of the meridians, it is advisable to place the object at a distance 
of several steps off. 

This moreover is necessary, because the binocular visual space in positions of 
convergence is limited even under normal conditions, and causes double images 
when the glance is directed very laterally and at the same time upwards or down¬ 
wards towards near objects. 

If, in this way, the deviation of the visual axes and of the vertical line of sepa¬ 
ration of the affected eye, for the given directions of vision, be made out with cer¬ 
tainty, the premises arc furnished, to come to a conclusion as to the seat and extent 
of the paralysis. Yet we cannot be too careful here, especially when we are 
dealing with false inclinations of tlie meridians, since there are many circum¬ 
stances which render the solution of the problem very difficult. Thus the normal 
meridian inclinations, which accompany certain directions of the vision, must be 
considered. Nor should we overlook the fact that abnormal resistances and posi¬ 
tions of the points of rotation, as well as displacements of the resulting course, 
with an irregular paralysis of single bundles of one muscle or of a group of muscles, 
may be of importance. We should also remember that it is often very difficult to 
secure exact horizontal or perpendicular movements of the fixating eye without 
movements of the head at the same time ; and the statements of the patients as to 
the situation of the double images is very untrustworthy. 

a. If a lateral rectus alone be paralyzed, the visual axis of the eye to which it 
belongs, with a primary position of the other, deviates horizontally from the object 
of fixation, in the course of the antagonist. If the gaze in the course of the para¬ 
lyzed muscle be turned horizontally to one side, the affected globe follows the 
healthy one, for a certain distance, but always remains behind the latter, and if 
there be a complete paralysis of the muscle, does not pass beyond the median posi- 
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tion. The rotation is, then, on both sides around a vertical axis, and only a little 
less on the affected side. The two retinal images are therefore of the same height, 
but thrown upon different horizontal meridians, and appear about parallel to each 
other, and equally high, but crossed or homonymous, according as the internal or 
external rectus may be paralyzed. If now, while the ideal visual plane maintains 
the horizontal position, the head be moved greatly forward or backward, so that 
the former appears relatively raised or sunken, the visual axis will again remain 
behind, if the gaze be turned laterally in the course of the paralyzed muscle. 

Consequently, the vertical meridians of the two retinas will not be parallel, since 
this is possible only with parallel visual axes, but in accordance with Listing’s law, 
the one retina, in comparison to the other, will be distorted. In unison with this, 
the double images of a line vertical to a horizontal ideal visual plane will seem 
inclined to each other, always providing that all the fibers of the affected muscle 
are equally paralyzed, and that its resulting direction of action has undergone no 
great change. 

If an external rectus muscle is paralyzed, and if a distant object situated in the median 
plane is to be fixed when the eyes are innervated for the primary position of the eyes, the 
visual line of the diseased eye turns away from the point of fixation towards the side of the 
healthy eye on account of the overbalance of the internus, and hence homonymous and parallel 
double images of the same height are perceived. The overbalance of the internal rectus, and 
therefore the lateral distance of both double images, also decreases or disappears when the 
glance is turned vertically upwards or towards the side of the healthy eye. On the contrary, 
the overbalance of the internus and with it the distance of the double images increases, when 
the glance is turned vertically downwards, or in any direction out of the median plane towards 
the side of the affected eye. In diagonal directions of the glance towards the side of the 
paralyzed muscle, a false inclination of the meridian then occurs. If the glance is turned out 
from the primary position of the eyes diagonally upwards and towards the diseased side, the 
axis of rotation of the paralyzed eye approximates the horizontal direction more than that of 
the healthy eye, the longitudinal median sections of both retinas converge upwards, hence the 
double images diverge upwards on account of their being homonymous. If, on the contrary, 
the glance is turned downwards and towards the side of the paralyzed muscle, the axis of 
rotation of the affected eye again lies more horizontally than that of the healthy eye; while 
the vertical, longitudinal median section of the latter inclines very far outwards, the longitudi¬ 
nal median section of the paralytic eye is inclined but a little inwards, and the double images 
must correspondingly converge upwards, on account of their being homonymous. If an 
internal rectus is paralyzed, the visual line of the corresponding eye with innervated primary 
position turns away from the point of fixation towards the side of the latter, on account of 
overbalance of the externus, and hence diverges from the visual line of the other eye; con¬ 
sequently we get crossed double images, of the same height and parallel. The overbalance of 
the externus and therefore the lateral distance of the double images diminish, when the 
glance is turned vertically downwards or towards the side of the affected eye ; on the contrary, 
the overbalance of the externus and the lateral distance of the double images increase, when 
the glance is turned vertically upwards or in any direction out of the median plane towards 
the side of the healthy eye. In diagonal directions of the glance towards the side of the 
healthy eye, false inclinations of the meridian again prevail, since the axis of rotation of the 
diseased eye is less distant from the horizontal than that of the healthy eye. If the glance is 
turned diagonally upwards and towards the sound side, the vertical lines of division of both 
retinae diverge upwards; the two double images should converge upwards, but seem again 
divergent because they are crossed. In a diagonal direction of the glance downwards and 
towards the sound side, the vertical lines of division of the two retinae on the contrary con¬ 
verge upwards, just as the crossed double images also do. 

b. If a superior or inferior rectus is alone paralyzed, the visual line of the 
affected eye in the primary position of the healthy eye turns upwards or down- 
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846 PAEALYSIS 01? OCULAB MUSCLES. 

wards, accordingly as the rectus inferior or superior suffers; at the same time this 
eye usually experiences a small deviation outwards, owing to the overbalance of the 
coordinated oblique muscle, while a false inclination of the meridian simul¬ 
taneously appears, since the axis of rotation of the affected eye is different from 
that of the sound eye. In innervation of the primary position therefore double 
images of dissimilar height appear, which at a slight lateral distance are crossed 
and stand a little oblique to one another. These deviations increase, when the 
glance is turned out of the primary position into a direction which calls upon the 
active participation of the paralyzed muscle; they decrease when the direction of 
the glance changes in the opposite sense. 

If a superior rectus is paralyzed, then in the innervated primary position of the eyes a 
crossed phantom-image standing higher appears, of a slight lateral distance, which is some¬ 
what inclined to the image of the fixing eye, and diverges slightly with the upper end. If the 
glance is turned horizontally towards the healthy side or in any direction downwards, the 
difference in height and width, like the inclination of the double images, diminishes rapidly, 
and soon entirely disappears. On the contrary, these differences increase when the glance is 
turned horizontally towards the side of the affected eye or in any direction upwards. The 
difference in height of the double images reaches, in an innervated lifting of the visual plane, 
the maximum, when the glance is directed towards the side of the affected eye ; on the con¬ 
trary, the obliquity appears most evident when the glance is turned towards the sound side. 

If an inferior rectus is paralyzed, then in the innervated primary position of the eyes the 
crossed phantom image of the affected eye, with slight lateral distance, stands somewhat lower, 
and converges slightly upwards with the image of the sound eye. These deviations diminish 
and soon disappear, when the glance is turned towards the sound side or in any direction up¬ 
wards ; on the contrary, they increase when the glance is turned towards the affected side or 
in any direction downwards. The difference in height reaches a maximum, when the glance, 
with depressed visual plane, is turned towards the side of the affected eye ; on the contrary, the 
obliquity appears greatest when the glance, with depressed visual plane, is turned towards the 
sound side. 

c. If an oblique muscle alone be paralyzed, the circumstances are to a certain 
extent changed from those in paralysis of the associated recti. For example, we 
will suppose that a superior oblique is paralytic. The visual axis of the affected 
eye (there being a primary position of the sound one) will deviate a very little 
upward and inward (Oraefe), and the retina will undergo a slight rolling outward. 
The double images will then be on the same side—homonymus—that belonging to 
the affected eye will be somewhat lower down, and will converge upward with the 
other. Moreover, the image of the healthy eye seems to stand somewhat nearer and 
to be so inclined towards the body of the patient, that its upper end seems to he 
farther away. These differences decrease, when the object is turned towards the 
side of the affected eye or in any direction upwards; they increase, -on the contrary, 
when the glance is turned towards the healthy side or in any direction downwards. 
The vertical distance, with diminution of the lateral distance and of the obliquity 
of the phantom image, reaches its maximum, when the glance is directed very 
much downwards and towards the healthy side. On the contrary, the obliquity 
becomes the greatest with decrease in the vertical and lateral distance, when the 
glance is turned strongly downwards and towards the side of the affected eye 
(Graefe, Schuft). 

If an inferior oblique muscle is paralyzed, the relations are reversed, in so far as the 
phantom image of the affected eye stands higher and diverges, and moreover the differences 
are more strongly manifested by elevation of the visual plane, but disappear when the glance 
is lowered. 
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d. If several muscles of the same eye are paralyzed at once, the sound eye being 
in the primary position, and the direction of the gaze in the course of the paralytic 
group of muscles, the deviation of the visual axes and the rotation always occurs in 
the resultant of the antagonistic muscles. It varies according as the course of the 
intended rotation approaches the direction of action of one or the other paralytic 
muscles, and according as the paralysis is distributed evenly or unevenly over the 
group in question. ' On the whole, then, the conditions appear somewhat involved. 
Yet the laws governing the movements of the eyes, and of identical vision, furnish 
the means of determining the deviations of the visual axes, and of the position of the 
meridians in the various directions of the vision, from the reciprocal situation of the 
double images, as well as the extent of the paralysis, provided always that the 
examination be made with a horizontal ideal plane (in order to keep the extremely 
complicated conditions of projection out of the estimation); and besides this, the 
directions of the vision are only horizontal and vertical. 

If all the muscles of the eye, supplied by the oculo-motorius—third pair—are para¬ 
lyzed (and this is a very frequent occurrence), the opening of the palpebral fissure 
becomes very difficult or impossible. The lower border of the upper lid is much 
lower than that of the healthy eye, and it can only he lifted up to a certain hight, whei 
the affected eye alone is used. It can be better done than when we attempt to open 
both eyes at the same time. Opening the lids can often be accomplished only with 
the aid of the muscles of the forehead. The globe of the eye seems somewhat promi¬ 
nent, and turned outward on account of the preponderance of the rectus externus. 
Its mobility is limited or removed in all directions, except outward and downward. 

If the gaze be turned from the median position, horizontally, toward the sound 
eye, this deviation outward is always more distinct; but if the gaze be directed 
upward, in complete paralysis, the visual axis of the affected eye does not follow at 
all. On the contrary, if it be turned downward, the affected eye only follows slightly, 
and immediately deviates somewhat outward. In consonance with this, the double 
images appear crossed, in the primary position of the sound eye, and the lateral dis¬ 
tance from each other increases with the amount of the deviation, which the view 
toward the side of the healthy eye undergoes. 

The pupil of the affected eye is, with very rare exceptions, considerably enlarged, 
fixed, and immovable. By means of mydriatios, however, it may be fully dilated. 
The accommodative power is generally removed, although not necessarily so. 

e. When all the muscles of the eye are paralyzed (ophthalmo-plegia paralytica), 
which is almost always coincident with paralysis of other cerebral and spinal nerves, 
we find the globe somewhat pushed forward, completely immovable, and covered 
by the paralyzed upper lid. Its optic axis is exactly forward or a little to the outer 
side. The pupil and accommodation are in the same condition as in complete paraly¬ 
sis of the third pair. (Graefe.) 

3. A necessary result of the paralysis is an inability of the affected eye to find out 
where objects lie. If objects are to be “ fixed,” which lie in the course of the para¬ 
lytic muscle, the patient, on account of the need of greater innervation, projects the 
whole visual field too far away, and consequently grasps beyond t.ie object which he 
wishes to seize. 

This impairment of function is often evinced by dizziness, especially when the 
muscles supplied by the third pair are paralyzed, but less in paralysis of the external 
rectus. The symptom is particularly prominent if the sound eye he covered, and is 
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548 PARALYSIS OP OCULAR MUSCLES. 

then occasionally so troublesome, that the patient is scarcely able to maintain his 

footing. 

4. In order to avoid the extremely annoying diplopia and dizziness, when he can 
not suppress the impression on the affected eye, the patient generally closes it, and 
uses the healthy one alone in fixation. But where he can, he endeavors to bring the 
object at which he wishes to look in such a relative position, by turning the head 
around a perpendicular, horizontal, or oblique axis, that the proper adjustment of 
the two visual lines requires very little or no expenditure of power cn the part of 
the paretic muscle. (Qraefe.) 

If, for example, the eye be less movable toward the right, the patient turns the face, by means 
of the muscle of the neck, to the right, and thus lessens the work of the paralyzed muscle. But 
if excessive contraction of the antagonist has already appeared, the patient holds the head in the 
opposite way, because the suppression of the double image is thus most easily accomplished 
(6iraefe.) 

If a superior rectus muscle is paralyzed, the head is bent backwards ; if on the contrary an 
inferior rectus muscle is paralyzed, the head is inclined downwards. In paralysis of a superior 
oblique muscle, the patient bends the head forward and turns it towards the sound side. 
(Qraefe, Schuft). 

Causes.—Paralysis of the muscles of the eye is never any thing but a symptom. 
It is a mark of extremely different morbid conditions, which affect the muscular 
tissue itself, and prevent it from giving any results from nervous impulses, or ren¬ 
der the conduction of nerve-force in any point of the nerve-tracts, either difficult or 

impossible. 
1. On the basis of this difference, paralysis is divided into spurious and true. The 

latter is again divided, according to the situation of the hindrances to conduction, 

into peripheral and central. 
Atrophy of the muscular tissue should be particularly mentioned among the causes 

of spurious paralysis. This is congenital in exceptional cases. But it is usually a 
result of excessive tension after exophthalmos. It may also occur from the tension 
and permanent inactivity of the antagonist of the squinting muscle in old stra¬ 

bismus. 
The other causes of spurious paralysis are: tendinous degeneration of the squint¬ 

ing muscle; cicatrices on muscles resulting from lacerated wounds; inflammation ot 
the muscle with or without suppuration ; destruction of the muscular tissue occur¬ 

ring in orbital tumors. 
Perhaps lagophthalmos choleriaus is to he classed here, since it is by no means 

ascertained, whether the impairment of sensibility in the cerebrum, or the diminu¬ 
tion of the excitation frem the fifth pair, or the loss of fluids depending on the 
peripheral muscular affection, together with the resistances offered by the dryness 
of the conjunctiva, is the actual cause of this form of spurious paralysis. (Qraefe.) 

2. Orbital abscesses, which injure one or more nervous branches or growths, 
penetrating wounds, &c., are causes of peripheral true paralysis. More frequently, 
however, such a paralysis is caused by rheumatic affections of the nerve-sheaths. 
These rheumatic paralyses are often accompanied by s:milar affections of the orbit 
and its surroundings. These most usually develop very quickly from great change of 
temperature, especially a draught of air. They are generally confined to one side, 
and even to single twigs of a nerve-branch, that is, to single muscles. The paralysis 
may appear, however, on both sides, and upon all the muscles of the globe, ami, at 
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i same time, extend to other cerebral and spinal nerves. In cases of this kind of 
I long standing, the remains of perineuritic disease, with atrophy of the nerve, have 
I been seen. (Graefe.) In some cases, peripheral paralysis may have been caused 
I by syphilitic affections of the orbit, and by participation of the nerve-sheath in the 
I disease. In other cases, where syphilis is the cause, the paralysis is central. 

3. Oerebro-spinal paralysis is at times binocular, and not always of the same 
I severity or extent on both sides, or it is ofien combined with paralysis in the 
I tranches of other cerebral or spinal nerves. It then sometimes affects the whole 
I section of a nerve, and is again confined to single bundles. The causes of this 
I variety of paralysis are about the same with those which have been given in speak- 
ling of amaurosis, and we may refer the reader to them. In some cases, pure 
I mechanical hindrances to conduction may he the cause, such as disturbances of circu- 
llation, morbid substances, or foreign matters in the blood. Yet these are rare 
Inceptions. As a rule, we certainly have proliferative_processes, which bear the 
I character of a true inflammation, or gray atrophy, and are originally seated in the 
I intracranial branches of the nerves, or in the actual point of origin and central con- 
| Meting filaments. 

a. Proliferation in the intracranial portions of the trunks of the nerves occasion- 
ly occurs independently, from very different causes. In the beginning, they are 

I ofien confined to small portions of the nerves, but they «re generally rapidly carriec 
I along the bundles of fibers, and cause the entire trunk to appear changed. Occasion- 
1 ally several intracranial nerves are affected at the same time, or within a short time 
I of each other, without any common central focus being discovered. We must then 
| suppose that there have been a number of foci. (Turck.) 

The process seems more frequently to be secondary, especially as a consequence 
of basilar meningitis. The paralysis of the muscles of the eyes then appears often 

I very early, even before any symptoms of the main affection have distinctly shown 
I themselves, and is usually distinguished by great variability in the symptoms. At the 
1 same time the meningitis can be primary, or be occasioned by other morbid processes, 

thrombosis of the sinus cavernosus {Knapp), or by fractures of the orbit 
I [Mam), by periostitis and syphilis {Leidesdorf), etc. In other cases tumors make 
I their appearance at the base of the skull, e. g., a gliosarcomatous mass in the region 
I of the sella turcica {Leber), the atheromatous degeneration and expansion of the 
I portion of the carotid artery running in the sinus cavernosus {Magni), etc., as ex¬ 
isting cause of the paralysis. The interference in the conducting power is 
I explained, under such circumstances, sometimes by direct passage of the growth to 
I the neurilemma, sometimes by mechanical constriction of the main, trunk in the 
I neighborhood of the mass {Turck). 

b. Actual ‘brain affections sometimes lead to functional disturbances of the 
|motor nerves of the eve, since separate nuclei of origin or central connecting fibres 

1 in the morbid mass itself or in the reactionary girdle surrounding it. The same 
I holds good for the diseases of the spinal cord. Among the latter, tabes dorsalis is 
1 to be first mentioned, since in this disease paralysis of individual muscles frequently 
| makes its appearance very early, or even appears as the first symptom. 

The occurrence of lancinating pains in the extremities is said to be characteristic 
■of this connection. It is also believed that such lancinating pains in the head, 
I when they precede the paralysis of the muscles of the eye, and dimmish in intensity 
I'nth their appearance, point to a central origin {Benedikt).. 
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850 PARALYSIS OF OCULAR MUSCLES. 

T). True cerebral disease occasionally leads immediately to impairments''of the 

functions of the motory ocular nerves, since the origins of the nerves or connecting 

filaments are involved in these diseases. Paralysis of the third cerebral nerves gen¬ 

erally occurs in disease of the crus cerebri, and is then usually combined with 

paralysis of the opposite extremities. (Duchek.) On the other hand, paralysis of the 

facial nerve is generally a result of disease of the pons varolii, and is generally 

accompanied by paralysis of the extremities. (Duchek.') 
Besides, paralysis of each of the motory ocular nerves is met with in the most 

diverse varieties and localizations of cerebral disease, and under conditions which 

cause us to look for the origin of the paralysis only in the primary situation of the 

disease. 

In old persons, where such paralyses more frequently occur, true diseases of the encephalon, 
especially cerebral softening, are the causes of the impairment of the motion of the eye in a much 
larger proportion of cases than in young persons. It is imperatively necessary to consider this 
fact, even if the paralysis be at first confined to a single muscle only. Indeed, it often happens 
that such processes are first indicated by a narrowly circumscribed disease. Such a paralysis 
may even disappear, and several weeks or months afterward it may suddenly occur in a greater 
number of muscles, which will leave no doubt as to the existence of serious cerebral disease. 

In other cases, diseases of the encephalon are only to be regarded as remote 

causes. The true source of the paralysis is either a secondary basilar meningitis, or 

an increased cerebral pressure. The pressure occasionally proceeds from tumors, 

w hich lie on the pons varolii, on the crus cerebri or its immediate vicinity, and onthi 

surface of the cerebrum. In other cases, these parts of the brain themselves swell, 

on account of after-growths, apoplectic clots, &c., in their tissue, or in their sur¬ 

roundings, and press the nerves against the hones, or they cause the larger vascular 

twigs, which interlace with the nerve-trunks, to actually ligate the nerve (Turd), 
or the filaments of connective tissue, which surround the vessels and nerves, and 

are attached to the base of the brain, compress the nerves. Cerebral pressure is 

often to be ascribed to a primary or secondary hydrocephalus. 
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4. In exceptional cases paralysis of individual muscles seems to depend merely on muscular 
anaesthesia, that is, is a result of the removal of muscular sensation. Such a paralysis is tad in 
connection with anaesthesia of sensitive nerve-twigs. It may generally be quickly overcome bj 
peripheral irritation of the anaesthetic twigs. (Graefe.) 

5. We may, finally, merely mentiou the impairments of motion in the ocular muscles, vhicl 
sometimes occur as a result of diphtlieritis of the fauces. 

Course and Results.—These vary exceedingly in individual cases, according to 

the varieties of the primary affections. Rheumatic paralysis usually occurs vet; 

quickly, often in a few hours, or in one night; while central paralysis, especially tha 

depending on compression or primary inflammation of intracranial trunks, usuall 

appears gradually, and perhaps increases. It is not necessary to state that verj 

great deviations from this rule are not rare; this is understood, of course, from tl 

peculiarity of the individual causes. It is, however, worthy of remark, that the prt 

gress of the paralysis is often variously interrupted. The symptoms of paralysis fq 

a time vary in intensity and extent—increase, decrease, disappear, again appear, to 

till finally the condition becomes more stable. Occasionally, also, spasms appe* 

while the paralysis exists or precede it, especially where it is of inflammatory ongu 

when they appear to announce the irritative state preceding the inflammatioi 
t Gi'aefe.) 
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Kecent, or at least cases of paralysis of the muscles of the eye which are not 

old, in case they are not combined with strabismic deviations, are frequently relieved, 

this occurs spontaneously, or with the assistance of appropriate treatment. The 

rheumatic form of paralysis is the most favorable in this respect. In the majority 

of cases this disappears when the circumstances are only moderately favorable. The 

paralysis depending upon primary inflammation of the intracranial portions of the 

oerve-trunks, is not very unfreqnently entirely relieved by a complete removal of the 

iiflammation and of the organic changes caused by it. 

Secondary neuritis and compression of the nerve-trunks, on the contrary, give 

very little hope of the complete removal of a paralysis caused by them, unless the 

lisease may be subdued within a short time, which not unfrequently occurs, where 

syphilis is the original cause. 

The prognosis is the worst, when the symptoms indicate an affection of the cere¬ 

bral or spinal portion of the nerves, because this generally threatens an increase in 

the extent of the paralysis, if not worse results. 

Still the paralysis of the muscles of the eye occurring hi the course of tabes 

dorsalis is often entirely healed, without the main affection ever taking on a 

amilarly favorable course. 

If the paralysis have already existed for some time, or if it he ancient, hope of 

relief, and even of an improvement in the condition, is very slight or none at all. 

On the one hand, the long time which has elapsed shows that the disease has little 

inclination to recede of itself. On the other hand, the paralysis itself is a very fruit¬ 

ful source of secondary affections, which, in their nature, are incurable. To these 

Hong atrophy of the nerve itself, witli atrophy of the paralyzed muscle, fatty 

^generation, relaxation; development of amblyopia from non-nse of the eye, but 

•specially the strabismic deviation of the eye toward the antagonist, or of the other 

?e toward the muscle, corresponding to the antagonist. This strabismic deviation 

b a very frequent result, and appears as a rule to affect the eye having the least visual 

lower. (Q-raefe.) Its proximate cause is the extremely troublesome diplopia and 

vertigo, which the patient seeks to remove in every possible way. 
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foimdii Treatment.—We must first attempt to reach the original disease. Direct treat- 

come bj lent of the paralysis is not justified until the cause is subdued, or at least deprived 

influence on the conduction in the course of the affected nerves. If, then, this 

s, vhicl treatment fails to restore the normal function to the paralyzed muscle, in appropriate 

*es the attempt may be made to increase the relative power of the muscle mechani- 

J, that is, by lessening the resistances to its action. 

1. The principles on which the main disease should be treated, are given in the 

tat-bo#ks for special therapeutics. 

Where rheumatism is the cause, in very recent cases, the use of dry, warm cloths, 

filled with aromatic herbs, and flying blisters, with the internal use of the 

“(fide of potassium, have been recommended. At the same time, the indications 

fringing from the cause are to be carefully fulfilled. These cloths and bags should 

Kw® the eyebrow and temple, and be worn for some time. .The blisters should be 

'taut as large as a copper coin, and be applied daily on some part of the forehead 

I'temple. 

The sprinkling of powdered strychnine or veratrine to i grain, mixed with 

'to 2 grains of sugar or starch, or smearing ointments of these substances, on parts 

deprived of their epidermis by vesicants, is scarcely ever of any use. The so-called 

sweating treatment,” and the use of tartar emetic in small doses, are also superfluous. 
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852 PAKALYSIS OF OCULAB MUSCLES. 

2. After the treatment of the main disease, in oases which are probably rheumatii 

the electric current should be employed. In some cases it does admirably, 

even in the undoubted existence of incurable intracranial disease which can not in 

other respects be improved. It is in this case an important rule to begin with the 

current from the fifth nerve. A direct excitation of the motory nerves of the eye is 

not only superfluous (B. Schulz, SzoJealsM), but also less effectual than one induced 

by reflection from the trifacial. 

The current employed should be just strong enough to cause a slight sensation 

on the affected portion of integument, and always act only for a short time, say 

about half a minute. The strength of the current and the duration of the sitting will 

vary according to the irritability of the patient and of the trifacial nerve. If too great 

an irritation is made, or for too long a time, there will be no result. The improvement 

generally appears in a moment, and disappears just as quickly if the application be not 

properly made. It is therefore well to first use the current for a few seconds only, and 

to see if there be any improvement. If any progress is noticed, the employment of 

the electric stream should be continued. But when there is no further increase in 

mobility, or if after the first few seconds no improvement is seen, the operator 

should stop, and subsequently renew the treatment. 

It is quite certain, that, in the cases where this method of using the electric 

current does not avail, greater irritation does no good, and that it even makes the 

condition worse. It not nnfrequently occurs that no improvement is seen until after 

a number of sittings, and then it rapidly advances. "We should, therefore, not lose 

our courage too soon. But if there is no benefit in two weeks, there is scarcely any 

thing to be hoped from it. The improvement is sometimes seen in an increase of 

the contractile power of the muscle, and of the parts in which there is binocular 

single vision. Again, the power of the muscle increases while the binocular visual 

field does not increase at all. (.Benedilct.) 

It is believed that experience has taught, that irritations of certain branches of the fifth pair 

are particularly adapted for paralysis of certain parts. Thus, in paralysis of the sixth pair 

cens), the result is said to be best, if the copper pole be placed on the forehead, while the region 

of the malar bone is irritated. In paralytic ptosis, the copper pole should be placed on the fore¬ 

head, or applied to the mucous membrane of the cheek by means of a catheter-like electrode, am 

the closed lids stroked with the zinc pole. In paralysis of the superior rectus, rectus internus, Jjj any 
_.1 . X__ U 1 ! ft, .. — .. « nl n r.V ftldrt of Ill A « Aflrt n An V -fVl O ITiTlPr ("'fin- * J m and the two oblique, the zinc pole should be placed on the side of the nose, near the inner can- 

thus. In paralysis of the inferior rectus, it should be moved here-and-theie on the lower orb'.ta 

border, while the copper pole is applied to the forehead. (Benedikt.) [It is claimed that, besides 

the universally conceded value of electricity in paralysis of the ocular muscles, partial elec¬ 

trization with the Faradaic current, the hands of the patient being placed on the negative poki 

and the positive applied over the eye with the hand of the operator, the current passing through 

his body, has a positive beneficial effect in conjunctivitis and inflammations of the lachrymal pas¬ 

sages. (Beard and BocTcwell.)] 

Proper exercise of tie paralytic muscle at the same time is of importance. lot 

this purpose it is well to bandage the healthy eye for some time, often during the 

day, and cause the patient to use the affected one only. At the same time the patient® 

should be instructed to “ fix ” or look at objects which lie in the course of the 

ted muscle and outside of the meridian position. In order to increase the innerva¬ 

tion of the muscle as much as possible, it is very important to choose near object! J^P®* 

for corrections in motions of adduction, and far objects for abduction, and where i 

is necessary to lessen or increase the refraction by the proper convex or concav* 

glasses. 
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For the same purpose, some advise the use of two lines, one of which is fixed by the healthy 
lire, while the other, which is movable, is approached so near the visual line of the affected eye, 
liat the double images unite. Then the second line is gradually pushed away in the course of 
lie paralytic muscle, and the latter thus excited to corrective contractions. (Javal.) 

Others, having the head immovable, bring the object of fixation into a position in which bi- 
liocular single vision is still possible, and then gradually remove it in the course of the paralyzed 
liuscle so far, that the images begin to separate, and the effort for single vision causes a correct- 

e innervation. (Szokalshi.) 

If we wish to correct slight paralytic deviations, the trial of prismatic plane 

5 is recommended, since, if chosen and used properly, they allow binocular 

rision, and perhaps accustom the eyes to work together. If they are to accom- 

plish what we desire of them, their angle of refraction should be, of course, that 

me which requires a slight tension of the paralytic muscle, and one which can be 

up, in order to unite the double images. If the power of the muscle gradually 

icreases, weaker prisms should be chosen, until finally they can be dispensed with. 

Smefe.) 

S. If contraction of the antagonist has already commenced, and it is desired to 

estore the functional activity of the affected muscle, or if a slight degree of paresis 

one or other rectus muscle withstands all attempts to remove it, in slight limita- 

ion of the mobility, we may attempt the stitching forward of the end of the muscle, 

»t in greater limitations the bringing forward by the thread operation. In this 

tsy, with the aid of proper after-treatment, the attainment of correct adjustment 

if both optic axes, with binocular vision, has often been accomplished, or at least a 

annoying position of the muscularly affected eye, with suppression of the 

table images secured. (Graefe.) 
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In general, the hopes of the patient should be very slightly raised, even as to 

V improvement in the appearance. The regulation of the amount of effect from 

operation is very difficult, and even in theory it is not easy, unless we disregard 

mportant factors, sucb as the changed resistance in various states of the accommo- 

taon, &c. We should not overlook the fact that these mechanical influences of the 

ttion of the muscles vary exceedingly after, as well as before, the operation, and 

any correction attained can only he sufficient for certain conditions, 
i. To remove the ptosis of the upper lid,—which often remains after paralysis of 

ocular motor-nerve, hut often, also, occurs alone,—the following proceeding has 

®n lately recommended. First, at the distance of a few millimeters from the edge 

ithe upper lid, a transverse incision is made through the integument of the lid, down 

through Dthe orbicular muscle, and the integument of the lid is separated from the latter 

Ward the edge of the orbit, throughout its entire width. When the orbicularis has 

exposed to a sufficient width, four to five lines of it, corresponding to the gaping 

wad, is to he excised with curved scissors, after it has been drawn out with 

tailed forceps. Then three stitches, at a suitable distance from each other, 

e so to he passed through the remaining muscular bundle and the edges of the 

Wad, that the armed needle is entered near the free edge of the lid, under the 

wry portion of the muscle and out at the wound, then under the muscle at the 

(Per part of the wound, and through the skin near the edge, and tied. Thus a sub- 

•hneous shortening of the upper lid will be attained, the action of the orbicularis 

d, and the action of the levator seconded by the retraction of the lid. If 

® be not enough, if the upper lid he markedly elongated, it will be well to cut out 
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854 PARALYSIS OF OCULAR MUSCLES. 

a crescentic piece of the integument having the first transverse incision as its hasej 
and then apply the sutures. A pressure-bandage is then applied for from twelve tf 
twenty-four hours to favor union by the first intention. (Graefe.) 

Authorities.—Graefe, A. f. 0.1. 1. S. 7, 9-23, 52-81, 433, I. 2. S. 312, et seq.; II. 1. S.! 
284, II. 2. S. 299, III. 1. S. 182-189, 326-386, III. 2. S. 409, VII. 2. S. 24-35, IX. 2. S. 57-62, Xll 
2. S. 198, 202, 265-277; klin. Monatbl. 1863. S. 3, 4, 1864. S. 2-22; Verhandlgn. der Heidelberg 
ophth. Versammlung. 1859. S. 22,—Turck, Zeitschr. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1865. S. 522-532.—/Sf ~ 
ibid. 1854. II. S. 491-504, Ophth. II. S. 1194^1200.—Schuft, [now Waldau] Zur Lehre v. d. Wiril 
ung u. Lahmung der Angeumuskeln. Berlin.—A If. Graefe, A. f. O. 1II. 2. S. 109 ; kl. AnalvsJ 
Motilitatsstorgn. etc. Berlin 1353. S. 17-37, 97-191.—Nagel, A. f. O. VIII. 2. S. 36 
Louden, Anom. d. Aec. u. Eofr. Wien 1S66. S. 502. [Accommodation and Refraction of the Erl 
London, p. 699]. Leidesdorf, Wien. med. Jahrb. 1864. 4. Text, S. 112-118.—Luchel, ibiJ 
Jahresb. S. 23-42.—BenediU, Wochenbl. d. Wien. Aerzte. 1863. S. 351, A. f. 0. X. 1. S. 97-10J 
et seq.—B. Schulz, Wien. med. Woehenschrift. 1862. S. 243.—Paml, kl. Jlonaibl. 1864, S.404.-T 
Pagenstecher u. Sdmisch, kl. Beobaebtungen. II. Wiesbaden 1862. S. 38 — Hirschmann, ibid. Ill 
S. 89, 98.—Bering, verbal communication.—[Beard and Rockwell, Medical use of Electricity, Eel 
York, 1867, p. 50.1 Graefe, Klin. Monatbl. 1867. S. 381; Symptomenlehre d. Augenmuskell 
lahmungen. Berlin.—Bering, Das binoculare Sehen, Leipzig. 1868. 8. 115,144.—Goccirn, Dej 
Meehan, d. Ace. Leipzig. 1868. S. 62.—Manz, A. f. O. XII. 1. S. 1.—Knapp, ibid. XIV. 1. i 
220, 234.—Leber, ibid. XIV. 2. S. 346.— Magni, Rivistaclin. 1868.—Power, Virchow’s Jahrcsta 
1868. S. 478.—Steff'an, Klin. Monatbl. 1867. S. 73. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS. 

A. Congenital excavation of the Optic Nerve, and crescentic Posterior 
Scleral Staphyloma. 

The entrance of the optic nerve is reddened, and surrounded by a ring of connec¬ 
tive tissue. The excavated central portion of the papilla is seen as a bright white 
disc, on whose margin the central vessels slightly curve over, and press the principal 
trunks toward the center. The surface of the posterior scleral staphyloma is 
slightly reddened; its convex border has a fringe of pigment. The fundus is in 
other respects normal. 

The region of the macula-lutea is deeply stained with pigment, and in this 
brownish-gray, somewhat undefined spot, there is an irregular, bright hole or space, 
the fovea centralis. 

B, Apoplectic Neuro-Retinitis, 

The margin of the optic nerve, especially toward the inner side, is very indistinct, 
and the adjacent parts of the retina finely striated in a radiate manner. The veins 
are very tortuous, and of an unevenly dark-red color. There are numerous blood 
extravasations, with their long diameter generally in a radiate course. 

In the region of the macula-lutea a bluish-gray circular spot, surrounded by a 
narrow, sharply defined, bright zone. 

C. Diffusa Neuro-Retinitis. 

The densely-infiltrated retina gives the fundus of the eye a dirty, yellowish-red 
color. The optic-nerve entrance is only to be distinguished on the porus opticus, 
and by the radiated reddish striation of the parts about; its margin being com¬ 
pletely obscured. The retinal vessels are very tortuous, in some spots darker 
colored, at others completely lost, or very, much covered. There are numerous 
blood extravasations. Besides these there are several roundish, dirty-yellow spots, 
partly fringed with pigment, which are to be explained by exudations on the 
posterior surface of the retina, and the changes in the tapetum connected with 
them. 

D, Exudative Neuro-Retinitis. 

Recent and old morbid collections already advanced in atrophy. The entrance 
of the optic nerve slightly reddened, and the connective-tissue ring plainly visible. 
The inner portion of the optic papilla covered by an irregularly-bounded, recent 
inflammatory mass, which extends up to near the borders of the picture. On the 
outer margin of the picture are two similar roundish patches, which are recent. 
Above and below the papilla, is a large and irregular patch, and in the immediate 
vicinity of the outer border of the optic-nerve entrance, are several small masses, 
which are older, where the tendinous white sclerotica shines through the atrophied 
choroid and retina. There are only slight remains of the choroidal tapetum in 
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856 DESCEIPTIOiSr OF CHEOJIO-LITHOGEAPHS. 

tliese masses, in tlie form of dirty-yellowish spots, but a few vascular twigs, 
appearing as if covered by gauze, remain. Here and there are scattered col¬ 
lections of dark pigment from proliferating tapetum cells. The remainder of 
the fundus appears of a dirty-brown color, from the pigment of the tunica 
vasculosa. 

E. Circumscribed atrophy of the Retina and Choroid after exudative 
Neuro-Retinitis. Posterior Staphyloma. 

In the vicinity of the macula-lutea there is seen an extensive, irregular, sharply- 
defined, tendinous white spot, on which the sclerotica seems to lie exposed. Its 
border is surrounded by neoplastic pigment, which is collected in lumps, as it 
were, and the surface is strewn with analogous large and small groups of pigment. 
The reddish color of the fundus indicates the partial existence of the choroidal 
vessels. The retinal vessels are unchanged, and extend over the surface, and thus 
indicate the existence of the remains of the anterior retinal layers. The fundus of 
the eye, between the inner boundary of the white spot and the optic-nerve entrance, 
as well as below the latter, is lighter-colored, owing to partial destruction of the 
tapetum, and a less amount of atrophy of the choroid. It has somewhat of an in¬ 
laid appearance, and, at intervals, is slightly clouded by the vasa vorticosae of the 
tunica vasculosa. Below, and to the inner side, are seen collections of tapetum 
pigment, resembling bone-corpuscles. An exudation has here occurred on the outer 
retinal surface, and atrophy has begun. The outer half of the papilla, which is of 
a pale-red color, and which glimmers out of the depths as a bluish white disc, is 
surrounded by an irregular posterior scleral staphyloma, whose surface is delicately 
tesselated with the remains of pigment of the tunica vasculosa. Such a tesselated 
appearance is also seen on the upper periphery of the fundus. 

F. Atrophy of the Retina and Choroid after exudative Neuro-Retinitis. 
Posterior Staphyloma. 

The whole fundus has a striking tesselated appearance, and is strewn with 
irregular large and small collections of dark neoplastic tapetum pigment. The 
entrance of the optic nerve is very pale, with a marked tendency to a bluish-gray 
color. Connective tissue well developed. Retinal vessels normal. 

G. Partial atrophy of the Retina and Choroid, after exudative Neuro 
Retinitis aveolaris (Retino-Choroiditis). Large Posterior Staphyloma. 

The optic-nerve entrance is slightly reddened, and seen in an oblique projection, 
that is, as an oval disc, on account of the staphylomatous distention of the 
posterior scleral zone. The staphyloma is shaped like a shell, tendinous in ap¬ 
pearance, of a striking bluish color, and graded almost like a miniature terrace. 
The border contains a great deal of pigment. Above and below, touching the 
staphyloma, there is a small roundish, pale-red mass of exudation. To the outer 
side of the scleral staphyloma, are two groups, connected to each other, of ancient 
inflammatory centers, roundish in shape, and already advanced in atrophy, through 
which the sclerotica glimmers, and which appear mostly surrounded by a ridge of 
dark pigment. On the inner half of the fundus are numerous scattered small atro¬ 
phying spots, surrounded by pigment, as well as some recent ones of a yellow 
color. The whole fundus has a tesselated appearance. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS. 857 

H. Atrophy of the Retina and Choroid in consequence of exudative 
Neuro-Retinitis. 

The optic disc is pale, and has somewhat of a veiled appearance. The connec¬ 
tive-tissue ring is very indistinct. The whole fundus is covered with bright 
yellowish white spots, the smaller of which have a roundish shape, and the larger 
ones show that they have been formed by the running together of small round 
ones. In the spots toward the periphery, we distinctly recognize the vorticose 
vessels of the choroid, while they are entirely destroyed in the spots which are more 
central. 

On every hand, a fine gray stippling is seen, which seems to depend on remains 
of the pigment of the tunica vasculosa. The tapetum on the surface of these 
spots is almost entirely destroyed, but on the edges it has collected in irregular 
heaps. In the spaces between the spots, the fundus appears quite normal in color, 
slightly stippled, and at intervals strewn with neoplastic collections of tapetum 
pigment. 

I. Nephritic Neuro-Retinitis. 

The optic-nerve entrance is very much veiled, especially in its outer half, and 
contains delicate radiate striations. Close to it is an extensive mass of retinal infil¬ 
tration, which varies greatly in density, and thus has an appearance as if made up 
of a number of smaller masses. These are in part distributed along the principal 
vascular trunks, and are combined with a delicate gauze-like opacity, in which the 
slightly stippled red of the choroid shows through more or less markedly. The 
branches of the central artery passing over are veiled, at intervals dark-colored, 
again lighter, or even completely concealed. A number of large and small blood- 
extravasations appear near them, whose long axes radiate from the optic papilla. 
The outer border of the exudation runs into the characteristic stellate figure. This 
arises from a retinal exudation occurring in the vicinity of the macula-lutea, and 
ending in atrophy of the choroid and retina. The remainder of the fundus is 
normally colored and slightly stippled. 

K. Nephritic Neuro-Retinitis. 

Optic-nerve entrance very indistinct, discolored a yellowish-red. The central 
portions of the retinal vessels completely concealed from view. The retinal zone 
bordering on the papilla infiltrated with a dirty, grayish-white exudation, some¬ 
what bulged forward, particularly at the inner margin of the papilla, where the 
vessels run in curves over the swelling. The infiltration extends outwards far 
beyond the macula-lutea. In the latter region a group of small, whitish-gray 
spots, and farther towards the equator numerous whitish-yellow masses of exuda¬ 
tion, sometimes isolated, sometimes coalesced into irregular masses, which seem to 
be raised slightly above the surface of the retina. The retinal vessels greatly en¬ 
gorged, and in the neighborhood of the papilla indistinct. Numerous large and 
small hemorrhages, sometimes following the vessels, sometimes situated between 
the masses of exudation. The fundus markedly pale on account of the infiltra¬ 
tion of the retina. 

L. Atrophy of the Optic Nerve and Retina. 

The optic papilla is of a bluish-white color, surrounded by a distinct ring of 
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858 DESCRIPTION OF CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS. 

connective tissue, and the whole fundus is of a dirty, grayish-white color, dull, and 
as if veiled over. There are scattered quite dark, irregularly bounded collections 
of neoplastic pigment, which have a gauzy covering, and some of which are very 
indistinct, and are plainly distinguished from the reddish choroid which shows 
through. The central vessels are very thin, and soon disappear, having but few 
branches. 

M. Typical Pigment-degeneration of the Retina, pellucid Atrophy of the 
Optic Papilla. 

The fundus is pale, delicately tesselated, and finely stippled. Around its peri¬ 
phery are the characteristic collections of pigment, resembling bone-corpuscles. 
Entrance of the optic nerve is of a bright white color, tendinous, surrounded by 
the ring of connective tissue. The central vessels very thin, with few branches. 

N. Detachment of the Retina, congenital, flask-like (ampullar), Excava¬ 
tion of the Optic Nerve, 

Lower and outer part of the retina bulged forward in the form of an opaque, 
dirty, grayish-yellow vesicle. The base of this vesicle is elevated very slightly, 
and hence the shadow is wanting, and the bending of the vessels passing over it is 
much less marked. The excavation has a somewhat irregular border, is of a bright 
white color, and has a delicate gray stippling from the interstices of the lamina 
cerebrosa. The vessels bend sharply over the border, and appear, in part, on the 
floor of the excavation, and are again lost sight of. 

O. Detachment of the Retina. 

The retina, with the exception of the upper quadrant, is detached from the 
choroid, and this detached portion forms a pouch which projects into the vitreous 
in the form of four points, which converge towards the papilla, encroach in part 
upon it, and between them narrow portions of the fundus may be seen. The de¬ 
tached portion of the retina is greatly infiltrated and thrown into irregular folds, 
and hence results the yellowish-white color with the bluish shadowing. The 
folding of the points is also manifested in the marked tortuousness and partial 
bending of the abnormally dark vessels running over them. These vessels begin 
apparently like a beak at the everted edges of the points, for the central portions 
of the trunks of the vessels are covered by the overhanging base of the sack. 

P. Incipient Glaucoma. 

The trunks of the central vessels are very much bent on the edge of the pale 
optic papilla, and have a beak-like curvature. The central portions of the larger 
branches are very pale as far as seen. The macula-lutea is very distinctly seen. 

0. Absolute Glaucoma. 

The entrance of the optic nerve is clear white in color, tendinous, and has 
bluish-gray shadowed borders. The ring of connective tissue greatly developed, 
with irregular edges. All the retinal vessels are beak-shaped on the edge of the 
papilla. Only a few very tortuous and gauzy remains of its central portions are 
seen, which do not reach to the porus opticus, but which are probably to be referred 
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DESCRIPTION OF CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS. 859 

to distended collateral vessels. The principal veins are very full. The fundus is 
also tesselated on the periphery. 

R. Posterior Staphyloma, partial Atrophy of the Choroid, Blood extra¬ 
vasation in the vicinity of the Macula-Lutea. 

Optic-nerve entrance slightly reddened. The blight surface of the staphyloma 
delicately inlaid with the remains of the pigment of the tunica vasculosa. The 
upper and outer portion of the fundus is coarsely tesselated, as a result of advanced 
atrophy of the tapetum and of the choroid, and the sclerotica appears at intervals 
through the pigment. The vorticose vessels of the choroid are plainly visible on 
the remainder of the fundus. 

S. Posterior Staphyloma, partial Atrophy of the Choroid and Retina. 

The margin of staphyloma surrounding the optic-nerve entrance is sinuated 
bright, tendinous white in color, spotted with gray from the remains of pigment of 
the tunica vasculosa. The optic papilla is oval on account of oblique projection. 
Fundus is everywhere greatly tesselated, and at intervals covered by proliferating 
tapetum. It is of a lighter color in the vicinity of the macula-lutea from advanced 
atrophy. 
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THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 865 

Pbinciples on •which the Use of the Ophthalmoscope depends. 

' In looking into the eye of another person, the pnpil usually appears black, and 
the interior of the organ does not return a single reflected ray to the observer. 
This is an apparent exception to the well-known law, that the passage of light from 
one medium to another is never complete, and that some of the rays that fall upon 
the new medium are in all cases reflected. 

The incident light is to some extent reflected, part being absorbed by the pigment: 
of the choroid, and by the sclerotica. The reflected portion, however, in conse¬ 
quence of the action of the cornea and crystalline lens, returns to exactly the point 
whence it came; the incident and emergent cones exactly coincide. The object and 
its retinal image are in the position of conjugate foci, and the rays proceeding from 
either focus are reunited in the other. In order to perceive the returning rays, it 
is evident that the eye of the observer must be placed between the source of light 
and the eye that is illuminated, which can not be done without cutting off the illumi¬ 
nation from the latter. 

It is also impossible to perceive light from the eye of another person, when the 
latter is exactly accommodated for the pupil of the examiner. Under these circum¬ 
stances, a perfectly dark image will be formed on the retina of the eye that is observed. 
The dioptric media will return an image of this dark portion of the retina to the 
former, and the observer will, therefore, see nothing but the reflection of his 
own dark pupil. 

Professor Helmholtz, after it had been shown, by Von Erlach, that the rays could 
be intercepted by means of a plate of glass, and reflected so as to illuminate the eye, 
found the reason that the retina could not be distinctly seen, and also means for 
making it visible. There were three things to be done: 

1. The eye must be sufficiently illuminated. 
2. The eye of the observer must be placed in the direction of the emergent 

rays. 
3. These emergent rays must be changed from their convergence, and rendered 

divergent or parallel. 
In a well-darkened chamber, the light of a lamp was allowed to fall on a polished 

plate of glass in such a manner, that the rays of light entered the eye to be 
examined. 

Tbe observer placed himself on the other side of the glass plate, and made the 
convergent rays divergent by a concave lens. 

This instrument was the first ophthalmoscope. 
The use of the ophthalmoscope, as thus described, is not now very general; 

silvered or metallic mirrors, having greater illuminating power, have been generally 
substituted for the plate of glass. 

The first instrument of Helmholtz, however, solved the problems which rendered 
possible all the suggestions of the subsequent ophthalmoscopes, such as those of 
Reute, Coccius, Jaeger, Stellwag, etc., which are minutely described in Zander’s 
work on the ophthalmoscope. 

There are two methods of examining the fundus of the eye with the ophthalmo¬ 
scope, which are called the direct and the indirect. The latter is more commonly 
employed than the former, and is much the easier of application; but the direct 
method is of far greater value in making a correct diagnosis. 

55 
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866 THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 

room, and a lamp or gas-burner is placed at the side of, and a little behind; the 
patient’s head, the flame being on a level with his ear. The surgeon takes the 
mirror and reflects the light upon the patient’s eye, just as the rays of the sun may 
be reflected on any given surface by means of a reflector. 

The object-glass is then to be employed as in the figure. This is nothing more 
than a bi-convex lens of from two and one-half to three and one-half inches’ focal 
length, which the surgeon holds in his left hand about an inch or so from the eye 
to be examined, and the mirror, as before, immediately before his own, and about a 
foot from the eye to be examined. The rays of light reflected from the fundus of 
the eye strike the object-glass, and form an inverted real image. 

If the eye of the observer be normal or hypermetropic, the inverted image is 
made more distinct, by the use of a convex eye-piece in the hinged clip. In thus 
examining with one eye, the proper estimation of the different planes in which the 
parts lie either normally, or in a morbid condition, is somewhat difficult, at first. A 
little experience, however, enables the observer to tell from the bending of the ves¬ 
sels, and the change in focus necessary for the clear study of each part, whether the 

Indirect Method. 

The ordinary instrument in common use, or what is known as Liebreich’s oph¬ 
thalmoscope, answers very well for the indirect method of investigation. It con¬ 
sists of a round, metallic, concave mirror, of about one-and-a-half inches in diame¬ 
ter, and six inches focal length. It has a central aperture of about one-tenth of an 
inch in diameter, and is mounted on a light handle of about six inches in length. 
Behind the mirror is a hinged clip, by which lenses may be held. The lenses held 
in this clip are concave, varying in focus from six inches to twelve inches, with 
convex ones of ten and twelve inch focus. 

In using this instrument, the patient and surgeon sit face to face in a darkened 

Pig. 118. 
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THIS OPHTHALMOSCOPE. S67 

j optic-nerve entrance be excavated, or the retina pushed forward by effusion. It is 
well to remark, that it is better for the examiner to accustom himself to keep both 

j eyes open in the use of the monocular ophthalmoscope, as being less wearisome, and 
I perhaps better enabling the surgeon to properly adjust his accommodative powers. 

The accompanying 
wood-cut, which originally 
appeared in Zander’s work 
on the ophthalmoscope, 
will give an idea of the re¬ 
lation and appearance of 
the veins and arteries of the 
optic papilla. For a true 
representation of the color¬ 
ing of the fundus oculi. as 
illuminated by the ophthal¬ 
moscope, the reader is re¬ 
ferred to the chromo-litho- 
graphic plates accompany¬ 
ing this work. , In order 
that the observer may see 
the optic-nerve entrance, 
the patient should be di¬ 
rected to turn his eye in¬ 
ward. He may look at the right ear of the surgeon, if it is the right eye that is be¬ 
ing examined, and vice versa. 

Direct Method. 

The best explanation that can be offered of the direct method of examination 
is that given by Dr. Loring in an article published in the American Journal of the 
Medical Sciences for April, 1870, from which the following description is taken:— 
The most of the description is a verbatim quotation from Dr. Loring’s article, 
although many omissions have been made. 

The one great advantage which this method possesses over all others is, that by it 
we are enabled to determine the optical condition of the eye, independent of its vis¬ 
ual power and the statements of the person examined. Any ophthalmoscope may 
be used for making the examination, which is provided with an apparatus at the 
back for holding the necessary glasses. The mirror may be of plane glass, or a 
plane silvered one, or finally a concave silvered one, the latter being most useful for 
determining errors of refraction. Whenever there is any dread of light on the part of 
tile patient, we must always employ a weak illumination. 

The light should be placed on the side of the patient and on a plane somewhat 
posterior to him, and the intensity of the illumination may always be modified by 
having the chimney colored blue of various tints. The observer should sit well to 
the side of the patient, and on the side of the eye to be examined. The patient 
should be directed to look slightly to the opposite side of the eye to be examined, 
so as to bring the optic-nerve entrance opposite the pupil. When the region of the 
macula is to be examined, the patient should be directed to look straight forward, 
m the horizontal plane. Perfect relaxation of the accommodation in the observed 
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868 THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 

eye may be obtained by atropia, and for the beginner it will be better always to em¬ 
ploy it. For the practised observer, sufficient relaxation can usually be obtained in 
emmetropia by causing the patient to look into the distance, and as much as possi¬ 
ble into vacancy. When the patient is a myope, he need only look at some object 
which is at a greater distance than his far-point, in order to relax his accommoda¬ 
tion. When the patient is hypermetropic, it is on the whole better to employ atro¬ 
pine. The more completely the observer can relax his accommodation, the more 
correct will be his diagnosis. The ability to relax the accommodation varies 
with different people, and is of course increased by practice. As a rule, the weak¬ 
est concave glass through which the fundus of an emmetropic eye can be distinctly 
seen should be taken as the criterion on which the emmetropic observer, who can¬ 
not entirely relax his accommodation, should base his estimates of refraction. If 
the observer is ametropic, he must first correct his ametropia by the suitable glass. 

The optic papilla, which is the most conspicuous object in the fundus, shouldnever 
be chosen as an object on which to found our observations, as it frequently projects 
very much above the plane of the retina, as do also the main trunks of the central 
artery and vein. There are, however, some very fine vessels which always leave the 
edge of the nerve, and run out horizontally on either side, and these are very good 
objects by which to judge of the refraction of an eye. But the best of all objects for 
the practised observer is the choroidal epiethelium near the macula. 

If the observer is emmetropic and can entirely relax his accommodation, he 
knows that his eye is adjusted for parallel rays; and if he sees distinctly the 
fundus of an eye, while his accommodation is relaxed, he knows that the patient’s 
eye is emmetropic, as this is the only kind of eye from which rays emerge parallel. 
If in a given case the observer does not distinctly see the fundus of the eye ex¬ 
amined, when his own examination is relaxed, but does see clearly by using his ac¬ 
commodation, he knows that the eye in question is hypermetropic; for his own eye 
is now adjusted for divergent rays, and there is no eye but a hypermetropic one from 
which divergent rays can come. 

Finally, if the observer can obtain no clear view of the fundus either by relaxing 
or calling forth his accommodation, he knows that the rays coming from the observ¬ 
ed eye are neither parallel nor divergent; hence they must be convergent, and the 
eye is therefore myopic. Thus we see that the advantages offered by the direct 
method of examination are two-fold: 

(1.) The ability to tell the optical condition of the eye examined independent 
of the statements of the patient, or amount of vision of the eye. 

(2.) The ability to measure the amount of elevation or depression of given parts 
of the fundus. We are thus enabled to measure numerically the amount of excava¬ 
tion of the optic nerve or its projection above the level of the retina; the projection 
of the choroid or retina from underlying effusion; the height of tumors and their 
rate of increase; the amount of swelling in the retina; the situation of membranes 
in the vitreous, etc. 

In attempting to determine the existence of astigmatism by the ophthalmoscope, 
we must look at the vessels in the fundus. If we consider the optic disk as the 
centre of a circle, and all the vessels, large and small, radiating from it as so many 
straight lines, we have a representation of Dr. Green’s test for astigmatism, in which 
the principal branches of the central artery and vein represent the vertical lines, and 
the small vessels leaving the edge of the disk, the horizontal and oblique. The ex¬ 
istence of astigmatism is at once recognized, and the direction of one of the princi- 
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THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 869 

pal meridians is given by the fact that those vessels are most distinctly seen which 
are situated in the meridian of greatest ametropia, and we know that the direc¬ 
tion of the other principal meridian must be at right angles to it. We then deter¬ 
mine the refraction of each meridian separately, and the difference between the two 
will be the amount of astigmatism. 

One of the principal causes which have retarded the more general use of the up¬ 
right image in ophthalmoscopy is the necessity for a constant change of the glass 
behind the mirror, and consequent loss of time and inconvenience. To avoid this, 
and to. expedite the determination of errors of refraction, Dr. Loring suggested 
the following modification of the ophthalmoscope, the principal feature of which 
is the substitution of detachable cylinders for the fixed Rekoss disk, now common 
to a number of ophthalmoscopes. In the present case but three cylinders are em¬ 
ployed, though these might be multiplied indefinitely were there any occasion for 
so doing. Each cylinder is pierced for eight glasses, forming in the aggregate the 
following series:— 

l l i i liiiiii 
Convex.0, — — — — —------- 

48’ 24’ 16’ 12’ 10’ 8’ 7’ 6’ 5’ 4’ 8’ 

Concave..— — — — 
1 1 1 1 11111111 

48’ 24’ 16’ 12’ 10’ 8’ 7’ 6’ 5’ 4’ 3’ 2’ 

Thus we have a series of glasses extending, with but comparatively slight dif¬ 
ferences in focal value, from convex -fe to i and from concave to £. 

The manner in which the glasses are divided among the cylinders will be readily 
understood from the accompanying figures. The first cylinder is made up en¬ 
tirely of convex glasses, by means of which all ordinary degrees of hypermetropia 
can with sufficient exactness be determined. One hole (0) is left vacant to repre¬ 
sent emmetropia, without the necessity of removing the cylinder, and for examina¬ 
tion by the inverted image without an eye-piece; should, however, the latter be de¬ 
sired, the observer has a large selection at his command. The second cylinder con¬ 
tains the concaves of moderate focal power, and the third is composed of the high 
numbers, both positive and negative. These strong numbers are designed for the 
determination of the highest degrees of errors of refraction and for the measure¬ 
ment of the inequalities of the fundus, such as excavations and elevations of the 
optic nerve, projections of tumors, retinal detachments, membranes in the vitreous, 
etc. With the stronger convex, such as i, opacities of the cornea and lens can be 
viewed under considerable enlargement. 

The cylinders fit into a cell at the back of the instrument and are held firmly in 
their place by means of the two small springs shown in the engraving, which project¬ 
ing into a groove in the side of the cylinders, prevent these from falling out, yet do 
not interfere with their rotation. In turning, the centre of the glass comes opposite 
the centre of the hole in the mirror. 

Great care was taken to have the mirror, which is concave, seven inches focal 
distance, ground exceedingly thin—as thin almost as a metal mirror—while the 
surrounding brass work is so bevelled away that as little impediment as possible is 
offered to the passage of the rays, thus rendering the image perfectly distinct, and 
unusually brilliant. 
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870 THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 

The mirror being contained in a separate case of its own is made detachable 
from the rest of the instrument, which can then be used as an optometer, the pa¬ 

ng. 120. 

Explanation of Figures.—Fig. 1. Back of instrument with cylinder in position. Fig. 2. Front view 

of instrument. Figs. 3 and 4. Remaining cylinders detached. Fig. 5. Astigmatic optometer and mirror. 
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THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE. 871 

tient himself revolving the cylinder till the suitable glass is obtained. As the per¬ 
foration through which the patient looks when the mirror is removed is equal to 
the diameter of the glass (three lines), and is much larger than the normal pupil, 
the peripheral rays are not cut off, which is usually the source of error when smaller 
diaphragms are used. 

The handle of the instrument has purposely been made unusually long, so that 
the observer’s hand shall not interfere with an easy and close proximity to the ob¬ 
served eye, which is a great advantage in examination by the upright image. 

The instrument, the three cylinders, and a convex two and one-half inches less 
for examination by the inverted image, are all contained in a small pocket-case, 
measuring four and three-quarter inches by two and one-half square by three-quar¬ 
ters thick. 

Besides the common concave mirror which comes with the instrument, Dr. 
Loring had two others constructed. The first is intended for examination by the 
“ weak illumination,” and is precisely similar to the common concave 7" mirror 
silvered on the back, only it is made from London smoke instead of colorless 
glass. 

As it is the property of London smoke glass to simply reduce the quantity of 
the transmitted light without sensibly altering its color, it occurred to me that 
any degree of illumination might be obtained by using various shades of the glass, 
without sensibly changing the appearance of the fundus. Many experiments were 
made with these mirrors, and two were finally fixed upon as the most serviceable. 
One is even weaker than the three plates of plane glass—so weak indeed that the 
patient is hardly aware that any light is thrown into his eye. The other is made 
from a much lighter shade, and gives a reflection intermediate in brilliancy between 
the ordinary weak and strong reflectors. By its means a much more brilliant 
picture is obtained than with the plane glass mirror, while at the same time with 
much less glare to the patient than with the ordinary silvered one. The advan¬ 
tages of these mirrors are that the quantity of light can be varied and that they 
can be so easily kept clean. 

The common weak mirror, consisting of three plates of plane glass, could how¬ 
ever be easily fitted to the instrument should it be desired. 

The remaining mirror mentioned above was originally designed for a stenopseic 
slit to be used with the instrument when employed as an optometer for the deter¬ 
mination of astigmatism. It consisted of a thin plate with a slit in it, whose length 
was equal to the diameter of the perforations in the cylinder. This was mounted 
like the mirror, and made to fit in the mirror cell in which it revolved, so as to al¬ 
low the slit to correspond with any given meridian of the cornea. The meridian 
once determined, the patient turned the cylinder till the suitable glass was obtained. 
This plate was subsequently made with a polished surface in front, and then was 
made to serve also as a mirror for determining, by means of the ophthalmoscope, 
the amount of astigmatism in the principal meridians of the eye. 

Those who are desirous of obtaining this instrument can procure it of the 
manufacturer, H. W. Hunter, Optician, 1132 Broadway, X. Y. City. 
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Mo. 1. 
W« a«»in turn from ths liege of Bolton, to the invasion of Canada, which at that time shared the anxioui thought! of Washington. His last accounts of the »cta 

■nents of Arnold, left him at Point Levi, opposite to Quebec. Something brilliant from that daring officer was anticipated. It was his intention to cross the riser 
Immediately. Had he done so, he might have carried the town by a coup de main : for terror as well as disaffection prevailed among the inhabitants. At Point Levi, 
however, he was brought to a stand ; not a boat was to be found there. Letters which he had despatched some days previously, by two Indians, to Generals Schuyler 
and Montgomery, had been carried by his faithless messengers, to Caramhe, the lieutenant-governor, who, thus apprised of the impending danger, had oaused all thi 
boats of Point Levi to be either removed or destroyed. Arnold was not a man to bo disheartened by difficulties. With great exertions he procured about forty biren 
canoes from the Canadians and Indians, with forty of the latter to navigate them : but stormy winds arose, and for some days the river was too boisterous for such trail 
craft. In the mean time the garrison at Quebec was gaining strength. Recruits arrived from Nova Scotia. The veteran Maclean, too, who had been driven from the 
mouth of the Sorel by the detachment under Brown and Livingston, arrived down the river with his corps of Royal Highland Emigrants, and threw himself into the 
place. The Lizard frigate, the Hornet sloop-of-war, and two armed schooners were stationed in the river, and guard-boats patrolled at night. The prospect of a success¬ 
ful attack upon the place was growing desperate. On the 13th of November, Arnold received intelligence that Montgomery had captured St. Johns. He was instantly 
roused to emulation. Hit men. too, were inspirited by the news. The wind had abated; he determined to cross the river that very night. At a late hour in the 

Mo. 2. 

We again turn from the siege of Boston, to the in-vasion of Canada, which at that time shared the anxious thoughts of Washington. His 

last accounts of the movements of Arnold, left him at Point Levi, opposite to Quebec. Something brilliant from that daring officer was anti¬ 

cipated. It was his intention to cross the river immediately. Had he done so, he might have carried the town by a coup de main; for terror 

as well as disaffection prevailed among the inhabitants. At Point Levi, however, he was brought to a stand; not a boat was to be found there. 

Letters which he had despatched some days previously, by two Indians, to Generals Schuyler and Montgomery, had been carried by his 

faithless messengers, to Caramhe, the lieutenant governor, who, thus apprised of the impending danger, had caused all the boats of Point 

Levi to be either removed or destroyed. Arnold was not a man to be disheartened by difficulties. With great exertions he procured about 

forty birch canoes from the Canadians and Indians, with forty of the latter to navigate them; but stormy winds arose, and for some day* 

the river was too boisterous for such frail cratt. In the mean time the garrison at Quebec was gainiug strength. Recruits arrived front 

Nova Scotia. The veteran Maclean, too, who had been driven from the mouth of the Sorel by the detachment under Brown and Livingston, 

arrived dowu the river with his corps of Royal Highlnud Emigrants, and threw himself into the place. The Lizard frigate, the Hornet sloop- 

Mo. 3. 

©f-war, and two armed schooners were stationed in the river, and guard-boats patrolled at night. The prospect of a successful attach 

upon the place was growing desperate. On the 13th of November, Arnold received intelligence that Montgomery had captured St. 

Jchns. He was instantly roused to emulation. His men, too, were inspirited by the news. The wind had abated ; he determined 

to cross the river that very night. At a late hour in the evening he embarked with the first division, principally riflemen. The river 

was wide ; the current rapid ; the birch canoes, easy to be upset, required skillful management. By four o’clock in the morning, a large 

part of his force had crossed without being perceived, and landed about a mile and a half above Cape Diamond, at Wolf’s Cove, so 

called from being the landing-place of that gallant commander. Just then a guard-boat, belonging to the Lizard, came slowly along¬ 

shore and discovered them. They hailed it, and ordered it to land. Not complying, it was fired into, and three men were killed. The 

boat instantly pulled for the frigate, giving vociferous alarm. Without waiting the arrival of the residue of his men, for whom the 

canoes had been despatched, Arnold led those who had landed to the foot of the cragged defile, once scaled by the intrepid Wolfe, and 

scrambled up it in all haste. By daylight he had planted his daring flag on the far-famed Heights of Abraham. Here the main 

Mo. 4. 

difficulty stared him in the face. A strong line of walls and bastions traversed the promontory from one 

of its precipitous sides to the other; inclosing the upper and lower towns. On the right, the great 

bastion of Cape Diamond crowned the rocky hight of that name. On the left was the bastion of La 

Potasse, close by the gate of St. Johns, opening upon the barracks; the gate where Wolfe’s antagonist, 

the gallant Montcalm, received his death-wound. A council of war was now held. Arnold, who had 

some knowledge of the place, was for dashing forward at once and storming the gate of St. Johns. Had 

they done so, they might have been successful. The gate was open and unguarded. Through some 

blunder and delay, a message from the commander of the Lizard to the lieutenant-governor had not yet 

been delivered, and no alarm had reached the fortress. The formidable aspect of the place, however 
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Wo. 5. 

awed Arnold’s associates in council. They considered that their whole force was but between 
seven and eight hundred men ; that nearly one third of their fire-arms had been rendered useless, 
and much of their ammunition damaged in their march through the wilderness; they had no 
artillery, and the fortress looked too strong to be carried by a coup de mam. Cautious counsel is 
often fatal to a daring enterprise. While the council of war deliberated, the favorable moment 
passed away. The lieutenant-governor received the tardy message. He hastily assembled the 
merchants, officers of militia, and captains of merchant vessels. All promised to stand by him; 
he had strong distrust, however, of the French part of the population and the Canadian militia; 

Wo. 6. 

his main reliance was on Colonel Maclean and his Eoyal Highland Emigrants. The din of 

arms now resounded through the streets. The cry was up—“ The enemy are on the Heights 

of Abraham ! The gate of St. Johns is open ! ” There was an attempt to shut it. The keys 

were not to be found. It was hastily secured by ropes and handspikes, and the walls looking 

upon the heights were soon manned by the military, and thronged by the populace. Arnold 

paraded his men within a hundred yards of the walls, and caused them to give three hearty 

cheers ; hoping to excite a revolt in the place, or to provoke the scanty garrison to a sally. 

There were a few scattered cheerings in return; but the taunting bravado failed to produce a 

Wo. 7. 

sortie; the governor dared not venture beyond the walls with part of his garrison, 

having too little confidence in the loyalty of those who would remain behind. 
There was some firing on the pant of the Americans, hut merely as an additional 
taunt; they were too far off for their musketry to have effect. A large cannon on 
the ramparts was brought to bear on them, and matches were procured from the 

Lizard, with which to fire it off. A few shots obliged the Americans to retire and 
encamp. In the evening Arnold sent a flag, demanding in the name of the United 

No. 8. 

Colonies the surrender of the place. Some of the disaffected and faint¬ 
hearted were inclined to open the gates, hut were held in check by the 
mastiff loyalty of Maclean. The veteran guarded the gate with his High¬ 
landers ; forbade all communication with the besiegers, and fired upon their 
flag as an ensign of rebellion. Several days elapsed. Arnold’s flags of truce 
were repeatedly insulted, but he saw the futility of resenting it, and attack¬ 
ing the place with his present means. The inhabitants gradually recovered 
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No. 9. 

from tlieir alarm, and armed themselves to defend their property. 

The sailors and marines proved a valuable addition to the garrison, 
which now really meditated a sortie. 'Arnold received information 

of all this from friends within the walls; he heard about the same 

time of the capture of Montreal, and that General Carleton, having 

escaped from that place, was on his way down to Quebec. He thought 

at present, therefore, to draw off on the 19th to Point aux Trembles 

(Aspen-tree Point), twenty miles above Quebec, there to await the 

No. 10. 

arrival of General Montgomery with troops and artillery. As 

his little army wended its way along the high bank of the 

river toward its destined encampment, a vessel passed below, 

which had just touched at Point aux Trembles. On board of 

it was General Carleton, hurrying on to Quebec. It was not 

long before the distant booming of artillery told of his arrival 

at his post, where he resumed a stern command. He was 

unpopular among the inhabitants; even the British merchants 

No. 11. 

and other men of business, were offended by the cold¬ 
ness of his manners, and his confining his intimacy to 
the military and the Canadian noblesse. He was 
aware of his unpopularity, and looked round him with 
distrust; his first measure was to turn out of the place 
all suspected persons, and all who refused to aid in its 
defence. This caused a great “ trooping out of town,” 
but what was lost in numbers was gained in strength. 
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No. 12. 

With the loyally disposed who remained, he 
busied himself in improving the defences. 
Of the constant anxiety, yet enduring hope, 
with which Washington watched this haz¬ 
ardous enterprise, we have evidence in his 
various letters. To Arnold, when at Point 

No. 13. 
v 

Levi, baffled in the expectation of 
finding the means of making a dash 
upon Quebec, he writes: “ It is not 
in the power of any man to com¬ 
mand success, but you have done 
more, you have deserved it; and 

No. 14. 

before this time (Dec. 5th), 
I hope you have met with 
the laurels which are due 
to your toils, in the pos¬ 
session of Quebec. I have 

56 
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No. 15. 

no doubt but a junction of 
your detachment with the 
army under General Mont¬ 
gomery, has been effected be¬ 
fore this. If so, you will put 
yourself under his com- 

No. 16. 

mand, and will, I am 
persuaded, give him all 
the assistance in your 
power to finish the glo¬ 
rious work you have 
begun” In the month 
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No, lr. 

of December a yes- 
sel had been cap¬ 
tured, bearing sup¬ 
plies from Lord 

No. IS. 

Dunmore, to the 
army at Boston. 
A letter on board, 
from his lordship 
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Ko. 19. 

to Gen. 
Hove, in' 
vited him 
to transfer 
the var to 

the southern 
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889 
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Abduction, 833. 
Aberration, chromatic, 730, 678. 
Ablation of staphyloma, 129. 
Abnormal astigmatism, 695. 
Abscess of antrum a cause of amaurosis, 225. 

brain, 227. 
cornea, 53. 
conjunctiva, 366. 
iris, 244. 
lids, 431, 437, 438. 
orbit, 198, 526, 529. 
vitreous, 135. 

Absolute hypermetropia, 691. 
Absorption of cataract, 619, 621. 
Accidents in peripherical linear extraction, 669. 
Accommodation, 683. 

in aphakia, 722. 
paralysis of, 747. 
range of, 685, 722, 
spasm of, 33, 753. 

Accommodative asthenopia, 740. 
Acetate of lead, 41; in pannus, 98. 
Achromatopsia, 209, 761. 
Achrupsia, 761. 
Acid nitrate of mercury in pannus, 98. 
Acne, 53S. 

ciliaris, 439. 
indurata, 440.- 
of caruncle, 538. 
of lids, 433. 
pustulosa, 434. 

Acquired astigmatism, 736. 
Action of ciliary muscle a cause of staphyloma posti- 

cum, 354. , 
Action of mydriatics, 34. 

ocular muscles, 7S0, 785. 
Acuity of vision, 682. 
Adaptation, 683. 

of artificial eyes, 583. 
Adduction, 833. 
Adenoid growths, 550. 
Adhesion of the edges of the lids, 454. 

iris to lens-capsule, 291, 293. 
lids to globe, 457. 

Advance of vitreous with lens, 663. 
Advancement of external rectus, 821. 

internal rectus, 824. 
Adjustment, 683. 
JEgilops, 437, 494. 
After-images, 765, 779. 
After-treatment of cataract, 641. 
Age at which squint should be operated upon, 817. 
Agnew’s operation for opaque capsule, 445. 
Alcohol to be avoided in amaurosis, 234, 
Alum, 41. 

Amaurosis, 769. 
from alcohol and tobacco, 219. 

basilar periostitis, 224. 
tumors, 225. ^ 
atrophy of nerve and retina, 207. 

angemic, 218. 
with cataract, 609. 
partialis fugax, 765. 
spinalis, 230. 
trifacialis, 767, 
urasmic, 191. 

Amaurotic cat’s-eye, 339. 
Amblyopia, 208, 769. 

exanopsia, 108, 763. 
in squint, 832. 
potatorum, 219. 

Ametropia, 691. 
Amorphous yellow oxide of mercury, 40. 
Amotio ratinge, 193. 
Amount of blood in the eye, 1. 
Angemia a cause of amaurosis, 218. 
Angemic atrophy, 218. 
Angesthesia optica, 166. 

exanopsia, 769. 
in squint operations, 818. 
of cornea, 305. 
of retina, 724. 
trigeminus in exophthalmic goitre, 523. 

Angesthetics in cataract extractions. 630, 646. 
Anatomy of the choroid, 273. 

conjunctiva, o57. 
cornea, 48. 
eyelids, 427. 
crystalline lens, 590. 
iris, 240. 
lachrymal apparatus, 488. 
ocular muscles, 775. 
orbit, 513. 
retina, 154. 
sclera, 334. 
vitreous, 133. 

Anchyloblepharon. 432, 454. 
Anchylops, 437, 494. 
Anerythropsia, 762. 
Aneurysma anastomoticum, 562. 
Angioma, 559. 

cavernosum, 560. 
Anisometropia, 711. 
Ankyloblepharon and blepharophymosis, 454. 

from blepharitis, 432. 
Anodynes after extraction, 649. 
Anterior chamber, 240. 

focal line, 679. 
symblepharon, 432. 

Anterior synechia, 294* 
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Anthrax palpebrarum, 432. 
Antidote to atropine, 37. 

calabar-bean, 39. 
Antiphlogistic medicines, 27. 

regimen, 26. 
Aphakia, 722. 
Application of mydriatics, 33. 
Aqua chlori, 385. 
Aqueous humor, 240. 
Arcus senilis of cornea, 50. 

lens, 595, 602. 
Arcus tarsus, 431. 
Arteria centralis retinae, 146. 

hyoloidea, 134, 139. 
Artificial eye, 583. 

for entropion, 476. 
leech, 26. 
pupil, &>1. 

m iritis, 259. 
myosis, 756. 
opacity of the cornea, 113. 
sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 845. 

Asthenopia, 697, 724. 
accommodative, 740. 

Astigmatism, 678, 731. 
abnormal, 695, 730. 
irregular, 696. 
normal, 678. 
regular, 678, 730. 
after cataract extraction, 650. 

Astigmatic difference, 695. 
glasses after cataract extraction, 651. 

Astigmometer, 734. 
Astringents, 42. 

in conjunctivitis, 374, 378. 
blennorrhcea, 387. 

Astringent caustics, 43. 
injections in dachryocystitis, 506. 

Atheroma, 450, 538. 
of choroidal vessels, 278. 

Atonic lagophthalmos, 797. 
Atresia pupillse, 255. 
Atrophy of the choroid, 298. 

eyeball, 298, 330. 
lens, 592, 594. 
ocular muscles, 848. 
optic nerve, 180, 202, 209. 

Atropine, 36. 
antidote to, 37. 
an antidote to calabar-bean, 39. 
as a cause of acute glaucoma, 35. 
constitutional poisoning by, 36, 37. 
fungi in solutions of, 36. 
gelatine, 36. 
in conjunctivitis, 373. 

herpes of the cornea, 66. 
hypermetropla, 718. 
iritis, 258. 
keratitis punctata, 69. 
phlyctenular conjunctivitis, 418 
spasm of accommodation, 754. 
suppurative keratitis, 87. 
trachoma, 410. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

local poisoning by, 35. 
ointment, 37. 
paper, 36. 
poisoning, 33. 

Atropine, strength of solution, 36. 

Bandage, 15. 
hermetical, 377, 384. 
pressure, 14. 
protective, 66. 
retentive, 15. 
after squint operations, 823. 

Basedow's disease, 517, 520. 
Base-line, 778. 
Basilar tumors, 226. 
Bathymorphia, 703. 
Baths, 67. 
Bdellatomy, 25. 
Becker’s tables, 732. 
Beer’s cataract-knife, 660. 

needle, 655. 
Binocular diplopia, 802. 

vision, 805, 831. 
visual space, 782. 

Binoxyde de mercur hydratd, 41. 
Blennorrhcea, 379. 

a cause of pterygium, 421 
of the lachrymal passages, 500. 

Blennorrhceal secretion, 361 
Blepharadenitis, 434. 
Blepharitis, 431. 

ciliaris, 373, 434, 441. 
a cause of ankyloblepharon, 454, 

hypertrophica, 434. 
secretoria, 434. 
tarsalis, 435, 448. 
ulcerosa, 434. 

Blepharophymosis, 454. 
Blepharoplasty, 485, 571. 
Blepharoplegia, 797. 
Blepharospasm, 795. 
Blind-spot, 211. 
Blood, abstraction of, 24. 
Blood-letting in exudative retinitis, 187. 

neuro-retinitis, 181. 
staphyloma posticum, 356. 

Blood-supply of uveal tract, 275. 
Blood-vessels of conjunctiva, 359. 

choroid, 275. 
iris, 241. 
lids, 431. 
optic nerve, 146. 
retina, 146. 

Blue-blindness, 762. 
Bonnett’s capsule, 514. 
Bony degeneration of atrophied eyeball, 330. 

cornea, 104. 
Bowman’s membrane, 49. 
Brain-disease a cause of divergent squint, 834. 

amaurosis, 217. 
Branches of the orbital artery, 515. 
Brandy-solution, 823. 
Bright light a cause of ophthalmia neonatorum, 39 
Brilliant reflex in atrophy of nerve, 206. 
Bringing forward of internal rectus, 826. 
Broad-brimmed hat in neuro-retinitis, 181. 
Buphthalmus, 115. 
Bursting of staphyloma posticum, 355. 

Cadmium, sulphat-e of, 41. 
Calabar-bean, 38. 

antidote to, 39. 
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Calabar-bean, constitutional poisoning by, 39. 
in iritic adhesions, 259. 

mydriasis, 752. 
paralysis of accommodation, 749. 
ulcer of cornea, 39. 

Calabar-paper, 38. 
Calomel, dusting in of, 40. 

in diffuse keratitis, 72. 
herpes of the cornea, 65. 
pannus, 97. 
phlyctenular keratitis, 59. 

conjunctivitis, 418. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

Cancer, 543, 558. 
Canaliculus, 488. 

probing of, 305. 
slitting of, 498. 

Canal of Schlemm, 276. 
Canthoplasty, 455. 

in blepharophymosis, 455. 
ectropion, 472. 
phlyctenular keratitis, 59. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

Canthus, 427. 
Capsular cataract, 88. 
Capsule, Bonnett’s, 514. 

Tenon’s, 514. 
of lens, 589. 

>n 454. Capsulitis, 245, 293, 618. 
Carbuncle of lids, 432. 
Carcinoma, 557. 

cutaneous, 558. 
Caries of the lachrymal bone, 497. 
Cataplasms in suppuration after flap-extraction, 650. 
Cataract, 589; adnata, 610 : argentea, 599 ; calcarea, 

599 capsular, 83, 598, 600 ; capsulo-lenticular, 
597 ; chalky, 599; cholesterinica, 599; choroidalis, 
255 ; complicated, 608; cortical, 596; cruenta, 
blood, 255; cystic, 598; cum bursa ichorem 
tenente, 600; diabetic, 611; discoid, 620; dura, 
hard, 595; ergotica, 611; false, 255, 256 ; fibroid, 
599; fibroso-calcarea, 599; fluid, 598; glaucoma¬ 
tous, 315 : grumous, 255; hyaloid, 293; inflamma¬ 
tory, 592; lactea, 598 ; lymph, 255; laminated, 
606, 618; mature, ripe, 626; mixed, 595; milk, 
598; myaline. 598; natans, 615; nigra, 612; 
nuclear, 595, 602; osseous, 600 ; over-ripe, 627; 
partial, 600; pigmented, 255; polar, 142, 293; 
posterior capsular, 142; purulent, 593; putrid, 
600; pyramidal, 600, 607; secondary, 620; sili- 
quata, 599, 620; spurious, 255; soft, 596, 598, 
604, 630 ; spontaneous, 616 ; stellate, 604 ; trau¬ 
matic, 614 ; tremulous, 615; vitreous, 293. 

Cataract, absorption of, 619, 621. 
l. after-treatment of, 641. 

diagnosis of, 602. 
operations for, 624. 
spontaneous cure of, 618. 

m, 39?. Catarrhal conjunctivitis, 369, 652. 
secretion, 361. 

Catgut bougies, 509. 
Cat’ s-eye, amaurotic, 339. 
Cauda equina, 203. 

1 Cauda-equina-nervi optici, 145. 
ILaustics, 43. 

. in blennorrhcea, 387. 
Cauterization in corneal staphyloma, 120. 

after cataract extraction, 651. 

Cauterization of walls of lachrymal sac, 506. 
Cavernous tumors, 560. 
Cavum narium, 489. 
Central anesthesia, 807. 

capsular cataract, 600, 607. 
Centred glasses, 713. 
Centres of coordination, 784. 
Cerebral amaurosis, 223. 

hemorrhage a cause of amaurosis, 227, 
Cerebro-spinal meningitis, 117, 328. 

paralysis, 849. 
Cervical limiting cord, 9. 
Chalazion, 449, 450, 538. 

from trachoma, 409. 
Chalky cataract, 599. 

deposits in vitreous, 135. 
Chancre of lid, 433. 
Changes in corneal opacities, 107. 

ciliary muscle, 282. 
Chemical causes of injury, 16. 
Chemosis, 362. 
Chiasma, 226. 
Chloride of potassium in epithelioma, 570. 
Chloroma, 552. 
Choice of glasses in myopia, 710. 
Choked disc, 178. 
Cholesterin crystals, 196. 
Choloid bodies, 278. 
Chondroma, 542. 
Choroid, anatomy of, 273. 

detachment of, 283. 
ophthalmoscopic appearance of, 276. 
rupture of, 286. 
senile changes in, 277. 

Choroidal glioma, 545. 
hemorrhages, 289. 

Choroiditis, 278. 
areolaris, 166. 
exudative, 281. 
hyperplastic or sarcomatous, 553. 
metastatic, 329. 
serous, 279. 
suppurative, 283, 325. 

Chromatic aberration, 678, 730. 
Chromatodesopsia, 761. 
Chromo-lithographs, description of, 855. 
Chromopsia, 209. 

in glaucoma, 309. 
panophthalmitis, 326. 

Cicatrices, corneal, 102. 
with anterior synechia, 103. 

Cicatricial corneal staphyloma, 122. 
staphyloma, 123. 
total staphyloma of the glob& 338. 

Cilia, 427. 
Ciliary arteries, 275. 

body, 273, 274, 275. 
ganglion, 242. 
muscle, division of, 271. 

influence of, 13. 
processes, 274. 

Circular muscle of the lids, 42S. 
Circulation in head and neck, 22. 

intraocular, 1. 
Circulus arteriosus iridis minor, 241. 

major, 275. 
Circumcision of cornea, 98. 
CircumcorneaJ injection, 291. 
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Cirsophthalmus, 345. 
Clavus, 104. 
Cleansing the eye after extraction, 648. 

in blennorrhoea, 387. 
lids in blepharitis, 445. 

acne ciliaris, 440. 
Clonic spasms, 794. 
Closure of pupil, 267, 281. 

puncta, 493. 
Cloudiness of media in glaucoma, 307. 
Cloudy atrophy of nerves, 202. 
Cold applications, 24. 

after squint operations, 823. 
for blepharitis, 440. 
in blennorrhoea, 386. 

conjunctivitis, 373, 377, 398. 
suppurative keratitis, 87. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

Collapse of globe, 86. 
Collyria, 42. 
Coloid deposits in vitreous, 135. 
Color-amblyopia, 209. 
Color-blindness, 761. 

in neuro-retinitis, 175. 

Colored glasses, 20. 
in neuro-retinitis, 181. 

Colored vision, 761, 763. 
Color of iris, 241. 

optic disc, 147. 
in glaucoma, 306. 

Combination of tumors, 539. 
Comedones, 439, 538. 
Complications of cataract, 609. 

iritis, 245. 
Compound astigmatism, 735. 
Concave glasses, 714. 
Concomitant squint, 801. 
Condylomata of iris, 249. 
Confluent pustule of the lid, 441. 
Congenital astigmatism, 735. 

cataract, 610. 
excavation, apparent, 145. 

true, 146, 148. 
flatness of cornea and lens, 722. 

Congestive atrophy, 218. 
Congruous spots, 786. 
Conical cornea, 115. 
Coniine as a myotic, 37. 
Conjunctiva, 357. 

blood-vessels of, 359. 
lymphatics of, 359. 
minute anatomy of, 358. 
nerves of, 360. 
ocular, 357. 
palpebral, 357. 

Conjunctival croup, 395. 
suture in squint operations, 821. 

Conjunctivitis, 357. 
blennorrhoea!, 379. 
catarrhal, 369. 
degenerative, 365. 
diphtheritic, 366, 395. 
gonorrhoeal, 381. 
membranous, 365, 376. 

Consanguinity of parents a cause of. retinitis pigmen¬ 
tosa, 237. 

Consecutive glaucoma, 316. 
Consequences of blepharitis, 454. 

Consequences of conjunctivitis, 419. 
Constant scotomata, 758. 
Constitutional poisoning by atropine, 36, 37. 

calabar-bean, 39. 
treatment in pannus, 1U0. 

Contagion a cause of conjunctivitis, 372. 
trachoma, 404. 

Contractions of the nasal duct, 509. 
Contra-indications to extraction, 628. 
Conus, crescent, 348. 
Convergent squint, 705, 799. 
Convex glasses in asthenopia, 745. 

hypermetropia, 724. 
spasm of accommodation, 754. 

Co-ordination, 688. 
Copper, sulphate of, 41. 
Corelysis, 259. 
Corneal causes of astigmatism, 695. 

corpuscles, 49. 
cicatrices, 102. 
herpes, a cause of pterygium, 420. 
ulcers, a cause of false pterygium, 420. 

transverse section of, 89. 
staphyloma, 115. 

Cornea, 48. 
abscess of, 73. 
anatomy of, 49. 
artificial, 113. 
blood-vessels of, 50. 
bony degeneration of, 104, 108. 
chalky deposits on, 104. 
conical, 115. 
conjunctiva of, 49. 
corpuscles of, 49. 
curvature of, 677. 
globosa, 115. 
hernia of, 81. 
herpes of, 60. 
inflammation of, 45. 
inflammatory changes in, 52. 
inflam, neuro-paralytic, 77, 546. 
in marasmus, 51. 
lymphatics of, 50. 
metallic incrustations on, 104. 
neoplasia of, 54. 
nerves of, 50. 
rupture of, 82. 
senile changes of, 50. 
staphyloma of, 85. 

Corpora quadrigemina, 228. 
Corpus vitreum, 133. 
Corpuscles, corneal, 49. 
Correcting-gl asses in squint, 814. 
Correction of unequal refraction, 728. 
Corrosive chloride of mercury, 41. 

sublimate in eczema, 66. 
Cortical cataract, 596, 608. 
Couching, 612. 
Counter-irritation, 30. 
Crescentic ulcers, 383, 393. 
Critchett’s operation for staphyloma, 130. 
Crossed images, 845. 
Crystalline lens, 589. 

senile changes of, 591. 

Cupping, 26. 
of disc, 305. 

Cure of cataract by therapeutic measures, 624 
lachrymal fistula, 510. 
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Curtains, 19. 
Cyanometer, 209. 
Cyclitis, 296. 
Cylindrical glasses, 733. 

in anterior staphyloma, 121. 
Cylindroma, 561. 
Cysticercus, 563, 577. 

in lens, 614. 
Cystoid cicatrix, 641. 

degenerations, 546. 
Cysts of the iris, 539. 
Cysto-sarcoma, 549. 

Dacryo-adenitis, 492. 
Dacryocystitis, 496. 
Dacryocystoblennorrhcea, 494. 
Dacryoliths, 493, 503. 
Dacryops, 492, 539. 
Dalrymple’s needle, 655. 
Daltonism, 762. 
Damp rooms, 17. 
Dark-chamber in neuro-retinitis, 181. 
Darkness a cure for hemeralopia, 773. 
Daturine, a mydriatic, 36. 
Death from enucleation, 580. 

panophthalmitis, 329. 
Degeneration of muscle in squint, 813. 
Degenerative form of cyclitis, 296. 
Demour’s membrane, 50. 
Depilation for blepharitis, 446. 
Depression of cataract, 632. 
Dermoid tumors, 541. 
Descemet’s membrane, 50. 
Description of chromo-lithographs, 855. 
Destruction of hair-follicles, 463. 

lachrymal sac, 510. 
gland, 512. 

Detachment of ciliary body, 282. 
choroid, 283. 
retina, 193, 298, 355. 
vitreous, 140. 

Determination of far-point, 701. 
hypermetropia, 719. 
astigmatism, 732. 

Deviation of visual line, 842. 
Diabetic amaurosis, 218. 

cataract, 610. 
Dictyitis, 154. 
Dietetic regimen, 257. 
Difficulty in escape of cataract, 663. 
Diffuse granulations. 363. 
Digitaline as a myotic, 37. 
Diffuse neuro-retinitis, 172, 179. 

trachoma, 402. 
Dilator muscle of iris, 241. 
Dilute acetic acid in xerosis, 426. 
Diminution of vision in hypermetropia, 721. 
Dioptric apparatus, 677. 

media incompressible, 13. 
opacity of, 196. 

Diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 366, 395. 
paralysis, 748. 

Diplopia, 830, 843. 
after tenotomy, 804, 823. 
from pterygium, 419. 
monocularis, 680. 

Direct method, 867. 
Disadvantages of tenotomy, 817. 

Discission, 630, 632, 655. 
Discoloration of the papilla, 215, 322. 
Diseases of refraction and accommodation, 677. 
Disease of pons Yarolii, 229. 
Diseases of ocular muscles, 775. 
Dislocation of lens, 293, 615. 
Displacement of pupil, 268, 626. 

in comeal opacities, 111. 
irregular astigmatism, 738. 
anterior staphyloma, 121, 

122. 
Dissecting glasses, 716, 836. 
Distichiasis, 444. 

and trichiasis, 462. 
Distoma oculi humani, 614. 
Disturbances of vision in glaucoma, 308. 
Divergent squint, 707, 828. 
Division of cataract, 630, 631. 

ciliary muscle, 271. 
nerves, 301. 

optic nerve for photopsia, 200. 
Dizziness in paralysis of ocular muscles; 847. 
Double images, 782, 786, 830. 

iridectomy, 323. 
needle operation, 645. 

Double vision, 419, 680, 804, 823, 830, 843. 
Douches, 23. 
Drastic purgatives, 29. 
Dry capsular cataract, 643. 

catarrh, 372. 
Dust, 15. 
Dust-spectacles, 16. 

Echinococcus, 563. 
Ectasia of the cornea, 115. 
Ectopia lentis, 616. 
Ectropion, 373, 384, 393, 477. 

from blepharitis, 432. 
trachoma, 409. 

mechanical, 479. 
paralytic, 478. 
sarcomatosum, 478. 
senile, 478. 

Ectropium luxurians, 403. 
Eczema, 66. 
Effect of division of cervical limiting cord, 9. 

sympathetic nerve, 10. 
Elastic catheters for tear-duct, 509. 
Electricity in mydriasis, 752. 

myosis, 756. 
opacity of the cornea, 109. 
paralysis of ocular muscles, 852. 
conjunctivitis, 852. 

Elephantiasis of lids, 540. 
Elevation of temperature in blennorrhcea, 379. 

conjunctivitis, 367. 
Elongation of optic axis, 349. 
Embolic panophthalmitis, 371. 
Embolism, 222. 
Emmetropia, 579. 
Emphysema of lachrymal sac, 503. 

orbit, 518. 
Encanthis calculosa, 538. 

fungosa, 538. 
Encephalitis a cause of amaurosis, 227. 
Encephaloid glioma, 543. 
Endothelium, 147. 
Enlargement of the blind spot, 353. 
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906 INDEX. 

Enophthalmos spasticus, 795. • 
Entoptic appearances, 757. 

bodies, 189. 
Entozoa, 563, 614. 
Entropion, 373, 470. 

a cause of xerosis, 426. 
after flap-extraction, 664. 
from trachoma, 409. 

Enucleation, 580. 
for staphyloma, 123, 347. 

glaucoma, 323. 
suppurative irido-choroiditis, 333. 
sympathetic ophthalmia, 301, 302. 

Ephidrosis palpebrarum, 433. 
Epiblepharon, 797. 
Epicanthus, 797. 
Episcleritis, 336. 
Epithelial cancer, 559. 

opacities, 101. 
Ergotism a cause of cataract, 611. 
Ergot in paralysis of accommodation, 749. 
Erysipelas of lids, 433. 

from destruction of tear-sac, 511. 
Escape of vitreous, 267. 

before lens, 663. 
Ethmoidal nerve, 9. 
Everting the lids, 44. 
Examination of visual field," 209. 
Exanthemata as cau se of panophthalmitis, 328. 
Excavation of optic nerve in atrophy, 203. 

glaucoma, 306. 
congenital, 146, 148. 

Excision of blood-vessels in pannus, 98. 
chalazion, 452. 
corneal opacities, 110. 
granulations, 411, 823, 
prolapsed iris, 659. 
pterygium, 422. 
staphyloma, 129. 

Exophthalmia fungosa, 557. 
Exophthalmic goitre, 520. 
Exophthalmos, 517. 

cachecticus, 517. 
Exophthalmus from extra-ocular tumors, 569. 
Exostosis, 542. 
External palpebral ligament, 473. 

rectus, advancement of, 821. 
Extirpation of eyeball, 573. 

lachrymal gland, 512. 
sac, 512. 

tumors, 570. 
Extraction of cataract, flap, 660. 

lens and capsule entire, 636, 
642. 

Liebreich’s corneal, 672. 
linear, 657. 

with iridectomy, 271. 
peripherical linear, 665. 
Streatfield’s peripherical, 671. 

Extraction of cilia, 463. 
cysticercus, 578. 

Extra-ocular tumors, 569. 
Extravasations, 170. 

in choroid, 288. 
in conjunctivitis, 367. 
in detachment of retina, 196. 
in retinitis, 164. 
in vitreous, 138. 

Exudative choroiditis, 281. 
neuro-retinitis, 166. 
retinitis, 183. 

Eye, artificial, 583. 
care of, 14-21. 
glasses, 712, 728. 
lotions, 41. 
shades, 20. 

Eyeball, atrophy of, 329, 383. 
enucleation of, 580. 
extirpation of, 573. 

Facial erysipelas, 371. 
Facultative hypermetropia, 691, 720. 
False cataract, 255, 256. 

pterygium, 419. 
Far-point, 700, 718. 
Far-sightedness, 723. 
Fascia tarso-orbitalis, 428, 514. 
Fasting a cause of hemeralopia, 773. 
Fatty degeneration, 204. 

of cells of vitreous, 135. 
Favus of the lids, 442. 
Fibroma, 540. 
Field-glasses, 711. 
Field of vision, 213. 

in amaurosis, 232. 
Fifth nerve, 9. 
Filaria, 565. 

oculi humani, 614. 
Fil de Florence used for suture, 481. 
Filthiness, a cause of ophthalmia neonatorum, 391. 
Fistula of lachrymal gland, 492. 
Flap extraction, 635, 637, 660. 
Flat formation, 721. 
Flattening of cornea, 305. 
Flitting scotoma, 765. 
Flocculi in atropine solutions, 36. 
Fluid vitreous, 615. 
Focal distance, 678, 703. 

tract, 679. 
line, anterior and posterior, 679. 

Foci, 183, 184. 
Foetal vitreous, 133. 
Follicles of cilia, 430. 
Fontana’s canal, 241. 
Foramen opticum choroidea, 273. 
Forced ripening of cataract, 627. 
Foreign bodies in anterior chamber and iris, 250, 264, 

265. 
conjunctiva, 250, 257, 372. 
cornea, 58, 76, 250, 257. 
eye, 257. 
lens, 613. 
orbit, 529. 
vitreous, 137,139. 

Form of cornea, 677. 
Fovea centralis, 154. 

trochlearis, 776. 
Fracture of roof of orbit, 518. 
Frog-spawn granules, 364. 
Frontal nerve, 9. 
Fulminating glaucoma, 314. 
Fungi in canaliculi, 493. 

hair-follicles, 442. 
Fungous, hgematodes, 559. 

Galvanic current in amaurosis, 234. 
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INDEX. 907 

Gerontoxon of cornea, 50. 
lens, 592. 

Glass-stud in opacity of cornea, 113. 
Glasses, concave, 712. 

convex, 722, 724, 745, 754. 
cylindric, 733. 
periscopic, 714. 
prismatic, 710, 836. 
dissecting, 716, 836. 

G laucoma, 304, 305. 
/ absolutum, 315, 323. 

consecutive, 316. 
fulminating, 314. 
simplex, 315. 
in staphyloma posticum, 355. 

Glaucomatous cataract, 315. 
degeneration, 316. 
excavation of papilla, 280, 305. 

Glioma, 543, 575. 
Gliosarcomfy 549, 552, 576. 
Glittering of the eyes, 864. 
Globe, collapse of, 86. 

atrophy of, 329, 383. 
Globulin, 590. 
Glycerine in xerosis, 426. 
Goggles, 16. 
Goitre and exophthalmos, 520. 
Gonorrhoeal ophthalmia, 381. 
Grades of myopia, 700. 
Grando, 538. 
Granular conjunctivitis, 401. 

trachoma, 401. 
Granulations of iris, 243, 249. 

stump of divided tendon, 822. 
Granuloma, 557. 
Graves1 disease, 520. 
Gray atrophy, 202. 
Greasing edges of lids, 375, 445. 
Green-blindness, 762. 

cataract, 307. 
Gummy tumors, 281. 

of iris, 243, 249, 255. 
lids, 432. 

Gymnastic exercises in asthenopia, 744. 
\ 

Hamophthalmia, 247. 
Halo round the macula, 158. 
Hancock’s operation, 271, 317. 
Hard cataract, 595. 
Harder’s artificial leech, 26. 
Hardness of globe, 304. 
Haziness of the vitreous, 292. 
Heart-disease a cause of neuro^retinitis, 176. 
Heat and cold, 18. 
Hebetudo visus, 637. 
Hemeralopia, 766, 771. 

in retinitis pigmentosa, 237. 
Hemiopia, 212, 225. / 

homonymous, 213. 
nasal, 213. 

Hemorrhage in iridectomy, 266. 
into eye, 346. 

vitreous, 138. 
from iris, 249. 
in irido-choroiditis, 303. 
in staphyloma posticum, 355. 
into retina and papilla, 170. 

Hemorrhagic onyx, 55, 

Hermetical bandage, 384. 
Hernia of the cornea, 81. 

lachrymal sac, 503. 
Herpes of the conjunctiva, 366, 416. 

cornea, 60, 63, 64, 65. 
ophthalmicus, 62. 

Herpetic bridge, 61. 
pannus, 418. 

Heurteloupe’s artificial leech, 26. 
Histoid tumors, 539. 
Historical notice of exophthalmic goitre, 520. 
Hodometer, 801. 
Homonymous images, 845. 
Hordeolum externum, internum, 435, 448. 
Horner’s muscle, 428. 
Horopter, 792. 
Humor morgagni, 591. 
Hyalitis, 133, 137, 138, 139,142. 

hypertrophic, 136. 
suppurative, 135. 
tuberculous, 135. 

Hyaloid artery, 134, 139. 
Hydatids, 227, 564. 
Hydrarg. prgecip. albus, 40. 

ruber, 40. 
Hydrocephalus a cause of amaurosis, 230. 
Hydromeningitis, 55, 68, 293. 
Hydrophthalmos anterior, 115. 
Hydrops nervi optici, 152. 

sacci lachrymalis, 503, 539. 
snbretinalis, 193, 298, 569. 

Hyoscyamine, 36. 
Hypergemia of the iris, 247. 
Hypergesthesia optica, 763. 
Hypermetropia, 606, 691, 718, 843. 

a cause of neuro-retinitis, 175. 
squint, 810, 834. 

changed to myopia, 352. 
Hyperopia, 691. 
Hyperpresbyopia, 691, 697, 723. 
Hypodermic injections, 31. 

morphine, in atropine poisoning, 37. 
suppurative keratitis, 87. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

Hypohama, 247. 
Hypopyon, 73, 244, 249, 256, 281. 
Hypopyum keratitis, 73. 

Iced compresses in abscess of the lid, 438. 
diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 398. 

Identical meridians, 786. 
Idiopathic blepharospasm, 795. 
Immediate consequences of tenotomy, 822. 
Immobility of the pupil, 213. 

i Impairment of vision in atrophy of nerve, 208. 
irido-cyclitis, 292. 
iritis, 248. 
trachoma, 404. 
a cause of nystagmus, 840. 

Impetigo faciei, 65. 
Incapsulation of foreign bodies, 138, 139. 
Incision of abscess of the lid, 438. 

orbit, 529. 
hordeolum, 451. 
staphyloma, 129. 
skin of lid for blepharitis, 446. 
walls of tear duct, 510. 

Incomplete correction in astigmatism, 738. 
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908 INDEX. 

Incomplete evacuation of cataract, 663. 
Incorrect apposition of flap, 664. 
Increase of convexity of cornea, 704. 

lens, 704. 
refraction in staphyloma posticnm, 352. 

Indications for discission, 655. 
the use of mydriatics, 35. 

Indirect method, 866. 
vision, 681. 

Inferior palpebral muscle, 430. 
Inflammation of the canaliculi, 493. 

conjunctiva, 357. 
cornea, 4S. 
lachrymal gland, 492. 
lids, 427. 
mouths of the puncta, 492. 
ocular capsule, 517. 
retina, 154. 
sclera, 334. 
tissues of the orbit, 517. 
vitreous, 133. 

Inflammatory reaction after iridectomy, 267 
Infra-trochlear nerve. 9. 
Inherited staphyloma posticum, 354. 

syphilis, 76. 
Injecting lachrymal duct, 508. 
Injections, hypodermic, 31. 
Injuries of the ciliary region, 293. 
Innervation, disturbances of, 7. 
Inoculation a cause of blennorrhoea, 380. 

ophthalmia neonatorum, 391. 
for the cure of pannus, 99. 

Insufficiency of the muscles, 796. 
Integument of the lids, 430. 
Interfibrillary passages, 590. 
Intermittent amaurosis, 768. 

ophthalmia, 8. 
Internal lachrymal fistula, 497. 

ophthalmia, 279. 
remedies in diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 398. 

Interruptions of visual field, 211, 232. 
Intra-cranial pressure, 178. 
Intraocular circulation, 1. 

ganglionic system, 33. 
hemorrhage, 318. 
myotomy, 271, 317. 
pressure, 1, 35, 150, 280, 291. 304, 338. 

effect of removal of, 130. 
tumors, 575. 

Inunction treatment, 28. 
in hyalitis, 142. 

irido-choroiditis, 300. 
iritis, 258. 

Inversion of lids, 373. 
Iodide of potassium, 41. 

in ocular paralysis, 851. 
neuro-retinitis, 181. 

Iodine salve in corneal opacity, 109. 
Iridectomy, 261. 

for removal of foreign body from anterior 
chamber, 264. 

in blennorrhoea, 386. 
flap-extraction, 635. 
glaucoma, 317, 321. 
irido-choroiditis, 301. 
iritis, 257. 
kerato-globus, 120. 
pterygium, 424. 

Iridectomy in sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 345. 
staphyloma anticum, 119, 122. 
staphyloma posticum, 356. 
suppurative keratitis, 89, 91. 

with extraction in irido-choroiditis, 301. 
Iridenkleisis, 269, 318. 
Irido-capsnlitis, 245. 
Irido-choroiditis, 245, 281, 291. 

a result of peripherical extraction, 
641. 

sympathetic. 298. 
Irido-cyclitis, 245, 281, 291. 

a result of peripherical extractions, 641. 
Iridodesis, 268. 
Iridodonesis, 603. 
Iridotomy, 271. 
Iris, anatomy of, 240. 

atrophy of, 246, 253. 
granulatioiis of, 243. 
gummy tumors of, 243. 
hemorrhages from, 249. 
stroma of, 241. 
papillary excrescences of, 243. 
prolapse of, 93, 664. 
purulent infiltration of, 244. 
staphyloma of, 85. 

Iritis, 240. 
causes of, 250. 
complications of, 245. 
secondary, 250. 
serous, 243. 
malarial, 250. 
suppurative, 256, 258. 
sympathetic, 250. 
syphilitic, 251. 

Iron and nutrients in diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 400. 
Irregular astigmatism, 679. 
Irritants, 39. 

in blennorrhoea, 387. 
corneal opacities, 109. 
chronic ulcers, 90. 

Irritating ointments, 40. 
powders, 40. 
vapors, 17. 

Ischaemic amaurosis, 220. 
Isinglass plaster for closing lids, 265. 
Issues, 30. 

Jaeger’s test-types, 682, 875. 
Janin’s ointment. 445. 

Kakochymia, 548. 
Keloid, 551. 
Keratectasia, 81, 118. 
Keratectomy, 120. 
Keratitis, 48. 

cicatricial, 107. 
neuro-paralytic, 78, 546. 
diffuse or parenchymatous, 70. 
pannosa, 463. 
phlyctenular, 60. 
postica, 55. 
punctata, 55, 68, 293. 
suppurative, 73,87. 
vascular, 53, 57. 

Keratocele, 81. 
Keratoconus, 115. 
Keratoglobus, 115, 
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INDEX. 909 

Kerato-iritis, 245. 
Keratonyxis. 650. 
Knapp’s operation for staphyloma, 131. 
Ivopiopia, 697. 

Labarraque’s solution, 66. 
Lachrymal abscess, 497. 

calculi, 503. 
caruncle, 357. 
duct, 488. 
fistula, 497. 
gland, 488. 
muscle, 428. 
nerve, 9. 
puncta, 488. 
sac, 489. 

destruction of, 510. 
Lactate of zinc in anesthesia optica, 768. 
Lacus lachrymalis, 491. 
Lagophthalmos a cause of xerosis, 426. 

cholericus, 848. 
paralyticus, 478. 
spasticus, 796. 

Lamina cribrosa, 1, 145. 
fusca, 242, '273. 

Laminaria digitata probes, 509. 
Laminated cataract, 610, 618. 
Lamp-shades, 19. 
Lapis divinus, 41. ' 

infernalis, 43. 
mitigatus, 43. 

Lateral illumination. 864. 
Laudanum in corneal opacity. 109. 

* diffuse keratitis, 72. 
pannus, 97. 

Laws of motion of the eye, 780. 
Lead-deposit on cornea, 90. 

poisoning a cause of paresis, 748. 
probe of Scarpa, 508. 
water-compresses, 393, 652. 

Leeches, 25. 
artificial, 26. 
after cataract extraction, 649. 
in abscess of the lid, 438. 

orbit, 529. 
diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 398. 
membranous conjunctivitis, 377. 
nephritic retinitis, 191. 
vascular keratitis, 59. 

Lens, crystalline, 589 ; capsule of, 589; curvature and 
refractive conditions, 677 ; dislocation, 616; ecto¬ 
pia, 616; escape of, through ruptured cornea, 85; 
entozoa, 614; foreign bodies in, 613; inflamma¬ 
tion of, 618; injuries, 612; luxation, 616; senes¬ 
cence, 610. 

Lenticular causes of astigmatism, 696. 
Leontiasis, 542. 
Lesions of oiliary processes, 614. 
Leucmmic retinitis, 168. 
Leucoma, 101. 
Levator palpebrae, 428, 429. 
Lice a cause of blepharitis ciliaris, 442. 
Lids, abscess of, 431, 437; acne, 433, 439; anatomy of, 

427; chancre of, 433; erysipelas of, 432; eversion 
of, 477 ; inflammation of, 427 ; inversion of, 470 ; 
cedema of, 431; lupus of, 432; syphilitic ulcer of, 
432; eruptions, 433. 

Liebreich’s corneal extraction, 672. 

Ligamentum pectinatum, 240. 
palpebrarum, 428. 

Ligation of carotid for cure of tumors, 570. 
pterygium, 422. 

Light, 18. 
Limbus conjunctivalis, 357, 359, 360. 
Limitation of mobility, 816. 

range of accommodation, 696. 
visual field, 207, 232, 308, 321. 

Linear extraction, 630, 642, 657. 
Line of direction, 680. 
Lipoma, 541. 
Liquefaction of vitreous, 135, 140. 
Listing’s law, 779. 
Lithiasis, 538. 
Local depletion in blennorrhcea, 386, 

suppurative keratitis, 87. 
Localization of images, 831. 
London-smoke glasses, 20. 
Long ciliary nerves, 242. 
Loring’s cataract glasses, 655. 

ophthalmoscope, 870. 
Loss of vision in amaurosis, 231. 

corneal opacity, 105. 
exudative retinitis, 185. 

Lupus of the conjunctiva, 365. 
lids, 432. 

Luscitas, 793. 
Luxatio lentis, 616. 
Lymph cataract, 255. 

corpuscles, 49. 
Lymphatics of optic nerve, 146. 

conjunctiva, 359. 

Macula cornea, 101. 
lutea, 154, 157. 

Madarosis, 409. 
partial, complete, 444. 

Malarial fever a cause of paresis, 748. 
Malignant pustule of lids, 432. 
Manometer, 6. 
Marrotte’s blind-spot, 681, 211. 
Marsh mallow, 445. 
Maxwell’s circle, 762. 
Mechanical ectropion, 479. 

injuries of eye, 14. 
Median plane, 778. 
Medullary carcinoma, 558. 

fungus, 543. 
sarcoma, 548, 550, 553 

Megalopsia, 175, 697, 761. 
Meibomian glands, 428. 
Melanoma, 543. 
Melanotic carcinoma, 558. 

sarcoma, 552. 
Meliceris, 538. 
Membrana-capsulo-pupillaris, 591. 

chorio-capillaris, or Ruischiana, 273, 
Membrane of Descemet. 50, 73, 102, 104, 124. 
Membrane of Bowman, 49. 50, 102. 

Demour, 50. 
Membranous conjunctivitis, 365, 376. 

nasal canal, 489. 
Meningitis, 177. 

epidemic cerebro-spinal, 177. 
Mental diseases in amaurosis, 233. 
Mercury, 28. 
Mercurial inunction in exudative retinitis, 187. 
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910 INDEX. 

Mercurial inunction detachment of retina, 200. 
irido-choroiditis, 800. 
iritis, 258. 
nephritic retinitis, 192. 
neuro-retinitis, 181. 
staphyloma posticum, 356. 

Merits of different cataract operations, 641. 
Metallic incrustations on cornea, 104. 
Metamorphopsia, 175, 197, 353, 696, 761. 
Metastatic deposits in sarcoma, 556. 

panophthalmitis, 328, 371. 
Methodic exercise of eyes, 769. 
Method of holding open the eyelids, 646. 

recording visual field, 209. 
detecting simulated amaurosis, 213. 

Mikropsia, 175, 697, 747, 761, 768. 
Middle converging point, 679. 

focus, 679. 
Milk in xerosis, 426. 
Milium, miliary nodules, 538. 
Mitigated stick, 98, 411. 
Mixed astigmatism, 735. 

cataract, 595. 
nystagmus, 839. 
trachoma, 402. 

Mobility of the eyes in squint, 8S0. 
Modifications of squint-operation, 820. 
Modified linear extraction, 639. 
Modus operandi of mydriatics, 83. 
Molecular opacities of lens, 591. 
Molluscum, 540. 
Monochromatic aberration, 678. 
Monocular diplopia, triplopia, polyopia, 680, 696. 

vision, 831. 
Monostoma lentis, 614. 
Moon-blindness, 766. 
Morbid tumors, 535. 
Morphia, 30. 

an antidote to atropia, 37. 
as a myotic, 37. 

Mosaic layers of retina, 154. 
Movements of eyeball, 777. 
Moxas, 30. 
Mucous polypi, 539. 
Muller’s supporting fibres, 156. 
Muscat volitantes, 757. 

premonitory of asthenopia, 758. 
Muscles of the eye, 775; of the lids, 428; lachrymal 

apparatus, 491; bringing forward of, 825; Hor¬ 
ner’s, 429; motions of, 778 ; orbicularis, 428; pa¬ 
ralysis of, 842; spasm of, 839. 

Muscular insufficiency, 832. 
Mydriasis, 250, 698. 
Mydriatics, 32, 35, 625. 

in myosis, 756. 
Myeloplaxi, 554. 
Myocephalon, 104. 
Myodesopsia, 758. 
Myoma, 543. 
Myopia, 691, 700. 

a cause of squint, 812, 833. 
apparent, 753. 
in distance, 753. 
from opacity of cornea, 108. 

posterior staphyloma, 353. 
Myopic presbyopia, 708. 
Myosis, 38, 698, 755. 
Myotics, 37. 

Myotomy, intraocular, 317. 
Myxoma, 541. 
Myxosarcoma, 549. 552. 

Nsevi venosi, 561. 
Narcotics, 30. 
Narrowing of aqueous chamber, 305. 
Nasal catarrh a cause of lachrymal blennorrhcea, 501. 
Naso-ciliaris, 9. 
Natural and extreme far-point, 694. 
Near-point, 702. 

sightedness, 705. 
Necessary properties of glasses, 714. 
Necrosis of lachrymal bone, 497. , 
Negative accommodation, 744. 
Negro fundus, 277. 
Neoplasia of cornea, 54. 
Nephritic retinitis, 167, 189. 
Nerve of accommodation, 687. 
Nerves of conjunctiva, 360. 

iris and ciliary muscle, 242. 
lids, 431. 
the ocular muscles, 776. 

Nervous elements of the retina, 154. 
Nervus opticus, 144. 
Neuritis optici, neuro-retinitis, 153; apoplectic, 173 ; 

circumscripta, 166,184,186; descendens, 153,177; 
diffuse, 172; embolic, 176; exudative, 166, 183; 
from heart and lung disease, 176 ; hydrops, 152; 
leucgemic, 168; nephritic, 167, 189; pigmentosa, 
237 ; purulent, 167; suppurative, 167 ; syphilitic, 
176; tuberculous, 167. 

Neuro-paralytic ophthalmia, 11. 
ulcerations, 546. 

Nictitation, 795. 
Night-blindness, 771. 
Nitras argenti mitigatus, 43. 
Nitrate of silver, 41. 

for healing up lachrymal fistula, 510. 
in amaurosis, 234. 

blennorrhcea, 387. 
blepharitis ciliaris, 446. 
conjunctivitis, 374. 
corneal opacity, 109. 
corneal ulcers, 90. 
corneal staphyloma, 120. 
diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 399. 
eczema, 66. 
hordeolum, 452. 
ophthalmia neonatorum, 393. 
pannus, 97. 
symblepharon, 458. 
trachoma, 411. 

Nodal point, 680. 
Normal astigmatism, 695. 
Nourishment of patient after cataract extraction, 648. 
Nuclear cataract, 595, 602, 617. 

point, 789. 
surface, 789. 

Nutrition of lens, 591. 
Nyctalopia, 763. 
Nystagmus, 794, 839. 

from corneal opacity, 108. 

Obliteration of lachrymal sac, 510. 
nasal duct, 509. 

Ocular conjunctiva, 357. 
(Edema of lids, malignant, 432. 
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INDEX. 911 

CEdema of retina, 169. 
Ointment for chalazion, 452. 

of iodide of potassium in acne ciliaris, 440. 
of yellow oxide of mercury in blepharitis 

ciliaris, 445. 
of yellow oxide of mercury in phlyctenular 

conjunctivitis, 418. 
of yellow oxide of mercury in trachoma, 414. 

Onyx, 75. 
hemorrhagic, 55. 

Opacities of the cornea, 101. 
after iridectomy, 267. 
epithelial, 101. 
from keratonyxis, 656. 
parenchymatous, 101. 
tendinous, 101. 

Opacities of the vitreous, 139. 
Opaque nerve-fibres, 157. 
Opening of lachrymal sac, 507. 
Opera-glasses, 711. 
Operation for chalazion, 453. 

cicatricial staphyloma, 127. 
diminishing wall of lachrymal sac, 508. 
ectropion, 480. 
entropion, 473, 475. 
extraction of floating cataract, 644. 
membranes in the vitreous, 142. 
nystagmus, 841. 
ptosis, 853. 
removal of membraniform obstructions, 

645. 
strabismus, 819. 
symblepharon, 460. 
trichiasis, 464. 
passing thread through sclera and vit¬ 

reous, 347. 
splitting a staphyloma, 128. 

Operations for staphyloma, incision, excision, 129; 
Critchett’s, 130; Ivnapp’s, 131; splitting, 128; 
ablation, 129. 

Ophthalmia, anterior, 279; general, 279; granular, 
401; impetiginosa, 62; intermittent, 8; internal, 
279; morbillosa, 371; neonatorum, 390; neuro¬ 
paralytic, 11, 76, 546 ; post-febrilis, 294 ; psoriaca, 
62; scarlatinosa, 371; scrofulosa, 63; serpiginosa, 
62; sympathetic, 297; variolosa, 371. 

Ophthalmoblennorrhcea, 361, 379. 
infantum, 390. 

Ophthalmocenthese, 200. 
Ophthalmoplegia paralytica, 847. 
Ophthalmoscope, S65. 
Ophthalmoscopical appearances in astigmatism, 731; 

in atrophy of optic nerve and retina, 205; in 
cataract, 602; in cysticerci in the vitreous, 577; 
in detachment of the retina, 195; in diffuse neuro¬ 
retinitis, 173 ; in exudative retinitis, 183 ; in glau¬ 
coma, 305 ; in glioma of the retina, 575; in hya- 
litis, 139; in hypermetropia, 718; in intra-ocular 
tumors, 575; in myopia, 700 ; in nephritic retini¬ 
tis, 189; in posterior staphyloma, 351; in retinitis, 
183 ; in retinitis pigmentosa, 237; in rupture of 
the choroid, 286; in sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 
341; in tubercles in the choroid, 285; in typical 
pigment degeneration, 237; of choroid, 276; of 
optic nerve, 147; of retina, 157. 

Ophthalmospasmus, 795. 
Ophthalmostat, 262. 
Ophthalmotonometer, 1. 

Opium as a myotic, 37. 
Optical hypermsthesia, 765. 
Optic nerve, anatomy of, 144. 

excavation of, 146, 203, 306. 
atrophy of, 202. 
functional diseases of, 761. 
inflammation of, 152. 
ophthalmoscopical appearances of, 147. 

Optic thalamus, 228. 
Optometers, 700. 
Ora serrata, 273. 
Orbicularis palpebrarum, 428; paralysis of, 797; spasm 

of, 795. 
Orbit, anatomy of, 513; abscess of, 511, 526, 848; 

caries of, 531; emphysema of, 518; extravasations 
into, 518; inflammation of, 517; periostitis of, 
517, 531; tumors of, 569. 

Orbito-palpebralis, 429. 
Orgagoid growths, 539. 
Oscillatory nystagmus, 839. 
Ossification, 299. 
Osteoma, 542. 
Osteosarcoma, 542, 549. 
Osteo-steatoma, 542. 
Ostitis of orbit, 518. 
Oval appearance of disc, 352. 

glasses, 713. 
Over-ripe cataract, 627, 642. 
Oxide of zinc, 41. 
Ozoena a cause of amaurosis, 225. 

Pachyblepharosis, 443. 
Pagenstecher’s ointment, 41. 
Pain in blennorrhoea, 379. 

irido-cyclitis, 292. 
iritis, 247. 
panophthalmitis, 326. 

Palpebral conjunctiva, 357. 
ligament, 428. 

Pannus, 53, 95 ; causes of, 96; crassus, 95 ; herpeticus, 
417; results of, 96; siccus, 97; tenuis, 95 ; treat¬ 
ment of, 97; from blennorrhoea, 382; from tra¬ 
choma, 409. 

Panophthalmitis, 325. 
Papilla, discolorations of, 322. 

in cloudy atrophy, 207. 
Papillary excrescences, 243, 248, 254. 

trachoma, 401. 
Papilloma, 557. 
Paracentesis corner, 94. 

in blennorrhoea, 386. 
diffuse keratitis, 72. 
glaucoma, 317. 
iritis, 258. 
keratitis punctata, 69. 
panophthalmitis, 332. 
sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 

345. 
staphyloma of the cornea, 120. 
staphyloma posticum, 356. 
suppurative keratitis, 88, 91. 
ulcer of the cornea, 93. 

Parenchymatous opacities, 101. 
Parry’s disease, 520. 
Pars ciliaris retinas, 154. 
Partial sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 340. 
Paralysis of accommodation, 747. 

the muscles of the eyeball, 842, 849. 
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912 INDEX. 

Paralysis of the lateral recti, 844. 
oblique muscles, 846. 
superior or inferior recti, 845. 
third pair of nerves, 847. 

Paralytic ectropion, 478. 
lagophthalmia, 478. 
lagophthalmos, 797. 
mydriasis, 751. 

Patches of exudation, 377. 
Pearl-tumors, 538. 
Pemphigus conjunctivas a cause of xerosis, 426. 
Perception of colors, 209. 
Perforation of cornea a cause of cataract, 614. 
Perimeter for measuring visual field, 209. 
Periostitis of orbit, 225, 517, 531. 
Peripherical linear extraction, 665. 
Periscopic glasses, 714. 
Phakitis, 593, 618. 
Phako'nymenitis, 592. 
Phakohydropsie, 598. 
Phacomalacia, 596. 
Phacoscleroma, 595. 
Phlebectasia, 561. 
Phlegmonous inflammation of lachrymal duct, 495, 

497. 
Phlyctenular conjunctivitis, 416. 

keratitis, 60. 
Phosphenes, 209, 763. 
Photophobia, 62, 63, 417. 
Photopsia, 209, 292, 764. 

in atrophied eyes, 300. 
in glaucoma, 309. 

Phthisis bulbi, 86, 298, 330. 
Physaliphores, 133. 
Physiological whiteness of disc, 232. 

excavation, 146. 
Physostigmine, 37. 
Pigmentation of fundus, 277. 
Pigment collections as seen in detachment of retina, 

196. 
layer of the iris, 240. 
on the optic disc, 147. 

Pinguecula, 540. 
Pituitary gland, 228. 
Plaques, 169. 
Plaster, 15. 
Plathymorphia, 721. 
Plesiopia, 705. 
Plexiform tumors, 560. 
Plica semilunaris, 357. 
Point of direct vision, 681. 

middle converging, 679. 
Poisoning by atropine, 33; local, 35. 
Polar cataract, 139,142, 293. 

in retinitis pigmentosa, 237. 
Polyopia, 116, 696. 

monocularis, 680. 
Polypus, fibrous, 548. 

mucous, 539. 
of lachrymal sac, 494. 

Porus opticus, 148. 
Position of patient after extraction, 647. 
Positions of convergence, 781. 
Positive accommodation, 744. 
Posterior capsular cataract, 142, 602. 

chamber, 240. 
focal line, 679. 
polar cataract, 351. 

Posterior staphyloma of the sclera, 348. 
symblepharon, 377. 
synechia, 293. 

Potassium, iodide of, 41. 
Power of squinting eye, 805. 
Pray 1s tables, 733. 
Presbyopia, 697, 723. 
Pressure-bandage in diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 399. 
Pressure, intra-ocuiar, 1, 35, 304, 338. 

intra-vascular, 150. 
Prevention of symblepharon, 378, 458. 
Primary and secondary positions, 778. 
Prismatic glasses, 716. 

after squint operations, 823. 
in divergent squint, 836. 
in spasm of accommodation, 754. 
in paralytic deviations, 853. 

Probing canaliculus, 504. 
lachrymal duct, 504. 

through nose, 508. 
Prodromal appearances of sympathetic ophthalmia, 

297. 
Prognosis of amblyopia, 232. 

atrophy of optic nerve, 232. 
Progressive development of posterior staphyloma, 707. 
Projection of images, 792. 
Prolapse of the iris in flap extraction, 664; in ulcer of 

the cornea, 93. 
uvea, 344. 
vitreous in linear extraction, 659; in 

flap extraction, 663; in peripherical 
linear extraction, 609. 

Protective bandage, 15; after cataract extraction, 
647 ; in detachment’ of the retina, 200 ; in herpes 
of the cornea, 65; in herpetic pannus, 418; after 
iridectomy, 265; in irido-choroiditis, 300; in 
neuro-retinitis, 180; in rupture of the sclera, 
345 ; in suppurative keratitis, 87, 91; in vascular 
keratitis, 59. 

Prothesis ocularis, 583. 
Protuberantia sclerotica, 354. 
Pseudo-membranes to be removed from conjunctival 

sac, 400. 
Pseudoplasms, 538. 
Pseudo-paralysis, 748; 
Pterygium, carnosum, crassum, sarcomatosum, tenue, 

vasculosum, 419. 
Ptosis, 384, 796. 
Pulsating tumors, 562. 
Pulsation of retinal vessels, 149; in glaucoma, 304. 
Puncta lachrymalia, 491. 
Punctum lachrymalis, 488. 
Puncture in corneal staphyloma, 120. 

of retina, 200. 
of sclera, 200. 

Pupil, artificial, 113, 261; displacement of, 111; 
movements of, 245; in sclerotic, 113. 

Purgatives, 29. 
Purulent retinitis, 167. 
Pustules of conjunctiva, 366. 
Pyorrhcea, 379. 

Quinine used locally after cataract extraction, 652. 
as a cause of amaurosis, 220. 

Quota of accommodation, 685. 

Radiating fibres of the iris, 240. 
Range of accommodation, 685. 
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INDEX. 913 

Range of accommodation in hypermetropia, 722. 
Raphania, 611. 
Reclination of cataract, 632. 
Recurrent gliomatous orbital tumors, 547. 

retinitis, 168. 
Red-blindness, 762. 
Reddening of the papilla, 705. 
Reflex relations of sympathetic, 12. 
Reflex, white, 342. 
Refractive media, 677. 

power of lens, 678. 
values of glasses, 693. 

Refraction, anomalies of, 677. 
Register of field of vision, 210. 
Regular astigmatism, 678. 
Relation of squint to amount of accommodation, 

808. 
Relations of co-ordination, 688. 
Relative accommodation, 744. 
Relative cure of cataract, 619, 622. 

hypermetropia, 720. 
Remaining behind of pigment layer in iridectomy, 

266. 
Remote causes of amaurosis, 224. 
Removal of sclero-choroidal staphyloma, 346. 
Replacement of prolapsed uvea, 345. 
Resorption of soft lens matter, 619, 621. 
Restrictions in the use of mydriatics, 35. 
Results of amaurosis, 231. 
Retaining-suture in squint, 820. 
Retina, anatomy of, 154; atrophy of, 201; correspond¬ 

ing points of, 791; detachment of, 193, 298; func¬ 
tional disorders oE, 761; inflammation of, 154; 
ophthalmoscopical appearances of, 157 ; pigment 
degeneration of, 237; puncture of, 200; senile 
changes of, 162. 

Retinal anaesthesia, 724. 
glioma, 575. 

' hyperesthesia, 743. . 
vessels as seen in detachment, 196. 
hemorrhages, 7. 

Retinitis, 154; circumscripta, 166; exudative, 183; 
nephritic, 189; pigmentosa, 237. 

Retino-ciliary hyperesthesia, 742. 
Retino-choroiditis, 166. 
Retrogressive fluid total cataract, 642. 
Retro-tarsal fold, 358. 
Retention tumors, 538. 
Ruischiana membrana, 273. 
Rheumatic paralyses, 848. 
Ring around optic disc, 147. 
Ripe cataract, 626. 
Rods and cones, 680. 
Rotatory nystagmus, 839. 
Round glasses, 713. 
Rules for choosing glasses, 715. 

using glasses, 739. 
Rupture of the choroid, 286. 

choroidal vessels, 288. 
cornea, 82. 
retina, 199. 
sclera, 344. 
zonula, 622. 

Sarooma, 548, 576. 
telangiectodes, 549. 

Saturnine amaurosis, 219. 
Scarification of the conjunctiva- 98, 386, 398. 
Scalping of lid, 446. 

Scarpa’s ointment for blepharitis ciliaris, 445. 
Schematic eye, 684. 
Schlemm’s canal, 334. 
School-education a cause of myopia, 354 
Schwann's membrane, 282. 
Sclera, sclerotic, 334; senile changes of, 335; regula¬ 

tive influence of, 4; staphyloma of, 338. 
Scleral incision, 639. 

staphyloma, 338. 
Scleritis, sclerotitis, 334. 
Sclerochoroidal staphyloma, 298, 338; anticum, an¬ 

nulare, 342; partial, 340; posticum, 348; total, 
338; traumatic. 344. 

Sclero-choroiditis, 336. 
Scleronyxis, 644. 
Sclerosis of the sclera, 336. 
Scleroticonyxis, 655. 
Sclerotitis, scleritis, 334. 
Scotoma, 608, 757. 

in staphyloma posticum, 353. 
Scrofulous ophthalmia, 63, 67. 
Sebaceous tumors, 538. 
Seborrhcea ciliaris, 434. 
Sebum palpebr®, 428. 
Secondary gliomatous foci, 547. 
Secretions in blennorrhcea, 379. 

of conjunctiva, 360. 
Senile changes in choroid, 277. 

retina, 162. 
vitreous, 135. 

ectropion, 478. 
involution of the lens, 723. 

Separation of the retina, 193. 
Sequel® of iritis, 252. 
Serous choroiditis, 279. 

iritis, 243. 
Setons, 30. 
Shades, 19. 
Sharply bounded defects in visual field, 232. 
Shortening of conjunctival sac, 377. 
Short-sightedness, 700. 
Shrinkage of the vitreous, 141. 
Siliculose cataract, 657. 
Simple astigmatism, 735. 

cerate for acne ciliaris, 440. 
glaucoma, 315. 

Simulated amaurosis, 214. 
Slitting external canthus in blennorrhcea, 38(5. 
Sluggishness of pupil, 245, 305. 
Smoke-gray glasses, 20. 
Smoky pupil in old persons, 592. 
Snellen’s test-type, 682. 
Snowden’s speculum, 665. 
Snow-blindness, 766. 
Snuff-taking, 17; a cause of blennorrhcea of the 

lachrymal passages, 501. 
Softening of the brain a cause of amaurosis, 227. 
Soft cataract, 596, 617. 
Solitary pustule of the border of the lid, 439. 
Solution of salt in xerosis, 426. 
Spasmodic hare’s eye, 796. 
.Spasm of accommodation, 33, 753. 

ciliary muscle, 753. 
orbicularis palpebrarum, 753, 795. 
levator palpebr® superioris, 796. 
sphincter pupil lee, 753. 

Spastic lagophthalmus, 796. 
Spawn-like trachoma, 364. 
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914 INDEX. 

Spectacles, 712; binocular, 712; colored, 20 ; con- 
* cave, 712; convex, 725-728; cylindrical, 737-739 ; 

dust, 16; glass, 16; mica, 16; periscopic, 714; 
prismatic, 716, 754, 823, 836, 853; protective, 20 ; 
stenopiiic, 112, 121; strabismus, 814; wire, 16 ; 
in asthenopia, 744; in divergent squint, 836; in 
hypermetropia, 724. 

Spectrum, muco-lachrymal, 371. 
Sphincter muscle of the iris, 241. 
Spintherism, 764. 
Spontaneous dislocation of lens, 616. 

froe motion of lens, 616. 
luxation, 616. 

Spoon-operation, 631. 
Spotted retina, 237.. 
Squint, 793. 
Squint-angle, 829. 
Starr-like ulcers of cornea, 76. 
Staphyloma, 115, 129; ablation of, 129; annulare, 

342; anticum, 342; excision of, 129 ; incision of, 
129; iridis racemosum, 87. 

Staphyloma of cornea, 85; scleral, 338; sclero-cho- 
roidal, 298, 338. 

Staphyloma posticum, 703, 706. 
a cause of detachment of the 

retina, 197. 
a cause of divergent squint, 

833. 
in hypermetropia, 354. 
Scarpas, 338. 

Steinheil glass cones, 711. 
Steatoma, 540. 
Stenopaic spectacles in opacity of cornea, 111. 

staphyloma anticum, 121. 
Stokes’ astigmatic lens, 734. 
Strabismus, 799; angle of, 799, 800, 801; alternating, 

801, 802, 806; apparent, binocular, concomitant, 
801; constant, continual, convergent, 799; di¬ 
vergent, 829; hypermetropic, 810, 834; incon¬ 
gruous, 804; intercurrent, 811; monolateral, 
801; myopic, 811, 834; paralytic, 809 ; periodic, 
807, 811, 814; secondary, 826. 

Strabometer, 801. 
Strabotomy a purely cosmetic operation, 817. 
Straining of the accommodation, 354. 

the eyes, 22. 
Stratum pigmenti, 273. 
Streatfield’s peripherical extraction, 671. 
Stroma of the iris, 240. 
Strychnine injections in amaurosis, 234. 
Stye, 435, 448. 
Style for blennorrhoea of lachrymal passages, 508. 
Subretinal effusion, 193. 

extravasations of blood, 194. 
Substitutes for iridectomy, 267. 
Subtarsal muscle, 429, 471. 
Suction method of extraction, 63o. 
Sudden changes of temperature, 18. 
Sugar of lead in trachoma, 411. 
Sulphate of cadmium, 41. 

copper, 41. 
in trachoma, 412. 

blepharitis ciliaris, 446. 
conjunctivitis, 374. 
corneal opacity, 109. 
diffuse keratitis, 72. 

ointment, 374, 412. 
solution^ 412. 

Sulphate of zinc, 41, 66. 
Superior palpebral muscle, 429. 
Suppression of perceptions, 806. 
Suppuration of cornea after extraction, 637. 

the globe, 347. 
Suppurative choroiditis, 283, 325. 

induced by transplantation, 
327. 

keratitis, 76, 78. 
retinitis, 167. 

Supra-trochlear nerve, 9. 
Suture in flap-extraction, 664. 
Sutures in squint operations, 820. 
Swelling of the conjunctiva, 362. 

papilla in retinitis, 165. 
Symblepharon, 398, 457. 

a result of trachoma, 408. 
Sympathetic nerve, 8. 

ophthalmia, 122, 297, 555. 
Symptomatic ectropion, 479. 
Syncanthus externus and internus, 458. 
Synchisis, 135, 140. 

scintillans, 140. 
Syndesmitis, 357. 
Synechia anterior, 294; operation for, 113. 
Synechia posterior, 248. 
Syphilis, constitutional, 70. 

a cause of retinitis pigmentosa, 238. 
Syphilitic iritis, 251. 

neuro-retinitis, 176. 
ulcers of lids, 432. 

Tabes dorsalis a cause of amaurosis, 230. 
Tannin, 41. 

in glycerine, 45. 
ophthalmia neonatorum, 393. 

Tapetum, 154, 273. 
of the iris, 240. 

Tapping subretinal fluid, 201. 
the vitreous, 636. 
the anterior chamber, 94. 

Tarsal cartilages, 427. 
glands, 428. 
ligament, 428. 

Tarsoraphy, 481, 483, 827. 
Tearing detached retina, 201. 

iris from ciliary ligament, 266. 
Tears, tear-streams, tear-sea, 491. 
Telangiectasise, 561. 
Tendinous-looking opacities, 101. 
Tenon’s capsule, 514, 575. 
Tenotomy, 837. 
Tension measurer, 304. 
Tensor choroidea, 275. 
Teratoid tumors, 539. 
Testing the vision after extraction, 648. 
Test-types, 682, 872. 
Tetanus oculi, 795. 
Theory of accommodation, 687. 
Thrusting experiment, 817. 
Time of development of nystagmus, 840. 
Tincture of opium, 41. 

for keeping down granulations, 823. 
in mydriasis, 752. 

phlyctenular conjunctivitis, 418. I Tobacco-smoke, 17. 
a cause of amaurosis, 219, 234. 

conjunctivitis, 372. 
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Tonics in paralysis of accommodation, 749. 
Tonometers, 1. 
Total staphyloma, 123. 
Trabeculae, 241. 
Trachoma, granular, papillary, 401; mixed, diffuse, 

402; a result of blennorrhcea, 384; with granu¬ 
lations, 364. 

Trachomatous bodies, 363. 
Translators’ appendix, 863. 
Transparency of retina, 154. 
Transparent total staphyloma of the globe, 338 
Transplantation of pterygium, 423. 

cornea, 113. 
Transverse section in cataract extraction, 633. 
Traumatic amaurosis, 767. 

cataract, 643. 
causes of conjunctivitis, 372. 

Trichiasis, 444, 462; a cause of xerosis, 426; from 
trachoma, 409. 

Trichiniasis a cause of paresis, 748. 
Trichosis bulbi, 541. 
Trifacial zoster, 62. 
Triplopia, 696. 
Trochlea, 775. 
Tubercles in choroid, 285. 

brain a cause of amaurosis, 227. 
Tuberculous retinitis, 167. 
Tuberculous panophthalmitis, 328. 
Tumors, 535. 

extraocular, 569. 
intraocular, 575. 
of orbit causing detachment of retina, 198. 

base of brain, 225. 
cerebellum, 229. 
cerebrum, 229. 

Tunica vaginalis bulbi, 775. 
vasculosa, 273. 
elastica, 273. 

Tylosis, 443. 
Typical pigment degeneration of retina, 237. 

Ulceration of lachrymal duct, 497. 
Ulcerative perforations of the cornea, 327. 
Ulcer of conjunctiva, 366. 

cornea, 75, 392. 
from blennorrhoea, 383 

diphtheritic conjunctivitis, 398. 
perforating, 83, 84. 

Uncleanliness a cause of trachoma, 404. 
Unguis, 75. 
Uraemia a cause of paresis, 748. 

Vapor of cooked liver for hemeralopia, 773. 
Variation in refraction, 694. 
Variola a cause of lachrymal blennorrhcea, 501. 
Vasa vorticosae, 242, 276. 
Vascular keratitis, 53, 57, 58, 382. 
Veils, 20. 
Veins of the orbit, 515. 
Venous ciliary plexus, 276. 

Venous pulsation, 149. 
thrombosis, 421. 

Vertigo, 792. 
Vesicants, 17. 
Vesica pinguis, 551. 
Vesicles on conjunctiva, 366. 
Vessels in optic nerve, 148. 
Violet-blindness, 763. 
Visual axis, 677. 

field, hemiopic contractions of, 213. 
interruptions of, 213, 232, 233. 
limitations of, 213, 237, 238, 321. 
mapping out, 208. 
register of, 211. 

line, 680. 
plane, 778. 

Vitreous cataract, 293. 
anatomy of, 133. 
blood in, 138. 
detachment of, 141. 
escape of, 267. 
foreign bodies in, 137. 
inflammation of, 133. 
nutrition, 133. 
opacities of, 139. 

Vitrina, 134. 
Voluntary co-ordination, 783. 

squint, 807. 
Vortex purulentus, 74. 

Warm applications in pannus, 98. 
panophthalmitis, 332. 
suppurative keratitis, 87, 90. 

Warts, 551. 
Washing out anterior chamber, 643. 
Water-closets, 17. 
Wax bougies for tear-duct, 509. 
Wearing metallic tube in tear-duct, 509. 
White precipitate ointment for blepharitis, 445. 

reflex from fundus, 342. 
Wind, 18. 
Window-curtains, 19. 
Wounds of iris in flap extraction, 662. 

lens, 612. 

Xerophthalmia, 365, 398, 425. 
Xerosis, 425. 

from trachoma, 409. 
in exophthalmic goitre, 522. 

Yellow ointment in corneal opacity, 109. 
diffuse keratitis, 72. 
herpes of the cornea, 65. 
pannus, 97. 

vascular keratitis, 59. 

Zinc, oxide of, 41. 
sulphate of, 41. 

Zonula, 134. 
Zoster, 62. 

We desire to express our acknowledgments to Dr. David Webster, clinical assistant to the Manhattan 
Bye and Ear Hospital, for the preparation of this index.—Translators. 
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